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REPORT
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THE MINERAL RESOURCES OF THE STATES AND TERRITORIES WEST OF
THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS.

WASHINGTON, D. C., March 5, 1SGS.
SIR: In the preliminary report winch I had the honor to.transmit to yon from

San Francisco in November, 1866, a general summary was given of the mineral
resources of the States and Territories west of the Rocky mountains. It was
not anticipated by the department that the information required under letter of
instructions dated August 2, 1866, could be obtained in full within the brief
period intervening before the next meeting of Congress ; but it was hoped that
sufficient data might be collected to furnish a general idea of the rise and pro-
gress of the mining interest on the Pacific slope. No official document in anyc5 O A "-

department of the government contained accurate information on this subject,
and it was considered desirable that special attention should be given to the fol-
lowing points: ( '

1. The origin of gold and silver mining on the Pacific coast and present condi-
tion of that interest, as tending to show the progress of settlement and civilization.

2. Geological formation of the great mineral belts and general characteristics
of the:placer diggings and quartz lodes.

3. Different systems of mining, machinery used, processes of reducing the ores,
percentage of waste, and net profits.

4. Population engaged in mining, exclusively and in part, capital and labor
employed, value of improvements, number of mills and steam engines in opera-
tion, yield of the mines, average of dividends, and losses. *J t

5. Proportion of agricultural and mineral lands in each district, quantity of
woodland, facilities for obtaining fuel, number and extent of streams, and water
privileges.

6. Salt beds, deposits of soda and borax, and alLother valuable mineral deposits.
7. Altitude, character of climate, mode and cost of living, cost of all kinds of

material, cost of labor, &c.
8. Population of the mining towns, number of banks and banking institutions

in them, facilities for assaying, melting, and refining bullion; charges upon the
same for transportation and insurance.

9. Communication with the mines and principal towns, postal and telegraphic
lines; stage routes; cost of travel; probable benefits likely to result from con-
struction of the Pacific railroad and its proposed branches.

10: Necessity for assay odices and public depositories; what financial facili-
ties may tend to develop the country and enhance its products.

11. Copies of local mining laws and customs regulating the holding and
working of claims.

12. Number of ledges opened, number claimed, charac r of the soil in the
mining districts, and its adaptation to the support of a large population.
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, The preliminary report, submitted in answer to these inquiries, embraced such
information as could be obtained within the brief period allowed for its preparation.
Although imperfect in many respects, it was received by the people of the Pacific
coast as an indication of a growing interest on the part of government in the de-
velopment of our mineral resources. It was a source of gratification to the miners
to find that; after years of unprofitable toil, during which they had contributed
largely to the national wealth, the peculiar character of their occupation was
beginning to be understood, and its influence in promoting settlement and civiliza-
tion to be better appreciated.

The report which I now have the honor to submit is the result of many years
of labor and exploration. It contains the aggregated experience of the ablest
statisticians and experts on the Pacific coast. If there be any merit in the work,
it belongs chiefly to my co-laborers, who have devoted themselves with such
unselfish zeal to the promotion of the objects designed to be accomplished by
this commission. The fund appropriated by Congress was insufficient to admit
of compensation adequate to such labor; but assistance was cheerfully given, as
a matter of public benefit, without regard to personal or pecuniary considerations.
When it is taken into view that this inquiry extends over the Territories of Utah,
Arizona, Montana, Idaho, and Washington, and the States of Oregon, Califomia,
and Nevada, embracing an area of country stretching from the Rocky mountains
to the Pacific, and from Mexico to British Columbia; that in many parts of this
vast mineral range travel is still difficult and expensive ". that the business of
mining is new to the American people, and the collection of statistics unsystem-
atized in this department of industry, it will be conceded that as much has been
accomplished as could reasonably be expected.

An erroneous idea prevails that the collection of mining statistics involves
original explorations and detailed personal examinations of every mine through-
out the vast range of our mineral regions, with scientific and practical deduc-
tions relative to the treatment of ores; and it is expected by some that the infor-
mation obtained shall be entirely new, and furnish a complete index for the
purchase, sale or working of every mine in the country. Apart from the fact
that such an investigation would require the employment for many years of a
large scientific force at great expense, it would be difficult even then to present
statistics which had not already been made public. The same sources of infor-
mation are open to all. The mining press of the country, closely connected with
that interest, directly identified with its progress, in daily and familiar contact
with its details, makes it a special duty to keep up the current record of cost and
production, success and failure. There may be misstatement or exaggeration,
but not more so on the part of the press, which is held to a certain accounta-
bility by public sentiment, than on that of individuals who maybe prejudiced or
irresponsible. Statements publicly made and thoroughly .criticised are as likely
to be correct as casual examinations made by persons visiting a special locality,
unfamiliar with its growth and progress, and compelled after all to depend upon
information derived from others. Nevertheless, it must be admitted that there
are difficulties in the way of absolute accuracy.

Every miner naturally desires that his mine should be carefully examined
and reported upon in detail, especially if, as in the majority of cases, it be unpro-
ductive. Without reflecting that a incrc list of the unproductive mines would
fill a volume, the miner is disposed to estimate the value of a report by its men-
tion or omission of that in which ho is most interested. However disposed a
government agent may be to meet the wishes of the mining community in this
respect, it is equally important to bear in mind that this inquiry is not designed
for speculative purposes or the promotion of special or individual interests. The
public desire reliable statements, and herein lies the difficulty-a spirit of ex-^^^^^^ M mm JmWMk - m-m- jmt 

aggeration on the one hand, a demand for facts on the other. To afford satis-
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faction to all is impossible. I have therefore relied upon my own sense of
fairness, and endeavored to present the truth impartially.

That errors mav have been committed, and false statements given by interested \i " / O «/

parties, is probable, but precaution has been taken to guard against them. The
selection of assistants'was made with reference to their integrity and capacity.
Instructions were given to them in detail, enjoining careful scrutiny and verifi-
cation of every statement. The revision of their work, under these precautions,
has occupied more than four months. There is no subject upon which greater
difference of opinion exists than that of mining statistics. It is an open field in
which there is room for discrepancy under any existing circumstances. No two
persons rate the product of the precious metals alike. The superintendent of a
mine often furnishes infonnation which when submitted to the board of directors

is pronounced incorrect. Representatives from the mining districts are apt to
rate both population' and products higher than persons who have made them
special subjects of inquiry, but whose opportunities for judging may not be so
favorable.

A fruitful source of error is in supposing that the ordinary channels of trans-
portation cannot be.relied upon as a clue to the gross product of the mines. It
is alleged that large quantities of the precious metals are earned away in the
pockets of the miners. Even if this were so, it is not reasonable to suppose that
the miners continue to burden themselves with their treasure after arriving ato

their place of destination. It must find its way into the mint or branch mints
for coinage or the custom-house manifests for exportation. It cannot be assayedt

without paying its internal revenue tax. The gross yield of all the mines can
be determined with approximate accuracy. It is more difficult to arrive at a
subdivision, when it comes to the product of each State arid Territory. In
California, for example, during the early days of placer mining, before the trans-
portation of bullion by organized companies had become a business entitled to
confidence, a large proportion of the gold derived from the mines was carried
out of the country by private hands. There was comparatively little danger of
loss. The routes to San Francisco were short, public, and protected by general
interest. From that point to New York the passengers usually combined for mutual
protection, and the risk was inconsiderable. It was not until the idle and the prof-
ligate began to obtain an ascendency, the business of transportation by express
more firmly established, and the mines more difficult to work with profit, that
the increase of risks and reduction-of charges resulted in the general aban-
donment of this system. It doubtless prevails to a limited extent now, but
the transportation of bullion by private hands in California is exceptional. It
probably does not exceed seven per cent, in the aggregate, and this applies only
to the routes by which it reaches San Francisco. In reference to silver it is
impossible that any considerable amount can escape notice in this way. The
yield of Nevada can be determined with more accuracy than that of other States.
Silver predominates in the mines; and where gold is obtained it is not in an
uncom!lined form. When we come to Montana, Idaho, Washington, and Oregon/ ^ /

the greatest difficulty is experienced.
Shipments of treasure from Montana and Idaho may become incorporated witl I

others before reaching their destination. From Montana most of the bullionO '

<-ast. Two main routes arc open to examination-one by the Missouri river,
the other by Salt Lake City. Indian disturbances and the insecurity of the* * *>'

roads have during the past year almost entirely closed the latter; so that the
chief exit is by the former route. Shipments from Idaho are made ehielly by
wav of 1'nrtiiuid and the inland stage route through Humboldt and across the * O O

Sierra Nevada. On both of these routes it is alleged that they are liable to O *

become merged with the products of other States and Territories. It has been
impossible to obtain an ae unit of the s-liinnients from » ,ch agency at the express
office of Wells, Fargo & Co., at San Fvanei^'o. F<-r rea>ons of private expe-
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diency they refrain from giving the desired information. We have, however,
the aggregate receipts at then* office, and knowing very nearly what amount can
fairly be credited to California, Nevada, and British Columbia, can draw reason-
able conclusions as to the proportion derived from Idaho, Washington, and
Oregon. From the best information available the following is a near approxi-
mation to the total gold and silver product for the year ending January 1, 1867:
California 
Nevada 
Montana 
Idaho 

Washington 
Oregon 
Colorado 
New Mexico 
Arizona 

$25, 000, 000 
20,000,000
12,000,000
C, 500, 000
3,000,000
2,000, 000
2,500,000

500,000
500,000

70, 000, COO
Add for bullion derived from unknown sources within our States and Territo-

express companies, &c 5,000,000

Total product of the United States 75,000,000

The bullion product of "Washing-ton is estimated by the surveyor general at
$1,500,000. That of Oregon is rated as high as $2,500,000. Intelligent resi-
dents of Idaho and Montana represent that the figures given in the above esti-
mate, so far as these Territories are concerned, are entirely too low, and might

e doubled without exceeding the truth. The product of Idaho alone for this
year is said to be from $15,000,000 to 618,000,000. That of Montana is esti-
mated by the- surveyor general at $20,000,000. Similar exceptions are taken
to the estimates of Colorado, New Mexico, and Arizona. As I have no grounds
for accepting these statements beyond the assertion that most of the bullion is
earned away in the pockets of the miners, I am inclined to rely upon the returns
of the assessors, express companies, and official tables of export. Admitting
that a fraction over seven per cent, may have escaped notice, although reason-
able allowance is made for this in the estimate of $70,000,000, and that a con-
siderable sum may be derived from sources not enumerated, I feel confident the
additional allowance of $5,000,000 is sufficient to cover the entire bullion pro-
duct of the United States for the year 1867, thus making the aggregate from
all sources $75,000,000, as stated in the report of the Secretary of the Treasury.
. I have endeavoretl to obtain returns of the annual product of each State and
Territory since 1848; but, for the reasons already stated, and in the absence of
reliable statistics, it has been impossible to make the necessary divisions with
more than approximate accuracy. As nearly as I can judge from the imperfect
returns available, the following, in round numbers, is not far from the total pro-
duct :

California 5900,000,000
Nevada 90,000,000
Montana 
Idaho 

Washington 
Oregon 
Colorado 
New Mexico and Arizona - 
lu iewelrv. elate, snoons, &c., and retained foi 

65,000,000
45,000, 000
10,000,000
20,000,000
25,000, 000

5,000,000
45,000,000

Add for amounts buried or concealed and amounts from unenumerated sources, 
and of which no account may have been taken 

1,205,000,000 
*

50,000,000

1,255,000,000
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This statement requires explanation. Up to 1855 a considerable portion of
the gold taken from California was not manifested. In 1849 the actual yield
was probably 810,000,000; in 1850, $35,000,000; in 1851, 646,000,000; in
1852, 850,000,000; in 1853, 860,000,000 j and in 1854, 853,000,000. The
amount unaccounted for by manifest was not so great after the last date. In */ o

1861 Nevada and Idaho commenced adding their treasure to the shipments, so
that after that date a deduction for the amounts produced from these sources
would be necessary, if the manifest alone were taken as a criterion, in order to
arrive at the product of California.

An addition should be made for the amount retained for currency, estimated
bv some as high as $45,000,000, but probably not exceeding $35,000,000 or
$40,000,000 j and for plate, jewelry, &c., of California gold, say $2,000,000,
and Nevada silver, 83,000,000.

Incorporated in these shipments are the amounts received from Nevada,
Idaho, Oregon, Arizona, Washington, and British Columbia ; but these cannot / O / / O / /

be deducted from the manifest of exports, according to the express returns, since
the proportions are not accurately known of the amounts, retained and shipped,
derived from separate sources.

The general condition of the mining interest on the Pacific slope is encourag-
ing. There have been fewer individual losses than during past years, and the o i "/ /

yield of the mines has been comparatively steady and reliable.
Fluctuations in mining stock have not been so great as usual, and those wild

and injurious speculations which have impaired confidence in this great interest
are gradually becoming narrowed down to individual operators, whose influence
in the community is limited.

Legitimate mining has been as prosperous as other pursuits, though it cannot
be denied that there are uncertainties attached to this peculiar business which
render it hazardous and require more than ordinary profits to make it remunera-
tive under the most favorable circumstances. It may seem strange in this view v O

that the gross product of bullion has been gradually diminishing for some years
past, but a brief reference to the history of mining operations on the Pacific
coast will explain this apparent anomaly.

The existence of gold in California was known long before the acquisition of
that territory by the United States. Placers had long been worked on a limited ** «/ O

scale by the Indians ; but the priests who had established the missionary settle-
ments, knowing that a dissemination of the discoveries thus made would frus-
trate their plans for the conversion of the aboriginal races, discouraged by all
means in their power the prosecution of this pursuit, and in some instances sup-
pressed it by force. As early as December, 1843, however, Manuel Castanares,
a Mexican officer, made strenuous efforts to arouse the attention of the Mexican
government to the importance of this great interest.

It is not my purpose to enter into a detail of the events preceding the dis-
covery by Marshall on the 19th of January, 1848, or the subsequent excitement
which resulted in the opening of the great placer mines, and the rush of immigra-
tion in 1849. Reference is made to these incidents in the history of CaliforniaQp

merely to show the changes in the character of the business. At first gold was
easily found, and required but little skill in separating it from the loose gravel
or sand in which it was imbedded. Frequently it lay so near the surface in such
quantities and in grains of such form and size, that a simple pan or rocker com-
prised all the means necessary, with ordinary labor, to insure extraordinary
profits. Mere will and muscle were sufficient. Our people were inexperienced,
but ingenious in devices for saving labor, energetic and industrious.

Unskilled as they were, nearly all who went into the business realized hand-
some profits; and the reports of. their success induced a rapid immigration from
the Atlantic States, South America, Australia, and other parts of the world.

Thus towns were built up ; a new and extensive commerce sprang into existence ;
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lands were cultivated to supply the miners; roads were cut through the difficul
passes of the mountains: steamboat and stage lines were established; and thi

ntry from the western slopes of the Sierra Nevadas to the shores of the Pacific,
many hundred miles north and south, became suddenly filled with an indus-
us, intelligent and enterprising population. Even in those early days, how-

face rilacers receded towards their R c !7
pended in the rediscovery of inventions which had been known to the old
)rld for centuries. ,

With all the genius and enterprise of the American people, no important dis-
y in the way of machinery for mining was made which had not been 1
3 in South America, Mexico, or Europe. The same necessities gave ris

identical contrivances for saving labor, and it is sufficiently creditable to our
miners to say that without any knowledge of what others had done, they frequentl
improved The fact demonstrates very clearly that want of

ledge, even in the preliminary stages of mining, is a source of loss. When
the precious metals are easily obtained, and the profits of individual labor are
large, less injury 'results from ignorance than in the subsequent stages of the
business, when capital is required and the process of reduction is more complicated.
Mining differs essentially from every other branch of industry. Unlike

/ but one crop in a mine. As the work progresses the stock of mineral
is decreased, and can never be replenished bv any human art. Th

'pportunity of recovering what has been lost or wasted
The farmer changes his crop or his system of cultivation; and his land can be

improved and his profits increased by experience. So also in manufactures and
other pursuits. Hence it is important that the experience of mankind should be
preserved so that error may be avoided.

Comparatively little progress was made in vein or quartz mining' prior to 1860.
Qi ie precious metals were discovered in California in 1850
an several years experiments were made in working them, generally wit
loss. Tne Mexicans witn tneir arastras were tne only successiui q' h Mexian ith thir arastras were the onl sucessful uartz miners
Experience in their own country enabled them to realize fair profits upon their
labors. Their system of mining, however, was too slow for an American popu-
lation, to whom large investments of capital were of no consequence, provided
there was a prospect of immediate and abundant returns.

he discovery and development of the Comstock lode in Nevada gave the first
impulse to this kind of mining. The wonderful richness of that vein attracted
attention at once, and drew from all parts of the world men of scientific attain-
ments. By the developments made in working it, the principle was established
that quartz veins could be rendered a profitable source of supply on the Pacific
coast. The experience thus gained impelled the adventurous miners of California
to attempt new systems, and devote themselves with greater-vigor to the opening
and working of the gold-bearing veins in that State.

I860 the roduct from this source in California did not exceed $2,000,000.
As the surface diggings gave out, a resort to vein mining became 11 became indisnensable.

The proportion of bullion now derived-from various sources within the lim
the State is about as follows: from surface dio-mrjo-s, $2,000,000 ; fix

ment or deep-lying placers, $18,000,000; from quartz mines, $9,000,000-total
S

Professor Ashburner estimates that about 80 per cent, of the gold is produced
^ lying north of the Mokelumnc. The production of the southern
mines is diminishing every year, and the surface diggings will soon be exhausted.
Wherever the latter predominated a- sudden but ephemeral prosperity
engendered. General stagnation now prevails; towns are depopulated; real
estate is of little value; business is depressed. The population consists
hundreds in many counties where it formerly consisted of thousands.. Eef ^~^

panying reports will show the present condition of these
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localities. Good quartz veins exist in many of them, but the want of capital
has retarded their development. Unskilled labor can make no further progress,
and new fields of enterprise have been sought by those who formerly depended
upon the placers. Some have pushed their way over the mountains into Idaho,
Montana, and other new Territories; others have given up mining and devoted
themselves to fanning, trade, or commerce.

Similar changes have been experienced in Idaho, Montana, and other Terri-
tories in which surface mining attracted a population. At first the yield was
large and easily obtained j as the surface deposits were worked up to their sources
quartz veins were discovered, and machinery and skill became requisite; the
difficulty of access to the more remote mineral regions increased the expense of
transportation, and the uncertainty of remunerative results impaired confidence.
History shows that these changes occur in all mining countries and are insepa-
rable from this branch of industry.

No uneasiness need be felt as to a decrease in the source of supply. After
many years of travel over the mining regions, I feel justified in asserting that
our mineral resources are practically without limit. Explorations made by com-
petent parties during the past year in many parts of the mineral region hitherto
unknown demonstrate the fact that the area of the mineral deposit is much larger
than was ever before supposed. It is safe to assume that of the claims already
recorded in the settled parts of the country, and known to bo valuable, not more
than one in a hundred is being worked; and of those worked perhaps not more
than one in fifty pays anything over expenses, owing to mismanagement, ineffi-
cient systems of reducing the ores, want of capital, cost of transportation, and
other causes susceptible of remedy. In many districts of Nevada silver ores of
less value than §100 a ton cannot be worked by mill process so as to pay
expenses; and there are districts in Idaho and Montana where gold-bearing ores
will not justify working unless they yield from 840 to $50 per ton.

With such wealth of treasure lying dormant, it cannot be doubted that, by the
increased facilities for transportation and access to the mines soon to be furnished
by the Pacific railroad and its proposed branches, and the experience in the treat-
ment of ores, and the scientific knowledge to be acquired in a national school of
mines adequate to the necessities of the mining population, the yield must cventu-
allv increase.+"

The adventurous Americans who take the lead in the development of these
frontier regions are generally energetic and intelligent, but prone to extravagance O O *.' O O/l O
and reckless speculations.

Xo country in the world can show such wasteful systems of mining as prevail
in ours. At a moderate calculation, there has been an unnecessary loss of pre-
cious metals since the discovery of our mines of more than s;300?0007000, scarcely
a fraction of which can ever be recovered. This is a serious consideration. The

question arises whether it is not the duty of government to prevent, as far as may
be consistent with individual rights, this waste of a common heritage, in whichO / O /

not only ourselves but our posterity are interested.
The miner has a right to the product -of his labor, but has he a right to deprive

others of the benefits to be derived from the treasures of the earth, placed there
for the common good '1 The precious metals are of an imperishable nature, evi-
dently designed to pass beyond the reach of the discoverer and to subserve pur-
poses of human convenience for generations. Our children have an interest in
them which we cannot with propriety disregard.

The bill to < tablish a national school of mines, introduced in the Senate, at
the beginning of the present session of Congress, by Mr. Stewart of Nevada, is
designed to remedy this evil. Similar schools have been established in various
parts of Europe, and the best evidence of their utility is the fact that we are
indebted to them for nearly all the knowledge we possess on the subject of
mining and metallurgy. Our mines and mills are practically managed by foreign
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experts; we furnish the labor and mechanical ingenuity, but they furnish th c
scientiiic skill. Without the aid of foreign institutions we could have made but
little progress in mining j and yet we lose much by not having similar institu-
tions in our own country. The local circumstances existing in Europe differ
essentially from those which prevail in the United States. It would be a great
advantage, not only in the saving of expense, but in the more direct availability
of the experience gained, if our young men could learn at home what they are
now compelled to learn abroad.

The plan proposed by Mr. Stewart's bill seems both feasible and economical.
Such an institution would, if properly conducted, lesult in a large annual increase
in our bullion product. It is not unreasonable to anticipate that, instead of
declining within a few years to forty or fifty millions per annum, as will undoubt-
edly be the case if the present state of things continues, there would be an
increase amounting to at least 100 per cent, on the yield of the mines for the
past year. I venture the hope, therefore, that Congress will take this propo-
sition into favorable consideration. The bill, as amended by the Committee on
Mines and Mining, of the Senate, and the considerations upon which it is based
will be found in the appendix, (A.)

It is proper that I should give due credit to my assistants for the part which
they have taken in this work. The duty of collecting statistics in California
was intrusted to Mr. John S. Hittell, the able and experienced author of several
valuable works on the industrial resources of that State. In the performance of
the special service assigned to him he visited the principal mining districts. His
reports are based upon actual observation, and may be relied upon as accurate
and impartial. With the exception of the report on Nevada county, by Mr. E. F.

can, the county assessor, and'Mr. II. Rolfe, his assistant, and the brief reports
on some of the northern and southern counties by Dr. Henry Degroot, with
a sketch of the Morriss Ravine mines by Dr. A. Blatchley, nearly all the gold-
bearing regions of California are described by Mr. Hittell. Important papers
on the condition of the mining interest in Mexico, South America, Australia, &c.,
are also furnished by the same authority.

An elaborate and interesting report on the miscellaneous' minerals of the Pacific
States and Territories is furnished by Mr. Henry C. Bennet, a mining engineer
familiar with the subject. No such complete and extended notice of the miscel-
laneous mineral productions of the Pacific coast has yet been published. This
report will be found valuable to business men, and to all others seeking informa-
tion respecting the resources of the States and Territories west of the Rocky
mountains.

To Mr. R. H. Stretch, late State mineralogist of Nevada, the Comstock lode
and regions adjacent were intrusted. His scientific and practical knowledge of
the various departments of mining, his long experience in. this particular region,
and his known integrity, rendered the selection peculiarly fortunate, as will be^J */ / JL 4^ /

conceded upon a perusal of his report.
Dr. Henry Degroot, a statistician and writer, whom I deputed to travel through

Nevada, has furnished a series of interesting papers on the miscellaneous resources
of that State.

Mr. Myron Angel, of Austin, a gentleman well acquainted with eastern
Nevada, contributes a report on that region, from which it will be seen that the
mineral wealth of Nevada is by no means confined to the Comstock lode.

The services of Dr. A. Blatchley, a mineralogist and mining engineer, were
secured for an exploration of Montana and Idaho. This gentleman travelled Q^TIMIXIJVL iv/X CC1JL V>.*V \-J 1 W A. t t t'XVy AJL VT Jk -A.»*Jfc-Xy *"* *,^v *.**.* m-*J -*. ^-" '"K-* ^- V^* J */"* ^SJLJ..*!^*.*-** I ± IsU J \^^-k V-^VV
through those Territories during the months of June, July, and August, and was
enabled to collect the information which is embodied in his reports.

Mr. Elwood Evans, of Olympia, formerly territorial secretary of Washington,
has kindly furnished detailed reports on the resources of that Territory.
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To Mr. Ainsworth, Mr. Hill. Mr. Ladd, and others, I am indebted for informa-
tion relative to the trade and resources of Oregon.

The report on Arizona is from the pen of Governor R. C. McCormick. It
will be found extremely interesting. £* \^_f

Mr. W. M. Gabb, of the State geological survey of California, whose recent
expedition through Lower California has attracted considerable attention, con-
tributes a detailed report on the mineral resources of that peninsula. It is the
result of the first scientific exploration ever made of that region, and possesses
a peculiar interest at this time, owing to the investment of American capital
there and the purchase from the Mexican government of an extensive grant by
private parties for colonization by Americans.

Many other prominent and experienced gentlemen have assisted mo in the
preparation of this report. I claim little more for myself than the direction and
supervision of the work; it has occupied my entire time for upwards of a year,
and, whatever may be its imperfections, lew will be disposed to deny that it pre-
sents evidence of an earnest attempt to cany into effect the wishes of the de-
partment and the objects designed to be accomplished by Congress.

It is a common error to suppose that mining is inimical to the welfare of the
people. No branch of industry requiring mechanical skill and the acquisition
of scientific knowledge can justly be said to contain in itself elements injurious
to public morals or to the prosperity of the state.

The tendency of this pursuit is, at first, to attract a reckless and adventurous
population, whose disregard of conventional restraint leads to the assumption
of risks and to bold aud hazardous undertakings, by which new countries arc
most rapidly opened up to settlement and civilization. Providence so ordains
it that the superficial treasures of the earth designed to attract this enterprising
c2ass soon disappear, and a higher order of intelligence is required and a more
permanent condition of things is established. It is only necessary to look back
over the past eighteen years to find in the advancement of the vast region known
as the Pacific slope, the strongest possible refutation of the assertion that mining
is inimical to the welfare of the people. Looking forward to the future, who
can predict the high condition of prosperity likely to be attained by these new
States and Territories eighteen years hence ?-with trans-continental railroads
and telegraph lines binding the Atlantic to the Pacific; with branch roads and
lines traversing the country north and south j with the commerce of Asia pouring
its treasures into our seaports; with an export trade commanding the whole
eastern world; with a probable coast line stretching from Behrinsr Straits to * A ^ C?

Cape St. Lucas; with innumerable flourishing cities and seaport towns; with an
agricultural population numbering thousands where they now number hundreds;
with busy manufactories scattered over the land; with churches, schools, and
colleges everywhere throughout the mountains and vallevs-All these many of t/ ^ »/ "/

us may live to see, but few can now realize the magnificent future that lies before
us. In this favored land the laborer, the artisan, the mechanic, the man of
science, can each find profitable employment and a congenial home. As we
want population to develop the dormant wealth of our new States and Territo-
ries, it is the interest of our government to disseminate a correct knowledge of1 " O O
their material resources.

Entertaining these views, I trust the report herewith submitted will not bo
without practical utility wherever it may be circulated.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. ROSS BROWNE.

Hon. II. McCuLLocn,
Secretary of the Treasury.
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CALIFORNIA.

SECTION I.

GENERAL £ON7DITION OF THE MINING INTEREST.

The information and statistics relative to the gold mines of California were
collected between the 17th May and the 25th July, but some interesting changes
have occurred since the tour of inquiry was made, and the facts, when ascertained,
have been mentioned. Many of the figures and data could be obtained only
from the mine owners, who may sometimes have misrepresented the character
and yield of their claims in a favorable light for the purpose of selling,* or in an
unfavorable light for the purpose of misleading the assessor and tax-collector.
It is believed, however, that the statements as made arc generally true, and
it is hoped that, taken together, they will be found to be the fullest and most
correct collection of important facts ever made relative to gold mining.

The general condition of gold mining in California is that of decline. The
amount of production becomes smaller every year, but the decrease is confined
chiefly to the placer yield. In quartz more work is being done; it is being done
better than ever before, and there are more mines in successful operation. The
business is flourishing and improving, with a fair prospect of continuous increase;
and the success of many of the -mines is most brilliant.

In 1864 Professor Ashburner wrote a report on the Mariposa estate, and in it
he made the following general remarks: o o

In 1858 there were upwards of 280 quartz mills in California, each one of which was sup-
plied with quartz from one or more veins. The number of stamps in these mills was 2,610,
and the total cost of the whole mill property of this nature in the State exceeded §3,000,000. mmmm, mmm -mum jmm mm - mmmm -mm t m, v mmm -mmm mW^ -mmmm mmmmmw
In the summer of 3861, while I was attached to the geological survey, I made a careful and
thorough examination of all the quartz mills and mines of the State, and could only find
between 40 and 50 in successful operation, several of which were at that time leading a very
precarious existence.

Many of tliose old enterprises Lave not yet become, and never will become,
profitable; but of the quartz 'mills built within the last four or five years, the
successful proportion is much larger than before 1860. No business offers greater
facilities to ignorance and folly for losing money j and, unfortunately, most of
tliose who engaged in it had no experience and were led by their presumption
into gross blunders in both mining and milling.

The greatest common blunder in quartz mining, and the most common error
in early times as well as in our own day, has been that of erecting a mill before
the vein was well opened and its capacity to yield a largo, supply of good rock
established. The commission of this blunder is proof conclusive of the utter
incompetency of its author to have charge of any important mining enterprise.
If there were any possibility that it should in some cases lead to considerable
profit, there might be an excuse for it, but there is none. It never pays. All
the chances, including that of utter failure, are against it.

The next blunder was that the difference between a pocket vein and a charge
vein was not understood, and the existence of rich specimens was considered
proof of the high value of a mine, whereas among experienced quartz miners it
excites their suspicions and distrust. Nine-tenths of the lodes which yield rich
specimens do not pay for milling. ^ West Point, in Calaveras, and Bald Moun-
tain, in Tuolumne, the richest pock et districts of the State, arc not to be com-
pared for yield with Sutter creek or the Sierra Buttes, where there is scarcely a 

f .f-^ -

passable specimen in a thousand tons.
The next error was that nothing was known of pay chimneys, and if good

quartz was found in one place, it was presumed that the whole mine was of the
same quality. In some cases the pay chimney was near the end of a claim, into
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which it died not far from the surface, leaving the mill without rock. In
other cases the miner had his pay chimney in his own claim, but he did not know
enough to follow it, and he worked straight down into barren rock, while there
was an abundant supply of good quartz higher up.

Another error was that of sinking when nothing was found at the surface ; a
policy that may do in mining for other metals, but is very risky in gold. If the
croppings are barren along a considerable distance, deep sinkings will rarely pay;
but if the vein does not crop out, the onlv wav to-cxamine it may be by a shaft. JL fc «/ v *

Much rock has been crashed without examination and without any proper
selection.

In the mortars it is a common mistake to use too much quicksilver and too
much water.

It has not been customary to make assays regularly of the tailings, so as to
know what was passing off.

The mine owners, in a large proportion of the cases, have not resided at the
mines, and have not made a study of the business ; and no occupation requires
personal supervision and thorough knowledge on the part of the owner more than
mining.<-

These blunders are gradually being corrected, and if they were not still quite
common the quartz mines of California would yield nearly twice as much as they
do. The business will never be established upon a proper basis until the super-
intendents as a class are well-educated chemists and mining and mechanical engi-
neers, and the mine owners frequent visitors, if not regular residents, at the mines.

In placer mining there is not room for much improvement. All the processes
are simpler, and the work has generally been done well.

The southern mines-that is, in the counties of Amador, Calaveras, Tuolumne.
and Mariposa-have nearly exhausted their placers. They had few deep gravel -
deposits, and in all four there has not been one large hydraulic claim such as
abound north of El Dorado. Placer, Yuba, Nevada, Sierra, and Plumas are more
prosperous than the counties further south, mainly because of their extensive beds
of auriferous gravel more than a hundred feet deep.

THE ACT OF JULY 26,1866.-Few applications have been made for the pur-
chase of quartz mines or of agricultural lands in the mineral districts, under the
act of July 26,1866, ugranting the right o£ way to ditch and canal owners over
the public lands, and for other purposes.77

The farmers of the mining districts have long been anxious to get titles, but
the value of their possessions has decreased considerably of late, and many of
them do not feel able to pay for the expense of a survey. They are required to
pay not the survey of their respective farms alone, but for the survey of all the
agricultural land in the whole township in which they are situated, and in- someA * y
cases this expense may be -100. If several unite, the cost is less to each ; but^ *

the whole expense comes upon the first application, whether made by one or
many. After the survey has once been made, applicants have no expense save
the price of the land and a few small incidentals. Previous to the first of June
twenty-live fanners in Tuolumne and Stanislaus counties had expressed a desire
to get patents, and all would undoubtedly have taken them if the survey had
not stood in the way. The public sentiment of the State is unanimously in favor
of the Kile of these agricultural lands.

The surveys of quartz mines arc not so expensive as those of agricultural
claims, 1 >ecause it is not necessary to survey the whole township for a mine claim,
but only to connect it with the public surveys by some one line, so that it can
be laid down accurately upon the map. The expense depends upon circum-
stances, but it will seldom exceed -SI00 for every step from the beginning until
the issue of the patent, exclusive of the time and travel of the surveyor in getting
to the place where the mine is situated.

The owners of quartz mines generally de-ire to get patents, but the fact that
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the claims on public lands are not taxed, and that those which have been granted
by the government arc taxed, is a strong objection. The tax in the mining
counties varies from three to four and a half per cent, annually, and that is a
serious consideration with. many.

The revenue law of California

All property, of every kind and nature \vhatever, within this State shall be subject to tax-
ation, except * * v mining claims. (Hittdl's General Laws, article G'^JS.)

A supplementary act says :
All provisions of law exempting mining claims from taxation are hereby repealed so far as

they apply to lands or mines in the condition of private property, and granted as such by the
Spanish or Mexican government, or the government of the United States, or of this State.
( The same, article 6^65. Instructions under the act of July 2G, 1866.)"

The instructions issued t^thc Commissioner of the General Land Office to the
surveyor general of California, and by him to his deputies, are worthy of being
placed within their reach, and will be found in the appendix.

SURVEYS.-Up to the 10th of October, 1867, eleven surveys, made under
applications for patents of lode mines, have been received at the United States
surveyor general's office in San Francisco. These eleven are the Pciion Blanco,
Virginia, Jones, Potts, and Oakes & Reese, (these two last adjoin, and may be
considered as pails of the same mine, though on different veins,) in Mariposa
county; the Trio, McCann, Arbona, Hitchcock, and Grey Eagle, in Tuolumne
county ; and the Kelsey, in Eldorado count\^. Applications for surveys for patents
have been made in. many other cases, probably fifty, at least, and notices of the
applications have been advertised in the newspapers in the mining counties, but
the surveys have not yet reached the surveyor general.

The State has been divided into nine districts, with a deputy surveyor in each.
The following are the districts:

First district.-Del Nortc, Klamath, and Humboldt counties.
Second district.-Siskiyou, Shasta, and Trinity counties.
Third district.-Plumas, Butte, and Sierra.
Fourth district.-Yuba and Nevada.

Fifth district.-Placer, El Dorado, and Sacramento.
Sixth district.-Amador. .-

Seventh district.-Alpine, Mono, and Inyo.
Eighth district.-Tuolumne, Mariposa, Stanislaus, Merced, Fresno, and Cala-

veras.

Ninth district.-Los Angeles, San Bernardino,' Kern, San Diego, and Tulare.

SECTION II.

THE MOTHER LODE. "

The mother lode is in many respects the most remarkable metalliferous vein in
the world. Others have produced and arc producing more, but no other has been
traced so far, has so many peculiar features, has exercised so much influence on
the topography of the country about it, or has been worked with a profit in so
many places. The great argentiferous lodes of Mexico and South America, the
most productive of precious metal of all known in history, can be followed not
more than six or eight miles; while this Californian vein is distinctly traceable
on the surface from Mariposa to the town of Amador, a distance of more than
60 miles. " "

COUKSE A^D DIP.-The general course of the vein is very nearly northwest and
southeast, but to be more precise it is north 40° west. If a straight line be drawn
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on the map from Mariposa to Amador, the mother lode will be in several plaecs
two or three miles distant from the line, but usually within half a mile of it.

The dip is always to the eastward, and usually at an angle of 45° or 50° to
the horizon.

CHARACTER OF THE GOLD.-The gold is generally in fine particles, and is dis-
tributed evenly through a large portion of the lode in the pay chimneys, and
there is very little of the rock entirely without gold. The sulphurets are not very
"abundant nor very rich, and when found they consist almost exclusively of
pyrites of iron and copper, without those mixtures of lead, arsenic, antimony,
and zinc which interfere with amalgamation seriously in some other lodes. The
quartz of the mother lode is usually hard and white; and in most of the pay
chutes near one Avail or the other, ribbon rock, or rock with numerous black seams
lying parallel with the wall, is found. In some mines, especially at the Raw
Hide, the quartz is colored green with carbonate of copper; and the same color,
though not so strong-, is observed in portions of the Princeton mine.

WIDTH.-The width varies from a foot to thirty feet; that is, the main vein as
worked; but it is accompanied by branches or companion veins, so that the total
width of vein matter is sometimes nearly a hundred feet. In some places these
side veins are known to be branches separated at the surface from the main vein
by "horses;77 in others they are different in material and do not unite at the deepest
workings. The most remarkable side veins are those of talcose slate, which in
some places can be traced for miles. They are from two to twenty feet wide, and
are rich in gold. We do not find, in onr books, mention of any similar auriferous
deposit in other countries; but in California a number of them have been found,
remote from the mother lode as well as near it.

South of Maxwell's creek is a parallel talcose vein, on the west side of the
main mother lode, known as the Adelaide, which name was given to it by Mr.
J. F. Johnson. The same name has been given by mistake in Tuoluinno county
to a companion talcose vein on the east side of the main lode. There is no
reason that the two are the same vein, or for extending the name of one to the
other.

PAY CHIMNEYS.-The pay chimneys are usually large and regular, and are
either vertical or have a slight dip to- the north.

In the companion talcose veins the pay chimneys are not distinctly marked,
nor are the character and limit of the lode well defined.

HILLS AND HOLLOWS.-The streams seem to have made their beds in places
where the mother lode is split up into a number of branches, as at the Mercede,
Maxwell's creek, Tuolumne, Stanislaus, and Mokelumne rivers; while in those
places where the lode is wide and solid there are high hills, as at Penon Blanco,^^_ _ ^^ . j ^^"^r^

Pine Tree, Whiskey Hill, Quartz Mountain, and Carson Hill. The richest part of
the vein was on the top of Carson Hill, and next to that in richness was Pine
Tree Hill. The Hay ward, the Oneida, and the Keystone are in valleys. The
Golden llule and the mines at Angels are neither on hill nor in hollow, and are
vet very rich.

No other class of quartz mines in California is so poor in specimens as those
on the mother lode, nor, with t\vo or three exceptions, are there any others in
which the gold is so regularly distributed through the pay chut

PECULIAKITIKS OF THE LODE.-The chief peculiarities of the mother lode arc
its great length, its great thickness, its uniform character, the near proximity of
large companion veins, of which at least one is usually talcose, and the richness
of the talcose veins. In reply to questions about the chief distinguishing fea-
ture of the mother lode, the miners engaged in workin 2> various mines sravc vervo

different answers. ()ne said it was the presence of a belt of green stone on the
eastern side. Another thought it was a black putty gouge. A third spoke first
of the occurrence of places as smooth as glass on the walls. Another consid-
ered die mother lode to consist of two branches, one the laminated, the other the
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"boulder branch. The former is usually on the west side; the latter has the m
curves. The lod Another says the mother 1
is a series of branches, sometimes a dozen in number, covering a width that
varies from 500 to 3,000 feet, with a greenstone porphyry wall on the east, and
dioritic porphyry wall on the west.

Is IT A FISSURE VEIN ?-The question whether the mother lode is a gash or a
fissure vein lias little practical importance. Such an inquiry is serviceable in regard
to deposits the character of which is doubtful: but wre already know that in resrard

to length, uniformity of veinstone, continuity in depth, and number of pay chutes,
few fissure veins exceed this. Professor Ashburner, in a report made on the Pine
Tree and Josephine mines, in May, 1864, expressed an opinion that the "great
majority" of the auriferous quartz lodes of California are gash veins; and he
implies that the Pine Tree, which is a part of the mother lode, belongs to that
class. Whitney, in his liMetallic Wealth of the United States" says:

True fissure veins are continuous in depth, and their metalliferous contents have not beenf* _ -* W . V " V
A XX * "* * -*- ^-» V- *_/- PW *-r \ - V »* VV V4h^ *- V_> ^* ^ & V X^ « * * V V 'P
has 37et been obtained by mining.

Segregated and gash veins, aud the irregular deposits of ore not included under the head
of veins, and not occurring in masses as part of the formation, cannot be depended upon as
persistent, and they generally thin out and disappear at a not inconsiderable depth; at the
same time they are often richer for a certain distance, and contain larger accumulations of
ore than true veins, so that they may be worked for a considerable time with greater profit
than these, although not to be considered as of the same permanent value.r

In a report on the Princeton mine made by Professor Blake, in December,
18G4; lie said:

The identification of the Princeton as a fissure vein leads us to the question whether all
the gold veins of the Sierra Nevada and other gold districts of similar formation are not also
of fissure origin, rather than formed by metamorphism from materials pre-existing in the
strata. It certainly is not essential to a fissure vein that it should cut across the strata of a
country. In a region of regularly stratified slates, the line of least resistance to a breaking
force is certainly the line or plane rather of the stratification. In that line or plane the rocky
crust may be most readily split, and hence it is, I believe, that most of our veins are found
conforming to the stratification. Professor Tuomey, in his report on the geology of South
Carolina, describing the gold-bearing veins of that State, mentions several that for a part
of their course follow the bedding of the rocks, and in other places cut across the bedding.
I have observed similar conditions at various places in California, and I am daily more and
more inclined to the view that gold veins are the results of emanations from great depths
below, which, ascending through rifts and fissures of the rocks, were condensed or deposited
upon the walls.

CLAIMS ix MAEIPOSA. - The followin is a list of the claims on the mother
lode, beffinniiiff at the mother lode and ffoin£ northward :7 O . C3 . O CJ . . .

The Crown Lead, 4,500 feet on the mother lode, besides claims on two parallel
lodes. Not at work. Noticed elsewhere.

The Virginia, 2,500 feet, crops out largely. A tunnel JGO feet long strikes the
vein at a depth of 100 feet. Several shallow shafts have been sunk. Some
good quartz has been found, but no work is being done now. There is no mill.

The Pvles, 1,200 feet: no work done.V " " f
The Mary Harrison has a mill, and is at work.
The Clayton, 3,000 feet.
The Louisa, 3,000 feet, is being opened and explored. One shaft is down 130

feet, and another is being sunk to the same depth, and a third, commenced on a
lower level, is down 90 feet. A tunnel started near the level of Maxwell's
creek, strikes the bottom of the 90 foot shaft. About 2,000 tons of ore have
been taken out, and have been crushed at the mill of the Maxwell Creek Mining
Company, yielding 88 or $9 per ton. The mother is split up here into a number
of branches.

On the Margaret, 3,000 feet, no work has been done. In this claim the mother
lode is split up into a number of narrow branches, at least at and near Maxwell's
creek, which separates it from the Louisa.
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The Pumpkin, 3,000 feet, is not doing anything. Several shafts have been
sunk, and some rock taken from it seven or ei^ht years a^o yielded $40 per ton. 7 O "/ O . * A

The Nonsuch, 1,400 feet, is lying idle. / f ^ *"*-*

Parallel with and opposite to the Nonsuch, 300 feet distant to the eastward,
on a talcose slate vein, is the Hidely and Cunningham mine. A four-stamp mill
commenced running last spring. O Jl *_?

On the K'ma: Solomon, 3,000 feet, no work is doing. *3? / / / ^-J
The Yosemite, 3,000 feet, has a tunnel of exploration, but no mill, and is not

at work.

The Pefion Blanco, 6,000 feet long, is being explored by a tunnel running
285 feet on the vein from the'northwest side of the hill, and bv a cross-tunnelf »-

from the east side of the hill. Eight men are at work, and $6,000 or $8,000
have been spent on the claim. The name is Spanish, means " large white rock/''

1 was suggested by the immense croppings of white quartz on the top of
high hill, which is one of the most prominent land-marks in the western \
Mariposa county.

The Murphv, feet, has done noth
IcA ked 10 years, first with an arrastra, and

afterwards with an eight-stamp. The lode is here 25 feet wide. A tunnel sti
the vein 400 feet below the surface, and a shaft runs down 160 feet from

1. McAlpin sold out in 1864, and left the State, taking with him, if
is rij;ht. $75,000 obtained net from the mine. Since he left the mine has not ~ / /

paid, and the mill is now standing idle. Ten or 15 feet eastward from the
main lode, and parallel with it, is a companion vein, which has been worked to
some extent, and is supposed by some miners to be richer than the main lode.
The mill is driven by water supplied by the Golden Rock Water Company.

CLAIMS ix TuOLtraOTE.-The following claims are now lying idle or on]
partially worked. Those marked * are idle; those upon which work is bein
done are noticed:

The King Philip*; theNewhall,* 3,000 feet; the Rhodes,* 3,000 feet; Wood
worth,* 3,000 feet; Wheeler,* 7,500 feet; Munn*; Wotcott and Rocco*; the Cul
bertson * extending across the Tuolumne river: here comes a tract* of 1.200 feer

in dispute; the Kelly,* 4,000 feet; thcC tamp mill, not at
know; the Scorpion*; the Northern Light,* 3,000 feet; the Johnson, the

Yuma,* 3,150 feet, and the Hector, are on the Talcose companion vein in this
neighborhood. The Shawmut is on the main lode and has a mill. The Ea<He
also has a mill. "

Chickenhawk has two shafts, and is at work with a hoisting1 engine, but 7 O O /

:hoRt a mill. The Dickson & Co.,* 1,500 feet; the Durgan & Co.,* 500 or
0 feet; the Golden Rule*; the Simmons & Co.,* 800 feet; the Miller, Waller
Co.,* 450 feet; the lleslep & Co.,* 900 feet; the Simon Whitford & Co.,*
0 feet; theRowe & Co.,* 350 feet; the Golden Rule, 1,600 feet, has a 15-
mp mill in profitable operation on the eastern vein; the Waller &: App,* 780
it, has a shaft 60 feet deep; the Hitchcock * 500 feet. The Xvman, 550 feet.

as a tunnel 150 feet long, and a shaft 40 feet deep; another tunnel is now I
run to open the mine. There is no mill.

The Jhn Stuart,* 530 feet, has a shaft 78 feet deep; the App, 1,000 feet
been worked regularly for seven years with a 10-stamp mill. Opposite U
App, on the eastern talcose vein, is the Heslep, 1,650 feet, which has 1>

k for 15 years with a 10-stamp mill. This claim extends beyond the App
I is opposite the Jim Stuart also.

The Silver, 1,500 feet, has a 10-stamp mill, but in May all the work was
veil to opening the mine. The Sweeny, 1,500 feet, has a five-stamp mill, but

the mine has raved in, the flume was blown down, and no work is being done.
One pocket near the surface paid $30,000.

2
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The Tazewell.* 800 feet; the Donovan & Co.;* the McCanri,* 600 feet; the
Mooney & Co., 600 feet, has a four-stamp mill in profitable operation working
the talcose vein; the Trio,* 2,316 feet, has a 10-stamp mill; the Harris, 1,000
feet, has no mill, but is being opened; the Williams & Brother, 1,000 feet, has
no mill, but is being opened; the Rcist, 1,000 feet, has a four-stamp mill, and is
paying; the General Hooker,* 1,200 feet; the Rawhide Extension is doing
nothing now, though there is a shaft 200 feet deep, which always contains water,
sometimes to within 20 feet of the surface; in the Rawhide claim adjoining
there is a working shaft 280 feet deep, and only 40 feet distant. The Rawhide,
1,650 feet, is owned bv a New York company, and has a 20-stamp mill.

The Hensley & Co.* 1,300 feet; the Faxon,* 1,000 feet; the Quinby, 1,000
feet, on the eastern talcose companion vein, has a four-stamp mill which has been *
idle for years; the Chaparral, 1,500 feet, has a five-stamp mill, but is not running;
the Buckeye, 1,200 feet, is on a branch vein 200 feet west of the main mother
lode, opposite to the Chaparral.

The Horsely,* 1,500 feet, has sunk a shaft 20 feet deep ; the Header & Car-
rington,* 1,500 feet, has a four-stamp mill; the Hawkoye,* 1,000 feet; the Silver
Hill,* 1,500 feet; the Gillis* 1,200 feet; the Gillis No. 2,* 1,200 feet; the
Seavers,* 1,000 feet; the Watt"'; the Alsop & Co.,* reaches to the Stanislaus
river.

The following claims are on an eastern branch or companion vein of the
mother lode, commencing at the Rawhide, and running northward to the Stan-
islaus river. -

First is a piece of unclaimed ground where no lode has been found. The
White Senior* claim; the Tom White,* 1,200 feet; the Patterson, has a 10-
stamp mill, but only five are running ; the Gillis, * 1,200 feet; the Jackson;* the
Waters;* the Rector,* 1,200 feet, has sunk a shaft 52 feet deep; the Wratts,
1,000 feet, is now at work prospecting', about $15,000 have been taken from
small veins at the surface ; the Mt. Stanislaus,* 3,000 feet.

This brings us to the Stanislaus river, in the bed of which no lare;e vein is o / o

discoverable. Here, as at Maxwell's creek, the lode is split up into a multitude
of little branches.

CLAIMS IN CALAVERAS.-Immediately north of the Stanislaus river, on the
line of the mother lode, Carson hill rises to an elevation of 1,600 feet above the
river; and the lode in passing through the hill appears to split into three branches.
On the eastern branch are the following, viz: the Virginia,* 1,000 feet; the
Adjunction,* 800 feet; the Carson Hill, has done some work, but is not doing any-
thing now; the South Carolina, 2,550 feet, has yielded $400,000, and is now closed:/ / "/ , / /

the Enterprise,* 800 feet; the Reserve, 980 feet, is being reopened, but has no
mill, the yield has been $130,000.

These are all the claims on the eastern branch. On 'the, middle branch are the
following, commencing at the river, and running northward: the Stanislaus,*
1,200 feet; the Mineral Mountain,* 3,000 feet; the Melones,* 1,200 feet.

On the western or Santa Cruz branch is the Santa Cruz* mine, 3,000 feet; the
Morgan, 500 feet, has no mill, but is at work, yielded $2,800,000 in 1850
and 1851; the Kentucky,* 220 feet; the Iron Rock, 1,300 feet, is doing nothing,
though some very good rock was found in short tunnels and shafts; the Chapar-
ral,* 3,031 feet; the Chaparral Hill, 3,200 feet, is now at work taking out rock,
but has no mill.

Here comes a space where the vein has, not been found.
The Hanford, 900 feet ;* the Hanford and Shears.*
Here conies an interval of a mile and three-quarters, before we reach the town

of Angels.
The Stickles, 400 feet, has a 10-stamp mill at work; the Calaveras,* 1,100

feet, had a nine-stamp mill which was moved away; the Lightner, 400 feet,* had a
10-stamp mill, but it has been moved away; the Angel, 900 feet, has a 30-stamp
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mill, now at work; die Hill, 412 feet, has produced $250,000, and has a 12-
stamp mill at work; the Bovee, 4-30 feet, has produced -5600,000, and has a 10-
stamp mill at work; the Fritz,* GOO feet, had a 10-stamp mill, which was moved
away.

Here comes another space where the mother lode is not traceable on the surface,
and has not been traced. The general opinion is that it crosses the Mokelumne.
river about three miles west of Mokelumne Hill.

CLAIMS ix AMADOR.-Xorth of that river, in Amador county, we have
the following: the Tibbetts & Corliss;* the Hay ward, 1,800 feet, has 56
stamps at work, crushing SO tons per day, and has been at work since 1852,
the reputed yield is 827 per ton gross, and S22 net, or more than $600,000* 
net per year; the Loring Hill, 700 feet, has been worked for 10 years. Oppo-
site to the Loring Hill, on a parallel vein, is the Railroad, 800 feet. This
mine has yielded 870,000, and is now at work, but has no mill. The Wild-
man, 1,130 feet, is down 530 feet, and has drifted 200 feet, but the 12-stamp
mill is employed in doing custom-work; the Mahoney has been working five
years, with a 15-stamp mill; the Lincoln, 2,378 feet, has worked 10 or 12
years, but the 20-stamp mill is now engaged in custom-work; the Barnhart,'
1,000 feet; the Comet, 730 feet, has commenced prospecting; the Herbertville,
1,200 feet, had a 30-stamp mill, which never paid, and was burned, down.
No work is being done at the mine. The Keystone, has a 20-stamp mill,
has worked steadily since 1851, and has produced about $700,000. Opposite to
the Keystone, on a companion vein, is the Spring Hill, 1,200 feet, which has
crushed 50,000 tons of quartz, but obtained little profit. It has a 30-stamp
mill, which is idle, with the exception of five stamps engaged in custom-work.
The Amador, 1,300 feet, was worked to a depth of 240 feet some years ago, but
afterwards caved in, and has stood idle now, for some time ; the Bunker Hill,
1,200 feet, is at work with an eight-stamp mill; the Mayflower,* 1,200 feet;
the Hazard,* 800 feet, has an eight-stamp mill; the Pennsylvania,* 1,000feet ;
the Loyal,* 600 feet, has a 20-stamp steam mill; the Italian, 340 feet, has
a six-stamp mill, which has crushed about 2.000 tons; the Seaton, 1,200 feet, has
a 40-stamp mill, and has worked about 10,000 tons of quarts, which averaged
eight or nine dollars. The mill is not running, but the mine is being opened.
The McDonald,* 800 feet; the Potosi, 800 ft et, is at work with a sixteen-stamp
mill; the Webster,* 600 feet, had a mill, which was moved away; the Plymouth,
1,200 feet, is being worked with a 15-sramp mill; the Enterprise, is at work
with a 10-stamp mill; the Challen,* 1,000 feet; the Green Aden,* 1,200 feet,
has a shaft 100 feet deep; the Hooper,* 1,200 feet; the Noe,* 800 feet; the
Richmond, 800 feet, has a 10-stamp mill, but the only work now being done
is prospecting.

Here we reach the Cosumnes river, and north of this the lode has not been /

traced distinctly, although the Pacific lode at Placerville appeal's to have its
characteristics.

SECTION III.

MAR IPOS A COUNTY.

Mariposa* county, the southernmost of the rich placer mining counties of the
Sacramento basin, lies between parallels 37° and 38° of north latitude, and
reaches from the summit of the Sierra Nevada to the low land of the San Joa-

quin valley. The northern boundary is the divide between the Tuoliimne and
Mercede rivers, and the southern is a line drawn northeastward from the point^_^_____ . ^ ^ . 

* The name of thU county is derived from the Spanish "' Las Marijn «>fv The Butterflies.

mmm
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where tho Chowchilla river strikes the plain. The only permanent stream in
the county is the Merced; the so-called Mariposa river is a little brook which
can readily be stepped across in the summer season.

The distance of the town of Mariposa from Stockton is 90 miles, and the
ordinary charge for freight in the summer is $25 per ton of 2,000 pounds. A
stage runs to Bear Valley in a day from Stockton, and the fare is $10. Another
stage line runs to Coulterville, and the fare there is $10, and the distance is
made in one day. The county tax for the current fiscal year is $3 19 per $100
of taxable property. Coulterville lies north and Bear Valley south of the
Mercede river, the banks of which, in that vicinity, are so steep and high that no
wagon road has been made across it; and although tho distance from one town
to the other by the horse trail is only 10 miles, it is 45 by the wTagon road.

Sectional area of Mariposa county, 1,884 square miles. Population in 1860,
6,243; estimated in 1866, 4,170. Assessed valuation of property in 1865,
$1,237,370. Mr. Wm. S. Watson, constructing engineer of the projected Cop-
peropolis and Stockton railroad says: " From the nature of the country and the
pursuits of the inhabitants, Mariposa imports of merchandise 4,240 tons per
annum, which, with an increase of population to tho standard of Nevada county,
and the consequent development of her vast resources, would be quadrupled in
a very short time. The down freights from this county, consisting of copper
ores, wool, hides, &c., amount to 920 tons annually. The principal points of
shipping are Homitas, Princetown, Agua Frie, Mariposa, Coultervillo and Bear
Valley. Total up and down freights, 5,160 tons."

Tho shipment of gold dust from Conlterville was $13,285 in July, 1866;
$13,500 in August; $17,000 in September; $24,900 in October; $14,790 in
November; $7,280 in December, $4,950 quartz and $9,484 placer in January,
1867; $11,050 placer and $14,800 in March; and $8,080 quartz and $3,660
placer in April.

The average monthly shipment of treasure from the town of Mariposa is
$17,000 or $is,000.

There are two small ditches south of the Mercede river, and a branch of the
Golden Rock ditch extending to Pefion Blanco, and these are the only ditches
in the county. In proportion to the yield of gold, Mariposa has fewer ditches
than any other county in the State.

PLACER MINING.-Many of the placer districts in the county have been very
ich, but tho diggings have in no place been deep, and they would long ago have
been exhausted if there had been large ditches to supply water; but these were
lacking so washing has been conducted on a small scale, and for onlv a brief\lmfj / v^" _

period each year. The richness of the ground and the coarseness of the gold
las enabled the miners to make a profit sometimes by dry digging or scratching
the gravel over with a butcher-knife. Maxwell's Creek, Blue Gulch, Bear Creek,
White's Gulch, Pefion Blanco, the north fork of the Mercede, the banks of the
main Mercede, and the vicinities of the towns of Mariposa and Hornitas wero
especially rich. In Maxwell's Creek, about 1852, tho common yield was $15 or
"$20 per day to the man, arid in 1863 two miners in two months washed out
$16,000 at Peiion Blanco. In 1850 Horse Shoe Bend, on the Mercede, had a
population of 400 miners. There are now a dozen small and shallow hydraulic
claims there, which pay about $4 per day to tho man. The population of the
bend numbers 100, of whom half are Chinamen. On the top of Buckhorn
mountain, east of Coulterville, at an elevation 1,500 feet above the Mercede
river, there is a placer which pays well while it rains, but cannot be worked at
any other time for want of water. Flyaway, in a gully by the side of Buckhorn ^F 

^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^- ^^_ ^^^b m^^- ^^^^^^-^ ^-^- ^fe

mountain, is al^o rich, but there, too, no water can be got save during rains.
AGRICULTURE.-There is no agriculture in Mariposa county worthy of note.

There is not one large orchard, vineyard, or grain farm. Only a small quantity
of rain falls, .and the soil appears to be of a very dry nature. A large portion
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of the snrface is occupied by steep hills, which prove their thirsty character by
sustaining no vegetation save the chemisal. There are no ditches to sustain
i irrigation, and as the most populous part of the county was the Mariposa grant,
the residents there having no title had no sufficient inducement to invest money
in planting trees and vines. The western part of the county is made up chieily
of chemisal hills, with occasionally small dales with scattered oak trees. In tho
eastern part of ttic county there are some plains about 3,000 feet high, and these
have a rich and moist soil and may some day become far more valuable than
they are now. Still farther east, at an elevation of 5,000 feet or more, we come
to large forests of good pine timber, with occasional groves of the big tree.

YOSEMITE.-One of the resources of the county is the possession of the
Yosemite valley, which is destined to be a favorite place of resort when access
is cheaper and more comfortable than at present. The trip can now be made
from San Francisco to the valley and back in eight days for $75, staying only
a day in the valley, but the average amount spent on the trip by visitors is not
less than $150. On the Coulterville trail there is a stretch of 39 miles to be
made on horseback, with no house on the way; and on the Mariposa trail the
nearest house to the valley is 25 miles off. Thus there is no mode of reaching
the place except a hard ride over a very rugged road, and it is a severe trial to
persons unaccustomed to riding horseback. A wagon road might be made, but
some of the people on the route think it their policy to prevent the construction
of a road. Near the Mariposa trail is a fine grove of the big trees. The num-
ber of visitors to Yosemite in 1864 was 240; in 1865, 360; and in 1866, 620.

THE MAIIIPOSA ESTATE.-The Mariposa Estate, or Fremont Grant, as it is
sometimes called, contains 44,380 acres, or about 70 square miles. It reaches
12 miles from east to west, and 12J- miles from north to south. Its greatest
length, from northwest to southeast, is about 17 miles, and its average width
nearly 5 miles. Its northern line touches the Mereorrriver, the southern the
town of Bridgeport. It includes the towns of Mariposa, Bridgeport, Guadalupe,
Arkansas Flat, Lower Agua Fria, Upper Agua Fria, Princeton, Mount Ophir,
and Bear Valley. The grant was made while California was under the dominion
of Mexico, to Juan B. Alvarado, and it was purchased in 1847 by J. C. Fremont,
who presented his claim for the land to the United States land commission,
and it was finally confirmed to him, and the patent was issued February, 1856.
The original grant was of land suitable for grazing purposes in the basin of the
Mariposa river, but the boundaries were not fixed, and the grantee had the right
cf locating the claim on any land within a large area. When the grant was to
be surveyed Fremont said he wanted a long strip of land in the low-land on
both banks of the Mariposa river; but the United States surveyor told him tho
survey must be in a compact form. Then, instead of taking a compact area of
grazing land and worthless mountain, he swung his grant round and covered th e
valuable Pine Tree and Josephine mines, near the Mercede river, besides a number
of others which had been in the undisputed possession of miners, who had long
been familiar with Fremont, and had never heard the least intimation from him
that he would in any event lay claim to their works. Personal indignation thus
came in to embitter a quarrel involving large pecuniary interests; but the patent
did not necessarily give the gold of the grant to Fremont. Under the Mexican
law the grantee had ho right to the minerals, and the American law >poke of a
confirmation, not an enlargement, of the Mexican title. Here then was another
subject for litigation, and at lust, in 1859, that matter was settled by a decision
that an American patent for land carries the minerals with it. The adverse
claimants defied the- oflVcrs of the law; the mines were converted into fortifica-
tions; the mouths of the tunnels were barricaded; there were besiegers and
besieged; several men \\vre killed; but at lust, in 1859, Fremont triumphed, and
under his Mexican grant obtained land which the Mexican government did not
intend to grant, and minerals which it systematically reserved.
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In a short time after the title was satisfactorily settled the yield of gold from»r "/ *K_

the quartz mines of the estate became very large. The monthly production in
I860 averaged $39,500; in 1861, $53,500; in. 1862, tho year of the great flood,
which injured the mills, flooded mines, and broke up roads, $43,500; and in the
first live months of 1863, $77,000. In March, 1863, the yield was $94,000; in
April, $92,000; and in May, $101,000. The production seemed to have reached

figure of $100,000 per month, with a fair prospect of still further increase.
It was at this time that the estate was sold to an incorporated company in New
Yorkj^ty, and the stock put upon the market in the midst of the San Francisco
mining stock fever, which extended its influence across tho continent. The
prospectus of the company presented a very attractive picture to speculators.
The average monthly yield for three years and a half had been $50,000, and for
half a year the net profits had equalled that sum. The reports of various mining
enineers indicated that the results of future workins would be still better.

Messrs. Wakelce and Garnett, who spoke with great caution, and expressed
doubts about the value of the Mariposa, the Pine Tree, and Josephine mines,
still thought that the monthty productions of the estate could soon be raised to
$220,000, at an expense of not more than $50,000, leaving $170,000 net monthly
income. Dr. J. Adelberg, speaking of the Pine Tree and Josephine mines, said:

la regard to tho value of the veins, I can say no more than that their yield in precious
metal is limited only by the amount of work done in them; but I recollect Mr. Fremont
once commissioning ine to make an estimate as to their endurance in the-limits of the longi-
tudinal extent now opened. I found by calculation that they would yiold for 368 years 1
tons daily, without the requisition of pumps. I mean down to tho water level.

Mr. Timothy C. Allyn made a report on tho property in December, 1862; and
expressed the opinion that the yield could be increased $100;000 per month,
gross, and $50,000 net. A report equally favorable by Mr. Claudet was also
published. Professor Whitney, a most careful, conscientious, and competent
authority, had said :

The quantity of material Avhfch can be rained may, without exaggeration, be termed
inexhaustible. I can hardly see a limit to the amount of gold which tho property is capable
of producing:, except in the time, space, and capital required to erect the necessary mills,
build roads to them, and open mines, so as to keep them supplied with ore.v

With these opinions and facts, large quantities of tho stock were purchased,
and there were large quantities of it to be purchased, for the paper capital of
he company was $10,000,000.

The company was organized by Fremont's creditors, who had become owners
of the property; but instead of cancelling the debt and taking stock for it, they
took a mortgage for $15,000,000, payable in gold, and issued the stock subject
to that debt, which was supposed to be the only incumbranco on the property;
at least that was the supposition of many who bouht' the stock. t soon
appeared, however, that there were -$480,000 in gold due, besides $300,000 on tho

A garrison lien, $50,000 on the Clark mortgage, and $130,000 to workmen andT*O 7^7 O O ' *

Bothers in California. The new company selected Mr. F, L. Olmsted for their
manager, and he took charge of the estate on the 14th November, 1864. lie
found everything in confusion. Tho production had fallen off very suddenly
after the sale. It seemed as if cverv nerve had been strained to make tho yield *> */

of May as large as possible, and that as soon as the sale was made t^ie produc-
tion decreased more than 50 per cent. The yield for tho first five months of
1863 before the sale was $385,000, and during the last six after tho sale was
$186,993. In the former period there was a net profit of $50,000 per month;
in the latter a net loss of $80,000.

In May, 1864, Professor Silliman made a report on tho estate, in which he
said : *

A person accustomed to view mines must bo deeply impressed on the first view of this
estate, not more with the great extent and vigor of the former workings - evidence of which
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is seen equally in the underground extraction and in the surface works, railroads, mills,
trails, wagon roads, warehouses, and workshops - than with the equally conspicuous fact that
t he former owners had no regard for their successors, inasmuch as they have in every instance ff * " v
pT^]rt^--./1 J-K* *Urv «"*Ar\of v*a«Y»arlroY\!o monnor tVin.r fiinna.*nantal mavim r\f all cnr»or*ccAi 1 mirnnnf*voa :ed in the most remarkable manner that fundamental maxim of all successful mining,

name ly, to keep works of exploration well in advance of works of extraction. The neglect
of this maxim, in ordinary cases, is never of doubtful issue. In your case the result has been
peculiarly unfortunate, since your estat^ is not a mine, but a vast collection of mineral veins,
on many of which valuable mines may be developed, and on some of which such develop-
ments were made of an encouraging character, but the neglect to apply the principle in ques-
tion has resulted in the complete suspension of three of the mills, the partial suspension of
a fourth, and the supply of the firth for a time with an inferior quality of ore, all because the
veins on which these mills depended for ore were worked on the improvident plan of taking
all the ore in sight as far and as fast as it could be found, but never anticipating the evil
day, sinking shafts and driving levels long enough in advance of the calls of the present
hour to foresee disaster, much less to prevent it.

A mine is a storehouse in which are garnered certain treasures of large, it may be, but cot
inexhaustible supply. Certain it is, the ore which has been mined will never recur. Hence,
it is the fate of all mines at some period to become exhausted. The only compensation to
this circumstance is iu the possession by one company of a considerable number of mines
which in ay be brought, in succession, into activity, so as to supplement each other. Your
position in this respect is one of immense strength; not only do you hold on the Mariposa L *-' +/ v
estate a vast plexus of veins, of most of which very little is known at present, bu __ - .-- _ _ _ _ ._ »_ - - - -"" ^L ̂~» &" " _ " 1 - m r*. L^b ^v ^ ̂*k ~ -* 

V^B I ̂  t- M. I - -m .-.» W - - .-. - " - - - j-fc L- .-. _ - -. --. .-. _ - - i. ^- _ -^ J ^__ ^f- f*- j^

own a great length of country on several veins, the character of which is alrenc^ dy proved.
It follows from this state of facts that, with the frugal and timely application of capital, ^ you
ought never .to be in a position where the partial or complete exhaustion of a particular mi.
or of several mines, should be severely felt on your general production, nor would it be so
to-day had it been the ' "* m ^ " " "* i interest of those who preceded you to apply the simple maxim alreadj V
quoted. But the reck vless disregard of this sound principle has resulted, not only in a partia 1
suspension of your production of gold J ^ - f - "M-amounting to a serious disappointment of well-founded
hopes-but, still worse, in the aim r,, _. 7 _ __, ___ . _ ost destruction of certain parts of the mines, where the
usual piers of vein have been removed for milling:, leaving the mines to crush in, endanger-
ing not human life only, but the very existence of the mines themselves. The simple result O »r r */ JL~
of all this has been, that your manager found himself, at the outset of your occupancy, face 

'^f ^* ^m " ^*

to facfe with a most embarrassing and painful state of facts, with the alternative before him
of throwing off the duty he had undertaken or of grappling with the difficulties and, by a
series of judicious measures, extricating this noble estate from its disastrous position. 
innately for ail concerned, he elected the latter alternative; and it will give me pleasure to 

For-

point out in what manner he has, with great good judgment, proposed to meet the difficulties
he has found.

*

It is quite obvious, from the facts and statements already detailed in this report, that you
hold an estate of very great value, but also in a great degree undeveloped, and demanding a
large amount of active capital for its proper management. That the judicious use of money
will be rewarded, and that speedily, by exploring the undeveloped quartz veins of the estate,
is too obvious, I trust, after the arguments and facts already sot forth, to require further illus-
tration. All explorations will not be fruitful certainly, but those which are so will become
so largely remunerative that they will cancel the others. By no other plan can you hope to
manage the estate with honor or profit. By this method you will be sure to develop a vast
value, which will render your stock desirable as a permanent and safe investment. By any
other Astern you may attain a spasmodic vitality-to be followed soon by a total collapse.

Your manager fully appreciates these views, and his plans now in progress of development
will not fail to secure the early and permanent prosperity of the Mariposa estate.

yield was £-165,000, and the expenditure of the mines and mills
$760,000. With a debt of $3,000,000, (that was about the figure on the 1st

tiuary, 1865,) and a monthly loss of $20,009, the company was evidently not
a prosperous condition. On the 23d January, 1865, a committee of stcu-lc-
klers, appointed to investigate the condition of the company, made a report,
;1 recommended that moncv be raised by assessment or loan to pav the most" ^ r «/
"ssing debts, so that the work might be continued. Thev irave it as their

opinion that the property was ̂worth preserving to the stockholders," and that
the embarrassments were ''owing to defective organization and want of working
capital." The company did not suererd in raising the money to pay their most
pressing debts, and the estate was placed in the hands of Dodge JJroihcrs, cred-
itors, for the purpose of enabling them to work it and pay their own and others'
debts.

The trustees found, according to their own statement, that they had spent
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more at the end of a year than they had received; and the company being dis-
satisfied, brought suit and obtained the appointment of a receiver, who is now
(May, 1867,) in possession.*

* Mr. Mark Brumagin, president of the company, under date of September 6, 1867, gives
the following statement of the present condition of the Mariposa estate :

After a period of legal and financial difficulties which have weighed heavily upon the Mari-
posa estate, the company have succeeded in successfully terminating the long pending law
suit with the lessees. A final settlement has been made with the Messrs. Dod^e Brothers. ^^i *

(the lessees,) by which they relinquish to the company all their rights under the Olrnstead
lease for the possession of the whole property.

The floating debt has been reduced from about $200,000 to less than $60,000, which has
been concentrated into holders who are interested in the success of the company, and the
greater portion of which is made payable in instalments running through the next twelve
months.

The Mariposa estate consists of upwards of 44,000 acres of gold-bearing land, in the heart
of the mineral region of California. It contains more than 1,000 auriferous quartz veins,
of which some 30 have been partially opened, and proved to be paying veins when provided
with proper reduction works. Of these mines only five have been supplied with machinery,
a)id that of a primitive kind, and very inefficient for saving gold. Where thousands have
been taken from the estate, millions of dollars have been lost by bad management and worth-
less machinery.

The working of the Josephine and Pine Tree mines for the year 1860, and to the date of the
incorporation of the company, shows an average gross yield of §8 53A to the ton. From
that time the yield for the above two mines has been respectively, as follows:

The Pine Tree mine, under the succeeding management, yielded, in gross, an average of
3 per ton ; the lower run having been $4 21, and the highest, $9 97 per ton.
The books kept by the Olmsted management also exhibit the following in regard to the

Josephine mine: The lowest run for any one clean up was $2 42 per ton ; the highest, $7 05
per ton, making an average gross yield for this period of $4 52 per ton. In brief, the average
yield of this mine was at that time so low that it was partially abandoned as worthless by
their method of saving gold.

Under the next management, (that of the lessees of the company who succeeded OloAtecl,)
the books show that the quartz from these two mines was worked together with an average
gross yield of $9 01 per ton, the ore having been more or less selected.

The Pine Tree vein is in some places over 30 feet wide, and runs parallel with the Jose-
phine, which has a width of some 12 feet, both mines cropping out on the summit of Mount
Bullion, 1,500 feet above the Mercer river, at which the Benton mills are located.

The Josephine contains considerable sulphurets, while the Pine Tree has rather the charac-
ter of a "free gold" vein. Both have more or less of oily substances in the seams of the
veins. .The ore contains largely of " float gold," so fine that it floats for hours on the surface
of the water.

Quartz from these mines is now supplied to the mills from the tunnels penetrating the
veins near the top of the hill, but it is designed to open them by a tunnel at the base, some
thousand feet below the present workings, which will insure an unfailing supply of ore.

Under the company's, or present management, since we obtained full possession, we have
changed the Bear Valley mill into the "eureka process" for saving gold. This mode of
disintegration produces a fine, almost impalpable powder, like superfine flour. Half a ton
of this is enclosed dry in an iron receiver. Superheated steam or gas is admitted, which, iu
the course of a few minutes desulphurizes and drives off all base metals and oily substances.
Quicksilver is then introduced, and a portion evaporized, and is afterwards condensed by
common steam and cold water. An ingeniously constructed shaking table, of copper, about
20 feet long, on a wooden frame, with riffles of a peculiar formation, gives to the water
and pulverized substance, with the amalgam, the same action as that of the ocean surf, an
undertow. As the mass descends on the table, the amalgam, from its metallic weight, grad-
ually clears itself from the quartz substances, and the gold is easily and quickly collected in
the troughs of the riffles ; and so effectually that the residue contains scarcely a trace of gold.

With this mill the company have recently worked some 800 tons of quartz from the
Josephine mine. The lowest yield at any clean up was $31 per ton; the highest was
$173 per ton ; giving an average of $40 53 per ton. In the greater portion of this quartz
not a particle of gold could be discerned before crushing, From these facts it will readily
appear why the property has hitherto paid no dividends.

Captain Henry J. Hall, a practical and experienced quartz miner, has now charge of the
mines and mills of the company, and is adapting the eureka gold-saving- process to all the
mills of the estate. The aggregate capacity of these mills mider former management was 292
tons daily, or about 7,500 tons per month, a capacity which still exists. The mills are located
near the Josephine, Pine Tree, Mariposa, Mount Ophir, and Princeton mines, all proved to
be large, well defined, and inexhaustible veins. There may be easily taken out from these
five mines, at the present time, 200 tons of gold ore per day, and increased on the present
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Experienced quartz miners, familiar with the estate, are almost unanimous in
the opinion that the Princeton, the Pino Tree, and the Josephine mines are
i'ar from exhausted, but, on the contrary, that they are all very valuable, and
ought to be made to pay well, and that the failures of the last four years are to
be" ascribed mainly to bad management. It is true that when the Mariposa

'company took possession the mines were not opened in advance as they should
have been; but they were opened, the position of the pay chimneys was deter-
mined, the hoisting works and pumps and mills were in working order, with
capacity to crush and amalgamate 150 tons of rock per day; there were experi-
enced miners present, familiar with the character of each vein; there was a rail-
road for transporting the rock of two of the principal mines to the mill j and
there were improvements that were indispensable, and that could not have been
placed there for less than a quarter of a million dollars. The property, how-
ever, was not managed properly, and the result was a failure, which is the more
i remarkable because it followed immediately upon the heels of the most brilliant
success.

PRINCETON.-The Princeton mine has been one of the most prod
California, and has been noted for both the abundance and the richness of
quartz. For a time it yielded $90,000 per month from milling rock, and thi
more 1 he State ever did*^ ' _^_

The mine is situated about half way between the Mariposa and the Pine Tree
mines, and is on a hill easily accessible. The course of the vein is northwest
and southeast; the dip, 55° northeast; the thickness varies from a few inch
to 10 feet. The vein has been opened to a depth of 560 feet on an incline,
and 200 feet below7 the surface; drifts have been run 1,200 feet alon^; the veia-/" / ^ O 7

and at the deepest workings the drifts extend 500 feet. The richest rock was
found within 100 feet of the surface, where the pay was -S70 per ton from milling
well, besides large numbers of specimens, of which it is said that not less than
8100,000 in value were stolen by the miners. Below this rich mass of rock tl
quartz gradually became poorer, and there were spots which did not pay f
working; but it is said that there is still an abundant supply of good milli
rock in sisrht.

Professor W. P. Blake made a report on the mine in Xovemb
said: *

The vein is composed of white friable quartz, and is divided into parallel layers or plates
by thin slatey films, which are generally charged with fine-grained pyrites and free gold.
The body ot the quartz bears white vein pyrites crystallized and spread in irregular patches
and a small portion of galena, together with free gold in irregular ragged masses, in plates
and scales, and sometimes crystals. The gold appears to be most abundant m the neighbor-
hood of the galena, and is found not only with the iron pyrites striking- its sheets through its
substance, but entirely isolated from it and enveloped in the pure white quartz. Some of
the specimens preserved are exceedingly rich and beautiful, and just before my examination
of the vein some superb crystallizations had been broken out. These crystals are bunches
of octahedrons, with perfectly flat and highly polished faces from one-eighth to three-six-
teenths of an inch across, and are attached to masses of white quartz.

openings by enlarging the working facilities, to 4,000 tons per day. The cost of mining and
reducing the ore will be less than flO per ton, and may yield an average of $40 per ton. Th
old mills have produced upwards of $3,500,000. Under an intelligent system of working
they ought to have yielded over $10,000,000.

V *-* vu * *" v^ * * * v »"*" v <W »* v* VVH-* ^ *.%" * * ~\s LA " *-f v*- ̂-u "- * * * * wb w »,* *-**" l-f A v/ fc»r \J 1 fc 1 V A* w\-T V V * V J 1 v ̂ * A I of

mills provided tor the reduction of the ores. The reader may draw his own conclusion!
the facts and figures herewith presented.

It will be remembered that the representations heretofore made by the nndersigned were
based on the low estimate of a sure gross average yield of $20 per ton, by the ne\v reducing
machinery. The present working shows that such estimates may no longer be regarded as
theoretical, as the actual results fully illustrate. Theywlll bo amply confirmed by the future
of this great property.
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Professor Blake made a second report on this mine in December, 1864, and 0
said :

It is evident on a careful examination of the surface that there is a want ef conformity in
direction between the vein and the slates. The slates on the west side are curved towards

the vein in the form of a bow, the ends of the curve appearing to abut against the vein at
both ends, the vein forming in its line of outcrop, with respect to the slates, the chord of an
arc. There is also a want of conformity in direction between this body of curved slates on
the west side of the vein and those on the east side of it, showing with most distinctness at
the north end, near the mouth of the upper drift. On the east side the trend of the slates is
seen to vary at different places from north 45° west to north 95° west. They are nearly east
and west at the north end of the vein. * * * There is also a waut of conformity between
the body of curved slates on the west side of the vein and the slates still further to the west,
as if the curved body of slate had been broken from some other place and forced into its
present position. The line of contact is not very distinct, but just in the position we would
expect to find it we see a quartz vein which seems to mark the place. It is approximately
parallel with the Princeton vein, and is also gold-bearing.

This want of conformity in the direction of the slates on the opposite sides of the vein and
with the course of the vein itself, and the fact that the ends of the layers of slate abut against
the vein, or in other words, that the vein does not coincide with the plane of the bedding or
stratification of the slates, justifies the conclusion that it is a fissure vein rather than a bedded
mass, as has heretofore been generally supposed. It evidently occupies the line of break
between the two distinct bodies of slate.

The-mineralogical character of the slates on the opposite sides of the vein is also different.
The slates on the west side are much more sandy than those on the east, which are argilla-
ceous and in very thin layers of uniform composition, presenting the well-known appearance
and character of roofing slates. There are several layers in the series on the west side which
might be called sandstones rather than slates. There are also in connection with these sandy
bars of a hard argillaceous rock, with an obscure slaty structure which resists weathering
more than the surrounding portions and stands out in well-defined outcrops. These two
bars of rock are each from six to eighteen inches in thickness, and are about 170 feet apart.

It is a curious fact that tbe gold-bearing1 part of the vein appears to have a certain relation
to these peculiar argillaceous rocks or strata, for it does not extend beyond the line of contact
of these strata with the plane of the vein. So also in the northern extension of the Princeton
vein, half a mile to the northwest, at the Green Gulch mine, where the vein was productive,
the same peculiar rock is found in connection with the vein on the west side.

Near the mill the vein splits and the two branches run off southeastward
nearly parallel with one another. At a distance of a mile they are about 300
yards apart. These branches have not been well explored or prospected, ^o not
much is known of their character. On the main vein there are seven shafts and

a great number of workings of different classes, such as might be expected of a
mine that has yielded 84,000,000 and sustained a considerable town. From
January, 1859, till June, 1860, Steptoe and Ilidgway had charge of the mine,
and extracted 2,000 tons, which averaged $18' per ton. From June 1, 1860,
till November of the same year, under the management of Park, 23,916 tons of
quartz were crushed, yielding $527,633, an average of $22 25 per ton. In 1862
and 1863 the production was 121,000 tons of quartz and $2,000,000 of bullion,
averaging 816 50. In 1864 the yield of bullion was $243,707. In 1863, \^s v._> /
when the mill was working rock which yielded $53, the tailings, according- to
assay, contained $13 56 per ton. The pay was distributed rather in an irregu-
lar mass than in a chimney j but Professor Blake expressed the opinion in his
report of 1864 that there was a chimney, and that its dip was 18° to the horizon.

The Princeton mill has 24 stamps, and is the smallest on the Mariposa estate,
at least of those owned, erected, and worked by the Mariposa company. The
capacity of the mine far exceeds that of the mills, and while the former was in
a productive condition much of the ore was sent to other mills. The gold in
the quartz is coarse and is easily caught in the battery, or at least most of it j
bnt the assays of the tailings show that great quantities of it were lost. The
heap of tailings at the mill is immense, and it will no doubt be worked over at
some day with a profit, if not all blown away. The sand being fine many
pounds of it are earned off every hour when the wind blows in summer. The

I
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mill was driven "by steam. The stamps weigh 550 pounds and made 70 drops
per minute. Both mine and mill are now idle.

THE PTXE TREE.-The Pine Tree mine, contiguous to the Josephine, and
thirteen miles from the town of Mariposa, is considered to be on the main mother
lode, which runs northwest and southeast, dips to the northeast, and is here in
places 40 feet thick. The ore is extracted through tunnels and earned down to
the mills on a railroad. The workings are 500 feet deep and 1,000 feet long in
the vein. There are seven mv chimneys, which van* in length, horizontallv,fr "- * *.

from 40 to 200 feet. The rock in each chimney has a peculiar color or appear-
ance, so that persons familiar with the mine could tell at a glance from which a
piece of quartz came. The coarsest gold was found in the narrowest chimney.
In three years previous to May, 1863, the Pine Tree and Josephine mines pro-
duced 45,000 tons of ore and 8350,000 in bullion, an average of 87 77 per ton.
In 1860 these mines produced 12,154 tons and $113,530, or $9 34 per ton : in
1861, 21,576 tons and $173,810, or 88 05 per ton; in 1862, when the dam was
carried away by the flood, nothing; and in 1863, previous to June, 6,000 tons
and $35,000, or 85 83 per ton. The total expense was $5 per ton for a, portion
of the time at leasf, the cost of transportation by car being 72 cents. In 1864
the Pine Tree yielded $67,940. In December, 1863, when the ore paid --'29 to * »

the ton, the refuse tailings assayed $16 to the ton, showing a great waste.
There is a large quantity of good ore now in sight in the mine.

The particles of gold in the Pine Tree quartz are extremely fine, usually so
small as to be invisible to the naked eve. As a consequence it is very difficult* -I */

to'catch the metal in the process of amalgamation, and Professor Ashburner, in
a report made in May, 1864, said that 70 per cent, of the gold in the quartz
worked in the Benton mills was l<^t. or, in other words, only 30 per cent, of it
was saved. This fact was ascertained by '* a series of assays upon the tailings
which have been allowed to run to waste."

In the same report ho said, " I think the Josephine vein, as it is called, is
nothing more than a branch from the Pine Tree, and the two systems of workings,* C,

us they have never been carried on in connection, have given rise to two mines.77
Dr. J. Adclberg made a report on the mining property of the Mariposa grant

in August, 1860, and in it he O / /

Those two veins run parallel on the whole, but sometimes a little diverging, sometimes a
little converging; sometimes running together and forming1 t\vo distinct divisions of one
vein. They belong to distinct geological periods, the Pine Tree being earlier and the Jose-

hine of more recent formation. The ores of both veins arc very distinct, the older vein
eating, in those depths now laid open, mostly oxyds and carbonates, (among which the

blue and green carbonate of copper is very characteristic,) and the Josephine, or more
recently formed vein, bearing the iron and copper as snlphurets only. The eruption of gold-
bearing quartz has formed here veins which are equalled in extent by no other known gold-
bearing quartz vein.

Messrs. Garnett and Wakolee, who examined the Pine Tree and Josephine
mines in 31 ay, 1863, expressed the opinion that they did not contain any con-
siderable body of ore then in sight to pay by the modes of amalgamation in us<
at that time, and tlio only hope for making these mines "an active element
production instead of a consuming expense'' la\ m

* f» ".' "* »»"*»*.

5 Pinxr.-The Josephine mine is on a mountain side, 1,600 feet above tl
level of the Merc- d river. The vein runs northwest and southeast, and d

northeast. Profes> >r Silliman posit between serpentine"

d shale ; but Mr. Kelten, who has been a superintending- miner in the Joseil I O A _ 0

: more than ten years, istys that in some plaees there is green stone, and in
others slate on both sides, and it is richer in the slate than the green stone. There
is no gouge in the green stone. The lode varies in width from 5 to 30

t, averaging more than 10. In th 11 th
quartz is mixed with slate. The mine has been worked through three tunnel
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the upper one being 100 feet above, and the lower 180 feet below the middle
tunnel or Black drift, as it is called. The drifts have been ran 500 feet in the
lode, and the depth of the workings perpendicularly is 520 feet.

The pay-rock has been found in seven chimneys, which arc from 40 to 100
feet in length horizontally, and arc separated by barren streaks from 4 to 6 feet
long in the drifts. The pay chutes dip 45° to the southeast; but the dip is less
regular on the under than on the upper side of the chute. The richest deposit
is found along the foot wall, and a small streak of pay is found along the foot
wall in the barren chutes. The Josephine ore has usually been worked with
that from the Pine Tree in the Benton mill, so that separate accounts have not
been kept of most of the workings. The Josephine vein is considered a branch
of the mother quartz lode, from which it separates at the Josephine mine, running
northwestward nearly parallel with the main vein. At a distance of half a mile
from the fork they are about 300 feet apart. Although the mine is now lying
idle, miners say that there is a^ large quantity of $20 rock in sight.

The indigo vein, so called because of the peculiar blue color of the rock, is 4
feet wide, and 450 feet west of the Josephine mine. The vein stone is talcose,
and in places is rich in gold. It is called India-rubber rock'by the miners, and
is difficult to break with the hammer, but tears out well when blasted. The\ '

vein has not been opened, but a tunnel has been run through it, and it has been
prospected a little in spots on the surface.

MAHIPOSA.-The Mariposa mine is situated on the eastern border of the town
of Mariposa, on the Mariposa lode, the direction of which is nearly east and west,
the dip 51° south, and the width of the main vein from four to eight feet. Near
the mill the vein forks, one prong running westward in the line of the maine lode,
and the other running north of west.. At a distance of 300 yards from the forks,
the two prongs are not more than 60 yards apart. Each fork is about 3 feet
thick. The rock is a white ribbon quartz; the walls are a black talcose slate.
There is but little gouge, and the quartz is so hard that no progress can be made
without blasting. East of the fork the gold is in fine particles, and is evenly
distributed through the pay chute, while west of the fork the gold is collected
in rich pockets, which are separated from one another by large masses of very
poor quartz. These pockets contain almost invariably arseniurets of iron, accom-
panied by pyrites. The presence of these minerals is considered a certain sign
that a good deposit of gold is not far distant. One pocket paid $30,000, another
$15,000, and numerous other sums, varying from $100 to $1,000. The great
richness of the vein is proved by the facts that the decomposed quartz at the
surface was worked or washed for a distance of half a mile, the ravines imme-I *

diately below the lode were famous for their richness, and drifts have been run
a quarter of a mile under ground. It is said before Fremont obtained posses-
sion, squatters took $200,000 from the mine. The quartz taken out in 1864
averaged $25 per ton; but afterwards the average yield was only $11. Persons
familiar with the mine say an abundance of rock might be obtained to yield
$12 or $15. Before the sale of the grant to the Mariposa company the mine
was leased to Mr. Barnett, who paid 10 per cent, of the gross yield, a very good
share, and afterwards when lie was told that he could not have the property on
those terms he offered to pay 30 per cent, of the gross yield, and to give good
bonds. His offer was rejected, and the mine is now idle. Mr. Barnett worked
the mine on a very economical plan. His stamps had wooden steins; he amal-
gamated in arrastras, and his mortar was fed from a hopper or self-feeder. Little
hand labor was done in the mill in the daytime, and none at all at night. Indeed,
everybody left the mill at supper time, and it was allowed to run without super-
vision till morning. The quartz was taken out under Barnett's directions, who
having spent many years at the place was thoroughly familiar with it; and before
going to the mill, all the barren pieces were rejected. It was supposed that the
mine would pay better if it were worked on a larger scale, so the mill that had
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d at the Green Gulch mill of 40 stams was moved to the Mari

in 1864, in accordance wi f Professor Ashb
Professor Silliman, in a port made in May, ISO 4, said
I feel convinced that the Mariposa vein is, on the whole, the most remarkable auriferous

vein yet developed on the Mariposa estate, and if the half which is believed of it by those ^^f ^m m ^^-
who know it best should prove true, it will alone almost sustain the estate. The mill now 

_ * - ^ iiit i " 1 r t * 1 «il
j *

erecting in Mariposa creek is the same which has been removed from Green Gulch, where,
as it proved, there was no further use for it. Mr. Ashburner having examined and reported
approvingly on this removal, I have not felt it needful to re-examine the evidence, the decision
undoubtedly being a wise one. The fault of the other mills (except the Princeton) of being
set too low has been remedied here, and with a well-considered system of amalgamation,
there can be no doubt that excellent results will be arrived at in working the mill in its new
and well-chosen position, nor can there be any doubt that the mill will receive an ample
supply of quartz to engage it fully in crushing.

The gross yield of the mine in 1864 was 884,948 ; but there was no profit, and
among the intelligent miners in the neighborhood there is much doubt whetherO O O

enough pay quartz could be obtained to keep a 40-stamp mill going.
Messrs. Wakelec and Garnett in their report 011 the grant say :
The Mariposa vein we examined more particularly, as it has been quite celebrated for the

extraordinary richness of its pockets of massive gold. The vein consists of a main trunk
and two branches. It is in the latter that these deposits have been found. They have not
been worked upon any regular system, but have been much burrowed into by different par-
ties in quest of these rich pockets. The quartz itself is almost entirely destitute of any trace
of metal, and its value seems to consist entirely of these massive deposits. It is needless to
add, perhaps, that from this peculiarity it furnishes a very uncertain basis for any extensive
system of mining. The main trunk of this vein differs from its branches, and the quartz
found in it is uniformly charged with the metal. The ores yield, according to the best infor-
mation we could obtain, about §16 per ton.

GULCH.-The Green Gulch mine, in the vicinity of the Princeton,
has been explored by a shaft 200 feet deep, and by drifts running 400 feet
horizontal, and the conclusion is that the deposits of auriferous quartz are not
Sufficiently near together to pnv for work 1112;. The vein is about three feet thick, v O 1 v O /

; but the quartz is mixed in places with slate, which reduces the yield to a point
so low that there is no margin for profit. Some rich bunches of rock have been
found, and under the encouragement given by them a 40-stamp mill was
erected, and new explorations were undertaken; but the rich bunches were too
far apart, and the mill was afterwards removed to the Mariposa mine. The yield
of the Green Gulcli mine in 1864 was $19,509. In December, 18G3, while the* / /

XKSK w.-js yielding $38 per ton, an assay of ihe tailings showed that they con- V ^w**

tained $G 50 per ton.
OTHER MIXES ox THE MARTTOSA ESTATE.-The Oso mine, half a mile from

Bear valley, is in a very narrow vein of decomposed talcose matter, running
across the slates. It was very rich near the purface, and according to rumor the
sum of 8400,000 was taken from a shaft 50 feet deep and 7 feet long on the vein.
No work has been done at the place for years.

Tke Now Britain or Missouri mine is two miles northwest of the town of Mari-
posa. The vein averages about two feet and a half thick, runs east and west,
dips to the south, and can be traced on the surface by croppings for four or five
miles. The vein stone is a soft white and yellow quartz, which breaks up like
slaked lime when exposed to the air. The walls arc of hard black slate. The
only pay chimney which has been worked dips to the east with an angle of 50°.
The quartz in this chute has been taken out to a depth of SO feet, and it con-
tained 11 numbor of very rich pockets, one of which was taken out by Mr. Barnctt,
and yielded $52,000, at an expense of s5,000. In one day and a half he took
out *9,000. Professor Sillimau says it is a " very promising vein."

The Mt. Ophir mine is on the mother or Pine Tree lode; has been worked
extensively, and never rivalled the Princeton, Pine Tree, Josephine or Mariposa
mine in the amount of production. The yield in 1864 was $12,540. The Mt.
Ophir mill hiis 28 stamps, now idle.
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MARIPOSA MILLS.-The Benton mills, built to work the quartz from the Pine
Tree and Josephine mines, stands in a deep canon on the Mercer river, by the
water of which they were driven; but the dam which supplied the water was
carried off by a flood, and the mills have been standing idle. The number of
stamps is 64.

The Bear Valley mill has 12 stamps. At this mill the Lundgren pulverizer
and the Ryerson amalgamator are now bein^ used."/ O O .

:- The Lundgren pulverizer is a barrel five feet in diameter and three feet in
length, made of boiler iron three-eighths of an inch thick, heavily riveted.
Inside, the barrel is shod with iron shoes an inch thick. A door a foot wide
and two feet long is placed lengthwise on the side of the barrel. There are two
of these barrels at the Bear Valley mill, and the cost of the two with their ^e*"/ O

ing was $2,300; but if many were demanded they could no doubt be made for
$1,000 each. The barrels revolve horizontally, making 24 revolutions per
minute, and requiring a six-horse power engine for two of them. A charge
is 800. pounds of quartz and 2,400 pounds of ounce musket balls made of chilled
iron. The quartz, previous to going into the barrel, is crushed to about the size
of grains of wheat, and after being in the barrel one hour comes out an impal-
pable powder, as fine as the finest flour. The powder is so fine that if'it were
pounded dry in the open air much of it would float; away. The thoroughness of
the pulverization is claimed to be the p-rcat advantage of this machine.I tLn* *-^3 

The quartz powder is transferred from the barrel into the Ryerson amalga-
mator, an upright barrel, made of strong boiler iron, with a bottom shaped like
an inverted cone, round which winds a pipe pierced with a number of little holes.
The barrel being charged and closed, superheated steam is thrown in and then
quicksilver, which is converted into vapor and made to pervade the whole mass.
A cold bath condenses the quicksilver, and the charge is discharged into a shak-
ing table or settler. O

The amount worked daily by these processes is nine tons of Josephine ore, and
the yield varies from $39 to $173 per ton, with an average of $45, at an expense
of $6 50 per ton. The rock thus worked is taken without selection from the pay
chimney, and the body of ore now in sight, and presumed to be of the same quality,
is 280 feet high, 45 feet wide longitudinally on the same vein, and 3 feet thick
an amount equivalent to 940 tons. It is presumed that the body of the quartz
of that quality is much more extensive, both horizontally and vertically, than
the present shafts have gone.

The mills of the Mariposa estate arc the Benton, 64 stamps; the Mariposa, 28
stamps; the Mount Ophir, 28 stamps; the Princeton, 24 stamps, and the Bear
valley, 12 stamps-making 156 stamps in all.

The yield of the estate was $474,000 in 1860; $642,000 in 1861; $522,000
in 1862; $385,000 (with $50,000 net per month) in the iirst five months of 1863;
$481,832 in 1864; and $230,000 in 1865. During the iirst half of 1867 the
mines and mills all stood idle; but of late a little work has been done with the
Ryerson and Lundgren processes.
' The Stockton creek mill, used by Mr. Larnett for working the quartz of the
Mariposa mine while he was lessee, contains ten stamps, with square wooden
stems and wooden collars, driven by water and a wooden wheel. There was a / *

self-feeder or hopper to supply the batteries with quartz, and the pulp, after leav-
ing the mortar, was ground in an arrastra. The mill is a mile east of Mariposa,
and has been idle for two years.
- HUNTER'S VALLEY, Oaks and Reese.-The Oaks and Reese mine, called also

the Potts, is 3,000 feet lon^, in Hunter's vallev, 16 miles northwest of the/ O / *

county seat. The claim includes two veins, 1,200 feet on one which runs north-
east and southwest and dips to the southeast at an angle of 65°, and 1,600 feet
on another which runs northeast and southwest. The former is one of a series

of parallel veins; the latter is known as the Blue Lead, and it is remarkable,
-
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because the numerous cross leads running at right angles are found only south
of it, and appear to be cut off by it. The Blue Lead is nearly vertical, from
12 to 30 inches wide, yields $45 to the ton, and has been opened to a depth
of 165 feet and a length of 150 feet. The other vein is six feet wide, yields
<20 to the ton, has been opened to a depth of 165 feet, and to a length of 50

feet. The mine has been worked with a four-stamp mill, but a new twelve-stamp
mill has been erected, and it began to run on the 7th of October. The copper
aprons below the battery are plated with silver, with which mercury forms an
amalgam more readily than with copper, and the apron will be in the highest
state of efficiency immediately, whereas several weeks' time would be required if
the surface were of copper. The plating is done by galvanism and cost $5 per
square foot. Baux and Guiod's pans are used for grinding. The mill is driven
by steam, and also the hoisting apparatus. The quartz is let down from the
mouth of the mine to the mill in a tramway, and the loaded cars as they go down
pull up the empty ones. The transportation does not cost more than $1 50 per
day. The yield of the mine has been $30,000. A patent has been applied for.

The Floyd mine on one of the southern spurs of the Blue Lead has paid well,
but now produces nothing.

The same remark applies to the Carson mine, which has a five-stamp mill
standing idle.o 

EPPERSON.-The Epperson mine on Bear creek, six miles east of Coulterville,
is on a vein which runs east and west and dips to the north. There is a shaft
60 feet deep, and a drift 20 feet long has been run on the lode. About 200 ton-
have been worked, and the yield was from §9 to $13 per ton. There is a nine-
stamp mill which, with the mine, is standing idle. ^» ^_ .f

BLACK.-The Black mine is sixteen miles eastward from Coulterville, on the
Blue Lead, which runs east and west and dips to the south. The hanging wall
is mountain limestone and the foot wall yellow slate, and the vein stone contains** /

marble. The average yield is about $40 per ton, or was for all the work done.
The mine has been standing idle now for several years on account of the water,
which at times has risen nearly to the surface. A shaft was sunk to a depth of
170 feet. There is no mill; all the crushing was done with an arrastra.. ^^ / ^

FERGUSOX.-The Ferguson mine, 25 miles eastward from Coulterville., has
been worked five or six years. The ore yields from $25 to $100 per ton, and«/ *- JL /

is worked in a ten-stamp mill driven by water.
LOUISIANA.-The Louisiana mine, ten miles eastward from Coulterville, is

3,600 feet long, on a vein that runs northwest and southeast, dips to the north-
east, and has a width varying from 2 to 16 feet. The quartz contains sulphurets
of iron, zinc and lead. The free gold amounts to $6 or $8 per ton. The vein
has been opened to a depth of 140 feet and a length of 130 feet by drifts from
the bottom of the main shaft; but there are a number of shafts 15 or 20 feet
deep, and gold has been found in all of them. The ore is easily extracted, but
the slate walls require much timber to support them. Along the foot wall there
is a streak of soft yellow sandstone six or eight inches thick. The mine makes
much water, and at the first of June the pump hoisted 37,000 gallons daily. 1
There is a 10-stamp mill which has lain idle for several years, but has lately
eommenced to run again.__

.b LAXXIGAN.-The Flaimigan mine, 10 miles eastward from Coulterville, was
discovered in July, 1861, near the summit of a ridge, at an elevation of about
3,000 feet above the sea. A miner working a placer claim in a gulley found a
rich spot, where he picked up, among other pieces, a nugget that weighed an
ounce and a boulder as large as a man's head containing $87. lie searched for
a quartz vein and found this one. Jt runs north and south, cuts across the slates,
dips to the west, and is live feet wide. There are smooth slate walls on both
sides, and there is a putty gouge three inches thick. All the rock so far found
is rich enough to pay, and the average yield is $35. The mine has been worked
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with an arrastra for six ye^rs, but there are now 500 tons of ore stacked up at
the mouth of the tunnel, and preparations are being made for the erection of a
ten-stamp mill. The quartz is taken out through a cross tunnel 175 feet long,
and from that drifts have been run 225 feet on the vein, and a shaft lias been

sunk 50 feet. A horse is found in one part of the lode. The quartz is white,
and much of it slakes when exposed to the air. The crushing has been done
heretofore by two arrastras, and the total expense per ton has been less than $5.
The cost of crushing and amalgamating in the arrastra is estimated at $3 50 per
ton, and of extraction at $1.

COWARD.-The Coward mine, 12 miles eastward from Coulterville, was
located in 1858. and has been worked constantlv since. The first owner, a Mr."

Funk, fell from the wheel the day the mill started, and was killed by the fall
II. G. Coward is the present owner. The vein runs east and west, dips to th<

le of 45°, and is four feet wide in the middle of the pa}'- chimneys,
narrower gradually in each direction horizontally as they pinch

out. These chimneys are two in number, each about 100 feet long, and they dip
to the east at an angle of 40°. The width is very regular in going down with the

They had been worked to a depth of 170 feet. The walls are of smooth
black slate, and there is a black putty gouge. Most of the gold is found
one wall or the other, and sometimes on both, but in places where a horse is
found in the vein the gold is all confined to one side. The average yield is, and
has been constantly, about $40 per ton. The quartz contains little pyrites, and
the tailings have never been assayed. There is, or was in May, a five-sfc
mill, which wras to be abandoned, and a new ten-stamp mill was to be erected
on the north fork of the Mercede, one mile from the mine. The dam and flume
were to cost $600, and the wagon road $1,000. Ten or 12 men were employed.

CALICO.-The Calico mine, on the same lode as the Cherokee, has been
opened by a tunnel 160 feet long, and a drift of 35 feet in pay rock estimated

Id $20 per ton. No mill has been erected, nor has any of the rock b
crushed.

COMPROMISE.-The Compromise mine, on a small vein near the Goodwin, was
worked for two years with a loss.

MARBLE SPRING.-The Marble Spring mine1, 16 miles eastward from
Coulterville, was discovered in 1851, and a five-stamp mill was erected there.
The first owner found it unprofitable, and he sold to a gentleman who kept it
going years, part of the time at a profit, and he sold
who spent $15,000 in experiments and lost money, though tile rock yielded $
per ton. The mine is now the property of II. G. Coward and others who ha
lately reopened it. The vein is three feet thick, runs northwest and southea
and dips to the east. The pay chimney clips to the southeast. The lod

pockets in which the gold is very coarse, and is distributed in beautiful
hreads through a compact bluish quartz, making together the finest material f
quartz jewelry" in the State. The main tunnel is 600 feet long. The old mill

been moved away. The mine is at a high' elevation, near the summit of a
m

CHEROKEE.-The Cherokee mine, near the Goodwin, was discovered by
Cherokee named Rogers, in 1857, and was very rich at the surface. Some <

gold was coarse enough to be pounded out in a hand mortar. The rock
worked in arrastras averaged $100 per ton. In 1859 a steam mill with eight
stamps and two arrastras was erected, and the rock yielded $35 per ton for about
a year, and then work stopped. The mill was sold at sheriff's sale and moved
away, and nothing has been done at the place since. The deepest workings
were through a tunnel 400 feet long, and another lower tunnel was commenced, but

,bandoncd before it reached the lode. As the workmen who were

ploved have all left it is difficult to get any accurate information; b m^"* -^^^

miners in the neighborhood say that the mine was worked in a careless man
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that the proprietors squandered their money, and that although there was a hoivo
in the lowest workings, the completion of the lo\ver tunnel would in all proba-
bility have struck the lode below the horse. The vein averages two feet wide,
runs east and west and dips to the north. The pay chimneys dip to the east.

SniMEE. - The Shimer mine, 10 miles east of Coulterville, was discovered
in 1858 bv a miner who, while dicffHnsf a ditch for placer mining, found somei/ / OO O A O/

rich boulders of quartz, and on searching lie found the lode. In a few days he
took out enough gold to pay for several arrastras, witli which the mine was
worked for a year and a half, the rock yielding from 6150 to 8'500 per ton.
Rumor says that the total yield in this time was $200,000, three-fourths of it net
profit. He then erected a steam mill, with two stamps and two arrastras j but
the water became troublesome, and for five years the mine has been idle, and
for two years before the work was irregular. The mine was opened by a cross
tunnel, which, after running 400 feet, struck the lode 140 feet from the surface,
and a shaft was sunk 40 feet below the tunnel. The failure of the mine is

attributed by some persons in the neighborhood exclusively to bad management.
It is said that the last rock crushed yielded $60 per. ton, and there was more of
it in sight. There were five partners, most of whom were spendthrifts, and
shortly before their failure they took a trip to Sonora and spent 84,000 in on<
debauch. Those who had not squandered their money had sent it away, and
when the water came in they could not afford to buy a pump nor to cut a deeper
tunnel. It is said that there/ is a large deposit of good pay quartz, 40 feet deep
and 80 feet long, under the drift, on a level with the tunnel.

The vein is from 8 inches to 2^ feet in width, with slate walls. There are *"* /

two pay chutes, which were worked to a depth of 1GO feet and for a horizontal
distance of 150 feet. One account savs that the last workings were in a place i ^. JL

where the vein split, and the miners were in the poorer branch. It is reported
that a rich cross vein was found, but that the hired miner who found it concealed

the fact in the hope that he would some day get possession. About 82,000
have been spent on roads to reach the mine and mill.

GOODTVIX.-The Goodwin mine, 11 miles eastward from Coulterville, was
discovered in 1S5G. It was worked with arrastras for three vears, an el then.

for three years more with an eight-stump mill, which last paid $50,000 profit,
some of the rock yielding -vlOO per ton. The mine and mill lay idle for four
years, and under foreclosure of a mortgage passed into the hands of a creditor,
who attempted in vain for several years to sell for "< 1,500, undertook to workth-
mine in despair, and almost immediately found a good supply of rock, averaging
850 per ton. The vein runs east and west, and dips to the south. The aver-
age thickness is three feet, but in places the lode pinches out. The quartz is a
ribbon rock, and all of it pays for working. It is found in chimneys, which dip
to the eastward, with an inclination of 70° to the horizon on the upper side, but
on the lower side the dip is irregular, the chutes m-owinc: longer, horizontally, «l O / O O O / v *
as they go down. Three pay chimneys have been worked so far, and one of
them has pinched out in going down. Both walls tiro of slate, and there is a
black putty irou^e a foot thick. A cross tunnel 550 feet loiii^ strikes the vein * * C

400 i'eet below the surface, and the lode might bo struck 200 feet lower by .1
tunnel 600 feet long. The present proprietor is about to put in a pump and
hoisting works. The mill has eight wooden-stem stamps, and is driven by
water from the north fork of the Mercede. The flume is half a mile long, and.
with th« dam, cost $1,000. The mouth of the mine is two miles from tie mill,
to which the ore is hauled on sleds.

BI:LL & McGBEW.-The Bell & McGrew mine is a mile west of Coul-
terville, ou the Mulviua lode. Several pockets, yielding from --100 to ->l,00d,
have been found, and a mill with five stamps was built on it, but it failed t
pay, and is now idle.

3
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McKEXZiE.-The McKenzie mine, adjoining, has produced some rock that
yielded 8:20 per ton, but the miners were driven out by water, and the owners,
rinding they could do nothing without & steam pump, sold their five-stamp mill
to Bell & McGrew and stopped work. Portion of the mine has caved in.

HIDELY & CTJXXIXGHAM.-The mine of Hidely & Cunningham, on the
Malvina vein, two miles west of Coulterville, contains a deposit of auriferous
talcose slate 15 feet wide, without walls, and some of it prospects very well.
There is a four-stamp mill, which was running in May.

MARY HARRISON.-The Mary Harrison mine, about two miles southeast-
ward from Coulterville, is situated on a spur from the mother lode. This spur
vein is from 3 to 20 feet thick, and the quartz contains talcose slate seams
which usually are parallel with the walls, and the seams, or sides of them, con-
tain the most pay. The mine has been worked by an incline 240 feet deep,
and a pay chimney 200 feet long, horizontally, has been worked out to a depth
of 150 feet. There is no gouge, and the galleries are driven in the slate on the
hanging wall side.

The Mary Harrison Company have a claim on the Malvina vein, a mile and
a half distant, and they have worked it to a depth of 440 feet from the crop-
pings, and have run 330 feet on the lode. Access is obtained through a cross
tunnel. There is black talcose slate on both sides of the vein, which is parallel
with the mother lode, and has been traced 4 miles. The gold-bearing portion
of the rock is a hard ribbon quartz, near the wralls; while in the middle there
is soft, shelly, white, barren quartz. The pay chute is 150 feet long, horizon-
tally, and it dips 60° to the southeast on the upper side; the lower side being
less regular. There are two mills; one of 35 stamps, the other 15, and the
former was about to start at the end of May.

CROWN LEAD.-Immediately north of the Mcrcede river, in the line of the
Mother lode, is the claim of the Crown Lead Company, which, 10,500 feet in all,
is on the Mother, Adelaide, and Medas veins. The Adelaide vein has supplied
1,800 tons, yielding $7 per ton, and this ought.to have yielded a profit; but it
did not, and the work stopped. The general opinion in the neighborhood is
that the mine has an immense quantity of good pay rock, but that it has not been
properly managed. The claim extends from the river over a steep hill 2,000 feet
high, so that by means of tunnels all the rock could be run out to that depth
vithout hoisting;. o

The mill on the bank of the Mercede has 20 stamps, and was built in 1864,
at an expense of $35,000. The dam cost $30,000, but was bought by the
Crown Lead Company for $12,000. It is now in excellent condition. The
roads on the claim cost $9,000. Both mine and mill are idle. The mill is pro-
vided with Hepburn & Peterson's pans.

Adjoining the claim of the Crown Lead, or on the same ground, is a claim
taken up for a copper mine by the Tone Company, which spent $22,000 there
and got no return.

KITES COVE.-Kites Cove mine is 30 miles northeast from Mariposa, on
a vein which runs northwest and southeast, and is very irregular in thickness,
the thickest part being eight feet. The quartz is a ribbon rock, with seams of
black matter, which sticks in the skin, so that the workmen in the mine get a
very sooty look. All the quartz pays very evenly, and no specimens are found.
The average yield is about $150 per ton. The mine has been worked five years
steadily, and the present supply of quartz is obtained from a depth of 300 feet.
Connected with the mine is a 10-stamp water mill, and all the sands, after passing
over copper-plate, are run through arrastras.

.BRIDGEPORT.-The Bridgeport mine, just outside of the line of the Mariposa
grant, has produced some good ore; but the thickness of the vein (from six
inches to four feet) is very irregular, and so is the quality of the rock. The wa
are granite; the mill has eight stamps. Both mine and mill are idle.
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PENOX BLAXCO.-The Pciion Blanco mine, 6,000 feet long, two miles north-
ward from Coulterville, takes in nearly-the whole of the prominent Pcfion Blanco
hill. It is being explored by a tunnel which, entering the hill on the south side,
strikes the lode 175 feet from the rnouth and 100 feet below the croppings.
Another tunnel entering the hill on the northwest side is in 285 feet, but has nor.
reached the vein. Two shafts are also being sunk 2,000 feet apart. The south
shaft is 25 feet deep in a pay chimney, which yields rock four feet in thickness,
averaging $10 per ton. The horizontal length of this chimney is not ascertained,
but open cuts on the croppings 200 feet distant are in the same kind of rock, and
probably in the same chimney. The north shaft has not struck the vein, but the
croppings near this shaft contain about two feet of rock that yields 812 per ton.
The first application for a patent under the act of 1866 was made for this mine.

SECTION IV.

TUOLUMNE COUNTY.
t

Tuolumne county extends from the Stanislaus river on the north to the divide" V

between the Tuolumne and Mercede on the south, and from the summit of the
Sierra to the low foot hills near the plains. Nearly all the mines and population
are in the western half of the county, below the level of 2,000 feet above the sea.

The placer mines have nearly all been quite shallow, and they are now
exhausted in many places. There never have been any large and profitable
hydraulic claims in the count v. although there are some {Travel ridges above Big "/ * 7 O O O C?
Oak Flat, and others near Cherokee that may prove valuable for hydraulic mining.
One of the chief mining features is table mountain, which follows the Stanislaus
river from Columbia to 'Knight's Ferry, and covers a rich auriferous channel that
is worked throuh tunnels.

This mountain has yielded about $2,000,000, but at a cost of $3,000,000
Another remarkable feature of the county is the limestone belt, which crosses
the country, through Garrote Xo. 2, Kincaid Flat, Shaw's Flat, Springfield, and
Colombia. This limestone, instead of having a smooth solid surface, appears to
be broken into water- worn boulders, and rich auriferous gravel is found down to
a great depth in the narrow crevices between them. In this county, too, the
mother lode is more strongly marked ; more distinctly traceable for a considerable
distance, and worked in more mines than in any other county. Columbia is notable
for having produced more large nuggets than any other district in the State, and
also for the high fineness of its dust. Bald mountain, near Sonora, has had an
unsurpassed cluster of rich pocket lodes, and the Sonlsby district has some of
the richest granite mines of the State. The county has further extensive and
valuable beds of plumbago and some fine white marble suitable for statuary, butm J. O "/

its extent is not yet proved.
Much work is being done in prospecting quartz veins, but the advance in lodo

mining is not equivalent to the decline in placers, and the county has lost about
200 voters annuallv for six or eight vears.*

The State and county taxes together are *4 88 on every hundred dollars, or
nearly five per cent., and in addition to that there is in Sonora a city tax of one
per cent.

The placer mining portion of the county is in a district of hills, neither very
high nor very st< p, and consequently it is pretty well suited, so far as grade is
concerned, f«>r roads and for tillage; but the soiHs not strong and water is dear.
Grain does not yield large crops, and the supply of fruit far exceeds the home
demand, but transportation is so dear that it cannot be taken away fresh with a
profit. Large quantities are dried, and in 1866 300 tons of dried peaches
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were shipped from Tuolumne. Casks and freight are so dear that wine making
yields no profit, and the brandy tax prevents the conversion of the grapes into
brandy, and many of the vineyards and orchards are not cultivated, and no
new vineyards are being planted. The general appearance of the ranches docs
not indicate prosperity.*

During the first half of 1867 not less than a thousand Chinamen left the
county, more than 300 having gone from Columbia and vicinity, and as many
more from Chinese Camp.

According to observations made bv Doctor Sncll in the rainy season of O */ *'

1861-'62, 121 inches of rain fell at Sonora; in that of 1864-'6:>, 20 inches; in
that of 1865-'G6, 35 inches; and in that of 1866-767, 50 inches.

The following mean thcrmometrical observations are also taken from his books,
the degrees beine; Fahrenheit's: -»-* 

*

O O

1858

1859 
December 

January 
February 
March 

6 A. M. 12 M. 6 P. M.

October 
November u . 

5 63° 56°
54 61 52
43 50 44
4G 55 48-
38 50 44
61 81 08

;

COLUMBIA.-Columbia, situated where the Table Mountain channel crossed
the limestone belt, and where the volcanic material had been deroded, having the
rich auriferous deposit near the surface, was for a long time the largest and the
busiest town in the southern mines. The site was in a beautiful vale, and the
town was built up in very neat style, but the placers of the vicinity are approach-
ing exhaustion, business has declined, and many of the lots have been mined
out, leaving the large limestone boulders lying naked, barren and cheerless. As
the population has declined, houses have lost their value, and dwellings can be
purchased for one-tenth their cost. In many cases miners have purchased houses,
-even brick stores, for the purpose of tearing them down and washing away the dirt
of the lots; and this system is still in progress, continually reducing the number of
houses, and the area of soil and level ground suitable for occupation. Most of
the rich placer claims are in a basin, which has never been drained, and conse-
quently there is a large mass of auriferous dirt that may be worked in the future
if drainage is supplied. The Stanislaus river is two miles off, and by starting
from a ravine that puts into the river a tunnel could be run 400 feet under the
town with the length of a mile and a half. The expense, however, would be
very great, and the profit uncertain, so nobody speaks seriously of the project.
At the deeper claims in Columbia, the dirt is hoisted from the bottom to a dump
box placed so high that there is fall enough from it to carry away the refuse dirtI

* NOTE.-Referring to the advantages to be derived from the construction of the proposed.-. <"_ "-*_" ". i -4.4 .4 1 T » " T * -r . 
» f

w

says:
"The proposed road will not touch Tuolumne county, but for all practical purposes will

command its trade and travel, Copperopolis being 15 miles from Sonora, and from Knight's
Ferry it is about two miles to the west line of the county. The sectional area of Tuolumne
is 1,4'.>0 square miles. The character of the country is of course mountainous, forming spurs
of the main ridges of the Sierra Nevada, descending into the valley to the west. The popu-
lation in 1860 was 16,229; assessed valuation in Ifc65, $1,536,258. The present freights are
principally up, amounting to 6,000 tons per year, chiefly supplies; estimated freights to^" fc* * ^fc-*^ - " - ^* ^ - ^** ^ f*+. <"* ^ ~ ̂ ^fc^-' ^^^H T-
Oak Flat, Chinese Camp, Don Pedro's Bar, and the Garrotes, 950; total up freights through
Tuolumne county, 6,950 tons; and of down freights, consisting of building materials, lum-
ber, and ores, not less than 1,320; total, 8,270 tons."
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through sluices. The water is thrown upon the dirt in these dump boxes through
hydraulic pipes, a style of washing used in very few places in the State.

From 1853 to 1857 Columbia shipped §100,000 weekly; now the shipment
is from " 10,000 to 850,000 per month, and there is a steady decrease.

The following arc the principal claims in the Columbia basin :
The Columbia Boys' claim, 500 by 100 feet, has been worked regularly sinco

1S50. Previous to 1853 it paid 3'20"per day; from 1853 to 1857 $7 50 per day,
and since 1857 S3 per day. The dirt is hoisted by a wooden wheel. Five men
are employed in the claim now.

The Tiger claim, 400 by 130 feet, was opened in 1849, but did not pay much
for the first six years. Between 1855 and 1858, however, it was very profitable,
and from 1863 to 1865 it paid still better than before. In 1863 the yield was
from $100 to $600 per week to the man. It has not been paying expenses for
the last two years. An iron wheel is used for hoisting. In the bottom of this
claim is a hole leading into a subterranean channel which has its outlet below
Jamestown, eight miles distant. On one occasion 2,500 inches of water ran
down the hole for weeks; and the same water escaped at the outlet, where the
stream was governed as to its size and color by the supply at Columbia. A
similar hole is found in a claim at Knapp's ranch. Men have climbed down 150
feet, and gone 100 feet further with ropes to the bottom, where there is a stream
4 feet wide and 12 feet deep, with a slow current and clear water, no matter
how muddy the streams may be on the surface. It is supposed that the outlet
is at Springfield or Gold Springs.

The Cascade claim, 300 by 150 feet, has paid well for short periods, but has
not yielded more on an average than 82.50 per day to the man. Five men are & O Jl *

employed, and a hydraulic wheel is used for hoisting.
The Mclnroe claim, 300 by 100 feet, paid well in early days, but does not

yield more than *2 50 per day now to the man. Three men are employed in
the claim. The hoisting is done bv a whim.*"

The Burns claim, 400 by 200 feet, paid $10 per da}' to the hand from 1853
to 1857, and averaged $100 per month to the hand since 1857. Five men are
employed, and an overshot wheel is used for hoisting.

The Main claim, 300 by 200 feet, has paid high at times, but does not yield
more than $2 per day to the six men employed. The hoisting is dono by an
iron hydraulic wheel.

The Millington claim, 300 by 100 feet, washes in a ground sluico, and has
paid 820 per week over expenses. Four men are employed.

KXAPP'S RAXCH.-Adjoining Colombia on the east is Knapp's ranch, of which
about five acres have been washed, yielding 840,000 per acre or 8200,000 in all.
The bed rock here is limestone, but the boulders arc large, and the miners
can wash between them much more conveniently than among the smaller boulderfi
of Columbia.

The f< tllowing claims are on Knapp's ranch :
The Sullivan claim, 200 by 100 feet, is fifty feet deep, and is worked by a

hydraulic stream thrown against the bank. Two men work the claim, and they
make together about $5 per day.

The Feabody and Arnold claim, 200 by 100 feet, is also worked by a hydrau-
lic stream against the bank, which is 50 feet high. Xo men are engaged in
it, and they have at time.-; got very good pay.

The German claim, 200 by 100 feet, has'paid tolerably well.
The Grant claim, 200 by 100 feet, commenced working only a short time since.
The Hunt claim, 500 by 500 feet, is remarkably rich. It paid ̂ 5,000 in one

summer. It employs six men, hoists by hydraulic wheel, and washes in a dump
box.

The Dutch Bill claim, 200 by 100 feet, was opened in I860, and has at times
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paid $1,000 per month. It yields $3 per day each now to two men. The dirt
is washed on the crround.

SAWMILL FLAT.-The following claims are at Sawmill Flat:
The Foley claim, 200 feet square, was opened in 1850, and has never paid

more than moderate wages. Four men are employed, and there is a hydraulic
wheel for hoisting.

The Dry den claim, 400 by 100 feet, washes in a ground sluice and pays well.
It has lately yielded $2,500 to the man in a season. Five men are employed.

SHAW'S FLAT.-Shaw's Flat and Springfield are on the limestone belt, but
the deposit of gravel was shallow, and it has nearly all been washed away. At
Springfield there are two large springs from which the town took its name ; and
to these miners brought the dirt in carts in 1850 and 1851, and washed out from V *-J ^^ f^f v^ * ̂ -'-*- P*J F*-T M. v_^ \ \ ̂ m-* W V *--"" Sy ̂ »-AA V JLJbA V-'l-V-*- V *V * -"-* J- **f \*r V *_V * *- V*. _A_ V_^ fcX -»- 1 *-V JLA V-»- T T V.V fc. &* V^ ' »" ̂ -^ N-» *" dfc-» W "- ̂ *

$10 to $20 per day. As many as 150 carts were running at one time. There
were single cart-loads that paid as much as $1,000. The ground was covered
with a heavy growth of large pine timber, which has now all disappeared, and
little remains save the rugged limestone. Springfield at one time had GOO voters,
and now it has not one-tenth of that number.

At Sawmill Flat, near Columbia, the dirt is hoisted by wheel into a dump box
and there washed. The diggings here will last for a long time.

At Brown's Flat they wash in the same manner.
At Yankee Hill there are some rich hydraulic claims.
SONOEA.-Sonora is situated on the slate, just below the lijnestone, and was

wonderfully rich in early days, but is now nearly exhausted. The gold shipped
nearly all came from placers previous to 1858 j now it is about equally divided
between quartz and placers. The amount shipped in May, 1SG5, was $80,000;
in June, $84,000 ; in July, $95,000; in August, $102,000 j in September, $91,000.

BIG OAK FLAT.--Big Oak Flat is on a granite bed rock, and the gravel on
it was from 2 to 20 feet deep. Ditch water was not brought in until 1859, and
in the next year it saw its best days. It is now pretty well worked out.

KINCAID FLAT.-Kincaid Flat, four miles east-southeast of Sonora, 150 feet
above the level of Sullivan's creek, on the limestone belt, was formerly a basin
of 200 acres; but it has been worked continuously since 1850. The deepest
workings are 75 feet below the original surface, but the bottom has not. yet beeno o / *
reached on account of the abundance of water and lack of drainage. The richestO

pay has been found near the water-level. One claim 50 feet square paid $100,000,
and it is estimated that the total yield of the flat has not been less than $2,000,000.
There is a considerable area of rich ground that cannot be washed until some
artificial drainage is supplied, and it has been estimated that by making an open
cut 500 feet long and a tunnel 1,000 feet, at a total cost of $12,000, 75 acres
might be worked. In addition to the cutting of the tunnel, the flume would be
expensive, and a company has been formed with a capital' stock of $30,000 to
undertake the work.

JAMESTOWN.-Jamestown, on the bank of Wood's creek, was built up by
i nch and shallow placers in its neighborhood; but these are now nearly exhausted,
and the town has become a little village. It is, however, situated near the
northern lode, and it will, probably, with the development of quartz mining,
recover its prosperity.

OTHER TOWNS.-Algerine, a mile and a half north of the Tuolumne river,
and west of the main limestone belt, once had 800 voters, but is now reduced to
a few score, the placers on which it depended being nearly exhausted.

Cherokee and Somerville, about eight miles east of Sonora, are on the granite,
and they depend mainly on quartz mines for their support.

Chinese Camp and Montezuma are placer mining towns near the western border
of the countv.m '

TABLE MOUNTAIN.-One of the most remarkable features of Tuolumne

county is Table mountain, which attracts attention from remote distances by its
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bla^k, bare, level surface, extending across the landscape like a gigantic wall.
Examined closely, it appears to be a mountain capped with basalt, a quarter of
a mile wide and 40 miles long. It poured out of a volcano near Silver moun-
tain, in Alpine county, and took the same general course as the pivM-nt Stanis-
laus river, which has cut across it in various places. There is a fork in the
basaltic stream, 14 miles above Columbia. The average height above the / O O

adjacent ground in Tuolunme county is from 500 to 800 feet on the northern side,
and from 200 to 500 on the southern. The adjacent earth has been washed away
to a greater depth near the line of the mountain along its northern base, and for
that reason nearly all the tunnels run in on the northern side.

The main strata of the mountain, commencing at the top, are: basalt, which
is in most places 140 feet deep ; under that is a stratum of volcanic sand 100
feet j then pipe clay and sand, 50 feet; then coarse gravel, 20 feet; then pay
gravel, 5 feet; then lied rock. These strata vary greatly in thickness, however,
in ditferent places; there are spots where the pipe clay is 100 feet deep; but the
above figures are given as an average.

The pay gravel is found in two places; there are really two channels, and
whether they were the beds of two different streams or two beds of the sain=
stream, occupied at different times, is not clearlj" determined, although the latter
supposition is the more probable. The channels are not found under the mid-
dle of the mountain at every point; there are places where one of the channels
is not covered by-the basalt at all, and the other is only under the edge of it.

In a claim near Whimtown a tree standin erect 100 feet hio'h was found inO

the pipe clay, and it looked as if it had never been moved from the position in
which it grew; but it was all charred, though the basalt was a hundred yards
distant.

Table mountain has been an unfortunate locality for miners. It is estimated
that at least $1,000,000 more have been put into the mountain, counting the
regular wasres, than were ever taken out. Nine-tenths of the miners who under-^_ J ^^/ t

took to work claims there were the losers. There was enough gold to pay well,
but the miners did not know how to get it. They worked in companies, and
many of the members were shirks and idlers. They had no experience in this
kind of mining, and did not know how to manage so as to do the most execution
with the least labor. They guessed at the level of the channel, and started their
tunnels too high, so that they could not drain their ground, and either had great
expenses for pumping or had to cut new tunnels. The old channel, when fir?
discovered, was extremely rich, and it was presumed that the possession of a
claim anywhere on the mountain was equivalent to a fortune; so no economy
was used. Two companies side by side might have united to cut one tunnel,
but, instead of that, each'made its run. But the outsiders who did not get
claims when the mountain was first taken up, in claims 300 feet in length, run-
ning across the channel, held a meeting and n -olved that those claims were too O .7 O

* Mr. J. Arthur Phillips says, iu his recent work on the mining and metallurgy of gold
and silver: " The summit of this elevation is occupied hy a thick bed of basalt, of a very
dark color and great density of texture, which is occasionally distinctly columnar, and ap-
pears to have been poured out in one continuous flow. This, in the neighborhood of Souora,
is from 140 to 150 feet in thickness, and its width near the entrance of the Buckeye tunnel
is about ],7uQ feet. Beneath this capping of basaltic lava is a heavy deposit of detrital mat-
tor distinctly stratified in almost horizontal beds, but with a slight inclination from either side
side towards the centre of the mass. These sedimentary beds chiefly consist of a rather fino-
grained sandstone, which rapidly disintegrates on exposure to the atmosphere. Ihterstrathied
with thi sandstone, and more particularly in the proximate vicinity of the bed-rock, are clays
and fine argillaceous shales, frequently nearly white and often beautifully laminated. With
these are associated beds made up of coarse grain, strongly cohering together, forming the
cement of the mines; and at the bottom is found the pay vriirel, exactly like that seen in the
bed of an ordinary river. The entire thickness of this detrital mass at Us great,-t depth is at
least two hundred feet. This thickness, however, diminishes towards the extremities of tlie
deposit, where the edges of the basin funned by the rim-rock gradually rise." (Pp. 43, 44.)
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large, and no man should hold more than 100 feet square. These jumpers, as
lied, far outnumbered the original locators, and they took up a 1

part of the mountain, held their own for a long time, and spent large sums in
prospecting, but were at last defeated in court and ejected. Not one of them
made anything by the jumping operation, and it is now conceded that the 300
feet, instead of being too much, was too little, since most who held even those
large claims lost money by them.

The old channel was discovered at Springfield in 1852. in the Fox claim, in

a shaft eight feet deep, on a flat from which the basalt had been washed away.
The next year the Berry shaft, 55 feet deep, struck the channel; but it was not
till the first of May, 1854, that the first tunnel was started, and the theory of * / / / "/

lead running under the basalt was generally considered absurd until October,
he first tunnel reached the channel under the basal

The tunnels, to reach the channel, average about 1,000 feet in length, and the. -t 7 C ^ 7 O 7

present cost of cutting tunnels at Table mountain is -Si6 per lineal foot. T
common size of the tunnel is six feet high and four feet wide. The grade is one
oot in a hundred. At the bottom of the tunnel is laid a tramway, 28 inches
ride. Sleepers, three by four inches, rest on ties of the same size four feet apart,
nd are covered with iron straps an inch and a half wide and a quarter of an inch
hick.

The following is a list of the claims in Table mountain, with a brief statement
f their success and present condition, commencing near Columbia and
own stream: "

The Buchanan claim, 300 feet long, has a tunnel which never paid exj
:1 the gravel; it is not working now.

The Springfield claim, 2,000 feet long, has a tunnel 1,500 feet long, and paid
well. The claim is working now. Three channels were found in this claim.^D I

nd all were rih

The Joint Stock claim, 2,400 feet lono* has one tunnel of 1,000 feet and/ / C-?' /

another of 1,200, that was commenced in 1855 ; and the claim is not abandoned,
although $150,000 have been spent on it and only $50,000 taken out. Good

lately been found, and the claim is considered valuabl
The Saratoga claim, 1,200 feet lono\ has a tunnel 1,200 feet lonff. The yieldO 7.9 O / / O «/

was .S300,000, but rumor says the expenditures were still greater. The first
by speculation, but causing so

ich more loss to the purchasers. The claim is not working now.
Here comes a ffap in the mountain, and below are the following claims: O i / O

The Crystal Spring claim, 800 feet long, reached the channel and produced
.ich gold, but the sum was not ascertainable; it is standing idle now.
The Know-Nothing, a jumper claim, never reached the channel.
The Gold Hunter, a jumper claim, never reached
The Virginia claim, 1,700 feet long, reached the channel with a tunnel 800

feet long, but took out only $5,000 and spent $100,000. The company had
very long and costly litigation with jumpers on both sides.

The Blank jumper company started a tunnel on the Virginia ground, but
never reached the channel.

The Independence j [1 the channel bv a tunnel 500 f
* long, but found no gravel, and lost $75,000 by their enterprise.

The Mary Ann, another jumper company, ran a tunnel in a* considerable d
but' found nothing

The Cape Cod, also a jumper, had similar bad luck.
The American claim, 1,600 feet long, has a tunnel 900 feet long*, ai

across the channel with a drift five feet wide. No pay gravel was found
and the company were so poor and so much discouraged that, instead of exam-
ining the channel further, at a slight expense, as they could have done, they
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stopped work, and nothing has been done now for three years. Their loss was
30,000.
The Buckeve claim, 1,000 feet Ions;, now includes several old claims, and hasV O-"* ' f

three tunnels, only one of which, 2,000 feet long, is now uc<?d. One of the
abandoned tunnels was 1,650 feet long. Work was commenced*in 1854, and
has been kept up, with the exception of one year, ever since, at an expense of
8100,000, while the total yield has been only $10,000. An artesian auger was
used in prospecting this claim, and Mr. Gould, who tried the experiment, thinks
it should be used frequently. His drill was four and a half inches wide, and he
bored four or five feet in basalt and eisfht or ten feet in slate in 12 hours. O

The cost in slate is $6 or 88 per foot. A water blast is used for ventilation.
The Boston claim. 3.000 feet lonsc, commenced work in 1855, and lias workedr f e ' / /

steadily ever since. The total yield has been not less than -S-100.000, and theV *-

total net profit nothing. Much of the work was done at first by a joint stock
company, the shareholders in which claimed the right of being employed, though
some of them were of little value as laborers. The manager did not know how

to work to advantage, and did not pursue any steady plan. They worked first
in one place and then in another, without exhausting either, and then the timber
rolled and the roof fell in. There are now two owners in the claim, and they
are doinsf better than any of their predecessors, though the gravel is not so rich i /

as it was some years ago. There is still a large amount of ground untouched.
Ten men are employed, and there is pay dirt enough in sight to keep them busy
for half a year. The average yield per day is VS to the man, or $1 per ton.
The dirt is soaked over night in a dump-box before.

The Maine Boys' claim is 1,200 feet Ions; on the north side of the mountain,% / CJ /

but the lines converge so that they are only 550 fei-t apart on the south side.
The expenses have been S120,000, and the yield very little. The original share-
holders, having starved themselves out, sold conditionally to a San Francisco
company.

The Scraperville claim, 1,200 feet, has paid. It is said that the owners o
one-fourth of the stock saved 5,000 in a few years.

The Oliver claim, 4,000 feet long, has yielded 8200,000, and report sa\
$8,000 have been taken from a single dump-box, which holds 150 tons. Th
rofits were moderate till the end of 1866, and are now large. This compan

has been engaged in litigation for six years, has spent $30.000 on the suit, and
has been before the Supreme Court, in one form or another, with it four times.
The company is working the side channel

The New York Company claims 2,400 feet, and their ground is considered the
;li6st in the county. They are working on the side channel, which is there

,bout 60 feet wide, and eacli longitudinal foot on it pays $1;000. They say
,hey 1 hers say 8300,000.

The Chinese claim, so called because the shareholders came from a Chin
np near by, is 2,000 feet long, and never paid anything. The tunnel i
i in 300 feet

The App claim, 2,000 feet lon<r, has a tunnel 1,500 feet long, cut at a cost
$50,000. It never paid anything.

The Know Nothing claim, 1,500 feet, has yielded nothing and swallowed O / / / "/ O
87,000.

The Chicken Company claimed 2,500 feet, spent $20,000, cut two tunnels, and
nothing.^

The Montczuma Company claimed 3,000 feet and sunk $20,000 in a tunnc
2,000 feet long.

The Rough and Ready Company claims 5,400 feet, and have taken out nc
less than "200,000. One of the'shareholders observing some gravel on th C^

mountain side, filled his pan with it, and on washing it found a good prospe
They set to work here and found it rich. It was a bar of the old river, 75 f«
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above the level of the channel. The claim has been worked regularly since O v

1854, and still pays a little.
The Union claim, feet, unopened.
The Palisade claim, 5,400 feet, is unopened.
Here we <fome to a place where the channel is lower than the country on each

side of the mountain, so it is impossible to get any .drainage or to do any work.
The old Stanislaus Company has a claim 12,000 feet long on Table mountain,

just above the point where the Stanislaus river cuts off. The channel where it
opens on the bluff is 350 feet above the level of the present river, so there is
abundant drainage down the channel, though the country on both sides of the
mountain is higher than the old channel. The old Stanislaus Company spent a
good deal of money trying to get in from the side before they discovered the
outlet on the bluff. Some of the gravel paid $18 per ton. A mill was erected
in 1859 to crush the cement, but it did not pay.

At Two Mile Bar (two miles east of Knight's ferry) the channel is 80 feet below
the level of the present Stanislaus river.

QUARTZ MiNTtfGr IN TUOLUMXE. - Tuolumne county is very favorably situated
for quartz mining, and so far as external indications and facilities may serve as
guides, the presumptions are that it will be second to no other county in Cali-
fornia in production of quartz gold. Wood and water are abundant ; the roads
generally are good, and the quartz veins large, numerous and easily traced. The
mother lode and the companion talcose vein here have their largest and most
regular development. The Golden Rule, the Reist, the Mooney, and the Heslep
are all in the companion talcose vein, and have paid for a longer time than any
other of their class in the State. The quartz veins in the granite about Soulsby-
ville are the most productive of their class in the State, and the cluster of pocket
mines on Bald mountain is unsurpassed in the multitude and richness of pockets
within a small area.

GOLDEX RULE. - The Golden Rule, 1,600 feet long, is on the mother lode, about
three miles eastward from Jamestown. The claim includes both veins, the main
mother lode, and the talcose slate branch or companion vein. At the surface
they are 75 feet apart, and 87 feet below they are 40 feet apart. The main
lode is 12 feet thick, exclusive of ahorse, and the slate vein is eight feet. The
latter is the one which is being worked. The vein is a black slate, bearing
m uch resemblance to ordinary roofing slate, and is penetrated in every direction
by seams of quartz, seldom more than two inches in thickness. The gold is
found in the slate, seldom in the quartz. All the vein-stone is worked, though
that near the foot wall is the richest. The rock is soft, and is easilv extracted » / *

and crushed. The pulp from the battery is black like the slate. The walls are
a hard magnesian rock. There is a slight dip to the east. The mill has 15
stamps, and is driven by water. The weight of the stamps is 750 pounds, their
speed 50 blows per minute, and their drop from five to eight inches. There is
sufficient power to drive 15 stamps more. The water is obtained from the Colum-
bia Ditch Company. About 85 per cent, of the gold is caught in the mortar,
and nearly five per cent, on the copper plates immediately below. The pulp
runs over a shaking table, which has 120 jerks per minute, and is cleaned out twice
in 24 hours, yielding about 400 pounds of sulphurets each time. The pulp also
passes over'blankets, which are washed once in an hour. There are 10 pounds of
pure sulphurets to a ton, but the concentrated tailings as saved are about 40
pounds to a ton of ore, and there are $40 per ton in these tailings, which are
worked in an arrastra, which pays six ounces a month. A Stetson amalgamator
below the blankets pays only $1 per month.

The slate vein was brown and decomposed at the surface, and was washed in
sluices by placer miners to a depth of 30 feet. In 1866 the present mill was
finished, and in the year preceding the 1st of July, 1867, the number of tons
crushed was 4,099 j the average yield per ton, $8 94; the total yield, $36,653 ;
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cost of labor, $] 6,500; cost of repairs, timber, lumber, charcoal, hauling-, taxes,
&c., $5,800; cost of supplies sent from San Francisco, $2,400; office expenses
in San Francisco, including salaries of president and secretary, freight in bullion,
travelling expenses, &c., ^1,500; dividends, $7,500, and cash on hand, $2,953.
The total expenses were $6 39, and the net profit >2 55 per pon. The average - «. ^ -+-J-
number of days that the mill ran in a month was 23 j the highest being 27,
and the lowest 17. The average yield per ton was 85 71 in March, $6 79 in
Januan-, $6 97 in June, $7 72 in November, 815 54 in October, and $10 or $11
and odd cents in the other months. The number of men employed was 16, of
whom 8 were miners, 2 carmen, 4 millmen, a blacksmith and a superintendent.

The rock is extracted through a tunnel 400 feet lono-, '80 feet below the sum- O O/
tnit of the hill, and 500 feet above the level of Sullivan's creek, below which the
mine cannot be drained by a tunnel.

APP.-The App mine is 1,000 feet long on the mother lode, near Jamestown.
The vein there is nine feet wide on an average. The vein-stone is quartz, in
places white, in others greenish, and others dark. The richest spots are near
the walls. The vein dips about two feet and a half in ten. The hanging wall
is magnesian rock, and the foot wall slate. At the surface there were three pay
chimneys, 75, 100 and 125 feet in horizontal length respectively, separated by
intervals of 60 and 35 feet, with a dip to the north westward of 70° on the upper
side, but widening out on the under side, and at 180 feet the three had united
in one chimney 235 feet long horizontally. Horizontal sections of the chimneys
would represent not rectangles but quadrangular parallellograms, with two very
acute angles. The chimneys have not run out in any place, but in several
places the walls have pinched close together, so that there were only seven
inches of quartz. In these spots the chimneys were of the same richness to
the ton as elsewhere. The distribution of gold in each chimney is very even
in relation to the depth; but on any given level the most gold is found at the
sharp ends, and the least in the middle of the chimney. Each chimney, how-
ever, has its peculiar quartz. One chimney has white quartz, another greenish,
another bluish, and the last is the richest. The gold is tine, and seldom visible
in the quartz. The present supply of rock is obtained at a depth of 300 feet,

, and the shaft is now being: sunk deeper. The working level is 300 feet loner, * O -L O O/
and the supply of pay quartz in sight will last two years for the present mill,
which has ten stamps, and is driven by water. In 1866, 1,800 tons were worked,
and the average yield was 14 55 per ton; from 1863 to 1866, inclusive, four
years, 7,200 tons were worked, and the average yield was $15. The pulp as it
comes from the battery is ground in charges of 400 or 5QO pounds for three or
four hours in various pans, without quicksilver, and two pan charges are amalga-
mated in a separator for the same length of time. The yield in the pan is about
66 per ton. The total expense per ton in this mine is about 88 per ton, and in
the mine alone >4 50. The wall is in places as smooth as gia.-s, and the gouge
is thickest at the pay chimneys.

SILVER.-The Silver or Anthrax mine, 1,500 feet on the mother lode, is being
opened in good style. There is a 10-stamp mill, which was idle in May and
waiting for the complete opening of the mine. The companion talcose vein
strikes the main lode 400 feet from the south end of the claim, runs with it, but
as a distinct vein for some distance towards the north, then diverges again, and
at the northern end of the claim the two are six feet apart. The companion
vein, so far ;;s examined, is barren here.

HESLEP.-The Ileslep nine, 1,650 feet on the companion talcose vein, has
been worked 1,200 feet on the surface, and -has paid all the way. The pay
matter is decomposed quartz and slate, of a tan color, and soft enough to be
picked out, and in some placi to be shovelled without picking. The cost of
working is « timated at j 50 per ton. The vein varies in width from 8 to 20
feet. The deepest workings are (JO feet down. The mill has ten tuimps; which
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are driven by an overshot wheel 30 feet in diameter and four feet wide. The "/

power is furnished by 80 inches of water, wrhich costs $50 per week, and is used
over again by the Golden Rule mill, which pays half the water bill. The yield
of the Heslep rock is $8 per ton.

TRIO.-The Trio mine, 2,316 feet loncf on the mother lode, on Whisky Hill, / / O 7 «/ 7
is doing nothing now. A ten-stamp mill was erected, and four shafts and two
tunnels were begun, but the rock taken out paid only $4 75 per ton, and the
mine and mill are now standing idle.

REIST.-The Reist mine, 1,000 feet in the talcose companion vein, is consid-
ered generally to be one of the best mines in Tuolumne county, though it hasO «/ . "/ * O

been worked on a very small scale and has never paid much profit. The pay
rock is decomposed matter like that in the Mooney mine, but it pays better.

MOOXEY.-The Mooney mine, 600 feet on the mother lode, near Jamestown,
is on the talcose vein, 40 feet east of the main lode. The material is a tan-col-
ored ochrous earth, mixed with slate and quartz. It pays $4 75 per ton, and a
stamp will crush about three tons per day. Much of it has been sluiced away.
There are occasional rich pockets in it. A four-stamp mill is now at work, and
the rock for it is obtained from an open cut 200 feet long, 40 feet wide, and 60
feet deep. There are no walls, apparently. At the bottom of this cut some
hard quartz has been found.

RAW HIDE.-Raw Hide mine, 1,650 feet long on the mother lode, where it
is 12 feet wide. A depth of 280 feet from the surface has been reached, and a
level has been run 80 feet on the vein. The quartz is colored green with car-
bonate of copper, and it yields from $7 to $44 per ton. The mill, containing 20
stamps, a 40-horse power engine, and fine hoisting works, is considered one of
the best in the southern mines. The rock is crushed to the size of a pigeon's

or smaller in a Brodie's crusher before ffoin^ to the stamps. There are 10 O O I

Wheeler's pans, and five 8-foot settlers. Thirty tons of quartz are crushed in 24
hours. The shaft is kept clear of water by hoisting it in tubs holding 160
gallons each. The hanging wall is slate, and the foot wall serpentine, with
asbestos in it.

EAGLE. - The Eagle mine, on the mother lode, 1,000 feet long, has a 10-
stamp mill, and the yield is $18 per ton. The present supply of quartz is
obtained 120 feet below the surface, through a tunnel. The mine was purchased/ O JL

several years ago by eastern capitalists for $300,000.
SHAROMTJT.-The. Sharoinut, on the mother lode, has a 10-stamp mill, which

is idle.

CLIO.-The Clio, 2,000 feet, on the mother lode, has a 10-stamp mill and has
been at work five or six years, but is now idle because the darn which supplied
water to drive the mill was earned away by the flood of last winter.

HEADER AND CAERINGTON.-The Header and Camngton mine, 1,500 feet,
on the mother lode, has been opened to a depth of 140 feet, where the water
became troublesome and work was stopped. Some good pay quartz was found.
There is a four-stamp mill which was used for a time for custom work, but is now
idle. "

PATTERSON.-The Patterson mine, 1,950 feet, on a branch of the mother
lode, near Tuttletown, has been worked for ten years. The vein is from 3 to 15
feet wide. The pay was very good for 75 feet from the surface, but not so good
below the water level. The deepest workings are 100 feet down. The quartz
is extracted through a tunnel. The rock contains large cubes of sulphuret of
iron, some of them an inch and a half square, with free gold in the heart of the
cubes. There is an old 10-stamp mill, driven by 40 inches of water on an over-
shot wheel. Only five of the stamps are now running.

About half a mile westward from the mother lode, near the Patterson mine, a
pocket containing $10,000 was found in 1866 by an old man who had a convic-
tion that there was a pocket in the neighborhood, and had spent seven years
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hunting for it. When he found it he paid the friends upon whom he had been
living, and went to the eastern States.

TOLEDO.-The Toledo mine, one mile west of Tuttletown, and half a mile
west of the mother lode, has been opened by a shaft 160 feet deep, and drifts
running 300 feet on the vein. There are two veins, one 2 feet thick and the
other 15 feet, and the two 150 feet apart. Some of the quartz has assayed 5300
per ton, but there is much arsenic in it. A 15-stamp mill erected on the mine
did not pay, and it was sold and moved to the Golden Rule mine.

The Morse quartz, near Tuttletown, is running and has six stamps.
SOULSBY.-The Soulsby mine, 2,400 feet long, eight miles east of Sonora, is

on a lode which runs with the meridian, and dips to the east at an angle of 60°
at the north end, and 90° at the south. The thickness is from 4 to 9 inches at
the surface; 8 inches at 100 feet, and IS inches in the deepest workings, 400
feet below the surface. The walls are svenite, and there is a white troupe of« 7 O ^j

clay or slate, seldom more than three-quarters of an inch in thickness. The quartz
is bluish, and is heavily charged with blue sulphurets, lead, antimony, arsenic,
and zinc; so that the ore bears little resemblance to the auriferous quartz found
on the mother lode, and in other gold veins generally. The lode has been
worked alono- a horizontal length of 1,800 feet, and in that distance five pav O O / / A «.
chimneys have been found, the longest horizontally being 200, and the shortest
15 feet. Most of them dip north at an angle of 60° ; and they run to a feather-
edge in every direction. In some cases there is a connection of pay between the
chutes, and in others there is none. There is very little barren quartz j between
the pay chimneys the walls come together, except in a few spots where white
quartz or a horse porphyritic rock appears. The vein is marked by slides and
cross-courses, which run east, northeast, and southwest, and all, save one, dip to
the northwest. These throw the vein to the left, and the one which dips to the
southeast throws it to the right. The cross-courses, and the breaks which they
have occasioned in the lode, have been arnonsf the chief difficulties in working/ O O
the mine, and its present success is probably owing chiefly to the careful study* «/«.»,

given by Mr. Inch to the nature of the formation. In a mine of this kind the
most important quality in a superintendent is the capacity to find the pay chutes,
and ES the cross-courses throw them from five to ten feet out of the line, in a
very hard granitic rock, the search is slow and expensive. There are dikes of
trap cutting through the country, and the miners regard them as good indica-
tions, and expect to find pay near where they cross the quartz. Mr. Inch
remarked that perhaps they were supporters or feeders of the electro-magnetic
or other influences under which the gold was deposited. The mill has 20
stamps, and is driven by water while water can be obtained, and has a steam
engine to furnish power in the dry season. The stamps weigh 500 pounds, make
60 blows per minute, and drop from 8 to 12 inches. About 90 per cent, of
the gold is caught in the mortar, and 95 per cent, of the remainder on the first
copper plate below the screen. The blanket tailings are worked in a chill mill
and a Ball's amalgamator; and below these there are other blankets, the tail-
ings of which must <ro through the same process.A O O J.

About 50 men are employed at the mine and mill, but nearly all the work
is done by com ract. Sealed proposals are invited at the beginning of each mouth
to sink a certain shaft a certain number of feet, or to run a drift, or to break down
the quartz in a certain slope. With strangers, written contracts are made ; with
old hands, oral n^tracts are considered sufficient. There is never any trouble
about the contracts. The miners sometimes make bad bargains, but they must
keep them or le.-m the place. The best hands like this system, because it ena-
bles them to make more than they could make otherwise. Sometimes they make
8150 a month ; sometimes not more than ^:>0. Under this sstem there is no
shirking on the part of the men, and no favoritism on the part <>i' the superin-
tendent. Mr. Inch >ays that, if he had undertaken to pay his men by the day,
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the mine would have been & failure; that is, when he commenced his work ; but
now it is probably in a condition to leave a profit, even if the expenses were 50
per cent, greater than they are.*

The Soulsby mine was discovered in 1858, and between May of that year and
March of the next, yielded $80,383 gross, and after the erection of a twenty-
stamp mill, $54,416 remained net. It is said that the total yield was $500,000
in the first three years, and that the present monthly yield is from $10,000 to

12,000.
PLATT.-The Platt mine, 1,200 feet, lies 1,500 feet south of the Soulsby, and

is supposed to be on the same lode ; but the ground is intersected by more slides
and cross-courses, and the mine, after producing $50,000, was abandoned in con-
sequence of the inability of the superintendent to find the vein at the breaks.
Lately, Mr. Inch, superintendent of the Soulsby, has gone to work, hoping, with
his experience in the latter, to find the pay in the Platt. Five pay chimneys
have been worked. There was a mill on the claim, but it was moved to the State
of Nevada during the silver excitement. ~

STARR KIJSTG.-The Starr King, 15 miles east-southeast of Sonora, is on a
north-and-south vein, which dips 40° east, and has a thickness of six inches
at the surface, and 18 inches 120 feet down. It cuts across the dip and the
cleavage of the slate, and the walls are a very hard slate. The walls and
the quartz, resemble those of the Rocky Bar mine, in Nevada county. There
are two chutes, which run down almost vertically. The rock yields from $15 to
$150 per ton. The mill has five stamps, and the mode of amalgamation is the
same as at the Soulsby mill.

OLD GILSON.-The Old Gilson mine, 1,200 feet long, adjoining the Platt on
the south, was opened to a depth of 125. feet, and to a length on the vein of 250
feet. The rock yields $50, and there was a pay chimney SO feet long horizon-
tally, but it dipped northwards into the Platt. The mine is now standing idle,
and the 10-stamp steam mill is running on custom-work.

GRIZZLY.-The Grizzly mine. 1,800 feet lon^, 10 miles eastward from Sonora, * *-^ ' '
near the north fork of the Tuolumne river, is on a vein from 6 to 12 feet

wide. The hanging wall is granite; the foot wall slate. There are numerous
horses in the lode. The pay is disseminated pretty evenly through the rock,
which yields about $20 per ton.

There is a twenty-stamp mill, which commenced work in 1859, and in two
years took out $125,000, if rumor be true. The flood of 1862 carried off part
of the mill, and stopped work a while, but the mill is now running. In this mill
the crushing is dry, and a blower is used to keep the dust from troubling the
laborers. The amalgamation is done in 10 Hungarian cast-iron barrels, each
3 J feet long by 2-J wide. The charge for each is 500 or 600 pounds, and enough
water is added to make a pulp so thick that in ten minutes after the barrel has
started to revolve, small particles of quicksilver will be found in the pulp, which
adheres to the finger thrust into the mass. About 50 pounds of quicksilver are
put in at a charge. The barrel revolves horizontally with a speed of eight or
ten revolutions per minute. After running for seven hours, water is added to
thin the pulp, so much that the quicksilver will all settle, and after another hour
of revolution the thin pulp is drawn off, and another charge is put in. All the
amalgamation at the Grizzly mill is done in these ban-els. There are two iron

Mining f j
cess in the mines of Cornwall. It has also worked admirably in the St. John del Key mine,
in Brazil. The average cost of raising the ore from this mine in 1865, under per diem wages, 

. �, * /» "" .1 /» , 1 " " " -» f \/**v* T -»*

was $7 87. In 1866, under the contract system, it was only $6 29-an immense saving,
considering the vast amount of ore raised. The contract system has been adopted to a con-
siderable extent in the New Almaden quicksilver mine. It cannot of course be made of uni-
versal application, so much depends upon local circumstances ; but experience has demon-
strated that whenever it can be applied, the result has been a great saving in the expense of
mining

"
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lindrical rollers, each three inches in diameter and as long as the barrel inside,
id these turn and assist in the amalgamation during the revolutions of the bar-
3. The barrels are cleaned np once in two weeks. Amalgamation proceeds

lily it' hot water is used. Mr. Philip S. McDonald, who was sup
f the Grizzly mill for a time, and has the repute of being a very

petent man, prefers the system of dry crushing and- amalgamating in close b^^k

Is. By the ordinary modes of crashing and amalgamation much of the fi
&old is earned off by the water. In dry crushing, however, it is necessary

otect the laborers from the dust, which has been known to cause death in th
>nths, where no precaution was used.
The Bonita mine, adjoining the Grizzly on the south, is idle, and so is- its

10-stamp mill, which was built before the mine was opene
The Consuela and its ten-stamp mill are doing nothing
The Martin mine, two miles south of the Grizzly, is being worked with

arrastras.

The Invincible mine, 2,000 feet on Sugar Pine creek
from Sonora, lias produced some good quartz, but the mine and its mill

ding idle now.
The Excelsior mine, at Su<rar Pine, has vielded $300,000, of which two-tlaird J7

profi
MOUNT VERXOX.-The Mount Vernon mine, 2,100 feet long, 18 mil

f Sonora, is on a vein which runs northeast and southwest, divjs 45° to th

southeast, and is about two feet wide on an average between granite walls. Only
pay chimney has been found, and that dips about 45° to the southwest. It

was 60 feet long horizontally, near the surface, and 300 feet down
100 feet long, the end not having been found in the drift now being ru

The rock is worked in the Monitor mill, which is very near on the north fork of
the Tuolumne river. The rock pays $96 per ton, and in 1866 500 tons were
worked.

SNELL.-The Snell mine, 1,800 feet long, 15 miles northeast of Columbia,
is on a vein which runs northeast and southwest, is nearly vertical, and has an
average width of one foot. A pay chimney was found, and it paid $50 per
ton, but it pinched out. A mill is going up now.

MONITOR.-The Monitor, 2,100 feet long, 18 miles east of Columbia, in Sugar
ine district, is 15 inches wide, and dips at an angle of 45° to the east between

granite walls. There is an incline down 60 feet, and drifts have been run 90 feet
on the vein. Some of the rock has paid as much as $300 to the ton, but the *

d mill are both idle now. The mill has five stamp
HAZEL DELL.-The Hazel Dell mine, 1,550 feet long, at Five-mil

on a vein that averages about two feet in thickness. The walls are rotten granite.
The rock averages $25 to $30, but at present the extraction of quartz is inter-
rupted by water. The lowest workings are seventy feet below the surface. A

innel is now being cut for the purpose of drainage. There is a five-stamp mill
hich has been leased.
SUMMIT PASS.-The Summit Pass mine No. 1. one mile from Columb

3,600 feet long, rims north and south, dips to the east at an angle of 70°, and is
four feet wide. The walls are of slate, with an overlying stratum of limestone
near the surface. The claim has been worked 500 feet along the surface, and
paid well. The quartz is heavily charged with arsenical sulphurets. No work
is being done now.

Summit Pa>s No. 2, 2,000 feet long, is on a spur from the preceding lod
The mine has been opened at several p

QUARTZ NEAR COLUMBIA.-The Columbia mine, on the experimental lod
at Summit Pass two miles northeast of Columbia, has limestone walls, run
northwest and southeast, dips to the northeast, and is from one foot to four feet i:
width. The average pay is $11 per ton. It is worked with
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The Kimball mine, three miles northeast of Columbia, lies between limestone
and green-stone, is a foot wide, and is accompanied by a trap dike 8 or 10 feet
wide. When first opened $6,000 were obtained from 600 pounds of rock. It
is not worked now.

The Kimball extension, adjoining the Kimball, is similar in character, and is
being worked now, the quartz being crushed in a custom mill. The yield is
$10 per ton.

The Shanghae mine at Yankee Hill, two miles east of Columbia, in a vein
which runs north and south, dips to the east at an angle of 65°, and is three feet
wide. It is east of the limestone belt in slates highly metamorphosed. It was
worked with arrastras in 1S567 and yielded then $100 per ton; and it is now
worked with a 10-stamp mill.

HUNTER.-The Hunter mine, in Big Canon, 14 miles southeast of Sonora,
is on the side of a mountain that is at an angle of 45° from the north fork o

of the Tuolumne. The rock was very rich at the surface, and a tunnel run in
20 feet ran through quartz that yielded $300 to the ton. The owner was so
delighted that he built a, mill without delay and at great cost The only way
to get the timbers and castings to the site was to let them down with ropes from
the top of the mountain. After $-10,000 had been expended in the mill and in
exploration, it* was found that the pay chute was only 20 feet long, and more
money would be required to work it than the owner could raise; so after $10,000
Lad been taken out no more work was done.

LEWIS.-The Lewis mine, 2,400 feet long, is 20 miles east-northeast of
Sonora, on a vein of talcose slate 150 feet wide. The course is north and south,
with a slight dip to the east. The slate is barren, but it encloses a number of
veins of quartz which run in every direction, and all are rich. There are several
"chutes about 30 feet long horizontally, in which the quartz averages $25 to ^^"^

$30 per ton, while elsewhere the quartz yields $10 or $12. Most of the quartz_ __. ^^^^^^

is found near the hanging wall. The vein has been examined for a distance of
2,000 feet, and pay rock has been found at intervals along the whole distance.
The quartz in places contains sulphurets of iron and lead, and crude sulphur is
found in the slate. Heretofore the quartz has been extracted by tunnels, but
hereafter shafts are to be sunk. The eastern, wall is granite and the western a
hard black slate. The mine lies in the Big basin, which is surrounded by high
ridges, on the north side of which the snow lies till May. The rock is crushed
in a five-stamp mill, and is amalgamated in two large arrastras. The gold varies
in fineness from 600 to 785, the highest fineness being obtained from those quartz
veins which contain the coarsest particles of metal.

SELL AXD MAETIX.-The Sell and Martin mine, 17200 feet long, is situated
one mile north of Sonora. It is two or three feet wide, and runs northwest and
southeast, and dips 60° to the northeast. It is a remarkable pocket vein, and
has produced not less than $150,000, of which one-fourth' has been profit. It
was first opened in } 850, and has been leased three or four times. For one year
the lessee paid one-third, and for another one-fourth of the gross yield. About
2,000 tons of rock have been taken out in all, but most of the gold has been
pounded out in a hand mortar. The walls are of slate, and the country is inter-
sected by porphyritic dikes three or four feet thick, which occur at intervals of
100 or 150 feet along the 700 feet in which the pockets have been found. The
vein is later in formation than the dikes and cuts across them, and on the lines
of intersection most, if not all, of the pockets have been found. The quartz,
except in the immediate neighborhood of the pockets, is barren. A 15-stamp
mill was erected at the mine in 1863, but as no large quantity of ore could be
obtained to yield more than 50 cents a ton, the mill has been standing idle.
There are several men now at work in the mine hunting for pockets and takingC? Jr o

out the gold in a hand mortar when they find them. The largest pocket found
yielded $15,000.
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SOPHIA.-The Sophia mine, two miles east, of Sonora, is 2,150 feet long, on »"_ * ^H-.-'

a vein which runs northeast and southwest and dips 80° southwest The vein is
crossed by dikes which the miners call granite. Their width is usually three feet,
though one is forty. The gold is found in pockets near the dikes. Every pay
chimney is near a dike, but some of the dikes have no pay chutes near them.
The walls are of slate, and there is on one side or the other a talcose gouge,
usually on the hanging wall; and when in the foot wall it indicates the proximity
of a pocket. There are within a distance ©f 300 fret, horizontally, three pay
chutes, each of them from ten to twenty feet lonjj. The mine has been worked 7 * O

by a tunnel 400 feet long, and a shaft 80 feet deep; and another tunnel 130 feet
below the level of the first one is now in 170 feet. The total yield from the mineIP

has been 645,000, and in the year ending May, 1867, the produce was about
"S57000. There is a five-stamp mill on the claim, but it has not rock enough to
run reularl.

BALD MOHXTAIX.-On the same Bald mountain, and it is supposed on the
same vein, is the Patterson and Turner claim, which yielded $30,000 in one
pocket, and $60,000 in all.

On the same mountain is the Ford claim, which was dicovered in 1851, and
was wonderfully rich at the surface. One pocket yielded 840,000, and the owners
rejected offers to purchase shares at the rate of 8500,000 for the entire mine.

The Austrian claim, on the same mountain, had one pocket that paid $70,000,
besides several others smaller.__ _ ^

The three claims last mentioned are all idle now, and were worked only near
the surface. There is no regular (as distinguished from a "pocket") pay chute
in Bald mountain, the gold being nearly all in pockets. The gold is of very
fine quality, some of it 960 fine. Some pockets are surrounded by shattered
and decomposed rock, and about these some mill rock is obtained, but the pockets
in hard rock have all their gold in a little compact cluster.

aid mniiiiiain is only a mih« east <>[' the limestone b«>lt which runs through
Tuolumne county, and many miners say that all the gokl near the limestone is
in pockets.

DRAPER.-The Draper mine, 4,000 feet long, six miles eastward from Sonora,
is on a vein which runs north and south, is nearly perpendicular, and is 15
inches wide in granite walls. The lowest workings are 325 feet deep, and they
extend 410 fe<-t on the vein. There are three pay chimneys, one of 70, one of
90, and one of 60 feet in horizontal length. Between the pay chimneys the walls
pinch together. The mine has been worked regularly since 1858. The quartz
yields about -S40 per ton, and 150 or 180 tons are extracted monthly and worked
in steam custom mills, to which 86 per ton is paid for crushing and amalgama-
tion. The price in water mills is $5 per ton. The ore is heavily charged with1 . ** \m^f

sulphurets of iron, copper, lead and zinc.
NONPAREIL.-The Nonpareil mine, one mile from Big Oak Flat, is on the

Nonpareil vein, which runs east and west and dips to the north at an angle of
70°, and has an average width of live feet. The walls arc slate, and the quartz
of the veinstone is mixed with slate, and in places the hard slate is seen full of
particles of gold. Several shafts have been sunk, and the deepest workings
are 140 feet on an incline. Drifts have been run 160 feet on the vein in pay all
the way. At 70 feet from the surface the rock yielded $30 and $40 to the ton* but
in the low t levels the pay has been $13. The rock contains live per cent, of 
A 1 "

sulphurets which assay $300 or more to the ton, some samples yielding double
and treble as much. The mine is now troubled with water, and* work has been
stopped, but a tunnel 650 feet long would drain the mine to a depth of 340 feet.
There is a five-stamp mill which is also idle. The power is supplied by a Fau-
cherie turbine wheel M ven inches in diameter and four feet long, including the
driving wheels. There is 345 feet of perpendicular fall for the water, and 60
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inches are used at a cost of 15 cents per inch, or $9 for 24 hours. The turbine
was bought with the assurance that it would drive 24 stamps, but the opinion
among those who have seen it work is that it would not drive more than 10
Farrand's oscillating pan and Hinkle's pan arc used in the amalgamation.

~ URNS.-The Burns mine, on the Nonpareil vein and adjoining the Nonpareil
mine, has a mass of decomposed talcose slate which is in places 25 feet wide. It all
pays to work, and 12 tons are rushed daity through the live-stamp mill.
Five additional stamps are being put in. The pulp, after being amalgamated
in the mortar and on copper plates just below the battery, runs into tanks and
settlers, and from the tanks the sand is put into Varney's pans to be ground, and
it is afterwards amalgamated in settlers.

QUARTZ XEAR BIG OAK.-The Rattlesnake mill containing 10 stamps,
erected in 1866 at Big Oak Flat, is not running now.

* Cosmopolite mine, near the head of Garrote creek, is on a vein which runs
northwest and southeast and dips to the northeast, and is ten feet wide. The
lowest workings are 150 feet below the surface, and a 10-stamp mill, formerly
known as the Cross or Anita mill, belongs to the mine.

The Mississippi mine at Big Oak Flat has had some rich pockets. A mill
was built in 1866, but it is not Tunning now, crushing being done at present in
an arrastra. ^

The Cross mill is standing idle. It belongs to the Golden Rock Water Com-
pany and offers to do custom work.

The Mack mill is also idle. The Jackson mill, four miles east of Big Oak
Flat, ditto. """"";

SECTION V.

CALAVERAS COUNTY.
"i

The county of Calaveras extends from the Stanislaus river on the south, to
the Mokelumne on the north, and from the summit of the Sierras on the east, to .
near the base of the foot-hills on the west. The rivers which serve as the northern

and southern boundaries are permanent, but all within the limits of the county,
unless streams confined to the snow regions near the summit, go dry in summer.
The Calaveras river, from which the county takes its name, and the San Antonio,
are considerable streams in winter, but their beds are bare in the fall.

With the exception of West Point, all the towns of any note in this county
are on the lime belt, or west of it; and most of them are within 1,800 of the
level of the sea, and in a region which, except neai* the large streams, is gently
undulating, so that there is little difficulty in travelling about. All tho streams
are auriferous, but most of the diggings have been shallow and are now exhausted,
and as a consequence tho business of tho county has very much declined. There
is not one large hydraulic claim in the county, and although there are many quartz
claims that have each yielded large sums, there is no quartz mine that has paid
high and constantly for five years. There is good reason to believe, however,
that Calaveras will, in a few years, occupy a much higher position in quartz
mining than at present. The county is well supplied with water by ditches;
the roads are comparatively good; and timber can be had in sufficient quantity
for mining purposes.'"

The debt of the county is $240,000, and the State and county tax,is four per
cent, annually of tho assessed value of property.

There are iifteen ditches in the county, with a total length of 300 miles, con-
structed at a total cost of $2,000,000. The only large ditches are those owned
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by the Mokelmnne Hill and Campo Seco Company and by the Union Water
Company-.*

The principal quartz mining towns are Angels, West Point and Carson Hill,
Murphvs. Douglas Flat and Cave City are placer mining towns on the limestone
belt. Mokelunme Hill and San Andres are near old channels, and borh have
some shallow placers. Jenny Lind and Campo Seco had rich placers in early
days, but both are exhausted now, at least so far as the present wages aii'l modes
of working will permit. Cat Camp, near the western lino of the county, noc
worked hitherto because of the lack of water, is to have a ditch finished before
the end of the year, and 350 claims have been located there in anticipation.

beds of gravel have been found in several high ridges in the eastern part
of the county, but so far as thcv have been examined they have not proved rich t/ T *> * i

enough to pay for hydraulic washing. It is known that there are considerable At/ * ^_

deposits of gravel near the Bi<* Tree grove. Some explorations have been under-
taken in the hope of finding in that neighborhood the Big Blue lead of Sierra 

__ ^^H_ ̂̂ k _^^^ ^k - ^^_ ^^_

and Placer counties but without success.

El Dorado Flat is a portion of an old channel near the Stanislaus river, 300
feet above its level, and half a mile above Robinson's ferry. The gravel is 100
feet deep, and the bed rock pitches as if the stream had run up the course of the
present Coyote creek. Ten men, in four months, took out $7,000 at El Dorado
in the early part of 1867.

The Mokelumne river paid very well at nearly all the bars, more than a dozen
in number between Union bar and Clav's bar, and even in the bottom of the * /

channel. At Sandy bar 107 pounds of gold were taken in two days by soven
^^f-^^^r -^-l ^^^B- ' " ̂^^^ ^^^^ " ^ ̂T J T " Frenchmen. The river was flumed everv year from 18-50 to 1865, and for the* «/ "

first seven or ei<rht years paid high. At Union bar much of the £'old was in * JL ^^mm^^^ ^^^^^^^^

piece^ resembling melon seeds in size and shape. The Mokelumne river has
been worked for about 30 miles along its course.

The Stanislaus river has been worked every year since 1849. In that year
the work was confined chiefly to the bars; in 18-50, 1851 and 18-34 the stream
was dammed at many places and turned, but paid at only a few. The bed,
except near the mouths of Carson's creek, Coyote creek, and Jackass gulch, w;
comparatively poor. The best diggings were found at the heads of bar- and
near high-water line, and the rich spots in the deeper parts of the bed were nearly
all in crevices, some of them made by the decomposition of quartz veins. After
1853 the river was flumed repeatedly, but in nine cases out of ten these flumine L */ / O

enterprises were unprofitable. The river mining, for the last six or seven years,
as been mostly iu the hands of Chinamen* ,t

BIG TKKK GrROVB.-The Big Tree grove, situated 15 miles from Murphys,
81 mile- from Stockton, and 4.->00 feet above the level of the sen, is a favorite
plat of resort. Five deys' time and -S-30 are required to make the trip from
Han Francisco and back in the cheapest and most expeditious manner. Tin

Th v JL X

mostly engaged ;.u mining pursuits, and arc large buyers of imported products and merchan-
dise, all of which mu.st pass over the Stockton and Copperepolis railroad. Aside from the
gold and copper of this county, there are extensive quarries of marble aud granite of very
superior quality, which cannot he worked ar the present rates of transportation. Her upper
range of mountain* ire covered by a dense forest of pine and oak, embracing an area of about
300 square^imles, which can probably be transported to the San Francisco market for 25 per
c " f timber can be procured from any other source on this coast.
I - .^ � & Trees or " Mammoth Grove," which, as a curiosity, attracts g
thousands of tourists every your, and, as a natural production, it excite the wonder aud admi-
ration of every visitor. The up freights for the county will amount to 15,610 tons per annum,
and down freights, including cop] r ores, t',r>,4UO tons per annum-total, 71,040 tons.

* E mated population in 1SCG, 12,000.-Swell's Report on Public Schools.
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elevation is so great that snow lies four or five months in the year, and the hotel, v~J * 7
whioh is commodious and [well-kept, does not open for visitors until May or June,
according to the season. *The grove contains 90 trees over 15 feet in diameter,
and of these ten are 30 feet through just at the ground, though 10 or 15 feet^ O5 t/ O 7 O

above the diameter is considerably less. Five men spent 22 days in 1S54,
cutting down a tree which was 92 feet in circumference and 300 feet luVli. Theo

stump has been taken as The foundation and floor of a house in which dancing
parties are sometimes held. There is abundant room in it for a large quadrille.
The bark was taken from another tree to a height of 116 feet from the ground
up to where the branches began-at the same time, and the tree did not begin
to show signs of dying until two years afterwards, and some of its boughs were
en-een six years later. It is estimated that one of the trees which had fallen long^-^ *^ V. J

before the grove was discovered was 450 feet long and 40 feet in diameter. Prof.
Whitney carefully counted the rings of the tree which was cut down and found
that they numbered about 1,300. The big trees are scattered about in a forest
of very large trees, many of which are as high, and some almost as large, as the
smaller specimens of the sequoia gigantea, as the big tree is technically named.
The number of visitors annually is about 2,000.

AGRICULTURE.-Agriculture in Calaveras county is not in a very flourishing
condi'cion. Water is not cheap enough to be used for irrigating grain or pasture land;
fruit and wine will not pay the expense of transportation to Sacramento, and brandy
will not pay with the present tax upon its production. There are a multitude
of fine orchards and vineyards, but as many of them are unprofitable, so they
are neglected. With cheap water and cheap transportation to market this county
should be prominent in the production of wool, wine, and fruit.

At Douglas Flat, in the orchard of Mr. Hitchcock, the peach thrives better
than any other tree fruit. The yield is very large and regular, and the quality
good. Apricots do not thrive. The white winter Pearmain apple bears well
and keeps well. The Porter apple bears well, and though rated as a fall fruit
in the eastern States, keeps here till February. The Wine Sop keeps till June.
The Newtown pippin is the best keeper, bears well, and has a fine flavor. The

elleflower, Northern Spy, and Peck's Pleasant are good at neither bearing nor
keeping. The Vandevere bears tolerably, but does not keep. The Esopus
Spitzenberg keeps well, but does not bear heavily. The Roxbury Russet beai
very well, but does not keep. The same may be said of the Baldwin, except
that it bears well only in alternate years. The Golden Russet is one of the best
and most regular bearers and keeps till December.

At Murphys, although the distance is only* two miles from Douglas flat, the
fruit is two weeks later in ripening, and the more delicate kinds, such as
will not ripen. The difference in elevation does not seem to be more than a
couple of hundred feet. In the western part of the county figs are very pro-
ductive.

METEOROLOGY,-The amount of rain in the rainy season of 1865 and 1866,
at Murphys was 31 inches, and in 1866 and 1867 44 inches.

As much as 10 feet of snow has fallen at the Biir Trees in one storm, but the*u

depth is seldom more than five feet at any one time. As the ground does not
freeze, there is no good s

SAN AXDBEAS.-San Andreas is the present county seat, and is situated at a
point where San Andreas ravino intersects an ancient river channel. The county
seat was formerly at Mokelumne Hill, on the northern limit of the county, and *" / ft /

removed after the people had voted at a special election for San Andreas.
Great frauds were practiced in the election, especially at Mokelumne Hill, which
then contested the election, and years elapsed before the courts and county offices
were removed to San Andreas, which had spent $75,000 in the contest. The
people of the new county town were much chagrined to find that there was scarcely
any perceptible increase in the amount of business or in the value of property
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after the change, and many of those who spent their cash would be glad to have
it back, even if Mokelamne Hill were to have its former diiniitv. The monthly7 D v . . «r

thipment of dust from San Andreas is $55,000, nearly all placer.
THE SAX AXDRE.VS OLD CHAXXEL.-An ancient channel runs past

Andreas, and indeed it is to the rich deposits of the old river that the town owes
its existence. This ancient channel has been traced a distance of eight miles
from the he 1 of Old Gulch., past San Andreas, and G<-ld Hill, to the south fork
of the Calaveras. The general course is nearly west; the average width is 100
fret, and the depth uner the surface is 150 feet, of which about 100 feet i rt
v "h-.-mic sand. The richest pay stratum is a soft blue gravel, four feet deep, which
«. o o o / vieluV seven-eighths of its ^old at the first washing : but there is also a red cement.
which sometimes usurps tlie place of the blue gravel on the bed rock ; sometimes
overlies it, and sometimes occupies half the channel, leaving the blue on the
other side. This red cement is not so rich as the blue, nor is the gold so coarse,
and it should be crushed in a mill, if more than one-third of its gold is to be got
at the first washing. Some of the gold found in the blue gravel is quite black.

It has been reported that a petrified turtle thirty inches long was found in one
of the claims on this channel j but the report is mentioned here not to accredit
it. but suggest it as a matter for investigation.

Mr. Marshall says he found in the pay dirt in the claim of Marshall and
S ho waiter an Indian mortar, and this is perhaps one of the best authenticated
c -s of human handiwork found in an ancient stream.

In that claim, starting from the surface, the shaft passed through 5 feet of
c 96 gravel; then sand and gravel 100 feet; then a thin bed of fine brownish
gravel; then 4 feet of cemented sand; then 15 feet of blueish volcanic sand;
then 6 feet of pay dirt, and finally slate-bed rock, one foot of which is rich.

The folio win of is the form of a notice used in locating a claim on this channel: O C5

NOTICE.-The undersigned'claims this ground for mining purposes, knoxvn as the Robert
McCall & Co.'s claim, being a deep or shait claitn, and being bounded on the northwest by
the Gilchrist and Cormvell claim, and on the southeast by the Plug Ugly claim, 1,000 feet
more or less, arid he intends to work it according to the laws of the San Andreas ruining
district

WILLIAM IRVINE.

JOHN' SHOWALTER, Recorder.
August Ic,

The first notable claim on the channel commencing at the highest point that
has been worked is that of Foster, Frazier & Co., 800 feet long on the channel.
where the depth is 100 feet. It has been worked 10 years, and paid about $7
j : day to the hand. The pay is obtained by drifting, and is token to the sur-
i'ace through a shaft and tunnel.

After an interval in which the channel has not been found, we come to the
claim of McLaughlin and Dore, who have been at work 10 years, and have
averaged about 85 per day. Three or four men are now employed on the claim.

Alter another space in which the channel was not found, is the claim of George
Earnhardt & Co., situated on the hill between Old Gulch and French Gulch. It
has been worked six or M-ven years, and four or five men are now employed in
it. It is a hydraulic claim, and the bank is 75 iV.-t d< p.

The next claim, that of Young & Co.,. is on the hill, south of upper Caleveriuv,
and has paid M« 11 for 10 ye.-as. It has been worked both by hydraulic and 1;
tunnel. Three or four men are emploved.

Knight, Simp -n 5c Co., work their claim by the hydraulic proc< "*, with four ^^^b
men. It lias paid well .r six or seven years.

The railroad claim on Railroad Hill, one mile below the previous claim, ha
IHM r paid, but ha-s brokrn e :1 parties who took hold of it. Jt is now idle.
The channel was never j and in it.

Wade, Johnson & CV, between Yaqui Gulch and lower Calaveritas, employ
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men in their claim, which they work by drifting, and ibtained m
P V

Hedrick. Wilcox & Co., are workinc- witl 1

P Tliov erected lie travel was not rich enough, and-^^^^^r

the mill was moved to a quartz mine at Fairplay
Th U ^ " has yielded ilav. and stillo claim, 800 feet

contains rich ground Contention among the shareholders has prevented
for two vears.%"

I es claim, 1,000 feet long, has been worked for two years, and has paid
'"A 1. The gravel is so tough that after being slaked for a while it will yield

nice as it will if washed immediately after c
the drift. The Droorietor is now crectin<? a water-mill to hoist and the

cement. *

The claim of Patrick Gilchrist, 180 feet long, paid well for a short time, but
is closed now as if worked out, though some c;ood miners think it still valuable.' O O

Marshall and Showalter have GOO feet, and have been at work for 13

years, usually employing six or eight men. Their claim has been very rich, and
it yielded nine pounds in one forenoon. The dirt is hoisted by a whim.

The Marlette claim, GOO feet long, was opened about 1857, and work was
stopped in 1861, for want of drainage.

The McFall claim, GOO feet loner, has been worked for 10 years, and has paidO^ *f / 1
about $10 per day to three men. The proprietor of this claim cut a long drain
at considerable expense and solicited some contribution from the claim owners
above, but they refused, so he left 20 feet at the head of his claim standing, and
this served as a wall to back the water on the Marlette, Marshall, Plu<**, and 7 / C? /

Irvine claims, and stopped work in parts of them for five years. Lately they have
paid $1,000. The drain has been opened and they have resumed work.

he Dunning claim, 400 feet long, was opened in 1854, and was worked out
in five years, during which time it paid about $20 per day to six men. One pan
yielded 12 pounds, and in one week $10,000 was taken out.

Here the channel strikes San Andreas gulch, and below this point the old
channel is six feet or more below the level of the present stream, in some places
35 feet deeper. For 1,500 feet the channel is under the gulch, and there, be-
cause of the shallowness of the ground, the diggings were very profitable when
first worked. After leavin the bed of the e«lch the old channel runs 1000

yards to Gold llill, where a remarkable fault is found, the channel having been
here broken off and raised up 100 feet perpendicularly by some convulsion of
nature. The bed rock, the size, course, and grade of the channel, and the char-
acter of the gold and of the strata, all indicate that the Gold Hill diggings belong
to the ancient river of San Andreas. The Gold Hill claims paid well, but are
now all worked out.

MOKELTJMNE HILL. - Mokelunine Hill was for a Ion"- time the largest town \^f *" *

in the southern mines, and it is now one of the most populous. It is situated on
the south bank of the Mokclumne river, but about 800 feet above its level, at a
point where an ancient channel has been cut through, leaving a convenient pass
for travel from north to south and exposing rich deposits of gold near the surface.
The town, instead of bein on the summit of a hill, as might be inferred from its
name, s rather in a flat or basin, with hills several hundred feet higher both
east and west. There re a number of very pretty ardens in the suburbs.
Manv of the business houses are built of a li<>'ht lava or tufa, which ia foundv t O /

abundantly in the neighborhood. Houses in the town arc sold tor about one-
fifth their cost. Mokelunmo Hill is a stae centre from which lines run to Stock-

ton, (45 miles,) to Sonora, (50 miles,) through San Andreas, Angels, Vallecito,
and Columbia, to Latrobe, (38 miles,) through Jackson, Sutter, and Dry Town,
and to West Point, (16 miles.) There is also a horse mail to Campo iSeco, 1
miles distant.
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i the spring of 1851 three Frenchmen found an extremely rich old channel
high up on the side of French Hill, northeast of the town of Mokelumne Hill.
and in a few days took out 8180,000. They attempted to keep their wealth a
secret, but in vain, and ssme Americans found it out arid went into the claim at
night and stole from it. One night they dag out a piece weighing 11 pounds,
but as it was dirty they did not discover its character in the dark, and threw it
aside. The Frenchmen found this piece the next morning, and a piece of candle
which had been left behind; so the next liisfht thev watched their claim in amis.t- *-
The robbers, findinsr themselves foiled, laid claim to the mine, and threatened

ke it by force, and the Frenchmen of the neighborhood assembled to defend
men. since, if the claim of one Frenchman could be tak

would be no security for the others. There was ranch animosity at the time
foreigners, and the report that the Frenchmen were arming1 gave fiO * Jl _ O O O

ofence, and soon there were two rmies ready for the fight. The French
onsul at Mokelumne Hill acted as mediator, and succeeded in makin a com-

promise, by the terms of which a committee of American miners were placed
possession of the claim to work it until they had taken out enough to pay 1
expense of the military organization of the Americans, and then to return it to
he French ewners. The committee worked at the claim for months and worked

t out, and the entire sum that they paid from it towards the expenses of the
ilitary oranization was -SI, 100, a sum less than the Frenchmen had been in the

habit of ffettinn- nearly every <lav. Thus ended the Frencht- V *

French cabins were burned but nobody WMS killed j though
to assassinate several Frenchmen, and one American who, having been appointed
to consult with the French consul, took sides with the Frenchmen. Before th
compromise was effected the Frenchmen fortified themselves on Corral Hill, br.
they fled when they saw the enemy coming to storm their works. This discrc
tion saved much bloodshed, for the assailants outnumbered the entrenched part\
and they had laid their plans so that the French would be exposed at the tim
of assa lit to the fire of an enemy occupin a commandin position in th-^^f-

MOKELTMX:: HILL OLD CHAXXEL.-The Mokelumne Hill old channel begins
found at its highest point abouf a mile east of the town of tl

:lence of J. Tynan, and runs thence under Corral Flat, striking Stockton"

Hill, (at a point between the Stockton Hill upper diggings and the Water Com-
pany's claim,) thence passing in a southwardly direction under the Stockton Hill

Ige, about 330 feet below trie surface, until it strikes Chile gulch, under th
Lines c\: Co. claim, which gulch it then follows down on one side or the oth
its intersection with the old San Andreas channel, where the two unite. This "
channel has been worked to creat nrofit in some of its Darts, and others, though\^f i J. / <^J

encd very thoroughly at- great expense, have proved entirely barren. The
largest yield has been obtained east of the point where the old channel first
strikes Chile gulch, but further down there is a place called Junction, where a
number of claims have r>roved verv rich.-* 4-

The Water Company's claim, 1,800 feet long, in Stockton II
MoKGlomne Iliil, lias ho'-n worked by several long tunnels, and has yielded, -* f- i i " .

ni

The ~\Va: r ( 'umpunv's cement mill, on Chile ffiilch, near Mokelumne Hill, has 1 fr / ~ / *

in] and is driven by 40 inches of water forced under 100 feet head upon
a imvfiriirv wheel"

The Paul claim. 2,600 feet loner, has been worked continuously f<"11 * 1 1 * O / *'

,nd has paid well, the net yield, as stared by common report, being
The Calavrr, Tunnel Company worked from 1S57 till 1SGG, and

bly well at li ln.it afterwards spent much money in hunting for i
.ml made lout little irain as ihe total re.Mik of their labors.

The Allen claim, 1,000 f in 1859 to ISG-j. and
t profitable.
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The Innes claim, 1,100 feet long, was worked from 1856 to 186-4 by a tunnel
1,400 feet long, which passed over the deep channel, and by four shafts from 45
to 110 feet deep. The result was the loss of nearly all the money invested.

The Oubberly claim has yielded some very rich pay gravel.
The Amlierst claim, 1,400 feet long, has proved extremely rich. The chan-

nel here crosses a streak of soft rock called "rotten granite" by the miners, and
this has caught the gold which has slidden over the harder rock. The claim
has been workod for 10 years, paying all the time. For 5 years, 10 or 12 men
were employed; now there are 4. It is reported that a partner who had owned
half the claim went to the east in 1862 with $28,000. The work was done by
drifting for some vears, but the tunnels have caved in and now the hydraulic0. , " ' J

process is used.
The Shaw claim has been worked 10 years, most of the time with large profit.

An attempt was made lately to pipe away the dirt through a shaft and tunnel,
but the shaft caved in, and it is now necessary to pipe away the dirt from the
outside of the lull.

This completes the list of the claims in Stockton Hill, commencing at Moke-
lumne Hill and running1 down stream. Mention has been made of but one old ""»-^ *JU V^ -*- -*- "**-»- -* ̂ V **- V-^ -*- v-**-* ** «- ** * t^rf*. X-» VX T T **. *^/ VJU V* ^-^ *. J«m. " -i^l f- \^S -*,,*- \J JL ~*-f -» »* «JLVV^^ ^^ ̂X V^ * -fc *- " * "L-^ V.V VX V_J A. H^A ^l I \_/ A A V/ V A \_ ^

channel running under this hill, but really there are two, the smaller one being
from 90 to 120 feet above tho level of the main old channel. About a mile and*

a quarter below Mokelnmne Hill the upper channel breaks off and seems to fall
90 feet into the lower channel, and it does not appear again below that point.

OPALS.-In the north end of Stockton Hill, almost within the limits of the
town of Mokelumne Hill, is an opal-bearing stratum about 60 feet below the
surface of the hill. This stratum is a rough gravel enclosed in a tough reddish
clay, from six to eighteen inches deep, lying between two layers of volcanic sand. -1
In 1865 three claims were worked for opals, which were obtained in great abun-
dance, but they were of very common quality and did not pay. Nonp of the
lire opals were found. The dirt, when taken out, was allowed to dry, and was
then broken up with wooden mallets, and the opals, which were from a quarter
of an inch to two inches in diameter and white in color on the outside, were
picked out by hand. The longest opal tunnel ran 190 feet into the hill.

On one occasion there was much excitement at Mokelumno Hill on account

of the rumored discovery of a mine of emeralds and sapphires, and men wont
out at night with lanterns and staked off a large district in claims. Afterwards
they investigated the nature of the first discovery, and came to tho conclusion " 1 "
that the supposed precious stones were only pieces of colored glass which.had
been in the gizzard of a turkey.£J *

CAMPS IKTEAR MOKELUMNE HILL.-Tunnel Ridge, one mile southeast of Moke-
lumne Hill, is three miles long, has a cap of volcanic rock, beneath which in
places is found a stratum or lead of auriferous gravel, most of which has been
worked through tunnels.

Buckeye, two miles east of Mokelumne Hill, has several hydraulic claims,
which have been worked for six years. One of them is now paying well.

Buena Vista Hill, four miles northeast of Mokelumne Hill, has four hydraulic
claims, which have been worked for ten years with much profit. Tho ground is
v cry rich, but the water cannot bo taken to the top of the hill, and therefore the
expenses are groat.

llich Gulch, six miles east of Mokolumno Hill, Lad very rich surface claims
in early days, and still yields well in a few spots.

DOUGLAS FLAT. - Douglas Flat is situated on the limestone belt, which is
hero a mile wide. The deepest workings are at a depth of 150 feet; and in
those places the pay began 125 feet from the surface, and was covered with throe
strata of volcanic ash, with intervening strata of coarse gravel. The deep claims
were worked through shafts, with pumps and hoisting apparatus driven by ditc ,

water. The town has bc^n more permanent than most mining camps
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of the deep diggings, and according to repute it has produced more gold in pro-
' portion to its population than any other in the county.

monsr the notable claims are tke followingr5 *^

The Texas, 500 feet long by 150 feet wide. The pay stratum is from 6 to
25 feet deep and 125 feet below the surface. "Work was commenced in 1853,
and has continued since with an interruption from 1S59 to 1862, caused by
water. The claim employs 8 or 10 men, and it pays, sometimes, £ )00, and
never less than $200, per week above expenses. The total production has

een about $60,000, and there is par fif round enough to last for 5 or 10 vears t> O «,

more. A stream of water yielding 16 inches, miners' measure, has been struck
in the bottom, and a pump with a pipe 14 inches in diameter, with a five-foot
stroke, is used for keeping the claim clear. The lowest drain is 60 feet below the
surface. A tunnel to drain the bottom of the claim would have to be two
miles Ion 2".

The Union claim, 1,000 feet long by 100 wide, was opened in I860, and is
150 feet deep. The average number of men employed was ten, and the average
weekly yield has been about the same as in the preceding claim. On one occa-
sion they took out 90 ounces or $1,700 per week for several weeks. The
total yield has been about $40,000. The claim is doing nothing now, but work
will be resumed.

The Wild Goose claim, 800 feet long by 100 wide, has been worked to a depth
of 200 feet without finding bottom or pay. A drift is now being run in hope of
finding bottom. Four years'work and 815,000 have been spent without an;
re trim so far. In two drifts of this company the dirt swelled so fast for three
davs that the drifters made no headway.*- *

The Perseverance claim, 800 by 100 feet, has been worked to a depth of 130
feet without finding anything, and the shaft is still going down. A drift run
into this claim from the adjoining Union claim has struck rich pay gravel.

The Dashaway, 1,000 by 100 feet, has been worked by an incline 300 feet
deep perpendicularly from the surface, which is there on a hillside. The claim
has been worked five years, and has produced about $2-5,000. Five men are at
work in it.

The above are the only companies now working or likely to work soon.
The Southwestern claim, 1,200 by 100 feet, yielded $750,000, and is worked

out.

The Ohio, 800 by 100, yielded 850,000; worked out.
The Harper, 200 by 100 feet, yielded $100,000; worked out.
The Lone Star, 300 by 100 feet, yielded $100,000 j worked out.
The Holmes and Toll, 100 feet square, yielded 8100,000; worked *

The Hitchcock and Burgess. 100 by 50 feet, yielded 8100,000 j worked out.
The Skunk Tunnel, 400 bv 100 feet, fielded £50,000 j work n '

9s.-Murphy's, 16 miles from San Andreas, formerly known as Mur-
phy's Carnp, is situated on the limestone belt in a pleasant valley surrounded by
low hills. The diggings arc- found here in a basin half a mile in diameter, with

1 gravel to a depth of 200 feet, The pay stratum was found in some
places within twentv and in others within 100 feet of the surface; but little" ^ '

it was high enough to be washed in the natural channels, so the miners hoisted
the dirt by derricks, or with a horse, rope, and pulley, to their sluices. After-
wards, however, an open cut 900 feet long a- I for a considerable distance 40
feet d< p was made. This facilitated the washing of the flat greatly. There
wero a dozen claims which paid high, averaging * 100,000 or more each it is said,
but there is no re.riovd nf the details. The Khodes claim, one of the richest,

daced $250,000 from an area 100 feet long and 40 wide. Tho d< p
kings w.-re 100 i fc. In one afternoon it paid 37 pounds, and 
" ^^

forenoon 63 pounds of I. In this claim a tunnel was cut through a largo
mass of limestone far below the surface, and in the midst of the mass was
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found a cavity containing a rich auriferous quartz boulder weighing not less than
half a ton ; arid there was no orifice leading to the cavity larffe enough to let S_i_ v ̂-* v A * x-/ ̂s \.v v 4* v _* t* A ̂_* O

in a stone weighing 20 pounds. There was, besides, some rich gravel in the
cavity. This statement about the quartz boulder, if it came from some unknown
source, would deserve no consideration, but* it is vouched for by Alonzo Rhodes, «/
agent for Wells, Fargo & Co., who is an intelligent gentleman, and is reputed
to be mest trustworthy. , i

M rlurphy's derives some importance from the fact that it is a stopping poi nt for
travellers goin rollers coins: to and from the L>i<r Trees. *«. *-* \*f m*Jkr*. \ A.iX^' J^/'.lv -

Some of the gold at Murphy's was quite black on the surface.
Between Murphy's and Douglas Flat an old channel has been traced for 600 feet.
VALLECITO.-Vallecito, 14 miles from San Andreas, is a level valley, with * +* f

deep diggings, which are covered with three strata of lava or volcanic sand.
The valley was in its most flourishing condition from 1852 to 1855, and is still
far from being worked out, but there was a lack of drainage, and the claims
which would pay for drifting have been exhausted. In 1855 a mammoth tunnel,
to be 2,700 feet long and 100 feet deep, was commenced, to drain the flat, which
is about 86 feet deep in the deepest workings. After 400 feet of the mammoth
tunnel had been cut, a considerable part of the way in very hard greenstone, and
after $15,000 had been spent, the work was abandoned. In 1862 a new tunnel,
to be 1,500 feet long and 36 feet below the surface, was commenced, and last
spring it was completed, though the firing is not yet ready for washing. The
flume in and out of the tunnel is to be 2,000 feet Ion"-, and the total cost of the 7 O.

work is $30,000, exclusive of interest. An ancient channel 100 feet wide has
been traced for half a mile up and down the valley, and it is considered still rich.
The ground is held by old miners, who will now wash off their claims through
the tunnel. No public notice has vet been given of the conditions on which A f <^
miners can tail into the tunnel. V

The shipment of gold from Vallecito is $20,000 per month j formerly it was
$60,000. "

The Day and Hunter claim in Yalleeito Flat was 100 feet square, and paid
$25,000.

The Isabel and Mitchell, of the same size, paid the same amount.
In the Durham & Co. claim a piece weighing 25 pounds was found.
There were 50 claims in the flat that paid well, but there is no record of their

production severally.
Near Vallecito is a gravel ridge 60 feet deep, and a portion of it paid well in

hydraulic claims.
MINOR PLACER CAMPS.-At San Domingo, on the limestone belt, four men

took out $100,000 in three years, commencing in 1863.
Near Murphy's is Owlburrow Flat, which is rich and might be drained.
Indian creek, San Antone, and Cave City, on the limestone belt, have had some

rich claims, but the diggings are now nearly exhausted.
QUARTZ REGULATIONS or AXGELS.-The ouartz reflations of the Angels dis- j. *~ C3

trict provide that a lode claim for one person shall be 100 feet on the vein, with
150 feet on each side; and a discoverer is entitled to 50 feet more on the vein
than an ordinary claimant. The regulations say :

B or she [the claimant] shall have the right to all the dips, strikes, or angles of every
vein originating on the claim. We understand that a vein originates on or below the sur-
face running downwards, and not from below running upwards; so that no person or per-
sons locating a claim on either side of the boundaries of another shall have a right to a vein t^ ^j
running through his or their claim that originates, as above understood, on the claim first
located; but no man shall have the right to follow a vein on the length of it beyond the
perpendicular of his boundary.

Miners shall be compelled to perform at least 10 lona fide days' work on their claim or
claims during the year commencing from the first day of April, J860. Miners failing to do
so, their claim or claims will be considered forfeited and open to other parties.
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It will be observed that there is no express requirement of any work after the
1st of April, 1861; as a condition of title ; but the intention was undoubtedly t
require 1.0 days7 work on each claim within each year, ending with M? '

The records of this district were burned in 1855, and no copies or written
evidences of title before the lire are preserved.

There are 57 quartz claims on record in the district, and 55 of them bear date
previous to 1864. In that year no claim was made; in 1865, one; one in 1866
and none in 1867 up to June 1.

QUARTZ REGULATIONS or SAN ANDEEAS.-The following are extracts from
the miners' regulations of the San Andreas district for ledge mining: "^3 dJ *_J

Claims in said district shall be 200 feet in length on the lead, with all its dips, spurs, and
angles, with 300 feet in width on the surface.

Shareholders shall be compelled to perform one day's labor for each 200 feet held or claimed
by them, or its value in improvements thereon, in each month, from the first day of May to 

^* ~^*
v« * w ^ *"

the first day of November in each year; if they fail so to do their claim shall be considered
forfeited and open to entry by other parties, unless the first parties shall have been prevented
by sickness of themselves or families from complying1 with this law. Wheu a company
shall have put $500 worth of work on a claim the same may be held over for one year, and
no longer, by a renewal of the record of said claim, made at any date previous to the first
day of May of each year, during which year the parties owning such claim shall not be com-
pelled to perform any work on the same. 

*

These regulations were adopted in March, 1866; and there are 57 lode claims
recorded, the latest dated in 1865. There is no quartz mine in operation in
the district, save at Wilson's creek, where there are two arrastras at work.

QUARTZ MIXING- ix CALAVERAS.-The most noted quartz mines of Cala-
vcras county are the Morgan, the Reserve, the Enterprise, the South Carolina,
the Stanislaus, the Union, and the Carson Creek, at Carson Hill j the Bovee,
the Angels, the Hill, and the Sickles, at Angels; all on the- mother lode j and
the Woodhouse, near West Point. A number of rich veins have been found
near the limestone belt, but their wealth has been confined to pockets.

MORGAN.-The Morgan mine, 500 feet long, on the mother lode, was dis-
covered in 1850 by a man named Hance, who took in six partners, Morgan
being the president. The discovery was made on the summit of Carson Hill,
and the rock was extremely rich j indeed, if the statements of those who lived
at the place are to be taken, the gold was abundant beyond any parallel. Much * **_*' V W A

of it was taken ont in mortars, and not unfrcquently there were so many strings,
of gold in the rock that cold chisels had to be used to cut them. On one occa-
sion gold to the amount of "-: 110,000 was thrown down at one blast. The news
filled the State with excitement. The town of Mclones, on the southern side of
the hill, became the largest mining camp in the State, with a population vari-
ously estimated from 3,000 to 5,000. People came in crowds to see the mine.
Robinson's ferry, on the tittinislaus river, two milas south of the place, took
in ><10,000 for ferriage in six weeks. From February, 1850, till December,
1851, the production continued uninterrupted and with very little decline, lii
that time, according to Thomas Deare, who has lived at the mine longer than
any other person, $2,800,000 were extracted and immense sums were stolen. It
is reported of one Mexican miner that he stole $1,500 in one day from the arras-
tra whirh he had in charge, and paid it the next day for a horse. All the rock
too poor for the hand mortar was ground in arrastras. and it is said that 50 of . /

them were running at 0110 time. The facilities for stealing were great and theA ^^*^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^*

temptation strong. Gambling was carried to a great extent and gold seemed
to have lost its value. The miners were mostly Mexicans, who, as a class, AUTO
not looked upon with much favor by American miners j but they had had some
experience in this kind of mining and their services were indispensable.' They
could pick up the lumps of gold in the mine, or they could take handfulls of
amalgam from the arrastra with little fear of detection. As for the amount
taken in this way, it could never be ascertained, but that it was great was
assumed in the common conversation of tho miners themselves.
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The vast production was too great to be witnessed in peace. Several hundred
ruffians banded themselves together under the lead of Billy Mulligan and
others of his kind and drove away the owners of the mine by force and worked
it themselves. A suit to eject them was commenced, and after nine months
their work was stopped by injunction, and in the spring of 1853 final judgment
was rendered in favor of Morgan and his associates. Morgan then went to o o

land to sell the mine, but more litigation sprang up about the title, and mere
was no final decision and very little w«rk till the spring of 1867, the mine hav-
ing lain idle for nearly 15 years. The work has lately been recommenced,
and report says some marvellously rich rock has been taken out, but the super-
intendent did not consider himself authorized to give the precise facts for publi-
cation.

The mine is near the summit of the hill and includes two veins, which unite
100 feet below the surface. One is about six feet wide and called the stratified

vein, because of numerous seams parallel with the walls; the other is 40 feet
wide and is called the boulder vein, because the quartz in it is solid and boulder-
like. A tunnel 160 feet long strikes the vein 100 feet below the outcrop}tings,
and from this drifts have been run 200 feet on the vein, finding pay rock all the/ O J «/
wav. The richest rock is a talcose slate on the foot-wall. The mine can beV

worked conveniently by tunnels to a depth of 500 or 600 feet. There is no
mill now, but the proprietors propose to erect one, and they are now taking out
rock. In the middle of June they had 5,000 tons already out.

RESERVE.-Immediately south of the Morgan is the reserve mine, 980 feet
long. This mine was opened in 1860 by a tunnel 300 feet long and a shaft 135
feet deep, and common report says that 3,000 tons of talcose slate were crushed
and $200,000 obtained. A report made by a French mining engineer to the
Melones and Stanislaus Mining Company, which is better authority than common
report, says the yield has been $130,000. Mr. Coignet, the author of the report,
says: .. t . 

'

The lead worked at the Reserve belongs to that order of vein which runs west 15° north,
east 15° south, and is rich in ore throughout its whole extent. At the wailing1, [foot-wal),]
and for many feet in width, the slate formations are impregnated with auriferous pyrites, partly
decomposed near the surface. * * * I was told on the spot that the slate formations of
the casings throughout the length of the claim did not pay less than $18 per tori at the mill,
and that the ore formerly extracted contained from $90 to $300 per ton."

ENTERPRISE.-The Enterprise, 900 feet, adjoining the Reserve on the south,
has been opened by a tunnel which runs 450 feet on the lode. There is no mill
connected with the mine, nor is any work being done.

SOUTH CAROLINA.-The South Carolina, 2,550 feet long, adjoins the Enter-
prise. The vein is seven feet wide, and lias been opened by drifts miming 580
feet on the lode, 280 feet below the surface, in pay chimney all the way. The
mine was first wt>rkcd, from 1850 to 1853, by some Mexicans -under a letise,
accounted at the rate of $85 per ton; but rurnor says that the actual yield was
much larger, and that the total amount which they took out was $400,000, and
that they got $40,000 in one week from their arrastras. In one period of seven
months they accounted for $119,000, and paid over, according to contract, one-
half, or $59,500; but the owners were dissatisfied, and terminated the lease in
1853, and the mine, notwithstanding the general belief in its great wealth, stood
still five years. In the spring and summer of 1858 a ten-stamp mill ran for three
months and took $19,000, and then the work was stopped by litigation. The
last rock taken out paid $40 per ton. The mill is now in ruins, and no work i
being done. Mr. Coignet says of the South Carolina:

The quartz is generally white-bladed, foliated with green, slaty streaks, and assuming a
striped appearance. It is in these slate formations that the flattened or laminated leaves of
gold are found. Sometimes the quartz is compact and yellowish, but then it is nearly always
near an intersection. Against the walling [foot-wall J of these leads the slates are of a yel-
low brown, very talcose, and perforated by cubical holes, indicative of deposits of rotten iron
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pyrites. These are dnctible. and can be cut with a knife. Between their strata is found
some bluish quartz surrounded by pure gold. On the whole line of the leads, beginning
at the South Carolina claim and up to the Hope, where they still exhibit the same character,
it may be said that the? slaty formations, in a breadth of several feet from the walling of tho
lead, contain at least IS per ton.

STANISLAUS.-The Stanislaus mine, 1,200 feet long, is on the middle branch
of the mother lode, immediately north of the Stanislaus river. At this claim the
vein runs nearly north and ><>mh. and clips to the east at an an^'le of 75 decrees.* t_^

The mine has been opened by three tunnels, one 400 feet long- and two "of
100 feet each, and by several shafts running down from the tunnels. The
quartz is remarkable lor containing much gold in the form of a telluride, which,
though verv rich, has never been worked so as to yield much. Mr. Coiiniet, O «/ 7 v O /
who examined the mine, savs:/ t-

surface changed readily into tellurets of gold and silver, and into auriferous iron pyrites,
which, by their decomposition when in contact with the atmosphere, Lave spread a reddish
hue over the rock. In these ledges, among which the Stanislaus offers an example, the thick-
ness of the quartz varies considerably, both in its course and incline, whereas the roofing
[hanging wall] remains perfectly regular. Thus, from the middle of the tunnel to within a
few feet of the shaft, at the northern extremity of French and Wood's elaim, the cropping^
have a thickness of more than six feet, whilst beyond that space the quartz disappears in the
slate, without, however, causing a break ia the lead. At the bottom of the shaft just men-
tioned the lead has a depth of six inches and contains numerous crystals of tellurets* At
120 feet south of the entrance to the middle tunnel a shaft was formerly sunk by Mexicans,
by means of which a large sum was taken. There also the quartz has disappeared, and the
ore is found in the slate.

The rich deposits of the lead arc found in chimneys with a horizontal incline of about 31
degrees to the south in the walling-, [foot-wall,] and in the small quartz feeders which follow
the line of the slate formations, and at their junction with the principal leads. It is of im-
portance to observe, with regard to this mineral system, that tellurets are found/exclusively
in the quartz which contains crystals of feldspar and carbonates of lime and of iron ; and
hence, whenever these minerals are met with, the speedy appearance of ore may be relied
upon.

The compact quartz of the lead is often found to contain, and, in fact, generally does con-
tain, auriferous iron pyrites, which are sometimes of great richness. The slate formations in
which the lead is imbedded are also full of iron pyrites, but contain no gold, or perhaps a
very small amount. The difference between these two kinds of pyrites is such that they can
be readily distinguished from each other. The richest pyrites, in fact, seldom crystalize very
distinctly, being in compact masses, which clearly exhibit the numerous linos of cleavage ;
they are very bright, and have a very distinct yellowish appearance. The indifferent pyrites,
on the contrary, are found iu well-defined cubical crystalizations, isolated, and with a sharp
edge, and usually disseminated ^ ^1 1 * -« i *" « i « m s* 

*
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[the main pay chimney] the roofing [
wall] is well defined, but the walling [tho foot wall]
feeders which follow the stratification of the slate i'o 1^^^
quartz veins containing feldspar, carbonates of lime, and, as is the case always, some tellu-

The association of these minerals is so perfectly verified that wheu one is met there is
a certainty of the presence 

" »* v i« v % * * i _

M
ce

trat i or second-claM ores, yiel< or goiu ana £i 01 silver, or about $i/,ouu to tne
ton of concentrated sulphurets. No process of economical manipulation of this
cla*s of ores has, as yet, been found with out inflicting serious losses. The concentration
which has to be resorted to. rost.lt ', still permits the escape of a large portion of tho

ec

Charles A. S* efeldt, a mining engineer and metallurgist, to whom speci-/* 1 " OO Q / -1

mons < a the ore from the Stanislaus mine were submitted, wrote a report, in which
ho said:

The ores are of extraordinary inter t for the mineralogist and metallurgist, since besides
thear great richness iu native gold, they contain nlso telluric gold and silver in such quan-
tities as have never before been known. Telluric ores of all kinds are extremely rare, and
found only in small quantities at the following places : at Offenbanya, Salathua, and Nag-
yng, in Trai^ ivauia; ut Schemnitz, in Hungary; at the Sawodinsky mines, in the Altai
mountains; and at Spotwylvania, in Virginia, i^ut at none of these places are the telluric
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ores as important as in the Stanislaus mine; on the contrary, the quantity found in them is
so small that no regular process for their reduction can be said to be in practice.

The samples of ore from the Stanislaus mine, shown to me by you, contain large quantities
of sylvauite or graphic tellurium, of steel-gyay color and metallic lustre, by far the richest
tellurium ore; and smaller quantities of the tellurium of lead, recognizable by its tin-white
color and great lustre. It is probable that other combinations of tellurium will also be found
on a closer examination of the ores. * * * * * *

Science indicates and your own experience fully proves that the ores are not suitable for
amalgamation. Quicksilver not only fails to absorb any portion of the gold contained in the
telluric combinations, but the presence of the latter prevents the quicksilver from producing
its natural effect even upon the native gold, so that even of the latter a comparatively small
percentage only can be obtained by amalgamation. Nor would the matter be much helped
by separating the tellurium, were that practicable, by roasting, for the Stanislaus ores contain
a considerable amount of tellurid of lead, and the lead, as is well known, is most injurious
to amalgamation. * * * The distribution of the ores in the vein renders a
separation of them by hand into three or more different qualities, according to richness, com-
paratively easy and inexpensive. These different qualities I would submit separately to a
process of wet concentration, which for the richer ores would have to be carried on with
extreme care. * * * * * * * *

For the first qualities, which contain only a smaW amount of gangue, I should recommend
cupellation with lead. This process consists in melting a ̂ quantity of lead in a cupelling
furnace and gradually adding the finely-crushed ore as soon as the lead begins to oxydize,
and a coating of litharge is thereby formed on the surface. The ore floats about on the molten
lead, and the base metals become oxydizcd through contact with the atmospheric air and
with the litharge or oxyd of lead, which has a tendency to give up its oxygen, Theoxyda-
tion of the base metals immediately liberates the gold and silver, which combine with the
molten lead and are retained by it while the oxydized base metals form with the litharge a
thoroughly fluid slag, which can be raked off; as much further ore can then be added as the
lead is capable of absorbing.

If experience should show that a part of the tellurium also passes into the molten lead hi a
metallic state, instead of at once oxydizing and combining with the litharge, it will then be
necessary to carry on all the earlier stages of the cupelling process in furnaces especially
constructed for that purpose. The lead which has absorbed all the gold and silver out of the
ore can be worked in these furnaces as long as necessary to oxydize all the tellurium, which
will then gradually form tellurite of lead, and be raked off like the first slag formed in the
beginning of the process. The purified lead can then be removed to the cupelling furnace
and the cupellation be proceeded with in the ordinary manner. 

rl 11i« * 1 T " 1 » i 1 *

SANTA CRUZ.-The Santa Crnz mine is 1,500 feet long on the western branch
the mother lode., north of the Stanislaus river. This vein is barren so far as*

examined, except in the walls, where it is crossed by two smaller veins, which
ran west 15° north. Some of the rock has yielded $300 per ton. A tunnel 240

?t long has been cut, reaching the vein. No work is being done now.
Uxiox.-The Union mine, 400 feet, is on Carson Hill, and the vein is

posed to be a branch of the mother lode. The vein is 30 feet wide in pi
but the best pay (from $20 to $70 per ton) has been found in a seam of talcose
date from two to four feet thick, on the hanging wall. A 20-stamp steam mill
s being built now.

CAKSON CREEK.-The Carson Creek quartz mine, situated on a branch c
he mother lode, near the mouth of Carson creek, is 1,000 feet lonrr. The vei

is 12 feet wide for 600 feet, but then pinches out till it is only an :
1 two thick. The thick part of the claim pas been prospected to an averag

of 40 feet, and rock has been found nearly all along to pay $7 or $8 j
lusive of a few rich pockets. The wall is in places as smooth as glass. T
parts of the vein where the quartz * C3 O <rh argentiferous gal

y er to the ton. There is on the claim a 10-stamp mill,
h has heretofore been used for dry crushing, but is now being remodelled for

wet crushing. The- pulp, after passing from the battery and over copper-plate,
led in tanks, from which the sand will be taken to be ground in Hep-

burn pans and amalgamated after wards in arrastras with iron floors and stone d
BOVEE.-The Bovee mine, 465 feet long, at Angelo, inelu

resent the mother lode. The main vein seems to be t
face, and is from 20 to 30 feet wide. The first vein to th

1 a half feet wide, and barren, and underlies a heavy bed of talc, three and
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half feet wide. The next vein is three feet wide, and contains $8 or $10 rock.
Then come two feet of slate, bevond which is a vein 15 feet wide, with hard/ -

white barren quartz on the hanging wall. At a depth of 120 i'eet it is only three
feet thick, and < rri.es rich sulphurets in spots. The character at that depth
changes from a brittle white to a blueish, spermaceti-like quartz, which promises
well. The main vein is a hard, white, barren quartz, with occasional spots of
sulphurets. It is supposed from the dip of these'veins that they will meet and
unite about 400 feet below the surface. At the surface they are about 200 feetV

apart between the outer lines.
. The deepest workings arc 130 feet down, and at 60 feet drifts have been run"I *^-* *

350 feet on the vein. All the rock pays not less than 86 per ton ; but there are
two pay chimneys, which appear to be nearly vertical, and which paid $16 near
the surface, and yield 826 per ton at a depth of 120 feet. Seams of slate appear
on the surface, but are not found below. Talc is found mixed with the quartz,
and is rich in sulphurets..

As soon as a blast is let off in the mine there are men who set to work to break

and select the rock, throwing aside all the barren stuff, of which there is consid- v v * A \. *. " j \^. m^ x* V> V V «** V* ̂ v^ v^ *" fc n *,'*»*. v-' J*- "*" "* ^_ »,*»-'» v_» ^~f x. * -"* -^ ̂  <*. * \^f *** »*"» -* *» ^ - "- -^ »-- "* ̂-» * ~^f -*. ^/° ^- ̂ *
erable. This breaking and selection needs to be done without delay, because
after the rock has been shovelled about it becomes so dirtv that its quality does * -L i
not show without washin.

This mine was long known by the name of its first owner, Mr. Winters, and
according to rumor its gross yield under his management was ̂ -"^00,000. He
worked the claim along1 its whole length by open cut : and in his earlv workings CTr v l* *"
by picking the rock, he obtained 82,000 or >,000 per ton in an arrastra. No
such vein stone can be found in it now, though it is still considered a rich and
very valuable mine."

The Bovee mill has 10 stamps of 500 pounds each, driven at tho speed of
75 blows per minute, with eight inches drop. The screen is of wire No.
20. The gold is amalgamated in the moitar with loose quick.^ilver, and
below the screen there is a copper plate, after passing which the pulp goes
into a tank where the current is arrested, and through another where the current
at tho surface is not arrested-that is, there is a steady discharge. For a time
Mr. Bovee ran the pulp through three tanks, one below the other, witli a eon-'
stant discharge from each; but the experiment satisfied him that the two last did
not pay. The first tank below the mortar catches coarse sand; the second
catches fine sand; and the third and fourth fill up with slum that does not pay
to work. The sands from the first two tanks are shovelled upon a platform,
from which tliev are taken to charge the Wheeler & Randall pans, four feet in* O A /

diameter, in which they arc ground in charges of 800 pounds each for three hours.
f Half an hour before the grinding is done the mullers are raised a little, and four

pound* of quicksilver are put in. The pulp while in the pan is as thick as it
can be worked conveniently. To each charge a large peck of hot coal and wood
a shes from under the grate are added, and steam is thrown into the pulp.
"Wheeler, the inventor of the pan, recommends the introduction of 200 pounds of
quicksilver at the commencement of the grinding. Bovee uses onlv four, intro-
duced near the close of the grinding. In Mr. Bovee's opinion, the grinding is n *^J m. A ̂/ XP' *" V^ fcJ V-/ \. ". A \v * *> i>iV*A*A *-^,___ _ " O O I / cp O
facilitated and hastened by keeping 1 the pulp nearly to the boiling point as long
as it is in the i-iaus. Three of Knox' pans. Three of Knox's pans are used as settlers for i-ach grindiu
pan. The runs hi>t i'>>r two weeks. If the run lasts four weeks a larger pro-
portion of the quicksilver is lost, and that which is saved is comipt or dirty.

B( '(I the si.-imp and pan mill, there is an arrastra mill with 15 arrastras,
driven by 61 inch of water on an overshot wheel 30 feet in diameter and thri-
ft'ct \v.de. The rork is crushed in the stamp mill as fine as p< - l«-r tho arras-

a s in which it ^ _T<>un«l i L- six hours in charges of 2SO pounds e:u h. The
yield in the pans is 25 per cent, greater than in the arrastras.

AXCELS.-The in IE of the Angels Quartz Mining Company is 900 feet long,
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and the working vein has an average width of 15 feet of talcose slate mixed
with quartz. The quartz-lode is 150 feet west at the surface, and it is supposed
that the two will meet about 300 feet from the surface. There is a good gouge
on both sides and clay slate walls to the vein. The mine has been worked for
10 years, and is now yielding $8 per ton, though assays show that the rock con-
tains from $'15 to $20. The gold is very fine. The mine has a 30-stamp steam
mill, with a Blake crusher to prepare the rock for the stamps, two Wheeler pans
for grinding, a Belden settler, and lately an experiment has been tried with one
of Hesse's pans. The pulp is discharged from the mortar through a slot screen,
the orifices being as wide as those in a No. 40 wire screen. The advantage of
the slot screen is that it discharges more freely, as the holes are not plugged up
by the sulphurets. The deepest workings are 186 feet deep, and the drifts ex-
tend along the vein 350 feet, in pay all the way. Most of the early workings
were in open cut, and the rock was richer at the surface than in the lower levels.

HILL.-Dr. Hill's mine, 412 feet long, is also working on the talcose slat
vein, which averages 15 feet wide, and contains much silicate of lime, besides f O / /

quartz, the slate occupying a very subordinate portion here. The proprieter of
the mine says that most of the gold is found in threads of sulphate of barytes,
and in bunches of silicate of lime. Work was commenced on the mine iu\

1857 with arrastras, and has been continued since with the exception of three
years. The total production is estimated at $250,000, and the amount spent
in the mine, $300,000. There is now a 12-stamp mill at work on it. The
depth from the dies in the mortar to the discharge is 14 inches, and the
stamps when raised to their highest point are two inches deep in the water. For
a time no screen was used, but the result of the experiment was not satisfactory.
The present screen is of No. GO wire. Hunter's amalgamator and Hill's pan are
used. The latter, named after its inventor, the owner of this mine, is a "ircnlar
copper dish six feet in diameter, six inches deep. A section through the centre
represents a segment of an oval. This bowl revolves horizontally on a cen-
tral axis, and in the centre is a cup to hold quicksilver. The pan makes 18
revolutions p<?r minute. The whole surface of the pan is covered with amalgam.
One of these pans at the mill of the Angels Quartz Mining Company saves S2QO
per month, it is said. In Hill's mine there are numerous horses of barren slate,
4t ind in one place a trachytic dike 15 feet thick crosses the lode running west-
northwest and east-southeast. About five per cent, of the pay rock consists of
sulphurets. The silicate of lime gives a milky look to the pulp as it comes from
the mortal'.

STICKLES.-The Stickles mine, 400 feet long, near the town of Angels, on
the mother lode, which is there 20 feet thick, is quartz and pay all the way
through, with numerous seams of slate. The deepest workings.are 80 feet below
the surface, and drifts have been run 120 feet on the vein, in pay rock all the
way. There is a 10-stamp mill in operation on the mine.

UTICA.-The Utica, 600 feet long, is owned in San Francisco. There was a
nine-stamp mill which did not pay, arid has been moved away. The deepest
workings are 60 feet from the surface,

LIGIITNER.-The Lightner mine, 400 feet long, owned in San Francisco, was
worked in open cut for three or four years to a depth of 70 feet with a 10-stamp
mill, but the expenses were a trifle more than the receipts, and so the mill was
moved away and the mine left idle. If wages were a little lower this mine
would pay, for, according to the general opinion in the neighborhood, there is a^^^* _ ^

large body of rock that will yield at least $4 or $5 per ton, and probably $6 or $8.
ELLA.-The Ella mine (known also by the names of the Calaveras, the

Terrific, and the Demorest) is seven miles northwest of Angels, on a vein which
is eight feet wide and crops out along the surface for 800 or 1,000 feet. The
vein-stone is a hard ribbon rock, rich in sulphurets, with a seam of barren
" bastard quartz77 in the middle. The ribbon rock yields $8 per ton. The foot
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wall is black slate and the hanging wall green-stone. A shaft has been sunk
110 feet, and drifts have been run 35 feet on the vein. The mine is in
a deep ravine at the foot of Bear mountain, with steep hills on both sides.
There is a 10-stamp mill, but both mine and mill are now standing idle.

At this mine an experiment was tried of roasting the rock with superheated
steam. A furnace was built 20 feet high and 16 feet in diameter externally,
with an ore chamber seven feet wide at the bottom, nine feet at the top,
and 16 feet high. The fire boxes were on the sides of the ore chamber near
the bottom, and over the grating ran a steam pipe full of orifices, through which
steam could escape. The rock as it came from the mine was thrown into this
furnace, and was roasted from 40 to 70 hoars at a red heat with a steady dis-
charge of superheated steam from the pipes. The heat was reduced by shut-
ting off the steam, or increased by letting on more. The expense of roasting in
this method was $2 per ton, the price of wood - the only fuel used - being $3 50
per cord. The sulphurets were completely desulphurized by this method, and
the battery crushed twice as much in a day as of the run rock. The gold in
the roasted ore amalgamated readily, but the quicksilver was lost. The experi-
ment cost $25,000, and was regarded as a failure.

WEST POIXT. - West Point is a quartz mining town between the middle
and the north fork of the Mokelumne river, eastward from Mokelumne Hill,
from which it is 12 miles distant in a direct line, and 16 miles by the road.
Its elevation is about 2,800 feet above the sea. The bed rock is granite, and
the limestone belt lies three miles to the west. Quartz mining is conducted here ^J O

on a peculiar system. The lodes are narrow and rich in sulphurets, and their
wealth is confined chiefly to pockets. Mining and milling are separate occupa-
tions. One set of men get quartz, and another set own mills and do custom-
work. The " pockety" character of the veins renders mining, with the majority,
a very irregular, if not a very uncertain business ; and there is not one vein in
ten, even among those which have yielded large sums, that will furnish steady
employment to a mill. The custom among the "pocket" miners is to hunt for
pockets near the surface, and when they have found one they clean it out care-
fullv, going down seldom more than 50 feet: and having pounded out the coarsest "r / O 0 7 O JL

gold in a hand mortar, and sent the quartz containing the finer particles to a
custom mill, they leave that spot and hunt for another pocket near the surface.
The experience of those who have gone down in search of other pockets has not
been encourging. The prospecter lays bare as much of the surface of the vein
as he can, and goes picking along in search of a visible speck of gold, and having
found that, he makes a careful search for a pocket in the neighborhood. When
these pocket miners are successful they get a good lot of money at once, and many
of them live high till it is gone, and then they may have very plain meals for three,
six, or nine months, before they come on another treasure. It is said, however,
that they have more money to spend than any other class of miners in Calaveras
county. There are some mines here which give regular employment to mills
owned by the same proprietors, but pocket mining and custom milling are fol-
lowed more extensive here relatively than in any other part of the State. There
are about 100 men who make pocket mining their only business. If the quartz
does not yield 815 per ton it will not pay them; and they can tell by a brief
examination within a dollar or two of the yield per ton. When they have found
something worthy of examination, they pound up a fair sample in a hand mortar
and boil it in nitric acid, as a rude mode of assay.

In the neighborhood of West Point there are several hundred veins that have
Lad rich pockets, and one hill 400 feet across has three dozer, such veins. In
many of them the gold is so fine that none of it can be obtained in a hand mortar.
The mining laws of W«.->r Point give 200 feet on a vein to a ckim, and require
one day's work every month to hold a claim.

5
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FISHER'S MILL.-Fisher's custom mill, one mile southeast from West Point,
has been running 11 years. It is driven by water-power, has two stamps and
two arrastras, charges $7 per ton for working rock, and works two tons per
day, with the services of one man. The whole establishment cost about $2,000.

HARRIS'S MILL.-Harris's custom mill, on Sandy gulch, a mile and a quarter
west of West Point, has five stamps, four Brevoort pans, and three patent con-
centrators, and charges $5 per ton for working rock. This mill was built four
or five years ago, and has been running almost constantly.

BELCHER'S MILL.-The Belcher custom mill, a mile and three-quarters south-
east of West Point, has eight stamps, but does not run regularly because of the
difficulty of getting a steady supply of water.

LACEY'S MILL.-Lacey's mill has five stamps, and does custom work only.
SKULL FLAT MILL.-The Skull Flat mill is two miles east of West Point*, has

ten stamps, goes by water, amalgamates in the mortar and in copper-plates, and
uses two Hungerford's concentrators, but does nothing as yet with the concen-
trated tailings. The Skull Flat Company owns claims on six or seven veins, the
widest not over two feet, and a depth of 100 feet has been reached in several
of them. The veins run north and south, and the rock pays $30 or $35.

CARLETON.-r-The Carleton mine, a mile and a half northwest of West Point,
is on a vein a foot wide. There are two arrastras which were built in 1866, and
crush and amalgamate each a ton per day.

VANCE AND MINA RICA.-Vance's mill, five miles west of West Point, has
eight stamps, and is standing idle. The Mina Rica has two veins two feet thick,
with very hard quartz, and much water in the lower levels. The mill has 10
stamps and 10 Baux's pans. The power is steam. Both mine and mill are
standing idle.

MORRIS'S MILL.-Morris's mill, near West Point, has two arrastras and a
roasting furnace. All the ore is roasted, and according to report the yield is $50
per ton, whereas without roasting it yields only $3.

MOSQUITO.-The Mosquito mine, 1,500 feet long, is five miles west of West
Point, on a vein five feet wide in slate. A large quantity of rock, yielding $7
per tori, was obtained near the surface ; and now a tunnel is being cut to open
the mine to a considerable depth. The mill was built in 1857, and was rebuilt
in 1863. It has 15 stamps, and is standing idle.

RAILROAD FLAT MILL.-The Railroad Flat custom mill, 13 miles east of
Mokelumne Hill, has 10 stamps, was built in 1866, and does not get enough
business to keep it running constantly. The veins in the vicinity have not
been well opened.

WOODHOUSE.-The Woodhouse mine, 5,000 feet long, is between the forks of
the Mokelumne river, 14 J miles by the road, eastward from Mokelumne Hill. The
vein is four feet wide, runs north and south, and dips to the west at an angle of 45°.
The walls on both sides are granite, and there is a white clay gouge, which is
generally found on the foot wall. The croppings of the vein show for two or
three miles. The pay quartz is white near the surface, and at greater depth is
bluish and rich in sulphurets. The barren quartz is white, glassy, and coarse-
grained. The first pay chimney is found 1,800 feet from the south fork of the
Mokelumne river, (which is the boundary of the claim,) and 900 feet above its
level on the mountain side. This chimney is 150 feet long horizontally. After
an interval of 600 feet another chimney is found, and this one is 400 feet long,
beyond which the lode is baiTen for 200 feet, and then it splits up for 1,000 feet
into small branches less than a foot wide. These contain good pay, and one
shaft has been sunk 100 feet to work them. Beyond this place the vein has not
been prospected. The rock from the different chimneys can be distinguished by
persons familiar with the mine. All the rock in the pay chimneys is worked.
The vein is crossed by several trap dikes which are nearly vertical, dipping
slightly to the south. They appear to bear no relation to the position of the pay
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chimneys; that is, the appearance of a dike is not considered an indication of the
proximity of a chimney. Most of the work has been done through cross-tunnels
which strike the vein 200 or 300 feet from the surface. The mine has a 15-
stamp mill, which has crushed 14,000 tons of rock and taken out SI 40,000. After
the pulp has been amalgamated in the mortar and on copper-plates, it is concen-
trated on blankets, and the blanket washings are ground and amalgamated in
five Brevoort pans. The mill is driven by two 30-foot overshot water wheels.
There is a considerable quantity of loose or "float" rock along the surface of the
vein, and 3,000 feet of 11-inch iron pipe are to be obtained for the purpose of
washing this float rock by hydraulic process. Much of the gold in the rock from ^^ fk-^ ^^ ^^^ ^^ -f* ^^^ ^^^H ^H ^* -^" -^^ w^t^f ̂^^ ^"^^"* ^^ ^- ̂*^ ^^B<* ^"^r ^Hflh ^**^ ^*^

the lower levels is lost in tlie sulphoreta, and an agreement has been made for
the erection of a revolving furnace to roast 15 tons in 24 hours, at a cost of $3
per ton.

HOLMES,-The Holmes mine, 1,600 feet long, south of the TVoodhouse and
adjoining it? was opened in 1866. The vein is eight feet wide, and has been
opened by tunnel along a length of 500 feet. The mine has a 10-stamp mill.
The sulphurets contain from §300 to -$1,300 per ton.

OSTOX.-The Boston mine adjoins the Woodhouse on the north, and was
worked by an eight-stamp mill in 1853, but did not pay. The mill was washed
away afterwards. Some Mexicans are now at work on the mine, with two
arrastras driven by water. They obtain their rock from small rich chimneys.

QUAIL HILL.-Qoail Hill, near the western line of the county, lias a large
deposit of auriferous talcose slate, containing seams of quartz and copper ore. It
is not a well-defined vein, but the general course appears to be northwest and
southeast, and the dip 60° to the northeast. The width is about 60 feet. Much
of the surface has been washed in sluices, which paid at times very well. The
total yield in sluices was not less than $25,000, and besides the gold 150 tons
of good copper ore were obtained. This mine is the property of a San Franciscc i
company, which is now building a 20-stamp mill and constructing a ditch 11
miles long from Salt Spring reservoir.

* Professor Sillirnan, in a paper read before the California Academy of Natural Sciences, .
said:

In the search for ores of copper which occurred in California in what is now known as the
copper belt of the Lower Sierras, deposits of iron rust, as they were called by the miners,
were observed at numerous points far below the range of the main gold belt of the Sierras,
Several of these ochraceous deposits had been previously located by prospecting miners for
gold before there was any knowledge or suspicion even of the existence of ores of copper in
connection with them. It was a matter of common observation that certain gulches or water-
courses in the neighborhood of these rusty deposits were rich in placer gold, having been
worked for gold from an early date. The search for copper in this kind of deposit was not
commercially successful, although there were shipments of green and blue carbonates of
copper, red oxyd,and metallic copper, to a limited extent from both the localities here referred
to, (the Harpending mine in Placer county, and the Quail Hill in Calaveras,) the metal from
which was known to contain a notable value of gold and silver, stated to be about $50 to the
ton of ore. This search for copper has however opened up these deposits so as to display
their character in a conspicuous manner.

The rocks appear to have been originally talcose and chlorltic schists, sometimes mica-
ceous, enclosing masses of argillite, and of quartz, which appears to have been massive
enough at certain points to assume the character of a vein, and parallel to the stratification,
which has the usual northwestern strike and easterly dip of the region. All this mass of
material, which at Quail Hill is certainly 300 feet wide, and possibly twice that, and
with a linear extent exceeding 1,000 feet, appears to have been very highly impregnated
or mineralized by sulphurets, chiefly of iron, with a portion of copper, zinc, and lead.
The sulphurets have undergone almost total decomposition throughout the entire mass,
leaving soft ochraceous deposits of a rusty red and yellow color, and staining- the rocks with
brilliant color, a peculiarity which the miners have characterized by the name of "calico
rocks," This decomposition or oxydation of the sulphurets has extended to a point as low
as atmospheric influences extend, or probably to a point where water is permanently found, /
which at Quail Hill is assumed to be about J70 feet below the outcrop of the mass. Dikes
of porphyry and of other rocks commonly called intrusive are seen dividing these great ore
channels in a direction conformable to the Hue of strike. But the decomposition which has
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COLLIER.-The Collier claim, one mile southeast of Quail Hill, is similar
character to the preceding mine, and has been worked in the same maun
The total yield is estimated at $10,000. It is said that if the mill at Qi
Hill succeeds one will be built here.

affected other portions of the ore channel appears also to have changed them, for they are
found to be reduced completely to the condition of kaolin andlithromarge, or kindred altera-
tions of feldspathic rocks. The outlines of the feldspar crystals are still easily distinguished,
although the mass of the dikes is completely friable.

In another paper on the mine Professor Sillirnan says the explorations made for copper
have laid open the deposit sufficiently to disclose clearly its true nature, extent, and almost
incalculable value in gold and silver. It is an ore channel, conformable like all the copper
mines of the region to the line of strike of the rocks, not less, probably, than 300 feet in
width, and perhaps more than twice that width. Its eastern wall is distinctly seen in the
open cut, as shown in the section, dipping easterly about 70°. The western wrall has
never been seen, but is certainly pretty far down the slope, on the western side. The
contents of this enormous channel of ore-bearing ground, so far as exposed, are entirely
decomposed by chemical agency, so that they offer to the miner and geologist one of the
most remarkable cases known of the total destruction of metallic sulphurets which plainly
once filled the whole chasm, now converted into gossans or oxides of iron of various colors,
and carbonates of copper, mingled with masses of spongy and white quartz, of talcose and
chloritic rocks, rotten porphyry, heavy spar, &CM &c., all so completely changed and
decayed by the cause§ alluded to that the entire mass yields to the pick and shovel in any
direction. This extreme decay of the original contents renders the study of the mass at first
a little difficult; no sulphurets of any kind remain visible to guide the eye, but in their
place everywhere the results of their decomposition.

The mass is evidently a gigantic vein, the main constituent of which was a highly sulphu-
retted quartz, holding originally iron and copper pyrites throughout its entire mass; these
sulphurets, and the quartz itself, being very uniformly impregnated at all parts with gold
and silver. Examined by the battea, the pan, or the horn spoon, no part of the contents of
this great ore channel fails to give abundant "prospects" of gold. Even the dry cherty
croppings broken from all parts of the hill, without selection, gave an ample show of gold.
The gulch at the base of the hill has always yielded good washings, and does so still, the
source of which is from the ores of Quail Hill. I found the gold in nearly all the varieties
of mineral contents contained in the hill, showing that any attempt at selection would be
useless, and that the whole of the mass must be worked as it runs, except certain layers of
soft white rock, resembling kaolin, which are probably too poor in gold to pay for working.

EXTENT OF EXPLORATIONS,-This mass has been opened by a cut driven 82 feet into
it, beyopd the line of the east wall, by an incline 57 feet long, at an angle of 38°, and by a
shaft 42 feet below the cut, sunk in pursuit of copper ore. The shaft in the open cut
explores the mass over 80 feet below the walls of the cut and nearly 150 feet below the crown
of the hill. Another shaft, sunk 100 feet south of the open cut, opens the deposit to a total
depth of 90 feet under the crown of the hill. Near Gopher Gulch is another shaft 62 feet
deep, which passes into the unchanged sulphurets 25 feet, it is said, from its mouth, (this
shaft has water in it now,) or about 170 feet under the hill.

The position of all these openings is seen on the map;. but there is a tunnel, not shown
on the map, run some 70 feet into the hill, on the west side, and several hundred feet (about
350 feet) beyond the western limits of the location, in which the entire mass of the hill is
still seen to be completely decomposed at that part also, the tunnel having been run by the
pick alone- From this tunnel I obtained spongy quartz, which prospected well for gold ;
but this point is very far west of the supposed productive limits of the deposit. Numerous
surface-pits have also been sunk over the hill in various places for the purpose of obtaining
averages, from all of which gold prospects may be obtained in the pan.

VALUE OF THE ORES.-I collected for assay and practical workings careful samples
from

1. The whole face of the open cut on both sides and end.
2. The incline shaft.
3. The south shaft.

# *

I give here only the general results and averages, viz:
(1.) The average from the three places named above was by working tests:

Gold 
Silver 

Total value per ton of 2,000 pounds ^^ M » -. f-^ ̂-. --ta ^m 

$29 18
5 91

35 09

By assay, value per ton of 2,000 pounds 50 17
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BRUSHTILLE.-Tbe Austin and Hathaway mine at Brusliville, half a mile
south of the Calaveras river, is on a similar deposit, and has been worked down
to a depth of 30 feet. The owners of the mine, who reside in San Francisco,
are erecting a 20-stamp steam mill.

PLYMOUTH.-The Plymouth mine, 2,000 feet long, at Brusliville, is on a
deposit similar to that at Quail Hill. Mr. Heusch, a mining engineer, who
examined the mine in 1865, said:

This mineral deposit may be described as a vein or belt of gold-bearing quartz imbedded
in a soft decomposed talcose rock, the whole being enclosed between two nearly perpendicu-
lar walls of greenstone. The quartz, of which there is a lode of about eight feet in width,

(2.) Ten (10) small samples collected at various points in the open cut, with a view to
determine where the ore was richer or poorer, (the details of which are appended,) gave
Gold 
Silver 

17 08 
5 82

Total 22 90

Assay value of same 24 70

(3.) A large lot of 2,843 pounds of ores collected some time since, under direction of
Messrs. Attwood and Peachy, were carefully worked by Mr. Lewis Blandiug, giving by 

^^ ^^ ^~ ^^^ ^^^mm _^^^ - ^^^^^^^^_ ^-^

working tests an average of-
Gold... 
Silver 

Total 

Assay value 

$35 08 
14 38

49 46
8-2 65

(4.) Averaging these three independent sets of returns, as we have for the general aver-
age
Gold 
Silver 

$30 11 
8 68

Averaging total working tests 
Average assay value 

38 79 
52 51

An inspection of the tabulated results given in detail with this report will show that the
silver is very unequally disposed, being found in greatest quantity in the incline shaft or
near its mouth. If we view the results from the least favorable side, even accepting thi
lowest single averages as those most likely to be obtained in working in the large way, it is
impossible to avoid the conclusion that the whole mass of the ores at Quail Hill, so far as
explored, exceeds the average gold tenor of most of the best quartz mines of the State of
California.

*.

COST AND MODE OF TREATMENT. - At Quail Hill the water-power is sufficient to move
100 stamps, as the water is delivered under an estimated pressure of about "200 feet head.
The only water in all the region is at the command of the owners of Quail Hill. The reser-
voir has a present area of over 650 acres, and the right of fiowuge, by the terms of its loca-
tion, of an elevation of 15 feet more than its present height. A line of survey is now being
run for a ditch, estimated to be of about ten (10) miles in length, to convey the water to
Quail Hill, and also of the line marking the area of flowage at an elevation 15 feet hiher
than the present. This reservoir fills the valley known as Salt Spring Valley.

Quail Hill ores will
not exceed 70 to 80 cents per ton, including the cost of extraction and delivery at mill.
The mode of treatment is based on the condition of the gold, which is all free, viz:
amalgamation in battery, double discharge ; moderately coarse screens, No, 2 or No. 3 ;
amalgamated copper aprons arid riffles ; large settlers to collect amalgam and mercury ; an
ample flow of pure water to aid in settling the residuum, and large slime pits to retain the
tailings, are the main features. As experience in the management of the ores teaches us better
methods, such improvements as are thus warranted may gradually be introduced. Blankets
may form a part of the system, following the copper inclines.

I would not advise an estimate of value exceeding $10 per ton, net saving, or say 40
and 50 per cent, of the demonstrated value. The residue is not lost, and the ample head
and flow of water will permit the company at any future time to set up a pan mill, or any
other approved mode of working over the* tailings, provided the tailings are retained as
herein advised, and should be found valuable.
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occupies the western part of the vein, while the remaining- space is filled with the auriferous
talcose rock, the whole forming a regular channel of gold-bearing matter of about 40 feet
in width, many hundred feet in length, and doubtless many hundred feet in depth. It is in
fact a wide chasm, running through a hill several hundred feet in height, and filled with
auriferous quartz and other gold-bearing matter.

Mr. Heusch estimated that there were, within 300 feet of the surface, in a
ngth of 600 feet, 214,185 tons of auriferous matter that would yield $10 gross
d $4 net per ton. There is a 10-stamp mill on the mine, and it b

on the 1st of September. The estimated yield is $8 per ton, and the expense $2.
LAMPHEAR.-The Lamphear mine, 1,800 feet long-, is two miles south

Mokelumne Hill, is on a vein which is four feet wTide, and has been worked
depth of 45 feet and to a length of 100 feet. Six hundred tons of rock have
been worked, and some of it was quite rich. There is an eight-stamp mill on
the mine.

CAD WALL ADER MILL.-The Cadwallader mill has three stamps, was bui
>r prospecting, arid is not at work.
FRENCH MILL.-The French mill, at Rich gulch, six miles east of Mokelumne

Hill, was built two years ago, has 15 stamps, and is standing idle.
McGrLYNN's MILL.-McGlynn's six-stamp mill, erected at San Andreas to crush

uartz, is being moved to Irvine's claim, on the old channel, to crush cement.
CHEROKEE.-The Cherokee mine, 1,700 feet long, west of Altaville and a

quarter of a mile west of the line of the mother lode, was discovered by some
er miners, who washed the gravel and clay from the surface of

decomposed quartz, and dug up the carious quartz filled with auriferous clay
d that too. The discoverers, having taken out $27,000, sold to others,

$9,000 and then leased it to a gentleman who obtained $30,000; arj
after him came a party who got out $25,000. The mine is now owned by a
citizen of San Francisco, who has a 16-starnp mill now idle on it. The gold is

d is in pockets, and most of the rock does not yield more than $2 or $3
r ton.

SAN DOMINGO.-At San Domingo a rich auriferous pocket was found in 1
stone, the rock yielding $1,500 per ton. After most of the gold-bearing quartz
was extracted the mine was sold to a San Francisco company for $10,000. They
never obtained any return for it.

MURPHY'S.-At Murphy's a similar pocket was found and a mill was erected
at a cost of $40,000. Although water could have been obtained in constant
supply, it was driven by steam. The rich rock was soon exhausted, and the
mill was sold and removed. ^

At Murphy's there is a three-stamp mill now running, called the Valparaiso mill.
At Cave City some rich rock was found, and a mill was built, but it has sin

been moved.
El Dorado there is a mill.

'CRISPIN.-The Crispin mine, 2,400 feet in length, two miles west of Murphy's,
is on a vein which runs east and west and dips to the south at an angle of 80°.
A shaft lias been sunk to a depth of 100 feet, and drifts have been run 150 feet
on the vein. The width of the lode is six feet, but the pay is confined near the
surface to a very narrow seam next the hanging wall, though it widens as it goes
down. The pay chimney is only 30 feet long on the surface, but r.t the 100-foot
level the drifts have not reached the end in either direction. The walls are of
slate, with a £ouo;e of auriferous talcose slate. There is a water-wheel for/ O O -

pumping and hoisting, but no mill. A custom mill crushed 225 tons and obtained
an average of $20 per ton.

A quartz lode running northwest and southeast passes through Murphy's and
Douglas Flat, and has been struck at many places by placer miners. At the
surface it consists of decomposed quartz, and all along its line quartz boulders
are found, and some of them have been rich.
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ISABEL.-The Isabel mine, about half a mile westward from Vallecito, yielded
$50,000 in a single pocket. A mill was erected, but as it did not pay it was
moved away, and the mine is not worked.

CALAVERITAS.-The Calaveritas mill, erected about 10 years ago by a
French company at a cost of $110,000, has been moved away. It never crushed
a pound of quartz from the mine which it was built to work. Before it w-as
completed the pocket supposed to represent the average richness of the vein was
exhausted, and as no auriferous rock could be found afterwards, the mill had
nothing to do.

ALBION.-The Albion mine, in Salt Spring valley, three miles west of Copper-
opolis, has been worked for three years with a 10-stamp mill. The average yield
is about $6 per ton, leaving very little profit. The gold coins $11 per ounce.

THORPE'S.-Thorpe's mine, 600 feet long, six miles west of Angels, is on a
vein which runs northwest and southeast, and is similar in its gangue to the
Bovee mine. The thickness of the lode is three feet, and the yield is $10 per ton.
The rock is crushed and amalgamated by two arrastras, driven by a water-wheel
24 feet in diameter. "

The RatclifTe mine, 400 feet long, is two miles southwest of Angels, on the
Copperopolis road. The vein is from four to six feet wide, and the rock is quartz
mixed with talcose slate. This mine has been worked at intervals for three or

four years, but steadily for 18 months, by one man, who throws the quartz upon
the road, where it is ground fine by the heavy wragons passing over it, and t icn
he shovels the dust into his sluice, which runs along the road, and catches the
gold. Thij is the only lode mine worked on this plan in the State.

CARPENTER.--Adjoining the Ratcliile mine and on the same vein is the Car-
penier mine, on which a five-stamp mill was erected in 1855. The mill was moved
to Angels, and the mine is now lying idle.

PURXELL.-The Purnell mine, 600 feet, adjoining the Carpenter, has been
worked for five or six years, and a 10-stamp mill is now going up on it.

SECTION VI.

AMADOR COUNTY.

Amador, one of the smallest mining counties of the State, and also one of
Dst prosperous, lies between the Mokelumne and Cosumnes rivers, extending
he summit of the Sierra to near the plain, with a length of 50 miles and

dth of 14. It owes its prosperity chiefly to the mother lod
crosses the county about 12 miles from the western boundary, and has within
three miles three mines, which have all been worked continuously for 15 years,
have probably produced not less than $8,000,000, and form the most remarkable
cluster of quartz mines on one vein in the State. Twelve miles further east,
near Volcano, there is another rich quartz mining district, which has some pecu-
liar features. Otherwise, the county has not much wealth. It has no great

loroughfare leading across the mountains, no place of fashionable summer
resort, no productive mines of copper, no extensive hydraulic claims, few rich
surface placers, and no quarries of marble or deposits of plumbago.

The agriculture of the county is prosperous but not extensive. The fanners
do not aim to do more than suply the home demand, except in wine, and for
hat there is no regular market as yet. The county has a large number of
ards, and they are cultivated with care. Timber is abundant in the eastern
rt of the county, but scanty in the western.
Near the eastern boundary, at an elevation of 10,000 feet above the sea, i

Silver lake, a mile long and a halt mile wide, surrounded by beautiful scenery.
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It will probably become a favorite summer resort at some future time, when
better means of access are provided.

A road following up the main divide between the Cosumnes and Mokelumne
rivers, in this county, leads across the Sierra Nevada through the Carson pass.
It was made at considerable expense, but there is not much travel on it.

The most remarkable topographical feature of the county is the Jackson
butte, which rises 1,200 feet above the adjacent country, five miles from the county
seat. In form it is a regular cone, with a sharp peak, and there are no s5gns that
it ever had a crater, although it has often been spoken of as an extinct volcano.

Jackson creek, Sutter creek, Drv creek, and Indian creek, which drain the
county between the rivers that serve as boundaries, all go dry in the spring. <"
Water is supplied by 28 ditches, with an aggregate length of 433 miles and an
aggregate cost of $1,154,500. The only large ditches are the Butte, Amador,
and Volcano ditches.

The county debt is $100,000, and the State and county taxes together are
3 20 on the $100 of assessed value.

Jackson, the county seat, formerly had rich placers in its neighborhood, but
now depends chiefly upon quartz. Sutter Creek is the chief town and business
centre of the county. It ranks next to Grass Valley for the production of quartz
gold. Amador and Dry town are other towns situated on or near the mother
lode. Volcano, the only placer mining town in the county now producing much
gold, is on the lime belt, and has diggings very similar to those of Columbia and
Murphy's. Butte City, which depended on shallow placers and was once popu-
lous and prosperous, is now exhausted and abandoned. Buena Vista, Forest
Home, Willow Springs, Slabtown, Clinton, and Aqueduct City are also worked
out. Tiddletown has a few good hydraulic claims, and Lanclia Plana several
that pay a little more than expenses. lone City is surrounded by a fertile
farming land, and there are more than 1,000,000 vines in the vicinity.

The quartz mines of the county, as a class, were unprofitable previous to
1858, but since that year they have been steadily improving, and the white pop-
ulation has been increasing. It is estimated by county officers who have occa-
sion to make close observation, that 1,000 Chinamen have left the county this
year.

Several high rids^es or divides that come down from the Sierra are supposed
to consist chiefly of gravel with rich auriferous strata in them, but there is no
proof of the correctness of this theory save the general resemblance of these
ridges to others known to be auriferous.

VOLCANO.-The town of Volcano, situated on the lime belt, 12 miles east-
ward from Jackson, was so named because it is in a deep basin, and the first
miners at the place supposed they were in an extinct crater. This supposition
has not been accepted as correct by scientific men generally who have visited
the place, although there are many marks of volcanic outflows in the neighbor-
hood. The diggings here are very similar to those of Murphy's and Columbia
on the lime belt further south, and the same difficulties of drainage have been
experienced.

On China Hill, south of Volcano, are the following hydraulic claims :
Ross & Co., 300 by 100 feet, have been at work since 1855, and have made

$5 or $6 per day. Daring the last three years three men have been employed.
Their claim is 80 feet deep.

Goodrich & Co. have 200 by 100 feet, have worked for 12 years, and have
not found very good pay. The claim is 80 feet deep, and will last four or five
years. There are two men at work.

Famn & Co. have 300 by 100 feet, and are working to a depth of 20 feet,
below which they have no drainage, and must hoist their dirt. The claim has
been worked at intervals for 13 years, and now employs three men.

The Murphy & Co. claim is 300 by 100 feet on the surface, and 100 feet deep,
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"has paid from $8 to $12 per day to tlie hand until within the last year, and lately
has not paid expenses.

There have been a number of other claims on China Hill, but they are either
abandoned or of little note.

At the mouth of China gulch are the following dump-box claims:
Foster & Co. have 400 by 150 feet, employ six or seven men, and have been

at work since 1853, excepting from 1858 till 1862, when they were idle, waiting
for the completion of the open cut to give them drainage. In 1866 they took
out $8,500 clear of expenses. The claim will last three years, and is worked
only in the summer.

Sullivan & Co. have 200 bv 150 feet, commenced work in 1865, and have %/ *

made $3 or $4 per day to the hand. They employ four men, and their claim
will last two years.

Armstrong & Co. have 800 by 150 feet, and employ five men. They com-
menced work in 1852, and made good pay till 1857, when work was stopped for
want of drainage. In 1861 they began again, and did well till 1866, in which
they only paid expenses. This year they are again getting good pay. The
claim will last seven or eight years. It is worked only in the summer.

Hayt & Co. have a very small claim.
On Mahala Flat, Goodrich and Co. have a hydraulic claim, 200 by 100 feet.

They have worked since 1856, and have made wages until lately. Two men
are employed.

On Volcano Flat are the following dump-box claims, which are worked oniy
in summer:

Ten-ill & Co. have 400 by 100 feet, and employ six men. The claim has
been worked since 1861, and has paid very well.

Green & Co. have 300 by 100 feet, employ five men, have been at work since
1861, and have made good pay.

The Italian claim has been worked since 1865, and pays well.
Cerrclli & Co. have been at work since 1865, and have obtained gtod pay.
Much ground now occupied for gardening purposes in Volcano will be mined

out within three or four years.
QUARTZ REGULATIOXS OF AMADOR.-In Amador county, each district has

its own mining regulations for quartz, as well as for placer mining. If a claim
is not within the limits of any district, it may, according to custom, be recorded
in the nearest district, and held under its laws.

In the Volcano district a lode claim for one person is 200 feet on the vein, and
75 feet on each side.

In the Pinegrove district a claim for one person is 300 feet, and 100 feet on
each side, and in this, as in the Volcano district, one day's work is necessary each
month to hold each share.

In the Volcano, Pinegrove, Clinton, and Jackson districts a company's claim,
no matter how large, may be held for a year by doing worlt to the amount of $500,
posting a notice on the claim, and filinor notice with the recorder that such work
t V J
nas been done.

In the Jackson district, if the company is a small one, it may do work to the
amount of $20 for each share, and this will hold the claim for a year. / ^/

There are no pocket veins in Amador county similar to those at West Point,
in Calaveras county, or at Bald mountain, in Tuolumnc. The limestone at
Volcano is full of bunches of quartz, but they are not large enough to work, and
there are no regular veins.

In the vicinity of Volcano, most of the quartz veins cut across the slates at
an angle of 45°, and run between 15 and 30° east of north.

Elvau courses are abundant in the limestone.

QUARTZ VEIXS ABOUT VOLCAXO.-The quartz lodes in the vicinity of Volcano
generally run northeast and southwest, cut across the slates, contain considerable
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portions of antimony, arsenic, lead, and zinc, with traces of tellurium, and are
intersected by el van courses, which run north and south, and dip to the west at an
angle of 70°. The el van courses are usually from one foot to four feet in thickness,
and the intervals between them are very irregular. Quartz veins crossed by el van
courses are usually poor near the intersections. Those lodes which run with
the courses are very spotted, rich in some places, and poor in others. Where
the quartz is thick in these veins, it is richer than in the narrow places. Pockets
and coarse gold are rare.

MARLETTE.-The following mines are on the mother lode or its branches. The
Marlette, 800 feet long on the mother lode, near the Mokelumne river, is reputed
to be rich, but unprofitable on account of the high cost of working. There is a
10-stamp mill which has been idle a year and a half.

CONEY.-The Coney mine, 800 feet long, is half a mile south of Jackson, on
a vein which is 30 feet west of the main mother lode, and can be traced for 10
miles by its croppings. The dip in this mine is 72° to the northeast. The lode
is nine feet wide. The deepest workings are 200 feet from the surface, and drifts
have been run 300 feet on the vein, all of which, so far as examined, is pay rock.
For 150 feet from the surface there is much slate, and lower down the vein-stone
is all quartz. N^ear the hanging wall is found ribbon rock, containing some free
gold, which is rare elsewhere. Five per cent, of the vein matter, and in spots
20 per cent., is sulphurets, which yields $7 50 per ton of unconcentrated
rock, and $200 per ton of clean sulphurets. The free gold yields $6 per ton,
so the total yield may be put down as $13 50 per ton. The mill has 16
stamps in four batteries. Hendy's concentrater and sluices are used in concen-
tration. It was necessary for the purpose of working this mine with a profit to
have a chlorination establishment which has been erected. The furnace is 17

feet long, 12 feet wide, and 8 J- feet high outside, with a smoke-stack 25 feet high.
There are two reverberatory hearths one over the other, and each 10 feet square,
with a capacity to hold a ton and a half. There are 12,000 brick, fifty perch
of stone, and five cubic yards of soapstone in the furnace, which it is supposed
will last three years. A charge is roasted 12 hours in each hearth, so that the
furnace has a capacity to roast three tons in 24 hours. The total cost of the
establishment was $2,100, and the cost of the chlorination is estimated at $25 per* * * ^ A

ton of sulphurets* A cord of wood costing $4 is consumed in roasting three tons.
LUE JACKET.-Adjoining the Coney on the north is the Blue Jacket mine,

1,000 feet long. The shaft is down 100 feet deep. Only $1 25 per ton of free
gold has been obtained, and $100 per ton from the concentrated sulphurets. No
work is bein£ done now.

TROWBRIDGE. - The Trowbridge adjoining has 1,200 feet, and is at work, _ _
but is not crushing. The Adams mine on the same vein is not crashing.

ONEIDA.-The Oneida mine, 3,000 feet long, is a mile and a half north of
Jackson, on the mother lode. The course there is nearly north and south, and
the dip to the eastward from 65° to 80°. The main shaft is 500 feet deep, and
drifts have been run about 600 feet on the vein; the width is from 10 to 40 feet;
the foot-wall is slate, and the hanging wall greenstone. The quartz is white
and blue, with some ribbon rock which contains more free eold than is found in

other parts of the vein. There is a black putty gouge on the foot-wall. There
are two pay chimneys, which dip to the north, and all the rock in them is pay.
The quartz within six or eight feet of the hanging wall yields $30 or $40 per
ton, but the average of all worked is $17 50 per ton. All the ore heretofore
worked has been taken from one pay chimney, which is 300 feet long, horizon-
tally, at the surface, and 400 feet long at a depth of 400 feet. The vein pinches
out at the ends of the pay chimneys, so that there is very little barren rock. The
walls are, in places, as smooth as glass. The mine is opened so that there is
ore enough in sight to supply 60 tons per day for five years.

The mine was discovered in 1851 by a hunter who chased a rabbit to some
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large quartz croppings, in which, after a brief examination, he found rich speci-
mens of gold. Since then work has been prosecuted continuously and with
almost constant profit. Three or four mills were built successively, and the
mine has changed hands a dozen times. Many thousand tons of quartz have
been crushed from it, but there is no record of its early yield. In eight months
preceding June 1, 1867, $135,000 were taken from 7,710 tons, at an expense of
$5 per ton, leaving $12 50 net per ton. The present owners have not had pos-
session long, and they have expended much in opening the mine and putting the
mill into good condition. The superintendent says that if the proprietors had
aot had a considerable sum of money at their control after purchasing the mine,
they would have been ruined, since without the repairs and the new shafts and
levels they could have got nothing.

The mill has 60 stamps, and is driven by steam. Amalgamation begins in
the battery, and continues on copper aprons below; then there are shaking-
tables, blankets, copper sluices 60 feet long, blankets again, and sluices. The
screen is No. 4, punched in slots. One per cent, of the ore is sulphurets, which,
when concentrated, yield $200 to the ton.

HAYWARD.-The Hayward mine, one of the most valuable gold mines of Cali-
fornia, is 1,800 feet Ions;, and includes two old claims known as the Eureka and / o/

the Badger. The average width of the vein is 12 feet, and the dip 75° to the
east. All the rock is taken out. The hanging wrall is of hard serpentine; the
foot-wall is of slate, polished smooth. The foot-wall swells so that the mine
closes entirely up behind the workmen, and saves the trouble of leaving pillars,
and prevents any apprehension of caving in. There is a continuous black putty
gouge. 'There is only one pay chimney, and that is 500 feet long, horizontally,
on the surface, and at 1,200 feet below the surface the supposed length is 600
feet. The walls come together at the ends of the pay chimney, which dips to
the north at an angle of about 80°. The deepest incline is 1,230 feet deep, the
greatest depth reached in the mines in California. The surface of the earth at S ut-
ter creek is 900 feet above the sea; so the lowest drifts in the Hayward claim are
30- feet bel jw the sea level. "Work was commenced in 1852, and has been con-
tinued uninterruptedly since. A 10-stamp mill was erected on the Eureka claim
in 1852. A new mill, with 20 stamps, was erected in 1856, and 20 more were
added the next year. A 10-stamp mfil was built on the Badger or southern
claim in 1854, and six more stamps were added in 1857. Mr. Hayward, the
present owner, obtained a controlling interest in the Badger in 1854, purchased
the Eureka in 1858, and became sole owner of the Badger in 1859. thus con-
solidating the two claims. There are three shafts-the southern 760 feet deep,
the middle 960, and the northern 1,230.

At the level of 760 feet a pillar has been and is to be left to catch the water
which comes from the surface. About 45,000 gallons were hoisted daily in buck-
ets in the early part of June-25,000 from the southern and 20,000 from the
northern part of the mine. In February and March the quantity was twice as
great.

There are two mills now, with 56 stamps, and with capacity to crush 80 tons
per day, but at times much quartz is sent to custom mills. The gold is nearly
all free, and the amalgamation is effected chiefly in the mortar and on copper
aprons. The sulphurets are saved in sluices. For the first 200 feet the
Badger mine did not pay, and it was with the utmost difficulty that the mill
was kept going, but the vein appeared to be getting wider and the quartz richer,
and work was continued, with some trust from the laborers, until the receipts
exceeded the expenses; and soon after the two claims were consolidated the
Hayward took a leading position among the mines of the State. Within 500
feet of the surface the average yield did not exceed $10 or $11 per ton, and now
it is, according to report, $27, with a wide vein and 125,000 tons of ore in sight
enough to keep the two mills going for five years. The proprietor of the mine
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lias a great fear of being suspected of seeking publicity, and lie refuses to give
information about the details of his receipts or expenses, or even to communi-
cate his experience in or his opinions about quartz mining. It is, therefore,
necessary to rely upon the statements of persons not connected with the mine
for the yield; and they say the total yield has been $6,000,000; the gross yield
last year per ton $27 ; the net yield, $22 per ton; the amount of rock worked
in 1866, 30,000 tons; and the profit of that year, $600,000. Much rock is at
times sent to custom mills to be reduced. The quartz in sight, it is estimated,
will yield $3,375,000 gross, and $2,750,000 net.

Sixty miners are employed, 12 blacksmiths and engineers, and 25 others as
feeders, amalgamators, teamsters, &c. The miners and laborers in the mill
work by two shifts, a day shift and a night shift of 10 hours each; and at the
end of each week the shifts change, so that each man works in the night-time
one week and in the day-time the next. The rock is carried from the mine to
the mill on a tramway.

RAILROAD.-The Railroad mine, 800 feet long, has been worked four years,
has produced $70,000, and has hajl much rock which yielded $15 per ton. A
depth of 340 feet has been reached, and drifts have been run 300 feet on the

in. There is no mill connected with the mine.

LOBHTG HILL.-The Loring Hill, 700 feet abreast of the Railroad mine, on
another branch of the mother lode, was worked for ten years, paid from $5 to

12 per ton, arid has been idle for five years. Work is soon to be resumed. A
depth of 150 feet was reached.

WILDMAN.-The Wildman, 1,130 feet long, has reached a depth of 530 feet
and has run 200 feet on the vein. There is a 12-stamp mill, which is busy at
custom work.

LINCOLN.-The Lincoln mine, 2,078 feet long on the mother lode, is half a
mile north of Sutter creek. The course of the vein there is north 17° west, the
dip about 75° to the eastward, and the width six feet. A depth of 669 feet has
been reached in one shaft and 270 in another; and drifts have been run 400 feet
on the vein. There are two pay chimneys, one 150 and the other 250 feet long.
They dip slightly to the north, although their lines are irregular. The mine has
been worked since 1851, with the exception of a couple of years. About 3,500
tons have been extracted annually while the mine was worked. Work was
stopped in November, 1866, and is to be resumed next year. There is a 20-
stamp water-mill, which is now doing custom work for Hayward. The mill
catches 90 per cent, of its gold in the mortar, 3 per cent, on the apron, 5 per
cent, on the shaking table, and 2 per cent, on blankets.

COMET,-The Comet mine, on the mother lode, north of Sutter creek, is 750
feet long, and a depth of 145 feet has been reached. The mine is now being
opened to a greater depth.

HEUBERTVILLE.-The Herbertville mine, 1,200 feet long on the mother lode,
a mile north of Sutter creek, was worked from 1851 till 1859, but never was
profitable, though some good quartz was found. A depth of 600 feet was
reached. There was a 30-stamp mill, which was burned down.

KEYSTONE.-The Keystone mine includes claims on two distinct lodes-3?000
feet on the Keystone, which runs north 48° west, and dips eastward at an angle
of 52°; and 840 feet on the Geneva, which is 280 feet east of the Keystone,
has a dip of 64°, and a width varying from 3 to 7 feet. The foot wall of the
Geneva vein is slate, and the hanging wall is a hard greenstone. The average
width of the Keystone is 10 feet. Professor Ashburner, in a report on the mine,
says ''the wall of this (Keystone) vein on the west is generally hard, well-de-
fined, and regular; on the east it is softer, and frequently incorporated with the
quartz. The ground in many places is loose, and the vein seems to have been
subjected to great pressure, crushing the quartz to powder." There are many
horses of hornblendic slate in the Keystone vein, on which vein most of the work
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is now being done. The quartz is mixed with black and green talcose slate,
and the green contains good pay. The Geneva vein contains good pay rock,
but it is harder than the Keystone. It is calculated that the two veins, if thev V / «/

maintain their present dip, will unite at a depth of 1,800 feet. The deepest
shaft is down 375 feet, and drifts have been run 450 feet, in pay all the way.
The mine was opened in 1851, and has been worked continuously since. The
total quantity of rock worked has been 44,000 tons; the average yield per ton,
$16; the total yield, $700,000. The croppings were rich. The present mill
has twenty stamps, and is driven by steam. Most of the gold is caught by
amalgamation in the mortar, and on the copper apron below the screen; next to
which are blankets, and the tailings from them are ground in Hepburn and
Peterson pans, and amalgamated in settlers ; and the pulp is concentrated again
for sulphurets in Prater's concentrater. The rock contains one and a quarter
per cent, of sulphurets which are gold. The present average yield is §16 per
ton, and 17,000 tons have been worked in the last two years. The yield from
December 8, 1865, till December 21, 1866, was $135,333 30; the dividends,
$51,300; the amount spent in building, $34,000; the current expenses,
$50,033 30 ; and the total profits, $85,300. ^fc ̂ m ^"*fc

SPRING HILL.-On another branch of the mother lode, abreast of the Key-
stone, is the Spring Hill mine, 1,200 feet long, which has been worked to a
depth of 350 feet, has turned out 50,000 tons of rock, but has paid little, if any-
thing, beyond expenses. There is a 30-stamp mill, which is now idle, with
the exception of five stamps employed on custom rock.

AMADOU.-Adjoining the Spring Hill on the north is the Amador, which is
1,300 fe6t long and was worked in early days to a depth of 240 feet.

BUXKER HILL.-The Bunker Hill, 1,200 feet long, has been at work since
185-1, and has reached a depth of 350 feet. The vein is six feet wide, and the
rock yields $10 per ton, leaving $3 profit. There are several faults in the lode
within the limits of this claim. The mine and an eight-stamp mill belonging to
it are the property of gentlemen residing in San Francisco and in Boston.

HAZARD.-The Hazard mine, 800 feet long, is not worked now, but has pro-
duced 5,000 tons of rock, some of which yielded $15 per ton. The vein is throe-
feet wide, and there is an eight-stamp mill.

LOYAL.-The Loyal, 600 feet, has a 20-stamp mill, and both mine and mill
are idle.

ITALIAN.-The Italian mine, 340 feet long, has a six-stamp mill, and has
crushed 2,000 tons of quartz, but is now idle, and has been for two years. It
paid very well near the surface.

SEATON.-The Seaton mine, a mile and a quarter east of Dry Town, is 1,200
feet long on the mother lode, which there averages 30 feet wide. About 10,000
tons of quartz have bee1! worked, yielding $9 per ton, and leaving a small profit.
There is a 40-stamp mill which has a 40-foot wheel to drive it when water
is abundant, and a 60-horse power steam-engine for other times. The mill is
now idle waiting for the further opening of the mine. The deepest works are
500 feet from tlie surface. The mine was purchased a couple of years since by
a San Francisco company, which has expended $150,000 in improvements.

POTOSI.-The Potosi mine is 800 feet long, has been worked since 1852, and
has a good pay chimney four feet wide. There is a 16-stamp mill on the mine.

WKBSTER.-The Webster mine, 600 feet long, was worked for a long time,
but the rock paid only $7 per ton leaving no profit, so the mill which onco
belonged to the mine was moved away and work was stopped. The average
width of the vein was six feet.

PLYMOUTH.-The Plymouth mine is 1,200 feet long on the main mother lode
and has other claims on branch veins. The lode is twelve feet wide there on an

average, and the rock now worked yields $8 per ton, at a depth of 400 feet.
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The quartz obtained within 300 feet of the surface paid $15 per ton. There is
a 15-stamp water-mill driven by a water-wheel 38 feet in diameter.

ENTERPRISE.-The Enterprise mine has a 10-stamp mill? which commenced
to run in the spring of this year.

RICHMOND.-The Richmond mine, 1,200 feet long, is being prospected, and
its 10-starnp mill is standing idle.

HEADER'S SULPHURET WORKS.-Meader's sulphuret works, a mile and a half
east of Sntter creek, was fitted up with machinery invented by Mr. Ambler, con-
sisting of a sizer, grinder, concentrator and pan, but the establishment has not
been successful. The grinder is constructed somewhat like a coffee-mill, of cast
iron, with ridges running downward on a cone working against other ridges
running in a contrary direction in a hollow cone.

ROSE.-Rose's mill has eight stamps, and was formerly occupied as the sul-
phuret establishment of Mr. Thoss. It was standing idle in June for repairs.
The mine which is to supply it with quartz had been opened at that time to a
depth of 150 feet and to a length of 60 feet. "

WOLVERINE.-East of Jackson, on another vein, is the Wolverine mine,
1,000 feet. It was opened by a tunnel 100 feet long, and 500 tons yielded
$4 40 per ton of, free gold. No work is being done now.

KEARSING.-The Kearsingmill was first erected at Big Bar on the Mokclumne
river in 1855, and was moved in 18G3 to the vicinity of Jacksom to be used as
a custom mill. It has four stamps and Ambler's pan.

HINCKLET.-The Hinckley mine, near the town of Jackson, is on a vein not
traced elsewhere. The claim is 600 feet long, and it has been opened to a depth
of 50 feet. There are two veins-one from three to seven feet in width, and the
other pinches out. About $15,000 have been taken out in a hand mortar; and
some rock crushed in a mill yielded $12 per ton. Much of the gold is black or
purplish, offering a singular contrast to the white quartz in which it is found.
The vein was first struck in digging a cellar, and the gold-bearing quartz was
in June still visible in the cellar wall. Some of the gold is found in little sheets
01 leaves rolled up or tied up in a very singular and unaccountable manner.

ATCHISON.-Atchison's mill, one mile north of Jackson, built in 1867, has
20 stamps, and is employed on custom work. It was built to work an unopened
mine, but after opening no pay was found.

TUBES.-Near the Atchison mill is Tubbs' mill, which was moved, in 1866,
from the vicinity of San Andreas. It is idle now, waiting for the opening of the
mine which it is to work. w 

PAUGH.-Paugh's mine, 1,000 feet loner, is seven miles east of Jackson. The
vein has not been found beyond the limits of this claim. The course is east- 

" "

northeast by west-southwest, with a dip to the southeastward. The average
thickness is seven feet, and the walls are slate on both sides. " There is no con-
tinuous gouge, but such as there is is yellow in color. The mine has been worked
for two years and a half and a depth of 175 feet has been reached. Drifts have
been run on the vein 300 feet. The quartz has paid from the beginning, and
the average yield without selection is $10 per ton, and after selection $12 or $15.
The richest quartz is found near the foot wall. The gold is fine and there is no
" specimen rock." There is but little pyrites. The mill has 10 stamps driven
by steam, and was built in 1865. The pulp is amalgamated in the battery and
in copper plates.

UNION.-The Union or Steen mine, a mile and a quarter south of Pine Grove,
is 3,000 feet long on a vein which is eight feet thick on an average, and runs
northeast and southwest with a dip of 60° to the southeast. The rock is a blue
ribbon quartz, richest near the sides. One and a half per cent, of the vein matter
is snlphuret of iron, lead, zinc and antimony, and these sulphurate when con-
centrated assay from $200 to $6,000 per ton. About 600 tons of rock have
been worked, giving a yield of $11 50 of free gold per ton j and the rock heavily
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charged with sulphurets yielded $4 50 in the battery and from $22 to $150 in
the pan. The vein has been opened to a depth of 197 feet and to a length of
130 feet. There is a nine-stamp steam mill bnilt in 1857. The proprietor of
this mill has used a saturated solution of cyanide of potassium, bulk for bulk *> X

with the quicksilver, and found a gain of 23 per cent, in the yield of the gold.
The potassium seems to loosen the sulphurets, set the gold free, and keep the
quicksilver clean.

TELLTJRIUM.-The Tellurium mine, near Pine Grove, owned bv a San Fran-/ m/

cisco company, is 3,000 feet long on a vein which runs north 40° east, dips to
the east at an angle of 75°, and is seven feet wide. The walls are of slate, hard
on the east and soft on the west. The quartz is bluish in color, and the pay,
which is one-third of the vein, near one wall or the other, skipping from side to / / A JL O

side, is charged with seven per cent, of blue sulphurets of iron, lead, antimony
and arsenic. The superintendent of the mine says it contains tellurium in con-
siderable quantities, but others say the proportion of that metal is very slight.
There are two pay chimneys, each 130 feet long horizontally. A cross tunnel
1,200 feet long strikes the vein 250 feet from the surface, and drifts have been
run 700 feet on the vein, or on its supposed course, for its place appears to be
usurped by a porphyritic dike. The pay rock above the level of the tunnel has
been worked out and the drift is being extended in the hope of striking another
pay chimney. The rock yields $25 per ton in free gold, and the concentrated
sulphurets have been sold at $200 per ton. The mill was built two years ago,
has 10 stamps, and amalgamates in a mortar and on copper plates. It is standing
idle, waiting for the opening of a new body of pay quartz. The superintendent
of this mine has been in the habit of making large assays by mixing pulverized
ore with 10 per cent, of sawdust or charcoal, and moulding with a little clay
and water into bricks which, after drying, are burned \vith the assistance of very
little fuel save that in the bricks. He considers this a very satisfactory method

' of burning out the sulphurets, and thinks there are some ores which would pay
for working altogether by this method.

AXACOXDA.-The Anaconda mine, near Pine Grove, is 900 feet long on a
vein four feet wide. A shaft has been sunk 90 feet and drifts have been run

100 feet. Some of the rock has been crushed at a custom mill and has paid
well. The mine is now being opened to a greater depth.

THOSS.-The sulphuret mill of W. H. Thoss, near Pine Grove, is the only
establishment of the kind in the State, and he is the only man who has any
repute for possessing exclusively any valuable metallurgical secrets. He pays
high prices for sulphurets, and works them without wasting, and in a few instances
he has worked sulphurets at a fixed price per ton or on shares. Those for whom
he has worked speak will of the result obtained, and the general impression in
the neighborhood is favorable to his claims. He says that his process is valuable
only where there are sulphurets; that he can extract 90 per cent, of both gold
and silver at a total expense of 86 per ton; and that he would rather have new
than old sulphurets. In the chlorination works roasting is necessary and the
silver is lost. Among those who speak well of Mr. Thoss are the proprietors
of the Sirocco mine, who paid him $80 per ton for working sulphurets, and
returned them $220 per ton. The mill consists of a crocodile crusher which-j _ A
reduces the rock to the size of peas, and of two cast-iron pans 10 feet in diameter,
cast in sections and enclosed in wood. These pans have each four heavv tyreen-v t_

stone mullers which make 25 revolutions per minute. The pans take charges
of 750 pounds of crashed quartz 

^^ *.._. - " " A- ^ ^K ^_ -

or sulphurets and reduce them to impalpable
powder in five or six hours. Fix rom the pans the pnlp runs into a low;-r chamber
into which nobody but the proprietor enters, and there his secret process of
amalgamation is accomplished. He says that he makes from §10 i<> >600 per
ton from the material which he purchases, and that the supply of sulphurets
offered to him for sale is live-fold more than he can work. He doc not enlarge
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his establishment because it would be necessary to communicate Ms secret to
others, and he is unwilling to do that.' «-* *

CRAFTS.-The Crafts mine, 1,800 feet long1, is supposed to be on the same
vein with the Anaconda. The course is east-northeast and west-southwest, and
the dip 60° to the southeast. A shaft has been sunk 200 feet, and drifts have
been run 125 feet on the vein. The pay chimney dips 60° to the northwestward.
About 20 per cent, of the vein matter is represented to be sulphurets of iron,
copper, zinc, and tellurium. There is no mill, and little work has been done.

GOLDEN EAGLE.-The Golden Eagle or Vaughn mine, two miles and a half
southwest of Volcano, is 900 feet long on a vein which runs north and south,
crossing the slates, and is three feet wide. A tunnel has been run 375 feet on
the vein, and a depth of 170 feet has been attained. The rock yields $15 per
ton, and the total production has been $50,000. The mill was built in 1858 and
rebuilt in 1865. It has 10 stamps, and is driven by water. The mine and mill
have been worked together, although there are some owners on the mine not
interested in the mill.

BELDEN.-The Belden mine, owned by the California Furnace Company,
near Pine Grove, is on a vein which averages 18 inches in thickness, and runs
north-northwest., The shaft is down 250 feet, and drifts have been run 200 feet
on the vein. The rock is rich, but it pinches out in places. The mine has been
worked for 10 years, sometimes at a profit, and sometimes at a loss. There is
a five-stamp mill and a roasting furnace in which the rock was roasted as it came
from the slopes.
: PIONEER.-The Pioneer mine, three miles from Volcano, is on a vein 18
inches wide between hard granite walls. The rock is rich in sulphurets of cop-
per, arsenic, and antimony. The shaft is clown 80 feet, and drifts have been run
250 feet on the vein. The rock yielded $40 of free gold near the surface, but
that from the deeper levels did not pay, the precious metal escaping. There is
a five-stamp mill, which is standing idle with the mine in consequence of litiga
tion.

MITCHELL.-The Mitchell mine, 1,200 feet long, is on a vein which runs north-
east and southwest, and is 12 feet wide. The shaft is down 200 feet, and
drifts have been run 100 feet on the vein. Some of the rock paid $60 to the
ton, and thousands of tons have been worked. The mine is troubled by water,
and common rumor in the neighborhood says the late explorations have not been
in the pay chimney. There is a 20-stamp mill, which, as well as the mine, is
standing idle.

GOLDEN GATE.-The Golden Gate, two miles from Volcano, is 1,800 feet long
on a vein three feet wide. A depth of 220 feet has been reached, and drifts have
been run 350 feet on the vein, in pay chimneys all the way. About 2,800 tons
have been worked, and rumor in the neighborhood says the yield has been
$45,000, or $16 per ton. The mine is being opened further, but a 10-stamp mill
belonging to the mine is standing idle.

SIROCCO.-The Sirocco mine, a mile and a half west of Volcano, is 2,500 feet
lonff, on a vein which is four feet wide, and runs north and south. A depth ofC-_J _ ""*

350 feet has been reached, and drifts have run 700 feet on the vein. The total
number of tons worked has been 9,000, and the average yield of free gold in
1866 was $15. Near the surface some of the rock paid $80 per ton. The vein
grows wider and the pay less per ton in proportion to the distance from the sur-
face. Ten per cent, of the vein matter is sulphurets, which yield on an average
>80 per ton. There is enough ore in sight to keep the 10-stamp mill busy for

two years. Before 1867, the sulphurets were sold to Mr. Thoss j now they are
saved.

KELLY.-The Kelly mine has one claim 1,200 feet long and another 1,500
feet long on two veins which intersect each other; one running north 30° east,
and the other north 70° east. Both are intersected by a little vein which runs
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east and west, and though small is full of metal. A depth of 80 feet tins
been reached, and drifts have been run 150 feet. The rock averaged $14. A
mill containing two stamps and two arrastras was erected in 1857, and ran four
years, but has since been idle, and so lias the mine.

SE¬TIOX YIJ.

EL DORADO COUNTY.
- Y

El Dorado county lies between the Cosumnes and the Middle fork of the
American river, and extends from the eastern boundary of the State to near the
Sacramento plain. It was in this county that Marshall made his discovery of
the gold on the 10th January, 1848; and El Dorado was previous to 1853 called
the Empire county, because it was for a time the most populous in the State, but
it is now surpassed by many others.

In this county we observe various features not found in Mariposa, Tuolumne,
Calaveras, or Amador.

Granite appears as the bed rock on the western border of the mining region.
No rich quartz veins are found in the granite at an elevation of 2,500 feet or

more above the sea,
The lime belt, which is distinctly traceable across Tuolumue, Calaveras, and 7 "/ / *

Amador, appears at Indian Diggings in El Dorado, and then seems to be lost.
A new lime belt appears very distinctly twelve miles west of the main belt

In this new belt is the beautiful Alabaster cave, near Centreville.
El Dorado has 25 ditches, with a total length of 821 miles, constructed at a

cost of $1,500,000. Of these- the principal are the South Fork, the Pilot Hill,
and the Michigan Flat ditches.*

TOWNS. - Placerville, the county seat, 50 miles from Sacramento, on the bank
of Uangtown creek, has some hill diggings and quartz, and is the most pros-
perous town in the county. The principal mining towns are Georgetown, 14
miles north; Coloma, 10 miles northwest; Diamond Springs, three miles west;
El Dorado, or Mud Springs, rive miles west; Grizzly Flat, 20 miles southeast;
Indian l)ififffin«Ts. 25 miles southeast; and Kelsev. seven miles north. OO O / I «/ /

SHINGLE SPRINGS RAILHOAD. - El Dorado count v has a railroad 26 miles»

long, extending from Folsum to Shingle Springs. It was commenced with the
intention of extending it across the Sierra, but the work was stopped when
the road reached Shingle Springs in 1865, and there is no probability of its
resumption soon. The terminus of the road is 11 miles from Placerville.

PLAOERVILLE WAGON ROAD. - The Placerville road is the best wagon road
across the Sierra Nevada. It cost $585,000, and as now travelled from Shingle
Springs to Van S\ ekles, in Carson valley, is 82 miles long. The steepest gra<!e
is six degrees. The total length of the stretches that exceed live degrees is a
mile and a half; there are five miles of five degrees, 10 miles of four degrees,
and most of the routl is under two degrees, with a very regular and easy ascent.
In 1858 Sacr;u:i<-:ito and El Dorado counties each subscribed 825,000 to construct
a wagon road across the- mountains; but the road was not goml enough for the
p< -, and in IbGO the present road was commenced by private enterprise, and was
finished in 18(>.'i. It was of vast sen-ice to the Sia; and to Washoe during the
silver excit unit, and was for a time very profitable to the owners. Although
other routes have lower p;i s and easier grades, no other can compete with this
for the ordinary purposes of wair<>n travel, because this is on the short « t route
between Sacramento and Virginia City, i an excellent road, and is kept in fine
condition. In 1863 the total amount of tolls, taken on the road was > 190,000,

6
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and the expenses were $70,000; in 1S66 the receipts were 865,000, and the
expense >" ~>0,000. The road is watered every evening along its whole length
by water carts, which are stationed at intervals of three miles. This is found to
T>e the cheapest method of keeping the road in good condition, for if it were left
dry it would have deep dust, which would obstruct the wheels and blow away,
teovictg deep ruts. About one-fourth of the expense in keeping the road in order
is required to keep the snow down. Last winter snow lay for nine miles on the
road, and 10 span of horses were kept for the special purpose of breaking it
down. There was a station in the middle of the snow belt, and whenever it began
to snow a. man started with a team and a sled in each direction to the end of the
tmow belt and then drove back; then took another team, and the horses were
kept going as fast as they could. In this way the snow was packed down and
the road was made hard and Jit for travel. It would be useless to shovel the
enow from the road, which would immediately drift full. The toll for a four-»'

horse wagon from Shingle Springs to Van Syckles and back is $17 50, three-
fourths being for the eastern trip. Most of the freight, however, has been carried
in waons drawn bv more than four horses. The best teams have 10 mules and

two wagons, the second wagon being smaller and fastened immediately to the
iijt*t. An ordinary load for such a team is 20,000 pounds. The advantages of%f L O

Laving two wagons instead of one are that one wagon, unless made in a most
unwieldy manner, would riot be strong enough to support the weight; that the two
wagons do not cut up the road; that if there is a mud-hole, only a small part of
the weight is in it at a time; that at any steep pitch in the road the wagons can
be separated, and each hauled up separately; and that one teamster can as
easily take care of two wagons as of one. The cost of the first wagon is about
&60fJ; of the second, $300T; and of good mules, $300; making $3,900 as total
cost, exclusive of harness. The tolls on a round trip from Shingle Springs to
Van Syckles arc $26 25; and the total necessary outlay on a trip $240. This
is the most extensive toll road in the United States.

MISCELLANEOUS KESOUKCKS.-A considerable part of the marble used for
tombstones in California is obtained from a marble quarry at Indian Dio-<mi«xA * c>r?

Stealite, or soapstone, of very good quality is obtained from a quarry near Pla-
cerville, and numerous places in the county supply a chalk-liko silicate of lime
ihat is used in San Francisco for polishing metals, especially silver- ware. The
county has 85,000 acres of enclosed land, 22,000 acres under cultivation, 1,164,000
grapo-vinos, 91,000 apple trees, 52,000 peach trees, saws 10.000,000 feet of
lumber annually, lias taxable property assessed at 83,500,000, and. casts 5,000
votes. Agriculture has made more progress in this than in any other mountain
county, perhaps because of its proximity to Nevada, which it supplies with fresh
and canned fruit, with wine, and with many kinds of vegetables. The posses-
sion of the Placerville road across the mountains has done much to bring business
(o the county. The Alabaster cave in the northwestern corner, and Lake Tahoe
at the northeastern, are both places of fashionable resort.

THE BLUE CHANNEL. There are several old channels in El Dorado county,
and they appear to belong to two different systems of drainage and periods of
existence. They may be distinguished as the blue and the gray, according to 

I * * »-» -l . i i » ^~* ^

< ho oolor of the cement or gravel found in their beds. The blue is prior in time, 
-m **. *» * f*. . -^-* _ _ _ *" f t

<nd only one blue channel has been distinctly traced in the county. It runs
hum the northwest to the southeast, nearly with the course of the slates, and ha*
been found at White- Hock, Smith's Flat, and Tryagain tunnel. The channel
s 220 feet wide, and 250 feet above the level of Weaver creek.- The rim )ock
13 never less than eight feet higher than the bottom of the channel. The cement
i , harder and more brittle, and contains more quartz, and quartz of a bluer color,
and pobblf* smaller and more uniform in size than the i>-ray cement. This ^r ** « a ̂^* ^_ ̂L V-V T ̂ - *%
hannel, with its well-defined banks and a deep covering of"lava, i i ^ ,-* * % i V, * formed a bed'

" ) which ran a subterranean stream of water that broke out in si>rin< prings on the hiil-
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side, where the channel was cut through by Weber creek, and the quantity
of w;ater was sufficient to supply Placerville when it had 4,000 inhabitants. A
tunnel company working in the basin of Hangtown creek cut a tunnel acrosa
this old channel, and the stream of water which had previously ran down to
Weber creek then ran out through this tunnel into Ilanfftown creek.. The tunnolt fj

company sold the water to the Placerville Water Company, but the South Fork
Canal Company, which had previously appropriated the water of Hangtown
creek, brought suit for the water on the ground that Hangtown creek was tho
natural outlet for this w^ater, and that they owned it bv prior right. Professor*"' *> i O

Silliman was called as a witness by the defendants, and after examination he
testified that the waters never had run into Hangtown creek, "but that until the V ̂» 9^r ^f m «- * x ̂  * ^ J " ̂-» ^* w **-* ̂  » ̂ ̂- -f- ""_- -" &. ^- V- -* " * * -* \ "* ,*& *. A. ^ ̂r " » v. ^. *. "* ̂̂  *, "w ^-' ^ ̂- *- ^-^ ^ *- * - m, ^ v^ *.*.*" -\s to /

tunnel was cut their only escape was at the springs on the bank of Weber creek.
The plaintiffs, after seeing the testimony, discontinued the suit. This is the only
case known to us of a legal investigation into the character of an ancient aurifer-
ous channel in California.

RAT CHANNELS.-The gray cement is in several channels, which rise 20
miles or further east of Brockliss's bridge, and runs westward across the blueC^.* ^^

channel and at a higher level in the divides between the present streams. The gray
cement is from 20 to 50 feet deep, and is found on both sides of Ilangtown creek,
in high hills, which have been prospected along a length of 10 miles, and worked
with profit in many places. The old channels were cut through by numerous
ravines, which earned the gold down to the creek, and thus made the bed o£
that stream rich as it was in early clays. The following are the principal claims
on the Weber divide, south of Hangtown creek, commencing at Coon Hollow, on
the north side, and going eastward.

CLAIMS ON WEBER I)IVIDE.-Aldersen Brothers Hydraulic claim has been
worked 12 vears, has paid laro-elv, and employs six men. The claim is 150 feet* 1 * I W

deep, and uses 200 inches of water.
The Phillips and Parker claim is 800 feet long by 300 wide, and 80 deep. It

employs three men, and has paid well at times.
The Italian claim, 1,000 feet long, was worked for years by hydraulic process,

but now the pay dirt is brought out through a tunnel.
The Weber claim is worked as a drift claim in the summer, when water is

scarce, and as a hydraulic claim in the winter. It yields lar^e pay./ *" «/ O -I * ^

The claim of the San Francisco Cement Gravel Company is 1,200 feet long,
running, as do the other claims along here, to the middle of the Hill Learsago.
A tunnel was run 800 feet into this claim, and was abandoned because the gravel
was too hard to wash in a sluice. The company are now about to pipe away
the face of the hill preparatory to opening and retimbering the old tunnel. It
is the expectation of the company to erect a mill to crush the cement.

In the Buckeye claim the face of the hill is being piped away to make room
for a cement mill.

On the Cox claim, Cox?s pan is being triod for the reduction of cement. It
is a cast-iron pan, six feet in diameter, and 18 inches deep, with four iron arms
projecting on a level with the top of the pan from a central vertical axis,
and from each arm project three strong wrought-iron fins-ers, reaching down to
within an inch of the bottom of the pan. In the bottom are a number of holes,
an eighth of an inch wido, and half an inch long, through which holes the pulver-
ized matter escapes. The bottom is of white chilled iron. A charge of 1,200
pounds of cement is thrown in, a stream of five inches of water is turned on, and
the arms are started, making 20 or 30 revolutions per minute. In seven
minutes and a half all the pebbh s and boulders are washed clean, and the-)
are discharged through a gate into a fluiee prepared for the special purpose of
carrying them off. There is another sluice for washing the fine matter. Charg-
ing and discharging <xx-npy two minutes and a half, but the discharging gate is
to be enlarged, so that tin- dicharge will not occupy more than a quarter of
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ft minute, instead of two minutes, as at present. By this pan 40 tons can be
worked in 12 hours, more than would be done by a 15-stamp mill, and the
work is done in better style, because the pebbles and boulders which form
from 50 to 75 per cent, of the cement are excluded from the sluice in which^** 

the gold is caught. The greater the quantity of base matter carried through
the sluice, the greater the danger of the loss of gold. The power is sup-
plied by a hurdy-gurdy wrheel, which is eight feet in diameter, four inches in
thickness, with buckets four inches deep, and nine inches apart. The power
is nominally by 19 inches of water, but much is lost through leakage, and the
proprietor of the pan asserts that he does not use more than 12 inches under
a head of 260 feet. The wheel is made by bolting together twyo layers of two-
inch plank, laid crosswise. The cost of the wrheel was $100, and of the
machinery, including pan, gearing, and all, less than $1,500. The cement in
this claim appears to be nearly as hard as any found elsewhere.

In the Italian claim a tunnel is being run to be 800 feet long.
The Van Dusen claim has a tunnel 800 feet long, and is standing idle because

of the hardness of the cement.

The Hardv Brothers have a hydraulic claim, which has been worked three * %/ /

years
McConnell & Co. have the next claim, and work it by the hydraulic process.
Stewart and Hall have crushed their cement in an eight-stamp mill, which is

now standing idle.
The Scott Brothers7 claim is 1,000 feet long, was opened by a tunnel in 1854,

and 'was abandoned because of the hardness of the cement. Work has now been

resumed in the expectation of erecting a mill.
CLAIMS ox RESERVOIR HILL.-North of Placerville, on the north side of

Reservoir Hill, commencing at the west, are the following claims, viz :
Hancock and Baiter's hydraulic claim, drained by a tunnel, and open cut 1,500

feet long, has been worked by two men five years, employs 100 inches of water,
and pavs well. . " ' ' 

'

The Friar claim has yielded $50,000, but after leaving the surface the miners
found the cement so hard they could not wash it, and nothing was done on it
for years. A San Francisco company is now at work, opening it by a tunnel, to
be 1,000 feet long, and to be finished in two years.

The Slide claim is being opened by a tunnel, to be several hundred feet long.
This claim never yielded much. '

The Pioneer claim is worked by drifting, and has paid very high. It has been
worked for 12 years.

The George Barlow claim is also worked by drifting, and has paid well at
times." 

. The Live-oak claim is worked through a tunnel, and has yielded $50,000 or
$60,000. Under this claim runs the blue channel.

The Roanoke claim has the repute of having been one of the richest claims on
the channel, but nothing could be ascertained of its yield.

On the south side of Reservoir Hill are the following claims, viz:
Tlie Trask claim is worked by the hydraulic process by a company of China-

men with very little profit.
The Oldfield is a hydraulic claim.
The -Wolverine was worked with much profit in early days, and then lay idle

for a lono* time. Work has lately been resumed on it. It seems that there was * */j~ ^^& ^ ~ _ *"^ ^_^k _ _ ~

;i slide which threw the pay stratum out of its regular position in this claim.
» The Ohio has a tunnel 800 feet long, employs live men, is paying well, and
Iras' been worked for 12 years. %/

Gruscn & Co. have a claim on Wisconsin flat, and are trying to reach the Blue
'ch'Mimcl through a tunnel 1,200 feet long, from the end of which they are sinking
a-shaft to bo 80 feet deep, . - 

...
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The Granite Company are running a tunnel to strike the Blue channel, and
are in several hundred feet.

The Deep Channel Company has been at work seven or eight years. The
dirt is hoisted through an incline by horse power, and pays $4 to the car load.
Most of their cement is crushed in the 10-stamp custom mill of P. M. Taft.

The Blue Lead Company employ 10 or 15 men in their claim, and crush
their cement, which yields about $8 per ton, in a 10-stamp mill, driven by 30
inches of water over a wheel 45 feet in diameter.

The Buchanan, Fremont, Henry Clay, and Hook and Ladder Companies.
facing Smith's Flat on the east, have had some vcrv rich claims.O / *t

Redd & Co. have a five-stamp custom mill, and crush cement for the Hook and
Ladder Company.* ^^^,

SPANISH HILL CLAIMS.-On Spanish Hill, east of Placerville, are the follow-
ing claims, viz :

Hoxie's claim, which is now exhausted. It paid from $10 to $16 per day to
the hand for several years. . -

The Stogy Tunnel claim was equally rich, and is worked out.
The Bay State was also rich, and is not exhausted, but has been consolidatedV /

with the next claim, and is worked bv hydraulic.* ¬/ t

The Hook and Ladder claim has a crevice 175 feet, and a tunnel 600 feet lono;, 7 O r
running to the bottom of the crevice.- The hill is to be washed down through
the tunnel. "

The Golden Gate and Duroc claims come next, and have been consolidated.
Two auriferous quartz veins are found in the slate bed rock in these claims, and
it is supposed that some of the gold came from the decomposition of the slate.

The Hoxie, Stogy, Bay State, Hook and Ladder, Golden Gate, and Duroc.
claims have yielded together not less than 8200,000.

INDIAN DIGGINGS.-Indian Diggings, 25 miles southeastward from Placer-
ville, is on the limestone belt, and is the furthest north of all the large mining
camps on that belt. No solid bed rock is found here. It is supposed that
pay gravel is found 200 feet from the surface, and to drain the diggings to that
depth would require a, tunnel a mile long. At Slug gulch a shaft was sunk
down through what appeared to be solid limestone bed rock into a stratum of
limestone boulders. A ditch of water was accidentally turned into this shaft,
and the water ran there for several days without anv accumulation of water in__ * t- _
the shaft. No outlet was ever discovered. Brownsville, at the side of the Indian
Diggings, may be considered part of the same place, and the two together have
about 20 acres of deep diggings, which will not be exhausted for many years.
Indian Diggings and Brownsville, unlike Columbia and Volcano, do not wash" i . ^ " O 7 . - /

with a pipe in a dump box.
The Douglas hydraulic claim, the most notable claim at Brownsville, is 180

feet square, and was worked for 10 years previous to 1866. In 1856 and 1857
it yielded *55,000, and since the latter year has paid little over expenses. There
has been no work of late for lack of drainage. An open cut has been started
to drain the claim, so that it can be washed 20 feet deeper; 700 feet of the cut
have been completed; there is a quarter of a mile still to be done, and several
years may elapse before it is finished.

PLACERVILLE MIKING REGULATIONS. - Each district in this county has its'
own mining reulations.

The mining regulations of the Placerville district, adopted March 21, 1863,
provide that "

Each claimant may hold 200 feet in length upon a ledge or lode with all its dips, spurs
and angles, and ar.o feet upon each side thereof.

Euch claim must be filed for record within five days of posting notice thereof, and the
notice must distinctly specify the general direction of the claim, ledge, or lode, and the record
made accordingly.
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JEach company shall be required .to expend at least seven days' work upon the
ledge or lode held by them for and in every month of the time said claim is held;
otherwise the same may be considered as abandoned.

The number of quartz claims on record is 186.
The* following are copies of notices entered in the record book :
Notice is hereby given that we the undersigned claim 1,000 feet on this ledge, commencing

at this notice and running in a northerly direction to a stake and pile of stones, $nd that we
intend to hold and work the same according to the laws of the Placerville mining district.
Said claim is situated in H. S. Hulburd's ranch, in Placerville. May 23, 1867.

[Signatures.]
Notice is hereby given that we the undersigned claim 1,500 feet each way from this notice,

on any and all quartz lodes discovered in sinking this shaft. July 18, 1868.
[Signatures.]

' MUD SPRINGS MINING REGULATIONS.-The following are the principal
provisions of the mining regulations of the El Dorado or Mud Springs district,
adopted April 7, 1863: " 

" 
.

No person shall be allowed to hold more than 300 feet by location on the same ledge, but
can hold 600 feet in width for the purpose of prospecting aud defining* his lead or ledge. The
discoverer of a ledge is entitled to an extra claim.\

A notice upon a claim to be valid must be.written with ink, and placed upon
a board, stake, or tree in as conspicuous a place as possible, and upon, or as near
the ledge as can be. Such notice must state the number of feet claimed, describing
as accurately as possible the boundaries thereof, containing all the names of the
claimants with the date truly affixed j a true copy of which must be recorded by
the district recorder within 20 days from the date of such notice, or such claim
shall be considered forfeited.

Notice upon a claim holds the same for 20 days only. Recording the notice
of a claim holds the same for 90 days only, before the expiration of which time
labor to the amount of $2 50 for each 300 feet in the claim must be expended
upon the claim by the company, which will hold the same for 15 months from
the date of record. Non-compliance with the provisions of this article by any
company will be construed as an abandonment by them of their claim.

In case of dispute between parties claiming the same ledge or lead, each of
the contending parties mav chsose an arbitrator, and the two mav choose a third O 1 +> 7 *'

person, who shall be disinterested. The three shall constitute a board of arbi-
trators, whose decision shall be final, unless notice of an appeal be given within
ten days of the rendition of the decision.

There is no provision requiring a description of boundaries.
The number of claims on record is 40. The following is a copy of one of

the notices recorded:
DRY CREEK, April 1, 1863.

Know all men by these presents that we the undersigned claim 45 claims on this lode,
300 feet each, making in all 13,500 feet, and intend prospecting the said claims for coal, cop-
per, silver, gold, or any other minerals it may contain, running in a northerly direction
]3,000 feet and southerly 500 feet, with all its dips, angles, and spurs.

[Forty-five signatures.]

GEORGETOWN MINING REGULATIONS.-The following are a portion of the
quartz regulations of the Georgetown mining district, adopted December 10,
1860:

*
The size of claims to each person locating shall be 200 feet of or on any quartz lode or

ledge, including all dips, spars, angles, and all surface ground and minerals which may be
contained within the space of 150 feet on each side of said ledge or vein located ; but no
company's claim shall exceed 3,000 feet in length on any one vein or ledge.

The discoverer of a vein or lode of minerals shall be entitled to one claim for his discovery.
All notices of claims located, whether individual or company, shall describe the locality

of naid mine, the number of feet 'claimed, the point where measurement commences, and
name the lode or company locating,

Said notice shall be posted on the lode, and shall hold the claim for 10 days from the date
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thereof without record, but no claim shall be held valid without record after the expiration
of said time unless labor is being done on said claim.

All notices of quartz mining- claims are required to be recorded unless labor is being done
on the claim, by a recorder elected by the miners of Georgetown quartz mining1 district.

Said district recorder shall keep a book, record all claims, copy the notice, and give the
names of the members of each company.

It shall be the duty of the recorder to go upon thegrouud and define the claim, measuring
and staking the same, and he shall receive for such service the sum of 50 cents for each name,
and if not required to perform such service, to receive 25 cents only.

Any person or corporated company locating a mining claim within this district shall be
required to have expended in actual labor upon each and every claim not exceeding 1,200
feet, and a proportionate amount for larger or smaller claims, the sum of >">0, within 60 days
from the date of the record, and $150 within six months from the date of record, and a like " f
amount for every additional six months until the sum of $500 shall have been expended:

Whenever the sum of $oi<U shall have been expended in prospecting or development of the
mine, whether by sinking shafts, running tunne s, cuts, or drifts, whether on the ledge or in
the direction thereof, designed practically to develop the claim, then and thereafter for the
term of two years said claim shall be held by the parties peforming the labor or expending the
said amount; but no labor being performed for the period of two years, the said claim shall
be considered abandoned and subject to relocation.

REED.-The Reed mine, 2,000 feet long, isthreemiles south of Placerville, has
a greenstone hanging wall, a slate foot wall, and a vein 18 feet wide. The
quartz, as found by a shaft running down 80 feet prospects well, and a 10-stamp
mill is going up.

PACIFIC.-The Pacific mine, 1,800 feet long, is on the same lode, and is
within the limits of Placerville. The mine was opened in 1852, and was worked
till 1862, when it caved in, and then it lay idle four years. Lately a Boston
company has purchased it and opened the main shaft to a depth of 320 feet, and
found some good quartz, but not enough to commence work upon. The quartz
is a ribbon rock, tinged in places with a green color. The total yield of the
mine is reported to have been $500,000, and the annual average profit for seven
or eight years $30,000. The new shaft was started 120 feet northeastward of
the working vein, and in going down 300 feet four veins were intersected, each
about six feet thick, all containing similar quartz and all widening out as they
go down. The two middle veins thus far reached arc mixed with a large pro-
portion of talcose slate, and appear to be barren. The westernmost of the four
veins has produced all the gold of the Pacific mine in a depth of 200 feet, in a
pay chimney 200 feet long. The chimney was nearly vertical, but dipped slightly
to the north. A 20-stamp mill, erected in 1853, is standing idle.

HARMOX.-The Harmon mine, 1,400 feet long, just north of Placerville, is
on a vein which is 100 vards west of the Pacific lode, and is 30 feet wide inm

places, though the average is not over four or five. The vein stone is a white
quartz with seams of black slate, and a considerable proportion of sulphurets of
iron and lead. It was worked with arrastras and paid high; and then a 15-
stamp mill was erected, but that has not been profitable and is now idle. Tho
reputed cause of the trouble is the difficulty of reducing the undecomposed sul-
phured found below the water-line. *

SHEPARD.-The Shepard mine is 1,200 feet long, on a vein two feet wide,^^^^^"fc -^H * ^^^ ^^^^J*

near Placerville. The claim was opened at the end of 1866, and yielded some
rich pockets of beautiful foliated gold. The specimens extracted were worth

5,000. The mill rock from its appearance must have contained at least S30
per ton. The vein matter was much of it an ochrous earth, intersected with
seams of quartz. The rock was worked through a crusher and two arrastras
driven by steam. Much of the vein has been opened by open cut to a depth of
fifteen feet. "

CLEOPATRA.-The Cleopatra, 1,200 feet long, on the same vein, is to bo
opened to a depth of 100 feet, and then if the rock prospects well a mill is to bo
erected with a capacity to crush 20 tons per day j the contractor to receive half
half the mine for opening it and erecting the niill.
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.. WHITE AND BURDICK.--White and BurcHck own two claims, one of 2,000,
the other of 1,800 feet, on the same vein. The claim of 1,800 feet has been
opened to a depth of 75 feet, but the mine caved in several years since and is not
well reopened yet. Miners have been working at it since last year. There is
a 10-stamp mill, which was built in 1861.

PERSEVERE.-The Persevere mine, 4,200 feet, at Poverty Point, near Placer-
ville, is on a vein five feet wide. A depth of 155 feet has been reached and a
drift has been run 45 feet on the vein. No mill has been erected yet.

WHITE.-The White mine, 2,000 feet long, near PI ace mile, has a 15-starnp
mill, which is idle. A new shaft is now being sunk. The rock is rich in sul-
phurets.

MANNING.-The Manning mine, five miles eastward from Placerville, has a
vein two feet wide, a shaft 180 feet deep, and a six-stamp mill. No work is
being done.

ELLE ELLEN. - The Elle Ellen, 2,000 feet long, is half a mile from the Man-
wing, on a vein which runs northwest and southeast, is nine feet wide, and dips
to the east at an an^le of 80°. The hanging wall is hard blue slate, and the O O O 7

foot wall brown slate. There is a tunnel 100 feet long run on the vein. There
is no mill. t- * n " 

^ ' f

. EPPLEY. - The Eppley mine, 1,200 feet long, two miles and a half south of
Placerville, has been opened to a depth of 85 feet, and 30 tons of rock sent to
mill have yielded $1,500, or $50 per ton. The mine is to be opened further, and
so soon as enough good quartz to pay for a mill is in sight, one will be built.
" DAVIDSON. - The Davidson mine, a mile and a quarter northwest of Placer-
ville, has a tunnel 350 feet long and a shaft 160 feet deep. The quartz pros-
pects well, but none has been w^orked as yet. The New York and El Dorado
mill, of 20 stamps, has been purchased to be erected on this mine.

MONTEZUMA. - The Montezuma Quartz Mining Company, an English asso-
ciation, own claims on four veins seven miles south of El Dorado, and are working
two of the claims. That on the Montezuma vein is 1,900 feet long ; has been
worked since 1851, and has yielded $150,000. The lode runs north and south,
is three feet wide, has slate walls and ribbon quartz, which averages $10 per ton.
There is a black clay slate gouge on the hanging wall. A depth of 180 feet
has been reached and drifts have been run 180 feet on the vein. The McDowell

vein is seven feet wide, three-quarters of a mile east of the Montezuma and
parallel with it. A depth of 25 feet has been reached. There is a 20-stamp
mill, made to run either by steam or water. The Montezuma Company have
invested $100,000 in the property, and it is said they are the only English com-
pany mining for gold now in California.

NEW YORK AND EL DORADO MILL.-The New York and El Dorado mill was

erected at a cost of $20,000, five miles south of El Dorado, by a New York com-
pany under representations that they possessed a splendid mine; but they found
nothing, and the mill has been sold for $2,500 to be moved to Davidson's mine,
a mile and a quarter northwest of Placerville.

HERMITAGE.-The Hermitage mine, six miles south of El Dorado, at Sugar
Loaf, is on a pocket vein and has paid irregularly, yielding $100,000 in all.
A mill was erected in 1852 and taken down, and a second mill of 20 stamps
was erected in 1866, at a cost of $17,500, by a Boston company, which paid
$38,000 for the mine. The vein is 10 feet wide, and a depth of 175 feet has
been reached. A tunnel is being run to intersect the shaft at a distance of 170
feet. It is said that there is a large quantity of pay rock in sight suitable for
milling, but most of the gold heretofore obtained has been taken out in a hand
mortar. The mine was discovered by placer miners, who followed up a rich
streak of gold in gravel till it stopped at this quartz vein.

The Union lode runs north 10° east, dips east at an angle of 80°,
and is from 3 to 12 feet thick in slate walls, which, according to Professor Sil-
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liman, who made a report on the mine, is striated in lines dipping to the south-
east. The quartz is soft, fissile, and ferruginous. The stopc north of the shaft;
yielded 1-5,000 tons, from which, according to the books kept at the mill, t ~>0,000
were obtained. A large part of the claim is unexplored, and its value is merely
conjectural beyond the pay chimney at the shaft. The Cosumnes lode is 120
feet west of the Union, and has the same dip and general course, although there " / 1 O 7 O

are some bends in it. It is three or four feet thick, and the quartz bears a strong
resemblance to that of the Princeton mine. The walls are of coal black shale,f

and there is a black putty-gouge on the eastern wall. This vein has a shaft
120 feet deep. . Some of the croppings were very rich and yielded most of
$150,000 taken out by the mill from rock that did not come from the Union mine.

WILDER.-The Wilder quartz mine, a mile and a half west of El Dorado, is on
a vein three feet wide, containing quartz that yields 89 per ton. An eight-stamp
water-mill has been running two years.«f *.-^

POCAHONTAS.-The Pocahontas mine, two miles south of El Dorado, has a vein 7 * 7

four feet wide and a pav chimnev a 100 feet lono- averaging1 Slo per ton. There I * v O/ O O L

is a 10-stamp mill which has been at work one year, and has paid for itself
and for all the work done in opening the mine.

UNION CHURCH.-The Union Church Gold Mining Company have claims on
three veins, three miles southeast of El Dorado. The Union claim has been "
worked since 1852j has been stoped to a depth of 1GO feet, and has yielded a
large amount of gold. There is water in this claim now, and it is being taken
out preparatory to sinking. The Cosumnes claim is now being worked, and the
rock yields ^10 or $12 per ton.

GRAY.-The Gray mine, three miles east of Shingle Springs, is a rich deposit
of decomposed quartz in a vein five feet wide. On one occasion specimens worth
$10,000 were taken out in one day. A depth of 60 feet has been reached.
There is a 10-stamp mill, built in 1865.

BRYANT.-The Brvant mine, two miles south of El Dorado, Yielded $20,000* i

in one pocket, which was emptied in three days in 1857. Considerable quantities
of quartz, sent to a mill four miles off, paid well. The mill ran several years,-
then was abandoned, and now a 20-stamp steam mill is to be built. A depth
of 150 feet has been reached, and drifts have been run 600 feet on the vein.

BEARD.-The Beard mine, two miles south of El Dorado, has yielded 8250,000,
proving very profitable at times. The gold was deposited chiefly in numerous
little chimneys or streaks, which the miners followed. There was a 10-stamp
mill in 1860, but it was moved away to the State of Nevada.

The Jamison mine, at Aumm City, has been worked about a year with an
arrastra.

INDEPENDENCE.-The Independence mine, 1,200 feet long, at Brownsville,
is on a vein which runs east and west, is three and a half feet thick, and has
granite for a hanging wall and "blue trap," as the miners call it, for a foot wall.
A tunnel has been run 400 feet on the vein, in pay all the way; 250 tons have
been worked, and the yield has been 8:30 per ton, in the Tullock eight-stamp
mill, rented for the purpose. The Independence mill is now being built and
is to have 10 stamps. The quartz contains a large proportion of rich sulphurets.

STILI/WAGON.-The Stillwagon mine, also at Brownsville, is on a vein simi-
lar to that of the Independence. There is a live-stamp mill, which, with the
labor of six men, took out $4,600 in .May, 1867. The average yield is $25
per ton.

There are no other quartz mines regularly at work at Brownsville.
SLIGER.-The Sliger mine, 400 feet long, is four miles southwest of George-

town, on a vein four feet wide, betwi-cn granite on the west and slate on the.
east. Five thousand dollars were taken out of a pocket near the surface. The
mine is now being opened.

GREENWOOD.-The Greenwood mine, five miles southwest of Georgetown)
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has been opened by a cross-tunnel 400 feet long. A 15-stamp mill has just been
erected, but work is not yet commenced at crushing.

TAYLOR.-The Taylor mine, 3,000 feet long, is two and a half miles south of
Georgetown, on a lode that runs north-northwest and south-southeast, and is two
feet wide at the surface, and six feet at a depth of 100 feet. A depth of 107 feet
has been reached by an incline, and drifts have been run 41 feet. The vein is
filled with seams of slate, but the quartz shows free gold in all parts of the mine.
There is a black putty gouge two feet thick in places. The west wall is bastard
granite, the east slate. There is no mill.

ROSECHANS.-The Rosecrans mine, 900 feet long, adjoins the Taylor on the
Boutb. The shaft is down 40 feet; and 60 tons crushed at a custom mill yielded
$12 on an average. The vein has been uncovered for 280 feet along the surface,
and it shows gold all the way.

BLUE LEAD.-The Blue Lead, three miles south of Georgetown, has been^ / o /

opened by a San Francisco company to a depth of 250 feet and to considerable
length. The quartz is mixed with blue slate and shows some fine specimens,
but has not paid. A very fine 20-stamp mill has been erected, and about
$250,000 have been invested permanently in the mine. Work has ceased.

COLLIXS.-In the Collins mine, one mile south of Georgetown, the vein has
been reached 170 feet below the surface by a tunnel 250 feet long. The vein
is eight feet wide, and the rock in sight will yield $15 per ton.

ALPINE.-The Alpine, on the same vein, is four feet wide, is working with an
arrastra, and obtains $12 per ton. The quartz is extracted through a tunnel 150
feet long. The Mount Hope Company, of San Francisco, own a claim of 3,000
feet adjoining the Alpine. The vein is six feet wide, but is split up considerably.
The shaft is 61 feet deep.

The Philadelphia Slide Company, of San Francisco, have 3,000 feet on a
vein half a mile south of Georgetown, and have levied an assessment for the pur-
pose of erecting hoisting works.

The Clipper mine, two and a half miles northeast of Georgetown, is 5,000 feet
long, on a vein two and a half feet wide, running north and south between a
granite foot wall and a slate hanging wall. The deepest workings are 80 feet
from the surface. About 700 tons of quartz have been crushed, and the yield
was $15 per ton. There is a stamp mill which is not running.

WOODSIDE. - The Woodside mine in Georgetown is 1,200 feet long, on a
vertical vein which is two feet wide and runs northeast and southwest between

slate walls. A shaft has been sunk 110 feet, and drifts have been run 40 feet
on the vein. The average yield has been $30 per ton for mill rock, exclusive
of specimens worth $12,000. On one occasion a mass of rock was found so
tied together with seams of gold running through it that a cold chisel had to be
used to cut it. The pay chimney dips to the northeast. There is a five-stamp
mill driven by water power, but it has had little to do lately, the mine having
been filled with water last winter. The lode is rich in sulphurets, and has pecu-
liar sheets of sulphurets about an eighth of an inch thick, with transverse crys-
tals running from side to side. Mr. Woodside is the inventor of a concentrator
which he uses in his mill. It consists of a sheet of ludiarrubber cloth, 22
inches wide and about ei^ht feet loner, sewed toe-ether at the ends and stretchedo o / o .

over two wooden rollers four inches in diameter and three feet apart. The
rollers are placed on a frame horizontally, one three inches higher than the
other. The rollers turn so that the cloth makes three complete revolutions in a
minute. A water pipe perforated with little holes passes above the cloth near
the upper roller and discharges a number of little streams, which wash away the
light sands and leave the heavy sulphurets to be carried up over the upper roller,
and after passing that they drop down into a box beneath. The concentrator
lias been used in this mill for a year to the satisfaction of the inventor, but nobody

e has adopted it. The mine was discovered by the gentleman whose name it '
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bears. Ho picked up a piece of auriferous quartz in a little ravine, and then
sought for croppings, and when he prized up a piece of rusty rock that peeped
out of the ground, he found the under side of it speckled with gold. He imrae-O * 1 O

diately commenced work, and the mine paid its way from the surface to its
present depth.

JAMES'S MILL.-James's custom mill, with five stamps, eight miles south of
Georgetown, is standing idle.

EUREKA.-The Eureka mine, on the same vein, north of the "\Voodside, is
900 feet long, and has been opened to a depth of 130 feet. There is a steam
hoisting establishment, but no mill, on the mine.O -' '

GEORGIA SLIDE.-Georgia Slide, one mile north of Georgetown, is a mining
camp on a hillside, where, under rich placers, are found a multitude of small
seams of decomposed auriferous quartz. Three companies are sluicing; one is
working with a seven-stamp mill and another is putting up an arrastra. The
hillside has yielded an immense quantity of gold.

MOSQUITO.-The Mosquito mine, eight miles east of Kelsey's, is in granite.
A mill built in 1866 had its roof broken in by the weight of snow last winter.

PLYMOUTH.-The Plymouth mine, a mile and a half west of Kelsey's, is on
a vein very irregular in width, but averaging seven feet. The rock averages
-SIS per ton; but 15 tons, selected carefully from 700 tons, yielded $8,000. 1 he
quartz contains eight per cent, of sulplmrets.

GOPHER.-The Gopher mine, a mile west of Kelsey's, has three veins, with
an aggregate thickness of eighteen feet. Most of the pay is in the western vein.
The rock is a ribbon quartz, rich in sulphurets, and there are slate walls on both
sides. A depth of 100 feet was reached, but the old works have caved in, and
the mine has not been reopened. In 1858 the mine yielded §15,600. There
was a mill, which has been moved to Washoe.i *

LAST CHANCE.-The Last Chance mine, 800 feet long, is opposite Coloma,
on the north side of the south fork of the American river. The vein runs north

and south, dips to the west at an angle of 50°, and varies in width from 2 to
12 feet. The eastern wall is greenstone, and*the western granite; but on the
western side, for a depth of 400 feet on the hillside, there was no wall-only
a bed of gravel, which has been sluiced away, leaving the quartz exposed, so
that an immense quantity of rock can be obtained without using either shaft or
tunnel. Two men can take out 20 tons in a day ready for the mill. Both
free gold and sulphurets are abundant, but some selection is necessary. The
total yield, as reported by one of the owners, has been $60,000, though rumor
among outsiders says it has been $200,000. One lot of 500 tons of quartz paid
only 82 per ton; then 30 tons yielded $250 per ton; and five tons of the best
yielded $40,000. There is a 10-stamp mill, with a Joinville turbine, driven by
60 inches of water uncbr 70 feet of head. Amalgamation is effected in the mor-
tar and on copper plates; the tailings are concentrated on blankets, and the
blanket washings are worked in an arrastra. A railway track, 2,100 feet long.
is being laid from the mine to the mill, and when it is finished the proprietors
expect that their entire expenses will not exceed S3 per ton. The owners of this
mine arc Danes and it is generally known as the Danes'mine, though that name
belongs to the next claim.

The Dane>' mine, 2,200 feet, is on the same vein as the last, but has produced
nothing and is unopened.

REWARD.-The Reward is 1,400 feet long, one mile southwest from Union-
town. The rock prospects well, and the walls are slate on the west and granite
on the east. A tunnel is being run in to strike the vein 135 feet from the sur-
face.
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SECTION VIII.
i

. PLACER COUNTY.-**

Placer is a large county, and the only one that readies from the Sacramento
river to the eastern boundary of the State. It extends with the meridian from

e middle fork of the American to Bear river.

Its chief mineral wealth is in the Blue lead, which crosses the county at an
elevation of 3,000 feet above the sea, and is worked at Dutch Flat, Gold Ilun,
Indiana Hill, Iowa Hill, Picayune Divide, Yankee Jim, and Forest Hill. An-
cient gravel deposits appear also at Todd's Valley, Paradise, Bath, Michigan
Bluff. Damascus, and Monona Flat.

face placers of the county produce very little now. The countv
proportion to the richness of placers, has, so far as known, the poorest quart/
mines in the State. The Green Emigrant mine, lately opened, has produced

h specimens, but the owners keep the amount secret, and they have no
mill; and no other quartz mine in Placer has paid any considerable profit.

MISCELLANEOUS RESOURCES.-Nearly all of the Central Pacific railroad in
California is in this county, and the people have derived considerable profit from
it in one way or another. The county is also crossed by the unfinished ro
from Lincoln to Marysville.

" The county is supplied with water for mining and irrigation by the Bear riv
South Yuba. Dutch Flat. Michigan Bluff, and numerous smaller ditches. Thi -f f

il number is 29 j their length, 699 miles; their cost, $
The western and lower part of the county has much good farming land

Tl f land enclosed, 20,000 cultivated, including 3,000 in
heat, 310,000 grape vines, 30,000 appl 1

of neat cattle, 20,000 sheep, 20 saw-mills, which turn out 10,000,000 feet
lumber annually, 14 toll-roads 131 miles long, mad 1
$3,000,000 of taxable prop

THE FOREST HILL DIVIDE.-,The Forest Hill ridg
the county, at an elevation varying from 3,000 to 3,500 feet above the sea, has
the rich mining camps of Todd's Valley, Forest Hill, Bath, and Michigan Bluff,
on the south side of the ridge, and Yankee Jim and Damascus on the norl
Todd's Valley, Michigan Bluff, and Yankee Jim had chiefly hydraulic claims,

:1 are now nearly worked out. Bath has cement claims, and is more prosp
han ever, besides being a pretty town prettily situated. . Forest Hill has declined

large body of rich ground, and will probab
prosperity.

Yankee Jim was a long time the chief trading point for this divide, but now
has lost its trade, as well as exhausted its placers.
The gold at Damascus has the peculiarity that a tin-cup-full of it will weigh
per cent, more than an equal measure of the common dust.

FOREST. HILL.-Forest Hill, which has been the most productive cement
tunnel-mining district in the State, is situated 22 miles eastward from Auburn,*- f /

at an elevation of 3,400 feet high, on the summit of the divide between the
middle fork of the American and Shirt Tail cafion. The town is 2,500

ove the level of the middle fork, and about a mile distant. The scei

the canon is grand. Five miles further up the divide is Michigan Bluff
he Auburn stage runs through to that point; but tl

running to Forest Hill. The canons north and south are too deep and steep
1. The Forest Hill ridge appears to be composed of aurifer-

1 covered bv volcanic sand, but the Forest Hill diffo-inirs are in the Blue
lead which crosses the rid^e from north to south. These di£-<rm{rs are 500 feetC_7 V^' \J *^_3
below the summit and 2,000 feet above the level of the river. t

THE BLUE LEAD AT FOREST HILL.-In the Blue lead the lowest stratum
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resting on the slate-bed rock is the blue cement proper, from 5 to 20 feet in
thickness; above that is a red gravel, 100 feet thick; and over that is vol-
canic sand, which is covered in places by a stratum of trachytic boulders and
soil. The blue cement is harder than the red gravel. The boulders and pebbles
in the red gravel are all of quartz ; those in the blue are quartz, slate, and green-
stone. The red gravel has smooth gold in coarse pieces, most of them weighing
two pennyweights or more, and some as much as seven ounces, and 900 fine.
The gold in the blue cement is fine, flaky, 860 fine, the largest piece not worth
more than 75 cents. The slate-bed rock is soft, and the gold is found in its
seams to a depth of four feet. This gold is coarse, and is black externally, so
that a person not familiar with it would not suspect its value on looking at it.
The Blue lead contains large quantities of sulphurets, which are rich in gold.

The claims at Forest Hill are 50 feet along the side of the hill to the person,
andjextend in to the middle of the hill, a distance varying from 2,000 to 5,000
feet.

CARELESS "WORKING.-Instead of working- the claim regularly from end too o *

end, the companies generally sought to get out the richest and the softest dirt;
and they changed about from place to place nearly every week, so they had not
much room to work. They could not afford to lay tracks down to haul out their
gravel; many of their drifts could be used for only a brief period, and the top
caved down in the spots which they had worked, enclosing good ground, the
position of which cannot now be ascertained without much expense. The Xew
Jersey claim was the most notable exception to this mode of procedure in the
district.

FuTrr.E OF FOREST HILL.-J. W. Reamer, superintendent of that company,
is of the opinion that Forest Hill might be made more productive than ever by
consolidating the claims and working them systematically on a lar^e scale. O O "" v O

There ought to be a large tunnel for each, half a mile, 60 feet below the level
of the present tunnels, so as to be certain of having drainage for the deepest
gravel that could be found. These tunnels should be made for the purpose of
using mules to haul out the gravel and haul in the cars. There should be large
mills to crush the cement; the sulphurets should be saved carefully, and all the
pay dirt should be removed so that a place should not be left until everything
of value had been extracted.

In 1859 Forest Hill shipped-8100,000 of dust monthly; now-$25,000 or 830,000.
Forest Hill is one of very few places where the pay dirt swells; but a tunnel
cut in the blue cement, as well as one cut in the slate, will soon close up here
by the swelling of the earth if it is not trimmed frequently.

THE PRINCIPAL CLAIMS.-The principal claims at Forest Hill and in the
vicinity have been the following :

The Dardanelles has yielded 82,000,000; the Jenny Lind has yielded 81,100,000;
the Xew Jersey has yielded 8850,000; the Independence has yielded 8450,000;
the Deidesheimer has yielded 8650,000; the Fast and Xortwood,the Rough and
Ready, and the Gore, have each yielded 8250,000; the Alabama has yielded

150,000. , . . . 
"

-^ '

It is said that the claims within rifle-shot of the express office have produced
not less than 810,000,000. No other placer district in the State can show a yield
equal to this, and yet it is certain that a large proportion of the gold has been
los.t. The gravel or cement extracted was hard, and a considerable proportion
of it was earned away by the water in lumps rich in gold. Mr. Reamer says
that if he could have another claim like the Xew Jersey to work, with a cement
mill, and with sufficient means to cut his tunnels and drifts in the most economical
manner, he could obtain 82,000,000 instead of $850,000 from the same quantity
of dirt.

CLAIMS AT TODD'S VALLEY.-The Golden Calf claim, near Todd's valley,
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below Forest Hill, lias 1,000 feet front on the hillside and a tunnel 1,800 feet
-long. , It lias never been worked systematically, and has not paid.

The Big Springs claim, with 975 feet of frontage, is being opened, and mean-
time a 10-stamp cement mill built to work it is standing idle.

DARDAXELLS. - The Dardanells Company have 1,000 feet front, commenced
work in 1853, and have been at work ever since - at first drifting and now t £3

piping. They have taken out $2,000,000 from the blue gravel, which is soft
there. They lutve worked out 400 feet along the front, have run tunnels 1,600
or 1,800 feet, and have drifted out much ground. They can hydraulic away
about 300 feet along the face of their claim, but beyond that the hill is too
deep to pay for piping. At one. time the company employed GO or 70 men, now
they have only four or five, but these with pipes do more than twelve times the
number did drifting. The company own a ditch which is "10 miles long, cost
$15,000, and supplies 300 inches of water from the 1st December till the 1st of
June.

Olio, GREEN SPRING AND UNCLE SAM.- The Oro, 1,000 feet, has yielded
$35,000, but is now in litigation, is not doins: anything of note, and never was/ / o / c? «/ o /

worked with much system. There is a 20-stamp cement mill on it, now idle.
The Green -Spring, 750 feet long, has a bed-rock tunnel reaching to the pay

dirt, none of which has yet been worked. The tunnel was commenced in 1854, by
poor men, who worked a portion of their time in surface placers or as hired laborers
to get the means for continuing work on this claim. It is probable that the front
of the hill will be piped away so as to expose the cement, which can then be
obtained, at little cost, for crushing.

The Uncle Sam Company have 100 feet and have done verv little. Three* *
men are en<mecl in tunnelling and washing. : O

HOPE AND DOCKLAND. - The Hope claim is 500 feet long on the hillside, has
a tunnel 2,000 feet long in bed rock, has a 20-stamp mill, has yielded $20,000,
and has cost $ 100,000. The mine is now being opened with the expectation of
crushing. The mill was kept running six weeks and paid well.

The Hockland. Baltimore and Boston claim is 2,600 feet lunar : has a tunnel^ ' _^_P_

.2,300 feet long; has cost $100,000, and has yielded no -return as yet. The
tunnel was commenced in 1854, and it has not yet reached the channel.

FAST AND NOHTWOOD. - The Fast and Nortwood claim, 400 feet Ions', has 7 O/

been worked through the Baltimore tunnel, and has yielded $250,000. The
company run their dirt in drifts on four different levels, and must load it four
different times before thev ffet it to the surface. The claim, in consequence of * *_? 71

this mode of working, has not been profitable for several years, but the cement
is rich, paying $5 to the carload, or about $7 50 per ton, and there is a large
quantity of it. There is a 10-stamp mill to crush the cement.

SNYDEII.-The Snyder claim, 200 feet long, has yielded $250,000. This was
the pioneer claim of the district, the blue lead having been discovered here in
December, 1852, by Mr. Snyder, on a hillside where a slide occurred, exposing
the rich gravel to view. A little basin 40 feet in diameter at the slide yielded x_^
$40,000. When work was stopped, three years ago, there was a tunnel 1,800
feet long, but as the rock swells very rapidly it is now entirely closed up. There
was a stretch of 400 feet in the tunnel where the rock swelled so rapidly that
as much rock as would fill the tunnel had to be taken out in each period of
eight months. The entire yield was obtained from the red gravel, and that was
worked without system.** --- _

INDEPENDENCE.-The Independence, now united with the adjoining Now
Jersey claim, had a tunnel 3,500 feet long, and produced $450,000 before the
consolidation. It was worked without system. One spot about 20 feet square
yielded $10,000.

NEW JERSEY.-The New Jersey claim is 650 feet front by 4,000 feet deep,
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under the lower part of the town of Forest Hill. Work was commenced in
August, 1853, on the tunnel, and six years and a half of hard work passed with
an expenditure of $60,000 before any return was obtained. When the tunnel i * /^^'fc^./'v^^^r1 i*1 TTT1 1
was in 1,800 feet, an incline was run upwards to the red gravel, which was found
to be rich, and the $850,000 were taken from an area 500 feet long by 400
feet wide. The extraction of gravel was continued till April, 1867, when drifts
were commenced to open new ground. The tunnel was started in 1853, with the
confident expectation of reaching pay in a year; but as the work advanced more
slowly and cost far more, the company had to run in debt, and when they reached
the pay their debts amounted to $30,000 or more, and some of them had been
outstanding for more than four years. The creditors numbered 8 or 10, mostly
merchants, who know nothing of the New Jersey Company save that they
appeared to bo hard-working, sober, honest men, and were trying to develop a
claim supposed to bo valuable. There was no long personal acquaintance and
no security. The debts bore three per cent, interest per month. The most
dangerous period for the company was after they began to wash. A dishonest
creditor might then, perhaps, have taken the claim, or at least have caused much
expense by an attachment suit; so the fact of the finding of good pay was kept
as secret as possible until the $30,000 had been taken out, and then all were paid
off at once. This system of giving credits was general in the mines 15 years
ago, when the profits charged were very high, when large interest was allowed,
when many extensive enterprises were undertaken, and when a large number of
these enterprises met with magnificent success, of which the New Jersey claim
is a bright example.

Seven channels have been found in this claim running with the slates about
northwest and southeast, all parallel to one another, about 25 feet apart, 60
feet wide, with ridges of rock seven feet high between them. The dip from
each side of the divide seems to bo towards the middle of the hill. There

is no water for washing from the middle of July till the middle of November,
and meantime the dirt extracted is thrown into a pit large enough to hold 8,000
tons, where- water is thrown on it occasionally so as to soften the cement and
also to attach the mass together and prevent it from sliding down hill when the
rains come. In busy times the New Jersey Company employs 60 or 70 men,
the annual expenses are $60,000 or $70,000, and the profit one-half of the yield.

The dirt is hauled out in cars four feet and nine inches long, 28 inches
wide, and 15 inches deep. The weight of an ordinary car-load is 1,600 pounds.
A steady stream of water runs out from the tunnel and is caught in wooden reser-
voirs, 20 feet square and eight feet deep, to be used for washing. The sluice is
half a mile long, and the grade is in one part 18 inches and in another 23 inches.
to 12 feet. The steepness of the canon renders it necessary to have a steep
sluice! Slat riffles made of five strips of board an inch thick, two inches wide
and six feet long, with strips of the same thickness set between at the ends and
the middle and bolted through, are used. The top of each strip is shod with
a strip of iron an inch and a half wide and a quarter of an inch thick, screwed
on and countersunk.

JENNY LIND.-The Jenny Lind, 450 feet on the hillside, had a tunnel 2,800
feet long, which is now probably closed up, at least in places, since no work has
been done for three years. The yield, almost exclusively from the red gravel,
was $1,100,000, and there is a large amount of ground still unworked. In
claim were found many rich quartz boulders. The yield of $1,100,000 was
obtained by the company from the first washing, leaving to others whorewaehed
the dirt a very largo sum in addition.

GOKE, MAINE, AND ROUGH.-The Gore claim, 100 feet wide in front on the
hillside nud twice an wide further back, took out §250,000 from a tunnel 1,200
feet long. No work lias been done for four or five years. Rich quartz
were tound in this claim also.
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The Maine claim, 200 feet front, had a tunnel 1,200 feet long, and took out
$250,000. No work has been done for four years.

The Hough and Ready has 1,200 feet front, had a tunnel 1,200 feet long,
took out $250,000, and has done no work for three years.

DEIDESHEIMER AND OTHERS.-The Deidesheimer has 400 feet front, hadf

nnel 1,800 feet long, took out $650,000, obtained much from quartz boulders,
d has done nothing for three years.
The India Rubber has 250 feet front, had a tunnel 1,200 feet long, produced

d has done no work for three \

The Alabama has a frontage of 300 feet, had a tunnel 1,200 feet lono-
$150,000, and has done nothing in the last three years.'

The Eagle has 200 feet front, had a tunnel 800 feet long, expended $40,000
or $50,000, and took out $15,000.

The Moss has 900 feet front and a tunnel 1,000 feet Ion <? but found no / ^ /

gravel, though it is generally supposed that there is rich gravel in the claim.
Quartz was found in the tunnel, and a 10-stamp mill was erected to work it;
but it did not pay. This is the last claim to the eastward in the Forest Hill
district.

An unrepealed provision in the miners' regulations of the district requires one ^^^ " *^^*
day's work every month from December till. June to hold the claims, but so«,' *J /

much work has been done that nobody seems to think of forfeiture under 1
letter of the regulations. o

MICHIGAN BLUFF.-Michigan Bluff, seven miles from Forest Hill, on the
same divide, and 29 miles from Auburn, saw its best days between 1853 and

d $100,000 per month; and now it does not ship
$25,000. The claims were worked first by drifting and then by the hydraulic
process, and for a time this was one of the principal hydraulic camps in the State.

pay stratum is remarkable on account of containing ninety-five per cent.
of quartz boulders, pebbles, and sand, and not more than five per cent, of clay.
Some of the boulders weigh twenty tons, and half the weight of the boulders is
in those that weigh over a quarter of a ton each. This quartz is very white,

d immense piles of the boulders-probably hundreds of thousands of
are piled over the many acres that have been washed off. The deepest claim is
80 feet deep, and probably all the ground washed off averaged 40 feet, of which
at least five feet were in boulders that are larger than a man's head, and that
now lie on the ground.

The only claim now at work on a large scale at Michigan Bluff is the North
nerican, and there is little expectation of extensive work in anv oth

r some years. There are places that would pay if water could be obtained
conveniently, and there is much ground known to be rich, but it would not pay
at present.

The price of water in 1859 was 37J cents per inch, and it was red
cessivelyto 30, 25, and 20 cents; in 1865, to 17J, and in 1866, to 15 cents p
inch.

The original size of the claims was 100 feet square to the man.
TAIL SLUICES.-There are four tail sluices, making a quarter of a mil

gether, in Stickness's Gulch, below Michigan Bluff. The sliiice is foi
wide, three decD. with vertical sides, and a grade of 14 inches to the sluice-
box. Part is paved with wooden blocks and part with boulders. From
to 1863 the tail sluice paid very well, as four or five companies tailed
but now there is on

NOETH AMERICAN.-The North American claim, as originally located
feet long and 400 feet wide ; but much additional ground has been pur
ed. and half of the original area is worked out. Sluicing and drifting wer<
inenccd in 1854 in front, where the claim was shallow: and in 1858, whei

deeper gravel had been reached, piping began. In 1860 a bed
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1,400 feet long-in one place 150 feet under the surface of the rim rock-con-
structed at a cost of 610,000, was first used for washing. The grade is 13
inches to 12 feet, but eight inches is considered preferable. The ̂ luice in the tun-
nel is two feet wide at the bottom, 32 inches wide at the top, and two feet deep.
The flaring are better than vertical sides for the passage of large boulders TWO
or three teet through, though anything over 150 pounds injures the sluice.
Nearly all the gold is caught within 200 feet at the head of the sluice, where
the bottom is covered with slat frames six feet long and one foot wide, with
four frames to one sluice-box. The slats are boards an inch thick, "shod"
with iron straps three-quarters of an inch thick and an inch and a half wide.
All the sluice-boxes below the first 200 feet are paved with fir blocks eight indies
thick. The first hundred feet of the sluice are cleaned up every evening, and^- %* *H__H *

the second hundred twice a week. This cleaning up keeps the riffles in good
order, and requires half or three-quarters of an hour. There are 2,300 feet of
11-inch pipe and 150 of 7-inch pipe in use in the claim. The total yield has
been $300,000.

NITRO-GLYCERIXE.-The number of men now employed is 15; last year it
it was 28. One of the chief difficulties in this claim is the removal of the

of the stratum of pipe-clay which rests on the pay gravel and must be carried
off in the sluice. It is too hard to be piped away, so it must be blasted into
small pieces. Previous to this year powder was used, but now Mr. Swcnson.
one of the partners of this claim, and the pioneer manufacturer of nitro-glycerine
in California, supplies that fluid, which is so much better than gunpowder that
15 men do more in 18(37 than 28 did in 1866. The nitro-fflvceriue shatters

the pipe-clay into a multitude of little pieces, whereas powder broke it into a
f ew large ones; so, after a powder blast, the miners had to reduce the large
lumps with gads, for which there is now little use. It costs about 62 per pound,

. and is preferred by the miners after the}' once become accustomed to it. No
accident has happened with it on this claim, although sometimes two or three
dozen blasts are set off in a day. The srnoke from it disappears sooner than
that from powder, but it is more injurious.

About 400 inches of water are used in the North American claim for four or
five davs in the week.

ATH DISTRICT. - The following claims are in the Bath district, adjoining the
Forest Hill district :

In the San Francisco claim no work has been done for a long time.
The Oro claim never yielded much, and is doin^ nothing now."

The Kip claim, 450 feet front, has a tunnel 450 feet long in the bed rock.
From this tunnel a shaft has been raised to the Paragon sheet, which was worked

from 1852 to 1858. The company are preparing to pipe away the front of the 1
claim, and they intend to erect a mill next year. Work is continued meantime
on the tunnel.

The ( lolden Gate Company have 180 feet front, and own half of a joint tunnel,
00 feet loner, on the boundary line of the Roufifh Gold Company. They aio o/ */ o i ^ *

are now working the blue gravel, and getting >5 per ton from it, but they Intend
to work the Paragon sheet. They have a five-stamp mill, driven by a hurdv- O J 17 J

gurdy wheel.
The Rough Gold Company have a frontage of only a few feet, but the claim

grows wider as it goes back into the hill, and 400 feet back it is 200 feet wide.
Then- is a tunnel 1,800 feet long, 150 feet under the Paragon sheet, which i
now being worked; but the tunnel was located for the purpose of working tho
blue --ravel. There is a lO-stamp mill, which was eivrted in IbOO, and i.- now
running steadil.

PARAGON.-The Paragon claim has a front of 250 fe«-t, extends a mile and a
half through the hill, and is 400 feel wide at the back. The pay stratum now

7
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worked is a deposit of rusty gray gravel, four feet deep, resting on the blue gravel
100 feet deep, and covered by volcanic sand. The blue gravel immediately on
the bed rock, as well as for 100 feet above, contains some gold, but not enough
to offer much profit. The gray gravel contains $10 per ton, the gold being nr> T /"* t mi i " sH* P -i Ti-t-i*
coarse, some of the pieces weighing two or three ounces, and others containing
quartz attached.

Work was commenced on the claim in 1852, and the gravel was sluiced for
10 years. It was so tough, however, that it had to be washed repeatedly, and
after all much of the clay escaped undissolved. At the first washing the yield
was about $1 per ton, and the second, third, and fourth washings, made at
intervals of a year, yielded each $2 per ton, and $1 per ton for the fifth, sixth,
and seventh washings. Freezing and thawing slaked the cement more rapidly
than did sun or rain. In 1864 a 20-stamp mill was built, and then the claim first
began to prove its high value. The yield of the claim was $100,000 in' 1866,
half of it profit. The yield per ton in the mill is no more than it was in the
sluice, but the dirt is now not so rich as it was before.

The gray gravel, or "sheet," as it is called, has all been taken out for 1,600
feet front. The tunnel is in the middle of the claim in the blue gravel, 20
feet below the sheet. The pay dirt is breasted out on drifts, which run entirely
across the claim, so that there are 400 feet of breast for the men to work at.
The gravel becomes softer when exposed to the air, so the large breast gives
the benefit of exposure, as well as of abundant room. At intervals of 30 feet
a chute is made from the sheet down to the tunnel, for the purpose of throwing
down the gravel; few timbers are used, and the roof falls down upon the blue
gravel, close upon the heels of the miners. Two men are constantly employed
repairing the tunnel, which would close up in a month, if neglected. The blue
gravel swells very much in one stretch of 150 feet.

There is enough dirt in sight for four years' work. All the dill is picked
down/

The mill crushes 200 tons a week, and the expenses are $1,000 per week.
Fifty men are employed: 32 miners; four carmen in the tunnel; two carmen out-
side ; two tunnel menders; four feeders, and six others in and about the mill.
Two men feed the 20 stamps, and two others pick out the large stones from the
gravel.

The stamps weigh 700 pounds, have 75 drops per minute, and 13 inches fall.
The screen is punched with holes a sixteenth of an inch in diameter, but they

soon wear larger.
Two tons of gravel are fed per hour to each five-stamp battery, and three inches

of water run steadily into eacli mortar. , .
A quarter of a pound of quicksilver is put in every morning, and as much more

every evening into each battery.
A flask of quicksilver is bought once in four months, implying the loss of 75

pounds in that period, or half a pound per day on an average, or one-quarter of all
that is used. The retorting is done carefully; so the loss is in the sluice.

elow the mortars are Jenny Lind riffles, and below those hurdy-gurdy riffles.
It is said the claim was sold in August, 1867, for $150,000.

OTHER BATH CLAIMS.-The Greek claim, 160 feet front, has lately been
"bought by the Paragon Company for $0,650. This claim paid well in front, but
was not worked well; the tunnel closed up; the owners quarrelled, and then they
sold out.

The New York claim, 200 feet front, has a sheet like that of the Paragon,
save that it is on the bed rock. A tunnel was cut 1,800 feet lone: in the bed / o

rock, at an expense of $15,000, but bad air proved very troublesome; the won
was stopped before pay was reached ; the tunnel closed up, and nothing has
been done for three years.
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The Sebastopol Company has a front of 1,000 feet, cut a tunnel 800 feet in
very hard rock, found no pay, and stopped work in 1866, after spending £20,000.

DAMASCUS.-Damascus, twelve miles northeast of Forrest Hill, on the same
divide, but on its north side, has the same slate bed rock, and a similar bed of
blue cement, though there is no overlying red gravel.

The Damascus Company has a claim 500 feet in front, and 3,000 long, running
into the hill. The blue cement is four feet thick, lies immediately on a soft
talcose slate-bed rock, soft enough to pick, and is covered by 600 feet of volcanic
sand; at least it is supposed to be sand, though no careful examination has been
made of it. The richest part of the cement is within 15 inches of the bottom,
but the largest nuggets of gold are found in the bed rock. The gold is mostlv o oo o o »>

coarse, in long narrow pieces, and those found in the bed rock, like those found
at Forest Hill, are frequently quite black.

The claim is opened by a tunnel, 450 feet long, of which distance 200 feet
were passed before the rim had been pierced.

The tunnel runs nearly south-southeast, about the middle of the claim, and
apparently in the middle of what was the channel of the ancient stream. The
present supply of cement is obtained northeast of the tunnel, and the breast is
about 200 feet, extending nearly half wav across the claim. A pillar 20 feet / O */ * A

wide is left standing alongside of the tunnel to protect it. A rail track is kept
along the face of the breast, and after 20 feet have been breasted out, the trackC? ' /
is relaid for convenience of loading. The tunnel is eight feet below the bed ofO O w

the channel, and the load in the breast car is dumped into the tunnel car.
There are many large quartz boulders, some of them weighing a ton each in

the cement, and these are thrown back to support the proof, which never cracks.
A post six feet high, with a cap 30 inches long, is set up in each square of 30 feet
at the breast, but so far there has been no trouble with the roof.

There is a 10-stamp mill, driven by steam, but it runs only in day-time for lack
of water to run longer. The company intend to make a ditch, so that the mill
can run day and night. Twenty-five tons of cement are crushed every day, and
the average yield so far has been S3 35 to a car load of 1,700 pounds, or $3 94
per ton. The bed rock, of which 15 inches are dug up, is not crashed, but is
simply washed in the sluice. i *

The stamps weigh 650 pounds each, make 70 to 80 blows per minute, and
drop from'9 to 11 inches. When the shoes and dies are new the drop is 9 inches,
and the number of blows 80, and when the drop is 11 inches the number of
blows is 70.

Three inches of water are turned into each mortar, and three inches more are
turned into the sluice below.

The cost of the mill, including the engine, was $12,000, and the expenses daily
are the following, viz: a cord of wood, $3; an engineer, 84; a blacksmith, $3;
a feeder, $3; six miners, $3 each. Five men breast out five tons per day to a
man, and one carman takes out the cement. The engine is of forty-horse power.
Two candles are burned per day to the breastcr.

The mill was built before the mine was properly opened._ b _ _ -^t » ^f ^»

1 he bed rock does not swell. The bed rock is full of vertical quartz-veins
averaging a few inches in thickness, running south-southwest and north-north-
east. Iheseseams appear to form in places half of the bed rock; some of them 

t " » i

are a foot thick, and some as thin as paper. The same quartz veins, but more
strongly marked, are found in a second tunnel, which is 65 feet lower and 350
feet long. ,

MOUNTAIN ( VTE.-The Mountain Gate claim, adjoining the Damascus on
the west, has 2,000 ieet front, and the tunnel runs in 4,000 feet, The bed rock
is 35 feet higher than in the Damascus, it swells, there is le-> quartz in the
bed rock, and some of the gravel is softer; but otherwise there is much sim-
ilarity in the two claims. The tunnel was started 40 feet below the top of the
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3ck, which was passed in 500 feet, and then the tunnel was extended 3,5
running nearly level, and the company are now troubled so much by wal
liey have started another tunnel 65 feet deeper, and it is in 1,500 feet. T
1 is about 200 feet from the Damascus line, and they have worked 200 f(

on each side of the tunnel. They breast out on the same system as that used
) Damascus.

They have no mill, and when they come to cement too hard to wast
usually leave it behind and virtually throw it away. Some of it, however, is so f */ t/
rich that it pays to crush with a hand mortar. The softer cement is washed three A *

or four times, at intervals of six or eight months. Three-fourths of the total
ld is obtained at the first washing, and three-fourths of the further yield

second. The sluice is 200 f
L -. i -. _ ". ̂--. r "*. « * .-^ _.. .. --^ ,

tai 1 of whom work in the claim, and they seldom
y. Humor says the present yield is $12 per d
k done i much l quired from hired men. Th

,im has been worked for 12 years, and has produced altogether $370,000. They
ve enouffh water from their own claim to wash all their dirt.O

The bed rock rises 150 feet near the western line of the Mountain Gate, and
the eastern line of the Damascus, so those two companies take the whole clian-

HILL.-At Iowa Hill the blue cement lies on the bed rock, or lay bef<
it was mined out, 12 or 18 feet deep. The cement was so soft that it could
picked out, and so hard that it could be washed once a year f< m-
out beirio> entirely disintegrated. Much of* th so rich tho «/ o

I pounds, and measuring 16 incl
theabowl. The pestle weighed 70 or 80 pounds, was attached
and was worked by two men, who could thus pound up two tons or two tons and
a half in a day.

Over the blue cement was a layer of sand from one foot to four feet in thick-
ness.. Upon that rested a stratum of rich brownish gravel six or
thick. Over this came 140 feet of poor brown gravel, with layers of sand i
and usually there was a very rich stratum of gravel just over the sand. Ab
the brown gravel was loam 0 or 30 feet d

fe clim n this lead were extremely profitable. The Jamison, the
pioneer claim, yielded $500,000; the North Star, $400,000; the Sailor Union,
$300,000 j the Iowa Hill, $250,000; and the Dutch, $250,000; but three dozen

-\ f nncls were run and not one-third of them paid expenses. If the loss
lanced against the profit, the Iowa Hill district would not show much

net gain.
The town stands on the summit of a rid<re 200 feet high and a furlong- wide,^^^^^^^r

and the blue cement of the channel which passes under the town has all been
rlrifted out, and the hydraulic pipe is now at work on both sides, so that the
town site will itself be washed away in a few years.

The richest spot ever found in the neighborhood of Iowa Hill was in the brown
gravel, from which two men took out $30,000 in one day.

East of Iowa Hill is Indian canon, reputed to have been the richest canon
ever found in California.

WISCONSIN HILL.-Wisconsin Hill is on the same divide with Iowa Hill, but
is two miles distant in a southeast direction, and the two places are separated by
a ravine. The channel is the same as at Iowa Hill, but not so rich.
; The Oriental cement mill at Wisconsin Hill was built in 1866 and has 20

staiips, but it does not pay, as the cement yields only 80 cents to the ton.
Fortunately, the surface has been stripped, so the cement lies bare and can be
obtained at little expense.
1 ROACH HILL.-lloaeh Hill, one mile east of Iowa Hill, has had some good
claims.
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Monona Flat, half a mile east of Roach Hill, has also paid well in places.
The channel at these two camps runs with the divide.

Pleasant Flat, a quarter of a mile further up, has a channel running across.
MOKXIXG- STAR.-Three hundred yards south of Io\va Hill, beyond Indian

canon, is Picavnne divide, through which runs the Blue lead, on which is located7 * / *-'
the Morning Srar claim, which has 1,200 feet front, and extends 4.000 feet too / 7 f '

the middle of the ridge. The channel here appears to have been 150 or 200 feet
wide. The Morning Star tunnel was commenced in Is-jG, and no pav of an<_ * «,
note was obtained until 1865, bv which time a distance of 1,800 feet had beenI

rim and $45,000 had been expended. After reaching the cement it was found
that the tunnel was 30 feet too hisrh. and now the dirt lias to be hoisted an>l the/

water pumped by hand to the level of the tunnel. The bed rock swells, and
sometimes the track is raised six inches in a night. The cement varies in thick-
ness from six inches to six feet, and yields -S3 per ton. The mill has six stamps.
goes by steam, and crushes 40 tons in 24 hours. From June to December, there
is but half the needed supply of water, and the mill runs onlv in the day-time. -L C / * +*

Twenty-four men are employed.
BIRD FLAT AXD LEBAXOX.-Three-quarters of a mile above the Morning

Star claim, on the Picayune divide, the Iowa Hill and Bird Flat Company have
been running a tunnel since 1854, have gone in 1,100 feet, have spent -^50,000,
and have obtained no return as vet.'

The Lebanon Company, at Prospect Hill, have a claim which adjoins the Morn-
ing Star on the back. They have been at work 13 years, spent §100,000, and
cut a tunnel 1,500 feet, and in 1866 they struck into pay and erected a 10-siamp
mill, which is driven by a hurdy-gurdy wheel. This tunnel is not low enough.

GOLD Rux. - On the Railroad divide, between Bear river and the North fork
of the American, the Blue lead appears at Dutch Flat. Gold linn, and Indiana
Hill. The width of the lead here is nearl half a mile, and there are 200 or
300 feet of pay gravel, with no overlying barren stratum. Squires's canon,
which empties into Bear river, separates Dutch Flat from Gold linn. The
latter did not obtain a lanye sup pi v of water until latelv, and therefore its be>tQ i JL * */ / m

claims have not been exhausted, and it is the most prosperous hydraulic camp in
California. Nine thousand inches of water are used here, requiring a payment
of $1,000 a dav or more in irold. The gravel is peculiarly soft and there is «rrca / ^ O J w O

depth, so that high power is obtained, and more dirt is washed in proportion to 
i

the quantity of water used than in any other large hydraulic district.
GIIAVEL AT GOLD Rux. - The bed of auriferous crave! at Gold Run is about^B^^

350 feet deep, of which only about 150 feet have been worked so far. The
sluices are therefore 200 feet above the bed rock. A shaft was sunk 185 feet

deep in Potato ravine to the bed rock, and the bottom of that ravine is below
the level of most of the sluices. It is to be presumed that the bed rock in that
shaft is no lower than elsewhere in the channel. Pay gravel was found all tin
wav down, and it was soft until within six or eisrht feet of the bottom. This' t*-J

vast bed of ofvavfl two miles lon<r, half a mile wide, and 250 feet deep, cannotV^/ V- -J / * « *

be washed a wav for many vears.. «.

OUTLET.-Although the canon of the north fork of the American river is at
least 2.500 feet deep, yet it is two miles distant from Gold Run, and the tailin
must run iir<. ( ulon creek, which near the claims is onlv 150 or 175 feet bel> /r -

their levels. Several claims have been compelled to stop work because they n
Ion: r have any outlet.

An outlet must be obtained 200 feet deeper than Canon creek, and it must
be had without waiting for the gradual washing out of the Blue Lead channel
from the canon of the" north fork of the American rivr". That outlet will be

through a tnnnel about a mile long, and from this tunnel shaft- will run up to
the various claims. It will be very costly, but on the other hand it will yield
an immense return.
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FACILITIES FOR PIPING.-There is no prettier hydraulic washing than that
at Gold Run. The gravel is very soft, it is deep, water is abundant with a high
pressure, the claims are large, and there is no superincumbent layer of barren
matter. In proportion to the amount of work done fewer men arc employed at
Gold Run than at any other camp in the State. At Smartsville much time is
spent in blasting; at La Porte, in puddling; at Dutch Flat, in attending to
large boulders ; but none here. -Two men are sufficient here to do all the work
in a claim that uses 300 inches of water. As an inch of water is equal to a sup-
ply of 145 pounds per minute, or 8,700 pounds per hour, or 102,900 pounds (51
tons) in 12 hours, so it follows that 300 inches supplies 15,000 tons in a
day; and as the water carries off at least one-tenth-the ordinary calculation is
one-fifth-of its bulk of earthy matter, it follows that two men wash 1,500 tons
at Gold Run in 12 hours, or 750 tons each. It is a common saying at Dutch
Flat that there three pipes are required to break down as much gravel as the
water of one can wash away, but in Gold Run one pipe will break down as much
as three can wash away. This is an exaggeration when stated as a general prin-
ciple, though it has been true in some instances.

CANON CREEK.-Canon creek runs from Gold Run along the eastern border of
the Blue Lead 3 J miles down to Indiana Hill, where it empties into the north fork
of the American river. This creek furnishes .the outlet for many of the claims.
The oriinal bed °f the creek was in eneral 350 feet below the surface of theo

lead, or " gravel range," as it is also called, but the bed has been in some places
filled up as much as fifty feet with gravel. "

WATER.-Piping was commenced at Indiana Hill on a small scale in 1857,
with 400 inches, supplied in the late winter and early spring by a ditch from
Canon creek. Four years later the Dutch Flat ditch brought to Gold Run 800
inches, which ran for six or seven months, and have since been doubled; and
the Bear River ditch brought in 800 more; and in 1864 the South Yuba ditcl
brought in 2,500 inches. The demand for water has always exceeded the sup-
plv, and as the supply increased so did the amount of work and of production.
Gold Run produced $150,000, in 1865; $300,000 in 1866; and the yield/for
1867 is estimated at $500,000. The customary price for water is 12J cents per
inch for 12 hours, and 20 cents for 24 hours.

SQUIRE'S CANON CLAIMS.-On the southern lode of Squire's canon, in the
Gold Run district, are the following claims, commencing at the east:

Frost &: Co. began work in 1865, wash through an open cut, use 300 inches
of water, and usually run in day-time only, though they have run night and
day at times.-

W. H. Kinder began work in 1866, uses 300 inches of water, washes through
an open cut, and runs in "day-time only.

Wentworth & Co. began work in 1866, use 300 inches of water night and day,
and wash through an open cut.

A. Bell & Co. are running a bed rock tunnel, and have not commencedO /

washing.
Wolcott & Co. began work in 1867, and the claim was sold in June for

$3,500. They use 300 inches of water in daylight only, and wash through an
open cut, but intend to cut a tunnel.

The Baile}^ claim, consisting of 21 claims, each 100 by 200 feet, has not been
opened, and no work is being done.

Crader & Co. began in 1867, and use 175 inches day and night.
CANON CREEK CLAIM.-The claims which have their outlet into Canon creek

are the following, near the head of Squire's canon :
The Rock Compan}- opened their claim in 1866, and used 250 inches of water,

running day and night. They are not piping now, but are preparing to lay a
long pipe so as to have a heavy pressure for 1868.

Hughes & Co. opened their claim in 1866, but are not at work now.
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A.. S. Benton opened liis claim in 1867, and uses 300 inches of w.rer by day-
light only.

The Harkness claim has been worked by sluice and pipe for 10 years, is now
takino- 650 inches of water day and ni^ht, and draining through an open cut. * <^ / A

Behind Harkness is the claim of Halsey & Co., 90® feet long- by 500 wide,
which cannot be worked until an outlet is obtained through the claim in front.
A fourth interest was offered for sale in last February for 82,000, but no buyer
appeared. It would have found ready sale if there had been an outlet.

Next to Harkness, on Canon creek, is the claim of Goding & Co., who have
worked off the top of their claim as low as they can go, and are now waiting for
a deeper outlet.

The claim of Benton & Co., adjoining, is in a similar condition.
The Bay State claim was opened in 1857, and has been worked steadily since

whenever water could be had. In 1866 it used 750 inches day and night; this
year it used 350. The profit never has been large, though the gross yield
has been 8150,000, and the yield for 1866 837,000.

The claim of A. Beel is in the same condition as that of Goding.
GOOSLIXG RAVINE CLAIMS.-Goosling & Co. have been at work since 1854. o

A ravine runs down through the middle of the claim, and they are piping on
each side, using 300 inches day and night on one side, and 300 inches in day-
time only on the other. Goosling ravine is in this claim.

Prindle & Co. opened their claim in 1864, and used 275 inches of water day
and night. Work has been closed for this season because the pipe has advanced
to within 50 feet of a ditch, the proprietors of which have warned the claim
owners that they will be held responsible for any damage to the ditch. Four
ditches cross this claim. The outlet is through Goosling's ravine.

The Uncle Abe claim, behind Goosling, is irregular in shape, but is about
1,000 feet long by 850 feet wide. It was opened in 1867, and in April, May,
and June, yielded 812,000. It was sold in May for $6,000. The consumption
of water is 275 inches dav and night. * o

LOWER C AXOX CREEK CLAIMS.-The claim of Winters & Co. has been worked
three years, and is in the same condition as Goding's.

The Bay State No. 2 is unopened. An offer of $3,000 for the claim was
refused.

The Hall claim was worked for two years, but is idle this season for want of
an outlet.

The claim of Taylor, Moore & Co. is about 1,000 feet square, was worked on
a small scale from 1853 till 1865, and for the last two years has been piping on
a large scale. It was sold this year for $11,000. The yield in " a run of 22

days," as a run of 11 days day and niglit is termed, is usually between $4,000
and $5,000.

The Church claim was opened in 1860, and the yield in 1866 was 827,000.
Three-fifths of the claim were sold in 1865 for $7,000. Of water, 275 inches
are used in the dav-time only.

The Golden Gate claim began work in 1858, uses 300 inches of water in dav-* -1 O / *

time only, pays well, and is the last claim that tails immediately into Canon
creek.

GOLD Rrx CANON.- The Gold Hun claim began work in 1859, uses 300
inches of water in the day-time only, has paid well, and tails into* Golden Run
canon, which is on the southern side of the claim. An offer of $10,000 for the
claim has been refused.

The Fitzpatrick claim, fronting on Gold Run canon, has lately been sold for
',100. and is now preparing to work with 300 inches of wau r.
On the souih side of Gold Run canon, and opposite to the Fitzpatrick claim,

is the Sheldon claim, owned by the Dutch Flat Water Company. It has U i
worked several veurs but is idle now.w r
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The Iluvck and Hubbard claim, fronting on Gold Run canon, has a sluice«/ 1
tunnel, but is waiting for cheaper water, and doing nothing.

The Home Ticket has been worked four years, and uses 350 inches in day-
time. The gross yield in May and June, 1867, was about $100 per day.

The Newark was opened in 1863, uses 300 inches in the day-time, and yielded
about $75 gross in June, 1867.

POTATO RAVIXE.-The following companies tail into Potato ravine, a tribu-
tary of Canon creek:

Baldwin and Bailey have been at work three years, usin^ 275 inches of water«- %/ 7 O

in the day-time, and obtaining about $70 gross per day.
The Harris claim is large and unopened.
The Fitzpatrick claim yields about $75 gross per day, was opened in 1866,

and consumes 330 inches of water in day-time.
The Cedar Company have 900 by 800 feet, began work in 1861, ran 300

inches day and night, and obtain about $230 in 24 hours. The yield in 1866
was $35,000, one-half of it profit.

Stewart and Kinder have 500 feet square, fronting on both Canon creek and
Potato ravine, but are not at work. Along Canon creek there is a rim rock, so
they will tail into Potato ravine. Thev refused an offer of $1,500 for the claim. - *, /

The Judd and Griffin claim, 1,000 feet square, has been worked since 1854,
and was sold in 1866 for $3,500. The yield is about $75 per day, with 270
inches running twelve hours out of the twenty-four. To get drainage an open
cut was made 600 or 700 feet long in the rim-rock, and in one place 40 feet deep.

Huyck and Judd have one of the most profitable claims of the district on the
eastern side of Indiana Hill canon, which empties into the north fork of the
American river. They have been at work since 1854, use 275 inches of water
in the day-time, and cleared 87,000 in 1866.

The Hoskin claim adjoining is open, but is open, but is not worked.
IXDIAXA CEMEXT MILL.-Mallory, Gavlord & Co. are working with an ei^ht- t/ / */ O O

stamp cement mill, driven by a hurdygurdy wheel. Their claim is the only one
in the district in which the bed-rock has been reached. Their mode of getting
out dirt is to cut a tunnel 60 or 70 feet on the bed-rock, let off a blast of 200

kegs of powder, sluice off the top dirt, and run the cement through the mill.
IXDIAXA CAXOX CLAIMS.-The following claims tail into Indiana Hill canon.
The Hawkins claim was opened this year, uses 350 inches night and day, and

yields $200 in 24 hours.
The Brink claim was opened in 1864, but is not worked now on account of

disturbance of the telegraph or flume from which the pipe is fed. The yield was
about $75 per day, and the quantity of water 30 inches. Work will be resumed
next year.

Stewart and Prindle opened their claim in 1867, use 200 inches day and night,
and take out about $100 per day.

MOODY'S TAIL SLUICE.-In Canon creek Moody & Co. have a double tail
sluice 2.000 feet lonjj. consisting of two flumes, each ei<?ht feet wide and about/ o / o / o ^

four feet deep. This sluice cost $25,000. The lower part was earned away in
1862, and the upper part was buried and had to be replaced. The yield was
$10,000 in 1865, $7,000 in 1866, and $3,000 in the first half of 1867. An offer
of $11,000 for a third interest was refused. The estimated receipts for 1867 are
810,000. Mj3st of the cleaning up is done in September and October, when
there is not much water for piping.

KIXDEII'S TAIL SLUICE.-Kinder and White have a tail sluice in Canon creek,
and claim the creek for a mile and a half below Moody & Co. In the upper
part of their claim they have two sluices eight feet wide and 700 feet long. Half
of the sluice was sold in 1865 for $3,000, but since then it has become more
valuable. The grade is three inches to 12 feet. This sluice was carried away
in 1865. " .
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The following companies tail into the two tafl sluices in Canon creek:

Bell 
German 
Uncle Abe 

Companies. Companies. Inches.
Rock Creek 
Eenton & Co - 350 

Golden Gate 
Home Ticket 

Inch e&. 

350
Harkness 6l<'0 Newark . 3(0

ay State 350 ailey & Brother 275
300 Fitzpatriek 300

, 600 Brogan °00
t 275

Taylor & Co 400
Church 275

The Gold Run tail sluice, in Gold Run 

Total 

canon, is 1,500 feet long, six feet
wide, and yields $6,000 or S7,000 a year. It tails into Canon creek.

Goosling & Co. have a tail sluice 3,000 feet long in Goosling ravine, and four O / C? vl? /

companies tail into it. Two tail sluices are buried 20 or 30 feet deep in this mine.
Huvck and Judd have 1,000 feet of tail sluice in Indiana Hill canon.*/ 

HOSKIXS TAIL SLUICE.-The Hoskins tail sluice is in Indiana Hill ravine,
which is so steep that the sluice is in short sections, the longest 24 feet, and
between the sections the water pitches down over steep rocks. There are in all
fifteen boxes of main tail sluice, six or eight feet wide and two or two and a half
feet deep, with a grade of eight inches to 12 feet.

Besides the main sluice boxes there are a number of undercurrent boxes, from
six to nine feet wide, 14 inches deep, with a grade of 12 or 13 inches to 12 feet.
Not more than one-fifth of the matter in the main sluice gets into the undercur-
rent, passing through a cast grating of white iron, with openings an inch wide,
eight inches and a half long, separated by bars an inch and a half thick on top.
There are usually from 600 to 1,200 inches of water running in the main sluice
and 120 in the undercurrent, which latter catches three times as much gold as 

" -|

the former, because the current is slower and shallower.
There are second undercurrents, or secondaries, as they are usually called.

Their grade is 14 or 15 inches to the box, their width 30 inches, and their depth *" / /A
12. They take one-fifteenth of the water of the undercurrent, and catch one-ml

eighth as much gold. They are especially serviceable for catching quicksilver.
The spaces in the grating are rive inches long and three-eighths of an inch wide.
There are tliree boxes of 12 feet to each undercurrent, and two to each' second-
ary. The undercurrents always pay where the gold is fine, and the secondaries * c 1 * O /

are especially serviceable in steep caiions.
DUTCH FLAT.-Dutch Flat, on the north side of the divide between Bear

river and the north fork of the American river, and within half a mile of the
lino of the Central Pacific railroad, has for 12 years been one of the leading
hydraulic camps of the State. It is pleasantly situated, and is one of the most -*" JL, »

prosperous towns in the mines, although the monthly gold yield was thrice as great* " -* /O rf O «J -"
in 18-58 as it is now. There are many comfortable homes, most of the people
consider themselves permanent residents, and there is a steady increase in the
number of families. Dutch Flat, probably alone of all the mining towns, has
never been burned down, and only one house lias been burned. - The shipment
of gold in January, 1867, was'$31,000; in February, 633,000; in March,
S4:J.OOO: in April, 874,000; in May, 866,000; and in June, $60,000. These
shiprneais included much from Gold Run,

Mqst of the soft gravel that covered the Blue lead, and that could be washed
down readily with the pipe, has been washed away, and the blue cement, which
is too hard tor the pipe, ,-ind perhaps not rich enough for the stamp, has been
reached; and most of the claims are now lying idle^in the hope that some other
mode will be devised of wnrking them.

The principal claims at Dutch Fhir, commencing on Bear river, at the north-
eastern corner of the district, uro the tallowing:

PHCEXIX AXD AMERICAS.-The Phomix, 900 feet long by oO 00 wide, was
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opened in 1857 and was worked until 1865, with an average yield of $150 and
an expense of $60 per day. All the soft gravel has been washed and the hard
cement remains. The depth to the bed rock is not known.

The American, 900 feet long by 400 feet wide, was opened in 1857, and was
worked for six years as a hydraulic claim, yielding $150 per day. It will not
pay now for piping, and Chinamen are sluicing in it.

UCKEYE.-The Buckeye was opened as a sluicing claim in 1854, and it was
piped from 1857 till 1867, and may be regarded as worked out for the hydraulic
process. It has used 250 inches of water and employed from four to six men.
An incline was sunk 250 feet below the level of the present workings to the
bed rock, and the cement taken out in going down yielded $8 to the car-load,
and not more than one-third of the gold was washed out. If this statement be
correct, and if the cement found in the incline was a fair average of all in the
claim, the Buckeye is an extremely valuable piece of property.

DUTCH FLAT AND QUEEN CITY.-The Dutch Flat, 1,800 by 900 feet, was
opened in 1857, and is still at work with 12 men. The yield is from $200 to
$400 per day. The soft gravel will last another season. The company com-
menced work in 1854, cutting a tunnel for drainage, but after going 450 feet and
spending $46,000 on it, they gave it up. Some of the rock was so hard that"

they paid $85 50 per lineal foot.
The Queen City, 900 by 250 feet, began piping in 1858, and will exhaust its

soft gravel this year. Four men are employed; the yield, is $130 to $150 per
day, and 200 or 250 inches of water are used.

BEAR RIVER AND TEAFF.-The Bear River claim, 900 by 400, was opened
in 1856, and will be exhausted, so far as the soft gravel is concerned, this year.
Four men are employed, 250 inches of water are used, and the yield is $150 per
day.

TeafFs claim, 900 by 310 feet on one side of the hill, and 1,500 by 900 on
the other side, was opened as a pipe claim in 1855, and the soft gravel will be
worked out next year. From 1857 to 1860 125 inches of water were used, and
the average yield was $100 per day. About 80 feet have been washed away
from nearly the entire area of the claim. The amount of water used is 250 inches,
at an expense of $30 per clay; four men are employed at $3 each; the total
expenses are about $50 per da}7, and the yield $150. The head of water for
piping is 120 feet.

FROM BOSTON TO YANKEE.-The Boston claim, 900 by 450 feet, was opened
as a hydraulic claim in 1855, and the soft gravel will all be washed away this
year. Four men are employed, 250 inches of water are purchased, and the yield
is $150 per dav. A *

The Gray Eagle, 900 by 300 feet, was piped from 1858 till this year, and
now the soft gravel has all disappeared. The yield was $150 per day, and 250
or 300 inches were used per day. -

The North Star was worked as a drift claim for a long time, and then piped.
The soft gravel is all gone, and the claim is lying idle.

The Union is working, and paying good wages to two men.
The Yankee, at the junction of Dutch Flat ravine with Bear river, has worked / 17 /

off nearly all the soft gravel. In 1858 and 1859 it was worked as a drift claim
by 16 men, and it yielded 250 ounces (about $4,500) per month.
. DRIFT CLAIMS.-The Blue Cut struck pay in 1856 as a drift claim, and paid
very high for a time, and now pays $400 per month. Four men are employed,
and the claim is still worked by drifting.

The Potosi, a drift-claim, pays 200 ounces per month to 12 men drifting day
and night.

The Whvnot Company is worked as a drifting claim; yield not ascertained.
The Badger has 22 feet of drifting dirt, and has been very rich, but is working

now on a small scale. In four years it paid $192,000 of dividends
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MILL CLAIMS.-The Ohio claim has a four-stamp cement mill, which started
this year and pays well. The cement is hauled out with a mule. The soft
gravel has been sluiced off from the top.

The erection of a mill has been commenced on the Baker claim.

The German Company intend to build a mill.
OTHER CLAIMS.-The Deep Shaft claim is the property of the Water Com-

pany, and is worked by the hydraulic process, but the supply of water is irregu-
lar. When there are 250 inches of water the yield is about 8150 per day.

The Iowa claim uses 250 inches, and pays $150 per day, but did not pay more
than $100 previous to 1866. The soft gravel will be worked out next year.

The North Star yielded $150 per day for four or five years, but the soft gravel
'is all gone now.

Between Dutch Flat Ravine and Squire's Canon are a number of hydraulic
claims that have been worked many years, and have paid very little more than
expenses.

TEAFF'S TAIL SLUICE.-James Teaff, who owns one of the piping claims at
Dutch Flat, also owns a tail sluice-probably the largest one in the State. The
total length is 5,500 feet; 2,500 feet long, five and a half feet wide, and 26 inches
deep, in a tunnel, and 3,000 feet long and six feet wide outside. The construc-
tion of the tunnel and sluice cost $55,000 in money and four years' time, and was
completed in 1863. The TeafF, Dutch Flat, Queen City, Bear River, Franklin,
Boston, and Iowa companies, with 1,550 inches of water, tail into it. It is
paved all the way with boulders 14 inches deep. The grade is 10 inches to 12
feet, but eight inches would have been better. At intervals of 120 feet there are
falls or dumps two feet and a half high in the tunnel and five feet high outside.
These dumps are of great service in breaking up pieces of cement.

Boulders 10 and 15 inches in diameter are constantly rushing through the sluice,
and some of 20 inches frequently pass. The great weight of these boulders
rushing along at a speed of nearly 10 miles an hour tries the sluice severely,
and the rock bottom is always worn down about two inches in three months,
and half of the paving boulders are broken so as to be unfit for further use.

The rock for the paving is obtained by putting an iron grate in a sloping posi-
tion in the sluice. The bars of the grate are an inch and a half thick and eight
inches apart, so everything small passes through. A Chinaman stands by the
grate, examines every boulder that stops, lays the good ones on one side, and
throws the others over.

Every evening 15 or 20 pounds of quicksilver are put into the sluice, and the
largest amount in the sluice at one time is 900 pounds. The owner of the
sluice never buys any quicksilver, but has it to sell, for he catches more than he
puts in. He cleans up several sections-a section is between two dumps-between
Saturday night and Monday morning, which time he has for cleaning up under
a contract with the companies. Six men are employed 20 hours-12 days' work
in cleaning up a section of ten boxes or 120 feet, and the expense, including
new stone and repairing, is $3 75 per box. The yield is usually ̂ 25 per box,
or §250 per section, at a clean up, and there are 416 boxes in the sluice. Three
men are constantly employed in looking after the sluice, and extra men are
engaged to clean up. c? O 1

The companies which tail into the tunnel have about 600 feet of their own
sluices.

DRAINAGE OF BEAK RIVER.-Bear river, opposite to Dutch Flat, is 70 feet
deep, with tailiiii , the mass of which extends for some miles above and many
below. It has " en proposed to cut a tunnel three miles long from Bear river at
Secret ravine through the railroad divide to the north fork of "the American river,
the bed of which is 1,000 feet lower than thai of Bear river. It is supposed that
an immense profit would be derived from such an enterprise, though ihe cost of
making a tunnel for that length 11 feet wide and eiu'lit feet high, at $40 per foot,
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would be about $630,000, The bed of Bear river, opposite Dutch Flat, never
was flumed. and is probably quite rich. The present deposit of tailings began to
accumulate in 1858 or 1859. They rise about two feet per month from February
till September, and then the floods of winter cany away a considerable portion of
them.

SOUTH PLACER QUAETZ REGULATIONS.-There is no general quartz regula-
tion for Placer county; each district has its own rules.

The following are the main provisions of the South Placer quartz regulations :
Any person may take up and pre-empt one claim of 200 feet in length on the lode by 200

feet in width, (following the dip of the lode,) with all dips, spurs, angles, and courses, with
all precious metals therein contained. Such claims shall be valid by the locator's posting
one notice thereupon, naming the number of feet claimed each way from said notice ; desig
nating, if possible, by croppings, the general direction of said lode, but if no croppings are
visible, then by the words easterly, westerly, northerly, or southerly, as the case may be; but
in no case shall a location of a claim be invalid by reason of any misapprehension in regard
to the direction of said Iode.« Notices of locations shall be put upon the records of this
district, together with filing a copy of the same with the recorder, which shall give as full a
description as possible of the claim.

All claims shall be recorded as above specified within 20 days from the date of their notice.

All claims in this district shall be held by working the same, the work to^ «' O /

amount to at least one full day's work to each, claim in each company in every
month in good faith; and after the sum of $50 to each name in such company shall
have been expended upon the claim, on application to the recorder it shall be his
duty to go and see the work, and if he iinds that the said amount of work or
money has been expended as before stated, he shall give to the parties owning
or their representatives a certificate stating that the said amount of work and
money has been expended, which entitles the owners to lay over and suspend
work for the term of six months from the date of said application, and the claim
will not be considered forfeited until after the said six months has expired.

CANADA HILL AXD LOXE STAB REGULATIONS.-The quartz regulations of
Canada Hill allow 200 feet on the lode to each person, and 50 feet on each side,
and 10 feet on every cross-lode j and require five days' work per month for each
individual claim or share.

In the Lone Star district, west of Auburn, the regulations allow 200 feet to each
person, and 300 feet on each side. A company's claim may be held for the first -" /^
year by doing work of the value of $25 within 60 days after, the location; and
an equal amount cf work will hold it for any subsequent year.

GBEEX EMIGRANT.-The Green Emigrant mine, three miles northwest from O /

Auburn, is 1,000 i'eet long on a vein which appears to run north 65° west, but
there are a number of veins that seem to concentrate at the top of the hill, in
which a rich deposit has been found.

The vein which runs through the hill is called the Green Emigrant, is three
feet wide, and dips 45° to the southwest. The foot-wall is serpentine and the
tanging wall talcose slate and schist. The vein itself near the surface seems

to be decomposed quartz, talcose, and schist. The middle parallel vein is 18
inches wide and nearly vertical, and the vein matter is like that in the Green
Emigrant. The southwestern vein is four feet and a half wide, and dips 45
to the cast. The vein matter is the same as in the other two. There are spaces
of 50 feet between these parallel veins at the surface, but it is supposed that they
unite 150 feet below the surface. The walls of the middle vein and the ^O

ing wall of the southern vein arc talcose slate ; and the foot-wall of the latter
vein is a hard rock resembling sienite. A shaft was sunk 10 feet in the south-
western vein, and the rock averaged $10 per ton. The mine was discovered m
1864, and not more than 50 tons have been crushed, yielding $100 per ton. The
yield for the first twro years was 820,000, but the proprietors refuse to tell what
ithasbeen since. Humor, which probably exaggerates grossly, says that 8100.000
have been taken out in a hand mortar in the first six months of 1867. That
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many rich specimens have been obtained is indubitable. All the work in the
mine, except on rare occasions, is done by two partners in it, and strangers are
not permitted to enter. The rich deposit is found in streaks near the walls.
The mine is opened by a tunnel 225 feet long. The mine owners say the whole
hill will pay-the rock for crushing and the gravel for washing.

The first extension of the Green Emijn'ant on the north is GOO feet lone:, and
is being opened or examined by cross cuts. Some auriferous talcoso slate has r-i
been found, but so far no vein.

Monahan ft: Co. have 2,000 feet on the same vein, and have done nothing./ / c?

The Wells claim is 2,400 feet long, and the vein is five feet wide. There are
two shafts, one 50 and the other 40 feet deep. Forty tons have been crushed,
and they yielded -^12 50 per ton on an average, after the specimens had been
picked out.

The first extension south of the Green Emigrant is 2,000 feet lon<r. A shaft
has been sunk 25 feet, and the vein is 18 inches wide. The rock prospects well.

EW YORK AXD EMPIEE. - The New York mine, formerly known as the Con- / +r

rad, one mile west of Auburn, has three veins, each two feet wide, not more than
200 feet apart,

The Empire Company, at Ophir, has 11,000 feet of claims on various veins,
and is working in a shaft 35 feet deep, in a vein two feet wide. The mill
has 10 stamps, and began to run in March of this year. The average yield is
88 per ton, exclusive of the sulphurets, which are not saved. An experiment was
made in this mill of working the fioat quartz, which covers the whole country
near Ophir, but it did not pay. The working vein is in granite and runs north
and south. The mill was burned down in July, after it was visited.

SCHNABLE.-The Julianne or Schnable mine, on Jenny Lind Flat, near/ *' ^ 7

Ophir, is 2,000 feet long on a vein two and a half feet wide, running north and
south in granite, and dipping 80° to the east. A shaft has been sunk 105 feet,
and drifts have been run 50 feet below the surface, 1,200 feet on the vein, in pay / / %"
all the way. The pay is evenly distributed through the vein, and the average
yield of free gold, as reported by the proprietor, is 86 per ton; but the general
impression in the neighborhood is that the mine is quite valuable. The expense
for stopping out is 82 per ton, and the total expense 84. The croppings have
paid for 2,000 feet on the surface. The rock contains seven per cent, of sulphu-
rcts, which assay 8147 per ton, or $10 per ton of rock. There is a live-stamp
'mill which has been running for two years and a half, working 25 or 30 tonsO «r / C?

per week.
WALTER A^D ST. LATVUEXCE.-The Walter mine, 900 feet, at Ilamberg

Flat, is on a vein which runs northwest and southeast, averages 18 inches
in thickness, and dips 80° to the southwest. A shaft has been sunk 45 feet,
and drifts have been run 48 feet on the vein in pay rock all the way. There is
slate wall on both sides, but in some places the granite comes to the west wall.
Some very rich specimens have been found. The mine has no mill. Twenty
tons have been crushed, and the yield was 813 per ton.

The St. Lawrence Company has three claims. The St. Lawrence vein, on
which they are working, runs northeast and southwest, dips southeast 65°, and
is 20 inches wide. The'claim on this vein is l.iOO feet long. A shaft has
been sunk 75 i\. t, and drifts have been run 85 feet in pay all the way. The
walls are jjrjiuite, with a slaty ffourre about an inch thick on each side. The* i

surface was worked with a profit by Mexicans for many years. The St. Lawrence
claim on the Boulder vein is 2,400 feet long. The vein is three and a half feet
wide, and has th-.> same course, dip, arid wails as the St. Lawrence. A shaft has
been sunk 75 feet, and drifts have been run 75 feet. An assay of the sulphnrets
shows i::sgoW and 8158 silver per t.-n. An assay of dry'slum showed 819
gold and " ilver per ton.

GOLDEN RULE.-The Golden Rule Company, of Sacramento, (to be di^in-
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guished from the Golden Rule Company of San Francisco, which has a valuable
mine on the Mother lode in Tuolumne county,) has claims, each 2,000 feet long,
on three parallel veins nine miles south-southwest of Auburn. The eastern vein
is three feet thick, and has been opened by a shaft 250 feet deep and drifts 160
feet long on the vein, all the way in rock that averages $12 to the ton. The
middle vein is two feet thick, and the rock averages $8. This is 100 feet
from the eastern vein, has been reached by a cross-drift from it, and a drift in
the vein has been run 60 feet. The western vein is 60 feet distant, in fifteen

, inches wide, and has been opened to a depth of 75 feet by a shaft, and to a length
of 50 feet by drifts. The eastern and middle veins show quartz of the same
quality; the western has a bluish hard quartz, containing more free gold than
the others, wrhich have white quartz and sulphurets. A 20-stamp mill is going
up, and also a reverberatory furnace, with a capacity to roast a ton at a charge.
The sulphurets are to be concentrated with Hungerford's concentrator. There is
a 75-horse power steam engine and steam hoisting works. For hoisting, a flat
wire rope is used.

STEWAET'S FLAT, AMEEICAI^ BAE, AND DAMASCUS.-Stewart's Flat mine,
350 feet long, is on a vein two and a half feet wide, running north-northeast

and south-southwest, in granite walls. A shaft has been sunk 120 feet,, and
drifts have been run 380 feet on the vein in pay all the way. The average
yield is $15 per ton. The mine was worked from 1862 to 1864, and was then
left idle till this spring, when work was resumed. There is a five-stamp mill.

At American Bar, two miles below Michigan Bluff, a quartz mill is being built.
The Damascus quartz mine, at Damascus, was worked for three years, paying

a profit part of the time, and has been idle for the last three years. The vein i«
3 2 feet wide and the mill has five stamps.

RED STONE.-The Red Stone, 10 miles north of Dutch Flat, on the north
branch of the north fork of the American river, is 2,400 feet long, on a vein which
runs northwest and southeast, and is five and a half feet wide, between granite
and talcose slate. A depth of 165 feet has been reached, and drifts have been
run 30 feet in the vein. The rock, so far as examined, is very rich. A four-
stamp mill has been running, and an 18-stamp mill is now in the course of
erection.

There is a mill of two stamps erected in Bear Valley, for the purpose of pros-.
peering the Champion and the Blue Belle lodes, both of which yield excellent
quartz.

CANADA HILL.-Canada Hill, on the Forest Hill ridge, 10 miles west of
the summit, has a number of quartz lodes, some of which are very promising at
the surface. The gulches about the hill arc full of rough gold and gold-bearing
quartz. Most of the miners there arc Mexicans. The Secret mill, built four
vears a°fo. ran two years and is now standing idle.* O 7 */ ^ o ^

The Buena Vista Company are opening a quartz claim.
Bald Mountain, two miles east of Canada Hill, is covered with float-quartz,

and many of the pieces contain specks of gold plainly visible. There has been
much prospecting for lodes, but none of any size have been found.

HAEPENDING- MINE.-The Gold Quarry Company's property, familiarly
known as the Banker or Harpcnding mine, is situated near Lincoln, on a deposit
similar to that of Quail Hill, in Calavcras county. The ores are delivered by
contract at 40 cents per ton. A 40-stamp mill is at work, crushing about fivei 
,ons daily to the stamp. The labor is principally Chinese. The estimated cost
of the entire extraction and treatment is within $1 per ton.

Professor Sillhnan, in a paper on the Harpending and Quail Hill deposits.
says:

Accompanying the entire mass of decomposition a t both localities, occur both gold and
silver, aissemmaieu wim luiuaiKtiuit; uuuumuij iu »u parts of the ore ground. At Whiskey silver, disseminated with remarkable uniformity in all
Hill films of metallic silver are visible upon the talcose masses, stained green by malachite
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or chrysocolla. The gold is rarely seen in situ, being mostly obscured by the very rusty
and highly-stained character of the associated materials. But it is rare that, on washing a
small quantity of any of the contents of these great deposits, gold is not found in angular
grains or small ragged masses, from the size of a few grains' weight to impalpable dust.
Nuggets of several pennyweights occur occasionally. This gold has evidently accompanied
the sulphur*ts and been left in its original position and condition by their decomposition.
There can be little doubt that the gold of the gulches adjoining these deposits has been
derived from them. At Whiskey Hill the gulch gold ceases to be found as soon as the limits
of this deposit are passed; and the same is true at Quail Hill. The occurrence of deposits
of this nature throughout the range of the foot hills seems to offer the best solution which has
suggested itself of the origin of the placer gold, which is found in situations so far removed
from the gold belt of the upper sierras, and away from sources usually recognized as those
to which placer gold may be referred. * * * * *

The chemical results of the extensive decomposition of metallic sulphids which has ia
former times occurred at these localities offer an interesting problem in chemical geology.
The sulphur has been removed chiefly as sulphuric acid, beyond doubt, which has combined
with iron and copper to form sulphates of those metals. These have, for the most part, dis-
appeared, being washed out by the atmospheric waters, and have followed the drainage of
the country. At Whiskey Hill I found the sulphate of iron, (coquimbite,) sulphate of cop-
per, (cyauosite,) and alum. The water of the shaft contains copper enough to redden the
iron tools.

From all the evidence presented, we seem justified in regarding these remarkable metallic
deposits as segregated veins, holding a pretty uniform and high tenor of gold and silver,
associated with and derived from the decomposition of extended masses of metallic sulphur-
ets and quartzose matter, and carrying,'at times, ores of copper, the commercial value of
which is, however, entirely subordinate to that of the precious metals which are found to
characterize these veins or ore channels.

SECTIOX II.

NEVADA COUNTY.

Nevada county, California, Las for its eastern boundary tlie dividing line
between California and Nevada State; extends across the summit and down the
westerly slope of the Sierra Nevada mountains to the foot hills that border the
eastern edge of the Sacramento valley. Its northerly and southerly boundaries
are the Middle Yuba and Bear rivers, to the sources of those streams; thence
due east to the State line. Jts length from east to west is about 65 miles, having c 7 O

an average breadth of 20, and containing about 1,300 square miles. It is near
the middle of the great gold region that stretches along the westerly slope of
the mountain chain, extends entirely across the auriferous belt, and in the last
nineteen years has produced more gold than any tract of country of equal extent
in the world.* The elevation above the level of the ocean ranges from 800 to
1,000 feet, along the foct hills, and rises to 8,000 and 9,000 feet in places on
the summit, thus affording a great variety of climates. On and near the summit
the ground is covered with snow for more than half the year, while at the foot
hills snow and ice are seldom seen.

Several streams, which have their sources high up in the mountains, flow
westerly through the county, and empty into the main Yuba or Bear river. The
most considerable of these are the South Yuba, Deer creek, and Greenhorn,
which, with their tributaries, have cut deep channels in the primitive rock.
Between these streams and those fonning the northerly and southed v boundaries O "/ "/

* Professor 13. Silliman says of the product of the valley district:
"The place has obtained a well-earned celebrity as the most prosperous of all the gold

quartz-mining districts in California. Quartz mining was begun here as <-urly as 1-.V), anj
has been continued, on the whole, with a steadily increasing success, to the present time.T j " _! * rt * 1 1- y ' ^ *" 11

v^a i

m y th ., _jse best able to form a trustworthy opinion on this subject
that the product in I860 was probably not less than .'.ciMi.OUO, while for the whole period
from 1851-say 14 years-it was probably in excess of $->3,000,000."
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main rid GTS running nearly at right angles with th **- * */ <- V-

tain chain, and varying in length from 25 to 40 miles. These ridges are com-
posed mainly of gravel and alluvial deposits, the debris from the higher moun-
tains, and matter of volcanic origin. In places the bed rock rises nearl}
surface, but in general the alluvium is from 100 to 200 feet in depth, and at the
higher elevations is covered with basaltic rocks and a deep volcanic cement.
The volcanic covering1 is sumjosed at one time to have extended over a much

larger area than at present, forming extensive table lands, but in course of
has been worn away on the lower portions and along the margins of *.

leaving the alluvium as the upper surface, and he p
cipal field for hydraulic mining.*

Professor Silliman, in an article published in Bean's Directory of Nevada, says of the
general geological character of the Grass Valley district :

li The gold-bearing rocks at this place are mostly highly metamorphic schists or sandstone
passing into diorite or greenstone syenite. These greenstones, seemingly crystaline, are
probably only highly altered sedimentary rocks, containing a large amount of protoxide of
iron with sulphuret of iron. In some parts of the district slaty rocks occur, more or less
talcose or chloritic in character ; masses of serpentine also abound, forming at times one
wall of the quartz veins* This serpentine is probably metamorphic of the magnesian rocks
last named. The red soil, seen almost everywhere in the Grass Valley district, hns its origin
from the peroxidation of the iron contained in the greenstones and diorites, and set at liberty
by its decomposition,

"The line of contact between the gold-bearing and metamorphic rocks of Grass Valley
and the granites of the Sierra Nevada is met on the road to the town of Nevada, about a half
mile before coming to Deer creek. The talcose and chloritic slates are seen to the north, in
the direction of the Peck load, and in the slate districts of Deer creek.^^^^ *

"The dip and strike of the rocks in the Grass Valley region is seen to vary greatly in
different parts of the district- Following the course of Wolf creek, a tributary of Bear river.
it will be observed that the valley of this stream - which is Grass Valley - as well as of its
principal branches, follows, in the main, the line or strike of the rocks. In the absence of
an accurate map of the region it may not be easy to make this statement evident. But all
who are familiar with the chief mines of this district will recall the fact that the course of the

veins in the Forest Springs location, at the southern extremity of the district, is nearly north
and south - N. about 20° E.- with a very flat dip to the east ; while at the Eureka mine, on
Eureka Hill, about four miles to the northward, the course of the vein is nearly east and
west, with a dip to the south of about 78 degrees. Again, commencing at North Gold Hill
and following the course of the famous vein which bears the names of Gold Hill, Massachu-
setts Hill, and New York Hill, we find the veins conforming essentially to the southerly
course of the stream, with an easterly dip. The North Star, on Weimar Hill, has likewise
the same general direction of dip. Near Miller's ravine, at El Dorado mill, Wolf creek makes
a sudden bend to the left or east, leaving the Lone Jack, Illinois, Wisconsin, and Allison
Ranch mines to the west. All these last-named mines are found to possess a westerly dip,
showing the existence of a synclinal axis running between the base of New York Hill and
the mines having westerly dips last named, along which, probably, the veins will, if explored
in depth, be found 'in basin.' The dip at Lone Jack is about 30° west; at Allison Ranch
it is about 45° west. Just below the Allison Ranch mine Wolf cieek again makes a sharp
turn to the left; nearly at a right angle, and then resumes its former course with the same
abruptness. A mile lower down, where it strikes the Forest Springs locations, we find the
Morambagna inclosed in syenitic rocks, dipping at a very low angle to the east ; a dip is seen
also, at a still less angle, in the Shamrock, yet further south. There is probably a saddle or
anticlinal axis below the Allison Ranch mine, due to the elevation of the syenitic mass, which,
it seems probable, sets in at the sharp bend in the stream, before alluded to, and where the
ravine trail joins it. The stream probably runs pretty nearly in the basin of the synclinal.

"The rocks on the east side of Wolf creek, and above Forest Springs locations, dip
westerly. Such is the case at Kate Hayes and with the veins on Osborn Hill. The middl
branch of the creek sweeps around to the cast, forms its junction with the north fork, and
the veins explored there near its upper waters, as at Union Hill, the Burdette ground, Mur-

hy vein, Lucky, and Cambridge, all dip southwest or south, conformably to the Idaho and
Eureka, and at a pretty high angle. The Eureka vein, going west, faults in the Whiting

ground, and, having previously become almost vertical, has, west of the fault, a northerly
dip nl a high angle. At the Coe ground this northerly dip is also found at au angle of about
U°. At Cincinnati Hill the vein dips southerly, in a direction exactly opposite to that of

the North Star, there being a valley between the two, and a saddle or anticlinal between Cin-
cinnati and Massachusetts Hills. "

"These facts, which by a more detailed statement could be easily multiplied, seem to war-
rant the conclusion that the course and dip of the Grass Valley veins is especially conformable
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The whole country was orisrinallv covered with magnificent forests, the differ-V O * ^^ '

ent varieties of the pine predominating in the more elevated regions, and giving
place to the oak in the foot-hills. As the first settlers had no interest in the
soil, and felt that they were but sojourners for a, time in the mines, the timber
has been waste-fully used, and much of it has disappeared.

The entire count v is what mtelit be termed mineral land, as distinguished ", O

from agricultural. Yet there are many sheltered valleys of rich, arable soil
which have been cultivated, and amply rewarded the husbandman. The largest
of these is Pema valley, tying near the westerly border of the county, and con-
taining about 2,000 acres of good soil, which has been occupied and cultivated
for manv rears.

SETTLEMENT. - The first settlement in what is now Xevacla county was made 
"* *" "»

in the summer of 1848, when the south find middle branches of the Yuha were
prospected for gold for a considerable distance into the mountains, and many
to that of the rocks, and that the streams have, in general, excavated their valleys iri alike
conformable manner/'

In reference to the gold-bearing veins of Grass Valley, Professor Silliman says :
44 The quartz veins of Grass Valley district are not generally large. Two feet is probably

a full average thickness, while souie of the most productive, and those which have given
from the first a high reputation to this region, have not averaged over a foot, or possibly
eighteen inches in thickness. There are some exceedingly rich veins, which will hardly
average four inches in thickness, and which have yet been worked at a profit, while at the "v <"> ^*w ^^_ ^_- <±*r w^ v_ "_& i^, mj f M *" *» i " » v M & m " -+.S «. * " *. * ̂ .". * » * ». ^_ *- » » * *" 1 ̂f **S ** W*f V "-' -mf -f ̂  *** ^-» r*r M W * * * %-*"
same time there are veins like the Eureka, which have averaged three in thickness, and the
Union Hill vein over four feet. The Grass Valley veins are oiten, perhaps, usually imbedded
in the inclosing rocks, with seldom a fluccau or clay selvage or parting, although this is
sometimes found on one or both walls.

" The walls of the fissures and the contact faces of the veins are often seen to be beautifully
polished and striated.

" The veins are, as a rule, highly mineralized, crystalline, and affording the most unmis-
takable evidence of an origin from solution in water, and afford not the least evidence of an
igneous origin. Calcedonic cavities and agatized structure are very conspicuous features in
many of the best characterized and most productive of the gold-bearing veins of this district.
These indisputable evidences of an aqueous origiu are seen iu Massachusetts Hill, Ophir
Hill, Allison Ranch, Kate Hayes, and Eureka.

"The metallic contents of the Grass Valley veins vary extremely ; some carry but little or no
visible gold or sulphurts, although the gold tenor is found in working in mill to be satis-
factory, and the sulphurets appear on concentrating the sands from crushing. This is the
case in the Lucky and Cambridge mines, for example. But in most cases the veins of this
district abound iu sulphurets, chiefly of iron, copper, and lead, the sulphurated contents
varying greatly in the same vein; zinc and arsenic are found also, but more rarely, the
most noted example of arsenical sulphurets being in the Norambagua and on the Heuston
Hill; lead abounds in the Union Hill lodes, (as galena,) am d the same metal is found associated
with the yellow copper in parts of the Eureka mine. T he gold when visible is very com-
rnonly seen to be associated with the sulphurets; this was particularly the case in Massa*
chusetts Hill, while Rocky Bar and in Scadden Flat, on the same vein, the gold is found 

~ _^^^ __ ^^^^

sometimes in beautiful crystallized masses, binding together the quartz, and almost destitute
of sulphurets. Mr. William Watt informed me that in workin some seventy thousand
tons of rock from Massachusetts Hill vein, the average tenor of gold was about \ -;0 ; but at
times this vein was almost barren, while again the gold was found iu it so abundantly,
especially where it was thin, that it had to be cut out with chisels. It is matter of notoriety
that in the Gold Hill vein, (continuation of the vein in Massachusetts Hill,) portions of the
lode wen- so highly charged with gold that the amount sequestered by the miners in a single
year exceed > -i ,000. On the other hand, in the Cambridge and Lucky mines, having a tenor
of about .>£ to $(50 gold to the ton, the precious metal is seldom visible. In the Eureka,
where the average tenor of gold in 1SG6 was $50 per ton, it seldom exhibited what may be
called a 4 specimen ' of gold.

"The structure of the veins iu Grass Valley varies in different portions of the district,
especially in respect to the distribution of the pyrites and portions of the adjacent wall.
On the Eureka Hill the veins possess a laminated structure parallel to the walls, enclosing
portions of the diorite or talcose rocks, forming closures or joints in which the vein splits
easily. _ On these surfaces of cleavage minute scales of gold may often be detected by clo.se
inspection. The sulphurets are also seen to be arranged in bands or lines parallel to the
walls In many other cases this kind of structure is found to be wholly absent, while the
sulphurets and gold appear to follow no regular mode of distribution. In a few mines the

8
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rich deposits were found in the gravel bars and alon«- the margins of those streams.1 C- O O

Two or three parties remained in their camps over winter, but the most of the
adventurers returned to the valleys or to San Francisco in the fall. The next
season, when the news of the discoveries brought a rush of 2-0!d-seekers from theo

eastern States, the lower portion of the county, and as far up as Nevada City,
was explored by prospectors. One or two companies of .overland immigrants
that, crossed the mountains by the Truckee route stopped near Rough and Heady
and remained there during the winter of 1S49-'50. Another companv of immi-O 1 *

grants stopped in Grass Valley, and others who had found rich claims, including
two or three families, spent the winter in the basin of Nevada. Mining, which
commenced alonof the running streams, was gradually extended to the dry mulchesO^ O 7 O * t/O
and flats, and thence into the hills, thus greatly enlarging; the known mining area.. ' ^ _7 O "/ Q Q O

Enough prospecting had been done in the summer and fall of 1849 to prove
the surface diggings to be incredibly rich, individuals in some cases having taken"

sulphurets are arranged very distinctly in bands or zones, parallel to the -walls, forming
'ribbon quartz,' This is especially distinct in theNorambagua, where, as before mentioned,
the sulphurets are arsenical, and the gold very finely disseminated.

"The average tenor of the gold in the Grass Valley veins is believed to be considerably in
excess of what is found in most other portions of California. In Allison Ranch, Massachusetts
Hill, Rocky Bar,, Ophir Hillv and Eureka, this average has probably reached $50 to the ton.
In many other mines it has been considerably less, but, on the whole, $30 may not be far
from the general average tenor of the whole district, meaning, of course, the amount actually
saved by milling operations.

"The loss of gold is very various, but is probably nearly always greater than owners are
willing to confess, if indeed they know, which is doubtful. It is certain, in one well-known
mine, my own samples of quartz sands, and sulphurets from 'pans,' assayed respectively
"23 and $57 per ton-a result which was later confirmed by the researches of another Arery
competent mining engineer, quite independently. In other cases, as at Eureka and Norain-
bagua, my own researches show the loss in the tailings to be very small, not exceeding $7 to
the ton in the latter, and less than that in the former.

"The gold in many of the Grass Valley mines is very easily worked, being clean, angular,
and not very small, hence it is readily entangled in the fibre of blankets, together with a con-
siderable portion of sulphurets, naturally leading to the method most commonly in use in
Grass valley for treatment of the gold ores.'*

The same authority refers as tollows to the Grass Valley method of amalgamation:
"What may properly be called the 'Grass Valley mode,'consists in the use of heavy

stamps, 700 or 1,000 pounds, crushing usually two tons, sometimes two and a half tons
of ore each in 24 hours through screens not exceeding No, 6, rarely so fine. Amalga-
mating in battery and copper aprons are usually united. In some mills mercurial riffles
arc placed in front of the discharge, but more commonly the whole body of crushed stuff is
led at once over blankets, which are washed out every few minutes into tanks, where the free
gold and sulphurets are allowed to collect preparatoiy to being passed through the 'Attwood
amalgamators.' These simple machines are designed to, bring the gold into thorough con-
tact with mercury contained in little vats, sunk in the surface of an inclined table, over
which the stuff is fed to the vats in a regulated manner by a stream of water, while iron
blades slowly revolve in the vats to cause a mixture of the sands and quicksilver. By this
apparatus, at the Eureka mill, 90 per cent, of all the gold is obtained which is saved
from the ore. Beyond the amalgamators the sands are carried over amalgamate copper
sluices, and are put through various ore-saving processes, with a view especially to concen-
trating the sulphurets. These processes vary much in different mines. In sooie mills,
especially the Ophir, much more elaborate mechanical apparatus has lately been introduced,
with what results still remains to be seen. It is certain that if the method of treatment just
sketched seems imperfect, (as it undoubtedly is,) it is the method which has hitherto yielded
the large returns of gold for which Grass valley has obtained its well-deserved renown. As
the development of the district goes forward, cases will occur of veins containing gold in a
state of very fine division, to which other methods of treatment must be applied. Such
examples indeed already exist, and the problems which they offer will be met by the use of
other systems of amalgamation, or by suitable modifications of the existing system.

" VALUE OF THE SULPHURETS.-The sulphurets occurring in the Grass Valley district are
usually rich in o"old-some of them remarkably so. In quantity they probably do not on
an average amount to over one per cent, of the mass of the ores, although in certain mines
they are found more abundantly. For a long time there was no better uiode known of treat-
ing them than the wasteful one of grinding them in pans and amalgamating. In this way
rarely was 60 per cent, of the gold tenor saved. After many abortive efforts, at length com-
plete success has been met with in the use of Plattner's chlorination process. Mr. JDeetken,
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out thousands of dollars in a fe\v days, and the fame of the mines reaching other
parts of the State, the hills and ravines of the county were overrun with eager
prospectors in the spring and summer of 1850. During that season settlements
were made and mining commenced in every part of the county, except what i
now Meadow Lake township, while the towns of Nevada, Grass Val^v, and

o-h and Ready each became the centre of a large mining population. Xo
definite estimate can be made of the gold product of the county in 1850 ; but
it must have been large, for there were not less than four or five thousand men

in the mine?. The claims were extraordinarily rich, and a considerable^ «/

proportion of the miners returned to their former homes with what they consid-
ered smur fortunes, of from $5.000 to > 10.000 each, as the result of their sura- / /

mer's work. Never were fortunes more easily made by the unskilled laborer.
In the spring of 1851 the legislature passed an act for the organization of

the county, the territory having previously been comprised within the limits of^F^^

now connected with the reduction works of the Eureka mine, is entitled to the credit of hav-
ing overcome the difficulties which formerly prevented the successful use of this process in
Grass Valley, a more detailed description of which will be found in our notice of the Eureka
mine."

In reference to the length and depth of productive ore ground, the following remarks, by
Professor Silliinan, are interesting :

4 4 Of the length of the productive portion of quartz veins and the depth at which they com-
mence to become productive, Grass Valley offers some instructive examples:

44 The North Star vein, on Weimar Hill, has been proved productive on a stretch of about
1,000 feet, while the tenor of gold has gradually increased with the depth, from an average
of *'-0 iu the upper levels to nearly double that in the lower levels. The limits named are
rather those of exploration than the known extent of the productive ore. In the vein on
Massachusetts and Gold Hills, on the contrary, the distribution of the 'pay' has been found
much more capricious, being at times extremely rich, and again, with no apparent reason,

i ielding scarcely the cost of milling- The Eureka mine offers the most remarkable example,owever, of a steady increase from a non-paying tenor of gold near the outcrop to one of
uncommon productiveness. An opinion has found advocates, and has been perhaps gene-
rally accepted by most writers on the subject of gold-bearing quartz veins, that they were
richest near surface and in depth became gradually poorer. There is nothing in the nature
of the case, as it seems to me, to justify such a generalization more than there is to sustain
an opposite opinion. If we accept facts as a guide, we find in California that the deepest
mines, for example, Hayward's Eureka, in Amador, 1/200 feet; North Star, 750 feet on tho
slope; Princeton, in Mariposa county, 800 feet; Eureka, (Grass Valley,) 400 feet; Allison
Ranch, 525 feet, &c., as a rule have had an increasing tenor of gold. If the Allison Ranch,
the Princeton mine, and some others appear to be exceptions, tho answer is, we may reason-
ably expect the same variations of productiveness in depth which are known to exist in linear
extent. The Princeton, after an excellent run of good ore, became suddenly poor, at a depth
of over 600 feet, in 1865; but I am informed by Mr. Hall, the present superintendent,
that the good ore came in again in a short distance. Mr. Laur, the French engineer, whose
papers of California mines is often quoted, cites the Allison Ranch mine ID evidence of the
theory of a decreasing tenor of gold in depth, but it is in proof that since the date of Mr.
Laur's visit (1862-'3) this mine has been at work on ores which have yielded over $100 value,
its present suspended activity being due to causes quite unconnected with the intrinsic value
of the mine. The rich 4 chimneys' or productive zones of ore ground are known to be of
various extent in quartz veins, from a few feet to many hundreds of feet, and it is impossible
to assign any valid reason why we may not expect the same changes in a vertical direction
which we find in a horizontal. As the ore-bearing ground or shoots of ore have in many, if
not in most cases, a well-determined pitch off the vertical, it is self-evident that a vertical
shaft or incline at right angles to the veins must, in descending, pass out of the rich into the
poor ground, at certain intervals, and it is perhaps due to an ignorance of this fact that mine)
have abandoned sinking because they found the 'pay1 suddenly cease in depth, when a
short distance more would probably bring them into another zone of good ore. The exp< -
rience of every gold-mining district offers examples in illustration of these renuuks. In
quartz veins containing a considerable amount of sulphurets, it is evident that thr outcrop-
pings should offer much better returns to mining industry thau will follow after the line of
atmospheric decomposition has been passed, because above this line nature h set free the
gold formerly entangled in the sulphurets, leaving it available for the common mod*- of treat- - - -». 
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depth, after the real average tenor is reached, while in fact it is neither greater nor less; but
the metal is no longer available by common methods of treatment.

4
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Yuba. Nevada City, then the principal town and near the centre of population,
was made the county seat, where it has ever since remained. The county is
divided into nine townships for local government, viz: Nevada, Grass Valley,
Hough and Ready, Bridgeport, Bloomfield, Eureka, Washington, Little York,
and Meadow Lake. Rough and Ready comprises the foot-hills extending across
the western end of the county, from the Yuba to Bear river; Meadow Lake
includes the summit extending across the eastern end; Bridgeport, Bloomfield
and Eureka lie between the middle and south Yuba on the north; Little York
is on the south, mostly lying between Bear river and Greenhorn creek; and
between Rough and Ready and Meadow Lake are the townships of Grass Valley,
Nevada and Washington, occupying the central position.

Of the early settlers but few remained permanently in the county, by far the
larger proportion returning to the east, or taking up their permanent abode in
other parts of California. But their places were filled by other adventurers, and
the population gradually assumed a permanent character, and now numbers not
far from 20,000 souls, of whom about one-third are adult males. The inhab-
itants derive their support either directly or indirectly from the mines, on the pros-
perity of which depend all other branches of business.

PLACER MIXING.-Placer mining properly signifies the working of the shal-
low deposits; but in California the term "placer" is usually applied to the deep
deposits as well as the shallow diggings-hydraulic and cement mining being
only branches of placer mining-and all except the quartz lodes being desig-
nated as placer mining.

The placer mines of Nevada county have been worked steadily since 1849,
and have yielded an amount of treasure that, could the figures be procured,
would stagger belief. The rich pockets along the margins of the streams, and
the shallow diggings and ravines that required no capital and but little prelim-
inary labor to mine successfully, have been mostly worked out, and capital and
skill are now indispensable to success, yet there is but little diminution in the
yield. As claims are worked out in one place new ones are opened in other
localities, and although failure in any given enterprise is about as likely as
success, yet the prospect of big strikes, and the hope of acquiring a fortune or a
competency by one or two years of well-directed labor, are incentives that can-
not fail to enlist the skill of the most energetic of the mining population.

At first, mining was confined to the travel bars and beds of the running *_ '? MIK." V/X^ i.* J-Jk-JLA V^ V.I. UiAVy <i_
streams, and as these were partially exhausted, it gradually extended to the dry
ravines, flats and hillsides adjacent. The rocker was the principal machine used
for washing the auriferous sands and separating the gold from the lighter particles.
It had been brought into use in the summer of 1848, durino* the first season of o 7 O

mining in California, though much of the ffold obtained that season was separated^ Of* 
' "

by the Mexican method of washing the sand in wooden bowls: bheet-iron pans
are now used by the American miners for prospecting and other purposes, in
place of the wooden bowls of the Mexicans. The rocker was superseded by
the long-torn, by means of which a larger amount of earth and gravel could be
washed; and the long-torn in its turn gave place to the sluice. This was a most
important improvement, and enabled miners to work many claims that would not
pay \uth the rocker and long-torn.*"

* Professor Silliman, in a report on the property of the Eureka Ditch Company, says of the
sources to which the gold in California is referable: - .

"The original source from whence all the gold of California has been derived is undoubt-
edly the veins of gold-bearing quartz which occur so abundantly in all the slates and rneta-
irorphic rock of the western slopes of the Sierras within the areas known as the gold regions.
but this original or great source of the precious metal is historically secondary to the shallow
and deep digging or placers, in the former of which gold was first discovered, and which
during the early years of California history furnished nearly the whole of the metal sent into
commerce. That the placers were derived from the degredation or breaking up of the aurif-
erous veins and the distribution of the detritus thus formed by the agency of running water
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Ditches at length were constructed to bring the water over the hills, and as
the miners were compelled to leave the flats and ravines and take to the deeper
diggings, the process of shovelling the earth into the sluices became unprofitable,
and the practice of ground-sluicing came into use. By this process the surface-
soil, being loosened up or thrown into a trench cut in the bed rock, was washed
away by a stream of water, leaving only the heavy gravel at the bottom to be

d into the sluices. Ground-sluicin lO

and ice does not admit of a question. It appears, also, to be pretty conclusively proved that
the gold-bearing gravel is of two distinct epochs, both geologically very modern, but the
later period distinctly separated in time from the earlier, and its materials derived chiefly from
the breaking up and redistribution of the older or deep placers. These appear to be distinctly
referable to a river system different from that which now exists, flowing at a higher level, or
over a less elevated continental mass, and with more power, but generally in the direction
of the main valleys of the present system. It was pretty early discovered that very exten-
sive and valuable deposits of auriferous gravel lay at levels far above the present course of
the streams, and that to wash these deposits required the adoption of new methods adapted
to meet the case. Hence came the so-called hydraulic process, which, although iu use now
for more than ten years, has yet made barely more than a commencement upon the great
mass of deep-lying auriferous shingle which remains to be treated by this method of gold
washing.

44 Finally comes the era of quartz mining in depth, the successful prosecution of which
demanded more skill and capital, as well as cheaper labor and better machinery, than the
early days of California furnished. In this man undertakes to do for himself by the use of
his own skill what in an earlier age nature had done for him on a grand scale, in breaking
up the matrix of the precious metal, commencing at the fountain head of the stream of gold.

'* I propose at present to consider with some detail the second of the great sources of gold
productions, viz: deep-lying placers. The character of these deposits is well illustrated by
a description of the ground between the south and middle forks of the Yuba river, in Nevada
county, where this description of gold deposit is well exposed in consequence of the consid-
erable amount of mining work which has been performed there, the whole of this ground
being controlled by the waters of the Middle Yuba Canal Company and of the Eureka Lake

Company.
At THE DEEP PLACERS OF THE YUBA.- The Yuba is an affluent of the Feather river, which

it joins at Marysville on its way to its junction with the Sacramento, The south and middle
forks of the Yuba river unite with the North Yuba, the course of which is nearly at right
angles to these two branches, whose mean course is west about 13° south, (magnetic,) the
Feather river running about north and south.

The rid ere of land embraced between the south and middle forks of the Yuba is from six

to eight miles in width, and to the limits of the auriferous gravel, as thus far explored, about
30 miles, forming an area of about 200 square miles. The elevation of this ridge above the
sea is, at its western extremity, near French Corral, about 1,500 feet, from whence it gradually
rises into the high Sierras, the Yuba Gap Pass being 4,T>70 feet above the sea, and the Dovruie-
ville Buttes about 8,840 feet. This Mesopotamia is cut up by ravines descending from a
central axis both ways into the valleys of the two rivers forming ' gulches' with steep sides,
often beautifully wooded. The more elevated portions of the land are covered by a heavy
bed of volcanic ashes and breccia, which evidently at an earlier day formed a continuous
sheet over not only the tongue of land under consideration, but over the adjacent region, as
is conspicuously seen in the sections afforded by the various rivers This mass of volcanic
ashes contains numerous angular fragments of cellular lava, trachyte, basalt, porphyry, and
volcanic mineral aggregates quite foreign to the general geology of the country. Its thick-
ness varies with the topography and drainage ~ of the surface, but it forms the summits of all
the hills above a certain horizon, and in plac< ces reaches an elevation of from 2,000 to 3,OOU
feet above the level of the rivers. Below Columbia the denudation of the surface has removed feet above the level of the rivers. Below Colu
the volcanic matter, leaving the auriferous gravel expose d as the upper surface. This volcanic
deposit receives from the miners the general name of * general name of * cement,' u term it well deserves from
its compact and tenacious character, much resembling pozzolana or Roman cement.4< TI '.s , . - to ]00 ,-eot9 where it has been exposed to "The auriferous gravel varies in thickness from
Denudation, to 250 feet or more where it is protect* protected from such action. Probably 120 feet is
not an over-statement for its average thickness in the marginal portions, where it has been

>ed by working the deep diggings or hydraulic claims. This vast gravel bed is com-
poeed of rounded masses of quartz, greenstone, and all the metamorphic rocks which are
found in the high Sierras.

44 It is often locally stratified, but I could find no evidence of any continuity in its beddings.
The lower portions are composed of larger boulders than the upper as a general rule, but this
does not exclude the occasional presence of hurre boulders in the central and upper portions.
In a fresh fracture of the whole thickness of these deposits, such as may be sreu daily in the
4 claims,' which are being actively worked, a striking contrast of color is seen between the
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country in 1851 and 1852, the use of the sluice proper at that time being well
understood, and having in a great measure superceded other methods. With most
of the mining improvements there were no especial inventions, but the different
appliances came into use gradually as they -were needed by the changing charac-
ter of mining, and mav be considered as the result of the combined skill andm o/ ^

ingenuity of the mining population. William Elwell put up and used the first
sluice at Nevada City, in February or March, 1850, but he does not claim it asi" " ^- _ - _ - __tm- . _ _ . _ _. ^^ | | | ^^^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.__-_. _ - _ - " - -- ""

lower and upper portions of the gravel mass, consequent on the percolation of atmospheric
waters and air, oxidizing the iron resulting from the decomposition of pyrites, and staining
the gravel of a lively red and yellow color in waving lines and bands, contrasting boldly
with the blue color of the unoxidized portions. A close examination of the blue colored
portion of the gravel shows it to be highly impregnated with sulphuret of iron, (iron pyrites,)
forming, in fact, the chief cementing material which holds the pebbles in a mass as firm as
conglomerate, requiring the force of gunpowder to break it up.

"In the upper portions of these beds are frequent isolated patches, often of considerable
extent, composed of fine sand, clearly showing water lines, curved, sloping, or horizontal,
but never for any distance regular, and in these portions occur frequently large quantities of
lignite, or fossil wood, little changed from its original condition, but blackened to the color
of coal and flat with pressure. Among these remains are logs similar in appearance to the
Manzanita, now growing abundantly on the hills of auriferous gravel. Some of these, which
I measured, were 15 to 18 inches in diameter,- and 10 to 15 feet in length. Occasionally the
mass of this ancient driftwood accumulated in these eddies of the current, where they were
deposited with the fine sands, amount almost to a continuous bed of lignite.

" Wedge-shaped and lenticular masses of tough yellow and whitish clay also occur in the
ancient drift, replacing the gravel and affording, by their resisting power, a great impedi-
ment to the operations of mining.

"The 'slacking down,' or disintegration which a few months'exposure of the hard gravel
' cement' produces, is due mainly, if not entirely, to the decomposition of the associated
pyrites before noted. It is remarkable how large a part of the smoothed and beautifully
rounded stones, even those of large size, undergo a similar slacking by atmospheric action,
even in a very brief period of time, rendering it almost impossible to preserve specimens of
the gravelly concrete unless they are protected by varnish. The most unyielding of the
'cement' masses are sometimes left over one season by the miners, exposed to the air and
frosts, to secure the benefits of this disintegration, without which but little of the contained
gold can be obtained.

"The gold is disseminated throughout the entire mass of this great gravel deposit, not uni-
formly in value, but always in greater quantity near its base or on the bedrock. The upper
half of the deposit is found to be always less in value than the lower part, sometimes so poor
that it would be unprofitable working by itself, but inasmuch as there is no practicable mode
of working the under stratum, without first moving the upper portion, in practice the whole
is worked.

" The gold rarely occurs in large masses in this ancient gravel. Often on the polished and
very smooth surfaces of the 'bed rock' and of the superincumbent masses of gravel when
freshly raised from their long resting place, the scales of brilliant yellow metal are beautifully
conspicuous. These are frequently inlaid so firmly upon tlie hard granite floor of the ancient
river or glacier as to resemble hard stone mosaics. In fact the whole surface of the bed rock
requires to be worked over by the pick to secure the gold entangled in its surface, to a depth,
when soft, (as of mica or chloritic slate or gneiss,) of several inches.

"Thebed rock,as it is significantly termed by the miners, shows everywhere, when freshly
exposed, the most conspicuous evidence of aqueous or glacial action. The course and direc-
tion of the motion which has left its traces everywhere is plainly discernable.

"The 4bed rock' varies of course in different portions of the area now under consideration,
being either granite, gneiss, greenstone, or shale. In the granite are observed numerous
minute quartz veins pursuing a course parallel to each other often for hundreds of feet without
interruption.

" In the 'American claim/ at San Juan, the granite is succeeded on the west by a large
jointed blue siliceous shale of the same strike with the main joints of the granite. This latter
rock is covered by numerous very large boulders of metamorphic conglomerate, of which no
traces are seen in place.

"The course of the ancient current, where I had an opportunity of measuring it, appears to
have been about '20° to 25° west of north, (magnetic,) which it will be observed is nearly at
right angles to the mean course of the middle and south forks of the Yuba river ; but it is not
far from parallelism with the axis of the Sacramento river valley, or of the great valley between
the coast range and the Sierra Nevada. I have noted the same general direction of the
scratches elsewhere in the great gold region, but additional observations are required to justify
any comprehensive generalization. This much appears clearly shown, however, by the
present state of our knowledge on this subject, viz: that the spread of the ancient gold-
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an invention-some one having su<r£festcd the idea to him. A. Chabot and M.V_ ? i^f JT_-*

F. Hoit used them soon after, and greatly improved the arrangement of the riffles
and the method of working.!

HYDRAULIC MIXING. - The hydraulic system came into use in Nevada county
in 1853, and enabled miners to work with profit a vast amount of auriferous
ground that would never have paid by the old process of sluicing. About April,
1852, A. Chabot, mining near Nevada City, used a hose of some thirty-five or
forty feet in length, through which the water was conducted from the top of the* t^ / C_2 __ *_ ^

bank to the bottom of his diggings. There was no pipe or nozzle at the end,
but still it was found to be a great saving in sluicing off the earth and gravel
that had been picked down, and also a convenience in cleaning up the bed-rock.
So far as known the hose was not used that season in any other claims, and it
does not appear that Chabot discovered the great advantage that would result by
directing the stream of water against the bank. This discovery was made byc, C ** *

E. E. Matterson a year later. In April, 1853, Matterson and his partners, who
were working a claim on American Hill, rigged up a hose, attached a nozzle at
the end, and directing it against the bank, as water is thrown upon a building
by a fire engine, found that a small stream of water would do the work of a
hundred men in excavating earth. Very soon after this the hydraulic was adopted

the miners throughout the county wherever water and a sufficient fall could
be procured. Successive improvements have been made in hydraulic mining,
until the appliances now in use but little resemble those of 1853 ; but the prin-
ciple is the same, and to Matterson is due the credit of the important discovery.

The water is usually conducted into the diggings through large iron pipes, at
the end of which the hose is attached, and the water having a high fall is com-"

beaming gravel was produced by a cause greatly more elevated than the existing river system,
or, which is more probable, at a time when the continent was less elevated than at present,
and moving in a direction conformable to the course of the valleys of the Sacramento and San
Joaquin. We find it impossible to admit the eristing river system as a cause adequate to the
spreading of such vast masses of rounded materials ; the facts plainly point to a much greater
volume of water than any now flowing in the valley. The section already given illustrates
perfectly the relations of the present river system to the more ancient one whose grand effects
are chronicled in the bed rock and its vast superincumbent mass of auriferous gravel. It
serves also to illustrate the process now in progress by which the existing river system derived
its gold-bearing sands, in great part at least, from the cutting away and secondary distribu-
tion of these ancient placers.

44 Those who have had the opportunity of visiting other portions of the great gold region of
California than that now under consideration, will at once recognize the local character of the
details given as perfectly consistent with the general phenomena of the ancient placers as
observed elsewhere ; while at the same time great differences are found in many of the details.
Thus in Calaveras and Tuolumne counties, tf'U or 100 miles further south, the volcanic matter
capping the auriferous gravel is found in the form of basaltic columns, beneath which occur
the same phenomena already described. Here the wood contained in the gravel beds is
beautifully agatized, or converted into semi-opal, as is also the case at Nevada City, Placer-
ville, and elsewhere, associated with beautiful impressions of leaves of plants and trees similar
in appearance to those now found in this region.

"This general description of the deep-lying placers of the Yuba might be greatly extndede
from my notes, but enough has probably been said to convey the impression that the phe-
nomena here described are on a grand and comprehensive scale, and referable to a general
cause long anterior in date to the existing river system - a cause which has been sufficient to
break down and transport the gold-bearing veins of the Sierras, with their associating nieta-

orphic rocks, thus laying up in store for human use deposits of the precious metal in amount
on a scale far beyond the notions generally prevailing of the nature of placer deposits."

*It is the opinion of geologists that subsequent to the tertiary period was the time when the main valley
of the continent were excavated by erosion. Jt was probably in this epoch that the deep-lyinpr auriferom
gravel was produced from the degradation of the metamorphic schists and quartz veins of the hit-mis by the
joint action of water and of glaciers.

t The sluice is undoubtedly the most essential of any one contrivance for saving1 gold, and
is used in all placer mining operations. It can hardly be called a machine; but is simply a
board flume, on the bottom of which are fitted blocks of -wood, rounded stones, or riffles, with
quicksilver to catch and detain the gold, while the earth and gravel is carried down by th
current.
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pressed and forced through an aperture of one and a half to two inches in
diameter. The pipes are made of heavy sheet iron, and the hose of stout canvas
usually double thickness. Where the pressure is great, the hose are still further
strengthened by a net-work of strong cord. In some of the larger mining opera-
tions iive or six streams of water are kept playing upon the bank, undermining
the ground-and melting away the hills at an incredible rate. In this manner
acres of ground, frequently 100 to 200 feet deep, are washed away in a
single season, and the bed-rock left bare. The \vater shoots from the nozzle
with tremendous force, and miners frequently direct the stream against huge
boulders to roll them out of their way. The hydraulic is the most effectual
method ever yet devised for excavating large quantities of earth, and the pro-
cess was employed to some extent in 1866, by the Central Pacific Railroad Com-
pany in cutting through the deep hills near Dutch Flat.

The American miners, except those engaged in quartz, are chiefly working
the deep hill diggings by the hydraulic, the shallow flats and ravines, as a gen-
eral thing, being abandoned to the Chinese. Iii most cases, the cost of opening
the deep claims is heavy, requiring considerable capital and the nerve to invest
it, or the aggregated labor of a number of miners wrho are content to work, per-
haps for years, in the hope of an eventual reward. In too many cases their
labor and perseverance has come to naught. The richest deposits are found on
the bed-rock in basins or in the channels of ancient streams, and to reach these
tunnels have to be run in solid rock, varying in length from a few hundred to
several thousand feet in order to drain the ground and get an outlet for sluicing.
Wherever practicable, a shaft is first sunk to prospect the ground and ascertain
the position of the basin or channel, so that the tunnel in coming in shall be
below the auriferous deposit. But this cannot always be done, and expensive
tunnels are sometimes found to be too high to work the ground, and a lower one
must be run or the claim abandoned. The tunnel serves the double purpose of
draining the ground and a sluiceway, and the mining usually commences from a
s haft sunk from the surface to the head of the tunnel.

The most important centre of hyraulic mining in this county is at North San
Juan, in Bridgeport township, and a brief statement of the operations of some
of the companies there will give an idea of the scale on which this branch of
mining is conducted. The Eureka Company, whose claims were on San Juan
Hill, commenced a tunnel in August, 1855, to reach the inner-basin. The tun-
nel was completed in October, 1860, at a cost of $84,000, in actual assessments,
and the cost incurred before a dividend was declared was $142,000. During
the existence of the company the average number.of men employed daily was
25, and the total yield of the claims $530,000. The claims known as the f w

Deadman Cut, which were worked out in 1859, yielded $156,307, at a cost
of $71,433. The claims of McKeeley & Company, on Manzanita Hill, were
worked from 1855 to 1864, yielding $368,932, and paying its owners in dividends
$126,660. The claims above mentioned have been worked out, but there are
other companies still carrying on extensive operations in the vicinity, some of
which are deriving a handsome revenue from the profits of working their claims.
The tunnel of the American Company is 1,800 feet in length, having been run
much of the distance through blasting rock. This company has adopted all the
improvements in hydraulic mining. They have a mill with eight stamps for
crushing cement, and their sluice boxes extend from Manzanita Hill to the middle
Yuba, a distance of nearly a mile, where they have pans for grinding the sand.
The company usually employ 25 men, use 500 inches of water, and the claims
yield from $10,000 to $15,000 a month. It will require three or four years
longer to work out the claims. The tunnel of the Yuba Company is 1,500 feet
in length, and was completed last spring after eleven years' labor. This com-
pany uses 400 inches of water, and has ground enough to last ten years.
The' tunnel of the Star Company is 1,400 feet in length, that of the Golden
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Gate Company 800 feet, the Wyoming Company 1,000 feet, the Knickerbocker
2,000 feet, the Badger 700 feet, and that of the Gold Bluff Company 1,800 feet.
These tunnels have been run for much of the distance through solid rock, which
costs from $30 to $50 a foot.

IRCHYILLE, situated four miles west of North San Juan, has also been a pros-
perous locality for hydraulic mining. The Irish claims were worked by means
of drifting for a number of years, and paid largely. Water was furnished by
the Shady creek and Grizzly ditches, but in such limited quantities that little
progress was made in'hydraulic mining until 1857, when the Middle Yuba Canal
Company extended their ditch to Birchville, and furnished water m abundance.
In 1859 four bed-rock tunnels were projected, and completed in 1864, at an
aggregate cost of $120,000. These tunnels drain the upper portion of the channel;
the lower portion will be drained by another tunnel 2,400 feet in length, now in
course of construction, by means of which a large extent of valuable mining
ground will be worked. The gross yield and net profits of the claims of five
of the leading companies at Birchville, for 1866, were as follows, in round num-
bei "s:

Irish American Company 
San Joaquin Company 
Don Jose Company ' 
Granite Tunnel Company 
Kennebec and American Company 

Gross proceeds. Net profits. 
$180,000 $133, 000

134, 000 68, 500
100, 000 72, 000
82, 000 24, 000
85, 000 30, 000

The years 1865 and 1866 may be regarded as the harvest time for the Birch-
ville miners, as they had previously been at heavy expense in opening their
ground, which, is now nearly worked out. Many of the owners in the above
claims are appropriating a large share of their profits to running the new tunnel.

FRENCH CORRAL is situated at the lower terminus of the auriferous srravel ran<re
that is found between the Middle and South Yuba rivei "s. The ravines and tlats

proved to be rich, and attracted thither a considerable number of miners, at
seasons of the year when water could be had to work the claims. ni The hill dig-
gings were discovered in 1853, and ditches were constructed from Shody creek
to brin in water to work them. Tunnels and cuts ~j run into the hills

wherever fall could be obtained, the ditches were enlarged, and profitable mining
soon followed. Subsequently deeper tunnels were run, in order to reach the
bottom of the deposit, which was found to be from 100 to 200 feet below
the surface. The total cost of the various cuts and tunnels of the district can-

not be less than a quarter of a million dollars, and the amount of gold taken
out must be several millions. A large extent of valuable mining ground remains
to be worked. In add'tion to the hydraulic mines, there is a broad, deep stratum
of blue cement gravel which is rich in gold. This will have to be worked by
mill process, as is already being successfully done in other parts of the county,
and will give work to several mills for years.

MOORE'S FLAT, situated on the slope of the hill south of the Middle Yuba, in
Eureka township, is another important centre of hydraulic mining. Several
thousand acres of ground, averaging 100 feet in depth from the surface to the
bed-rock, have been sluiced off, giving employment to several hundred miners
for the past 15 years. Of late the claims have been bought up by a few
large companies, who are carrying on operations upon an extensive scale, and
generally with success. At Wolsey's Flat, a mile below Moore's, are some of the
deepest diggings in the county, the bank in one place being over 200 feet
in height. Orleans flat, two miles above Moore's, was formerly an important
mining locality, and at one time had a population of 600 or 800; but the digiriugs

*For a more detailed account of this district see article on ditches.
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being comparatively shallow have been entirely worked out, and the town is
now deserted.

At North Bloomneld and Columbia Hill, in Bloomficld township, at Gopher
Hill and Scotch Flat, in Nevada township, at Quaker Hill, in Little York,
and many other places in the county, hydraulic mining is earned on quite exten-
sive! v.%>

The amount of capital invested in hydraulic and placer mining in the county,
including the cost of opening the claims, iron pipes, flumes and sluices, and
various other implements and improvements, is estimated a*t $1,500,000. These
mines give employment to about 2,000 men including several hundred Chinese,
and yield annually not far from $3,500,000 - say $1,750 to each man. Three
dollars a day is the usual wages paid to miners ; but the water bills and other
expenses absorb a large portion of the gross product, so that the net yield to the
miners, if the whole could be averaged, would be but little in excess of tlieir
wages. Of course, some of the claims afford large profits, while others scarcely
yield sufficient to pay water bills " but the miners persevere to the extent of their
means in hopes of striking better pay.

CEMENT .^lixiXG. - In some of the auriferous deposits found in the beds of
the ancient lakes and watercourses the gravel is cemented together so compactly
that considerable force is required to pulverize it, in order to save the gold by
the sluicing process. For this purpose various expedients have been devised by
the miners, among which is the erection of stamp mills, similar to those used in
crushing quartz, and the business has become of considerable importance in this
county. Little York township has taken the lead in this branch of mining.
Cement mills have also been erected in Washington, Eureka, Bridgeport, Nevada,
and Grass Valley townships, but mostly as adjuncts to hydraulic mining, and the
yield from this source, as compared with that from other branches of mining, is
small. In Little York, however, it is the leading business.

Blue cement gravel was found in many of the hill claims in Little York township
as early as the summer of 1852, and in some of the claims it was so tough that
it had to be blasted in order to drift it out. A very small proportion of the gold
was saved by merelv running1 it once through the sluices, and the method at first" v . ^ »
adopted was to pile up the tailings and allow them to remain some months, until
the action of the elements had partially decomposed them, and then sluice them
again. In this manner each lot of gravel was run through the sluices six or o o o

eight times, requiring two or three years for the operation. The Chinamen work
the cement in the same manner now, and many are of the opinion that it is the

. most efficient and economical method ; but the propess is too slow for American
mners.

The first stamp mill for crushing cement was built by the Massassauga Com-
pany, near the town of Little York, in the summer of 1857. > This mill had no
screens, but the cement was thrown into the battery, where the stamps were kept
running, and earned off into the sluices by a stream of water. Of course, much of
the cement was not pulverized, but the tailings, after running through the sluice,
were saved for a year or more and allowed to slack, when they were run through
again, and yielded nearly as much gold as on the first run. Another mill was
built near Little York in the spring of 1858, which was a considerable improve-
ment on its predecessor, and cement mills have since been erected at You Bet,
lied Dog, Hunt's Hill, Gougeye, and other places in the township. The screens
now used are nearly as fine as those commonly used in the quartz mills, and it
has been fully determined that the finer the cement is crushed the more gold will
be saved.

At the present time there are 16 cement mills in Little York township, having
in all 136 stamps j two in Washington township with eight stamps, one in Eureka
with eight stamps, one in Bridgeport with eight stamps, one in Nevada with 15
stamps, and one in Grass Valley, with eight stamps. These make an aggregate
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in the county of 22 mills, with 185 stamps. Some of these mills are kept run-
ning steadily, others are in operation only a portion of the time, and a number
have been idle for a year or more in consequence of the inability of the owners
to open their claims, and other causes. The amount of gravel crushed by a
stamp varies from three to eight tons in 24 hours. Sometimes loose gravel is
run through the mills to save the gold contained in the quartz pebbles, and which
would be lost by ordinary sluicing; but much of the cement is very compact
and as difficult to crush as the hardest quartz.

The cement mills are not usually provided with the appliances for amalgama-
ting and saving the gold that are now connected with the quartz mills. Quick-
silver is used in the batteries, wrhere the most of the gold is amalgamated, and
after leaving the batteries the pulp passes over galvanized copper plates and
riffles filled with quicksilver, and whatever gold is not saved by this process is
lost. A much-needed improvement is an effectual method of concentrating the
sulphurets. These are found in considerable quantities with the cement gravel,
and generally contain sufficient gold to yield a good profit when worked by the
chlorination process. If machinery, not too expensive, could be devised for
separating them from the mass of pulp, it would add largely to the profits of the
business.

The working of the cement deposits, like other branches of mining, has had
its ups and downs, but on the whole has been progressing, and the business has
been increasing in importance since the first mill was erected in 1857. Almost
eveiy claim has at times paid largely, and again the receipts would fall below
expenses. The gold is unevenly distributed throughout the gravel deposits,
being found in great abundance wherever the position of the rock or other cir-
cumstances were such as to form riffles, and in other places insufficient to pay the
cost of drifting out the gravel. Whether the business is to increase until ito o

becomes of leading importance depends on the character of the deposits that may
hereafter be opened in the ancient river channels. A vast amount of placer mining
ground yet remains to be opened, and should a considerable proportion of the
gravel found therein be cemented so as to require crushing, mills will be erected
for the purpose; otherwise it will be worked by the more economical process of
sluicing. O

The capital invested in cement mining in Nevada county, including the mills,
hoisting machinery, cost of opening the claims, &c., is about 8400,000; number
of men employed, 300; annual yield, $300,000. These figures, given in round
numbers, are very nearly correct, as applied to the past three years. There are
some outside expenses, which, added to the wages of the miners, will probably
somewhat exceed the gross yield. Some of the cement mines have paid largelv, O * A O * /
while others have proved failures; but the failures have not been so disastrous
and universal as the early quartz failures.

EXTENT OF THE PLACER MIXES.-The product of the placer mines of Nevada
county has neither materially increased nor diminished since 1850, and though
they have been worked without interruption for 19 years, the developments of
that period have barely been sufficient to give us an idea of their vast extent.
The shallow diggings, which were so easily worked, and afforded such large
returns to the early miners, are mostly exhausted; but the deep placers, or hill
diggings, in the channels of ancient streams, in many places underlying hundreds
of feet of alluvial deposits and volcanic material, cannot be exhausted for a long
period of time. In fact, for all practical purposes, they may be considered as
inexhaustible.

The long gravel ranges, extending from the high Sierra to the foot hills, cover
nearly half the surface area of the country, for the most part arc auriferous, and
in places are of great depth. Gold in greater or less quantities is found from
the surface down, in some places sufficient to pay running expenses; but for
their profits t) e miners mainly rely on striking rich gravel deposits in the clian-
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nels of what once were running streams. These ancient channels are very
numerous, and the gravel deposits therein are of the same character as those in
existing streams. Many of the old channels are cut transversely by others,
showing the existence of not only one, but several ancient river systems; but
whether the great changes on the western slope of the mountains were produced
by causes now in force, or by sudden convulsions, the facts yet brought to light
are not sufficient to warrant us in forming a theory. The petrefactions, which
are found plentifully in the deepest diggings, are the pine, oak, manzanita, and
other varieties of wood now growing in the mountains, indicating that no great
climatic or geological changes have taken place since the ancient channels were
filled up. The filling up process may have been aided by volcanic action,
raising the beds of rivers in places and forcing their waters into new channels.
These new channels would, in time, wear deeply into the bed rock, and in this
way the deep gulches, ravines, and valleys were formed. The formation of new
vallevs bv the action of water left the old river channels filled with travel andt/ »/ O

volcanic ashes to solidify, and become less pervious to the assaults of time than
the primitive rock that walled them in. Myriads of ages have abraded and
worn away the solid rock that once enclosed and towered far above the old chan-*

nels ] but the cement ridges, defying more stoutly the action of the elements,
remain to attest their comparative indestructibility and the magnitude of nature's
changes.

Thus far the old river channel has only been opened and worked at the more
favorable localities, where there are biwashes, or where thev have been cut bv / / ** «/

more modern streams, as is the case in the Nevada basin. The ridge between
the South Yuba and Deer creeks is broken by two deep depressions, directly
north of Nevada City, and a peak called Sugar Loaf Hill rises between the
gaps. At this point the ridge curves to the west, but the ancient channel, which
for some distance above follows the course of the ridge, continues its general
southwesterly direction, and makes out into the basin. Here the overlying
strata being comparatively shallow, the channel was discovered at an early day,
and worked by means of drifting, or burrowing, whence it was called the " Cayote
Lead." Shafts were sunk on Bourbon, Manzanita, Wet, and American Hills,
and the richest deposits drifted out, but the claims were subsequently bought up
by a few companies, and the ground worked from the surface down by the
hydraulic. These claims yielded immensely, and the amount of gold extracted
from the base of Sugar Loaf to the lower workings on American Hill, a little over
a mile, is believed to have reached $7,000,000 to $8,000,000. The amount, how-
ever cannot be ascertained with any degree of'accuracy. Subsequently the
channel was traced northeasterly under the high ridge, and worked out for a
distance of 3,000 feet by the Young America, Live-oak, Nebraska, and some
other companies of less note, and the yield of gold in that* distance along the
channel is known, however, to have exceeded $3,000,000. The channel is nearly
parallel with Deer creek, though it must have carried a much larger quantity of
water, and the average fall appears to have been but little over one foot in a
hundred. The same channel was opened a mile above by the Harmony Company,
where the deposit was found to be equally rich; but that company was so unfor-
tunate as to commence operations on the north side of the ridge, when the channel,

. at their location, sweeps round to the south side, thus largely enhancing the cost
of working. After taking out 870,000 at a cost of $83,000, they suspended
operations. The most of the ground has been located for a distance of eight
miles up the ridge, and at two or three different places the channel has been
found, and fine prospects obtained, but the operators, for the want of adequate
pumping machinery, were compelled to desist. The claims of the Cold Spring
Company adjoin the Harmony ground above, and still further above are the
claims of the Fountain Head Company. These companies are preparing ^ 

to

commence operations under favorable auspices. The evidence is conclusive
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that the channel extends a considerable distance up the mountains, perhaps 20
or 25 miles, and there is no reason to doubt that every 1,000 feet of its length
holds its million of treasure. Besides this, large quantities of gold are found in
the smaller channels that were probably once tributaries of the main streams, as
well as in the alluvium above. The rich hydraulic diggings at Gold Hill,
Alpha, Omega, and other places, now mostly worked out, are on this range.

The most extensive placer mining field in the county, and perhaps in the
State, is the ridge between the Middle and South Yuba, embracing the town-
ships of Bridgeport, Bloomfield, and Eureka. This ridge is about 30 miles
in length, and from six to eight in width, forming an area of about 200 square
miles. The more elevated portion is covered by a volcanic formation j but in
the lower portions, in Bloomfield and Bridgeport townships, the volcanic material
has been worn away, leaving the ground in a- more favorable condition for
hydraulic operations, which is now being improved at North San Juan, and other
places already referred to. Professor Silliman, and M. Laur, a French engineer
of mines, have described this ridge, and made some curious estimates of the
amount of gold contained therein. Laur estimates that the region under con-
sideration, worked at a rate which would yield $12,000,000 of gold annually,
would be exhausted only after a period of 524 years, which would give as the gold
product over six thousand millions of dollars. This estimate, however, is based
on the supposition that the entire gravel range is equally as rich as the claims
which he examined.* The more moderate estimate of Professor Silliman mveso

The Lake Company distributes water to several hundred workings, among which I will
choose, for illustration, that of the '* Eureka claim/' near the little village of San Juan. In
the Eureka claim, the gravel bed is 135 feet deep, or about 43 metres. The first 22 metres
from the surface are a rather poor but easily washed sand; the 18 metres below are a very
coarse gravel, richer, but quite difficult to disintegrate. The working, therefore, is carried
on under conditions of some difficulty.

The workiog district has been controlled by a "bed rock tunnel" or drain-gallery, cut for
a great distance into very hard granite, at the rate of 40 francs the running foot, (about 700
francs a metre,) giving a total cost of 140,000 francs. The claim is still in full activity.

The working is carried on by four jets d'cau, discharging together about 25,000 litres of
water a minute under a pressure of 43 metres. Theseus d'eau break up the gravel against
which they are directed, and the current carries off the mud and stones into the sluices in the
drain-gallery, where the gold is deposited.

Four men are sufficient to direct this work, which is carried on for two weeks, say ten
working days of eight hours each At the expiration of this time the washing down of fresh
earth is stopped, the sluices are washed, and the gold is taken up.

During this period of ten days 28,080 cubic metres of gravel are worked over, removing
the auriferous deposit over a superficies of 620 square metres. The charges for working are
as follows:

Expenses of water 
Manual labor 

Sundries, about 

Total 

Francs. 
5, 000

864
500

6, 364

The gold taken from the sluices at the end of this period brings an average of 30,000
francs. This yield increases to H0,000 and 100.000 francs, when the working has been con-
fined exclusively to the lower portions of the gravel.

These results show the value of gold extracted from one of these California alluvial mines ;
they bii&g out especially the great progress on working and the small amount of human labor
in this new method of washing. In fact, estimating the cost of a miner's wages at ihe uniform
rate of ̂  francs, the expense of manual labor necessary for working one cubic metre of gravel
by the several methods hitherto employed is as follows, viz:

JV. Cent's.
By the pan 

T the rocker 

By the ''long torn" 
By the sluice 

about ?r> 00 
" 20 00

5 00
1 71

By the new method (hydraulic washing) *' 0 28

Let us suppose the workings now actually open on the ridge of land which I have taken
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the area of the places where gravel deposits have been worked on this ridge as
equal to fifteen square miles, and its probable yield in gold is estimated at
$544,610,000. In this estimate the gravel deposits underlying the volcanic
formations were not taken into account. These are known in many places to
be rich, but in most cases can onlv be reached at considerable cost.* The Mount_ / V

Zion Company has been engaged for eleven years in an enterprise to open the
round under the cement ridge near Snow Point. They commenced operations

on the South Yuba side and ran a tunnel to the centre of the hill, where they
found rich gravel ; bat the tunnel proved to be higher than the bed of the chan-
nel, and was of no service in working the ground. They then started another
tunnel on a lower level, which, after several years' labor, is now nearly com- / "' / %/

pleted. The Kentucky Company, encouraged by the prospects obtained in the
claims of the Mount Zion Company, commenced a vertical shaft last spring, near
Snow Point, with the view of sinking to the bed rock. After sinking 108 feet o o

through lava, cement, they reached the alluvial deposit, and the enterprise is still
in progress. The cost, and length of time required to realize returns, have a
tendency to discourage miners from embarking in such undertakings, though
they may feel certain that the gold is there.

THE CHAJLK MOUNTAIN RANGE, lying mostly between Bear river and Green-
horn creek, on the southerly border of the county, is another mining iield of immense
prospective value. The average elevation of the ridge is somewhat greater than
either of the others in the county, and the higher portion is covered with lava
and basaltic rocks. At the southwesterly extremity, near Red Dog and You Bet,
and alono- the margins of the rictee, where the volcanic covering has been worn -^_ *^-- * *"- A V "-" -
away, the auriferous gravel has been worked by the hydraulic, and in most places
yielded excellent returns j but by far the larger portion of the ground will have

as an example, to be replaced by one hundred areas equal in importance to the Eureka claim,
These one hundred hypothetical districts would be precisely equivalent to all those now
existing ; for, according to the preceding indications, ifc would absorb all the water brought
by the Lake Company, as dues this. The richness of the gravel, taken in its total mass,
being assumed to be nearly uninterrupted, the yield of gold would be in both cases sensibly
the same.

Now, the actual working of the Eureka, after a year, equivalent to 200 days' effective labor,
brings a value in gold of 3,000x200=01)0,000 francs. After an equal period the one hundred
openings supposed would have brought in 60,000,000 francs, and would have removed the
auriferous deposit over an extent of 1,240,000 square metres.

ut the total superficies of the deposit being at least 650,000,000 square metres, we see that
this total gold-producing area, yielding $60,000,000 of gold annually, would be exhausted
only after a period of 524 years. ,

The placer to which the preceding indications refer 13 certainly one of those where the pro-
duction of gold is most perfectly organized and most active; but its extent, which is 650
square kilometres, is unimportant in connection with the total extent of the analogous deposits
which are found scattered over the superficies of 19,000 square kilometres which forms tho
auriferous zone of California. An increase of the aiea worked over, und a consequent increase
of production from this class of deposits, is possible everywhere, within limits, in the gold
regions of California.-Memoir de la Production ties Metana Precieuz en Californie. Rap-
port d son Excellence M. le Ministre des Travauz Publics. Par P. Laur, Ingenieur au Corps
Imperial d*s Mines. Paris, 1862, 8vo. pp. 132.

Mr. Black estimates the length of the mining claims of the present, supplied with water
by the Middle Yuba Canal Company, at five miles, with an average width of 350 yards, and
an average depth of 40 yards, making a quantity of 123,000,000 of cubic yards of auriferous
gravel. He also estimates that eight per cent, ot this quantity has been worked away in the
past 12 years, leaving ] 13,000,000 of cubic yards which remain for future operations. At an
average of 34 cents of gold to the cubic yard, (the average of the Yuba region appears to be
from 30 cents to 45 cents per cubic yard, saved in the hydraulic process,) the volume of
auriferous gravel here estimated would jield over $38,000,000. But the total area of the
various places where gravel deposits have been worked on this ridge is estimated by Mr.
Black as equal to 15 square miles, all of which, and much more, is controlled by the water
of the Eureka Lake Company, or of the Middle Yuba canal. If this area is estimated at an
average of 40 yards in depth, (it varies from 80 to 200 and 250 feet in depth,) we shall have
1,815,936,000 cubic yards of gravel, and if this be estimated to yield only 30 cents per yard
we reach the grand aggregate of $544,610,000 as its probable yield of gold.-Professor Sitli-
man's Report on the Deep-tying Placers, March, 1865.
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to be worked by drifting, either by means of deep shafts or extensive tunnels.
The rid^e extends nearly to the summit of the Sierra, but is divided by the valley
of Bear river, 15 miles above Red Dog, which cuts through it nearly at right
angles, making a deep depression, the hills rising to the height of 600 or 800
feet on each side of the valley. Three miles below Bear valley, on the south-
easterly side, the deep gorge of Steep Hollow has cut down through the volcani c
and gravel formations to the bed rock, showing the thickness of the overlyging
mass to be at least a thousand feet. The Chalk Mountain Blue Gravel Com-

pany made extensive locations on the ridge in the spring of 1866, and has since
been engaged in making explorations under the superintendence of S. N. Strana-
han. An incline shaft was sunk at the southwesterly end of the company's ground,
into the body of the mountain, going down on the red gravel, under the pipe-
clay. Their explorations revealed a well-defined ancient river channel, the rim
rock rising to a considerable height on each side. The course of the stream waso o

nearly southwest, and evidences of an old river channel have been found at Steep
Hollow and Bear valley, which is believed to be the same. For the past six
months a mining company has been engaged in sinking a vertical shaft at Bear
valley, and at a depth of a little over a hundred feet they struck a deposit of gravel
and boulders, evidently made by a running stream, having a southwesterly course./ * * l^ V_J V

Whenever explorations have been made in this region, the different strata are
found in the following order : The blue cement gravel, in which the gold is very
unevenly distributed, is found only in the channels of the ancient streams. Over
this is a deep bed of loose, gold-bearing gravel, of a reddish color, and this is
covered by a deep layer of pipe-clay. This is what is termed the hydraulic
ground, the principal " pay" being in the red gravel. At higher elevations -on
the ridge, the lower section is exactly the same, but with two additional stratifi- v^.*

cations. Above the pipe-clay is a deep deposit of conglomerate boulders, and
above this a bed of lava or basaltic rocks. The bed rock is uneven, and in
many places rises into the pipe-clay and cuts off the red gravel; but wherever
this deposit is found, and the overlying mass is not too deep, it invariably pays
for hydraulicing. There is a vast quantity of this ground to be worked, but to
open a claim usually requires the labor of several miners for two or three years.
Deep cuts have to be made in the bed rock, or long tunnels run, to obtain suffi-
cient fall for a sluiceway to run ofl' the earth.

Another gravel range dividing the waters of Greenhorn and Deer creeks, passing
Nevada on the north and Grass Valley on the south, extends westerly through
the county to the foot-hills, terminating at Smartsville, in Yuba county, where
some of the best mines in the State are situated. The elevation of this ridge is
less than either of the others described, and the ground in many places has been
worked successfully by the hydraulic. At the Alta shaft, sunk on this range
near Grass Valley, an immensely rich deposit of gravel was discovered in the
bed of an ancient stream, which afforded large profits to the owners of the claim.
It is believed by some that a continuous channel extends the length of the ridge
from which came the rich surface diggings at Rough and Ready that were worked
out at an early dav. Much of this range will not pav for working with the"*«/ O- JL »/ O

present appliances for mining, and at rates now charged for water; but witl
farther improvements in the art of mining, and perhaps the cheapening of water
and the cost of living, it is probable that the most of it will eventually be worked.

No estimate approaching to accuracy can be made of the amount of gold con-
tained in the placer mines of this county, and which yet may be brought forth
for 

^ the benefit of the civilized world. *To say that it is enough to pay otf th«-
national debt would be a moderate estimate, and it is not improbable that in
some of these deep placers, deposits of gold may yet be found in such quautitie
as will materially diminish the value of the metal. But to extract it from the
vast accumulations of debris in which it is hidden will cost thousands of miners
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centuries of toil. Some of the workers, more lucky than their fellows, will
strike valuable deposits, and become suddenly enriched, while the majority, as
has always been the case, will toil on in poverty. The hope of rich strikes is
the great incentive to the miner to persevere, but the risk, which is always con-
siderable in mining operations, even when the best judgment is exercised, has a
tendency to deter capital from embarking in the business.

QUAETZ MINIXG.-In the mining and working of gold-bearing quartz, as in
most other branches of mining, Nevada county has taken the lead, and is far in
advance of other sections of the gold region. It was not until the spring of 1850,
when the placer mines had been worked two seasons, that attention was directed
to the quartz veins as the matrix in which the gold was originally formed, and
the sources from which that found in the surface diggings was derived. The
early settlers, and those who first rushed to California on the announcement of
the discovery of gold, had no knowledge of vein mining, and were too much
absorbed in collecting the precious particles which were found mixed with the
gravel on the bars and in the beds of the streams to give any attention to the
sources whence they came. The discovery of gold imbedded in quartz pebbles
led to an examination of the lodes, and some quartz locations were made early in
the spring of 1850.

The first quartz location in Nevada county, of which we now have any inform-
OC4 tion, was made at Gold Hill, near Grass Valley. This was in June, 1850.
Quartz was discovered at Massachusetts Hill soon after, and in October of the
same year the Gold Tunnel lode was located at Nevada. The latter was dis-
covered by four young men from Boston, while engaged in their first day's work
at mining. A few other locations were made the same season, both at GrassO /

Valley and Nevada, but the three above named have become especially famous
for their immense yield of gold, amounting in the aggregate to nearly double the
present assessed property valuation of the county. The first mill in the county
was erected by two Germans, at Boston ravine, near Grass Valley, in the winter
of 1850-'51. It was a rude affair, and of course was a failure.

In 1851 there was a great quartz excitement in this county. The shallow
surface diggings were beginning to show signs of exhaustion, or at least were
not so readily found as in the preceding years, and prospectors were running over
the hills in search of lodes. Numerous mills were projected, and during the fall
and winter eight or ten were erected at Nevada, and as many more at Grass
Valley. All the Nevada mills, with the exception of the Gold Tunnel, and the
most of those at Grass Valley, proved disastrous failures, and in 1853 the quartz
interest was completely prostrated. With our present experience in quartz mining,
we can readily perceive the causes of the early failures in the business. The
mills were erected at enormous expense, in many cases the projectors paying an
extortionate interest for money; they had been deceived by professed assay ers,
or had deceived themselves as to the amount of gold contained in the quartz;
the appliances for amalgamating were of the rudest description, and there were
no miners in the county who knew how to open and work a quartz vein.

At Grass Valley, where some eastern and English capital had been invested,
a number of companies continued operations, several mills were kept running,
and the business slowly revived. But at Nevada, where the failures had been
more decided, the business was almost entirely abandoned, and the miners turned
their attention to the hill diggings, then just beginning to be prospected. The Gold
Tunnel mill was kept in operation, and yielded good returns, but for several
years the dependence of the population was almost entirely on the placer mines.
The few companies that continued operations; however, were measurably suc-
cessful, their mines at times paying largely, and this was an inducement for
others to resume work on their lodes, particularly at seasons of the year when
water could not be procured to work the placer mines. By 1857 the Grass
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Valley mines were in quite a flourishing condition, and continued to prosper for the
three or four succeeding years, becoming the leading interest of the town, while
at Nevada the business steadily improved.

The development of the quartz interest, however, was destined to meet another
reverse, though by no means so disastrous and discouraging as that of 1852-53.
The discovery of silver in Washoe was first made public in this county in the
summer of 1859, and quite a number of our most energetic quartz operators hast-
ened to the new mining field. The wonderful richness of the Comstock lods
was fully determined that fall, and the next'spring witnessed the exodus of many
of our best working miners, who abandoned their claims here for what appeared
to be the more promising field of enterprise east of the Sierra Nevada mountains.
For three years there was a constant drain of population and capital from the
county-the capital, especially, being much needed in the development of our
own mines. Added to this drain upon our resources, the most of the best-paying
mines in Grass Valley were flooded during the severe winter of 1SG1-'G2, requir-
ing many months to place them again in working condition, during which time
there were no returns and the expenses were heavy. From these causes business
was greatly depressed and property depreciated very materially in value, espe-
cially at Grass Valley and Nevada. In 1864 the adventurers who had left for
distant mining regions began to return, satisfied that this county presented the
best field for mining enterprise on the coast. As a consequence, the quartz
business speedily revived, and at the present time Grass Valley is the most pros-
perous mining town in the State, her prosperity being due entirely to the sur-
rcfunding quartz mines.

Without taking into account the temporary drawbacks, the quartz business has
been improving since 38-53, and the yield of gold from that source has steadily
increased. The successful operations have in nearly all cases been conducted
by practical miners, who learned the business here, and who have discovered and
brought into use all the improved methods of mining and reducing the ore, and
amalgamating and collecting the gold. Very little foreign capital has been
invested in our mines, although there is not a mining region in the world that / o o o

offers better inducements for judicious investment. The comparatively small
amount that has been invested by capitalists in this county has, in most cases.
been in dividend-paying mines, and, of course, was no assistance in developing
our resources. At no period since the wild speculations of 1852 has quartz
mining been in more favor than at present, or the prospects more flattering.

There are in the county four distinct quartz-mining districts, in different stages
of development, -viz: Grass Valley, Nevada, Eureka, and Meadow Lake.

GUASS VALLEY DISTRICT.-The Grass Valley district is, beyond question,
the most important and prosperous quartz-mining region of California. The
mines have been worked uninterruptedly since 1852, and, though there have
been many failures, and some of the best mines have at times been temporarily
abandoned, yet the miners persevered, until the -business is now established on
a firm basis. It is not possible at present to obtain accurate statistics of the gold
product of the Grass Valley mines, but, from the best information that can be
obtained, the yield, up to the beginning of the present year, is estimated to have
exceeded 825,000,000.* The lodes of the district are narrow-some of those
which have been most productive not averaging over a foot in width-and the
bed-rock, or what is called by vein miners the ''country" rock, is mostly green-
stone and slate. The lodes run in every direction, though the principal mines
which have been opened and worked usually approximate an east and west or
north and south course. The average yield'of the Grass Valley mines has been
variously estimated at from .S:JO to $35 a ton: but the higher estimates have

Professor Sillimnn, in- his report of March, J W>T>, estimated the entire yit'M as then exceed-
$23,000,000.

9
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undoubtedly been based on the yield of the best-paying mines, examined by
scientific gentlemen and passing strangers, who have written on the subject, and
who had no knowledge of the large amount of rock worked at Grass Valley,
which scarcely paid for hauling and crushing. Taking all the rock worked in
the district, $20 a ton would be a fair estimate for the average yield. The cost
of mining the rock depends on the size and situation of the lode and the char-
acter of the enclosing rock. With a lode of two to three feet in width, which
can be worked by means of tunnels, the cost of extracting the vein-stone may
not exceed $1 or $2 a ton; but where the vein is small and enclosed in blasting
rock, and steam has to be used for hoisting and pumping, the cost sometimes
reaches $20 and $30. The charges for reducing ore at the custom mills ran<reo o o

from $2 50 to $5 a ton, depending on the character of the ore, the amount fur-
nished, &c.

THE EITREKA MINE, now regarded as the most valuable gold mine in the
county, and perhaps the most valuable in the world, is situated a mile and a quarter
northeast of the town of Grass Vallev, and was located early in 1851. It was* */

worked at intervals, by various parties, up to 1857, but the most of the rock
failed to pay for crushing. In the latter year it was purchased by Messrs. Fricot,
Ripert, and Pralus, and the first crushing made by them; the rock, being taken
from near the surface, yielded only $4 a ton. From 1857 to 1863, the mine was
worked to a perpendicular depth of 50 feet, during which a large quantity of
quartz was taken out, none of which paid largely, and the greater portion failed
to pay expenses. Becoming satisfied, at length, that the mine was a good one,
they sank a vertical shaft, in 1863, to the depth of 100 feet, and the mine has
since been yielding handsome returns. On the 1st of October, 1865, the mine
was sold to a company of capitalists for $400,000 in gold coin. How much it
had yielded up to that time is not known, but the owners erected hoisting works
and a 20-stamp mill, all at a cost of $60,000, besides receiving large dividends
from the profits. The mine has been producing, under the present management,
at the rate of about $49,000 a month. The first year, ending September 30,
1866, the gross product was $531,431, and for the eleven months ending August
31, 1867, $588,139, making a total of $1,119,570 in 23 months. Nearly a thou-
sand tons of rock have been taken from the mine every month and reduced at the
mill, the average yield being not far from $50 a ton; and the monthly expenses,
including repairs to machinery and permanent improvements, have averaged about
$16,000. The regular monthly dividends for over a year past have amounted to
$30,000, and one or two extra dividends have been declared in addition. The
Eureka mine is opened by an incline shaft, 5 by 20 feet, which is designed to
explore the. vein to a great depth, and is now down nearly 500 feet. Levels have
been run from the shaft at distances of 100 feet apart, and for 700 feet along the
lode. At 50 feet from the surface the quartz paid $15 a ton, and increased to
$28 at 100 feet. Between the 100 and 200-feet levels the average yield was
$37 a tori, and below that the average has been $50. The vein runs nearly east
and west, dipping south at an angle of about 78°; and over the wThole extent of
some 700 feet which has been worked the average width is about three feet.
At the fourth level the mine is said to show still further improvement, with
an increase in the yield of ore, though it has been worked but little below the
third level. The value of the mine, with the mill, hoisting works, and other
property connected therewith, is now rated at about $1,000,000. William Watt, a
successful quartz miner and one of the owners of the Eureka, is the superintendent.

THE GOLD HILL MINE, the first discovered at Grass Valley, was worked by
various companies, and with little interruption, for a period of 14 years, yielding
in that time, according to popular belief, $4,000,000. At times the mine paid * I* 1 * 

1 T-«T»***4.^rty^>-v--*rt 1 " T " * 1

enormously, the quartz being fairly knit together with gold, and again the receipts
would fall below expenses, the gold being found in " pockets," and apparently
distributed through the vein stone in the most capricious manner. The mine was
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worked to the depth of 300 feet on the slope of the lode, and for a length of 600
or 800 feet, but the upper levels are now mostly filled up and inaccessible. The
vein is very irregular and crooked, and perhaps does not average over a foot in
width. The work on the mine was suspended in September, 1865, but opera-
tions have lately been resumed, with fair prospects.

THE MASSACHUSETTS HILL More, which is believed to be identical with that
on Gold Hill, was worked by different companies up to 1866, yielding in that time
over $3,000,000. The working1 of this mine was attended with more than the/ / o *

usual vicissitudes of gold-mining, some of the companies failing most disas-
trously, and others realizing large profits. The failure of the Mount Hope com-
pany, working the mine from 1856 to 1858, was the occasion of a most shocking
Tragedy. Michael Brennan, the superintendent, having hopelessly involved the
company, murdered his wife and three children and then committed suicide.
The deed was committed on the 21st of February, 1858. The mine passed
into other hands, and a year or two later a large body of rich ore was struck
within a few feet of where Brennan had abandoned work in despair.

THE OPHIH HILL MINE is situated a mile southeast of Grass Valley, and was
located in 1851. The original owners worked the mine a year or two, when
they failed, and the property was sold at auction, the purchasers organizing as
the Empire Company. This company erected a six-stamp mill, and worked the
mine from May, 1854, to September, 1S63, the yield in that time amounting to
$1,056,234. The property was then sold to other parties, Captain S. W. Lee,
one of the purchasers, taking charge, and work was resumed in April, 1865.
The product of tlve mine from that period up to June of the present year was
$286,082, making a total yield in 13 years of $1,342,316. The amount of
quartz worked is estimated at 37,840 tons, giving an average yield of over $35
a ton. The present company have erected a magnificent 20-stamp mill at a cost
of nearly $100,000. It is the finest quartz mill in the State, but the mine is
not yet sufficiently opened to keep it constantly employed. The mill, hoisting
works, and other machinery and property of the company, with the drain tunnel
and other permanent improvements on the mine, has cost some 8250,000. The
Ophir lode runs nearly north and south, and dips westerly at the low angle of
27 degrees. The lode is not large, averaging, perhaps, not over 18 inches in
width, but it has been explored by levels for a distance of 900 feet along its
course, showing a continuation of rich ore for that distance.

THE NORTH STAB MIXE has been worked with varied results since 1852; chang-
ing hands several times, once under a forced sale. This mine is perhaps more
thoroughly opened than any other in the county, an incline shaft having been
sunk on the slope of the vein to the depth of 750 feet, and levels run along its
course nearly 1,000 feet. In the five years ending in January, 1867, the
net earnings of the mine amounted to more than $500,000, and in the early part
of this y. cr the net profits were reported at $12,000 a month. On this repre-
sentation the mine was sold to San Francisco capitalists for $450,000, of which
250,000 was paid down, and the remainder was to have been paid from one-half

the net profits. But the receipts for the first two or three months, under the new
df ministration not coming up to the representations, the sellers released the pur-

chasers from further payments.
THE ALLISON RANCH LODE, which for many years ranked as the leading mine

in the State, was discovered in 1855, and worked with continued success over 11
years. It yielded in that period $2,300,000 in gold bullion. In working the
mine rich bodies of ore were encountered which paid $100 and $£00 a ton, with
poorer rock between that scar, ly paid the cost of working. An examination of
the books of the * company shows the average yield of all the rock worked to
have been $50, the rock i ken from the mine and crushed amounting to 46,00"
tons. The mine has been worked to a depth of over 500 feet, and for nearly
1,000 feet along its course. The vein has been an expensive one to work, on
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account of the large quantity of water that had to be raised and the hard
the enclosing rock; but probably not less than two-thirds of the gross pr

ceeds were divided as profits among the owners. Owing to a want of agre
ment in the management the wrork in the mine was suspended at the beginnin
of the present year. "

There are many other ualuable mines in the district, some of which are how
or have been paying regular dividends to the owners. Among these may be
mentioned the Now York Hill mine, which has been worked at intervals sincer f

1852, and produced not less than $500,000; the Wisconsin, from which was
taken, in 1866, 1,400 tons of ore that yielded an average of $51 a ton;
Hartery, which has yielded over $250,000 ; the Noram
an average width of five inches, but which yielded over $80,000 in 1866; the
Houston Hill mine, which yielded over $500,000 in the past three j
paid good profits, although the cost of extracting and reducing the ore amounts
to some $40 a ton; the Osbom Hill mine, which was producing largo returns at
a time when the quartz interest of the district was supposed to be on the wane;
the Lone Jack, which has produced over $500,000; the Cambridge mine, on r "» f v *"--*

Howard Hill, and the claim of the Lucky Company on the same lod
been opened at great cost and are regarded as promising mines, th

present idle on account of disagreements among the owners; the Union Hill
mine, and the adjoining mine of Win. O'Connor Sydney, which is now being
opened and explored in the most systematic manner and without regard to
expense; besides numerous others in the district which would be tiresome to
sketch in detail. F

There are now some 30 dividend-paying mines in the district; 28 quartz mills,
having an aggregate of 300 stamps, and the capital invested in the mills, h

"ks, and other machinery, and in the opening of the mines which may now
be considered as available, is about $2,000,000. The number of men employed
in the mills and d the yield of the m
$2,000,000, in round numbers-an average of $1,250 for each man. The p
duct of the district will probably bo somewhat less the present year than in
1866, on account of the suspension of work in the Allison Ranch and some other

, but the falling off will be only temporary, as the mines are too valuable
lain idle for any great length of time.
YADA QUARTZ DISTRICT.-The Nevada quartz district includes the town-

ship of that name, though the most of the gold-bearing lodes are situated in the
Nevada basin, forming an area of eight or ten square miles. The primitive rock
in the basin is a soft granite, encircled bv a slate formation on the east, south.
and west. Numerous quartz lodes, both in the granite and surrounding slate,
have been opened and worked more or less-the general course'of the veins being
a little east of south and north of west, and the most of them having an easterly
dip at various angles. Some are nearly perpendicular, and others descend at a

angle, the more usual dip being about 35 or 40 degrees. At the south west-
ly end of the granite formation are a number of parallel veins, having th

1 course, but dip westerly. The most noted of these are the Sneath and
Clay and the Mohawk. All the lodes in the district which showed any surface
croppings were located in 1851, during the first quartz excitement, and it being
lien understood that they were the sources from which the placer gold was
. erived, the most extravagant expectations were formed as to their prospective
yield. Mills were erected at great expense, and a large amount of ill-directed
labor was expended in endeavoring to open the veins; but, with two or .three

ptions, the enterprises were failures, and quartz was very generally pro-
d a humbug

THE GOLD TUNNBL MINE, situated west of Nevada City, but mostly in the cor-
vas the only one in the district in which operations were continued

hout interrutttion. This was the first gold-bearing lode discovered in the dis-
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trict, and the discoverers worked it for a time by washing the decomposed quartz
in a rocker, realizing large profits. In the spring of 1851 a tunnel was started
on the lode, and the following summer a six-stamp mill was erected on Deer
creek, near the mouth of the tunnel, to crush the rock. From 1S52 to 1855 the
mine was worked by E. TV. Kicld, who owned a controlling interest, and in the
latter year the property, including the mill and mine, was sold to a company
of Cornish miners. Up to this time the mine has yielded over $300,000 in gold,
the rock paving on an average 850 a ton, though worked in a mill that would1 */ O O / CJ

not now be used. The Cornishmen worked the mine over eight years, suspend-
ing operations in 1S63, but the yield during that period is not known. A con-
tinuous bodv of rich ore extended from the mouth of the tunnel at Deer creek

for a distance of 600 feet north j beyond that the rock contains gold, but not in
sufficient quantities to pay for working. The vein has never been worked below
the level of Deer creek, but there is no doubt that it will eventually be opened
to a great depth, and worked again with profit.

THE ILLIXOIS AXD CALLFOEXIA CLAIMS, situated on the gold tunnel lode south
of Deer crrck, have been worked at intervals since 1851, and at times have paid
largely. In 1866 the Eagle Company purchased the California claim, erected
hoisting works and a 10-stamp mill, and expended a large amount in sinking an
incline shaft and exploring the vein. Considerable rock was taken from the
mine and crushed, but it did not yield in accordance with the anticipations of
the company, and recently the work was suspended. It is understood that opera-
tions will soon be resumed.

THE BAXXER MIXE is situated three miles east of Nevada Citv. and is a corn-^

paratively recent location. Some work has been doi-ie on it in 1860-'61 by two
different companies, but the indications being unfavorable, they abandoned it.
It was relocated in 1864 by the parties from whom the present owners derive
their title, and the iirst crushing yielded only four or five dollars a ton. After a
suspension of some months they took out another crashing, which yielded near

a ton, and this gave the mine a good reputation, which it has ever since sus-
tained. "\Vith two or three temporary interruptions, the mine has been worked
from June, 1865, up to the present time. The lode runs nearly north and south,
dips to the east at an angle of about 50°, and is opened by an incline shaft sunl
to the depth of 350 feet on the slope of the vein. Four levels have been run
in each direction from the shaft, the upper one being 60 feet from the surface,
the next 60 feet deeper, and the other two at distances of 100 feet. Two
"chimneys" of rich rock, or "ore shoots,'7 as they are commonly calle.d by the
miners, have been found in the lode, both of which rapidly widen with the depth.
At the first level, 60 feet below the surface, the large ore chute extends along
the com a of the lode only about 100 feet; but at the third level, 160 feet deeper,
it has a breadth alone; the lode of 225 feet. North of the main ore chute another CJ

body of rich quartz has been struck, which has a breadth of 40 feet at the B
level and 75 feet at the third level. If they continue their course they will come
together at the fourth level, thus affording continuous rich ore for a distance of "w " " " *- ^- " *" "^* -» ^ m-^r v *" ^^_ -***f ^-r "".-A %. -^ "«"-" -P»- * 4 -**f i » v
about 500 feet along the lode. Outside of the ore chutes the quartz pays only

S or $10 a ton, barely sufficient to cover the expenses of mining and reducing
ir. Up to the 1st of January, 1866, 5,000 tons of rock had been taken from the
mine and reduced, yielding an average of about $19 a ton. From the 1st of
January to the L of September, of the present year, the yield ha* been $76.000
from :5,000 tons of rock worked an average of *:j;5 33 a ton. The vein is of"^ * " ^*-* 

size, being from three to four fe<-r in width, and is now yielding from 'JO to
40 tons of quartz daily. The owners have a 20-stamp mill convenient to the
mine, and besides keeping this 'employe<l, they are having considerable quartz
worked , custom mills.

THE PJTTSBURG MIXE, more commonly known as the "Wiirham,*J is situated
a mile and a half southeast of Nevada City, on the slope of the hill descending
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into the basin. It was located in 1851 for a Pittsburg mining company, by R.
S. Wigham, who erected a mill the same season, but the enterprise was among
the early quartz failures. The property finally fell into the hands of Merritt &
Bourn, of San Francisco, who still retain it. The mine was worked on a lea* / *

in 1855, and again in 1857, but with indifferent success. In 1862 it was leased
to Weeks & Thomas, who, in the course of 15 months, took out 3,700 tons of
quartz, which yielded at the mill an average of $22 a ton, and the profits to the
lessees amounted to near $40,000. The mine was then idle until January, 1866,/ mf 7 /

when the owners made arrangements for further explorations. Another level was
opened, and in the course of the year the mine yielded $102,000 from 1,700 tons
of rock-an average of $60 a ton. A mill and first-class hoisting works were
erected last spring, and started in operation about the 1st of June, but we have
no report of the yield for this season. At the upper level the ore chute extended
only about 50 feet along the lode ; but in the lower level, 380 feet on the slope
of the vein, it has a breadth of 400 feet. The average width of the vein is about
two feet, and the country rock is slate. The Wigham and the Banner are the
leading quartz mines of Nevada district at the present time.

THE MINE OF THE NEVADA QUARTZ MIXING COMPANY, commonly known as f w

the " Soggs" mine, is situated a mile west of Nevada City, and is a parallel vein
with the Gold Tunnel. The lode was located at an early day? but no successful
effort was made to develop it until 1857. A rich chimney having been discovered

" the owners, thev made arrangements for the erection of an 'eight-stamp steam «/ o -i

mill to work the mine. This was run two or three years successfully, when it
was taken down, and the owners put up a new 12-stamp water mill on Deer
creek, and the mine has been worked, with one or two brief interruptions, for 10
years. About 5,000 tons of rock have annually been taken from the mine and
crushed at the mill, the gross receipts ranging from $40,000 to $70,000 a year.
During the year 1866, according to a statement furnished by William M. Rat-
cliff, the superintendent, the amount of rock crushed was a fraction under 5,000
tons, which yielded at the mill $42,000; while the returns from sulphuret ore
shipped to Swansea and concentrated sulphurets netted $8,000. The average
yield of all the rock crushed has been about $13 a ton, yet the owners have at
times derived large dividends from the working of the mine, and, with the excep-
tion of the construction account of the first mill, but one assessment has been
levied, and that only for a trifling amount. The lode is one of the largest in the
district, though very irregular, ranging from a mere seam to 16 feet in width, and
averaging about four feet. It is opened by three tunnels, starting in above the
mill and running north. The length of the upper tunnel is 2,900 feet, and the
other two about 1,900 feet each. The rock is taken from the mine in cars and
dumped in front of the stamps, thus saving the cost of hauling; and having a
large lode, and the advantage of water-power to run the mill, the owners have
been enabled to work a low grade of ores with profit.

THE SNEATH AND CLAY MINE, situated a mile southeast of Nevada City, was 9

discovered in the spring of 1862, and several lots of the quartz crushed during
the next summer yielding good returns, the locaters erected a mill, which was
started in operation about April, 1863. For a time the rock yielded largely,
the gross product in two years being $180,000, of which over half was clear
profit; bat the owners were unable to agree in the management, and having^^^^ -^1 -^h__ L **^H 

Worked out the opened levels the property was sold in May, 1865, to a New * -A- A

York company for $27,000. The mill and hoisting works had cost $45,000.
The New York company opened two additional levels, which having been worked
out to the extent of the pay ore, the work was suspended in the summer of 1867.
The mine is believed to be a good one, and had it been judiciously managed
from the start, and the "dead work77 kept well in advance, it might have been
profitably worked for a long period.

THE LECOMPTON MINE, three miles above Nevada City, on Deer creek, was
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located in 1858, and in the course of two years tho net proceeds amounted to
60,000, the quartz averaging $40 a ton. The gross yield of the mine up to

1863 was $220,000, and it has been worked but little since, the pay ore above
the level of the creek being exhausted. This lode is situated near the junction
of the granite and slate, and cuts through from one formation to the other with-
out changing its course or dip.

There are numerous other mines in the district which have at times afforded

large profits to the owners, but which are now idle, either from bad manage-
ment or other causes. Among those now being worked may bo mentioned the
Cornish, the Pennsylvania, the Providence, and the Murchie, which have mil
connected therewith, and the Cunningham, Mohawk, Mattinglv. and Harvev / O ' / O * / ¬.

All of these have yielded good returns, and are still worked with fair success.
There are now in the Nevada district 17 quartz mills, havinsr an aggregf\t<y A / O O O O

of 137 stamps, and the capital invested in the business is about $500,000. Tlw
total yield of the mines in 1865 was about 8400,000 ; in 1866, according to sta

kept by Wells. Fargo & Co., it was a fraction less than $500,000, and will
be about the same in 1867. The number of men employed in the mines and
mill yield being equal A
iderable proportion of the quartz miners arc either prospecting or engaged
"pening veins, which are not now productive.

EUREKA QUARTZ DISTRICT.-Within the past year or two considerable att
has been given to the development of the quartz lodes near the town

Eureka, some twenty-five miles above Nevada City. The general characteristics
of the^Eureka district resemble, in many respects, those of the Nevada district,
the country rock being a soft granite, which can be excavated in most places
without the aid of powder, and the course of the veins being east of south and
west of north, corresponding with the mountain range. This quartz belt crosses
the South Yuba into Washington township, where the enclosing granite is hard,
which greatly enhances the cost of working the mines. In the slate formation,
which comes in half a mile west of the town of Eureka, there are numerous
well-defined quartz veins, but they contain very little gold, and with one or two
exceptions are considered valueless.

In 1856 a quartz lode was located on Gaston ridge, some miles south of
Eureka, and a mill was erected to work it a year or two later, which was run / %/

with little interruption until November, 1863, when it was destroyed by fire.
In that time some 15,000 tons of quartz were extracted from the mine and crushed
in the mill, yielding an average of $8 or $9 a ton. The mill was an inferior** C. ^

one, having no pans or other improved methods of saving the gold j but the vein
being large and favorably situated for working the owners realized a small profit,
though not sufficient at that time to justify them in erecting a new mill. Two
other mills were built in the district in 1857; but one was sold on account of a
disagreement among the owners, and the machinery moved away ; and the other,
after doing a fair business for two or three years, was taken down and moved to
\v ashoe at the beginning of the silver excitement. 1 . " t "

No further attempt was made to develop the mines of the district until 1
ng of 1866, when some of the old residents, having worked out their placer

laims. and others who had noted tho favorable indications, commenced operations
in earnest. A couple of arrastras were erected near the town, run by water

ower, and < .!,!<" of reducing three tons of quart/, in 24 hours. These arras-
"as have been constantly employed, have done excellent work, and been of great-
Ivantage in prospeering and determining the value of the mines. During the
imrner and fall of 1866, Messrs. Black k Young erected a 10-stamp million ,-
>de situated al>«»ut a mile south of town. Operations, however, were not fairly

c on the mine until May last, since which time the mill has been run-
nmg 8 wo other millsK_ ly, and the quart/, is yielding from $:JO to $25 a ton. rl "r f 4

Iso built the same season, one of five stamps to work the Jim lode, 'and;
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the other of four stamps, intended for custom work. Two new mills are now in
course of construction, one of 10 stamps to work the Veatch and Powell mine,
and the other of five stamps on the Birchville mine. Both of these mines have
been thoroughly prospected, are of good size, and the gold is found in paying
quantities very generally disseminated through the vein-stone.
- TECUMSEH MILLS.-Some years ago two mills known as the Tecumseh and

Star were erected in Washington township, but on the same quartz range. Con-
siderable quartz lias been worked in both mills, which yielded fair pay ; but owing
to want of means to properly open the mines, the expense being very great on
account of the hardness of the enclosing rock, the enterprises have not proved
successful. The Star Company, however, is still prosecuting work, and the
Tecumseh mill has lately been leased to parties who are prospecting other lodes.

THE GRIZZLY LODE, situated four miles west of Eureka, in Devil's canon, wasw ^

purchased by the Eagle Company, of Hartford, about the beginning of 1866.
The company erected a five-stamp mill at the mine in the fall of the same year,
but being unprepared for winter work, little was done in developing the lode
until May last, since which time the mill has been running steadily and with
favorable results.. The vein has an average width of four feet, runs in slate,
and is opened by tunnels. It is so situated that, with proper arrangements and
a larger mill, 86 and SS quartz can be worked with profit. As long ago as 1854
a mill was erected on a lode called the National, about half way between Eureka
and the Grizzly. tThis mill was run a year or more, a portion of the time being
leased, but the yield of the quartz was not sufficient to pay with the prices then "
ruling. The work was suspended in 1856, and the mill was destroyed by fire
a year or two later. The Grizzly and National are the only quartz loeles yet
discovered in the slate formation of that region that have exhibited sufficiently
favorable surface indications to justify an outlay of capital to develop.

About 250 men are engaged at the present time in the quartz mines and mills
of the Eureka district, many of whom are prospecting or working on lodes that
are not yet productive. There are 10 mills in the district, including the two in
Washington township, having an aggregate of 60 stamps, and the capital invested
is estimated at $200,000. The yield of the mines for 1867, it is believed, will
amount to $200,000.

MEADOW LAKE DISTRICT.-The Meadow Lake quartz district is situated near
the summit of the Sierra Nevada, but on the western slope. It derives its name
from a large mountain lake, used by the South Yuba Canal Company as a res-
ervoir, a dam having been constructed across its outlet to retain the water in the
.spring, and is let out into the company's ditches as fast as needed by the miners.
Gold-bearing quartz lodes were discovered near the lake in 1863, others the year
following, and in 1865, some of the lodes giving indications' of extraordinary
richness, considerable excitement was created throughout California and Nevada
.State, causing a rush of adventurers to the locality. The real work of develop-
ing the mines was not commenced until the summer of 1866, and considering the
many disadvantages, including the deep snows of winter, has progressed favor-
ably, though not7 on the whole, equal to the anticipations of the first adventurers
and locaters.

The country rock of the district is sionite, and usually has to be blasted in
making excavations; but this disadvantage is partially compensated by the size
of the veins, which will average considerably larger than those of Grass Valley

" and Nevada. The general direction of the lodes is northwesterly and south-
easterly, and they are easily traced by the dark, reddish appearance of the crop-
pings, caused by the oxidation of the iron pyrites encased in the quartz. The
quartz contains an unusually large proportion of sulphurets, averaging, it is said,
20 to 25 per cent. The sulphurets yield-by assay $60 to $70 a ton, and are suc-
cessfully reduced by the Plattner chlorination process, works for that purpose
.having been constructed in the district. Seven quartz mills have been built in
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be d P T not been run- "
nine- re<ndarlv, having been erected in advance ol tne development ol tne mines. be d f^3 J^ »
Of several hundred quartz veins located in the district during the excitement in
the summer of 1865, 50 or more have been partially developed and given ind
cations of value.

THE U. S. GRANT COMPANY, whose mine is situated six mil leadf

Lake, and within four miles of the 1 f the Central Pacifit railroad, has b
be most successful y he d . The owners of the mine have k
ii p mill running most of tb imnffO he past year, and the qu;

worked has paid largelv Thev are now building a larger-mill, whil h- *.

f develor The Golden Easrle. M Montreal
California, and Excelsior companies have also erected mil :1 made fair p
gress in the development of their mines.

The number of men employed in the mills and mines f the d 1
present time is about 200, and the available capital invested may be set d
8200,000. The yield of gold this year will be about $50.000. Much of '

:l capital is being expend pening mines which arc not now prod
quently, if the mines arc eqaallj *-^ >od ill not b5 yield

1 P he men emploj the old lets. There an
placer m district, or at least none have b discovered

Table showing the number of men employed, the capital invested, and the gross yield
of the mines of Nevada county, California.

Capital in-
vested. Gross yield

Placer and hydraulic mines 
Cemeut mines 

Quartz miDes 
Grass Valley district 
Nevada 0istrict 
Eureka district 
Meadow Lake district 

Canals and ditches... 

Totals 

Men em-

ployed.

2,000 $1,500,000 $3,500,000
300 400,000 300,000

1,600 2,000,000 2,000, 000
450 500,000 " 500,000
250 200,0<>0 200, 000
200 200,000 50,000
200 ],000,000

5,000 5,800, 000 6,550,000

OTE. estimating " ,_ V J V> X_^ CV I..S A V *.*>^ X> ^J *JX^ ^_» L AM. ± *-* ^^ V t » ̂̂  V«^ "**"-" ^_ *JL *.*«H^k^ pital invested in m he d g has b
hec f machinery^ tools, &c.7 as well as the labor expended in oj rr

cl -hicl iered of value, and 1 have b"^

"ked ved failures. The ditches might be considered as a p;i
* 7 1 in the placer mines, as the water is mostly used by the p

[1 hydraul

SECTION I.

SIERRA COUNTY.

The Sierra, the principal drift mining county o f California, lies between the
middle Yuba and Slate creek. The lo\\<->t point ii_ L in the county is probably 2,000
feet above the F<-a, and most, of the mining camps are at an elevation of 4,500
feet or more. Tli sin-fan- is cut up by numerous canons, about 2,000 feet deep,
and not one acre in 50 is lit lor the plough. There are numi-rous high peaks,
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among which are the Dounieville Butte, 8,500 feet; Fir Cap, Saddle Back, Table
mountain, and Mount Fillmore, each about 7,000, besides numerous others. The
Dounieville Butte is one of the landmarks of the State, being visible from a large
area in the Sacramento vallev, and it is remarkable for the racked outline of its+s / O tj

summit. The county is so rough that only two wagon roads enter it west of the
summit of the Sierra, one on the divide, between the middle Yuba and the north
Yuba, and another on the divide between the Slate creek and Canon creek. No
road crosses the county from north to south. The principal mode of travelling
is mule-back riding. The snow is very deep at the higher camp, lying in some
of them three or four months in ordinary winters. Most of the mines are on old
channels, high above the present streams, so high that the introduction of water is
very expensive. There are few ditches, and many claims are not able to wash
more than four or five months in the year. Two old channels cross the county.
The main Blue lead, which crosses Nevada and Placer, is worked at Deadwood, / " / '
Sevastopol, Little Grizzly, Excelsior, Monte Cristo, City of Six, Forest City,
Chipps Flat, and Minnesota. All these have been mined mainly by drifting,
and all save the three first are much less flourishing now than they were from
six to 10 years ago. This channel runs from the northwest to the southeast.

Another channel which seems to inn from the northeast to the southwest,
passes through La Porte and Brandy City, thence to Camptonville and San
Juan. This channel is not covered, as the other is, by heavy layers of tufa, lava, «*"
or volcanic sand, and the auriferous gravel coming to the surface offers excellent
opportunites for hydraulic mining, which is or has been earned on extensively at
all the points named.

A channel found at Howland Flat and at Cold Canon, and another found at
Morristown, Craig's Flat, and Eureka, are supposed to be tributaries of the main
Blue lead.

La Porte and Port Wine, which belonged to SieiTa county previous to 1866,
were given to Plumas in that year by a legislative act, which was entitled "An
act to better define the boundaries of Plumas county/7 and was passed without
any suspicion on the part of the representatives of Sierra or the members generally
that it took a rich mining district from the latter county.

The blue cement found in the Blue lead in Sierra county is soft, and it yields
three-fourths of its gold or more at the first washing, so there is no cement mill
In the county. In the eastern part of the county is Gold lake, which has the
appearance of being in the crater of an extinct volcano.

A belt of limestone is observed between Dounieville and the Sierra Butte, and it
may be that the belt which appears near Magalia, in Butte county, is the same.

The State and county taxes in Sierra are $291 on $100 of taxable property,
and the county debt is $30,000.

RANDY CITY.-Brandy City, the principal hydraulic camp of the county,
uses about 3,000 inches of water in piping claims, of which there are twelve,
some of them using 500 inches. The lead is 200 feet. The supply of gravel
will last 10 or perhaps 20 years.

' ST..Louis A:NTD NEIGHBOKING Towus.-St. Louis has 10 or 12 hydraulic
companies working, and using in all 1,000 inches of water, with a pressure of
100 feet.

Cedar Grove has drift diggings, but is doing nothing this year.
Pine Grove, a mile below Howland Flat, was an important place before 1862,

but in that year the latter town grew up, and the former declined. All the mining
is done by drifting, save in one piping claim.

Rabbit Point, a mile below Pino Grove, has two hydraulic claims, which are
100 feet deep, and together employ thirty men during the water season, which
lasts three or four months. P

Chandlerville, a furlong below Rabbit Point, had.rich hydraulic claims from
1853 to 1857, but they are now worked out.
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Pine Grove, Rabbit Point, and Chandlerville together purchase 700 inches of
water in the water season.

MomiiSTOWX.-The diggings at Morristown are remarkable for the presence
of larger quartz boulders, and more of them than any other hydraulic claims in the
State. A stratum 10 or 15 feet deep is made up chiefly of boulders that weigh
over a ton, many of them being from five to 10 tons in weight.

There is only one company, the American, now piping in Morristown. They
own all the water that comes into the place, and as it runs only two or three
months, they want it all for their own use. When their flume is full they have
1?000 inches. They employ 40 men during the water season. In ISO » they
took out $20,000, and paid very little dividend. The bank is 50 or 60 feet deep.

MIXXESOTA.-At Minnesota the pay channel is a quarter of a mile wide, but »- *

the pay is not equally distributed over it, for there are parts that are barren. If
one side is rich the other is probably poor; and if much gold is found on a bank
or bar, there is little likelihood of finding a rich bed. The bed rock is serpentine,
and the pay stratum is from three to five feet thick. The gravel is made up
chiefly of quartz, usually from two to six inches in diameter ; and it is soft enough
to wash, but so toiiffh that it is not entirely disintegrated until it has been washed 7 O "/ O

three or four times. The fourth washing however does not pay, and the dirt of
most of the claims has been washed only twice. The second washing pays better
than the first. The gold is coarse, many pieces weighing an ounce, and it fre-
quently happens that in large lots of dust there is not a piece worth less than 25
cents. Most of the rjieces are worth $2 or more. The sluices are usually about
400 feet long, with a grade of 16 inches to 12 feet, and no quicksilver is used in
them. The fine gold is lost in sluices so short and steep, and tail sluices pay
well. The car load must yield 50 cents or the claim will not pay for working.
The ground is solid and the sides of the tunnel need no lagging; but a cap sup-
ported by posts is required to secure the roof. The pay stratum is usually soft
enough to be picked down.

The Blue Lead was discovered here in 1852 by some surface miners who fol-
lowed up a rich deposit in Taylor's ravine till it ran out, and then they hunted
along the side till they found the place where the lead went into the hill. It
was very rich, and for a lono- time Minnesota had some of the best drift»/ / t.
iii the State. Onlv four claims are worked now. In 1853 400 miners were

employed here, and they made on an average 812 or $15 per day, and now there
are 100, who average S3 per day.

The Keystone Company have been at work since 1859, employ 18 men, and
the yield is probably $6 or $8 to the man per day.

The Wisconsin Company have been taking out pay most of the timeforeight
years, employ 10 men, and get $6 or $8 per day to the man.

Chipps's Flat is doing very little in the way of successful mining, but there
is some prospecting in progress.

Alleghany has the credit of having produced $400,000, but the flush times
passed away six or eight years ago. The money was nearly all obtained by
drifting, and there was bad drainage and little systematic working. The bed1 ^^

rock swells badly, and in places the timbers must be put in as thick as they will
stand, and reset every week. There were claims which paid well, but when
work was stopped not half of the pay dirt was extracted.

A company called the Alleghany Consolidated Mining Company has been
formed to rework this ground. They have purchased eighty acres of claims, and
arc about to commence the cutting of a tunnel to bo largo 'enough to use mules
for hauling in the cars. They will run out by their own weight.

In 185y there were 18 tunnel companies at Alleghany, all paying; now only
25 men arc at work there. *

Water was supplied by a very costly ditch, which was allowed to go to ruin
when the miners had HO longer any considerable quantity of dirt to wash.
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The 0 C a y took out $400,000; the keye $200,000, and
E - -^M-

The Blue Lead was found at Forest City by the Dutch Company, which obtained
two or ounces to the pan; and brough water to their sluice in a canvas
flume.

The claims at Forest City >f a ravine, north ofr

lie lead has not been found, although "1 has been run half t 1/ O
into the hill.

At one time thcr A- "king at Forest City and all making
money, and now tl]* / ly one at work.

LIVE YANKEE C The principal claim at F City is the Live Yankee,
vhic i has 360 f. :1 a deDth of The following tabl ih* O

he recei} d divid from 11 1863. incl7 7

1354 
1855 

J857....!..!.-.!.!..,. 
1858 
1859 
I860 
1861.....' 
1862 
1863 

Total 

Receipts. Year Expenses. Dividends.

15,243 §7,152 3,091
95,713 32,385 63,3-28
85,9-21 42,691 43,230
95,806 55,616 40,190
84,875 43,973 41,902

129,937 67,303 62,634
84,120 40,236 43,884
60,092 38,192 21,900
30,720 26,970 3,750
31,350 22,800 8,550

"-» «nM^^^BV«V*^^H

713,777 377,318 336,459

Since 1863 ;he dividends have b -b 10,000 per y T P
of keeping up the lerabl T long tunnel and
track, that need fi nt repairs.

HIGHLAND AND M T Highland and M onic claim, near F
City, was worked at fi feet deep. T
in the channel, an p <T 1 hoisting works were erected at a cost O

of $75,000. The yield but the expenses were so hat 1
y profit was lef ;1 the works stopped, and the hoisting works were burned

(1 i. The < laim was sold for debt, and the new proprietors bought throe claims"

front and a bed rock tunnel 4.000 fl et long, ;1 by extending tun 1
:1 at much less exp 3. The yield was $100,000 per m hf<

a time. I L! tl :1 th new manaement 1 axpenses have b
$8,000 or 10,000 more than the receipts. Neverthel 3me dividends h
been paid, Som ihares of the claim are in litigation, and C7 * is not easy toas<

precise prod on. 1 water in t dulous, and a pi
f sheet zinc left in it entirely disappears in a day or two, and iron shovel

less in a f day
M At M 1 is 200 yards wide, b ,h is
lv half as wide, and is in a stratum three feet deep. The pay is usually

midd h > channel. T gold e by drif 1 h
pipii g wa.s mmenced. b 1 :1 O 1r ply of
does not 1 long, SO tl 1 yd lie wash cr T
r d Is. and tunnels were :1 se up
so that h ly a d

DEADW Deadwood is on the ridge between the north f f the Yub
d CaTion creek about 6000 feet above the sea and it has an ch h

tnt and acter of which are not yet proved, b pposed
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main Blue Lead. The Deadwood claim, 700 feet front on this old channel,
has been worked since 1856. has cost 811-3,000, and has yielded $10,000. Some
good gravel has been found, but it does not appear to be in a continuous lead.
Fifteen men are now employed in prospecting. There are three tunnels, one
2,500, one 2,:>QO, and one 1*200 feet long.

FIR ( AP, SEBASTOPOL, AND GRIZZLY. - At Fir Cap Camp-on the south side
of Fir Cap mountain, there is an old channel in which some very rich gravel has
been found lately.

Sevastopol, on the south side of the ridge, between the North Yuba and
Canon creek, ia supposed to be on the main Blue Lead. Miners have been
en tged in prospecting and mining - chiefly prospecting - since 1854, and the
expenses have been double the receipts. Three long tunnels have been run.

Little Grizzly.- on the north side of the same ridcre, and on the same channel,- J~\
has spent $100,000, and taken out about as much. The New Orleans Company
struck pay gravel in 1866, and are doing tolerably well now.

COLD CANOX. - Cold Canon, sixteen miles northward from Downieville, and
on the southeast side of the ridge between Canon creek and Slate creek, is directly
opposite to Howland Flat, on the same ridge, and apparently on the same chan-
nel. The claims at both places are worked by drifting, and the tunnels of each
place point in the direction of the other as if they would meet. The channel
appears to bo 800 or 1,000 feet wide, and the course at Cold Caiion is south 76
east. The grade is from five to seven feet in a hundred. The pay is best where
the boulders are largest, and the general width of the pay is 200 feet, and its
depth from three to five feet. Over the pay stratum is a deposit of gravel that
would pay well if it were accessible with a hydraulic pipe. A stratum of pipe-
clay frurn 20 to 60 feet deep, and another of volcanic conglomerate 500 or 600 feet
deep, are the superincumbent matter.

The character of the crave!, of the grold in it, and of the various strata, are Q / O / /
the same as at Montecristo.

FASHION CLAIM. - The Fashion Company, at Cold Caiion, have a claim 954 -^ "

feet in front by about 4,000 feet deep. Work was commenced in 18-56, in which
year 400 feet of tunnel were cut, at a cost of $10,000. In 1857 286 feet more
cut, at a cost of 8-5,000, bringing the company into pay. Then it was nece.-.siry
to build a damp-house and sluice, and make other preparations to wash, at a cost
of §50,000. In 1858 the receipts were $80,000, and the dividends 818,000 ; in

">9, receipts $60,000, and dividends nothing ; in 1860, receipts $45,000, divi-
dends 81,000 j and from 1858 till July, 1867, the total receipts were $430,000,
and the total dividends $'45,000. In 1865 and 1866 the company took out no
pay, but now they again have good gravel.

The crave! yields $1 50 to a car load, the estimated weight of which is 3,000 i V_ /

pounds. Half that yield would pay expenses. There have been places in th<
claim that paid S4 per ear load. The working tunnel is 3,300 feet long. The
pace worked out is 2,COO feet lonur bv ^00 wide. Twenty-five men are now-* ' t_ * *

mployed. Gold is found three or four inches deep in the bed rock, but the
miner- dig up a foot and a half of it for convenience of working, as it is softei
than the barren gravel, and the pay gravel is not deep enough for them to work in.
The 1 I rock swells badly for six or ei^ht months after the drifts are cut. Tho

ts in the tunnels are crowded together at the bottom by the swelling, so tl "II :

tunnel is cut nine ieet wide at The bottom and lour feet at the top, with thep««-id
straddling out at an angle of 5-5°. In a few weeks or a few months the j
E r!y perpi-ndicuh; . and they may have to be :" t back at the 1 -Horn sevi :
tinx before they get right. Drift.- are run through the pay dirt with a breast
30 ieet \vid< m «-ach side, and two men work at ttaeh breast.

CLAIM.-The Sierra Company. 1,800 feet trout by a mile d<vp, is
the only company besid the Fashion at Cold canon. The company c ;mn< ::ced
w »rk in 1858, and in Is«i4 they reach I pay in ti tunnel 3,000 uet long, after
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spending $70,000. Since they began to wash their expenditures have been
greater by $5,000 than their receipts; so they are now, at the end of nine years,
$75,000 out of cash, exclusive of interest. The claim, however, is valuable, and
will last twenty years. The working of the last three years would have been
profitable if the company had not changed the grade of their tunnel and raised
up, so that they got too high for drainage and for easy transportation of their
gravel. They have lost much time and labor, and have had to go back and run
in on the original level at a cost of $10,000. Their receipts now are $46,000
per year. Their expenses are $35,000 for labor, at $3 50 and $4 per day; $3,500
for timber delivered, $1,200 for candles, $300 for oil for cars, $100 for steel rope,
and $5,000 for other materials, including powder.

Twenty-five men are employed; and two of them are kept busy repairing the
tunnel and the track, principally on account of the swelling of the bed rock; 60
car-loads of gravel, weighing 3,000 pounds each, are extracted every day; 100

' loads are thrown into a dump-box, and then the mass is piped away. The sluice is
500 feet long, and 75 per cent, of the gold is obtained in the first three boxes.
The gravel, after passing through the sluice, is saved and is washed a second
time, but 97 per cent, of all saved is caught at the first washing. Chinamen,
however, catch the tailings in the creek after the second washing and put them
through the sluice again. The space worked out so far is 500 by 100 feet.

HOWLAED FLAT.-Howland Flat is now the most prosperous mining camp
in the Sierra and the most productive drifting camp in the State, unless Fir Cap
has surpassed it. The shipment of gold this year will be about $300,000; it
was twice as much annually for four years previous to 1866. The shipment for
February, 1867, was $23,000; for March, $10,000 ; for April, $24,000; for May,
$31,000; for June, $31,000.

The flat from which the place obtained its name is worked out, or, at least,
has been worked over by drifting. It would, perhaps, pay for piping on an
extensive scale. The diviners now worked are under Table mountain, and areo o o /

of the class known as hill diggings. They are in an old channel from 400 to
700 feet wide, with a pay stratum from three and a half to ten feet deep. The
boulders in this stratum are all of quartz, some of which weigh a ton. The best
pay is among boulders weighing from 100 to 500 pounds. There are large quan-
tities of sulphurets in the gravel, and it would probably pay to collect them by
concentration. "

THE Sxow AT HOWLAND FLAT.-The town is situated about 6,000 feet
above the sea, on the north side of Table mountain, wrhich is a rallying point for
snow-storms, and snow-drifts collect deeply on its northern slope every winter.
Rain is comparatively rare, and there have been winters almost without rain,
though snow was abundant. Last winter snow fell .about 16 feet deep on a level
near Howland Flat, but by drifting it got 25 feet deep in the town, and it lay in
the streets till the 1st of June, and deep drifts were still lying on the mountain
side within half a mile in the middle of July. For three months the snow was
so deep that most of the chimneys were below its level, and people went from
house to house either through tunnels or by climbing up to the house-tops and
going over the surface.

Last winter an open reservoir 100 feet square, containing running water, could
not be found, although a pole 20 feet high had been fastened on it to mark the
place. The water in this reservoir was eight feet deep, and was supplied by
springs, and a steady stream ran from it. The snow over it was white, as clear
and as hard as that over the adjacent land, and several attempts to find it were
vain. The water was several times exhausted, but the snow did not change its
place or its appearance.

*The abundance of the snow and its long duration renders it necessary for the
people to accustom themselves to snow-shoes, and snow-shoe races are the chief
amusement in the winter. People travel 20 or 30 miles across the country to see
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:hem, and LIT h s 1 s. The racing grourj d :1
ong slope, down which the r; peed that sometim
, minute. The shoes are th boards, 12 or 16 feet long, 4 inches wide,

turned "P h
Uxi C The principal cl land Fl ie Union, 2,000

feet in front by 3,300 deep. The Bright Star C y be^an work in 1857,
d in 1 ^ y failed, with debts $40,000, and they had paid

ss -^» --as ments. T mon Comp acceded to the ownership of
1 spent $30,000 over and above receipts, and did not g ivi-

lends until two vears later. years' time and $ f cash were required
to he mine into a paying condi".

It is now trviug to make amends. Its total yield has been about $ ^^^^-
The yield for the last 18 months has b foil

Yield.

Car loads. Waees.

First half of 1866 
Second half of 1866 
First half of 1867 

Value Ounces.

3,181 $56,680 44 41,950 $27,150
2,870 50,660 00 33,160
3,183£ 57,307 50 48,167 29, 556

Eighty men are employed, at from $3 to S3 50 per day. The cost per car-
load, exclusive of labor, is 10 cents. Hound timbers, from 12 to 18 inches in
diameter, and from five to eight feet long, for gangways and tunnels, cost 60 CO*

cents each. Breasting posts, eight inches square and from three to seven feet
long, cost 12 cents each. Caps. 30 inches long, 12 wide, and 6 thick, cost 12
cents each. Lagging, six feet long, five inches wide, and an inch and a half
thick, cost four and a half cents each. The cost of all the material is lumped at
310.000 per year.

The bed rock swells, and the tunnel is cut 10 feet wide at the bottom, and
four at the top. In six months the sides are nearly perpendicular, the bottom
being in the bed rock and the top in the pay dirt, which does not swell. The
timbers are usually forced into the bottom by the swelling of the bed rock, and
not broken j the rock seldom swells, except near the pay. In some places the
posts must be set back in two months; in others, in a year.

In air tunnel four by three feet is cut 20 feet above the pay; 30 feet is left
on each side of the main tunnel for support. The dirt is hoisted on an incline by
a Fredenbur wheel, driven by 40 inches of water, under a pressure of 124 feet.
The water after leaving the wheel is used to wash the dirt. There are 1,200
feet of sluices. It is estimated that there is pay gravel in sight enough to last
eight years. Ventilation is secured by having an air drift 20 feet over the work-
ing tunnel, communicating with an air shaft 200 feet deep. The gravel is taken
out through drifts or gangways 50 feet apart, with breasts 25 feet wide on each
side. In 1861 the company obtained the privilege of drainage through the Down-
East Company's claim adjoining, by paying $2,000 and giving a strip of ground
75 feet wide and 3,400 feet long. Thus a great expense previously incurred for
pumping was avoided.

OTHER CLAIMS.-The Pittsburg Company have 800 feet front, have been at
work since I860, have extracte< 00,000, have paid $40,000 of dividends, and
having exhausted the pay in sight, are now running for another channel.

The Hawk Eye Company have 800 feet front by 3,500 feet deep. They
began work in 1857 and readied ay in 1861, after spending $30rOOO. Since
then they have taken out $360,000, but the dividends have not been over live per
cent, of the receipts, and the company are out of pocket. They made the mistake'

'
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of opening the mine on the upper side, so they had no drainage. They cut a
drain tunnel through Union claim, but it closed up in December, 1866. They
are now running a new drain tunnel, to be finished in three years, to ¬03t $30,000,

i and to be 3,000 feet long.
The Down-East Company, who have a frontage of 350 feet, commenced work

in 1855. There are 12 shareholders, all of whom work in the mine, and they*

Lire no labor. The claim pays about $2,000 a year over ordinary wages. The
total yield has been $425,000, and $240,000 have been paid out as dividends.
There is enough pay dirt in sight to last three years.

The Hibernia claim, 600 feet in front and wider at the back, was opened in
1S62 by a shaft 180 feet deep, and after being worked two years wras sold by the
sheriff, and was purchased by the Shirley Company. The to.tal yield has been
$125,000. The first company lost $40,000 in the mine; the second is making
a moderate profit. There is enough pay dirt to last a year. There are twelve
shareholders, who work in the mine, and they employ three or four Chinamen .as
carmen and pumpers at $1 75 per day.

The Ohio claim is undeveloped. The Black Ball wras bought by the Shirely
Company and worked out by them. The Sierra, Wild Rover, and Wisconsin
claims are undeveloped.

The Sugar Loaf Company have been at work eight or nine years, have pay
gravel to last three or four years longer, and have not taken out much more
than enough to pay expenses. Some of the company work in the mine. The
company have a second claim (numbered 24 on the diagram) which has yielded
$120,000 in all, and $25,000 of dividends. Part of the Nevada claim has been
worked; the Rollins is undeveloped. The Shirley claim has been worked out,
yielding $100,000 gross, and $20,000 net; it was worked four years. The
Mountaineer claim wTas opened in 1859, and is now nearly exhausted; the dirt
was brought through a shaft by an engine; the yield was $200,000, and the
dividends 10 per cent, of that sum. The Last Chance claim was worked out
by the Mountaineer Company.

The French Company opened their claim in 1862 by a shaft, but were com-
pelled by water to abandon it. They started again by a shaft, in 1864, and made
it pay expenses. In June, 1867, they bought the Sugar Loaf tunnel, and intend
to extend it so as to drain their claim. Their pay will last four or five years.

The Mountain Ranger claim has been worked out, paying no profit. The
Wak'ish Company wrorked two or three years and lost $20,000. The Empire and
Tip Top claims were rich, and were worked six or eight years ago.

Adjoining the Pittsburgh on the east is the Monumental claim, 1,200 feet in
front. The tunnel was started in 1863, and after running 2,400 feet it struck 7 O /

rich gravel this year. The company are now raising an air shaft to be 300 feet
high, and to cost $3,000. The dump-houses, sluices, stock of timber, cars, &c.,
necessary as a preparation for washing, will cost $15,000. The expense of the
tunnel was $25,000, but the Empire Company, which intends to use it for drain-
age, has contributed $10,000 towards it.

The Empire Company have 1,000 feet front, with the privilege of working and
draining through the Monumental tunnel; but they must cut a tunnel 1,200 feet
long, at a cost of $20,000, to reach their pay. They are about to commence that
connecting tunnel. ' "

The Virginia began to prospect, but after expending $5,000 had to quit for
lack of drainage.. The Nebraska Company began a tunnel, but got into very
hard rock, and gave it np after expending $10,000. The Gross -Company began
a tunnel in 1856, have gone in 1,200 feet, expended $55,000, and are now work-
ing for wages to get the means of continuing their tunnel, which is still in the
bed-rock.

QUARTZ IN SIERRA COUNTY.-Sierra has very few quartz mines that are now
profitable, but among those few are several that deserve to be classed among
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the best in the State. There is one set of quartz regulations for the whole county,
and these were published in the report of 1866. Some rich veins have been
discovered near Gold Lake, but they have not been developed sufficiently to
prove their permanent value. *

SIERRA Burns.--The Sierra Buttes, or, as it is also called, the Reis mine, is
2,000 feet long, and is situated 15 miles east of Downieville, and the office is
5,100 feet above the sea. The elevation has commonly been placed at 7,200
feet, but barometrical observations have proved that the latter figures are incorrect.7 Jl <_y

The situation is on a steep mountain side, 1,500 feet above the valley of the
South Yuba, so steep that there is no wagon road near it. All the supplies are
brought by pack animals-even the fire-wood cut in the immediate vicinity.<. *" V

The mine is situated on a lode which is split up into several branches; the
width from wall to wall bein^ from 70 to 100 feet, and of this width from 40 te
0 feet is quartz, with intervening horses or beds of hard blue slate of the same

character as the walls. In some places there are two and in others six branches.
The course of the lode is a few degrees north of west, and the dip is 40° to the
northward. Six pay chimneys have been found, one of them 500 feet long hori-
zontally. All these chimneys are vertical; the pay is irregular in them, skipping
from one branch to another; if the chimney disappears in one branch, the miners
look for it in the other branch. No pay chimney gives out.

All the rock is extracted through tunnels, of which there are six, the lowest
one being 225 feet above the upper mill, the distance from which to the upper-
most workings is 1,100 feet, and to the bottom of the mountain is 1,500 feet perpen-
dicularly, or 2,200 feet following the dip of the vein, so that there is a probability
of opening and draining the mine to a depth of 3,000 feet by tunnels. There are
about 40,000 tons of pay rock now in sight, enough to keep the mills going three
years, and to pay 860,000 of profit. The lower tunnel is being extended, and
if that should strike the same pay chimneys found above, with the same size and
quality, the stock of. good ore in sight will be 200,000 tons, enough to employ
the mills 15 years, and to pay 83,000,000. This is the most extensive and most
promising project now in progress in the State in the matter of opening a mine.

The mine was taken up in 1857, and has been worked ever since-previous to
1857 with arrastras; from 1857 to 1860, with eight stamps, five arrastras and
two Chile rollers; from 1860 to 1867, with 24 stamps; and since June, 1867,
with 28 stamps. From 1853 to 1857, six tons were reduced per day, or 1,500
tons per year; from 1857 to 1860, 6,000 tons per year; from 1860 to 1864,
10,000 tons; from 1864 to 1866, 12,000 tons,- and the present crushing is at the
rate of 14,000 tons,per year.

The average yield of the quartz has been from 15 to $17 per ton. In 1866
it was over $17. In the last report the receipts, expenses and dividends were
given year by year from 1s-~>7 to 1865, showing a<r«regates of $1,120,000 receipts,
$385,000 expenses, and 735,000 dividends.

In 1866 the receipts were -5224,000; expenditures, 870,000; dividends. ?144,000,
and $10,000 were retained in the treasury more than at the end of 1865. The/ ^/

yield during the first nine months of 1867 was $156,000, and the dividend was
-7,000. The yield previous to 1857 is estimated at ^50,000, and the tot;:l

yield from the discovery to the 1st October, 1867, $1,75,000, and the dividends
since 1857, $966,000.

The yield previous to 1857 is estimated at 250,000, and the total yield from
the discovery to the 1st of October, 1867, --1,750,000, and the divid ids, since
L857, $966,000.

Previous to 1857 the quartz was assorted carefully, and about 10 per ton was
obtained from all worked in 1856, and probably as much in 1854 and 1855. The
largest dividend in any year before 1866 was $150,000, in 1861, showing that
the profit of 1866 was nearly fifty per cent, greater than that of any previous year.
" There are two mills, one of 16 and the other of 12 stamps, both driven by the

1U
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same water, one being below the other, in the ravine. Amalgamation is effected in
the mortar and on copper aprons, after leaving which the tailings are ground in 17
arrastras on shares. Three companies, with four arrastras each, pay a quarter
of their receipts to the Sierra Buttes Company, which derived $3,000 in all from
that source in 1866 ; and there are five arrastras below, which pay $40 in all per
month. These 17 arrastras are all placed in the ravine, one below another, so
that all are driven by the same water. The arms to which the mullers are
attached are also the arms of the driving wheel, which is horizontal, with perpen-
dicular buckets against which the water rushes under a pressure. The bottom
and sides and mullers of the arrastras are of greenstone.

In the summer 60 men are employed, and in the winter from 52 to 54. There
are 28 miners, 10 carmen and transporters, nine men in the mills, two carpenters,
two blacksmiths, two cooks, and several packers.

INDEPENDENCE.-The Independence mine, 4,500 feet long, adjoining the
Sierra Buttes mine on the west, on the same lode, has the cliff and a3rial branches,
but not the rose, as found in the Sierra Buttes mine-or rather, the rose is found,
but it has no regularity or importance. The cliff and aerial have the same general
characteristics here as in the adjoining claim, but they seem to be distinguished

the occurrence of regular pay chimneys in the cliff and of pockets in the
aerial. If a pocket is found in the" aerial near the hanging wall, the cliff opposite
is rich on the foot wall. The work is confined chiefly to the cliff, which here
has a yellow gibbon rock. The thickness of the quartz varies from 3 to 22 feet.
A depth of 310 feet has been reached, and 800 feet have been run on the vein.
There are three pay chimneys, the largest one 400 feet long horizontally. They
are nearly vertical, but dip a little to the west.

There is two per cent, of sulplmrets in the quartz; they contain on an average
75 per ton; and the superintendent says they are so magnetic that three-fourths

of the particles will adhere to the magnet.
The total yield in 1866 was $108,000; the average yield per ton $10, and

there is enough ore in sight of that quality to last three years.
The first mill, erected in 1856, began to run in February, 1857, and was

burned down; the second mill was injured twice by avalanches of snow; the
third mill, built in 1861, and now running, has 24 stamps, and is driven by two
overshot wheels, each 32J feet in diameter, both gearing into the same pinion-
wheel, and both driven by the same water, one being immediately over the other.
As the mill is 1,500 feet above the south branch of the North Ynba river, on a
very steep hillside, thousands of stamps could be driven by wheels placed one
below another on the steep ravine.

The mine can be opened 1,000 feet below the present* working levels by
tunnels. The ore now obtained is extracted through a tunnel, to which it is
hoisted by steam. Amalgamation is effected in the mortar and on copper aprons,
below which are blankets; and the tailings from these, after having lain a week
to oxydise, are thrown into the battery, and it is supposed that $40 or $50 per
ton are obtained from them. They are never worked separately.

In extremely cold weather not so much gold is obtained as in summer, and
the loss is estimated at three per cent. Since 1856, $75,000 have been expended
on buildings, $27,000 on flumes, and $5,000 on roads.

KEYSTONE.-The Keystone mine, 15 miles eastward from Downievillc, has a
lode from two to six feet wide, running east and west, and nearly vertical. The
walls are of black slate, and the quartz is a yellow ribbon rock. There is no
barren vein-stone, the walls pinching together at the ends of the three pay chim-
neys, which go down perpendicularly. A depth of 550 feet has been reached,
and drifts have been run 500 feet on the vein. A tunnel, to be 700 feet long,
has been started to strike the vein 300 feet below the present workings. It has
already gone in 400 feet. The gold is fine and free and evenly distributed
through the pay chimney, except one streak in the middle, which is the richest.
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The seams in the quartz, instead of being parallel with the direction of th
cross at an angle. The average yield is $17 per ton, and 15 tons are crushed

day. The mill was erected in 1857, with eight stamps, and four were added
866 makin 12 in all. The pulp is amalamated in the mortar and on cop-

per aprons, from which it passes over blankets, and the tailings from these are
worked in Knox's pan.

IMEOSE. - The Primrose 3,700 feet lon is two miles north of the Sierra
uttes, on a vein which runs east and west, dips a little to the south, and is f
foot to 40 feet in width. The walls are hard and smooth. A depth of

has been reached, and drifts have been run on the vein 250 feet. There is

one pay chimney, 50 feet long at the surface, horizontally, and 250 at the deepest
workings. A 12-stamp mill was built in 1858, but is now so dilapidated that it
should be rebuilt. The mine was in a paying condition, yielding -SI 5 per ton,

hen the company purchased the adjacent Good Hope mine for $39,000, incurred
debt for payment with three per cent, interest, and undertook to work the latter

mine, moving the mill to it. The expenses thus made overwhelmed the comp
i mine and mill were sold for debt. The total yield of the Primrose mine ha

been -S-226,000, and it is generally considered in Sierra county a valuable mine
MIXES XEAR THE SIERRA BUTTES.-Chipp's mine, 1,100 feet long, near th

Sierra Buttes, is on a vein three feet wide, with an east and west course. It ha
been worked irregularly since 1858, and the yield has been irregular, sometime

"ge and sometimes small. A depth of 200 feet has been reached. There is
four-stamp mill, which was built in 1858.

The Bigelow mine, east of the Sierra Buttes mine, and supposed to be on th
me vein, has a four-stamp mill, which has been idle four or five y
About 600 feet east of the Sierra Buttes lode, and near the mine of that name,

found in 1865 a pocket of gold in ochrous clay, with no vein-stone, but with
well-defined walls. The pocket yielded $13,000 gross and $10,000 net. Th
yield was from $300 to *700 per day to the man while it was worked.

MIXES XEAE ALLEGHAXY AND MINNESOTA. - The Briggs quartz mine, half
a mile above Minnesota, has a vein two feet wide, running east and west. A
eight-stamp mill was built in 1863, and is now idle. The best yield of the quart
was $7 per ton, and the assay value about §'20.

The French mine, one mile southeast of Minnesota, has a vein four feet wide,
very rich in spots. A 15-stamp mill was erected in 1863, but is not running
now.

The Rainbow mine, near Chipp's Flat, was found in a gravel tunnel 2,000 f<
from the mouth, and from that an incline was run down the vein. The rockf m

rich, but the shaft incline is filled with water, and there are many disadvanta_
n working a mine situated like this one. An eiht-tam mill was erected
1858, and has stood idle four or five vears._ *

The Oak Flat mine, on Kanaka creek, one mile from Chipp's Flat,
four feet wide running east and west. There are two tunnels, each 500 feet long,

d work is now being done on the lower tunnel to open the mine. A four-stamp
mill was b ds torn don and is now to be reb

The Newell quartz mine on Kanaka creek one mile above Chi's Flat has
10-stamp mill, which is standing idle, waiting for the opening of the mine.
The American Hill mine, four miles east of Minnesota, has a vein five f

hick on an average. A six-stamp mill, built in 1858, paid well for a time, b ^-f /

\ for debt and has been idle for eight months.
The Union mine, in Wet ravine, one mile from Allegheny, has a pocket \

18 inches wide. It has yielded $75,000, including $15,000 taken out in a lu
ar. There is an eight-stamp mill, which was built in 1864 and has b

idle three or four months. The vein runs east and west, and the mine i> troubL
with water.

The Ironside mine, seven miles east of Alleghany, is reputed to be rich with
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refractory ore. An eight-stamp mill, built in 1864; ran two months and has
since been idle.

The Twenty-one mine, on Kanaka creek, one mile below Alleghany, has pro-
duced little. A four-stamp mill built in 1866 is standing idle.

The Consolidated mine, on Jim Crow canon, east of Alleghany, has a vein,
f but very little gold. A 16-stamp mill, erected in 1863, has been taken down,
and is to be moved to a vein above Forest City. The Consolidated Mining Com-
pany of San Francisco spent $90,000 on their mine and mill.

MINES NEAR DOWNIEVILLE.-The Wheeler mill, near Downieville, is stand-
ing idle. It once had eight stamps, and now has but four.

The Gold Bluff mine, two miles above Downieville, is being opened by a
tunnel. There is a 12-stamp mill standing idle. ,

The Kanaka mine, six miles east of Downieville, is standing idle, with a
20-stamp mill, the property of a New York company.

SECTION II.

YUBA COUNTY.

The greater-part of Yuba county is valley land, but the eastern end reaches
to a considerable altitude in the Sierra, Camptonville being 4,200 feet above the
sea.

The county debt is $200,000, and the State and county taxes together are
$3 17.

The principal mining towns are Brown's Valley, Timbuctoo, Smartsville,
Sucker Flat, and Camptonville.

CAMPTON, BROWN'S, AND HANSONVILLE.-Camptonville is an old channel
which appears north at Brandy City, in Sierra county, and south at San Juan,
in Nevada county. At Camptonville it appears near the top of a high ridge, and
is nearly worked out. There are three hydraulic companies at work there, each
using about 200 inches of water. The shipment of gold from Camptonville is
now about $500,000 per year; seven years ago it was $700,000.

Brownsville, in the northeastern part of the county, had ravine diggings, which
are nearly exhausted. There are now numerous orchards in the neighborhood.

Hansonville, four miles south of Brownsville, has some ravine and some quartz
claims. About $10,000 have been taken out of quartz pockets in hand mortars.
Seventy-five inches of water are used for irrigating vineyards.

YUBA EIVER.-The Yuba river, which was once lined with numerous large
mining towns, has now been filled to a depth of 70 feet with gravel from the
hydraulic mines, and the sites of all the river camps are now buried. There
were 13 bars on the river within the present limits of the county, and all rich.
At Parks's bar in 1852, there were eight companies at work hi the river bed, with
$218,000 invested in dams, flumes, pumps, &c., and with 200 hired laborers. The
total number of voters was over 400, and the gold yield during part of the summer
was about $10,000 per day. The Ohio Company took out $96,000 in the season;
the Canal Company, $108,000; the Squaw Company, $60,000; the Excelsior
Company, $89,000; the Patch Company, $60,000. The Canal Company in 1851
paid $150,000 dividends. These figures are derived from notes taken in 1852,
by Lyman Ackley, esq., who was at that time State census agent for Yuba county.

THE SUCKER FLAT CHANNEL.-The leading mining district of the county
is at Smartsville, which has Timbuctoo, a mile distant on the west, Sucker Flat,
half a mile to the north, and Mooney Flat, two miles east. An old channel from
600 to 1,000 feet wide runs through Timbuctoo, Sucker Flat, and Mooney Flat,
leaving Smartsville to the southwest. The bottom of this channel has not been
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worked for any distance, and therefore its course, whether to the southeast or the
northwest, has* not been ascertained, but it is presumed that it ran to the north-
west. From Sucker Flat to Timbuctoo there is a ridge composed entirely of
auriferous gravel, except a stratum of white cement, as it is usually called, about
150 feet below the surface. This cement is from 15 to 30 feet thick, and contains'

a little gold.
TIMBUCTOO.-The claims at Timbuctoo are the following, beginning at the

west, and running eastward on the old channel:
Mr. "\Varren had an original location of 125 by 100 feet, but this was not large

enough to justify the expense of the preparation necessary for hydraulic washing,
and he purchased others adjoining, and the present Warren Company own 500 feet
square, with a bed of gravel 130 feet deep. Forty feet at the surface are of grave1
and boulders, then comes pipe-clay, 30' feet deep, and then a deep stratum of
blue cement, which is richest near the bed rock. Drainage is obtained through
an open cut, which with the flumes and other work and materials necessary for
washing, cost $18,000. The supply of water is very irregular, but when it can
be had, 500 inches are purchased at an expense of 875 per day. Labor, powder,
and other expenses amount to $150 per day more, and the yield is 8300 per day.
About 10 men are employed. It is said that $60,000 have been paid for water
to wash the ground of this company.

The Antone Company began work in 1853, drifting, and found very rich
cement, which, when washed in a short sluice, paid them 850 per day to the
hand, though much of the cement was not dissolved. A fence was built to hold* o
the tailings, which after intervals were washed again and a<rain, paying almostO / O G / 1 ** Q

as well as at first. In 1854 they began to pipe, and the claim still yields well.
They have paid ^70,000 for water, which they cannot always get when they
would like to have it.

The Union Company's history is very similar to that of the Antone. Their
claim has been nearly as rich, and they have paid more for water.

The Michigan Company have a claim 1,000 feet long by 500 feet wide, which
has been one of the most productive in the vicinity, the total yield having
been $500,000, of which 8150.000 have been paid for water, and 850,000 as
dividends. The upper strata have been nearly all washed away, and the com-
pany are now running a tunnel to be 700 feet long, through which to wash the
stratum next the bed rock.

After passing several claims, we come to the Babb Company, who have 500
by 400 feet. . The surface of their claim has been washed off to a depth of 130
feet, yielding $250,000, of which 895,000 went for water. They have a tunnel
1,100 feet long, but it is so located that it gives a bank only 30 feet deep at the
front. The late results, however, are very satisfactory. One clean up of 21J
davs vielde.l 87,800: another of 19 davs yielded $7,000; and a third of 22 davs * V * V

gave 812,000. They paid 890 a day for water, use 600 inches, and employ
from 8 to 12 men. They own half of the Michigan tunnel, and the two com-
panies will make alternate runs throuo-li it.

SUCKER FLAT CLAIMS.-The Blue Point Gravel Mining Company have a large
claim at Sucker Flat, have worked it nine years, and have piped away half the
area, 60 feet from the surface, washing through an open cut. They are running
a bed rock tunnel to be 2,270 feet long and 110 feet deep. This enterprise was
commenced in November, 1866, and will be finished in two years, at cost of
8100,000. The depth of the gravel has not been ascertained precisely, so it is
uncertain whether the tunnel will drain the claim to the bed rock.

Tin- Union Company have a large claim, have washed off one-fourth of it to
depth of 60 feet in one parr and 120 feet in another. They are not piping innv.
and intend to tail into the Blue Point tunnel when it is Unified.

The Blue Cement Company have a claim 500 feet Ion--, by 2-iU ii-et wide, on
which they began to pipe this year, with 20 men and 500 inches of water. Their
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present bank is 33 feet deep. They are now cutting a tunnel 30 feet deeper, and
they expect 1 o tail into the Blue Point tunnel when it is completed. .1 it i "! " J _ J "I. _ TT>1 _ TV " 

. i "» *""»." i.i

The Nevada Reservoir Ditch Company own about 100 acres, supposed to be all
hydraulic ground, on the Blue Lead, near Sucker Flat and Mooney Flat, enough
to hist 50 years.

The O'Brien claim is 1,100 feet long on the ridge, and includes 30 acres. The
present workings are 140 feet deep to the white cement, and the gravel is washed
in a sluice 3,000 feet long. The quantity of water used is 600 inches; the yield
from $150 to $250 per day, and the net profit $15,000 per year. A tunnel
210 feet below the present sluice, to be 800 feet long, and to cost $50,000, has
been cut 260 feet, and will be finished in two years. This tunnel will be deep
enough to drain the bed rock for some distance each wray.

McAllis and Gordon have 700 feet of the ridge, and have lately completed a
tunnel 1,500 feet long, at a cost of $40,000 to work the upper lead or the gravel
above the white cement, and within 175 feet of the surface. Five years will be
required to work off this upper lead. The distance from rim rock to rim rock
across the channel in this claim is 1,000 feet. Seven men are employed, and
500 inches of water consumed. A tunnel to work the lower lead under the white
cement will require three years' work. ' <

The Taylor claim, 300 by 600 feet, is half worked out, and has paid very well,
yielding with 600 inches of water from $300 to $400 per day, lately the latter
sum. Six men are employed.

The Excelsior Water Company have a claim 600 by 1,000 freet, from which
they have obtained $300 or $400, and sometimes $500 per day.

The Pittsburg claim is 2,000 feet long on the old channel, and is owned by
an eastern company, which paid $300,000 in currency for it. They are now wash-
ing through a tunnel that cost $80,000, and the daily yield is reported to be $660,,
with 600 inches and 12 men. The present bank is only 30 feet deep, and a new
tunnel, to be 76 feet lower, and 1,600 feet has been cut 400 feet, and two shafts

been commenced on the line, so as to have four additional working faces.
SMABTSVILLE BLUE GEAVEL.-The Smartsville Blue Gravel Company have

a claim of about 150 acres at Sucker Flat. The channel is at least 200 yards
wide, and its depth has never been ascertained precisely. On the bed rock lies
a stratum of barren blue cement, 5 or 10 feet thick, containing large boulders
of granite and slate. Next comes a stratum of hard blue pay cement, containing
large boulders of slate trap and granite, a few pebbles, including some of quartz,
and much quartz sand. It requires an experienced eye to distinguish this from
the lower layer, but it is important to know their precise limits, for all of the pay
cement is to be washed away, and all of the barren left in its place. Then comes
a stratum of soft blue cement, 55 feet deep, softer on the northern side of the
channel, and in places where the bed rock is lower than elsewhere. There are
very few boulders in this stratum, and the pebbles are mostly of slate, and less
than two inches in diameter. The largest gravel and the richest pay in this
layer are-found near the top. There are great variations in the hardness, but
none is soft enough to pipe dowrn.

The top stratum is fine red gravel, from 25 to 75 feet deep, softer than the
blue, but still not soft enough to pipe. The pebbles are mostly of slate, green-
stone, and quartz, the last very fine.

Many trees are found in the claim, some carbonized, others partly rotten, and
partly replaced by sulphurets of iron. There are no petrifactions and no human
bones or articles showing human workmanship.

Powder is used more extensively here than in any other hydraulic claim, prob-
ably more than in any other mine in California. All the strata are too hard to be
piped down with econpmy, and some of them are so hard in places that the pipe
would scarcely affect them. So much powder has been used here that its employ-
ment is reduced to a system. The quantity of powder for the blast depends
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upon the depth of the bank and the surface area to be loosened. If the bank
is 50 feet deep a tunnel four and a half feet high and two and a half wide may
be run in 75 feet; a cross-drift 60 feet long is cut across the end at right angles,
and another similar cross-drift of equal length 55 feet from the mouth of the
tunnel. 300 kegs may be used in such a blast, all distributed along in the cross-
drifts and in the tunnel beyond the first cross-drift. 20 kegs near the intersec-
tion are opened by taking out the heads; the others are left closed, with the cer-
tainty that the}' will all be opened by the explosion of the 20. From the inter-
section to within 10 feet of the mouth wooden troughs two inches wide and deep
inside are laid, and a liberal supply of powder is poured in, leading to an open
keg. The 10 feet next the mouth are laid carefully with a fuse, and for that
distance the tunnel is filled in with dirt. AVhen the blast is fired a dull, heavy
sound is heard, the earth rises slowly about 10 feet; it then settles down, leaving
a dust behind it, and on examination an area about 120 feet square will be found
all shattered.

By blasting, the water is enabled to carry off twice as much dirt as it would
otherwise; and as 500 inches of water are used at an expense of 875 per day,
there is a vast saving. The cost of powder is large, as about 10?000 pounds are
consumed monthly on an average in this one claim. After the ground has been
blown the pipes can bring down more than they can cany away, so about one-
third of the water is allowed to run down over the bank, while the remainder is
thrown through the pipes.

The portion of the claim worked is a hole 200 yards wide, 600 long, and 100
feet deep in the hill or ridge. The dirt from this hole has been carried off through
a tunnel 1,700 feet long, and without a tunnel it would have been impossible to
wash away the immense mass of gravel. At first a hole was washed 75 feet deep,
and then another 75 feet deeper, and thus there is a bench in the claim.

For the sake of economy in washing it is customary to have three places to
work upon at a time, so that after the pipes have been playing for two hours at
one place they may be turned upon another, and the miners can then go and
break up with their picks the large hard lumps which the water can neither break
up nor carry off.

The sluices have a grade of 7 inches to 12 feet, and are paved with wooden
blocks and boulders of basalt. The entire sluice is cleaned up once in four
months, and half of it at intervals of two months. At the cleaning up clean
water is run through so as to carry off the surplus dirt and gravel, and the water
is nearly shut off. The false sides are taken off and washed with a little water.
The wooden blocks in the bottom are set up edgewise, washed off, and taken
out; 200 inches of water are turned on, and this cleans the dirt from the rock
paving, which is taken out and put to one side. The sides of the Hume are
scraped and swept. Boards 10 inches high are fitted tightly across the sluice at
intervals, and tough clay is put at the sides and bottom, so that no quicksilver,
gold, or water can pass except over the top of the board. This is done before
the rock paving is moved. Two hundred inches of water are now tinned on,
and all the gold, amalgam, quicksilver, black sand, and heavy gravel are col-
lected above the boards. As they have three tons of quicksilver in the sluice
at a time, and expect to find at least 840,000 of gold at a large clean-up, the
operation requires some work. The usual time consumed in the cleaning up w
48 hours, and three days more elapse before the sluices are again in running
order. There are three' large clean-ups of about 40,000 each, and three small
ones each of about §25,000, in a year. Thirty men are employed.

The total yield since March, 1864, when the claim became productive, has
been about $1,000,000.

The report of 1866 gave a brief history of the chum and some details, which
it is not necessary to repeat now.

SICAKD FLAT*.-Sicard Flat, on the north bank of the Yuba river, two miles
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from Timbuctoo, has hydraulic diggings in a bed of gravel 90 feet deep. The
best pay is in a bod of gray gravel from 4 to 10 feet deep on the bed rock, but
none of it is rich enough to pay for drifting. The boulders are of trap, and
seldom weigh more than 100 pounds. The widest part of the channel is 400
yards w\de on the surface, but the bottom has not been reached on the north-
eastern side. There is not enough pressure to pipe well, and the dirt is not soft
enough to dissolve entirely at the first washing ; thouh in most claims it gets
only one. In many claims tunnels and cross-drifts six feet high are cut at inter-
vals of 8 or 12 feet each way, and in three or four days the pillars give way and
the gravel above is well broken up by the fall. General rumor says that Si card
Flat has never paid.

The Lower Diggings claim, on the southwest end of the Flat, is 400 feet square,
uses 600 inches of water in the spring, and employs nine men. The water is
supplied by a ditch belonging to the claim. The yield for the season of 1866-7
was $13,000, and the expenses for the season were about 81,000 per month.

The Gates claim, 360 by 400 feet, and the Black claim, 200 by 400 feet,
have not been worked for three years.

On the side of the ridge facing Parka's Bar is the McQueen claim, 800 by 400
feet, with a ditch carrying 600 inches of water belonging to it. This claim,
when last worked, yielded no profit.

The Union claim has not been worked for six or seven years.
BROWN'S VALLEY.-Brown's Valley, 11 miles northeastward from Marysville,

and about 500 feet above the level of the sea, is a rich quartz district.
The Daniel Webster Company have 3,600 feet on the Jefferson lode, have

one -~ down 90 feet, and there stopped work three years ago. They are now
reorganizing and preparing to start again.

The Pacific has 600 feet, went down 60 feet, and is doing nothing. The claim
has been in litigation for five years. O «/

JEFFERSOX.-The Jefferson mine is 780 feet long on the Pennsylvania lode,
which has yielded most of the gold obtained in Brown's valley. The vein runs
north and south, dips 45° to the east with the course and cleavage of the slates,
and has two main branches which unite at a depth of 360 feet in the Pennsyl-
vania, and on the surface at the north end of that mine and at the south end of
the Jefferson. The eastern branch has mostly bluish quartz, and is not dis-
tinctly traceable within 90 feet of the surface at the shafts of the Jefferson and
Pennsylvania mines. The western branch has mostly yellowish quartz. Each
branch in places is 10 feet wide or more.

The width in the Jefferson mine varies from to 14 feet with an average of
six or seven feet. The main incline is down 612 feet, and drifts have been run
400 feet on the vein. A fine pay chimney found near the northern line was ] 00
feet long at the surface, and 160 feet down, enlarged so as to be nearly 300 feet
long horizontally, and maintained the same width to the 300-foot level, where it
seemed to split.

The yield at the surface was sometimes as hi^h as $40 per ton, and for small t/ O A /

bodies of ore even rose to $200, but during the last four years has at no time
exceeded $15. The following table shows the yield of the mine since it has
been in the hands of the present company, for the several mine years ending
December 1st :

l

Receipts. Labor. Other expenses. iDividonds.

1863 ... $19,554 90 $8, 926 75 $12, 622 88
1864 
1665.... 

121,380 05 54, 794 56 28, 596 J 7 $42, 900
88, 197 60 28, 73 12, 406 69 42. 9<'0

3866.... 124, 208 8 2 52, 02 30, 888 93 45, 800
1867.... 56, 275 67 ,419 51 6, 654 47

Total. 409,617 04 191,155 57 91,169 14 131, COO
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The year 1863, in the above table, began on the 13th September, when th
company took possession; and the year 1867 conies down only to the first of
October. Before September 13, 1863, the yield had been about $130,000, mak-^ ^" -^K "
ing the total production of the mine -^ 539,000.

In 1,300 tons of ore there is one ton of sulphurets, which yield 8220 of gold
per ton.

The fineness of the gold at the surface was 840, and at 600 feet below it is
863 to 865.

The mill has 12 stamps and three Harney pans. About four and a half per
cent, of the total vield is obtained from the pans. There are two en<nnes, one of*

60 and the other of 30-horse power. In this mill the scraps of iron found in the
mortar, consisting of fragments from the- shoes, dies, shovels, picks, hammers,
and drills, are carefully saved, on account of the particles of gold driven into
their interstices while they are battered about in the ore. From 20 to 50 pounds
are collected in a month, and after being digested in warm sulphuric acid until
a quarter of an inch is eaten off the surface, they yield about $3 of gold for
every pound of iron. The larger scraps, before going into the acid, were broken
up with a sledge hammer. The shoes and dies contained the gold chiefly on the
face, and these, instead of being broken up and put into acid, were boiled half
an hour in water, and then they were hammered and the particles of gold fell
out of the interstices.

In a diagram the Pennsylvania shaft is shown running down into the ground
claimed by the Jefferson. The two companies agree about their boundary line
at the surface, but they have a dispute as to the direction of the line below the
.-;:rface j and the Pennsylvania Company having taken some valuable quartz from
the disputed ground, the Jefferson Company have sued them for -^100,000, its
alleged value. The main question in the suit relates to the direction of the vein.
If the plane of the lode were vertical - that is, if the lode had no dip - there
would be no dispute about the boundary line after the point of junction at the
surface had been agreed upon, but this vein dips at an angle of 45°, and the
direction of the boundary depends on the direction of the vein. If the vein run-
with the meridian the boundary plane would be parallel with the equator.
have no express provision in our statutes relative to the legal point, but the court
will no doubt decide, when the question is raised, that the limit of a lode mine is
a line made by a vertical plane passing through the vein at right angles to its
horizontal direction. If a book is set up vertically on a table and another dip-
ping at an angle of 45° is pushed against its side, the end of the sloping book
will not fit against the other unless the two books meet at right angles. Put up
two books sloping at 45° so as to touch at the upper corners, with a difference of
10° or 15° in their direction, and their ends will show how the boundary lines
of mines run in different directions according to the course of the lode. The
Jefferson and Pennsylvania agree at the surface, but 500 feet down there are
50 feet of vein in dispute between them.

PENNSYLVANIA. - The Pennsylvania Company, incorporated at Marysville,
has 1,300 feet on the Pennsylvania lode and its branches, adjoining the Jeffer-
son on the north ; and it is supposed that several pay chimneys found on the
latter mine dip into the Pennsylvania.

A depth of 600 feet has been reached on an incline, and drifts have been run 200
feet on the vein. Two pay chimneys are worked, and two others have been found.

The company commenced work in 1863, ran down 110 feet on the Pennsyl-
vania lode, then struck across into the Jefferson, spent £75,000 before getting
any return, and then spent ̂ 75,000 of the net receipts in opening the mine and
building the mill. No dividend has been paid yet, and the 875,000 expended
on the mine and mill have not l»e.-n reimbursed. Durin the last ten months,

to the ̂ tatemenis «,f th<- president of the company, the net yield above
ordinary expenses has b n S7;500 per mouth. The average yield at pr< eut is
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$15 per ton ; the amount crnslied per month from 900 to 1,000 tons; the ordinary
expenses $4,500, leaving $10,000 net per month.

There is one ton of sulphurets, containing- $1,000, in 1,000 tons of quartz.
The mill has 16 stamps, is situated on the south end of the claim, and is driven

by a steam engine of 100 horse-power. The quartz is hoisted by steam. Amal-
gamation is effected in the mortar and on a copper apron, below which are blankets,
and the tailings from these are ground in four Chile mills. Wheeler and Ran-
dall pans are now being set up as preferable to Chile mills.

An experiment was made by grinding all the blanket washings from the 16
stamps, two hours for each charge, in the Chile mills, and the yield was eight
ounces of gold in a month. Then half the tailings were ground, four hours to

charge, and the yield was 200 ounces in a month. Again, all the pulp from a
four-stamp battery was allowed to run with a continuous charge and discharge
through a Chile mill, and not one ounce wTas caught in two weeks. The ore was
the same in quality and quantity, and the amount caught in the mortar during
these experiments wras the same per week.

In the middle of the Pennsylvania claim is an incline 180 feet deep, with
pumping and hoisting works and a 15 horse-power engine. A railroad carries
the ore from this incline to the mill.

In the Pennsylvania mill the Von Muller amalgamator, invented by the presi-
dent of the company, is used. It is a box three feet long, a foot wide, and a
foot deep, with a board set into the ends and going to within an inch of the bot-
tom. Quicksilver, half an inch deep-about SO pounds-is put into the box,
which is then set under the sluice, below the amalgamating apparatus and the
blankets. The pulp pours into the box above the board, has to pass under the
board and then up, escaping over the lower Bide, which is not quite so high as
the ends or upper side. This amalgamator requires little attention, and always
catches enough gold to pay. " - "

The Chile mills have cast-iron basins, cost $400 each, work a charge of 100
pounds in four hours, and make 10 revolutions per minute.

The Wheeler and Randall pans grind a charge of 1,200 pounds in four hours,
and cost $500. Long grinding is very important for those ores in which the
quartz is very fine.

OTHER QUAKTZ MINES OF YUBA.-The Burnside Company have 800 feet,
went down 40 feet, but suspended work when the panic of 1864 came, and are
preparing to start again.

The Paragon Company have 1,800 feet, did some work previous to the panic,
and have done nothing since.

The Ophir Company have 1,200 feet, and have had the same history as the
Paragon.

The Rattlesnake, formerly the Yuba mine, is 1,600 feet long. The vein is
two and a half feet wide, and a depth of 140 feet has been reached. There is
a 30 horse-power engine for hoisting. A yield of $18 per ton was obtained from
1,500 tons. The company are preparing to build a mill.

The Dannebro^e mine, 2,400 feet lon«-, is on a lode which runs northeast and
southwest, and intersects the Pennsylvania lode at the north end of the Penn- " " T T/ '

sylvania mine. The vein is three feet wide, and it dips to the northwest at an
angle of 40°. Only one pay chimney has been discovered, and that is 150 feet
long, horizontally, with hard white flinty, quartz, containing many fine specimens,
and averaging $15 or $20 per ton-the richest in Brown's valley. The total
yield was $250,000, according to report, but the company has had much litiga-
tion and has kept its affairs as secret as possible. Rumor says the superintendent
had instructions to keep no books. Work was stopped in 1865, and was resumed
in July of this year. A depth of 500 feet has been reached, and drifts have
been run 200 feet on the vein. There is an eight-stamp mill, with two Chile
mills and an engine of 20 horse-power.
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Half a mile west of the Pennsylvania mine is the Sweet Vengeance, 8,400
feet Ion2:, on a lode which runs northwest and southeast, and dips 40° to the*^5 * * J"

northeast. They commenced work in 1863, spent $80,000, extracted $25,000
from the mine, and stopped work two years ago. Many rich specimens have
been obtained from the mine, and for six months it paid expenses. A depth of
200 feet has been reached; drifts have been run 250 feet on the vein j and there
is a 20-stamp mill.

The Bayerque claim, one mile east of Brown's valley, has reached a depth of
100 feet, and has quartz that yields $18 per ton. Some of the rock has been
crashed at the Dannebroge mill.

On the same lode is the Anderson mine, which is being opened. The quarts
is rich in sulphurets.

West of Brown's valley, at Prairie diggings, are hundreds of quartz claims,
which were prospected a little in 1863 and abandoned in 1864.

At Dobbin's ranch is the Bateman mine, which has a vein 18 inches wide, and
yields $30 per ton. There is a five-stamp mill, which began work in July of
this year.

At Frenchtown, in a ravine between two steep mountains, there are many
quartz veins, but no mill.

The Brown's Valley Tunnel Company undertook to run a long tunnel into
the hill back of Brown's valley for the purpose of prospecting 19 quartz veins
which crop out on the hill, but they were stopped by the panic of 1864, after
going 200 feet.

The Marc Antony claim, a quarter of a mile west of Timbuctoo, had a pocket
that paid $5,000 to a hand mortar, and nothing has been obtained since.

The Andrew Jackson quartz mine, near Smartsville, has a 10-stamp mill,
which is not running. The vein is now being opened.

The Deadwood lode, one mile from Forbestown, and very near the Butte
county line, is four feet wide, and has yielded 85,000 in hand mortars. Three
tons taken out near a pocket, and worked in a mill, yielded §30 per ton. It i
supposed that there is little beyond the pockets in the lode.

Buowx's VALLEY QTJARTZ REGULATIONS.-The records of Brown's Valley
district have not been kept carefully, many alterations have been made in the
regulations, and there is much doubt as to what regulations are in force. The
requirement of representation at annual meetings is peculiar.

On the 14th of February, 1853, a meeting was held "to make new laws to
govern the mines in said valley in regard to working and holding claims/'7 The
following resolution was passed at that meeting:

Resolved, That the law passed February 14, 1852, and all laws previous to that date regu-
lating the working of quartz claims in the above valley and vicinity, is an arbitrary and
despotic set of laws, and are this day revoked by common consent.

Nothing was done at that meeting to fix the size of claims, or the conditions
under which they could be held. A clause adopted at this meeting requiring the
posting of a notice on the claim of any company or individual at the time of loca-
tion was repealed on the 31st of July, 1853. On the Sth of August, 1853, the
following resolutions were adopted:

Resolved^ That each claim shall be entitled to a vote in the miner's meetings in this district,
by the proper owner, or represented by power of attorney from the proper owner, specifying
the object of that power and its limitation.

Resolccdj That each claim, in the future semi-annual meetings of this district shall be repre-
sented in person or by a written power of attorney, otherwise it shall be forfeited.

At a meeting held on the 14th of August, 1854, W. Kin sol la moved that all^-^ ^^ _

claims that had been worked since the lust meeting should be exempt from tin
necessity of being represented. The motion was lost.
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At a meeting held on the 4th of January, 1864, the following resolutions were
adopted:
- Resolved, That the law requiring each shareholder or claimant in a company to represent
his irdividual interest be, and is hereby, expunged from the record.

Resolved, That any known member of a company shall have full power to represent and
cast a vote of said company to the number of feet therein contained, on all questions pertain-
ing to the mining laws of Brown's Valley district.

"

On the 2d of January, 1SG5, the following resolution was passed :
Resolved, That for the better regulation of working claims, from and after this date it will

only be necessary to perform or make improvements on any quartz claim during the year to
the amount of $100, in order to hold the same, and after such work has been done, the repre-
sentation of claims annually will be sufficient to hold the same, and all parties after having
performed such labor or improvements shall leave a written notice to that effect with the
recorder of the district, the same to be placed on record. Any claim that shall have performed
such amount of work shall be considered exempt, providing said work was done within the
past year.

On the 8th of January, 18667 the following resolution was offered by Charles
Bandum:

"

Resolved, That for the better regulation of claims, hereafter any and all claims shall have
at least $5 worth of work or improvements performed on each and every claim of 150 feet
every year, in order to hold the same.

H. Videau moved to amend by saying $20 instead of $5. The amendment
and resolution "being put to vote were both lost.

Mr. Bandum moved to reconsider, and the motion was carried.

. It was then moved by H. Leland to amend H. Videau's amendment by having $10 worth
of work or improvement performed on each and every claim of 150 feet annually in order to
hold the same, in addition to the annual representation, and that a sworn certificate of such
work or improvement must be recorded with the mining recorder of this district, and that
unless such certificate be recorded that such work has been done, then such claim or claims
shall be forfeited. The amendment was then put and carried.

There is no record that Videau's amendment, or Mr. Bandum's resolution, was
put to a vote.

~By a resolution adopted January 3, 1859, it was declared that quartz claims
should be 150 feet on the vein, with all the dips, angles, and spurs.

On the 7th of January, 1867, the following resolution was adopted:
Resolved, That the law requiring work, improvement, or labor to be performed on claims,

be dispensed with, and that representation be sufficient to hold the same, running until the
first Monday of May, 1668.

The following is a copy of a certificate of representation, on record :
I do hereby certify that I arn the agent and part t owner of the Brown's Valley Gold and

Silver Mining Company, situated in the Brown's Vi alley mining district, Yuba county, Cali-^m ' ^^^^^ ^^^m _B^ ^^k ^^K
forma, and that the representation, &c., of the sam
the district laws for the years 1864 and 1865.

i G. H. LELAND, Agent.
JANUARY 29, 1866.

EMPIRE QUARTZ REGULATIONS.-The Empire district, near Smartsville, has
the following regulations:

Notice of a claim or location of mining ground by individual or by a company, on file in
the recorder's office, shall be deemed equivalent to a record of the same.

Each claimant shall be entitled to hold by location 200 feet on any lode in the district,
with all its dips, angles, spurs, offshoots, outcrops, depths, widths, variations, and all min-
erals and other valuables contained therein-the discoverer of any, or 1 jcater on a new lode,
being entitled to one claim extra for discovery.

The locater of any lode or ledge in this district shall be entitled to hold on each side of the
kjj i _ J _ _ i-^:i i ^ _ ̂  j. _ _i i if. - _ .1 nr* n /" i_ 

* l ^i»____ i j__i * i_j _ - 
age

ledges
shall

and his or their assignee, and parcel of the same mine
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It shall be the privilege of any person or persons or company, when the vein Jeclge or lodo
of mineral is not distinctly traceable on the surface, to take up the ground they desire to
prospect, stating in their notice the manner they intend to prospect the same.

Every claim, whether by individual or company, shall be recorded within 10 days after
the date of location.

It shall be required of each company holding ground in this district to put $50 worth of
work on said ground in three months from the date of recording. C5

When any company shall have done honest work to the amount of 8100 upon their claims, ^ j
and shall ca mse an entry to be made on the records of this district, said company shall be con 

1 1 J1 P T_ * 3 * " ""* fill

sidered as h aving acquired a vested right in said ledge, which shall have all the force am1
asA *f *- *

When any company has put work to the amount of §50, said work shall hold said claim
for one year.

These regulations were adopted January 26, 1863. No quartz mines are now
worked in the district.

SECTION XII.

BUTTE COUNTY.

Butte is a large county, which includes part of the basin of the Feather river,
and reaches from the Sacramento river eastward to a line where the tops of the
ridges are about 47000 feet above the sea. The western part of the county is in
the lowland of the Sacramento valley, and a majority of the people are engaged
in agricultural pursuits. The higher portions are densely covered with piu<
forests, on which most of rhe California turpentine and rosin have been made.

Oroville, the county seat, is connected by railroad with Marvsville, and the latter / V i *J 1

place will soon be connected with Sacramento.
The county debt of Butte is £280,000, and the State and county taxes, $3 30

for the current year.
Feather river was extremely rich in early days, but it is now worked out; or,

at least, no extensive fluming or damming enterprise in the river has paid within
the last eight years.

The town of Oroville stands on a bed of auriferous gravel which may pay for
washing at some day.

BUTTE TABLE ^[oirN'TAiN.-The most prominent topographical feature of
Butte county is the Butte Table mountain, which rises at Lassen's peak and flows
down as a river of basalt to Oroville, where it terminates on the north bank of
Feather river, which it never crossed, or else all south of the stream has been
swept away, unless certain peaks near Bangor are remains of it. The course wa
nearly south, and its general elevation above the plain near Oroville is 1,000 feet.
The width averages about a mile, but there are places where branches extend a
considerable distance to the westward. The surface declines about 100 feet in a
mile to the southward and about 50 feet to the mile to the westward. Is thi-
inclination to the westward due to the accidental wear of the surface by the water,
or is it caused by the upheaval of the Sierraf The inclination of 50 feet in ;
mile to the westward, observed near Oroville, may not be found along the wh<>]
course; but if it marks the entire length of the basaltic stream, it would imply t f ^^

an uplifting of the eastern side.
This Table mountain, like the similar one in Tuolumne county, covers the '

of an ancient auriferous stream, but it is neither so rich nor has it been worked
so much as the other basuIt-covered river.

CHEROKEE.-The principal mining camp on the Butte table mountain is Cher-
okee, where the basalt has been denuded for a distance of four miles, giving miner
an opportunity of getting down to the auriferous gravel. The strata here, tier. r< l-
ing to the observations of Charles Waldeyer, esq., are the following, commencing
at the top: basalt, SO feet high; pipe clay and sand, 10 feet; boulders burned
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and vitrified, 12 feet; sand and clay mixed with quartz gravel, 20 feet; pipe clay,
12 feet; white quartz gravel, 150 feet; pipe clay, 12 feet; white and yellow quartz
gravel, 100 feet; sand, 15 feet; white and yellow quartz gravel, 200 feet; pipe
clay, 30 feet; quicksand, 10 feet; white quartz gravel and sand, 10 feet; reddish
quartz, 10 feet; blue gravel, from 5 to 40 feet. The denudation at Cherokee is
from 300 to 500 feet deep, in some places reaching to the top of the upper layer
of white and yellow quartz gravel, and in others reaching down to the middle of
the second. In no place is the gravel less than 200 feet deep in the middle of
the channel; that is the presumption, for the bottom of the channel has not been
reached; but the miners generally suppose that the lowest workings are very
near the bottom. The rim-rock rises about 150 feet above the bottom of the

channel, and is not cut through to the bottom anywhere by canons.
The diggings at Cherokee have been worked since 1850, and have alwaj'-s

paid moderately well, but there has never been enough water. Most of the
claims are suitable for the hydraulic process. The gravel and gold bear much
resemblance to those found at Smartsville.

OREGON GULCH GOLD MINING COMPANY.-This is an extensive placer mine,
situated at the head of Morris Gulch. The basalt, of which Table Mountain
chiefly consists, covers an ancient river bed, extending from Cherokee Flat in av / O

south west wardly direction for a number of miles, until it is lost in the Sacramento
valley. When the eruption occurred in this locality, the bed of the ancient river
was the lowest portion of the country. The basalt, occupying the river bed,
forced the water into new channels, which, in process of time, wore the gTirround-
ing country down to its present level. Being of an indestructible nature, which
almost absolutely resists the action of the elements, it protected the bed of
the river from denuding agencies, and we thus find the river bed in almost O O /

exactly the same condition as when it was overwhelmed by lava in remote
ages.

The exceedingly regular grade of the surface of every portion of this lava
flow not undermined by the action of water proves that the country has not been
subject to any great upheaval.

In the course of time the Sacramento river formed its valley and the Feather
river cut its channel through the rocks towards the mountains, leaving the ancient
river beds over a thousand feet above their present levels.

Morris Gulch commenced at the Feather river, and cut its course to the north
into the ancient river channel, gradually wearing away the bed rock, and causing
vast slides of rock, gravel, sand, and the basalt cap into its canon, where, in
process of ages, all was reduced and carried into the Feather river in the form
of sand and gravel. This gulch cut through the richest portion of the ancient
gravel bed, and a large part of the gold remains in the gulch, rendering it one
of the richest gulches in California.

Oregon Gulch wras enriched from the same source.
Shirmir Gulch, on the west, did not reach the gravel in the old river bed, or

at least that portion which contains the pay streak.
Wherever this has been worked it has proved rich, as just north of Oroville,

at the head of Morris Gulch, and at Cherokee Flat for a distance of over 10
miles. Its width is not definitely known, but at the head of Moms Gulch it* *

must be over a mile. At Cherokee Flat, and near Oroville, the miners follow
down the bed of the ancient stream, and in a short distance the water, Laving no / / c?

outlet, becomes very troublesome, and will in time prevent work from that direc-
tion. But at the head of Morris Gulch the miners follow up the stream, and
the water drains off and does not interfere with their labors.

This appears to be almost the only point where sufficient fall can be obtained
for a good " dump" for hydraulic mining. u Dump" means a sufficient declivity
from the end of the flume to cause the tailings or debris from the mine to run
off in natural channels and not accumulate at the end of the flume. This is
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very important. Unless a mine has a good dump, it cannot be worked by
hydiaulics to any advantage.

The On-iron Gulch Gold Mining Company are at work at present on a large
slide, and still have a good dump. But when they followr the lead under the
basalt, they will find the bed rock much higher than where they are now at work.
This will give them an excellent dump, sufficient to wash all the gravel under
the mountain up to Cherokee Flat. The indications are that they are at work
on the western side of the lead or pay streak, and as they follow into the moun-
tain they will get nearer its centre, where the gravel will probably be richer than
where they are working at present, and much more water will be met with. This
will be a great assistance in washing the sand and gravel. Except in an abun-
dant supply of water at all seasons of the year, the natural facilities for working
this claim are superior to those of any other claim of a similar nature in this
vicinity.

They have been turned to good account by the manager of the company, Mr.
William Hendricks. All the work has been done in a thorough and miner-likeo

manner. The position of the company's flume is lower than any other in this
locality, so that, as the work progresses, all the water in the mountain must pass
through it; this is important, as the use of the water in the mountain will be of
great value.

The scarcity of water in the dry season will only delay the working of the
mine. If water should be brought in by a ditch company, work could be con-
tinued during the whole year, which would be a great advantage, but this would
in a measure be neutralized by the cost of the water.

The expense of bringing water to a desirable point, either by pumping it up
from the river or by iron pipes, is so great that it is difficult to see any profit in
the enterprise, unless the mine owners in the mountain should bring it in for
their own use.

These mountain claims are among the most enduring placer mines in California.
This ancient river bed is as rich as the bed of Feather river ; and a company
owning half or a whole mile of the Feather river bed, as rich as it was before
it was worked, would have possessed one of the most valuable mines in the
world. The cost of working the old bed under the mountain will not be greater
than that required to flume and drain Feather river.

The climate is mild and healthful. Mining operations can be prosecuted at
all seasons of the year. Being within four miles of the terminus of the Marys-
ville and Oroville railroad, labor and all supplies required in mining can be
obtained as cheaply as at any other mining locality in California.

THE CHEROKEE BLUE GRAVEL CLAIM.-The Cherokee Flat Blue Gravel

Company have a claim a mile wide across the mountain by two miles long on its
course, south of Cherokee. They have been trying to get into the channel, but
have not yet succeeded. They started a low tunnel, which ran into trap rock
so hard that work was stopped, and then a shaft was sunk 155 feet deep, and
the water became so troublesome that that had to be abandoned; and then an
incline was commenced, and that has reached the red gravel, which is supposed
to rest on the blue cement. The claim is probably very valuable, but much time
and money may be required to open it. The company is incorporated in
Francisco. A steam pump is used for hoisting water from the incline. The claim
has been worked since 1856, and the present company have spent $70,000. 1'h'
blue cement supposed to be on the bed rock, where it has been reached, has yielded
$8 per day to the hand, when worked under great inconvenience, and has been
soft enough to be washed in a >luice without crushing.

THE EUREKA CLAIM.-The Eureka Company cut a tunnel 900 feet long,
and, after nine years' work, got into gravel, but did not succeed in im
enough to repay them for 10,000 expended. They are not at work now. The
tunnel is 106 feet below the top of the rim rock.
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THE CHEROKEE CLAIM.-The Cherokee Company, who have a piping claim
in the flat, took out $54,000 in 50 days' washing in 1866 from a stratum seven
feet deep, 100 feet wide and 300 feet long. The company own 50 acres, have
piped away about six, have expended $150,000, and have extracted $500,000.

^ had water to wash 60 days this year, and in one dry season they could
wash only 10 days. It is to be presumed from the yield of the small part of
their claim already worked, that if they had an abundant supply of water they
might produce more than any other placer claim in the State.

Welch & Co., adjoining the Cherokee Flat Blue Gravel Company, have a
claim 100 feet square, from which they have taken $25,000.

DIAMONDS. - Cherokee has been notable for the production of diamonds, a
number having been obtained here. They are mostly found in the red gravel
next to the blue cement at the bottom of the channel. This ;<red gravel," as it
called, is a stratum of tough red clay enclosing pebbles of various kinds, mostly
quartz and green-stone. The gems have not been observed in this stratum, but
after portions of it have been washed, they have been picked up in the sluice.
Some persons have spent days and weeks in hunting for diamonds, but without
avail. They are not sufficiently numerous or valuable to pay for a special search.
The metal in the red gravel is more valuable than the stones. If at some future
time there should be an opportunity to wash much of this stratum, attention will
no doubt be given to the diamonds, which might, under favorable circumstances,
be obtained in sufficient quantity to reward the extra care required in collecting
them. Those found at Cherokee are nearly all clear, and so brilliant at the sur-
face and so regular in their crystallization, that no doubt of their character could
remain in the mind of any one familiar with the natural form.

MOEEIS, NIMSHEW, AND KiMSHETV. - Between Cherokee and Oroville Moms
ravine has cut deep down into Table mountain, and has washed away much
auriferous gravel, but has not enabled the miners to get fairly into the -channel,
though they have spent much money in attempting to get in. The ravine claims
were very rich.

Nimshew and Kinishew are places north of Cherokee where tunnels have been
run in to strike the old channel under Table mountain, but they have not paid
much .

BANGOK. - Bangor is 12 miles southeastward from Oroville on an old channel,
the bed of which is about 60 feet below the level of the lowest ravines in the

neighborhood. At the bottom of this channel is a deposit of hard blue cement,
about 60 feet wide and six feet deep. In this cement are found boulders weigh-
ing several tons, and the gravel is green-stone, trap, granite, slate, and quartz j
the last bein<r not more than one-eighth of all the gravel. The stream seems to^J CJ C?

have been about as large as Feather river, and to have ran toward Oroville with
a grade of five feet in 100. Over the pay stratum there is a barren grayish
cement, softer than the blue.

This channel was discovered in 1857 by some placer miners, who, while run-
ning a cut in a ravine, found the bed rock dipping down, and after following it
as far as they could in the cut, they went off some feet and sunk a shaft, which
in 65 feet struck a rich stratum, which paid $100 per day to the hand. The
existence of a channel being proved, the outcroppings of the rim rock at the
ravines and on the hill-sides showed its course, and it was claimed for miles. The
pioneer claim was known as Boyle's.

The claim in w^hich the channel was next opened wras that of Tucker, to the
southeast. This claim was worked three or four years, but did not yield much
profit, the pay stratum being found for a distance of only 200 feet.

The Floyd claim, adjoining Tucker, the third in reaching the pay, was worked
for a year and half, in which time the pay dirt was exhausted. The cement was
so tough that it was washed eight or nine times, and was not entirely dissolved
then. The yield from the first five washings was $46,500 ; the expenses $1 4,500 ;
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the dividends $32,000. About $23,000 was obtained from the first washing; as
for the production of the washings after the fifth, no information could be obtained,
but it was probably quite small. This claim was 300 feet long, and pay was
found for a length of 220 feet in the channel. The shaft reache'd the pay in
April, 1858, and it has been customary to wash the dirt every spring.

Next to Floyd's was the Oroville claim, 600 feet long. It was worked by
three shafts and paid well for several years. Common report says the bed rock
was not well cleaned.

etween the Oroville and Boyle claims the channel did not pay in any place,
though many shafts were sunk. Southeast of Tuckers nothing was found, and
it is doubtful, according to some miners, whether -the channel was struck.

The Barnum claim, northwest of Boyle's, is 1,500 feet long, and was opened
in 1861 by a shaft, which struck the pay stratum at a depth of 55 feet. Two
hundred feet of the channel were worked out in a year and a half, and the dirt
was washed three times in a sluice 300 feet long1. The first washing, imme- l-s C_J /

diately after the cement was extracted, yielded $8,000; the second, a year later,
gave $2,000 j and the third, after an interval of two years, yielded 81,500. The
dirt is not fully washed yet, and it is saved to be put through the sluice airain. +' *' 7 XT O O
Two other shafts have been sunk, but nothing has been taken out of them as / O

yet, though good prospects have been found in one of them. Several companies
are prospecting for the channel northwest of the Barnum claim.

CEMENT BARREL.-At the Barnum claim Mr. E. Bassett has been trying to
reduce cement in a barrel eifi-ht feet Ions: and three feet in diameter, made of
boiler iron. An iron pipe runs through the barrel, passing through hollow jour-" " " t
nals, and through this pipe exhaust steam from the engine is to pass, so as to
beat the cement. There are two doors opposite to each other in the barrel, each
10 by 14 inches, for charging and discharging. A ton of cement, 10 pounds of
quicksilver, and 60 gallons of water will be a charge, and when the door is
fastened down the steam will be turned on; the barrel will be set to revolving
at the rate of 20 revolutions per minute. In 20 minutes the cement will be at

or heat, and in 50 minutes it will all be disintegrated. One hour will be
required for a charge, including charging and discharging. There is no doubt . " T " " " "
that the cement can be disintegrated in this manner, and the expense does not
exceed 25 cents per ton. The barrels are lined with wood set endways, two and
a half inches thick.

WYAJTDOTTB.-Wyandotte, sixteen miles west of Forbestown, has some ravine
claims, half a dozen hydraulic claims, and an ancient channel, the same that is
worked at Bangor. This channel is 50 feet below the level of a creek that
passes Wvandotte, and thus there is no natural drainage, and the blue cement at «/ o /

the bottom of the channel is not supposed to be rich enough to pay for pump-
ing. Several shafts have been sunk to the bottom, striking the channel. The
hydraulic claims at Wvandotte have banks 75 feet hi«-h, and take- 40 inches of «- O -

water each on an average, with a pressure of 75 feet. There is a large body of
this gravel. A thousand inches of water are purchased here, a small portion of
it for irrigating orchards and vineyards, but mostly for shallow mining.

FOBBESTOWK.-Forbestown, 22 miles eastward from Oroville, on the main
divide between the Yuba and Feather river, and on the main road between Oro-
ville and La Porte, has quartz and placer mines, lumbering and turpentine-making*

resources.

The town was in its most flourishing condition in 1855; when it polled about
400 votes, and now it polls only about 100.

The shipment of gold from Forbestown in 1866 was $135,000; from the 1st
September, 1866, to the 15th July, 1867, it was $80,121.

There are a number of springs on the ridge near Forbestown, all about the
same level, and all have cold water. No town in the State has so large a supply
of cold and good water from springs above the level of the main street.

11
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In Robinson's hill, near town, there are a number of. quartz veins, most of
them small, and many of them visibly auriferous.

New York Flat is the principal mining district near Forhestown. Three
hydraulic claims are at work there now, employing in all about 20 men. In
1S6G, four companies there took out $50,000.

There has been some difficulty about drainage, and the Nevada Company are
making a deep cut to be half a mile long, and to drain a body of ground 4;000
feel, long and 300 feet wide, supposed to be rich.

MOOHEVILLE AND EVAXSVILLE. - Mooreville, in the southeastern corner of
the county, has a large body of auriferous gravel, in a good position for piping,
except that it is difficult to get water high enough. There was a ditch which
was too low down, and it has now ffone to ruin. A new one to be 60 feet higher / o o
has been commenced, but no work is being done at it now. Some doubt is
entertained whether the gravel is rich enough to pay for washing.

Evansvillc, four miles southwest of Forhestown, purchases 200 inches of water,
some of it for minin and some for irriation.

raoR QUARTZ REGULATIONS.-Each mining district in Butte county has
its own quartz regulations.

. The regulations of the Bangor district contain the following provisions:
i

ARTICLE 2. The size of a mining claim in this district shall be as follows: for ravine or
surface mining a hundred yards square, provided that a ravine claim shall extend from bank
to bank ; for blue lead claims a hundred feet in length and extending from rim to rim ; for
quartz or other mineral-bearing rock 200 feet on the lead with its spurs and angles, and
100 feet on each side of said lead, with sufficient ground adjacent thereto for the erection
of the necessary works.

ART. 4. Persons locating claims in this district shall post in one or more conspicuous
place or places thereon a notice containing the number of claims, with the names of tho
locaters and a general description of the ground claimed, with the boundaries thereof, and
within 10 days thereafter file with the district recorder, hereafter to be provided foi>ageneral
description of said claim, with the boundaries thereof sufficiently distinct as to bo easily
found by reference to the record, which record and notice shall be bona fide proof of posses-
sion of said claims for the space of 90 days from date of record thereof.

ART. 5. After the expiration of the 90 days mentioned in the previous article, all
claims shall be deemed abandoned, unless the parties locating the same shall proceed to work
them in good faith, and by expending in labor and improvements at least $5 per month» » .-*,-* . * * -" * i _ « J4 _*"» .-» « * /--^ < ̂

__ $60 for each 100
feet of the whole amount claimed.

ART. 6. Parties having' complied with articles four and five shall be entitled to hold their
claims without further expense for two years.

FOEBESTOW2T MIXING REGULATIONS.-The mining regulations of the Forbes-
town district now in force were adopted on the 9th June, 1863; and 48 quartz
claims are recorded in the district.

The following arc the main provisions :
The size of an individual claim on gold-bearing, silver, or other mineral veins shall be 100

feet in length on the ledge vein or lode, including all lateral spurs, angles, variations, and
intersecting veins, with a width of 200 feet on both sides of the ledge.

When there is conflict in boundary, or as t o location, the claim or claims first located shall
have priority of right; location and proper ty and the claim subsequent iu date, # it is a

insiou on the other side, if desired, provided the
^-"- ~^- T - -^ -v ^- -^ m, v ̂ ~^ »"- -^^ v " -^"- I I -^ ^H ^_ ^^^"^" ^ P

Every claim located in this district must have good, substantial notices, specifically setting
forth the direction, nature, and extent of the claim, posted at each end of the samo in some
conspicuous place, and a copy thereof filed in the office of the recorder within 10 days
thereafter.

Each quartz mining company who have claims in this district, upon whic h $:>0 worth of
work shall liavc been expended, must be worked upon in good faith at least t wo in every 30
days'by the company holding said claims, ai and all ground which shall not have been su worked
within 30 days shall be deemed vacant ground and subject to location the same as though
it had not been located. Those claims on which work to the amount of SoO shall be doner*

may be held by the claimants for the period of six months after work shall have been stopped
on the same, when the claim shall be considered abandoned.

The size of a placer or ravine claim shall be ]00 feet in length, running up and down thft
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ravine, and the owner or owners of said claim or claims can work the same as wide as lie 01
they choose, and if a quartz lode runs across the placer claim the owner of the M ame shall
be entitled to lt»0 feet of the q :itit] -I to I'H) feet of the quartz lode, 50 feet on each side of the main or deepes' epest channel
running through his claim.

NISBBT QUARTZ MUTE.-The Nisbet Mining Company,incorporated in Marys-

feet on the vein, in pav all the \vav. The lode varies in thickness from six incl/ V ""

to nine feet; in very narrow places eulplinrets form one-tenth of the vein, and
,he widest not more than a hundredth. The sulphurets assay from $1,300

1,600 per ton ; are caught in a sluice and are saved to be worked at some t
the future. The mill has eight stamps, and there is a «x-inch pump for dra
all driven by steam. Work was commenced on the mine with arrastras in
and the present mill was built in 1SG4. The yield at the surface was I
ton; and of late it has been $10, exclusive of the sulphurets, for the red
of which no arrangements have been made. Thirteen men are employed j nine
white men and four Chinamen. The latter are considerc 1 better £

they do not become impatient and dissatisfied with the monotony of the labor.
SPRING VALLEY.-The Spring Valley mine, a mile and a half east of Chero-

kee, is on a vein which runs north and south, is seven feet wide, and is neaiiv 7 7 ' .

horizontal at the surface for 200 feet, and dips 50° to the east. The claim is 300
feet long. There was a 10-stamp mill which crushed several thousand tons of
rock, and extracted, according to report, from $10 to $24 per ton. The mill was
burned down and work ceased on the mine, but lately work has been resumed,
but there is no new mill as yet.

OTHER QUARTZ MIXES OF BUTTE.-The Powell mill, at Oregon City, has
12 stamps, and has been idle a year.

The lluck River mill, which stood between Oregon City and Cherokee, has

been removed. There was a roasting furnace attached to it.
There is a five-stamp quartz mill at Mount Hope, not running.
Three quartz mills at Yankee Hill have been burned down-the Yankee Hi

the Virgin, and the Fuller.
Derrick's quartz mill, at Oregon City, was taken across the mountains in ISC

and stays there.
White & Nutter's mill, at Oregon City, was moved away in 1866.
The Bloomer Hill mill, 14 miles north of Oroville, has eight stamps, and

now running, but the mine is pockety, and the yield is very irregular.
Lovel ik's, seven or eight miles above Dogtown, an

Smith & Sp "ks's mine, two miles and a half northeast of 0
four feet wide, running north-northwest, and dipping northeast. The walls are
oi late. The mill has eight stamps, was built in 1865, and rebuilt in 1864. It
has been standing idle for two years. The owners are mostly San Franciscans.

The Forbestown Mining Company own 15,000 feet in 9 or 10 claims, on dif-
jrent lodes. Mexican lode No. 1 is five feet wide, and has yielded $20 per ton
>r 100 tons; and Mexican lode No. 2 is 12 feet wide, and has yielded $10 per
>n for 200 tons. There is a five-stamp steam mill which has not been used

for }respecting purposes, and is now stand
The Shakspeare mine, 3,000 feet long, has a vein 12 feet wide and has b

ipened by a small shaft. Ten tons yielded $10 per ton.
The Polecat lode one mile from Forbon i to fet ide and 100 t

quartz yielded $
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SECTION XIII.

PLUMAS COUNTY.

Plumas county comprises the more elevated portion of the basin of Feather
river. It is high, rugged, and wild. Lassen's Peak forms the northwestern
corner, and that was a great centre of volcanic energy, from which lava and scoria
were poured or blown out upon the adjacent country. The ancient rivers which
appear at Montecristo and at Brandy City, in Sierra, ran through Plumas, but
their course has not been traced so distinctly, nor have they been worked with
so much profit. In most places where the channels have been found, they are
covered so deep with volcanic matter, and the pay stratum is so difficult of access,
that the profits of working have been moderate. On the other hand, there is
reason to believe that many extensive gravel deposits in this county will be worked
at a profit within a few years, arid that gravel mining will make more progress
here for years to come than in any other part of the State.

The county is very rich in quartz, and American valley and Indian valley are
two of the main centres of quartz-mining industry in California. There are many
rich veins of copper, but they cannot be worked with a profit at present. At
least, none has 3rielded any profit, although one is being worked now.

The principal placer-mining camps, all on old channels, are La Porte, Secret
Diggings, Gibsonville, Saw Pit Flat, Little Grass Valley, Onion Valley, Wash-
ington, Hungarian Hill, Badger Hill, Eagle Gulch, Grizzly Creek, and Spanish
Ranch.

The quartz veins in Plumas generally run east and west, and dip to the south
at an angle of 45°.

BECKWOUKTH'S PASS.-Plumas county possesses in Beckwourth's pass the
lowest across the Sierra Nevada; but it is not in the direct line of travel between
Sacramento and Virginia City, and therefore it is not much used. The elevation is
4,500 feet above the sea, and the latitude 39° 50'. The pass proper is two miles
long, and for 12 miles the road has an elevation of more than 4,000 feet above
the sea. Last winter the snow, at the deepest, was two feet and a half on the
summit-not enough to interfere seriously with travel, even if nothing were done o "/ / o

to beat it down. Heretofore the road west of Quincy has crossed a ridge 6,000
feet high with IS miles of snow-belt, but a road is to be constructed down a cailon,
so that there will be a continuous descent from Quincy (which is 3,400 feet above
the sea) to Oroville ; and then there will be no more trouble from snow. The
last legislature authorized Plumas county to issue bonds to the amount of 865,000
to aid in the construction of a road along the north fork of Feather river to Beck-
wourth's pass, and a company has commenced work. The first 30 miles out
from Oroville arc to be on railroad grade ; and the whole work is to be finished
in 1868, at a cost of $140,000. The superiority of this route for wagon travel,
in every respect save distance, is admitted by all persons familiar with the differ-
ent passes over the Sierra.

COXLT AND GOWELL'S CLAIM.-Conly and Gowell have a very large claim
at La Porte, made up of 100 original claims. It includes the entire old chan-
nel 500 feet wide, and extends into the hill half a mile or more.

During the water season they use 3,000 inches of water, at least so long as
they can get so much ; they employ 50 men, and so anxious are they to avoid
any loss of time while they can get water, that they run continuously through the
season, cleaning up only once a year.

The dirt is soft, and 1.200 inches of water bring down as much as 3,000 can
carry off, so only 1,200 are thrown through pipes, the remaining 1,800 inches
being allowed to run down over the bank. There are three sets of pipes, three
or four in each set. The pressure is 100 feet. Twelve men take charge of the
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pipes by night, and as many more by day ; and 26 men are employ ed in shovel-
ling bed rock and pay dirt, moving boulders out of the way, and so forth.

The day hands work 10 hours and the night hands 12 hours, and the pay foi
each is -S3 50 per day. At night torches are made in iron baskets resting upon
iron posts about five feet from the ground. In these baskets pine wood is burned.
giving a very good light. Fires are also built on the ground so that the men
can warm themselves.

The claim has outlet through two tunnels. The Northampton tunnel is 2,000
feet long, has a sluice six feet wide, and cost $160,000. Ten years were spent
in cutting 500 feet, so hard was the rock. The Wan-en Hill tunnel is 2,000 feet
long and 5 feet wide, and cost $15,000. The grade of both tunnels is 4 inches
in 16 feet. The Northampton tunnel receives the dirt from two surface sluices,
and usually carries 2,000 inches of water; the Warren Hill receives one sluice*

and carries 1,000 inches. The ground and the outlet do not permit the use of a
steeper grade; and, as no small sluice could wash on that grade, it was necessary
for the owners of small claims to sell out and let them be consolidated in one

large claim. Another tunnel is being cut, to be 3,000 feet long, to drain another
part of the claim.

Under-currents are not used here. Width is considered particularly desirable
in sluices. The paving in the sluices consists of boulders as large as a mau can1 O C?
lift, and they are worn out in a Season. The water is shut off for an hour at
noon every day, and men examine the whole length of the sluices, to see that
the paving is all right and to repair any breaks.

About a ton of quicksilver is put into the sluices in a season, and one quarter
of it is lost. The mercury, instead of being thrown directly into the sluice, is
scattered on the surface of the bank which is to be washed down. It is put into
a can made of Russian sheet-iron, large enough to hold 40 pounds, and the cap
or nozzle of the can is perforated with holes an eighth or a quarter of an inch in
diameter, through which the metal is sprinkled.

The ditch which supplies water for the claim is owned by the same proprietors,
cost $100,000, but could now be constructed for 850,000. The length is 13 miles.

The preservation of the flumes against the snow is expensive. Whenever a
snow-storm comes on men are sent to shovel the snow off, lest the weight should
break down the flume; and then the snow must be shovelled away from the flume
on the hillsides above, for the snow bank moves slowly down hill with tremen-
dous pressure, which no flume could resist. The trees on the hillsides show this
influence, for they are all bent down hill, and many are broken down every winter.
It is necessary to cover the iron pipes with strong timber, or they would be crushed
flat by the weight of the snow. The pipe used in this claim cost $2,000.

The channel is 500 feet wide; the grade, 50 feet to a mile; the rim-rock, 100
. feet high on the east and 20 on the west, on an average. The deposit of gravel
is 100 feet deep. It is white near the top; red, blue, and black at the bottom.
There are many boulders of quartz quite black. In the upper strata the pebbles
are seldom larger than a goose egg; in the lower there are many boulders from
6 to 20 inches in diameter. At the bottom is a layer two feet thick of hard
cement, which is crushed in a five-stamp cement mill belonging to the saAe pro-
prietors.

In 1866 Conly and Gowell washed off a strip of ground 1,100 feet long, 300
feet wide, and 80 feet deep, equivalent to 435,000 tons of 40 cubic feet each.
The gross yield v s $32,000 and the net $12,000. If we multiply the 1,100,
the 300, and the 80 together, we find that 26,400,000 cubic feet, or 660,000 tons
of 40 cubic feet each, were washed away; and if we divide the 660,000 tons by
the $32,000 we find that 20 tons went to $1, or that the yield of the gravel per
ton was live cents. This amount is so small that it suggests the probability of
some error. It appears that the expense of washing was but three cents and a
third per ton. No other place in the State can wash dirt so cheap.
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The number of days spent in washing1 this area was about 100, and the average* O

amount of water used 2,000 inches. An inch is 100 tons of water in 24 hours;
and 2,000 inches supplied in 100 days 20,000,000 tons of water to move 660,000
tons of gravel, 01*30 tons of water to 1 ton of gravel.

The claim of Conly & Gowell is large enough to last for 20 years longer.
Gard & Orr have a very large claim alongside of Conly & Gowell, use 2,000

inches of water, and employ 50 men; and their ground will last 20 years.
It is said that across both of these claims runs a perpendicular dike of lava

0r trap, rising out of the bed-rock and passing through the gravel entirely across
the channel. This dike has never been pierced through, and its size is unknown.
A similar dike, according to rumor, was found at Brown's diggings, 15 miles / O / CJO O /
northwest of La Porte.

The two claims mentioned are the only ones of any note worked at La Porte.
Ten years ago more than 50 companies were in profitable operation there.

The yield of La Porte and the placers which sold their dust there, in 1857,
was $4,000,000 annually; now it is $1,000,000.

SECRET DIGGINGS.-Two miles south of La Porte is Secret Diggings, on the
same channel and with similar gravel. The chief claim there is that of King-
dom & Co., who have about a dozen old claims. They employ 50 men and use
2,500 inches of water. The tunnel through which they wash cost $100,000, and
is 1,500 feet long. In 1866 they took out $130,000 and divided $94,000, and
that was the best yield the place ever had. This year the company have done
as much work, but have not divided a dollar. The pipe used by Kingdom &
Co. cost them $15,000. The claim is 80 feet deep, and will last many years.

Poverty Hill, a mile and a half below Secret Diggings, on the same old chan-
nel, has been worked on a small scale for 10 years, but the place is now to be
supplied with water, and will probably become important. There is gravel
enonsfh there to last for 50 vears. o *

PORT WINE.--At Port Wine the old channel is worked by drifting, and the
principal claims are those of the Eagle, Union, Montecristo, Indian Queen, Erie,
Sailor, Manzanita, Bunker Hill, and Pioneer companies.

The Easrle claim employs about a dozen men, all shareholders, and used toO -L "/ / /

pay very largely.
The Indian Queen employs 15 men and has a tunnel 2,000 feet long.
The Union employs 40 men, all shareholders, and the tunnel is to be 3,000

feet long when finished.
The Morrtecristo employs 40 men, all shareholders. The dirt is hoisted throughA «/ O

an incline by an engine, and water for washing is pumped up.
The Erie employs 10 or 12 men.
The Sailor has four or five men at work.
Nothing is done in the Manzanita claim.

The Bunker Hill employs eight men.
The Pioneer has four men.

LITTLE GRASS, VALLEY.-The first place north of La Porte where there is any
mining, on the same channel, is Little Grass Valley, three miles distant on the
north iSrle of the same ridge, between llubbit creek and south fork of Feather
river. The claims there have been worked on a small scale for ten years, but
the ground is not rich, arid the cutting of tunnels is very expensive. Most of
the claims are worked by drifting. It is probable that Little Grass Valley will
become a prominent mining town in time. Most of the gravel is covered by a
bed of lava 300 feet deep.

Gibsonville, seven miles from La Porte, used to be an important hydraulic camp,
but now the claims are worked by drifting, and the yield has fallen off very much.

Spanish Ranch is 25 miles from La Porte, on the ridge between the South
Feather and the Middle Feather rivers. The gravel is 100 feet deep, and the
claims are worked by piping.
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North of Little Grass Valley is Union Valley, where there are two piping
claims, with banks 40 feet deep. Washing has been in progress four years,
but there are portions of the bank that do not pay well, and, as water is not to
be had most of the year, the companies will work by drifting next year, and see
whether a better result can be obtained in that way.

Twelve miles west of Saw Pit Flat is Hungarian Hill, where there are three o /

piping and two drifting claims. The tunnels run 400 feet in the bed-rock, to
drain the pay to the bottom. Twenty-five men are employed, and the average
pay is about $8 to the man per day.

Badger Hill is three miles west of Hungarian Hill, and has four piping and»_ *_ ' i A C3

y day to the mO^ !_r ^^^ -^~^" " ̂ p- ^^ ^^ - -^^- - ~ -"" -^r -^^f -^^ ̂«- ""- - m. - -^^- -- -«- ^w ^H- -ui- -"- i- -^ -m- 1 »/ t/

Four miles northwestward from Badger Hill is Eagle Gulch, where six com-
p mies, with six men in each, are drifting, and all in pay. It is supposed that

ost of the claims will be worked out within two years.
Forty miles north of Quincy are the Grizzly Creek diggings, where 40 men

are employed in piping. The claims are 50 feet deep, and the gravel is
quartz. The width of the channel has not been ascertained

SAW PIT FLAT.-Saw Pit Flat is on a ridge rnnnii .0 down from Pilot Pea

The claims are all worked bv drifting, and the place has no ditch, so washing is** <*_ A

only possible from April to June, while the snow is melting. The extraction
of gold was commenced here about six years ago, and there has been a steady
increase in the production, with a probability that it will continue for some years.
The pay dirt is reached through tunnels that cost at least $20,000 and three
years' time to complete tliem.

The New York Company has been taking out gravel about 15 months, and
have obtained >0,000 from it. There are 12 men at work, all shareholders.

The Eagle Company have been in pay four years, and have taken out $'26,000.
Eight or nine men are employed.«

The Union claim has 12 men, and has been yielding pay four years.
Those are the only companies that have taken out j;
The Buckeye Company have reached pay, but have not taken any out as yet.
Several tunnels are being cut at Washington Hill, a mile distant, on the oth O O 7 /
le of the ridire. Two companies, the American and the Washi v_ 7

p ,
The Eureka mine, in American valley, is 1,800 feet long, on a vein running
rtheast and southwest, dipping northeast at an angle of 45°, and varying in
dth from 5 to 25 feet. The main pay chimney is 250 feet long, horizontally,

and it dips southwest at an angle of 52°; but at a depth of 300 feet it seems to «"" «*-/ A

bend to the northeast. There are many varieties of q m
blue, some rose-colored, and some dark brown. All the rock from the pay cl
ney is'worked, and it has yielded from 810 to $30, except near the surface, wl

h richer. rl ge at 300 feet f:
$14 to $15. The foot wall is granite and the hanging wall hard slate. Thei
are seven per cent, of sulphurets in the rock.

There are two mills, one of 12 and the other of 16 stamps, both driven b
water derived from an artificial lake, and they are situated three-quarters of
mile from the mine. The ore is transported on a rail

The gold is amalgamated in the-mortar and on copper aprons, and 
_ _ « * ^ »

are caught in a dam and saved for future workin. There are not le-s th
10.000 tonsf %

Besides the stamp mills there are three Chile mills of cut stone, each wheel
being nine feet in diameter and two in width, of granite. The bed-si ones are
five ieet in diameter and a foot and a half thick. The wheels wear down so as

to become nsele.-s in three years; and, in proportion to the power used, they do
not grind half so much as stamps. About once in three months the bed-stone
must be picked down, so that it will crind well. A *
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The snow lies seven months in the year at the mills and on the track, and for
five months the mill must lie idle for lack of rock. The mills mi^ht be moved o

to the mine itself, so as to be immediately at the month of a new tunnel that
Height be cut to strike the lode 400 feet below the present workings, at a length
of 1,800 feet. The mills could then run the whole year, and miff lit be driven/ «/ / c?

by steam, or perhaps by the waters of Jamison creek.
Not less than §300,000 have been expended in improvements, all derived from

the mine. The total yield is variously stated, by those who have had good oppor-
tunities for knowing, at from $1,400,000 to $1,600,000.

The mine was discovered by a party of adventurers who, in 1850, were on the
search for Gold lake. The mountain side was covered with float quartz, and
the prospecters took up claims 20 feet square. The Eureka Company, the first
one incorporated for mining purposes in California, began operations in the spring
of 1851, and since then the mine has paid continuously. The total dividends
previous to 1S65 were $250,000.

Besides the 1,800 feet on the Eureka lode there arc 2,000 feet on other lodes.
In early days much of the mine was leased to Mexicans and others, who

worked with arrastras and paid one-third of the gross yield. At one time 100
arrastras were running on the Eureka rock.

MAMMOTH. - Adjoining the Eureka, on the south, is the Mammoth, 1,200 feet
long. The vein is very variable in size and quality in this claim, changing
suddenly from 'a few inches to 20 feet in thickness, and then back again, and
from very poor to very rich. The quartz is white and brittle, and is mixed with

'slate, so that much assorting is necessary. There is one chimney, 20 feet Ion"; / O */ * / O
horizontally, and 10 feet thick, nearly vertical, and it goes down with nearly
uniform size. A depth of 200 feet has been reached, and drifts have been run
200 feet on the vein. The average yield has been about $12, and the total yield
$400,000.

There is a 12-stamp mill driven by water. The gold is caught by amalga-
mation in the mortar and on copper aprons, and the blanket tailings are worked
in Chile mills.

SEVENTY-SIX. - The Seventy-six Company are at work on a vein or branch
vein, varying in thickness from four to 18 inches, and nearly horizontal for a
distance of 150 feet from the surface, and at that distance it turns down. The
lode is supposed to be the Eureka, or a branch of it. The assorted rock is packed
on mules, at a cost of $6 per ton from the mine to three arrastras. Nothing is
crushed unless it will yield $40 per ton. The average value of the rock is
probably $18.

CRESCENT. - The Crescent mine, in Indian valley, 15 miles from Quincy, and
73 from Owenville, includes claims on three lodes as follows, viz : / i /

Crescent 
Horseshoe 
Pet 

Length Name.

3,000
3,20(3 Southwest 60°.
2,200 

East and west 
Northwest and southeast 
North 80° east 

Dip. Course.

North 35°.

South

The wall f feldspathic granite, according to Professor Ashburner, wh
mad P quartz, so far as the work 1 anccrl, is a reddish
brown, with occasional masses of a bluish white color, enclosing ;1 posed

phurets of iron and of lead "

The Crescent vein vanes in width from fi to 50 feet, averages ab t 15,
an p to be the main lod f I m ated.
Si: pay chimneys have been found, and two have been worked vein.

"
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The eastern is 108 feet long, and the western 100 feet. Both have been slopped
out to a depth of 120 feet, with an average width of five feet of pay, yielding
from $13 to $18 per ton. The deepest workings on this vein are 140 feet from
the surface, and drifts have been run 360 feet long.

The average width of the Horseshoe vein is about 14 feet, but the walls are
not well defined. The quartz is harder than in the Crescent, and the pay has
varied from $7 to $42, averaging from $15 to $18. There are two pay chimneys;
the western 120 feet long at the surface, and 200 feet long, 200 feet below the
surface, and the western 100 feet long at the first level, and 125 feet at the third.
The pay chimneys dip a little to the east. A depth of 280 feet has been reached
on this vein. The Pet vein has a pay chimney 50 feet long, and four feet thick,
and the quartz yields $100 per ton.

The Union vein runs into the Horseshoe, and the intersection is rich, Yielding/ / v O

$37 per ton.
The yield of the mine from November, 1862, till June 9,1867, was $667,213 59,

obtained from 40,000 tons, showing an average of $16 68 per ton.
Dividends have been paid to the amount of $100,000, and $150,000 have been

spent in improvements.
The stock of ore in sight is estimated at 14,000 tons, to average $11 40 per

ton, and 20,000 to average $7 or $8. / ^

There is a 32-stamp mill driven by an engine with an 18-inch cylinder, with
40 inches of stroke.

The stamps weigh 810 pounds, make 60 blows per minute, and fall 10 inches.
The gold is amalgamated in the mortar, and on copper-plate, and the blanket

sands are ground in a Wheeler and Randall pan. The blankets catch one-seventh
of all the quartz crushed, and the blanket sands yield one-twelfth of all the gold
saved.

There is a hoisting engine, which is supplied with steam from the mill boiler.
A 24-stamp mill was built in 1863, but was sold to another company. The

present was erected in 1865. Thirty-two men are employed, eight at the mill,
and 24 at the mine. There are 14 underground miners, who get $3 per day,
and board themselves; five underground carmen, who get $2 75 without board,
or $50 per month with board ; two rock breakers, and four feeders, $2 75 per
clay; one amalgamator, $2 75, and another, (a boy,) $2 25 per day; one engineer,

100 per month; another, $4 12 per day; another $3 30 per day, without board;
and a fourth, $45 per month, with board.

WHITNEY.-The Whitney mine is on the Crescent lode, one mile southeast
of the Crescent mine. The course there is west 15° north, and the dip about 80
south.

The foot wall is granite, and the hanging wall slate. The vein varies in width
from 15 to 30 feet, and the average is 20 feet. The walls are smooth, and well
defined from the surface, and the quartz on the walls is in places polished

The quartz is soft, is taken out without blasting, and all in the pay chimneys
hed. It is extracted through a tunnel 100 feet lon and th ~

and transportation to the mill do not cost more than 75 cents per ton. The avera<:
yield is $12 per ton, and the total yield has been $68,000. There is a 24-staiii
mill, which began work in December, 1866.

The gold is caught by amalgamation in the mortar and on the copper aprons,
and the blanket sands are ground in a Wheeler and Randall pan.

GOLDEN GATE.-The Golden Gate mine at Round valley is on a vein four
feet wide, running northeast and southwest, and cutting across the slates. A
depth of 60 feet has lx n reached, and drifts have been run 70 feet in pay all
he way. The average yield has bcm $22. There is an ei^ht-starnp mill, driven

by water. It began to run about the 1st of June of this year, before wh
the quartz was worked in a custom mill.

DIXIE AND BULLFROG.-In Dixie canon there are three custom mills, one
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of eight, one of six, and one of four stamps. All were erected to work claims
which did not pay.

The Bullfrog mine at Rush creek is on a vein eight feet wide, running eastCJ *"^ <*

and west. A depth of 130 feet has been reached, and drifts have been run 200
feet on the lode. The quartz yields 88 gross and $3 net. The mill has 12 stamps,
goes bv steam, and was built in 1S65.

LIGHT AND C ALLAH AN.-Light's mine, in Genesee valley, is on a vein two 
*

' N rt
feet and a half wide, running east and west. The quartz is taken out of an open
cut, 40 feet long and 30 feet (Vep, and the yield is $18 per ton. The mill has
eight stamps, goes by water, and was built this vear.*_ / C V / %/

Callahan's mine, in Indian valley, has been opened to a depth of 100 feet, and
to the same length, in pay all the way. Some of the rock crushed at Custom
mills lias yielded $12 50.«*" 

PREMIUM AND SPARKS.-The Premium mine has been opened by a shaft 125
feet deep, and by a drift of 50 feet. Some rich specimens have been obtained,
and rock crushed at custom mills yielded $19.

The Sparks and Ilalsted mine at Granite Basin is on a vein eight feet wide.
A 12-stamp steam mill is going up.

INDIAN VALLEY.-The Indian Valley mine is on a vein six feet wide, running
east and west, and dipping to the south. A depth of 220 feet has been reached,
and drifts have been run 200 feet on the vein. The rock is hard, and yields
$18 .per ton. There are two mills; one of 16 stamps, driven by water, and another
of 12 stamps, driven by steam. The mills have been running since 1864, and
the general yield per week has been $2,200.

GREENVILLE.-At Greenville the Union and McClellan Company are working
a vein two feet and a half wide. They have gone down 190 feet, and run 160
on the vein. There are two pay chimneys, each about 30 feet long, dipping to
the west. The company has two mills, each of eight stamps, but the supply of
quartz is not sufficient to keep them running more than half the time. The
company are building a mill of 16 stamps to work a claim on the Caledonian
lode.

SECTION XIV.

ALPINE COUNTY.

This county, situate on the summit and eastern slope of the Sierra Nevad
:1 on spurs making out from the latter, is, as its name denotes, rugged, mou L O 7 7 7 CO 7

nous, and truly Alpine in its external features and situation. The Sien
long its western bord nearlv 10.000 feet. Silv

mountain, a short range running north and south across its centre, is nearly
as elevated. Even the lowest valleys have an altitude of scarcely less than
5,000 feet, many of them lying much higher. As a consequence the climate
in the winter is rigorous, the snow falling early and lying on the mountains,
where it falls to a great depth, until midsummer. Even in the lowest and
most sheltered valleys it usually falls to the depth of several inches, lying some-
times for two or three months in the winter. The weather during the summer,
without being excessively* hot, is warm; that of the later spring and the fall
months is delightful. Showers are more frequent here during the dry season than
west of the Sierra, or in the State of Nevada, Ivinir to the east. Owing^o this,/ , / f O Q ^ /

vegetation keeps green until a later period in the summer. The grass, of which
there is a good deal, affords by its succulence excellent pasturage. .There is
but little agricultural land in the county, though a number of small valleys pro-
duce line crops of hay, grain, and vegetables.
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ered with heavy forests of pine and fir, from which immense quantities of lumber
and firewood are made every season. Five million feet of saw-logs and 6,000
cords of wood are floated down the Carson river annually for the use of the
Comstock mines. On the Sierra Nevada, within the limits of this county, are a
number of small lakes of the greatest purity and coldness, the waters of which
are supplied by the melting snows. These lakes are the sources of several con-
siderable streams, the Carson river, running north into Nevada, and the Stanislaus
and Mokelumne, west into California, heading here. Besides these there are
many creeks, tributaries to the Carson, which, with the latter, supply a very
extensive water power and means of irrigation. Alpine contains a number of
small towns, of which Kongsburg, the county seat, Monitor, and Markleevillo
are the principal. The population of the county is about 2,000. There are
three quartz mills in this county, carrying 26 stamps, and costing in the aggre-
gate about $100,000; 13 saw-mills, carrying 19 saws, and having a capacity to
cut 112,000 feet daily; aggregate cost about $100,000. Considering its small
population and nigged surface, this county is well supplied with good wagon
roads, having one leading across the mountains connecting the principal towns
with the Big Tree road running to Stockton, and several others, built at heavy
expense: one of which runs to Carson valley, there uniting with the road to
Virginia City, and also with that leading over the Sierra to Sacramento via
Placerville. The inhabitants of Alpine have displayed much enterprise in road
building, having, for their means, expended more money and labor on these
improvements than any other community in the State. The first silver-bearing
lodes were discovered in this region in 1S61, since which time 14 different dis-
tricts have been organized within the limits of the county, in some of which a
large number of ledges have been located and much exploratory work done, O *"

while in others the reverse is the case. The metalliferous veins here are usually
of good size, many of them very large, being from 20 to SO feet thick on the
surface, and occasionally much larger. The most of them, however, range from
6 to 10 feet in thickness, running in a generally north and south direction, with
a trend to the southeast in conformity with the longitudinal axis of the Sierra.
The vein-stone consists of quartz and carbonate of lime. The country rock is
composed of porphyry, granite, trap, and slate. None of the lodes cany rich
ores on or near the surface, necessitating deep development before any considera-
ble bodies of a sufficiently high grade for milling can be obtained; a circum-
stance that has tended greatly to retard the advancement of the mining interest" -t " O */ ^

in this county, capitalists overlooking the masterly character of the lodes and
the unrivalled advantages for the cheap reduction of the ores enjoyed here, and
investing in mines much less favorably situated simply because they earned
small quantities of rich ore in their upper portions. Left thus without aid, the
miners of this county have not been able, with their limited means, to develop
more than a few of their claims to a productive point, although a number of
years have elapsed since operations were commenced here. Another evil has
been the want of concentration of labor, their efforts having been spent in
attempts at operating too great a number of lodes, thereby defeating the thor-
ough development of any. But besides these superficial and ineffectual labors,
several works looking to deep exploration have been planned, some of which,
though involving heavy expenditures of labor and money, have been earned
almost to completion. The aggregate amount of tunnelling done in the county
is very large, many of these works being from 500 to 1,000 feet long. Owing
to the precipitous character of the mountains in which most of the lodes are
situated, the method of their exploration by tunnels has been generally adopted.
Their declivities in many places are so steep that a depth beneath the crop-
pings is attained equal to the lem h of the tunnel when it roaches the ledge.
This is frequently the c; 6 in the Silver Mountain district, where a number of
tunnels, some of them well advanced, are expected to tap the lodes for which
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they are being driven at depths varying from 1,000 to 1,200 feet, which will also 
_

be about their horizontal length. The mountains near Konigsburg, in which a
great many lodes are situated, vary in height from 2,000 to 3,000 feet. The main
ranges c a little further back are much higher. The ores o of this county are
very diversified, carrying, besides the precious metals, copper, lead, antimony,
arsenic, &c., a combination that renders them refractory and costly of reduction:
roasting and careful amalgamation, and, in some cases, smelting, are processes
necessary to success. The croppings generally show by assay free gold, together
with gold and silver in combination with iron pyrites, which latter gives place to
copper as depth is attained. Some veins contain so large a percentage of this metal
as to justly bring their contents under the class of argentiferous copper ores,
which can be successfully treated only by smelting, for winch there exist here
the greatest facilities, wood being nearly everywhere abundant. Much of this ore,
it is believed, contains enough of copper to defray the entire cost of mining and
reduction. After much experimenting with a view to determining the best mode
for treating the ores of this county, this end is thought to have been recently
attained, and the product of bullion, though still small, is steady and constantly
increasing, amounting at the present to between $7,000 and $8,000 monthly.
From the energy displayed in efforts to overcome the rebellious elements pres-
ent in these ores, and to further the development of the mines, there is reason
for believing that this amount will be increased the coming year. The most efficient
plan, and that at present adopted, for the management of these ores is, after kiln-
dry i ng and crush ing, to roast and then amalgamate them by the Freiburg barrel pro-
cess. The following prices paid b}^ mill companies for ore indicates its val ue for pur-
poses of reduction : Kustel & Uznay contracted with the Morning Star Company
last year to pay them $17 50 for 10, 000 tons of ore from their mine at Mogul, the
purchasers extracting the ore at their own cost. The Washington Mill Company
have contracted to p&y $100 per ton for 100 tons of first-class ore to be delivered
from the IXL mine, in the Silver Mountain district. The ores from the Tarshish
mine, near the town of Monitor, are found to yield, with careful treatment, over $200
per ton; and it is thought there are other lodes here the ores from which, by a
careful selection, will turn out nearly as well. The Tarshish lode is of large
dimensions, the tunnel now in course of excavation having penetrated it 90 feet
without reaching the back wall. The ores, a large portion of which are of high
grade, lie in bunches or chimneys, and, if developed to its fullest capacity, there
is no doubt but this mine could be made to yield ore enough to keep a large-
sized mill in steady supply. There is at present much activity in several
mining districts in this county, work having been resumed upon a number
of claims for some time neglected, and being pushed with increased enem*/

upon others; and there can be no question but the business of mining will make
greater progress in future than it has heretofore done iu this region. In the
matter of wood and water there is not a county in the State better situated than
Alpine; the facilities for the cheap exploitation of the mineral lodes are great;
while freights, owing to its proximity to the principal points of supply, are
much lower than in almost any other mining district east of the Sierra. The
water power in this county is ample for the propulsion of several thousand stamps,
while^timber, both for fuel and lumber, is present in inexhaustible supplyJ|
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SECTI0X XV.

LASSEN COUNTY.

This county, erected from Plumas in 1864, lies upon and to the east of the
Sierra Nevada mountains. It is named after Peter Lassen, one of the pioneer
settlers of northeastern California, who was killed by the Indians in 1859 while
exploring the northwestern portions of Nevada for silver mines, then supposed
to exist in that region. The county contains but a small population-only about
1,500. It was organized because of the isolated situation of the inhabitants,
separated by the Sierra from the county seat of Plumas. The votes polled in
1864 numbered 554 j the value of real and personal property now in the county
is estimated at about $800,000-a large amount, considering the limited num-
ber of people it contains. The western portion of the county is covered by the
Sierra Nevada; the remainder consists of rugged and barren hills, sage plains,
and alkali flats, with a small extent of rich valley lauds. The Sierra is heavily
timbered quite to its base. Heading in these mountains are a number of fine
streams, of which Susan river, Willow, and Elision creeks are the principal. They
afford extensive propulsive power and water for irrigation, to both which uses they
are largely applied. These streams run into Honey lake, a shallow body of water
lying on the eastern border of the county, and which, though it covered a large areaV 1_ */ / /

some years since, is now nearly dried up. It has no outlet, and its water, or what
little is left, is slightly alkaline to the taste. Along its shores are one or two spots
of tule marsh; the rest is high and barren. Nearly all the valuable land in the
county lies in Honey Lake valley, a fertile and well-watered fract of some 50,000
or 60,000 acres, lying between the base of the Sierra and the lake. It is all/ / +J t^.

taken up and enclosed, the greater part being under cultivation or appropriated
to hay-making and pasturage. Much stock is kept here, besides large quantities
of grain of every description raised annually. Wheat, barley, rye, and corn grew
luxuriantly, and, with irrigation, yield largely. Vegetables thrive and most kinds
of fruits mature without difficulty. Cattle here require neither stabling nor fodder
during the winter,- even work animals keep in good condition feeding on the rich
succulent grasses of the valley. Owing to the abundance of good timber close
at hand, the most of the fencing is made of posts and boards, and the houses of
the settlers for the same reason are large and substantial. Good lumber can "

be obtained at the mills here at about $20 per thousand. In Long valley, a
small portion of which is in this county, there is also a little good agricultural and
pasture land. Honey Lake valley received its name from the quantity of honey
dew, a sweet and viscid substance precipitated from the atmosphere during the
s spring and early summer months. The climate in this valley is extremely mild
and agreeable; the heat of the summer is moderate, and but little snow falls
during the winter. There is a group of hot springs near the head of the valley,
some of which are very large, and one so deep that its bottom has never been
reached by sounding. It boils with such fury that the water leaps several
feet high. The others are not so hot, though all are impregnated with iron,«" ^ / * JL \_J

alum, soua, or other mineral substances. The only town of any size- in the
county is Susanville, the county seat, in which there is a flourishing school, a
church, and many large and well-built houses. The county contains seven saw-
mills, running 11 saws and capable of cutting 50,000 feet of lumber daily.
They are propelled by water, and cost in the aggregate over 650,000. Thciv
arc aljpo two flour mills, having three run of stone and capacity for grinding 90 

"" ^^ * f 1^_ - ̂- i- r

barrels of flour daily. They are driven by water and cost about $12,000.
There arc 20 mil !' water ditches, built at a cost of $25,000, and several wagon
roads within the limits of the < uuty, leading over the Sierra into California.
Lassen contains no quartz mills, though there are numerous ore-bearii ; veins of
both the useful and the precious metals in the county. The most of these arc
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mnd in the mountains adjacent to and west of Honey Lake valley, where placer
liggings and auriferous quartz were discovered in 1862, at which time the former
vere quite extensively worked and paid fair wages. Some of these quartz veins
ilso cany silver, and various working tests made on a small scale tend to show
liat these veins may yet be profitably worked on a large scale, as 1
B cheaply reduced, owina: to an abundance of \vood and water in the vicinity of J. */

min

SECTION XVI.

STANISLAUS, FRESNO, TULARE, MERCEDE, AND SAN JOAQUIN COUNTIES.

STANISLAUS has a sectional area of 1,228 square miles, consisting chiefly of
agricultural lands. Population in 1860, 2,245; estimated in 1866, 3,460;
assessed valuation of real and personal property in 1366, $1,026,216.*

The principal towns are Knight's Ferry, the county seat, on the Stanislaus
river, where it debouches on the main San Joaquin valley, and Lagrange. The
business of the county is mostly centred in these towns. At Knight's Ferry
there are valuable quarries of sandstone. The freighting business of this county

. amounts to 4,444^ tons.tf ^^^B

FRESNO.-This county, to the south of Mariposa and Merced, in sectional
area is one of the largest counties in the State, reaching from the Coast range to
the eastern boundaries of the State, containing 9,240 square miles; of this about
444,800 acres are agricultural lands of superior quality. The population of
Fresno in I860 was 4,605; estimated in 1866, 1,680; assessed valuation,

811,716, in 1865; in 1866, $826,000.
T'he copper mines in the Hamilton district, near the ChowTchilla fiver, are no

doubt extensive. The lode is clearly defined for ten miles with croppings of
great richness. The shipments of copper from this district will, it is believed,
in time rival that from Copperopolis. At present the shipments are light, as the
cost of transportation to San Francisco is $80 per ton, which makes copper
mining in this county unprofitable at present. W^ith facilities for transportation

way of Knight's Ferry, and thence by the proposed Stockton and Copper-
epolis railroad to Stockton, copper ores will eventually bear shipment.

The down freights from this county, principally from the Chowchilla mines,
were, in 1865, 1,800 tons. Two other mines shipped by way of the San Joaquin
120 tons per month, but there is little doing now, owing to the depreciation in
the business of copper mining. The up freights to Fort Miller are 875 tons per
annum; the total freights to and from this county probably amount to 2,675 tons.

TULARE.-The county of Tulare, to the south of Fresno, contained in 1860
a population of 4,638; estimated in 1866, 4,890; an assessed valuation in 1865
of $1,306,380; in 1866, $1,299,379; agricultural products for 1865, $616,890;
a sectional area of 7,181 square, miles, of which about 200,604 acres arc good
agricultural lands, the rest mountain and tule lands. There are gold veins in
this county which are now being developed, and which wrill increase the present
freights to a large amount. The freights for 1865 were as follows: Up freights,
2,750 tons; down freights, 409 tons; total, 3,159 tons.

There is no outlet for the northern portion.
MEECEDE.-West of Mariposa county lies Mercede, mostly an agricultural

county, the central and western portion of which has, to some extent, an outlet
on the San Joaquin river. Sectional area, 1,384 square miles; population in
1860, 1,141; estimated in 1866, 1,980; real and personal property, $816,318;

Pacific Coast Directory. t W
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shipping points for up freight, Merced Falls and Snellingsville, si *r*v

miles bel H as at Kniht's Ferr an Larane on the Tuo-
luinne. is alanre amount of water power, capable of being used at a littl

d which will at no distant day be turned to good Freighting b
f

Th __^S J .1 f tl 1,452 1
(929,280 acres,) 1 third hich is agricultural, the rest foot-hills

d le lands. e agr l products in 8
l 6,615; pop ion in I860, 8,434; d

population in 1866, 17;140; real and personal property in 1866, $5,275,0164

SECTION XVII.

INTO COUNTY

This county was erected in 1866. The territory was taken from Tulare and
Mono counties, and lies on the border of the Great Mohave Desert, east of the Sierra
Nevada range of mountains. With the exception of a considerable strip of arable
land along Owen's river, and some fertile spots at the entrance of the ravines
that make up into the Sierra, the country is aiid and ban-en. ^ Except the
portion lying on the Sierra, and some scattered groves of pifion on the range
east of Owen's valley, the country is also destitute of timber. /"The only water,
save a few small springs, consists of that wing through Owen's river and the
streams that, falling from the mountains to the west, feed it or inn into the lake
that receives its waters. /Owen's valley, over a hundred miles long in its whole
extent, and from 10 to 15 wide, lies alon^ the western border of the count v, C-/ *. /
having the Sien-a Nevada mountains on the west and the Monache dtwin on theo
east. These mountains cover three-fourths of its area and give to .the countv a o "/

ruir^e an verse p. a an n^ vr no more and diversified aspect. The tillable land alon^ the river is not moreOO A O A

than a mile and a half wide, but as it reaches the entire length of the valley
it amounts in the to 60,000 or 70,000 acres the most of it verv/ /

fertile and capable, with irrigation, of growing every kind of fruit, grain, and
vegetables in the greatest luxuriance. This strip of land is covered in its natural
state with a coarse, wiry grass, not fit for making first quality of hay, though the
cultivated grasses could easily be domesticated here. They are found to row
readily when planted after the manner of grain. -The rest of the valley, like
the surrounding country, is nothing but a sage barren, producing, besides the
artemesia, only a little bunch grass, with a few shrubs almost as worthless as the
sage itself. he river, running through the middle of the valley, is deep, nar-
row, and crooked, and has a swift current, which, with its generally marshy banks,
renders fording difficult. In the summer, during the melting of the snow on the ^h ^^fc^^^^ ^^^^"^

mountains, it overflows its banks in many places, particularly the tule lands, of
which there are good deal along its borders. The mountain streams, after flowing
out into the vallev a short distance, spread out over the surface, irrigating it and"*"-!* si O O

producing large patches of clover. These spots were the favorite abodes of the
Indians, who planted a variety of roots, grasses, and other vegetable comestibles,
which they irrigated, conveying the water through small ditches and channels 1 ? V ll_ _ 

" " ,1 .* .1 ° . -t 1 T.1.1 11 1

formed with mud, often quite a distance. In the possession of the whites they
will soon be converted into luxuriant gardens, orchards, and grain fields. Along
Owen's valley there are already a large number of fine, well stocked, and culti-
vated farms, many thousand bushels of grain having been raised there, besides
butter and cheese made for several years past. Five hundred thousand pounds

Watson's report. t W. C. W.atson. t Pacific Coast Directoiy
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of grain were raised last year, and still larger quantities this. These farms wittv
proper culture produce as abundantly as the richest valley lands elsewhere in the
State, the yield of wheat and barley being often at the'ratc of 40 and 50 bushels to
the acre. Cattle keep fat here running in the pastures the year round, no stabling
or fodder being required. The population of the county, for several years greatly
diminished on account of Indian difficulties, is now about 2,000, having increased
largely within the past six or ei«rht months on account of the very flatteringO v JL O */ O

prospects of the mines. The assessable property is estimated at three-quarters
of a million dollars, and there is no doubt but both the population and wealth

the county will be largely augmented hereafter. A number of towns have
been laid out, some in the vicinity of the mines and others in Owen's valley,
but none of them have yet attained any great size. Bend City, San Carlos,
and Independence are in the valley, Kearsarge City being 10 miles west c
Independence and near the famous mines of that name. LLake City, laid out i
1862, is at the south end of Owen's Big Lake. It contained quite a populatio
at one time, but is now nearly deserted. Bend City and San Carlos also contai

;ver inhabitants than they did several years since. The late accessions to tl
population are mostly in the mining districts. Independence, the county sea

growing and thrifty town, with a school and other evidences of j
Fort Independence, the military post near by, adds much to the business of the

being at all times several companies of troops stationed here. The
fort is a well-built, comfortable structure, with well-improved grounds and out-
buildings about it. Mount W ,k in the Sierra Nevada, and
claimed to be the most elevated land in the United States, is over 15,000 feet
high, and lies within the limits of Inyo county. There are several otl
in the neighborhood rano-ins: from 10,000 to 14,000 in hcio-ht. Snow lies ono o o � * ' o

some of these peaks all summer. The whole range is covered nearly to its
base during the winter season, though but little snow lies in the valley during
the coldest weather. The summers here are hot, the thermometer standing muc
of the time at 100° in the shade, but throughout the rest of the year the
weather is mild and pleasant. But little rain or snow falls, except on the

ering the county extremely arid and making irrigation necessary
the growth of the crops. For introducing water upon the land many small

ditches have been dug, also some of larger dimensions : one, the San Carlos,
taking water from Owen's river, is 15 miles Ions; and cost $30,000. ThereO / O /

are two saw-mills and nine quartz mills in the county. The former are driven
by water, are capable of cutting about 10,000 feet of lumber daily, and cost

7,000. Seven of the quartz mills are driven by steam and two by
power. The whole carry about 100 stamps and cost nearly $400,000. Som
of these mills were erected several years ago, at a time when the proper mode c
treating the ores in this region were but ill understood, and as a consequence
proved failures. Most of them gave up after a few ineffectual efforts, and have
remained idle ever since. Those put up more recently are supplied with the neces-
sary appliances for the successful management of the ores, and have mostly been

:1 with satisfactory results. Besides these mill
tras running in the county. One flour mill ha$ lately been built in the val

[1 the grain crop being large, will no doubt do a prosperous business. This
county is reached from California by several good roads; one from Los Angeles,
which entering Owen's valley from the south, is unimpeded by snow at all sea-
sons. With the exception of a few miles of desert it is a good road, nearly
level, and the one over which most of the freight has heretofore been taken in.
Another coming in from the State of Nevada enters this valley at its northern

d, though most employed for transporting goods intended for the
parts of the county, is not passable for teams on account of

the winter. The other road, via Walker's Pass, enters the valley centrally, and
though never seriously obstructed by snow, is not much used by teams on account
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of its steepm-ss in plac< and the crreat distance good- have to be hauled on this
route. 1 'lit or 10 different mining d^ ricts have first and last been ercctod
\vitliin the limits «-t' tlii - c.^mtv. in all of which there aremanv metalliferous lode?«" "

of value, though working te> :--. owing to the extremely rebellious character of
the ores, have not as vet proved wholly satisfactory. The ores hero consist 7 * 1 *- *

mostly of argentiferous galena. and can be successt'nllv reduced onlvbv smelting.m^O CJ J * ir «r O /
a method now generally adopted in most of the districts. The mines are sit-O * A m
r.ir d in the two main ranges of mountains running in a northerly and south-
erly cours.' across the county, the Sierra on the west, and the ^lonachi or Coso^ * _ _

range on the east. In the latter is located the Lone Pine district, abounding
with veins varying in thickness from one to 40 feet, nearlv all carrying1 a srood& fj 9 * «/ O G

of ore, much of it' yielding, bv the rude smelting process now employed, ' *r C? / "/ O A I "- '

from $ ~»0 to LOO per ton. At present only the richest ores are worked and a
lar<re percentage of the metal is lost, calling for more economical and effectual JO ^

modes of treatment. That these will soon be supplied seems probable, as the
attention of scientific miners and capitalists is now being directed to that quarter.
The ores here are to be had in great quantity, and as population is flowing into
the district, supplying an abundance of available labor, there is no doubt but
the product of bullion will be large within a few years. In the other districts,
except Kearsarge, and one or two others, there is but little work being done,
though, as stated, they all contain valuable gold, silver, and copper-bearing
lodes. The Kearsarge district is situate on the eastern declivity of the Sierra,
here very st<?cp, and at a point about 12 miles west from Fort Independence.
The lodes here, which arc from two to live feet thick, carry a fair percentage7 / *f 1 O

of silver, which is their predominating metal. The lode of the Kearsarge
Company, the mc»t thoroughly explored, contains ore of good average gra ".
This company, alter erecting a 10-stamp mill, met with difficulty in iving the
metal known to exist in their ore; hence thev have been obliged to delay running/ */ o */ -~

their mill until by varied experimenting they have detennined the best method
for its treatment. It is confidently expected that liberal returns will be secured,
as there can be no question as to the richness of the ore. A tunnel 109 feet in
length has been run to the ledge of this company, opening it to a depth of
feet beneath the croppings. the s;de of the mountain here approaching so near the
perpendicular. Other companies are at work near the Kearsarge opening tkeir
claims, all of which afford encouraging prospects, and as there are here wood and
water in abundance this may in time become a prosperous and productive dis-
trict. In addition to crold and silver, this county contains many other metals
and minerals, such as iron, copper, sulphur, and salt, the latter existing about a 

I " *

mall lake in Owen's valley, in such quantities that it can always be procured
there at a merely nominal cost.

SECTION XVIII.

MONO COUNTY.

This county, like Lassen and Alpine, lies upon and to the ea-~ of the Sierra
Xcva<la. It is very elevated, and constitutes the water-shed between the basin of

and of Owen's river?, both of which streams, though running in opp.v'/
directions, have tl r sources in this county. As a consequence, the climate i-
i i-'orous. snow falling in the winter to a great depth, even in the valley-, -indice
^""inetirn - iurming at night in the summer. There is a narrow belt of alluvial
land along several of the creek- ; llin^ from tl Sierra into Mono lake, and a
few thousand acres at the Big 3L ad a on AValker river, with some small putche-
elsewhere in the county; yet the amount of arable land it coi is .-mail.

12
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Some farming is done at each of these places. The crops planted arc mostly
;1 other vegetables, which, with careful culture and irrigation, gen-

erally mature and yield well. A large amount of hay is cut every year at the
Big Meadows. Aurora and tl C-J JL « ir camps in me county t a

good share of their supply there.
Mono contains about 1,000 inhabitants, scarcely as many as it did" (j

hen the placer mines gave employment to a large number of' » * 1 " 1 JL «/ CJ
These mm , discovered in 1857, were worked for four or five years thcreaf

with much profit to such as held the better class of claims, the dail _ ^ -- - ^ - - _ . . - -- . . « / t ^)
« f-^ from $5 to $20 to the hand. The working seasons, however, were* * o /

somewhat contracted, and the digging in many placet deep, while the cost
living was high, whereby the net yearly savings* were reduced to moderate
rates. The mines lay in alluvium washed from the Sierra and lodged in a field* O

of enormous granite boulders, their area finally proving to be of no gre." extent,
which, after the summer of 1861, led to their gradual abandonment. A town
named Monoville grew up at these diggings, which by the census of 1860 eon-
tained 900 inhabitants, the most of whom on the discovery of the silver lode
Aurora, that year, removed to that place, to. which also most of the buildini
Monoville were afterwards transferred. For several years after some pi
mining was still carried on, but at present there is scarcely anything b .g d O

at these diggings. There are, however, near them a number of small qn d
containing free gold. Some of these were worked in 1860, by means of

1 f. ts were obtained ; but the p
in these lodes was very narrow, rendering- it expensive to get out sufli~^**r *" »^_*
keep the a 1 to a final cessation of work

With more thorough development it is thought these veins could still be worked
with remunerative results. There is water at hand for driving1 a considerable
number of stamps. For supplying water to the placers a ditch 20 miles long
was built in 1860, at an expense of $75,000, which work might still bo made
available as a power for driving machinery.

Mono lake, the principal body of water in this county, having been elsewhere
described, it only remains here to speak of the numerous streams falling from the
Sierra, some flowing into the lake, and others uniting in the Big Meadows and
orminsr the east fork of Walker river. Many of them are large, and by their
lum( and fall create an immense water-power, a portion of which, as
ror. i the finest of timber lands, has been applied to the propulsion of
y. Mono contains a great extent of pine and spruce forests, ranging al

Eastern slope and the foqt-hills of the Sierra. Those in the vicinity of the Big 
*" - -" v " v "* """","*

Meadows are the most valuable. T le trees here, though not extremely large,
are straight and well formed. There are eight saw-mills, in the county, having
an average capacity to cut 5,000 feet of lumber daily. They are mostly driven
bv steam, and cost from $2,000 to $10,000 eacl
A lare quantity of lumber is made here every year, rrkicji
Aurora and in the adjacent mining districts.) There are three quartz mills in districts. , There are three qi

y, two in the Bodie d -"-». -* " i " . " * i '" T . T j T T i n " , driven by steam, and one at S Hinsrs
driven by water. The former carry, the one 1(5, and the other 12 stamps, and
the latter four. The entire cost of these mills has been about $200,000.

The only town of any size in Mono is Bridgeport, the county seat. It is situate
at the Big Meadows on the east fork of Walker river, and is surrounded wi
line agricultural and hay lands, with a stretch of excellent timber a short d
tance back on the foot-hills of the Sierra. From Bridgeport to Aurora a go
wa^on road has been built, also an expensive road across the mountains to Stoc
ton^.iCaliforniu. The vote in this county numbers a little over 300 ; the value
of real and personal property is estimated at $400,000. It contains a number

tot springs, one group, situate in the foot-hills on the road to Stockton, dis-
har^es a large volume of boiling water. Mono is not without valuable ore- £' \^f \*r *. I_*A.A* v^ v^ & T<J v^ " -^
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IK -in £ veins, both of £old and silver. Some of these are described in the
chapter on Esmeralda county, Nevada, being situate in the Blind Spring and 

^-^ - " - --

other districts lying partly in that State, and partly in California. In the
Bodie district, 10 miles east of the comity seat, are some fjold and silver-ben rii;/ */ / o v -

lodes, several of which are explored by means of tunnels, varying from 300 t«
£00 feet in length. There are also two quartz mills in this district, bo -\ of
which, having, as is supposed, overcome, after many ineffectual and costly trials,
the difficulties met with in working the ores here, are now in a fair Avav of ; hiev- o «.

- iccess. That there is some fair rade ore in these lodes has been clearly

Lown, the only trouble haying been to hit upon a proper mode for their reduction.
This ha vin<r now been attained, and two well-appointed mills placed upon the
ground, it may reasonably be expected that some bullion will be sent from this
district the incoming year. Within the present year a new district named Castle
3\>ak, lying a few miles southwest of Bridgeport, has been erected, a Ian. and
verv rich ^old-bearing lode having been found there. It lies immediate ly under«/ O O O ^ t/

and to the northeasl of Castle Peak,one of the highest summits along this p< >n
of the Sierra. Very rich float rock had been observed here, which led to them

prospecting of the locality and, after some time spent, to the final discovery of
the lode mentioned. Placer mining had for some years been carried on along1O «/ O

the streams below, with success, the gold found having been released from thi
large vein and earned by the water of these creeks, and deposited along their
banks. The most of this milling has been done by Chinamen, a company of
whom are still at work, realizing wages that to these people are satisfactory. The
exploration of this recently discovered lode is now being prosecuted, ami it gives
promise of proving a good vein. It is situated at the line of contact between
t\vo favorable formations for the production of metal, granite and slate. Gold
predominates in value, though the lode is also well charged with sulphur* s of
silver, and from assays made it is calculated that the ore will yield by mill pro-
cess, under the most inexpensive mode of treatment, from $ 40 to S60 per ton.
The means essential to an economical reduction of ores prevail here, th miner'
being in the midst of stately forests, with two large creeks-Virginia and Green

but a couple of miles distant, affording sufficient power to cany several hundred
stamps. A large number of claims in addition to the original location have'bccn
taken up on this led^e, and as some of the owners are possessed of enenrv and A O / Ac

means, it is thought that operations will be initiated here the coming season.
The erection of several mills has been determined upon, the work of expL ation
to go on meantime, and it is generally believed an active mining camp will spring
np here next summer.

SECTION XIX.

MIXING DITCHES.

Ditcl - occupy an important place in t lie mining of California. Iiidc
m ay be said that without them the mines oJ f the State would be relatively in
nilicant. At least four-fifths of the gold is obtained with the assistai direct
r indirect,of ditch water. There are very few springs in the miningri ioi lie

bed rock being usually slate with perpendicular cleavage, through \vl In " \ ;. T
aks down to the loi st levels. The pen ment sti iinsai-< found on i- at long

rvals, and run in dr<-p, su-,.^ and i rrow channel.-. Nature 1; 3 tarnished
m» :ul juate supply of water near the Bmfiwe for towns Or for qnartz mills;
they, as well as the hydraulic pipes and Unices, must depend upon dif I \ iter,
which thus is an indispensable requisite to the production of four-lifth.s, perh;:]
uineteen-twentieths of the gold. It is fortunate that the mountain ridg'- t st of
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the raining district rises high into the region of snow, where the moisture that
falls from the atmosphere in winter is condensed and retained until summer and
fall. But without the ditches this moisture would do little good to the miners,
since there are few camps near springs or on the immediate banks of constant
streams.

EXPENSIVE CONSTRUCTION.-The first experiments in ditching in 1850 were
magnificently successful. The canals were short and small, and the water was
either sold at a very high price, or was used in working out rich claims. It
not uncommon for several years for little ditches to repay the cost of constructio
in a couple of months. It was supposed that the right to the water of a good
stream would be worth a fortune. The merchants in each town considered it

their interest to encourage and assist the miners to brin^ in water, so as to increase J /

the population, gold production,and trade. The country was full of enterprise-
and money, for which there was not much other use. Numerous ditch companies
were formed to bring water from the elevated regions in the mountains, and many
had invested too much to withdraw before any of them had learned the bijsine ;
before them by experience. The work wras done when labor Avas very high ;
the price for common laborers being $8 per day, and lumber was $100 per thousand
feet. Before the canals were finished, wages had fallen 50 per cent, or more, and "*
the work done was worth in the market only half its cost. Besides, in 1851 and
1852 the common price for water was 50 cents or Si an inch, and the ditch com-
panies made their calculations upon charging those figures, but before the com-
pletion of the ditches the best claims in the ravines had been exhausted, and there
was not enough rich ground left to pay high prices for all the water.
" BAB ENGINEERING.-The ditch companies did not find good hydraulic engi-
neers. Many of the canals were constructed under the influence of carpenters
who wanted to turn their skill in wood-work to account, and wherever it was
possible they constructed wooden flumes, even in places peculiarly favorable for
ditchinff, and where the latter would have cost less than fluminof. * The flume ^ * O

loses value every year, while the ditch, by getting more solid, gains. The flume
must 1)6 rebuilt about once in six, eight, or at most ten years, and the ditch,
never. The flume soon leaks, and the ditch after a time loses very little by
leakage.

HIGH FLUMES.-But the mistake in constructing flumes resting on the ground
was little compared with the loss Buffered by constructing high flumes, which
were wonderful specimens of engineering skill, and still more wonderful samples
of bad investments. It was common to see flumes 100 and 200 feet high, and
there is one nowr standing near Big Oak Flat, in Tuoluninc county, 256 feet high.
These high flumes are very costly, and are frequently blown down. The water
could, in most cases, have been conveyed in iron pipe, which is much cheaper,
and far more durable, and in many instances it could be and has been conveyed
in ditches, constructed at small cost round the head of a ravine. - As the yield
of the mines decreased, the charge for water became onerous, and the miners formed
combinations to compel a reduction of rates, and these strikes were accompanied
Sometimes by malicious injuries to ditches and flumes.

UNPROFITABLE INVESTMENTS.--The big ditches, almost without exception,
proved unprofitable. Some of them have paid more than their cost, but not near
BO much as the same money would have paid at the current rates of interest. It
is estimated by competent men that not less than $20,000,000 have been invested
in the mining ditches of California, and that their present cash value is not more
than $2,000,000. In many cases they broke the men who undertook them. Most
of them have been sold by the sheriff, some of them several times over; breaking
the first purchaser, as well as the builders. Bean's "History of Nevada County,"
speaking of the South Tuba ditch as a remarkable work, says : "While nearly all
the canal enterprises of the country have passed from the control of the men who
conceived and executed them, the South Yuba canal remains a triumph, as well of
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the eno-ineerinir as of the financial ability of its managers, still remaining """ *r i / t^7*- -* *- * * ^

possession of the lathers of the enterprise, and owned without an incumbrance or
enemy, all the men who assisted in any degree in the construction of the works
having long- ago been paid to the uttermost farthing.'7

DECLINE ix VALUE. - There is a steady decline in the value of the ditches,
as there is a steady decrease in the yield of the placer mines, which consumet- +r

nine-tenths of the water. The Truckec ditch, which was completed in 1S5S, at
a cost of $1,000,000, to supply the towns on the Blue lead, near the southern
border of Sierra county, has gone to ruin. Forty miles of the new ditch, at
Columbia have been abandoned, and 11 miles of the Amador ditch are abandoned.
Besides these costlv main trunks of laro-e canals there are hundreds of miles of*^

branches, each large enough to cany 100 inches or more, that once supplied
water to thousands of miners, who have now left their camp, and the ditches are
dry and broken. The Mokelumne Hill Ditch Company is now constructing a
branch ditch to Cat Camp; the Sears Union Ditch Company, in Sierra county,
are constructing a branch to Poverty Hill and Scales's Diggings, and the pro-
prietor of the South Fork canal, in Eldorado county, is talking of building a
new ditch, to be 50 miles long, and to carry 5,000 inches of water; but it is
probable that more miles will be abandoned during the next three or four years
than will be built. The receipts of the Bear river and Auburn canal show a
steady decline from $90,000 in 1863 to 840;000 in 1866. One of the best-informed
ditch miners in Tuolumne says that the receipts of the ditches in that count-
decrease six per cent, every year on an average, while there is no correspondent
decrease of expenditures. The decrease in the State generally is probably not
less than 10 per cent.

THE SUPPLY OF WATER EXCEEDING- THE DEMAXD.-Many of the companies
are seriously troubled by inability to sell all their water, and some have commenced
to buy up mining ground to wash on their own account. It not nnfrcquently
happens that miners finding their claims will not pay, after having run in debt
to the water company, transfer their claims in payment, and the company, by
hiring Chinamen, and requiring the ditch tenders to devote their spare hours to
the labor of superintendence, and using water for which there is no sale, manag e
to make a good profit where the original claim owners could make none.

SMALL DITCHES.-Although the lar^e ditches, as a class, are unprofitable, O / /A
many of the small ones pay very well. The minor ditches are short, constructed
on favorable ground, have no high flumes to be blown down by £10 wind, or to be
broken by the snow, or swept awray by avalanches, and not unfrequently they
pick up water that escapes from a ditch higher up, so they avoid many of the
most serious expenses of the larger ditches. They usually run dry easily in the
summer, and supply single claims or'little camps of no note, and so they are
relatively of little importance to the mining industry of the country,

FLUMES.-Flumes arc usually made with boards, an inch and a half thick for-

the bottom, and an inch and a quarter for the sides. At intervals of two and a
half feet there is a support for the flume box, consisting of a sill, posts, and cap.
The sills are four inches square; the posts three by four inches, and the caps one
and a, half by four inches. To erect a flume 25 feet high, costs about twice as
much as to lay one on the level of the ground, and at 60 feet it costs four times
as much. The annual repair of a flume is about one-eighth of its original cost,
in favorable circumstances. If the flume is left dry several mouths, tlie rep..:.
may be more, for the sun warps and splits the boards, and draws the nails. A
flume box, 40 inches wide by 20 inches deep, with a grade of 13 feet to the mile,
will carry about 800 inches, and such a flume built on the surface of the ground
will cost now at the rate of b 4,000 per mile, near a saw-mill. The boards are
put in the flume rough, but are always battened, and sometimes caulked. The
cheapest flume costs twice as much as the cheapest ditch of the same capacity, and
the repairs of a flume cost 90 per cent, more than those of a ditch. The duration
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EI high flume is on an average about six years, and of a IOWT one 8 or 10.
For the first two or three years after the construction of a ditch there is much
trouble from gopher holes and slides.

The flumes in the highest portions of the Sierra, and especially about Rowland
Flat and La Porte are much troubled by the snow, and much labor is spent
on them every winter. The weight of the snow is so great that after every snow-**' O O "
storm, or while it is in progress, a man must go along and clear the flume with/ A C7 V. O

a shovel. In cases where the flume is on a hill-side it is necessary to shove
away the snow from the upper side of the flume, for the mass moves down hill
with tremendous weight, though with very slow motion, and no flume could O ' O %i 7
resist it.

IBOZST PIPE.-The use of iron pipe in the form of an inverted siphon, instead
of high flume, for the purpose of carrying water across ravines, lias been a great

rovement and saving in the ditch business. Near Placerville. water is carried
Oct jross a depression 190 feet, and 1,600 feet long, in a pipe that cost $900, whereas
a flume would have cost $25,000. Not only is it cheaper, but it can be used where
fluming is peculiarly impossible, as in crossing ravines 400 feet deep. ,

The sheet-iron used in making pipe comes in sheets two feet wide and six feet
long. The common sizes of pipe are 7 inches and 11 inches in diameter, made
in joints two feet long. A sheet makes two joints of 11-inch pipe, and three of
seven-inch, and 11 joints are riveted together to make a section 20.J feet long. At
the end of each section, as pipes are usually made, there is an ear or hook riveted

rl when the foot of one sectio s head of
d round the OTmositc ears or 1 I

case the pipe is laid on a hill-side running down, each section is tied at the head
to a post to keep it in place; and the post may be supported by a board placed
edgewise and crosswise in theO _ ground. About an inch and a half of
allowed for the lap at the end of the sections. The ends need to be made with
precision, so that they will be water-tight, without packing. The pipe should
be put together in a straight line, and the sections should be driven together
with a sledge-hammer, striking a board laid across the end of the section. The
pipe needs to be coated with tar to preserve it, and if very large it may be coated

:le as well __ ._..

The cost of 11-inch pipe made of No. 20 iron is about 75 cents per foot. Th
thickness of the iron depends upon the amount of pressure and the size of tj
pipe. The larger the pipe the thicker the iron should be. The pressure at 190
eet is 88 pounds per square inch, and No. 20 iron is strong enough for that, it
he pipe be not more than 11 inches in diameter.

The capacity of an inverted siphon depends mainly on the three elements of.
iameter, head and depression. The deeper the depression the greater the friction
d the slower the current. A straight pipe 11 inches in diameter will carry

ve times as much water as an inverted siphon of the same size and head with
deression of 200 feet.
DITCH LAW. - The rules of the om hts to water

were nnsuited t© the wants of California, and therefore the courts "have, by their
decision, established a new code, which was original here. Among the principles
f the California water code are the fol«,,,.~to
The water of a stream may be led away from its natural bed and never returned
Water becomes the property of the first claimant; but it becomes his property
ly for the purpose for which he claims it. and to the amount which h

1
The holder of ^l "1)

from later claimants, who may, nevertheless, use the water, if they return it clear
and uninjured above the point where the first claimant takes it.

If a miner after claiming and using water abandons it, ami allows it to run O O /
into a channel claimed bv another, the latter becomes the owner.
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If & ditch is cut for drainage a-lonc, another may claim the water for mining.*_ »
AVhen the water* of an artificial ditch are turned into a natural stream with

the intention of taking out the same amount at a lower point on the stream, thov^_^- ^ ^
mav be so taken out,'though the stream had already been claimed by an< her title.* c? * *

Xo person has a right to take the water from the bed of a stream in which
there is a prior mining claim that cannot be worked without the water.

Section 9 of the act of Congress of August, 1SGG, relative to ditch companies, **. *.. / /

makes a material change in the rights of ditch companies. It provides:
T >at wherever, hv priority of possession, rights to the use of water for mining, agricultural,

rr.anutacturiu£, or other purposes, Imve vested and accrued, and the same are recognized ar -» - v '
acknowledged by the local customs, laws, and the decisions of courts, the possessors and
owners of such vested rights shall be maintained arid protected in the same; and tho right
of way for the construction of ditches and canals for the purposes aforesaid is hereby acknowl-
edged and confirmed: Provided, hoiccter, That whenever, after the passage of this act, any
person or persons shall, in the construction of any ditch or canal, injure or damage the posses-
sions of any settler on the public domain, the party committing* such injury or damage shall
be liable to the party injured for such injury or damage.

Under tins act a ditch company acquires a title to the land on which the ditcl i
is made, and to as much more on each side as mav be necessary for the safeiv

or business of the flitch. The company has, beside, the right to run a ditch over
mining claims and farms on the public domain, on the payment of the actual
damage done. Previous to the passage of this act, if a ditch was located over v_^ 1 O 7

a mining claim of prior date, the miner had a right to wash away all his ground,
.nd if the ditch was damaged the ditch company had to bear the loss; but undeiO At

the new law the ditch company has a better title than the mining claims of prior
location ; and if the miner washes away the ditch or injures it, he becomes respon-
sible for the damage.

CONFLICT BETWEEN DITCIIEIJS AND MINERS.-The first conflict or case

under the law arose at Gold Run, in Placer county, where shere was a large
extent of ground suitable for hydraulic warring, but it remained long inaccessible O v O O

for want of water or of outlet. Several ditch companies ran their ditches ovei
mining claims, and the miners notified the ditch companies that the ground there **- / 1.

would, after a time, be washed away. The ditch companies replied that they
recognized the prior right of the miners and would move the ditches at their own
expense when the washing should set near to the line. Before that time came, *" " -f ̂- -"--» «^ "*-* xj^* v*> **s *^ ̂- *A * * j. ̂̂  1^*.+. * t ̂ * A x, %. ̂ -_JL O O / A O O

the act of 186(3 was passed giving to the ditch companies superior rights. Early
in tliis year one of the miners, over i wh<<se claim several ditches ran, notified die
companies that he was rapidly approaching their lines with his pipe, and the bank
would soon be washed away. One company replied that they would move at
their own expense; another gave him notice not to come within 50 feet, or they
would hold him responsible for all damage done. He has been compelled to-1 1 « » O A

stop because his proiits would not have been large enough to cover the damage. -m^ -w - -^^ " ̂- P ^» ^^^" ^ ̂V " *-^ ^ "" -^"- " "- ̂ W ^fc^ " » ̂ »" -^a** ^ ̂ ̂ ^^ ^F- ^^ ^^- ^^^^^^ ^1^ ^^p* ^» -^~ ^ta-^ _ ^» " h -^rf" V -^» ^^ ' ^^F- -W ^^ ""- ^ ̂^ - ̂ ^ ^ ̂^^k -f^

P.ROPOSED GRAXT OF LAND ALONG DITCHES.-The ditch companies have
solicited from Congress a grant of at least 100 feet on each side of their lines;
and their wish upon this point deserves attentive consideration. If such a .grant,
at least along the main trunks where not less than 500 mches.of water are carried
for six months in the year without disturbing the claims of miners located pre-
vious to the location of the ditch, would encourage the construction of new ditelu-s,
or would give longer life or greater size to those now in existence, it would be
politic. Those companic . by whoso assistance -700,000,000 Lave been taken
from the ground, at a loss of * 10.000,000 to tlicmselyes, d< TVC to receive BOH
favors, which will cost nothing to the government, do no injustice to iudividua 1
mines and incn-use or keep up the supply of water.

Before the pa^ gc of the a< of 1866, graining the right of way to the di ches,
the Pacific Railroad act had been pas.- I, giving to that road ahem o i ctions
of public land for a width of live miles on each side of the line, und tl the
Central Pacifio Railroad Company has become the owner of many miles of
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ditch belonging to different companies along its line; and although it has not*_ C^ "!" ^ ^J

seen fit to demand anything from them, still it is very unpleasant to the ditch
companies to know that they are at the mercy of another association of later
date. The act of 1866 giving a right of way for the ditch companies secures
them against losing their lines bv future railroad grants, but it leaves them sub- C* *-' «/ O 7

ject to fears that the land immediately alongside may be taken in' such a way
as to prevent changes and improvements that might be required. In some
places where there are high flumes a strip 100 feet on each side of the line would
not be too much to be granted to the ditch companies ; but in those places where
there is a plain ditch or iron pipe on a plain surface, there would seem to be
no {rood reason for granting more than room enough to drive a wagon along'. ^*-^ ^"->^ -* i -^ "* j^

MEASUREMENT OF WATER.-Water is sold by the inch, and usually an
inch is the amount which escapes through an orifice an inch square, with the
water six inches deep above the top of the orifice. " That is called a six-inch
pressure. If a large quantity is sold, the orifice may be two or three inches
high. The mode of measurement, however, is not uniform. In some places
the pressure is nine or ten inches j in others there is no pressure but the quantity
that escapes through an orifice an inch wide, and 'three inches high, without
pressure, is called an inch.

In calculations made by machinists it is often necessary to use the term "an
inch of water," and by common consent that phrase is accepted now to mean
a supply of 4.032 cubic inches, or 145.86-100 pounds per minute; 3,360 cubic
feet, 10,656 gallons in 24 hours j and 1,226,400 cubic feet, 30,410 tons of 40
cubic feet each, or 6,020,540 gallons in 365 days of 24 hours each. If an inch
of water pass 200 feet fall it supplies an amount of power about one-tenth less

" than one-horse power.
At the last session of the legislature of California a bill was introduced to O

provide that " where the question shall be involved as to the quantity of running
water sold, purchased, delivered, or used, and described by " miner's inch," it
shall be held and declared that a 'miner's inch' of water shall consist of two

and one-third cubic feet of water passing a given point in one minute of time, or
seven and -n^Mr gallons of water passing a given point in a minute, orlUUUV/O -L OO A /

pounds of water passing a given point in a minute." The bill was referred to
the committee on mines, which reported a substitute, providing that " a legal inch
of water sold for mining, agricultural, or other purpose, is hereby declared to be
what water may pass through an orifice of one inch square, through plank of one
inch in thickness, with a pressure of seven inches measured from the centre of
the orifice to the surface of the water: Provided, the water shall be delivered
from a box in which the water has no motion except that caused by the flow of
the water to be delivered from that particular box.", Both the original bill and
the substitute were indefinitely postponed. The objections to the substitute were
that it might be as well to let the miners and ditch companies agree upon their
measurements as well as upon their prices, and that some companies which had
long adopted other modes of measurement would be inconvenienced.

EUREKA LAKE AND YUBA CANAL COMPANY'S DITCHES.-The property of
this company, under the present organization, is a consolidation of the ditch and
mining property formerly owned by a number of different companies. It extends
over a vast range of country, and embraces many valuable mines. The main C_2 f / t.

ditches were constructed during the years 1855 to 1859, inclusive. Purchases.
of the smaller ditches and consolidation of the larger have taken place at different
times during the last eight years; that between the Eureka Lake Water Com-
pany and the Middle Yuba Canal and Water Company was on the 1st of August,
1865. All the property of this company has since been transferred to a corpora-
tion organized for the purpose in the city of New York, the transfer having taken
effect on the 1st of January, 1866. The following statement is derived from tho
superintendent; Mr. Richard Abbey: Capital stock, $2,250,00®. The first cost
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f construction of all the works would be difficult to estimate, but would prob

bly not fall far short of $2,000,000. The cost of the Eureka Lake Water C
pany and Middle Yul»a Canal and Water Company's property was -1,600.00
length of main ditches and llnmes, 100 miles; supplemental, GO; capacity, 5.000
inches. Estimated amount of gold taken out by the miners supplied with water
by this company during the last five years, $2,000,000 p "*1 VLt.1 »

Mr. George Black, civil engineer, thus describes the district of country through t

which these remarkable ditches run, the prevailing systems of mining, and
costs and profits:

The mining: section of country supplied by the Middle Yuba canal is situated in the north-
west of Nevada county, and commences at North San Juan ; it thence extends, on the south
side of the Middle Yuba river, to its junction with the Main Yuba; thence, on the south-
easterly side of the Main Yuba, by Sevastopol, Manzanita Hill, Sweetlands, Buckeye, Birch-
ville, and French Corral, a distance of about six miles.

At Junction Bluff, a spur from Manzanita Hill, the Middle and North Yuba rivers join
together and flow in a southwesterly direction, for a distance of about eight miles, to the junc-
tion of the South Yuba, at Point Defiance, three miles below French Corral.

From San Juan to a point about a quarter of a mile below Junction Bluff, the north edge

ground and the river. On the south it is bounded by a low ridge of hills, which extend to
the South Yuba. Along the north and west sides of these hills, and in the intervening val-
leys, part of the company's main canal is situated, together with the branches and reservoirs
belonging to it.

'1 he mining ground from San Juan to French Corral is composed of a succession of gently -
rounded gravel hills, in length from one mile to one mile and a half each, separated by ravines ;
the width is more contrasted in some places than in others ; on an average, it may be taken
at 1,500 feet. The depth along the centre varies from 150 to 200 feet, diminishing towards
the sides. The deposit rests on u basin-shaped depression in the bed rock, which is composed
in some places of granite, in others of either trap or transition slate. In those places wher.3
the superincumbent gravel has been washed away the bed rock is exposed to view, and pre-
sents a similar appearance to that of the present river, which flows several hundred feet
beneath. The water-worn appearance of the rocks, all the angles and projecting points of
which have been rounded off, show very plainly that at one time a powerful current of water
must have swept over them.

The gravel hills are composed of layers (in some places almost horizontal) of sand and
gravel, intermixed here and there with streaks of clay. The upper layers are composed of
sand and fine gravel; the gravel becomes coarser as the depth increases. The lower portion
is composed of boulders and gravel cemented together into a hard and compact mass, resting
on the bed rock. Gold is found throughout the whole of this deposit; the upper 50 or 60
feet contain it only in very small quantities; it increases with the depth, the lower 20 to 30
feet lying^ above the bed rock being invariably the richest. The gold is what is usually
termed " tine," being in very minute scales, in some cases almost resembling the fineness of
dust. Large and coarse gold is rarely met with in this locality.

Gold mining was at first only carried on in the beds of rivers and ravines or along their
banks, where coarse gold was found, with comparatively little labor or expense in the extrac-
tion of it. When these places were partially exhausted the attention of miners was turned
to deposits such as these under notice, which could only be made available by a large supply
of water, brought in over the mining ground at a high elevation. It was to attain this object
that a number of miners joined together in 1853 and organized the Middle Yuba Canal Corn-
pan}', and commenced the construction of their works. \VUen they were completed, a new
system of working was inaugurated here, by which water was made to replace the labor of
men. ^Practical experience has since then proved that the more water is used the more eco-

e water is conducted from the flume

he side of which openings are left
The water is allowed to attain a

depth of six inches above the centre" of these orifices. The measurements are made accord-
ing to the sectional area through which the water flows ; for instance, 20 inches in length by
2 inches in depth is called 40 inches in miners' measurement ; 50x2=100, and so on." The
discharge is regulated according to the demand, and is allowed to flow during a working day
of JO hours. A cubic foot, or 7.4<J U. S. gallons, equals 38 miners' inches.

The water from the main canal, or from the reservoir, is carried over high flumes and in
branch ditches to the different hills, where measuring boxes are fixed to receive it ; from these
boxes it flows through pipes to the different companies at work. The main pipes at present
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used are made of sheet iron one-sixteenth of an inch in thickness, firmly riveted together;
(8,000 feet of pipe are in use on the different hills.) The lengths are usually about 12 feet; the
diameter from J1 to 18 inches. The main pipe is connected to a cast-iron box. placed as low
down as circumstances will admit; to this box pipes of a lesser diameter are attached, at
different sides, so that the water can be thrown on different points. At the extremities of
these pipes flexible tubes are fixed, to which are attached nozzles with metallic ends. The
diameter of tMRr orifices is two to three inches. The nozzles are pointed against the bank
which has to be removed. The water used varies from 200 to 1,000 inches ; 3,000 inches,
miners' measurement, equals 2f>£ cubic feet, or 197 U. S. gallons ; in weight, ],f>:U) pounds;
being a constant discharge, under pressures varying from J40 to 200 feet. This colossal
force brought to bear against the banks cuts and breaks them a\vay to within a few feet of
the bed rock. Blasting is resorted to to break up the cemented gravel: sometimes long drills
and sand blasts are used, with only a small quantity of powder. Where the crust to b * are used, with only a small quantity of powder. \
removed is- too thick for this a drift is run in a little further than the height of the bank, and
from ] to 20 kegs of powder are used, according to the depth of the bank to be lifted.

In the centre of the hills the hard gravel is generally from %20 to 50 feet in depth. A drift
is run in on the bed rock, and from 50 to J75 kegs of powder are used at one blast. * £j

Some miners think it more economical and profitable to drift. They construct parallel 
^^ " ^^* ^^ . ̂ ^

tunnels 100 feet apart on the bed rock, six to seven feet in height, running into the cliffs,
and connect them together with cross-drifts. The connecting walls^are washed away by
hydraulic power, which causes the entire cliff to settle down and break to pieces in its fall.
The water is then brought to bear on this mass with such force that it sweeps everything
away through tunnels constructed in the bed rock. Timber sluices are laid through these
tunnels, varying in width from two and a half to four feet, and J8 inches in depth. The
grade is usually 1 foot in 15. Two sluices are sometimes used in the same tunnel by different
companies, from two to two and a half feet in width each. Larger sluices and heads of
water, with a smaller grade, seem latterly to be preferred as more efficient.

Several methods are in use for the effectual saving of the gold. In some places the bottoms
of the sluices are paved with rounded stones of oblong shape, the lesser diameter being about
three inches. The gold, as it is carried along, is deposited in the interstices between them.
A " clean up " is made in every 10 or 20 days. In other places blocks are used, sawn across
the grain, and about two feet square and six inches in depth ; a ba ten two inches wide and
two inches in depth is placed between them across the flume, which forms a hollow of four
inches in every two feet; in these crevices the gold is deposited. These blocks, of course,
wear out very rapidly, and have, about once in every two months, to be replaced. The
velocity of the water is so great that rocks weighing from 100 to ]50 pounds are often carried
along by the current through the tunnels. The entire mass is precipitated over falls from 12
to 20 feet in height, which breaks up the boulders and cement; the fragments are taken up
anew by other sluices, again precipitated over falls, which operation is repeated several times
before the river is reached, several hundred feet below. In several places under-current
sluices are used. At the end of and in the bottom of the last sluice-box a grating is con-
structed of iron bars, through which a portion of the fine gravel, clay, sand, and water is
separated from the larger particles, and drops into a set of more gently-graded sluices under-
neath, varying in width from six to eight feet, through which they are carried off by the cur-
rent in one direction, while the main body of gravel and boulders is dashed over the falls, to
be again taken up by other sluices, along with the tailings from the under current, and sub-
jected anew to the same operation, which is thus repeated several times before the river is
reached.

To show the enormous advantages gained by the present system of working, compared
with those formerly in use, I may add that, taking a miner's wages at §4 per day, the cost
of extraction of a cubic yard of deposit will be as follows:

With the pan §20 CO
With the rocker 

With the Long Tom 
While with the powerful means now employed it is only 

A considerably greater quantity of gold is retained by this operation than by any other 

. 5 00
1 00

'20

hitherto employed. Quicksilver is used more by some miners than by others, distributed
through their sluices so as to form an amalgam with the gold. They have no fixed rule to
guide them in its use.

The works of the Middle Yuba Canal Company were commenced by the construction of a
small ditch from Grizzly canon (a small stream which falls into the Middle Yuba) to San
Juan. The water supply not being sufficient, the ditch was enlarged in 1855 to its present
size, while the works were extended from Grizzly cauon to the river, across which a small
dam was built. It is situated about three miles below Moore's Flat, the latter place being,
in altitude, about 1,500 feet above it. The distance from the dam to San Juan is 22 miles,
and four miles further to the termination of the main canal, at the Sweetlands creek reser-
voirs.
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Four receiving reservoirs hold the water which flows at nijrlit and on Sundays
San Juan reservoir, having1 a capacity of discharge of 
Manzauita Hill reservoir, having1 a capacity of discharge of 

Total 

"2,300 inches. 
2.0UO ..

Northrop reservoir, having a capacity of discharge of 2,500 ..
Garden reservoir, having a capacity of discharge of..... '2,000

^800

The various hills are supplied either by branch ditches from these reservoirs, or directly
from the main canal. "

The branch ditches are connected with high flumes which span the low ground intervening
between the ridge and the mining ground. At San Juan a high flume connects with the
main canal.

The length and greatest height of these flumes are as follows: t? ^j Cj

San Juan aqueduct 
Mazanita Hill aqueduct 
Buckeye Hill aqueduct 

irchville Hill 

Length. Height

Feet. Feet.

1 , 200 43
2, 54

400

1,000 40

The aggregate length of the branch ditches is about 12 miles.
The dimensions of the excavated part of the raain canal is as follows : bottom, four feet ;

top, seven feet; depth, three feet; the grade from the dam to Grizzly canon is 10 feet per
mile, and from there to San Juan, 12 feet per mile.

The dimensions of the ditch from San Juan to Garden reservoir are : bottom, three an
one-half feet; top, six feet; depth, two and one-half feet; grade,. 12 feet per mile.

The main flume is of the following dimensions: bottom, four feet; depth, three feet, with
same grade as ditch.

The branch ditches are: bottom, two and one-half feet; top, four feet; depth, two feet;
grade, 12 feet per mile.

The safe capacity of the canal, as it is at present, is equal to a constant stream of 1,500
inches for 10 hours, miners' measurement, or 3,600 for 21 hours = 38 cubic feet per second.

The cost of the works has been as follows :

Construction of canal from river to Mazanita Hill 
Construction of canal from Mazanita Hill to Birchviilc 

§261,765 83
Hill, together with pur-

chase from Sweetlands, &c ^ rt f*+ « "» 3^^- ^W -^^"- -^^» ^» ^~- 1,237 50
Expenses and improvements, to May, 1657 
San Juan, Mazanita, and Jones's reservoirs 18,099 29 

70,954 29

Purchase of Grizzly Company's works, at San Juan 10, 000 00
Purchase of Pollard's, at Buckeyo Hill * "" ~* 1,500 00
Sandy creek extension v t 3,625 00

Total costtoJune, 1358 397,201 91

Wafer sales, receipts and expenses of the Middle Tiiba Canal Company, from Jan-
uary 20, 1856, to July 1, 1864.

Sales. Receipts.

January 20, 185(3, to December 1, 1857 
December 1, 1857, to January 1, 1859 
January 1, 1 >, to January 1, 1- 50 
January 1, 1860, to January 1,1863 
January 1, 1863, to January 1, Ifci'.l 
January 1, 1864, to July 1, 1664 

8164,834 45 M2,615 43
167,113 58 74
172,432 54 M4.37.')
378, <J40 369,577 81
1.3,153 80 1U9, 480 87

,726 01 2,-. -3 43
" ii ~ 

1,075,201 16 968,022 7:

Expended in * -traction of extension ditches, reservoirs, and other improvements, and
working- expenses in thive years, ending January 1, lt?'f>3, $132,535 70.
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Statement of water sales, receipts and expenses from January 1, 1863, to June
30, 1864.

Working expenses

O
tDCS 03 X to

.3 -* p -mCC Ki
Date. Sales Receipts. 9r o p 0so E? c 

J^". T»*
Si UQ

fe & c "3 cfl SJ
-

30 os- s-a,o to *0 "rtO t£>H fiw^-^ o
o P H

1863.
January 819 40 $9, 204 04 $650 $700 00 $242 7 5 $915 46 $34 25 $2, 542 4 6

7, 497 20 8, 358 76 650 700 00 212 50 48 04 114 00 1,724 54
Marcli 11, 522 40 6, 981 96 600 700 00 243 87 5 61 8 00 1, 557 48
April 10, 993 00 7, 963 02 625 625 00 130 75 81 87 39 50 1, 502 12
May 14, 124 60 6, 077 40 650 C07 00 467 63 69 72 1, 794 35
June 10, 333 80 , 358 70 600 535 00 226 75 20 75 i;382 50

e, 352 30 6, 198 93 650 457 50 97 31 164 40 176 25 1, 545 40
August 32, 941 20 7, 895 48 650 415 00 334 65 745 75 64 00 2, 209 40
September .. 10, 144 30 8, 159 41 550 415 00 69 00 102 17 452 50 1,588 67
October ---- 10, 351 60 8, 900 45 575 700 00 7 50 30 75 20 00 1, 333 25
November .. 5, 926 20 9, 025 66 650 4J5 00 267 63 567 48 4,280 J8 5, 980 29
December . . 10, 142 80 12, 347 06 615 415 00 52 00 44 30 2 00 1, 128 30^

1864.
January 
February 
March i 
April 

$10, 

"11,011 80 10, 615 92 650 415 00 247 77 113 76 409 72 1, 836 25
7,863 20 5 678 24 650 415 00 710 62 169 05 515 90, 2, 400 57

10,200 60 5, 955 87 .650 405 00 539 62 29 06 9 1, 633 43
16,165 30 22 882 05 650 405 00 234 80 250 64 o eo, 1,542 44
10, 666 45 8, 429 63 ,625 40.1 00 157 74 69 28 51 50 1,308 52

June 12, 818 66 8, 72 1 72 650 405 00 ,87 75 169 57 122 75 1,435 07

Total 191, 879 81 162, 764 30 11,340 9,134 50 4, 330 64 3,397 66 6, 302 20 34,505 10

The expense of $5,980 29, in November, 1863, includes State and county taxes. i
It will be s seen from the foregoing statements that the actual receipts for the sales of water,

from 1856 to July 1,1864, a period of eight and one-half years, have amounted to $968,02^ 72.

The receipts from January 1, 1860, to January 1, 1863, (three years,) have
amounted to - 

While the expenses have been 
369,577 81 
132,535 00

Net receipts 237,042 81

And the receipts from January 1, 1863, to July 1,1864, (one and one-half year,)
have amounted to 

Expenses 
$162,764 30 

34,505 10

Net receipts 128,259 20

H W 7T T **

In addition to the supply derived from the Middle Yuba, the canal also receives part of the
wate r from the reservoir of the Sierra Nevada. Lake Company, which, after being used on
American Hill, Chips, Alleghany, and Minesota, falls inio the river or its branches, and
fl ws from thence into the flume

t In like manner the water in Eureka Lake Company's reservoir, after being used at Snow
Point, Mo tore's, Orleans, Woolscy's Flats, and at other points along the north side of the
ridge, falls into the river, and also flows into the s into the river, and also flows into the flume.

Very extensive mining operations have been carried on for some years on this section.
Tunnels, amounting in the aggregate to thousands of feet in length, have been driven through
the bed rock to insure the fall necessary for the sluices. These ttmaels have cost from $15
to $25 per foot run : some have taken years to complete, while others are still in course of
construction.

SAN JUAN HILL.-The Eureka Claim embraces 80 claims of 180 feet by 80 feet-conse-
quently an area of 26| acres. The depth of the gold-bearing deposit is 100 feet to 175 feet. ̂ The

north edge of the granite basin on which it rests is at an elevation of 850 feet over the Middle . . L \ -^* - L A- -^-.. ^ J_ . -* ? f J_ . A. £. * _ ̂  t_J L . / \ A- rt rt i- *-**. wr r\ »* r r-\ rx l/l \ £'\ 4 \ , C±
Yuba, which flows beneath. 500 to 1,000 inches of water per day, supplier! by the Eureka
Lake Company, are used through three iron pipes 12 inches to 14 inches in diameter.

Upwards of five years-from August, 1855, to October, 1860-were taken to construct a
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tunnel so that the gravel could be worked to the bed rock. The expenses incurred before a
dividend was declared were §142,000.

The expenses of working this claim from July 24, I860, to December 21, 1862-two and
one-third years-were as follows:
Canvas and hose 
Purchase of claims.... 
Water - 

Labor, quicksilver, tools, &c 
Lowering tunnel 
Lumber "> 
Powder 

Proceeds from claims 

Net profits 

$4,654 
22,800
67,800
51, 952
20,000

6, 400
20, 000

193, 600
2-7,-200

93,GOO

During the period of two and one-third years, eight months were lost in lowering the exist-
ing tunnel, sous to obtain the requisite fall for the flumes.

December 21, 1862, to April 1, 18G3-three and one-fourth months :
Expenses for water $11,000
Labor, quicksilver, &c 8,000

,000
Proceeds from claims 

Net profits... 

50,000

31,000

In Juno, 1863, this company was regularly incorporated, and the office established in San
Francisco. The following is a detailed account of expenses and receipts since then :

Receipts and expenditures of the Eureka Gold Mining Company's Claim from June 5, 3863,
to Aaffust 11, 1664. """ i

August 11, 1SG4:
Cash, labor account 
Expense, lumber, candles, coal, merchandise, incidentals 
Claims account 
Hose 
Powder 
Water 

Quicksilver _ 
Taxes 
Dividend account " 

$24,986 56
4,568 42

602 50

1,488 10
9,642 17

35,782 49
272 81
108 40

66. 000 00

4,078 45

147,529 90

August 11, 1864:
Cash received from claims from Juno 5, 1S63, to date $147,529 90

SAN JUAN HILL.

Deadman Cut Mining Claims-superficial area, square feet 
Average depth, feet 
Cubic c< 

Water . 

Special expense 
Labor 

94.623 
100

ntents, cubic yards 350,455

April 29, 1855, to February 4, 1859:
§23,565 7

"JO, 017 78
27, -19 75

Cash received from claims 
71,433 t> 
:>«i,307 73

Net profits 61.-74 44

Th

Th 

The total cost of extracting, including water, per cubic yard 
.44 ^^"- -^^r ^» ̂ ^^- ^f ̂ -^ ̂ ̂ " ^^r^r ^ *"-" -"" "- -» ̂ ^» -^^ ^» ^» ̂̂ »
.20
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MANZANITA HILL.

McKeeby & Company's Claims, average length 851 feet by 315 feet, square
yards 

Average depth, feet 
Amount of gravel, cubic yards 

28,240 
120

1,191,400

Cash received from claims 
Construction of tunnel 
Water 

Expenses 

.......... $368,93 7 8
$18,000 00
81,555 25

142,717 53
Dividends paid 126,660 00

368,9 '*0Os*

This claim has been in operation since 1855. The total quantity of water used has been
339. 374 inches, the price of which has varied from 50 cents to 20 cents per inch. The aver-
age quantity of gold, 30 cents per cubic yard. Cost of water, 7-J cents per cubic yard. Total
cost of extraction, including water, 20 cents. The shaft sunk from the surface of the bed
rock to the sluice is 169 fbet 10 inches. The size of the claims is 180 feet by 80, or one-third
of an acre in area, (each company owning several claims.) The average quantity of water
required for the complete working of each has been 18,614 inches; at 20 cents per inch,
$3,722.

The Middle Yuba Company's receipts over expenses for 12 months ending July
1, 1864..- 

The Eureka Lake Company's receipts over expenses for 12 months ending July
1, 1864, were, say i 

Net receipts 

$85,506 

145,eeo

230,506

The safe capacity of discharge of the canals of both companies, being a constant stream
during: 10 hours, is as follows:

Eureka Lake canal : 
Miners' canal ^ 
Other districts 

Minors' inches. 
3, 000

750
250

4, 000
Middle Yuba canal 1,500

5, 500
^B- **-V^^^^B-H-^>^^^*

5,500 inches for ten hours, equal for 24 hours 
20 per cent, deficiency in supply, stoppages, and other causes 

.:5,200
2,620

10,580

Say 10,000 inches per day, &c.

- *
In reference to the Eureka Lake canal, Mr. Black makes the following remarks:
The section of country which can be supplied by these works extends over a large portion of

Nevada county, commencing at the junction of the North and South Yuba rivers, tour miles
below French Corral; thence it extends in a northeasterly direction between these rivers toward
the summit of the Sierra Nevada. A main ridge between these rivers gradually rises from
1,500 feet, the altitude of French Corral above the sea, to 8,000 feet on the summit. Numer-
ous lateral spurs, with ravines separating them, extend from the main ridge on each side to
the rivers. In most cases the mining ground is situated on benches near the extremities of
these spurs; in some, however, it is situated in channels between them. From French Corral
to Eureka, a distance of about 32 miles, the average width between the riv ers is seven miles;* i^
from thence the width f+ " .1 * I 1 lit* » -4 S~* * 1 1 * gradually increases to about 16 miles on the SHmmit of the mountains, -^_
The first portion is tha t in which the mining section is situated, and comprises an area of
about 175 square miles. The area of the different places where gravel deposits have been
found may together bo about 15 square miles. The deposits in addition to those from French/""I fT. i*yo 1 Juan, already descri extend on the north side of the rid^e by Badger's it %/ C_7

"- -" " "+m_f 14^W*^*.^ » ̂  ̂i ̂ - ̂ K" W * J / / » " »^- ~m Woolsey's, Moore's, Orleans Flat, and Snow
Po int to Eureka; and on the south slope of the ridge from Montezuma to Pleasant Hill, - _ "
Ch ^"^ "^"^ -^erokee, Chimney Hill, Columbia Hill, Lake City, Bloomfield, Relief Hill, and Mount
Zion. The thickness of the deposits varies from CO to 200 feet, nearly similar to those before
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described at San Juan, save that they are nnt so rich in gold, and are more intermixed with
seams of clay, which render them more difficult to be worked.

From Eureka to the summit of the mountains no deposits have been found. The geologi-
cal formation is mostly granite and gnei>s, which rise into hi^h and rugged poaks, some of
which attain an elevation of 8,500 feet above the sea. The Middle and South Yubas, with
their tributary - treams, such as Canon creek. Pass creek, and others, take tht.-ir rise in these
mountains, amongst which are numerous lakes from 1:0 to 400 acres in area. The Canon
Creek lake, situated at the head of Canon creek, about four miles west of the summit, is the
largest, and i'orms the company's principal reservoir, A .substantial dam formed of blocks
of graniri- has been erected across its outlet. The transverse width at bottom is lx!0 feet, ;
height 70 feet, and length from bank to bank 250 feet. The front is protected with two ,"-* ^^ A
layers of 2^-inch lumber, well secured to the face. An arched sluice is constructed through

" darn, by which the flow of water is regulated from the interior. When full of water, the
area of the reservoir is 500 acres, the average depth of water 42 feet, and its contents
935.000,000 cubic feet of water.

Sources of supply, from the middle of April to the middle of August, are derived from the
mountain streams, which become swollen from the rapid melting; of the snow, and afford a
four months' plentiful supply. After that date recourse is had to the reservoirs.

MIXERS' BITCH.

Cort of purchases of ditches and water rights 
Miners' ditch and reservoirs cost 

f 57,900 
ISO, 0.

237, Ql'O
EUREKA LAKE DITCH.

Co-t of purchase of small ditches, water rights, &e 
Eureka Lake dam 
Lake Faucherie dam 
Smaller clams 

Magenta and National aqueducts 
Storage rest rvoirs 
Iron pipes to San Juan 
Main canal and flume 
Saw-mill 

174,250 
35, W(J

8, 000
2, 000

i M )

5 1 , POO

256, 000
7,000

Management, law expenses, &c., 20 per cent 
806,150 
101,230

The following is a list of the storage reservoirs named in the above estimate, with their
capacity and cost:

No. of CapacityLocality Cost.reservoirs in inches.

Eureka ............................................. 1 50 $300
Snow Point ......................................... 1 2,500 \ , 000
Orleans ............................................ 4 500 3,000
Moore's 4 800 6, 000

3 1,000 7,5:
Relief Hill 1 300 1 , 500

1 cornfield 3 500 l,5t-0
Lake City 2 2,000 5 , 000
Kennc-bee ...................... . . . 250 ],50<
Grizzly Hill .......................... '_'. 100 1 , 000

Lone Ridge 
San Juan 

Pleasant Ridge 
Monteauiua 

3 Columbia Hill .......... 4,50! i 1 5 , 000
Grizzly Hill ............ 1 4, COO 10, 000
Cheroke 2 500 4. )

1 700

2 3,000 10, 000
1 250 1,000
2 200 1 , 000

33 21,150 71,-
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The average annual water sales of the Eureka Lake Water Company, according to tho
annexed statements, amount to $161,369, over and above expenses of management, repairs,
&c. Deducting 10 per cent, from this for bad debts will leave a net income of $145,233.

Some idea of the magnitude with which mining1 operations are carried on along this ridge
may be inferred from the fact that since 1850 the annual quantity of gold transmitted to Sau
Francisco has amounted to from $1,500,000 to $2,000,000.

So great has been the quantity of ground washed away, that many of the ravines are cov-
ered with a depth of 20 feet and upwards of tailings from the sluices, composed of sand and
gravel. The fall, therefore considered necessary for the sluices, of one foot in 15, can only
be obtained in those places that are situated above the rivers, such as those in the San Juan
district, and higher up the ridge at Badger Hill, Grizzly Hill, Woolsey's, Moore's, and
Orleans Flat.

In order to obviate this difficulty of want of fall, tunnels are being constructed at different
points, which take from two to five years to complete. Some of those I visited are through^" sm b L U - _ ' '
granite or trap, and cost at the rate of from §20 to $GO per running foot. They are six to
eight feet in width, and seven feet in height; when completed a flume will be laid through
them and extended a long distance down the ravine. All the tailings with which a ravine is
incumbered will be carried away through the flume by the current of water. After the present
year, many of those tunnels now being constructed will be finished, when numerous com-
panies will be enabled to work, which are now precluded from doing so on account of insuf-
ficiency of fall in the creeks.

I annex a detailed statement of the localities supplied by the Eureka Lake Water Com-
pany, and tho amounts realized during one week; it is a fair average statement of the weekly
sales during the year.

Water sales of the Eureka Lake Water Company for the week ending July 5, 1862.

Relief Hill .: ; 
Eureka 

... $17500 Lake City, Grizzly Hill, aud Kennebec ,
Snow Point .- i 62 16
Woolsey's 
Moore's 
Orleans , 

407 09
243 84
169 14

Pleasant Hill 
Cherokee * 
Bloomfittkl...: 
San Juan 
Columbia Hill ,,...-, - -^f 

32 50
208 02

10 50
.. 1,3')5 07

853 83
Chimney Hill ^v 48-1 35

212 17
6L 5.)

" 4, 189 77

Abstract of monthly reports by secretary of the Eureka Lake and Yiiba Canal Company.

«fH . Icc o
05 «BBQD O J-> *-* * -* TQ GO -/_

.2* =2
0 P- tJ} O Oo M ^ T^

M pH ** H "" Q O

1866-January... $10, 079 51 $4, 856 71 $3. 142 17 $895 36 $5, 235 01
February. 25, 965 33 13, 740 97 3, 1 07 58 976 71 1° $10,476 86j.-, 2-12 11
March 
April 
May ...... 

- - - . . 30,173 51 27, 109 38 3,615 92 1,019 05 3, 065 76 00 A~ 474 41
24, 866 78 26, 4 96 69 3, 479 15 2,855 27 18, 946 37 20, 162
21,823 65 17, 898 09 3, 5H3 49 4, 086 87 00 871 93 10, 247

June 
July 
August 
September 

27, 715 34 30, 537 58 3. 575 66 2,416 20 20, 049 69 24, 551 7w
23, 885 24 14,259 98 3, 366 30 3, 802 OS- 29, 674 95 7. 128 63
20, 392 41 19, 705 42 3, 462 29 2,740 SI 30, 361 94 13, 612 47
26, 093 80 20, 873 18 3, 358 55 3,103 .99 35, 582 36 14, 581 01

October .., 21,836 95 25, 692 60 3, 317 49 6, 966 90 31, 726 F*^ 1 i\ 15, 945 97
November 18,474 98 1 7, 028 62 3, 392 99 9, 700 96 33, 173 07 4, 366 78 366
December. 19, 590 32 21,812 66 3, 592 97 3, 059 87 30, 950 73 15, 442 78

270, 897 82 240,011 88 40, 954 56 41,623 54 158, 989 23
'4 *

1867 . January. 615 69 16,611 30 3, 633 74 387 04 oo 705 36 13,112 87
February 16, 989 64 12, 995 83 3, 187 32 1, 427 26, 699 17 , 956 81
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 

20, 524 74 17, 104 16 3, 155 96 338 93 30, 11 It 75 12, 166 8!)
23, 027 48 22,791 20 3,361 01 1, 782 76 30, 356 03 17,647 43
19, 475 72 22, 375 8 1 3, 559 99 3, 040 33 27, 498 81 15, 77.") 41)

*i 25, 353 35 23,944 15 3, 566 82 3, 276 65 29, 192 97 17, 100
18, 138 69 

' 
]5,518 00 3,515 49 2, 237 11 31, 813 66 8, 765 10

August 25, 114 14 22, 935 76 3, 463 50 2, 374 10 33, 992 (4 17,01>S 16

} 66, 239 45 154, 276 21 27, 443 83 15, 864 60 110, 623 73
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FREXCH CORRAL.-The Nevada Water Company was organized and ineor-
orated in New York in November, 1858. It then purchased the Shady Creek
nd Grizzly ditches, and now owns, in addition to these ditches, a large extent

of mining ground. " The Shady Creek ditch was located in January, 1851, and
the Grizzly ditch in 1852. Both were constructed for the purpose of conveying
water from Shady creek (a tributary of the Yuba river) to French Corral.

The Shady Creek ditch, the only one in present repair and use, has a running
capacity of about 2,500 inches, miner's measure. Its width is eight feet at the
top and six feet at the bottom, and its depth three feet, having a grade of about
14 feet per mile. Its length is about 12 miles, and with the exception of some
4,000 feet of flaming is excavated wholly in earth. The cost of construction c
ditches and reservoirs owned by the Nevada Company has been about $150,001
They pass through Birchville mining district, but at present only suppl}

French Corral .district. Six or eight sets of claims in this district besid o

d wholly or in part by the Nevada Company are supplied
heir ditch

Another ditch from Shady creek to French Corral, built in 1855, at a cost of
me 850,000, including reservoirs, having a capacity of about 500 inches, is

:1 by the Empire Tunnel Company of this place. The principal
French Corral district are the Kate Hayes Company, Bird & Smith, B

& Brother, Empire Tunnel Company, Empire Flat Company, Dockum C
French's, Glaister's, Burke & Company, and the Nevada Water Company claims.

The price paid for water is 15 cents per inch, and the quantity used by different
companies varies from 200 to 1,000 inches per day.

The gold range of this district is a deposit of washed gravel filling a well-
defined old river channel to the average depth of about 150 feet, varying in
width from 1,000 to 3,000 feet. This deposit is continuous from French Corral

San Juan, a distance of six miles, broken only by ravines, but below French
Corral and above San Juan it is cut off by the deep caiions of the South and
Middle Yuba rivers. This deposit is composed of what the miners call Uuc and
red dirt-the blue gravel or cement underlying the red or gray. Both strata have
until recently been worked by blasting with powder and washing by the hydraulic
process. Hereafter it is believed that the blue cement will be crushed with greater
profit, besides saving a larger percentage of gold lost by the ordinary washing.

The Empire Tunnel Company have built and are running very successfully
a 10-stamp mill, crushing the blue cement. The American Company, at Sebas-
topol, are also realizing profits from their eight-stamp mill, working the same
bine rl

he English or "Truckee Ditch Company," some 10 or more ,

ed nearly $1,000,000 in a ditch from the Middle Yuba to the mines on
the dividing ridge between the Middle and North Yubas. The enterprise proved
disastrous for the reason that paying hydraulic mines could not be found. The
gold deposits of that region were generally found in a thin stratum of gravel

bed rock, while the mass of earth above contained little or no gold.
The paying lead could be most readily worked by " drifting out/' and required

but a small amount of water to wash it. Under such circumstances an extensive

expensive ditch like the Trackee Company's would not pay, and has f
disuse. Their water right has recently been purchased by some San

cisco capitalists.
TUOLUMXE DITCH. - Most of the ditch water used in Tuolumne count

applied by the Tuolumne County Water Company, which takes its water fr
the Stanislaus river about 20 miles in a direct line" above Columbia, The co
pany own two ditches known as " the old" and " the new." The former cost
8550,000, and the latter §1,000,000. The old ditch was commenced on the 1st
July, 1851, and it began to sul water in Mav, 1852 but the price of

:1 at such great cost, was necessarily high, and the miners formed
13
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combination to compel a reduction of prices and afterwards to construct a new
ditch. The ditch was made, but in a very expensive manner, and when com-
pleted it was burdened with debt, so that it soon fell into the hands of those who
owned the old ditch, leaving many of the creditors unpaid. A bitter feeling
ensued and many threats of assassination were made, and the ditch and flumes f /

were maliciously injured in numerous places. Although the new ditch was pur-
chased at a small percentage on its cost, it did not pay much profit. Part of it
was built on the side of a mountain which is swept nearly every winter by snow
avalanches, and the repairs were very expensive. Forty miles of the ditch near
the head are now abandoned. The company has 75 miles of main ditch and
branches. The river supplies an abundance of wrater till the 1st July, and after
that time the reservoirs are drained gradually. One of them covers 84 acres,
and another is a mile long, three-quarters of a mile wide, and 40 feet deep. The
total capacity of the reservoirs is 1,800 inches for four months, in which time
they are exhausted, so that there is usually a month or two at the end of the dry
season when the company cannot supply water. The ditch has a grade of 18
feet to the mile, and the flume is seven and one-half feet wide, four feet deep,
and has a grade of 16 feet to the mile. The price for a 12-inch stream is $3
per day; of 15 inches $3 50; of 18 inches $4; of 21 inches $4 50; of 24
inches $5 ; of more than 24 and less than 48, 20 cents per inch ; of more than
48 inches 18 cents per inch. The capacity of the flume is 3,600 inches. In
many places flumes were constructed where it would have been much cheaper to
have had iron pipe, and this is being substituted now as the flumes give way.
Not less than $100,000 might have been saved by using pipe at first. The com-
pany supplies Columbia, Yankee Hill, Gold Springs, Mormon-Gulch, Saw Mill
Flat, Martinez, Jamestown, Montezuma, Chinese Camp, and their vicinities. The
amount paid by the company as dividends in 1866 was $35,750.

PHOENIX DITCH.-The Phoenix Ditch Company obtains its water from the
Tuolumne river in two ditches, known as the Phoenix and Hydraulic, and sup-
plies Sugar Pine, Soulsbyville, Sonora, Shaw's Flat, Poverty Hill, Algerine,
Cherokee, and Somerville. The company has 84 miles of ditching and 16 miles
of flume. Both ditches were started in 1850 and supplied water in small
quantity the next year, but the Hydraulic did not get water from the Tuolumne
river till 1853, nor the Phoenix till 1854. The highest flume is 65" feet high
and 360 feet long, and it has been blown down once. The flume at Shaw's
Flat, 300 feet high and 600 feet lonff, has been blown down twice. The flume/ o o /

of the Phoenix line is five feet wide by two and one-half deep; that of the
Hydraulic four feet wide by two deep. There are two reservoirs which hold a
supply for two months and a half. The price for a 15-inch sluice is $2 per day
of 12 hours. The Phoenix ditch cost $380,000, and the Hydraulic $500,000.
Both have been sold twice at sheriffs' sale. The receipts of the ditch company
were $38,000 in I860, and $22,000 in 1866, and the annual expenses are about
$9,600. There are nine ditch tenders and collectors, who are paid $70 and $80
per month. In 1855 the price of water was $6 per day for nine inches. The
water is delivered through an orifice three inches high and under a pressure of
four inches over the orifice. There are near Cherokee and Somerville some high
gravel hills, which may require a large supply of water when they are opened
and their wrealth demonstrated. About one-fourth of the water is sold to China-
men, and one-twentieth for irrigation.7 O ^^

The Golden Rock ditch, south of the Tuolumne river, from which it obtains
its water, supplies Gravel Ilange, Big Humbug, First Garrote, Second Garrote,
Deer Flat, Big Oak Flat, Moccasin Creek, Spring Gulch, Boneyard, Perion
Blanco, and Horseshoe Bend. This ditch cost $300,000, and is very unprofitable.
There is a flume 1,300 feet long, and part of it is 256 feet high, supported by
wooden towers. The main ditch is 38 miles long. The price is $2 per day for
av stream of 20 inches. , . ,
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MUEPHY'S DITCH. - The Murphy's ditch was commenced in 1851 and finished
in 1856. The total cost was $260,000, of which sum $180.000 was obtained
b the sale of water. Five ears after the work was commenced dividends bean .

to come in, and tvrice as much was received by the shareholders as they had paid
out four years before. In 1866 810,000 were paid as dividends, and the Cala-
veras ditch was bought for 820.000. The present market value of the ditch is
probably not more than one-sixth of its original cost. The Caleveras ditch
obtains its water from the Stanislaus river, and supplies Douglas Flat, Vallecito.
French Flat, and Jenny Lind and Quail Hill. It was finished in 185x and co
810,000. Connected with this ditch is. the Salt Spring reservoir, which covei
2,000 acres and is 30 feet deep, and is the largest reservoir in the foot hills o
California.

MOKELFMXE DITCH.-The Mokelumne Hill and Campo Seco ditch has 50 vv

miles of main ditch-, arid cost, when constructed., $500,000. The present assessed
value is ^25,000. The flume is 40 inches wide and 20 deep, and has a grade
of 13 feet to the mile. Originally it was all flume, but the fluming has been
replaced by ditching, except for six miles, and most of that distance will be
ditch. The water is obtained from the south fork of the Mokelumne river. The

places supplied are Mokelumne Hill, Campo Seco, Chile Camp, Rich Gulch,
and Comanche Camp, and Cat Camp is to be supplied soon. In the extension
of the ditch to the last-named place a depression 5,000 feet long and 80 feet
deep is to be crossed by iron pipe two feet in diameter, with 30 feet head. It is
expected that the pipe will carry 1,000 inches of water. The charge per inch
is 25 cents for 12 hours to placer miners, and 15 cents per inch to quartz miners
and millers. The water is discharged under four inches of pressure.

The Union Water Company's ditch is 35 miles long and takes water from the
Stanislaus river to supply the placers' mining district between that river and
the Calaveras, an area of 20 miles square. There are reservoirs large enough
to hold a supply of 600 inches of water for three months.

AMADOR DiXCH.-The Amador Canal Company has two ditches, the Amador
and the Pioneer ; the main trunk of the Amador is 20 miles lonjj, all of it flume. / O /

The water is obtained from the Mokelumne river. The original length was 31
mil* "-. but the upper part was so much injured in 1862 that 11 miles were aban-
doned and will probably not be rebuilt, or at least there is no thought now of
rebuilding. Ditch mio-ht be substituted for flume for at least half the distance,O O

and the substitution is to be commenced soon, since portions of the flume will not
last lono;. The ditch carries 400 inches of water during eififht or nine months O O O

the year, but previous to 1862 that quantity was furnished the year round.
There are parts of the ditch on which the charge for water is 10 cents per inch
in winter and 15 in summer, and on the other parts the price is 16§ cents
throughout the year. The gross income in 1866 was S'28,000 ; and the ordinary
expenses $20.000 ; and the extraordinary improvements 88.000. leaving nothingI> T " 1 -I * J ° °
ior dividend.

The VOLCAXO ditch has 35 miles of main trunk, and obtains its water from
its tributaries of the Mokelumne river. It carries 450 inches of water, but the
supply ceases in July. The price for water is 12J cents per inch per day. The
cost of the ditch was $140,000. The gross receipts in 1866 were 85,000, and
the ordinary expenses 3,000.

As the inim-s at Volcano were in a basin to which there was no sufficient out-

let, the company cut a channel in the bed rock 15 feet deep and a mile and a
half long, at a rost of S'80,000, into which a tail sluice was put. The company
charges 50 cents per day for the privilege of running a sluice-head into the drain,
and the company have, besides, all the gold which they can catch in it, and it
amounts to about 3,000 per year, leaving 2,000 net.

EUREKA DITCH, (EL DOK.VDO COUNTY.)-The Eureka Canal Company own
two ditches, which were made as rivals to take water from the north fork of the
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Cosumnes. They supply Pleasant Valley, Diamond Springs, El Dorado, Mis-
souri Flat, Logtown, Buckeye Flat, Shingle Springs, Clarksville, Western Dig-
mn<rs, and the divide north of the Cosumnes to within 12 miles of Sacramento
city. The main trunks of the two ditches are 170 miles long, and the trenches, * 1
which carry not less than 100 inches each, are 180 miles mere ; making 350
miles of ditching owned by the company and tended by its 17 employes. The
length of small ditches made by the miners to carry the water from the company's
lines to their claims is not less than 450 miles. The original cost of the two
ditches and their branches was $700,000, and they are assessed at $30,000.
There are 16 miles of flume belonging to the company, and there is one reser-
voir that covers 160 acres. Alon«- the higher lines of ditch the charge for water^ o o * o

is 16 cents per inch for 10 hours for mining, and on the lower lines from 10 to
12 cents; but farmers pay 33 cents, because the water is worked up and lost to
the company, whereas the miners' water runs down into the lower ditches, and is
sold from them again perhaps three or four times over. This company sells for
an inch the amount of water that escapes through an orifice three inches high
and an inch wide without pressure.

DIGGINGS DITCHES. - Three ditches from the south and middle

branches of the middle fork of the American river to supply Indian Diggings,
Brownsville, Fairplay, Slug Gulch, and Cedarville, carrying 1,000 inches in all
in the spring, and declining to 150 inches in September. One of these ditches
was finished in 1S53, and the other in 1854 and 1855. The three are owned
now by one man. The original cost of the three was $125,000, and they are
now assessed at $15,000. There is a mile and a half of flume. The charge is

| cents per inch for 12 hours, and ISf cents for 24 hours. The inch is deliv-
ered under six inches of pressure. There has been sale for all the water pre-
vious to 1867. The expenses of the ditches while full are about one-fourth of
the receipts.

NATORNA DITCH. - The Natorna ditch takes its water from the south fork of

the American river, 14 miles above Folsom, and supplies Red Banks, Mormon
Island, Willow Springs, Rhodes Diggings, Texas Hill, Alder Creek, Rebel Hill,
Prairie City, and Tates's Flat, which together contain about 500 miners. The
ditch was constructed in 1852 and 1853, and the total cost of the main trunk
and branches has been $200,000. The present assessed value is $75,000. The
main trunk is 16 miles long, eight feet wide on top,' five feet wide at the bottom,
and three deep. There is also one mile of flume. The price of water varies at
different places, but the average is 20 cents per inch per day, and the inch is
delivered under six inches of pressure. The net annual profits since 1860 have
been $30,800, and the gross receipts were twice as much. Previous to 1861 the
jp-oss receipts were about $75,000 annually.

In 1857 the company purchased 9,000 acres of land, most of it auriferous
ground covered by their ditches. Having thus a large amount of land which it
becomes important to improve, the company have undertaken to build up a large
manufacturing town at Folsom, to which they are about to bring 250,000 inches
of water, with a fall of 80 feet. A canal is being cut a mile and a half long,
40 feet wide at the top, 25 at the bottom, and seven feet deep, with a grade of
four feet to the mile; and a dam is to be built in the American river, of granite
laid in cement, 400 feet long, 60 feet wide, and 57 feet high. The whole work
will be finished in 1868, and with its assistance Folsom will become the most/

important manufacturing town of the coast, next to San Francisco. Water power
can be furnished here at one-third the cost of steam, and no other town on the
State coast can have power so cheap or so much of it, or so near San Francisco.

SOUTH FORK DITCH.-The South Fork canal, in El Dorado county, has a / f

main trunk 34 miles long, and carries 600 inches of water, which is taken from
the south fork of the American river to supply Placerville and vicinity. The
original cost was $500,000, and the present value is about one-tenth of that sum.
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The total length of the main flume, laterals, and branches is 142J miles. Tho
length of the ditch from the dam on the south fork of the American river to the
reservoir near Placerville is 24 miles ; from the reservoir to Coon Hollow, nine
and three-fourth miles, and from HangtoWn Creek to Buckeve Flat 32 miles. / O *-

The Poverty Point branch is four and one-eighth miles long; the Indian Hill
branch, four and a half; the Clay Hill branch, two ; the Shober Hill branch.
five ; the Hangtown Hill branch, one and one-eighth; the Texas Hill branch,
one and a half. The Gold Hill canal is 10 miles long; its branches and later-
als, 12^; the Weber canal, 13J; the Iowa canal, 21, and the lied Hill branch,
one and a half. The South Fork ditch has three reservoirs: the Silver lake,
which holds 170,000,000 cubic feet; the Red lake, which holds 115,000,000;
and the Willow valley, which holds 56,000,000 cubic feet. The Gold Hill
ditch has very muddy water, and sells for an inch the water which runs through
an orifice two inches high and an inch wide under a four-inch pressure. The
South Fork canal sells for an inch the amount that escapes from a hole an incli
square under six inches of pressure. The charge for water is 25 cents per inch
for mining purposes at all seasons. Water for irrigation has been supplied in
some cases for $7 per acre of vineyard in its second year, when the vines need
water once or twice a week. The grade of the South Fork flume is four and a
half feet to the mile. In one place iron pipe is used to carry 50 inches of water
across a depression 1,600 feet long and 190 feet deep. The pipe has a diameter
of 10 inches, and the head of the inverted siphon is 20 feet higher than the foot.
The iron is about a sixteenth of an inch thick. The proprietor, Mr. T. B. Hunt,
expresses the intention of constructing a ditch to supersede the present flume, to
be 27 miles longer, to have a grade of 10 or 13 inches per mile, to carry not
less than 5,000 inches of water, and to supply many places above the level of
the present flume.

PILOT CREEK DITCH.-The Pilot Creek ditch takes its water from -Pilot,
Little Silver, and Rock creeks, and supplies Georgetown, Volcanoville, Bottle
Hill, Fairplay, Kelsey, Johntown, Spanish Dry Diggings, Spanish Flat, Green-
wood, Pilot Hill, and Wild Goose. The main ditch is 60 miles long, and cost
S 180,000, and there are 65 miles of branches which cost $320,000, making the
total cost $500,000; and the present market value is $18,000. The ditch is
considered one of the best in the State, on account of the small proportion of
flume and the solidity of the banks, which are seldom broken. The largest
piece of flume is 300 feet long and 95 feet high. The capacity of the ditch is
1,500 inches, but it is seldom full. It carries 1,000 inches about nine months
of the year, and 300 inches at the close of the dry season for three months. The
length of th.e main ditch terminating at Wild Goose flat is 60 miles; the Bottle
Hill branch, 10 miles; the Volcanoville branch, 5 miles; the Kelsey's branch,
10 miles; the Fairplay branch, 7 miles; the Spanish Diy Diggings branch,
three miles; the Rock creek feeder, 7 miles; the Rock Canon feeder, three
miles, and the El Dorado ditch 20 miles. The price for water is 12i cents pel-
inch.

MICHIGAN FLAT DITCH.-The Michigan Flat miners' ditch, on the north
side of the south fork of the American river, was commenced in 1858 and com-
pleted in I860, at a cost of 865,000. It is now assessed at $3,000, but since
January, 1865, the expenses have been greater than the receipts by $3,019.
From July, 1862, till January, 1865, the net profit was $13,673. Much of the
flume was washed away last winter. The water is sold at 20 cents per inch for
12 hours to placer miners; at 20 cents per inch to quartz miners for 24 hours;
and to farmers at $10 per acre for the season, on an average. The amount 

" ^~ ^" _~^__ _

received in a year for irrigation water is $1,200.
COLOMA DITCHES.-Two companies supply Coloma on the south side of the

south fork of the American river, with ditches which carry about 500 inches of
water and are 13 miles long. They supply Coloma and Uniontown, charge the
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same rates as the Michigan Flat miners' ditch, and sell about one-third of their
water for irrigation.

BEAR RIVER DITCH. - The Bear river and Auburn "Water and Mining Com
pany has 75 miles of main trunk and 250 miles. of branches, constructed at a
cost of $1,000,000, and now assessed at $25,000. In 1863 the receipts were
$90,000; in 1864, $75,000; in 1865, $55,000 ; and in 1866, $40,000. The
ditch takes its water from Bear river, and supplies Auburn, Illinoistown, New
Castle, Pine Grove, Virginiatown, Clover Valley, Antelope Ravine, Secret Ravine,
Miners' Ravine, Mississippi Bar, Rattlesnake Bar, Horseshoe Bar, Doten's Bar,
Rose Flat, Millertown, Doty's Ravine, Doty's Flat, and Whiskey Diggings - in
fact, the whole countrv between the American river and Bear river extendin 25

miles from north to south, and as many more from east to west. It is estimated
that $50,000,000 have been washed out by means of the water of this ditch, and
could not have been obtained without it. The Bear River ditch carries 3,000
inches when full, arid the Gold Hill ditch 1,500 ; but in September the two do
not carry more than 2,000 inches. The Bear River ditch had 13 miles of flume
on the line when first made, but since then ditch has been substituted for all save
half a mile. In one place there was a flume 139 feet high and 900 feet long,
erected at a cost of $22,000, and ditch has been substituted for it. This com-
pany has been notable for its litigation, in which it has expended $250,000, and
some of the judgments rendered against it have been notorious for their injustice.

MICHIGAN BLUFF DITCH.-The El Dorado Water Company obtains its water
from El Dorado canon, and supplies Michigan Bluff and vicinity. The main
ditch is 20 miles long, and the total length of ditch and branches 35 miles. The
amount of water teamed is 400 inches during the rainy season, but the ditch is
dry after the middle of July. The ditch was commenced in 1853 and finished
in 1855, at a cost of $100,000. It is now assessed at $8,000. In the spring
the demand for the water is not equal to the supply. The price is 15 cents per
inch, delivered under a six-inch pressure.

DUTCH FLAT DITCH.-The Dutch Flat Ditch Water Company's ditch has
a capacity of 3,000 inches, takes its water from the north fork of the American
river and from Little Bear river, and supplies Dutch Flat, Gold Run, Nary Red,
and Lost Camp, and formerly it supplied Blue Bluff. The length of the ditch
and branches is 60 miles, the original cost $100,000, and the present assessed
value $40,000. For three months 4,000 inches are sold per day; but for the
last four months of the dry season the amount is no^ more than 400 inches. The
water is sold under six inches of pressure, at 12£ cents per inch. The Central
Pacific railroad runs for portion of its route very near the ditch, and has done
very serious damage to it. The direct loss so far has been not less than $60,000.
The railroad has become owner of the ditch itself, where it crosses the sections
belonging to the road ; but has not charged the water company anything for the
privilege of using the land. But in consequence of the near proximity of the
railroad cutting and embankment the ditch was ruined for about a mile and a
half, and it was necessary to erect 3,000 feet of flume, and to lay down 3,500 feet
of 31-inch iron pipe, and 837 feet of 32-inch pipe. The ditch began to supply
water in 1851.

SOUTH YUBA DITCH.-The South Yuba Canal Company takes water from
the South Yuba, Deer creek, Rock creek, Meadow lake, and other lakes in the
neighborhood of Meadow lake, and supplies Nevada, Chalk Bluff, You Bet,
Omega, Alpha, Blue Tent, Quaker Hill, Scotch Flat, and Grass Valley, iu
Nevada county, and Dutch Flat and Gold Run, in Placer county. The company
owns several ditches, which measure in all 275 miles in length, and cost
$1,000,000. Bean's History and Directory of Nevada County says f "In 12
years the expense account of the company reaches $1,130,000, and its receipts
$1,400,000." A dam 42 feet high and 1,150 feet long was built across the outlet
of Meadow lake, which when full is a mile and a quarter long and half a mile wide.
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There is a tunnel 3,800 feet loner, cut at a cost of $112,000 through a divide be- / O / +*~s

tween the South Yuba and Deer creek. The company control about 12,000 inches.
The South Yuba ditch, in Placer county, is 26 miles Ions:, be^innin^ at the / v / i^ O C.3

lower end of Bear valley, and supplying Gold Run, India Hill, Canon creek,
and Nary Red. The ditch was completed in 1865, and it runs 2,500 inches.
There is usually demand for all the water. The assessed value is $20,000. The
grade of the ditch is 13 feet to the mile. The largest flume is 48 feet high, and
100 feet long. The head of the ditch is so elevated that the water is sometimes
full of snow, and is unfit for hydraulic washing or for any other kind of mining.
The cost of the ditch was $108,000.f

TRUCKEE DITCH.-The Truckee ditch, to supply Minnesota and other points
in the vicinity on the Blue lead, near the southern line of Sierra county, was
constructed in 1858, and was abandoned and went to ruin in 1865. It is
said the cost of the olitch was $1,000,000. As the di^in^s grew poor, the ditch / / OC-J O d7 -» /

ceased to pay for the expense of repairs. There were 13 miles of flume, eight
feet wide and four feet deep, hung on the side of a steep canon. An artificial
lake was made for a reservoir. The capacity of the ditch was 3,000 inches.

SEARS'S DITCH.-Sears's Union Ditch is, with its branches, 18 miles long,
and supplies Howland Flat, Pine Grove, Potosi, St. Louis, and Cedar Grove. It
carries 2,000 inches for four months in the wet season, and about 200 inches in
October. There are two miles of flumin^. An extension of the ditches has been O

commenced, to be 20 miles long, and to cost $50,000. The charge is 30 cents
per inch for 24 hours for piping companies, and 50 cents for drifting companies.
The water is sold under a pressure of 10 inches, measured from the middle of
the orifice. There is a demand for all the water, except in the spring. The
extension is to supply Scales's Diggings and Poverty Hill. At the latter point
the company is also cutting a bed rock tunnel six feet high, six feet wide, and
500 feet long to drain a basin nearly a mile square of rich ground. The tunnel
is to be finished next year.

NEVADA RESERVOIR DITCH.-The Nevada Reservoir Ditch Company takes
1,000 inches of water from Wolf creek, and supplies Sucker Flat and Mooney
Flat. The main ditch is 28 miles long, and in that distance there are not more
than 600 feet of flume, the highest 12 feet. The ditch was commenced in 1857,
and finished in 1860, at a cost of $116,000. The company does not sell any water,
but uses it all on Sucker Flat, in its own claims. There has been no washing
at Mooney Flat for two years.

EXCELSIOR DITCH.-The Excelsior Canal Company owns the Excelsior, the
ovyer, the Tunnel, and the Onsley Bar ditches. The first named takes 1,500

inches from the South Yuba. It was commenced in 1854, and finished in 1858.

The supply is constant, and the length is 28 miles. The Bovver is 20 miles
long, and takes 2,000 inches from Deer creek, opposite Rough and Ready; but
the supply fails in the summer. The work was commenced in 1858, and finished
in 1859. The Tunnel ditch, commenced in 1851, and finished in 1852, is 20*-! -| ' V
miles long, and takes 1,000 inches from Deer creek. It fails in the summer.
The Ousley Bar ditch is 10 miles long, and starts at Smartsville, where it is fed
with 800 inches of fresh water from other ditches. It was commenced in 1852,
and finished in 1853. On the Excelsior ditch there are five miles of low flume,
and half a mile of 40-inch iron pipe, a mi mile of 20-inch pipe, and half a mile of
38Mnch pipe. The 40-inch pine crosses a pipe. The 40-inch pipe crosses a depression 150 feet deep, and with a
head of 32 feet, carries 2,500 inches of water. The original cost of the four
ditches was $1,000,000. The water is discharged under 10 inches of pressure, *" * C - -" ^^^^_

measured from the centre of the orifice. The price is 20 cents per inch for less
than 100 inches; 15 cents per inch for more, and for irrigation there is no fixed
pricx?; but a field of 10 or 15 acres pays $50 for a season. The amount of water
is about 5,000 inches for eight months, 3,500 for two months, and 2,500 for the
last two months before the rains come.
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FOEBESTOWX DITCH. - The South Feather Water Company gets water from the
south fork of Feather river, and supplies Forbestown, Brownsville, Hansonville,
E vansville, Wyandotte, Bangor, and Brown's valley, and, in fact, the entire divide
"between the South Feather and the North Yuba. The main ditch is 30 miles long,
and the branches 30 miles more.' The work was commenced in 1855, and finished
in 1857. There is one mile of flurnc on the main ditch. The highest part is
60 feet high, but very little of that. The original cost of the ditch was $300,000,
and its present assessed value is $25,000. The ordinary charge per inch for 24
hours is 30 cents, and for 12 hours 20 cents; but there are places where the water,
after being sold, can be picked up and sold again, and there the price is 10 cents
for 12 hours. It is probable that a branch will be constructed to Indiana Ranch
and Oregon Hill, at which latter place there is a large body of rich ground.

OROVILLE DITCH. - The Oroville ditch has a main trunk 22 miles lon, and
was finished in 1856. The oriinal cost was $250,000, and the present assessed
value is $20,000. The capacity is 800 inches, and the supply exceeds the demand.
The price is 50 cents per inch for drift claims, 10 cents for hydraulic and sluice
claims, and $1 25 per acre per week for irrigation.

TABLE OF CABALS AND WATER DITCHES. - The following complete table
of all the canals and water ditches for mining purposes in the State is taken from
Langley's Pacific Coast Directory, a valuable work published biennially in San
Francisco. As many of these properties have been consolidated or changed hands
since the table was prepared, the names of the owners are omitted. Mr. Langley
says :

There are 5,328 miles of artificial water courses, for mining1 purposes, constructed in this
State, at a cost of $15,575,400. In addition to the length here stated, there are numerous
subsidiary branches, the aggregate length of which is estimated at over 800 miles, and seve-
ral hundred miles of new ditches in the course of construction.

In addition to those enumerated above, there are numerous enterprises organized to furnish
water for municipal and agricultural purposes. Twenty-seven cities and towns in the inte-
rior are thus supplied, and the capital employed amounts to several millions of dollars. The
Spring Valley Water Works, of San Francisco, is an extensive and costly undertaking, with
a capital of $6,000,000. The county of Los Angeles has nearly 300 miles of ditches, and
extensive works for the supply of water have been completed in San Bernardino, Yolo, and
several other agricultural counties of the State.

Table of canals and water ditches for mining purposes in the State, with the loca-
tion, source of water, length, cost, &c., of each.

Name of ditch Source of water. Cost

AMADOR COUNTY,

Am ad or 
Amador Co. Canal 

Boyle 
Buckeye 
Buena Vista 
Butte Canal 
Cosumnes Water Co 

Dry Creek 
Indian Gulch 
Indian Gulch 
Kellum Ditches (3) 
Lancha Plana 
Lorees 
Meeks 
Mile Gulch 

Open Cut Flume 
Pai dees 
Purinton's 

Sutter creek 

Mokelumne river, north fork : 
$20,000

66 400,000
h 3,500

Sutter creek, north fork 
Sutter creek, north fork 
Mokelumne river, north fork �.� 

5 3,000
15 18,000
50 125, 000

Cosumnes river, south fork 

Dry creek 
Jackson creek, middle fork 
Rancheria creek 

Jackson creek, middle fork 
Jackson creek, middle fork 
Rancberia creek, south fork 
Jackson creek, south fork ..., 
Rancheria creek 
Sutter creek _ 
Jackson creek, south fork 
Sutter creek,middle fork.. 

13 

22 40, 000
4 6,000

10 JO, 000
3 2,000

22. 22,000
30 30,000

5 2,000
2 1,500
4 2,000

90,000

25 * 15," 656
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Talk of canals and water ditches, &c.-Continued.

Pbelps & Co Dry creek 
Pigeon Creek 
Potosi 

Proctor, Walker & Co.'s 
Reichling- & Alt (2) 
Kichtmyer 
Rich&Co.'s 
Ritter 

Cosumnes river, soutb fork 
Dry creek 
Jackson creek 

Sutter creek, south fork 
Dry creek 

ar canon 
Cosumnes river 

Sutter Creek and Volcano Sutter creek 

Volcano Mokelumne river, tributaries 

a 

Name of ditch. Source of water. Cost."~ -.

AMADOR COUNTY-Continued.

6 $6, 000
7 8,000
5 2,500

14 16,000
8 10,000

15 10, 000
5 4,000

25 150,000
7 18,000

43 140, 000

BUTTE COUNTY

700

Forbestown I South Feather river 

Hatchings 
Little Butte I Butte creek 

Oregon Gulch 
Rock Creek 

Spring Valley 
Table Mountain 
Williams 

Oregon gulch 
Rock creek 

Spring valley 
Table mountain 

10 
Abbott &Co 
Butte Creek 

Dewevs 

Butte creek 
Cherokee Co Table mountain 

Feather river, west branch 

10,000
10 5,000
11 20, 000

2
14 8, 000
3 3,000
3 1,200
4 4,000
4 6,000
2 2,000

CALAVERAS COUNTY.

Calaveras County Ditch Co Stanislaus river 150,000
&- Mok. Hill Canal Co. Mokelumne river 

&
Conrad's 
Fisher's 
Fisher's 
Hams 
Kadish 
Old Gulch 

Piilsbury's 
Pope 
San Antonio 
Table Mountain 
Union 

Union Water Co 

Mokelumne, south fork 
Mokelumne, forks 
Mokelumne, middle fork 
Mokelumne, north fork 
Mokelumne, middle fork 
Mokelnmne, middle fork 
O'Niel's creek 

Lincoln Fork, Mokelumne river... 
Willow creek 
San Antonio creek 
San Antonio creek 

Murray creek 
Stanislaus, north fork 

36 
36
25 " so," 666

8 20,000
15 15,000
20 20,000

7 10,000
12 11,000
10 15,000
12 10, 000
7 8,000

15 15,000
28 40, 000
10 10,000
50 350, 000

DEL-NORTE COUNTY

Bunker Hill 
Cox & Fraxier 

Curley Jack 
Grider's 

Independence 
Indian Flat 
Lone Pine 

McLaughlin 
Moore's 
Patrick's 

Quartz Gulch I Quartz gulch ^*^ .-"*"«. -* ^» «P j*** 

Independence creek 
Myer's creek 
Grider creek 
Grider creek 

Independence creek 
Myer's creek 
Indian creek 
Ruxton's creek 
Buzzard Hill creek 

uzzard Hill creek 

Stevens W. M. & M. Co 

WingatoBar 
Coon creek and Craig's creek 
Oak Flat creek 

2 
18,000

1,000
3 3,000
2 1,500
1 4,000
3 3,500
4 8,000
2 600
2 1,000
2 2,000

400
7 15,000
1 2, OuO
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Table of canals and water ditches, &c.-Continued.

Shanghae 
Rough & Simpus | Canon creek 

Cosumnes river, middle fork 
Shober I Big caiion 
South Fork Canal American river, south fork 
Texas Hangtown creek 
Webber I Chunk caiion 

02 Name of ditch. Source of water. Cost.P

EL DORADO COUNTY.

rownsville - Cosumnes river, south fork 
Cataract 

Clay Hill 
Eagle 

Cosumnes river, south fork 
Hangtown creek 
Cosumnes river 

El Dorado & Tunnel Hill ! American river, south fork 
Eureka Canal Co | Cosumnes river, north fork 
Foster 
Gold Hill 

Granite Creek I American river, south fork 
Iowa Iowa and Brush canons 

Hangtown creek 
Hangtown creek 

Italian Chunk canon ...... 
Jones's Hill Otter creek 

Michigan Bar 
Montezuma... 
Parker v.. 
Pilot Creek 

* 

Mull's (3) 
-^r ̂ ^v -^B- 

8 15,000
6 10,000
2 500
8 500

10 15,000
450 500, 000

o 1,200
12 12,000

3 9,000
21 20,000

3 3,000
15 10,000

Cosumnes.river, middle fork 
Hangtown creek 
Webber creek 
Pilot and Rock creek 

Hangtown creek . 

20 60,000
10 6,000
10 30,000

150 0,000
13 4,000

M Am. river S. F., and Rock creek.. 150,000
Rossington Webber creek and Chunk canon .. 10 30, 000

10 6,000
36 12,000

5 5,000
333 300,000

H 300
16,000

INYO COUNTY.

San Carles Owen's river 15 30,000

KLAMATH COUNTY.

Camp creek 
Cecilville Salmon river, east fork 
Nordheimer Creek , Nordheimer's creek , 

Salmon river, south fork 
Sawyer's Bar | Salmon river, north fork 
Sundry other ditches 

1 Camp Creek 

Petersburg 

2,000
7* 7,500
2 2,600
5 7,000
3 5,000

73

LASSEN COUNTY

Adams 
Adams & Batchelder 
Emerson 
Susanville 

Susan river 
Susan river 
Willow creek 
Piute creek 

5 7,000
4 5,000
8 12,000

2,000

MARIPOSA COUNTY

Mortons Maxwell's creek 
Snow Creek Snow creek 

15 10,000
10 800

MONO COUNTY

Mono Virginia creek 20 75,000

NEVADA COUNTY

Buckman & Currans 
E.Williams 

Steep Hollow creek 
do 

Empire Co.'s | Shady creek 

13 20,000
16 40,000
13 50,000
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Table of canals and water ditches, &c.-Continued

Eureka Water Co 

Source of water. Name of ditch. Cost.

NEVADA COUNTY-Continued

Middle and South Yuba rivers 150
Excelsior Canal Co South Yuba and Deer creek.. 
Gardner's 

C9

Bear river 22 f 30,000
Nevada Water Co Shady creek 
KemingtonHill 

13 40,000
Steep Hollow creek .............. 16 40,000

Sargent & Jacob's Greenhorn creek ........ . ........ 5G 30,500
South Yuba Canal Co South Yuba river 200 1,500,000

Greenhorn creek 

American River W. & M. Co American river 
Auburn & Bear River Bear river 
Bartlett & Thomas do 

Byrd's Valley Volcano canon 
Dutch Flat Water Co 

El Dorado Water Co 
Gold Hill and branches 

Grizzly - 
Hall &Hubbard's..... 

American river, north fork, and 

Stehr's 4 4,500
Union 5 12,000

PLACER COUNTY.

22 100,000
90 650,000

220 65,000
3 2,000

60 100,000
Little Bear river. *

El Dorado canon 
Bear river 
Shirt Tail canon 
Bear river 

Hancock Volcano canon 
Hills 

Independent 
Indian 
Indiana Water Co 
Jamison 
McKee 

Indian canon 
Volcano canon 
Indian canon 
Canon creek 
Indian canon 
Shirt Tail canon 

McKinstry Owl creek 
Miner's 
Mountain 
North Shirt Tail.. 
Secret Canon 
South Yuba 

Todd's Valley 
Union ^ 

Shirt Tail canon, south fork 
Deep canon 
Shirt Tail canon 
Secret canon 
South Yuba river 
Volcano canon 
Shirt Tail canon 

Union, Yankee Jim do.. 

31 100,000
40 110,000

5,000
13 50,000
10 15,000
10 10,000
10 10,000
10 10,000
10 10,000
2 4,000

15 23,000
25 9,000
20 35,000

7 15,000
12 25,000
16 100,000
25 50,000
12 32,000
8 9,000

12 128,000
Volcano 

PLUMAS COUNTY 

Burton Gulch 

Volcano canon 

Cascade Water Co 
Feather River and Warren Hill I do 

Burton gulch 
South Feather river 

Grub Flat 

Humbug 
Hungarian Hill 
Indian Bar 

Mosquito . 

10 15,000

4 5,000
15 30,000
14 20,000

Mead Valley creek 
Butte creek 
Slate creek 

Chipp's creek 
Mosquito creek. 

4 5,000
4 6,000
2 2,000
3 3,000
3 4,000

Mount Pleasant Silver lake 
Nelson Point 
Pioneer 
Plurnas 
Richmond Hill 

Nelson creek 

Feather river, south fork - 

10 30,000
6 30,000

10 ] 0, 000
Silver lake 
Onion Valley creek 

Saw Mill & Taylor Hill Mill creek 
Spanish Ranch 
Spring Garden 
Twelve-Mile Bar 

Do 
Do 
Do 

Spanish creek .................. 

8 25,000
4 12,000
5 15,000

30 15,000
Spring Garden creek ............ 4 4,000
Rush creek ..................... 4 8,000

...... do ....................... 2 1,500
......do ......... . ...... 2 1,000

do 2 2,550
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Table of canals and water ditches, &c.-Continued.

Name of ditch Source of water Cost

SACRAMENTO COUNTY.

American River W. & M. Co American river.... 30 $300,000

Natoma W. & M. Co 
Cosumnes river 
American river <. 

Sacramento & Amador Canal Co... Cosumnes river.... 

Deer Creek W. & M. Co..., 6 133,000

16 390,000
6 125, 000

SHASTA COUNTY.

Arbuckle 10,000
15,000

Watson 

Whiskey creek 
Clear Creek Clear creek. .. 
Cottonwood Cottonwood creek * " " " 

Cottonwood, middle fork 
Bald Hill Cottonwood creek 
Cedar Flat 

Davis 
Do 

Eagle - 

3,000
140,000

10,000
12,000,
10,000
10,000

Know Mucket : 
Prairie j 

4 5,000
17 15,000

Quartz Hill 
Sacramento 

Spring Creek 
Toson i 

Clear creek 
do.* 

Eagle 
Clear creek 

Cottonwood, north fork 
Churn creek 
Sacramento- creek 

Spring creek 
Clear creek 
Jerusalem 

12 
8
3

53
18
8
2

16

8 4,000
22 25,000
10 16,000
3 4,000

17 18,000

SIERRA COUNTY

American 
Arnott 
Council Hill 
Cox 

50,000
7 12,000
3 4,000

Depot 
Feather River 

ar 

Fisk 

Goodyear's Bar 

Green & Purdy 

Sailor 

Sayer's Union (4)... 

Snow Creek 
Truckee 

Waukegan 

Little Grizzly creek 
Fiddle creek 
Rock creek 
Yuba river 
Indian creek , 

Feather river, south branch 
Fiddle Creek Fiddle creek 

Goodyear's creek 

1 2,500
H 3,000
2 4,000

1,500
4 18, 000

Yuba river 2 5,000
Grass Flat Grass flat.-. 

Little Grizzly cafion V ^ 

3 2,500
4 13,000

Grizzly Hill [ Cherokee creek 
Cannon creek Hosier .- 

Humbug 
Indian Hill..... .. 

2 3,000
11 50,000

Irish $ 
Jim Crow.* 
Kanaka... 
Kimball 
Rock Creek 

Humbug canon T �. 3 2,000
do 

Yuba river, 
Jim Crow canon 
Ladies' canon 
Bunker Hill 
Rock creek 

Said & Reese Sardine lake .. 

3 6,000
3 5,000
8 12,000
2 14,000
6 40,000
3 10,000
7 34,000

Shower branch 
Slate creek and tributaries... 

6 10,000
15 150,000^^r ^

Slate Creek & Gibsonville Slate creek, west branch.... 
Snow creek 
Truckee lake 

Slate creek, west branch 

7 

3 10,000
4 9,000

3 7,000

SISK1YOU COUNTY

Altona, Mugginsville.. 
Altona, Oro Fino 

Barkhouse 
Brown 

Kidder's creek 
do 

Barker, Oro Fino do 
Barkhouse 
Kidder's creek 

16 3,000
15 4,000
12 4,000

5 2,000
9 3,500
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Table of canals and water ditches, &c.-Continued.

Name of ditch. Source of water. Cost.

SISKIYOU COUNTY-Continued.

Callahan's Ranch 
Cottonwood 
Crawford's 
French Flats 
Fort Goff '. 
Hawkinsville 
Jackson's Bar 

McKinney's Creek 
Mugginsville 
Quartz Hill 
Quartz Valley 
Scott 

3 $300
10,500

8 8,000
4 800

5 3,000
6 4,000
3 2,500
4 3,000
5 2,800
4 2,500
7 2,500
5 4,000

20 40,000
85 300,000

4 2,000
3 2,500

Kappelmann Co 
Knight's Ferry & Table Ait 
La Grange 
Mountain Brow 

San Joaquin 
TRINITY COUNTY. 

10 60,000
7 25,000
7 40,000
4 5,000

15 40,000

Attingers 
Canyon Creek \ 
Canvon Creek W. Co. s 

ar 
Scott River 
Shasta River Canal 

Siad Valley.. 1 
Whiting Hill 

STANISLAUS COUNTY. 

Red Hill 
Red Hill 

Ridgeville 
Rush Creek 
Steiner's Flat 

Scott river, south fork 
Cottonwood creek 

do 

Scott river, south fork 
Turner creek 
Greenhorn creek 

McKinney creek 
do 

Howard creek 
Mill creek 
Howard creek 
Mill creek 
Scott river 
Shasta river 
Klamath river 

Lake Whiting 

Six-mile bar 
Stanislaus river 
Tuolumne river 

Littlejohn's creek.... 
Stanislaus river 

Swift Creek 

2 3,500
2 3,000
4* 12,000

Carder's 
Carrier Gulch 

Chapman's .., 
Curve's 
Depinett's 
Dunham's 
East Fork 
EastFork 
Eastman's 
Evans' Bar � 

Fegan's 
Fenning's 
Gold Bluff 
Hatchet Creek 

est Bar 

Junction City 
Junction City 
Lewistown 

Mooney's Gulch 
North Fork 
North Fork 
Ohio Flat 

Pettijohn & Co. (3) 
Poverty Flat 
Red Flat , 

" 

J 1,500
2 2,000
2 4,000
2 4,000
5 8,000
2 3,000
5 6,000
2 3,000
3 6,000
2 2,000
3 4,000
2 2,000
2 2,000
3 5,000
3 6,000
3 5,000
3 10,000
2 2,500
2 3,500
2 2,000
2 2,000

.2 2,000
5 5,000
H 1,500

1,000
2 6,000
u 1,500
8 10,000
5 8,000
8 10,000
2 2,000
3 4,000

Taylor Flat 

Indian creek 

Guzner gulch 
Canyon creek _ 
Eastman gulch 
Carrier gulch 
Soldier creek 
Franklin creek 

Canyon creek, east fork 
Aiooney gulch 
East Fork � 
East Fork of north fork 

Eastman's gulch 
Maxwell's creek 

Clear gulch 
Grizzly gulch 
McKinley gulch 
Hatchet creek 

Trinity river, north fork 
Canyon creek 
Canyon creek 
Deadwood creek 

Mooney's gulch 
Trinity river, north fork 
Logan creek 
Grass Valley creek 
Mooney and Calvin gulches 
East Weaver 

Gwin gulch 
Conner's creek 
Rush creek 

Stuart's Fork, east fork 
Rush creek 
Brown's creek 
Indian creek 
Swift creek 
French creek 

00 

O

8 10,000
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Table of canals and water ditclies7 &c.-Continued

Name of ditch. Source of water. 
CO

fl09

TRINITY COUNTY-Continued.

Trinity Centre 
Turner Bar Co.'s 

Wares (3) 
Weaver Creek 
Weaver Creek 
Weaverville Basin 

Swift creek 

Bedding's creek. 
East & West Weaver creeks 

2 $2,000
4 6, 000

11 12,000
2 2,000
4 6,000
8 10,000

TULARE COUNTY. 

Weaver creek 
Weaver creek 
Weaver creek 

KawiahBroder & Van Gordan 
rown's Mill 

Campbell & Martins 
Davenport's 
Everton's 
Fisher's 

Jenning's 
Johnson's 

Long Ditch * 
Lowry, Worthley & Co 
Owen's 

People's 
Reservation 
Rice's 
Town Ditch 
Townsend's 

Union Vineyard & Farming Co 
TUOLUMNE COUNTY. 

5 1,000
Packwood creek 3 4,000
Tule river 4 1,500
Sand creek 2 1,500
Kawiah 
Sand creek 

2 3,000
3 800

Mill creek 4 J,000
Deep creek 
Kawiah 

7 1,500
3 800

Sand creek 2 700
Sand creek 
Kawiah 

4 1,000
10 8,000
4 2,000
5 2, 000'
4 2,000
H 500
7 1,500

Big Oak Flat 
Hydraulic Co 
Jamestown & Chinese Camp 
Phoenix Water Co 
Sonora and Yorktown D, Co 

Tuolumne County Water Co 
YUBA COUNTY 

40 600, 000
50 300, 000
7 1 5, 000

100 300, 000
10

35 55 ,

irmingham 
Brown's 
Burnett's 

Camptonville 
Collyer 
Deaver's 
Dennison's 
Dunn's 
Excelsior Canal Co 
Feather River 

W 

Tule river 
Kawiah 
Brown's Mill ditch 
Sand creek 
Kawiah 

Tuolumne river 

Tuolumne river, north fork 
Wood creek 

Tuolumne river, north fork 
Tuoiumne river, north fork 
Stanislaus river, south fork 

Q 

Strawberry creek 
Oregon creek 
Dry creek 

Dry creek . 
Oregon gulch 

Sleighville gulch 
Deer creek :. 

1,500
500

10,000
3,000

600
900
500

1,500
150 500,000

10,000
1,200

Monroe & Cornell 

Feather river 
Willow creek 

Dry creek j-^i»r V^r^i^Ir* %*r*TTi

Mrock's
Mullan's ..... -/ .............. 

- . Jury creejK. - -. . - 
New York ravine 

, Dry creek | 
... Dry creek... 

8,000
12,000

(300

Mullan s -/ Dry creek 
Never's Indian creek 
"\fn\Tr Vrtvlr OvonTin r»roolr 

1,000
juumu t icen. . .. .... ...... ...... 2,000

New York
Nine Hors

Oregon Creek 

Oregon creek 
New York ravine 

Oregon cpeek |......
Peacock
Pine Hiil.-

Sleighville 

Yuba river 
Bear river i 

Sleighville gulch 
Dry creek '. 
Oregon creek 

Cost. 

600
500

6,000
1,000
1,600
2,000
3,000

Spencer 
Turffrey's 

a-/A y V/A v"-'".* » " " - » 

Oregon creek... 10,000
Indian creek 

Dry creek 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^m^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^m^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^m^^m^m^^^m^^^^f^f^^^^^^^^^^^^^^m^f^m^^^^^^^^^^^^^f^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 

6,000
8,000
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SECTIOX XX.

THE MISCELLANEOUS MINERALS OF THE PACIFIC COAST.

In referring to the nature, extent, and development of the miscellaneous min-
erals found on the Pacific coast, exclusive of gold, silver, and quicksilver, the
materials are so abundant, and the details so interesting, as to render it dif-
ficult to select such portions as will convey the desired information within the
limits prescribed. When it is remembered that there is scarcely a metal or min-
eral used in the arts, or known to science, but is represented on this coast-gen-
erally in greater proportion than in any other country-it will be perceived that
a mere list of their names, and of the localities in which they are found, would
occupy more space than would be desirable in an official document. This branch
of the report is, therefore, confined to a few facts relating to the best known and
most important of these products. The details, though necessarily incomplete, con-
tain sufficient data upon which to base an opinion of the extent and variety of
the miscellaneous mineral resources of the Pacific slope.

COPPER.-This branch of mining, which was in process of development last
year, is at present in a depressed condition. Various circumstances, briefly referred
to hereafter, have caused a reduction in the value of metallic copper in the mar-
kets of the world. The depression has been felt more severely by the miners on
this coast than by those of any other part of the Union, because copper mining
being in its infancy here, was straggling to secure the aid of capital for its exten-
sion ; an object the attainment of which is hopeless under existing circumstances.
xVnother drawback has been the increased cost of freight, consequent on the
demand for vessels to carry wheat, flour, and other produce to the ports to which
it has been usual heretofore to ship ores and metals. This increase has been
equal to a reduction of $5 per ton in the value of the ores; because they must be
shipped in order to reach smelters and consumers, as there are no regular pur-
chasers here, except such as buy for export.

Reference to some of the causes which have thus crippled the development
of this source of wealth affords the best means for judging whether such reduc-
tion-is likely to be permanent, or of merely temporary duration. India, for the
past quarter of a century, has absorbed all the ingot copper sent there from all
parts of the world. Many of the wealthy natives in the distant interior of that
country hoarded these ingots as treasure, and they passed as currency among
them. The importations of gold and silver since the discovery of these metals
in California and Australia, together with the extension of railroads and other "

features of European civilization in Asia, have almost entirely abolished this
custom. The precious metals have superseded copper in the business of its
semi-barbarous people. This change has not only caused a stoppage in the
demand for copper in what was formerly the best market for its disposal, but
thousands of tons, the accumulations of years, have been brought out from hidingl-i-i «r / O O

places to be exchanged for the precious metals. It will require years to absorb
the pren-nt supply of copper in India by the manufacturers of that country, par-
ticularly as most of the utensils and ornaments made of that metal used by the
people are imported from Europe or the United States.

The increasing supply of ores from Australia, Cuba, Chili, Africa, Europe, and
the United States..before the revulsion in India was severely felt, had already
1 gun to exceed the demand; and, of course, this excess has greatly increased
since, -ivingthe control of every open market to those countries where it can
be mined and melted at the lowest cost.

The increase in the number of vessels built of iron in Europe, and the decline
in ship-building in the United States, have curtailed the demand for sheathing,
which a i'uw years since was the chief use to which copper was applied in this
country.
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Another cause for the decrease in the demand for copper arises from the sub-
stitution of cheaper metals in the manufacture of articles formerly made of copper,
and the introduction of processes for depositing copper on other metals by elec-
tricity, by which a mere film of the dearer metal gives the cheaper one the appear-
ance, and causes it to serve most of the purposes of the other.

The above are among the leading causes of the present depression in the value
of copper, and springing, as they do, from circumstances not likely to change
for the better, the prospects of the copper mines on this coast are not very flat-
tering.

The mines of Bolivia and Chili, owned by European capitalists, worked at less
cost, and more convenient to the English and French markets than those of Cali
fornia, can drive the ores from this coast out of those markets. The imports of
South American ores into England in 1866 reached 35,336 tons, while but 4,591
tons were received from California, and the disproportion will be still greater
during the present year. During the past six months only 1,211 tons have been
shipped from San Francisco to England, while the receipts from South America
during the same period exceeded 482,000 quintals of 96 pounds each. The
present prices of freight and ores forbid any increase of shipments hence during
this year South America, in 1866, also sent 86,440 tons of ore to France, a \ '

market to which our ores cannot be sent writh profit, unless a great reduction can
be effected in the expenses of mining and exportation.

The copper mines of the United States have formidable competitors in the
European markets in the mines of Africa and Cuba. The richest ores on the
English market for some time past have been brought from the Cape of Good

ope, Africa. These ores average from 30 to 50 per cent. The mines of Cuba
have also yielded a large quantity of rich ores. The product of fine copper in
Europe and America, during 1867, is estimated at 90,000 tons, of which Bolivia
and Chili will produce two-thirds.

The following tables, showing the value of ores in England during the past
three years, and the cost of their production on this coast, explain the causes why
California cannot compete with Chili in supplying the European markets. As
the prices at Swansea, Wales, regulate the whole European market, it is only
necessary to give the rates at that place.

Price of copper ores at Swansea in 1865, 1866, and 1867.

Grade. 1865. 1866. 1867.

17 per cent 
21 per cent 

per ton. 10 per cent _ 11 50 33 87 $36 50
do... 66 62 58 75 66 50
do... 91 62 67 62 69 75

Cost of extracting and delivering ores at Swansea.
Mining per ton 14 00

do.. 4 00

Sorting do... 1 00
Wear and tear of machinery .. 1 50
Interest on capital 
Freight to San Francisco 
Freight to Swansea 
Commissions, &c 
Insurance 

Cartage, wharfage, &c .*. 

.".""."do... 1 50
do... 10 00

15 00
do... 5 00

1 50
50

Total expenses. do.. 54 00
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By comparing these expenses with the list of prices above, it will readily bo
perceived that ores under 15 per cent, do not cover expenses. As seven-eighths
of the ores obtained on this coast do not reach that standard, it is unprofitable to
extract them. The same figures apply to the markets at New York and Boston.
As more than three-fourths of the ores smelted in Europe and the Atlantic States
do not average 15 per cent., it is clear that the mines whence such ore is obtained
possess a great advantage over those on the Pacific coast, entirely through theI O m " ./""O

saving in cost of labor and transportation.
The statistics relating to the copper mines of England, published by authority

of the government of that country in I860, show that during that year 198,298
tons of ore were obtained from the English mines, which yielded 11,888 tons of
fine copper, or an average of hut 5 .9 per cent. This ore, estimated at 825 per
ton, was valued at S479G7,4'>0. As the mines on this coast could be made to
produce annually an equal quantity of ore of greater value, the proportions of
the loss the country sustains by their remaining undeveloped deserves considera-
tion.

The establishment of comprehensive smelting works at some suitable place,
with ample capital to conduct operations on a liberal scale, would be a great
advantage to the country by encouraging the development of this interest, and
would doubtless in time yield fair returns for the amount i ivestcd.

The present plan of erecting temporary smelting works near each mine, for
the purpose of operating on the richest ores, is an injury to the copper interest,
because it exhausts materials which might be more advantageously employed.
These temporary works can only operate on the richest oxides, carbonates, and
silicates, which form but a small proportion of the ores. The great mass of them
consists of sulphnrets, in the reduction of which the oxygen, carbon, and silica.
of the richer ores serve an important purpose. It is the opportunity of selecting
suitable ores for combining, which the smelters of Wales possess, with a market
for every kind and grade offered, that enables them to operate so successfully.
The ores from the Cornish mines are sulphides, and would be too poor to work,
but for this arrangement. Lime and silica bein essential elements in the reduc-O

tion of copper from its ores, common sense teaches that it is more economical to
employ these elements when combined by nature "with the metal, than to collect
them from other sources and mix them artificially, at additional cost. It was to
secure this advantage that the Boston smelters, during the past year, sent to
Wales to purchase a cargo of carbonates to mix the sulphides received from this
coast, because the miners here, who have large quantities of carbonates, prefer
converting them into matte.

None of the English copper miners ever smelt their ores. They are all sent
to the public market; smelting and mining being considered separate and distinct
operations in that country.

The method of transacting business in the Welsh ore market is peculiar, but
gives satis/action, owin to its fairness to buer and seller. All the ores intended
for sale are piled and sampled ten days before the sale takes place. During that
time the smelters desiring to do so can take samples to estimate the value of - - O 1

such parcels as they want. Each sends in his bid in writing, sealed, directed to
the agent having the particular parcel for sale. The highest bidder for any lot
has it awarded to him. This is a better plan than for miners to be obliged to
seek purchasers, without knowin the value of the ore in the market.

NEW DISCOVERIES.- The circumstances above stated have had the effect of

preventing prospecting for copper to a great extent. But some discoveries have
been made within the present year, though few of them have been much developed.
Among the most important are the following :

The Sierra Buttes copper mine, located near HurtPs ranch, Sierra county. The
lode on this discovery, which may be traced by its outcrop for nearly a mile,
differs from that in any of the copper mines, in several material respects. It is

14
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the only body of copper ores of any importance thus far found in the granite on
this coast, except at Meadow lake, Nevada county, hereafter referred to.

The ore is contained in a quartzose gangue rock, the lode having a well-defined
fiiiccan (as the miners term the soft clay which usually accompanies true veins
of ore) on the foot wall; the hanging wall being a hard, compact, feldspathic
granite, which also constitutes the " country" in which the lode is enclosed. There
are considerable quantites of molybdenum in the vein-stone, in the form of both
the sulphite and oxide of that metal. There are other lodes of copper ores in
the same locality contained in the granite 5 but each differs somewhat in compo-
sition and appearance from all the others, forming an interesting field for scientific
investigation. The Sierra Buttes is the only one of these lodes that has been
worked to any extent, owing to its containing sufficient gold in the gangue rock
to pay for extraction, though the ore will average 10 per cent, of copper. The
cost of transportation from that distance to a market over such roads as exist;,
under the present condition of affairs, causes such a grade of ores to be valueless.
A tunnel is in course of construction on this mine, which when completed will
strike the lode at a depth of 1,000 feet below the surface. In a shaft sunk on it
to the depth of 60 feet, the lode was found to be seven feet wide.

A promising outcrop of copper ore has been found near Marango Pass, San
ernardino county, California.
A company was incorporated at San Francisco in July, 1867, with a capital

stock of $240,000, for the purpose of working a copper mine in the Moro district;
San Luis Obispo county, California.

In the California mine, at Meadow lake, Nevada countv, the highest inhabited / / v / O

portion of the Sierra Nevada, at an altitude of 8,000 feet above the level of the
sea, metallic copper is found in the quartz, the gold and copper in which, though
intimately mixed, are never alloyed with each other.

The vein-stone of the lodes in this elevated district carries a percentage of
copper, generally in the form of sulphurate, combined with those of iron, lead,
zinc, cobalt, nickel, and arsenic. In the Shooting Star mine, at the depth of 40
feet, the lode contains an ore which yields 15 per cent, of copper, $40 per ton
of silver, and $20 per ton of gold. It is proposed to erect furnaces to smelt the
rich but complex ores of this district.

The Lyons Company's mine, located about three miles from the town of
Ashton, Colusa county, in the Coast range, contains a body of oxides and car-
bonates. A temporary furnace was erected to work these ores, but being unfit
for the purpose, one of HaskelPs water-lined furnaces is now being built. This,
though not a now discovery, had not been of much importance till smelting
operations were commenced.

Persons who have visited the new Territory of Alaska report it as being rich
in copper. M. Foucoult, a French gentleman, who spent several months in the
Territory among the Indians, states that they Value copper as much as civilized
men value gold. The chiefs wear masses of it suspended round their necks, as
highly prized ornaments. Some of the higher chiefs have lumps of the metal
that weigh several hundred pounds each, which are heir-looms of the tribe, and
are kept in the great wigwam. This gentleman states, that in order to obtain
these nuggets of copper, the Indians keep up large fires for weeks on the out-
croppings of the lodes, which melts the carbonates and oxides near the surface.
It is a well-known fact, mentioned in the writings of the earlier visitors to this
coast, that the natives of that Territory, and those immediately adjoining, were
the only tribes that possessed copper weapons and ornaments when first discovered.

In August, 1866, a discovery of copper ore was made in the mountains, on
the south branch of King's river, Tulare county, about 68 miles from Fresno
City. There are four distinct and parallel lodes, a few feet apart from each
other, in the locality, each containing a percentage of "horseflesh" ore, or
erubescite, in a quartzose gangue rock. The lodes are from two to eight feet
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wide, and are traceable for several miles, cresting a high hill and across a steep
canon. An analysis of the ore shows it to contain GO per cent, copper, $20 per
ton in gold, and nearly $60 per ton in silver. Owing to the mountainous
character of the country where this discovery was made, but little can be done
towards its development till a road can be made to convey materials. This will
involve an expense, which capitalists are not disposed to incur in prospecting
copper mines at present. If there were no copper in the ledges, there would be
less difficulty in obtaining funds to prospect them for the gold and silver they
contain; but the disasters which have befallen the copper interest within the past
year have cast a feeling of distrust over everything bearing the name or nature of
copper. There is abundance of wood and water in the vicinity of the discovery;
and could one of HaskelFs furnaces be erected there, the parties who own the
lodes would probably realize something for their labor and enterprise.

Several discoveries have been made within the past few months in the moun-
tains bordering the Tule river, in Tulare county, which have been prospected
sufficiently to demonstrate their value. The lodes are generally similar in V O *

character to those found on the south fork of King's river, in the same county,t
and described above. The localities of the two discoveries are about 50 miles

apart. The lodes on the Tulare are contained in the metamorphic slate, near
injunction with the granite.
. A body of ore has been partially developed near Copper City, Shasta county,
on which a company of English capitalists have offered to erect smelting works,
provided the parties owning the mine will grant them a lease on terms they
propose.

It is stated by parties who have been prospecting in Utah during the past
season that the croppings of copper ore are abundant in the south and southeast
sections of that Territory. Copper ores are reported to have been found in th

attle Mountain district, Ilumboldt county, Nevada, about 90 miles north-north-
west from Austin.

The surveyors employed by the Central Pacific Railroad Company report
the existence of copper-bearing lodes in the Trinity mountains, Humboldt county,
Nevada.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE COPPER MISES.-The condition of affairs,
resulting from the causes stated, will be best exhibited by showing the extent of
the development of the mines described in the previous report. This will also
afford a means for comparison.

THE COPPEROPOLIS MIXES.-These mines, owing to their extent, the capital
expended in their development, the value of the ores extracted from them, and
the quantity at present available for extraction, place them at the head of the
copper mines on the Pacific coast.

The Union mine has been but partially worked during 1867. Its owners
find it more profitable to plaee it in a condition for future operations, than to
extract ore for sale at present prices. But little ore has consequently been taken
out-oniy such as it was necessary to move in making explorations. The number
of men employed has been reduced to 150 j in 1865 and 1866 nearly 400 were
employed. The chief work doing at the mine at present is keeping it free from
"water and making the necessary repairs to the works above and below ground.

The explorations in the main shaft have extended to 500 feet in perpendicular
depth, where the lode on the north, near the line of the Keystone ground, is 15
feet wide. At the 400-feet level in the same shaft, 100 feet*above, the lode has
decreased to six feet in width. This increase in its proportions is a favorable
symptom of permanence, and proves the correctness of the opinion that the con-
traction of the lode at the 400-feet level would not be permanent. The total
quantity of ore talcn from this mine from January 1 till July 15, 1867, was
8,382,855 pounds; total quantity since it was opened in 1861, 108,731,678
pounds; all of which has been exported to the Atlantic States and Europe,
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except about 2,376,000 pounds, or 1,000 tons, portions of which remain at the
mine, at Stockton, and San Francisco, ready for shipment.

THE KEYSTONE MINE.-Explorations in this mine have been extensive and
costly during the past year. The cross-cut toward the south line, in the sixth
level, at a depth of 350 feet, running from the south or Honghton shaft, struck
the main lode where it was 10 feet wide, of 15 per cent. ore. It was deemed
best to sink tho main shaft 200 feet, to avoid the necessity of working by a
winze at so great a distance from the shaft, as it was calculated the shaft would
strike th;.- "-ode at that depth. At the depth of 552 feet a cross-cut was made 43
feet in length before the lode was reached. Its width at that depth could not
be ascertained, owing to tho great increase of water, which prevented the men
drifting till a sufficiently large sump-hole could bo made.

The company have taken out but little ore during the past year, having ceased
operations, except for exploration, early in April. At present they only employ
a, few men to attend the machinery and pumps, to keep the mine from filling with
water. Tho total receipts from the sale of ores taken from this mine amount to
$375,000. The amount of assessments collected exceed $100,000, the whole of
which has been expended in developing the mine and purchasing machinery.
The company has never declared a dividend.

THE OTHER COPPEROPOLIS MINES.-The Empire, Consolidated, and Iniru
itable were worked to some extent in the spring; but have been idle for several
months. The owners of the latter mine (which is parallel and immediately
adjoining tho Union) had sued that company for taking out ore from their
ground. The case attracted considerable attention from its novelty and the
value of the interests involved. It wras decided in favor of the Union Company.

THE NAPOLEON MINE.-The new7 shaft on this mine was sunk to tho depth
of 195 feet, when work was suspended. No ore has been taken from it during 1867.

THE CAMPO SECO MINE.-This mine has been partially worked for a few
months during the present year. Smelting works were erected by tho company
as early as November, 1865, and arrangements made for working economically.
A railroad a mile in length was constructed for the purpose of conveying- the ores
from the mine to the furnace. By a judicious arrangement in the location of the
works, tho ore, after reaching the surface through the shaft, is earned down to
the furnaces by its own weight, and these being located on the banks of the » "^-* r ^-f

Mokelurnne river, the slag and other waste is dumped into that river at trifling
cost for labor.

The smelting works consist of two cupola furnaces and a McKenzio blast,
moved by a water wheel, and a roasting kiln. The furnaces are built of sand-
stone and lined with steatite, both of which materials are abundant in the neigh-
borhood of the works, and appear to be tolerably well adapted for the purpose.
The object of the company in erecting these works was not to make copper or
matte of a high standard, but to concentrate the ores obtained below 10 per
cent, into about 35 per cent, regulus. The experience of the persons in. charge
confirms the remarks heretofore made in relation to the impolicy of each mine
smelting its own ores. The ores here, like the bulk of all obtained from the
mines on the cupriferous belt which traverses the State from north to south, are
nearly pure sulphides of iron and copper, rarely containing more than five per
cent of silica, and consequently difficult to reduce alone. The average assay of
20 samples shows 45 per cent, sulphur, 40 per cent, iron, 6 to 10 per cent, copper,
the remainder being silica, water, &c. To reduce such an ore to regulus it was
found necessary to add 20 per cent, of quartz, in order to supply sufficient silica
to combine with the iron after the liberation of that metal from the sulphur. Had
silicates of copper or ores containing a considerable percentage of quartzose
gangue rock been available, a much larger product of copper would have been
obtained at the same cost of fuel, flux, and labor.

Even in the processes for roasting the ores in kilns the absence of silica is
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a great disadvantage and source of loss. The sulphur, when in sucn excess, aa^J I . /

in this class of ores, when heated, coats the ores, forming a refractory material
for future operations.

The two furnaces on this mine, when in full operation, smelted about eight
tons of ore ami 20 per cent, of quartz in 24 hours. To do this it required 250
bushels of charcoal daily, which cost about 20 cents per bushel; two men to
attend the furnace as smelters, two to supply materials, two to carry off the slag-,
which, owing to the large proportion of iron and the nature of the flux, was
large, and two others to prepare the materials for the furnace feeders. Most of
the work was performed by Chinese labor.

THE LAXCHA PLAN A MIXES.-These mines being under the control of tho
proprietors of the Union, have not been worked during the year.

THE MIXES ix AMADOU COUXTY.-The Newton, Cosumnes, and Pioueei
mines, in this county, ceased operations in April, 1867.

THE MIXES ix MAEIPOSA COUXTY.-The principal mine in this county, La
Victorie, owing as much to disagreements among its stockholders as to the depre-
ciation in the value of ores, has been idle nearly the whole of the present year.

Having given a description of this mine in previous report, the following
particulars relating to its working will be interesting for reference: After an
examination made by order of the company, the engineer in his report states that
the mine from the tunnel has been well opened. The foot-wall, where the tun-
nel enters the vein, is well defined; but, as yet, the hanging wall had not been
found, although the vein had been pierced about 70 feet. Two thousand ton*
of ore had been taken out of the mine, chiefly from pockets or smaller veins,
mixed with the materials which had been thrown into the larger vein. A series
of deposits of ore exists above the foot-wall, more or less connected, containing
quantities of black oxide, and until the works are carried below the surface dis-
turbances the size, value, or permanency of the lode cannot be determined.
From the indications in tho present workings there is reason to believe the mine
will prove permanent and valuable. The company not having the means to
obtain proper machinery, had done the best they could under the circumstances.
The mine is well timbered, and is in good condition for future operations.

A shaft had been sunk about 90 feet, on an incline which it was supposed
would intersect the lode. But by a cross-cut run from the bottom it was found
that the lode had changed in dip. The shaft was therefore sunk nearly vertical,
so as to strike it about SO feet below, or on a level with the tunnel. While run-
ning this cross-cut, seams and deposits of black oxide were met with.

Tho extraction of ores while the mine was worked was slow and costly, owing
to the broken nature of the country rock. The difficulties that beset the com-
pany arc in part due to the isolated locality of the mine. It is too far from any
travelled road to obtain the advantage of cheap transportation by teams return-
ing empty from the mountains. The nearest point of shipment is 84 miles, over
a rough country. Tho cost of transportation swallowed up the value of the
ore. In addition to this, the company conducted its business on the same extrav-
agant scale as the richest of the \Vashoe companies. Its officers, salaries,
oiliee rent in San Francisco, and incidental expenses outside the mine amounted
to $16,000 per annum. There are few undeveloped mines that could stand such
a drain. Under more economical management, and with cheaper transportation,
this mine might add something to the wealth of the State, even at the present
low price of copper. Its ores are abundant, and of a higher grade than tho
average.

THE BUCHANAN MIXE is located in Hunter's valley, Mariposa county, and
has been worked at intervals during the past year. *The shaj't, in June, had
reached 150 feet in depth, where the lode was found to be seven feet wide, of
tolerably compact sulphurets. Having oxides, silicates, and carbonates conve-
nient to the smelting works, this company, during the year, has made 100 toru, of
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60 per cent, matte, most of which has been forwarded to San Francisco, where
it remains at present for want of a market. There can be no better illustration
of the reduction in the value of copper than is afforded by the working of this
mine. The matte made from its ores in 1865, averaging 60 per cent, of copper,
sold at San Francisco for 16 cents per pound. The same grade of matte cannot
be sold at present at nine cents per pound.

At James's ranch the Green Mountain Company have erected smelting works
and made a few tons of matte.

None of the other copper mines in this county have been worked during the
present year.

THE MINES IN SAN Luis OBISPO COUNTY.-But little having been done
towards developing the mines in this county during the present year, there are
no new facts to report concerning them.

THE MINES IN Los ANGELES COUNTY.-With the exception of prospecting
among the claims near the Solidad pass, nothing has been done in this county
during the past year.

THE MINES IN PLUMAS COUNTY.-The Genesee Valley smelting works had
to cease operations during the winter owing to the weather, and work has not
been resumed since, the price of copper offering no inducements to the proprie-
tors to incur the expense of refitting furnaces and mine.

THE MINES IN I)EL NOETE COUNTY.-With the exception of the Alta none
of the copper mines in this county have been worked this year. The Alta com-
pany have been engaged in developing their mine. They have sunk their main
shaft to the depth of 500 feet, run their tunnel 200 feet, and drifted at several
levels, finding bodies of ore which appear to improve in quality as the workings
progress. The disturbed and broken character of the formation ceases at 200
feet from the surface. The company has sent 400 tons of ore to San Francisco** ^+*

since January, 1867, which has been reshipped to New York. The average of
ore has been about 16 per cent. j but the costs attending its transportation to San
Francisco, and reshipment thence to New York, absorbs the value in expenses.

THE MINES IN CONTRA COSTA COUNTY.-None of the copper mines in this
county have been worked this year.

THE MINES IN NEVADA COUNTY.-Capital and labor have been expended
in prospecting the copper mines in the western part of this county, where there
is a copper-bearing formation extending across it from north to south, on which
many claims have been located and to some extent explored. The lodes are-*

generally large, but the ores are of too low a grade to cover the costs of trans-
portation^ Of several hundred tons sent to New York and Swansea the average
returns did not exceed nine per cent, of metal. Under more favorable condi-
tions, with cheap labor and transportation, these mines might be made to pay.
At present they can only be worked at a loss.

The first shaft in the district, called the Well, because sunk for the purpose
of obtaining a supply of water, is near Spenceville, in Rough and Ready town-
ship. It wras used as a well for five years, till the excitement about copper in
1862, when, on cleaning it out, a deposit of sulphurets was exposed 70 feet wide,
and extending to an indefinite length in the direction of the stratification of the
enclosing metamorphosed clav slate, with a foot-wall and fluccan. But the ore,
only ranging from eight to nine per cent,, did riot pay for extraction and transport. 

^

The Last Chance, the only mine worked for copper in this county, is located
on this belt, near the Empire ranch. It was discovered in 1863, and has since
been explored with such satisfactory results as to warrant its owners, who aro
among the most enterprising citizens in the State, (D. O. Mills, of San Francisco,
A. Delano, S, D. Bosworth, and E. W. Roberts, of Grass Valley,) to make
application to procure title from the federal government to the land on which
the mine is located, the first application of the kind made. A shaft has been
sunk to the depth of 200 feet, where the lode is found 12 feet wide, of sulphur-
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ets, averaging from 12 to 20 per cent, of metal. Before the rise in price of
freight a shipment of this ore to Swansea returned a profit of £35 per ton. The
company own 2,400 feet on this lode.

Considerable excitement was created in this county towards the close of 1866*-

by the discovery of ores in the Fox mine, from which about 40 tons of oxides
and carbonates were shipped to Swansea in October of that year. But the exciter
ment ceased as the price of copper declined, though nearly 100 claims were
recorded during the last quarter of 1866.

Several small parcels of ores have been received at San Francisco during the
present year from the Western Star and Green mines, located near the Last Chance
and on the same lode; but at present and for several months past none of the
mines have been worked.

OTHER CALIFORNIA COPPER MIXES.-With the exception of the Union
Company, who own a mine in Marin county which they prospected for a few
months in the spring, the above is a full statement of tiie progress made in cop-
per mining in California during the year 1867.

THE OREGON COPPER MIXES.-The Queen of Bronze and other mines in
this State have been idle during the past year. Xew discoveries have been
made, but none of them have been developed sufficiently to prove their value.
They are referred to merely to show the extent of country on this coast in which
copper has been discovered.

The most important of the discoveries have been made in the southern part
of Douglas county, where croppings of ore exist, not in the form of gossan, as in
California, but as masses of oxides and carbonates, which will be of importance
if extensive smelting works should be erected.O

The mines on Eagle creek. Baker county, have been explored with such results
as to have induced the owners to enter into a contract with the Oregon Steam
Navigation Company to carry their ores to San Francisco, at a stipulated price,
for a year.

THE LOWER CALIFORNIA COPPER MIXES.-The Sance mine, at Loretto, has
not been worked during the past year. The shaft on this mine has reached the
depth of 114 feet, where the lode is seven feet wide, the ore said to average 12
per cent.

A few tons of ore were received occasionall at San Francisco from mines

along the lower roast, during the past spring, but such shipments have entirely
ceased for several months.

THE COPPER MIXES OF NEVADA.* - Most of the ores found in the district of

Pahranagat, though generally famous for the silver they contain, are more prop-
erly described as copper ores. They consist chiefly of gray copper, copper
pyrites, erubescite, and other familiar ores of copper, combined with sulphites of
silver, lead, iron, zinc, &c. No gold has yet been found in the district. These
ores are contained in a quartzose veinstone in some ledges ; in others the gangue
rock is calcspar, (a carbonate of lime.) Some of the ores contain as high a> -30
per cent, of copper. This district lies in the extreme southeast corner of Nevada,
where it joins Utah and Arizona, in 37° 31' north latitude and 112° longitude
west from Greenwich. The mineral wealth of the district is contained in a range
of mountains about six miles long and four miles wide, running nearly north and
south, the general name for which is Mount Irish, though each peak lias a sepa-
rate name. Some of the crests of the range tower to the height of 11,000 feet,
and are covered with perpetual snow. The lodes present the characteristics of
true fissure veins, and appear to consist of several series, crossing each other in
some places at right amrl< , the whole being contained in a metamorphosed lime-
stone formation. In any other locality they would be valuable for copper mining.

Described more fully in the section on Nevada.

"
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Similar ores are obtained in the mines of Inyo and Mono counties, California.
These, however, contain a per cent, of gold. These ores are refractory when
worked by the ordinary mill processes. Some of this class of ore taken from
the Camanche mine, in Mono countv, and sent to Swansea for reduction, returned* /

1,000 per ton in gold, silver, and copper. The mines in Kearsarge, Fish Springs,
Aurora, and other districts among the higher divisions of the Sierra Nevada pro-/ O O A

duce similar ores. The completion of the Central Pacific railroad will be of
great benefit to the miners of this extensive mineral region, particularly if a
process shall be discovered by which the gold and silver can be extracted with-
out wasting the copper they contain-a contingency quite possible. If such an

tablishment for smelting as the interests of the coast demand were erected atO

some point convenient to water and railroad carriage, the refractory ores of the
Sierras would become valuable.

THE PEAVINE MINES.-In November, 1866, several tons of ores from this
district were brought to Sacramento by the Central Pacific railroad, which passes
within three miles of it, being the first shipment from the Sierras by railroad.
The total cost for freight by railroad and steamboat was $12 per ton.

Two of Haskell's water-lined furnaces have since been erected in the district,
one to operate for silver, tho other for copper, but neither has yet been completed.
The ores are chieflv carbonates and silicates, and the furnaces will probably be "/ / A *f

able to reduce them to a portable form for transportation. As they contain a
er centum of gold and silver it may be found profitable to ship them to Europe
or separation, till suitable works shall be erected here.

An excellent map of this district lias been published by A. J. Hatch, deputy
United States surveyor, which will be found useful for reference.

THE MINES IN ARIZONA.-The copper mines on Williams fork of the Colo-
rado have been partially worked this year. The developments have'been satis-
factory so far as the extent of the lodes and the grade of tho ores are concerned,"* O

but the difficulties attending smelting operations for want of furnace materials
and fuel, the scarcity of means for transport, tho high cost of freights from tho
mines to market, and the low prices paid for ores have caused a cessation of work
or confined operations to a limited scale. In March there were 100 men employed
at the Central and Planet mines, and about 150 about tho works at Aubrey City,
nearly all of whom have since been discharged.

The receipts of ores from these mines since January 1, 1867, have amounted
to 1,156 tons, 600 of which were from the Planet mine. The whole quantity
ranged between 20 and 60 per cent, of metal.

The ores in this district would be valuable if suitable smelting works were
erected anywhere on this coast, as they are chiefly carbonates, silicates, and
oxides. I

THE GREAT CENTRAL MINE contains 3,600 feet on two parallel lodes, and
several hundred feet on other lodes adjacent. The ore is abundant and of good
grade, and contains some gold and silver. In May last, the .company had about
200 tons, averaging 25 per cent., and 50 tons of selected, averaging 60 per cent., r *^-s *_** -*- ' v-f ^-*
lying on tho river bank awaiting transportation. One of tho smaller lodes, th^ ^-** <._,? 1

"Marion/7 at the depth of 75 feet from the surface, is five feet wide, composed
of oxides of iron and copper. At the depth of 125 feet from tho surface the
main lode exhibits symptoms of sulphur. This, while affording evidence of the
permanence of the lode, is not favorable to smelting operations. For 200 feet
on each side of the shaft on the main lode (which is the extent of its explora-
tion) it is found to be from five to seven feet wide.

In April last the company completed a furnace capable of reducing 16 tony of ore
in 24 hours, and made about 50 tons of coarse copper, rangingffrom 60 to 70 per
cent., which has been sent to New York. But operations ceased in June.

THE PLANET MnfE, though located near tho Great Central, contains several
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lodes and deposits of ore separate from those worked by that company, and yields
ores of a different character. In one of the drifts a body of red, ferruginous, cal-
careous cement was found, about 18 inches thick, but otherwise of unknown
extent, which contains a per cent, of metallic copper in thefonn of fine spangle*
and flakes, beautifully crystallized, imparting a peculiar brilliancy to each irac-
tvtre as the lights of the miners arc reflected upon the grains. It differs entirely
from other copper ores found on the coast. There are no traces of sulphur.

At the depth of SO feet, in the main shaft, the lode is composed of a coarse
Malachite, or carbonate of copper, nearly eight feet wide, quite compact, and
J O C? O pencilled with dark ehadin^s like p-reen marble. Alon^ the foot wall there are
masses of chrysocolla, or silicate of copper - much of it possessing great beauty
appearing like bright green jasper, elegantly marbled with darker green and blue
peucillings. Some of these masses, which are susceptible of a high and perma-
nent polish, would be valuable for ornamental purposes.

It is estimated that $100,000 worth of ores have- been sold from this mine
since 1862.

MINERAL HILL MINE. - This and the Empire Flat raino are owned by Green-
man & Martin, of San Francisco, a firm long engaged in the purchase of copper
ores on this coast. They have erected two furnaces and other works, with a 30

horse-power steam engine to run the necessary machinery, at Aubrey City, a town
which has sprung up on the banks of the river sinco the opening of the mines,
having expended nearly $100,000 in opening the mines, building a wharf, making
roads, &c.

The Springfield Company own the Punta del Cobre mine, and several lodes
near the Great Central Company's mine, and there are other mines of probable
value in the district.

It is to be regretted that these mines, after having been brought to their present
stage of development at so great an expense, have been compelled to cease ope-
rations. Only a few hands are now employed to keep the property in order.
The furnaces are idle.

The following details of the expenses of transportation from the Aubrey mines
may be useful in showing that some of the causes which prevent their develop-
ment mav be removed.

The expenses in bringing ores from the mines to San Francisco sum up about
$25 per ton; this, coupled with $15 per ton freight to Liverpool or New York,
makes $40 per ton, without calculating insurance, commission, interest on capital,
or costs for mining, which swell the actual cost of the ore to $70 per ton, nearly-
equal to the present market value of 25 per cent. ore. No further explanation
is necessary to show why it is unprofitable to ship even rich ores from this dis-
trict.

The difficulties in the way of smelting are as discouragincr as those attending- ^ v O O O £--*

the exportation of the ores. No suitable materials so far as known can be had
in the Territory of which to construct the furnaces. All material has to be
brought from California at a great expense; steatite from El Dorado county and
sandstone from Catalina island. &c. Owinff to the depredations of the Indians
the wood-cutters were unable to go out of sight of the settlement to obtain wood 11

charcoal, the supply of which was consequently deficient, the quality bad,
,nd the expense enormous; charcoal made of iron wood, musquete, and cnttun-
wood costs $50 per ton. The total product of copper made under these circmn-
-tances did not cxci d 40 tons.

Under more favorable conditions the mines might be made profitable. There
are places along the river banks where 100,000 tons of carbonates and oxides
of copper, averaging 18 per cent, of that metal, could be quarried like marble;
but such ores are valueless at uresent.

%
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The following table gives the exports of copper regains and ores from San
Francisco since 1SG2 :

Exports of copper and ores since 1862.

1862 
1863 
1864 
1865. 
1866 
1867 

To New York. To Boston. 1 To En{ Total.

Year.

Ores. Copper Ores. pper Ores. Copper Ores. Copper
regnlua ;ulus. regulus. regulus.

Total 

Tons. Tons. Tons. 'on s. Tons. Tens. Tons. Tons.
86 3, 574 16-20 3,660 J 6-20

1. 337 4, 208 15-16 7 15-20 * ̂ f ̂ W ^J 5, 553 10-20
4,905 16-20 5,064 2047-20 nr XJ « W ̂^ *^ 10, 234 3-20
4,1463-20 25 9,050 * * * m * 2. 591 10-20 r^* " ̂ ' **f ̂k ̂ ̂ ^ *^* *^ J 7, 787 19-20 25
9, 962 8-20 400 ^I«C*Q 4, 536 13-20 12, 384 15-20 "- ̂W fc X^VH' * -+*f ̂+ \J 80 10-20 56, 883 16-20 502 10-20
2,633 178 ' 1,878 ^ » V^ " VH* 141 18-20 4,511 319 18-20

v>3, 070 7-20 625 ;26, 434 4-20 17, 126 13-20 OOO"- " t -^ ̂W V -^ ̂*-* ^W ^i^ 68, 631 4-20 847 8-20

The above table exhibits the decline in the exports during the present year.
A considerable portion of that which has been shipped has not paid expenses,
but was sent under contracts previously made.

COPPER-SMELTING WORKS ERECTED ON THE PACIFIC COAST.-The follow-

ing list of copper-smelting works erected on the Pacific coast, though not com-
plete, shows the extent of the business and the amount of capital invested in its
development: "

List of chopper-smelting works erected on the Pacific coast.

Campo Seco 

Mine. Where located. County. State. Plan. Cost,

Antioch ....... Contra Costa California. Welsh .. $25, 000
Copperopolis ... Calaveras ... German. 75, 000
Waldo ........ 

Union 
Queen Bronze Josephine ...

Genessoe Valley Cosmopolitan 

...do 
Oregon 
California. 

...do ... 40, 000

Ranch .
Bear Valley ---- La Victorie
N>ar Placerville 

Plumas 
Mariposa 
...do 
El Dorado... 

Local .., 30, 000
Haskell's 20, 000
...do ... 20, 000
...do ... 10, 000

Hunter's Valley Buchanan Mariposa.... ...do .. * * * 20, 000
Near Afchton... Lyon's...
PcavLne Hill - Peavine -. 

Colusa 
Storey 
* Josephine.. 

...do 

...do 

...do 
...do 

do 
Nevada -.. 

...do .. 6, 000
- do .. 10, 000

Williams Fork. ... 
Ort-gou 
Arizona... 

German 20, 000
Several 
Campo Seco 

WeLih .. 100, 000
Calaveras California. .. .do 30, (XX)

Total 406, 000

* Completed June, 1867.

Several concentrating and roasting works have also been erected
the copper mines at considerable exp se.A The concentrating

e minCj at Copperopolis, cost $50,0 quite f; h
$500,000 li been exnended in the constr melting and concentrating

"k his coast during past four y y all of which has j
f« 3 reasons stated.

M C The increase in ship-b gon thi
ast, and the f 1* ^ -^-jr ^-* cssols by the construe f docks

at San Francisco, create a demand f hing-metal and .s. Th
g ral use of copper pi B 111 q q lires a large supply of this

L as much of yed b\r the chemicals used in the processes for amal
p . The in as lie manufi f machinery

in th f which b forms a considerab id of a:
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wholly composed of copper or brass, a branch of business which gives employ-
ment 'to several factories and foundries, requires a constantly increasing supply
of this metal.

The following statement, showing the imports of copper during 1866 and for the
first six months of 1867, embraces only the rouHi metal and sheets. All other* *^ -«
forms in which it is imported are included under the head of general merchan-
dise. Though very incomplete, and confined to the imports received at San
Francisco, this table shows that there is a field for the manufacture of copper on
the Pacific coast which deserves the consideration ef capitalists.

Imports of copper at San Francisco from January 1, 1866, to July 1, 1867.

Bars and packages : In 1866, 1,245; in 1807, 242; total, 1,487. Cases of sheathing: In
]S6<>, 1,203; in 1867,386; total, 1,589. The weight aud value of the packages are not
returned at the custom-house.

THE MANUFACTURE OF SULPHATE OF COPPER rx C ALIFORM A.-The annual
consumption of the sulphate of copper on the Pacific coast amounts to nearly
500 tons. The present wholesale price is $200 per ton. About four-fifths of^^f ^^* ^^^^^to-^^ ^B

total quantity imported is used in the processes of amalgamation. The greater
part of the other iifth, or about 100 tons, is used by fanners for soaking wheat,
&c.; sulphate of copper, or blue-stone, as it is generally called, being the best
known preventive of rust in that grain. Till recently all the sulphate of cop-
per used here was imported, chiefly from England. At present there is sufficient
made in San Francisco to supply the demand. Crane £ Brigham, a firm in the
drug business, have been engaged for several years in perfecting a plan for the
manufacture of this article from the snlphtirets, which were too poor to pay for
export or concentration. They expended nearly 850,000 in apparatus and exper-
iments, and obtained a patent for a process which they discovered in 1864. But
the costs of labor and strong opposition from importers made it an unprofitable
investment. In the spring of 1867, a method was discovered by them of making
tliis article from the carbonates and oxides brought from the Williams fork of
the Colorado, Arizona, by which it is prepared in the greatest purity at a cost 

"

below that for which it can be profitably imported. The San Francisco Refine mery
Works, and other establishments in that business, of which there are sev reraL
also make quantities of the sulphate of copper as a by-product of their chemical
operations. Under these circumstances it is not improbable that the importation
of this article will soon cease.

IRON.-The failure, till recently, to discover a deposit of coal on this coast
suitable for smelting purposes, has prevented much attention being paid to the
bodies of iron ores which are scattered throughout California and Oregon. But
the discovery of good coal in Washington Territory, and in the late Russian pos-
sessions on this coast, within the past year or two, has brought the subject of
iron smelting into notice. The consumption of pig, bar^ plate, and every other
description of iron, already considerable, must increase with the progress of the
States and Territories on this side of the Rocky mountains, and the importance
of this metal in manufactures and arts imparts to the subject an interest scarcely
st'<-<'ud to that attached to the production of the precious metals.

With an abundance of material necessary for the manufacture of iron at their
doors, as it were, it is scarcely probable the people of this coast will be much
longer content to import so'essential an element of prosperity from foreign
countries.

THE FIRST IROX-SMKLTIXG WORKS ox THE PACIFIC.-Oregon is entitled to
the credit of having erected the first iron-smelting works on the Pad tic coast,
though several of the heaviest stockholders in the enterprise are citizens af
California.
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The Oregon Iron Works are located at Oswe^o. about nine miles south^sof o /

Portland, on the west bank of the Willamette river. They are the propert
an incorporated company, having a capital of $500,000. The operations of this
company were commenced in September, 1865. In 1866 the erection of the
furnace and necessary buildings was commenced, and completed in June, 1867.

Iting was not immediately commenced, in consequence of an insufficient
quantity of charcoal, the fuel intended to be used. The destruction of tho com-
pany's foundry and machine shop by lire on the night of July 2, which involved
M loss of nearly $100,000, further delayed operations.

The furnaces were erected under the direction of Mr. G. I). Wilbur, of Con-y r

necticut, and are constructed on the same plan as those in general use in that
State. They are built of the basaltic rock which underlies the ore. This mate-
rial is found to bo adapted to tho purpose. The cupola is 32 feet high, and the
bosher or hearth nine feet six inches in diameter. The blast (hot) is app
through three tuyeres, under a pressure of two pounds to the square inch, gene-

by suitable machinery driven by water p^^ ^^^-

The charcoal used is prepared from tho Oregon fir, which has been found b
experiment to b purposes, and is very compact, weighing- M^r

about 16 pounds to tho bushel. Contractors supply it to the comp
cents per bushel, delivered at the works. It is calculated the furnace will red
nine tons of ore* daily, (24 hours,) each two and one-half tons of which be
estimated to produce one ton of metal in pigs.

The first pujs cast at these works, and consequently on tho Pacific coast, wereJL \-^r Mi W '

made on the 24th August, 1867, when about six tons of very good metal were
run out. The ore used ranged from 60 to 65 per cent. The furnace has been
running continuously since, producing from six to eight tons of metal per day.
About 80 men are employed about the works as miners, furnace men, teanir

r

On the 1st day of October the Oregon Iron Company had produced 224 tons
at' pig iron, 2,240 pounds to the ton, at an expense as follows:

For each ton (2,240 pounds) iron produced there were used-
166 bushels charcoal, costing at furnace 8 cents $13 28
884 pounds lime, costing at furnace 40 cents 3 53
4,970 pounds ore, costing at furnace $2 50 per ton 5 50
Labor reducing each ton 6 67

Total cost of the pig on bank of river 28 98
K

This does not include interest on capital, or State and county taxes.
A sample of this metal was received at San Francisco August 30, 1867,

"which, after thorough tests by tho various foundries ki that city, was pronounced
a superior article.

The average cost of importing pig iron from Europe to San Francisco is about
40 per ton, ranging from $35 to $45; the fluctuation arising from tho rates of

freiir t, which is usually from $12 50 to 615 per ton. Occasionally it is brought
French and German vessels at a lower price, as these vessels generally carry

cargoes of light merchandise, which require heavy freight as ballast. Tho usjial
freight from Atlantic ports is from $12 to $16 per ton in currency.

Within the past year small parcels of pig iron have been received from Aus-
tralia. Tho Australian iron costs about $40 per ton in gold, delivered on the
V'harf.

The following particulars concerning the cost of producing iron, copied from
the report of the United States Revenue Commissioners for 1865 and 1866, will
be found of interest in this connection. It will be seen bv these figures that
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quite p le to make iron on the Pacific coast as cheaply as in any* »

other portion of the United States, it cannot be made as cheaply as in England
An establishment capable of producing in tbe United States 10,000 tons of finished

iron per annum would cost for ore, lease*, lands, blast furnaces, mills, houses,
and appurtenances necessary for the full equipment, from the ore to the fin-

Capital to carry it on 

Total 

00 ished iron, at the present time $1,250) 0
750,000

2,000,000

A similar one in Great Britain \vould cost $500.000
Capital to cany it on 300,000

Total 800,000

iterest on £>,000,000 ca per
cent 
a 600.000 in Ens-land 

... $160,000
40.000

t
Leaving a balance of interest against American manufactures of 120,000

" ..ii i

In the United States a fair average cost of producing pig iron is not less than $33 per ton.
In England or Wales the cost of producing a ton of pig iron averages $14. To the difference
shown by the figures given, it is just to add the difference per tori caused by larger interest
on the greater capital invested in the United States. (Vide report, pages ̂ 27 and J

This question of interest on capital is felt more severely on the Pacific coast
than in aiiv oilier State in the Union, and forms an impediment to all manufac* *. / L
tares.

Q the vicinity of the Oswego works are numerous beds of hydrous sesqiri-
1 ording to estimates based on careful measurement, contain 50

tons. This ore b\ bv analysis is found to contain from 46 to 56 per cent, m
Nearly one-fourth of these beds consists of solid masses of ore, the remainder
consisting of the same deposit very much disintegrated and broken, but equally
rich in metal.

t the distance of two and one-half miles from the works a similar body of

ore has been found, which measures 100 acres superficially, and of
varying1 from six to 12 feet. This body of we is estimated to contain several* O -i
millions of tons. Similar bodies of ore have been found at several places within

an area of twenty miles of the works, extending as far as St. Helen's, on the
Columbia river. In every case where these deposits of ore have been examined

y are found to bo Underlaid by volcanic lava and ashes, beneath which
heavy beds of basaltic rocks. No vein or deposit of the ore has been found in
his basalt, but in many places the crevices and fissures in that formation arc

:1 with scales and fragments of the overlying
These bodies of ore present all the appearances of having been deposited h ^^"^_ -^ ^»-^-^»

liquid state, in indentations that existed at the time of the surface of the b
he whole formation has subsequently been tilted up so as to dip to the east at

n angle of about 10 degrees. The present surface of the ore beds is covered
with a deposit of sand, gravel, and clay, from a few inches to 10 feet in depth.

Similar bodies of ore exist in the vicinity of Mount Vesuvius, Italy, which are^f f ^r

nown to have been ejected from that volcano in the form of chloride of iron
d subsequently metamorphosed to its present form.

is never found except in recent or secondary geological formations.
It is the rn<»st valuable of all the ores of iron, being readily convertible into steel.
The difference between limoriite and hematite consists in the former containing
from 15 to 20 per cent, of its weight of water, while the latter contains none.
Limonite, owing to this difference, melts at a considerably lower temperature than
hematite., a most important matter in a country where fuel is expensive.
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An analysis of this Oregon limonite, made by Kellogg, Huesion & Co., of
San Francisco, gave the following results:

Sesqui-oxide of iron 
^Moisture 
Sm1 * ilica 

Sulphur and phosphorus 

77.66 

11.16

1.08

.10

100.00

Its specific gravity is 4.25. By actual working, on the large scale, it yielded
54.37 per cent, of metal in pigs.

The extraction of the ore involves but little expense, as it is all near the sur-
face. It is estimated that it can be taken out and delivered at the furnace at

1 50 per ton.
These Oregon iron works labor under a disadvantage in having no limestone

in their vicinity. This mineral is as essential in smelting operations as fuel itself.
All the limestone used has to be brought from San Juan island, and costs $6 p

delivered. As it requires one-third as much of this mineral as of the ore for
ting, this disadvantage is serious in point of expense.

CALIFORNIA.-Every description of iron ores is known to exist in
California in abundance. The most important bodies of them are found
the foot-hills of the Sierra Nevada mountains, at too great a distance from the
manufacturing centres to admit of smelting with profit, to compete with imported
iron at places along the coast having the advantage of cheaper supplies from

The heavy cost of inland transportation from these central
,dvantage, however, in supplying a local demand, because transportation upward
o the mountains is always dearer than it is downwards to the plains. The cos
f castings received in the mountains from San Francisco rarely falls below $20<

ton 5 it is generally much higher. The consumption of
quartz, lumber, grist, and other mills located among the foot hills reaches nearly

y, and the demand is limited by the difficulty in supplying
The cost of erecting smelting works on a scale sufficiently large to supply the

local demand need not exceed a few thousand dollars. The profits of such an
establishment located among the mines, or on the line of a railroad connected with

districts, if properly conducted, would be remunerative. It is strange
with such facts patent to capitalists, works of this kind have not been estab

d at points where materials and facilities are known to exist for carrying
them on to advantage.

The following particulars concerning bodies of iron ores found in this Sta
hich have been examined bv competent persons, will be useful in showing

character, importance, and location of these deposits. For convenience the}
divided under the heads of specular, hematite, magnetic, chromic, titanic, and
m

SPECULAR IRON ORE.-Deposits of this ore have been discovered a few m
north of the town of Santa Cruz, 75 miles from San Francisco, near the sea
the Coast range. There is abundance of wood and limestone in the vicinity

Also on Utt's ranch, six miles from Auburn, Placer county, in the foot hi
45 miles from Sacramento.

In the Coast range, in San Bernardino county, about 600 miles from Sa<
niento, is another deposit of this ore.

Lso at Four Hills, a locality about 10 miles northeast from Downievi
Sierra county, among the summits of the Sierra Nevada. The ore at this plac

y pure and abundant, in a densely timbered country, with limestone close
hand
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Plumas countv, also, contains valuable bodies of this ore. On the side of a* / /

broad canon in the southern portion of this county, in sight of the high peaks of
the Sierra Nevada, about 16 miles from Downieville, Sierra county, within a
couple of miles of the line of the proposed Oroville railroad, there is an iron
mountain composed in great part of this ore. It assays from 40 to 70 per cent.
metal. Parties- have pre-empted 320 acres of the land embracing the mountain
for the purpose of working it as an iron mine. It is intended to erect smelting
works on the ground during the present fall. Wood, water, and limestone are
close at hand, and the Beckwith Pass wasron road runs within a mile of the claim. / ^J

There are deposits at other places, but the above are among the most acces-
sible.

Specular iron ore is somewhat similar in composition to red hematite, but is
readilv distinguished from that ore bv breaking with a bright metallic fracture,* O v CU O /

almost like cast iron, to which peculiarity it owes its name. Like hematite, it
is of volcanic origin. The ores of Pilot Knob and Iron Mountain, Missouri,
belong to this class. It requires a much greater heat to smelt specular iron ores
than any others of that metal j this trait is important on this coast. The iron
made from this ore is the best known, when properly made.

MAGNETIC IRON ORES.-The most important, because the most convenient,
body of this ore in California exists on the line of the Central Pacific railroad,
near Clipper Gap, where there is a mountain of considerable proportions com-
posed almost wholly of the variety known in Germany as " spiegelicn," from
which steel is made with so much facility in that country by the Bessemer pro-
cess.

The advantages of having a plenty of wood, water, building materials, and
fire-clay for furnace purposes, and limestone for flux, and a railroad running close
by, have induced an attempt to erect smelting works in the vicinity. Robinson, » "& ^^
Brown & Co.'s iron mines are located here, about three miles from the rail-
road and three miles from Bear river. These mines were located and patents for
the land from the federal government applied for in May, 1866. The company
purchased the title of the railroad to the even sections of the land, to the extent
of about 1,500 acres. The greater portion of this land is well covered with ;
timber suitable for charcoal. The ore crops out from the mountain in many
places. There are two qualities in the deposit; on the east side it is highly
magnetic, while on the west it is very much like the Oregon limonite. Assays
made by Kellogg & Hueston, of San Francisco, in March, 1866, gave the fol-
lowing results: the magnetic ore, 64.37 per cent, metal; the hematite, 44.67
per cent, metal. A specimen sent to Professor Jackson, of Boston, Massachu-
setts, was analyzed by that gentleman, who states in the report on the subject
that it contains no phosphorus, sulphur, titanium, or other substance injurious
to the manufacture of iron.

A tunnel has been cut in the side of the mountain to test the thickness of the
stratum. 

^ At the time of our visit, in June, 1867, it had been run for 30 feet,
with no signs of the end. On the opposite side, where there were no croppings
near the surface, a shaft was sunk 15 feet; at that depth they struck good ore.

Estimates as to the probable expenses of making pig iron at this locality and
delivering it at San Francisco show that charcoal can be made and delivered at
the furnace for 12£ cents per bushel, (the Oregon works pay 8 < nts;) the lime
will cost -I per ton; the total cost for labor, materials, and interest on capital
reaching ±>0 per ton, to which must be added $6 per ton for transport to San
Francisco by railroad and steamer. The average cost of pig iron in that city
during the past three years has been 841 50, landed on the wlmrf. Its price at
present is from $47 to ? '0 per ton. The mines are 40 miles distant from Sacra-
mento by railroad.

Arrangements have been made with the firm of Coffee, Risdon & Co. to erect
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one of IlaskelVs patent water-lined cupola furnaces, to test the working qualities
of the ore. This furnace was to have been completed in August.

The parties interested in the enterprise, being men of limited capital, are not
prepared to conduct operations on a scale to insure success. It would be to the
benefit of the State if capitalists would take hold of the business.

Bodies of ore of a similar character exist near Gold lake, Sierra county, in
the vicinity of the line of the Central Pacific railroad.

A deposit of fine magnetic iron ore was discovered in the summer of 1867 on
Grouse ridge, 14 miles from Washington, Nevada county. This ore is energeti-
cally magnetic-so much so as to lift knives or nails-and is said to contain suffi-
cient gold to pay for extracting that metal from it,

In the summer of 1867 a body of magnetic iron was discovered near Chap-
paral Hill, Butte county, near the Grizzly, a tributary of the Butte creek, about
40 miles from Oroville, on the Susanville road. The ore is found in a locality
whore the slate and granite formations unite. Some portions of it are so mag-
netic? that fragments broken off can be lifted by the larger pieces. It was this
peculiarity that led to its discovery. An analysis made by Kellogg, Hueston
& Co., of San Francisco, yielded 65 per cent, of metal. The deposit is in the
form of a stratum or bed of unknown thickness and extent. In July a shaft
had been cut to the depth of 20 feet without passing through it. It had been
traced 300 feet in length by nearly a quarter of a mile in width. Being located
on a densely timbered hill, covered with broken slate, it was not convenient to
trace it to its full extent. There is abundance of wood, water, and limestone in
the vicinity.

Bodies of similar ores are found in the Santa Inez valley, in the San Hafael
district, Santa Barbara county, about 450 miles from Sacramento.

Magnetic iron ore or magnetite is one of the most extensively distributed and
valuable of that metal found on this coast. It contains a larger per centum of
metal than any of the other ores; when pure it generally contains from 60 to
70 per cent. It is changed in many places into specular ore by the addition of
oxvccn, which it absorbs from the atmosphere.* O * A

HEMATITE ORES OF IRON.-There are large bodies of simonite, identical in
composition with the ores found at Oswego, Oregon, on the banks of Spring
creek, a few miles west of Shasta City-at an elevation of nearly 6,000 feet7 ** ^

above the sea-among the granite peaks of the Sierra Nevada, about 180 miles
from Sacramento.

A deposit of red hematite was discovered in March last on the ranch belong-
ing to the Sisters of Charity, about 16 miles from the city of Los Angeles. The
ore presents itself on the surface for nearly a mile in a stratum averaging 15
feet thick, enclosed in hard metamorphosed clay slate.

CHROMIC IRON ORES.-This class of ores, so rare and valuable in the Atlantic
States, is abundant on this coast, being found in the Coast range, the foot hills,
and among the Sierra Nevadas, wherever there is serpentine in the country.
Among the most important deposits of it are the scattered and broken masses
which cover the ground for miles in the vicinity of the New Idria Quicksilvei
mine, in Santa Clara county. There is another body of it cresting the ridge
which forms the boundary line between Monterey and Fresno counties. In
Tuolumne county, near the Crimea House, are deposits which are found between
the strata of talcose slate, lying in a vertical position, the weathered portion*
of which stand out from«the surrounding hills like tombstones in a grave-
yard.

In Del Nortc county to the north of the copper mines on the " Low Divide," there
is a peculiar deposit of chromic iron disseminated through the serpentine, which
constitutes the greater portion of the couiatry thereabout^. This oro weathers
into round grains like shot, from the size of a pin-head to a four-pounder, arid is
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appropriately called iron-shot by the miners in the vicinity, who find abundance
of it in the sluices when washing up.

There is another body of chromic iron in Del Xorte county, of different appear-
ance, on Smith's river, about 20 miles from Crescent City. This ore is compact,
and as black as jet.

In San Bernardino county there are extensive deposits of this ore along the
coast, some of which contain fine specimens of vauquelinite chromate of lead and

On the south side of San Diego ff&lch, C o Q "
highest hill, opoosite the Noble Copper mine, :1 mn-s of th*-* " "
that will weigh thousands of tons, which surmounts a rather singular formation.o / o

A tunnel run in the hill beneath, in search of copper, cut through several wide
f sernentine. b 'ucite, talc, and other magncsian minerals. Chromic iron.* ^* -^

or chromate of iron, is of considerable importance in the arts, but not as a source
obtaining the metal. Though abundant on this coast, it is very rare in the^r - ^ i *
antic States and Eurowe. England contains scarcely any; that country A c!? «* * / **

imports about 5,000 tons annually, for the purpose of manufacturing the various
compounds of chromium, used in calico printing, painting porcelain, making
pigments, chromic acid, <Scc. A large quantify was formerly shipped to England
from the Barehills, near Baltimore, Maryland, where the most valuable deposit
on the Atlantic side exsits. With cheap transportation and labor this ore wov
pay to export.

ETAXIC IROXT ORE is generally found on this coast in the form of fine grains,O v O /

forming the greater portion of the "black sand/' so difficult to separate from the
fine gold obtained from the alluvial washings. All volcanic roc. " *" * ^ . *
iron in the form of grains. As these rocks disintegrate the grains are set freeO O ^ O

:e are several varieties of titaniferons iron in the trains, most of which are ina<?

netic. It has been found in a number of thin seams in trap, in El Dorado
county, near Diamond Springs.

Some excitement was created in San Francisco, about a year since, by the
discovery of titanic iron in the sand on the beach within the harbor. Small

quantities of it were collected, and some of it smelted, under the impression th
it would make pig-iron, and that there was a " lead" of it in the vicinitv. Ti

.bove explanation of its source h
MIXED ORES OF IROX.-There is a body of iron ore on Pratt's Hill, near lone, "/ / /

Amador county, on the border of the Sacramento valley, which does not belong
to any of the varieties above described. It is of an earthy nature, and evident
of sedimentary origin, forming a stratum nearlv 20 feet thick, extending for a

le near the top of a lode bluff, which projects into the valley. I
large per centum of iron. In several localities along the margin of the S
Joaquin and Sacramento valleys there are deposits of iron ores in the form

It is not necessary to give details, as there are such abundant source
b hey will be described under the head of "clays," &c
IROX ORES ix NEVADA.-The surveyors employed by the Centra,! Pacifi
ilroad Company report the discovery of extensive bed

within a short di. .nee of the line of that road, near Crystal Springs?. A
Neilsburg, within a mile of the road, and at Long Valley. Then- are many other "

Llistricts in Nevad i which contain iron ore. There is a series of regular veins c^^^^^^^f

specular ore, from 8 to 20 feet thick, near the east fork of Walkers river, in
I, meralda county.

IROX ORES i x UTAH.-This Territory abounds in iron ores. There are sevc :1
deposits of carbonate of iron v hin ^0 miles of Salt Lake City.

IROX ORES IN ARIZONA.-The abundance of nearly all kinds of iron ores in
is Territory is quite remarkable. Whole ranges of mountains alt »ug the Colora"

great part compc -d of them. The copper mines at Wil uns fork ar 
*-^ . , __ - - *

15
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surrounded with beds of iron ores. In the Mineral Hill and Planet mines the

ores are pure oxides of iron and copper. Several of the tunnels run in working
these mines have been cut through solid beds of iron ore. The wall rock enclosing
nearly all the copper lodes are of the same mineral.

CONCLUDING REMARKS ON ORES. - The above examples, selected from a great
number of a similar character, are sufficient to show the abundance of the ores of
iron on the Pacific coast, particularly in California, and the advantage that State
possesses in having furnace materials and limestone convenient to the mines.

It will be observed by reference to the analyses that the "lay," or per centum
of metal in the ores found on this coast, ranges from 46 to 80, or an average of / o * o

upwards of 50. This, however, is applicable only to the higher grades. Accord-
ing to the government returns, published in England, the ores obtained from the
mines in Wales do not exceed 33 per cent., and those from the mines in Stafford-
shire. the great iron district of England, do not exceed 30 per cent. Most of / O O / -L

the ores found in that country require roasting as a preliminary process, owing to
their containing deleterious elements. The ores on this coast, being nearly all
oxide, can be smelted at one operation, and will produce a very pure metal.

THE CONSUMPTION OF IRON IN CALIFORNIA. - The consumption of iron in
this State is large, and constantly increasing. The imports of crude metal, given
in the accompanying table, constitute but a portion of the total quantity used, as
much of it is obtained bv remelting worn-out or useless machinery, and other 4/ ** f

articles, of which there are many thousands of tons in the State.
San Francisco is the centre of this trade. . In addition to supplying California,

as the following table will show, iron and machinery are exported to Nevada.
and the adjoining Territories, the Sandwich Islands, Mexico, British Columbia,
and other countries.

The following list of foundries and machine shops in San Francisco will convey
an idea of the proportions of this business there. There are also 23 other foundries
in California, and six in Nevada. The establishments at Sacramento, Nevada
City, Marysville, Stockton, Sonora, and one or two others, are able to make almost
any description of machinery.

IRON FOUNDRIES IN SAN FRANCISCO. - The Vulcan covers the block embraced

by 137 feet on Fremont street, and running 275 feet to Beal*street, and extending
thence to Mission street. On this block there are brick and frame buildings,
suitable for an extensive business. Every description of machinery, from a coffee-
roaster to a. locomotive, including boilers, and everything complete, is made
here. Many improvements in the manufacture of engines and boilers have been
introduced in this establishment. Most of the machinery used at the Mission
woollen mills was made here, as was also the machinery for the mints at Mexico
and British Columbia. The most powerful engines in use on' the Comstock
lode, Nevada, were also made here. A few months since a quartz mill was made
here and shipped to Nicaragua, and a pumping engine for use on a mine at
Parquiqua, Bolivia. The capacity of the furnaces at this foundry is sufficient to
melt 35 tons of metal. Nearly 100 men are employed on the premises.

The Fulton is located on First street, and employs about 50 moulders, doing
an extensive business in architectural casting; machinery of all kinds is also made.

The Etna is a similar establishment to the Vulcan, but on a somewhat smaller
scalp. It has facilities for melting six tons of metal. It is located on FremontO
street.

The Franklin is also located on Fremont street. The engine used for print-
ing the Evening Bulletin was made at this establishment. It has conveniences
for melting 10 tons of metal, and employs 25 men.

The Golden State is located on First street, and is of about the same capacity
as the Franklin.

The Pacific is an establishment reaching from First to Fremont street. It was
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commenced in 1850. The buildings, chiefly constructed of brick, cover two 50-
vara lots. The machinery for the new rolling mills was made here, the fly- wheel
for which weihs 25 tons. It can melt 20 tons, and employs about 75 men.

The Mimrtf is also on First street, and extends through to Fremont. It
employs about 250 men, and can turn out a 20-stamp mill, boiler and all com-
plete, in 30 days. The iron castings for the State capitol, at Sacramento, were
made here.

The San Francisco is located at the corner of Fremont and Mission streets,
where it covers a fifty-vara lot. All descriptions of machinery jire made here.
It can melt 15 tons of metal, and employs about 40 men.

The City Iran Works are located on Fremont street. Employ about 20
hands. Considerable machinery for the Sandwich Island sugar-mills has been vf O
made here.

The California Foundry is also on Fremont street. This establishment does
an extensive business in architectural castings, which it makes a specialty. The
fronts of several of the most elegant buildings in the city were cast here. It has o o */

facilities for melting six tons of metal, and employs about 20 hands.
The Union Foundry, corner First and Mission streets, is the oldest and largest

establishment of the kind on this coast. It was commenced in 1849. The

buildings include a three-story brick, having a frontage of 187 feet on First street,
extending 275 feet, and fronting 120 feet on Mission, the whole covering nearly
50,000 feet; 300 men are employed here. The machinery for the United States
steamer Saginaw was made at this foundry. The first locomotive made on this
coast was cast and finished here.

The Atlas Iron Works are located on Fremont street. They are chiefly
engaged in casting for agricultural purposes. Can melt seven tons of metal, and
employs about 30 men.

The Jackson Foundry is located on Jackson street. Its operations are con-
fined to casting stoves, ornamental railing, and other light and fancy goods.
The ranges used in nearly all the first-class hotels in the city were made here.
It gives employment to about 30 men.

The Empire Foundry is on Mission street, near Beale. All descriptions of
machinery and castings are made here. It employs 30 men.

It is within limits to estimate the consumption of iron in California and the States
and Territories dependent on it for supplies, at 30,000 tons annually. The busi-
ness gives employment to nearly 3,000 men. There are 30 machine-shops in
San Francisco, in addition to those connected with the above-named foundries.

The largest iron vessel ever cast in the United "States was made at the Uniont<J
Foundry in 1861. It was a shallow pan, capable of holding 1,316 gallons, and
weighed 8,114 pounds. It was for use in one of the local soap factories.

A rolling-mill and steam forging establishment has recently been completed
at San Francisco, with machinery and apparatus for making every description
of bar and rod iron, from one-fourth of an incli diameter, and one-eighth of an
inch thick, to 12 inches wide, of any shape required by manufacturers, including
all sizes and patterns of railroad iron. This establishment furnishes a market
for all the scrap iron that can be obtained. It is proposed to erect puddling
furnaces for converting cast into malleable iron, as the supply of materials is not
equal to the demand.

The above facts are sufficient to show that there exist on the Pacific coast a
fair demand for iron and some facilities for its manufacture.

i
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Imports of iron (chiefly railroad) into San Francisco during 1866, and first six
montJis 0/1867.

Bars 
ars, bundles * 

Pipes 
Pipes, bundles 
Hoops, &c., bundles 
Hoops, cases 
Sheets, bundles 
Sheets,cases 
Plates 

1866. Description. 1867.

Pig iron, tons ... 9,388 2,063
157,558 100,378

40, 088 30,229
18,278 14,42'J
14,584 7 451
31,985 19| 60 -V

395 394

21,604 4,048
331 121

7,622 10,134

" 

Exports of iron and machinery from San Francisco during 1866, and first six
months 0/1867.

Articles.

Iron, bars 
Iron, bundles 
Iron, pig-, tons 
Sheets, packages 
Hoops, &c., bundles 
Hoops, cases 
Pipes, bundles 
Pipes, pieces 
Castings, pieces 
Plates 

Machinery, packages 
Machinery, pieces 
Machinery, cases 

1866. 1867. 1866. 1867. 1866. 1867. 1866. 1867.

1,577 500 2,012
648 229 432

383

2,482 2, 34-2
889 1,108 207

COAL.-The importance of coal as an element of national and local prosperity
is so generally recognized, that it is unnecessary to make any remarks touching
the advantages of an abundant supply. But the relative value of the several
varieties of coal for domestic and manufacturing purposes not being so generally
understood, may render some explanations on this point appropriate.

The varieties of coal to which England owes its prosperity, and which are so
abundant in Pennsylvania and other Atlantic States, do not exist, or at all events
have not been found, on the Pacific coast. But there are extensive beds of other
varieties, which differ as much in their composition and heating qualities as the
coals of other countries differ from each other. In the northern parts of the coast
the coal is as superior to that found at Mount Diablo and further south as the
Welch coal is to the Scotch, or the Pennsylvania anthracite to that found in
Ireland.

Modern geologists have abandoned the idea that coal, to be of good quality,
must be found in one particular formation. Experience, the most reliable guide,
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CO d h .heory Researches in India, China, A lia, New Zeal
Chili, and on this coast, prove that good coal, adapted to nearly all purpo
found outside of the ct f. Science has failed to d
hat "ood coal may not be found in any ^eolo^ical formation. Th+t * d? **J *r
easons for believing that when the mines on this coast shal :ed to a^_

deptl aching that of the mines in other countries, the quality :he coal
will be found to bear a favorable comparison. Analyses made by Proi'esst -mr - -^^^w^-^ -^f -

1 other scientific g _ ^ntlemen, of coal taken at a greater depth than th
les tested by Professor Whitney, in 1861 and 1862, shortly after the Cal
mines were opened, exhibit a marked imp

Th following O ports exhibit th position of the Mount Diabl
.1 as the dep :he m

Analysis of sample of coal from Pittsburg mine, taken from thick seam, 600 feet
from surface, in 1867, by Professor W. P. Blake.

Moisture 
Bituminous matter 
Fixed carbon 
Ashes 

3.23 
47.05
44.9')

4.71

99.94

There was no trace of sulphur in the sample.

Analysis of coal taken 800 feet beloiv surface on the incline in Black Diamond
mine, in May, 1867, by Professor Price, superintending chemist to Golden City

Jicmical Works, and to San Francisco Refining Works, &c., &c.
Moisture , 9,54
Ashes 

SuJphur 
Oxygen and nitrogen 
Hydrogen 
Carbon 

8.25 

20.50
3.75

54.71

100. 00

Analysis of Mount Diablo coal, taken from near surface, in 1861 and 1862, by
Professor Wliitiicy, State geologist of California.

oo c3
. R

Water 
Bituminous matter 
Fixed carbon 
Ash 

£ ~ S
M

o
o 03 o

O o CH O

13.47 14.69 13. 84 14.13 20.53
40.36 3)>. 40.27 (57.3- 35.G-2
40. 65 46. 84 44. 9^3 44. 5 36.3

5. 52 4.58 0.97 3.94 7.50

It will be s< 11 by comparing these reports that the proportion of moisture in
this coal is much less in the rec< ' ly examined sample. This change in com-
position increases the power of the coal for generating steam and other purpose
at least 25 per cent. It was the excess of moisture in the coal taken from near
the surface that caused it to crumble on exposure to the air, or when thrown into
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,he fi "e. These defects decreasing with increa :1 dep 1
f the coal increases in proportion.*

Tliere is a verv material difference, 1 lity he coal
from f the seams in the Mount Diablo mines, as well as between this coal

d that obtained f r mines on th leading1 to the inf< h

oh is separate in o
The Clark or upp mat M Diablo is enclosed d e
d h scare 1 ate. The Bleach Diamond, or 1

seam, is overlaid by three or four feet of slate and shale, and underlaid by
>f tougl clay, separated b highly charged with sulphur, while th

il is con paratively free from t The midcll m ded by
,te and contains a large per cent, of sulr
The fol ent traits of the coal f< d Th

ount Diablo. California, is an quality of coal, bi
wen, wnere DIUK is no great oojeci, lor generating 11 here bulk "eat )ject, 1< enerating steam. P
used to a considerable extent for domestic purposes.

The Nanaimo, V Island, is excellent 1< generating eras. I
extensively used for steam and domestic purposes. b 1 s
hn Mount Diablo coal but leaves more ashes.

The Bellingliam Bay coal is consid :1 the b for d
purposes, as it Is tolerably free from od >r, and burns with a bright chee: ame

d very littl !" may be compared with the lower grades of ^nglish
coal Washington Territory.

* In this connection it rpay not be uninteresting to give results of an analysis made by
Messrs. Falkenan & Hanks, San Francisco Chemical Works, of some Saghalien coal from
East Siberia, with a comparative table of the results obtained from different kinds of coal, as
to their constituents, and the effect obtained in their use:

t;
3 P, fcDpo d O r^

J-t a03 oCO
O

Designation, CJB 0 d
O PH O ECO

O 03
O

S ft 0303 o 03
O

Lehigh, (Pa.) 
Cumberland, (Neff's) 
Cumberland, (A. & T.) - - - 
Sydney 
Newcastle 

Coal analysed 

> 

fcfl

3.590 5.28 89.15 vr> 56 8.35 792 153
L337 12.67 74.53 11 34 8.82 877 298
1. 333 15.53 76.69 7.33 10.00 828 505
1. 338 23. 81 67.57 5 49 7.47 764 424
1.257 83 57. 00 5.40 8.09 827 595
1. 288 35.70 56.45 6.05

We ha\ /e also examined the sample of coal forwarded by you, with a view of determining
its com me ircial value, and bave arrived at the following results :
Specific gravity 
Volatile combustible matter ^... 35 

1.2887.9

Moisture _- 1.8
Fixed carbon 56. 45

' Earthy matter 6.05
Amount of gas evolved by 10 pounds avoirdupois o£coal, 32 cubic feet.
The amount of sulphur contained in the sample was so minute as not to warrant a quan-

t itative determination. In regard to its constituents, the coal examined seetns almost identi-
cal with that of Newcastle, England.

On igniting the coal, cakes forming a light solid coke, yielding fine reddish gray ashes,
which did not show the least tendency to form slag, but passed freely through the grate,
were produced.
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The Coos Bay, Oregon, is a fair coal for many purposes. When first taken
from the mine it appears as compact and solid as "cannel," but as it contains a
large per centum of moisture it soon loses this appearance, and crumbles when
exposed to the air. It leaves but little ashes,

The Fuca Straits, Washington Territory, coal is moderately well adapted to
steam or manufacturing purposes, burning with a bright, clear ilame and but
little smoke, leaving but a small quantity of dark sandy ashes. This coal
"cakes" a good deal, which is its chief defect.

The coal found farther north not being much used in California, its traits are O 7
not well understood.

It is found by experience that the coal of this coast is less destructive to boilers
and grates than the anthracite imported from Pennsylvania or the bituminous
coals of Australia.

The article on the neology of the coal formations of the Pacific coast, furnished o o*/ - /

by Mr. W. M. Gabb, of the California State Geological Survey, and published
in the previous report, gives much general information on this branch of the
subject, and may be referred to for geological details respecting the formations
in which coal is found on the Pacific coast.

DISCOVERIES IN CALIFORNIA.-A company has been organized within
the past few months for the purpose of working a seam of coal recently discov-
ered near the mouth of Bear creek, a tributary of the San Lorenzo, a few miles
above Santa Cruz. The seam is stated to be nearly five feet thick, and the
quality good for surface coal.

It may be well here to state that coal is much influenced by the atmosphere.
Experiments made by the Peninsular and Oriental Steamship Company of Eng-
land, prove that coal obtained from the best mines in that country loses 20 per
cent, of its heating power when exposed to the atmosphere for a few months in
hot climates. The steamers belonging to this company, when in the tropics,
consume one-fourth more fuel than when in the temperate climate of Europe. As
the temperature of the atmosphere on this coast ranges as high on land during
the summer months as in the tropics, it would be unreasonable to expect the
coal found near the surface to be as good as it will be at a depth out of reach
of atmospheric influences.

A seam of coal is being worked on the south fork of Clear creek, Shasta
county, a few miles west of Piety Hill, and about 30 miles from the silver mines.
It was discovered in 1863, but was not worked till the discovery of the mines
in 1865 afforded a market for the coal, which is used to generate steam for the
engines since erected. A shaft has been sunk on this seam about 60 feet deep,
at the bottom of which the coal is found, about four feet thick, and of fail* quality.

In this part of Shasta county there exists a belt of shales nearly a mile wide,
tilted to an angle of about 25 degrees, which contains thin seams of coal. These
might be made to yield a supply of fuel for local use.

Mr. John S. Royal, in January, 1867, discovered an outcrop of coal in Corral
IIollow, San Joaquin county, about 30 miles south of Mount Diablo, in a ravine
from which the previous rains had washed the soil to the depth of 25 feet. The
eeam, where exposed, is about eight feet thick. It is generally believed that
the beds of coal worked at Mount Diablo pass through this locality. The cost
of transportation and labor has heretofore prevented the working of coal with
profit in this vicinity. The projected railroad from San Jose to Stockton pacing
within four miles, and the San Joaquin river being accessible by a wagon road,
it is probable the new discovery may at some future time prove valuable.

Nearly 1,600 tons of coal were taken from mines in this vicinity in 1S63-200
tons of which came from the Commercial, and 800 tons from the O'Brien. The
quality was good and well adapted for generating gas.

In 1866 a company was organized for the purpose of distilling oil from this
coal, of which it is said to contain 65 gallons to the ton. The quantity of water
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hat entered the shaft, and the want of proper pumping machinery,, caused a su
pension of operations. It is possible that with proper machinery the coal
deposits of Corral Hollow might be profitably worked.

Clark, Bruce & Company have recently discovered three seams of coal on the / "/ fti

:le of Butte mountains, on the Colusa road. The position and oth
ditions lead to the supposition that these seams may be continua
worked at Mount Diablo. Samples of the coal tested at Marysville gave satis-
factory results. The work of prospecting is being carried

Deposits of coal have been discovered in San Luis Obispo county, in th
Salinas valley, about 70 miles from Monterey. The coal croi
oval valley about a mile in length, at the head of the Salinas. There are six t, ^ /

or seven distinct seams in this outcrop within the distance of 300 feet. The f
mation has been considerably dislocated and the strata tilted up, but the outcrop
may be traced for 20 miles. The third seam from the top is nearly seven feet
thick, and has been examined to some extent. The coal is a lignite. The lowest

am in the series is about five feet thick and has also been examined _

f a short tunnel. The other seams vary from 10 inches to four feet in th 
THE MOUNT DIABLO COAL MINES are located on both sides of a high ridg

irhich projects from the north side of Mount Diablo. They are favorably site
,ted for access to navigable water, being in Contra Costa county, about fiv
:iiles south from the San Joaquin river, at a point where it is deep enough fc

f 1,000 tons to approach the b
The first mine in the district-the Teutonia-was located in 1858. Though
il was discovered there in 1852, none of the valuable mines were locate

11 1859. Several of the most productive have been located since I860. I
1 be perceived by these dates that California coal mining is still in its

The majority of the locations have been made on the outcrop of coal, which
ceable for several miles, trending easterly and westerly. The Peacock mine

is on the western edge; the Pacheco and San Francisco are west of the Peacocl
but not on the outcroo. The disturbed condition of the seams has caused

nt of these three western mines. The Cumberland, or Black Diamond.
one of the most valuable mines in the district, is located about three-quarters c
a mile to the north of the Peacock. Somersville, a small town created by tl:

the mines, is situated about a mile to the oast of the Black Diamon<

from which it is separated by a high ridge, and is the centie of oj
present. This place contains about 200 buildings, including hotels, stores, a
temperance hall, and a school-house, and has about 800 inhabitants. Within
half a mile of it are the mouths of five different mines, from which coal is. or has

been, extracted. On the northwest is the Union, a short distance from which / /

Manhattan; a few hundred yards further east, and somewhat lower down
side of the ridge, is the Eureka; southeast of this, in a ravine at the b
western side of the ridge, is the Pittsburg; about 1,000 yards to the north
his, and still lower down in the ravine, is the Independent. All these mines

hus clustered together about the sides of a steep, rugged mountain p
singular appearance. The lofty chimneys of the steam engines belching forth

uinns of dense black smoke; the dark, dingy dwellings of the miners and
those who minister to their wants;, the tall trellis-like viaducts across the ravines,
over which the locomotives are constantly passing between the mines and the
wharves; the clanking of machinery, and busy hum of workmen and
he great piles of black waste at the mouth of each mine, all tend to give a ]

liar interest, if they do not impart much beauty, to the scene. v The distant vie\\
of the surrounding country, as seen from the ridge, embraces stretches of grassy
>meadows teeming with cattle and sheep; purple hills breaking in rugged outline
against the sky, and glimpses of the San Joaquin meandering through its tule
"banks, dotted with the white sails of sloops and schooners, while here and th

I
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a neat cottage embosomed in orchards and surrounded by yellow gram fields,
presents a scene of quiet beauty, suggestive of the progress of civil

The Central mine, one of the first worked, but at present idle, is lov ted
base of the hill, three-quarters of a mile to the east from Soraersville. f

place it is separated by the hill. The Pacific, the most recently opened ^^^K
in the district, is located near M f Somersvil

The above are all the mines at present in a state of development. The Mount
Hope is on the Black Diamond Company's ground, of which that company
resumed possession in August last, and is not described as a separate mine.

The mines now producing coal are the Black Diamond, Union, Pittsburg,
Independent and Eureka. The workings in these mines are extensive, some
of the levels in one connecting with those m another, so that a person may travel
a mile on the line of the seam.

It is estimated that during the six years ending July, 1867, 500,000 tons c
coal have been taken from these mines. The quantity received at San Frar
cisco, as shown bv the following table, amounted to 302,554 tons, while th *- J 7 / /

ption on the ground, the waste in handling, 6cc., and^the quantity
he interior by water and teams, will make up the difference:

Annual receipts of Mount Diablo coal (tt San Francisco.
Tons.

1361 
2862 
1863 
1864 
1BG5 
1868 
First six months 1S67 

6,620 
23,400
43,200
37,450
59,559
79,110
53,215

Total 302,554

The discovery of this coal has caused a reduction in the price of the imported
article. In 1857 the average price of imported coal was $35 per ton. In 1867
the average price is about 815 per ton. A reduction of 820 per ton.

The Mount Diablo coal is used almost exclusively by the river, ferry, and
coasting steamers, and by most of the stationary engines at San Francisco, and
at places convenient to the rivers. The flour mills at Xapa, Suisun, and other
places, use it, and considerable quantities are consumed at Sacramento and
Stockton. Shipments are occasionally made to the Sandwich Islands, where it
is used for runniiisr the engines on the su^ar plantations. During the first six O O O A O

months of 1867, 1,300 tons were shipped to Honolulu.
The working of the mines has created several prosperous villages in their

vicinity, among which may be named Sornersville, Clayton, Nortonville or Car-
bondale, and Pittsbnrg Landing, the terminus of the Black Diamond railroad, - - O O ' / -
about two miles from Antioch and four miles from New York.

From the known dimensions of this coal field it is calculated to contain about

12,000,000 tons. It is probable its extent will be traced beyond the present
reconized limits.

THE BLACK DIAMOND. - The company owning this mine was incorporated
in 1801, and have worked their property continuously since. In August, 1867,
the mine produced about 4,000 tons, which was its average monthly product for

-me time previously. It employs about 150 men. The coal is extracted
through two levels, but there is another in progress which, when completed, will
strike the vein about 800 feet below both the present adits.

he upper h el is run on what is known as the Black Diamond seam, and is
reached by a tunnel >0 i'l-ct in length, cut through the sandstone which- iclose* ^_ - _ * ^_ - rf*

the coal. The workings on this level extend thre -quarters of a mile on both
sides of the tunnel. This coal seam is four feet four inches thick.
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The second level is about 550 feet below the above, passes through the Clark
seam, which is three feet six inches thick, and extends 300 feet beyond to the
Black Diamond seam. The working on the Clark seam extends about half a o
mile on both sides of the tunnel and several hundred feet on the Black Diamond.

The third opening is being made by an incline, which will strike the coal
about five hundred feet below both the other levels. It will cut the Clark and
the Black Diamond seams. When this incline shall be completed this company
will have a sheet of coal to work about 2,000 feet deep, running the length of
their claim, nearly a mile. They also own the Manhattan, which they expect
to work through the above levels by means of a drift now being cut.

In working the Black Diamond the miners pass through several bodies of coal
of fair quality, but too small to work with profit, ranging from 12 inches to 18
inches in thickness, each being separated by a stratum of hard black slate. Two
miles south of the tunnels on this mine the Black Diamond seam is found to be

divided by two lenticular beds of tough clay, each from 10 to 12 feet thick,
divided by a body of hard clay slate. This clay furnishes materials for the pot-
tery at Antioch, and makes good fire brick.

The mine is worked by stoping and drifting, the men laboring by contract.
Every facility is afforded by the company to take the coal out in as compact a
form as possible. The arrangements for conveying it from the pit to the vessels
on the river afford an illustration of California en<nneerin£f skill. The mouth^ O

of the main adit is situated nearly midway up the side of a steep mountain,
several hundred feet above the level of the plain. To overcome this obstacle,
a massive incline has been constructed of framed timbers 900 feet in length, the
angle of which is 15 degrees. A double car track is laid on the incline. By
means of a stout wire rope passing over a drum, nine feet in diameter, the loaded
car is made to haul up the empty one. A car carrying 20 tons of coal descending
pulls up 10 tons of timbers and other materials used in the mine. The foot of
the incline connects with a railroad over which the cars are hauled by a locomo-
tive to New York, on the San Joaquin river, where the arrangements are com-
pleted for loading the fleet of vessels engaged in carrying coal to San Francisco
and other places, without any further handling.

The railroad used by this company has no connection with the Pittsburg road,
to be described hereafter; this latter is the property of another corporation. Its
terminus on the river is four miles distant from New York. j

THE PITTSBURG is worked by a stope cut at an angle of 30 degrees, by which » j» ^hbo'

the coal is reached at a distance of 350 feet. The monthly product is from 1,500
to 1,800 tons. The coal is hoisted by a horizontal winding engine of sufficient
power to raise 200 tons per day.

THE PITTSBURGH COAL RAILROAD.-In 1862 a charter was granted to a
company by the State legislature to construct a railroad from the mines to the
river. But little was done towards its construction till the summer of 1865. It

was not completed and furnished with rolling stock till February, 1866. The
"oad, a remarkable specimen of engineering skill, is only five and a half miles
in length. From the mines to the plain, a distance of a mile and a half, the
grade of the track is 274.56 feet to the mile. The four miles from the river to
the base of the mountain is constructed on a gradient of 40 to 160 feet to the
mile. To overcome the inequalities of the surface of the country eight trestle
bridges had to be constructed, the most extensive of which is 340 feet in length;
a tunnel 300 feet long had to be cut, and a number of heavy banks and culverts
built. All the timber used in making the bridges is selected Oregon pine and
California redwood. The rails, of English iron, are laid on square redwood ties.
The gauge of the road is four feet eight and one-half inches. To overcome the
friction of such a steep grade, two locomotives of a peculiar construction have
been made at San Francisco. They have powerful engines and three pairs of
36-inch driving-wheels each, with cylinders 14 by 18 inches. Each weighs
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about 17 tons when loaded with fuel and water, which they cam* themselves," / V *f /

having no tenders.
The total cost of the road is about $145,000.
All the mines in a position to do so have constructed side branches to con-

nect with this road. It is estimated that it can deliver 3,000 tons of coal daily
on board the vessels at the wharf. The coal is shipped from the cars to the
vessels by shutes.

The friction on the brakes when the locomotives are coming down the incline
is tremendous, but thus far n® serious accidents have happened. 4

The coal from the Union, Pittsburg, Independent, and Eureka mines is car-
ried by this road.

THE TEUTON"!A, the pioneer of the district, has been explored to a depth of
500 feet by means of an incline cut at an angle of 30 degrees. At this depth
the upper seam of coal, two feet thick, was reached. A horizontal drift from the
bottom of this incline strikes the Clark seam where it is 3 feet 10 inches thick.

Another drift, run in an opposite direction, strikes the lower or Black Diamond
seam. It is known that there are two othtT seams of coal in this mine, the low-
est of which is about five feet thick. The want of cheap facilities for conveying
the coal to market prevents the owners from working it to advantage. The
company owns 640 acres of coal land; have good engines, pumps, and hoisting
gear. The mine faces the property of the Pacific Company; the ground nearly
four miles bet ween the two mines is almost a level plain. The land belonging to
the Pacific Company extends to the hills bounding the Teutonia Company's
ground.

THE Uxiox.;-Operations on this mine were commenced in 1861. The coal
is reached by a stope, which, in July, 1867, was 500 feet in length, having a
vertical depth of 230 feet. The seam averages three feet six inches in thick-
ness, and is on the Clark, or upper seam. The monthly product ranges from
1,800 to 2,000 tons. The hoisting is done bv a horizontal driving engine. o */ v_

THE Is DEPENDENT.-Work on this mine was commenced in 1861, though
the coal was not reached till 1866, owing to the quantity of water that entered
the shaft, the mine being the lowest in the district, and worked by a perpen-
dicular shaft 700 feet deep. Upwards of 8180,000 was expended for machinery,
pumps, labor, &e., before the coal was reached. The pump in use at present,
and which is barely sufficient to keep the mine dry, is driven by a 75-horse
power horizontal engine, and lifts 130,000 gallons per hour. So great is the
influx of water that a stoppage of the pumps for 24 hours would require 20 days'
pumping to clear it. The hoisting and other machinery is powerful. The
cages, or hoisting cars, each holding nearly a ton, are lifted by a rope four inches
in circumference. About 200 car-loads are hoisted daily. The product of the
mine averages about 1,500 tons monthly. O 7 "/

EUREKA is owned and worked by the Independent Company. About
160 men are employed in both mines. This produces about 1,500 tons per mouth,
but could produce more. The company, in March, 1867, increased their capital
from 300,000 to $3,000,000, in order to conduct operations on a larger scale,
and have since made improvements.

The coal is obtained bv an incline 600-feet in length, at an angle of 45°.-1- " 1 /% * *-J * " <"

It-IB taken from three seams. The upper, or Clark seam, is three feet eight inches
thick; the middle, two feet six inches; and the lower, or Black Diamond, four
feet. The two upper seams are passed through in reaching the lower one. The
distance between the upper and lower varies from 225 to 350 feet. The Eureka

� a horizontal winding engine for hoisting." J O

THE CENTRAL, which, prior to the construction of railroads by the Pitsburg
and Black Diamond Companies, furnished a large portion of the coal sent to
market, is at piv-i-ut idle. The slow and expensive transportation by tcamtf
places it out of the iield in competition with mines having the advantage of rail-
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roads. It is in contemplation to construct a railroad to connect it and the Teu-
tonia with the river. Both these mines are located on the same side of the

mountain, and suffer alike from want of cheap transportation ; both contain
unbroken seams of coal; have been well opened, and have powerful machinery
for working purposes.

THE PACIFIC, the property of a wealthy corporation of New York capitalists,
is located about six miles east of Somersville, on the Rancho de los Meganos, or
Marsh's ranch, as it is now called. The ranch covers three square leagues of
land, embracing a portion of the foot-hills at the base of Mount Diablo, and
extending to the San Joaqnin river. Borings and other explorations have sat-
isfied the engineers and agents of the company that the seams of coal worked
in Mount Diablo pass in a nearly horizontal position under this ranch, covering
a space of six miles square. A shaft is now in progress at a point near the
western extremity of the ranch, several miles west of the disturbed formation in
the Peacock, Pacheco, and San Francisco Companies7 ground. It is calculated
that this shaft will strike the Black Diamond seam at a depth of 400 feet. The
calculation is based on the dip of the seam, which was reached by an incline
sunk about 1,200 feet, from which the seam was prospected 200 feet laterally
and found to average four feet four inches in thicknesss. The Clark and middle o

seams were reached in July last, dipping at an angle of 30°, leaving little room
to doubt that the more important seam will be reached at a sufficient depth.
The coal taken from the mine at present is used in running the machinery. The
shaft in progress is intended to serve as the general outlet of the mine. Its
dimensions are 16 feet by 8 inside the timbers. It is timbered all through and
divided into three compartments, two of which are fitted for hoisting purposes.
The centre serves as the pump shaft. It is estimated that when the mine is
fairly opened and the machinery in operation, 20 tons of coal can be raised per
hour. In July last, the shaft had reached 150 feet in depth.

The machinerv was made at the Union Iron Works, at San Francisco. The^/

pumping engine weighs 20 tons and is of 175-horse power, with three boilers,
each 35 feet long and 42 inches in diameter. The pump is what is known as a
Cornish " lift,'7 having a six-feet stroke and 12^-inch bore. It is estimated to
be capable of raising a body of water the size of the bore 1,000 feet.

The company have a lease of 13,316 acres of coal land. A railroad from the
mine to the river is projected.

LABOR, WAGES, &c.-It is estimated that 1,000 men are employed in and
about the mines at Mount Diablo. The miners work chiefly by contract. The
general price for breaking out the coal is $1 per square yard. The men who
perform this labor make from $4 to $6 per day. The unskilled laborers are
paid from $40 to $65 per month, in gold. Board and lodging costs from $6 to
>8 per week. No Chinese are employed.

The monthly wages paid by the several mines in this district aggregates
about $50,000 or $600,000 per annum. The average cost to the companies for
extracting and delivering the coal is $6 per ton, divided as follows: Miners'
wages, hoisting, wear and tear, and interest on capital, or total cost of coal in
the bunkers at mouth of mine, $3 50 per ton; freight by railroad to Pittsburg,
11 per ton5 shipping from thence to San Francisco; $1 per ton; commissions

and general management, 50 cents per ton.
The present market value of Mount Diablo coal suitable for domestic purposes

is from $8 to $9 per ton. As only 80 per cent, of that placed in the bunkers is
marketable, 20 per cent, being screenings, which are sold at $5 per ton, the
margin of profit, after all expenses are paid, is very limited.

The above shows as nearly as can be ascertained the present condition and
future prospects of the coal mines in California. It has not been a remunera-
tive business to the capitalists who have engaged in it, owing to inexperience in
the working of the mines, injudicious management, the high cost of roads to
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navigable waters, and the difficulties to be overcome in creating a market whereO ' _ -*

the best imported coals had been so long in use. All these obstacles to success
are graduallv disappearing, and it is believed the coal interest in California will,fr JL J. V. ' /

in time, pay a fair percentage upon the capital invested in it. Incidentally it
has been of advantage to the country, having furnished employment to a consid-
erable number of laborers, created a demand for machinery, and supplied cheap
fuel for domestic use and for purposes of manufacture and navigation.

THE COAL MI\'ES OF OHEGOX.-A seam of coal was discovered in Mav,-^ *

1867, on the land belonging to Mr. Frank Cooper, in Marion county, about 30
miles from Salem. Considerable quantities of the coal have been sent to that
city, where it sells readily. A wagon road is being constructed thence to the
mine, in order to supply the demand. At the depth of 65 feet the seam is about
five feet thick, and the quality of the coal better than at the surface. Good coal
has been found near the Premier mills, on Bear creek, a tributary of the Yaquina
river, in Benton county, about 30 miles west from Corvallis. Five separate
seams of coal have been found in this locality, varying from six inches to four
feet in thick-ness. The most valuable seam is within live miles of Yaquina bay.
This is about four feet thick, and nearly horizontal in position. It has been
prospected over a considerable extent of the adjoining country. It is estimated
that coal in this vicinity can be delivered at $3 50 per ton, owing to natural
facilities for working and transportation. Most of the mines arc not more than
five miles from navigable waters, and that distance over an almost level plain.
A railroad could be cheaply constructed to the place of debarcation.

Towards the close of 1S66 a seam of coal was discovered on the bank of Til-

lamook bav, 50 miles south of Astoria and 60 miles northwest from Salem.
There is another coal seam of a similar character on the shore of Nehalem,

about 25 miles further up the river.
Extensive beds of coal are in progress of exploration about three miles from

Farwell bend, on the Snake river. A tunnel has been run on a vertical seam
about 300 feet, where a number of smaller seams connect and form a bodv of / "/
coal about 10 feet thick. The mouth of the tunnel is close to the bank of the

river. Another seam of coal discovered, 200 feet above the original discovery,
is said to contain good coal, and to be five feet thick.

Coal has been found in the Calapooya mountains, within a few miles of
Barry's survey for a railroad from the Columbia river to California. This dis-
covery is considered of importance in that part of Oregon.

There is a coal field on both sides of the Coquille river, in Coos county. The
Coos Bay mines are in the northern edge of this field, which extends into Curry
county. The seams, of which there are three, are thicker and the coal of a
better quality on the Coquille river than at Coos bay. The two larger seams
unite on the river and form a body of coal nearly 13 feet thick. There is another
field between the south and middle forks of the Coquille, which is 1,600 feet
higher in the mountains than the last mentioned. It has been traced for 22 miles
in length by eight miles in width. One seam is 10 feet thick. The Coos Bay 1 " ^~*

deposit extends about 25 miles north and south, and 20 mil* east and west. It
is most valuable on the south, but is onlv worked on the north.

Coos BAY COAL.-What is known as Coos Bay coal bears a good reputa-
*r- m -^r » -^b. ' *

tion in California. It is found in a number of seams which crop out on the sur-
ice of the ridge that divides Coos bay on the south from the Coquille river.
The locality of the best mine will be understood from a brief description of

the bay. Coos bay is about 14 miles in length, varying from one and a half to
two and a half miles wide. Tho main part of it has a direction northeast by
southwest. At the upper end there is a sharp bend to the north. The Coo
river rises some 30 miles inland and enters the upper end of the bend. For
miles from the mouth, in a densely timbered and hilly country, is Marshfielcl, the
centre of the coal mining. The facilities for workin the mines arc crude. If
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the arrangements were more complete the supply of coal could be increased.
There is a good entrance to the bay. The bar at its mouth has 14 feet of water
at high tide, and there is a government light-house convenient. Four miles from
the entrance of the bay, on the south shore, is Empire City, the seat of Coos
county, a thriving little place.

The supply of Coos bay coal at San Francisco has increased during the past
three years, as the following table will show. The consumption has increased
in Oregon to an equal extent.
1865 500 tons. 
1866 

1867, (first six months onlv) 

I 

2,120 ai&v

2,520 "

COAL IN WASHINGTON TERRITORY.-A seam of coal is being worked on the
bank of the Cowlitz river, six or eight miles from where it unites with the Colum-

ia. The Cowlitz coal differs in appearance and composition from other coal
>und on this coast. It is light, its specific gravity scarce

breaks with a bright glassy fracture, burns with a peculiar white flame and very
little smoke, leaving but a small ner cent, of white, nowderv ashes. It contains

no sulphur, does not soil the fingers in handling, makes a hot fire, which continues
loner than most of the west-coast coal. It cakes in burnin and makes a con-O

giderable per cent of coke. Professor W. P. Blake has made an examination
of this mine and coal, and considers them valuable.

A coal mine of some reputation is at Bellingham bay, near the northwest
boundary of the Territory. About two years since it became the property of a
San Francisco corporation, which had commenced making improvements for
mining and exporting the coal, when, from some cause not clearly understood;
the mine took fire. The fire could not be subdued till the underground works
were flooded. This misfortune prevented operations in the mine for nearly a
year, and caused a serious loss to the company. It was reopened in February,
1867. The first cargo of coal since the fire was received in May. Since that
time the supply has steadily increased. The following table gives the quantity
of coal from this mine received at San Francisco during the past three }rears:
1865 14,446 tons.
1866 .11,380 «
1867, (first six months only) 1,275 "

THE FUCA STRAITS COAL -MINES are situated in the northern part of Was
ington Territory, on the south shore of the Straits of Fuca, about 45 miles south-
west from Victoria and 40 miles southeast from the Pacific ocean. The company
owning the mines possess 2,080 acres of the surrounding country. The land
embraces the shores of Clallam bay for several miles. The surface of the coun-
try is exceedingly hilly and broken, aud is covered with a dense forest of spruce,
fir, and cedar to the water's edge. Its geological formation is exposed by seve:
andslides of recent occurrence, some of them being quite close to the mine. I

consists of sandstones and shales, with occasional conglomerate, the whole broken
ilivided, and tilted up in different ejections by dikes of indurated sandstone. T
such an extent has this displacement been effected that it is difficult to trace the
continuity of the stratification. The largest bodies of the exposed strata dip
toward the land at angles varying from 15° to 40°. The croppings of the coal
are conspicuous from Clallam bay to Pillar Point, eight miles to the southeast.

The lowest seam is about two feet thick, and is seen some 60 feet above 1
water line of the bay, in the face of the hill where the mine has been opened

dips towards the land at an angle of 35°. About 250 feet higher in the hill
is another seam about 15 inches thick, and 300 feet still higher another eight
inches thick. The mine is located on the lowest of these seams. The work*

clone by the company includes a tunnel run into the face of. the hill 70 feet,
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where it reaches the coal, at a convenient level for shipping. From this point
an incline 250 feet in length has been run on the seam, the lower part of which
changes its dip from 35° to 25°. Lateral drifts have been run 350 feet to the
east and ISO feet to the west, the latter terminated by a thick sandstone dyke.
Two dikes of similar materials were met in the other drift, one four, the other
nine feet thick.

About 1,500 tons of coal were taken from this mine np to the close of 1366, when
operations were suspended for want of funds to cany them on. In 1867 a com-
panv was incorporated for the purpose of working tliis mine, under the title of . ̂_ _ ̂K _ ̂k _^^^K ^^_ _ ^ ̂B
the Phoanix Coal Mining Company. Operations now give better promise of ^l^k
success. The original owners, having no other machinery than a hand pump and
windlass, labored under disadvantages. The coal, owing to the expense of labor, '
cost 87 50 per ton, delivered at San Francisco. The new company, having
pumps and hoisting gear worked by steam, can obtain it at less expense.

The first cargo, 500 tons, from this mine since it has been reoponed, was received
at San Francisco in August, 1867, where it sold at $12 per ton, costing the com-O / JL / C7 *

pany $6 per ton to deliver.
The English government steamer Zealous has been supplied from this mine.

The engineers of that vessel speak favorably of the coal, stating that it makes
less soot in the flues and less ashes than anv other obtained on the coast.*/

The new company have extended the workings on the original incline to 1,300
feet, where the seam is nearly four feet thick. In making lateral drifts from the
bottom of the incline the dikes mentioned as interferin with the workins on

the upper levels were not met with, though these lower drifts were extended 300
feet northeast and nearly 700 feet northwest.

About 40 men are at present employed at the mine, who take out 100 tons of
coal per week.

Investigations by experienced mining engineers and geologists lead to the con-
clusion that there is an extensive bed of coal in Clallani valley, of which the
seams above described are but the margin. O

A bore 292 feet deep was sunk in this valley in 1866, at a point about a mile
and a half from the bay. It passed through the following formations :

Sandstone 
Till 
Sandstone 
Till 

3 lard sandstone 

cds of hard clay.. 
Sandstone 

Fire-clay 
Sandstone 

Feet. Inches. 

11 6

1 0

5 0

7 0

1 0

5 0

48 0

5 0

4 6

Till ...... 1 6
Sandstone, in beds 8 10
Till 5 0
Sandstone 1 6

6 6

Sandstone ... 3 6
Till 1 4
Clay, in beds 12 6
Hard freestone 0 10
Sandstone 13 6
Coal 0 8

Below this the bore p;. ^ed through alternate layers of sandstone, shale, and
conglomerate, till work was stopped for want of machinery.
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It is a matter of some importance to ascertain the extent of the deposit in this
locality, as the quality of the coal in Fuca Straits mine is such that a good supply
of it is desirable. i

OTHER COAL MIXES IN WASHINGTON TERRITORY.-In July, 1867, the Coal
Creek Road Company, of Seattle, Washington Territory, was incorporated under
a special act of the territorial legislature, with a capital of $30,000, for the pur-
pose of constructing a road and making other improvements for developing the
coal mines opened to the east of that town. These mines are reported to con-
tain excellent coal.

A seam of coal has been recently opened, near Monticello, Cowlitz county,
about 740 miles northeast of Mount Diablo. Some of it, tested on board the
Of regon Steain Navigation Company's vessels, was found to be good for steam
purposes, burning with a clear flame and but Ettle smoke, leaving but a small
residue of ashes.

COAL IN NEVADA.-It is believed by persons who have travelled over this
State that good coal exists near its northern and western boundaries.

A seam of lignite is reported to have been found during the past summer a
few miles from Iliko, the county seat of Lincoln county, near the Pahranagat
district.

The surveyors employed by the Central Pacific Railroad Company report the
existence of coal at the eastern base of the mountains near Crystal Peak, con- v 7

venient to the Truckee river, in the immediate vicinity of the line of that rail-
road.

Parties prospecting for gold and silver among the Goose Creek mountains
report croppings of coal at several places in that part of the State. The Goose
Creek mountains are on the line of the Central Pacific railroad, above the valley
of the Hnmboldt. Coal has been known to exist in these mountains for many
years. The early emigrants who crossed the plains in 1850 frequently spoke of
having seen it.

An inferior quality of coal is known to exist in the mountain ranges of western
Nevada, and in the Walker river country.

COAL IN UTAH.-A seam of bituminous coal, about six feet thick, has been
explored on Webber creek, a few miles from Great Salt Lake City. It is nearly
horizontal in position, overlaid by strata of sandstone and a deposit of conglome-
rate. - -

Coal has also been found at Beaver creek, about 300 miles south from Salt
Lake.

THE VANCOUVER ISLAND MINES are being worked to some extent. Exports
in June from the Nanairno mine reached 3,636 tons, and July 4,676 tons.

The imports of this coal at San Francisco during the past three years has been
as follows: 1865, 18,181 tons; 1866, 10,852 tons; 1867, 9,160 tons, for first
six months only. ' " .

CONCLUDING REMARKS.-The existence of coal along the northwest coast
of the Pacific has been known since the discovery of the country. The seams
cropping out in the face of nearly every bluff and promontory from Oregon to
Sitka are too conspicuous to have been overlooked. The cost of and difficulty
in procuring labor and transportation, as well as the lack of enterprise on the
part of the settlers along the coast, have retarded the development of this impor-
tant resource. The condemnation of valuable discoveries by pretended experts
on account of presumed subterranean disturbances in the vicinity has discouraged
capitalists from testing the value of many good mines. It is proper here to
remark that the subterraneous disturbances on this coast arc remarkably local in
their effects, rarely extending for any considerable distance. The developments
in the Mount Diablo district illustrate this fact. The section in this district on

which is located the Peacock, Pacheco, and San Francisco mines is found to be
so much broken and disturbed as to render the workings of these mines unprofit-
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able, while to the north and south the coal has not been broken or displaced. It
is. therefore, probable that many bodies of coal which are now considered too
much broken to pay for development will be found valuable on more thorough
examination.

The extent of the coal formation on the Pacific coast is surprising. Mr. Fou-
coult, a French gentleman, who spent several years examining the northern coast
from Washington Territory to the newly-acquired territory of Alaska, states that
anthracite exists at Skidegate inlet, Queen Charlotte's island, and that a seam
of the same kind of coal is seen cropping out on the mainland opposite, about
40 miles distant. Specimens have been sent to San Francisco, where they were
examined by competent persons, who pronounced them of good quality. The
extent of these deposits is unknown, but they establish the fact of the existence
of anthracite on this coast.

Vancouver's island contains sheets of coal, which maybe seen cropping out at
various points along its shores on the east and west. From Cape Flattery
Admiralty inlet, in Washington Territory, there is an almost continuous outcrop
of coal. The Fuca Straits mine, described above, is only 16 miles from the
croppings on Neah bay. Unfortunately this part of the coast is destitute of a
good harbor, or doubtless the coal would have been developed to a much greater
extent. But capital and engineering skill can overcome even this defect if the
inducements are sufficient.

From the above data it will be seen that the coal deposits west of the Rocky
mountains, though yielding an inferior quality of coal, are quite extensive, and
furnish such promise of improvement as to justify the belief that the supply will
be sufficient in the future for the demands of all branches of industry on the
Pacific coast.

MARBLE, LIMESTOXE, &c.-The nse of marble for domestic, artistic, and
funeral purposes is very general in California, especially in San Franciscu.
Marble mantels, tables, and slabs are to be found in almost every residence,
workshop, and store. The graves of all, save the utterly friendless dead, are
adorned with marble tablet or monument of some kind. This taste has created

an important branch of productive industry.
There are fourteen factories engaged in the manufactures of marble in Sant-' I-r

Francisco, some of which employ 30 or 40 men._ One has steam machinery for
cutting and polishing the marble, and turns out 3,000 feet of slabs per month,
in addition to tombstones, mantels, and other ornamental work. There are mar-
ble factories at Sacramento and Marysville, and one at each of the following
towns in the interior: Stockton, Sonora, Petaluma, Santa Cruz, San Jose, Dow-
riieville, Folsom, and other places. Probably 1,000 persons are employed in
California quarrying, transporting, and working marble.

The consumption in San Francisco averages 500 cubic feet per month; the
factories in the interior use about one-fourth as much; total consumption in the
State, say (300 feet per month, or 7,200 feet per annum. The average price- of
marble at present is 85 per foot. It thus appears that the value of the raw
material use«l in this business amounts to 836,000 annually. The value of manu-
factured marble in the State is estimated at *2,500,000.

The most singular and suggestive feature in this business is presented in the
fact that, although California contains an abundance of marble of great beauty
and variety, most of that used in San Francisco is imported from Italy or New

rk. This fact may be attributed to the want of good roads and cheap trans-
portation. It is i\ mud more economical to brin^ the raw material from Genoa, tm

Italy, including transhipment at Bordeaux or Marseilles, than from the foot hills
in the State, K>s than 100 miles from Stockton or Saeramcntd.

Then- an- two firms in San Francisc<» engaged in the importation of marble.
ru-a-e c o. are n e aan ranc o e usness. ey o Co. are in the Italian branch of the business. They own a vessel

of oOO tuns regisu-1^ sailing between t?an Francisco and Genoa. Large quanti-
16
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ties are brought by French vessels from French ports. From June, 1866, to
June, 1867, this firm imported 545 tons of Italian marble and had 600 tons more
on the way, the whole of which was sold, leaving orders still unfilled. The
present price of Italian marble is 50 cents per superficial foot, in slabs of seven-
eighths of an inch thick; in blocks of ordinary dimensions, $5 per cubic foot;
blocks weighing several tons, at $6 per cubic foot. California marble cannot be
laid down in San Francisco at these rates. Myers & Co. import Italian marble
from New York, where it is brought in vessels from Genoa. This firm also
imports white marble from Vermont, which sells at $15 per cubic foot, being used
in the finer kinds of work. Some of the ornamental mantels in the homes of the

wealthy cost $750 to $1,000 each.
The marble dust used in the preparation of effervescing beverages is imported

from New York. Five hundred tons annually are consumed, at a cost of aboutmf *

30 per ton.
The cost of transportation, which gives the imported marble a monopoly of the

markets along the coast, prohibits its introduction in the interior. All the facto-
ries in towns above Sacramento, Marysville, and Stockton use the native marble,
because it is cheapest at these places. With reference to the quality of the
Pacific coast marble, as compared with the imported article, the fact should be
taken into consideration that it is excavated from near the surface. None of the"

quarries have been opened to any considerable depth j consequently the marble
is scarcely as fine in color or texture as it will be found at a greater depth. Much
of it, nevertheless, when compared with the Italian, loses nothing by the contrast.
Many samples of the California marble are superior. The block of white mar-
ble, from the quarry at Columbia, Tuolumne county, from which the sculptor
Devine formed the bust of the late Senator BJ oderick, compares favorably with
the Carrara in color, texture, and purity.

The recently-discovered quarries of black and white marbles near Colfax,
Placer county, on the line of the Central Pacific railroad, will probably stop the
importations from Italy. The beauty of the black marble from this locality, the
exquisite polish it retains, and the advantage the owners of the quarry possess in
railroad communication, which enables them to deliver it at Sari Francisco cheaper
than the Italian, will probably give it the control of the market.

There are many localities in California where quarries of marble are known to
exist, but, with few exceptions, they remain undeveloped. A belt of limestone
traverses the State from north to south, between the foot hills and the Sierras,
said to be 20 miles wide, forming a prominent feature in the topography of the
counties famous for placer gold, particularly in Tuolumne, Calaveras, Amador,
Nevada, El Dorado, and Placer counties. This belt abounds in white or grayish
marble; and it is not improbable marble of variegated colors will be found on
more thorough examination, as local causes are known to control the color. In
illustration, it may be stated that in the gulch on the south side of the road
between Columbia and Gold Springs, Tuolumne county, there are bodies of
marble of a jetty blackness, colored by manganese; on Matelot gulch, about a
mile to the east, there is a deposit of marble which, through the action of salts
of iron, has been mottled with red, brown, yellow, blue, and green spots; on
Mormon gulch, about three miles to the west, are masses of marble of very fine
texture veined with pale green by the action of chlorine. This variety of color
is not peculiar to that locality, but may be observed throughout the State. The
Suisun marble, of Solano county, and the black and white marbles recently
found near Colfax, Placer county, are cases in point.

Little attention has thus far been paid to the marble quarries of the State,
because the working of them has not been profitable, except in a few localities.
As snon as railroads and cheaper labor shall remove existing impediments,
they vvill piobably become a source of profit, both to individuals and to th
State.
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The most important quarries at present worked are the following:
TXDIAN DIGGINGS.-This quarry is located on the limestone belt, above

referred to, in El Dorado county. It was opened in 1857. A considerable
quantity of marble has been taken from it, darkly and coarsely marked with
gray and black. It is very beautiful in large masses, but has a smeary appear-
ance in small pieces 5 it is susceptible of a high polish, which it retains well.
Monuments, after exposure for 10 years to the heat and cold peculiar to the foot
hills of California, are as bright and glossy on the surface and edges as when
erected.

The COLUMBIA is located on the same limestone belt, on the Tuolumne county
side of south fork of Stanislaus river, near Abbey's Ferry, 70 miles from Stock-
ton, the head of navigation on the San Joaquin river. This quarry was opened
in 1860, and has been well developed. The quality of the marble is fine in
grain and nearly white, with pale gray pencillings, and has improved with the
depth of the workings. Blocks of 20 feet square, without flaw or blemish, may
be obtained from this quarry. Machinery was erected for working it, and a mill
built for cutting the blocks into slabs and polishing them. The works consisted
of a revolving derrick with a boom 60 feet in length, by means of which two
men could take blocks weighing 10 to 15 tons from any part of the quarry and
place them on cars which ran on a track laid around it and connected with the
mill. This mill had 100 saws and four polishing machines, moved by water
power. Many thousands of tons of marble were cut here between 186:2 and
1866. The increase of importations, erection of similar machinery at San Fran-
cisco, and the impossibility of sending the product to market during the winter,
owing to the want of good roads, has caused the proprietors to cease operations,
except during the summer. Some of the handsomest monuments in the State are
made of this marble; that erected to the memory of the late Senator Broderick,
in the Lone Mountain cemetery, at San Francisco, is a beautiful specimen.

THE COLFAX QtJAHiiiES.-The most noted of these was discovered in 1866,
in the mountains bordering the Bear river, about two miles to the east of the
town of Colfax, Placer eountv, near the line of the Central Pacific railroad. / «/ /

The marble differs from all others found on the coast, being a dark gray, with
jet black venation. When polished it is very beautiful. The mantels in the
new Bank of California are made "of this marble, which contributes to the beauty
of the interior of that structure.

The proprietors of the quarry are among the first to derive direct benefit from
the Central Pacific railroad, and their case illustrates how great an advantage
that road will be in developing the resources of the State. Without such a
means of transportation the marble could not be delivered at San Francisco for
less than 20 per ton; with it freight is only 88 per ton. The owners of the
quarry at Columbia pay $10 per ton for hauling their marble to Stockton when
the roads are good, but from SI2 to SI5 per ton during the winter, with an addi-
tion of > I per ton from that place to San Francisco by water. The expenses
for transportation are still higher from the Indian Diggings quarry. Expense
of transportation alone has thus far prevented the development of this valuable
resource, and cost the State as much for imported marble as would have nearly
paid for a railroad to the quarries.

There is a quarrv of nearly white marble recently discovered on the Appleton_ t- ** * A ̂^^
ranch, about seven miles from Coli'ax and two miles from the railroad. Some
fine blocks have been sent from it to San Francisco.

} -th these quarries are in the limestone belt.
The SUISUN mavl.le i> f..und in the Pcleoo Hills, a short distance north of

the city of Suisun, Solano county. It occurs in tin- ion a of irregular beds, in a
peculiar sandstone formation, and is of various shades of brown and yellow,
beautifully blended in bands and threads, similar to the famous stalagmites of
Gibraltar, which it resembles in origin and structure, as well as in appearance.
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It has been formed by water, holding lime and iron in solution, percolating
through the sandstone and depositing the mineral in cavities; consequently it is
only found in limited quantity, though much of it, of an impure quality, is
burned for making lime.

OTHER LOCALITIES WHERE MARBLE HAS BEEN FOUXD.-A quarry of marble
has been opened recently on Butte creek, about 40 miles from Oroville, Butte
county, near the lately-discovered iron mines. The quality is good, the color
gray and white, and the deposit extensive, being on the limestone belt.

There are other localities in the State where marble has been found, but the
explorations have been too limited to determine their value.

In May, 1867, Mr. J. R. Brown discovered and located a quarry of marble a
few miles north of Auburn, Placer county, of a nearly white color. Samples
sent to San Francisco are considered fine. The quantity is abundant.

A marble quarry has also been found to the south of the Bay of Monterey, in
the Coast range.

LIMESTONE AND LIME.-The supply of these materials is abundant in nearly
all parts of California. The great belt of limestone so frequently referred to
furnishes materials for lime for the towns in the foot hills and among the Sierras;
while in the coast range there are other calcareous rocks, which supply the
demands for lime in the towns and cities along the coast and on the plains. The
consumption of lime at San Francisco averages about 100,000 barrels annually,
three-fourths of which is obtained from the vicinity of Santa Cruz, on the ranch
of the Canada del Rincon, where there is a supply of white metamorphic lime-
stone, which makes good lime. Considerable quantities are also brought from
Sacramento. Since the completion of the Central Pacific railroad in that vicinity,
lime is brought to San Francisco from near Auburn and Clipper Gap, Placer
county. About 5,000 barrels are brought to Sacramento monthly by the railroad,
and the supply is increasing with the facilities for its preparation and transpor-
tation.

The imports of lime at San Francisco, since 1864, have been as follows:

1864 
1865 � 
1866 

1867 (for first six months only) " 

Total , 

Barrels. 

73,553
90, 037
89,786
67,840

"

321,216

Average price during this time, $2 25 per banel. The consump
San Francisco during the past three and a half years has cost $722,736. The

increase of brick and stone buildings during the latter half of 1867 has greatly^^^^^ ^^^

augmented tne consumption c
The construction of railroads and increase in buildings in the interior towns

has also increased the consumption. The lime used for various purposes in the
State annually probably exceeds 81,000,000 in value.

The Golden City Chemical Works, at San Francisco, have made a f<
loride of lime as an experiment, but the demand for this compound ^^^^*

on this coast that its manufacture is unimportant. It was ascertained in making
these experiments that the California lime wrill not absorb as much chlorine as
that made in the Atlantic States or Europe. This may be the effect of a variety
of causes; but it is of importance, both in practice and to science. Some of the
English lime will absorb 50 per cent, of chlorine. None obtained in California
would take up 30 per cent. The general per cent, of chlorine in imported
moride of lime does not exceed 10. It loses its strength during tne voyag<

OTHER CALCAREOUS MINERALS-SULPHATE OF LIME.-There are dep
f this mineral in various forms in all the States and Territories on this coast, I

is valuable when burned as a fertilizer on heavy clay lands, such as coci
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much of " tulen and " adobe " bottoms in California. It is abundant in the coast
range. A body of it is found in the form of selenite in the hills near Stockton,
within a few miles of the San Joaquin river.

Considerable quantities of the same mineral are known to exist in most of the
mountains which have been examined for silver in Alpine county, among the
the high Sierras.

Sulphate of lime, in the form of alabaster, is found in Tuolumne, Los Angeles,
Solano, and several other counties.

Near Silver City, Story county, Nevada, alabaster of great beauty is found,
but it soon crumbles on exposure to the atmosphere. In 1862 this deposit was
quarried as marble. It was soon discovered that blocks cut from it fell to pieces,
and were useless for building and ornamental purposes; but it makes good plaster
of Paris.

Beds of friable sulphate of lime exist in the vicinity of the Sulphur Springs,
near Red Bluffs, Tehama county, in the form of loose grains, deposited by the
waters of the thermal springs, which cover acres of ground in the vicinity. All
the hot springs on this coast deposit sulphate of lime, in some form or other.

In the Granite mountains, between Chico, in Tehama county, and Idaho, there
are numerous deposits of gypsum. Anhydrate, or dry sulphate of lime, is found
in Plumas and Sierra counties. Professor Whitney, State geologist of California,
has various specimens.

Excellent materials for the manufacture of plaster of Paris exist on this coast.
Considering the simpleness of its preparation it is remarkable that its manu-
facture has not been attempted. The imports of plaster of Paris amount to
about 6,000 barrels annually at San Francisco, at an average cost of $4 per
barrel, or nearly $25,000 per annum. Nearly all imported is from New Yor

DOLOMITE OR MAGXESIAX LLMESTOXE.-This mineral has been found

during the present year, on the Merced river, between Horseshoe Bend and Don
Pedro's bar. It is fine grained, of a yellowish gray color, having much the
appearance of " Turkey stone," and is prized for hones for sharpening razors,
penknives, &c. It has been mistaken for lithographic limestone. The deposit
are abundant, and it may ultimately be found an important resource.

HYDRAULIC LIMESTONE.-Califomia contains deposits of this valuable mineral,
of good quality. The best known are found in a range of hills at the back of
Benicia, Solano county. Hydraulic, or Benicia cement, as it is called, is made
here in considerable quantities, a company having been incorporated in 1860
for the purpose of carrying on its manufacture. The company has good machinery,
kilns, and the necessary arrangement for making several thousand barrels per
month. An impetus has been given to this business by the action of the State
harbor commissioners, who having charge of the construction of the sea-wall, in
the harbor of San Francisco, have had experiments made with the various cements.
The Benicia cement proving satisfactory, has been selected for use in the wall,
which will be several miles in length, and of great depth and thickness, and
will consequently require many thousand tons of cement. This action of the
commissioners has had a tendency to remove a prejudice that had been cultivated
by interested parties against the California cement. The imports of cement have
been heavy for several years "at San Francisco, the damp nature of the founda-
tions in the business portions of the city requiring the bricks or stones to be laid
in cement for several feet in extensive buildings. In 1866, 23,812 barrels were
imported, at a cost of $91,648. During the first six months of 1867, 14,517
barrels were imported, at a cost of $50,000. These figures show the importance
of this business.

The mineral in the vicinity of Benicia is found in a series of deposits extend-
ing for several miles. Though there does not appear to be any regular stratum
of it, there is sufficient to last for many years, should the consumption reach 100,000
barrels annually.
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Hydraulic limestone is a sub-carbonate of lime, winch owes its value to its prop-
erty of hardening under water, to a certain proportion of clay in its composition.
Too much clay causes it to set too slowly, while too little renders it unfit for use
as a cement. It is necessary to make this explanation to render the following
statements intelligible :

There are two varieties of this mineral at Benicia, the one making a cement
which hardens very rapidly, the other very slowly. Experience and observation
prove that a combination of the two makes a hard, durable cement, which may be
regulated to harden in any required time. Common limestone exists near the
cement rock. The workmen first emploved in making the cement, not being1 */ O / O

aware of the difference, mixed all together in the kilns; the consequence was to
spoil the whole, and give the product a bad character in the market. But the
processes for its preparation are now better understood, and the workmen more
experienced. Such contaminations are avoided, and a really good cement is
prepared.

This Benicia cement stone is of a dark yellowish color, speckled with black,
tolerably soft; breaks with a dull, earthy fracture, without any appearance of
crystalization.

The following table gives the results of some of the experiments made with
various kinds of cements, to test the time each requires for "setting" in the air
and under water:

Time setting
Composition m air. in water.

1st quality Benicia cement 
2d quality Benicia cement 
Mixture of both - 
Roman cement 
Eastern cement 

Mixture of equal parts Benicia cement and sand 
Mixture of one part of Benicia cement and two parts sand 

Time setting 

3 5 8 10
25 30 30 50
50 1.00 1.20 1.25
30 50 45 1.00

1.00 1.20 1.50 2.20
1.20 1.50 2.40 3.10
1.50 3.10 4.10 5.25

This ment is mucl d re d water pipes
There are several fact' es ;1 m Ci es such pipi
are laid down in San I Other pi lie Coast rang :1 foot hill
have been found where cement stone is known to exist. 0 lie b .f Hos-

1 creek, a fi i fC 1 Hollow. San J ere is a

deposit c ppearance and comj hat worked enicia.
Within the p months a hyd limestone has b "vered

Washington Territory on the Coin ,b seven mil rth fr<
Astoria. Works are in course f ure cement at this place.
There can be but little doub his mineral will be f d ab 1

along his coast wl snever an intelligent search shall be made for it. T
morphosis ks in the Coast ran2;e has been of a nature to form \ /»O
SiV "

0 Limestone and marble are not Abundant in this S
Territories north and west as in California. As mentioned in the rep

Oregon smeltin rks have port the limestone used in that establish
it from the Island >f San J The limestone f< on ext gf

Siskiyou to Los Angeles, in California, d 1 pear to extend into O
At! 11 events, its existence has not been reported"H

The recent discovery of a bed of limestone on Beaver creek, C
ab miles f: Will dered of much importance by
local p P mabl his m 1 P i' Or eg
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NEVADA.-In addition to the alabaster mentioned above, in Story county,V «.

cement rock has been found in the Pinewood district, Humboldt county, and at
many other places. No marble has thus far been found in this State, but there
is sufficient carbonate of lime in other forms, in nearly all parts of it, to supply
material for making lime for building purposes.

UILDING MATERIALS.-The mountainous nature of the Pacific coast, and

the geological formations to which the rocks composing the mountains belong,
sucrsrest the existence of a great variety of building materials. Few countries ""__ ' V ^^ ̂^ ̂_ V_ ^ ^ *- -* ̂- V » * "* - - " ̂ ^ '" " ̂ " ̂-^ ̂ ^ '^" ^ w *^-* ̂P *" " ̂ " ^^K " * ' ̂ -* "* "- ̂» ̂" ""-* V _<"*» ^« ^^ *-^ *» » "" -"» »-" -« " *w ^^^) c? ^^ * *^

possess greater abundance or variety of these materials than California, and there
are few cities in the United States where equal opportunities are afforded for 

^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^_ ^^& ^^r ^^h ^^H_ -

comparing the merits of the materials used in other countries with those obtained
at home, than are presented at San Francisco. In the early days of this city
everything was imported, from bread and clothing for its inhabitants to lumber,
brick and stone for their houses. The city hall is built of Australian freestone,
several of the banks and other large edifices are built of China granite, and there
are hundreds of steps, pillars, lintels, and other portions of buildings, of sand-
stone and granite imported from the Atlantic States and Europe. The founda-
tions of many of the old buildings in the city are laid on imported bricks. None
of these materials are found to be as durable or as handsome as those since obtained

in California. In this, as in other mineral resources, the cost of labor and trans-
portation has impeded development. It is only under favorable conditions that
stone for building will pay to ship to San Francisco from the interior of the
State; while the cheapness, excellence, and abundance of the lumber, and the
general adaptability of the soil for the manufacture of bricks, cause these materials
to be used for building almost everywhere throughout the State. The intro-
duction of iron mouldings for the decorative portions of large structures prevents
a demand for stone for such purposes. The Bank of California building, at
San Francisco, is the only structure of cut stone of any magnitude, outside of
the government fortifications, on the Pacific coast. Under such circumstances
little attention is paid to opening quarries to test the quality of the stone. The
consumption of stone is confined to granite for curbing and paving the streets,
and the basements and steps for a few of the more costly buildings at San Fran-
cisco.

The following details concerning the supply of building materials will show
how varied and valuable they are in California:

GRANITE.-Quarries of this rock are in nearly every county, including portions
of the foot-hills or sierras. But as none of them are convenient to railroads or

rivers, except the following, only these will be referred to:
The oldest and best known is located near Folsom, Placer county; another V /

quarry worked to some extent exists at Natoma, in the canon of the American
river, a few miles from the first; another at Rocklin, 22 miles from Sacramento;
and a fourth at Penrvn. 28 miles from that city. The last two are on the linet t
of the Central Pacific railroad.

There is a marked difference in the appearance of the rock from these several
quarries. That from Folsoni is hard and dark, containing feathery crystals of
black hornblende in patches, on a dark bluish-gray ground of quartz and feldspar.
Very little mica exists in any of the California granite. That from Natoma is
as dark as that from Folsom, but the components being more evenly distributed
gives it a lighter appearance. The stone-cutters consider this the best rock for
smooth blocks. It has a clean and fresh appearance, never changing color. The
granite from Rocklin is of a nearly snowy whiteness, remarkably fine grained,
and free from stuins and blotches, and is susceptible of a fine finish. The upper
portion of the State capitol at Sacramento is being built of this stone. The
mouldings and other architectural ornaments are cut with sharpness and elegance.
The lower portion of the structure is built of the Folsom stone, which has a dark
and dingy appearance in comparison with the lighter and marble-like stone above.
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The fortifications in course of construction near San Francisco are being built
of Penryn granite, which is somewhat darker than that from Rocklin, but lighter
than the others described above. The basements of nearly all the lara^e stores *' O

and warehouses in San Francisco are built of Folsom rock. The quarries at
Rocklin are very extensive. It is possible to break off blocks of large dimen-
sions-masses 100 feet long by 100 feet deep, and 10 feet thick, have been
quarried out and afterwards split into smaller blocks, of any required thickness,
across the grain, by means of gads and sledges. The rock splits evenly. There is

; a body of this rock several miles in length and breadth and of unknown depth.
In Sari Francisco are 10 stone-yards, at which about 350 men are employed

dressing and trimming granite for building and paving purposes. These yards
use about 400 tons of stone per month. The curbs and crossings of the principal
streets are made of this rock. There are 20 miles of such curbing and cross- O

walks. The Central Pacific railroad carries about 5,000 tons of granite from / O

Rocklin and Penryn to Sacramento, the greater portion of which is brought
to San Francisco by schooners. About 1,000 tons per month are brought from
the quarries at Folsom and Natoma.

The price of granite at San Francisco is $1 50 per cubic foot, or $21 per ton
in blocks delivered at the wharf. The cost of trimming it is high; stone-cutters
being paid $4 per day in gold for nine hours work.

SANDSTONES, &c.-Brown stone of good quality for building purposes is
quarried near Hay ward's, Alameda county. Some of this stone is used in the
city cemeteries as bases for monuments and for building vaults. Its sombre
appearance is considered an advantage.

Greenish-gray sandstone is obtained from Angel island, in the Bay of San
Francisco. Of this beautiful stone the new building of the Bank of California
has been built. The scroll-work and sculpture on the front are fine and smooth
in outline as if cut in marble, while the color is soft and pleasant to the eye.
Each pillar, lintel, and post of the doors and windows is formed of a single block,
some of them 10 feet in length. The wheels used in the linseed oil factory at
Steamboat Point are also made of Angel Island stone. These wheels are seven
feet in diameter and 18 inches thick, each weighing five tons.

In several of the interior counties are deposits of a variety of trachytes, form-
ing portions of table mountain, which make good materials for buildings. It
is generally of a pinkish or gray color, fine in grain, and when first taken from
the quarry is sufficiently soft to be trimmed with a common hatchet, but a few
months' exposure to the air renders it quite hard. A valuable deposit is found
near Mokelumne Hill, Calaveras county. Wells & Fargo's office, several hotels,
and other buildings in that town are made of it. Some of these buildings are
14 years old, and the stones in them retain the marks and edges as when first
made.

A quarry of freestone, of a pale drab color and fine texture7 is found near
Marsh's creek, six miles from the Mount Diablo coal mines.

Near the Merced river, in Mariposa county, on the road between Bear Valley
and Stockton, there are beds of freestone well adapted to building purposes.
The stone is of a pleasant pinkish tint, with wavy lines of brown and purple,
and is compact and stands exposure well. With cheap transportation it would
become a favorite for many purposes, as it can be cut cheaper than granite, and
is better adapted to building than marble, and is more elegant and durable than
brick.

BKICKS.-The manufacture of bricks is carried on extensively in nearly every
county in the State. The tough clay of the Sacramento valley probably makes
the best. Some of the earth used in one or two localities along the coast in
early times, contained a per centum of soda and potash. Such bricks are ill-
suited for a climate as humid as that of San Francisco. The moisture causes
the alkali to exude, injuring the paint or plaster with which the bricks are covered.
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The consumption of brick- at San Francisco amounts to about 100.000,000
annually. The average price is 812 per 1.000. About 20,000,000 are used
annually in the interior of the State, at an average cost of " 16 per 1.000. Until
recently the brick- made were the product of hand labor. A brick-making
machine was introduced in Julv, 1867. The increase of builtlinsr con irnes all_ * /

that are made. The city corporation uses many millions annually in the con-
struction of sewers, of which there are 10 miles within the city limits.

ROOFIXG SLATES. - Notwithstanding the abundance of slate en this coast,
but little of it fit for roofing purposes has thus far been found. The use of
shingles, asphaltum, and tin for roofing, which are - > much cheaper and lighter
than slate, i< almost general, so that but little inducement is held out to furnish
slate. In 186-5 a company was organized in Amador county for the purpose of
working a slate quarry found in that county. Experienced Welsh slaters were
interested in the enterprise. They say the Amador slate is quite equal to any
found in Wales. The causes above stated, together with the cost of labor and
transportation, rendered the enterprise unprofitable, and it was abandoned. No
doubt a proper search would result in the discovery of an abundant supply of roof-
ing slates on tin's coast.

STEATITE, OK SOAPSTOXE, though not strictly a building material, is classed / / O- *f O 7

under this head because it is valuable in various departments of arts and man-
ufactures. There are localities in all the States and Territories on this coast,
except Arizona, where this mineral is known to exist in great abundance, but
i consumption is limited at present. Only one or two deposits are found pro-
fitable to work, and these only to an inconsiderable extent. There is but one
establishment on the coast for the manufacture of articles from soapstone.
is at San Francisco, where it was commenced in 1S66. As marble can be obtained
cheaper than thi- -tone, its use is confined to blocks for lining furnaces, slabs
for the chemical works, linings for stoves, beds for ovens, &c. Its peculiar property
of standing a high temperature, and retaining the heat a long time, make^ it val-
uable for such purposes. About 200 tons are used at San Francisco annually ;
part of it in the form of powder by soap-makers, chemists, boot-makers, and others.
Twenty tons of this powder are sold annually at S3 per 100 pounds. The price
of the stone, in blocks, is 84 80 per cubic foot, or S40 per ton. In slabs of one
inch thick, 75 cent- per superficial foot.

Most of that used at San Francisco is brought from near Placerville, El Dorado
county, where the company owning the factory have a claim containing 3.000
feet in length on a bed of this material 363 feet wide, and there are " extension

on the -ame '" lead" for miles on both sides of the original claim. Other quarries
are worked to some extent-one near Sonora, Tuolumne county; another on
Santa Catalina island, off the southern coast, near Santa Barbara; another on
the outh of the San Jose valley, near the city of San Je -e, in Santa Clara
county; another at Copperopolis, in Calaveras county, &:c.

The cost of transportation from Plaeerville amounts to 812 per ton for freight
alone, divided as follows: For hauling by team from quarry to railroad, nine
and a half mih"-. 86 per ton; by railroad to Sacramento, 40 miles. 4 per ton
to San I rancisco by steamer, S2 per ton. 

/*-* -"m-" ^

The California steatite i< superior to that obtained in the Atlantic States or
Europe for many important purposes. It contains neither mica nor iron. The
Golden City Chemical TVorks, an extensive establishment, uses steatite to line the
retorts for distillation of nitric and sulphuric acids. When commencing opera-
tions this cornpanv imported steatite from New York, which, owinff to its con-* * A ' -^ - -. -»

taming mica and iron, was soon destroyed by the fnines of the acids. Induced
to try some of the ( .lifornia stone, it was found to last for a long time, the acids
having but little effect on it.^

Don Abel >r .ms stat. that when he came to California, in l^'J-5, the com-
mon people cooked their food in vessels made of this stone, which is abundant
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in all the southern counties, and almost as soft as wood. T
made of various sizes, usually about an inch thick on the sides and two inches
on the bottom. Such vessels are occasionally found by the surface miners in
various parts of the State. Parcels of California steatite have been exported to
China, where it is used for various purposes.

The furnaces at the copper-smelting works at Aubrey City, Arizona, are lined
with steatite taken from Santa Catalina island.

CLAYS.-Under this heading will be included materials used in the m
ture of pottery, glass, colors, &c.

As already stated, reference can only be made to such products of
as are of immediate economical importance. Many minerals of interest
prospective value must necessarily be passed without notice, and several ar
of dissimilar natures are included under one head, for the purpose of seci
conciseness.

r the manufacture of fire-bricks, is found beneath the coal i
;he Mount Diablo coal mines, in Contra Costa county; at Grass Valley, Nevad

y ; near Colusa, Colusa county, and at other places in California, Nevad
a uregon.
Clav suitable for pottery is found near Marsh's creek, six miles west of th

Mount Diablo coal mines j also at Pratt's Hill, near lone City, Amador county,
in the foot-hills.

The manufacture of pottery is earned on to some extent in all the Pacifi
States and Territories. In California there are factories of earthenware at S

Francisco ; Antioch, Contra Costa county; San Antonio, Alameda county; M<
terey, Sacramento, San Jose, Santa Clara county, and at several other plac
In Nevada there is a pottery near Virginia City, at which brownstone ware

from clay obtained in the vicinity. There are several potteries in Oreg
The establishment at Antioch was commenced in 1867. Various kind

f earthenware, both coarse and fine, are made here. It gives employm
about a dozen moulders and throwers, and a number of laborers. The potters
work by contract, earning from $3 to $7 per day, according to their industry and
the description of wares made.

The cosmopolitan character of the population of California is singularly illus-
trated by the articles made at this pottery. The French, German, Mexican,
Russian, Chinese, and other nationalities represented here, each require differ-
ently-shaped crocks and pots in their culinary and other domestic arrangements.
The storehouse of the pottery, in which a stock of these goods is kept, presents

dley of oddly-shaped articles made from d -*-r
11 classes of custom

Some of the moulded teapots, jugs, and water-pitchers, made in imitation o
French and English ware, are very handsome, and exhibit the excellence of th

l used as well as the skill of the workmen. Fancy articles of m
kinds, cornices and mouldings, crucibles, muffles, fire-bricks, and tiles, drainage
pipes, and a variety of other articles used by the local manufactories, are made
here.

The clay is obtained from the deposit which underlies the coal at M^ount Diabl
The pottery at San Fuancisco is located at the Mission. Stoneware and utensil

used by refiners, assayers, metallurgists, artists, and manufacturers are made h
The clay is obtained from a deposit near Michigan Bar, Sacramento county.

There is a bed of good fire-clay near Grass Valley, Nevada co
KAOLIX.-Deposits of this clay are found in Marin, Amador, Tuolumne,

Calaveras, and several other counties. It exists in many places in the coast
range, the foot-hills, and the high Sierras. One of the most noted of these
deposits is at Michigan Bar, Sacramento county. In El Dorado county there is
a peculiar deposit of pure white clay, formed by the decomposition of the granite
in the vicinity, which is well adapted to the manufacture of porcelain.
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PIPE CLAY.-This material has been found near Dutch Flat, Placei
i at San Jose. Contra Costa county; also in Tuolumne. Amador, and C

couuties, and at several other localities in the Coast range and loot-hill7 O

COLORING EARTHS, &c.-Terra de sienna, umber, red, yellow, and other
ochreous coloring earths, are found in abundance and purity in many places
in the Coast range and foot-hills of California. Several deposits have b
opened. Tlie colors prepared from them are varied and excellent. The limi
market for their sale, and the importations from the Atlantic States and Eurc
render their manufacture on a large scale unprofitable, though considerable qu

ies are used by the local painters and others.
The most noted of these ochreous deposits was discovered in I860, near th

town of Martinez, Contra Costa county. Six well-defined beds of ochre hav
been found in this locality, which range from 10 to 20 feet thick, and
from El Humbre creek to San Pablo bay, a distance of six miles. In 1862
a company was organized to make colors from these materials. A factory, with

horse power steam engine, for grinding the colors, was erected, and ab
tons, of as many as 84 tints, from white to black, embracing a pale bull' and
bright vermillion, were prepared. But the causes above mentioned rendered th
enterprise unprofitable, and it was abandoned within a year of its
Some of the colors made are as bright to-day as when first prep

Q 1866 a deposit of terra de sienna was found on Gold gulch, about six mil
from San Lorenzo, Santa Clara county. Yellow ochre is found in the sac
locality. "/

There are bodies of coloring earth, red, purple, and white, about five mil
f lone City, Amador county, which form a portion of what is known

Pratt's Hill, a promontory extending some distance into the S
m the foot-hills.

Beds o4 sienna and umber exist in the mountains in the vicinity of San Jose,
Santa Clara county. Fuller's earth is found in the same locality.

Red ochre is found on Red Rock, in the harbor of San Francisco, and at other
places along the coast.

The above localities are named because the materials found in them have been

il are known to be valuable. But there are many localities where color-
ing earths, clays, &c., are known to exist, which are omitted because they have
not been developed.

SAXDS.-Since the introduction of the manufacture of glass at San Francisco,
:he quality of the sand along the coast has been tested in order to ob
ply of such as is best adapted to this business. Much of the sand obtained alo
the shores of the harbor of San Francisco contains too much iron to be used

making glass. Near the harbor of Monterey there is an exhaustless supply, fi
from impurities. The sand used by the glass factories is imported chiefly fr<
this place. A small quantity is obtained along the bay shore in Alamed

Oakland. Eight miles north of Santa Cruz there is a hill of white sand
11 adapted to glass-making, being free from iron and manganese.
The sand dunes, which form a peculiar feature in the scenerv at some j

in the bay of San Francisco, do not contain materials suitable for glass-making. '
The pinky hue of these dunes is imparted by the grains of iron the}
They are not without value nevertheless. Parties owning them make as large I

from their product as is derived from equal quantities of fertile
This sand is adapted to building purposes, for which it is used. Small vessels » 

* *

are employed in carrying it to Wapa and other counties where suitable sand»- _j j

is scarce. Such vessels are charged -5 per cargo. It sells at $1 50 r.
" kmakers and builders in the interior.

The consumption of sand for glaps-making is considerable. Two glass work
t San Francisco make $'250,000 of glassware annually, giving employment t<
bout 150 men and boys. These works make nearly all the wine bottles, carboy;
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demijohns, pickle, spice, and sauce bottles, &c., used in California. They also
make lamp chimneys, vials, and chemical glasses. The Pacific Glass Works
was established in 1860, and has been enlarged during 1867. It recently madeO O v

12 retorts of white glass for one of the local chemical works, each of which holds
20 gallons5 and 24 others of 16 gallons each, for another chemical establish-
ment. These operations show the capacity of the glass works, as well as the
extent of the chemical preparations made in San Francisco. Glass for the light-
houses in this district was made at one of these factories. Preparations are nearly
complete for manufacturing window and plate-glas

PLUMBAGO, on BLACKLEAD.-This mineral is found in several localities in
California and Nevada. The largest deposit exists near Sonora, Tuolumue county.

As the exports from that place have recently assumed some commercial import-
ance, a description of the principal mine there, and of the processes used to pre-
pare the lead for market, may be interesting.

THE EUREKA PLUMBAGO MINE was discovered by its present owners in
1853, while they were working a placer mine in the vicinity. Its value was
not ascertained, however, till 1865, when a process was discovered by which the
earthy matter with which the mineral is contaminated near the surface could be
separated. Since that discovery, several hundred tons of plumbago have been
collected, nearly all of which has been exported to England, France, and Ger-
many, the demand being very limited in California. The returns from the shi pments
to Europe have been satisfactory. The work of development has since been
carried on successfully. The exports to Liverpool amounted to 300 tons between
July and September, 1867, the estimated value of which is $100 per ton. There
is some plumbago at present in course of shipment. The total quantity sent
from the mine up to 1st of September, 1867, was about 500 tons.

THE MINE.-The lode or vein from which this mineral is obtained extends

about 4,000 feet in a northeasterly direction, conformable to the general stratifica-
tion of the country, and ranges from 20 to 40 feet in width. It is considerably
broken up and mixed with the surrounding earth and rock to the depth of 30
feet from the surface. Below this it appears to be well defined between walls of
sandstone and claystone. It dips irregularly to the east, in some places being
nearly vertical, at others lying at various angles. The northern, or under side,
rests on a stratum of coarse, pliable, yellow sandstone, which is much broken
near the surface, but is compact and solid at a depth of 30 feet. The upper
side is enclosed in a soft clay slate, which rapidly disintegrates upon exposure to
the atmosphere, but is sharply defined and hard below. The lode is frequently
divided by lenticular masses of this clay slate, from a few inches to several feet
in thickness, which have their longer axis in the same direction as the lode. It
is also divided by lateral dikes of sandstone, similar in appearance to the under-
lying wall rock, but harder. The whole formation abuts on the eroded carbon-
iferous limestone, which forms a peculiar feature in the geology and topography
of that section of the foot-hills which embraces Tuolumne, Calaveras, and Ama-
dor counties.

A shaft sunk on the lode to the depth of 65 feet, revealed the fact that the
mineral is purer and more solid at that depth than near the surface. At the
greatest depth reached it was found to be 25 feet wide, and much of it sufficiently
pure to be shipped without any preparation.

PROCESSES FOR CLEANING THE ORE.-As stated above, a great portion of the
mineral taken out below the surface influences is shipped without any prepara
tion whatever. Two laborers extract and sack about two tons of the pure
material daily. Such of it as is contaminated by admixture with the wall rock or
the enclosed masses of clay slate is wheeled out, washed, and dried before ship-
ment. All the operations in the mine are carried on in open cuts; everything
taken out from the surface downwards being washed that is not pure enough to
ship without such preparation.
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THE SEPARATING WORKS. - These consist of reservoirs, settling vats, and
drying frames. The chief washing apparatus consists of a sort of arra.-ftra, or
puddling machine, having a bed 20 feet in diameter, with water-tight sides three
feet high. In the centre of this vat is a stout upright post with four arms set at
right angles, to which are attached, by chains, four wooden frames with oaken
teeth, like roughly made harrows. The teeth, or pegs, are only intended to stir
up the materials, which readily separate in water. To grind them would render
the separation difficult. A small water-wheel sets this apparatus in motion, and
separates about 50 tons daily, the average of which produces 30 per cent, of pure
graphite, which is separated by passing a small stream of water through the
machine. The graphite, being finer and lighter than the sand and slate, is held sus-
pended near the surface of the water, which passes out through a shallow spout
near the top, taking the graphite with it, falling gently into a u sand box/' a long,
shallow trough, in which any remaining impurity is precipitated. From this
box the water containing the fine particles of graphite is conveyed by iron pipes
into large reservoirs capable of holding from 3 to 20 days' production. After
remaining in these reservoirs for about 24 hours, the graphite subsides to the
bottom in the form of a black slum, the water above being quite clear ; this is
let off by means of suitable arrangements for that purpose, till the sediment
is onl sufficiently fluid to flow, when it is run into a series of shallow vats
arranged conveniently around the reservoirs. An exposure to the sun for 24
hours in these vats is sufficient to dry it to the consistence of tough clay, when
it is cut up into i rregularly-shaped blocks and placed on wooden staging for a
few hours and becomes hard and dry, and is then put up in sacks weighing about
300 pounds each.

The capacity of the works at present is sufficient to turn out 500 tons per
month, but it can be indefinitely extended to meet the demand. In addition to
the puddling machine there are several small separating apparatuses, which are
worked by hand, producing about five tons of blacklead per week.

The labor on the mine is performed by Chinamen, of whom there are about
30 employed, who are each paid $8 per week without board.

A great waste of material " occurs from the want of experience in working ;
still the mine is profitable.

THE COSTS OF PRODUCTION. - The owners estimate the costs for excavating,
washing, drying, and bagging the pure material at §1 per ton. The sacks used
cost about 82 for each ton. Freight, by teams to Stockton, the head of naviga-
tion on the San Joaquin river, ranges from $8 to 89 per ton, (the distance is
about 65 miles;) from Stockton to San Francisco, by steamer, $1 50 per ton;
by sailing vessels, Si per ton; from San Francisco to Liverpool, whence all that
can be prepared is sent, the freight is from 812 50 to $14 per ton, or thus:
Cost of preparation per ton .................................................. $1 00
Bags, per ton .............................................................. 2 00
Freight to Stockton, per ton ................................................. 9 00
Freight to San Francisco, per ton 1 50
Freight to Liverpool, per ton 14 00
Commissions, insurance, &c., per ton 12 50

Total costs 40 00

Its market price is about $100 per ton.
OTHER DEPOSITS or GRAPHITE.-Other bodies of this mineral are found in

California and Nevada, but they are all insignificant in value when compared to
that above described. Among them is one within the limits of the city of Sonora,
about a mile south from the Eureka mine. This has been worked to some

extent. It is probably part of the main lode. There is anotluv body of it on
Jarvis's ranch, near Gold Springs, about four miles north from the Eureka, also
supposed to be a portion of the main lode. It has not been examined sufficiently
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to test its extent* Small deposits of this mineral are found in Marin, Plumas,
and Sierra counties.

A body of metamorphosed limestone exists on the border of Tomales bay, in
the Coast range, which contains graphite in thin scales. There is a somewhat
similar deposit near Summit City, Alpine county, among the lofty peaks of the
Sierra Nevada.

Another body of plumbago is found near Fort Tejon, at the junction of the
Coast range and Sierra Nevada.

The surveyors engaged by the Central Pacific Railroad Company report the
existence of this mineral in the Trnckee canon, Nevada, also near Crystal peak.
It has also been found in Storey, Washoe, Ormsby, and Lander counties, in that
State, but generally of an inferior quality, though but little effort has been made
to test the quality below the surface.

IMPORTANCE or GRAPHITE IN THE ARTS. - Reference to some of the pur-
poses for which this mineral is used in the arts and manufactures will exhibit the
influence a full supply of it will have on these important brandies of industry.

The manufacture of blacklead pencils gives employment to thousands of per-
sons in Europe. Millions of these indispensable articles are annually imported.
No suitable material for their manufacture has heretofore been discovered in our
own dominion. n

Crucibles made of this material are indispensable for melting gold and silver,
because they withstand the high temperature necessary to melt these metals, and
do not absorb the metal. It is also used in tho manufacture of gunpowder.
By coating the grains with graphite they are not only polished, but their explo-
sive power is greatly increased. Good blasting-powder contains nearly one-tenth
of its weight in graphite.

It is also of importance in the art of electrotyping, being one of the best known
conductors of electricity for that purpose.

It is employed as an anti-friction for the bearings of heavy machinery.
Also, foi covering the moulds for iron, brass, and bronze castings, imparting

a smooth surface to these metals, and for numerous other purposes not necessary
to particularize!

So much importance is attached to the supply of this mineral in Europe, that
in 1860, when a Mr. Brockedon invented a process by which the powder from
the European mines was solidified by hydraulic pressure, he was hailed as a
public benefactor, and was honored by special marks of distinction from the
highest scientific associations and many of the crowned heads of Europe.

The plumbago obtained in California is so much finer and purer than that
prepared in Europe, that a demand for it has already been created.

When it in taken into consideration that the same pressure (50,000 tons) used
to solidify the powder of graphite will also solidify iron filings, pulverized
anthracite, and other impurities, it \vill be perceived that such a process affords
a convenient means for adulteration " while the simple but effective process used
in California leaves the graphite pure. This mineral will probably become
in time an article of export.

SALT. - Next to coal, no mineral is more necessary to the prosperity of a State
than salt. Of this article the States and Territories on the Pacific coast possess
an abundance. But for the high price of capital and labor, and the difficulties
of transportation, it might be produced as cheaply here as in other parts of the
Union.

The following statement will convey an idea of the number of salt deposits
on this coast and tho extent of their development.

SALT IN CALIFORNIA. - The product at present reaches about 25,000 tons
annually, about three-fourths of which is made in Alameda county, on the eastern
side of the bay of San Francisco, where there are works for concentrating and
evaporating the waters which cover the marsh land in that locality. Those worksi C? ^
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extend from Centreville to the San Lorenzo creek, a distance of fifteen miles.
They are the property of 17 companies, and some individuals. The aggregate
capital invested is about 81,200,000. One hundred laborers are employed in the
business during the season. The works are such as are usually constructed for
obtaining salt from sea water, and do not require special description. Till recently
"the salt collected was of an inferior quality, but experience has effected an
improvement. There are six steam mills in San Francisco, chiefly employed
cleaning and preparing it for domestic purposes. The capital invested in this
branch of the business is about $250,000. These mills during 1866 ground an<l^ ^

prepared 24.500 tons of bay salt, which will j bably be exceeded d, 0 .�_...

The works commenced in 1860. The imp< ation of forein salt has since
fallen off. The total imports for 1866 did not exceed 7,000 tons, about 5,00<
of which were from Carmen island, Gulf of California, and 2,000 from Liverpool

hich consisted of a refined article for table and dairy use. The quantity imported
from England "1' the local salt makers
preparing a better article which they sell at a lower }:

ks are established in San Bernardino county, the products of which
formerly sent to the San Francisco market. But the cheapness of the bay

the costs of transportation from so. great a distance have driven it out
his market, though it is used in the southern counties.

for collecting salt were erected near San Rafael, Santa Cl __

Saline springs and marshes exist in various parts of the Stato, from which sal
btained; but as it is consumed in the locality, no estimate of the amoun

b - -^v ^w

A. spring about 14 miles from Los Angeles yields a good salt, shipments
which were formerly sent to San Francisco. Five hundred tons of it were received
in 1866, but for the reasons given in the case of San Bernardino, it is now
unprofitable to transport it so great a distance.

A deposit of salt is found in the Tehachepi valley, Tulare county, from which
a small quantity was obtained during the summer of 1867.

Salt beds and saline springs are found in the valley of Kern river, Tulare
county, 10 miles from the mouth of the Canada de las Uvas. The country for
riles is impregnated with salt. Holes dug in the ground during the wet season

pidly with brine, which dried during th o
� mm

The consumption of salt has increased in California during the last four years,
sr to the demand created bv new manufactures. The cod fishery in the Ochotsk^ *

sea, commenced in 1864, requires a supply of the coarse article. The vessel
engaged in this fishery in 1865 cured 587 tons of fish: in 1866. 960 tons, and
1867 will probably c

The inci'ease in pork and beef packing has increased the consumption of salt.
The success of the chlorination process for working auriferous sulphurets has

.Iso increased the consumption, the chlorine used beinir generated from thisminc-
. The chlorination works in the vicinity of Gra>s valley, Nevada county,

consume about 1,000 tons per annum.
Farmers consume it as a fertilizer, for which it is well adapted on light, gravelly,

or heavy loamy soils intended for wheat. They also use it in baling hay, &c.
The incre <4 production of butter and cheese has materially increasrd the

demand for refined salts. The returns of 42 counties for 1866 show a production
of 2,250,000 pou.ids of butter. The product of cheese in 27 counties amounted
to 1,601,782 pounds. The product of both butter and cheese will probably be
one-half larger in 1867 than in 1866. These figures show the importance oi' the
salt trade, and the reasons for predicting its future increase.

SALT IN OUEGOX is prepared from brine obtained from springs, of which there
are numbers in the Willamette and Umpqua valleys, and at other pL es. Salt
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works are located in Douglas county, in the Umpqua valley, which for several
years past have produced from 700 to 1,000 pounds of salt daily during the sum-
mer season. But the distance from Portland, the chief market, prevents the
owners from deriving any advantage from that market. A cheaper supply is
furnished from the works erected in the lower Willamette valley.

THE WILLAMETTE SALT WORKS are located about 13 miles from Portland,
half way between that city and St. Helens, and half a mile from the banks of
the Willamette slough. A range of low hills at this locality extend nearly east
and west for about 20 miles, at the base of which are the salt springs. From
one of them the brine used by the works is obtained. By means of a single fur-
nace this spring yielded from 600 to 700 pounds of salt daily when the works
were commenced; but for several months past it has yielded 4,000 pounds per
dav.

This salt is pure and white. Samples of it analyzed by Professor W. P. Blake ^^
were found to be free from lime and magnesia, making it peculiarly adapted for
use in preparing butter, fish, and meats.

Mr. Blake took samples to the Paris exhibition, where it was admired for its
crystallization, purity and color.

Springs in Jackson county produce about 10,000 pounds annually of a similar
quality of salt.

eels of rock salt are repoited to exist near the base of Mount Jefferson, in
the Cascade range of mountains.

SALT IN NEVADA.-There is probably no portion of the globe so abundantly
supplied with salt as the State of Nevada. Thousands of acres of its surface
are covered with saline marshes and beds of salt, and there are loftv mountainsV

within her borders composed of rock salt of the purest quality. A detailed
account of these deposits will be found in that part of the report relating to the
miscellaneous resources of Nevada.

SALT IN ABIZONA, somewhat similar to that at Pahranagat, has been discov-
ered near the Muddy river, about 100 miles from the Big bend of the Colorado.
This body of rock salt is stated to be nearly a mile wide, several miles in length,
and nearlv 400 feet high.V C 

SALT IN UTAH.-The Great Salt lake, in this Territory, is a prolific source
of this mineral. Its waters are more saline than those of any similar lake known.

CABMEN ISLAND SALT is obtained from Carmen island, near the harbor of
Loreto, Lower California, about 1,800 miles from San Francisco.' This bed of
salt is three miles in length by half a mile wide, and is the property of the Mexi-
can government, who supply it to vessels at a stipulated price. It has recently
been leased or purchased by the Holliday Steamship Company. It is similar in
quality and appearance to that found at Sand Springs, Nevada. Like it the
supply is perpetual. Every excavation- fills with a fresh deposit in a few days.
It is also solid, and has a pinky tint when taken out of the pits, but soon crum-
bles and whitens. California imports from 3,000 to 5,000 tons per annum.

THE PHICE OF SALT has greatly declined since the establishment of the works
in Alameda county. The present prices are : Liverpool, stored, $25 to $27 per
ton " Carmen island, $12 to $16 per ton; Bay, $8 to $13 per ton. These prices
are an advance of 20 per cent, on Carmen island and Bay during 1866, the
falling off in importations and increase in the demand having enhanced the value.

ASPHALTUM.-This mineral is abundant in California, but has not been found
in any of the other States or Territories on the Pacific coast. Though generally
admitted to be of the same nature and of the same origin as petroleum, and
usually found in combination with that substance, it is different in appearance,
and is applied to different purposes. As one of the mineral products of the coast,
it is classed under a separate heading.

The principal deposits of asphaltum are found in Santa Barbara county. It
is seen along the coast from the Kayamos river, the line of San Luis Obispo
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county, to the boundary line of Los Angeles. In this distance it assumes a
variety of forms - hard as rock, soft as putty, oozing from the cliffs in lazy streams
like molten pitch, or flowing clear and liquid like oil. There are reasons for
believing that a deposit underlies the country embraced within bounds above
given, and extending from Buena Vista lake to the sea. A spring of it bubbles
up in the ocean several miles from the shore, opposite the northern end of the
island of Santa Cruz.

ar Carpentaria solid blocks of it lie piled up on the sea beach, while near
the Dos Pueblos ranch it is found as glassy and brittle as rosin. Xear the mis-
sion of San Buenaventura the earth for many acres is covered with it in various
stages of hardness. Deposits of a similar character are seen in the vicinity of
the Santa Inez river, and in the valley of the Kayamos, to the eastward, and
near Buena Vista lake, to the south.

The most accessible deposit is on the Gfclcta ranch, about nine miles from
Santa Barbara. The residents of this part of the coast have supplied themselves
with materials for roofing their houses and paving their streets from this deposit
for the past 50 years, and quantities are annually sent to San Francisco for the
same and other purposes.

It is estimated that the asphaltum here covers 300 acres, and extends some
distance under the sea. Masses of it are seen enclosed in the rocks which form

the cliffs along that portion of the coast. In some places it is quarried and car-
ried in boats to vessels anchored at a convenient distance. At others it is gath-

up along the beach, when it is loaded, in the following manner: The vessel
waiting for a cargo is anchored some 300 feet from the shore. A hawser is fast-
ened to the land; on this a large block is riven, by means of which a Hat-bottomed
boat is hauled to within fifty feet of the shore, just far enough to keep it out of
the surf which breaks continuously on the open coast. The party on shore,
having collected two or three tons, pile it on a cart with a single pair of high
wheels, when three or four yoke of oxen, trained for the purpose, haul it through.
the surf to the boat, into which it is shifted. It sometimes happens that the
cattle employed in this business are completely submerged by the rolling bil-
lows, but they appear used to i^ and stand patiently up to their ears in the salt
water. The boat, when loaded, is drawn to the vessel by means of the block
on the hawser. This is a crude way of performing such work, and will soon be
abandoned, as increase of business has induced some parties to construct a wharf
of sufficient length to enable vessels to come alongside to load. ^j CZ7

There are deposits of hard asphaltum at points between the rivers Gaviota and
Buenaventura, a mile or two from the sea beach; also on the ranches of Laguna.
Todos Santos, Los Alamos, and others, raninnsr from 30 to 50 miles from the/ / / ^? t^

sea; but none of these are used as a source of supply at present.
The Pacific Asphaltum Company have a quarry of this mineral six miles from

Los Angeles, from which shipments are made to San Francisco. The asphaltum
is hard and black, requiring to be blasted with powder to break out sufficient to
supply the demand. In July, 1867, it presented a face 30 feet in depth by 75
feet in length, very compact and of good quality.

Previous to 1867 .most of the asphaltum used at San Francisco was brought
from Santa Barbara county, the rest from Los Angeles. Recently considerable -^""""ij -^» *» 

^^ »

quantities have been received from San Buenaventura. The latter article sells
at 817 per ton when that from other places is offering at $15 per ton.

About 2,000 tons are annually used in San Francisco for making sidewalks
and roofs of building.-, purposes for which it is well adapted when properly pre-
pared. There are a dozen firms in San Francisco engaged in this busine-r-. It
affords emloment to about 120 men. It was introduced as a material for pave-
ment in San Francisco in 1S55. At the present time the principal thorough-
fares have the sidewalks laid with it. Some of it, aftt-v a trial of 10 y 3,
exposed to a variable climate, is still hard and smooth. It is also used for other

17
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pui'poses; and its consumption is increasing. The Spring Valley Water Com-
pany use it for coating their pipes, lining their reservoirs, &c., for which it is
better adapted than cement or paint.

Many of the springs on this coast deposit asphaltum; others exude petroleum.
None of the petroleum springs or lagoons north of Cape Mendocino produce
asphaltum. Some of the springs in Santa Barbara and other southern counties
do not deposit asphaltum, though in the midst of those that do. The petroleum
spring on the Canada Larga is an illustration of this latter class.

The deposits of asphaltum in California are sufficient to supply a very large
demand. The present price (August, 1867) for asphaltum delivered at San
Francisco is from 815 to $20 per ton. At the quarries and along the coast it
may be had from 83 to 85 per ton.

During the summer of 1867 quarries of asphaltum were opened near Alviso,
10 miles north of San Jose and three miles from Santa Clara, in Santa Clara
county. Both of these points are convenient to the line of the San Francisco
arid San Jose railroad.

PETROLEUM.-Differences of opinion between scientific authorities respecting
the mode of occurrence, quality, and quantity of petroleum in California have
impaired public confidence in this resource. Many persons have invested time
and money in searching for "oil" in localities where it does not exist, because
experts said it would be found there; while others have permitted good petro-
leum to run to waste because experts said it would not yield oil. It is not
intended hero to take sides with either the "oil" or "no oil" party. The dis-
cussion and its > re suit 8 are only referred to in order to show why this product has
not been more extensively developed.

Mr. Gregory Yale, in his valuable work on Titles to Mining Claims in Cali-
fornia, says:

According to the results arrived at by the State geological survey, there are two questions
settled in regard to bituminous oils : first, that with the facilities and conditions which now
exist, asphaltum cannot be profitably used for the manufacture of burning or lubricating oil;
and, secondly, that no fluid oil exists on the surface in sufficient quantity to pay for collect-
ing in a large way.

Professor Whitney says the question resolves itself into this:
" It is probable that flowing wells will be struck by boring, as in the oil regions of Pennsyl-

vania, and that these will deliver a liquid oil or petroleum in sufficient quantities to take up
the business and carry it on in a large way. The question, then, whether the geological
structure and conditions in the Coast ranges south of San Francisco bay are such as to jus-
tify a large expenditure of money, in the expectation of striking copiously-flowing wells by
boring to a considerable depth, is discussed and answered in the negative upon the following
geological facts:

"The great bituminous slate formation, of tertiary age, extends through California from
Los Angeles as far north as Cape Mendociuo. No doubt it contains bituminous matter
enough to supply the world for an indefinite period, could this be made available without
expense. But it will be observed that the strata of this formation, all through the region
north of the bay of San Francisco, are turned up at a high angle in this respect, occupying
a very different position from the oil-producing beds in the eastern States. There the strata
in which the petroleum is found in abundance, and in which all the wells which yield any
considerable quantity of this material are sunk, are horizontal or inclined at a very moderate
angle. Nowhere is oil obtained in large quantity where the stratum in which it originates is
exposed to the air by being turned up on edge, or is only covered by light and porous accu-
mulations of detritus. The reason of this is very evident: the oil is slowly elaborated or
brought together in a certain bed or set of beds, and unless confined in some way so that it
cannot escape, it must be forced to the surface by capillary attraction, hydrostatic pressure,
or that of gas generated at the same time, when it escapes and is lost; to allow it to accumu-

" ̂  * /* i * _ * j ~i " ^ ii»j

late, there must be an impervious covering of rock over the oil stratum proper, which will
confine the fluid material within limits, and allow it to accumulate away from the influence
of the air. For this reason a1 large flow of oil on the surface cannot be consider ed as a favor-
able indication for boring wells, and much less can heavy accumulations of asphaltum be so
regarded. If, then, flowing wells are struck in California, it is more likely to be in those
portions of the region north of the bay of San Francisco where the bituminous slates are less
disturbed and not set upon edge, and where they may perhaps be covered by formations of
later age, which will act as covers and receptacles for the elaborated oil. In the Coast ranges
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south of the bay of Monterey, as the bituminous shales are everywhere turned up on edge
and have no cover of impervious rock, the inference is unavoidable that flowing wells, or at
least those delivering any considerable quantity of liquid petroleum, cannot be expected to
be got by boring to any depth ; the probabilities, at least, are decidedly against it. While,
therefore, we would not object to a reasonable and prudent expenditure of small amounts to
test the question whether fluid oil can be obtained in California in sufficient quantity to pay
a moderate profit on a bonaf.de investment, we would caution all against paying to specu-
lators an immense premium for the privilege of making these experiments on lands which
they have secured for a small surn, and where there are no better, if as good, chances of suc-
cess as on many other tracts which have not yet fallen into the hands of these monster stock
companies.

"Whether the asphaltum of California is derived from thickening or oxidation, by exposure
to the atmosphere of exactly the same substance, chemically speaking, as that which is called
petroleum in Pennsylvania, is a matter of chemical investigation. In the light of the facts
and considerations just presented it does not appear to be economically important that it
should be settled at once. How large a portion of the numerous hydrocarbons which
are originally contained in the bituminous slates of California evaporate on exposure, and
how many of them become oxidized into asphaltum, is a delicate subject for investigation.
From the well-known fact that there are few, if any, deposits of asphaltum or asphaltic mate-
rial existing on the surface in the oil region of Pennsylvania, although the oil itself appears
to have been escaping at numerous points for an indefinite period of time, it appears to be
probable, at least, that the original chemical constitution of the mass of bituminous matter
in the oil-bearing shales of palaeozoic age is different from that material which occurs in the
tertiary rocks of California, and of which at least much the largest part does, on exposure,
become consolidated into a hard and brittle material, which certainly no longer contains
more than a very small percentage of light oil."

These conclusions have met with some opposition, which seems to resolve itself into a
question of fact as to the existence of petroleum in small quantities, which is not denied,
and does not refute the conclusion that it is useless to pursue an enterprise which will not
prove pecuniarily profitable.

That petroleum exists In California is no longer a matter of doubt. It has
been obtained at various places from Los Angeles to Humboldt, and merchanta-
ble oil has been made from several localities within this rane includin San

Mateo, Santa Clara, Santa Barbara, San Bernardino, Colusa, Lake, Napa, Tulare,
umboldt, Kern, and several other counties. The quantity available will prob-

ably be sufficient to supply the demand of the coast. The quality undoubtedly
diii'ers from that prepared in the Atlantic States; also the means for obtaining
the crude material. Experiments made with oil from different sources show that
it differs in composition from the eastern oils in containing a larger per centum of
carbon. It burns with less brilliancy in ordinary lamps. With lamps so arranged
as to give an increased supply of oxygen by creating a larger current of air
through the chimney, it produces as bright and white a light as the oils from
Pennsylvania, Virginia, or Canada.

The excess of carbon increases the value of petroleum for fuel, a use for which it
is now attracting attention. In a country where fuel is dear an abundant supply
of petroleum ot this character becomes an important resource.

THE COMPOSITION OF CALIFOEXIA COAL OIL.-In 1S64, 20 gallons of crude
oil from the Buena Vista springs, in Tulare county, were sent to Mr. C. Hum-
phrey, of the Chemical College, London, to be analyzed. In his report Mr.
Humphrey stated that it contained a small per cent, of illuminating and 80 pel-
cent, of lubricating oil. " If the materials sent," adds the report, '* were in their
natural state, (which they were,) they are a most extraordinary product, and

. unlike anything that has been found in the United States or in Europe."
One hundred pounds of crude material analyzed by Mr. Benoibt, a French

chemist, gave the following returns :
Material of the density of 72° Baum6, or naphtha 
Material of the density of (>.V Baum6, or benzine 
Material of the density of 44° Baumd, or illuminating oil 
Material of the density of 10° Baurr.6, or lubricating oil 
Asphaltum 

7*

ino
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In 1866 the crude materials obtained from tlic Buena Vista springs yielded 50
per cent, lubricating and 40 per cent, illuminating oil. When obtained from
the pits it was of the specific density of 20° to 25° Baume.

A remarkable difference exists in the density of this material when obtained
at different depths from the surface. On the surface it averages 18°; at 20 feet
below, 22°; at 30 feet, 26°. The residuum in the stills after extracting the oil
furnished fuel for future operations.

A sample of 30 ounces of crude oil from Mattole valley, Humboldt county,
analyzed by Professor Ilowlandson, a member of the English Royal Geograph-
ical Society, gave the following result:

Illuminating oil
Lubricating oil. 
Eesiduum 

Onnces. 

4.25
2.75

30

Upwards of 90 per cent, of merchantable materials.
There is a marked difference in the composition of the petroleum found in the

northern and southern portions of California. Under the head of asphaltum it
has been mentioned that the northern petroleum deposits no asphaltum, while
the latter mineral is abundant in the southern counties. So also under the head

of coal, the difference in the quality of that mineral in the north and south is
referred to. Without entering into speculations as to the cause, the subject is
of some interest to science. It is generally conceded that there is an affinity
betwreen coal and petroleum.

All the crude petroleum found in the coast range south of San Francisco is
nearly identical in composition, though varying from 16° to 30° Baume, and
nearly all of it deposits asphaltum.

That found north of the Golden Gate is generally of a higher specific gravity!
and deposits little or no asphaltum.

There is no paraffine in most of the southern oil, while that from the north is
prolific in this substance. The oil from the south contains a per centum of nitro-
genous matter which is unusual in hydrocarbons. Some of it; when kept in
open vessels in a warm room for a few weeks, generates a peculiar kind of worm,
which would be remarkable if this oil be of a purely mineral character, as stated
by the French chemist Berthelot.

Professor Silliman, in an article on this subject, read before the California
Academy of Natural Sciences, in April 1867; stated the following interesting
particulars on the subject:

That he had made the experiments with a sample of surface oil obtained in Santa Barbara
county, consisting of parcels from 5 to 10 gallons each, of dark, almost black material, which* 4 * *m *^^ * r-* -*. _--*.

v ."_ mf *i * Baum6,
retaining a considerable quantity of water mechanically entangled, without any odor of sul-
phohydric acid, usually very decided in such surface oils. Distilled todryness, it produced:
Oil having a density of 0.890 to 0.900 p 
Coke, water, and loss 

C9.82 
30. 18

300.00

" In one trial, the product was divided as follows :
Oil of density of 29° Baum6, at 52° ." 
Oil of a density of 24 Baum6, at58° 
Coke, water, and loss 

50.00 
17.05
32. 05

JOO.OO

The coke was large in quantity, strong, and would make good fuel, resembling gas-house
coke. The odor of ammonia was strong towards the close of distillation.
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The illuminating oils obtained by these experiments, after treatment with sulphuric acid
and soda in the usual manner, acquired an agreeable odor, a light straw color, and burned as
well in a lamp as good commercial oil.

No paraffine could be detected by refrigerating the heavy oils in a mixture of salt and ice.
It is, no doubt, the absence of this body from the series of products obtained from the Cali-
fornia oils general!}', that accounts for the illuminating oil burning well at a density consid-
erably below the commercial standard for oil obtained from Pennsylvania petroleum-a dif-
ference enhanced also by the absence of any considerable quantity of light naphtha. The
lubricating oils of this series, likewise free from paraffine, retain on this account their flu-
idity at low temperatures.

The light oils obtained in these experiments corresponded respectively to 12.96, 14. 56, and
18.96 per centum of the crude oil. The total commercial products were about 60 per- cent.
of the crude body, which likewise yielded sufficient coke to supply the fuel required in the
distillations.

The excess of carbon in the heavier hydro-carbons of California suggests the probability
of their having a value in their crude state as fuel. For this purpose they may be employed
to give cohesion to coke, or fine coal, or any other cheap form of carbon, as has already been
done with coal tar in England.

THE MANUFACTURE OF COAL OIL ix CALIFORNIA.-Small quantities of
coal oil have been made in this State for many years. The materials in some
localities require but little preparation for illuminating purposes. Between 1885
and 1867, Hay ward & Coleman, a firm in the oil business in San Francisco,
made 40,000 gallons of illuminating oil from springs of petroleum near Santa
Barbara ; but suspended operations in June, 1867, because imported oil was sell-
ing at 54 to 55 cents per gallon, a price so low as to render the manufacture
unprofitable, owing to the high price of cases to contain it, transportation, and
labor.

These gentlemen have expended capital and labor in efforts to render valuable
the California petroleum. After many experiments to test its adaptability for
fuel, they state that, although it costs 85 per barrel to bring it from the spring
to San Francisco, it is cheaper as fuel than coal or wood. It saves expense of
hauling and splitting, and of feeding the furnace; it makes no ashes to be carted
away; causes no waste in lighting or extinguishing the fire ; while with wood or
coal there is waste of time and material in these operations. The heat is under
control, and may be easily regulated. The operations of this firm have been
carried on for a year, with petroleum as fuel, for distillation and driving their
engines, thus establishing the practicability of its use.

A number of establishments in the southern counties also use it for running o
machinery. A gentleman interested in the oil business has recently perfected an
apparatus for burning it for domestic purposes. He has made application for a
patent. This invention it is said performs the duty satisfactorily, burning the
crude material without smoke or offensive odor.

Stanford Brothers have also expended capital and labor in efforts to manufac-
ture oil from California petroleum, and have succeeded so far as to make oil; but
not with profit. Up to July, 1867, this firm had made 100,000 gallons of illu-
minating oil, and a nearly equal quantity of lubricating, and have been making
about 20,000 gallons of illuminating per month, since. Their works are still in
operation.

For reasons stated, much of this oil is prepared to a standard density of 35°
aume, which causes it to burn better, and exempts it from the tax of 20 cents

per gallon levied on coal oils of 36°.
This firm purchase the crude oils from several localities, but obtain their chief

supply from tunnels and pits near San Buenaventura. The high cost of vessels
to contain the oil when made; of transportation and interest on capital, and the
low prices ruliiii; fur the imported article, are impediment- to the successful devel-
opment of this n- ourcc.

It costs six cents per gallon for second-hand cans. New cans would cost 15
cents per gallon. Each 40-gallon barrel of crude material costs $3, or 7J cents
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per gallon for transportation from the springs to the refining works. As the crude
petroleum only averages 45 per cent, of marketable oil, each gallon of such oil
costs 21 cents without the expense of refining, or the 20 cents for tax, or any
allowance for commissions, loss, interest on capital, or other incidental expenses.
For these reasons the interest is in a depressed condition. It is unprofitable to
make oil when the imported article is less than 60 cents per gallon.

The material used by Stanford Brothers, in addition to the illuminating oil,"/ 7 O /

produces about 25 per cent, of lubricating oil, which if it could be sold at 25 cents
per gallon would make the other branch of the business profitable. But there
is no market for it, owing to a prejudice against its use. The consumption of
lubricating oil in California amounts to 500,000 gallons annually, including castor
and China nut oils. That of illuminating: oils reaches 900,000 gallons annually.>-N. ^ ' ^

Of course this creates an important trade for importers.
The Buena Vista Company made about 4,000 gallons of illuminating oil at their

works near the springs, and other companies made more or less. Nearly a dozen
companies had stills in operation for a short time. Mr. Stott has made about 5,000
gallons at San Francisco. Mr. Williams, of the same place, has also made about
the same quantity. Altogether it is safe to estimate the quantity of California
made coal oil at 175,000 gallons. The capacity of the stills for making it is
sufficient to turn out 100,000 gallons per month.

The idea that the manufacture of California petroleum may yet be made pro-
fitable is not abandoned. A company was organized at San Francisco as recently
as September, 1867, with a capital of .$1,250,000, for the purpose of working
petroleum and asphaltum deposits.

THE MODE OF OCCURPJEXCE.-The oils of California do not "occur77 in the

same manner as those found in the Atlantic States. Here there are no flowing
W7ells, nor is it probable any will be found. Some of the wells sunk in the Mat-
tole valley, Ilumboldt county, reached the depth of 1,166 feet without obtaining
a flow, though sunk in a district overflowing with oil on the surface. Other
wells of nearly equal depth have been sunk in other counties, through various
formations, with similar results.

Without entering into speculations as to the cause of the abundance of oil
on the surface, and its deficiency below, it is enough to know that oil exists in
sufficient quantity. There arc many natural wells or springs of it in the Coast
range, some forming pools of oil; others showing but little more than "indica-
tions" of that material. From some of these springs petroleum flows in a black,
viscid stream, like tar ; from others, clear, colorless, and comparatively pure. In
exceptional instances it has been used without preparation in common coal oil
lamps. At son>c places the springs are widely separated ; at others, scores of
them are found within the space of an acre. Generally the single springs pro-
duce the most petroleum. About some are large deposits of asphaltum, while
none of this mineral is seen within miles of others, though the oil has been flow-
ing for centuries, and its course can be traced for miles along the surface.

Where a record has been kept the flow of petroleum has been larger during
the night than the day, and more abundant in winter than summer. Usually
where petroleum is found there are salt springs and alkaline waters.

Reference to the oil wells of San Fernando district, Los Angeles county, will
convev a general idea of the oil formation in the Coast ranse.t/ O O

This district is situated 30 miles northwest from Los Angeles. The forma-
tion lies in a range of mountains extending in a course nearly east and west.
The central stratum is shale, which seems to contain the most oil, and inclines
north and south at an acute angle, the top being from 150 to 200 feet wide, slightly
depressed, .and covered by a stratum of sandstone of variable thickness. This
shale is bounded by a similar sandstone, alternating with thin seams of limestone
arid hard conglomerate. At the base of the mountains the formation is hard O
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nd and limestone, both containing marine fossils of a recent era. These mouu-
ins reach a height of about 700 feet above the local river beds, and about 4.000
" 5,000 feet above the sea level.
The oil stratum varies in width, being in some places a mil

ice canon, in others onlv a few hundred feet; for manft

i the gulches and canons, where the water has eroded the formation and exposed
he shale to the action of the atmosphere, the oil is found oozing out. The water
n the district is unfit for use. Oil is also found on the summit of the mountains,

which are crested with shale, being carried through the shale by capillary attrac-
tion. At some places beds of " brea," or asphaltum, have accumulated, where the
oil has evaporated. The rocks, forming beds of streams which dry up during the
summer, are covered with a complex alkaline efflorescence.

The manner of collecting the oil in this district is by sinking pits in the vicinity
;he natural springs, in which oil and water collect. The oil is skimmed c

by hand, each pit of 20 by 20 yielding about two ban-els per day. "When cc
lected it is dark green in color, and about as thick as sirup in summer, and con-
tains about 80 per cent, of oily matter, mechanically combined with 20 per cent.
of water, from which it is difficult to separate it.

In other places tunnels are run into the mountain. The oil drips from the
slate when it is cut through.

The Euena Yista oil claim is located on a belt of bituminous shale from two

to three miles wide, and from 30 to 40 miles long, running parallel with the Coa^t
range, near Buena Vista lake, Tulare county. From this formation petroleum
exudes at a number of places.

The oil obtained was the seepage of one of these springs collected in pits dug
purpose. These pits are generally 20 feet deep, five feet wide by eight

feet long, each producing about 300 gallons of crude materials in 24 h
per cent, of light, and 50 per cent, of lubricating, or heavy oil. Th

claim was worked from February, 1864, till April, 1867, when, owing to the low
price of oil, it was found unprofitable to prepare it for the San Francisco market,
and the local demand was fully supplie

A notable difference exists in the density of the oil from this place when obtaine*
at but slightly different depths from the surface, ranging from 18° Baume to 22
at 20 feet 22° and 26° at 30 feet.

Similar surface deposits are met with in nearly all the valleys of the C »

It will be seen from this imperfect sketch, that although not occurring in the
me manner as the earth oils of other countries, the California oils are never-

?ss valuable for illuminating purposes. The cost of production is the mate-
rial point which must govern the development of many natural resources of this
State. It is a question that must be candidly met. So far as petroleum is con-
cerned, it must be acknowledged the facts are against us. But cheap labor and' C3 <^ -L

increased facilities for transportation will naturally follow an increase of popula-
tion. With capital and labor as cheap as in Xew York or Europe, California

oleum would be a source of wealth to the country. At present it is an unpro-

THE XETV AXMADEN MIXES were so fully described in ti
prelimnary report, that a brief reference to their present condition will be tuiii

1

The production of quicksil , has fallen off nearlv one-half|
ring the pre.-i-nt Year owing he chief of which is, the limited

demand for the article as compared with former years, and the increased pnx
tion from other sources. A large quantity has accumulated in the markets* of
.orM, estimated by s«»me as high a* 100* 000 flasks. The mines of Almadei

>pain, have furnished a large proportion of this supply; and the production" 
ei-n considerable in Austria and South America.
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The product of tlie New Almaden mines from January to August, 1S67; inclu-
sive, lias been as follows :

Flasks. Flasks.
January ....................
February .................. . 2,195 

July 
August. 2, 000

March ...................... 2,33-
April 2,169 Making 17, Of!:;

2, 1(30
June 2,000

The present cond f the principal mine is poor, bot he quality and
qu; e s uncertain, jectures in regard
wo ld ll ss.

T LDEIA MINE yielded durin*" O hs ending June 30, 1867, o
.11

January 
February 
March 

April 
May 

Flasks. 
690 June 

Flasks.

859

915 Total 5,014
879
829

THE R DON MIXE, of which no description has heretofore been giv
(sometimes 1 the XLCR, as named by the original locators.) is situated

lie. L mr f f Napa, from which p
:1 It was 1 1 in March. 1861. but the 1 I1

;he necessary skill nor capital, leased the mine f< ears. Work s
d 62, and energetic; lly prosecuted, witl

:1/ * p to January, 186'
flasks of 76^ pounds each, selling f< of $344,594.

J he ore was d in retorts, bv

was co leted a large and expensive :1 1 f
peculiar to the region, which proves itself q ual of the best English

fire-brick in its capacity h fii y the aid of this improved
means of reduction, the product has been largely increased, aggregating in the
nine months from January, 1867, to October 1, 1867, 5,145 flasks of
each. A second furnace of equal capacity with that now used, and *. - -. , - t. ^

before introduced f quicksilver red ^ ̂--

has just b .pleted, and the product is hereaf pected
be less than 1,000 flasks i 

.-^ * I -. i- . » -- . ̂  ^m ^- ^ - _ -4- *-* " 
_ -K f- I i k ̂ f-+. The mine is situated in a hill, and is worked

b 1 about 700 feet 1 lie drif
V shafts have been from irifts. and >uble 1 g expe-

ricnced from water, an artesian b l iametcr wras sunk on
hillside before tl f the tunnel, to the depth of tin s was
placed a p e a half inches diameter, and iyO «/

:1 upon at first as a very doubtful experiment, is found eff< y and p 31-
ly to free the whole mine from water, 1 :pense c a

ping f
The mine emploj 150 has built and les 'of road, and

from l position is compelled to create from its own resources all tli
facilities needful f< carrying it on.«/ C?

B T P K! action < f refined borax by the California Borax 0
L* eight months, beginning y an e Septea b 7, 1867, was

P The i [luct averages al 120 IO

c :h)p y bout to erect a machine to li 1
lake, at a cost 30,000.

Mr. J. Arthur Phillips, a distinguished mining engineer from Engi 0
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a careful examination of the company's property last year. The following is an
extract from liis report on Borax lake :

The borax occurs in the form of crystals of various dimensions, imbedded in the mud of
the bottom, which is found to be most productive to a depth of three and a half feet, although
a bore-hole, which was sunk near the centre to a depth of 60 feet, is said to have afforded a
proportion of that salt throughout its whole extent.

The crystals thus occurring are most abundant near the centre of the lake, and extend
over an area equivalent to about one-third of its surface, but they are also met with, in smaller
quantities, in the muddy deposit of the otber portions of the basin, some of them being, in
the richest part before alluded to, over a pound in weight, The largest crystals are generally
enclosed in a stiff blue clay, at a depth of between three and four feet, and a short distance
above them is & nearly pure stratum of smaller ones, some two and one-half and three inches
1 n thickness, in addition to which crystals of various sizes are disseminated throughout the
muddy deposit of which the bottom consists.

Besides the'borax thus existing in a crystallized form, the mud itself is highly charged with
that salt, and, according to an analysis of Professor Oxland, when dried affords, in the por- f
tions of the lake now worked, (including the enclosed crystals,) 17.73 percent. Another
analysis of an average sample, by Mr. Moore, of San Francisco, yielded him 18.86 per cent.
of crystallized borax.

Iu addition to this, the deposit at the bottom of the other portions of the basin, although
less productive, still contains a lar^e amount of borax, but no analyses of samples appear to
have been made, except from the portions of the bottom at present worked. It has further
been ascertained, by making pirs on the lake shore, that clay containing a certain proportion
of borax exists in the low ground, at a considerable distance from the water's edge.

EXTRACTION OF BORAX.-The borax at present manufactured is exclusively prepared
from the native crystals of crude salt, while the mud in which they aie found is returned to
the lake after the mechanical separation of the crystals by washing. The extraction of the
mud is effected by the aid of sheet-iron coffer-dams and a small dredging machine, worked
by manual power, but the latter has been very recently put into operation. Until within a
few weeks the only apparatus employed consisted of a raft, covered by a shingled roof which
has an aperture iu its centre about 15 feet square, and above which are hung, by suitable
tackle, four iron coffer-dams, six feet by six feet, and nine feet in depth. This raft or barge
is moved in parallel lines across the surface of the lake, and at each station the four dams are
sunk simultaneously by their own weight into the mud forming the bottom. When they
have thus become well imbedded the water is baled out, and the mud removed in buckets to
large rectangular washing vats, into which a continuous stream of water is introduced from
:he lake by means of Chinese pumps-the contents of the cisterns being at the same time
constantly agitated by means of rakes. In this way the turbid water continually flows off,.
and a certain amount of borax is finally collected iu the bottom of each tank, which is sub-
sequently recrystallized; but from the density acquired by the washing water, of which no
less than 70,000 gallons are daily employed, it is evident that less than one-half of the borax
existing in the form of crystals is thus obtained, while that which is present in the mud itself
is again returned to the lake. o

The dredging machine recently introduced is a decided improvement on the coffer-dams,
and may, by the aid of some trifling modifications, be made a very efficient machine; but
the mud brought up by it is subjected to the washing process before described, and a small
proportion only of the borax is obtained for recrystallization,

CRYSTALLIZATION,-The crystals of rude borax thus daily obtained now amount to abon t
3,000 pounds, and after being carefully washed they are deposited in boiling water and recrys-
tallized in large lead-lined vessels, from which the purified borax is removed into boxes
containing 114 pounds each, for the purpose of being forwarded to San Francisco.

The produce of refined borax now daily obtained appears to vary from 2,500 to 2,800
pounds, which is prepared and packed for the market, as nearly as my data will allow me to
calculate, at a cost of about $90 per ton of 2/-240 pounds.

CAPABILITIES OF PRODUCTION.-It is evident from the foregoing description that tho
present system of working is by no means ealculated.to develop the best results which this
property is capable of affording, and that in order to do so it will be necessary to adopt some
method for the lixiviation of the mud, its removal from the bottom of the lake, and the crys-
tallization of the borax thus obtained. The total extent of the muddy deposit considerably
exceeds three hundred acres, and if we assume that, of this area, only one hundred acres, or
that portion now worked for borax crystals, is alone sufficiently rich to pay the expenses cf
treatment, we shall arrive at the following figures:

One hundred acres are equivalent to 4d4,000 square yards, and if the mud be worked to
the depth of only three aud one-half i t, this represents about 563,000 cubic yards ; 

^ . 1 ^ T *
or,

allowing a cubic yard to weigh a ton of 2,^40 pounds, which is a very low estimate, the 1 total
weight of one hundred acres of mud, in its wet state, will be 565,000 tons. If we now
assume that the mud extracted from the lake contains 60 per cent, of wn1 , this will cor-

respond to ^6,000 tons of dry mud, conuuLiing, according to the mean of the analyses of
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Professor Oxland and Mr. Moore, 18.29 p^r cent, of borax; but if, in practice, only 12 per
cent, of borax be obtained, this will represent 27,120 tons of crystallized salt.

The present wholesale price of borax in Europe is $320 per ton of 2,240 pounds, and con-
sequently the total value of the amount contained in this portion of the lake would be, on
the foregoing assumption, delivered in the market, $8,678,400, If, however, we estimate its
value in San Francisco at $275, it is at the port of shipment worth $7,458,000. The expend-
iture, in plant and appliances, of a further sum of $30,000, would, by the process proposed
by Dr. Oxland, allow of a daily production of four tons of borax. This could be produced
and delivered in San Francisco at a cost, exclusive of interest on capital and depreciation of
plant, of $70 per ton; $1,898,400 for the 27,100, and leaving a difference of $4,559,600

etween the expense of production and the market value.
The above calculations are made in accordance with the data furnished by the analyses

already quoted of the mud in the central portions of the basin, but exclusive of a considera-
tion of the borax contained in the deposits of other portions of the lake, as well as of the
C,000 tons of this salt, indicated by analyses, as existing in solution in its waters.

A careful consideration of the phenomena attending the production of borax also leads to
the belief that its formation is continually going on by the decomposition of carbonate of
soda, (which is abundantly contained in the waters of the lake,) by boracic acid emitted
from sources beneath its bed, since large quantities of carbonic acid constantly escape from
the surface. Should this prove to be the case, it is probable that any moderate extraction ot
borax may be replaced by the formation constantly taking place.

The quantity of carbonate of soda contained in the mud and water is considerably in excess
of the amount of borax present, and could be readily extracted from the mother liquors. ^^f- ^^f "
Whether this operation could, however, be profitably conducted, with a view to the exporta-
^"_l ^^ - -^^^r " ^H & ̂ b ^m _ '"^ ^^m _^^ ^^^ ^^b

tion of soda ash, is a matter of considerable doubt, but the yearly consumption of this sub-
stance in California being understood to be about 500 tons, this local demand could, at least,
be supplied, at a profit of say 2^ cents per pound-$25,000 per annum.r

SULPHUR.-Mr. Phillips thus describes the sulphur bank belonging to this
company, and the mode and cost of refining the crude sulphur:t

SULPHUR BANK.-The sulphur bank, which presents the usual characteristics of such for-
mations, is situated on the shore of Clear lake, and covers an area ot about 40,000 square
yards. In addition to sulphur, small quantities of cinnabar are found in this locality.

The deposit has not, as yet, been extensively developed, but has already afforded 400 tons
of refined sulphur, of which about three tons daily can, it is stated, be readily sold in San
Francisco at $70 per ton. " jt

From the limited extent of the explorations which have been made, it would be difficult
to estimate the probable total yield of sulphur, but it is not unreasonable to anticipate that
the bank contains at least from 15,000 to ^0,000 tons of that substance.

In order to make immediate returns of sulphur, a refinery has been recently erected forth
treatment of the richer portions of the deposit, which frequently do not contain above 10 per
cent, of impurity; but there are also vast quantities of tufaceous matters, containing from
5 to 60 per cent, of sulphur, all of which will be ultimately treated with advantage.

The cost of extracting, refining, and delivering a ton of sulphur in San Francisco is now
stated to be about $35.

The refinery consists of sundry iron retorts for the purposes of sublimation, together with
the necessary condensers and receivers. It is well laid out, and connected with the sulphur
bauk by a railway 1,300 feet in length.

SECTION XXI.

AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES OF CALIFORNIA,

CALIFORNIA AS A HOME FOR EMIGRANTS.

INQUIRIES FROM LOUISIANA-RESPONSE OF THE EMIGRATION SOCIETY-PUBLIC LANDSv
AGRICULTURE, MANUFACTURES, ETC."

NEW IBERIA, LOUISIANA, September 25, 1867.
SIR : Some six weeks or two months ago I presumed to address you, not directing the letter,

as is now advised, by Panama. I think it more than probable, on account of Indian disturb-
ances, it will not reach its destination.

In that, the first letter, I made many inquiries in regard to your favored State, and if I
repeat them iu this, I trust you will not esteem me troublesome. There are several families
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of us desirous of escaping from the evils that afflict this section, and try our fortunes in
States not cursed by negro supremacy. We lost nearly everything by the war, and we wish
only protection and health, that we may try to live and educate our children, and where, if
we should be so fortunate as to make anything, we would be protected in its enjoyment.
With politics we are disgusted, and cannot care again to exercise the privilege of voting, but
heartily wishing to be governed by our own race.

To the following inquiries we most respectfully ask answers, and should your time be other-
wise employed, we ask that you hand this to some one that will honor us with the solicited
information:

1. Are the public lands entirely absorbed?
2- Can they be entered, if public ?
3. Are there any special laws regulating the entry ?
4. In what part of the State are these lands mostly situated ?
5. What is the price of unimproved lands not very close to the city ?
6. Of improved places?
7. What are the wages of laborers by day, or month, or year ?
8. Is there a demand for labor ?

9. Is mining more profitable than farming, or vice versa ?
10. What section would you advise poor people, desirous of making a living, and, if pos-

sible, more, to settle in ?
11. At about what price could work-horses, milch cows, &c., be bought in the rural dis-

tricts ?

12. Are goods of all descriptions very much more costly than in New York or New Orleans ?
13. Are there any diseases peculiar to the climate?
14. And any information that you may judge would be of interest or service.
Several of us are professional men, but we care not for profession if we can only have a

white man's chance to work, and thereby support and educate our families. We would
arrive in your city with but little money, and it would be well for us, I suppose, to remain
but a short time, and not be very long in locating. At what season would it be best to arrive ?

Cotton crop a failure in this State; corn and cane very fine. Yellow fever has been very
severe. Permit me again to ask the favor of an early and full answer to the above inquiries.

Yours, respectfully, "*-r r* TI
THOS. T. FOLSOM.

His Honor the MAYOR of San Francisco, California.

KEPLY.

Query. " Are the public lands entirely absorbed ?"
Answer. No. There are millions of acres yet in the keeping of the federal government

officers, which can be had for $1 an acre in gold. Only in the neighborhood of the great
thoroughfares, the navigable rivers, the fragments of railways yet constructed, the mining
camps and the like, has ever the government surveyor yet erected his theodolite. The whole
population of the States of California, Oregon, Nevada, and the Territory of Washington, doesA * 1 1 * /* 1 Til 11* L 1 » J~*t

of immigrants may squat upon and await the coming (for years) of the federal government
surveyor, and when he shall come, the $1 an acre demanded by the government will have w f m
^ /* i t * -+ M " * « ^ long before been realized out of the land.

n

a width varying from 10 to 30 miles, through which streams, navigable for flatboats, flow
down to the Sacramento river. The soil is deep and rich, and the bottoms near the water
are exceedingly fertile, aud able to support abundance of kine. This valley would absorb
100,000 settlers.

We have received from Mr. Merry, of Red Bluff, (a growing town of about 2,000 inhabit-
ants, at the head of navigation on the Sacramento river, and to be reached in two days by
steamer from San Francisco, at an expense of from $10 to $12,) an elaborate report of the
agricultural and business facilities in that section. He says :

" The slopes of the Sierra hills and coast range, being well watered, afford good pasturage
for sheep and horned cattle during the year. The arable land of the country lying along the
* bottoms' of the Sacramento river and its tributaries bear gram crops of from ](> to 40 bushels
of wheat to the acre. The best lands in the county (Tehama county) are covered by Mexican
grants, to which patent titles from the President of the United States have been obtained.
These lands can be purchased from present holders for 10 to &J5 per acre. They are adapt I
to the growth of grain, potatoes aud beets. All kinds of vegetables and fruit grow iu the
greatest luxuriance. Sheep breeding pays well. The flocks in this county number about
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100,000 sheep. The quality of wool has a very good name in the San Francisco market, and
brings 20 cents a pound. Butter will pay well for skilful dairymen, and cheese also.

"For swine there is no better county in the State. Over 4,000 head of grain-fed hogs
Lave been sold out of the county during the past year. A pork and bacon-packing house ia
this place is doing an extensive business. The establishment of a woollen-mill here would
be the best investment of capital extant. Lumber is cheap, firewood plenty, and water power
abundant, going to waste. An iron foundry would pay well here. Money is dear, it brings
two per cent., and two and a half per cent, per month. Farm laborers get $30 per month
and board. Blacksmiths and wagon makers do well. Some have got rich. Good board
can be got for $20 to $25 a month. Cottages can be got for from $8 to $15 a month rent. 

Jffe ̂ ^k _- ^ f - W* ^*^k P ^~m ^^-^

Town lots for building can be entered at government prices. Common necessaries from the
farms are cheaper than in San Francisco. Imported articles are about 30 per cent, higher.
As to vine culture it is the best locality for that industry in the State. Here is the celebrated
Bosquejo vineyard, where the * Gerke' wine is made, which is a fair sample of our vine lands.
Thousands of acres of equally good lands can be had here for §3 25 an acre."

The section of country referred toby Mr. Merry would absorb and maintain 100,000 persons.
In the counties south of San Francisco-Monterey, for instance-two days'journey b y y

stage from Francisco, large tracts of the richest land, owned by easy-going people of Sp anish
descent, can be purchased or rented upon very advantageous terms ; purchased for $1 or
an acre, or rented on shares for one-forth of the annual product of the laud. The chief and
greatest cost is the cost of fencing.

In many places the old Spanish settlers own tracts of 30,000 to 50,000 acres, unfencedand
undivided, over which numberless flocks of sheep and cattle roam and breed and die, without
control or much care from the proprietors, who live in rude ease, and almost secluded from
the outside world. Their slumbers will soon be broken by the hum of busy immigrants, who
will come crowding by sea and land into their fruitful territories. Further south, towards
Los Angeles, the best lauds can be purchased from those old-fashioned settlers for $1 an
acre, or even less. There is very little timber to be cleared from any of these lands,

To go upon these lands, several families should form themselves into villt iges or companies,
ana go nd go out together on the land and help each other. This co-operative syst< p each other. This co-operative system is sure to make
im migrants happy and prosperous. Funni ling implements can be got here better and cheaper
than m in England, or in any of the America an cities of the Atlantic. Farm horses can be pur-
chased for $20 to $40 apiece; milk cows, $20 to $30 each. The expense of transporting one
person from this city to the government land may be set down at $20. Markets can be found
for any quantity of grain, butter, wool, and fruits. The vine is slow in its returns, but
quite certain to pay at the end of four or five years, and will yet be the great occupation
of Californians. The climate in most parts of California is moderate; in winter there is
neither frost nor snow.

The population of California is about 500,000. About 90,000. of these have votes, and
are entered on the great register. Being an American*citizen, and residing three months
in one locality, gives the privilege of voting for all public officers. The voting* is done iu
one day, by ballot, all over the State, and there is no property qualification required in the
voter or in the public officer. A person born out of the United States must be two years
resident in the United States, have sworn fealty to the American government, and
registered his name on the great register before he can vote.

There are about 50,000 Chinese, and about 10,000 negroes in the State. Neither of them
have any political rights allowed them. They cannot vote for any public officer, nor is it
likely that ever they will enjoy such privileges. The Chinese are looked upon with much
jealousy by the white race. Opposition to them has assumed an organized shape, and there
are numerous anti-coolie clubs existing in our city, whose object is to resist and discourage
the importation and employment of Chinese labor. About 8,000 Chinamen are employed
on the Pacific railway works; about 20,000 are working in and around the mines, and the
remainder are scattered over the State engaged in doing the lowest kind of work about the
cities and towns; washing, gardening, dealing in fish and vegetables, &c.

Question 2. "Is there a demand for labor ?"
Answer. We are anxiously and carefully gathering information from every side, from

reliable sources, with the intention of forming a small hand-hook for the intending immigrant.
We are full of the great idea of inviting an extensive immigration from Europe? and from the
southern and eastern States, to the Pacific slope, but we shudder at the thought of mislead-
ing any one. It is almost unnecessary to repeat that we have room and work for millions
of people in our fields and mines, but the great trouble is to support people while they are
finding the work suited to their strength, their habits, and their experience. The idea that
fills the minds of many persons in making towards California is, that they shall go a gold-
buntin^ in the mines, make lucky hits, and return at some distant day to their old homes in
Europe*or the Atlantic States to enjoy their good fortunes. This idea has been the unseen
rock that wrecked many an emigrant to this golden land. None should come to the California
mines but miners.

On the first discovery of gold in California, and for several years afterwards, every kind
of laborer went into the mines, and many of them did very well; but of late years 'the Chinese
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got in, and swarmed over tb<> " placer " or stream mines, and as they work in well organized
companies, live upon little, they are able to scrape a living from the oft-washed sands in the
older washing grounds of the earlier miners. The principal mining now carried on in Cali-
fornia is quartz mining, which is as like coal or iron mining as possible-penetrating the
bowels of the earth several hundred feet-men working in gangs, in '* watches" of eight
hours each shift, so that the work never stops, night or day. For this kind of work miners
get 1 a day. Their board and lodging in the neighborhood of those quartz mines comes
hi<rh, about 8H or >10 a week, as a general rule; two and a half days' wages is required to
pay for a miner's board and lodging for a week. A great deal of the work on the Pacific ^^- 

i. ~ *" i v " -T » v i * ^ ^~*fc 4*^h
* * * - , ^"^ i ^ v ^+.. -m *m v " fc ^ "" ^h^dF ^H^^
railroad on our side of the Rocky mountains is performed by Chinamen, under white over-
seers. They get about $1 a day for their labor. White men could get that wages and board,
but they won't work for it. A dollar a day is the lowest notch which the strong man's labor
has touched in any part of California. Common labor, according to skill, ranges up to
£1 50 and $2 a day. We are not now talking of skilled mechanical labor, such as carpenters,
bricklayers, plasterers, smiths, machinists, foundry men, tailors, shoemakers, and the like.
The labor of these sort brings 80 to §5 a day in all the cities and in all the to\vna of the
Pacific coast. As to clerks and light porters, and those who are always waiting for an ea-r " J n^t -
berth or something to "turn up," there is little encouragement for them. The cities are full
of them. This sort of helpless people are the production of an erroneous system of education,
which has weaned the boy from labor, and left the inaa a helpless, pitiable mendicant.

You are, doubtless, impatient to learn, then, what sort of people are likely to do well here,
and we answer, any sort who are thoroughly determined to work-men and women, young
and old.

The lowest wages for labor among us is about twice the wages of New York, and four
times the wages obtained in Great Britain, Ireland, or Germany. The price of wheaten flour
is about one-half what it is in Liverpool or New York - $8 a barrel of J96 pounds just now.
Tea, sugar, and coffee about the same as in England or New York. Clothing and house
rent about double the English rates, and about the same as in New York. Ail the foregoing
rates are in gold.

Question 3. " Is mining more profitable than farming ?"
Answer. This question is one still more difficult to answer. Farming has lately acquired

a fixed character. The tine qualities of wheat and flour which California yields - the vast
quantities of wool, of butter, of fruit and wine, and the high prices these products realize in
New York and Liverpool, have latterly decided great numbers of our population to go into
farming. One only drawback which fanning in California will ever experience, and that
will occasionally arise from long seasons of drought.

The last three years the seasons were very well mixed with rains about the time they were
wanted, and sunshine when wanted; and our farmers have had splendid crops and obtained
high prices. About four years ago. there was a long drought and a cattle famine was expe-
rienced. Flour ran up to very high rates, and there was much suffering among the working
people. This has passed away and is forgotten in our present prosperity, but it is well for
all immigrants facing to this country to be made aware of these things.

We have, in general, about seven months of the year when there does not fall a drop of rain,
yet vegetation is nourished by copious dews. Then we have four or five months when it
pours down plenteously, and this rain it is that brings n.s the means to obtain the food that
lies intact in the earth, and enables our miners to wash the clay and sand that contains the
gold dust.

The total produce of our gold and silver mines may be set at $50,000,000 to $60,000,000
a year. Our farming and general agricultural products will very soon, if they do not now ,
foot up to §50,000;OQO worth a year. The value of the wheat and flour shipped from Cali-
fornia since last harvest comes up to 89,000,000; and as fast as good ships come into the
harbor they are engaged to takeout wheat and flour, wool, hides, &c. The general demand
for all sorts of mechanics in this city, and throughout the State, was never better. The
wages, as we have ?uid, range: For Chinamen, £1 a day; common laborers, §-J a day;
killed mechanics $3 to 84 a day-some of superior skill, §3 a day; female servants, $15 to

$25 a month, and board; farm laborers, §30 a month, and board. All these prices are gold,
and all our dealings here are managed on a gold basis.

Question 4, " Are there any diseases peculiar to California?''
Answer. The climate of California is the most healthful to be found in the world. It is

equable all the year round. The thermometer ranges from 50° to 1)0° throughout the State. Mb ^- "-* " * »»' ^ fc H ̂ -^ >mf ^*f ^-T h^

We lay from 32° to 4^° north latitude. We have neither frost nor snow, except on the high
mountains of the Sierra jSYvada, and some of the mountains in the Coast range. The only
drawback to health is experienced in the neighborhood of the mines, where the water is over-
strongly impregnated with mineral matter, which generates ague and peculiar fevers ; but in
the agricultural regions the people live on from year to year their whole lives without expe-
riencing a day's sickness, and the children multiply in numbers and develop in symmetry
and beauty beyond those of any race on the face of the globe.

Next to the employments under the head of '-ordinary agriculture" is the riue culture,
which is peculiar to California; its vines and wiu.es are now celebrated all over tho world.
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But a few years ago it was not supposed the vine would flourish anywhere but in the south-
ern region and Los Angeles. Latterly, experiments have demonstrated that it will flourish
in the acclivities around the mining camp as well as amid the sheep-walks and pastoral plains
and valleys ; that whether it is pressed into wine or distilled into brandy, it will reward the
labor bestowed upon its cultivation. The California wines begin to make their way in the
New York market, and each new year will confer on their quality more richness and more
reputation.

The grape vines of California, when five years old, yield plenteously; one has only to own
half dozen acres, well planted with vines of that age, to realize a life-long indepedence. In
a few years from the present time, the wine and silk of California will form some of the lead-
* " " i /* ", ing articles of its export.

_"&- ^ *--1_ _ tiful that the farmers begin to dry, and
re r h whence, but a very few years ago, we

imported dried fruits, flour, &c.
The raising of the silk-worm has been commenced in California, and has succeeded. It

is proven that the climate is quite as favorable as that of France or Italy for this branch of
industry. Arrangements are in progress to start a silk factory. The success of this ex peri
ment will lead to national results by and by. We shall soon come to the raising of tobacco,
beet root, and manufacture of beet and cane sugar, cotton, flax, linen, hemp, and hops, for
all of which the soil and climate are admirably fitted. Some cotton has been raised in the
southern parts of the State in a desultory way, but the soil awaits the enterprising hands of
toiling men to bring about those great results from the vast and varied material that sleeps___ _- _ I _ _^ _^_ " r- .. < -^ ̂ X* * W f-- . _ _ A. L-» ~» -^ _ f -. _ _ I , ,-fc _ 

_ ,-V-_ _ . m j-»_- --» I -, V ̂_r-fc fl* 4- ,--, neglected in the soil, and hovers over us in the overhanging climate.
We are building small coasting schooners of 50 to 200 tons. , All those craft are well

employed in carrying1 lumber, coal, and the produce of the fields into market, and latterly
groups of those small craft have gone fishing for cod in the North Pacific with great success.
The salmon arid other fish caught in our waters are certainly the best in the world.

Our progress in manufacture is infantine and rude. Three or four woollen mills and one
cotton factory are all .that California can boast of, but these are doing well, and in good time
others will start. Our tanneries are numerous in city and country, and their manufactures
well liked and in good demand. We should say the business is healthy, with fair profits.
Soap and candle factories are experimenting on the native tallow and beeswax of the country

this is the land for bees and honey. "*iTlt/*lTl
^m- _^k ̂r A ^ _^B__& ^k H ^m _^K_ l_ ^^H ^^v

They have begun one factory for making boots and shoes, and so far it is prosperous,
employing-two hundred hands. There is room here for many paper and flour mills. We
kave two glass factories, on a small scale, doing well, and any number of iron foundries, all
at full work. There has been a glove factory lately started, and is doing well; also a rude
pottery-ware factory. We want half a dozen hat factories, in which the hat from the founda-
tion would be made, trimmed and finished. We have plenty of printers and an abundance
of newspapers. The population of San Francisco is about 120,000. We have eight morn
ing and evening newspapers, and 12 or 15 weeklies. We have a score of banks, 15 insu-
rance companies, any number of hotels, boarding houses, and public schools. About half
the population are native-born Americans from the Atlantic States ; the other half is divided
among the Germans, Irish, French, Spanish, Chinese, and negroes. The Jews have two
synagogues, the Roman Catholics eight churches, and the Protestants a dozen or so. Take
them HS a whole, they are the most hospitable and generous crowd of citizens to be found in A. **-*
any seaport round the whole earth. " "" " ~ No man nor woman will be suffered to want food here,
and no industrious man nor woman nee eed be afraid of casting their destiny in the fertile grazing
lands of California. ^f

We hope these few hints on our new and growing State wi 11 be useful. The worst time for
travelling through our interior districts are the winter and ^^ , i t^j spring months, when the roads
re softened by the rains. Rains usually begin in December and continue down to April.

We remain, respectfully,
H. A. COBB, President.
THOMAS MOONEY, Vice President.
J. W. MGKENZIE, Secretary.

86
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Tabular statement of receipts and exports of agricultural products at San Fran-
cisco, California, from June, 1S60; to July, 1867.

RECEIPTS.

Totals 

Flonr. Year. Wheat. Barley. Oats. Wool.

barrels. 100-Z6. sacks. 100-/6. sacks 100-/6. sacks Pounds.

1861 122,809 2,164,320 671,414 305,208 3,721,1)03
186-2 111,269 1,451,465 612,014 343,808 5,990, 300
18(53 149,825 1,890,777 435,945 172,893 6,263,480
1-64 99,293 1,843,840 623,263 304,504 7,4:J5, 670
1805 61,670 509,163 415,914 255,839 8,889,931
18G6 167,316 2,138,442 984,208 ^2,528 7,851,629
18(37 301,449 5,214,196 767,938 326,119 *7,16o,f J

1,013,633 15,212,203 4,510,699 2,030,90 2 47,334,683

* To August 1

EXPORTS.

Year. Wheat. Barley. Oats. Wool.

100-Z/;. sacks 100-//A sacks. 100-lb. sacks Pounds.

1861 197,181 1 , 529, 924 339,537 116, 462 3,721,993
1862 191,652 851,844 183,619 154,5 87 5, 990, 300
1863 144,832 1,043,65 49,809 39 , 985 5, 263, 4-0
16G4 152, 633 1 , 07 1 , 292 40,260 91, 032 5, 93.), 670

91,479 25, 360 13,920 3T 339 6, 549, 931
1866 279, 554 1,039,518 3 49,994 113,961
1-G7 

Totals 

Flour. 

Barrels.

4 35 30-7 ">/ 3, 636, 194 142,157 83, 33 1 2, 104, 000

1 45*-> 718J * ̂ .*Jr**y * AW 9,197,784 1,124,296 607,797 34,234,503

Countries to winch exported during the year 1867.

New York 
Great Britain 
China. 

Japan 
Hawaiian Islands 
British Columbia 
Mexico 
Australia 
Rio de Janeiro 
Other countries 

Totals 

Flour. Destination. Wheat. Barley. Oats. Wool.

Barrels. WQ-lb. sacks 100-/6. sacks 100-M. sacks. Pounds.

201,473 510,784 2 , 625 2,753,000
38,921 3,131,553 ' 797 8:'-
69,270 151,124 1,700 3, 544

1,410 544 2 3 79 2, 700
4,171 366 1, 763 2,437
1,676 2,950 7, 733 565
3,149 10 2,130 1 87
1,650 172, 70, 892 1,231

22,669
40,732 58," 546 "l96

335,126 4,027,946 143,497 * * 11,043 2,758,OC§
I
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SAN FRANCISCO IN 1867-'68.*

The total population of the city, August 1, 1867, is estimated at 131,100. The esti The estimate
foi r 1858 was 83,223, showing an increase in eight years of 47,877. The particulars o f the
estimate for 1867 are as follows: . » f* I. Vfc, >» m ^ 

^~*^ *_^

White males over 21, names in the present volume 45,000
White females over 18, estimated 
White males under 21 and females under 18, esthr 

27,000
40,000

Vi 4,000
Chinese, male and female ,_. 3, GOO
Colored, male and female 2,500

*

Total permanent population 122,100
To which should be added a large element of our population known as "floating,"

"which consists of: 1st. Transient boarders, &c., at hotels, boarding-houses, &c.
2d. Soldiers at the fortifications in the harbor. 3d. Persons engaged in navi-
gating the bay, who claim the city as their residence. 4th. A large number of
persons who have no permanent place of abode, together amounting to about- 0,000" -

Total population 131,100

The school census of July, 1867, gives the number of children under 15 years at 34,710.
The number of males between 15 and 21, and females between 15 and 18, is estimated at
5,290, making the aggregate 40,000 of all ages.

IMPROVEMENTS OF THE YEAR PAST.-The number of buildings erected in San Francisco
during the year ending June 30, 1867, is 1,050, of which 340 are of brick; total in the city
and county, 17,368, of which 3,857 are of brick. The estimated cost of the improvements
during the Fame period is nearly $9,000,000. The sales of real estate for the first seven months
of the present year exceed $i0,000,000. The operations of the department of streets and
highways, for the year ending June 30, 1867, show an expenditure exceeding $1,000,000.

The cost of a number of the principal new buildings is thus given: Bank of California,
275,000; Mercantile Library, $110,000; Merchants1 Exchange, $190,000 ; Fireman's Fund

Insurance, $45,000; Pacific Insurance, $80.000; Merchants' Mutual Insurance, $60,000;
Hibernia Savings and Loan, $65,000; Murphy, Grant & Co.'s four-story iron-fronted brick
block, $170,000; enlargement and improvements Lick House, $175,000;-Dr. Scudder's
church, $64,000; Trinity church, $75,000; St. Joseph's, Catholic, $18,000; Tehema street
school-house, $26,000 ; almsbouse, $00,000; Oriental buildings, $200,000; additions to Occi-
dental Hotel, $125,000; Blanding & Pringle's block, $70,000; Ellis's block, $65,000; Bran-
nan's new building, $60,000; Savings Union building, $50,000; Hay ward's building, corner
California and Leidesdorff, $90,000; Morrow's building, California, near Montgomery,
$50,000; Tucker's building, $45,000.

STREETS AND SEWERS.-The total expenditure in the department of streets and highways
for the year ending June 30, ]867, amounts to $1,009,833 85, viz: For grading 1,191,257
cubic yards, at a cost of $327,333: paving 166,083 square feet cobble-stone and 236,005 square
feet Nicholson, together, $117,594; brick sewers, 21,203 lineal feet, $156,745; planking,
2,571,083 feet, $96,897; sidewalks, 69,925 front feet, $90,154; crosswalks, 6,296 feet, and
curbs, 19,193 feet, together, $47,423; macadamizing, 1,560,119 square feet, $117,272; red-
wood sewers, 12,137 feet, $49,578. The entire cost of street work fro in July 1, 1856, to June
30, 1867, is $5,439,287. The total length of sewers constructed from July 1, 1856, to June
30, 1867, is ] 65,583 lineal feet, or nearly 30 miles of sewerage. The principal improvements
have been the grading of McAlistcr street, from Larkin to Fillmore; Tenth street, from Mar-
ket to Howard; Townsend street, between Third and Fourth; Bran nan street, between
Second and Third; Fillmore street, from Sacramento to Pacific; Clay street, from Jones to
Leavenworth ; O'Farrell street, from Larkin to Polk ; California street, from Polk to Franklin;
Fultou street, from Buchanan to Fillmore; Van Ness avenue, from Bush to Geary; Franklin
street, from Ellis to Turk; Main street, from Mission to Folsom; Fourth street, between

rannan and Townsend ; Taylor street, between Broadway and Vallejo; Spear street, from
Harrison to Folsoin, and Bush street, froonLarkin to Cemetery avenue.

WATER FRONT IMPROVEMENTS.-The work of constructing a seawall for the protection
of the city front and better accommodation of shipping has been commenced during the past
year. It will be 8,336 feet in length when completed. It is estimated to cost $2,462,470, or
$295 37-J per linear foot. It is to be constructed of solid granite, eight feet thick at base and
six feet at top, resting on a broad embankment of rocks and cement.

The new dry dock, nearly completed, at Hunter's Point, about four miles southeast from
Folsorn street wharf, is one of the most important enterprises ever undertaken by private
citizens. This work was commenced in September, 1866, and is expected to be completed
by the close of the.present year. The dimensions of the dock are 465 feet long by 125 feet

Compiled from Langley's City Directory.
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wide on the surface, and 400 feet long by 80 feet wide on the bottom, and of sufficient depth
to permit vessels drawing: <J*J feet of water to float in it. Nearly the whole of this great exca-
vation has been cut out of solid rock. The materials extracted have been sufficient to cover

]U olMrara lots of the adjoining* swamp land to a depth to bring them up to the grade of the
city. The whole front o'f the dock wi 1 be covered with solid blocks of cut granite, 13,000
square yards of which have been brought from the quarries at Rocklin, Sacramento county,
for that purpose. Powerful engines, pumps, and every necessary arrangement for rendering
the works complete have been constructed, the whole cost of which will exceed $1,200,000.

The Merchants' Dry Dock Company have completed a floating apparatus, calculated to
sustain vessels of 1,000 tons burden. This dock cost $60,000.

The Union Lumber Association are constructing a dock near Beale street, which is esti-
mated to cost $150,000. This association has expended $185,000 in the construction
wharves and other improvements on lands adjoining the new wharf of the Pacific Mail Steaui-
ship Company. The improvements made and in progress under the direction of this latter
company have quite changed the topography of the western front of the city. This company
owns the block of overflowed land bounded by First, Second, Townsend, and Brannan streets,
about 12 50-vara lots. They have constructed wharves, which have required ] ,200 piles,
3,000,000 feet of sawed lumber, 35 tons of iron bolts, and 300,000 cubic yards of earth to
complete. They erected a two-story brick warehouse, 195 feet deep by 230 feet wide, cut
down hills and filled up swamps to such an extent that what had been the most useless por-
tion of the city front has become ihe centre of an extensive business. Hundreds of men and
teams are at present engaged cutting clown the hills in the vicinity and filling- up the shallow
bay with the materials, extending the area of the city hundreds of feet over what had been
useless territory. The erection of several large warehouses is contemplated in the vicinity.

MARKETS AND ROLLING MILLS.-The new California Market, extending from California
to Pine streets, was commenced and has been completed during the past year. This is one
of the most useful improvements in the city, being centrally located and most conveniently*
arranged. It is a most substantial structure, with elegant iron fronts on each of these streets,
resting on a solid cut-granite basement. It cost about §^00,000. Another extensive market,.
which cost about $60,000, has been built on Howard street, between Third and Fourth.

Among the new branches of manufacture introduced during the past year the Pacific Roll*
ing Mills holds a prominent position. It is located at Potrero Point, and has been fitted up
with every requisite for manufacturing iron bars and rods of any shape or form, from a £
inch up to 36 inches in diameter, including railroad iron of all descriptions. These works
cost $1,000,000.

REAL ESTATE.-Statistics in the office of the city and county assessor place the value of
our real estate improvements for the past fiscal year at $53,000,000. The number of sales
of property made for the 12 months ending July 31, 1867, was 5,213, at a valuation of

5,333,196. The above figures include only the sales recorded. The prices paid at the
Beidman sale would swell the total to nearly $16,000,000.

EDUCATIONAL FACTS.-There are 34,710-white children under 15 years of age in the city.
Our juvenile population has increased nearly 300 per cent, in seven years. The average
number of pupils belonging to the public schools June 30, 1867, was nearly 11,000. Eight
new school-houses were erected during the year. The disbursements of the school depart-
ment of the public school fund upon the assessment roll of the last fiscal year were $320,958 88

slightly within the receipts. Basing the amount of taxes for the benefit $80,000,000, at
the school tax rate of 35 cents on each $100, the amount raised from this source the present
year will be $280,000; apportionment of the State school fund, $60,000; poll taxes, $2,500 ;
dog tax, $1,000; rent of school property, $600; evening schools, $200. Total revenue for
the present year, $344,300.

The whole number of private educational institutions in San Francisco is about 70, with
an aggregate attendance, including students at the different colleges, of 4,250. Of this num-
ber 12 are under the control of the Catholic denomination, and the regular aggregate attend-
ance upon the same is over 3,400.

There are 21 schools connected with the Protestant Sunday School Union. The average 
_

attendance at these schools is 4,340 ; other Protestant schools, 2,405; Catholic schools, 3,000;
Hebrew, 690. abrew, b90. Total who raceive religious instructions on the Sabbath day in this city,
1J ,035, Libraries--number of volumes Sabbath School Union, 19,927; other Protestant "
schools, 1%2,000; Catholic schools, 6,000. Total number of volumes in Sabbath schools in
this city, (Hebrew not included,) 37,9^7.

NEW MANUFACTURES.-Among the most prominent of the branches of industry put in
operation are the Pacific Woollen Mills, L-cated at the Mission, manufacturing km . * . % -w**ta * , * " «" " _ _ *. ' 

_ - . * | '
t goods or

all descriptions at the rate of >500,C<>0 annually, and employing nearly 4UO pe rsons; the
Golden City Chemical Works, with a capital of s',000,000, an 

" " ' 
' and manufacturing a great

variety of chemicals and medicinal extracts ; the San Francisco Gh uss Works, snatmfaetari*g
both white and colored glassware to the extent of *15U,UUO a year, and the San Francisco
Linseed Oil and Paint Works, with capacity to supply the entire wants o apacity to supply the entire wants of the cou . These-
w rith minor enterprises inaugurated during the same period, have absorbed more than $3,000,000
capital, and will turn out manufactures to half that amount annually. The most prominent
of the enterprises yet unfinished is the Pacific Rolling Mills, which promises to be in sue-

18
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cessful operation within the next twelve months. This establishment is much needed, both
to do away with the importation of a vast amount of manufactured metals and to stimulate
new branches of labor by furnishing supplies of home materials which are required to make
them successful. The large capital of these mills, and their contemplated extensive scope of
manufacture in copper as well as in iron, promise to do more to develop the resources of the
State in these metals than all similar enterprises now in operation combined.

GENERAL MANUFACTURING ITEMS.-The pecuniary results of all the manufacturing inter-
ests in this city for the past year are favorably reported. The sugar and petroleum factories
are alone complained of as being less successful than in former years. The Pioneer and
Mission Woollen Mills manufactured for the year ending June, 1866, goods to the value of
"899,734. The Mission mills alone turned out, with 425 hands, 80,000 pairs of blankets,
125,000 yards of broadcloth and cassimere, 500,000 yards of flannel and cloaking, besides a
quantity of shawls; the whole consuming 2,000,000 of wool. The Pacific Woollen Mills
will make up into knit woollen goods this year 500,000 pounds of fine wool. Mfeyer & Sons'
cotton wadding, batting, and twiue works can turn out 2,000 pounds of wadding and batting
per day. The cotton they use is imported chiefly from Tahiti and Mexican ports. The Pacific
Cordage Factory turned out last year 2,000,000 pounds of cordage. The rope-walk is 1,500
feet long, and the works altogether employ 47 men constantly. The Pioneer Woollen Mills,
during last year, employed 350 hands, and made 30.000 pairs of blankets, 60,000 yards of
broadcloths, tweeds, and cassimeres, and 375,000 yards of flannels, which consumed 1,300,000
pounds of choice wool. A very large portion of the flannels manufactured is made up at
once into shirts, the company employing 60 sewing machines in that and other work con*
nected with their manufactures.

There are three manufactories of acids and other chemicals in the city, which supply the
assay offices and mint on this coast. The Phoenix Oil Works have a refining capacity of 400
gallons per day. Mallou & Co.'s glass-cutting works manufactured to the amount of $6,000
in 1866. The Pacific Saw Works turned out manufactures valued at over $3,000,000. Dana's
neat-foot oil works turned out 33,997 pounds of glue and 5,007 gallons of oil. Cameron,
Whittier & Co. made mirrors to the value of $18,000, Zech made 12 pianos last year, of
an average value of $450, using native ash, laurel, and other domestic woods. John Mayer 

A * ^^^~ ^^^

made two large organs of good quality. The glass manufactures of the year aggregated
$80,000.

There are 11 extensive flour mills in the city, which exported the first eight months of this
year 136,958 barrels of flour via the Isthmus of Panama. Eight mills turned out last year
an aggregate of 247,708 barrels, besides large quantities of other meals. Eight saw-milla
turned out 8,950,000 feet of lumber.

Up to the present time the principal foundries and machine shops located ill this city have
turned out machinery for the propulsion of 1,000 ton vessels, stationery engines, batteries
of heavy guns, the most powerful quartz-crushing machinery, saw and flour mills, and for a
multiplicity of business not needed to mention. With the exception of the raw materials
used for castings and machinery, the foundries of the State have rendered its people inde-
pendent of other countries and given profitable employment, directly and indirectly, to several
thousands of persons. At the present time there are 14 large foundries and machine shops,
sonic of which have no superiors any where in excellence of work and adaptation of materials^^* ^^ __M_ .L .*
to meet the wants of the^people. During the year 1866 these foundries, with some few
smaller ones, employed 1,018 men, using 6,921 tons pig iron, 1,448 tons bar and rod iron,
1,027 tons sheet and boiler iron, and 110 tons rivets. Several of these establishments have
extensive boiler shops connected with them.

The three sugar refineries in this city have a capacity nearly double the local consumption.
One establishment alone has a capacity to refine 120,000 pounds daily. Altogether about 300
men are employed in these refineries. Twenty thousand boxes of maccaroni and paste were
made by one firm last year. Another house made 3,000 gross of yeast powders. About
24,000 brooms were manufactured. Wooden ware and box manufacturing is extensive and
profitable. The new linseed oil works can crush 4,000 pounds seed per week. Two firms
have made 5,000 billiard tables in this city in 16 years. During 1866 they employed 12 men
and made 70 tables, worth $480 each.

The products of several other manufactories may thus be condensed: Ten soap establish-
ments, 2,831,419 pounds; three match factories, 250,000 gross ; five tanneries, 2,400 hides,
615 dozen calf and 5J5 kip skins; hose and belting, 6,000 feet hose, $7,000 worth of belting,
and 400 dozen horse collars; boots and shoes, total manufactures, $750,000, employing about
500 men ; type foundry at the rate of $20,000 per annum ; 24 breweries, of which 17 turned
out 76,602 barrels of beer; furniture establishments employ over 300 men and turned out
about $800,000 worth of furniture; 800 cigar makers, employed by 100 firms, turn out nearly
3,000,000 cigars a month; the clothing manufacturers employ 700 persons and turned out
last year $1,500,000 worth of goods ; 20 firms are engaged in making carriages and wagons.

TRADE FLUCTUATIONS.-A general table of the fluctuations of trade shows that the num-
ber of persons in business in this city has increased from 5,300 in 1862 to 6,942 in 1867.
Only the leading branches of trade are included in this table. Of those in business in 1862
only 3,956 are still found in existing trade circles. The yearly changes among small dealers
will not fall short of 40 per cent, per annum.

I
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MUNICIPAL FINANCES.-The total assessment for 1866-X37 is $96,700,397. Of this valua-
tion $53,485,421 is assigned to real estate, and $43,214,970 to personal property. The total
of State, city, and county taxes is 5 10 on each $100. The amount absolutely collected on
is much less than the aggregate valuations for the last two years. In 1865-'66 it was
$22,730,719 personal against $39,775,500 assessed, and $45,436,924 real estate against
149.138,027 assessed ; in all, *<J8,167,643 collected on against $38,913,527 assessed.

The city expenditures for 1865-'66 were $1,437,281 20, which amount was divided as
follows: Curient expenses, $916,934 45; permanent improvements, $90,99590; interest,
$256,198 38; reduction of debt, $154,055; old claims, $19,097 47. The expenditures for
1866-'67 are thus stated: Current expenses, $939,285 05; permanent improvements,
$188,073 75; interest, $213,353 06; reduction of debt, §354,636 82; old claims, 671,166 66:
total, $1,766,565 34. Increase this year, $329,284 14.

The total revenue for I865-'66 was $1,644,408 06. That for 1866-'67 was $1,641,753 96,
showing-an increase of $217,345 90. The revenue is derived this year as follows: Taxes,
$1,482.476 31; Siate and county licenses, $90.901 50 ; municipal licenses, $31,762 50; sale
of bonds, $125,965 38; other sources, -107,647 97.

The bonded debt aggregates $4,748,667, bearing interest at from 6 to 10 per cent. The
annual sinking fund is about $198,500. The bonds in aid of the Pacific railroad alone
amount to $650,000, bearing 7 per cent, interest.

CLIMATE OF CALIFORNIA.-The following interesting and instructive obser-
vations on the climate of California are from the proof-sheets of a forthcoming

on the Pacific Coast, by Mr. T. F. Cronise, soon to be issued by M
H. H. Bancroft & Co., of San Francisco: * .

THE VARIETY OF CLIMATE.-There are essentially two climates in California, the land
climate and the sea climate. The latter derives its low temperature from the ocean, the water
of which along the coast stands at from 52° to 45° all the year round. The evenness of the
ocean temperature is owing to a steady current from the north, which is accompanied also
by winds in the same direction during the entire summer season, or rather from April to
October, inclusive. Almost daily during this period a deluge of cold, damp air, of the same
temperature as the ocean over which it has passed, is poured upon the land. It is mostly
laden with mist, in dense clouds, which it deposits at the foot hills and on the slopes of the
highlands, or carries a short distance into the interior, wherever there is a break in the laud
wall.

The land climate is as nearly as possible the opposite in eveiy respect. In summer and V A i A V 1
atuumn it is hot and dry. It undergoes various modifications from the configuration of the " » -» _ ^ - fc mm -^
surface of the earth. Even the mountains, which retain the snow till a late period, present
a high temperature in the middle of the day, -and the presence of the snow on their summits
in June is owing to the great mass which has accumulated on them rather than to cold
weather.

A large district of territory lies between the jurisdiction of the two climates, and subject to
their joint influence. It is composed chiefly of valleys surrounding the bay of San Francisco,
and penetrating into the interior in every direction. There is no climate in the world more
delightful than these valleys enjoy, and no territory more productive. While the ocean
prevents the contiguous land from being scorched in summer, it also prevents it from
frozen in winter. Hence ice and snow are not common in the ocean climate. The difference

in temperature is comparatively slight between winter and summer.
The cold of winter in the interior is not intense, even on mountain elevations, with the
ce )tion of the tier of counties in the extreme north. Its degree depends much, however,

on tfie altitude of the locality. The severity of winter is due, not to extreme cold in any part
of California, but to violent and prolonged snow-storms in one section, and cold and prolonged
rains in the others.

It is interesting to cu<t the eye over the map of the State, and trace out climatic modifica-
tions as governed by topography. First, look at the long range of coast, the slope of which, as

as

of climates. It is a narrow strip of territory, the only part of the State preserved from dessica-
tion |i summer by daily showers of mist, and therefore admirably adapted to dairy purposes.
Then survey the couuties bordering on the great bay, Sonoma, Napa,Solano, Contra Costa,
Alameda, Santa Clara, and San Mateo, borrowing one-half their climate from the ocean, and
the other half from the interior; inexhaustible in agricultural resources, and forming the
granary of the Pacific. The Pajaro and some other valleys further south, to which the sea
winds gain access, belong to the same system, and those also of the Sacramento and San
Joaquin, although in a lesser degree, being further removed from the ocean. Then regard
the mountain range, with its countless little valleys, buried up with snow in winter, bursting
forth into a paradise with the spring, and converted into furnaces by the summer's sun, and
yet luxuriant with all kinds of delicious fruits. In this section are concentrated the mining
interests. Finally, view the southern section, embracing one-fourth of the State, removed
alike from both extremes, which operate in the north, controlled neither by mountain nor
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ocean, and enjoying the most genial temperature-a section of country wanting only in tli
certainty of winter rains to make it an Eden.

CLIMATE OF SAN FRANCISCO.-The record of the climate of San Francisco, as kept by
Mr. Henry Gibbons, extending from the autumn of 1850 to January, 1868, a period of 17 years,
shows the coldest weather during that time to have occurred in January, 1854, when the
mercury fell as low as 25°. The coldest noonday for the same period was 37°. Persons
who do not rise early may see no ice in that city for several years in succession. When it
is cold enough to preserve ice in the shade all day, the circumstance is noted as a phenomenon.
It is not uncommon for the entire winter to pass away without bringing the thermometer down
so low as the point of freezing. In the year 1853, it fell at no time lower than 40°, or 8°
above the freezing point.

The extreme of beat in the same period occurred on September 10 and 11,1852, when the
thermometer reached 97° and 98° on the two days respectively. This, however, was entirely
exceptional, and might not again occur in half a century. The air was dry as a sirocco, and
had a curious effect on the wood-work of houses, causing a constant crackling noise, from
the shrinking of the timber and the plaster breaking on the wooden partitions. In a locality
somewhat exposed to reflected heat from the sun, and where the temperature was 100C, a
thermometer with a wet bulb fell to 68°, the evaporation reducing it 32°.

With the exception just noted, the hottest day in the 17 years was on the 6th of July, 1867,
when the thermometer stood at 93°. In October, 1854, and in September, 1865, it reached
91°; and in July, 1855, it rose once to 90°. Thus, it appears there were but six days in 17
years when the temperature was as high as 90°, and only two of these six days were in the
summer months.

The absence of warm weather in the summer months is characteristic of the coast climate,
and strikes a stranger forcibly. The most ordinary programme of this climate for the year
is as follows, beginning with the rainy season: The first decided rains are in November or
December, when the country, after having been parched with drought, puts on the garb of
spring. In January the rains abate, and vegetation advances slowly, with occasional slight
frosts. February is spring like, with but little rain. March and April are pleasant and
showery, with an occasional hot day. In May the sea breeze begins, but does not give much
annoyance. In June, just as warm weather is about to set in, the sea breeze comes daily,
and keeps down the temperature. It continues through July and August, occasionally
holding up for a day or two, and permitting the sun to heat the air to the sweating point.
In September the sea wind moderates, and there is a slight taste of summer, which is pro-
longed into the next month. The pleasant weather often lingers in the lap of winter, and is
interrupted only by the rains of November or December.

By running the eye over the following table, a general idea can be gained of the coast
climate as regards temperature. The first column represents the average temperature of
each month at sunrise, for 17 years ; the second at noon, and the third is the mean of the other
two:
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Observe in the table the regular increase from January to September, and the rapid decrease
from October to December; nine months of increase and two of decrease. Notice, also, the
uniform increase of the night temperature as represented in the first column, and the irregu-
larity in the noonday increase, the sea-breeze arresting it in May, and the sun giving it an
upward impulse in June, before the sea wind has gained undisputed control.

MEAN ANNUAL TEMPERATURE.-The mean annual temperature at San P Francisco is 50.6,
which may bo set down as the mean of the coast and bay climate. As we recede from the
ocean, the days are warmer and the nights colder, the sun. being the great disturber of
temperature, and the ocean the great equalizer. But the increase of the day corresponds so
nearly with the diminution of the high temperature, that the mean varies but little within
the range of the sea breeze.

Washington and Richmond, nearly in the same latitude as San Francisco, have a mean
of 54 or 54£, two degrees colder than the latter. This appears, at first sight, to be a small
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difference ; bnt its value is made evident by reflecting that it is a difference for every day in
the year - each day of the year in !$an Francisco, from January to December, having an
average of two degrees higher than the corresponding day on the Atlantic border. Cold as
our summers are in proportion to those in the east, it appears that the winters are warmer,
in still greater proportion.

In the Atlantic States the mean annual temperature diminishes in going northward about
one degree for every degree of latitude. This is the general rule in all climates. But the
climate of California presents an extraordinary anomaly in this respect. Along the coast,
from the mouth of the Columbia river to Monterey, a range of nine degrees of latitude, the
mean temperature varies but little - not more than three or four degrees at most; and even
this difference does not correspond exactly with the difference of latitude. On the other
hand, the interior climate varies indefinitely, every valley having a climate of its own. The
summers, however, are generally hotter in the north. One might start from Los Angeles,
near the south line of the State, in summer, and travel northward, inland, *500 or 600 miles,
and find it growing hotter every day; and he might go in a southeasterly course less than
half that distance, and arriving at Fort Yuma, on the Colorado, he would find one of the
hottest places in the world.

The sudden fluctuations of temperature, incident to the climate of the Atlantic States, are
unknown in California. We have none of those angry outbreaks from the northwest, which
change summer to winter in a few hours. The sea breeze is chilling enough, especially
when it comes in suddenly to reassert its sway, after one of the occasional warm days of sum-
mer. But the sea breeze can never bring the thermometer down below 52°.

In the summer months there is scarcely any fall of temperature through the night in the
coast climate. The early morning is sometimes clear, sometimes cloudy, but always calm.
A windy morning in summer is u common at San Francisco. A few hours after sunrise the
clouds break away and vanish, and the sun shines forth cheerfully and delightfully; not a
breath of air stirring. Towards noon, or a little after, the sea breeze sets in, and the weather
is completely changed. From 65° degrees the mercury drops to 53° or 54° long before sun-
set, and at that point it remains almost motionless till the next morning. This is the order
of things in three days out of four in June, July, and August.

In the climate of the coast the nights are never uncomfortably warm. The extreme heat
at 10 p. m. at San Francisco, for 17 years, was 75°. The thermometer reached this point on
three different nights; on two nights it reached 75°, on four nights 73°, on two nights 72°,
and on five nights 70°-making only J6 evenings in 17 years when it was warm enough at
bed-time to sit out of doors with thin clothing. The warmest morning in 17 years was 69°.
These facts have special interest in relation to sleep.

Though the nights in the interior are not so uniformly cool, yet there are few localities,
even in the valleys, where they are too warm for sleeping, even though the day temperature
may have reached 100°. This is a remarkable feature of the climate of the Pacific States,
and it has an important bearing on the health, vigor, and character of the population.

In the southeastern corner of the State is a section having a climate of its own. It is
known as the Colorado desert, and is comparatively barrren of vegetation, owing to the
small quantity of rain which falls there. The mean temperature of Fort Yuma, though not
exactly in the desert, is, in the month of July, upwards of 100° at noon, and 90° at 9 p. m.
In contrast with this, is the winter climate of Yreka, near the extreme northwest corner of
the State, and representing a small alpine section bordering on Oregon. During the stormy
weather of January, 1868, when the thermometer at Marysville and other localities in the
north wove telegraphed as ranging from 25° to 35°, at 8 a. m., the despatches from Yreka
placed it below zero day after day, and sometimes 10° or 12° below.

We will conclude the subject of temperature with a table, representing the mean of the
several seasons at a number of prominent points in California, and also further northward.
The first column gives the temperature of the spring months, March, April, and May; and
so on, the other seasons are arranged. The last column is the mean annual temperature.

Localities. Spring Summer, Autumn Winter. Year.

San Francisco 
Sacramento 
Benicia 
Monterey* 
San Diego 
Fort Yuma 
Humboldt Bay* 
Port Orford 
Dalles, Oregon 
Astoiiii 
Fort Steilaconm, W. T 

56.5 60.0 59.0 51.0 56.6
56.0 6.59 61.0 46.5 58.0
56.5 67.0 60.5 49.0 58.0
54.0 59.0 57.0 51.0 55.5
60.0 71.0 64.5 52.5 62.0
72.0 90.0 75.5 57.0 73.5
52.0 57.5 r»3. o 43.5 51.5
52.0 60.0 55.0 47.5 53.5
53.0 70.5 52.0 35.5 53.0
51.0 1.5 t.O 42.5 .VJ. 0
49.0 63.0 51.5 39.5 51.0

gures for these
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There is this difference between the summer in the interior of California and the Atlantic
States, that in the former it is unbroken by the showers and storms which in other regions
temper the heat and give variety to the climate. From the beginning of June until Novem-
ber the sky is mostly unclouded, and the sun shines out brightly the whole day.

THE ANNUAL RAINS.-In the entire absence of rain during one portion of the year, and
its restriction to another portion, California has but one climate. There is this difference,
however, between one part and another, that the rain commences sooner and continues later
in the north, and that both the quantity of the rain and the duration of the rainy season
diminish on approaching the southern part of the State, or rather on receding from the moun-
tainous section. The rain year of California does not conform to the calendar year, but
extends from summer to summer, embracing the latter part of one year and the former part
of the year ensuing. The natural division is in July or August-say the first of August.
The calendar year fails to represent properly either a dry winter or a rainy one. Thus, the
smallest quantity of rain in any one of the 17 calendar years was 10-50 inches, in 1865, while
the climatic year 1850-'51 had but 7.12 inches, and 1863-'64, 8.49. On the other hand, the
calendar year 1865 had but 10.50 inches, or half the average supply, from which it would be
inferred that one, at least, of the two seasons in ^vhich it enters was dry; whereas, by refer-
ence to the table, it appears that both of these seasons had the full supply, being, a fraction
over 21 inches. It so transpired that the rain of one season was mainly in the latter part of
1864, and that of the latter season in the early part of 1866, leaving the intervening calendar
year deficient.

In seasons of scanty rains the deficiency is not confined to certain districts, as in the
Atlantic States, but it is general. The annual supply, however, varies greatly in different
sections. Taking the gauge at San Francisco as a basis, very nearly the same quantity falls
in the valleys surrounding the bay, and also in the Sacramento valley as far north as the
capital. Speaking more precisely, the quantity in Sonoma and Napa counties is greater, and
in Santa Clara, south of the bay, rather less, than at San Francisco. Proceeding southward,
it diminishes rapidly, the rain-lull at Los Angeles and San Diego being only one-half that of
the bay. In the north and northeast, among the Sierras, it is generally much greater, being
three or four times as much in some localities.

In San Francisco [according to a table which we cannot conveniently reproduce] the rains
of each month, during a period of 17 years, averaged as follows, in inches and fractions of
inches: January, 4.51; February, 3.08; March, 2.76; April, 1.74; May, .82; June, .05;
July, .02; August, .OJ ; September, .09; October, .57; November, 2.74; December, 5.37.

The greatest quantity of rain for any one month, as the table shows, was 18.14 inches, in
January, 1862-a winter memorable on account of destructive floods on the Pacific slope.
The greatest quantity in any one month in eastern Pennsylvania, during a period of 30 years,
was 13 inches; and this was in one of the summer months. So much as this never falls in
a winter month in the Atlantic States. For one season of excessive drought there have been
two of excessive rain. No two seasons in succession have given as much rain as 1866-'67
and 1867-'68.

The rains of each season are exhibited in the following table, in juxtaposition with the
rains of each year:
Season. Rain. Year. Rain.*

1850-'51 .11.12 1851 15.12
1851-'52 ..18.00
1852-'53 33. 46 

1852 
1853 

25.60 
19.03

1853-'54 .22.80 1854 22.12
1851-'55 24.10 1855 27.80
1855-'56 21.13 1856 22.01
T856-'57 19.90 1857 '...20.55
1857-'58 19.05 1858 ' 19.65
1858-'59 19.76 1859 18.03
1859-'60 17.10 1860 15.15
1860-'6l 14.54 1861 ........................................... 18.43
1661-'62 38.04 1862 .......... " ................................. 31.05
1862-'63 15.19 1863 ........................................... 16.63
1863-'64 8.49 1864 ........................................... 13.05
1864-'65 21.30 1865 ........................................... 10.30
18 65-'66 21.19 1866 ....................................... .....32.98
1866-'67 32.22 1867 ........................................... 33.00

Mean 20.79 Mean

It appears that December is the month of greatest rain. The rainy tendency reaches its
climax about Christmas, and then diminishes gradually until .the termination of the season
of rain, towards the latter end of May. June, July, August, and September are dry, with
exceptions so light as scarcely to deserve notice, only 2.50 inches having fallen in these four
months collectively in 17 years.

In almost every winter there are two rainy periods, with a drier period interposed, showing
an analogy to the earlier and later rains of Palestine and other oriental countries. The month
of February is the most frequent representative of the dry period; but the spring rains,
which sometimes commence in this month, and other heavy rains which occasionally fall,
swell the aggregate so as to prevent the exhibition of a deficiency in the table.
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In speaking of the "rainy season," strangers will not infer that rain is perpetual, or nearly
�, n _, time. The term is employed only to contrast with the dry season, and it so, during that
implies the possibility rather than the actual occurrence of rain. In more than half the winter. ̂  *^ * -t . * " " /* * i «* * . % /*
there is not m �
rain much very pleasant weather is interspersed. If the winter be not extraordinary, it is
generally regarded as the most pleasant season in the year. In the intervals of rain it is

bt, sunny, and calm. It is spring- rather than winter. The grass starts as soon as the
soil is wet. At Christinas nature wears her green uniform almost throughout the entire State,
and in February and March it is set with floral jewels. The blossoms increase in variety
and profusion until April, when they are so abundant in many places as to show distinctly
the yellow carpeting on hills live miles distant.

There is great irregularity in the time of the commencement of the rainy season. It never
sets in before November, and sometimes not till the latter part of December. In the northern
section the rains commence earlier than at San Francisco, and in the southern section later.
The spring rains, which are of immense importance to agriculture, rarely fail. March is one
of the surest months in this respect. April often gives a copious supply. There is a remarka-

rw

apt to continue every day for one or two weeks, and then an interval may ensue without a
drop for several weeks.

The rains of California are tropical in one respect, being showery, and not often regularly
continuous for many hours. The monotony of an easterly storm, such as the Atlantic climate
furnishes, is almost unknown here. The sun breaks forth frequently in the midst of a shower,
and directly the sky is almost clear. Presently, when it is least expected, the rain is heard
on the roof with the suddenness of a shower-bath.

The night is more favorable to rain than the day. No matter how dense the clouds, how
fair the wind, how resolute the barometer in its promise of falling weather, the sun rarely
fails to break up the arrangement before noon, and to tumble the clouds into contused masses
or dissipate them altogether. But before night, or during the night, the clouds resume their
function.

The pre vailing direction of the cloud-current is from south to west, and the cloud supply-
in the ra iin is mostly of the cumulo-stratus or nimbus form, and quite low in the sky.
What is singular, the rain begins most frequently to the northward, although the cloud comes
from the south. The horizon in the south may be entirely clear under these circumstances,
the cloud forming ill view, and growing denser and denser in its northward travel, until it
precipitates the rain.

4. « .

n yeai hV i C^ pu
their latitude, beginning with Fort Yurna and San Diego, which aro about on the same
parallel:

Fort Yuma 

San Diego 
Monterey 

Term. Localities. cart.

Four years. 3.24
- Three years. 10.43

Four years. 12.20
Stockton Four years. 15.10
San Francisco Seventeen years. 20. 79
Benicia Eight years. 22.86tr
Sacramento 
Placerville 
Placerville 
South Yuba 
South Yuba 

Red Dog, Nevada county 
Fort Jones 

Hoopa valley, Klamath county 
Port Orford 

Astoria, Oregon 
Dalles, Oregon 

1866-'67. 

Twelve years ] 8.23
86.00

86 26.00
109.00

81.56

Three years. (>4.00
Three years. 1(5.77

129. 15

Four years. 71.63
One and a half year. ><>. 35
Two years. 14. :>2

Fort Steilacoom, Washington Territory Five years. 61.75

A comparison with the Atlantic slope presents a striking contrast. The smallest amount
of rain that falls in one year, in any locality on the eastern side, say 20 inches, is at least
equal to the average annual supply in the great grain-growing valleys of California; while,
on the other hand, no locality on the eastern side, until you reach the tropical latitude of
Florida, approaches the maximum of the Pacific slope. Thus California, with a range of 10
degrees of latitude, has a minimum of :t£ inches at Fort Yuma, with a maximum exceeding
100inches on the Sierras; while the Atlantic slope, with upwards of 20 degrees of latitude,
and an expanse of territory vastly greater, with mountainous elevations of considerable
height, presents a rr. iiiiruum of 20 inches with the same maximum as California.
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^^^^ To make the contrast more striking it may be added that the annual supply of rain has a
greater range in California, in a distance of 50 miles from Sacramento City, than on the
Atlantic slope, from Maine to Florida. Two or three times as much rain may fall in a single
night in the mountains of California as in the entire year in the southeastern corner of the
State.

The enormous quantity of 129 inches, at Hoopa valley, is stated on the authority of Dr.
Kirkpatrick, of the United States army. In general, such extreme results are to be accepted
with caution. The gauge may not have been fairly exposed, or it may have been wrongly
graduated. But Dr. Kirkpatrick gives, in detail, the supply for each of three months, which
seems to confirm his report: November, 44.10 inches; December, 23.79 inches; January,
30.95 inches. An observer on the South Yuba, Nevada county, reports 41.95 inches as fall-
ing there in the month of December, 1867. Instead of being surprised at the floods in the
Sacramento valley, we may wonder what becomes of so much water.

It is worthy of note that Hoopa valley is but about 40 miles west of Fort Jones, where
the annual supply is set down as 16.77 inches. Both places are on the northern border of
the State, among the Coast mountains, and remote from the ocean.

n reference to the climate of California and its effect upon diseases of the lungs,
in Blodget says :

In California the proportion of cases of this class has been given imperfectly for two prints,
on the authority of Dr. Hatch. Three years at Sacramento, which would represent the
average of Upper California quite correctly, give 113 deaths in a total of 1,251, or 90.03 per
1,000, but of this he remarks : " Certain it is, however, that few of the cases of consumptive
diseases hitherto met with in the valley have originated here. In most if not all the instances
the disease has been implanted before reaching the country, and the most that can be said is,
that it has not been benefited by the change. Of admissions to the city hospital, San Fran-
cisco, for nearly two years, August 7, 1851, to July 1, 1853, there were 84 in a total of 1,870
belonging to the respiratory class. Of these but 11 were of consumption - 45 per 1,000 of
all, and 5, 8 1,000 of consumption. It is believed that the cases of all diseases of this class
originating in California will not reach four per cent, on the number of deaths, and will thus
stand at less than one-third of the number of the eastern States. (Climatology of the United

)

PRINCIPAL ROUTES THROUGH CALIFORNIA
X

Tables of distances if ares, and freights.*

STEAM NAVIGATION-INLAND SERVICE.

San Francisco to Sacramento, 125 miles.-Steamer Chrysopolis, 1,300 tons, and steamer
Yosemite, 1,100 tons, daily, at 4 p. m.; returning, leave Sacramento at 2 p. m. Through
fare, $4 and $5; to Benicia, $2; to Rio Vista, $3. Through freight, $3 per ton.

San Francisco to Stockton, 127 miles.-Steamer Julia, 600 tons, and steamer Cornelia, 600
tons, daily, at 4 p. m.; returning, leave Stockton at 4 p. m. Fare, $4 and $5. Freight,

50 and $3 per ton.
Sacramento to Marysville, 45 miles.-Steamers Flora and Governor Dana, daily, at 7 a.m.;

returning, leave Marysville at 7 a. m. Fare, $4. Freight, $5 per ton.
Sacramento to Red Bluff, 105 miles.-Steamers Gem and Lark, every Saturday morning.

Fare, $10. Freight, $17 per ton.
San Francisco to Napa, 47 miles, via Vallejo and Mare Island.-Steamer Amelia, summer,

daily, at 9 a. m.; winter, Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday, at 10 a. m. Fare to Napa, $3;
to Vallejo and Mare Island, $2. Freight, $2 50 per ton; grain from Vallejo, $1 per ton.

Saw Francisco to Suisun, 40 miles, via Benicia.-Steamer Paul Pry, Tuesday, Thursday,
and Saturday. Fare, $3 ; to Benicia,

Compiled from Holdredge's " Guide-book of the Pacific," and other authorities.
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Tables of distances, fares, and freights-Continued.

CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILROAD. SAN FRANCISCO AND SAN JOSE RAILROAD.

o o

Sacramento 
Arcade 

Antelope 
Junction. - - 
Rocklin - - 
Pino 
Newcastle 
Auburn 

Clipper Gap 
Golf ax 
Cisco 

05 
a OCC

QC CO
Stations,

02 "=.1 CO

3 70 1 05 20
1 50 2 25 25
1 80 2 70 35
2 20 3 30 50
2 50 3 75 60
3 10 4 65 70
3 60 5 40 $0 40 75
4 30 6 45 45 90
5 50 8 25 

Sau Francisco 
Mission 
Brannan's 
Bernal 

San Miguel 
School House 
12-Mile Farm 
San Bruno 
17-Mile House 
San Mateo 
Belmont 

Redwood City 
Menlo Park 

Mayfield 
Mountain View 

Santa Clara 
San Jose 

o o 

Stations.

50 1 00
05 1 25
75 1 50

1 70
1 80

1 05 2 10
Lawrence's , J 15 2 25

1 25 2 40
1 25 2 50

SACRAMENTO TO STOCKTON

Buckner's 
Hicksville 

Liberty 
Woodbridge 
Stockton 

Distance. Stations. . Fare. Freight

14 00
22 3 00
29 3 50
35 4 00
50 5 00

Steamers run at irregular intervals between Sacramento and Stockton, carrying freight
only.

SACRAMENTO TO NAPA.

Solano House 

Silvey ville 
Vacaville 
Suisun 
Rockville 
Suscol 

Napa 

Distance. Stations. Fare, Freight.

17 Through freight, 5 cents per
25 pound.
35 00
47
51
61
65 4 00

Connect at Suisun with stages for Benicia, and at Napa withHealdsburg with stages, an
line for St. Helena and Calistoga. * /» . « IT 1 1 y t 1*
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Tables of distances, fares, and freights-Continued
SACRAMENTO TO KNIGHT'S LANDING.

Woodland 
Cucheville 

Knight's Landing 

Fare. Stations. Distance. Freight.

20 I 50 Through by team, 25 cents per
25 2 00 cwt.
35 3 00

The Buckeye and Cache Creek mail branches off at Woodland

STOCKTON TO CAMPO SECO.

Stations. Distance. Fare. Freight.

Waterloo 
Locust Shade 
Lockeford 
Poland's 
Camanche 

Poverty Bar 
Campo Seco 

8 1 00 Through freight, 4 cents per
14 1 50 pound.
18 2 00
20 2 00
28 3 00
30 3 00
38 4 00

Connect at Campo Seco with stages for lone City, via Winter's Bar, Lancha Plana, and
Buena Vista. Distance, fifteen miles ; fare, $2.

STOCKTON TO COPPEROPOLIS.

Twelve-Mile House 

Farmington 
Rock Creek 
Shafer's 

Telegraph City 
Copperopolis 

Distance Stations Fare. Freight.
u "

12 2 00 Stage, 4 cts. per pound; team,
16 2 50 "j- cent to Telegraph City;
21 3 00 stage, 4 cents per pound;
28 4 00 team, "$ cent to Stockton.
29 4 00
36 5 00

STOCKTON TO SAN ANDREAS.

Fifteen-Mile House 
Gorham 

Spring Valley 
San-Andreas 

Distance. Stations Fare. Freight.

15 2 00 Through by express, 10 cents
per pound; team, 1 cent per

37 so pound.
45 5 00

Connect with stage at Mokelumne Hill,
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Tables of distances, fares, and freights-Continued
MARYSVILLE TO LA PORTE.

Forbestown 

Clipper Mills 
Strawberry Valley 
Eagleville 
La Porte 

Distance. Stations. Fare. Freight.

Oroville, via North rn 28 00
48 By team, $15 per ton
56
60
62
74 10 00

Connect at La Porte with stages for Gibsonville.
Clipper Mills is situated near the eastern edge of Butte county, within one quarter of a

mile of the Yuba county line, and in one of the best surgar-pine sections of the State,
from which large quantities of clear lumber are made for the San Francisco market.

MARYSVILLE TO FORBESTOWN.

Sewalls - -.". 

Bangor 
Miller's Ranch 
Brownsville 
Forbestown 

Distance Stations Fare. Freight

12 50
20 2 50
24 3 00
32 4 00
37 5 00

Connect at Forbestown with stages for La Porte.

MARYSVILLE TO DOWNIEVILLE

Brown's Valley ..._ 
Foster's Bar 

Camptonville 
Goodyear's Bar 
Downieville ^ 

Distance. Stations. Fare. Freight

12 $1 00 Express, 2 cents per pound
36

41 5 00 6 cents per pound.
57 9 00 9 cents per pound.
62 30 00 10 cents per pouncj.

MARYSVILLE TO NORTH SAN JUAN.

Empire Ranch .�. _. 
French Coral 
Birchville 
Sweetland 
North San Juan 

Distance. Stations. Fare. Freight.

16 2 00 By express, in summer, § to
30 3 00 cent per pound; in winter,
32 3 50 1 to If cents per pound.
34 4 00
37 5 00

Freight from Lincoln, 35 an to 1 cent per
pound; in winter, ce

Connect at North San Juan with North Bloomfield, Forest City, and Nevada stages.
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Tables of distances, fares, ond freights-Continued
OAKLAND TO SOMERVILLE.

*Walnut Creek 
tPacheco ..� 

Clayton 
Carbondale 

tSomerville 

Distance. Stations. Fare. Freight.

Lafayette _.. 12 1 00
16 I 50
21 2 00
30 2 50 1
33 2 75
35 3 00

* Connect with Danville stages t Connect with Martinez stages. I Connect with Antioch stages,

WALNUT CREEK TO DANVILLE

Alamo 
Danville 

Distance. Stations. Fare. Freight.

3 50
7 75

ANTIOCH TO SOMEKSVILLE

Somersville 

Distance. Stations. Fare. Freight

6 50 per ton

Connect at Antioch with Stockton boats.

OAKLAND TO SAN

Stations. Distance. Fare. Freight.

San Antonio 
San Leandro 
San Lorenzo 
Alvarado , 
Centreville 
Mission 

Warm Springs , 

3 ) 50 1 cent per pound.
9 75 1 cent per pound.

12 1 00 1 cent per pound.
17 1 00 1 cent per pound.
21 2 00 2 cents per pound.
26 2 00 2 cents per pound.
30 2 00 2 cents per pound.

San Jos6 , 42 2 50 cents per pound

SAN JOSfe TO ALMADEN MINES

Mines 

Distance. Stations Fare. Freight

12 1 00
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Tables of distances, fares, and freights-Continued

SAN JOS& TO LOS ANGELES.

Foxen's 
Santa Juez 
Santa Barbara 
San Buenaventura 
Las Posio 
Mountain Station 
Lone Station 

Los Angeles 

Distance. Stations. Fare. Freight.

Natividad 
urns s 

Salinas 
Cock's 
Jolone -- 
Plieto 

Hot Springs - 
San Luis Obispo - 

52 50 cents per pound.
62 6 00 6 cents per pound.
82 8 00 8 cents per pound.

108 11 00 11 cents per pound.
120 12 00 12 cents per pound.
132 14 00 14 cents per pound.
166 16 00 16 cents per pound.
J90 18 00 18 cents per pound.
240 19 00 19 cents per pound.
265 20 00 20 cents per pound.
310 20 00 20 cents per pound.
342 23 00 23 cents per pound.
362 25 00 25 cents per pound.
382 26 00 26 cents per pound.
402 27 00 27 cents per pound.
418 28 00 28 cents per pound.

Connect with stages for San Pedro, San Diego, San Bernardino, and Clear Lake

SAN JOSE TO SOUTH SAN JUAN.

Fifteen-Mile House 

Twenty-one-Mile House 
Burnett's 

Gilroy 
San Juan � 

Distance. Stations. Fare. Freight.

15 00 1 cent per pound.
21 1 50 cent per pound

30 2 00 2 cents per pound.
42 3 00 3 cents per pound.

Connect at San Juan with stages for Watsonville, Salinas, and Monterey

SAN JOSfc TO VISALIA.

Stations. Fare. Freight.

Hallenbeck's 
San Luis 
Lone Willow 

Temple's 
Firebaum's 

Fresno City 
Elk Horn 

King's River .... 
Cross Creek 
Visalia 

Distance. 

50 S5 00 5 cents per pound.
66 7 00 7 cents per pound.
84 9 00 9 cents per pound.
98 11 00 11 cents per pound.

110 14 00 14 cents per pound.
128 17 00 17 cents per pound.
150 20 00 20 cents per pound.
168 21 00 21 cents per pound.
180 23 00 23 cents per pound.
192 25 00 25 cents per pound-

Connect with 10.30 a. m. train from San Francisco. Semi-weekly in winter; through
three days.
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Tables of distances, fares, and freights-Continued
. SAN JOSfc TO LEXINGTON.

Lexington 

Distance. Station. Fare. Freight

1 00 50 cents per 100 pounds

PETALUMA TO BODEGA.

Stations Distance. Fare Freight.

Stony Point 
Sebastopol -.- 

Express £ cent per pound.
2 00 Express 1 cent per pound.

Bodega � ~ -.. 2 50 Express 1 cent per pound.

Connect at Petaluma with boats for San Francisco, and stages for Cloverdale and Mendo-
cmo.

PETALUMA TO CLOVERDALE.

Santa Rosa 
Mark West 
Windsor 

Heardsburg 
Gey serville 
Cloverdale 

Distance. Stations. Fare. Freight.

16 1 50 cent per pound.
22 2 00 1 cent per pound.
26 2 25 cent per pound.
32 3 00 Team, 50 cents per 100 pounds.
39 3 50 If cent per pound.
49 4 50 2 cents per pound.

Connect at Heardsburg with stages for Skaggs's and the Geyser Springs.
Connect at Cloverdale with stages for Big River and Ukiah, and Long Valley

4
PETALUMA TO DUNCAN'S MILL

Stations. Distance. Fare. Freight

Two Rock Valley 
Bloomfield 

Valley Ford 
Bodega Corners. 

8 1 00 cent per pound
14 1 50 cent per pound
18 2 00 cent per pound
22 2 50 J cent per pound

Bodega Day 
Duncan's Point. . 

27 3 00. 1 cent per pound
31 3 50 1 cent per pound

Duncan's Mill..... 36 4 OQ 1 cent per pound

SUISUN TO KNOXVILLE.

Gordon Valley 
Big Canon 
Berreyesa Valley 
Sulphur Spring House 
Knoxville 

Distance. Stations. Fare Freight.

25 2 50
30 3 00
44 4 00

50 5 00 1 cent per pound.
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Tables of distances, fares, and freights-Continued.

NAP A TO UPPER LAKE.

Stations. Distance. Fare. Freight

Upper Lake 

9 Sebastopol 
St. Helena.. 

Calistoga 
Lower Lake 

Kelsey Creek 
Lakeport ,.-" 

$0 50
20 1 00
27 2 00
62 7 00
72 7 50
-7 8 5

101 10 00

Connect at Xapa with Sacramento stages and boats for San Francisco.

LOS ANGELES TO SAX DIEGO.

Stations Distance Fare. Freight

Anaheim - 

San Juan Capistrano 
San Luis Key - 
San Diego.... 

30 83 00
60 6 00
93 8 00

130 12 00

LOS ANGELES TO SAN BERNARDINO.

El Monte 

Mud Springs.-. 
Sosamongo 
San Bernardino 

Distance. Stations. Fare. Freight.

14 81 00
30 2 50

4 00

65 5 00 cents per pound.

Connect with Los Angeles and San Jose stages, and Los Angeles and Cleveland stages

LOS ANGELES TO SAN PEDRO.

Stations. Dist ance. Fare. Freight.

Sausee 7 SO 25
Los Cuervos 11 0 25
Wilmington 22 0 50
San Pedro 26 0 50
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Table of distances from Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands, and from San Francisco,
California, to various ports of the Pacific and the world ; prepared by J".
H. Riley, Bureau of Statistics, Treasury Department, and verified by J. E.
Hilgard, esq., United States Coast Survey Office, to accompany statistical
report on the Sandwich Islands.

Shortest dis- Shortest sail-

Honolulu 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do.. 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 

. Do 
Do i 
Do 
Do 

San Francisco 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do. 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 

Aspinwall 
Panama 

Do 
Do 

To From
tances. ing routes.

Naufl miles Naut'l miles.

New York, via Cape Horn 
New York, via Panama 
Panama, New Granada 
Callao, Peru 
Valparaiso, Chili 
Acapulco, Mexico 
"azatlan, Mexico 
Guaymas, Mexico 
Cape San Lucas, Mexico 
San Diego, California 
San Francisco, California 
Portland, Oregon. 
Victoria, Victoria Island 
New Westminster, British Columbia. 1 

14,376
4,320 6,587
4,560 4,560
5,172 5,364
5,928 5,990
3,282 3,282
2,856 2,856
2,580 3,012
2,658 2,658
2,262 2,262
2,080 2,080
2,256 2,330
2,310 2,330
2,358 2,410

New Archangel, (Sitka IsFd,) Alaska. 2,370 2,370
Yokohama, Japan 
Canton, China - - 

3,354 3,475
4,848 5, 017

s 

Honolulu... 

Wft/ a/7 4,405 4,820
Melbourne, Victoria 4,810 5,280

4,460 5,580
Shanghai, via Honolulu 
Hong Kong, via Honolulu 

H 

5,328 6,740
6,012 7,000
6,456 6,700

H 6,860 7,160
Calcutta, via Honolulu 
New York, via Cape Horn 
New York, via Panama ..J.. 

6,810 11,380
14,000

5,287
Panama 
Callao 

Valparaiso... 

2,886 3,260
3,9J2 4,010
5,124 5,300

Acapulco, Mexico ... 1,740 1,850
illo, Mexico.. 1,472 1,550

M 1,200 1,390
M 864 1,530

M 1,104 1,145
San Diego, California 
Portland, Oregon 
Victoria, Vancouver's Island 
New Westminster, British Columbia.. 

400 450
462 570
654 746
690 815

New Archangel, (Sitka Island) 
Kanagawa, Japan 
Milford Haven, England 
Tahiti, Society Islands 

Canton, China 

1,284 1,290
4,900

4,'390 4,500
4,430 4,540

W 7,638 7,690
8,760 9,577
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SECTION XXII.

GENERAL SUMMARY.

AREA OF CALIFORNIA, ARABLE LANDS. POPULATION, PRODUCT OF PRECIOUS METALS,
SHIPMENTS OF TREASURE, COINAGE, &C.

The Commissioner of the General Land Office, in his Report for 1867, says :
California extends along the Pacific coast 750 miles, with an average breadth of 230. Its

area is ]S8,98J square miles, or 120,947,840 acres, of which not less than 89,000,000, includ-
ing swamp and tale lands capable of reclamation, are suited to some kinds of profitable hus-
bandry. Of these over 40,000,000 are fit for the plough, and the remainder present excellent
faci ilities for stock-raising, fruit-growing, and all the other branches of agriculture. Thi s asm-*^J ^^ *_/ V-^
cultural area exceeds that of Great Britain and Ireland, or the entire peninsula of Italy. The
State also contains about 40,000,000 of acres of mineral land, unsurpassed for productiveness.

About 30,000,000 of acres have been surveyed, leaving a residue unsurveyed of 90,000,000.
Nearly 9,000,000 have been granted to the State by the general government, under various*"» f~ * ¥ i " m « -m. V . 1 ** *
acts or congress, tor common schools, agricultural colleges, public Duuamgs, ana internal
improvements.

Of the 40,000,000 acres of arable land, 14,000,000 are found in the basin of the Sacramento
and San Joaquin rivers, 16,000,000 in the coast valleys, and the residue in_the region called
the "Colorado desert,77 in Owen's river valley and the Klamath basin.
practiced on an extensive scale, as it must be within a few years, and the valley of the Col-
orado is brought under its influence, much of what is now characterized as "desert" wi 11t
be The land not fit for the plough, but valuable for grazing
and in a measure for horticultural purposes, especially the grape culture, Is to be found on
the foot-hills and slopes of the Sierra Nevada and Coast Range mountains.*

Langley, in his Pacific Coast Directory, estimates that 65,000,000 acres are
adapted to agriculture, 15,000,000 to grazing purposes, that 4,000,000 are swamp
and overflowed lands; also, that the greater portion of the latter is capable of
reclamation, and is to a great extent each year being added to the cultivated
lands of the State. The area of lakes, bays and mountains he estimates at
14,000,000.

Of the 65,000,000 acres of agricultural land, [says the same authority, ] there were returned
by the county assessors, for the year 1~*)5, as under fence, 4,055,690 acres, and under culti-
vation 1,504,680 acres. It will thus be seen that there is but six per cent, of the agricultural
L-uid of the State under fence, and little over two and one-half per cent, under cultivation..
The returns for 1866 will increase these estimates about 15 per cent.

19
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[From Langley's Pacific Coast Directory.]

Table exhibiting the county seats of the different counties, legal distances, populati
of and 1866,

I I . *
d c03 « Pft

c too o
Counties County seat. COS.ti t-i oQO S3n o tcOJ 0 < N o T3 L. « r- -aP.CC o ^ 0 GO e

Q o

Alameda 
Alpine 
Amador 
Butte , 

135 I 1853 8,926 2,278 4, 631 15, 430 $4, 533, 560
1864 612 231 450, 000

55 I 1&54 10, 933 2,591 2,816 "9,380 1, 907, 252
75 ]850 12, 107 2,856 2,806 9,350 5,128, 358

Calaveras 
Coluaa . 
Contra Costa 
DelNorte 
El Dorado 
Fresno 
Humboldt 
Inyo 
Kern 
Klamath 
Lake... 
Lassen 
Los Angeles 
Maria 
Mariposa 
Mendocino 
Merced 
Mono �* 
Monterey 
Kapa 
Nevada 
Placer 
Plumas 
Sacramento 
San Bernardino 
San Diego 
Sau Francisco 
San Joaquiu 
San Luis Obibpo 
San Mateo 
Santa Barbara 
Santa Clara 
Santa Cruz 
Shasta 
Sierra 
Siskiyou 
Solauo 
Sonoma 
Stanislaus 
Sutler 
Tehama 
Trinity 
Tulare 
Tuolumue 
Yolo 
Yuba 

San Leandro 
Silver Mountain . 
Jackson 
Oroville 
San Andreas 
Colusa 
Martinez 
Crescent City 
Placerville 
Millerton 
Eureka 
Independence - .. 

60 I 1850 1 3RS 3,635 3,600 12, 000 1, 890, 657
1850 2; 274 699 956 3,180 1, 689,155
18-50 5, 328 1,480 2,682 8,960 2, 544, 282
1857 1, 992 306 299 379, 025
1850 20, 562 5,071 3,892 12,970 3, 476, 526
1856 4, COS 451 486 1,680 826,000
1853 2, 694 685 1,601 5,330 2,200, 000
1866 2rf J500, 000

Havilah 
Orleans Bar 
Lakeport 
Susanville- 
Los Angeles 
San Rafael 
Mariposa 
Ukiah 
Snelling 

-idgeport 
Monterey 
Napa City 
Nevada City 
Auburn 
Q.uincy 
Sacramento 
San Bernardino.. 

1806 819, 825
1851 1,803 261 197 288, 089
1861 618 995 3,350 395, 708
1864 554 426 1,420 +750, 000
1850 11, 336 1,299 3,882 12, 940 2, 353, 392
1850 3, 334 1,095 1,347 4,490 2,247, 571
1850 6,243 1,609 1,253 4,170 1, 237, 470
1850 3,967 1,354 2,301 7,670 1, 900, 000
1855 1,141 291 596 1,980 842, 847
1861 305 357, 961
1850 1,'739 779 2,123 7,000 1, 265, 450
1850 5, 515 1,328 2,175 7,250 2, 797,688
1851 16, 447 4,577 4,970 16, 560 5,173, 837
1851 13, 270 3, 792 3, 123 10,410 2, 826,243
1854 4,363 1,497 982 3,670 1,192, 521
1850 24,145 5,956 6,914 23, 000 10,316,976
1854 5,554 736 1,679 5,260 695, 201

San Diego 
San Francisco ... 

750 1850 4,326 294 454 1,500 448, 706
117 1856 56, 805 21,019 30, 694 102, 313 88, 402,274

Stockton 
San Luis Obispo. 

51 1850 9, 434 3, 276 5,143 17, 140 5,275,016
335 1850 1,782 408 856 2,850 758,330

Redwood City... 140 1856 3,214 977 1, 544 5,148 2, 700, 000
Santa Barbara... 435 1850 3,545 423 1,641 5, 470 771,861
San Job6 
Santa Cruz 
Shasta 
Downieville 
Yreka 
Fairfield 
Santa Rosa 
Knight's Ferry .. 

150 1850 11,912 3, 132 6,509 21,696 7,972, 899
245 1850 4, 945 1,426 2, 780 9,260 1, 441, 739
185 1850 4,360 1,471 1,276 4,250 1, 091, 723
110 1852 11,389 3,088 1 555, 5, 1 80 2,314,096
350 1852 7, 629 1,882 1 727, 5, 756 1,617,822
90 1850 7,170 2,163 4,755 15, 850 3, 044,120

130 1850 11,867 4, 362 7 585 25. 280J 5, 346, 686
85 1854 2,245 623 940 3; 460 1,026,216

Yuba City 
Red Bluff 
Weaverville . - .. 
Visalia 
Sonora 
Woodland 
Marysville 

Miles. 

75
90

465
50

190
390
t
t

450
120
SCO
550
135
145

t
115
260
245
60
65
35

145
Capital

600

50 1850 3,390 1,263 1 739 5, 796 1, 778, 268
145 1856 4,044 846 1 016J 3, 386 

' 
1, 598, 500

255 1851 5,125 1,114 728 2, 426 653,189
250 1852 4, 638 1,167 1,363 4, 890 1,299,379
115 1850 16,229 3,155 2,951 9, 836 J2, 300, 000
16 1850 4,716 

' 
1,128 2,125 7, 080 2, 156, 427

50 1850 13, 671 3,203 3,126 10, 420 4,150, 500

Total 380, 016 ' 103.135 137,498 456.437 197,133, 345

NOTE.-Total estimated population in 1867, 480,000.

The figures in the above table refe rring to the population of this State for 1866 are taken from the report* i _ i "m- v f-j -m , m -m . -m * IT

atiou
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» r

Statement of the number of passengers lij sea arriving at and departing from tlie
port of San Francisco during the first, second, third, and fourth quarters < 

"

1867, as declared at the custom-house.

Arrival Departures.

^
-"- - i -- o I -t "c t: *-"-

China and Japan 
Europe, direct 
I -tern ports, direct 
Australia 
Mexico.. 
Hawaiian islands 
Other countries 

Total 

= - a
= s ~

- cr cr CT =-
"e --

Panama, New Granada .. 3,089 6,409 5, 654 5,630 20, 78^ o 007. *"«- ' 3,368 2,194 2, 434 10,074
San Juan del Sur 
Wtoria, British Columbia 

1,766 1,519 1,674 1, 835 6,791 867 1,413 1,005 1,055 4,340
242 236 341 405 1 224 77 134 120 71 402
463 2,129 1,429 273 4^294 424 410 2, 433 4,499
12 6 31 1 2 1 4
4 4

159 315 702 98 1,267 6 7 C7
193 S30 97 593 15G 111 67 107 441
145 227 67 105 544 63 51 47 99 260
20 18 47 54 139 15 9 344 14 2

- - <

6,086110,926 10,150 8,510 35,672 ~rt 3,881 5,296 5,011 6,26] .- 0,469

RECAPITULATION.

1st quarter. 2d quarter. 3d quarter. 4th quarter. Total.

Arrivals... 6,086 10, 926 10,150 8,510 35. 679
Departures 3,881 5,296 5,011 6,261 20,469

. "^htfV^^M4^*l^^B . taMV^--"^

Gain 2,205 5,630 5,139 2,229 15,21

One of the most agreeable features of the past year is the increase in population which
reached our shores during its passage. The arrivals during the second and third quarters were
more numerous than in the first and fourth quarters, while the departures for the fourth quarter
exceed those of any other. This we believe to be contrary to the general rule. Heretofore
the greatest number of arrivals by sea have been during the last quarter, and the departures
fewer. People at the east are generally more anxious to leave when the rigors of their severe
winters commence, while those who have been residents of the Pacific coast usually evince " «,^^_ ^^_

C<V> l-»,\-*\.* VTAJKJ V V1-IIA.LAV4* X^ ̂1 A l^i \J VtWAV J J-JLV- 1 \^CAO W ii \-T UJ. CA l^f 1. VCfcVl \^ I-t^> JJ. *v f | W\J
souls. Large numbers are known to be on their way from Sweden, Germany, and Norway,
and considerable tracts of fine farming laud have already been purchased and made ready for
their reception.-[Commercial Herald and Market Review.

PRODUCT OF PRECIOUS METALS, ETC.

RECEIPTS A^D Exroirrs OF TREASURE.-The following tables derived from
official sources are copied from tlic Commercial Herald aricl'Market Review:

TREASURE PRODUCT, IMPORTS, ETC.

The receipts of treasure from all sources through regular public channels during the past
twelve months, as compared with 1666, have been as follows:

From California northern mines 
From California southern mines 
From Coastwise ports, Oregon, &c 
Imports, foreign, British Columbia, &c 

Total 

1866. 

8,715,340 $40,927,309
5,149,749 4, 4',;, 4iU
5, 940, 536
2, 8-7, H-J8 3, 969, 322

52,692, 653 55,566, r:

i
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From an examination of the statements of treasure received in this city, it will be seen that
there has been an increase of more than $2,000,000 in the amount received from the northern
mines the past over the preceding year ; the greater portion of this increment being due to
the State of Nevada. The receipts from the southern mines have meantime fallen off mate-
rially, while those irom coastwise ports, Oregon, &c., have increased slightly, and those from
British Columbia and other foreign ports very considerably. The bullion transmitted the
past year to this city, through

to rep ing e year in privae ans, ^
product for that State for 1867 of $18,500,000. Of this sum about $2,000,000 may be set down
as the product of Reese river and other outside localities, leaving the balance $16,000,000 to be
credited to the Comstock lode. In apportioning the product of these several outside localities,
a limit $1,500,000 should be set down to account of what is usually termed the Reese rivei r

*»" VC-OJM-AV^J JLIAWU A,4V/£7 JXJL .L~J OAA1W 1 CVJlVitV V^VF W. JJ U V * t«JLL^l TT U JA/AJ JLJLC*O tlAliJV^t \S Ul L> H/U«i X 1 U U 1 \*/ *J CLJ 1,1 VUL

the past year. The remaining half million may be divided between Humboldt and Esmeralda
counties in the following proportions: $300,000 for the former, and $200,000 for the latter,
none of the other counties in the State, except Storey, containing the Cornstock lode, pro-
ducing any bullion worth naming. These figures, as will be seen, denote for the year in
question a very marked increase in the State at large over the yield of any former year; this
rate of increase being in about the same ratio for the Cornstock lode and the outside precincts.
The product of the former for I860 was estimated at $16,250,000, and of the other localities
named, $1,250,000, of which $1,000,000 was assigned to Reese river, and $250,000 to Hum-
boldt and Esmeralda. While, however, such gratifying gains have, during this period, sig-
nalized the progress of Nevada, the year has rather been one of preliminary preparation than,
of progress and fruition; the most of the companies owning what may be considered the more
promising of the outside mines, having been engaged at heavy expense in developing their
claims, and erecting mills-very few of them in active productive operation. These mills will
soon be completed, and the mines be thoroughly explored, and placed in condition to yield
ores largely, rendering it probable that still more marked additions will be made to the bullion
returns of the State the present than was done the past year, and almost insuring for that
State a total product for 1868 of $20,000,000. Even if the Comstock mines should not
advance their yield, or should suffer some small abatement, this result will probably be attained,
as there is an almost certainty of the mines at Silver Peak and those about Belrnont turning
out a large amount of bullion the current year, to say nothing of the promised gains for
Humboldt and Esmeralda.

The following table shows the value and destination of treasure shipments from this port
during the past 14years-from 1854 to 1807, inclusive:

Years East'n ports. England. na. Panama. Other ports. Totals.

1854.... 6,533 166 3,781,080 $965,887 5,887 $204,592 560,908 $52, 045,633
1855.... 38,730,564 5, ] 82,156 LI, 675 231,207 128,129 45,161,731
1856.... 39,895,294 8, 666,289 3, 852 253, 268 573, "*y*~M 7o^ 50,697,434
1857.... 35,531,778 9,347,743 3, 264 4 1 0, 929 692,978 48, 976,692
1858.... 35,891,236 9,265,739 (3,007 299, 265 175,779 47,548,026
J859.... 40,146,437 3,910,930 0,756 279, 919 202,390 47,640,462
J860.... 35,719,296 2, 672,936 4, 680 300,819 258,185 42, 325,916
1861.... 32,628,011 4,061,779 1 , 279 349, 769 95,920 40,676,758
1862 _. 26,194,035 12,950,140 0, 754 4; 54, 508 322,324 42,561,761
1863.... 10,389,330 28,467,256 6, 370 2, 503', 296 505, Cu7 46,071,920
J 864.... 13,316, 122 34, 436, 423 9, 973 378, 795 686,888 56,707,201
] 865 20,583, 390 15,432,639 3, 522 1,224,845 1,103,832 45,308,227
1866 29,244,891 6,532,208 7,287 511,550 1,548,457 44, 364,393
1867.... 23,355,903 5,841,184 1 , 504 372, 552 3,075,149 41,676,292

Totals. 428,159,453 150,548,502 8,810 7, 755, 344 9, 930, 338 651,762,446
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RECEIPTS OF TREASURE,

The following tables comprise the receipts. of coined and uncoined treasure from the inte-
rior and coastwise during the years 1^(J5, 1866, and 1867 :

FROM THE NORTHERN MINES.

1865. 1866. 1867.

Uncoined, Coined. Total. Uncoined. Coined. Total. Uncoined. Coined. Total.

I
Jan 
Feb 
March ... 

, 236, 768 $440, 637*"i 677, 405 347, 832 452. US- -2,800, 120 $3, G77,269 $439,264 £3, 516, 533
"2, 995,163 245, 174 3. 240, 33; 846, 130 173, 030! 3, 019, 160 O 262,155 265,8.V? 2, 528, 012
3,875, 331 853 4, 092. 184 2, 567, 000 TWOJ-l~**« COO 2, 749, 000 719,436 876 3, 001, 312

April 
May 
June 

3. 258, 4-30 279, 3, 537.924 2 -- 4>"W 951. 030 599, 415, 3,550, 445 3, 943,6C5 246, 910 4, 190, 51:
3,851,533 211, 4, ' 63, 341 3, 523, 482 360, 670 3,884, 152 3, 521, 435 250, 354 3, 771. Tr
3,416,3J4 271, 438 3, 687, 742 3, 357, 702 230, 373 3, 588, 075 3, 465, - "*_o/b 273, 403 3, 733, 979

July 
Aug 
Sept 
Get 
No v 
Dec ..... 

, 860, 83-j 274. 776 3, 135,606 3, 158, 584 445, 3, 6u3, 584 3, 701, 611 291, 3, 993, 135
3, 058,004 209, 118 3, 267,1 2 3. 293, 276 243, 097 3, 536, 373 3. 736. 035 209, 890 3. 945, 9-35
2, 613, 623 185, 342 2, 798, 965 802, 649 143 3, C44, 092" 3, 101, 754 185, 92o 3, 287, 674
2, 688, 079 977 o~» 914. 056 3, 128, 320 198, 420 3, 326, 74 3, 082. 637 307, 219 3, 389, 85
2,614,218 250, 853 2, 865, 07 1 2, 621, 219 196, 337 2,817, 5561 o 419 253,i r 968, 263 3, 221, 6S3
-2,181,064 281, 630 2, 46-- 694 2, 595, 531 200, 512! 2, 796, 043 1,998, 695 343, 0(V> ") *wU*- ̂. 341, 897

Total... 36, 649,337; 3, 093,110.39, 742, 447 35,192, 755j 3, 522, 585 38, 715, 340J37,578, 627 3, 348, 682 40, 927, 309

FROM THE SOUTHERN MINES.

Jan... 
Feb 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
Ang 
Sept 
Oct 
Nov 
Dec 

Total... 

$425, 71 1 $123,374 $.549, 085 *.- $2?9,9W $138. 836 $428, 820 $220, 367 $166, 7 7 $387. 074
386, 287 72, 283 458,570 308, 716 65, 431 374, 147 ,918 57, 4.- 261,370
530, 21 0 129, 073 659, -2-3 250,000 57,000 307, 000 203,250 98, 674 3-J1, 924
471, 963 79,600 551, 563' 355, 295 64, 479 419, 774 2-7.47- 123, 27:. 410,753
501, 267 135, 444 C36, 711 269,045 84, 353, 125 290,543 130, 10 421, 143
433, 8 1 8 86, 534 520, 352 296,1' - 119! 35 415. 518 314, 402 114. 107 428,509
40-. 903 136, 363 545, 266 306,373 70, 432 3T 805. 39. 661 &7. 910 31 .-,71
407. 355 100, 404 507, 759 ,361 79, 595 388, 956 20J. 1 & - 75 Su':. 338, 013
421. 033 82.-261 503, 294 256, 97,608 291 237, 027 K-4, 909 C41.996
437, 274 156, 64 593, 916 4?6,450 87, 614 576, 064 263, 7£: 32 £ 395, 757
373, 433 122, 935 496, 368 490,300 92,330 582, 630 254, 921 184, 837 439,758
311, 159 95,634 406, 793 486,600 86,019 57:.'. 619 165,873 187, 721 353,594

5, 108, 413 1,320,547 6,428,960 4,106,975 1, 042, 774 5,149, 749j 3,013, 356 1, 4(54,105 4, 477, 461

COASTWISE.

Jan 
Feb 
March ... 

$333,123 128. 611 $15, 3 31 $359, 821
219,9^6 59, 978 10, --4^. 139.683
ir.7,4ll 40, 9U 23, 142,682

April 
May 
June 
July 
Aug 
Sept 
Oct 
Nov 
Dec 

Total... 

291, 949 60, 873 7, 4.50 351, 5C
362, 150 47, 975 11, 63u 392,416
79 1, 928 52, GG'J 8, 97' 375, 241
823. 31, 269 214, 744 975. 43
786. 53 32, 241 1, 036, 2, 536 1, Ot-e. 722
954. 813 28, 876 5, 556 496. 409
634.116, 2: 864 80, 96-' 825. 329

i.085 U 818 520 637,068
802 24, 180 4-5 * 450 488, 401
TTT

948,511 548,2-::., 7,496,776 5, 397,100 529, 436 5, 926, 536; 5, 665, 337 527,397 6,192.734

RECAPITULATION.

1865. 1866. 1867.

Uncoined . $48, 706, 261 $44, liHC, 830 $46, 7,320
Coined 

Total 

4. 961, 922 5. 4,895 5,340, IM

53,668,183 49, 71'I, 7- 51, 597, 504
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Statement of the amount and destination of treasure exported from San Francisco
during the year ending December 31, 1867? as declared at the custom-house.

TO NEW YORK.

In January ,809,235 55
In February 1,396,207 24
In March 1,646,058 86
In April.. 1,186,780 34
In May 
In June 

In July 
In August 
In September 
In October 

" 
2, 535,232 56
2,661,643 57
2,389,688 29
1,610,041 45
1,337,755 30
1,024,552 18

In November 
In December 

TO ENGLAND. 

1,957,828 43
2,800,881 68

, 355,903 45

In January 
In February 
In March 

In April 
In May 
In June 

In July 
In August 
In September 
In October 
In November 
In December i 

TO FRANCE. 

703,070 85
384,098 00
357,661 60
297,174 02
788,772 13
502,834 36
616,302 22
515,691 91
493,065 34
704,600 43
321,514 42
156,408 71

5,841,18399

In January 
In February .' 
In March 

In April 
In May 
In June 

In July 
In August 
In September 
In October 
In November 
In December -. 

In January 

122,331 56
105,079 91*
67,000 00
69,537 25

101,509 48
117,400 57
183,751 64
234,905 70
106,600 42

34,772 40
65,555 27
74,791 53

1,283,235 73

806,076 27
In February 376,206 32
In March.. , 

In July 
In August, 
In September 
In October 
In December 

TO CHINA 

110,642 72
In April 1,081,513 57
In May 
In June " 

760,027 73
698,933 73

1,746,078 69
385,540 53

1,180,308 18
1,119,629 84

766,546 77
9,031,504 35

In January 
In March 

In April 
In May 
In July 
In September 
In October 
In December 

TO JAPAN. 

21,685 46
10,000 00

2,238 72
2,845 00
1,100 00

10,000 00
650 00

593,430 34
641,949 52
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TO PANAMA.

In January.. 0,000 00
In February . 30,000 00
In March 

In April 
In May 
In June 

In September.... 

30,000 00
29, 000 00
30.000 00

30,000 00
In July 30,000 00
In August 32,127 40

40,000 00
In October 
In November 
In December 

TO CENTRAL AMERICA. 

30,000 00
31,424 30
30,000 00

$372,551 70

In February - 20,000 00
In April 
In May 
In June 

In October 
In December.-... 

45,550 00
28,400 00

8,000 00
In July ..- 3,000 00

8,660 00
58,370 00

171,980 00

TO HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.

Ill April 
In June 

In July 
In August 

In November 

TO MEXICO. 

3.300 00
1,000 00
1,000 00
5,000 00

In October 18,906 00
29,826 42

57,032 45

In January *r 10,000 00
In February , 
In March 
In October 
In December.***.....- ~. 

3,000 00
13,000 00

5,000 00
11,000 00

42,000 00

TO VALPARAISO.

In February 
In March -. * 

TO TAHITI. 

399,849 03
323,601 89

723,450 97

In February .-- 500 00

TO VICTORIA.

In February 
In October 
In December 

50,000 00 
80,000 00
25,000 00

155,000 00

Total, 1867 41,676,722 16
Total, 1866 .................................................. 44, 364, 393 05

Decrease this year 2,688,100 89

>To the figures representing the amount of treasure shipped hence in 1867 would justly be added about
,.^,000,000 sent <-:ist by the Unit* <1 States sub-treasurer in this city, whereby the total sum sent out ol tlio
country reached $48,000,000 for the last year. Thin officer shipped on government account $11,500,000 iu 1565,
though, so near as we can learn, not over $6,000,000 \vtro shipped by him last year.
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AMOUNT OF BULLION ASSAYED AND TAXED. The following table, pre-
pared at the office of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, shows the total
amount of bullion produced in the United States, upon which the revenue tax
of one-half of one per cent, has been collected during the calendar year 1867.*
It should be observed that the bullion is not always assayed and assessed in the
State or Territory in which it is produced. California, for example, shows a
total estimated value of gold and silver bullion in coin of $28,840,139 5 this
includes a considerable portion of the product of Idaho, Washington Territory,
and Oregon. Nearly all the bullion produced in Nevada is assessed in that
State | whilst in New York and Pennsylvania the assessments are upon bullion
deposited there from other sources. The table, therefore, is chiefly valuable as
showing the aggregate product upon which taxes have been collected. The
total value assessed, viz: $58,175,047, and the actual product for 1867, as esti-
mated in letter to the Secretary of the Treasury, (page 3,) viz: $75,000,000,
show a difference of $16,824,953. Of this amount a portion may be accounted j ","

for as remaining unassayed, and some may have escaped taxation.

tement n he tax returned on bullion as assayed fi dTei
y of the United S calendar 1867; ^ oftl
on in currency and d value " assu \g that the av

prem gold ft year was 38f per cent., or that one dollar in currency
th seventy-two cents in coin.

Tax in currency Valueofthegold Value of the sil-
States and Territories Tax in currency on silver bul-on gold bullion. bullion, in cur- ver bullion, in

lion. rency. currency.

California ... $193,366 74 ,912 00 $38, 673, 348 $1,382, 400
Colorado 
Idaho 
Montana 
Nevada 
New York... 

1,447 45 289, 490
5,680 12 1,682 02 1, 136, 024 336, 404

11,413 70 44 2, 282, 740 88
43,865 20 77,021 21 8, 773, 040 15, 404, 242
28,140 27 3,007 70 5, 638, 054 601, 540

Oregon 
Pennsylvania 

10, C24 60 4 61 2, 004, 920 922
14,030 14 1,747 00 2, 806, 028 349, 400

UtaL 
Washington 

4, 087 16 817, 432
1. 563 02 312, 604

Total 313,618 40 90, 374 98 62, 723, 680 18, 074,996

Total value of Total estimatedEstimated value Estimated value
gold and silver

States and Territories. of gold bullion, of silver bul- value of gold
bullion, in cur- and silver bul-iu coin. lion, in coin.
rency. lion, in coin.

California $40, 055, 748 $27,844, 811 $995, 328 $28, 840,139
Colorado . 289, 400 2C 8, 433 208, 433
Idaho 
Montana. 

1, 472, 428 817, 937 242,211 1,060,148
2, 282, 828 1, 643, 573 63 1,643,638

Nevada. . 24,177, 282 6, 316, 589 11, 091, 054 17,-407, 643
New York j A4M7y 594 4, 052, 199 433,109 4, 485, 308
Oregon... 2, 005, 842 1, 443, 542 664 1, 444, 206
Pennsylvt 3,155, 428 2, 020, 340 251,568 2,271,908
Utah .... 817. 432 588, 551 588, 551
Washington 312; 604 225, 075 225,075

Total. 80, 798, 676 45,161, 050 13, 013, 997 58,175, 047

This tax is ab ed

i
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DEPOSITS AND COINAGE.-The following is a statement of the deposits and
coinage at the branch mint of the United States, in San Francisco, during the tof mn * J -- ̂ _^ t^f - o / / o
year ending December 31, 1867 :

Gold deposits 
Silver deposits and purchases 

Total deposits 

alue. 

|18,923,152 17
613,117 94

19,536,270 11

Statement of coinage executed.

Denominations. No. of pieces. Value.

GOLD.

Double eagles 920.750 $18,415,000 00
Eagles .-. 
Half easrles... 

9,000 90,000 00
29,000 145, 000 00

Quarter eagles 

Total 

28,000 70, 000 00

986, 750 18, 720, 000 00

SILVER.

Half dollars ... 1,196, 000 598, 000 00
Quarter dollars 48,000 12, 000 00
Dimes 
Half dimes.... 

140, 000 14,000 00
120, COO 6, ot;o oo

Fine bars 

Total... 

20 20, 5:34 90

1, 504,020 650, 534 92

RECAPITULATION.

Gold coinage 986, 750 18, 720, 000 00
Silver 1,504 O2..i 650, 534 92

Total 2, 490, 70 19,370,534 92

The deposits for the year ending December 31, 1867, were of the following character

GOLD DEPOSITS.

California, bullion 
Idaho, " 
Oregon,

Nevada, ** 
Arizona, " 
Parted from silver bullion 

« 

Fine bars 

Foreign coin 
Foreign bullion 

Total gold 

$5,700,871 12 
1,144,483 04

319,620 90
Montana, 309,843 32

49,030 47
48,797 73

168,901 92
$7,741,548 50

10,980,791 94
153,453 31

47,358 42
11,181,603 67

18,923,152 17
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SILVER.

Nevada, bullion $205,618 87
Arizona, " 8,42574
Idaho " 3972745

Parted from gold bullion '. 69'999 56
$323,771 62

Bars 239,799 25
Foreign coin 27,595 31
Foreign bullion 21,951 76

289,346 32
^^^^^^^

Total silver 613,117 94
.

Silver bars stamped $20,534 92
Total gold and silver 39,530,270 11
Fine bars, total 20,534 92

TOTAL DEPOSITS AND COINAGE.-The Secretary of the Treasury in his annual
report for the year 1867 states that the total value of the bullion deposited at
the mint and branches during the fiscal year was $41,893,100 76, of which
$40,069,200 06 was in gold and $1,823,900 70 in silver. Deducting the rede-
posit, the amount of actual deposit was $34,537,048 39.

The coinage for the year was, in gold coin, $28,217,187 50; gold bars,
11,621,691 32; silver coin, $986,871 j silver bars, $575,823 18 ; nickel, copper,

and bronze coinage, (one, two, three, and five-cent pieces,) $1,879,540. Total
coinage, $31,083,598 50. Total bars stamped, $12,197,514 50.

The gold deposits of domestic production were, at Philadelphia, $2,418,11' 7 89;
at San Francisco, $17,936,169 40; at New York, $10,320,821 55; at Denver,
$130,559 70. The silver deposits were, at Philadelphia, $37,399 72 San7

Francisco, $744,387 48; New York, $274,893 19.
The gold and silver deposits of foreign production were $2,674,619 46.
The amount of gold coined at Philadelphia was $10,072,060 86 ; at San

Francisco, $18,225,000; of silver, at Philadelphia, $357,490 38 j at San Fran-
cisco, $780,048 54; of bronze, nickel, and copper, at Philadelphia, $1,879,540.
Total number of pieces struck, 54,110,384.
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NEVADA.

SECTION I.

TOPOGRAPHY, PHYSICAL FEATURES, AND NATURAL PRODUCTIONS.

SYSTEM OF MOUNTAINS, PLAIXS, AND VALLEYS. - This State, in common
with the entire region lying between the Sierra Nevada and the Rocky mountains,
is an elevated plain, having a general altitude of about 4,000 feet above the level
of the sea. Crossing this plateau are many mountain ranges, the most of which
have a northerly and southerly course, being separated from each other by valleys
from 5 to 20 miles wide, which is also about the width of the adjacent mountains,
measured on a straight line from base to base. These mountains have an abso-
lute height varying from 5,000 to 12,000 feet, being from 1,000 to 8,000 feet
above the common level of the country. The Sierra Nevada, forming for some
distance a natural barrier along the western and southwestern parts of the State,
varies in height from 7,000 to 13,000 feet. (This range is covered with heavy
forests to its very base, while all the others in the interior of the State are barren
of wood, or but sparsely timbered. This alternation of mountains and valleys
is preserved with great uniformity throughout all parts of the State, more espe-
cially in the central and eastern portions. In places these mountains disappear,
or so- contract as to transform the valleys into broad plains or basins, some of
which are open and unobstructed, while others are dotted with buttes, or covered
with groups of rugged hills. At points along their course these ranges are much
depressed, or cut by ravines striking across their summits, forming passes so low,
and with such gradual slopes on either side, as to greatly facilitate the construc-
tion of wagon roads, and even railways, across them. In some parts of the country
the mountains, instead of running in parallel chains, are broken into confused
and detached masses, their longitudinal axis conforming towards no common / O O »

direction. The sides of these mountains are everywhere cut by deep ravines or 
m-n

canons, the most of them running from crest to base, and usually at nearly right
angles with their general course. In some places these ravines are but one or
two, while in others they are five or six miles apart, dividing the mountain slopes
into enormous ridges, some of them 2,000 or 3,000 feet above the separating
caiions. The latter are in some cases well watered, perennial streams flowing
through them, rendering irrigation of their banks always feasible, while in others
there are neither springs nor running streams, whole mountain ranges being, like
the adjacent plains, nearly or quite destitute of water. As in the Sierra Nevada,
these interior ranges contain a few high ridges and peaks, upon which in places
sheltered from the sun, or where deep drifts have been formed, the snow lies
throughout the year. Granite, sienite, slate, limestone, and porphyry, are the
prevailing rocks in the composition of the Nevada mountains, which have gen-
t-rally a rounded and dome-like contour, though occasionally shooting up into
pyramidal peaks and spire-shaped summits. The tops of the divides between the
lateral caiions are especially apt to be sharp and rugged, the bare and splintered
rocks occasionally standing far above the crest of the ridge, and sometimes strongly
inclined towards the comb of the principal mountain. While the most of these
ranges are covered with a scanty growth of bunch grass, and with patches of
piiion, juniper, and other scrubby trees, much of their surface is destitute of botl i
grass and every other species of useful vegetation, fully three-fourths being with-
out any kind of timber. Aloni? some of the streams flowing through the canons
are narrow strips of arable land which frequently, at the point where the former
opens into the valleys, spread out into tracts of several acres, affording a suffi-
ciency of tillable land for gardens and small farms. Some of these streams are
fringed with cottonwood, birch, willow, wild cherry, and similar trees, the most
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of them small, and of but little value, mixed with which are often varieties of / / ^t

wild vines, rose, currant or gooseberry bushes, and other shrubbery. }Up the
most of these canons it is no difficult matter to construct wagon roads leading
quite to the summits of the mountains, a consideration of moment, as the latter,
the principal repositories of the precious metals, are thus rendered easily accessi-
ble to loaded teams; and these mountain ridges sometimes run for 100 miles or
more without any material deviation from their general course. So also do the
adjacent valleys extend for a like distance without other obstruction than perhaps
an occasional butte, or outstanding spur, and with no perceptible variation of
level. Sometimes these valleys, owing to a subsidence of the mountains, or a
change in their general course, expand into immense plains, as in the southern
and northwestern parts of the State, or connect with other valleys having the
same or nearly the same level, or, may be, are separated from the latter only by
low ridges or swells of land so inconsiderable as to present no obstacle to the
building of railroads throughout the entire series. A more favorable region for
the construction of railways than is offered by this system of communicating plains
and valleys, especially where these improvements are required to pursue a gen-
erally northern and southern direction, could not be desired. Besides, being so
nearly level, and wholly unobstructed, the soil, for the most part a dry sand, or
a compact sandy loam, affords the best possible material for a road-bed, whether
facility of construction or durability be considered. Upon these plains and valleys
nothing of a vegetable growth is to be found larger or more formidable of remo-
val than the wild sage, a shrub that can, as a general thing, be ploughed up
with a single yoke of oxen, while their surfaces are almost entirely free from
rocks, loose stones, or other obstructions. But while these valleys are, longitu-
dinally viewed, so nearly level, they all have a slight descent from the foot of
the adjacent mountains to their centres, caused by the wash that, going on for'
years, has been' gradually wearing down the mountains and filling up the valley y.
The difference in altitude between the tops of the mountains and the level
of the valleys, now varying from 1,000 to 8,000 feet, was formerly much greater,
since at one time the bottoms of the opposing mountains met, no doubt, in the
middle of the intervening valley, making the difference in altitude two or three
times as great as at present. While many of these valleys receive a great num-
ber of small streams from the mountains on either side, or about their heads, very
few of them have any large stream flowing through the centre, the most of these tribu-
taries sinking into the arid and porous soil as soon as they reach the edge of the
valley. As a consequence, the latter, few of them having any common outlet,
are great natural reservoirs; but the water, resting upon the bed rock, can only
be reached by penetrating the immense mass of superincumbent debris. Hence
wells in these valleys require to be sunk to a great depth, nor is water always
obtained even then; though it could no doubt be reached in many places by
artesian boring, a method not generally adopted, if in any instance yet resorted
to in this State. In the few cases where there is a sufficient accumulation of

water to cause a stream to run through the valley above ground, there are
usually at points along it, patches of alluvial bottom constituting good plough
or grass lands, the quantity generally being in proportion to the size of the stream.
Reese river, Carson, Umashaw, Paradise, and Franklin vallevs, afford o-ood exam-/ / / «/ / ^

pies of this kind. In Ruby, Big Smoky, Degroot, and Toquima, we have examples
of large valleys containing much good land, yet without open streams running
through them; while in the Great Salt, Fairview, Ralston, Sinkavata, and
Sand Spring valleys, there is neither arable land nor running water. In the
case of the Big Smoky and similar valleys, the mountain streams after disappear-
ing make their way underground towards their centres, where, meeting with
obstructions, or gathering into natural basins, they saturate the earth and render
it productive. Much of the soil, both in the valleys and upon the mountains, is
rich and friable, being easily tilled and abounding in the elements of fruitfulness,
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"

but unavailable for agricultural purposes because of its aridity and the lack of
means for its irrigation. Both the open plains and the more contracted valleyst

are, for the most part, destitute of timber, the only exceptions being where they
are traversed by considerable streams, as the valleys of the Carson, "Walker,
Truckee, and Humboldt rivers, along which are a few scattered cottonwodds
and copse of willow, there being no other trees, large or small, along them. Both
the valleys, plains, and mountains are, in some sections of the country, wholly
destitute of wood, and but ill supplied with grass and water, the latter, where
it does occur, being often so impregnated with mineral substances as to render it f ^-_-^ ^» ^Wr

unwholesome, or so warm as to be unfit for immediate use. Several of the more
extended of these plains are so arid and barren as to justly merit the appellation
of " desert," popularly applied to them. The regions most strongly marked in
this respect are those adjacent to the sinks of the Humboldt and Carson, the
vicinity of the Big Mud lakes, and the belt of country stretching from the Great
Salt valley of Churchill county south through the centre of the State, and
s preading out in the desolate and sandy wastes that surround Death valley and
the sink of the Amargosa, reputed to be depressed many Jteet below the level of
the sea. The characterizing of these sections, however, as peculiarly sterile does
not imply that there are not many other considerable tracts in the State almost
equally worthless, the only difference being in their more contracted area. To
this system of mountains, valleys, and plains, the latter so spread out, and often
connected together, as to constitute a series of basins, each having a drainage of
its own, but no outlet to the sea, Nevada is indebted for its singular hydrogra-
phy, this common receptacle of its gathered waters becoming, according to cir-
cumstances, a lake, sink, meadow, alkali Hat, or a salt bed. »

Suras, SLOUGHS AND LAKES.-The only waters of Nevada that are supposed
to reach the ocean consist of a few inconsiderable streams in the northern, and
a still smaller number in the southern part of the State. The former are tribu-
taries of the Owyhie and the Snake rivers, and the latter of the Colorado. With
these exceptions all the surface flow of the country is collected in lakes, none of
them of large size and most of them extremely shallow, and in sinks, a name
popularly applied to a certain class of these lakes from the circumstance that the
streams emptying into them or received from other lakes are here supposed to
sink and finally disappear beneath the sin-face. The idea, however, is erroneous,
as these bodies of water, while they are not deep, are quite as permanent as any
other, though fluctuating in area with the size of the streams by which they are
fed. Most of the mountain streams in this State do sink, as already stated, as
soon as they reach the plains or valleys. Some of the larger streams flowing
through the latter, as Reese river,'also disappear in like manner, being absorbed
by the earth without accumulating at any point in a lake. These are the only
cases to which the term sink properly applies. The fact that some of these lakes
having no visible outlet receive each a large stream without overflowing its
banks, or being greatly raised even when these tributaries are at high stages of
water, has led to the supposition that they communicate with the sea, or perhaps
with subterranean lakes, through underground passages. The consideration,
however, that but comparatively little rain or snow ever falls in this region,
while the extreme dryncss of the atmosphere and the soil causes evaporation and
absorption to go on rapidly, dispenses in a great measure with the necessity for
such a theory. The only lakes of any considerable size in Nevada are those
formed by the Humboldt, Walker, Carson and Franklin rivers, and bearing the
names of these streams respectively, together with Pyramid lake, the largest of
the group, formed by the waters of Truckee river. To Lake Tahoe, lying one-
third within its limits, Nevada can only advance a corresponding claim. By the
the early emigrants the name Sink was given to Humboldt lake, and a large
shallow lake situate in the northern pait of Churchill county is still called the
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Sink of the Carson, from the fact that it receives the surplus waters of that river
through a sluggish tortuous stream, in some places having numerous channels,
and in this country generally designated a slough. There is also a slough run-
ning from Humboldt lake to this sink, through which the former, at high stages,
discharges its water. Through a similar channel Pyramid lake, when above its ^_ *-- pt_/ ' \ x-* * v ,m .* j. .*_ -\^r \ \ *,_
ordinary level, sends its water into Winnemucca lake, a large shallow basin
lying east of Pyramid, and at certain seasons of the year nearly dry. In addition
to the above there are small lakes and ponds in Degroot, Franklin, and various
valleys in the State, the waters of which are in some cases fresh and pellucid,
while in others they are more or less opaque and impure. About these ponds,
wilich are mostly shallow, there is often a body of good grazing or agricul-
tural land. Lake Tahoe, which has a depth of over 1,500 feet, is of an irreg-
ular oval shape, 21 miles long and 10 miles 'wide, and, though elevated more
than 6,000 feet above the level of the sea, it never freezes over, nor does the
temperature of the water vary much from 57° winter or summer, a circumstance
owing, probably, to its being fed largety by springs. That it receives most of
its supplies from this source is evident from the fact that it has but one tributary
stream of anv magnitude, while its outlet, Truckee river, carries a heavy body* o / / / »/ %/

of water. This lake, like Pyramid, abounds in trout of large size and fine
flavor, and is surrounded on every side by lofty mountains, which, rising iabruptly
from its shores, are covered for nearly two-thirds of the year with snow. These
mountains are heavily timbered with forests of pine, spruce and fir. Pyramid
lake, the largest body of wrater wholly within the limits of the State, is about
30 miles long and 12 wide, and is situate in the southern part of Hoop county,
near the western line of the State. This lake, which derives its name from a «i

Dyramidal rock standing near its centre and rising 600 feet above its surface,
'ias an elevation of about 4,000 feet above tide level. Like the Walker, it has a
considerable depth, and the scenery about it is extremely grand, it being walled
round with precipitous mountains rising from 2,000 to 3,000 feet high. Walker
lake has about the same altitude and length, but is not so wide as Pyramid, its
average width not being over six or seven miles. Like the latter it is of an
irregular oblong shape. The shores are indented with numerous small bays.
Besides an inferior species of fish it contains the salmon trout; but the latter are
not so large, numerous or well flavored as in Pyramid or Lake Tahoe, the
water here being neither so deep nor pure. Walker lake is flanked on both sides
by high mountains and rugged hills, the whole extremely arid and barren, almost
entirely destitute of wood, grass or water. Carson lake has a diameter of about
12 miles; Humbold and Franklin are somewhat smaller. They are all of an
irregular circular or oval shape, have low, flat shores, and are nowhere over 50
or 60 feet deep. They contain no fish except suckers and others of an inferior
kind, the water of these, as well as most of the other small lakes and ponds in
the country, being brackish and slightly alkaline-that of Humboldt lake and
Carson sink so much so as to render the fish quite unpalatable and hardly fit
for culinary purposes. The same is true of the water in most of the sloughs,
and also in some of the rivers, especially the Humboldt, which becomes greatly
deteriorated at its lower stages, particularly as it approaches the lake. Washoe,
Toshepah, Pueblo and Guano are all small and shallow lakes, the water of wrhich
is in some cases clear and sweet, while in others it is discolored with earthy matter,
or so impregnated with salt, soda or other substances as to render it distasteful
if not unwholesome. About some of these lakes, as well as along a few of the
rivers, occur patches of tule lands, or ground overflowed at high water and cov-
ered with a species of large-sized bulrush. Where susceptible of easy drainage,
these patches can readily be converted into excellent meadows. The most exten-
sive' tracts of this land are found at the mouth of the Humboldt river, around
Carson lake and sink, and above Genoa on Carson river, along the west shore
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of Franklin, and at the outlet of TVashoe lake, smaller patches being met with 
^^

at the sinks of the Umashaw, TVeatherlow, and "\Yemissa creeks, Humboldt
county, and around several small lakes in Franklin valley, Lander county.

As Honey, Mono and Owens lakes, though not within the boundaries of Nevada,
all lie west of the Sierra, and form a part of the system of valleys and lakes
stretching alon<r the western rim of the Great Basin, the first two beins; veryc? ^^ »

near the line of this State, it may be proper to give here a passing description
of them. Honey Lake, so named from the honey-dew abundantly precipitated
throughout this region during the summer months, is a small and very shallowi^ *

body of water, even at high stages, and wholly disappears in extremely dry seasons.
Its principal confluents, Willow creek and Susan river, sink into the tule marsh
before reaching the lake, the shores of which are in some places low and swampy,
while in others they are dry and elevated. It has no outlet, and is destitute of
fish, the water being strongly alkaline. To the west of the lake is an extensive
valley, skirted by the Sierra Nevada in that direction, a strip of hilly country
separating it from Pyramid and Mud lakes on the east. Mono lake, lying about
10 miles southwest of the dividing line between California and Nevada, derives
its name from the tribe of Indians originally inhabiting the vicinity. It is about
14 miles long and 9 wide, and, though never sounded, is supposed from the con-
figuration of the adjacent mountains to be very deep; some trials said to have
been made with a 300-foot line failed to reach bottom. It has been suggested
that the bed of this lake is the centre of an extinct volcano filled up with water,
a hypothesis that assumes plausibility from the crater-like form of one of its
islands, as well as of numerous small mountains in the neighborhood. By chem-
ical analysis a gallon of this water weighing eight pounds is found to contain
1,200 grains of solid matter consisting principally of chloride of sodium, (com-
mon salt,) carbonate of soda, borax, sulphate of soda, (glauber salt,) and silica,
with indications of the presence of sulphuretted hydrogen. Holding such a large
percentage of these substances in solution the water of this lake is, of course, so
acid and nauseating as to render it not only unfit for drinking but even for
bathing. Leather immersed in it is soon destroyed by its corrosive properties,
and no animal, not even a fish or frog, can for more than a short time exist in
it. The wild fowl in visiting it keep about the mouths of the creeks, where the
lake water is mixed with that flowing from the mountains. The only tiling
able to live within or upon the waters of this lake is a species of fly, which,
springing from a larvae bred in its bosom, after an ephemeral life, dies, and col-
lecting on the surface, is drifted to the shore, where the remains collect in great
quantities, to be fed upon by the ducks or gathered by the Indians, with whom
this forms a staple comestible. Nestling under the eastern water-shed of the
Sierra, this lake receives several considerable tributaries ; and, although desti-
tute of any outlet, such is the aridity of the atmosphere that it is always kept at
nearly the same level by the process of evaporation. So dense and sluggish is
the water rendered through supersaturation with various salts and other foreign
matters, that none but the stronest winds can raise a rile on its surface. As

the Sierra in. this neighborhood reaches nearly its greatest altitude, the scenery
about Mono is varied and majestic, some portions of it being at the same time
marked by a most cheerless and desolate aspect. This lake may aptly be termed
a dead sea, its bitter and fatal waters rendering it literally such, while all its
surroundings - wild, gloomy and foreboding - are highly suggestive of sterility
and death. Owen's lake, lying to the south of Mono, though somewhat larger
and not so deep, does not otherwise differ materially from the latter. It has the
Sierra on the west for a back ground, while its water is almost equally saline
and bitter. Like Mono, it has no outlet; and, though receiving the waters of
Owen's river, a large and rapid stream, its surface is observed to be every year
getting lower, a process that its former shore-line marks indicate t<> have been
going on for a long time. This subsiding for the last five years has been at tho
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rate of nearly two feet per year. Former beach lines along the shores of Mono
lake indicate that it has in like manner fallen by gradual stages many feet below
its ancient level. The larvae generating the insect found on Mono lake also
breed abundantly in these waters, being the only form of animal life adapted
to live in or about them. The decomposing action of this water is shown by its
effect upon the bodies of a company of Indians, some 20 or 30 in number, who,
while seeking to escape the whites several years ago, having taken refuge in the
lake, were there shot by their pursuers, who left them in the water. In the course
of a few weeks not a vestige of their bodies was to be seen, even the bones havino;
been decomposed by this powerful solvent. -1

ALKALI FLATS AND MUD LAKES.-The surface of many of the plains and
valleys in this State being composed of a stiff clay nearly impervious to water,
and at the same time quite level or but slightly basin-shaped, are readily con-
verted, during wet weather, into shallow lakes, some of which exist but for a
few days, while others last until the dry season comes on, a few sometimes con-
tinuing throughout the year. These bodies of water, though often covering a
large area, are rarely more than a foot or two deep. When drying up they
usually leave behind a slight deposit of argillacious sediment, to which circum-
stance and their generally miry condition they are indebted for the name mud
lake, commonly applied to them. When covered with water, or even but mod-
erately wet, these spots are mostly impassable to teams or even horsemen. To
obviate this difficulty roads require to be thrown up and impacted by travel during
the dry season. Besides this clayey sediment many of these lakes on drying up
deposit a variety of salts, the most of them of alkaline nature, whence the name
alkali flat given them when in this condition. These salts are white, and glisten
in the sun, so that these localities are very hot in summer as well as trying to
the eyes of persons crossing them. When dry their beds become so hard that
the hoof of an animal or even the tire of loaded wagons leaves but a slight impres-
sion. In some instances while the greater portions of these flats become dry
and hard, others remain moist, the water in places coming to within a few inches
of the surface. From these damp spots a constant efflorescence of saline matter
goes on. The sublimated particles are left upon the surface or adhere to the
shrubbery if there be any near by. The most of these desiccated lakes, however,
are wholly without vegetation, not even the artemesia being1 able to take root*/ c / o

upon them. These spots, so transformed alternately into mud lakes and alkali
flats, are also the localities of the salt beds and marshes characteristic of this/

country. Though met with in nearly every part of Nevada, the most exten-
sive occur in the northwestern, central and southern portions of the State, where,
in the wet season, some of them cover more than a hundred square miles.

RIVERS AND STREAMS.-In proportion to its size Nevada has, perhaps, fewer
large streams than any other State or Territory in the Union; none of those
within its limits being navigable, and not more than four or five justly entitled
to be called rivers. The Humboldt, the largest and longest river in the State,
is at ordinary stages fordable at many places, as are all the others nearly every-
where along them. But, while possessing so few rivers, this State contains a
great number of small streams, which, issuing from the various mountain ranges,
afford an extensive propulsive power and means of irrigation. As a general
thing the rivers have a swift current, with occasional rapids, though nothing like
a cataract exists in any part of the State. The most of the mountain streams
have a great descent, some of them falling a thousand feet every two or three
miles. Where running through valleys or plains, the immediate banks of the
streams are apt to be low; in the case of the smaller ones only a few feet above
the water, though some have higher benches further back. Reese river, for
example, flowing through a channel having nearly parallel banks, is scarcely
anywhere more than 10 or 15 feet below the adjacent plain. Except towards
its terminus it never dries up, and rarely ever overflows its banks. At one point
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it ill.- appears for several miles, having no channel above ground. The water
here is diffused throughout the soil, forming, by a system of natural irrigation,
an extensive meadow. Below this it reappears at several points, and being
finall collected aain in one channel flows on as before. This stream has an

average width of 15 feet and a depth of about two feet. After pursuing its
course for more than a hundred miles it begins to diminish, standing only in
pools, and finally disappearing altogether. During high stages of water it runs
for a greater distance, making its way nearly to the Ilumboldt, where it termi-
nates in a tule swamp, which dries up in one summer. Weather low, Wamissa,
Umashaw, and several other considerable creeks in the State resemble Reese
river in their leading features. The most of them in like manner terminate in
small fens, usually called sinks. Nearly all the running waters of the Nevada * * CJ

are palatable and wholesome. That of the mountain streams is always excel-
lent. In most of the sloughs it is disagreeably brackish, which is al^o the case
in the Ilumboldt river, and some other of the larger streams, particularly at low
stages of water, the impurities increasing as the stream descends. In consequence
of waste from evaporation and absorption most of the larger streams lose as
much water from these causes as they gain from their tributaries, rendering them
sometimes larger near their sources than at points further down. The Humboldt,
for instance, a stream about 40 yards wide and four feet deep, is scarcely so large
where it enters the lake as it is 200 miles above. The Walker and Carson riv-

ers are also smaller where they empty into their respective lakes than at points
higher up. The Truckee, though not so large, being a more rapid stream, dis-
charges a greater volume of water throughout the year than the Humboldt. In o o o *

point of size, Walker river ranks next to the Truckee. Carson river has an
average width of 20 yards, with a depth of three feet, and is about two-thirds
the size of Walker. Franklin river is a much smaller stream than Carson. The

entire length of the Humboldt, including its two main forks, is over 300 miles.
That of the others is much less. Both the Humboldt, Carson, and Walker riv-
ers are formed by the union of two main forks or branches, below which none of
them have a single affluent of any size, the Walker none whatever. Truckeo
river, issuing a large stream from Lake Tahoe, receives a number of tributaries
before leaving the mountains, after which, though not enlarged by any affluents,
it preserves a nearly uniform volume, running with a swift current until it empties
into Pyramid lake. The water of this stream is cold and pure throughout its
entire course, and, as it has a great descent, it could be made to supply an immense
propulsive power. That it will be largely diverted to this use, as soon as the Cen-
tral Pacific railroad is completed, admits of no doubt, since this improvement fol-
lows along its banks for more than 50 miles, nearly half the distance through heavy
forests of spruce and pine, which supply, in connection with the extensive water
power, great advantages for the manufacture of lumber. The Humboldt river
takes its rise in the Goose Creek mountains, in the northwestern comer of the
State, whence, running in a westerly course about 250 miles, it deflects to the
south, and flowing 50 miles farther falls into Humboldt lake. It runs through a
tortuous channel with a moderate current, falling about 500 feet while traversing 1-1 * O <-J

a distance of 250 miles. It pa>ses through an exceedingly dry and sterile
country. The only good land is comprised in a narrow belt of alluvion along its
immediate banks. While this belt contracts at some points to very narrow limits,
or disappears altogether, it expands at a few others, as at Lasseirs meadows,
into grassy bottoms of considerable extent. During the period of high water,
which occurs on the melting of the snow in the mountains about its sources, in
the months of April, May, and June, the river is swollen to a sizo ««>iuewhat
larger than above stated, occasionally overflowing its banks, while at low water
it shrinks into smaller dimension.-, a condition common tomcst of the other large
streams in the State. The only tree found in the valley <>f the Humboldt is a spe-
cies of small willow, growing on the banks of the stream. Nothing but a littlo

20
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scrubby juniper and pine, and these very sparsely, is met with upon any of the
mountains adjacent. In the Goose Creek range, however, about its head waters,
there are some groves of large-sized timber, with fair supplies of bunch grass
and water. The grass along the river bank consists of several wild varieties,
such as wire, rye, blue, clover, and bunch, some of which are so injurious to
stock that experienced drovers will not allow their cattle to feed upon them, but
drive them into the mountains, where the grass, though less abundant, is more
nutritious and wholesome. The onlv fish found in this stream, or the lake into«/ 
which it discharges, are minnows, of little value. During the summer the Hum-o

boldt swarms with mosquitoes, gnats, sandfh'es and other troublesome insects.
These pests are very numerous alone; the lower portions of the river and about
the lake. iii

In their leading features and surrounding's the Truckee, Carson, and Walker <IJ <T? / /

rivers do not, except as to size, differ materially from the Humboldt, having first
a narrow and partially fertile valley near their immediate banks, with another
much more extensive, but wholly barren, lying somewhat higher and stretching
away to the base of the mountain ranges that bound them on either hand. The
cotton woods that once formed a narrow fringe, or stood in small clumps along
these streams, have mostly been cut down, and there is little left except a willow
copse to mark the meanderings of the rivers through the plains, or their passage
through the deep canons that sometimes occur alone1 their routes. These canons. c, O /

by subdividing the main valley into different parts, sometimes cause the waters
of the same river to be designated by separate names. After leaving the moun-
tains from which they all take their rise, there is, with the exception of a little
willow and the few cottonwoods mentioned, no timber along any of the streams
in this State or in the valleys through, which they flow. In Reese River valley,
proper, more than 100 miles long, there is not a stick of timber large enough
tor a fence rail, and nearly all the other valleys and plains in the country are
equally destitute of timber.

THE SPRINGS OF NEVADA.-These abound in many parts of the State, and
are to the economist not more objects of value on account of their utility than
of interest to the scientist because of their size, temperature, modes of occurrence,
chemical properties, and other natural peculiarities. They are met with at all
altitudes, and often under such strange conditions as justly entitle them to bo
considered geological curiosities. They are found on the mountain sides, in the
valleys, and far out on the desert-large, small, deep, shallow, cold, hot, and
tepid. Some are in a state of ebullition, leaping up with a gurgling sound, as
if heated by fierce fires below, while others are quiescent. Some are pellucid
and perfectly pure, while others are impregnated with a great variety of mineral
and metallic substances. In some places they occur solitary and at others in
groups, as many as a hundred being found within an area of a few acres. In
temperature they range from 50 to 204 degrees, the latter about the boiling point
of water in this region. In diameter they vary from 1 to 100 feet, and in depth
from 3 or 4 to 150. In shape they incline to be circular, many of them being
perfectly round, with funnel-shaped or perpendicular well-like walls. The min-
eral and thermal springs are generally situated on a mound formed from the silicious
or calcareous particles brought up and deposited by their own wraters. Some of
these mounds cover several acres and reach a height of 50 or GO feet, or even
more. In some cases the walls of the springs are formed of these limy or sili-
cious concretions, which, shaped into huge basins, lift them several feet above the
level of the mounds, while in others they are composed simply of earth or turf.
The water in most of them is soft and palatable when cold, and so clear that the
smallest object can be seen at a great depth, even the minute orifices through
which the water enters at the bottom of the deepest spring being visible. Fre-
quently a hot and a cold spring are in such proximity that a person can dip one
hand into each at the same time. From some a small, and from a few quite a
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large, stream of water issues, while in others the water merely keeps even with
the top, or does not rise so high. Some of these springs emit an odor of
phuretted hydrogen, and taste slightly of sulphur, while others have a dial
taste. Analytical tests of the waters from the more highly mineralized of these%

springs show them to contain, in various proportions, the chlorides of sodium and
magnesium, with soda in different forms and a small percentage of lime, sulphur,

d organic matter. A few of these have an intermitting or tid
h face with a gmgling sound and sink!c e ^ y

"y few minutes, this subsidence sometimes continuing for a much longer period
ccasionally for weeks, or perhaps months. The mounds and orifices of aiicie

hermals axe 'frequently met with, being now destitute of water, a condition
hich many seem rapidly, and perhaps all are gradually, approach,^. "*" ^ -" ^ -l "» *»TT 1 "
These fountains, both mineral and thermal, are much frequented by the Ind

pposed medicinal virtues; and that some of them do possess valuab
nirative properties has been abundantly shown by the benefits conferred through
heir use upon multitudes of invalids who, during the past few years, have had

hem. Some of the cold springs, especially those in the 1
levs, are quite as limpid as the thermals, wrhile they are often not only 1 -

:1 deeper, but also freer from mineral substances than the latter. It frequently
happens that the mountain streams, after sinking, reappear in the form of springs
near the margin or out in the middle of the valleys; and while some of these are
small or of but moderate size, others are immense pools, being from 10 to 100

diameter, and often 100 feet or more in depth, some of them sending c
large streams of water. Xot all the cold springs, however, are free from distaste-
ful and deleterious matters, some being- so repulsive that even animals, though

from thirst, refuse to drink from them.
The most remarkable group of thermals in this State is that known as th

Steamboat Springs, so called because, when first discovered, they are said
have emitted a puffing noise something like that of a high-pressure steamboai
The only sound escaping from them at present is a seething, gurgling noise lik
that of a boiling caldron. These springs are situated iu Washoe county, abon

les north of Carson City and four east from the Sierra, near a range of
basaltic hills, an extensive flow of this rock overlying granite. They occup
a rocky mound about half a mile long and a quarter of a mile wide, having a
elevation of 50 or 60 feet above the adjacent valley. This mound, which i
composed wholly of silicious matter deposited by the waters, is rent longitud
nally by a number of irregular, Beraggy-edged fissures, from six inches to a foe
in width, caused, apparently, by some n from below. Gunrl-e
up through these chasms, which probably extend to the bottom of the mound
come, at intervals of a few minutes, volumes of hot water, which, after hissing

d foaming for a minute or two, subside, leaving the aperture again
mpty. I rom some of these openings small jets of steam constantly escap
ccompanied with the emission of gas. Besides these fissures there are pools
lied with hot water, one of which, occupying a basin three feet in diameter and
ic foot high, built up by the deposition of solid matter held in solution by the

:1 falls with great regularity every six minutes. For about fi
minutes the water left in the bottom of this basin remains quiescent, whe
gradually rises, the ebullition increasing until it runs over the rim, wh
subsides, the agitation lasting a little over a minute. By throwing a lew ounce
of soap into this basin the water, after rising and falling a few times, as usual
begins to boil with fury, throwing up the spray six or eight feet and sending utt

lames of steam. In this manner its action can for hours be preternaturally
, with varying dcirrei-s of ei.< i ̂  y, until it finally comes to rest, the water

disappearing entirely from tin- basin, and not rising again for some time, as if
exhausted by these vehement exertions. The teraDeratiuv of the hottest of th
iprings is 204° Fahrenheit, this being about the boiling point of water at th
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"

altitude. The temperature of others, however, is much lower. The air about
the spot smells of sulphur, the ground in the vicinity being in places impreg-
nated with that mineral. Alone; the eastern base of the tumulus on which the O

springs are situated flows a rivulet pure and cool, till it mingles with the warm
and mineralized water of the latter. At times the chemical agents at work here
seem more active than at others, the sounds-emitted being louder and more fre-
quent and the steam more abundant. It is even probable that a gradual but
general subsidence of action is going on, as the loud puffing sounds said to have
been observed here when the springs were first discovered, some 20 years ago,
are no longer heard. The country about also affords evidence that the springs
in this neighborhood were formerly much more extensive than at present.

Other groups of warm springs, scarcely less remarkable, besides many less
worthy of note than that above described, are met with in different parts of the
State. In the valley of the Great Salt Bed, southern part of Humboldt county,
occur three clusters of thcrmals, separated by a distance of six or eight miles
one on each side and one in the centre of the valley-but all so much alike that
a description of one will serve to give a good idea of the others. The principal
group at this place, being that in the centre of the valley, consisting of over 20
springs, occupies an oblong mound covering 10 acres and rising 60 feet above
the level of the valley. This mound, formed wholly by the carbonate of lime
brought up and deposited by the waters, is covered with short, coarse grass.
Some of the springs are fringed with rushes and tules. Much of the surface is
saturated with water from the overflow of the springs. This overflow runs in
small channels out upon the plains, where it is soon evaporated or absorbed by
the dry and porous earth. Upon the summit and about the sides of this tumulus
are situated the springs., some occupying well-shaped openings in the turf and
others issuing from huge basins composed of limy concretions resembling ala-
baster, or from the tops of tumuli formed of the same material and raised six or
eight feet above the surface of the mound. Some of these springs, or rather
pools, are more than 60 feet wide, while the diameter of others is not more than
two or three feet, the whole varying as much in depth as in superficial area.
There is also a wide difference in temperature, some being at boiling point while
others are simply tepid or quite cool, the hot and cold springs in some instances
being separated only by a few feet. The water in all is soft, pure, and limpid,
and so transparent that the smallest object can be seen at a depth of 50 or 60
feet. Bubbles of gas are seen constantly ascending through it, but there is no
ebullition nor perceptible escape of steam. While all these springs keep quite
or nearly fall but few overflow, the aggregate amount of water discharged being
small. The cluster of springs on the west side of the valley contains eight pools,
hot, warm, and cold, the most of them larger and deeper than those in the cen-
tral group, while those on the eastern side, though equally numerous, are not so
large. At Wilson's ranch, in the southern end of the valley, are a number of
small springs, some of them quite hot, while along its eastern side are to be seen
the crater-shaped basins and tumuli of extinct thermals.

At the following additional localities in this State hot springs occur, either
isolated or in groups, and of different dimensions, some large and in a state of
active ebullition, others small and wholly quiescent: at several points in Carson
and Eagle valleys; on the desert between Truckee river and Humboldt; in the
vicinity of Black Rock, very numerous; along the eastern base of the Pine Nut
mountains; on the desert between the Big Bend of the Carson and Walker rivers;
near Kepler's station on the Wellington road, 16 miles west of the Sinkavata
mountains and 40 east of Walker's lake; at a number of places in Lassen, Alpine,
and Mono counties, California, near the Nevada line; upper end of Degroot's
valley, western part of Lander county; east side of Reese River valley, 60 miles
north of Austin; south end of Smoky valley; in first range of mountains east of
Toquima valley, and in the valley beyond; along the south side of the Upper
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Hmnboldt, and great numbers scattered over Franklin valley, besides, in many
places throughout the State, the mounds and other evidences of extinct tliermals,
now without sisrns of heat or moisture. At some of the localities enumerated the ^» ^*- ^r f^. ^J *, ". ̂_"- « ̂ ̂ ps^ "- ^^^^ ^_^ i^" ^^ --' ̂̂ - »- V ^-- P i-i- ^- » ^--

springs are large, deep, and numerous, the water being kept at a high tempera-
ture and in a state of violent commotion by internal heat; at others these con-
ditions are nearly all reversed, the orifices, once apparently much deeper, being
nearly filled up and the temperature of the water scarcely above blood heat, jus-
tifying the conclusion that the cooling process is general, and that the chemical
action upon which it is dependent for its elevated temperature is constantly dimin-
ishing, and will, in process of time, cease altogether. There are cases, however,
in which this action is supposed to be on the increase and in which the springs
appear to be of recent origin, not being contained in the usual rock}- basins nor
surrounded with the mounds formed by the deposition of silicious or calcareous
matter. Of this kind are the springs situate in the Hot Creek districts, Xye
county, the surplus water of which is so copious and hot as to have given the
name Hot creek to the stream issuing from them. Besides this there are other
hot creeks in the State, having their origin in a similar cause.

Some of the cold springs in Nevada are scarcely less remarkable because of
their size, depth, or the great volume of water they discharge than the tliermals
above described. The most noted of these occur in the central and eastern part
of the State. Along the-western side of Smoky valley are a number of pools,
varying in diameter from 20 to 80 feet, some of them being at least 100 feet
deep-so deep, in fact, that the water, which is soft and clear as crystal, has a
dark blue appearance. Several of these are filled with small fish and send off
a large stream of water. So immense are some of these fountains that it has
been conjectured they must have their sources in subterranean lakes; a more
plausible theory, however, is that they originate from the mountain streams
which, sinking on the margin of the valley, pursue their way under ground until
they meet with some obstruction, when they collect in reservoirs that ultimately
find an outlet in these springs. In the second tier of valleys east of Smoky
occurs another group of these springs, also circular in form, veiy deep and full
of clear cold water, but having no apparent outlets or inlets. These also swarm
with small fish, the number of which leads to the belief that there must be more
room for them beneath the turf-like sod by which they are surrounded. In one
of the lateral valleys on the Upper Hmnboldt is a meadow covering 1,200 acres
and clothed with luxuriant grass, in the midst of which are several hundred cir-
cular openings, from three to six feet wide, through which the pure, pellucid
water rises nearly to the surface. They are very deep and full of small fish,
the number of which becomes greatly increased on shaking the surrounding turf,
which can easily be done by the weight of the person, favoring the supposition
that these apertures are really the vent holes of an extensive underground lake.
Franklin river, a good-sized stream, is formed almost wholly from tributaries that
take their rise in a series of large springs ranged along the base of the moun-
tains bounding its valley on the west. Some of these springs send off creek
15 feet wide and over a foot deep, which run with a rapid current. The number
of springs contained in Thou.-und Springs valley, on the Upper Hmnboldt, is
sufficiently indicated by its name; many of these are distinguished for their size
and the excellence of their water.

SALT BEDS.-These deposits, through their extent and number, become not
only a notable feature in the chorography, but also an important item in the
economical resources of Nevada. Like the alkali fiats and mud lakes they ait-
confined to the valleys and plains, in which they cover the points of greatest
depression, the most of them being adjacent to or encompassed by a belt <>!' alkali
lands. They are doubtless of lacustrine origin, occnnvin^ what were formerly. "_ ^i mf f "*" *" V ' , * m

the basins of inland seas and salt lakes, their de-position being effected through
the evaporation of the-e bodies of water. Besides the extensive beds of this j 1 i* *» il - TT f* . -w-\ " -i "" . 

" 1 1 _ _ I* ^ 1 '
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mineral occurring in Churchill, Esmeralda, and Lincoln counties, there are seve-
ral smaller deposits, as well as a number of saliniferous springs, elsewhere in the
State, all of which may become of local value on account of their proximity to
supposed valuable mines. The most productive bed at present is that of the
Sand Spring Salt Mining Company, 75 miles east of Virginia. The claim of
this company, consisting of 1,600 acres, occupies a depression in the southeastern
corner of an extensive alkali flat, the centre of which for a space of several
hundred acres is damp and marsh}7", and some portion of it covered with a few
inches of water. This damp surface is coated to a depth of two or three inches
with a crystallized incrustation of salt formed by sublimation of the particles of
this mineral with which the clayey strata below are charged. On removing this
coating of salt a thin body of fine white clay is exposed, overlying a stratum of soft
1)1 ack clay, which, in turn, rests upon another seam of green and black clay, con-
taining coarse globules of salt. Beneath this seam occurs a deposit of crystal- .
lized salt, hard and massive but of unascertained thickness. In collecting the
salt at this place, a tract embracing a score of acres or more is selected, and
divided into strips, from each of which, in regular order, it is scraped into large
heaps with a broad wooden hoe. These heaps, after being exposed for a few
days to drain arid dry, are conveyed in wheelbarrows or cars running on wooden
tracks laid down for the purpose of facilitating transportation over the soft
ground, and thrown upon platforms or dumps, when the salt is ready for sacking
and shipment to market. After one of these surface sections has been stripped
of salt, the incrustration immediately begins to reform, and so rapidly do the
secretions from the saliniferous clays below proceed that a few weeks, and some-
times less, is sufficient to fully replace it, admitting of the gathering of a fresh
crop at least every month. As the masses of crystallized salt underlying these
clayey strata are probably inexhaustible, it would seern as if this process of
replenishment might go on forever. These clays are not the primary sources of
supply, though no doubt serving a useful purpose in promoting by their heat the
sublimation of the saline particles as well, perhaps, as in aiding their condensa-
tion upon the surface. Large sections of the alkali flat at Sand Spring, lying
outside of this company's claim, are, during the dry season, covered with a coat-
ing of salt j but it is neither so heavy nor pure as that owned by them, being
rarely more than an inch thick, and largely mixed with alkaline and other for-
eign matters, resembling, in these particulars, the deposits in Smoky valley, and
in the Cortez district, and other salt fields of limited extent elsewhere in the
State. The leading features of the larger beds, however, are almost identical
with those of this deposit at Sand Spring, the character of the salt and the mode
of collecting it being also very much the same. Prior to 1862, all the salt used
in this State was brought from San Francisco, at an average cost, laid down in
Virginia, of about $150 per ton. During that year parties, having imported a
herd of camels for the purpose, began packing this commodity in from the salt
pools, 45 miles southeast of Walker lake, whereby the prices were somewhat
reduced. The following year, the Sand Spring Company having commenced
operations, the price of salt suffered a further reduction, and for the past two years
this article has been delivered to the mills about Virinia at the uniform rate of

60 per ton, being considerably less than the average cost of freight from San
Francisco. During the year 1866 this company disposed of about 150, and
during the past year of about 250 tons of salt per month, the most of which was
consumed m the mills and reduction works, a little, also, after orindiriir, havingi /* i " -it ' ' ' ~ ^

been used for meat-packing and culinary purposes, for which it is well adapted.
The Sand Spring Company have over $100,000 invested in this business, and,
though owning several large teams, hire many others to haul the product of their
salt fields to market, their freight bills amounting to from $10,000 to $15,000 per
week. Large as is the amount of salt tlicv are thus enabled to deliver, the supply F F V/X-'Jl^ * ^k-Jt*A £i V^ *JV^ "* W V *** V^ M/AJU&XriF V* *-^ V ̂fA, K/VV**- t,1 ^ A L V, \ 14-I, \> U J^t UkJ 1^ Aid *, / A V V t. W V* V ** T Y^Ju * u*,M-^S P^*-*f^|-**C */ A A "/

is scarcely equal to the demand, some of the larger mills consuming between 35
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and 40 tons per month. The company, finding their salt well suited to table
use, have erected a steam mill at Virginia, where considerable quantities are ground
and put up for this purpose. About 40 miles north of the Sand Springs bed.
also in Churchill county, is another and still larger but very similar deposit of * '»-f

salt. At this place there is, first, an incrustation of salt an inch or two thick
overlying a stratum of blue clay 18 inches thick, filled with cubical crystals of
salt, and resting upon a heavy body of these crystals free from earthy matter and
reaching downward to an unknown depth. This property is also owned by a
company, who have laid down a tramway for running out, a platform for receiving,
and a house for storing their salt. From this locality the Humboldt mills obtain
their supplies of this commodity, a little, also, having been sent to Virginia and
Austin, it being extremely white and pure. In the Silver Peak district, Esme-
ralda county, occurs the most extensive salt field in the State, its area covering * /

some 40 or 50 square miles, much of which is coated with a thick incrustation
of the pure chloride of sodium, underlaid by seams of clay and a crystallized
mass of salt of unknown thickness, as at Sand Spring and Big Salt valley.
Situate near the edge of this bed are a number of saline springs, the water of
which evaporating is constantly increasing the deposits of salt about them. Holes
dug in the earth in this vicinity are in a short time completely filled with a solid
mass of salt, deposited from the supersaturated water seeping into them. It is a
curious circumstance that situated in close proximity to these pools of perfect brine
are a number of springs of soft fresh water. In the Columbus district, and within
half a mile of the principal mines, layers of salt interstratiried with clay are
found near the surface j and by removing a foot or two of earthy matter on top,
the water coming in fills the excavation in the course of four or five days with
a compact mass of pure white salt. North of this spot five miles are the pools
from which the camel train several years since procured their loading for Vir-
ginia, and at a point 10 miles to the west is the extensive deposit kno\vn as
Teal's salt marsh, and from which the mills at Aurora obtain their supplies.
Besides these, there are several other salt beds of minor importance both in this
vicinity and in other parts of Esmeralda county, as well as also in Owen's valley,
Inyo county, California, adjoining Esmeralda on the southwest. In the Pah-
ranagat district, southeastern part of Lincoln county, on the upper waters of the
Rio Virgin, masses of crystallized salt exist in such quantities as to constitute a
notable part of the mountain in which they occur. They lie in strata, are almost
chemically pure, and so transparent that ordinary print can be read through blocks
of this material a foot square. The salt deposits before alluded to as occurring
in Smoky valley and near the Cortez district are slight and impure. The former
and the more important of the two lies 40 miles south, and the latter 60 miles
north of Austin. The incrustation of salt at these localities is scarcely more than

half an inch thick. It is deposited as elsewhere by efflorescence, and though
destitute of any heavy bodies of salt below, possesses the usual power of repro-
duction, renewing itself as often as removed. It is dissipated, however, by the
east amount of rain, though readily reappearing on the return of dry weather.

From the Smoky vallev bed, where a considerable amount of salt is collected,
and also some manufactured for table use, the mills about Austin, at Behmmt, 11
and those around the valley procure their needed supplies of this article. This*
salt is hdd on the ground ready for sacking at one cent a pound, the cost of
hauling it to the mills where used being about as much more. 3Fost of the salt
of Nevada as found in its natural condition is remarkably pure; samples taken
from tin- >Silver Peak and the Great Salt valley beds gave by analysis 98 per
cent, chloride of sodium, that from Sand Spring giving 96 per cent. Sample*
from Smoky valley ^liow by assay 909 per cent, chloride of sodium, the impuri-
ties consisting of sand and sulphate of nuda.-ingredients which do not appear
to detract from its etlicacy for amalgamating purposes, though rendering it less
fit for table use. AVith salt in such illimitable quantities, of such excellent
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quality and easy procurement, there can be no question but this article, besides
supplying all local demands, will be largely exported from this State whenever
railroad transportation shall have been extended to it.

SECTION II.

WOODLANDS-SOURCES OF FUEL AND LUMBER SUPPLY-COAL, ETC.

e only timber in this State suited for making first-class lumber is that
found on or near the eastern slope of the Sierra Nevada mountains. There
are, as observed in the remarks on the central and eastern parts of the State, a
few groves of spruce and white pine in that quarter; but the trees are compara-
tively small, and the wood for the most part soft and brittle. The prevailing
tree, where there is any east of the Sierra, is the scrubby pitch pine, already
described, having a low bushy trunk, from 10 to 15 inches in diameter, and from
12 to 30 feet high. Being compact and resinous, it burns freely, even when
green, emitting much heat, and though worth but little for lumber, constitutes a
valuable fuel. Mixed with these are a few juniper and mountain mahogany
trees, equally scrubby with the piuon, though the mahogany, when dry, burns
well. Some of the mountain streams are fringed with a narrow belt of willow,
birch, and cherry, all slender and dwarfish, and fit at best only for fence rails or
fire-wood. With so great a scarcity of large timber, the better qualities of lumber
necessarily command high prices in most parts of Nevada; the rates increasing
with the distance from the Sierra, the principal source of supply. Thus, while
this article can be purchased at the mill for about $20 per 1,000, it costs nearly
three times that amount delivered in Virginia, five times in Austin, and six or
seven at Belmont. The price is proportionally increased where delivered, at
points still further in the interior!/ This question of fuel and lumber supply is
more fully elucidated in the pages relating to the working of the Comstock ores
and mines.

COAL.-Although no heavy deposits of coal have yet been found in Nevada, it
is too valuable an article to be overlooked in making up a summary of the mineral
resources of the State.

THE WHITMAN COAL MINES-DEVELOPMENTS AND RESULTS.-*The first

locations of mineral coal lands and efforts at working the same were made in
1861, when parties encouraged by the outcroppings of narrow seams of lignite
in the Pine Nut mountains, at a point about 12 miles northeast of Dayton,
Lyon county, proceeded to form a mining district, adopting a set of laws and
regulations for governing the locating and holding of claims therein. These
laws were similar to those used in taking up and holding quartz lodes, but with
this difference, that individual claims, instead of running longitudinally with, and
being confined to a narrow space along the ledge, consisted of square plats of
40 acres each, the same requiring to be surveyed by the territorial surveyor, and
to be recorded after the manner of real estate. The coal sicfns observable in this
locality are distributed over an area of several square miles, all of which, and 

* "

much more was taken up soon after the district was formed. Quite a large
amount of money was subsequently expended upon these claims in the work of
exploration, road building, &c. Upon the most promising, shafts were sunk to
a considerable depth. Whitman, the discoverer and his associates, besides open-
ing several short inclines, and performing other preliminary labor, ran a tunnel

> 175 feet in length, from the extremity of which a shaft was sunk to a depth of' 
100 feet. The entire outlay of this company amounted to some $8,000 or $10,000,
a portion of which, however, was spent in constructing a wagon road leading
from their claims to the valley of Carson river, six miles distant. The invest-
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ment proved nearly a total loss. Less than 100 tons of coal was disposed of, as,
indeed, scarcely more than that amount of a marketable Duality was ever raised from
the mines. None worth speaking of has been obtained from the other claims in
the neighborhood. This coal delivered at the quartz mills or other points where
required for consumption, commanded from $S to 812 per ton, rates at which
most of that of local production has since been disposed of. Numerous trials
were made to test its adaptability for generating steam. The proprietors of the
Sacramento quartz mill, in Gold Canon procured such alterations in their furnace
grates to be made as seemed necessary to afford ample draught, and although
their mill was run upon it for a short time, its use was soon abandoned. The
large percentage of non-combustible matter present, choked the draught, and
prevented the production of sufficient heat for the rapid creation of steam. The
attempts made to introduce this coal, and that procured from Eldorado Canon,
near by, as a domestic fuel, were somewhat more successful. Considerable
quantities were obtained from the latter place for a year or two, and consumed
in Virginia Chy and vicinity.

The ffeolofirical features of the Whitman district are not-such as to indicate theo o

presence of heavy bodies of carboniferous matter. The country about the mines
is dry and barren; the surface in places discloses traces of former volcanic action,
and although there is here a species of coarse sandstone, the old red sandstone,
and most other rocks accompanying the true coal series are absent. There is
also here a shale, but like the sandstone, it evidently belongs to the pliocene
age, and indicates for these coal beds a comparatively modern origin. The follow-
ing strata encountered in sinking a perpendicular shaft 110 feet on the Whitman
grounds, serve to exemplify the general geology of the district. The first foot
passed through consisted of a clay shale, below which lay several feet of steatite,
mixed with talc; next nearly one foot of bituminous lignite, underlaid with a bed
of talcose slate was encountered. This slate rested upon sandstone, followed by
another thin seam of lignite. Then followed in succession a stratum of slate;
30 inches of lignite, of a somewhat improved character-a narrow seam of slate;
six inches of coal; various strata of sandstone alternating with thin beds of steatite,
shale, and coal, the shaft terminating a thick layer of white sand. The planes
of these successive strata are nearly parallel, the whole pitching at an angle of
about 20°, the dip varying slightly at different points.

OTHER DISCOVERIES.-Soon after the location of the Whitman mines a still

heavier deposit of lignite was found 12 miles further south, in Eldorado canon,
resting in a similar geological formation. From this place several hundred
tons of this material was soon afterwards taken, the most of which found a market
in the neighboring towns, where it was used chiefly in stoves and grates. As a
domestic fuel this coal has met with more favor than that from the Whitman.

mine, though unfit for furnace or forge purposes. Upon the claim of the New-
castle Company, the principal claim in Eldorado canon, a good deal of explora-
tory work has been done, yet no heavy body of coal has been developed. The
contents of this vein resemble the brown coal of Germany, with which they
coincide in their chemical constituents. An analysis of the'coal from the vein
of the Newcastle Company, shows it to contain, moisture 19.G5, hydro-carbonaceous
matter 40. ">9; fixed carbon 28.31, and ash 11, with traces of sulphur and iron.
The resultant from distillation is a charcoal, and not a coke, as from the English
coal, which generally contains more sulphur, but less volatile matter and ash.
As the Nevada coal contains but little sulphur, it would be valuable for forge
use and iron works, were it not for the large percentage of volatile substances
it cam. , composed mainly of water, which detracts from it;1, merits as a fuel, as
well as for the iri-iMTation of gas. For the latter purpose it might In- made to
answer by the addition of <»me carbonaceous material, since by this plan, as ha s
been ascertained, it could be made to produce about 9.000 cubic feet of g -? to 1 " 1 " 1 "I 1 ^ * /» A
the ton, which owing to the al^< nee of sulphur, would p<>- <-s high powers of
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illumination. Soon after the above discoveries further coal si^ns were noticed o

two miles southeast of Fort Churchill, where a number of thin seams of lignite
crop along the steep and barren hills that abound in that neighborhood. To
secure these a district was laid out, and several claims taken up, on two or three
of which open cuts were run and other work done, but without establishing for
them any positive value. Discoveries of coal in other parts of the State have
from time to time been announced, but with two or three exceptions they do not
appear to have had any substantial foundation. As early as the summer of
1860, parties excited by the finding of a black slaty substance, a few miles east
of Sand Springs, took steps for securing a tract of land there, but abandoned
the purpose on ascertaining the worthless nature of the material. There was
a rumor prevalent some years ago of mineral coal having been found in the
country to the north of the Humboldt river, but the report lacks verification.
In 1864, some miners prospecting to the north of New Pass station, Churchill
county, having come upon a species of obsidian possessing a cleavage and lustre
similar to hard coal, for which it was ignorantly mistaken, quite an excitement
supervened on its being made known in Austin. The non-combustible nature of
this substance was readily established, and the interest so suddenly awakened
by its discovery speedily subsided. Two years later a company of miners search-
ing after silver lodes, picked up in the Eureka district, 60 miles east .of Austin,
some pieces of float coal, which on trial were found to bum freely, emiting a
strong heat, and leaving but, little ash. This float was not traced to its original
bed, concerning wrhich nothing is known, though the sample picked up was of
a superior quality, and there is reason to hope that mines of good coal will yet
be found in that quarter of the State, valuable seams having already been met
with in the adjacent Territory of Utah. In the Volcano district, Esrneralda
county, at a point about 80 miles easterly from Aurora, two veins of coal, the
one 12 and the other 30 inches think have been discovered. They can be easily
traced for several rods by the bituminous debris on the surface; are evidently of
an earlier period than the lignite found elsewhere in the State, and are highly
carbonized, and bear the appearance of a silicious anthracite coal mixed with
calcite. The impurities in this article amount to 40 or 50 per cent,, yet it emits
a strong heat, and burns almost entirely to a white ash. It has been used suc-
cessfully as a substitute for charcoal by blacksmiths and assayers; that tested
came from but three or four feet below the surface, to which depth only have the
seams yet been opened. The fissures are well defined5 have an argillaceous
shale on the one side, and limestone of the Jurassic age on the other j but whether
these coal measures will prove to be of greater extent or value than those at the
localities already described, we have not the data to determine. They remain

yet wholly undeveloped. Should they afford even a moderate amount of
fuel, their presence in a region where there is but little wood and much mineral
wrealth would hereafter prove important. This coal is but three or four miles
from a series of copper-bearing lodes, and there are also in this district promising
veins of gold and silver-bearing quartz. Outcroppings of soft coal can be traced
for several miles along the foot hills of the Wassack mountains. This locality
is about 25 miles north of Aurora, and four miles east of the east fork of Walker
river. In thickness this seam ranges from a mere thread of shale to 6 or 7 feet.
The coal burns readily. A lot taken from a shaft 30 feet below the surface
underwent perfect combustion on being ignited, while lying in an open heap on
the ground. The vein runs nearly northwest and southeast, and dips south westeiiv
at an angle of 20° degrees. The accompanying formation consists of shale,
sedimentary rock, sandstone, &c., the whole having a range corresponding with
that of the coal seam. The deposits at this place are not in their natural situa-
tion much exposed, and but little work has yet been done upon them. It is
difficult to form an opinion as to their value, though competent judges speak
favorably of the chances for finding here a fair article of soft coal. Recently u
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coal vein of the anthracite variety is reported to have been found 15 miles from
Hiko, the countv seat of Lincoln countv, in this State. The vein is represented, *

to be 15 inches thick on the surface, and its contents are said to ignite readily,
and bum with freedom, leaving less than three per cent, of residuum. In gravity
and external characteristics it compares favorably with the best coal found on
this side of the continent, though assigned to a later geological period. Should
the deposit prove at all extensive it would greatly benefit the surrounding region,
which, with much mineral wealth, is rather limited in its supplies of fuel.

CRYSTAL PEAK. - At tin's locality, some 35 miles northwest of Virginia City,
coal signs similar to those in El Dorado canon occur in a depression known as

vallev, Ivinor near the eastern base of the Sierra, distant one mile from the_ ft. ¬. C

Truckee river, and two from the line of the Central Pacific railroad. The adja-
cent hills, as well as the valley, are covered with a stately growth of spruce and
pine timber, which, should the coal fail, might still afford profitable employment
to a considerable population, as good lumber can be made here at small cost.
The Truckee affords ample water-power for saw-mills to manufacture, and the
railroad a ready means for transporting it to market. There are also some gold
and silver-bearin lodes in the district, which, with the facilities at hand for
reducing the ores, mav come to be worked with remunerative results. The dis-CT / *

covery of coal at this place was made about four years ago, fragmentary portions
of a dark-colored, lustrous lignite, strong!}' marked with the structure of the trees
and plants from which it was formed, having been found along the line of the
outcropping coal seams. A good deal of work directed to the exploration of these
beds has since been done. Several thousand dollars have been expended in sink-
ing shafts and artesian borings, and in excavating cuts and tunnels. Some of
the former have been earned to a depth of 300 feet. In some cases the work of
prospecting was first effected by means of boring, after which working shafts
were put down and steam machinery was employed to facilitate hoisting and
pumping operations. The carboniferous strata at Ciystal Peak vary in thick-
ness from a few inches to two and a half feet j they are much compressed in spots,
and largely intermixed with foreign matter. Although a considerable quantity
of this li«rnite has been extracted, and one company claim to have reached, by
boring, a seam eight feet thick at a point 300 feet beneath the surface, the develop-
ments made have not, in the main, proved satisfactory j and of the several enter-
prises at one time set on foot for the purpose of exploring these beds, none are
now being actively prosecuted; and as some of those interested may contemplate
resuming operations, it may be expedient to copy here the opinions of the State
mineralogist of Nevada, as to the probabilities of any considerable bodies of coal,
even of the lignite class, ever being found at this place. Mr. Stretch, having
given the locality a personal examination, remarks concerning its geology and
coal prospects as follows :

As so much imperfect knowledge relative to the probabilities of finding coal in Nevada is
prevalent, it may be well to speak more fully of the indications in this neighborhood. The
seams of coal originally discovered at this place are interstratified wjth thin beds of coarse
sandstone or volcanic tufa, of light coiors. This formation is traceable easterly fora distance
of J 5 miles, being intimately associated with trachytes and basalt wherever it is found. Where
it is exposed in Long valley, north of Virginia, it contains great numbers of fragments of wil-
low leaves gra<ses, &c., remains resembling some varieties of sage-brush, and in one instance
the elytron of a beetle, apparently the same as a species now found on the same mountains,
and attached to the pinon. These remains indicate for the formation a comparatively recent
date, a conclusion confirmed by the manner in which it is associated with the surrounding
rocks. The rocks of the Sierra at Crystal Peak are entirely igneous or metamorphic in their
character, and have been tilted into every conceivable position by the agencies which seamed
them with intruded granite and basalt. Did any of the formations which are known to accom-
pany the coal fields of Europe and the eastern States occur in this vicinity, even though cov-
ered up by lava beds, their immense thickness, and the distortions to which they have been
subjected, would certainly have disclosed their presence, and they might have been recognized
by their peculiar fo>-ils. They certainly do not exist at Crystal Peak. Had the tufas and
sandstones containing the so-called coal seams been formed before the elevation of the Sierra,
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they would have necessarily been tilted and displaced in the same manner as the associated
rocks, partaking of all the flexures and faults of the mountain range near which they lie.
Instead of this being the case, the stratification is nearly horizontal, or only slightly inclined.
In some places the beds have been somewhat tilted, probably by the causes which finally
raised them above the water level, and gave the present configuration to the surrounding
country. The conclusion is almost irresistible, that whatever coal is found in the neighbor.
hood of Crystal Peak will be confined to the small valleys in that vicinity, which, at the period
when Steamboat valley was an inland sea bounded by the Sierra on the west and the Virginia
mountains on the east, formed small arms of the lake, and collected more or less of the vege-
table d&bris which during violent storms was washed down from the pine forests on the sur-
rounding hills. There is yet another consideration to be taken into account in estimating the
probable extent of the deposit. The loss of bulk during the conversion of vegetable matter
into coal is equal to about three-fourths of the original mass. It becomes evident from this
that an extensive bed of coal can only be found where there has been, at some remote period,
most luxuriant forest growth and water sufficient in quantity to convey the dtbris to vast
tracts of marshy ground favorable for decomposition. The coal fields of the Eastern States
and England afford abundant evidence that they were at one time extensive tracts of swampy
forests, with a tropical climate and a luxuriance of vegetation with which even equatorial
forests in the present day cannot compete. On the other hand, the remains of plants found
in the associated rocks at Crystal Peak do not warrant us in entertaining the belief that such
conditions ever existed in that neighborhood. What we do find point rather to a scanty
growth, such as is found on the hills to-day. The almost entire absence of animal remains in
the beds strongly supports this idea. Where there is an abundant vegetation there is gener-
ally a corresponding abundance of animal life, which could scarcely have failed to leave some
mementos of its existence* If these views are correct, as there is good reason to believe they
are, no body of coal will be found in this vicinity which, from its extent or thickness, will
repay the capital expended in its development. The mere fact of the formation having accu-
mulated in a contracted mountain valley, limits its extent and value at the same time. The
thin seams of bituminous matter found between the layers of tufa may have been the product
of dense growths of tule and other water plants.

SECTION III.

COPPER.

Among the more promising cupriferous localities in the S
THE PEAVIKE DISTRICT, situate about 30 miles northwest of Virginia City

miles north of the Trackee river, and about the same distance from th(<3

Central Pacific railroad, with all which it is connected by good
This district; erected in March, 1863, has a length of about 20, and an averag
width of 10 or 12 miles. N er of small springs, at which

was built in I860. About these springs grow quantities of wild p
h name of the station and subseuentl of the district, which covers a

"gion of low hills stretching along the eastern base of the Sierra Nevada. T
y about the mines is dry, ban-en, and treeless, though

mall lakes with a number of springs, and water can be obtained in many pi
by digging wells from 30 to 50 feet deep, while wood, both for fuel and lumber,
abounds in the Sierra, four or five miles distant. The lodes in this district, found
almost invariably in a granite and metamorphic formation, have a northerly and
southerly strike, and are from 3 to 12 feet in thickness, with a few of greater

ensions. They do not project much above the surface, and although a small
number have been traced by the outcrop for several hundred yards, and have
been found persistent for a considerable depth many of them have the appearance

gated rather than deep fissured veins. The lodes possessii
on as based on size, assays of ore, and extent of devel

Great Eastern, 20 feet thick, the Bevelhymer, American Eagle, Enterprise, an
Metropolitan, upon which tunnels have been run, varying from 50 to 300 feet in
length and the Pacific, Indian, Occidental, Young America, Great Western,
Orient Challenge, and Bay State, all somewhat explored by means of shafts,
open cuts, and other excavations. The Tolls Company have expended s^~
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$4,000 in prospecting their lode, from which they have taken quantities of ore
assaying from 15 to 40 per cent, of copper, and from $60 to $500 per ton in gold
and silver. While the above-mentioned claims, as well, perhaps, as many besides,
cover large and permanent lodes, others in the district have the appearance of
being merely limited and superficial deposits. The Peavine ores, composed
chiefly of carbonates and oxides, besides assaying largely in copper, contain a
sufficiency of the precious metals to defray cost of transportation to the seaboard,
when, as will be the case in the course of next year, railroad transit can be had.
In the metalliferous portions of these veins free gold can frequently be detected by
the unassisted eye j particles of this metal being sometimes found on the surface
where the veinstone has undergone decomposition. The ores of this district give
by assay from 10 to 50 per cent, of metallic copper, selected samples often going
much higher. Small lots of the better class of ores have been found by working
tests to yield from 30 to 40 per cent, of metal. By an assay of these ores made
bv Mr. Ricard. the following results were obtained : V / O

Peroxide of iron 
Alumina 

Sulphur 
Carbonic acid 
Silicia 
Water . 
Loss 

. 0005 $2 50 per ton Gold 
Silver 

Oxide of copper 
.0200 7 85

34.1000 135 00 "
2.3200

.2200
3.3600

11.2000
46.6600
3. 8400

. 2795

100.0000 145 35 "

Some choice ores reduced at the English Companv's mill, seven miles d
from the mines, yielded 100 ounces of silver to the ton. Smelting w
on the Swansea plan, with a capacity for operating 10 or 12 tons of
have been erected in the district, plumbago, obtained from a bed of that mineral
near Washoe City, having been employed in their construction. This material
is abundant in the locality mentioned, and although not yet thoroughly proved,

\ - :1 reason for believing it well adapted to this and similar uses. S
1 other furnaces, some of them on a different plan, have been projected, and

likelihood that one or more of these will be completed and
in the course of a few months. It is probable, however, that the bulk of these * *

1 be shipped to San Francisco for a market, or sent elsewhere f<
ment when the railroad shall have been completed to this point; an event tl
promises to revive operations, now nearly suspended, enhance the value of claims,

1 repopulate this eligibly situated and promising district. A town, also
d Peavine, was laid out in 1863, at the group of springs mentioned. 1

1 houses, and being adjacent to the mines, should
out according to expectation, its growth will no doubt keep pace with their future
development.

THE AN'ALKEII RIVER COPPER REGION covers a considerable scope of country
:g between and adjacent to the east and west forks of that stream. The p

cipal mines, so far as developments extend, are distant from the latter in a westerly
direction, from 3 to 10 miles. This cupriferous belt has an average width of eight
and a length of about 25 miles. Within these limits some strong veins occur,
and here most of the labor and money laid out in that region have been expended.
Like the Peavine, this is an arid, sterile, and timberless district; the only

mmediate vicinity of the mines is afforded by a few small springs, while
lie only vegetable products consist of a scanty growth of
ind a few other «|uuily scraggy and worthless shrubs. There are.!

d irroves of uifion on the Pine Nut mountains a fe\v miles tot

i of Walker river, in close proximity, and at all s
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strong and rapid stream, supplies every requisite for reduction works. The volume
of water is ample for propulsive power, and also for floating down fuel and lum-
ber from the heavy pine and spruce forests 30 miles above. The veins here,
which are numerous, well defined, and of fair average dimensions, have a gener-
ally north-northeast trend, assfiy from 12 to 50 per cent, in copper, and from $15
to $30 per ton in the precious metals. Most of the country rock is of a calcareous
nature. The ores embrace almost every variety, and often carry small particles
of virgin metal. The first discoveries were made in this district in 186:2, since
which time a good deal of work in a promiscuous way has been done. Although
several lodes have been opened to a considerable depth, it can hardly be said
that any have been thoroughly explored. Active exertions, except upon a few
claims, have been suspended for the past two years. On the Bcwley mine an
incline shaft 6 feet by 10 has been sunk to a depth of 100 feet. From this lode
several hundred tons of ore have been extracted which gave an average yield ofo o *

nearly 40 per cent, of metal. It is well formed, has a thickness of about six feet,
has a northerly and southerly strike, and an easterly dip in conformity with the
prevailing pitch in the district. Other veins located near it and partially opened,
promise almost equally well. Upon the Constitution, Peacock, Ward, and
Weister lodes, some prospecting work has been performed with encouraging
results. The former, which is the most extensively opened, exhibits a vein 16
feet thick, and carries ores that assay from 20 to 30 per cent, of copper, with a
large percentage of iron, and from $15 to $18 per ton in gold and silver. The
quantity of iron diminishes as depth is attained on the lode. The Ward and
Weister lode, lying near the Constitution, and some 10 miles to the westward
of the liver, is about six feet wide, carries a pure gray sulphuret ore of high grade
with native copper, and from $25 to $30 per ton in gold and silver. The Pea-
cock, four miles from the river, is a four-foot vein, impregnated with yellow sul-
3lmret ore assaying about the same as that from the Constitution. In the foot* *-

rills that flank the Tollock mountains lying between the forks of Walker river,
,as W7ell as in the country contiguous to the main stream and that stretching along-«/ O <Q
the western base of the Wassack range west of the Walker lake, occur numerouso

copper-bearing lodes, which, judging from surface indications-none of them
having been much opened-will yet constitute a cupriferous field of considerable
extent arid value. As in the district further west, a variety of ores is met with
in these localities. The facilities for transportation and reduction are about the
same.

Battle Mountain d f Humboldt county, are
posits of the red oxide of copper. The Dunderberg, the principal lode

in the d a mass of silicious rock and limestone nearly 200 feet
thick, permeated by nmnerous small veins of this ore, assaying throughout 50
er cent, of metal. Owing to the remoteness of the district, 90 miles north-north-

west of Austin, and about the same distance easterly from the settled portions
of Humboldt county, these deposits, though apparently rich and extensive, pos-
sess only a prospective value, since they cannot be opened to advantage or worked
with profit until the railroad, to pass within 10 miles of them, shall be completed.
With that auxiliary they will probably command the means necessary for devel-
opment. The country about these mines, though generally barren, contains
some patches of good land, with a narrow strip of fertile bottoms along the Hum-
boldt river a few miles distant, to the north. Being without timber, however,
and the other agents essential to an economical reduction of the ores, the mass
of them will require to be shipped elsewhere for treatment. In the Volcano dis-
trict, Esmeralda county, at a point about 80 miles northeast of Aurora, have been
jmid some of the heaviest and apparently richest copper lodes in the State. The

deposits at this place consist of well-defined veins, some of them of consideral

* See section on Eastern Nevada.
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magnitude, and of ore-bearing masses lying upon or projecting from the surface.
The top ores are carbonates, with a sprinkling of other varieties, and at greater
depths sulphurets, the average assays of which indicate a fair percentage of cop-
per and the presence of from $25 to $30 per ton in silver, and from S2 to $10 in
gold. The region for a considerable distance around is forbidding and desolate;
it is scantily supplied with wood and water, and wholly destitute of arable lands.
Moreover, it is far removed from the line of any contemplated railway, and other-
wise unfavorably situated for the cheap extraction of the metals and exportation
of ores; so that an early development of its mineral resources, of which copper
fonns but one, can hardly be anticipated. About 50 miles southeast of Volcano,
in the San Antonio district, signs of copper manifest themselves over a consid-
erable scope of country. The ores at this place are said to be rich, yet nothing
has been done to indicate the extent or probable permanence of the mines. One
of the ledges located here at a point two and a half miles east of Montezurna
Spring, called the Ruby, has a thickness of 12 feet, and, although it carries a
variety of metals, copper appears to predominate. In the Bolivia, Mammoth,
and Palmetto districts, as well as in numerous other localities in different parts
of the State, strong and well marked veins of copper ore occur. Although many
of these bear superficial evidence of permanency, no positive opinion can be pro-
nounced on this point, since only upon a few of them has any work been done.
Upon none have explorations been prosecuted to decisive results.

SECTION IV.

METEOROLOGY, BOTANY, ZOOLOGY, ETC.

Of the climate of Nevada so much has been said elsewhere that it only remains
here to notice a few of what may be considered its meteorological peculiarities ;
among which the most remarkable are what have been denominated cloud bursts.O 7

a heavy precipitation of rain caused by the meeting of two clouds surcharged
with moisture. This phenomenon is thought to be produced through electrical
agencies, though not enough has been ascertained to settle this fully. Numbers
of these u cloud bursts" occur ever}7 summer. They are most frequent in the south-
em and western parts of the State. In some instances an immense amount of
water falls to the earth in a few minutes, filling up gulches and sweeping away
everything opposed to its progress. Several lives have been lost and considera-
ble property destroyed in the State during the past few years through this cause.

The mirage, an optical illusion caused by saline particles floating in a heated
atmosphere, is often seen in great perfection on the deserts of Nevada. Some-
times it takes the form of lakes, with islands and headlands bathing in their lim-* ^J

pid waters j assuming, at others, though more rarely, the appearance of extensive
groves and wooded lawns, the whole so closely resembling nature that it requires
an effort of reason to dispel the illusion. The same or similar atmospheric con-
ditions sometimes so refract the ravs of light as to distort and magnify in aV i

strange manner objects seen at a short distance. A sage bush viewed through
this medium has the appearance of a large spreading tree, and the little cones

^formed by the drifting sand loom like pyramids on the deserts.
Snow slides^ though often happening in the Sierra, where they ; ...lu-iimcs occur

on a lare & le and with fatal results aie not common in tin- int« . i r of the
State. Nt rly every winter some unfortunate traveller loses his life in the Sierras
by being overwhelmed by these descending masses of snow.

Sand storm* anil s«, </ clouds are regular features of the dim. uloiry of this
region. The former is brou . lit about by certain strong winds, \\liieh, Mowing
steadily for some days, so completely fill the air with sand an-l dust that it is
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impossible to see for more than a few rods. Respiration becomes labored, and
the atmosphere often grows oppressively warm during their continuance, which
rarely lasts more than a single day. The sand clouds or pillars are formed after
the manner of water-spouts, and consist of immense bodies of fine sand and dust
earned to a great height by a rotary and upward, but at the same time advanc-
ing, current of air, sometimes at a slow and again with a rapid pace. Frequently
these columns sway high in the atmosphere, and many of them can be seen at
the same time following each other in majestic procession arcoss the plains.

This region, like California, has its wet and dry seasons, though the latter is
scarcely so long or uninterrupted here as there, nor is the precipitation during
the wet season so great. Summer showers, accompanied with thunder and light-
ning, are more frequent in Nevada than in California, though much less common than
in the States east of the Hocky mountains.

oth the fauna and flora of Nevada lack fullness and variety. The indigenous
plants and flowers are few, while the animal kingdom, except in the department
of insect life, is barren almost beyond example. With the exception of the pine-
nut, a few wild currants and gooseberries, and one or two other inferior kinds of
berries, found only in a few localities, and none of them very plentiful, there is
little in the vegetable world that civilized man considers eatable. There are few
or no wild plums, blackberries, strawberries, or grapes. The wild cherries found
growing on a scrubby bush in some of the canons are small, bitter, and astrin-
gent. The Indians find many medicinal herbs and esculent roots, but neither
are much esteemed by white men. In the tule about the sink of the Humboldt
and Carson grows a species of cane which exudes a sweet sirup that, drying in
small lumps on the surface, forms a tolerable article of sugar. Wild flax and
tobacco are found occasionally growing on the hills, and along the Humboldt a
species of wild hemp is met with, having a long and stout fibre, which may,
with cultivation, come to form an important textile. The artemesia or wild sage,
a scraggy shrub growing from one to six feet high, is found nearly everywhere.
This species is worthless for anything except fuel, though there is a small white
kind of sage upon which cattle feed with avidity after it has been visited by the
first frosts of autumn. The cactus, growing but sparsely in the northern and
central parts of the State, is common further south, where, also, the mesquit tree
abounds. . Game, with the exception of sage hen and hare, is scarce in all parts
of the State. There are no wildcats, panthers, bears, or other animals that can
justly be called beasts of prey. The nearest approach to these are the coyote
and wolf, of which there are a few in all parts of the country. On some of the
more lofty ranges are to be seen occasionally small herds of mountain sheep.
These animals are shy and fleet, keeping usually in the more rugged and inac-
cessible parts of the mountains. The beaver, otter, martin, foxes, fishers, and
other fur-bearing animals that drew the trapper into this region in the early day,
have nearly all disappeared, and now rarely fall a prey to the hunter. About
the sinks and lakes geese, ducks, cranes, and pelicans are, at certain seasons of
the year, plentiful. These, with the sage hen, raven, an occasional eagle, and
a sprinkling of small birds, comprise all there is to represent the feathered race
in the country. Reptiles are also scarce, and are mostly confined to a few horned
toads, spotted lizards, and snakes, of which the only venomous kind is the rat-
tlesnake.
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SECTION Y.

SOCIAL, INDUSTRIAL, AND EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS.

In all these departments Nevada has made rapid and gratifying progress.
Her population is distinguished for industry, order, and a ready obedience to
lawful authority. Already nearly 30 church edifices have been erected in the
State, at a cost ranging from $2,000 to $40,000 each, and an aggregate expense
of about $300,000. These represent the leading Christian denominations, and
are in some cases spacious and handsome buildings. Numerous well conducted
schools have been established under an enlightened educational system, for the
support- of which liberal provision has been made by the State. There is also
a number of academies, seminaries, and high schools sustained by private pat-
ronage. Capacious halls for literary, social, and benevolent purposes have been
erected in all the large towns, several of which are supplied with gas and water
works and commodious buildings for municipal uses. Besides many minor indus
trial establishments, several large foundries and machine shops have been erected
in the vicinity of Virginia, and one, also of considerable capacity, at Austin,
near the centre of the State. A salt mill, an acid factory, and a tannery and
pottery speak of the diversified pursuits now obtaining a foothold, and a well-
patronized press, issuing five daily and as many weekly journals, indicate the
intelligence and enlightenment of the people. Of the agricultural capacities
and products of the country so much has been said elsewhere in this report that
they need only be glanced at in a summary way in this connection. The entire
amount of land, arable and grazing, enclosed in the State may be roughly esti-
mated at 150,000 acres, of which one-quarter at least is planted to grain, giving
an average yield of about 20 bushels to 1. Nearlv every cereal crown in the a * "? v O

most favored regions elsewhere can, with proper care, be successfully grown here.
Even the more delicate fruits common in the temperate zones, such as pears,
peaches, and grapes, can be raised in Nevada if the soil and site be judiciously
selected and their culture properly attended to, while in the matter of vegetables,
except the more tender kind, no country can produce them with greater facility
or of better quality if the requisite attention be paid to their culture. Besides
the vegetables and grain raised in this State, large quantities of butter and
cheese are annually produced, and these commodities are very justly esteemed
for their excellent flavor. Taken in the aggregate, the amount of stock kept in
the State is quite large; the neat cattle number between 11,000 and 12,000, and
the horses and mules kept for farming purposes and draft about 6,000, besides
between 3,000 and 4,000 sheep and about the same number of swine. The
ranges of mountain pasturage found in many parts of the State, with an almost
universal absence of weeds, burs, and wild animals to injure the wool and endan-
ger the lives of the flock, should recommend this country to wool growers and
sheep herders abroad. The tul6 lands furnish a good field for raising swine.
These animals thrive well on the root of that rush, even Avithout other food.
It is estimated that there were 75,000 tons of hay cut and 6,000 tons of grain
raised in the Suite the present year, besides sufficient vegetables for home con-
sumption. There are three flour mills, one in operation and two in course of
erection ; 24 saw-mills, driving 35 saws, and having a capacity to cut daily from
5,000 to 20,000 feet of lumber each, or an aggregate of 180,000 feet. The
most of these mills are propelled by steam. Their cost ranges from $5,000 to
$15,000,- total cost, about $175,000. The number of quartz mills and reduc-
tion works iu this State, including such as are in course of erection, having their
machinery and material on the ground, with the prospect of an early completion,
may be set down at 160. The most of these mills are driven by steam, the whole
carrying an aggregate of about 1,300 stamps. The individual cost of these
establishments varies from $3,000 to $950,000, the cost of the greater part rang-

21
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ing from $40,000 to $60,000 each, though quite a number have cost $100,000,
and several much larger sums. At the present time nearly all of these establish-
ments are in constant and profitable operation. None of those completed and
in condition to do good work are idle. About 60 miles of ditching, the most of
it of large capacity, has been constructed in the State for the purpose of con-
ducting water to points where required for the use of mills or for domestic wants,
besides a large amount of work expended on other projects of this kind but par-
tially completed and a multitude of smaller ditches dug for irrigating purposes.
Over 1,000 miles of toll-road, some portions of it very costly, has been built,
either for subserving local necessities and wholly within the State, or for the
purpose of improving thoroughfares over the Sierra, or connecting those with
points in the interior. The sums expended on account of these improvements
amount in the aggregate to scarcely less than a million of dollars

SECTION VI.

DOUGLAS COUNTY.
- *

This county, named after the late Stephen A. Douglas, is situate centrally on
the western border of the State, having Ormsby and Lyon counties on the north
Esmeralda on the east, and California on the west and south. It has an are
about 1,500 square miles, forming in this respect the fourth county in the S
though it contains more valuable timber land than any other, except Washoi
well as a greater quantity of good agricultural land in proportion to its size.
1861 it contained a population of 1,057 ; the present population is $
The western part of this county is covered by the Sierra Nevada mountains, and
the eastern by the Pine Nut range, Carson valley, embracing about 200 square
m lying between them. About one-third of this valley consists of good
aiming and meadow lands; the remainder consists of gravelly and sandy
"arrens, the most of it incapable of producing good grain crops, even with the aid
f careful culture and irrigation. There are in this vallev several thousand acres

le land, which by diking and drainage might be converted into valuable p 
"

ture and hay lands. With the exception of about 2,000 acres of arable land
lying in Jack's valley, one mile northwest of Carson, nearly all the tillable soil
in this county is embraced within the limits of the latter, or the mountain ravines

ary to it. Outside of these, Douglas county possesses a generally rugged
surface and a barren soil, the latter incapable, except where covered with forests,
of producing anything beyond its native growth, the artemesia, and a scanty

f bunch grass. Much of the soil on the hills and mountains would grow
fair crops of grain could it be irrigated, but for this there are, unfortunately,

limited facilities. Carson river, flowing centrally through the valley, together
with the numerous streams coming down from the Sierra, afford, to a certain extent,
means for irrigation and for the propulsion of machinery. To the 1
ufficiency of it has been diverted for driving the machinery of six saw m

d one flour mill, without more than partially appropriating- the p
could be obtained. These mills, including also a steam mill situated in th

western part of the country, cost in the aggregate about $40,000, and have
a united capacity for cutting 50,000 feet of lumber per day. The timber
lands, from which a crood article of lumber can be made, amount to between

60,000 and 70,000 acres within the limits of the county. T
on the Sierra Nevada. The Pine Nut range contains only scattered gt * i M

P he greater portion of it is destitute of even thisj There are no q
mills in this county. As yet no productive mines have been developed within
its boundaries. Agriculture, hay making, and stock ranching constitute the
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principal pursuits of its inhabitants j the number of work horses and mules con-
tained in it being estimated at 800; the neat cattle at 1,800, and the swine at
400. Much poultry is also kept by the farmers, and considerable -quantities of
butter and chee.se are made annually. The amount of hay cut here in 1866
reached 15,000 tons ; the grain raised was estimated at 570 tons. Thirty thou-
sanda acres of land have been enclosed, of which between 6,000 and 7,000 are
under cultivation. Douglas is well supplied with wagon roads. The extensive
valley occupying its centre, and the numerous mountain passes leading out of it,
favor their construction. Genoa, the county seat and only town in the county of
considerable size, contains about 400 inhabitants. Besides a brick school-house
and two churches, it contains a handsome court-house erected at a cost of $20,000.
The value of taxable property in the country is estimated at .$600,000. There
are numerous hot springs situate in and along the margin of Carson valley, but
none of them are of a magnitude or possessed of other features requiring special
notice.

While, as observed, no mines have been developed to a productive state in this
county, it is believed to contain some valuable cupriferous, if not also argen-
tiferous, lodes, upon some of which a large amount of exploratory labor has
been expended. Commencing in 1859, several mining districts have since been
laid out in the county, the earlier with a view to operations on silver-bearing
lodes j one or two, more recently erected in the eastern part of the county, for
the purpose of securing and working the copper veins existing at that point.
These latter districts, and one or two others, are all that still maintain their
organization. The rest, created under excitement and insufficient exploration,
have long since been abandoned. For fuller information touching these cup-
riferous lodes the article on copper may be consulted. The Eagle district, situate
on the Pine Nut range in the southern part of the county, contains a number of
quartz veins, some of them displaying prominent outcrops. In the work of
exploring two of these ledges, the Peck and the Mammoth, a thousand feet of
tunneling has been run. Operations, commenced in 1860, were continuously
prosecuted for four or five years thereafter, and although the ledge has been pene-
trated in these claims at a considerable depth, no paying body of ore has been
developed. It is said the work, for some time suspended, is to be resumed.
Already about $100,000 have been expended upon these two claims, from neither
of which has any amount of millable ore been extracted. Adjoining Douglas
on the south are situate Markleyville, Mogul, Monitor, Silver Mountain, and
several other less important districts, all silver-producing and lying east of the.
Sierra, though in Ah sine count v, California. Thev are located on the head-watersC Jt v «*

of Carson river, distant from ;20 to 40 miles from Genoa. In the vicinity of the lat- «/

ter place is a district bearing the same name and stretching along the base of the
Sierra, in which a good many claims were located about six years ago. Here
afterwards a large amount .of work' was done and money expended, but with no
very determinate results. The outlay at this point, divided among some ten or
twelve companies, could scarcely have been less than $200,000, over 3,000 linear
feet of tunnelling having been excavated, besides other work done. For the past
year or two operations have been suspended, and, as is generally supposed, with
no prospect of an early resumption. Could a heavy body of moderately rich
ore bo found at this spot it could hardly fail to impart value to these mines,
owing to the cheapness with which it could be worked by reason of their prox-
imity to wood and water. The prospect, however, of reaching even this result
is not encouraging. In a range of low hills at the north end of Carson valley
some small veins of gold and silver-bearing quartz were found about a year ago.
Upon these several shafts have been sunk, and in the limited operations conducted
at this place is to be found nearly all the work now being done upon mines within
the bounds of this county.
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SECTION VII.

ORMSBY COUNTY.

Tliis county, which adjoins Douglas on the north, takes its name from William
Ormsby, an early settler on the eastern slope and one of the founders of Carson
City. Though of small dimensions, devoid of productive mines, and containing
but a moderate amount of arable land, its central and otherwise eligible situa-
tion, extensive pineries, and ample water power have built up within it important
industries, rendering the population among the most thrifty in the State. Carson
City is the capital of the State, and has been selected for the site of the United
States branch mint. The census report of 1861 showed the county to contain
2,076 inhabitants, a number now increased to about 2,500, of whom two-thirds
perhaps reside in Carson City, and a sixth in Empire, a milling harnlet, situate
on the river three miles east of Carson. A large proportion of the inhabitants
are enffajjed in teaming, lumbering:, and cutting fire-wood. Three-fourths of the O O O ' O / O

county is covered with mountains. The Sierra occupies the western and the
Pine Nut range the eastern parts. These mountains are here timbered as in
Douglas county, and the broad and sandy plain, fertile only in its western part,
known as Eagle valley, lies between them. Across from south to north runs the
Carson river, affording good water-power and an easy channel for floating down saw-
logs and fuel from the forests about the head-waters of this stream. The quan-
tity of these materials thus brought down to Empire amounts to 5,000,000 feet
lumber and 5,000 cords of wood annually. The streams issuing from the Sierra/ +> O

also supply a considerable amount of propulsive power, besides furnishing Carson
City with water for domestic uses, and the arable land about it, of which there
are several thousand acres, with means for irrigation, nearly the whole of this
water having thus been utilized. A considerable amount of lumber is made
in this bounty. The forests of pine and fir with water power in their midst, and
the proximity of the Comstock mines, insure a constant market and supply
many advantages for carrying on the business. The wood lands consist of about
20,000 acres of large timber, situate in the Sierra, and 2,000 or 3,000 acres of
scattered piiion fit only for fuel. About 2,000,000 feet of lumber and 14,000
cords of wood are annually cut within the limits of the county, besides that
floated down the Carson. There are three saw-mills in the county, built at an
aggregate cost of $30,000 ; daily capacity 40,000 feet. About 6,000 acres of
land are under fence, of which 200 are sown to grain and 100 planted with vege-
tables. Last year 200 tons of hay were cut and 180 tons of grain raised, 25 of
wheat, 50 of oats, and 105 of barley, the average yield being nearly 40 bushels
per acre. This is about the proportion in which these several kinds of grain are
raised throughout the State, though this yield is much above the average. The
county contains 430 horses and mules, 700 head of neat cattle, 200 of which are
milch cows and 450 work oxen, 250 sheep, and 500 swine. A tannery and acid
works at Carson City, with sandstone quarries near by, together with lime and char-
coal burning, and the several pursuits already mentioned, give to this county a more
varied industry than is common elsewhere in the State. The acid works have
engaged in the manufacture of sulphuric acid, an article employed in the benefi-
ciating of silver ore, with fair prospects of success. About 2,000 pounds of
sulphur, procured from the beds in Humboldt county, are consumed here weekly.
The sandstone quarries yield a good article of building material. It is easily
gotten out and is readily shaped by the chisel when first quarried, but hardens
on exposure to the atmosphere. The United States branch mint is constructed
of this stone, as are also the penitentiary, county buildings, used for State pur-
poses, and many of the better class of edifices in Carson City. Near the town
are two large hot springs, one of which has been handsomely improved for
bathing purposes. Five miles to the northeast is a bed of white marble, very
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pure and easily wrought. Granular limestone is found at several plaees. Cop-
per, iron, and coal are among the mineral products of Ormsby, as elsewhere
related. There are eight quartz mills in thi> ommv, live driven bv water and Q A *- / %/

three by water and steam, the whole carrying 17o stamps and costing 8450,000.
They are all kept running on ores from the Comstoek vein. The Mexican, one
of the largest of the number, has been ensued for some time past in working-C ' C3 <U Ji Q

over the sulphurets which for several years had been accumulating in the com-
pany's reservoir.

Although numerous mining districts have been laid off in this countv, some asK_ C2 ft/

early as 1859, and a large amount of work done on a few of the ledges located,
no mineral deposits of value have "been reached, nor has much attention been
paid to the business of mining for the past few years. In the Eagle district, the
earliest erected, lying along the base of the Sierra west of Carson City, several
lodes were located in 1859, some of which having been extensively prospected
the following vear bv means of shafts and tunnels, and not turning oat according o ^ «/ /
to expectation, the whole was abandoned. The next season a fitful interest wa
awakened in regard to supposed valuable discoveries made on the bald hills .south-
west of the town, which having led to the locating of many claims in that neigh-
borhood, eventuated, soon after, in their total abandonment, since which time
nothing further has been done either towards locating or working mines in thef^j CU cj

district. The same year the Clear Creek district was the scene of much excite-
ment and activity. Extensive mining grounds were taken up and prospecting
operations initiated. Here a number of long tunnels wore afterwards driven
and deep shafts sunk, but none of them availed to reach ore deposits of a remu-
nerative kind, and the district, under an absence of population and an entire
cessation of labor for several years, is considered practically abandoned. In the
Sullivan district, east of Carson river, organized in 1860, there were many locations
made and much desultory work done during that and the following year; and
although some of the lodes proved highly auriferous in spots, they failed, so far
as penetrated, in the matter of persistence and regularity. Another drawback
upon the success of these mines was at that time experienced in the absence of
mills for working the ores, which were, therefore, unavailable, compelling claim-
holders who were without means to suspend work, leaving the problem as to the
character and value of these lodes still unsolved. The ores in most of these

districts carry considerable copper, and in some cases a notable percentage of
free gold. Washings for the latter metal have been found remunerative at
several localities in the county. At a spot three miles west of Carson sluicing
operations were for some time earned on, having been in progress until recently.
Although no regular vein was found, the surface earth gave fair returns in free
gold.

SECTION VIII.

WASHOE COUNTY.

This county takes its name from the tribe of aborigines who formerly inhab-
ited this part of the State. It lies north of Ormsby; its western portion covers
a large and well timbered section of the Sierra, and its central a chain of fertile
valleys, of which V- tshoe, Pleasant, Steamboat, Truckee and Long are the
principal. With the exception of tlu-e valleys, which contain about 150,000
acres of fanning and grass lands and the timber lands mentioned, nearly the
entire county consists of sage plains, rugged hills and mountains. The most of
it is arid, ban-en, and unfit for cultivation, the only vegetable growth found
upon it being a sparse crop of bunch grass, and in a few epots groves of scrubby
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pine. The valleys, however, are extremely fertile, and with careful cultivation
and irrigation are made to produce hay, grain and vegetables. Considerable
quantities of butter and cheese are also made. At the south end of Washoe
valley is situated a shallow lake five miles long and two wide, the surplus waters
of which run through a slough and are made to do service in driving several
quartz mills at Washoe City, a few miles below. The numerous streams falling
from the Sierra are ̂ Iso employed for propelling quartz and saw mills located
along them. Pleasant valley, a small but fertile basin, lies two miles north of
Washoe. Steamboat valley, the site of the hot springs elsewhere described, lies
three miles north of Pleasant valley. It contains some good land, opening eight
miles below the hot springs into the Truckee meadows, a tract embracing several
thousand acres of partly arable and grass lands. The population of this county
numbers about 3,000. It contains several small towns, of which Ophir, situate
near the mill and reduction works of the Ophir Company, has 500, and Washoe
City, the county seat, three1 miles further north, 800. Franktown, Galena,
Crystal Peak, and Glendale-the latter two on the Truckee are small agricul-
tural and mining hamlets containing from 100 to 200 inhabitants each. O O

While the wealth of the county consists largely of its agricultural resources,
the business of lumbering and quartz milling is also extensively engaged in.
The annual product of hay amounts to about 7,000 tons, and of grain to 1,500
tons. There are 800 horses and mules and 1,000 head of neat cattle in the
county, nearly half of the latter being milch cows; sheep and swine number
about 500 each. There are 20,000 acres of land enclosed, of winch 4,000 are
under cultivation. There are 15'saw-mills, most of them driven by steam power;
the whole cut about 1,300,000 feet of lumber per month, besides lath and
shingles, for making which several of them have machines attached. In addition
to this, 400,000 feet of hewn timber and largo quantities of cord wood are cut
for the Virginia market.1 Although this county, like Douglas and Ormsby, is
without productive mines, there are ten quartz mills within its limits, several of
which are large and first-class in their appointments. The Ophir Company's
mill carries 72 stamps and cost half a million of dollars. Ball's mill at Frank-
town; burnt last spring but since rebuilt, carries 60 stamps and cost a quarter of
a million. Most of these mills are propelled by steam ; several employ both
steam and water. They carry, in the aggregate, 281 stamps, and cost $1,420,000.
With the exception of the English Company's mill on the Truckee, built in
advance of mining developments, all these establishments are now running on
Comstock ores, and generally with remunerative results.

The amount of taxable property in the county, in 1861, was $1,140,000; in
1863, $2,527,500, and is now believed to be at least $3,000,000. There
Lave been 30 miles of canal built for conductin water to mills and other enter-o

prises of this kind projected, some of which may be carried out. lthough
abounding in metallierous lodes and mineral deposits of different kinds, the county
is still without ore-yielding mines, a circumstance attributable, in the case of gold
and silver-bearing lodes, partially to the barrenness of the latter in their upper
portions, and in part to the superficial and ill-directed character of prospecting
labor Of thet deposits of copper and coal, mention has been made elsewhere.
A number of mining districts have at various times been formed, some of them
as early as 1859, the. year of the silver discovery. In the spring of 1860 the
Argentine district, lying in the range of mountains east of Washoe valley, was
erected; and although the ledges there have periodically since been the subjects
of sanguine expectation, the ore procured from them has . done little towards
meeting the expenses incurred in their partial development. Scarcely any work
has been done in the district for the last three years, and the lodes can
hardly be said to possess any present value. The history of this, the first dis-
trict formed, will serve to illustrate that of all others subsequently erected, in
every one of which the high hopes at one time entertained failed of final realiza-
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tion. Of the many claims located throughout the county nearly all may be
considered abandoned, nor is it probable that work will ever be resumed on more
than a few of them. The quartz veins, though of fair size, are generally hard
and vitreous, the country rock being mostly metamorphic slate and granito. The
ores are usualh' impregnated with compounds of iron and copper, cany ing also,
in some cases, a small percentage of sulphuretted silver, with particles of native
metal and a sprinkling of free gold. So much of the latter has been found in
the earth at several points as to afford fair surface dicing for a short time. In oo o

the Wisconsin, district, at the south end of Washoe valley, several companies _
made wages for a period of some months, sluice- washing the auriferous ground
at that place. The Galena district, as its name implies, abounds in the sulphuret
of lead, which here occurs in the shape of an argentiferous galena. The metal
extracted from it assays about >'200 per ton in silver. The vein matter carries
from 20 to 60 per cent, of metallic lead. Between the walls of the veins and the
gangue rests a thin stratum of arsenical pyrites, so placed, however, as to render
their mechanical separation easy. Upon several of these lodes work has been
done. The Alford has been explored by means of a tunnel several hundred feet
long and an incline shaft sunk at its terminus. Various attempts have been
made to reduce this ore by smelting, none of which have met with entire success.
The principal lode having lately passed into the hands of a company possessed
of ample means and the requisite skill, better results, it is believed, will be reached
through the efforts now about to be made for smelting it on a large scale. The
Silver Peak district, besides the beds of lignite there found, contains a number
of metalliferous lodes, some of which prospect well in the precious metals. The
facilities enjoyed through the forests and water power at that place will secure

" the working of low grade ores with profit, if only the quantity be large and easily
procured. A lot of ore taken from the Truckee Ophir, a large ledge and the
only one yet much oponed, was found to yield by mill process at the rate of $30
per ton in gold and silver. A town has been laid out near these mines which,
as it is within two miles of the Truckee river and the Central Pacific railroad,
and surrounded with forests, has the promise of growth. Several saw-mills in
the vicinity already find market for all the lumber they can make, and, with the
railroad completed, quantities of this article will probably be manufactured at
this point.

SECTION II.

STOREY COUNTY

This county, named in honor of Captain Storey, who lost his life in the Indi;
fight near Pyramid lake, in the spring of 1860, is not only of limited extent b
extremely barren, containing a smaller amount of good land, less timber, and
fewer streams than any other in the State. It is, in fact, without agricultur " ^P* V -» **f * *-^-»Xrf *" " ^-» ** »-» m^,. *» **" ^r V »* w
lumbering, or even niilli pt in the latter case where some h
been supplied by steam. The only pasturage is that afforded bv the 1
grass-short-lived and scanty at best, since there is little of it except on the
mountains, and when once eaton off does not readilv crrow up airain the same
season. Originally there was a sparse growth of piiion on the hills about V
ginia, but it is now nearly all cut away, leaving both the town and

pendent on outside localities for fuel. Nearly all the northern and western
part of the county, embracing fully three-fourths of its area, lies on the high and
barren chain of mountains known as the Washoe range, and which, commencing
near Carson City, extends to the Truckee river, forming a sort of spur or off-shoot

he main Sierra. Situated along the eastern slope of this range, about half-
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way up its side, and running parallel with its longitudinal axis, is the Com
lode, with Virginia, City built immediately over it, and Gold Hill, half a mil
further south, a little below the line of its strike.* The eastern part, of the count

is composed of the desolate sage barren stretching from the Carson north to tl
Truckee river-a treeless, arid and sandy waste, alike destitute of vegetable and
animal life. Storey, like all its sister counties, has been the theatre of numerous
mining excitements, leading to the creation and sudden peopling of new d

be almost as suddenlv abandoned and soon after forgotten. In this m
at least a dozen districts have first and last been formed, scarcely any of which
continue to maintain their organization or are recognized as having a legal
existence. Still there are a number of districts in the county besides those
Virginia and Gold Hill that continue to be recognized as valid, and in some
which, as the American Flat and Flowery, there is much work being done, and
in a few instances with satisfactory results or good prospects of ultimate success.
The amount of land enclosed by fence does not exceed 5,000 acres in 1

which 1,000, perhaps, are under cultivation, a good share of it being pla]
with vegetables, which in a few choice localities are found to do well. S
attempts at raising fruit in a small way have also been attended with success.
About 100 tons of hay are cut yearly in the county, but as yet no grain has been

d. Storey contains about 1,000 head of work-horses and mules, 500 nea
ane-half of them milch cows-100 sheep and 400 swine. An immense

mber of beef cattle, sheep and hogs are slaughtered here annually, the m
Inch are driven in from California. For its size there is a g
y toll road in this county, several hundred thousand dollars having b

d ont in this class of improvements, gome of which return large revenues to
he owners. The assessable property in the county amounted for 1866
6,343,353, the estimate for the present year being about $7,000,000. S

county contains 63 quartz mills carrying 665 stamps, all, except two or three c
small capacity, driven by steam, the aggregate cost of the whole being $3,500,000
The population, which in 1861 reached 4,500, is now estimated at 12,000.

SECTION X.

LYON COUNTY.

Lyon county, named after General Lyon, who fell in Missouri during the late
rebellion, bears a strong resemblance in its general features to Storey, except
that it contains a considerable tract of piiion on the Pine Nut range, occupying
the eastern part of the county, and a belt of good land situate along the Carson
river running through the centre. A multitude of ledges have been located in
the various mining districts formed from time to .time within the limits of this
county, the money expended upon which has amounted in the aggregate to mil-
lions of dollars j yet, with the exception of the Daney mine and some small lodes
along Gold canon, nothing affording a steady supply of pay ore has been developed
in the county, though there are unquestionably many lodes that a more persistent
mode of exploration might have brought to a paying point. The only districts
in the county that continue to maintain an organization are the Devil's Gate, the
earliest formed, the Blue Sulphur Spring, Brown's Indian Spring, and Palmyra,
in none of which has much active mining been carried on for the past three years.
Of the coal deposits situated in the Pine Nut mountains a description will be found
in the article treating of that mineral. In the absence of productive mines, milling,
teaming and wood-chopping have become the leading pursuits of the inhabitants

^^^^^^fc^^*fc^^- ^^^*^*^"^^^^^^^^^^"^^^^^^^^^^^"^^^^^^^~""^^^^^- ~~^^^^- ^^^^^^ ^^fc^^~^^ ^"^^^^^^^"^^^^^^^^""^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^"^^^-^^^"^^^^^^"^^.^.^^^ ^^^^M^B^^^__^^^"p«»^^p«^^^^^^^^^^^^H^^«^"^^^^^""^^Mi^ta^p^««

See Section XVI, on tho Comstock lode.
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very little attention being paid to agriculture, as, indeed, there is but littl
land in the county. The hay cut amounts to about 1,000 tons annually; th<
grain raised to 100 tons; a good many vegetables of fine quality being also raised
Lvon contains 500 horses and mules, 200 head of neat cattle, 100 sheep,
150 swine. About 5.000 acres of land is fenced in, of which 1,500 is und
cultivation. The inhabitants, numbering 1,650 in 18G1, are now estimated at
2,500. There are 41 quartz mills in the county-13 driven by water, 22 by

:1 six by water and steam-the whole carrying 600 stamps and
81,500,000. The only considerable towns in the county are Silver City in Gold
couon. and Davton on Carson river, each containing about 1,200 inhabitants.

SECTIOX II

ROOP COUNTY

This countv, occupving a lon£ and narrow strip of territory in the north
ern part of the State, is named after Isaac X. Roop, an early settler in Honey
Lake Valley, and at one time overnor of the Provisional Territory of Nevada.
t was at first called Lake, having been changed to Roop in 1862. The county

lias never been organized, but is attached to Washoe for judicial and political
purposes. At the time it was first erected, in 1861, it was supposed to ernb
within its limits Honey Lake valley, the only settlement in it. The adj
of the boundary line between Xevada and California, in 1863, having
this valley into the latter, left this county almost without, population. Th
settlement since then of Surprise Valley, in the extreme northwestern part of tli
State, has brought within the boundaries of Roop a population of several hue
dred, a number which is likely soon to be further augmented, as m

puted to be rich in mineral wealth, and there are known to be conside:
tracts of good land in the northern part still open for occupation. This re
including also the northern and western parts of Humboldt county, ha
a long time been infested by a vicious race of Indians, whose presence has
tended greatly to retard its exploration and settlement; but as these savages
are now pretty well subdued, the country is likely in a short time to become

lily prospected and its value for mining and agricultural purposes
lly ascertained. The greater portion of it is undoubtedly very barren and

forbiddinff. consisting i\^ -«" ^^r part of rough, arid, and
or equally dry and sterile plains. All accounts, however, agree in representing
Surprise vallev as beinf? extensive and fertile, and one of the finest districts, both

:k-raising and grain growing, in the State. This valley, a portion
Inch lies in California, is 50 miles long and from 10 to 15 broad. It extends
rath and south: contains three lakes which cover nearlv one half its area.*

3 walled in on the west by a lofty spur of the Sierra Nevada, having a range
f low rolling hills on the east. The mountains on the west, are well timbered
,-itli white and yellow pine, and along their lower slopes with cedar. T -r T - -"" -^» -»-r -*gr^^ "-» " ̂» ̂̂  ^r ^"-» ^mff ^^ »» ^, -^ ^^"- -^ -^^p- ^^» ^^^ - ̂t^p- m w -^^ -^~ "-.^ ^-» ^r f-^r ^ff ^^mf f f ̂ " ^ ̂"^ ^"^ ^fl^ ^i* ^" ^ ̂̂  ^^ ^^ ^F

land lies along the base of this range and between it and the lakes, having
declivity towards the latter, and is covered at all seasons of'the y

with a luxuriant growth of blue-joint, clover, timothy and rye gra-.s some of
which is six and seven feet high, and standing so close that in places four tons
of hay can be cut to the acre. Across this alluvial belt, which is several miles
wide, course every few miles streams of pure cold water, affording propulsive
power and the facilities for irrigation. The land is light, warm, and easily culti-
vated, and produces with little trouble prolific crops of grain. The plantin
1866 yielded an average of 50 bushehj of wheat and nearly 60 of barlev
he acre. The grain is clean and heavy. This year the crops, under more
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extensive planting, have been equally good. Vegetables can be grown with
very little care. The climate of this valley is mild and healthful. Very little
snow falls in winter, and sickness amongst the inhabitants is of rare occurrence.
Stock require neither shelter nor fodder in the winter, but are able to keep fat
the year round on the native grasses. There are at the present time about
10,000 head of cattle, and 3,000 horses grazing here, many of which having been
driven in from California for the purpose of being recruited, will, as soon as they
become fat, be taken away. The population numbers about 250, and is con-
stantly increasing, as the settlers feel safe under the military protection now
extended to them, against further Indian depredations. Along the base of the
mountain on the west side of the valley are a multitude of warm springs, some
of them remarkable for their depth and volume. Free gold has been found in
small quantities on several streams in this part of the country, and there is reason
for believing that both vein mining and surface digging will yet be carried on
here with profit. With a mining population to consume the products of the
fanner, this region could scarcely fail to fill up rapidly with a hardy and pros-
perous people.

SECTION III.

HUMBOLDT COUNTY.

This county', named after the principal river running through it, ranks among
the larger counties of the State. Its western half is covered with sandv deserts,i I *

low ranges of monutains, isolated hills, and extensive alkali flats, converted in
the wet season into mud lakes. The northern and eastern portions consist of
lofty chains of mountains, broken towards the northeast into irregular masses,
and running in the southeast in narrow parallel ranges separated by valleys of a
similar conformation. Taken as a whole the region is dry, desolate, and but
illy supplied with grass and water. Timber is also very scarce in most parts of
this county, there being none fit for lumber. The only trees found here are the
pifion and a scrubby species of juniper, the latter of little value even for fuel.
The quantity of agricultural land is also comparatively small, being confined mostly
to the valleys of the Humboldt river and of Weniessa, Umashaw, and Weather-
low creeks, with some isolated spots of good soil in the larger valleys and at the
entrance to the mountain canons. Bunch grass is found nearly everywhere
except on the alkali flats and arid deserts, though in many places it is much
cattered and far from abundant. High basaltic table lands cut by fissure-like

chasms, constitute a feature in the northwestern part of the county. In many
of these depressions, which have precipitous sides varying from 200 to 1,000
feet high, are small alkali lakes, the beds of which become perfectly white on
drying up in summer, from the depositions of magnesia, salt, and soda left
behind. To the south of this region occur in their greatest extent the mud lakes ++*. * V-T *-i \^r W V^v-*- "&-&-.*. V*-* VX^A- y
peculiar to the geography of Nevada, in the midst of which is situated the

lack Rock mining district, the Pueblo .and Vicksburg districts, the only ones
in this part of the State, lying further north and very near the Oregon line.
Humboldt county contained, August, 1861, about 400 inhabitants. The present
population is estimated at between 1,200 and 1,300, not so many by one-half as
it was four years ago, a falling off due to the great disadvantanges under which
the mines hero have to be opened rather than to the poverty of the mines them-
selves. Among these disadvantages the lack of timber, and in some localities
of even wood for fuel, and the cost of freights stand foremost. When the Pacific
railroad, striking through the very heart of the Humboldt mining region, shall
have been completed, thereby obviating in some measure these difiiculties, this
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section must receive an impulse that will awaken the energies of the inhabitant
and restore the confidence once felt in the district. It is estimated that there

are 200,000 acres of arable land in the county, much of which is now a natural
meadow,. being covered with a coarse species of grass, and all of which could,
with irrigation, be made to produce crops of grain or the cultivated grasses.
Without artificial moisture but little of the soil is capable of maturing either
grain or vegetables, though with its aid both can be grown. There is nearlyo o o *
everywhere pasturage enough both winter and summer for a small amount of
stock, or for a large amount if the latter be sufficiently scattered. The stock is 

V " -t "
"

estimated at 500 head of horses and mules, 400 head of neat cattle, 200 sheep,
and 300 s\yine. There are 15,000 acres of land enclosed, 4,000 under cultiva-/ r f

tion; 3,000 tons of hay are cut, and 1,000 tons of grain, raised annually, the
most of them in Humboldt and Paradise valleys, the latter embracing betweei
20,000 and 30,000 acres of " well-watered and fertile farming land. Hero a
number of settlers have located during the past three years, nearly all of whom * O JT *r / "/

are doing a thrifty business raising grain and vegetables, or in cutting hay for
the Humboldt and Owyhee markets, or for supplying the military post estab-
lished hi the valley. The yield of the cereals here is prolific, both grain and
vegetables being grown without much trouble. Eyen the wild rye on being cul-
tivated produces a large and plump berry. The barley sown on sod freshly
turned up yielded last year at the rate of 23*bushels to one, and of 1,100 acres
of barley, and 1,300 of wheat grown in the valley the present year, the yield
has been equally good. Barley delivered on the farms sells at the rate of about
$2 50 per bushel, and wheat at about the same, though the price of the latter
will now probably depreciate, as a flour mill is about being erected in the valley.
The quantity of grain raised here in 1866 amounted to 33,000 bushels, the crop
the present season being still larger. So green does the grass remain, and so
genial is the climate in this valley, that good hay can be made in the month of
December. The principal towns in the county are Unionville, the county seat,
with a population of 400, Star city, 300, and Humboldt city, 100; besides which
there are several mining hamlets numbering from 40 to 60 inhabitants. Some
of these towns contain a number of fine buildings, which being erected at a 

"
O / O

time when labor and material were very expensive, have cost large sums. The
most noteworthy improvement in the county is the Humboldt canal, designed to
take water from the river and introduce it into or near the mines, and now in
course of construction. This work is more than half finished, and will, when
completed, be 80 miles long, 15 feet wide, and 3 feet deep, carrying water
sufficient to drive at least 600 stamps. It will cost, construction of dam included,
a little over $1,000 per mile. The route of this canal lies near many of the
best mines in the county, and must, when these come to be developed, prove a
very valuable and important property in a country having so little 1'uel for gen-
erating steam power. Already .this work has been rendered to some extent
available for the propulsion of machinery. There are 12 quartz mills in the
county, two of them provided with furnaces for smelting th« ores, the whole
number carrying 112 stamps and costing 8400,000. Of these mills, nine are
pro )ell I by steam and three by water. The power for driving one of these
mil ""s recently constructed is obtained by damming up the outlet of Humboldt
lake, by which means a sufficient force is generated forcarryinir a large number "* /i i

of stamps, and which it, is intended shall be applied to that purpose should the
ores of the Desert district, on which the present mill is to be run, prove remu-
nerating. Many of the ores in this region are so mixed with lead, antimony, copper,
and other refractory agents as to require smelting, for which purpose several
establishments have already been erected and arc in operation. Two of the-e,
the one situate-1 at Etna, and the other at Oreana, on the Humboldt river, have,
after many difficulties, succeeded to such an extent that the business is now remu-*" _

nerative, the shipments of bullion from them amountin to $3,000 per week.
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The crude metal cnrned out l)y smelting consists of lead, silver, and antimony,
which is then passed through calcining and refining furnaces, whereby the silver
is liberated from the base metals, coming out from "$$$$ to YrfoV
the crude metal is sent away, as it will not pay for refining here where the
expenses are so high. The cost of smelting and refining ore at these establish-
ments is $50 per ton, about double the cost of reduction here by ordinary mill
process. The price of wood delivered at the mills varies from $6 to $14 per
cord, depending on localities. The extraction of the ores costs about $10 per
ton; hauling to mill from $3 to $8, according to distance. Some of the lodes
in this region cany in the outcrop chiefly gold, while others contain only silver
or both of these rnetals mixed. Many of the smaller ledges are rich in free gold,
and are worked as gold mines. This is especially the case in the Oro Fino,
Sierra, and other districts in the mountains, designated as the Foist Range east.
While some of the lodes in this county are large, well walled and symetrical,
carrying all the features of regular fissure veins, others are narrow and broken
and marked by irregular distributions of ore. *An immense amount of work has m/ ^_y

been done in this part of the country, but there has been too little concentration
of labor and much of it has been lost. Some of the tunnels have a length vary-
ing from 500 to 2,000 feet, -showing, that a great deal of persistent work has
been done. Yet only in a few cases have these excavations reached the lodes
for which they were driven, so that not much practical benefit has been reaped
from their construction. Besides these tunnels a great number of shafts have
been sunk, being the more common method of prospecting claims here. These
shafts vary in, depth from a few feet to several hundred, some of them being
carried down on and following the inclination of the vein. Most of the com-
panies have in this manner been able to bring small lots of pay ore to the sur-
face, while others, drifting upon thin lodes, have raised considerable quantities:
The ore is usually of high grade, yielding by mill process from $40 to $200 per ^^ta^^P^ ^^^"^^^ " ^ ^^^^^^^^f ^^^^ ~^^^^^

ton, and in some cases much more. That taken from the Sheba mine several
years since, yielded from $200 to $500 per ton, the average being $140. With
so large a number of veins, some of them carrying a good body of high grade
ores and displaying evidence of permanency, this can. hardly fail to become in
the course of a few years a productive mining district. Prior to 1867 the annual
shipments of bullion from Humboldt scarcely exceeded $200,000, whereas the
amount will be nearly double that sum for the present year, with the prospect
of a larger increase hereafter. Much prospecting as well as exploratory labor is
now being done in different parts of the county, and generally with encouraging
results. Capital is being invested more freely than for several years past, a
number of new mills are being pat up and others projected, while population
that had for some time been falling off is again on the increase. In the north-
western part of the county adjacent to a fertile and well-watered valley, is situ-
ated the Pueblo district, with the Vicksburg district a short distance further
south. There are good mines here, but the remoteness of the locality, and the
hostile disposition of the Indians there have retarded their development as well
as prevented the settlement of the country. The only mill ever erected in Pue-
blo wras burnt by the savages, who at the same time murdered two of the early
settlers of the district and wounded others. With the adoption of more vigorous
measures for the prevention of these outrages there is a probability that opera-
tions, for several years nearly suspended, will be resumed at both Vicksburg
and Pueblo. This valley, in its general features, resembles Surprise valley,
already described, only that it is more extensive, though not so much settled.
The Black Rock mines are situated in the western part of the county, some 40
miles south of the Vicksburg district. The region about there is sterile in the
extreme, being almost without any arable or meadow land, and very deficient in
wood, grass, and water. But that the mines at this place are extensive and val-
uable is now beyond dispute, though for a long time the peculiar appearance of
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, in the absence of developments and working tests, rendered
f considerable doubt. Recent corasbinga of ore, claimed to rep
asses in these mines have tended to disel doubts of their richness if indeed

they may not be said to have established for them a high value. The deposits
here lie in hu<e ma s rather than arranged in ore channels walled in the ord<^5 fc ^-* ^-*

y way, and should they be found persistent in depth, must prove valuab
notwithstanding the remoteness of their locality and their unfavorable sur-
roundings.

SECTION XIII.

CHURCHILL COUNTY.

This county took its name from Fort Churchill, the first military post ever
established in this region, so called after an officer in the United States army
The entire western half, except near the waters of the Carson, is a sandy sage
banen, the most of it an absolute desert, over which are scattered low ranges of
black basaltic hills. Across the central and eastern portions mn in a north and
south direction three high ranges'of mountains, the Silver Hill the most westerly,
Clan Alpine the centre, and the See-da-yah or Look-out chain on the east, each
separated from the other by a broad and generally banen valley. The county
contains in proportion to its size but little good land, the amount fit for hay-
cutting or grain-raising not being over 50,000 acres in an area of nearly 6.000
square miles. This good land is nearly all found along the Carson river, or
about the lake, slough and siuk formed by its waters, the greater portion con-
sisting of natural meadows, kept for cutting hay. On the mountains tbere is a
scanty growth of bunch grass; elsewhere almost none at all. The mountains also
contain all the wood there is in the county, and nearly all the water except
that supplied by Carson river. About 2,500 tons of hay are cut, and 300 tons
of grain, with as many vegetables, are raised annually. There are 400 horses
and mules in the county, and 600 cattle, one-half of them work oxen. The
population numbers about 400, of whom 150 are residents of La Plata, the county
seat. Besides its auriferous veins, Churchill contains a variety of minerals and
metals, its westem portion, owing to its greiit depression, being a vast receptacle
of the various salts distilled from the drainage of more than half the State. The
sink of the Carson may be considered the grand central basin of all northern and
western Nevada; hence, about it we find deposited those alkaline, saline, and
sulphurous substances with which most of the waters of this State are impreg-
nated. From the waters of two small lakes situated in the great desert pliiin
west of Carson sink, the carbonate of soda is so abundantly deposited that- tons
of the article could easily be collected quite pure. One of these, on drying up,
which it does every summer, leaves a thick incrustation of this salt behind.
Sulphur and the chloride of soda are also plentiful; and two of the principal salt
beds in the State are in the western part of this county. Hot springs occur
at several places with many tumuli and other signs of extinet thermals. In the
article on sinks and slouglis will be found some remarks on those hydrographies!
features of Churchill couutv. Some 10 or 12 mining: districts have at different %r

periods been laid out within the bounds of this county. Silver Hill, situated in
the mountains of the same name, and organized in 1860, contains ><>me large
1 odes heavily charged with auriferous and argentiferous sralena.a number of wfeiwh"* % ^ ?^ ^^

have been prospected. Considerable work has been done in the district. Its
inconvenient situation, however, joined with a scarcity of water, as well as a
prospective scarcity of wood, has served to defeat all efforts for getting in mills
or otherwise bringing the ledges to a productive state. Very little work has been
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done here for the past three years, and latterly there have been but few inhabi-
tants in the district. Desert district is located in the northwestern corner of the
countv on what is known as the Forty-Mile desert. It is an arid dreary timber-* ** 

less plain, being without even a sufficiency of water for culinary uses. The
lodes are small and blind, but rich in free gold, which occurs in a gangue, com-
posed principally of red oxide of iron, easily reduced j and if there were only the
ordinary facilities for working these mines they might prove very remunerative. "-,_" »* "- -* »

A five-stamp mill was built near them four years ago, and though operated for
a-time with success has since remained idle, the difficulty of getting wood and

' water supplies proving too great. A mill has been built lately at the outlet of
Humboldt for working these ores, and though distant some 14 miles from the
mines, the enterprise may turn out profitable, and as there is a considerable
amount of propulsive power at that point, these lodes may yet be worked exten-
sively. In the Mountain Wall district, situate on the eastern slope of the Silver
Hill range, a great many veins were located some five years ago. The surface
indications being good, considerable work was afterwards done upon them. But
the lodes were found to be faulty and uncertain, which led to the abandonment-of
most of them. Experts are of opinion that deeper exploration would reach perma-
nent bodies of pay ore in these mines. Three years ago the Silver Wave Company
completed at La Plata a 20-stamp mill, at a cost of $125,000. They had, how-
ever, failed to prove their mine in advance, and it having failed to furnish sufficient
pay ore, the mill after running for a short time was obliged to stop, and has been
idle ever since. About the same time another company, supplied as in the case
above, with eastern funds, erected at Averill, a few miles from La Plata, a 20-
stamp mill, at a cost of $15Q,000, and although this has not as yet accomplished
much in the way of taking out bullion, they are developing their mines with a
prospect of obtaining sufficient pay ore to start the mill and keep it running.

- It is by no means certain that similar persistence on the part of the Silver Wave
Company in opening their ledge would not be attended with good results. With
the exception of the work doing by the Averill Company there are but few
mining operations now in progress in the district. The history of operations in
the Mountain Well district is so like that of those in Clan Alpine, 30 miles farther
east, that it is unnecessary to go into details of the latter, where also, after but' 

" a superficial examination of the mines, a 10-stamp mill was two years ago put
up to run a few days, and then remain idle. Yet there are unquestionably good
mines in this district, besides plenty, of wood and water to insure a cheap
reduction of the ores. Of the several other districts in this county nothing is
required to be said other than that many of them show encouraging signs of pay
ore, though but little work has been done, and most of them are but poorly sup-
plied with wood and water.

SECTION IIT.

ESMERALDA COUNTY

This county, named after the principal mining district in it, occupies the soul
western portion of the State. In its general features the country does not ditf
materially from most of that already described, except that the mountains co
tain a greater extent of pinOn forests than those of Humboldt, Hoop, or Churchill.
The proportion of agricultural land, however, is scarcely greater than in those
counties, if so great as in Humboldt. The mineral productions of Esmeralda

d and abundant, the veins of gold, silver and copper being m
often large, and scattered over a vast region. The number of mining d
laid out in the county, first and last, is so large that it wou d
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able space to repeat their names. The first discovery of silver lodes was made
near Aurora, in the summer of 1860 ; immediately after which a large population
was drawn to that vicinity, and for several years mining operations were carried
on with activity. Mills were erected, and a town built up which at one time
contained 3,000 inhabitants. The prices of real estate advanced to extravagant
figures, and mining properties were bought and sold at rates out of all propor-
tion to their real value. In the mean time the titles to many of the leading
mininir claims became involved in litigation, whereby work was for the time* ___

being suspended, and capitalists deterred from further investments. The mills,
left without sufficient supplies of ore, ceased, first to pay dividends, then
expenses, and finally closed up altogether. Suffering under these conjoint disas-
ters, biisine>s fell off, the population left, stocks depreciated, and the Esmeralda
mines were practically abandoned just at a time when, by proper caution and
good management, they might have been rendered permanently remunerative.
This occurred nearly four years ago, and although matters have been slightly
improving about Aurora, the great mining centre of the county, for a year or
more past, they are not yet restored to their former prosperous condition. The
population of the county, which in the summer of 1861 numbered about 3,000
souls, had two years after increased to more than 4,000. At present it does not
exceed 2,500. The principal part of the farming and hay lands are situated on
the forks of Walker river. The following figures indicate something of the
agricultural resources and products of this county : 500 horses and mules, 1,000
head of neat cattle, 300 sheep, 400 swine, 3,000 tons of hay cut, and GOO tons
grain, beside- a large quantity of vegetables raised, annually. There are 15,000
acres of land under fence, of which 5,000 are cultivated. The fir>t quartz mill / / 1

was erected at Aurora in 1861, since which time 15 others have been built in the
county - 10 at that place, one in tlie Columbus district, two at Silver Peak, one
at Pine Creek, and one at Red Mountain. Besides these there are several in the

jiodie and other districts adjacent, generally spoken of as being in Esmeralda,
though really in California. These mills carry 200 stamps, all told, and will
Lave n>sT, Avhen that now in process of building at Silver Creek is completed,
about 8600,000. The most of those at Aurora having been put up in lS02-'63,
when labor and material were high, cost considerably more than similar estab-
lishments would at present. After the building of the first mill at that place
the shipments of bullion from the county steadily increased for several years,
until they reached nearly 81,000,000 for 1864. From this time they fell off
heavily for two years, but are now again on the increase, and there is reason to
believe they will be steadily augmented for years to come. In addition to the
troubles already mentioned, the millmen at Aurora experienced the- further diffi-
culty of having in some cases a rather refractory class of ores to deal with; many
of the ledges, also, which had prospected fairly in the croppings, failed to yield
any large bodies of ore at greater depths. In some cases the exposed portion of
the ledges here, and even the quartz boulders, of which there were many lying
loose on the surface of the ground, were found to be heavily charged with the
sulplmret of silver. Much free gold was also found in several of the veins and
occasionally in the earth adjacent, all of which leading tQ the belief that an
abundance of pay ore could be easily and certainly obtained, a number of large
and d -ly mill:- were erected in advance of mining developments, many of them
to meet with sul "<pient embarrassment and often to remain idle for want of ore.
Thi- distrie; also suffered M-\vrely from excessive speculation in mining stocks

d propcnie-. much of it brought about through very questionable , rencies
and modes of procedure, the odium of which, extending beyond the «ruilty instru-
ments, attached to the mines tlu-mselve-. thus discouraging the work of explora-
tion and bringing them into disrepute. Wiiliin the past two years parties con-
ver>ant with the i^-ob^y of the mineral vein> in this district, and well posted as
to previous operations, a;ui>ik-J that the principal can of failure was to lie found
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in the superficial and insufficient character of the explorations before carried on,
have commenced a series of deep prospecting shafts on a number of the more
promising ledges at Aurora, with a view to prosecuting them to determinate
results. In several cases these operations have already been crowned with com-
plete or partial success, in one, at least, that of the Juniata, a vein well charged
writh pay ore having been developed at no great depth beneath the surface, a
circumstance that, besides encouraging those engaged in similar works to perse-
vere, will be likely to lead to the initiation of other enterprises directed to the
accomplishment of the same end. Stimulated by these results, business has
begun to improve in Aurora, and mining enterprise has everywhere received a
wholesome impetus throughout the county. Some of these prospecting shafts
are already down several hundred feet, and, being supplied with efficient hoisting
works and directed by parties of experience and energy, are progressing favor-
ably. The ore in this district is a sulphuret of silver, much of it carrying a per-
centage of gold, either free or in combination with other metals and minerals.
Taken as a mass, it is of high grade, yielding from one-third to one-half more
bullion than that from the mines about Virginia City and Gold Hill. Most ofo - v

the ore raised at Aurora yields by mill process from $40 to $70 per ton, $50
being perhaps a fair average; while the cost of reduction is, or might be, less
than at those places, wood being considerably cheaper. The only trouble seems
to be the insufficiency of the ore supply, and this, as above stated, may be con-
sidered in a fair way of being overcome. Wood costs, delivered at the mills in
Aurora, about $6 per cord-a little less in most of the outside districts in the
county-a price that cannot be materially advanced for some years to come,
owing to the abundance of pinon in the vicinity of the principal mines. In the
proximity of the latter to good agricultural districts a further guarantee is had
against exorbitant demands for grain and many other staples of subsistence.
The only towns in Esmeralda county of any size are Aurora and Pine Grove,
the former, the county seat, containing a population of about 1,500, and the latter
of about 300. There are two saw-mills in the county capable of cutting about
10,000 feet of lumber per day, and a large extent of toll-roads, some portions
of which have been built at heavy expense. Lying in a northerly and easterly

. direction from Aurora, and distant from 10 to 30 miles, are several mining dis-
tricts, all of which, having had their day of popularity, generally resting on
misapprehension or a hasty inspection of their claims,, are now nearly depopu-
lated. Of these the Walker River, Lake, Cornell, Desert, East Esmeralda,
Masonic, and Van Horn form the most notable :exampies. In some of these are
promising veins, and in nearly all much work has been done, yet generally
without such decisive results as to secure capital for the erection of mills or
to warrant continued operations. In the Wilson district, situated in the Tol-
lock mountains, 40 miles north of Aurora, were discovered in the summer of
1866 a number of auriferous lodes, several of which, having since been par-
tially developed, are likely to prove valuable. Here, within the present year, a
considerable town-Pine Grove-has been built up, a number of arrastras driven
by steam and a 10-stamp steam quartz mill have been erected, and another mill
of larger size partially completed. The lodes are of fair average size, some of
them large, from 10 to 20 feet thick, and as a general thing show signs of per-
manency. So far as opened they display regular walls and linings, with other
evidences of true fissure veins. The exploratory works consist of shafts and
tunnels, some of the latter nearly 1,000 feet long and several of the shafts over^^^ ^^^- ^^^^^^

100 feet deep. From these excavations arid from open cuts on the lodes a quan-
tity of ore-bearing quartz has been extracted, a portion of which has been crushed
with good results, the greater part being still retained awaiting better facilities
for reduction. The gangue consists of an ochreous quartz, much of it easily
pulverized from partial decomposition. The }*ield of the ores so far reduced has
run from $30 to $90 per ton, worked by simple settling tub and blanket process.
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The gold i is generally diffused throughout the veinstone and is extremely pure,
being'917 fine and worth within a fraction of $19 per ounce. There is sufficient*

water near the mines for the use of several large steam mills, Walker river,
eight miles distant, to which there is a good road with a descending grade, also!*~* / ' - C-? CJ f

supplying a large propulsive power. The mountains throughout the district are
covered with forests of pifion, rendering the supply of fuel at cheap rates certain
for some years. These mines are accessible over good wagon roads from Cali-
fornia, and in the vicinity of a productive agricultural district, with fine timber
lands but 40 miles distant, conditions that must tend greatly to facilitate their
development. In the Washington district, 20 miles south of Pine Grove, a
number of argentiferous veins, carrying also copper, galena, and antimony, were
discovered in the early part of the present year, some of which have since been
prospected. A 10-stamp steam mill for the reduction of the ores has lately been put
up in the district, where there are now about 150 men at work on the mines. The
lodes are of good size, sind carry ore which, from the limited tests made, it is
thought will yield well by mill process. The situation of this district and the~ *.' *f X

supply of wood and water are much the same as of the Wilson district. A goed
deal of ore is now out lying1 on the dumps awaiting means of reduction. Bunch
grass is abundant throughout all this region, and as the climate is mild, but litfle
snow falling in the winter except on the higher mountains, stock keep in good
condition the vear through without fodder. Ranging from 30 to 50 miles in a*

southeast direction from Aurora, and lying partly in California, are the Hor
Spring, the Blind Spring, and the Montgomery districts, discovered in 1864, i \tjjj r ^+ ^-^

since which time a considerable amount of ore has been extracted from some of
the lodes, though but few well-planned or persistent efforts appear to have been
made looking to a systematic development of the mines. Some of this ore has been
cut to San Francisco for sale or reduction; a small quantity has been beneficiated

at the mines, while a large amount remains on the dump piles undisposed of. A
difficulty with many of the lodes in these districts is the want of well-defined
ore channels, the deposits occurring more in the shape of pockets or bonanzas
than of regular strata, and hence deficient in continuity and persistence in depth.

bunches, however, are frequently large, and being easily broken out, can
usually be mined with a remarkable prospect of profit. Most of the ore here i
an argentiferous galena, the large percentage of base and refractory metals it
contains, of which manganese, antimony, and copper are the principal, render-
ing smelting necessary, not more than 30 per cent, of the fire assay being saved

ordinary modes of reduction. Some, however, is rich in silver, yielding,
where thoroughly treated, from S300 to >-300 per ton, selected lots turning out a
great deal more. Two small mills and a number of smelting furnaces have
been put up, which, considering their limited capacity, have made a fair turn-out
of bullion. These districts are moderately well supplied with wood, grass, and
water, Montgomery, containing an abundance of pifion ; and the opinion may be
expressed that with the aid of capital and skilled labor a thrifty mining business
mav vet be established.j£ " "*

Columbus district, situate about 50 miles east of Aurora, and the same dis- ^ /

tancc southeast of Walker lake, is another of the more noted mining centre*? of
Esmeralda county, at least so far as the possession of numerous lodes is con-
cerned. The developments have not been extensive. Adjacent to this are
several other districts, the most of which have been too little explored to justify
notice, though all contain metalliferous veins of either the precious or usofnl
metals and often of both. But little work, however, has been performed in any
of them, and they are mostly deficient in wood and water, which latter is also
the caso in the Columbus district. Here, however, a number of the veins have
been partially prospected and working tests made of the ores, which have gen-
erally yielded good returns. The ledges are mostly in th«- hands of men of small
means, while the remoteness of the district has prevented it from being visited

22
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by strangers and perhaps from attracting the attention it deserves. Certain it is
the lodes are of fair dimensions, some of them very strong and marked by regn-/ «/ v_ «/ o

lar walls and well-stocked ore-channels. The top ore consists largely of chlorides
mixed with sulplmrets. often exhibiting a little free £fold and native silver: theA / O O *

accompanying metals are copper and lead. Various crushings of small lots,
some of which it is claimed were not closely worked, have given proceeds ranging
from $50 to $200 per ton, a good result considering the quantity of ore of this
class that can easily be obtained; so that the prospect is not unfavorable. The
country here is rugged and generally barren, consisting of high hills and mountains,
interspersed with sandy plains and salt beds. The mountains are scarred with
volcanic outflows and masses of basalt, intermingled with trachytic rock and dikes
of trap, indicating a period of great upheavals and disturbance of the earth's
crust. Along the flanks of the volcanic breaks portions of the original metamor-
phic and stratified rocks are found traversed and seamed in many cases by the
metallic bearing veins of gold, silver, copper, lead, and iron. The elevated por-
tions of this district consist of a northeasterly extension of the White Mountain
range, which a short distance to the southwest rises to a height of 10,000 feet, their
tops and northern slopes being covered a good portion of the year with snow.
A small town containing-some 200 inhabitants has been settled near the principal
mines, distant from wrhich about eight miles are forests of pinon. There is but
little wood in the immediate vicinity. A number of extensive salt deposits exist in
the district, from which this article can be obtained quite pure and at small cost.
One of these salt beds is estimated to cover an area of 30 square miles. Hay
and other agricultural products can be procured from Fish Lake valley, a fertile
farming district 20 miles southeast of the mines, at which place several hundred
tons of hay were cut, and considerable quantities of grain and vegetables were
raised the present year. While springs and streams are scarce, water can be found
in many places by digging to a moderate depth, though it is often slightly brackish.
A four-stamp steam mill has recently been put up in this district and is now ope-
rating with satisfactory results. Another and larger mill is about beincr erected. O i/ O O /

creating a probability that the business of mining, long dormant, will soon
be prosecuted with energy. The Silver Peak district lies about 90 miles a little
south of east from Aurora, the great salt bed of this region, covering over 40
square miles, bordering it on the east, and the Red Mountain district on the west.
The lodes in these districts, taken in connection with the vast improvements con-
templated and in progress, a portion of them completed, render this a promising
and important mining locality. The metalliferous lodes are numerous, and, as
shown by working tests, well charged with the precious metals. Those in the Silver
Peak district are for the most part argentiferous, while the Red Mountain veins are1 \-^- *

chiefly gold-bearing. All the valuable lodes, so far as discovered in these two
districts, are now owned by the Great Salt Basin Mining and Milling Company,
who are proceeding to develop them with skill and energy. The first discovery
and location of mineral lodes in this region was made at Red Mountain in 1863,
which having been followed up the next year by the erection there of a small
three-stamp mill, the value of the auriferous veins at that place was soon estab-
lished. The same year, (1864,) the Silver Peak mines were discovered, and
here a 10-stamp mill was built in the fall of 1865, which after running for a
short time with moderate success suspended for repairs, but never after resumed
operations, the owners having disposed of it in common with their mining proper-
tics to a company of eastern capitalists, the same who arc now proceeding to
work the mines on a liberal and extended scale. The present property of this
company in these districts consists of about a hundred different lodes, some of
them of good size and supposed value, a 10-stamp mill, intended to reduce ores
without roasting, as practiced at Gold Hill and Virginia, or for testing them and
ascertaining the best methods for their reduction, a three-stamp mill, operating
on the auriferous ores at Red Mountain, and a 1,000 acre tract of pinon forests
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lying adjacent thereto and embracing the best lands of this kind in the country,
together with numerous improvements in the shape of shops, corrals, stables,
offices, storehouse, and buildings for workmen. On the margin of the Great
Salt bed, adjacent to their principal mines, and a large spring of fresh water, a
site has been secured for a mill and all attendant uses. On this spot a first-class
mill is now being erected, most of the lumber, machinery, and other material
being on the ground. This establishment, which it is intended shall be complete
in all its appointments, will start with 20 stamps at first, to which others will
probably be added, the intention being that 60 stamps shall be running there
before next summer. Among the improvements projected by this company is a
system of railways, embracing a main trunk running to the centre of their prin-
cipal claims, to be extended to the most distant in Red mountain and having
branches ramifying throughout both districts. This railway will terminate at
their principal mill, and over it all their ores will be transported, dispensing with
the necessity for team-hauling almost entirely, and thereby effecting a great
economy in current expenses. As justly remarked by Mr. J. E. Clayton, a well-
known engineer, after a careful examination, the property of this company con-
stitutes a favorable combination of available resources and local facilities. With

their plans carried out they will probably be able to mine and reduce their ores
at a profit. In the quantity of average grade ores and easy transportation to
their mills-the prime agents of cheap reduction, water, salt, and fuel close at
hand, and a good agricultural district, Fish Lake valley, not far distant-are
supplied some of the necessary requisites of a promising mining enterprise.
Experience thus far had encourages the hope that these investments will prove
remunerative.

SECTION IV.

LINCOLN COUNTY.

This county, named after the late President Lincoln, was erected from Nye
county by act of the State legislature at its last session. Its boundaries are as
follows : beginning at the Red Bluff springs, about 15 miles east of the Reville
district, and running1 thence east to the State line, which it follows to the south

boundary of the line separating it from Arizona, along which-^^«- ^^^

point due south of Red Bluff, and thence north to the latter \
It occupies the extreme southeastern corner of the State, and does not difl
materially in its physical features and natural productions from the adjacent por-
tions of Nve county, elsewhere described. The country is corrugated, like that m if * % O /

ter north and west, by altemating ranges of mountains and valleys, the former
lofty and covered with a sparse growth of bunch grass, with numerous sinal
streams of water and patches of pinon and occasionally larger timber, while the
latter contains a number of fertile spots on which hay can be cut from the

grasses and good crops of grain raised with the aid of irrigation. The
county scat has for the present been fixed at Hico, the principal sctd
The county is now fully organized, having a full set of omYials and consti-
tuting the ninth judicial district of the State. The first discovery of silver-
bearing lodes in this region was made about three years a 1:0, since which time
a population of several hundred has been gathered there, though as yet
irreat amount of work has been done. Many of the mountain ranges are found
to contain metalliferous veins of greater or less magnitude and value, but the
most valuable so far as discovered, and the only ones yet at all d

Pahranagat district, in the eastern part of the county, in a high
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rano;e known as Quartz mountain, its altitude being about 11,000 feet.* Theo "»
geographical position of this district is nearly in 37° 37' north latitude, and
112° west longitude. The principal mineral deposits are found in a belt about
five miles long and two wide, stretching across the foot-hills and spurs of the
mountain. This belt contains several distinct systems of lodes, all bearing
the features of true fissure veins, having smooth and, in places, striated walls
with clay linings. They are of medium size, many of them cropping boldly
and traceable for a good distance. The country rock is principally a meta-
raorphic limestone, the stratification greatly disturbed. The ores on the sur-
face are associated with copper and argentiferous galena, and show by assay
a percentage of silver varying from $50 to $2,500 per ton. The vein stone is
quartz and calspar, carrying iron, zinc, and manganese, rendering reduction
somewhat troublesome, and necessitating roasting as a general thing, or a resort
to smelting where the sulphuret of lead prevails. After roasting the ores are
tractable, rendering amalgamation easy and giving bullion from 800 to 900 fine,
there being but little gold present. Some of the copper ore here assays as high
as 50 per cent, of metal, making it probable that it will yet be of economic
value when better facilities for its transportation elsewhere are extended to this
region. The veins are for the most part well situated for extraction of their
contents, with available ores accessible from the start. The mountains adjacent
to these mines are tolerably well stocked with piiion and juniper, but water is
not abundant, in consequence of which all reduction works will probably, for
the present at,least, be located in Pahranagat valley, 12 miles east of the mines,
where the mountain benches afford good mill sites, with plenty of water issuing
from several springs. Thirty miles east of Pahranagat are found groves of
timber suitable for making a fair article of lumber. Many of the ranges further
west also contain similar trees, a species of white pine, with some fir.

The climate of this region is milder than its geographical position and eleva-
tion-over 7,000 feet-would indicate, the atmosphere being tempered by the
warm current of air from the Gulf of California, flowing up the valley of the
Colorado. Pahranagat valley, which is 35 miles long north and south, and 10 wide,
contains about 20,000 acres of natural meadow land, or of soil that can be rendered
arable by irrigation. Most of this will grow crops of grain and vegetables, that
cultivated there the present year having yielded largely. Until the population
becomes numerous, enough of hay, grain, and vegteables can be grown to meet
local demands; afterwards supplies can be drawn from the Mormon settlements
not far distant to the southeast, and from which grain is now brought and soldf

in the valley, at six cents per pound; flour at 10 cents, and beef at 15 cents.
Hico is but 3 35 miles from Callville, at the so-called head of navigation on the
Colorado river; that is, as the wagon road now runs, which can probably be
reduced to 100 miles, rendering it possibe that goods aiid machinery may yet reach
this region through that channel. There is now7 one five-stamp mill completed,
with two others of larger capacity underway, in this district. The first not
having facilities for roasting the ores, failed in the earlier efforts. Furnaces
having been built, with which also the new mills are to be supplied, no further
trouble in saving the metal is apprehended, and there is now a fair prospect that
the more extended operations about to be initiated will prove remunerative to
the pioneers of this distant region.-.

See section on eastern Nevada, Pahranagat district.
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SECTION XVI.

THE COMSTOCK LODE.

The mining interest in Storey county centres almost, exclusively in the Com-
Btock lode. Not that it is the only silver-bearing lode in the district, but
the others which are worked yield so small a proportion of the bullion produced
as almost to be overshadowed by their great neighbor. The Comstock lode
inav be called the "mother vein" of the district, but both to the east and theI

west of it lie veins which may become at no distant day valuable property. Of
these the New Brunswick lode, on which are located the St. John, Occidental,
and other mines, is worthy of most attention, not only from its steady yield of
bullion, but on account of its peculiar veinstone. The usual gangue in the
Comstock lode is quartz; in the New Brunswick it is almost entirely carbonate
of lime, an anah-sis of the rock showing the following composition:
Gold 
Silver 
Peroxide of iron 

Peroxide of manganese 
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Carbonate of lime 

Sulphur 
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s analysis shows less than the usual amount of the precious metal, the mine
sent yielding about 30 tons of ore daily, of an average value of about 825.
;he southern part of Gold Hill are many small veins or deposits of decom-

posed quartz and lirne, yielding gold worth about 810 an ounce; these veins are
worked chiefly by private individuals on a small scale, and furnish employment

1 arrastras in Gold canon.

But, as before stated, the mining interest centres chiefly in the Comstock lode.
In the preliminary report a large amount of information was furnished rela-

tive to the general features of this district and its mining resources. To avoid
repetition the remarks in the present report will be confined mainly to the condi-
tion of the lode at this time. In order to preserve continuity, however, it will be
necessary to go over some of the ground already traversed. For concise descrip-
tion the subject is divided into separate headings.

CHARACTER OF THE COMSTOCK LODE.-The Comstock lode runs along the
eastern slope of the Washoe mountains, at the foot of Mount Davidson, its loftiest
summit. Its outcrop is not by any means continuous, consisting of parallel belts 

^^^^v

of quartz, extending from east to west, in some places nearly 1,000 feet, which
show themselves clrietiy on the tops of the spurs, running down from the main
ridge. The western of these quartz seams, being of a hard crystalline texture,
form the most prominent outcrops, but experience has shown them to be of less

lie than the eastern bodies, which from their different composition have been

more easily disintegrated, and are often covered up .by the debris from the higher
and steeper portion of the mountain.

LENGTH OF LODIJ.-The vein has been more or less thoroughly explored,
(see table of mines in preliminary report, pages 72 and 7.3,) and its comiunity

"lishrd by underground workings for a length of about three and a half
miles, though the productive portion forma but a small proportion of
as barren spots of great extent intervene between the bonanzas or ore bodies.

STRIKE OF LODK. - Its " hi rike " or course, as shown 1 »y the exposure of the wes
wall, in numerous places, is nearly magnetic north and south, (north 16° E..b
true merid
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ENCLOSING ROCKS.-But little if any doubt now remains that the Comstock _ v

is a true fissure vein. The enclosing rock on the east throughout its entire length" o o ^ o
as far as known is " propylite, . a species of porphyry, varying much in its
appearance at different points, as the crystallization is coarser or finer, and decom-
position more or less advanced. The country rocks on the west vary considerably.
On the slopes of Mount Davidson and Mount Butler it is sienite; north of this
propylite occurs on both sides; while in southern Gold Hill various metamorphic
rocks occur on the western side. .

WEST WALL.-The west wall of the lode is separated from the country rock
by a well defined clay selvage, and maintains a remarkaby uniform dip of about
38° or 40° to the eastward at the surface, gradually increasing to about 45°,
which it maintains to the lowest depths hitherto explored. The east wall near
the surface has a false dip to the westward, gradually becoming vertical, and at
a depth of 400 or 500 feet turns to the eastward, and continues down more or
less parallel with the west wall. Owing to the flat dip of the lode this eastern or
hanging wall is less clearly marked than the western or foot wall, frequently
dropping down on or near the foot wall. When this is the case, another clay
is usually found to the eastward, and this structure will probably continue for
an indefinite depth. Developments appear to show it to be most frequent where
the walls of the lode approach each other rapidly.

WIDTH OF LODE.-The jaws of the fissure at the surface, as before stated, are
from 500 to 1,000 feet apart, gradually approaching each other in depth until the
fissure is reduced to an average width of 150 feet. This is not maintained, how-
ever, with any regularity. The west wall maintains a tolerably straight course,
though conforming to some extent to the general direction of the mountain ran^e; O O O O f
but the eastern clays are full of sinuosities, which produce in the vein a series of
swells and nips. In Virginia these are very strongly marked, the nips usually
occurring where the lode intersects a ravine, and the swells corresponding to the
prominent spurs of the mountain. One of the best illustrations of this structure
occurs in the ground owned by the Savage, Hale and Norcross, and Chollar-
Potosi Mining Companies. At the north line of the Savage mine the clays,
including what is generally termed the vein; are probably about 100 feet apart.
Going southward they diverge to a width of 500 feet or upwards, again contracting
to the southward, rapidly at first, and then more gradually, until, at a point in
the Chollar-Potosi mine 1,900 feet south of the starting point, the vein matter
included between the same clavs is not more than 20 feet in thickness, and con- "/ *

sists principally of an irregular clayey mass, caused by the union of several seams
of clay, which show themselves in the vein to the northward. This great swell
of the eastern clay unites the clay bounding two subordinate swells, spanning
at the same time what wTas supposed to be a nip of the vein, and recent develop-
ments render it probable that clays will yet be found to the east of apparent
contractions of the lode, uniting the swells which bound them to the north and7 O 9
south. The importance of thoroughly understanding this feature of the lode
will become apparent when the difficulties of exploring the Comstock lode come
under consideration.

FILLING or THE VEIN.-It must not be supposed, however, that the whole
of this immense fissure is filled with valuable ore. Near the surface the

gate thickness of the quartz seams is in many places not more than five-sixths
of the total width of the lode. There are points where developments show
upwards of 150 feet of quartz, occurring between the clays without any inter-
mixture of foreign matter, but when this is the case the mineral is distributed
through the whole mass too sparingly to make it valuable at the present time.
Considering the vein as a whole, it is safe to say that at least two-thirds of it
are filled with immense " horses" or masses of country rock, chiefly detached
from the hanging wall, between which are found the belts of metalliferous
quartz. These masses of country rock are frequently of such great length and
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thickness as to have formed one of the strongest arguments in favor of the theory
that there was not merely one lode, but a belt of lodes running ale-rig the foot of
Mount Davidson. They are usually bounded by clay selvages, uniting and
dividing, both in the length of the lode and vertically, producing a complicated
network of clay seams throughout its entire length, which materially interferes
with its drainage. Other portions of the lode are filled with a brecciated mass
of porphyry quartz and clay, which, from the rounded character of the enclosed
pebbles, gives evidence of the intense dynamic action of the vein.

", OR ORE BODIES. - The ore bodies lie chiefly in the swells of the
vein, usually forming in their upper portion, at or near the eastern clays, and, as
their position is more vertical than the dip of the lode, they gradually drop down
on the west wall, leaving room to the eastward for the formation of new bodies.
In Virginia their form is usually that of lenticular masses, with their longer axes
in the direction of the lode, dipping at the same time to the southward. In
Gold Hill the ore occurs in sheets, lying more or less parallel to the east wall,
the chano-e from one structure to the other occurring in the Chollar-Potosi mine.o o m
The bonanza in the Ophir-Mexican mines was about 200 feet in length and
330 in depth, attaining a maximum thickness of about 45 feet, and tapering
above and below to two or three feet. The Gould and Curry bonanza was
nearly 650 feet long, over 500 feet in depth, and about one hundred feet wide at
its greatest expansion. The immense deposit of ore hi the Savage and Hale &
Norcross mines first showed at a depth of about 500 feet. It partakes of the
crescent shape of the east clay, which it follows closely, varying in width from
10 to 50 feet. It is known to extend to a depth of over 250 feet, and will
probably continue as much lower. Its total length is up wards* of 800 feet. In
the Chollar mine a large lenticular mass of red ore, 200 feet long, 300 deep, and
about 25 wide, has been developed. In the Potosi the ore lies in a sheet near
the eastern clay.

ORES. - The ores of the Comstock consist chiefly of vitreous silver ore,V

stephanite, native silver, and argentiferous galena, imbedded in a quartz gangue.
Beside these, ruby silver, horn silver, and polybasite occur in small quantities;
also, native gold, iron and copper pyrites and zinc blend. Tlit\<e all usually
occur in an amorphous condition, good crystallized specimens being remarkably
rare. In the Kentuck mine (Gold Hill) carbonate of lime occurs in the .\ / 7

and in the deep workings in Virginia sulphate of lime is an abundant mineral.
The Fairview mine formerly produced fine crystals of the latter.

DEVELOPMENTS ox. THE COMSTOCK LODE. - The structure of the lode, as
shown by the underground works, has already been spoken of. The true dip of
the lode was not understood for some time after its discovery. The false dip of
the east wall at the surface induced a belief that the vein would pitch to the
westward, and, consequently, the first working shafts were located accordingly.
The majority of these, at least in Virginia, reached the west wall at depths
varying from 450 to 600 feet, and owing to the intensely hard nature of the
western country rock had to be abandoned as far as deeper explorations wer
concerned j the cost of sinking and drifting back into the vein, the constant
repair required by shafts located in the vein, and the necessity of more powerful
machinery as great depth was attained, all tending to this roult. The principal
companies mining on the Comstock, in Virginia and North Gold Hill, have
accordingly erected new hoisting works, about 1,000 feet east of the old shafts.
on ground not likely to <cttle to any serious extent, and in these shafts the fol-
lowing depths have been attained:
Gould & Curry. ....
Savage 670
Hale & Norcr<'SS 500
Chollar P« >t 

Empire-Imperial (Gold Hill) 

8-30 

920
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These shafts are; or will be, furnished with machinery of the finest description,
capable of working to depths ranging from 1,200 to 2,000 feet. In Southern^^^V ^^^_ --^ -^. -

Gold Hill the original shaft of the Belcher Company has been carried down to
a depth of 850 feet.

While many of the originally discovered bonanzas have been worked out,
depreciating the value of the mines where they occurred, as in the case of the
Ophir and Gould & Curry, the comparatively recent discovery of the Savage-
Norcross bonanza gives good foundation for believing that they will again become
productive. This deposit was not found until the Hale & Norcross Company
had been at work for nearly five years, and had attained a depth of 700 feet.
Their location covered what was supposed to be a nip of the vein, and having
exhausted all other means, as a last resource, the supposed east wall was pierced
and a drift run to the eastward from the 700 feet level, with but little encourage-
ment until, at 360 feet east of what had hitherto been considered the east wall,
this magnificent discovery was made. The body of ore has been followed up
200 feet, and lying so far from the west wall, will, judging by analogy, continue
down for a great depth. This discovery made valuable 800 feet of ground,
which up to that time had produced nothing, though lying between the valuable
deposits in the Gould & Curry and Chollar-Potosi mines.

Nearly 1,500 feet of ground between the Gould & Curry works and the Ophir
mine is to-day in the former condition of this ground, having been prospected
only to a depth of about 350 feet, and found to contain nothing, or merely ores
of too small a, value to pay for extraction. Much other ground which has been
examined, chiefly in the neighborhood of the west wall, should be prospected to
the east, experience clearly showing that all valuable ore bodies originate on that
side of the fissure. The bodies of quartz forming on the west wall are uniformly
ban-en, or of very inferior quality.

The development of the vein has been greatly retarded by various causes.
Among these the most prominent have been the fear of causing litigation by
prospecting to the eastward and making discoveries which were certain to be
claimed by some of the innumerable locations made in early times, and the fact
that almost all mining stocks are here owned only temporarily for speculative
purposes. In the first respect a happier era is dawning. Repeated litigation
las only tended to show conclusively that the many parallel outcrops of quartz,
each of which was located by a different company, unite in depth or disappear
entirely, and the titles to the principal mines are now nearly free from further
dispute. As far as the latter cause is concerned, the trouble will probably con-
tinue for many years. To thoroughly understand any arbitrary section of ground
a knowledge of the adjoining property is almost indispensable. This is frequently
attainable only to a limited extent. It too often happens that the true condition
and structure of a mine is concealed, lest the information should affect the schemes
of those who are operating in its stocks. A combination of mining superin-
tendents and the establishment of a general office, where maps of the various
mines could be consulted by those desiring information, would prove prejudicial
to mining-stock speculators, but would tend greatly to check the useless expen-
diture of money, and materially increase the legitimate profits of our mining
enterprises, by enabling superintendents to lay out their work with judgment and
greater certainty than is at present the case.

MODE OF MIXING ON THE CoMSTOCK.-SHAFTS.-Mining on the Comstock
is carried on almost exclusively through perpendicular shafts, explorations having
penetrated below the deepest adits, which are now used almost exclusively as
drains, to avoid the necessity of hoisting the water to the surface. The original
shafts were much less substantial than those now in use, being merely lined witli
planks about three inches thick, the compartments being two or three in number
and about four and a half feet square. The principal shafts now in use are fine
specimens of mining engineering. The Onrt.is shaft of the Savage Company
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has four compartments, tliree of them, for hoisting, being five feet square, and
the fourth, which is occupied by the hoisting machinery, five feet bv six. The
Bonner shaft of the Gould & Curry Company and the Chollar-Potosi and
Empire-Imperial shafts are similar in their character, while the Hale & Norcross
shaft, being intended for the exploration of much less ground, has only tliree
compartments. The mode of construction in all these shafts is similar, crib

h timbers being inserted every five feet, supported by vertical posts of
same size. This cribbing is covered on the outside by lagging of three or four-
inch planks. Wooden guides are then inserted down each side of the compart-
ments for the purpose of retaining the platform cages, used for ascent from and
descent into the mine, in their i ent into the mine, in their places. For some years iron guides were mucl
use, but have now been superseded almost entirely by wood, as less liable
accident. The cost of sinking these shafts varies, of course, with the nature
he ground encountered. The Bonner shaft was put down to the depth of 525
et, at an average cost of $100 78 per foot, including such a proportion of tin

total cost of pumping and hoisting as was chargeable to this account. The fol
wing table shows the amount expended for each department of the work. Ii
made up for a depth of 692 J feet, and shows that the last 67 feet of the shaf

ly more in proportion than the upper portions, as it raised th(
per foot to $109 36.

Cost of sinking the Bonner shaft.
Paid for excavation 
Lumber 
Timber 

$00 q C^, O
5,460 05
9,670 67

Carmen 

Framing timbers * 3,518 00 
Placing timbers 1,570 50

3,530 00
Lowering pumps, &c., &c - , 4,683 75
Picks and drills 
Powder and fuze 
Candies 
Other materials 

Cost of running machinery, keeping pumps in order, pitmen, £c 19,817 00 

2,041 50
291 00

1,054 30
1,777 13

i ______

75,738 40

TUXXELS AND DRIFTS.-From these shafts drifts are run to the vein, g
ally about 100 i'eet apart vertically; but it seldom happens that the level
any one mine correspond with those in the mines adjoining. This arises f
he mines being worked entirely independent of each other. But few of tl

tunnels will stand without protection. The main working drif
rnbered every five feet, the timbers varying from eight to twelve inches square,

ling to the nature of the ground to be sustained. I
12-inch timbers cannot resist the immense pressure brought upon them by the
Blacking and expansion of the material through which the'drifts are run, imme-
diately on its exposure to the atmosphere. It is not uncommon to see timbers
completely crushed, notwithstanding the utmost precautions, in six months after
they have been placed in the mine. Main working drifts, after timbering, are
usually about six feet high in the clear, three and a half to four feet wide at the

:1 somewhat more in the bottom. Temporary prospecting drif 
^

smaller in size, and generally left untimbered, if practicable, till they develop
something of value. In each drift is laid a wooden track shod with iron, on
which the material extracted from the mine is run out to the shaft in dumping
cars, holding from 1,000 to 1,500 pounds. To avoid repeated handling of the
ore or waste, the same cars are hoisted on the cage to the surface, and their con-
tents there distributed to the proper places. The following tables will ffi^ 4~ lt,+ ^S*LV*W ' *-*"«. w*

lea of the cost of this branch of mining
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Cost of tunnelling in the Gould &f Curry mine, labor, materials, co
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400 FEET LEVEL.

'O "

o jj ' -i *» ttt N "« : - ^^F-4 * * J *v v ̂ ^^^^^H . * 8ft O w <D<- a a wa> 15 fc^^^j - ̂_j^^^^ *r^^ 00QQ *-* ,
*o5 O 03 £» c ̂ L tcm a o w^^j CD
ft c> ̂ p to oo> to CO Qi 0) CQ^^^ s BD
O 3 " 1 rQ "n «1 rO" CM "3 o"*-*" " 'cJ ^ OQJ^J O' | . ft N "^ c "o o
k EH H " ̂ ^ CO fc fc H

o

39 $13 00 $767 00 $146 83 $9 12 $50 40 $42 00 $13 77 |22 50 . $18 60 00 12 72 $1, 109 94 QQ
46 13 00 598 00 98 72 6 84 37 80 31 50 10 39 19 00 15 05 21 60 9 54 848 44
47 13 00 611 00 118 25 7 14 39 48 32 90 11 60 28 80 13 80 24 30 9 80 897 07 O
90 13 00 1, 170 00 220 24 13 68 75 50 63 00 20 28 40 75 21 90 28 35 19 80 1, 673 50

157 10 64 1, 661 00 308 04 18 84 122 46 11.0 50 41 68 67 00 31 20 89 70 62 80
204 10 54 2, 151 00 402 21 24 60 110 70 143 50 55 70 86 00 44 40 118 39 82 00 3,218 50 co-
163 10 67 1 , 739 00 297 55 18 20 92 53 113 75 48 84 98 00 30 00 91 03 65 00 2, 593 90 H
132 11 47 1,515 00 241 72 14 78 70 20 92 50 35 45 59 00 43 87 72 93 52 80 o 198
40 13 00 525 00 74 55 4 80 24 00 28 00 10 68 19 00 21 37 22 44 00 r* 45 84 H
4^*^- L W

938 10. 737 00 ^^" "*** " 9 %^f V *» ̂* 1,908 11 "Mb " ̂ f *<f <*^F *"> ^VB 118 00 ^h ^b ^J ̂J ^f 623 07 U nf\f V " 657 65 248 39 440 05 240 19 495 74 330 46 15, 798 66 $16 84 CO
\

200 FEET LEVEL. O
H
W
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1465 15, 932 50 3, 120 60 549 49 807 26 967 15 322 93 562 75 305 12 654 80 337 04 23, 559 64 $16 08
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STOPIXG is universally conducted by opening a level below the body of ore
to be extracted, and working upward on the vein. On the Comstock, the open-
ings made in mining the ore are so large that a complicated system of timbering
is requisite to replace the material extracted. A rectangular system of timbers
is usually adopted, the posts being about seven feet in length, 12 inches square,
and placed about five feet apart from centre to centre. These are retained in
their places by "caps" and "sills," and further to secure the mine each floor, as
far as practicable, is filled up with waste material as soon as it is worked out.
In early days too little attention was paid to this last precaution, resulting in
extensive u caves" or giving wa}7 of the ground from the superincumbent pressure.
If a body of ore is entirely extracted the result is not serious ; but should any
remain untouched, the cost and difficulty of securing it after a "cave" has occur-
red in its vicinity is usually greatly increased from the broken and shattered
condition of the ground. The quantity of timber used in these stopes is immense,
as will be seen by the details of the annual consumption on a future page. Any
means which would diminish its price would be a great gain to the entire com-
munity.

PHOSPECTIXG for new ore bodies forms a serious item in the cost of mining on
the Comstock. "When the great and irregular width of the vein, the irregular
distribution of the ore bodies, the uncertainty of their occurrence, and our imper-
fect knowledge of the structure of the vein are taken into consideration, the diffi-
culty of laying out prospecting works to the best advantage becomes apparent..
Immense sums of money are spent annually in this kind of work, which must be
taken entirely from the pockets of the shareholders when a mine is unproductive.
If only moderately productive the entire revenue may be consumed in looking
for more valuable bodies of ore ; at the same time, the certainty of being richly
rewarded for years of waiting if they are found, induces the continuation of work
on mines which have not yielded a dollar for years. Thev are known on the *f 9f *r

main fissure of the Comstock to be surrounded by good property, and may become
valuable at any moment. The Hale and Xorcross mine is a good illustration.
The following extract is taken from the annual report of the president of the
company, for 1866 :

Heretofore the entire expense of opening the mine, erecting machinery, &c., bad to be borne
from money collected by assessments, until they aggregated the sum of 6350,000, equal to

S75per foot. For the year just ended the trustees have been enabled to return to the stock-
holders, in dividends, the sum of $490,000, equal to $1,225 per foot, or, in one year to repay
the assessments collected in five years, with the handsome sum of £350 per foot in addition,
besides carrying over the large surplus in cash of $133,288 99, equal to a further sum of
$333 22 per foot, making altogether the handsome profit, in one year, of $1,556 22 per foot,
or 155 per cent, on the par value of the stock,

In this connection the advantages of a community of knowledge and interest

among the mining superintendents would be of immense value, the experience 1 " " " "
of all becoming available by each, thus reducing the cost of explorations by
showing in what portion of the different mines deposits of ore are most likely to
be found, and thus directing attention more particularly to them. Every dollar
spent on an unproductive mine is so much taken out of the aggregate net profits
of the mining interest, and every dollar which can be saved would be equal to
the same amount distributed in dividends. But because a mine on the Comstock

is unproductive to-day, is no reason why it should be abandoned. The only
point to be considered is how it may be developed in the most economical manner,
and the plan suggested above appears to afford a solution of the difficulty. The
inefficient character of the results obtained ),\- manv commnice working on thei ,

Comstock lode, when compared with the money expended, is well known to per-
ms familiar with our mines^ and can only be remedied bv some such organiza-

tion.
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Number of engines on the lode.

Hoisting- and
Hoisting. ** Pumping. ^ tt pumping.

<x> fi
Name of mine i"«

o cS
P« .0 C P4 E

s s aa 09
fc H W

Allen 
S'erni Nevada 

1 30
1 GO 1 200

Ophir Mexican 2 30 1 200
Sides 

Chollar Potosi 

1 50
Gould & Curry [ 2 60 1 150
Savage, old shaft 
Savage, new shaft 
Hale & Norcross, old shaft 
Hale &. Norcross, new shaft 
Potosi 

1 60
3 60 1 250
1 60 1 150

*1
1 40
1 601 20

ullion 
Exchequer 
Alpha ,.. 

1 60 1 60
1 60
1 no

Imperial 
Empire 
Eclipse 
Plato &, Bowers 

1 30
2 3D

1
1 10

Consolidated 2 20
Challenge . * ::::::::::: :::::::::: 1 35
Confidence. . 1 23
Yellow J
Yellow J
Kentuck 1 eo
Crown Point. 40 ^^ ^.-

plcher . 40 ^^^p ~f
*g. Bel( ..... .......... 

1 

4
1 -* 60? "^-» vr r
O^^f JU 60 ^^* ^f i "^^^ ioo? ^^^ ^. ̂̂  v

r ̂̂ M 40 ^^ ^f i ,
1 ̂̂ fm 60 ^^^~ ^^^^ i ̂^^

2 3
O verms 1 ^"fc " ^^^. ^^ 40 i "^^ \ 60 ^^ ^^^

1
-

Total 22 ^w *^r 1 11 16
* Donkey engine.

These engines were almost universally, in early times, attached to f: "/ / /

hoisting gear, 1 the increase d cpth d has al banished
mode of operation, the great weight of the rope and car rend F

"pes have al sly superseded the hemp ropes originally employed.
For 1 *^-* v^^; mployed in all instances, buckets being used only

sinking in th ) shafts. ,_, These ca<res are fitted with if appl
insure safety in case of accident to the rop

PUMPS.-The largest pum in lies in d the greater
inber. however, range f The amount of water to contend

with varies greatly in different mines, being, as a whole,
en f th 1 >de. The Ophir Mexican pump throws » F5 )iis per

minute, and must be run steadily to keep the mine free of The Bull
mine out one mile to the southward :ly diy, and
a h ,> daily is sufficient to rid it of Small

y Id generally T>e sufh liere not al ,*avs a risk "f ii"i K.

:1 f med up by th lay -m 1 vein d pol f
These reservoirs generally yield a 1 lume when first struck, but rapidly
diminish to a small stream. The machinery must be adeq however, to th" *

duty imposed upon it at such envise serious detent nd damage ins
be the resu
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A ORE RAISED FROM THE MlN T mount of ore raised from
mines on the Comstock lod 1 P present tim at ab

is daily, and the total amount raised he commencement of P
,bout 2,000,000 tons. The following piled by S. II. Marl

the surveyor g >neral of Nevada, from returns ;he assessor, for the j
1866, shows tl f tons produced quarterly by the several mines wh
yielded more than 820 p Some m f their own, work

k yielding as low as $15 per ton, but no record of this becomes _ >uMie, and
irerv difficult to obtain, chiefly owing1 to disinclination on the part of owners ofI / V ^

d m perations j bl The tabl ws the
yield he ore p

*YlELD OF ORE PER T F f by th d
f the f he yield p PP
Savage mine-30,250 tons produced in the 1 yielded
i average of $42 93 per ton.
II orcro mine produced in the same time, yielded

fS 00 1

Gould and Cum produced in 1866, yielded
828 64 per ton.

The following tabl f f ban 820^

per ton, produced quarterly by mines on the Comstock lode, names of th
:1 yield of i'



CO

Fourth quarter. Total. First quarter. Second quarter. Third quarter. Fourth quarter. Totali 

Sides 

ORE PRODUCT OF MINE.* ORE SOLD.

First quarter. Second quarter. Third quarter.
Companies.

Tons. Per ton. Tons. Per ton. Tons. Per ton. Tons. Per ton. Tons. Tons. Price pr Tons. Pr!cepr- Tons. Price pr. Toag_ Ipricepr.ton. ton. ton. ton.

Utah 
Alien 
Sierra Nevada 
Union 
Ophir 
Mexican 
Central 
California 
Central No. 2 
Kinney 
White & Murphy. 

W
W

1,596 $44 91 4,562} $28 28 1,878 $-27 10 430 $26 94 8,466* GO
100 30 00 676 37 79 776 35 $2 85 O

EO
O
w
CO

OBest & Belcher 
Gould & Curry 
Savage 
Hale & Norcross 
Chollar-Potosi 
Bullion 
Exchequer 
Alpha 
Apple & Bates 
Imperial 
Bacon 
Empire , 

hr!
13, 547 32 64 11,897 37 60 15,100 25 00 13,883 23 00 54, 427
7,224 50 23 6,042 45 84 9,197 46 61 16.038 40 67 38, 521 289 $3 00 CO
2,658 26 17* 5,796 38 34 7,974 49 16 8,457.1 53 12 24, 885.18,144 24 66 I 10,553| 23 87 7,811* 24 09 9,164* 22 51 35, 653| i,"i89J Tra H791} 4 33 1.980J

H

GO

6, 597 23 54 4,173 31 55 7,216 23 15 8,353 29 39 26,339
1,370 25 26
4,023 23 00 4,768 21 33£ 4228 21 50 13,019

Eclipse , 24 67 9GO 21 17 2,830 20 85 4,180 20 87 9, 587* 1,309* 9 69* 1,229} 10 00 2,538*
Trench 
Plato 
Bowers' 
Piute 
J. D. Winters &Co... 

1, 6241 25 25 H
767 24 50 i,"653 26" 06 2,420

1,415 20 18 1,415
920* 21 82 I 3,056 I 20 94 3,976* to

3, 598 26 55 3, 598 1,205 5 63 362.9 532 $4 15* .. 2,099.91 H
Consolidated 21 feet... 1,797 21 86* 2,660 23 88 3,100 22 IS* 2,848 21 87* 10, 405 976 6 59| 976 O
Gold Hill Q.M.&M. Co. 712 28 25 1,849 21 55 1,079 31 16 734 29 84 4,374 93'7 4 64 937 tO
Challenge 
Confidence 

urke, Hamilton & Co. 

854| 27 26 854 f
1,362 22"2?' 2,126 26 22. 8 3,488 496 5 00 784 7 33 1,280 w

cc
Yellow Jacket 
Kentuck 
Crown Point 
Belcher 
Segregated Belcher ... 

10, 045 29 41 I 17,681} 28 70 26, 859 35 28 23.985* 27 07 78, 570|
1,043 42 49|! 2.526.2 31 50 6.350 37 55} 7,656 26 89 17, 575. 82
8,133 44 06 I 8,368} 40 23 6,956 33 64 10,737 36 15 34,194i 329 2 50 1,142 $2 50 1,471

1, 262J 24 00
Overman (?) 
North American (?) .
Baltimore American (?)
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COST OF MIXING PER TON.-The following items are from official sources:

Savage mine-average cost per tan of the last six months of 1866.*
Officials , 

Extracting ore - 
Prospecting 
Accessory work - 
Improvements * 
Incidental expenses - 

Total cost per ton 

$0 30 
3 00

G5
1 64
2 04
1 10

8 82

Gould and Curry min verage cost per ton for the 12 months ending November
30, 1866.

Officials 21

Prospecting and dead work 2 11
Extracting 
Accessory - 

3 10
1

Improvements -' 62

Total cost per ton 7 86

e an orcross '9 t p ton r h 12 months ending March
8

Managerial 
Hoisting 
Mining 
Improvements 
Incidentals 

Total cost per ton 

$0 31.7 
2 38.7
4 79

65,9
92.9

9 08.2

These results show a marked improvement on previous years, and enable lower
grade ores to be worked more profitably than was formerly the case. Some portion
of the diminution in cost is due to the lower price of material, but by far the
greater part to more efficient management and systematization of labor.
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Tabular list of mills crushing ore from mines

Names, Owners. Location. acCt?
>

©
ec

S v.
.a X

STORKYCOUNTY

Atlas 
At wood's. 

Hagrpfn & Tevis - $35, 000 $21, 000
George Atwood.. 

Lower Gold Hill 
Flowery (Six Mile Creek) 35, 000 19, 550

Bay State Bay State Mill Co American Flat. 

1861 

40, 000 24,000

owers' ..... � ...... [ L. S. Bowers .............. | Crown Point Ravine, (G.H.) ICO, COO 15, 400

C. S. Wheeler 
Eclipse M. &M. Co 
Wm. Sharon, Agent 
W. S. Hobart 
Empire M. & M. Co 

Central 
Crown Point (1) 
Cornet (1) 
Douglas (1) 
Eclipse 
Empire State 
Empire No. 1 (1) 
Empire No. 2 (1) 

Gold Hill | Gold Hill Q. M. & M. Co 

Wm.Kidd 

Virginia ................... J. B. Dickenson 75, 000 23, 000
Crown Point G. & S. M. Co Crown Point Ravine, (G.IL; 18GB 40, 000 20, COO
New York & Nevada M. Co Gold Hill...-. .............. 40, "00

Lower Gold Hill .......... 1862 40, 000 "i?,'oo6
GplclHill .................. 50, 000 35, 000
Seven Mile Canon 35, GOO 8,800
Virginia 18(10 75, 000 12, 000
Lower Gold Hill i860 80, 000 26, 500

Gold Hill 1860 0, OCO 25,000

Gould & Curry... Gould & Curry M. Co..... 380, 000 305, COO
Hoosier StateT 
Imperial 
Land's 
Mariposa 
Marysville (1) 
Ogden 
Pacific 
Pftaluma (1) 
Piute 
Rhode Island 
Rigby'H(l) 
Rogers^ (1) 
Sapphire 
Simcooc 
Stevenson's (1) ... 
Succor (1) 
Summit 
Union 

Seven Mile Canon 
Clark & Hearst 
Imperial S. M. Co 
Cb arles Land 
J. V. McCurdy 
O'Neale, Rule & Glasier .. 

Virginia 
Lower Gold Hill.. 

40, 000 14, 730
I860 75, 000 40, 000

Seven Mile Canon- GO, 000 15, 000
do 

Lower Gold H'J.L. 
20, 000 10, 100
50, coo 12, 000

O. S. Carvtll 
Sharon & Co 
Greely Bros 
M. Livingston 
Crown Point G. & S. M. Co 

Virginia 
Lower Gold Hm.. 

50, coo 24, ooo
1863 75, 000 45. 600

do 
;.... do 
Gold Hill 
American Flat 
Seven Mile Canon 

30, 000 12. 500
1863 80, 000 47, oco
1862 100, 0(10 48, 000

Rigby& Co - -r 
Rogers S. M. Co 
W. S. Hobart 
A. Bassett & Co 
C. C. Stevenson 
O'Neale, Rule & Co 
Mason, Carville & Wright. 

000 10, ICO
1862 *o coo 10, 400

Lower Gold Hill.. 1861 60! 000 23, COO
Seven Mile Canon 35, 000 15, ( 00
Gold Hill 
Lower Gold Hill.. 
ATirginia 
Gold Hill 

1862 

1860 15, 000 5, 000
50, 000 00"oV 1 50050, 000 20, 525

1861 25, 000 10, 000"
Winfield L. A. Booth Seven Mile Canon 80, 000 19, 000

^" ̂̂ rtfc^^^"-*^^

Total 33 2, 000, 000 153, 705

LYON COUNTY."

Bacon 
Birdsall& Carpenter 

1863 $85, GOO
18G5 (1)110.000

Cole & Co 
Confidence 
Dayton No. 1 
Dayton No. 2(1)..., 

18G4 10, COO
1861 35, 000
1861 50, 000
18fi4 40, 000

Dancy 
Eagle , 

1863 70, 000
1864

Eastern Slop 1802 60, 000
Eureka J 
Excelsior 
Franklin 
Gold Canon Reduc-

Golden Eagle 
Illinois 

Lowe & Fair 
Birdsall & Carpenter 
Cole &Co. 
Confidence M. Co 
Winters, Klistell & Co 

do do 
Daney M. & M. Co 

Silver City.... 
Dayton 
John town 
Silver City....
Dayton 

do . 

e Stevenson, Winters &Co..
Wheeler, Hard & Dunker. 

3 miles from Dayton 
Silver City 
Below Silver City 
Carson River, near Dayton 1861 100, 000

1861 25, 000
1861 50, 000
1861 40, 000

tion Works, 

John Briggs 
Wm. Sharon, agent 
Wm. Sharon, agent 

O'Neale, Rule & Co 

Johntown 
Carson River, near Dayton
Silver City 

Carson River, near Dayton 1861
do do 

Imperial (Rock Pt) . Imperial M. Co 

Wm. Sharon, agent 1864 30,000

.do .do 1861 250, 000
Island 
Monitor 
Ophir (New) 
Phoenix No. 1 (1) - 

40, 000
Gold Canon, near Dayton. 1865 6,000
Carson River ............. 1864 75, 000
Below Silver City ........ 1861 40, 000

Pioneer (1) 
Sacramento (1) ... 
San Francisco 
Swansea 

O'Nealc, Rule &Co.. 
Hirschman & Co 
Ophir 8. M. Co 
Hentsch amlBcrton.. 

Charles Schad 

do do 1862

Sheldon&Hickok... Silver City ............... 1861 40, 000
Hunt, Woodruff & Co Johntown ................ 1861 50, COO

Carson River, near Dayton 1861 40, 000
Sharon, agent Johntown ................ 1862 60, 000
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>

on the Comstock lode during the year 1866.

STAMPS. WHEELS. WATER WOOD. *

T-13
Motive power. a -_~ B £ ^^^-o O

" p. s- Kindo CPu - Sic. -53 - 0aco 1.
s CDO<- S o

c c i* a O
- O

Steam 
. - do 

do 

36 15 600 44 $13
16
23 6

10-600?...do ........ 20 9 70 4 14
10-700)

.. do ........ 13 8
do ........ 8 500 9 70 5 14
do ........ 16 14
do ........ 10 650 8 78 4 12J

.. do ........ 15 4 14
...do ........ 15 5
...do ........ 16 650 9 80 54 15
...do ........ 

do 

60 
60 16 650 9 80 8 14

6-750?
45 14 8-600S

...do 

...do 

...do 

...do 

...do 

...do 
-do 
...do 
...do 
...do 
...do 
...do 
...do 
...do 
...do 
...do 
...do 
.. do 

20 
80
8 750 9

60 44 600 8
20

(1)12
9

22
80 30 650 10
30 10 700
60 20 650 10

(1)150 25 650 10
* * v 10

8
45 16 750 9

16
(2) 8

20
20

...do 40 14

...do 18
^^""^

607 

84 

Overshot 

3 14

20
70 3* 14

6 14
54
4
5
6

72 8 14
34 14

80 54 14
8 14
4

80 5 134
5

500 6 76 2*
6

625 70 6 14
(10-650?,

4-500 y 1U 60 all 14
5

Steam 
Water 
Steam 

do 
Water 
Steam 

....do 
Water 
Steam ..- 
Water 
Steam 
Water 
Steam 

do 

60 20 720 10 TD
30 613 9 85 50 

180*1 

10 
B
1

20 5 480 9 65 2 1C
35 (1)12 900 5

20 600 10 75 ntral discharge 12 I 1,500 1
60 15 800 10 75 5 8*
45 15 550 6

5 400 Overshot 37 100 i
" » m * 60 12 1,100 10 50 

' 
6 11

20 650 1 Turbine ... 2,500 3
40 10 650

10 600 . Central discharge .....
30 15 700 9 75 6 12;

40 10 850 34
....do 30 20 400 5 10
Steam and water. .. 50 56 £16-600? 1 14 ?

\ 40-550 ) 80 2-Overshot 141 3,600 64 101 "134 5
....do . . ..... . ..... 25 10 720 Central discharge 24-5 1,800 4
Water ............. 5 450 32 32 4

....do ............. 40 24 650 Turbine 10 14 14 10
Steam ....... . ..... 45 16 650 6

45 15 700 6
...do 10 12 750 5
Steam and water 30 10 650 Central discharge. 10 3
Steam 40 12 900 5

23
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"

Tabular list of mills crushing ore from mines on the

Names Owners. Location

3
X>
a OQ

5 00£ Estimated 
cos 3"3

"c
QQ

LYON COUNTY.-Con.

Trench.. Joseph Trench Silver City 1861 $75, 000 *tf " t^ " *-^ V ̂ -^
Western's (1) Wm. Weston Johntown 1862 35 000 w jr f ^j ̂j v
Weston's (1) Wm. Weston I do I 1862 * 8, 000 ^^* *^ *** *"*

Total ..27 1. 424 000 * " * fW 4 4 * T ' * '
25 mills. r*f *-f A A_K A f. A ' V

OHMSBY COUNTY.

Brunswick Williams & Sharon ..I 1 mile below Empire $50, 000
Carson W. Sharon, agent 3 miles west of Carson 
Merrimac (1). Rice & Yerrington 1£ mile below Empire 
Mexican (1) ALsop & Co Empire 
Santiago Santiago M. Co j 4 miles below Empire, on 

25, 000 ^* <^ f \j ̂ f ̂j
100 000. -* ̂f % * « ̂J %J V^ ::::::::
300, 000 ^_^ \_* V^ * X-* *J U
100, 000 "^k V V/ | V^ X^* \-if

Carson river.

Sierra I Beach & Harrington | 3 miles west of Carson .-. 25 000 r* T_^ * \f \J *-f 1
Vivian x... P. Frothingham 3i miles below Empire 
Ydlow Jacket Yellow Jacket M. Co ...... Empire 

Total -8 

75 000 T ̂ ' " »* U U
150 000 .*. T_y ^^ " \f\mf^J

825, 000 0
WASHOE COUNTY.

"
Atchison ........... Savage Co Washoe 1862 $75, 000 ^^f f ̂ Lf " X^ V^ *i^

uckeye ........... Lambert &Co..- J do 1863 60 000 V ̂̂  " ** X^ ** "
Manhattan (1) ...... New York & Nevada Co.-. do j 1863 100, 000 J- XV IBF " ̂ . %^f ^-f
Minnesota .......... 75, 000 W ^f \ ̂ f **f "^
Kapa .............. 

Savage M. Co J do 
James Hill & Co Galena .*. i 34, 000

Kew York &. Washoe i 100, 000 -* V " J " "" J *J
Ophir Reduction ! 150. 000 4& ^f \f " \f \J ̂*f

Works (1.) 

New York & Washoe Co... Washoe 
Ophir M. Co Franktown 

*
Temelec ............ 60, 000 ^^ %* 1 ̂ ^ ^^ V

Washoe Valley Re- 140, 000 ^h * ̂ ^ i ^^ ^^ *^
duction Works. 

Baldwin & Bonner Washoe 
J. H.Dall Franktown 

otal 

H

1 794, 000 » ̂ ^ * ̂  ̂ ^ x^ ^f
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Comstock lode during the year 1S6G Continued.

STAMPS. WHEELS WATER WOOD.

» " 1
«g "S00 0

Motive power. P <D a i "O fl Kind.o
P. q -2§ 1 i o£. s.

~ )* ex"S cT os Ut IQ Q S iJ # 1
o 1 30

O
0

Steam. 30 20 600 V^^rf V 6 ̂*
...do . 40 15 550 t-J -*\r 9 80 vy ** 11
Water. 10 250 ^***r \f 9 ^r 70 « ̂ ^

"<"^*^"
424

29 

Overshot 

m 

40 42 " '^ 80 ^JM 11

i "
395

Water 
...do 
...do 
Steam and water. 

8 1 000 10J> 4 V v N-/ ^^^^" ^^^F 80 ^"* ^^ Central discharge ^"r . h^. ^H ^ ̂ -» ^ ̂̂  ̂"^^ ^P P^* ^^X ^*- ^ ̂ ̂» f^± ^^f 1 ^"P
10 1 ^^ 6
20 2 ^w
44 4 ^

Water 

...do 

24 2 - Central discharge ^^ ̂ ̂ »^ »*^ ».^^ >^^ h- ^^ .^p-* %>4* fc .*^ ** 1

1. ^^ 7*8 1 rfv 6
Steam and 16 650 10V-'^-' V ^^^^^ ^^^^ 80 x^ v Central discharge.. ^h^ ^* ̂b^. » ̂ ̂ " " ^^*^ AhJ ^^ *-* *i^ ^ f^t "^ " " 7 " 14 -*- *- j * 9
Water 40 1 J»

*--- - ̂ ^^^- ^.
170

^^^"^^^^-^"!"'" '

Steam 
.-do 
Steam and water 

20 6 XJ
10 6 x^
24 6 x^

Steam 
Steam and water 

16 .......... 6 ^mf
20 4 *

Steam 
....do 

Steam and water 
...do 

$-1 -

24 8 ̂/
20 ^* "j

15 6 ^^
300 60 Breast ". 60 20 ^^* ^^

, ^""^^X^tf^H
261 82 ^* **

* |
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Tabular list of mil h crushing ore from mines on the

* j

*
Names. Owners. Location .9 »

.t: a >^ I
a a O£** o £3^4
0 S<UCO OB
a £ Co o

H ^^^^^ £ "

STOREY COUNTY.

Atlas 25 11 11
At wood's 20 *^^F ^f 4 ̂̂ p
Bay State American Flat ............... 35 ^^f ^f 2
Bovven*1 Crown Point Ravine, (G. 11) 25 $ 12
Central 12 i .»--.-
Crown Point (1) 

Haggiu & Tevis 
(icorge Atwood 
Bay State Mill Co 
L, S-. Bowers 
J, B- Dickenson 
Crown Point G. & S. M. Co Crown Point Ravine, (G. H).. i 862 8 0 6

Comet New York & Nevada M. Co 20 0 13
Douglas (1) 16 U 13

25 0 15
Empire State ^^» ^m^ 35 3
Empire No. 1 (1) 

GoldHill 
Lower Gold Hill 
GoldHill 
Seven Mile Canon 
Virginia I I860 30 H 16

Empire No. 2 (1) Lower Gold Hill 1860 33 £ 15
Gold Hill 

C. S. Wheeler 
Eclipse M. & M. Co 
Win. Sharon, agent 
W. S. Hobart 
Empire M. & M. Co 
Gold Hill Q. M, & M. Co .. GoldHill I 1860 17 | 14

Gould & Curry 100 2 T ^^
Hoosier State 

Seven Mile Canon 
Virginia I 1862 13 i JO

Imperial ....... 

Gould & Curry M. Co 
Clark & Hearst 

Mariposa 

30 i 30
.30 3* .»*-*-
15 0^p« ^^^

Marysville (1) 

Imperial S. M. Co 
Charles Land 
J. V. McCurdy 
O'Neale, Rule & GJasier... 

Lower Goid Hill I 1860

IS i*
Ogdeii 20 1A
Pacific 1J 18
Petaluma (1) 12 1 9
Piute 40 H H
Rhode Island 

O. S. Carvill 
Sharon & Co 
Greely Bros 
M. Livingston 
Crown Point G. & S. M. Co 

Seven Mile Canon 
do 

Lower Gold Hill 
Virginia 
Lower Gold Hill 

do 
do 1 1863

GoldHill I 1862 50 I ]5
12 wVp * ̂f 2i

Rogers' (1) ' 3* ^_^ ^U
Sapphire 28 1 17
Simcooc 25 3 ̂*^^^
Stevenson's (1) . 5 J 5
Succor (1) 26 24-*^«F ^f *** » ^H__l ^
Summit 

Rigby &Co 
Rogers S. M. Co 
W. S. Hobart 
A. Bassett & Co 
C. C. Stevenson 
O'Neale, Rule & Co 
Mason, Carville & Wright. 35 1 20

Union 14 f 8
Winfield 

Wm. Kidd 
L. A. Booth 

Lower Gold Hill ............. I 1861 
Flowery (Six Mile Creek)

American Flat 
Seven Mile Canon I 1862
Lower Gold Hill [ 1861
Seven Mile Cauon 
Gold Hill 1.1860
Lower Gold Hill 
Virginia I (1)
GoldHill I 1861

30 %-^ ^f 3 *>^
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^_^^^^^^^^"P^^^^^^^^P^^^^^P^

Total'. ...... 33 846 48i 263
19 niillw.

LYON COUNTY.

Bacon 
irdsall& Carpenter 

Seven Mile Cauon 

Daney M. &. M. Co 

30 3 18
irdsall & Carpenter.. Dayton ... 75 7» 21

Cole&Co 
Confidence 
Dayton No. 1 
Dayton No. 2 (!).«. 

Cole& Co 
Confidence M. Co 
Winters, Kiisteli <fc Co 

Johutown. 5 5 " ""
Silver City 14 2^ p
Dayton ... 20 7 10

...... do do do... 1864 30 7 15
Daney 
Eagle 
Eastern Slope 
Eureka 
Excelsior 
Franklin 
Gold Canon Reduc-

3 mil 20 Ci 10
H 3 2

Stevenson, Winters & Co 20 31 11
Wheeler, Hurd & Dunker 

from. Day ton 
Silver City 
Below Silver City 
Carson River, near Dayton 

1863
1864
186-2
1861 ooA& 6* 11

Johutown 
Carson River, near Dayton 

1861 t rt er i\
1861 16 8 11

3 13
tion Works. 

John Briggs 
Win. Sharon, agent 
Wm. Sharon, agent 

ONeale, Rule & Co.. 

Silver City 

Carson River, near Dayton . 

1861 25

Golden Eagle 
Illinois 
Imperial (Rook Pt.). 

1861 18 7 13
Wm. Sharon, agent.. 1864 18 7 10
Imperial M. Co 
O'Neale, Rule &Co.. 

1861 90 i 48
Island 
Monitor 
Ophir(New) 
Phoenix No. 1 (1)... 
Pioneer (1) 
Sacramento (1) 
San Francisco 
Swansea 

Lowe &Fa5r "... 

1862 19 7 10
Hirschman & Co 
OphirS. M. Co 
Hentsch <fe Berton 
Sheldon & Hickok... 

1865 3 7 3
1864 40 13
1861 20 10
1861 23 2* 12

Hunt, Woodruff & Co 
Charles Schad 

Silver City 

Johntown 

1863 
1865
1864
1861
1861

do do 
do do 
do do 

Gold Canon, near Dayton ...
Carson River 
Below Silver City
Silver City 
Johntown 

W. Sharon, agent 

1861 18 5 12
Carson River, near Dayton.. 1861 14 11

1862 20 4t 14
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Tabular list-of mills from mines crushing ore on the

<u
B "

Names Owners. "as o
3 a o-<
0, o acS -0 6<yTJO

O C

LYON COUNTY.-Con.

T*ench 
Wenton's (1) 

. Silver City 30 15
Johntown . 4 15

Western's (I) 4 4

Total 27 315
4
M^h

6374
ORMSBY COUNTY.

Brunswick.. 

Joseph Trench 
Wm. Weston 
Win. Westoa 

Williams & Sharon .. 20 9* 10
Carson 
Merrimac (1) 

W. Sharon, agent 
Rice & Yerrington... 

11 18
30 9

Mexican (1). 45 9
Santiago 

Sierra. ." 
Vivian 
Yellow Jacket 

Alsop & Co 
Santiago M. Co 

Beach & Harrington 

45 8

9 18
P. Frothingham 
Yellow Jacket M. Co 

3 miles west of Carson 
3i miles below Empire 
Empire 

fl c>

1861
1862 25

do ... 1862 7

64 H-

1 mile below Empire 
3 miles went of Carson 

mile below Empire 
Empire 
4 miles below Empire, on 

18G3
1862
18G3
1862
1862

Carson river.

1860 30 9 9
1864 90

^W^Pi^d
Fotal 8 280

WASHOE COUNTY.

Atchison 
uckeye 

Manhattan (L) 
Minnesota » 

Savage Co 
Lambert & Co 
New York & Nevada Co ... 

Washoe 1862 30 14
do 1863 20 14
do | 1863 45 13

30 14
Napa 
New York & Waslioe 

Savage M. Co 
James Hill & Co 
New York & Washoe Co-.. 

do 
Galena 
Washoe I 1863 

15 14
45 14

Ophir Reduction Franktown I 1862 33 16 43
Works (1.) 

Ophir M. Cft 

Baldwin & BonnerTemelec 
* Warihoe Valley Re- J. H. Dall 

Location 

Washoe... 1 1865 30 14
Franktown 1863 60

Auction Works.

Total 9 308
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Coinstock lode during the year 1866. Continued.
-

PANS.

o
S

r I -2
U0 3
CL O o.0COO epburn t 0aB

cCO OS Breakers 0
$1 75 goo
2 00 9 5 1 700
2 00

76 ^f 51 *^^ ^* 70 ^ ̂ * 49 ^* ^f 34 "^ ^» ^^ >C9 ^^^ ^^^ 27 ^ ̂̂ ^ ^» 3 1
9 ̂̂  5 ^r^ 1 ^^^^w

i^^^^^V^-^P^«._- b_ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Hl^^^^fc
61 S^ ^k 64 ^^T -^ 26 ^^^ ^^^"b'" " - ̂ "^^^ - - - 1 ̂  i " ' ^^- ^fc- ^*W* d-^B^i^M^

% -
i 00 

:::::::::::::::: 

8 ^f 4 *" 1 600

4 * 15 ^ V 1 ^^^ (1) 6 \ / 10 ^^^ ^*^ 1,350
12 , 2fiO

::::::..:::::::: ^» "*"34 -* ̂ 4 ^^B 9 *r (B) 1 1,100

3 75 .?.!:.:::::::::: 8 v^ 4 1 750^^h (D 1
30 ^^^ ^^ 15 ^^ ^^ 8 ̂̂  2 2,300" --

4 ̂̂ » 37 ^f 46 ^p ^^ 9 1 38 13 ^^^ ^^^ 2 3" " " "" " '"

16 8 ^^ ...... . P.| 1 .,200
8 :::::::: 4* 1 j* ^^ 700

8 XX 1 ^» 3,300
" 12 J* ^f 6 * f ] i t ^^» 1,000

16. *w 8 x**' 1 ^^^ 1,300
t450

*
12 -t *^ (1) 3 800\ ̂ ^ j ^"^

6 ̂̂ P (2) 2 '1,725

^"^"P^HVh^^^^B
48 *^* 22 "^w ^^» 33 5 5 2

I ^"^

* By wet process 1,000, and dry 260 tons. tFnll capacity 750 tons
J Wet, 1,050; dry, 675 tons.
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NOTES ON MILLS

STOREY COUNTY.
"

Bowers (1)-Paid this for 5 months only ; has been idle four months ; new running, with
own'water ; (2) 5-foot pans.

Central (1) Hill W to Ophir
Company.

(2)-Hepburn and Peterson's, working~500 tons per month wet; four furnaces and six
barrels, working 170 tons dry.

Crown Point (])-Just dismantled; engine used to drain mine.
Comet (I) Been idle for seven months ; just started again.
Do iff las (1)f v f f " j. -10-inch cylinder, 30-inch stroke, 26 plain pans.
Empire No. 1 (1)-Increasing stamps to 21; capacity to be 40 tons per day; to employ ^*"

1C men, 27 Wakelee pans.
Empire No. 2 (1)-Concentrators and two stamps for breaking.
Einpite State (1)-4-foot pans.
Gold Hill (1)-6-foot tubs.
H&osier State (1)-With steam chambers.
Land's (B)-Throughout the table designates Blake's breakers.
Mariposa (1)-Also one prospecting stamp; (2) large.
Marysxille (1)-30 5-foot plain pans.
Pacific (1)-Large.
Petaluma (1)-Stamps being increased to 16 ; capacity to 26 tons per day ; men to 11 ;

wood to five cords; adding eight improved Wheeler pans, four settlers and one agitator.
Piute (1)-8-foot settlers.
Rhode Island (1)-18-inch cylinder; (2) 7-foot pans.
Rigbtfs (1)-One extra pan and settler for tailings and one barrel.
Rogers*s (1)-Not running for four months.
Saphire (J)-Wheeler.
Simcooc (1)-Improved. '
Stevenson (1)-8|-inch cylinder ; (2) Rowland's rotary battery; ca seven tons and

amalgamate five tons per day ; (3) Small.
Succor (I)-24 Wakelee flat-bottomed pans.
Summit (1)-Burnt and rebuilt in 1863; (2) small pan and settler.

LYON COUNTY.

Birdsall(}}-Mill, $110,000; ditch, $40,000; total, $150,000.
Carpenter (2)-Large-sized Wheeler.

No. 1 (1)-Four of these for prospecting; (2) 8-foot settlers ; (3) Knox.
Dayton No. 2 (1)-Two roasting furnaces. "
Eastern Slope (1)-Large.
Eureka (1)-Break 80 tons per day.
G- C. Reduction Works (1)-5-foot pans.
Imperial Rock PL (1)-7-foot tubs and settlers; (2) breaker, large size.
Phoenix No. 1 (1)-Eight tubs and Wheeler pans.
Pioneer (J)-15 tubs and Wheeler pans.
Sacramento (1)-12 7-foot iron pans.
Swansea (1)-6-foot tubs and one prospecting battery and pan.
Trench (1)-16 flat 7-foot pans, one excelsior and two Wheeler and Randall pans ^h ^
Weston's (Steam)-(1)-Worked but about 1,000 tons of Comstock ore this year ; hauling

about $3 per ton. TT ^
Water) - (1)-Six flat-bottomed pans; has run but little this year for want of water

ORMS13Y COUNTY.
"

AJerrimac (1)-Also, one prospecting battery and pan ; (2) large.
Mexican (1)-Four furnaces and 10 barrels.
~riman (1)-Hanscom's.

WASHOE COUNTY.

Manhattan (1)-16 pans.
Ophir (1)-Working but 36 stamps-Freiberg process-nine furnaces.
Reduction Works-24 amalgamating barrels.
Temelec (1)-Large.
Washoe Valley (1)-Wheele orse-power

Reduction Works-40 stamps eie-ht furni
^f r^f *. w & ̂ ̂ p* - ' "-" >^ ** *^» A m-f W

to be introduced ; (
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PROCESS OF REDUCTION.-The ores from the Comstock lode are probably the
most docile silver ores found in Nevada, and the process used for their reduction
is of the simplest kind. After crushing by the stamps, the large boulders being
fkst reduced to a moderate size by hand labor or by Blake's patent crashers, the
material as it passes from the battery is collected and settled in tanks to avoid
as much as possible the risk of fine particles passing off with the superfluous
water. In spite of all precautions much loss is sustained from this source, expe-
rience showing that the most impalpable of the slum is the richest in proportion.
Out of 40,432 tons of ore worked at the Gould & Curry mill 4?431 tons were
lost-in this manner.

From the tanks the crushed ore is passed to the iron grinding pans, a descrip-
tion of which will be found in preliminary report, pages 76 and 77. The charges
vary from 500 to 1,500 pounds, according to the character and capacity of the pans
used. In these pans the ore is ground from four to six hours, being in that time
reduced to an almost impalpable powder. The mode of treatment varies con-
siderably, some mill men using a variety of chemicals, such as sulphate of iron,
muriatic and sulphuric acids, &c., while others dispense with them almost entirely.
Their object is to assist the reduction of the silver in combination, but much
uncertainty exists as to then- beneficial operation. Each charge is invariably
mixed with a considerable amount of salt, varying with the richness of the ore.
Towards the end of the process the quicksilver is usually added, the mullers of
the pans being at the same time slightly raised to prevent the grinding or "flour-
ing " of the mercurv. After a sufficient time has elapsed to allow a thorough»

amalgamation, the pulp is thinned by the addition of water, and revolved in such
a way as to allow the amalgam to settle to the bottom. For economy of time, this
is usually accomplished in large vats called " sealers/7 especially adapted for that
purpose. The refuse matter is then drawn off and treated by various methods of con-
centration, to be spoken of afterwards. This process is used only for second and
third class ore, it being found better to employ the Freiburg process for first-class
ores. The Central mill in Virginia, and the Washoe reduction works and Ophir
mill in "\Vashoe valley are the only ones adapted to this method, the amount
of ore requiring this treatment being but a small percentage of the entire product
of the lode.

Some mill men amalgamate in the battery while the ore is- being crashed, but
the practice is not by any means universal. In fact, the treatment of ores is in
a great measure empirical, but little attention being given in Nevada to analyti-
cal chemistry, and the adaptation of the working processes to the results devel-
oped. In this connection the following assays or rather analyses of Comstock
ores may be found of interest :

Ophir miue- a first-class ore and metal produced therefrom by the Freiburg process, by
George Attwood.
Gangue 
Silver 
Gold 

63.380 '' .00 
2.786 41.51

059 1.58
Lead " 4.151 39.01
Antimony 087 .00
Zinc '. 14.455 .56
Sulphur 
Copper 
Iron .... .. 

7.919 .00
1.596 17.04
5.463 .17

99.896 99.87
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'Y . '
Ore from California mine, Virginia. No. 1 made in London; No. 2 at Swansea.

Lead ". � _ 
Loss - .� _ 

No, 1. No. 2. 
Silica 

Sulphur 
Copper - 
Iron 
Silver... 
Gold 
Zinc ^ v 

67.5 65,783
8.75 11.35
1.30 1.31
2.25 2.28
L75 1.76
.059 .57

12.85 11.307
5.75 6.145

.25

100.00 100.00

Yellow Jacket ores, second-class; by W. F. Rickard, F. C. S.

Silver 
Iron 
Lead 

Copper 
Sulphur ... 
Lime 

WMte. rown. Mixed.
Gold-... . 005=430 03 .001= $7 52 002=10 04

. 150= 62 83 . 050= 21 99 .157 65 98
.0/0 2.800 1.230
Traces. Traces. Traces.
Traces. Traces. Traces.

.693 .160 .457
Traces. .000 Traces.

Silica 98.310 96.560 97.850
Loss .267 .429 .304

M»^^^m^^^^i^fm^^m

100.000 $92 86 100.000 $29 51 100.000 76 02

T e difii rcnce in e f tli w hy of T e
Ophir and Calif d in the northern p f
portion c lode, where a much larger :centage f base metal
tered than el sewl T yidently unsuited to the pie p
jnst described. The analy f Y Jacket ores presents a f; f
tfc V-'JL* V/J- tvA P f second and third-cl LSS rock from the Com kin I
will be seen at a ce 1 1 f base metal present is extremely small
the ore consisting :1 iron and*-* ;ly of sulphuret
m jtals.

COST OF REDUCTION. T following details taken from the published rer. s
comp ihow a material diminution from the cost in f< r yea

due in great mi ur P liinery, s\ f lab
and increased k ledg he method of red

Savage mine, average for 12 months ending July 1, 1867 $14 04
Savage mine, for the previous year 
Hale & Noreross mine, average fof 12 months ending March, J867 
Gould & Curry mine, average for 12 months ending November, 1866 13 30 

16 74
14 26

-

The following table, from the report of the Grould & Curry Company, will
show the relative proportion of the various items. It will be noticed that the
total cost per ton is less than the average given above.: This arises from the fact
that the company had ores worked at custom mills; the cost of which was greater
than at their own mill as given below:
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Cost per ton in detail of ore reduced at the Gould $f Curry mill.

i

c a>
o OQ+Jto aK

o= 'J2 _=,a "3 s
& 0? 02 H

Foreman, watchmen, and laborers.. $0 71. 33 $0 71.33
Driving power 
Breaking ore 
Batteries » 
Amalgamating 
Repairs 
Hauling 

Totals... 

0 58. 88 $3 97. 84 £0 12. 49 461. 21
0 41. 32 0 03. 33, 0 44. 05
0 65. 98 $0 20. 85 0 10. 39' 0 97. 22
0 76.81 0 U4. 65 0 59. 36 $0 43. 50 $0 27. 06 $0 86. 59 0 10. 96 3 08. 96
0 84.10 0 69.41 1 53.41

0 90 0 90

3 90. 42 "1 02. 49! 0 80.21 0 43. SO! 0 27. 06 0 86. 59 1 96. 48 12 26. 73

(>rcat as has b lie cl 9 P f g he com
?ncement of ope Virffi& a, the construction of a railroad into Virg

f oint on the Trackee river (where fuel is ab Id result i» "
11 further reduction. this connection attention is cal :1 > the foil

in sr fiinires from the la^D O I the State surveyor general
STOREY COUNTY,

The table contains a list of 33 mills, all steam, estimated to Lave cost $2,OOOtOOO, with an
assessed value for 32 of 8953,705, say, for the 33, $970,000, containing 607 stamps, with a
crushing capacity of 846 tons per day, nearly ].4 tons per stamp, consuming 1HO£ cords of
weed per day, average cost about §14 per cord ; total, $2,527, or nearly §3 per ton, and about

15 per stamp.
Twenty- four mills pay the Virginia & Gold Hill Water Company $5,280 per month for

water; add water tax, $130 per mouth ; total, $5,410, cost of water per month for 24 mills,
which contain 399 stamps, with a crushing capacity of 562 tons, or 14,612 tons per month
of 26 days. Cost per ton of ore worked for water, 37 cents, or 52 cents per stamp.

Aggregate distance of 33 mills from the mines about 48£ miles ; average distance about
| mile, (for custom mills the distance is estimated, with one or two exceptions, from the

divide between Virginia and Gold Hill;) and the average cost of hauling is about per
ton, ranging from 70 cents to $2.

846 tons per day for 26 days would equal
21,996 tons, at $3 for wood $65,988 00
*2J,966 tons, at 37 cents for water 8,127 42
21,966 tons, at for hauling 27,457 50

Total per month for wood, water and hauling 101,572 92
or $4 62 per ton.

LYON COUNTY

Total mills, 27. Steam, 16; water, 8; steam and water, 3. Estimated cost of 15 steam,
7 water, 3 steam and water mills-$1,464,000.

The 27 mills contain 424 stamps, from which deduct 4 used for prospecting, and we have
420 stamps, with a crushing capacity of 641| tons per day; from which deduct 1 mill with
10 stamps, capacity 7 tons, which has run but little during the year; also 1 mill with 15
stamps, capacity 25 tons, which has crushed but about 1,000 tons during the ye year of Comstock
ore; and we have 25 mills with 395 stamps, with a capacity of 619^ tons per clay, or 1.57
tons per stamp ; using 11)0 cords of wood per day, costing about §10 per cord. Total, $1,000:
equal to $1 61 per ton, or $2 53 per stamp.

n^i - J " /"* f\^ »11 /» The aggregate distance of 25 mills from the mines is about 135 miles: averag e distance
5.4 miles, and average cost for hauling about £2 75, ranging from $1 50 to §4 25.

25 mills employ 315 men, or one u»un for 1.97 tons.
6KH tons per day for 26 days equal 16,107 tons ; add for Weston'st steam mill 93 tons per

monthly average; total per month, 16,200 tons.
16,200 tons, at 62 75 per ton for hauling �, $4-1,550 00
16,200 tons, at $1 61 per ton for wood 

Total j)er month for wood and hauling 
or $4 36 per to a. 

26,082 00

70, 632 00
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ORMSBY COUNTY

Six water, and two steam and water mills. Estimated cost, $825,000; with 170 stamps,
crushing capacity, 280 tons per day, or 1.65 tons per stamp; aggregate distance from mines,
80 miles; average distance, 10 miles; average cost for hauling, say $4 per ton; I If cord
of wood at, say, $3 per cord, $94, or 33£ cents per ton, or 55 cents per stamp.

280 tons per day for 26 days equal
". j &27J20

0,780 tons, at 33£ cents for wood, 
f 

2,2(50

Total per month for wood and hauling 
or $4 33 per ton. 

29, 380

WASIIOE COUNTY.

Five steam, and four steam and water mills; estimated cost, $794,000; containing 261
stamps; crushing capacity, 308 tons per day, or 1.18 tons per stamp, consuming about 8.2
cords of wood at, say, $5 per cord; total, $410, or $I£ per ton, or $1 57 per stamp.

Average distance of mills from mines, say 14 miles, and average cost of hauli $4 50
per ton. ^h

308 tons per day for 26 days equal
8,008 tons, at $4 50 per ton for hauling $36,036 00
8,008 tons, at $»]£ per ton for wood 

Total per month for wood and hauling 46,713 33 

10,67733

or $5 83 per ton.
" ^^^

From these tables it appears when wood is worth in Virginia $14 per cord, the
cost of this item per ton of ore reduced is about $3. Any railroad could put
wood down at the same mills for $9 per cord, with great advantage to the com-
pany. Tins would be a saving of $5 per cord, or about $1 07 per ton. Making
this alteration in the details of Storey county mills, the cost of reduction per ton
for the items of wood, water and hauling, the total would be $3 55 per ton, or
81 cents less than the most favorable average results at mills working Comstock
ores, or $2 02 less than the most unfavorable. Competent judges estimate that .
"by taking these ores to the Truckee river the total cost of reduction per ton
would not exceed about 9 or

PERCENTAGE or YIELD AND Loss.-Experience has shown that for the ordi-
nary ores of the Comstock, 65 per cent, of the assay value of the ore is about th
proportion which can be extracted by the process in use, and custom mills are
required to return at least that proportion. Careful assays are made daily of the
ore as it is raised from the mine, it bein«r customary to take a handful of ore from/ 7 O v

each car load as it is brought to the surface, and place it in a box placed near the
shaft for the purpose. Several times during the day the contents of this sample
box are thoroughly mixed and several assays made of them; the average of
which will show very nearly the quality of ore being raised at any particular
time. In some cases the value of the ore is ascertained by sampling the con-
tents of each wagon load as it leaves the mine, in the manner just described.O / v *

During the process of reduction, assays are taken of the pulp as it leaves the
batteries, which of course from the intimate admixture of the ore will be more
reliable, but if amalgamation for free metal in the batteries is adopted, as at some
mills, the millman cvan gain but little idea of what he is doing, as the quantity
of metal saved in the batteries is an unknown item, to be ascertained only when
a thorough clean up is made. To avoid unnecessary detention from this source,
which requires a stoppage of all machinery, this is not done much oftener than
about every two weeks. The following tables'are valuable in this connection.
The statistics from the Hale and Norcross mine may be taken as a fair illustra-
tion of the average results of milling operations in this section. It will be noticed

' that the percentage of gold lost is small compared with the silver, showing the
former metal to be present chiefly in an uncombined form. The table suggests
gome important questions. It shows that we are losing annually about 35 per
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cent, of the value of the ore mined from the Comstock. The yield of bullion
last year was in round numbers, say, §15,000,000, which would show the loss to
have been about $8,000,000. The enormous extent of this loss is well understood,
but so far no feasible means of lessening it without diminishing the net profits
on the result have been suggested, or at least shown to be practicable. Excep-
tional lots of ore will work nearer to the assay value, but only in rare instances.* i

How small a percentage of the metal which escapes the mill is saved by future
operations will appear under the next heading. The great difficulty to contend
with lies in the cost of labor and fuel. The average yield of all ores worked at
the present time does not probably exceed $35 per ton, equivalent to a loss of
818 90 per ton, supposing $35 to represent 65 per cent, of the assay value of
the ores. If by using the Freiburg process we saved 80 per cent., the average
yield per ton would be $43 12, or an advance of $8 12, which would not cover
the additional cost of labor and fuel. The price charged for treatment by the
Freiburg process in this district is $45 per ton, with a guarantee of only 80 per
cent. Its non-applicability to low grade ores is at once apparent, the cost of
reduction beino; Greater than the average yield of the ores. To make it avail- o o o %/

able, it is evident that the additional 15 per cent, of the assay value saved must
cover the increased cost of reduction, which is, say, $31, so that it will prove val-
uable only when the ores are worth 8^00 per ton and upwards. In practice a
lower grade than that may be adopted, it being found by experience that the
percentage of loss in working ores by the net process increases with the greater
value of the mineral. Under these circumstances we must look rather to improve-
ments on the present modes of treating the "tailings'7 from the mill by concen-
tration or otherwise.

HALE AND XORCROSS MINE.

Table showing the assay value of the ore extracted during twelve months oper-
ations, also the yield and loss per ton, the percentage of yield and loss, and
the entire results.

Yield. Loss.

0
Ore, "-~

C cV O - oc«
w

i

Tons. Lbs
First six months

onv'-"» «^y 2 90 o Q-;fc|O«A 8 $263, 043 ̂ n Oil*? ^*7O ^1^, L' 1 *J. *, v~T'5. O-'*" '

Silver 40 79 512,895 43j 21 3052, o 267, 764 65| 19 50 47. 8 245,130 7871'
Total 12,571' 1,950 65 18 819,478 33 42 42,64 7 30, 8C8 22 06 35. 3 288, 669 78

Second six months
Gold 
Silver 

Total 

29 18 468,734 00 24 90 85.3 400,016 18 4 28 14. 6 68, 717 82
51 64 829, 524 11 26 42 51.2 424,395 67 25 2-J 48. 8 405, 128 44

16 CG4 30 80 82j 1,298, 25-3 11! 51 32|G3.5- - . --.- i- -^^^ I 824,411 85| 29 50 36. 5J473, 846 26
Total for 12 months 

Gold 
Silver 

Assay value of ores. 

27 07 775, 316 90 23 15 85.5 663, 060 08 3 92 14. 5 112.256 82
46 88:1,342,419 54 24 17 51.6 692,160 no*v*tf 7148.4 650, 259 tV>-**v

Total 28,635 1,980 73 95.2,117,736 44 47 3263.9,1,355,220 40j 26 6336.1 762,516 04

XOTK.-This table is copied from records on file in the office of the company. The original, prepared by
Mr. Thompson, was marked out to six places of decimals for the cents. The omission of these will account
for its apparent trifling discrepancies.
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G AXD CURRY MINE.-Table si the average 1 f
luced during the year ending Noveml ,he yield at the mill

loss p (G. & C. annual report fi 1866:)
Average assay per toil.-. , $43 95
Average yield per ton, 75 per cent , " 33 0-2

Average loss per ton, 25 per cent 10 93

Gold 
Silver 

1,582,247 43 Total value of ore as per assay 
ullion produced:

|363,803 92
825,277 85

1,189,081 77

Total loss, about 25 per cent 393, 165 66

NOTE.-This table does not show the entire yield of the mine for the year, large quantities
of ore being reduced at "custom mills." The statement refers only to oies reduced at the
large mill owned by the Gould and Curry Mining company.

CONCENTRATION.-Concentration is employed only in the treatment of the
tt tailings," or sands from which all the metal has been extracted which could be
saved in the mill. The tailings are usually turned into the nearest watercourse,
(many mills being so situated as to have no facilities for the construction of reser-
voirs,) and the right to use them rented to other parties. Many plans have been
suo-jrested for their concentration, but the one in general use is extremely simple.o c_ * / o */

It consists merely in passing the sands through, shallow sluice boxes, the bottoms
of which are covered with thick blankets. The fall of these sluices is consider-

able to prevent packing of the sands, but the stream of water ir regulated so as
to cover the blankets with a thin sheet only. In this way the heavy metalliferous
particles are retained in passing over the rough surface of the blankets, the lighter
sands passing off' in the water. After a sluice box has been running several
hours, the water is turned off, the blankets washed in a tank of water, and
returned to their places. This constitutes the entire treatment. When the
tank is nearly full of tailings, it is emptied and the resulting mass considerably
increased in value by the elimination of waste sands, is ground and amalgamated
in the manner already described. Latterly this has become quite an extensive
branch of our mining business, and is said to yield a good return on the capital
employed. - 

'

The following items arc taken from the report of the surveyor general for 1866 :ftAV"

Details of blanket washings in Six-mile canon for 1866 and 1867.

Number of mills discharging tailings into the canon, 12,
Probable number of tons worked during the year 1866, 100,000.\mj ^f
Estimated value of tailings saved and worked in. 1866, 72,000.
Saving per ton of ore worked, 72 cents.
Length of sluices, 22,000 feet.
Cost of sluices, $20,000.

r^ tailings saved and worked in 1867, $164,000.
Saving per ton of ore worked in 1867, 64.
Average value of tailing saved per ton, $20, fc 

t /»"*" T

"

T m ihow only a p lie operations. The total e 11-^^

ta: d in this manner was probably about $200,000 for 1866, which will
be doubled for 1867. These figures can only be considered approximations, b
they serve to show how small a p t gross 1 d by th
means, and how large a field is ye pen f i
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SECTION XVII.

YIELD OF THE MIXES, NET PROFITS, ETC.

The following tables, taken from the circular of the San Francisco Stock and
Exchange Board, will be found of interest in this connection:o *

Table of the products of some of thelyrincipal mines in Virginia and Gold Hill;
also showing dividends paid and assessments levied on the same during the year
1866.

F

ullion produced. Dividends. Assessment >

Lady Bryan Si 5,000
Daney 26,000
Sierra Nevada - 55, 560
Ophir 
Gould & Cucry .. 

$450,000 184,800
1, 605, 228 $252,000

Savage 
Hale & Norcross . 
Chollar-Potosi 
Bullion 

Company. 

1, 805, 800 360, ODO
1,199, 768 350, 000

848, 750
175,000

Exchequer 
Alpha 
Iruperial 
Empire 
Bacon 
Confidence 
Yellow Jacket 
Crown Point 
Belcher 
Overman 
Baltimore American 

32,000
144, 560

910,187 176,000
486, 778 32,400

18,000
303, 920 78, OCO

2, 310, OCO 390,000 180,000
1, 313, 357 234,000

14 3, s-o
27,953 208, 080

13.000

Total 11,261,741 1,794,400 1,273,3~0

Production of bullion by Storey county during the year ending December 31, 1866.
-

January , 
February -. 
March 

April 
May 
Juno 

July . 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 

Total 

$316,430 43 
971,613 46

-"-»-» - * * 1,061,577 65
1,052,759 89
1,145,293 41
1,244,297 54
1,198,741 56
1 , 4-20, 902 35

-1,169,391 46
. 1 , 409, 220 00

1,3-27, 1^5 00
23 80

14,167,071 55

In United S c li P .1 f 818,072,934, on which
fed ,1 taxes were paid as foil

From January to July, inclusive, -& of one per cent, on $9,402,06-2... $56,412 37
From August to December, inclusive, i of one per cent, on $8,670,872 43,354 36

Total tax .. * * 99,766 73
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Production of lull ion in Storey county for tlic first seven months of 1867.
January 
February 
March - 

April 
May 
June 

Total 

July .. 

Total 

$1,330,832 80 
1,233,811 63

979,786 78
1,567,427 60
1,784,724 25
1,594,794 22

11 " i -^""^ " "

8,501,377 28
1,613,559 75

10,114,937 03

"

The month of March was characterized by the most severe snow-storm
which has yet been experienced in Virginia. The roads were nearly impassable
for two weeks-to such an extent, indeed, that firewood rose from $16 to $45 per
cord, and was scarcely obtainable even at that price. The mills situated at some
distance from the mines were entirely cut off from new supplies of ore, and reduced
only such reserve as had been accumulated j hence the marked diminution in the
monthly production of bullion.

Table of assessments levied on Corn-stock mines during the first six months qflS67.

Company. 1st quarter 2d quarter

" *"
$5, 200 ^4r ^-* * ̂ W V* V
28 080 1 ^V \~J " X* V^ ^^ £15 600 '* ' * *~'l \f*~ V^

Bullion . . "- . . . 25, 000 nf^Jt ^f ̂J \f 50, GOO ^^ ^J t ̂ f ̂f ' r*
California 
Confidence 
Onhir 
OH V . -l Ik fe « * t \ "fc-V 

30 GOO *-f V t ̂ f ̂* *^
" 39, 000 * J ̂ff " ^mff ^^ ^tf i 1, 300 ^» " ̂ ^F "in* ^^
84, 000 1 ^^ " * ^f *-f --""-"-""-"--
oo t)f\n OXr UUU ^f ̂*f " ^^ *-^ ^f

Sides 
Sierra Nevada 

| 

1, 500 ^^"* K W ^ ̂f ̂fc^ 14t OGO *f
12, 000 i & r^ . ̂ ^ ̂f *^ 42, 000 ^ ̂^w " ^^ ^^

V
"

1 2-26, 780 153,500f
* 226, 780
1

380, 280 m^- ^^ ^W ̂ B^ ^^

Dividends of leading claims on the Comstock lode
SECOND QUARTER IN 18G7.

Company. April. May. June Total.

Savage $80,000 $120, 000 $160, COO $360,000
Hale & Norcross 
Imperial , 

50, 000 50,000 150, 000
60, 000 40, 000 160, 000

Yellow Jacket 
Chollar-Potosi 
Kenluck 
Crown Point 
Gold Hill Q. M. &M. Co.. 

60, 000 90, 000 150, «00
70, 000 70, 000 140, 000
40, 080 60,000 100, 000

48, 000 48, 000 96, 000
5,000 5,000 ""5,"666 15, 000

Empire Mill and Mining Co 
Gould & Curry 

50, 000 
60, 000

7,200 7,200

Total 243, 000 460r200 475, 000 1,178, 200

First quarter 1867 790,000

Total Bince January, 1867 1, 968,200
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Dividends of the leading claims on tlie ComstocJs lode-Continued
SECOND QUARTER OF 1866.

Savage 
Hale & Norcross 
Imperial 
Yellow Jacket 
Chollar-Potosi 
Kentuck 
Crown Point 
Gold Hill Q. M. &M. Co... 

$20, 000 $20,000 $-20, 000 $60,000
40, 000 40, 000

48,000 48,000 48,000 144,000

Empire Mill and Mining Co.
Gould & Curry 

Total. 

96,000 96,000 192, 000
-*4 VBbq^^ta-^ » - ̂_*-^^_<^^_<v^^^^^

164,000 108, COO 164,000 436, 000

First quarter 1866 . 90,000

Total since January, 1866 526, 000

The aggregate yield of the Comstock lot! ^ ?^_ ̂  ^ g has been so full
f in the prelim P I shall h fi myself chiefly to

P 1 f 1866 with ii is f the p
year.

Although he first tabl ill<- he entire yield of the mines f I
which reached, as si .1 m of $14*167,071, it will ans
basis for an inquiry profits of mining enterprises in this

>r the year, inasmuc ", inasmuch as mines owned bv p* V \. ies, the returns of which
lepublie, are generally worked 1 prove profitabl

yield sufficient bullion to cover the actual fth ievelopm
By st the as ble the items rel 3 Lady B
d Daney m Inch ar he Com k lode, we h the follov

re

Dividends paid during 1866 
Assessments paid during 1866 

Net profit for the year 1866 

$1,794,400 00 
1,232,380 00

562,020 00

Equal to about five per cent, of the gross yield of the mines under consideration.
Hie table shows, however, that out of the 11 mines producing bullion, only seven
realized sufficient over working expenses to wan-ant them in distributing the
surplus to the stockholders in the form of dividends. These dividends show the
net profits of the seven mines for the vear 1866 to be the following percentage^^^ ^^^^F^^ ^^^ ^^^^«^

of the gross yield. Gould and Curry 15.5, Savage 20, Hale and Norcross 29,
Imperial 19, Empire 6.5, Yellow Jacket 9, and Crown Point 17.

The first six months of 1867 show a very marked improvement on 1866; for
there is not onlv an actual decrease in the amount of assessments levied, but an*" /

increase in the number of dividend-paying mines, a very great advance on the
production of bullion, and a really gratifying improvement in the percentage of*
profit on the gross operations.

From the tables it will be seen that during this period dividends were dis-
tributed to the amount of $1,968,200, from which deduct the assessments of

:)SO,2SO, and there remains $1,587,920 as the net profit on $7,064,653, or about
22 per cent., against five per cent, for the year 1866. This result is due to many 
^"^^ J^^^L f ± b _

causes, among which may be mentioned freedom from litigation, final settlement
of conflicting interests, reduced cost of milling, and small expenditures for neces-

f * ft* l * * A J T 1 ,«-!*- -* -i-» ^» " rt

sary outside improvements. In 1866 the latter itc-m was unusually heavy. To

such causes as these may we look for the improved financial condition of mining
interests on the Comstock lode.

The actual profits on the capital invested in our mines is a difficult question
to approach, surrounded as it is by so many uncertain and fluctuating conditions,

24
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and has probably been spoken of in the preliminary report; as fully as the
information at command xvill allow.

The San Francisco Bulletin gives the following figures showing the aggregate
gain in the market value of 15 of our leading mines during the past year:

Company. July 1, 1866. January 1,1867. July 1,1867.

Alpha 
Belcher 
Bullion 
Chollar-Potosi... 

9, 600 $150, 000 $40?tpTtv7*>, 200
172, 640 137, 280 4*- r+* j/, 600
142, 500 70" ~i 500 82, 500
540, 400 585, 200 000

Confidence...... 99, 840 96, 080 99, 840
Crown Point 
Empire Mill 
Goiild & Curry.. 

570, 000 750, 000 1, 086, 000
1G8, 000 240, 000 224, 400
840; oao 804, 000 846, 000

Hale &. Norcross 600, 000 1, 000, 000 1, 240, (100
Imperial 
Ophir 
Overman 
Savage 
Sierra Nevada. . 

412, 000 528, 000 1, 040, 000
308, 000 198, 800 532, 000
76, 800 64, 000 736, 000

720, 000 1,672, 000 3, 640, 000
6. 000 9, 000 500

Yellow Jacket... 834, 000 1, 488, coo 1, 920, 000

Total 5, 739, 780 7, 794,860 13, 683,040

Using the valuation for July 1, 1867, the dividends paid during the first six
months of 1867 (deducting assessments) would show a profit on the gross opera-
tions at the rate of rather more than 23 per cent, per annum for this period. Th 6
majority of our mining stocks are held, however, for purely speculative purposes,
and fluctuate in value so greatly and incessantly that such a calculation is of
little value, most stockholders depending for their profits on sudden rises in the
value of their property, caused by favorable developments or skilful " manipula-
tion," rather than on the dividends paid out of the product of the mines. These
have been looked upon too much in the light of means by which to "bull" stocks,
and too little thought has been bestowed by stockholders on the means by which
they have been obtained.

Instances are not wanting where they have been paid out of borrowed capital,
and in many cases they have been m^de only by working the mine in a ruinous
manner. Many thousand tons of rock have been worked during the past year,
which ouo;ht never to have been taken from the mines until such time as it couldo

be worked more cheaply than at present. Had the stockholders of the mining
companies looked to the actual profits of mining enterprises for their remuneration,
they would have extended to railroad matters a helping hand, and could have
beer realizing to-day on low-grade ores a profit of $10 or $12 per ton, instead
of $4 or $5. The fear of temporarily reducing the value of their mining stocks

granting* such assistance has always stood in the way. The absolute neces-
sity, however, of better modes of transportation has at length been realized, and
before the expiration of another year we shall have the means of greatly reducing
the cost of mining and milling operations at our command, and so increasing the
amount of our legitimate profits.

THE COSTS AND LOSSES IN SILVER MINING. - -There are few facts connected

with the development of the mineral resources of the country that deserve more
immediate attention than the costs and losses which attend old and silver

mining. ,
The following tables, compiled with the greatest care, exhibit details connected

with the subject of silver mining in a form more convenient for reference than^f ^*-* 

an elaborately written treatise. The accounts of the mine named have been
selected for compiling these tables because they were more convenient and correct
than any others at our command, and because this mine affords a fair sample of a
well-managed enterprise in Nevada.
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Similar tables have not been prepared for gold mining, because the books of
no gold mining company afford the necessary data for their compilation.

Table Xo. ] is a complete balance sheet of this company's operations for six
months, exhibiting every detail of its expenditure for that period, divided under
appropriate heads. This table explains the numerous expenses attending silver
minin, the excessive cost of material and labor, and the large proportion of
non-productive work necessary to be done in developing a mine.

Table Xo. 2 shows the proportions of the precious metals saved and lost;
gives the names of the'various mills at which the ore was worked. This por-
tion of the subject is very suggestive, as exhibiting the fact that some of these
mills return a larger per cent, of metal than others. This table also exhibits
the varying proportions of gold and silver in the bullion saved by the various
mills, which appear to be influenced by the processes used for its extraction.
This important feature in the table would have been more valuable had the books
of the company shown the depths and localities from whence the ore reduced
had been extracted.

It is suggestive also to mark that the loss of metal, according to assav, footsoo / . o « *

up $471,155 17, while the total quantity saved only amounts to 0816,979 62,
out of >>1,2S8,132 79. Of 32 lots sent to mill, only two returned over 70 per
cent, of the fire assay value; this, too, in one of the best managed companies,
and when the mills are boasting of the improvements in their machinery and
processes. What must have been the waste during the early days of silver
mining, before the present incomplete experience had been attainedJ?

That the present enormous waste of the precious metals by custom and com-
pany's mills might be avoided, is clearly demonstrated by the success of the
companies which re-work the tailings thrown away by these mills. In the vicinity
of Virginia City there are several miles of flumes, all lined with blankets, which
require hundreds of men to change every few hours. The tailings thus collected
yield a larger profit, according to the cost of their production, than the ores
worked in the mills. X'early one-third of the bullion shipped from Storey county,
Nevada, is obtained from the waste of the mills collected in these flumes.

Table X"o. 3 shows the total product of this mine for a year; exhibits the per-
centum of metal to the ore; the costs of production and reduction. It is hoped
these tables will be carefully studied, as they contain much valuable information
conveniently arranged for reference.

TA E No. 1.

Defatted statement of the cost of production of 29,404i§oJ tons of ore during
h year ending 1, 1867, by the Hale and Xorcross Silver Mining
Company of Nevad

MANAGERIAL. SALARIES-Continued

Materials consumed:SALARIES,

Officers: 
Stationery 

Total 

$434 60

Superintendent $4,753 511-28
Clerk 2,277 48 Team expense

Horse-hire "J) 00

Total 7, 030 76 Hay and grain 90shovin
Repairing buggy o :> (X)

Office expenses:
Tel'-grams $52 80

15 50 
Total 

Personal property: 
401

Petty cash .......... Office furniture.16 $17L> f
Papering ........... ]
Repairing clock ..... 10
Expn - (barges .... 70
Miscellaneous ...... 

1 stove 
18 towels 
1 banner 
1 hoi> 

1-J 25
1-J 00
"j:> DO

:iuO oo3 50
3 buggy and robes oo

Total 143 2 horse blankets .. 17 CO

Total .vUiJ U4
Material* connnmed:

2 brooms 
$74 7.-, cordn of wood Total managerial. $9, 3:U 25

2 00
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Detailed statement of the cost of production, 8fc.-Continued.
SUMMARY ENGINE DEPARTMENT.

Salaries 
Office expenses 

$7, 030 76 Materials consumed:
143 55

Materials 
Team expenses... 

511 35
401 65 

l,916i cords wood 
93 gallons lard oil 
103 pounds rubber packing 

$26, 16'
295 95
179 13

Personal property 1,243 94 31 pounds hemp packing.. 14 75
316 pounds soap and soda. 55 95

Total 9, 331 25

HOISTING.

HOISTING DEPARTMENT

Materials consumed: 

38 gallons oil and turps 
6 pounds sponge^ 
1 gallon varnish 
Sundries 

Total 

8 25
20 73
8 00
3 00

...... 27,355 92
2,665 pounds tallow... $296 78
44 pounds machine oil. 11 00 Auxiliary:
36 pounds sulphur 
60 pounds spun yarn.. 

18 00 Water, 1 year 2, 767 50
24 00 Hardware -. 701 03

133 pounds white lead. 35 25
98 yards duck 
19 brooms 
Rope and freight 

131 35
20 00 

171 files 

Total 

117 00

3, 585 53
2, C53 6.9

Hardware 

Total 
Lights: 

1,119 00 Pump:
Foundry bill, pump, &c.. $1, 565 96

3, 707 07 77 feet pipe 
362^ pounds pump leather 

462 00
130 87

300 gallons coal oil. $366 75
13 dozen chimneys. 63 29 

2 hides 

Total 

8 00

12 reflectors 
17 dozen wicks. ... 

48 87 2, 166 83
14 26

8 gross matches. 19 40 Repairs:
Mason work.. $101 05

Total 512 57 Machine work 940 63

Cars, cages, &c.: 
Freight 
Foundry bill. 

238 30
1, 437 25

61 pounds borax 

$227 1,828 pounds iron for cars. 50 Boiler work.. 862 80
247 pounds nuts 
653 bolts 
52 grogs screws 
3,303 pounds iron for cages 

60 68
187 76
138 27
462 42 

Total 

Labor: 

3, 580 03

811 pounds steel for cages . 150 33 Engineers, 756.J- days.. $4, 673 00
1,020 bushels charcoal..... 336 60 Wood passer, 365 days 1,460 00
2,046 pounds stone coal. .. 132 11 Pumpman, 365 days .. 2,190 00

27 80
Total 8, 323 00

Total 

Personal property: 

1,723 47

9 yards matting 
15 lamps 
24 fire-buckets 
1 clock 
1 set stocks and dies 

$13 50 SUMMARY.
86 00
17 00 Hoisting department:
25 00 Materials consumed $3,707 07
15 00 Lights. 512 57

Cars, cages, &c... 1,723 47
Total 156 50 Personal property 156 50

Labor :
rakeman, l,415i days .............. $6, 186 00

Blacksmith, 665 days ................ 2, 810 00
Carman, 730J- days .................. 3,176 00 

Labor 
Outside works 

Total 

16, 486 00
2,602 33

25,187 94
Pitman, 1,078£ days ................. 4,314 00

Total 
Outside works: " Engine department:

7,500 feet timber
17 shovels 
12 pick handles. 
2 sledges 

16, 486 00 

10 00
34 00
5 50 

Materials consumed 
Auxiliary expenses 
Pump -... 

$27. 355 92
3, 585 53
2,166 83

$1000
Laborers, 585i days 2,342 83

Total 2,602 33 

Repairs 
Labor 

Total 

3. 580 03
8,323 00

45, Oil 31

Total hoisting department $25,187 94 Total hoisting 70,199 25
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Detailed statement of the cost of production^ fyc.-Continued.
MINING.

PROSPECTING AND DEAD WORK,

Prospecting. Materials consumed. Labor.

Location. run. Timber. Lagging. Miners. Carpenters.

4* "* co> a "aa 00 9 *Name of drift. c« ** Q> 9 Oa o 0 o

? a 0> S£ ti 3 «< £ < Amount. OH

400 foot 450 10, 770 $368 45 1,257 $251 4C 21 $105 OC
535 foot 860 20, 760 726 60 o 400**) »*"-* 484 4C 1,038 $4,152 CO 41 205 OC

Do.. 211 5,060 177 10 591 118 2C 252 1,008 00 10 50 OC
700 foot 980 47, 040 1, 646 40 3,920 784 OC 1,152 4,608 00 ' 94 470 OC

Do.. 261 6,265 219 27 728 145 6C 312 1,248 00 i 12 60 OC
Incline 125 37.500 1,312 50 352 62 2C 420 1,680 00 ' 85 425 OC
780 foot 378 9,000 315 00 1,050 210 OC 30 120 00 ' 18 90 OC-_^^^^_^^^_ .^^^^^__^^_

Totals 2,793 472 136,3954,765 32[lO, 320 2, 055 80 3,204 ]2, 816 00, 281 1,405 00 $21, 042 12

DEAD WORK.

Materials consumed. Labor.

Work done.

Timber. Lagging. Miners. Carpenters.

as

Character, Location Amoun c 03 i aQ? 5 o*-
Q

Retiinbering Vein ... 10, 000 $350 00 1,170 $234 00 125 $500 00 15G 00 $156 00
Repairing .. 700 foot 5,000' 175 00 830 166 00 53 212 00. 400 00

Do 
Do 

Filling in... 

Incline. 6,200' 217 00 108 432 00
535 foot 3,600 126 00 50 200 00 868 00
Vein ... 480 1,920 00 3,264 00

Totals 24,800 868 00 2,000 400 00 816 3,264 00 26 156 00

PROSPECTING-ADDITIONAL EXPENSES. PROSPECTING-Continued

Contracts:Material* consumed:
2R8 boxer* candles 
87 gallons lubricating oil 

$1,474 00 Feet189 20 Contractor. Location. Amount.
1,070 bushels charcoal-. run.353 26
8 kegs powder 
875 feet fuze 
5 sets car wheels 
186 pick handles 
36 sledge handles 

Total 

49 00

25 50 E. D. Owens I 400 feet level 430 $2,952 00
162 50 E.D.Owens 700 feet level 40 192 00
116 25 T.Cassins... 780 feet level 20 140 00
18 00 E. D. Owens 780 feet level 371 2,230 00'^M^M "Mva

2,387 71 Total.... 861 5,514 00
Tools:

57 shovels 
9 sledges.- 
29 picks, old 
230 pounds steel for picks,,.*. 

$114 00 Summary of prospecting;
45 00
14 00 

Miners, 3.204 days 
Caroentei - 281 days.. 

$12, 816 00
1,405 00

80 00 Carnv-n, 981 days 
Blacksmiths, 2S5 days - 

3,924 00
1,710 00

Total. Timber. 136,395 feet .. 4, 765 3'J253 00
Lagging, 10,320 pieces. 2,055 80

Labor: Additional materials... 2, 387 71
Carmen, 981 days 
Blacksmiths, 285 days. 

$3,924 00 Additional toolt*t &c-., 25 COO

1,710 00 Additional, auxiliary.. i[(40
Total.. 5,634 00 Total 

Summary of dead \vork: 

29, 567 23

Auxiliary:
3 casks 
12 rubber coats 

$10 50 
Miners, 816 days 
Carpenters, 2ti days. 

$3,264 00
156 00

108 00 Timber, 24,800 feet . 868 00
Ice 

T ot al 

131 90 Lagging, 2,000 pieces 400 00.^^^-p^fc-
50 40 Total 4,688 00
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P

Detailed statement of the cost of production, fyc.-Continued.
PROSPECTING-Continued. FAIR SHAFT-Continued.

Contracts: Materials consumed:
861 i'eet running $5, 514 00 1 gallon boiled oil... $2 50

1 quire emery paper 1 50
Total prospecting and dead work. $39, 769 23 1,750 bricks, &c 

43J pounds packing - 
42 00
48 06

30 pounds white lead 7 00
EXTRACTING ORES. Chalk and line 

Stationery 
3 00

23 00
Materials consumed:

511.813 feet timber $14,330 76 * " " " " f
536 boxes candles 2,969 87

3,113i pounds cars 
40 gross screws 
10 sets car wheels 
2 sets incline wheels 
7 brooms 

908 62J kegs nails 
81 gallons lubricating oil 

92 Materials on hand :
179 60 $44 00

1,121 bushels charcoal.. 398 25
5,820 pounds iron tacks. 727 50 

1 02 bolts 
12 coach screws ..... .... 

39 66
3 84

4,600 pounds turntable . 529 00 .. 15 50
367 15

90 00
300 00
130 00 

20 feet belting 
3 broom s 
7 pairs hinges 
Slocks and latches . . . . 

19 20
3 00

13 15
« 50

7 00 Rope , 947 73

Total 20.938 05

Tools, &c.: 

482 pieces pipe and joints 
1 iron tuyere 

Total. 

Engine adjuncts : 

189 88
8 50

1,293 31
115 shovels 
16 sledges 
16 axes 
19 saws 
16 hoes 
7 wheelbarrows 
454 tool handles 
470 pounds steel for picks 

$175 30
91 13
33 50
75 75 

2 reels 
1 pump . . 

$258 00
135 00

16 21
62 50

276 50
120 00

Total 850 89 

Boxes, collars. &c 
1 valve 

8 cocks 
1 steam stop - . . *. 
1 oil cup �.. 

59 70
9 00
7 25

32 00
3 50

10 00"

Labor: Total 534 45
Miners, 14,9381 days $59, 852 00
Head miners, 614 days 3, 625 50 Labor:
Carmen, 1,963 days 7,852 00 Foreman, 36 days.... $216 00
Carpenters, 838 days 4, 463 50 Machinist, 16£ days .. 99 00
Blacksmiths, 326 days 1,357 00
Foreman, 365 days 2,229 00 

Masons, 6 days 
Blacksmiths, 54 days. 

34 50
272 00

Carpenters, 264 i days 1, 330 75
Total 79,379 00 Miners, 82 days 

Laborers, 367J days.. 
328 00

1,471 00
Summary extracting ore:

Materials $20,938 05 Total 3,751 25
To&ls 850 89
Labor 79,379 00 Contractor $300 00^M^n^^^^^H

Total 101,167 94 Materials used : "

Mining recapitulation:
Extracting ore $101,167 94
Prospecting 29, 567 23
Contracts 5, 514 00
Dead work 4,688 00

Total 140, 937 17 

1 shaft hook 
1 set bellows. &c 
7 wheelbarrows 
2 sets car wheels 
1 hoisting cask 
1 can 
3 lanterns 
14 pieces furniture 

$37 12 ^^kj ^^F"
30 00 ^_f *_ *" ̂ ^ ^f

100 00 i^- ^f ̂f ^^ *>*r
102 00 ^gfm ^r w -^ -mf ^^
60 00 ^** *» %* ^***
8 00 ^^ *ir *^
1 25 ^^r** W^^f ^Lrf^^
6 50 *^ ̂ ^r ^f

60 25
IMPROVEMENTS.

* wv -*. «
FAIR SHAFT. ^^^^^^^^^^^^_ ^^^^^M

Real estate : Tools, &c.:
16 lots and expenses $1,970 50
1 stable 70 00
1 tract and expenses 2, 258 50
Closing F street. ICO 00
Moving dwelling 85 CO

Total 4,484 00

Materials consumed: 

20 shovels 
33 picks 
4 sledges 
4 axes 

2 saws 
25 files 
1 paint brush 
53 assorted brushes .................. 

$40 00 » -^ ̂ fc^ ^«^
122 50 m- T^f *^f ̂-f ̂*
17 00 ^W » ^f *"*
10 25 ^.fe ^^. T ^^f ^^^
53 88 ^.^ ^i^F- ^H^ -^.
11 25
17 75 ^"^. ^f » ̂"^^
2 50 f^f ̂ .f "*

20 00 P ^^f ^B^F ^h^F ^^f
127,015 feet timber $3,806 46

kegs nails 
11 gross screws 
1 cord wood 
1 box candles 
112 bushels charcoal. 

3 kegs powder 
300 feet fuse 

208 50
3] 55
14 00 

186 pounds steel 

Total 
"**"* 

46 50 ^"- -^^ ^»^F- ^"-

341 63 ^_* ^p. ^^» ^f- ^^.

5 50 Incidental expenses
40 32 Hauling $107 50

1 pounds iron ... 327 90 Advertising. 4 00
201i pounds nuts, &c 47 60

21 00 Total. 111 50
8 50 i
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Detailed statement of the cost of production, Sfc.-Continued.
FAIR SHAFT-Continued. CLASSIFICATION Continued.

Summary: Tools:
Real estate 
Materials consumed..- 

$4, 484 00
4,638 39 

3 shovels 
2 brooms 
3 brushes 

Incidental expenses: 

$6 00
2 00

Materials on hand 
Engine adjuncts 
Labor 
Contractor 
Materials used 
Tools, &c 
Incidental expenses ... 

31 4 25
534 35

3,751 35 Assaying 2,306 00
300 00 $2, 496 50
405 12 i «^^fc«^^"^^»p^^"»^^^"^^*
341 63
1U 50 

Total weighing and sampling 

Auxiliary expenses: 

4, 262 58

Total 15,859 65

MISCELLANEOUS. 

Surveying 
Hauling 
Premium on coin 
Assaying bullion $8,827 69 

$500 00
134 25

2,012 01

Real estate: Lessclips 605 90
Superintendent's residence $1,050 00 i 8, 221 79
Repairing ditto 271 04

Total 10,868 05
Total 1, 321 04

Taxes:
Ore house:

22,700 feet timber .. $794 50
19,000 shingles 
6 kegs nails 
830 pounds iron chutes .�. 

167 00
84 00 

Federal bullion 
State bullion .'. 
City bullion 
State and county property

91 3 City property 
Federal license 

$7, 239 83 
2,169 70

203 20
1,023 62

346 43
7 50

Total 
Labor: 

1,136 80
Total 11,010 28 *

Carpenters, 45 days. $225 00
Blacksmiths, 19 days 114 00 Contingent expenses:
Laborers, 20 days 80 00 Law expenses, fees, &c $250 00

Total 
Scales: 

6,000 feet timber 
1,240 pounds iron. 

of a keg spikes 
2 gross screws 
24 coach screws 

419 00 

168 00
130 60 

Maps 
Miscellaneous 
Subscriptions 
Medical attendance 
Gratuity to Mrs. Farge 

55 00
51 80

250 00
133 00
387 00

4 00 Brandy and whiskey.. 53 50
20 00

7 20 Total 1,180 30

Total 
Labor: 

329 80 Summary:
Weighing and sampling $4, 262 58

Carpenters, 15 days $75 00
Blacksmiths, 8 days 48 00
Laborers, 24 days., 96 00 

Auxiliary expenses 
Taxes 
Contingent expenses 

10, 868 05
11,010 28

1,180 30

Total 219 00 Total relative expenses 27,321 21

Expenses:
Freight 
Sundries 

$71 01 TOTALS.
20 00

RECAPITULATION.
Total 91 01

Summary of improvements: 
Managerial cost 
Hoisting expenses : 

,331 25

Fair shaft $15,859 65 Hoisting department $25,187 94
Real estate 1,321 04 Engine 45,011 31
Ore house 1, 555 80 TO, 199 25
Scales 639 81 Mining expenses:

Prospecting 29,081 23
Total improvements 19,376 30 Contracts 5,514 00

34,595 23
RELATIVE. Dead work 4,688 00

Extracting ore '. 101,167 94
CLASSIFICATION. 105,855 94

Weighing: Improvements-cost :
Scale cards $99 00 Fair shaft, total expenses.. 15,859 65

" Regulating scales 7 50 Real estate purchased 1,321 04
Ca^h paid for weighing 3 36 Ore house and scales 2,195 61
Overman, 396 days 1,608 00 19,376 30
Macadamizing 96 00

Relative expenses:
Total 1F813 86 Weighing and sampling.... 4,262 58

By receipt for weighing .. 47 28 Auxiliary expenses 10,868 05
$1,766 03 Taxes 11,010

Sampling: Contingent expenses 1,180 30
10 cords wood 27,321 21
6 yards oil cloth... 

24 sample bags 

130 00 
9 00

Twine, paper, &c- 34 25 Total cost of production 2titi, 679 18
5 00



TABLE No. 2.

Comparative tab stat P y value, per centum, and proportion of the bull d from 15,639
of ore by the Hale fy Norcross Company

Assay value. Amount produced.

Date of work Mills at which reduced. Quantity reduced
ing.

Silver. Ores Gold. Silver. Bullion

o

1866. Tons. Poun ds.
September ... Wesson's ..........'. 

' 
370 975 $10.059 91 $17, 604 84 $27,664 75 224 70- $9,064 89 $17,289 59 o

Brunswick 630 925 16, 929 90 27, 732 31 46, 722 21 15,016 32 15,871 71 30,888 03
Mariposa . 155 995 4, 545 98 7, 955 54 12, 501 52 3, 758 92 3,198 17 6,957 09 GO
C. Land's 839 905 27, 956 48 42, 974 88 70, 931 36 21,987 01 26, 224 66 48,211 67
Summit 750 1 24, 543 70 40, 899 93 65,443 63 21,178 30 22, 981 99 44,160 29 o

October C. Land's 1,003 555 35, 357 41 65. 464 99 100, 822 40 33,487 50 34, 261 75 67, 749 25
Summit 625 8 22, 370 96 38, 955 95 61,326 91 19,882 96 19, 083 13 38, 966 09
Brunswick 554 67 14, 666 12 25,266 11 39,932 23 14,075 34 12, 306 21 26,381 65 GO
Rigley & Co 404 13 10, 405 26 18,261 09 28,666 35 9,041 94 8, 950 67 17,992 61 H

November . .. Eureka No. 1 239 . 535 6, 048 79 9, 577 94 15, 626 73 5,765 42 4, 389 92 10,155 34
Eureka No. 2 ... 506 59 16,713 31 29, 369 64 46, 082 95 H14,440 3 2 13, 377 23 27,817 55
Summit 201 33 9, 621 05 12, 779 83 22,400 88 7,280 09 6,224 37 13,504 46 GQ
C. Land's 1,042 47 36, 695 42 63, 472 48 100,167 91) 29, 493 24 32, 616 44 62,109 68
Brunswick . - .. 608 235 14, 292 34 26, 031 28 40,323 62 13, 819 42 1 1 , 605 97 25, 425 39
Rigley <fc Co 505 775 16, 527 22 28, 710 24 45,237 46 14,660 51 13,301 95 28, 022 46

December.... Rigley & Co 123 14 3,612 61 6, 134 98 9,747 59 3,859 29 3, 165 57 7,024 86
Brunswick 496 435 13, 998 58 24, 078 39 38,076 97 11, 298 90 11,427 20 22, 726 10
C. Land's _. 1,118 22 33, 447 03 57, 029 54 90, 476 57 25,821 81 29,719 81 55,541 62
Winfield's 1,027 215 30, 127 00 53, 657 76 83, 784 76 21, 073 22 24, 769 61 45,842 83

1867. w
January ..... Winfield's 155 45 5, 782 19 1 0, 4f>5 49 16,247 68 5, 577 80 4, 950 73 10,528 53

runswick ...... 509 365 16, 470 58 28, 833 24 45,303 82 13, 691 17 12, 881 21 26, 572 38' 
C.Land's 969 605 30, 084 36 52, 923 44 12,681 94 26, 807 50 26, 727 22 53,532 72 H
Union 112 76 2, 875 54 5, 260 40 20, 951 48 2, 139 43 1, 667 27 3,806 70 O
Opbir 36 415 3, 908 24 8, 776 24 8,135 17 2, 637 40 5, 493 99 8,131 39

February.. .. Brunswick 353 7 6, 982 07 13, 969 10 60, 671 48 6, 976 06 7 853 23 14, 829 29
C. Land's 970 1 19, 896 26 40, 775 22 10, 819 20 18, 010 31 22, 465 45 40, 475 76 GO
EurekaNo. 1 202 455 3, 493 73 7, 325 47 9,918 89 3, 464 28 3, 840 57 7,304 85
Union 144 188 3,212 55 6, 706 34 17, 687 89 2, 545 18 2 , 575 93 5,121 11
Ophir 42 325 5, 859 61 11, 828 28 37, 359 18 3, 018 20 6, 423 32 9,423 52
Bacon's 617 258 12, 358 51 25, 000 67 83, 007 80 11, 679 11 14, 643 79 26, 322 90
New York 240 J3 4,541 56 9, 389 30 13, 930 86 4, 506 85 5, 21 1 77 9,718 62
Woodward's 100 68 1,745 87 3, 731 74 5,477 61 1, 941 49 2, 501 90 4,443 39

Total 15,639 36 465, 190 14 822, 942 65 1,288,132 79 397,157 99 419,819 63 816, 977 62



TABLE No. 2.- Comparative tabular statement of tlie production* loss from assay value, Sfc.-Continued.

Amount lost. Percentage extracted. Excess of production.
Date of work Quantity reMill a at which reduced.

ing diicud. Gold. Silver. Ores. Gold over Silver overGold. Silver. Bui
Bilver. gold.

1866. Tons. Pounds.
September. . 370 «J75 $1,835 21 $8, 539 95 1 (>, 375 16 81.75719 - $0 51. 491 $0 C2. 49682 $840 19

630 935 1,973 58 13, 800 00 15, 831 18 H8. 384 53. 382 66. 11 855 39
155 995 787 06 4, 757 37 5, 544 43 82. 68(57 40. 2 55. 65 $560 75 w
839 905 5,969 47 16. 750 22 00 719 69 78. 647 6 1 . 02323 67. 969471 4,237 65 03
750 1 3,365 40 17, 94 283 34 86. 28813 5(5. 1 9078 67. 47836 1,803 69 H

October 

November 

West on'a 
Brunswick 
Maripona 
C. Land's 
Summit 
C. Land's. 
Summit 
Brunswick 

& Co 
Eureka No. 1 ... 

1, 003 555 1,8(59 91 31,203 21 073 15 94.7114 52. 33(5 67. 774 25
(525 8 2, 488 00 19, 872 22.300 82 88. 87844 48. 98043 63. 53832 779 83 O
554 67 590 78 12,959 90 13, 550 68 95.971804 48. 701169 66. 0658 1,769 13
404 13 1,303 32 9,310 42 10, 073 74 86. H9778 49.014982 62. 7155612 91 21
239 535 283 37 5, 188 02 5 471 39 95. 3153 45. H3365 64. 987 1 , 375 50 H

Eureka No. 2 ... 606 59 2,272 99 15, < 41 18, 40 84.4001206 45. 547817 60. 1,063 01
Summit 
C. Lund's 
Bruuswiek 

&,Co.... 

201 33 2, 340 96 <; r> ""> *»| «J->J 4(5 B, 896 42 75. 668352 48. 704(538 60. 2853995 1, 055 7 2 M
1,042 47 7,202 18 30 04 38, 058 oo 80.373109 51.386743 62. 3,123 20

608 235 472 92 14 i 425 31 H, o- 9G. 6910947 44. 584707 63. 533419 2, 2 . 4 5 W
505 775 1,866 71 15, 348 29 17,215 00 0« 88.373109 46. 5407 1 6 61. 915-J55 1, 298 56 O

December A, Co.... 123 14 2, 909 41 o 722T 73 0(5. 828304 51. 598702 72. 676598 693 7 2 o
496 435 2, 099 68 12, 05 L 19 15, : 150 87 HO. 714615 47. 583226 59. 884 1 ;: 15 3,898 00 w

1,118 oo* " * '^^f ^*F 7, 625 22 27, 309 73 34, 934 95 77.20210135 52.113102 61. 387848 3, 696 39
1,027 215 9, 053 78 28,888 15 37, 941 93 69. 9479537 46. 162214 54. 7149983 267 07

1867.
January.. 

Brunswick 
C. Land's 
Wiafield'H 

Winfleld'a 
lirunHwick .*.-. 

155 45 204 39 5, 514 76 5,719 15 96. 4652 47. 3053 64. 800205 809 96 o
509 385 2,779 41 15, 952 03 18,731 44 83. 125 44. 675 58. (ir,373 78 28
969 605 3,278 20, 1% 00 29,475 08 89. 101 50. 5( ) 1 67 61. 4919239 472 16
112 76 730 ii 3, 5!>3 13 4,329 24 74. 401 31.694 46. 7887 2,656 59 H
36 415 1,270 84 3,282 25 4, 553 09 67. 483 62. (.007 64. 105 877 17

February. 

C. Land's 
1'nion 
Ophir 
lirunswick 
('. Lnnd'ri 
Kurrka No. 1 *- 

353 7 01 (5,115 87 6, 121 88 99. 91392 5(5. 2 1 858 70. 78025 4, 455 14
!)70 1 9 5 18,309 77 20, 195 72 90. 52107 55. 09584 66. 713 *»*-!* CV\.till V19+ji\j ^**.'
202 455 45 3, 484 90 3, 514 35 99. 15706 52. 4 2763 67. 51747 30 75

Kniou 
Ophir 
Ilucon'B , 

144 188 607 37 4,130 41 4, 797 78 79. 22616 38. 4 1034 51. 63 3, 387 12
42 325 2, 84 1 41 8, 264 37 51. 508547 54. 1 5259 53. 276(576 2,964 68

617 258 (579 40 88 11,036 28 94. R025735 58. 57359 70. 459 704 92
Nuw York 
Woodworth'B .- 

240 13 34 71 4,177 4,212 24 j^^^_ 99. 55. 50754 69. 7(5324 128 30
100 C8 1,229 84 1,034 oo 1 1 1! 2104729 67. 0438 81. 1191138 500 41

»MBVH« **BM^W« - ̂ - ̂- ̂̂ ^^ - -^^- ^^-"^- ^-^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^_^^^^^^^^.^^^^^^^^_^^^^^^^^_^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^_^^"^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^"
Total.. 15, 639 36 C8, 474 45 403,123 Oi 471,155 17 12, 908 49 35,570 13
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Bullion product of the principal mines on the Comstock lode
DURING THE YEAR 18G7.

Total 

January. Company. February. March. April. May. June. July. August. September. October. Novmnb'r. December Total

Halo & NorcroHB .. $102,571 "; 44 $79, 144 02 $76, 462 58 $ 150, 826 68 $1 17, 728 23 $133,906 17 $124, 004 0!) $71, 950 24 $49, 980 22 $57, 655 81 $ 14, 767 65 $1,097,297 45
tSuvapv ........... 250,000 oo 270, 000 00 J .-)(), (XX) 00 31(7, 01)0 00 40 , tKlO 00 370, 493 90 375, 000 00 359, 014 360, 295 29 352, 006 00310,681 00 193,919 50 3,737,10'J 12
Crown Point ...... 140,000 00 129,850 00 04, 541 T.rt 63, J»7l 00 82, 000 00 77, 550 00 120, 043 00 51, 291 Kr> 49, 000 00 42,071 23 52, 299 30 47, 100 00 920,717 96
Yellow Jacket . ... 37 117, 488 97 1 08, 9 1 3 85 O-K> 0:1*V«v^j 075 44 278, G84 03 195, 913 65 160, 000 00 15.), 000 00 130,000 00 100, 000 60, 000 00 50, 000 01) 1,729,276 91
<roul(l& Curry ---- 60,423 oo 45,165 41 52, 878 47 63, 130 19 74, 862 68 44, 446 46 30, 043 11 75,812 74 65, 474 86 91), 235 69 6,117 90 614,620 51
Chollur-Potosi ..... ooo oo 100, 000 00 en, ooo oo 2-1 0!»4 334,289 17 345, 000 00 311,681 17 35<), 000 00 252,000 OJ 253, 866 89 164, 976 67 145, 977 40 2, 008, 885 36 CO

. &M. Co. 3H, 153 oo 20, 787 00 23, 081 00 884 66 21, 933 00 21, 500 00 £ 0,312 32 oo 22, 333 80 18, (JS9 40 20, 571 43 18, 757 48 17,604 08 278,607 17 H
Imperial 115,948 67 :. 200 00 90, 431 96 yr», 162 91 94,000 00 107, OUO 00 99,627 54 89, 280 00 97,9HO 00 68,897 94 63, 395 48 68,571 00 1,106,495 50

24, 000 10 11,411 8, 052 71 18, 202 78 12,000 00 14, OOU 00 16, 527 52 12, 304 17 11,310 11 13, 547 71 686 50 142,049 40 O
Ophir, (aggregate). 4,108 00
Kentuek 
Gold Hill Q.M.& 

43, 674 71 70, 095 42 58, 572 85 108, 953 53 132, 333 88 130, 255 51 125,767 31 104, 215 35 101, OUO 00 102, 326 65 65, 250 16 98, 296 57 1,140,741 94

M.Co 
Overman, (agg'ate) 

5, 400 00 9, GOO 00 7, 300 00 10,000 00 10,866 62 12,500 00 10,250 57 9,771 52 3, 259 04 10,995 79 12,182 26 4,273 62 106,399 42
192,318 17 H

1, 022, 377 57 1,014,238 10 728, 910 44 1,262, 937 09 1, 599, 796 60 1, 436, 387 81 1, 379,115 60 I, 306, 548 86 1,171, 326 82 1,079,798 72 894,120 35 646, 627 78 13,738,617 97
O
O

DURING THE YEAR 1866.

Company. January. February. March. April. May. June. July. August. September. October. November. December. Total. O
d

1 Tale & NorcrosH . . 
SuvuKe $ 1 40. 000 00 

$51,540 03 $01, 059 33 $62,027 18 $55, 942 40 $104, 247 33 $ 1 25, 073 00 $119,447 38 $153, 666 63 $152,363 74 $167,034 89 $131,135 41 $1,186,543 38
150, OUO 00 110,000 00 66, 553 70 115,000 00 130,000 00 140, 000 00 162,478 00 145,001) 00 2 10, OUO 00 231,000 00 21-1,847 39 1,814,879 09

Crown Point 52,3:27 14 155,401 fi3 148, 552 35 115,102 11 110,514 82 109,601 05 36, 557 00 80,451 10 110,573 70 111, J50 17 5)1,326 00 184,8.>1 00 1,3)2,471 13
Yellow Jacket .... 111,71)4 13 85, 000 00 90, 51 9 65 84, 827 28 130, 306 24 292,274 00 281, 706 00 379, 699 92 292, 566 7H 180, 288 67 202, 090 27 160, 000 00 «, 297, 132 91
Gould £ Curry ... 133, 153 9'> 152,904 70 174,096 40 142, 472 28 150,804 21 146,640 4!) 125, 000 00 134, 395 23 117,821 35 114f32l 67 J2-1.6S;* 61 108,427 00 1,624,781 01
Chollur-PotOHi 43,200 00 59,745 00 85, 950 00 87, 338 00 90, 359 00 74, 802 00 71,641 00 65, 682 00 50,307 00 58, 962 00 60,6-15 00 1UO,000 00 M-,751 00
Empire 1L & M. Co. 38, 191 82 36,000 00 27, 697 00 29, 542 49 34, 303 04 34,482 75 38, 440 76 3 1 , 520 25 41,813 15 42, 000 01) 45,0(0 00 33.240 12 422,291 :w
Imperial 81, 891 21 74, 823 60 48, 223 90 9 1 , 533 6 1 67, 755 89 152, 240 90 65, 408 16 75, 840 52 78, 459 87 9!), 476 87 83.6H7 17 81,045 67 910,387 37
Con tidcnco 19, 474 ' 2 10, Ml ID 12, 474 01 17, 624 09 15, 861) 42 20,86!) 47 46, 190 74 29, 6! Hi 58 37, < )59 56 41,563 "; 27, 975 69 2.1, 987 12 304,931 71
Ophir, (aggregate). 51,523 04 27, 478 51 49, 604 45 84,340 81 81, 593 57 25, 665 89 19, 582 60 27, 684 5( i 20, 683 22 22, 586 24 6,729 ID 4 17, 472 08
Kentuck 
Gobi Hill Q.M.& 

57 1 , 506 79

M.Co 
Overman, (agff'ate) 

Total 671, 555 4 1 

27, 953 00

Co803, 100 72 817, 177 15 781,361 55 652, 5G8 65 1 , 000, 88388 939, 605 26 1,106,895 54 1,054,011 32 1,032,713 Otf 1,040 171 82 1,039,536 71 11,738,100 88
t
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BULLION PRODUCT OF THE COMSTOCK LODE. "The foregoing tables, from the
Commercial Herald and Market Review, show the bullion product of the lead-
ing claims on the Comstock lode during the year 1867, as compared with 1866.
The bullion product of the Yellow Jacket claim has been estimated for the last
six months of 1867. The total product of the Comstock lode for the year ending
December 31, 1867, is estimated by the most reliable authorities at $17,500,000,
It is estimated that other districts in Nevada have yielded during the same period
$2,500,000, making the total product of Nevada for the calendar year 1867,
$20,000,000. The average percentage of gold and silver is shown in table 2, on
the workings of the Hale and Norcross, being about 66 per cent, silver, and 34
per cent. gold. In the outside districts the proportion of gold is considerably less.

ASSAY OFFICES, &c.-There are four assay offices in Virginia and three in
Gold Hill; some few of the mining companies assay their own bullion.

The amalgam is usually retorted at the mill and delivered to the assayer in
the form of " crude bullion." After melting and refining it is assayed by the
ordinary process of cupellation with lead, the accuracy of these assays being
checked from time to time by the humid method.

The charge on bullion for transportation to San Francisco is one per cent., and
on coin from San Francisco to Virginia one and one-eighth per cent., the latter
being somewhat the highest, to cover the extra risks of loss and robbery.

STAGE ROUTES CENTRING AT OR PASSING THROUGH VIRGINIA CITY.

ROUTE No. 1. Virginia to Sacramento, via tJie Central Pacific Hailroad, with
which it connects at Cisco depot. Two coaches daily each way. Fare, including
railroad charges, from Virginia to Sacramento, $20 j from Sacramento to Vir-
ginia, $25. This route crosses the Sierra by the Donner Lake Pass, the one
selected by the C. P. R. R. The fall of snow during the winter is very heavy,
and sleighs run from the terminus of the railroad to within 30 miles of Virginia.
During the winter of 1S66 and 1867 they ran for a short time into Virginia
without changing. o o

ROUTE No. 2. Virginia to Sacramento, via Placerville and the Sacramento
Valley railroad, passing through Gold Hill, Silver City, Empire, Carson, and
Genoa, connecting with the railroad at Shingle Springs. One coach daily each
wav This route crosses the Sierras at the south end of Lake Tahoe. Snow

on the summits of the mountains heavy. During the severest portion of the
winter sleighs run from the summit nearly down to Carson valley. Before the
construction of the Central Pacific railroad, nearly the entire freighting business
between California and Nevada passed over this route. At the present time the
Donner Lake road takes probably three-fourths, and will gradually secure the
balance as the railroad approaches Virginia.

ROUTE No. 3. Overland route, from the Atlantic to tJic Pacific States, passes
through Virginia, one coach arriving and departing daily. Passengers com-
plete the journey to Sacramento by either of the two previously mentioned routes.
Fare to Austin from Virginia, about $15; to Salt Lake, $70; to the eastern rail-
road terminus, $100.

ROUTE No. 4. Virginia to Carson, passing through Gold Hill, Silver City,
and Empire, one coach each way daily.

ROUTE No. 5. Virginia to Dayton, passing through Gold Hil and Silver City,
one coach each way daily.

ROUTE No. 6. Virginia to Washoe and Ophir, one coach each way daily.
ROUTE No. 7. Virginia to Idaho Territory, passing through the Humboldt

county settlements, one coach each way every other day. This line connects
with the stages on route No. 1, at Hunter's crossing of the Trackec river, about
24 miles from Virginia. -

*
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ROUTE No. 8. Fast freight, via Donner Lal:e and ilia C. P. R. 1?., one coi
aily. Brings perishable freight to Nevada, carry ing passengers o

from Nevada to California, the amount of return freight b *-*» *-* V **f \-f * * * *-^^mf ̂mf -""-

ROUTE No. 9. Fast freight, via Placcrville and the Sacramento Valley railroad,
details the same as route No. 8.

ROUTE No. 10. Fast freight to Belmont, in Central Nevada, via A
coach each way weekly. Carries freight and passengers both ways.

ROUTE No. 11. Fast freight to Belmont, one coach twice a week each wav,
carrying p ght.

STAGE LINES CENTRING AT CARSON CITY.

ROUTE No. 1. Carson to Dayton, via Empire, one coach each way daily
ROUTE No. 2. Carson to Washoe, via Franktown and Ophir, one coach ea<
ay daily.
ROUTE No. 3. Carson to Aurora, via Genoa and Wellington's station, one
ach each way every other day. The mines at Pinegrove lie a few miles to the

f Wellington's* At Genoa this route connects with stages for Sil
mountain and Markleeville, and at Aurora with stages for Blind Springs, F
Independence, Kearsarge, and Owen's River valley.

The majority of'these routes have been established for several years, and,
.1 be seen by the following table of postal routes, usually

aid, in the form of subsidies for carrying the United States mails. But few c
hem, especially those operating between distant settlements and through thinly ~^^^^^f

settled countries, could exist without such assistance. Though suffering
severely from Indian depredations on this side of the Rocky mountains th

m slope, these lines of travel, in some instances, absolutely require th
presence of soldiers to make them safe modes of com

SECTIOX XVIII.

VIRGINIA AND ADJACENT DISTRICTS-FACILITIES FOR OBTAINING FUEL.

COAL.-No coal deposits which are likely to prove of permanent value have
been found in the neighborhood of Virginia. Considerable prospecting has been
done in the neighborhood of El Dorado canon, a few miles from Dayton, where
inferior lignite is found associated with triassic (?) limestones and shales, and at
Crystal Peak, on the Trnekee river, near the California State line, where lustrous
black lignite is found in small quantities, in recent geological deposits. In the
Palmyra mountains, a few miles from Como, a small vein of lignite is also found,
but none of these localities can be relied upon for a supply sufficient to warrant
an outlay of capital. Many other points have been located as coal lands, with-
out any foundation whatever, the deceptive appearance of some metamorphic or
igneous rocks having misled persons ignorant of geological formations into costly
and useless expenditure of time and money.*

The entire district is dependent on wood for fuel. When the mines on the
Comstock lode were first discovered, the surrounding mountains were covered
with a scanty growth of scrubby pines, (known as the piiion or pincnut,) and a
variety of jumper, generally called cedar. This supply has been entirely exhausted,
the nearest remaining timber of these kinds coming to the market from the mountains
east and south of Dayton, and north of Virginia, both localities about 12 miles dis-
tant from the place of consumption. Even at these points the amount easily acces-
sible is rapidly diminishing. The rugged character of the mountains compels

" "^^"^^^^"^^^^""""^^^^^^"^^"^^^""^""g^^^

* See article on coal deposits of Nevada, section 2, page 312.
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the lumbermen to pack the wood on mules, frequently two or three miles to
places which are accessible to wagons. This and the distance from market
make the price high, ranging from $14 to $16 per cord. The piiion is considered
the most valuable firewood, being a hard, resinous, fine-grained variety, growing
from 10 to 30 feet in height, and commands about $2 per cord more than the
cedar. The whole district will ere long be entirely dependent on the practically
inexhaustible forests of the Sierra Nevadas. Even now lar<re quantities of fire-v_-/

wood are brought from this source, though the fuel is considered inferior to the
piuon. There are man\*mills working ore from the Comstock mines, located at
the foot of the Sierras, and the teams hauling ore to these points bring return
loads of firewood or lumber. Large quantities are floated down the Carson river
yearty, a distance of 60 to 100 hundred miles from the forests at the head waters
of the river to Empire City, in Eagle valley, and are shipped from that point to
the mines and mills. The vicinity of Carson, Washoe valley and Galena also
yield an abundant supply, but a wagon freight of 12 to 18 miles keeps the price
at about the figures mentioned.

CONSUMPTION OF FIREWOOD AND LUMBER.-The following table shows
approximately the daily consumption of firewood in the district:

By hoisting works on mines 
By mills crushing- ores 
For domestic use 

Cords. 
70

378
120

Total 568

The average cost of this firewood will be about $10 per cord or $5,680 pi
day, giving a yearly total of over $2,000,000. Of this sum at least 60 per cen
is paid for hauling to the place of consumption.

The consumption of lumber and mining timbers in the district will reach som
where near 25,000,000 feet, (board measure,) of which about 17,900,000 feet a
used in and around the mines on the Comstock lode. The total annual vali

f this branch of business will not fall far short of $800,000 r
OTHER MINERAL DEPOSITS.-The mining district under consideration may

be called exclusively a silver region, its other mineral deposits being re
of small value.

G many of the ravines along the foot hil
Sierras, and Gold canon was worked as a placer mine before the discovery
ilver; but both of these operations have been discontinued for some years.
OPPER ORES are found in manv localities, both east and west of Carson, but

he difficulty of making copper mining remunerative in Nevada, with the existing
iigh rates of labor, transportation, and supplies have prevented their development.

IRON ORES are abundant in the mountains southwest of American Flat, and
ibout four miles south of Virginia, but they are unfavorably situated for working,
ind not likely to be of value.

BAD ORES containing a considerable percentage of silver occur frequent]
in the neighborhood of Galena, in Washoe county. The mines have been opened
to some extent, passing into the hands of several different parties, who have fail*
to work them profitably, though admirably situated as regards both wrater power
for concentration and fuel for smelting. The galena is associated with conside-
rable quantities of mispickel, which renders careful sorting essential to the pro-
duction of good marketable lead, but the manner of the association is such that
no difficulty need arise on this account.

PLUMBAGO .of inferior quality is found extensively in the mountains east (
the Carson river, a few miles from Empire, but has never been utilized. It als
occurs between Virginia and Washoe, in the Washoe mountains, and at one tirn
was used in the manufacture of crucibles.

SULPHUR occurs at the Steamboat SDrinffS. condensed in the earth from th

,pors? but not in any large quantity 'f
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LIMESTONE of fine quality is plenty in the mountains east and south of Virginia.
NUMBER OF MIXING LOCATIONS CLAIMED AND OPENED.-The number of

mining claims recorded on the books of the mining recorders of Virginia and "^ CJ CJ

Gold Hill does not fall far short of 5,000. If to these are added other claims
throughout the district under consideration, the number will not fall far short of
8,000. When we compare this number with the claims on which work is being
done at the present time, (probably not more than 50) we begin to realize the
character of the wild minin fever which raed here from 1860 to 1863. It

must not be supposed, however, that all claims at present lying untouched are
worthless. Many of them developed ore, but too low in quality to pay a profit
at the time they were abandoned. Still all the claims which may at any time
in the future become valuable will not exceed a few hundred, a vast proportion
of the 8,000 locations having no foundation whatever, and many of which could 7 O f m

scarcely be pointed out even by the locators themselves. e

COST OF MATERIALS.

The following table may be taken as a fail- illustration. The few articles
used in the mines not occurring in this table are added at the end, the average
price being derived from the same source:
Materials consumed at the Gould fy Curry mill during tlie year ending Novem-

ber 30, 1866.

Articles. Average price.

Wood, cords 
Lumber, feet 
Shingles 
Charcoal, bushels 
Iron, pounds 
Gas pipe, pounds 
Castings, pounds 
Rivets, nuts, &c., pounds 
Steel, pounds 
Copper, pouuds 
Babbit metal, pounds 
Xails, pounds 
Zinc, pounds 
Turpentine, gallons 
Belting, pounds 
Packing, pounds 
Rope, pouuds 
Hose, pounds . 
Sulphate of copper, pounds. 

$168, 830 00 $14 72
3,'«25 00 (per JI) 42 40

185 00 8 60
1,659 00 28
1,698 00 13*

450 258 00 57 i
395, G99 33, 880 00 84

853 175 00 20
1,253 315 00 25

178 142 00 80
262 120 00 46

3,832 417 00 11
172 42 00 25
25 72 00 3 00

2,888 2,192 CO
494 497 00 1 00
393 96 00 25
136 97 00

87, 353 17,588 00 20
Salt, pounds 
Lard oil, gallons 
Kerosene oil, gallons 
Linseed oil, gallons 
Quicksilver, flasks 
Cut bolts, pounds 
screens, pounds 
Candles, pounds 
Axes and handles 
Picks 
Shovels 
Feed, sacks 

345, 668 10, 943 00 3
1 , 360 2,487 CO 1 83

985 1,615 00 1 64
40 99 00 o 47

675 35,013 00 51 89
923 214 00 23
743 633 GO Ito 75

2,980 819 00 27*
71 67 00
42 20 CO 50

2-39 231 00 1 39
487 2,087 00

Hay, bales. 196 1,120 00
Axle gre 116 58 00 50
Copper rivets, pounds 280 280 CO 1 00
Tallow, pounds 
Alcohol, gallons 
Brooms 
Oakum, pounds .... 

10,863 1,361 00 12*
15 60 00 4 00

189 14 7 00 77
126 46 00 3-2

Sledge handles 
Lamp chimneys 
Hoes 
White and red lead . 
Blanketa 
Leather 
Stone cojil 
Water 
Sundries 
Mining timbers 
Hay 
Barley 

Quantity. Cost.

11,442
172, 857
21, 500
5,848

12, 639

157 77 00 50
531 174 00
76 71 00 1 00

1,241 242 00 20
43 347 00 8 00

5 5 24 ti CO 42*
9,751 714 00 (per ton) ..150 00

6,835 00
3, 833 00

$28 to $30 per M feet.
$37 50 per ton.
4* per pound.
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POPULATION OF TOWNS.-In the absence of census tables it is extremely
difficult to give accurate information on this head. The population of the differ-
ent towns may be estimated at about the following figures, which will probably
be found rather over than under the mark:

Virginia, Gold Hill and Silver City 12, 000
Carson 
Washoe , 

000

1,000
Dayton 
Empire 
The e 

1,000
500

district under consid 20, 000
Ofl s ,b ployed directly in the mines d about

1,200 in m ins, tne remainder, wnetner engaged m tanning, the i der hether engaed in far 1 umber-
de. b more or less dependent on the mining interest f r the

support f m S istrict would prob
bility h 76 T d the desert it was in 1859. before discovery of ) Cor

ock. Pre time it supported only a scanty population, who mad
livelihood f migration over the pi -^^^^r
PKICE OF LABOR.-Miners receive f 3 50 to P i m. il black
liths, carpenters, brakemen i engineers, from $5 to 8. Mill hand ar

from $3 to $5, according to the responsibility of jositions.
MODE AND COST OF G. i st of prices current f< des

estic con mp .ken from the daily p
Flour, per 100 pounds $6 00 a$6 50 f ̂ ^L * ' * ' Salt, 3-pound sacks 25
California bacon 
California hams 
Eastern bacon 
Eastern bams , 
Butter, ranch 
Butter, eastern firkin 
Green coffee, per pound, Rio... 

25 a 27

28 a 30 Whiskey, Bourbon 
a.... Whiskey, Monong $

4 00 a 6 00

20 a 25 Whiskey, quart bottles 1 25 a 1 50
20 a 25 Coal oil, per gallon 1 20 a 1 50

50
40 a 50
35 

Eggs, per dozen 
Eggs, per box 50 dozen 
M 

, 50
5 00

Green coffee, per pound, Java. 40 M 18 00 a20 00
Coffee, Chartres, 1 lb. papers.. 50
Cheese, new California, per lb.. 25 a
Candles, per pound 
Corn-meal, per pound.. 
Lard, California, per pound.. . 

30 a 37
10

Crushed sugar, per pound 
Brown sugar, per pound 
Powdered sugar, per pound. .. 

Cabbage, per pound 
Green peas, per pound 
Asparagus, per pound 
Onions, per pound 
Beets, per pound 
Turnips, per pound 

20 a 
* 

Trout, Lake Tahoe 
Codfish, per pound 
Salmon, salt, per pound 
Salmon, smoked, per pound . 

25
20 a 25
20 a 25
20 a 25

25 a 30
19 a 25 

Salmon, fresh, per pound 
Herrings, fresh, pec pound .. 

25 a
25

16 a 20
25

Golden sirup, per gallon 1 50 a 2 00 

Herrings, salt, per pound 
Potatoes, per pound 
Potatoes, sweet, per pound .. 

25
3

16

Tea, black, Comet, per pound. 1 12 a 1 35 7 a 8
Tea, green, Comet, per pound. 1 25 a 1 50 12
Tea, Japanese, per pound.. .. 1 00 a 1 25 20 a 25
Plug tobacco 
Salt, 10-pound sacks 
Salt, 5-pound sacks 

85 a I 50 6 a 10
75 4 a 5
50 4 a 5

Even in the towns a large proportion of the population board at restaurants
or hotels, at rates varying from $8 to $12 per week. Many mills are so situated
that they are compelled to keep a boarding-house for the men employed, in which
case they are usually paid so much a month including their board. This system
is the inevitable result of the unsettled disposition of much of our population,
who, in spite of oft-repeated warnings, are yet ready to believe that every new
mining camp discovered is better than the one in which they are located, and
rush to it accordingly, in the hope of making the "big strike'7 which shall bring
them wealth and comfort in a day, instead of winning them by the old well-tried
rule of patient industry and perseverance. There are many signs, however, of
improvement in this respect j but the number of those who have come to look
upon Nevada as a permanent home are very few, indeed.

House servants receive from $30 to $40 a month. Many Chinamen are employed
in this capacity at about the same wages.
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The great majority of private residences in this district are built of wood
EXEFITS OF THE PACIFIC RAILROAD AND ITS BRANCHES. The Central

Pacific railroad at the nearest point will be about 20 miles distant from Virginia.
Even were there no railroad connection between the two points, we should yet
feel the advantae of this great thoroughfare, in more rapid and certain com-
munication with the seaboard, and in reduced rates of freight. But its benefit s
are likelv to be larely increased by the construction of a line from Virginia to
a point on the Truckee river, about 26 miles east of the State line. This line
has been carefully surveyed, its chief features being enumerated in the following
abstract:

Length of road from the Savae mine in Virginia to the Truckee river and
Central Pacific railroad, 20 miles.

Total leiiirth of road, 22 miles.
Total elevation to be overcome, 1,996 feet. A
Average grade per mile, 115T504o feet.
Heaviest grade per inilej 180 feet.
Minimum curve, radius, 300 feet.
Percentage of straight line, 65.o

Total estimated cost, including equipment, &c., SI,105,743.
Total estimated revenue per annum, $1,368,320.
Probable net profits, 60 per cent, of gross revenue.
This line follows a hillside grade along the Wash'oe mountains to a point 3

miles north of Virginia, where it descends into Lon£ vallev. and follows the O / tJ v /

waters of that valley to the Truckee river. These flow through smooth valleys,
occasionally interrupted by deep gorges bounded on either side by lofty precipitous
bluffs of trachyte or basalt; but in all cases the bottom of the canon is compara-
tively smooth, and wide enough to admit of the construction of a good road with-
out being compelled to adopt a hillside grade, except in one instance, for about

miles. Owing to these circumstances, a good road can be built for a very
moderate outlav, though the route lies through very rou<jli and broken moun- * / ^ *
tains

A preliminary reconnoissance of this route was made early this spring, and the
detailed location has just been completed with very flattering prospects. The
importance of the early completion of this road to the mining interest of this dis-
trict is almost beyond calculation. Its effects will be felt in the,reduced price of
freight on general merchandise, in the reduced cost of Iirewood and lumber, and
in the possibility of working ores at present valueless iVorn their too poor quality.

At the present time about 30,000 tons of general merchandise are brought from
California to Nevada annually for consumption in this district, at a cost for trans-
portation of about 81,800,000. Through railroad communication with Sacra-
mento will result in a saving of upwards of $900,000 per annum, of which about
10/per cent, or $90,000 mav be credited to the Virginia and Truckee railroad. * Cj

The road will also make the pine forests of the Sierra Xevadas easily accessible
from Virginia, and from this source both lumber and firewood can be supplied to
Virginia and Gold Hill at a reduction of fully 35 per cent, on present rates. The
following details of the probable business of the road are from the report of the
chief engineer, J. E. James. The figures show the present actual consumption
in the localities where the opening of railroad communication with the Trackee
river and the Central Pacific railroad would affect their price:

A< ording to the estimate of parties likely to be well informed, firewood can be delivered
at the Truckee terumius of the road at $:) or $3 LO per cord. They propose to cut this tire-
wood in the Sierr and float it dowa the Truckee river. Logs are at present furnished to

astman's saw-mill (only a iV-.v miles higher up the river) from this source, showing the plan
to be feasible, and furnishing data on which to base an estimate. Supposing, however, that
tlu'se estimates are too low, and that the price at the terminus is $5 per cord, your company
an supply the entire demand of Virginia, Gold Hill and Silver City at $10* per cord. In

Virginia and Gold Hill this would be $4 per cord k>s than ruling rates to large consumers,
25
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or $7 less than is usually paid by private families, and would certainly control the *
entire business, shown by the accompanying tables to be as follows: " 11 1 1 * t 1 1 /* 1 1
For mills as per schedule, daily 
For mines as per schedule, daily 
For domestic use 

223 cords. 
72 "
60

Total 355

The present price of timber and lumber for mining purposes ranges from $28 to $30 per
1,000 feet, board measure.

In the report of the county assessor to the surveyor general of the State, for 1866, the cc ost
of delivering logs^and manufacturing them into lumber at Russell & Crowe's mill, at Empi
City, is given at $J2 per 1,000 feet, which is probably not far from a correct estimate. These
logs are floated down the Carson river a distance of from 60 to 100 miles, from the forests of
Alpine county, California. Lumber can be manufactured on the Truckee at rates equally
favorable, thus enabling your company to place it in the market at a price not exceeding
$21 per J,000 feet. The following condensed statement shows nearly the present annual
consumption:

Required by mines 17,910,100 feet.
Required by mills 
Required for other purposes 

920,000 
5, 000, 000

Total 23,830, 100

"

We have then the following result per annum:
Saving on 127,800 cords of wood, at 85 
Saving on 23,800,000 feet lumber, at $7 per 1,000 
Saving on 30,000 tons merchandise 

$639, 000 
166, 600
90, 000

895, 600

equal to $1 50 on every ton of ore raised from the mines^
We again quote from the report of the chief engineer :

The facilities afforded by the Truckee river will doubtless create an immense business in
the transportation of l " " >\v-irrade ores to that river for reduction bv water-power. Competent
judges estimate that r id
iniil by talcing advantag p pers re
aware of the vast amount of low-grade ores now standin in the Comstock mines. W<j <j
believe that 1,000 tons of this class of ore would be extracted daily in a short period after the
completion of the road, but allowing for the gradual growth of the traffic, have based our
estimate on 500 tons daily for the first year of operations.

.h

On a basis of 500 tons daily, there would be from tliis source alone an increase
on the annual production of bullion as follows: 180,000 tons, averaging- $15
per ton, $2,700,000 or, supposing the quantity to be increased to 1,000 tons, the
amount would be $5,400,000.

This bullion can be secured to circulation in no other way.
Neither will the advantages cease at this point. The ability to work $15 ores

to advantage will immediately enable many mines at present lying idle to resume
operations, and very materially lessen the annual assessment list. Neither can
it be doubted that the reduced cost of working will cradiiallv cause the removal O C5 «.

of other mills to the Truckee. If all the ores were worked at that point the
saving to the community would amount to upwards of SI,000,000 per annum,
equal to nearly seven per cent, on the gross yield per annum of the Comstock
lode. The minimum cost of mining ores has probably been reached j we must,
therefore, look to improvements in the mode and cost of reduction, as an offset
to the increased expenditure necessary to deeper mining operations, if we would
keep our net profits at their present position.
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SECTION III.

THE SUTRO TUNNEL

One of the most important enterprises connected with tlie mining interests of
he Pacific coast is the proposed Sutro tunnel, briefly referred to in prelim-
nary report.

The magnitude of the work, its bearing upon the future yield of th
located upon the Comstock lode, and its probable influence in demonstrating the
continuity of mineral lodes in depth, in other parts of our territory, where the
conditions maybe similar,, have been set forth in various reports upon the subject.

The Mechanics' Institute of San Francisco, a body composed of highly intel-
ligent men, some time since appointed a committee to make a report upon the
proposed tunnel, as being a work beneficial to the mechanical interests of the
coast. The following extracts are taken from the report, which is quite an elab-
orate document:

YIELD OF BULLION.-These mines have now a world-wide reputation ; the yield of the
precious metals from the Comstock lode far exceeds that of any other locality.

The annual produce for the past five years has been in round numbers as follows:
1662 $4,000,000
18*53 12, 00?), (XX)
I8G4 16,000,000
1865. 15,000,000
1866 16,000,000

Total produce in five years $63, 000, OW

The total annual production of silver in the world in 1854 is stated by Professor Whitney
at §47,443,200. The bullion obtained from the Comstock lode in I860 is, therefore, equal to
more than one-third in value of all the silver produced in 1854. Mexico, in its most flour-

ishing days, from 1795 to 1810, produced an annual average of $24,000,000 from several
thousand mines. After 1810, when the revolution took place, the yield of the mines fell in
some years to as low a fgure as $4,500,000, but the average from 1810 to 1825 shows

10,000,000. At the present time the entire product of Mexico does not exceed that of the
Comstock lode.

The celebrated mines of Potosi averaged about $4,000,000 per annum for 300 years; those
on the Veto Madje (mother vein) of Guanajuato about s;?,000,000 for an equal period, and
the mines of the Real del Monte Company, on the Biscanya vein in Mexico, over $400,000 ^ _^H_ 

^^ __ ^^^

for the last 110 years, or a total of $44,000,000, a less amount than has been obtained from the
Comstock lode in the last three years.

PROFITS OF MINING. - The immense yield of bullion from the Comstock lode will lead one
to suppose that the profits realized by the owners have been proportional to the yield, but
this has not been the case.

It is true that the value of bullion obtained by some companies has greatly exceeded the
current expenses, as, for example, the Gould and Curry : the net profits of which amount to
over 8^,000,000. But some o*her companies have expended large sums of money and realized
little, and some nothing at all. We have no accurate figures for the earlier years, but com-
paving the dividends with the assessments levied, we find that the aggregate produce of the
mines has been swallowed up by expenses. In 1365 the dividends paid amount to $1,900,000,
and the assessments levied to $1,950,000, or $.50,000 more than the dividends.

In I860 the dividends paid were $1,794,400; the assessments levied, $1,^3:3,380, Dividends
over assessments, >V)fij,020. In the first years of operations on the Comstock lode, the
expenditures for machinery, which had to be transported from California across the Sierra
Nevada mountains, for the erection of costly reduction works, and for other permanent
improvements, together with the extravagant prices paid for reducing ores in a very imperfect
manner, Absorbed nearly the whole produce. Latterly, the only increase of expense has been
in mining operations ; as greater depths were reached a large amount of prospecting or dead
work had to be done, and additions made to the pumping and hoisting machinery, almost
counterbalancing the reduction in the cost of crushing the ore, of labor, and of freight, and
we consequently find that the aggregate profits of the mines at the end of the last year bear
but a small ratio to the production.

The cost of labor and of reducing ores will gradually diminis h from year to year, and on the
c ornpletkm of the Central Pacific railroad from Sacramento to 1^^^* . ^^L ^^^_ ^^b ^^_ ^- ^^ the valley of the Truckle river,
which will certainly be effected in the year 1 -»iS, the price of transportation from Sun Francisco
to the mines will not be more tbuu one-third of the average rates heretofore paid. But we do
not believe that any reduction of expanses on these items which can be made will be sufficient
to meet the increased cost of working the mines, after a few years, when greater depths are
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attained, if the present system of pumping out the water, and of raising the ore and refuse
through shafts to the surface, is continued.

In the late report of R. II. Stretch, esq,, State mineralogist of Nevada, we find it stated
that 47 steam engines are now in operation on the Comstock lode, which answer all the present
requirements, but every addition to the depth demands additional power, correspondent
augmentation of capital invested in machinery, and a larger annual demand for fuel. The
little wood there was originally in the vicinity of Virginia'City was long since exhausted ; it
has row to be obtained almost exclusively from the eastern slope of the Sierra Nevada moun-
tains, and as the nearer timber is destroyed, it must be hauled a greater distance and at an
increased price.

If we take into consideration the cost of machinery, of annual additions and repairs, and
of consumption of fuel, wages of employes, delays caused by breaking of pnmps, expense of
explorations, obstacles in securing good ventilation and increase of heat with the depth, and
the financial result of past years, we are forced to the conclusion that the mode now adopted
of working these mines cannot long be prosecuted with profit to the owners.

The result of similar operations in other countries, as furnished by Humboldt, Ward, St.
Clair Duport, and other writers, conveys an instructive lesson to persons interested in min-
ing enterprises. These uthorities agre that mining from the surface must always prove
suicidal to the interests of the owners when the position of the mines will allow the construc-
tion of adits or tunnels, which will drain the water, ventilate the mines, and diminish the cost
of removing the ore and valueless material.

Humbolcjt, in his " Assay Politique sur la Nouvelle Espagne," published in 1803, in refer-
ence to the Vcta Madro of Guanajuato, a lode much resembling the Cornstock, exclaims:

"It is, indeed, strange that mines of such richness have no tunnels for draining, when the
neighboring ravines of Cata and Marfil and the plains of Tumascatio, which are below the
level of the lowest works of the Valenciana mine, would seem to invite the miner to com- - r f
mence works which would serve for drainage, aud at the same time afford facilities for trans-
porting materials to the smelting and amalgamation works."

A gentleman of intelligence, whom Humboldt questioned in regard to this wautof wisdom,
replied "that the excavation of a general tunnel would be a work very expensive, and per-
haps impossible, on account of the want of union among the proprietors of the different mines."

THE VALENCIANA MINE.-Upon this lode is located the celebrated Valendana mine,
which, according to Humboldt, was first opened by Obregon, a young Spaniard, who, with-
out means, commenced prospecting on a part of the vein which up to that time had been»
unproductive.

After undergoing many privations, he at last struck an immense body of ore, from which
alone was extracted, from the 1st of January, 1787, to the llth of June, 1791, the sum of
$14,764,492 of silver, out of 134,988 tons of ore. feenor Obregon, afterwards known as the
Count of Valenciana, became the richest man in Mexico, and probably iu the world, at that
time. As greater depths were attained, the increase of expense became such that the mine
ceased to yield a profit, and before the breaking out of the revolution in 18 It), it was allowed
to fill with earth and water. In 1825, this mine, together with many others, fell into the
hands of a wealthy English company, who expended 21 months in draining it of water, but
the expenses of mining and pumping were so great that after some years the lower works
were again abandoned.

THE ENGLISH REAL DEL MONTE COMPANY.-The most remarkable and disastrous expe-
rience made by any foreign company in Mexico has been that of the English Real del Monte
Company. . .

They became, in the year 18*23, the possessors of the Biscanya and several other veins, the
former having been worked for many years, and having yielded large amounts of silver,
prior to J74(J, At that date an intelligent miner, named Bustamente, concluded to run an
adit, or tunnel, in order to effect their drainage. He labored long and patiently, and was
supplied with means by Don Pedro Terreros, who continued the work after the decease of
Bustamente. In 1759 the vein was reached, after running a tunnel 9,000 feet in length,
cutting the vein at a depth of GOO feet beneath the surface, and exposing to view an immense
body of ore. Terreros, in the 12 succeeding years, drew from his mines a clear profit of
"6,000,000; he obtained the title of Count of Kegla by the munificence of his donations to
the Court of Madrid; he presented Charles III with two ships of the line, (one of 112 guns,
constructed at Havana of the most costly material,) aud accommodated him besides with a
loan of $1,000,000, no part of which lias been repaid.

His successor, the second count, continued the working of the mines, but not with equal,^ , ̂  " J * 1 " 1 * ^ ^ ^"^ » -" *

adit had been reached, the work v-as abandoned, and the mine allowed to fill with water.
It was in this state when the English Real del Monte Company took possession; they

expected, by substituting powerful steam machinery for the horse whims which had been
employed by the Mexicans, to nuike the mines again profitable. The result, however, was" » ^"v 1 ".-*'"
very d isastrous, for in the 23 years they held the mines the expenditures were $J5, 381,633;
while the lie total yield was $10,481,475, showing a loss of nearly $5,000,000.
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They first erected two steam engines of 36-incb cylinders each, which freed the mine from
water to a depth of 324 feet under the adit; at this point another one was required and erected
of 54-inch cylinder, by which the working was carried to 7^4 feet under the adit; but here
a^ain .the engines were overpowered, and still another engine of 75-inch cylinder was erected,

Mr. John Buchan, the superintendent of the mine, in one of his reports, made in J852, says:
After the mine had reached a deptk of 710 feet under the adit (1,310 feet below the sur-

m ^^k 4 v v -"» .

face) the difficulties of drainage had so increased, both from augmented quantity of water
and the greater height to raise it to the point of discharge, that three powerful steam engines
could barely stem the coming waters of the mine.

44 With the increased difficulty of drainage, seeing three bunches of ore worked out, and
a debtf't ~>,000,000 still outstanding, it is not surprising that the energy and perseverance
of the English adventurers were at last exhausted.

44 Had the company prosecuted a projected deeper drain tunnel, it would have secured the 
^ ^ «._ -L k

« W - " ^ "-
continued prosperity of the mines for many years to come. It will be remembered that the
first Count of Regla distinguished himself and made the fortune of his family by driving
the present adit; the second count reached down 3^4 fret below it, being the limit to which
the mines could be worked with profit by horse power drainage. The English company, by
the powerful aid of steam machinery, carried down the workings to 7*20 feet below the adit;
but here we find another limit to profitable working, as the deeper excavations of the Bis-
cany a vein are again abandoned to fill with water.

44 A deeper adit, which had to be driven a distance of 13,500 feet, had been commenced by
the second count. The English company unfortunately adopted the more speedy plan, as it
was supposed, of employing steam engines, instead of the slower but surer plan of driving
home the deep adit, which could have been done with the investment of but little more
capital than that expended in applying steam engines, and would no doubt have given a
very different turn to the fortune of that company,"

Mr, W. P. Robertson thus relates the financial history of this company:
44The London Real del Monte Company commenced working on a magnificent scale;

then, under the influence of a panic, suddenly deserted, in the most critical time, their judi-
cious and indefatigable agent at the mine, and the result has been unmitigated ruin. The
mania in London at the time (IR^Sto 1825) was so strong and so general that no expenditure
was for a moment grudged. People thought they were laying out tens to receive back
thousands, so they paid up their tens with surprising alacrity. The management in London
of many of the new companies under the reaction was miserably bad, and in the end many
of the shareholders were completely ruined and retired to cottages, there to abandon forever
their 4 Chateaux en Espagne,'

44 In 1625, the late Mr. Kinder, the enthusiastic leader of the Real del Monte Company,
was offered $8,000 for each of his 30 shares of $500 paid up in that concern; he refused to
sell, that is, he would not take §240,000 for what had cost him $15,000. The reaction set
in, and down went all shares. In 1845-M6, those of Real del Monte were to be had at
$12 50 each; that is, Mr. Kinder'a 30 shares, which in 1825 were worth £240,000, had grad-
ually dwindled down to $375! The company was all but bankrupt; no more assessments
were listened to ; and the debts could not be paid with unsalable engines; though they kept
up the steam, nor yet with stones, although silver was in them. The shares have since gone
to nil; no one will have them fenced in, as they are with unknown responsibilities and
debts* In vain did their new, active, intelligent, and enterprising, though prudent manager
and agent, Mr. Buchan, write to the shareholders to take heart and not to throw away their
property. They had been panic-stricken in the first instance, they had got sick of the
business in the second, and in this last and most helpless tit, they entered into negotiations
for the sale of the property to a Mexican company. A bargain was struck, a*i<l the perpetual
lease of Real del Monte, with everything on it, passed from the hands of the Real del Monte
bondholders for an old song. The entice sum paid was $1:50,000, fora business on which
v7,(H)0,000 bad tirst and last been expended; and even of the mite to be recovered, three*
fourths were not to go into the hands of the bondholder* at all, but to-bo appropriated in
Real del Monte itself in the liquidation of sums still due to the servants of the old company.
What a winding up ! Shares once worth &S,OGO each, now not wortft \\\) cents! and the
actual movable property on the estate, in houses, workshops, machinery, crushing establish-
ment, timber, wood, iron implements, utensils, steam engines, horses, honied cattle, mules,
and many valuable miscellaneous materials, must be worth altogether some millions of
dollars. The house of Regla alone cost a million and a, half, and now is valued at a million
of dollars-a!l gone for $130,000.

44Thus did Real del Monte pass from the Counts of Regla in Mexico, and thus has it
passed from the luckless shareholders in London-the iirst paying the penalty of personal
extravagance, the other an equally severe one of wild .speculation and injudicious manage-
ment. It is now in wi>er hands than theirs, and prosperity dawns again ou this almost
national establishment or colony."

This history of th<' Real del Monte mine teaches a valuable lesson, confirmed by the result
of almost every similar enterprise in Mexico. They show fell at alter a certain depth has been
reached and no drain tunnels constructed, the mines have been abandoned aud the proprie-
tors ruined.
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St. Clair Duport, who published a work on the mines of Mexico in 1843, gives a general
sketch of raining- operations, which is a perfect representation of recent experience in Cali-
fornia and Nevada. He says:

** Opening a mine by accident, somebody discovers, guided by the croppings elevated
above the soil, quartz containing some metal. He exposes some pieces to white heat, and if
he discovers thereon globulest or pearls of silver, he takes up the claim. The discoverer
now seeks partners with capital to work this claim, as generally the means of one man are
not sufficient for such an enterprise. At first they generally seek to extract the ore by fol-
lowing down on the vein, and open a number of shafts along its course ; but in the same ratio
as these shafts increase in depth the water increases too ; galleries and new shafts become
necessary, and finally, as is generally the case when the largest portion of the yield has been
expended in such operations, particularly in mines which are not extraordinarily rich in
minerals, the work has to stop on account of bad air and abundance of water, the improve-
ments being of no further use.

"The owners now look for new partners ; if the vein presents probabilities of richness at
a greater depth, persons can be found who, for a portion of the stock, generally for half,
advance the necessary means, which is to be repaid out of the first yield of the mine. w A v

44 After the water has been removed, and the shafts and galleries arc made, and really rich ** m i « H AB " f^ - -^
ore is found, then commences the good time of the mine. Arrived at a depth where silver
generally is abundant, and when the expenses to bring the water and ore to the surface are
not too great, mining is a good paying business; that is what is called in the miner's lan-
guage 'la bonanza.' This time is hoped for with ardent desire, not only by the owners of the
mine and the miners employed, but also by the entire neighborhood. In this ca*e labor, and
all necessary articles for mining, are in demand, and well paid for; the money earned with
ease is spent freely, and everybody in the whole mining region having any claims is full of
hopes to strike it equally rich. The buildings for the reduction of ores are now erected, and
veiy often in a style altogether too costly for their use. Next, underground works are con-
structed to facilitate the hoisting of ore and water. In case the mines in 'bonanza' belong to
private individuals, these works ar<S executed on a substantial basis, with a view ot useful-
ness for the future. But in most cases, when a mine is divided amongst a number of share-^B. _ _^ _M. _". _ _ .^L
holders, th ey present such a diversity of ideas that they often cannot agrc ree upon anything at
all, except to extract the most money to extract the most money from their mine in the shortest tim e possible, without
even looking ahead for a few months. For this reason we cannot find one single well-
worked gallery in such mines. The richest ore is torn from the mine, and less rich ore
remains untouched to be taken out when 'la bonanza' ceases. It is difficult to understand

why in times of prosperity a small portion of the yield is not spent to make new developments.
ABANDONMENT OF THE MINE.-"The pay streak once traversed, and the increased depth

rendering the price of extraction too considerable, the * bonanza'ceases. The less rich ore
left in the mine is now taken out, and one of the greatest expenses being the keeping down
of the water, the lower qualities of ore are abandoned.

'* The reserved middle class of ores will pay expenses to explore the mine for a while, but
the time arrives when a day's work, or the value of a pound of ore, ceases to pay, and the
mine is thereafter entirely abandoned.'* m *> *" * ^ -*

Mexico, written 25 years ago,

K ^^ ^- _^ ^» "^ ^mt
suing exactly the same course, and have followed in the footsteps of their Mexican prede-
cessors. Ruin of the owners and abandonment of the mines has been the result there ; ruin
and abandonment must follow upon the suicidal course pursued here.

MINING IN EUROPE.-If we turn to Europe, however, we find that mining is carried on ^
with intelligence, economy, and with a view to permanency. In England but few mines
are located at an\ ocated at any considerable elevation above sea level, an */ *J V d deep drainage by adits is
impossible. But eacfc mine has its adit, however small its depth may be beneath the surface,
and in stating the depth of shafts in England they are given from the adit downwards ; what
is above the adit is not counted ut all.

* The most remarkable work of this kind in Great Britain is the great adit in Cornwall, of
which an English writer says:

4'The advantages of working mines by adits are well shown at the United mines, near
Redruth, where an adit has been driven, commencing only a few feet above the sea level,
which, with its branches, lias a length of from 30 to 40 miles, and a depth under the mines
of from 180 to 420 feet. By means of this work a saving in the consumption of coal is
effected amounting to 24,000 tons per annum. This magnificent undertaking was completed
in 1768."

MINES IN GERMANY,-The mines in Germany present by far the finest field for studying
mining operations reduced to a science. Ihere mining schools and learned professors Lav
for years prepared young men, who were to be placed in charge of mines, with a thorough
knowledge of all the varied branches required ot mining engineers. It is owing quite as
much to intelligent management as to the low rates of wages that mines are profitably
worked in Germany which would be considered valueless in California or Nevada. There
we see the most complete systems of drainage and ventilation, and mines placed beyond the
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usual contingencies of such enterprises, yielding nearly uniform dividends, and regarded by
capitalists as good security for investment.

THE FRIEBERG DISTRICT. - A few years since it was proposed to drain the Frieberg min-
ing district by an adit-level of the extraordinary length of '24 miles, which would cut the
vein at a mean depth of 2,000 feet. This plan was vigorously supported by Von Beust and
other eminent minin enineers, and received the sanction of iae Saxon overnment. This
gigantic work has not yet been commenced, but a deep adit is now being driven, which will
drain the mines 400 feet below the present deepest natural drainage, and will have a length
of a little over eight miles. It is eight feet wide, nearly 10 feet high, and rises in the whole
distance 12 feet (> inches.

In the Harz district some mines have attained an immense depth. The mine of Andreas-
berg has a depth of 2,450 feet, being one of the deepest mines in the world ; adits have been ^^ A *
there for centuries, the largest of which was completed three years ago. 

^^^^^ ^^B ^^

THE ERNST AUGUST TUNNEL. - We make the following condensed extract from a report
made by Dr, Geissler concerning this great work, called the Ernst August tunnel, after the
late Kin^ of Hanover:

44 On the 22d of June, 1864, a drain tunnel was completed which may be called the great-
est work of the kind ever executed. To explain its objects and importance it will be neces-
sary to give the following details:

"The mines of the Harz were uhout to be abandoned, or, more properly speaking, about
to be drowned out by water beyond redemption. In the coarse of time the explorations in
those mines went deeper and deeper, until they reached a depth of 2,000 feet. While the
higher situated galleries ceased to yield pay ore in sufficient quantity, the exceedingly rich
ores discovered iu the lowest levels could not be reached on account of great bodies of water,
which pumps and engines could not master, and the lower levels had to be, for the time
being, abandoned /

" There have been drain tunnels in the Harz for a long time, which were used as canals
for the transportation of ores. Already at the commencement of the 16th century mechani-
cal means to remove the water from the mines were insufficient, and drain tunnels were con-
structed at that early period. The first tunnel was commenced in 1523, another in 1548, one
in 1G5J, and still another in 1573. By aid of these tunnels mining was continued in those
districts for 200 years, but about the middle of the last century it became difficult again to
master the water.

"In 1799 another deep tunnel - having a length, including galleries, of 57,000 feet, or
nearly 11 miles - was completed. But this also, afterwards, was considered insufficient for
future purposes, for notwithstanding additional engines might have been used for a while,
their dimensions and cost in mines which had reached such an enormous depth would have
been very great. And, after all, the surest and cheapest way for water to be removed is by
its natural flow ; the engines have enough to do in pumping the water up to the Ernst August
tunaeit as that gives the deepest natural drainage which can ever be obtained.

DESCRIPTION OF TUNNEL. - "In 1850, after careful surveys and due consideration, the
construction of the Ernst August Tunnel was resolved upon ; it was to commence at Gittelde,
a little town at the foot of the Harz mountains, and it was estimated that 22 years would be
required for its completion, but it only took a little over half that time, for it was entirely
completed in 12 years and H months. Nine shafts had been sunk, from which 18 gal-
leries or drifts were run, and one from the mouth, so that the work progressed from 19 ditfer-
eut points. The connections were made with such perfection that they could not be recog-
nized after they were completed.

"This tunnel has a uniform fall of 5 -A40- inches to each 630 feet, or 1 in 1,400 ; its height
is eight feet three inches ; its width, five feet six inches, and its shape that of an egg. The
water has a sufficient depth to allow the use of long fiat-boats, for the transportation of ore.
A part of the water-course is covered over, to be used as a sidewalk for the miners."

NECESSITY OF A TUNNEL TO THE COMSTOCK LODE. - We have, thus far reviewed the
results of mining experience where drain tunnels have not been, and where they have been
constructed, and the conclusion your committee arrives at is, that a deep drain tunnel to the
Comstock lode will not only greatly facilitate mining operations, but is an absolute necessity ;
the sooner it is constructed the more benefit will be derived therefrom, und without it nothing-
is more certain than the abandonment of those mines before the lapse of many years.

The necessity of the tunnel having been sufficiently demonstrat ed, it remains to show that
the ore which will probajbly be obtained from these mines will justify the cost of construction. e ore which will probajbly be obtained from these mines will iusti

The first question to be examined is, whether the ore in the Comstock lode extends to an
unlimited depth. This question has been so ably handled by Baron Richthofeu, an eminent
geologist of the highest European reputation, that we content ourselves by giving some
extracts from a letter written by him upon this subject, in February, 1^(55, and published in
one of the pamphlets issued by the Sutro Tunnel Company. For a more detailed account
of the geology of the Washoe country we refer to his able report, to be seen ou the tables of
thin institute.

CONTINUITY OF THE COMSTOCK LODE.- The learned Baron says: "The value of a deep
tunnel will, of course, chiefly depend upon the question whether these mines will ever be
worked to considerable depth ; that is, whether the Comstock vein will extend far down, and
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whether it will retain its metalliferous character in depth. Both questions will have to be
decided from the study of the structure and nature of the Comstock vein, and from compar-
ing the results with the observations at such mines in other countries which have already
^ "-* T.l^*" " . * ^-** "1 " " 1 "1 -" -n been worked to great depth. My experience on the Comstock vein is based on close and M
repeated examinations of nearly all the mines on its course. I believe I concur with almost
everybody who has had equal experience about them, in the opinion that it is a true fissure
vein, of extraordinary length, and extending downwards much further than any mining
works will ever be able to be carried on. It would be too lengthy to enumerate the various
reasons which lead most positively to this conclusion. It is now assumed almost universally
as a fact, and tie number of those who consider it as a gash vein, or a system of gash veins,
is fast diminishing.

44 As to the downward continuance of the ore-bearing character, every instance goes to
show that the average yield in precious metals remains.about the same at eveiy depth.
Some mines had accumulations of ore near the surface, (Ophir, Mexican, Gold Hill;) in
others they commenced very near under the surface, (Gould and Curry, Potosi, Yellow
Jacket, Belcher;) at others, again, considerable work had to be done before bodies of ore of
any amount were struck, (Cboiiar, the southern part of Gold Hill, Uncle Sam, and others;)
and some which had no ore heretofore, appear to have good prospects to find it soon. The
i'act that some rich bodies of ore, which were found near the surface, gave out at a depth of
a few hundred feet, induced the common belief that the Comstock vein was becoming poorer
in its lower parts. But the explorations of the last few months have entirely defeated this
opinion. On the contrary, the enormous amount of bullion which is being produced by the
mines at present may almost appear to prove that the vein is improving in depth. But this
conclusion is probably equally fallacious, as it must be borne in mind that many mines have
been developed at different levels and ore is being extracted from several of those. Hoisting
works and the mode of extracting the ore have also been improved, and of course help to
increase the daily produce. This average equality of the produce of the vein at different
levels is not only true for the amount of ore extracted but also for its yield. The rich body
of ore in the Ophir and Mexican mines forms the only exception to this rule, as none of equal
average percentage in silver and gold has been found again. Even the relative proportion
of gold and silver in the ore has not undergone any material change, though the bullion, on
account of the more imperfect process of reduction, contained at first proportionally more
gold than at present.

"There is no reason to doubt that the equality of average produce and yield throughout Jk W ^-J V_V
the entire length of the vein will continue downward to any depth; besides the very obvi-
ous theoretical conclusion that vast amounts of silver could not be carried into the fissure

from the overlying or enclosing rocks, but naturally had to rise from unknown depths,
through the channel of the fissure itself, to be deposited in it where the conditions for subli-
mation or precipitation were given in its open space; experience in other countries by no
means shows of a regular decrease or increase in yield as of common occurrence, though
either of them may happen. More commonly, the produce of true fissure veins in precious
metals has been found to be about constant.77

The Baron wrote the above over two years ago; the explorations made since that time in
the Hale and Norcross and other mines, strongly confirm the views expressed by him.

Nearly all writers who have specially studied the question of the continuance of mineral
veins in depth have arrived at the same conclusion. We will give an extract upon this sub-
ject from an eminent French writer, M. Burat. He says :

44 In all countries where isolated veins are worked, a large number of them have been
abandoned and taken up again; abandoned because accidents or barren streaks rendered the
\\ Corking burdensome, and afterwards taken up again," when they have, by the aid of capital,
been made pi een made productive mines. The same veins have been declared to be rich or exhausted
for these reasons at different times; exhausted always when the owners were discouraged,
and rich after the execution of further works had pierced the barren places. These are the
facts of which we will iclate several examples, and by which we intend to prove that each,
reworking of a vein after an abandonment more or less long, bears witness of the continuity
of mineral veins in depth."

Burat and other prominent writers recite numerous instances of this kind, but wo cannot
give place to them iu this report,*

THE SUTRO TUNNEL.

The proposed tunnel begins 3$ miles below Dayton, between Corral and Webber canons.
The distance from the mouth of the tunnel to the Savage Works is a little over four miles, but
as the-Cornstock lode dips to the east, it will be cut in 20,178 feet. It will pass through the
different ledges in Silver Star and other districts nearly at right angles. Allowing a grade
of one inch in 100 feet, or four and four-tenths feet per mile, it will be 1,922 feet below the
floor of the Savage Works. The topography of the country is admirably adapted for sinking
shaits, four of which are proposed to be put down. They will not only supply the tunnel
with fresh air, but will greatly expedite work, as drifts can be run each way after reaching
the grade of the tunnel. The distance of the first shaft from the mouth of the tunnel is 4,070
feet; depth, 443 feet; second shaft from first, 5,JoOfeet; depth, 980 feet; third shaft from
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second, 4,060 feet; depth, 1,436 feet; fourth shaft from third, 4,654 feet; depth, 1,360 feet;
from fourth shaft to Coinstock lode, 2,^4 fret; depth, 1,944 feet. These are convenient dis-
tances for working and ventilation. The mouth is about one and a half mile from Carson
river, and 150 feet above high-water mark. There is a gradual descent for about one-third
of a mile, in which a fall of 100 feet is obtained, giving sufficient area for dumping and mill
Bite-" " ̂-* "*- "

The vertical section of the tunnel through rock not requiring any support is a circle of 12
feet diameter, with offsets 3^ feet from the bottom, about one foot wide, which support the
superstructure of the railroad track to be used for removing ore and debris from the mine.
The space under the superstructure is for drawing the water from the lode. Where timber
supports are required to sustain the adjacent rock, the top is level, and 10 feet wide, clear of
the framing; height eight feet to the bottom of the timbers supporting the railroad, where it
is 12 feet wide m the clear. Below this there is a triangular space, three feet seven inches in
depth, forming the water way.

The estimates of the cost of constru v v t_» W A
byR 1. G. Carlyle, esq., covering some 200 pages of manuscript, and illustrated by numerous
well -executed diagrams. Mr. Carlyle has resided some years in Virginia City, when he was ^^^^f
the engineer of the G engineer of the Gould and Curry Company, and appears to be thoroughly familiar with
_ _rything connected with mining in that country. The minuteness with which he goes into
the details of tho proposed work, the elaborate calculations into which he enters, and the
scrupulous manner in which he weighs his conclusions, entitle his report to careful consider-
at ion. * * * * r-*. -w*.

It is impossible for us to give more thai
The basis of his calculations is the exper »---«, a

City, and the statements of Baron Richihofen in regard to the character of the material
encountered in the construction of the tunnel. The Baron says:

"The facilities of excavating the tunnel would depend mainly upon the quality of the
rock through which it will pass. It is a remarkably fortunate incident that the route selected
by Mr. Sutro not only gives the greatest depth, is the shortest, has the best facilities for
working shafts, but promises also in this respect to be the most advantageous. The first "* * W
6,000 or 7 ,000 ieet will be through trachyte and trachytic breccia, which in a broad semicir-
cular belt ; of prominent hills, swing from Dayton by the Sugarloaf to Washoe valley.
Trachy tic breccia may easily be worked by the pick, yet is ordinarily solid and dry enough
to requ lire no timbering. An idea of its excellent qualities for tunnelling may be formed
from the fact that in Hungary wine cellars hundreds of feet in length ce
excavated in this kind of rock. The solid trachyte is an excellent blasting rock. Its supe-
rior qualities have caused its general use in Washoe for building material; it was as such

sonry With the use of
peeaj edv v rock. The next

2,500 ieet will, to all probability, exhibit a great variety of rock, some of which will be rather
hard. The following 10,000 feet to the cutting of tho vein will most likely consist of the
same material as is traversed by the numerous tunnels which lead at present to the Comstock
vein. Tliis rock (trachyt r"1 * ' * ic greenstone) would offer some obstacles if k were in an undecom-
posed state. But from th 10 general nature of its decomposition, which evidently was per-
formed from below by ascending steams and vapors during a time of volcanic action, we
believe we are justified in the conclusion that it will be found for the entire length of 10,000
feet of the same rotten nature as in the shallow tunnels at present in existence, and it »my
have to be timbered the whole distance."

Mr. Carlyle speaks as follows in regard to his experience with the two principal kinds of
rock to bo encountered :

"While I was in the employ of the Gould and Curry as their chief engineer, we used solid
trachyte for building purposes, taken from a quarry on the side of the Sugarloaf mountain.
I had, therefore, considerable opportunity of learning the particular characteristics of tho
stone. It is not porous, but is very close in its nature, has very few seams, no grains or
special tendency to fracture in any particular direction. It is rather soft, and, in consequence,
is easily drilled to any desired shape. The rock drills well and blasts freely, as it does not
seem tu have much cohesion on account of its many component parts. The rock docs not air-
slackj on the contrary, it grows harder by exposure."

This rock is extensively used for building purposes; all the stone buildings in the town of
Dayton are constructed of it,

His experience in working greenstone porphyry he gives as follows:
41 This class of rock is traversed by several tunnels to tho Comstock lode, all of which were

easily worked, and they had to be supported by timber. The Gould and Curry lower tunnel
is the only exception to this, us it pt^sed through 1,400 fret of undocomposed rock, which
was not difficult to work on account of its favorab 

x
tie stratification; powder was used but to

a Mimll extent, and this for the purpose only of sh akin? the mass. The remaining 800 feet
to the lode l:a<_! to be timbered; as the rock would not support itself. The whole length of
this tunnel, 2/JOU feet, was run from one working point in 486 working days, or J6 mouths ;
the work, however, was distributed over a period of two years, as it did not progress steadily.
The average daily progress WHS nearly five Ieet."
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,

Mr. Carlyle estimates that 10,535 lineal feet of tunnel will be through solid rock, and
9,C43 through decomposed rock requiring timbering,

Shaft No. 1 is 7-J feet by 13-J- feet, and shafts Nos. 2, 3, and 4 are 7-J feet by 14 feet, outside
of planking. They are timbered and planked from top to bottom, and divided into two com-
partments-one for pumping out the water, and the other for raising the excavated material.

Preliminary tunnels are driven from the bottom of these shafts in both directions till they
meet. These tunnels are in solid rock, five feet in width and seven feet high, the top being
a semicircle. In rock requiring timbering they are of a box-shape, four feet wide on top, five
feet on bottom, and six feet four inches inside of the timbering, with a channel below for
drainage.

TIME REQUIRED TO FINISH TuNNBL.-"The time required to sink the different shafts
on the Sutro tunnel, and make connections of the drifts from the same, I estimate as fol-
lows, on the basis that four feet can be sunk per day on the shafts, and five feet made on
the drifts:
. " Connection from drift No. 1 in 462 working days.

" Connection from drift No. 2 in 693 working days.
" Connection from drift No. 3 in 708 working days.
*4 Connection from drift No. 4 in 815 working days.
41 Since all these shafts would be progressing at the same time, the connections from shafts

Nos. 1, 2, and 3 will be made before those of No. 4, and the whole time, therefore, required
to finish a preliminary tunnel to the Comstock lode would be 815 days.

44 The enlargement of this preliminary tunnel will progress from the mouth from time to
time as the connections are made, and will be completed up to a point midway between shafts
three and four by the time the last connection is finished. From that point 4,618 feet would
still remain to be enlarged, which would occupy 116 days. The total time, therefore,
required to complete the iSutro tunnel to the Comstock lode would be 931 days, or two years,
six months, and 21 days."

The committee would remark in regard to the removal of the rock for 4,618 feet, that esti-
mating the sectional area at nine yards, the amount is only 13,854 cubic yards, on which, as
the cut can be Worked all along the top and at the two ends, sufficient number of men can
be employed to remove it in the time indicated.

Mr. Carlyle then cites numerous instances of shafts sunk by different companies, and tun-
nels driven to the Comstock lode, which prove that his estimate of four feet per day in sinking
shafts, and five feet in driving tunnels, whenever prosecuted with energy, is confirmed by
experience, making due allow ance for their size and other circumstances, which in some cases
Imve retarded work.

Your committee are of the opinion that, with proper energy, a sufficiency of capital, and
provided no extraordinary obstacles are encountered, the tunnel might be finished in the time
stated, but it is so well known that delays are met with in works of this kind, from causes
impossible to anticipate, that it is probable that an additional time of least one year may be
occupied. It is safe to say that, making all due allowance for contingencies, the tunnel can
be completed in from three and a half to four years.

SECTION II.

EASTERN NEVADA.

The eastern Nevada mining region, as the term is used, is understood to include
that part of Nevada constituting the counties of Lander, Nye, and Lincoln,- being
considerably more than half the State; or embracing an area of three and a halt
degrees of longitude and seven of latitude, if we include the portion of territory
taken from Arizona and added to this State by an act of the 39th Congress;
making an aggregate of about 60,000 square miles, or an area equal to the entire
State of New York, with several of the lesser NewT England States added. This
great region, at the beginning of the present decade, was almost entirely unknown
to the world, as it was unoccupied and unexplored, save one or two routes travelled
by the emigrant from the valley of the Mississippi to the Pacific coast. It had
been crossed along the line of the Ilninboldt river, and upon the more direct
route, part of which is now the road taken by the great overland mail. Fremont
and other explorers had also crossed by different routes, but they had regarded
it as a sterile waste, and without looking for minerals or what might give value
to the country, sought only for routes or passes by which they could most expe-
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y leave it. So little was learned from these explorations tli
few years past the country had been marked upon the map

plored region, generally destitute of vegetation and water, and sparsely
by a homeless, wandering, and degraded race of Indians. The desolation and
sterility, not only of this particular region, but of all the country lying between
the Rockv mountains and the Sierra Nevada, had become so generally acknowl-t *'

edged, that the wish had been expressed that these ranges of mountains might
come together, and this great region be obliterated from the surface of *. V-' * »"* \*s L i f w_ \_, V "- A ̂- -* ' ^»-»--* >- «P ̂* *-* " »v^ ̂-_ *" ̂ ̂ -V W * ̂ - ̂- -*. '%-' *-* 1-s ̂-^ *vj- *" ** *-* ^ ̂ ^ ^^ *^^ *,*,* 4^.^ *_-" ^^ A. *^ o / o o
The efeneral appearance of the country throughout the "great basin" inclv V.

that a partial elimination has taken place, us, topographically it presents the
appearance of having once been a vast plain, which being pressed by the two
O O O * sreat mountain ranges bordering on the east and west, broke or wrinkled the
surface into parallel ridges and valleys whose axial lines quite regularly extend
north and south. These corrugations are a prominent characteristic of the country
south of the Humboldt river, and north of the 36th parallel of latitude. A pecu-
liar feature of this section is, that it has no outlet to the sea, but its streams,
which, though generally small, are quite numerous, flow from the mountains to
the valleys, sometimes for a considerable distance in the valleys, and then are
lost in the sand. The mountains, which rise precipitously, are from a few

to 5000 feet above the subacent lain, and as the eneral elevation
f the plains is about 5,000 feet above the sea, the most lofty peaks attain a
Ititude above tide-water of 10,000 feet. These hills and mountains are usuall

h ilar. and mahoiranv trees, furnishing1 excel^^^^^" ̂ ^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^

lent fuel, but generally valueless for building material, although th've are loca
ities where there are groves of pine, from which a fair quality of lumber is manu-

:tured. These hills and valleys, if forbidding in their general aspect, and
parently barren, produce a most excellent and nutricious species of bunch grass,

and constitute a very superior grazing country ; while in the many canons of the
mountains, and in all the large valleys, are tracts of land of an exceedingly pro-
ductive character. The lands susceptible of profitable tillage amount in the

aggregate t a considerable area, and are capable of furnishing most of th pro-
ducts c farm grown in temperate climates. The grasses, grain, and ege-
tables are of good quality. Agriculture and manufactures can be conducted
a limited scale, and will be great assistants to the chief resource of the countn
mining. The mineral-bearing veins of eastern Nevada were first made known
in 1862, a-t the time when attention was called to the subject by the develop-
ments made upon the " Comstock ledge/' and from which near §75,000,000
silver have been taken. The history of this discovery says:

Early in the month of May, 1862, William II. Talcott, an attache of the stage station at
Jacobs's Springs, a post on the transcontinental stage route, while hauling wood from the
hillside, now within the limits of the city of Austin, discovered a vein of metal-bearing quartz,
and carried a small quantity with him to the station. The rock proving to contain silver, the
ledge was located as a mining claim, and named the Pony, as the discoverer had formerly, t-J " * ^^
been a rider of the pony express. On the 10th day of May, 1 2, a mining district was
formed, including- au area 75 miles in length east and west, a'nd 20 miles north and south,
and named the Ifeese river mining district. A code of laws was adopted alter the custom
of miners, and William M. Talcort, the discoverer, elected recorder, and the claims already
discovered were recorded.

The extent of the district east and west is nominally 75 miles, but really it
only extends from the western base of the mountain to the summit, about three
miles.

This was the inai _ Duration of the Reese river mining region. I
derived from a small stream called Reese river, Ilowing from south to north
through the valley which borders the western base of the mountains. The extre
length of Re: e river is about 150 miles, when it empties into the Ilumbol
but the water usuallv sinks and is lost before reacliinii* the latter stream. T»

valley averages about live miles in width, and contains some good agncultu
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land. The mountain range in which the silver was found received the name of
" Toiyabee," an Indian word, meaning a range of hills. This range is of about
the same length as the river, and is from 5 to 15 miles broad through its base, O / O 7
and rises above the subjacent valley from 1,000 to 5,000 feet. It is geologically
composed of primitive rocks, of which granite" or gneiss and^late are the princi-
pal, with quart:dte, limestone, serpentine, porphyry, and others as occasional
varieties. In all are found veins of quartz-bearing gold, silver, copper, lead,
antimony, and other metals. In its general character, appearance, and forma-
tion it resembles the numerous other ridges running parallel to it through the" O 1 O

country, and from 10 to 30 miles distant from each other, separated by valleys
generally containing a proportion of tolerable soil, yet unoccupied and irreclaimed.

The discovery of silver being made known, the news spread rapidly and the
people flocked to the locality. Situated on the line of the overland stage and
telegraph, it was convenient to reach. The site for a large town was surveyed,
and Austin was built; now incorporated as a city, with its mayor and board of
aldermen, city officers, police, a city hall, a daily newspaper, saloons and stores,
a national bank, private banks and assay offices, costly churches, public and pri-
vate schools, public halls and lecture rooms, comfortable private dwellings, gas-
works for lighting the city, water-works and pipes supplying the houses, sewered
streets, stages running in all directions, arid the telegraph connecting it with all
parts of the world-in fact, possessing the usual features of a city. Referring again
to the history of Austin in the directory of the city, the writer says : " Centrally
in the State of Nevada is the young and happy city of Austin. Should its
locality be sought for on the map of America, it will be found where is usually
marked the vacancy of the * unexplored regions,' in latitude 30° 29' 30", and
in longitude west from Washington 40° 4', or 117° 5' west from Greenwich,
England, being almost precisely in the geographical centre of Nevada."

This centre is conveniently reached from the east or west, and without hard-
ship or danger. The great trans-continental highway runs through it with a
doily stage, mail, and express. Two other stages, running between Austin and
the Pacific, carry passengers and freight at verv low rates. By daily stas^e the / «/ i O O W "/ "/ O

journey from San Francisco to Austin is performed in four days, at the cost of
$50. By the other stages the tinwj is greater by one or more days ; the cost is
from $15 to &30. The road is good, and freight wagons bearing 10^000 to 15,000
pounds weight are taken over it. The distance to San Francisco is 473 miles,
of which more than half is travelled by steamboat and railroad. From the east
the traveller leaves the Missouri river by the cars of the Union Pacific railroad
or its branches. After the present year (1867) the cars will quickly and easily
bear him 600 miles westward over the great plains, and thence by stage 900
miles through Bridger Pass by Salt Lake to Austin, requiring about 10 days of
travel. Great bodies of immigrants cross annually with their own conveyances,
subsisting their animals upon the native grasses, or, as may be done at the present
time, purchasing forage which is produced at the settlements along the road.
This mode of travel greatly lessens the expense, but requires from 40 to 60 days
for the iournev.* *

The laws and customs of Nevada, which are recognized by the government of the
United States, permit miners upon the discovery of metal-bearing lodes in an unoc-
cupied locality to organize a mining district, designate its bounds, pass a code of
laws regulating the location and tenure of mining property, and choose a recorder
of locations. These districts arc usually from 10 to 20 miles square, though gov-
erned by the physical features of the country and the continuity of other districts.v JL * * O *s

REESE RIVER DISTRICT - How CLAIMS AHE ACQUIRED. - Reese River dis-
trict, Lander county, was the first organized, and has given its name to the
surrounding country. Its mineral belt comprises an area on the western slope
of the " Toi yabee mountains, about two miles in width and seven in length.*-^
Tne dimensions were formerly greater, but the area mentioned comprises what
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is now considered as the district. Upon organization a code of laws was adopted
regulating the size and manner of location of mining claims. The law as first
passed accorded to the locators of a vein the ground and all the mineral it con-
tained for a width of 200 feet on each side of the vein located. In a few months

large additions were made to the population, and the law was amended so as to
restrict ownership to the lode or vein actually discovered and located, with the

rivilege of occupying the surface necessary for working the mine. The miningo ± » o * o *-*
aws of other districts in eastern Nevada do not differ materially from those of

Reese- river. The laws of Congress acknowledge the validity of these rules O O *"'

and permit miners to go upon the public lands and take possession of the mines,
promising no interference. These laws explain themselves. The ground is
public and open to all the world. Any man can go upon it, and by finding a
vein of gold, or silver, or any other ore can make it his own, and is assured and
protected in his tiile. In no other country is such a privilege given. A country
stored with wealth invites the people of all the earth to come and take possession
and become independent land-owners and miners.

Within the limits of the district over 6,000 locations have been made, but this
does not indicate the number of distinct silver-bearing veins known to exist.
There are many hundreds of known value. These veins are in the granite rock,
and are from six inches to three feet in thickness. They generally lie parallel
to each other, with a strike northwest and southeast and a dip to the northeast.
A movement of the rock has at some places been made., and these ledges are
broken or have " faults," and the angle of their dip is not so great.

MODE OF WORKING.-The veins are usually explored by means of an inclined
shaft commencing where the ore appears at the surface/and following down with
the dip of the ledge. When, after thus sinking a distance sufficient to render
certain the existence and character of the vein, it is thought desirable to open it
as a mine, and to work it conveniently, a perpendicular shaft is sunk at a point
some distance from the outcrop, as the ground permits, calculating to pierco the
vein at a depth of 100 feet or more beneath the surface. These shafts are of
different dimensions, the best being about 5 bv 15 feet. The cost of sinking* o * o

such a shaft and securely timbering it is about SGO per foot of depth.
DESCRIPTIOX OF OEES.-A belt of .silver-bearing veins runs from Marshall

canon, in the southern part of the district, northerly to the Aniador district, a
distance of about six miles. This belt is about half a mile in width. In it are

a great number of parallel veins similar in character and generally rich. The
different localities are designated as follows, commencing at the south : Miguel* - C3

cauon, Marshall's cauon, Union hill, Central hill, Lander bill, Emigrant canon,
Telegraph canon, Yankee Blade, and New York ravine, the northern line of the
d^ 

» 

istnct separating it from Aniador. Each of these localities is locally known
for its particular mines in the more advanced stages of development. Those of
the district most systematically opened are the Great Eastern, Timoke, Oregon,
North Star, Florida, Magnolia, Savage, Diana, Troy, Buel North Star, Provi-
dencia, Kalesced, and some others on Lander hill, in the city of Austin, and
within an area of a few hundred yards square. These arc veins, the gaiiguo

' being quartz, of 10 inches to two feet in width, of highly concentrated ore, easily
and cheaply mined. On Central bill are the North*River, llubbard, Naiad
Queen, Penobscot, and others, which are well developed and have produced a
considerable amount of bullion. On Union bill are the AYbiilatch Union,
Camargo, Silver Chamber, and Tuscarora, from which bullion has been taken.
At Yankee Blade and in the vicinity are the Confidence, Maggie, Ontario, Yan-
kee Blade, Whitlatch Yankee Blade, Miami, Chase, Meiacom, Midas, Green
Emigrant, Vineyard, Vetlder, and Sclavonia, most developed and of the best
promise, ubile many others are located, partially develop' d, and regarded as
valuable. A catalogue of the locations made in the district, or an opinion

ing them, would be useless j many have been abandoned after some slight
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developments. The general character of the ore throughout the district is the
same in the same relative positions. At the surface, and to the depth of 50 to
70 feet, where water is found, the vein matter is loose and friable, has a dirty or
earth-stained appearance, and the silver is found in the form of a chloride ore,
presenting a dark or straw-colored appearance. When the water is reached the
vein matter shows the white, clear quartz, and the ore, then usually an antimo-
nial sulphuret, is quite black, and, contrasted with the white quartz, presents a
beautiful appearance. Its value is readily ascertained by one experienced in
observing it. The ore taken from below, where the water has long existed in
the earth, often contains beautiful crystals of silver. From these mines are*/

obtained specimens which adorn the cabinets of the mineralogists, the lovers of
the beautiful and unique, and the curiosity hunter.

The limits of this report do not permit a full description of the varieties of
ores, nor the discussion of the formations of the veins. It will suffice to notice
the manner of their development, and to show their value. In the district, as
has been said, are more than 6,000 locations of mines of 500 to 2,000 feet each.
Probably 1,000 of these have been so far developed as to prove that they pos-
sess a value; but of this number only a few are at present mined. A descrip-
tion of a lew of the most noted on Lander hill will give an insight into the
character of all and an idea of the extent of operations to be undertaken in the
future.

THE Noirrn STAR, belonging to the Manhattan Company, was located in
1862. In its first stages of development it was opened by an incline, which
exposed chloride of silver ore, and was mined with some profit. At a greater
depth the ore was a sulphuret. Subsequently a perpendicular shaft was sunk,
piercing the vein at the depth of 200 feet, and with powerful steam hoisting
machiiaery the mine is still worked with profit. The vein is encased in granite,
is generally about 14 inches in width, and is mined without the aid of powder.
In Februaiy last, of some hundreds of tons mined and reduced at the mill of the
company, the average product was $240 per ton of 2,000 pounds. The work-
ings of the quarter ending June 30 show 507 tons, and a product of $149 40
per ton. The ore found in this mine, as in all the others in the district when
below the line of permanent water, is commonly denominated a sulphuret,
although it comprises several varieties of ore containing sulphur.

THE OREGON is a parallel vein within a few hundred feet of the North Star,
belongs to the same company, is worked by the aid of the same machinery, and
in all respects resembles it.

THE GREAT EASTERN is opened by a perpendicular shaft, and is advanta-
geously worked. In one month, to the labor of 30 men it produced 137 tons of
ore, which returned of bullion an average of $346 77 per ton, or an aggregate
of $47,507 50. The vein is from 10 to 30 inches in thickness, averaging per-
haps 18 inches. The gangue is a clear white quartz, and the ore, which consti-
tutes a large percentage of the vein, is an antimonial sulphuret, or, as locally
termed, a ruby silver, from its dark red or ruby color. The mine was first opened
by an incline following the inclination of the ledge, which dipped at an angle
of about 30° from a horizontal, to the depth of 250 feet, developing much good
ore, although the vein was very narrow. For the better opening of the mine a
perpendicular shaft was sunk at a distance of 400 feet northeast of the croppings,
which pierced the ledge at a depth of 300 feet. At this depth it was found of
greater size and value than in the incline. It is unfortunate that at the date of
this report the workings should be in barren rock. A depth of 350 feet has
been reached, and extensive explorations have been made without finding ore of
the quality which heretofore made its workings so profitable. The mine is
worked through the vertical shaft before spoken of, which is divided into com-
partments to create a current of air, that passes down one compartment and up
another, affording excellent ventilation. At the greatest depth (350 feet) the
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temperature is GO3 Fahrenheit.* The altitude of the surface is about 6;000 feet
above the sea. The mine is easily drained, discharging- 20,000 gallons daily.
The water is raised in a bucket by a steam engine of 50-horse power, which also
does the work of hoisting the ore and waste rock from the mine, which amounts
to 60 tons per diem. The cost of transporting the ore to the mill and milling
is as agreed upon. If the entire amount of bullion produced or the " clean-up "
is returned, the charge is $65 per ton ; but if the miller agrees to return SO per
centum of the assay value of the ore, the charge is 845 per ton.

THE FLORIDA vein presents many characteristics of the Great Eastern, is iii
size about the same, and furnishes the same quality of ore. It is owned by the
Kew York and Austin Silver Mining Company, and is mined under the superin-
tendence of Mr. Edwin A. Sherman, a skilful mining engineer. The claim is
800 feet in length, and is situated near the centre of the belt passing through
Lander hill. Its strike follows the general direction of veins through the hill,
being northwest and southeast, its dip being 29° from a horizontal plane. Its
development under the present management commenced August IS, 1S66. It is
opened by an inclined shaft following the vein, and has now reached a depth of
350 feet. From this incline three levels are running ; the first at a depth of 150
feet, which has extended to the northwest 65 feet, and above which for a width
of 30 feet the ore is mined out. Through this mining the average width of the o o o
vein is 10 inches. The second level is 50 feet below the first, and between the
two all the ore has been mined. This level extends to the southeast a distance
of 230 feet, and the ore has been taken out for a width of 30 feet above the
level along 100 feet of it. The average width of the vein, through this working
was eight inches. A third level is run at a depth of 300 feet, which has reached.

length of about 30 feet on each side of the incline. Along this level the vein
has a thickness of 16 inches. The amount of levels run in the past vear -I *

gate 760 lineal feet, making 32,000 cubic feet of rock removed from, the ave-
nues alone in the development of the mine, and about 18,000 more have been
removed in the excavations necessary in taking out the ore, making an- aggre-
gate of 50,000 cubic feet of country rock actually removed from the mine, or a
small fraction over 4,000 tons. The number of tons of ore taken from the mine/

in this time is 317, 2S of which have not been worked. From the ore worked,
288 tons and 1,679 pounds, there has been produced §74,823 82, or an average
of 8:259 per ton of 2,000 pounds. The actual cost of working this mine to pro-
duce the above sum has been 865,740 21, leaving a net profit of $9,083 61.
The expenses include officers, rent, taxes, &c.; &c. To the profits should be
added the value of the levels run to be used in the further operations of mining,
which, at a reasonable estimate, should be 815,000 ; also a property above ground
on the mine worth 85,000 more. The above statement is for the 10 months
ending June 30, 1867. Since then machinery has been erected for hoisting, of
the value of 810,000, and about $5,000 worth of ore taken out and hauled to
the mill ready for crushing ; so that thus far it may be fairly stated that the mine
has paid the expense of its development, including the cost of machinery, &c.,
with a value of not less than 830,000 above ground, and the value of work
performed for future benefit.

THE SHEiniAX SHAJFT. - On the 7th dav of February last was commenced, i , i

the Sherman shaft by the superintendent of the Florida mine, in honor of whom
it is name. 1. This shaft it i.s designed to sink to the depth of 1,000 ieet, and as
much deeper as it shall be found practicable to go. Its dimensions arc 5 by 15
feet j it is timbered or lined with plank three niches in thickness, and by the
-ame character of planking is divided into three compartments. Up to July 28
a depth of 17-) feet had been reached, all of which is substantially timbered.
Water was reached at a depth of 145 feet. The cost of sinkin the shaft to the
present time has averaged 61 per foot, including all expenses.

At 1st of August the temperature at the surface is 82°.
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THE BURNS SHAFT is projected by the same engineer, i& for the same com-
pany, and is of the same plan and dimensions, and is named in honor of B. J.
Burns, local editor of the Daily Reese River Reveille. It is situated on the
crest of Lander hill, as is the Sherman shaft; is, at its starting point, 150 feet
lower, and about one-fourth of a mile northwest of the latter. It has reached a
depth of SO feet, (July 28,) and has cost about the same per foot as the Sherman

haft.

These two shafts are the enterprises of the New York and Austin Silver Min-
ing Company, and are designed for working the Florida, Semanthe, Rubicon,
Saratoga, and other ledges belonging to the company, and such other blind or
non-cropping ledges as may be discovered in sinking ; but more especially for
the penetration of the basin which is supposed to lie below the crust in which
the numerous and parallel fissure veins are found. To continue these shafts to
a great depth, heavy and powerful steam machinery of not less than 200-horse
power will be required on each, and deep levels must be run connecting the two
shafts. The machinery for the Sherman shaft has already been contracted for,
and will be placed on the mine by the 1st of October of the present year. These
shafts are important and most promising enterprises, and, if carried out as designed,
will prove the wealth of Lander hill at a great depth. It is expected they will
be completed in about three years.

THE MAGNOLIA is a location upon the same vein as the Florida, joining that
claim on the northwest, and of course in many respects it bears the same charac-
teristics. The- vein is explored to the depth of about 250 feet, and bodies of
good ore have been developed. This mine is locally distinguished for the high
grade of ore that has been taken from it near the surface. Its greater depths
are but little developed. .

THE TIMOKE. - Lyinff between the Great Eastern and the mines of the Man-

hattan Company is the Timoke, a small mine, but one that has been profitably
worked under the superintendence of W. F. Leon, for a company residing in
Boston, Massachusetts. The vein is from one to two feet in thickness, and in" T

general character is the same as the others of Lander hill.
PLYMOUTH SILVER MINING COMPANY. - The Plymouth Silver Mining Com-

pany is organized under the laws of the State of New York. It owns the Kale-
seecl, Parent, Zimmerman, and Jacob mines on Lander hill, lying in close prox-
imity to each other and parallel, so that they may be well opened and worked by one
perpendicular shaft. Such a shaft is in course of construction under the super-
intendence of Charles C. Lane. It is the intention to sink this shaft 400 feet,
108 of which has already been reached, (August 1.) No very extensive mining
lias been done upon these veins, only sufficient to give proof of their value
and to encourage thorough opening. A few tons of ore from the Kaleseed lode
was lately reduced and showed a value for first-class ore of $1,763 02 per ton,
and the second class a value of 8280 53 per ton. This ore was taken from a
depth of 25 feet from the surface. The veins are quite small, seldom exceed-
ing a foot in width, but the high grade of ore which characterizes these and other
veins of the neighborhood has made their working profitable.

THE SAVAGE AND OTHER MINES. - The Savage, Morgan and Muricy, Diana,
Providencia, Whitlatch, Union, Troy. Buel North Star, and many others in the / / «/ / t/

neighborhood, have been extensively mined and at times have been productive.
description of each, where all arc so much alike, would be exceedingly tedious.

It may be remarked that those mentioned, as well as others, are within an area
of a few hundred yards square, and that in the district are several miles of area
of equally good ground, judging from the slight developments made upon the
surface, and where undoubtedly as good mines could be opened as those men-
tioned. In the great mining enterprises of Virginia and Gold Hill in western
Nevada, where in the last six years near $70,000,000 have been taken from
the mines, there exists but one grand lode, the Comstock, which is divided through
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its lenfftli into a great number of claims, or mines, many of which return large!v£"* *- *

to their owners, while some return nothing. This has been the most productive
vein in the world. In the Reese River district such a gigantic lode lias not been 0*0

found, but there extends a belt some six miles in length and half a mile in width,
in which are innumerable small veins, such as here described, of highly concen-
trated ore, easily and cheaply mined. From a few mines upon this belt there
were produced in the last month 8109,221 87. There appears to be room for
manv times the present mining operations, with the same proportion of prod

yet the resulting figures are so great th .k
lie calculation. An increase based upon the full development of all th
f known value would amount to several millions of dollars monthly, from an

area not exceeding fifteen square miles, the utmost capacity of the district. Upo:
a close examination of the ground the conviction is irresistible that there will b

:lv increased production within a few years. A full devel
district awaits the coming of the railroad, with capital, labor, and cheap sub
ence.*

HE MILLS.-An enumeration of the mills in eastern Xevada, and their capa-
tv, would ffive a wrono; impression and seem incongruous in calculating the%f 7 O O A - " " O O

"eduction of bullion, without some explanation. It must be understood that it
quires more to constitute a mill than a set of stamps placed in battery, with an

engine to work them, and pans to amalgamate, or furnaces to roast the ore. The
building requires to be well and substantially constructed; all its successive
parts to be systematically arranged; the power full and sufficient; and then
energetic, economical, and scientific management. Manv mills have bt-i-n b*^ V- *

hout due consideration as to what was required, and some upon experimental
hich were not successful. These have been failures, and now stand idle.

;1 should not be counted in the 1

Mr. J. P. Kimble, in an interesting communication to the American Bureau of Mines,
of New York, says :

4iTbe interests of the Reese river district are rapidly advancing under the improved treat-
ment of its ores of all varieties, and more especially the utilization of those of lower grade,
which at first were generally discarded. Formerly only very rich ores would bear the cost
of milling and amalgamating, so greatly was this augmented by the incomplete extraction
of silver, as well as by their supply far below the capacity of the extensive mills, which
therefore could not steadily be kept in operation. Dry crushing and roasting preparatory to
amalgamation have effected something towards the utilization not only of the more refractory
antimoniated ores, but also those of medium grade and the richer tailings. In the mills of
Reese river the standard of yield is as high as from 80 to 85 per cent, of the absolute value
of the ores in silver, attained at a cost which has gradually fallen from §75 to from 840 to
850 per ton. The mills of Storey county using Coinstock ores produce not more than 65
per cent, of their value, though enabled to work ores yielding as low as §15. Thus there is
entailed upon the Comstock lode an annual loss of $?,000:000; upwards of ^9,000,000 this
year, (1867.) The one thing needful above all in Nevada is the adoption of means, accord- _ >..* A.
in to the varyin circumstances and resources of different localities, to concentrate ores of
low grade, and, what is practically the same, the tailins or residue obtained in the dressin
of ores of better class. This is an obe object of far greater moment at present than the discovery
of mining ground in addition to what is already far in excess of available capital to develop.
The greater bulk of Reese river ores are at present valueless for want of cheap dressing and
concentration. In the deposits of that district as well as in the Comstock lode, first-class
cretin heavy bodies are of unfrequent occurrence. The average yield per ton of all Gould
& Cnrry ores reduce d was nearly three times as rich in 1863 ($80 07) as in 1856, ($28,
and in If?60($ir,G 62 ) was nearly twice;as rich as in 1863. That of other leading mines on
the Comstock lode does not at present exceed 840 per ton, while in a majority of cases it falls
below $:>(h The books of the as^fcsor for Lander county show 46 mines, mainly in the
Reese river district, to have produced more or less bullion during the quarter ending Decem-
ber 31, 1866. The largest production of ore was by the Savage Consolidated min being
451 tons of an average yield of sK'^ #>. The Great Eastern gave 287 tons, averaging '17 94.
Of these 44 mines, two, producing lightly, yielded about s 100 per ton of ore; three between

ana * WU ; five between $200 aud §300; 18 between $100 and 0200; 18 below f 100."
26 %
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The mills of all classes now standing, the power, stamps, and districts, are as
follows:

4

Name of mill. Power

_A V *-^ ^- * Mr *^ -«" " m Steam ..
Bosto do 

do 
do 
do 

.do... .
Midas ... .do .
Metac
Ware
Butte
Einpii
Parrott 

do 
do 

. . . .do 
do 

Bier Creel " * 4 ̂^* ̂̂ f "- ̂-' "^ if-
Phelps do. 

.do 
-do 
-do 
-do 
.do 
-do 
.do 
.do 
-do 
.do 
.do 
Water .. 

5
30
5

20
15
10
5
8

10
1

Pioneer Tin ion - Steam .. 10
Knicki
Eigby 

do 
San Ante * . ̂ * »_^ f » j» ^» m* ^j

Pioneei 

tttan 
L 
Hill 
*nia 
[>land 
me 

Dm. 

e and Silver State 
t 

?r . 

ir ...... ..... ,. ........
Martin's 

do 
Silver Pe ."^ r ̂ . ̂̂  » ̂ if r^" w.^^ ^h^

Stirling1 
i's 
o- .... _ . ............... ..... . - Bunker I 

.do 
-do 
.do 
.do 
Water .. 

4
10
10

^ " ̂ "-^^ ^* ^" ^^ ^. ̂ ^t 20
Murphy IV v -"""-----"---""--«"-------"" .......................... Twin Ri\ Steam ..- ̂ ̂  V ̂^b ' n ~ ̂" *- V
La Ph"
Buel'a
Gould's
Rutland
Social
Hope
Pioneer 

it a.. 

'8 
id 

T . . , ........ ...
Valley
Cresce
Cortez 

Total 

Diat 

Reese Rn

North TV MV» ^ ̂*^» ^ *" ̂* ^* ̂ ^.» T
Philadelp ^^Im ̂̂  ^» ^ ~» ^^^ "
Hot Creel ja^^ki -j^^j- j^r ̂̂  ^^ ^__P ^^ ̂̂  ^.^^
Re veil lo T^ ^V ^ ^^ ^. ̂ . ̂  *
Gold Cafi ^^^'i ̂ ^^fr ^^^^^ ^"'^

do 
Pabranac ^p^.

do
ut ........ . .. do 

Cortez. , 

.do 

.do 

.do 

.do 

.do 

.do 

.do 

.do 

.do 

.do 

No. of 
stamps.

20
10

20
10
10

*10
5
5
5
5

10
5

13

311

* Light

Other mills have been constructed and removed or dismantled, wliicli have .* * -

"been mentioned in other reports but do not appear in this. The above are either
in operation or in condition to be put in operation, although the arrangements of £
some are such that they are run at too great expense to be profitable, or cannot
compete with others in doing custom work. The majority are standing still.
Mills are in course of construction as follows: One of 20 stamps at Smoky Val-
ley district; one of 10 at Hot Creek; one of 40 and one of 20 at Philadelphia5
one of 20 at Pahranagat; one of 5 at Bunker Hill j one of 20 at- Newark; one
of 20 at Egan, (Gold canon;) and others are in contemplation.

THE KEYSTONE MILL, at Austin, may be taken as a sample of its class, from
its arrangement, construction, and cost. It was built in 1865, by Mr. A, L. Page,
its chief owner and manager, with several additional buildings, as residence of
superintendent, stables, blacksmith shop and store-house, all of brick, at a total
cost of $91,800. The mill is divided into four rooms or divisions: 1st, boiler
and engine room ; 2d, battery room; 3d, furnace room; and 4th, amalgamating
.room. The first three occupy the front, and the last is in the rear of the battery
room. Their dimensions are as follows: engine room, 45 feet deep by 25 front;
battery room, 45 by 35; furnace room, 50 by 140; and the amalgamating-room,
45 by 35; making a total frontage of 200 feet with a depth of 90 feet. The
engine is of 60 horse-power. There are 20 stamps of 750 pounds each, drop
eight inches and 78 times each minute. There are eight reverberatory furnaces
with hearths 11 by 13 feet; 14 pans or tubs, five feet in diameter; six settlers,
six feet in diameter; with retorts, smelting furnaces, &c. The total amount of/ / O /

freight hauled from California for this mill, as machinery, lumber, and material
lor building, was 140 tons, at a cost for freight of nine cents per pound from
San Francisco. (The price is now six cents.) The cost of the machinery in
San Francisco was $18,000, and the total cost, as stated, $91,800. It crushes
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dry, roasts and amalgamates, producing b mill
825 per ton. For custom it charges §45 per ton and agrees to return 80

cent, of the assayed value of the ore. Twenty tons of ore can bereduoedln
each 24 hours. Four cords of wood are used per day in making steam for the
engine and for heating the pulp in the pans, and eight cords for the roasting
furnaces. Wood usually costs 87 per cord. Salt, of which a consid er 1

y :1 in chloricl he ore, is furnished from the lanre 'fields in "ren r
1: of the State, at from 830 to 840 per ton. About 200 j f quick

d at each charge of a pan, but varying with the amc f sil h
ore. The q :ksilver costs 60 to 75 cents per pound; about one p f
is lost. Tin paid are, for amalgamator, $10 per day 5 fir^ &

- 1 engineer, 86: fireman, 86: blacksm '?; T i
ts, roasters, and battery feed
The expenses attending the production are: fi he o: :li ngl v

li he mill third the S f H . upo
i after deducting 840 per ton; fourth, cost of milling, 845 per ton; fifth, internal
"enue tax on bullion of J of one per cent.; melting and assaying one per cent.,
1 transportation to San Francisco three and a half per cent., making a total

tax of six and a half per cent., besides th f mining. 1 :1 -no*- -I i- "o /

To these are to be added the income tax, h iv stamps u 1 on receip
ficates. c ;ks, &c., incident to the constant handling and exchaage of valuablr f f / / <^ 1^

property, the customs and 1 revenue tax levied on machinery, raw :1r

man :1 material, of which d consumer. T

1 be observed how disprop 1 posed ur in
pared patious : the tax being both upon what he produces and ;vl

con mes, while he is without the protection given to A
m & adde< \ mf jriee of the iron, b
returned, and miner pays the two taxes. All s paid in curr
but estimate _ are also made ii "y so :1 The bus
hroughout the State, with th xcept he district of Pahranacrat, is carried
on in com, es :l d all >ey used thi T>
mean in coin, unless currency is expressly mentioned

OFFICIAL REI A 1 he S f Nevada levying a tax up h
T odwcts of mine the county assessor of each co» y 1 111

mills and mines q ly statements of f ore mined and red
(1 production per ton for the q f bul "btained Th

[ler oath, and Tl&J__ T V * "*. 1A AA*_* %_/ A. V^ W V -U 1 ̂ tiJ-r.*. ̂ AAV-/ »,*.*.J.AV^*-».*-*.V^_' I-'-*- V^ V*. V^ W V, ' ^ * A produced are estimated
y value of the ore is from 20 to 40 per cent, higl amounts o'

in 1 reports, these b only the amounts d f;.

Iways being los The reports are for Lander countv, but large q
tities of ore are brought to Austin from districts in Xye county, and are included
in h Th he returns for the quarter endin Sep b rvO 0, 1866,

marked thus: Philadelphia,* Danville,t and Northumberland.J Theretui
for one vear f :1. taken from thV ? assessor's report, as published, in the Daily
Reese River R
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Quarter ending September 30, 1866.

Name of mine. Tons. Pounds, t Ave"ge
per tou.

Great Eastern 412 659 $i7»; 82
Fortnna 
North River.. 

23 85 71
39 53C 217 56

Troy 
Diamond 
Blind Ledge-.. 

o 1,000 83 82
' 1 402 57

2 1.-968 198 «4
S em an the 
Othello 
Idora 
Highbridge*.., 

o 774 276
5 3,135 36 53

16 1,237 212 62
17 195 36

Eastern Oregon 1 86 46
Foster 
La Plata 
Chase and Zent... 

26 1,212 48 47
50 882 71 60
4 1,000 04

Canada 
El Dorado* 
Magnolia , 

6 1500 132 90,
2 568 294 58
4 1,171 259 93

Washington 
Vanderbiltt 
Morgan & Muncey 

4 187 45
2 1,670 115 46

17 631 107 75
Diana 
Richey & HusseyJ 

17 503 180 40
7 612 201 75

Detroit]: 
Camargo 
Timoke 
Green & Oder* 
Dover 
Isabella * 
Harding & Dickman 
Providential 
Cortex Giant 
Transylvania* 
Folsom " 

4 1,800 116 18
39 90 77
28 253 167 92
1 600 178 43
o#4 450 161

19 503 40 18
1 1 , 233 87 19

79 1000 39, 04
007jf^^ ^^f^mf f^f " 66 07
19 330 161 00
5 1,019 166 ,00

Savage Consolidated, No. 1. ICO 156 83
Savage Consolidated, No. 2. 230 74 06

Quarter ending December 31; 1866.

Name of mine. Tons. Pounds. Average
per ton.

Amsterdam 
Buel North Star 

250 $168 75
1,920 336 57

Camarsro 
Chase 
DJaua 
Enterprise (White Pine district) 

12 973 116 57
4 1,438 405 10

143 1,909 91 18
1 111 53

East Oregon 
Empire State 
Ensign 
Fortuneteller 

4 779 137 65
7 619 99 22
1 667 66 25

416 177 28
Florida 
Fenian Star. 

13 1,900 2? 5 60
1,359 54 24

Fortuna 
Farrel 
Great Eastern 

1 1,520 30 33
3 1,453 71 12

287 217 94
Idora 
J. R. Murphy. 

22 1,695 220 4-2
1 100 251 18

Joseph Cole.. 1 1,350 27 85
Jacob Bradley 1 116 80
Kev^t&ne 
Kiliock 
Zaidee . 
Lodi - 
Livermore 
Mount Tenabo Company (Cortez) 
Morgan & Muncey 
Masuolia - 

1 

2 350 194 66
1 197 27
1 728 100 61
7 1,019 32 54
3 500 157 7[»

626 2.1 (19
1, 671 238 23

Metacom 
Manhattan Company 
May &. Davis 
North River 
Owen & Perkins 
Providential 
Pinuey, Rev 

6 
26 100 99
69 288 83 90
2 430 136 80

13 1,924 56 03
3 1,700 46 16

64 844 54 91
6 600 51 73
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Quarter ending December 31, 1866-Continued

Tnrmehill, (Eureka) 
Victoria 
Washington 
Whitlatch 
Zimmerman 

Tons. Name of mine. Pounds. Average
pert on.

Puttt-n 2 824 $000 -33
Kensington 6! 1,500 "]!> G3

Consolidated... 451 ! 103 25"^/
Silver Queen 
Surprise 
Semanthe - 

Tailor & Pus-more, (Cortez). 

14 1. 913 38 28^P
1 171 <;"; ^fc- " i*- V^ "^
2 150 - 3;>2 52

79 1,138 148 41
5 982 liJO 43
3 1 , 333 106 :
4 1,176 91 20

12 67 479 52
18 546 105 97
5 1,278 71 75

The above table embraces 47 mines, which have yielded more or less bullion during1 the t/ £**
quarter, and with few exceptions the ore reduced is of a good grade, sufficiently so to admit
its being worked here remuneratively. It will be observed that a number of mines, which were
included in the previous quarters of the year, do not appear in the present list, as well as
that several mines appear for the first time. -According to/the assessor's returns there are in
Lander county, and mainly in the Reese River district, about 75 mines which have produced
bullion during the past year. As we have remarked, the ore worked is generally of a high
grade, as the average yield per ton will show. A considerable number of the mines embraced
in the quarterly lists were subjected only to testing operations, and the general result must
be deemed encouraging. In the case of the Savage mine, the average yield of the ore is less
than in several quarters preceding, but is still high, being $103 25 per ton. The yield of
the Washington, Chase, Buel North Star, Great Eastern, Semanthe, Magnolia, Florida,
Timoke, Idora, Metacom, Taylor, and Passmore, &c., is excellent, and as most of them are
pretty well developed, they may be fairly classed henceforth among the producing and paying
mines of the Reese River district.

Quarter ending March 31, 1867

Names. Tons. Average

Marline 
Niugara -. 
O'Dair 
Pt-aslee � 
Patriot 
Richmond 
R.-I Bluff 
Stranger 
Semant he 
Swaney _ 
Story 

Pound*. 
per ton.

Black Ledge 
Buel North Star, 1st class , 

210

Buel North Star, 2d class 
Cortez, no name given 
Dolerhide 
Diana 
Florida.... , 
Farrell Co 
Fenian Star 
Fuller 
Great Eastern � 
GIaa?er 
Tdora 
Kelly and Ensign 
Leggett 
Lady Franklin 
Li vermore ,
Magnolia ,
Mountain View , 150 78
Miller & Co 
North Star (Manhattan Company) ,
Morgan & Muncey | 28
Miller 
Montauk ,
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Quarter ending March 317 1S67-Continued.

Names. Tons. Pounds Average
per ton.

Savage Consolidated. $62 77
Silver Lead 
Tiinoke 
Vineyard 
Vandyne 
Washington 
Yankee Blade, no name given 
W. C. Blake 

290 
3 1,492 88

100 1,042 276 5»
5 1, 392 66 0
1 193 3
4 312 37
1 427 250 04
1 1,628 76 06

On comparing this table with that of the preceding quarter a marked improvement will be
observed in the average yield of the ore produced by several of the leading mines, as well
as in their increased production. For instance, the Florida produced during the last quartei
101 tons of o re, which gave an .average yield of $351 96 per ton, against 13 tons yielding an
average of $'255 60 the previous quarter; the Diana, 195 tons which averaged $94 30,
aainst 143 tons which averaged $91 18; the Great Eastern, 137 tons which averaged
$345 93, against 287 tons which averaged $217 94; the Magnolia, 13 tons which averaged
$371 82, against 6 tons which averaged $338 23 ; the North Star of the Manhattan Company,
384 tons which averaged $141 37, against 69 tons which averaged $83 90 ; the Tiinoke, 100
tons which averaged $276 59, against 79 tons which averaged $J48 41 ; and the Savage, 290
tons which averaged $62 77, against 451 tons which averaged $105 25. The falling off in
the quantity and quality of the ore from the Savage is remarkable, but we believe the expla-
nation is that only a small proportion of the ore reduced was extracted from the mine during
the last quarter^ but that the great bulk of it was taken from their dump pile. On the other
hand, the improvement in the production of ore from the North Star of the Manhattan Com-
pany, and its increased average yield of bullion, is more remarkable. Perhaps the most
striking increase, both as regards the product of ore and its yield of silver, is presented by
the Florida, the exhibit for the two quarters being - December 31, 1866, 13 tons, averaging
$255 GO; March 31, 1807, 101 tons, averaging $351 96* A number of the mines embraced
in the present returns are strangers in previous lists ; indeed, there is reason to believe that
several of them are not the names of mines, but of the persons who delivered ore to the mills
for reduction. Two lots are returned from " Yankee Blade," not from the mines bearing that
title-both of which belong to companies and are lying idle-but from that part of the Ree.se
River district. One large lot of 47 tons ©f high grade ore is returned from " Cortez ;" we
presume it was brought from the Cortez district, but from what particular mine-whether
from the St. Louis, Taylor and Passmoro, or Nonesuch-is not mentioned in the quarterly
statement of the assessor. This loose and inaccurate method of making the return is in
direct violation of the statute, and defeats one of its principal objects. Every mill, or
arrastra, or reduction works of any character, is required by the law to keep an accurate list
of the name of every mine from which ore was delivered, and to furnish a sworn statement
of the same to the assessor. Of course, in a district having the numberless locations of
Reese river, a person bringing ore to mill may easily impose a fictitious name on the super-
intendent ; but the name of the mine should be required in every instance, and no such
unmeaning entries as " Yankee Blade/' "Cortez," &c., should be allowed to appear in the
statement- '

Quarter ending June 30? 1867.

Name of mine. Pounds. Average
per ton.* * r

"
AmiPro . . . . 
Black Ledce _ 
Buel North Star 
Bonner Ledsre - .. 
Carter and Drake .. ... 

320 $56 19
20 936 104 09

127 331 163 63
2 882 324 45
3 1,295 r*- -v *- -t t OO

Cuba 
Chase .... *t. ............. *.. . . , .. ... 

2 1 , 095 1J4 i:J
3 359 314 8L

Cravcrof t and Brown . o 222 49 47"/
Diana . 37 936 103 60
Elk horn. . .. . ........ .. .... , ... 
Em Dire State. *. - 
Fuller 
Florida. (New York and Austin Company) 
Furrell aud Hixon 

Tons. 

2

1 . 1, 145 535 41
6 740 JUi 38

13" 1,300 741 67
173 385 206 10rt/"* /"* * T "*/

5 * *f \ 1 1 / /fitf\J\J m w
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Quarter ending Jum 30, 18(5?-Continued.
- - ^- ^ - " - - ' ~ -^-^^^^^^-^^P»^^^J 1

I

Name of mine. *«»>* »

Givfit K:i<tcrn ...... .................... 1. 535 $70 91
(ItMierni Cochrant? 

** 
1 "JvO "j:<3 72
0 1,412 2x!-,> 36

Gu.id^lnoe ............................................................. 4 1, 130 155 43
Li vrriiiors .. ............................................................. 6 173 201 64
I a Plata 
Li b v n v .... » 

2 1,200 73 8 )
3 ] m 50 i:j

Magnolia . . 
Mo^es SiTfunlin ................................. ................ ...... ...... 

O.j yti4 120 -X

i y.v. ] 50 88MOD tank * 
North Star (Manhattan Company) 
Korth liivor 
Oleander 
Oregon, (Dollarhide) � 
Patton and Mouroe .......... ....... 

1 . 400 250 7y
50? 1,537 14!) 40
19 1 , 55 J 2J1 39
2 354 113 41
1 ISO _T>3 -

I 9-->fi 143 74^'"rkins ........ 
Oumtero 
Rough and Ready '......... , 
St. Louis, (Cortez district) i 
Storcv ..- 
State of X'~i\v York 
8 em an the. CXew York and Aust.ii ComDfiDv) 
Silver Cord \ 

9G3 214 44
1 90 fti 61
2 1UO 123 SO

21 1, 250 252 53
1 170 i::.:! 7
7 1, f,:;0 165 ^5
9 530 l>4 14
1 1,000 353 -

St. Louis _ 
Silver Parlor - . ., 
Social and Stentoe, (Ecrnn) 
1'n.v. (N. Y. S. M. Company) f Jk ^ ' 

' 
2 195 73 73
4 1,290 77 C4

15C 1 90 00
38 498 87 i

Tiuxoke 
Virginia . V- " 

96 1. 4W) 241 *
o 930 2G8 21

\"iiHkViii d 
"Wii>hiuerton - . 
"Wall and Isabella " 
"Whitlatch I niou. 
AV hirlatch Xo. 2 
YUUD:T America, f Mount Hone) .......... . 

- "- *^^^ 

Ton*.

33

9 1-J4 S») 57
3 1,< 5 447

14 1, 5CQ 137 07
1 500 300 7^
9 1,458 187 18
1 158 i eo &L

i

The whole number of tons of ore reduced daring the quarter AVUS l,4iH, Avhich produced
tho sum ot' s^:>2,335 57. The average yi^ld of 1,433 tons was ^Ml 5(5 per ton - a regu]r
that maintains the character of Lander hill, from Avhich it was chieth' obtained, for yielding

high grade of ore. On comparing the present table Avith that of the previous quarter,
2iotable tliu-ruations and uniformit Avill be observed. For instance, the North Star mine of
the Manhattan Company produced daring the lust quarter 508 tons of ore, which averaged
-140 40 per ton, against 384 tons, averaging §141 :j? per ton, In the former quarter; the
Florida produced 173 tons, Avhich aA'eraged -'ci-'tj 

~ 
10 per ton, against 101 tons, averaging

'5J [ ', of the former quarter; the Buel North Star produced TJT tons, \vhich averaged
i'".J e - ()3 perron, against 31 tons of Iirst-class ore, averaging ^2 50, and 16 tons of second-

class ore, averaging s31 5*2 per ton, of the former quarter; the Timoke produced 97 tons,
Avhich uveragfid 0241 49 per ton, against 100 tons, averaging s-j?G r>i) per ton, of the former
quarter; the Fuller produced J4 tons, which averaged £741 07 per ton, against 4 tons,
averaging '.49 34 per ton, of th«» former quarter: and the Diana produced o7 tons, which
averaged $i(»3 00 per ton, against 195 tons, averaging -.4 30 per tun, of the former quarter.
Th*- most marked fluctuation is that of the Great Eastern, which produced during the last
ijuaner only ;M tons, Avhich averaged §70 91 per ton, against 137 torn, Avith tho remarkable
average of $345 93, for the quarter ending 31st of March. Considerable exploration L
been carried on in the Great Eastern during the last three months,, the result of which
not been raa-!*- public. SeA-eral mines, which produced bullion in the former quarter, are
not included in the above table; and others again, which were not mentioned then, appear
in tin- pv nit return. The most noticeable of the latter is the Gilliffan mine of tlu> Social^ ^ _ »

p
qu --

the organization of River district, v,-eve in the ̂ ame yt-ar dis-
covered and organized these of ^iinpson's 1'ark, adjoining it en the south, and
further Miiuh that of Cn-ck; north was 3Iount and Grass ̂ 'alle;
M»mhcast were Smoky valley and Santa FI;. and north\vr>t was Ravenswood.
rj'hesi' nearly surroiaided Austin, and were from iivt- to fifteen mih disrant.
All hut Uavenswood were in the Toivaltee nionntains: and the fuel that lar^v«

veins of silver-bearing' (jiuirtz were found outside of this district gave an unpetu
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prospecting, and the mountains in their entire length were explored and d
tricts formed throughout before the termination of the \

"OR DISTRICT.-Immediately north, in Lander county, was formed the
district of Amador, where the veins and croppings created a great excitement,
and a populous and busy village was built in a few weeks' time. This appeared
the most promising of the districts during the fall of 1863, but many of the
ledges not proving, from the depth to which they were explored, as rich as their
croppings promised, the district is not so favorably regarded as formerly.

The Amador Ledge has been explored by an incline to the depth of 200 f
and upwards. It dips to the northeast, at an angle of about 15 degrees. During
this exploration much <rood ore was taken out. and j.

that when the red I cheapened th
be worked .at a profit. There are many veins like the Amador, which await the
same events for their development.

The Chase Mine.-In the southern part of the district is the Chase mine,
which has the appearance of being rich. It is but slightly developed, yet shows
quantities of ore of an almost pure sulphurct of silver. Operations have been
suspended on it for several months, but it has lately passed into the hands of an
eastern company, and work will be prosecuted on it hereafter.

Other Mines.-In the vicinity of the Chase are veins, some of which 2^ ^

assurance of value. The want of capital, and the lack of knowledge of mining 1 / O O
engineering, have been obstacles in the way of development of many mines in
this district supposed to be rich.

MOUXT H6rE, CUMBERLAND, COLUMBUS, MOTENT VERXOU, INDIAN, A^D
WALL STREET DISTRICTS.-As before said, the year 1863 was distinguished

lorations, but prospecting was then chiefly confined to the Toiyabee range,
1 to those ranges east and west, next parallel. In the Toiyal* / t/

f Austin and Amador, and in Lander county, were organized the d
lount Hope, Cumberland, Columbus, Mount Vernon, Indian, ai d Wall S

e xtending as far as 35 miles north, being continuous and includii £ both sicO

the mountain. The mines of these districts are almost entirely undeveloped, their
eroppings alone being known. From these croppings some rock has been taken
from which encouraging results have been obtained, but this vast area, probably
well stored with silver, is neglected and comparatively unknown, awaiting the " "to

oming of the capitalist and a denser population. It offers favorable condil
)r working mines, as it includes one of the highest peaks of the Toiyabee m

tains-Mount Hope-which attains an altitude of about 10,000 feet above

sea, in the deep canons of which run a number of streams capable of furnishing
Iriving machinery. Its sides are covered with groves of pine

:1 earns debouche into the plains at its base are tracts of good ami*--* 1*-^

cultural lands. In the valleys which skirt its foot are some farms ; b
eral wealth lies entirely neglected. One district has been noticed b\
rienced mining engineer, Mr. J. H. Boalt, who, after as close an exam
the ledges as their slight development would allow, reported that they were true
fissure veins, of size from 4 to 15 feet in width, and of unmistakable value.
Several of the veins were cut transversely, and the ore taken for trial; and it was
proved that they contained silver in paying quantities; the assays showing a
value of $100 and upwards to the ton. This is the only reliable examination

f the ledges of the district. Superficial as it is, it y
1 district, and an indication that the great extent of country

:h braces bears in its bosom the same precious veins which

abor has proved to exist in other parts of the Toiyabee range.
CORTEZ DISTRICT.-The Cortez district, Lander county, comprises the north-

m terminus of the range east of the Toiyabee, and includes the lofty peak
lount Tenabo. It is 65 miles north, by 15° east of Austin. I

d operations were instituted on a number of small veins in tl
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part of the district. In 1864 a mill was constructed which attempted the reduc-
tion of the ores; but from the incompleteness of the mill, and the inexperience
of the managers, the workings were not successful, and as a consequence disap-
pointment ensued, and the district was long neglected. Subsequently, discoveries
were made of mineral existing in a mammoth vein or broad stratum of quartzite
which coursed through Mount Tenabo, and these bodies of mineral having proved
valuable, attention is asrain attracted to the district. The following: description/ O O J.

of this mountain and the stratum or vein wnieh bears the mineral, is from the
Reveille, of January 4, 1867 :

This vein is embedded in the bosom of Mount Tenabo, a peak 11,500 feet above the level of
the sea, and upwards of 5.000 feet above the surrounding valleys. Its base, up its side to
the vein, is covered with a scrubby pine; while its summit, and 1,500 feet below is over-
grown with grass and shrubs. The scarred and rugged mountain looks eternal. Some 3,000
feet above its base a vein of silver-bearing quartz cuts its face obliquely, burying it.self in
the mountain atone end, and penetrating into the valley at the other, after stretching out in
palpable view to the length of 18,650 feet. Its width is 400 feet. This vein, or perhaps more
properly stratum, of the mountain formation bears beds of ore, the extent of which is only
conjecture. The workings at various mills have proved encouraging. The vein is encased
in crystalline limestone. Twenty locations have been made, with the following names and
dimensions : Commencing at its greatest point of altitude is the Chieftain, Genesee county,
1,400 feet; Murphy Company, 800 feet; Gill Company, 800 feet; Taylor and Passmore,
800 feet; De Witt Company, 450 feet; St. Louis Company, 2,000 feet; Meacham and Brothers,
400 feet; Niagara, 400 feet; Savage Company, 400 feet; Nebraska Company, 1,200 feet;
Cortez Giant, Mount Tenabo Company, 4,000 feet; Elmore Company, 200 feet; Russell
Company, 600 feet; Continental Company, 1,000 feet; Argentine Company, 1,000 feet; ^"-^t " ^ ^^. ̂^^L ^^-^ 

^^^^ ^^^L

Empire Company, 800 feet; Conn and Brothers, 400 feet; Traverse Company, 400 feet; and
the Anna Burr Company, 2,000 feet. The latter claim is somewhat broken, and at its ter-
mination the vein penetrates the earth and is lost altogether. The vein disappears also at the
upper boundary of the Chieftain. It has been opened at several points along its course, in
every case disclosing mineral. The Gill, Taylor and Passmore, and St. Louis locations, near
the upper end of the vein, have been worked, the two latter considerably: the Cortez Giant,
"which lies near the centre of the vein, is the most fully developed, and has yielded a consid-
erable amount of bullion this season. Some work has also been done on the Continental,
situated towards the lower end of the vein, with about the same results as in the other cases
specified. Of this vein there is little exact knowledge, but that it stands out upon the moun-
tain face, a large, palpable fact. It will probably be developed. And when that day arrives
we believe the Nevada Giant will be regarded as among the remarkable veins of the world.

The Continental.-There are but few claims upon this vein developed to
any great extent. Upon the Continental, explorations have been conducted
under the superintendency of D. T. Elmore, which have shown a lode about 300
feet in width, containing three strata of ore of from five to eight feet in thick-
ness. These have been mined to some extent, and the ore reduced at the mills
at Austin, with a result of about $150 per ton. This is owned by a Maryland
company, which, being assured of the value of the property, has thought best to
await the coming of the railroad, that operations may be carried on cheaply, and
the greatest profit secured. The trans-continentalrail road will pass within a few
miles of these mines. "When completed to this point it will cheapen material of
consumption by the lessening of freight, and the time of its completion is so near
that none can doubt the propriety of waiting for it.

The Cortez Giant.-The Mount Tenabo Mining Company, a San Fran-
cisco organization, was formerly called the Cortez Company, and its operations
have been previously noticed. It possesses a claim called the Cortez Giant, of
4,000 feet in length, upon the Xevada Giant ledge, and has prosecuted mining
upon it to some extent. It has lately been under the charge of H. J. Hall,but
is at present superintended by H. II. Day. A main shaft has been sunk, which
has now a depth of 214 feet, partly planked, and divided into two compartments.
From the shaft several levels have been run; the second from a depth of 121
feet, whieh has explored the vein for a length of 217 feet, finding a stratum of " ̂  -» **» A " ̂ Bfe « * ^*^ -^" "*f *- " "- ̂» ̂̂  »

ore ol' eiglit feet in thickness, worth from *ij.> to > 100 per ton. The shaft passed
through the ore following the dip of the ledge at a depth of 171 feet. From the
great' t depth a third level has been started, which it is expected will lind ore
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as good as that developed above. Steam hoisting works are expected to be com-
pleted within two months, when worl will be prosecuted to greater advantage
than at present. A mill of 15 stamps belongs to the company, and is usually
employed in working the ores of this mine. In this property the vein assumes
its greatest proportions. Its croppings tower many hundred feet in the air, in
wild and rugged grandeur. Viewed from a distance, as it skirts the brow of the
mountain, this curious line of-croppings presents the appearance of a huge balus-
trade to some colossal architectural structure, with the round and treeless summit
of Mount Tenabo, 11,000 feet above the sea, rising gently and gracefully, as
the crowning1 dome above.

The St. Louis. forth of the Cortez Giant is the St. Louis, owned chi y
by A. L. Page and Simeon Wenbaii. In the claim is a body of silver ore
from which selected lots have been transported to Austin, producing from $200
to $300 per ton. "Work is now progressing, and an incline in the body of ore,
some 50 or 60 feet in depth, gives promise that the mine will prove remunerative.

Taylor and Pass-more, GUI, &c.-The Taylor and Passmore, Gill, and a few
other locations have been slightly developed, and good ore obtained; Upon
no others than those mentioned has sufficient work been done to demonstrate any
value in the property.

In the northern part of the district are some small veins encased in granite,
which in time may prove valuable. Among these are the Berlin, Wenban, Veatch,
and a few others, upon which work has been done, and ore of a favorable charac-
ter obtained. There is no mining doing upon them at present. There is some
£*razino- and - agricultural land in the neihborhood.

The district is pleasantly situated. No grander scenery is furnished by the
wild mountains of the interior, nor of the Pacific coast. From the high peak
may be seen nearly all Nevada, with its ranges of mountains, its isolated hills,
broad valleys, and desert plains. The Indians called it " Tenabo," which wre
translate to " look out ;" and it is really a lookout mountain. Looking westward * «/ o

from the summit in a clear day, the white peaks of the Sierra Nevada are seen
stretching along the eastern boundary of California, and man}7 a hill, bearing
silver, gold, and copper, lie between. Northward, but 25 miles distant, drawn
athwart the vision is the lon< and windin line of the Humboldt river and its

valley of meadow or sandy plain. Eastward successions of hills and valleys
meet the eye. In the other direction the dim atmosphere of Smoky Valley
limits the sight, but glimpses of the summit of Mount Hope, Bunker Hill, and
other peaks of the Toiyabee range which pierce the clouds, trace the line for 150
miles to the south. The district is attractive both for its scenery and its resources.

NEVTAHK DISTRICT.-Newark district, Lander county, was organized in Octo- "- -"

ber, I860. It lies on the eastern slope of the Diamond range of mountains, about
85 miles east of Austin. Its geological formation is of slate and limestone, the
latter carrying a great abundance of fossil shells. Deep chasms are cut in the
mountain side which exhibit the character of the rocks. One of these chasms

or canons is called the Minnehaha, With its towering rocks, sparkling stream,
and luxuriant verdure, it offers to the eye a scene of rare beauty. Another is the
Chihuahua canon, where the rocks seem burst in twain by some great convulsion,
and stand in perpendicular walls, towering to the height of a thousand feet. This
deep fissure exposes veins of silver-bearing quartz, varying from 2 to 20 feet
in width. The ore exposed is an antimonial sulphuret, and is supposed to be
valuable. A number of the veins have already been tested by workings at
the mills in Austin and good returns obtained. A mill, the property of the Cen-
tenary company, is now in course of construction in the district, which it is hoped

soon add* its product of bullion to the silver current of eastern Nevada.
The ledges of the Centenary company best known are the Lincoln and the Chi-
huahua. Upon the Chihuahua tunnels have been run which exposed the ledge
in several places, favorably developing the property. The district is as yet but
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little known. Like many others in its neighborhood, it invites capital and labor.
Kow a wide and an almost unoccupied wilderness, it offers many advantages to i / *-' tj>

the miner and the agriculturist. These occupations, being the basis of wealth,
will attract in their train other branches of trade and industry. The mountain is
partially covered with pine and mahogany, furnishing lumber and fuel. At the
base, and between it and the White Pine range to the east, is a broad valley y O 7 ^
where farms can be secured. The small streams which run from the moun-

tains, on either side, will supply water for irrigation and mining j the neighboring-
hills will furnish a market for agricultural products. Within the valley are
bah springs, and acres of land are covered with this useful article, a demand for
which is created in the reduction of silver ores. A visitor to this district about
the time of its oranization writes: "The future of our State is

The good time may be delayed, but it will come. Where there is a foundation
for prosperity, there need be no apprehensions for the future. The foundation
lies broad and deep in Nevada ; the rest is the work of time and man."

HITE PrxE DISTRICT. - The District of White Pine was oranized in the

autumn of 1865, and received its name from the species of wood growing upon
the mountain. That portion of the range bearing the name of White Pine is
about two degrees in length, is lofty, and generally covered with pine. It lias
not been much explored for mines, except in the district now mentioned. Here
a number of veins have been located which are represented to be valuable. The
district is about 90 miles east of Austin, and is in Lander county. A company
called the Monte Christo commenced in July last the development of a property,
but the progress made, or the results obtained, have not been ascertained.

DIAMOND DISTRICT. - Diamond district, also in Lander county, lies upon the
western slope of Diamond mountains, and is 80 miles east, by a few degrees
north, of Austin. It has been organized about three years, and some work has"F

been done in exploring and demonstrating the value of the ledges, of which a
great number are located. Ore has been taken to Austin for reduction, which,
returning §150 and upwards to the ton, gave proof of value of the veins. They
are yet the property of the discoverers, who for want of means were unable to
erect the machinery necessary for their development, and, consequently, have in
the Atlantic States and in Europe sought the aid of capital.

EUREKA DISTRICT. - The Eureka district, Lander county, was organized in
1804, and lies GO miles almost directly east of Austin. The geological forma- «/ O *- J

tion is limestone, with veins or bodies of metal-bearing quartz. The chief
characteristic of the ore is an argentiferous galena, which might be reduced bv" -K > *

smelling. Several tons sent to the mills in Austin yielded from $150 to >4-30
per ton. These results are encouraging. As some of the veins are owned by
men of wealth in Xew York, it is expected that measures will be taken for their
development. The district is in the midst of a good agricultural and grazing
country, and offers inducements to those wishing a free and independent home.

OR GOLD CANOX DISTRICT.-Gold Canon district, Lander county, better
known as Egan Canon, is one of the farthest east of Xevada, being 165 miles from
Austin. It was organized in 1863, and native gold showing plainly in the quartz
of some of the veins first discovered, gave it the name of Gold Canon. It lies
upon the great trans-continental highway where passes daily the overland mail
stage, and is connected with the world by two lines of telegraph. A small mill
erected in the year 1864, by Mr. John O'Dougherty, met with success. It i
,-igain in operation, reducing ore which returns about $1*50 to the ton. A mill of
increased capacity is in process of construction which it is expected will add to
the product of bullion. It is favorably located for accessibility, and tlu- abund-
ance of wood and water give it some advantage.

KIXSLEV DISTRICT.-The Kinsley district", Lander county, is i ** '

for i; > massive lodes of copper-bearing ore. It is in the Antelope range of moan-
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tains near the eastern border of the State, 45 miles northeast of Egan and 200
miles from Austin. The lodes are large, and ore is represented as being upon
the surface which shows by assay from 35 to 50 per cent, of copper, and from
860 to $100 per ton in silver. The district is but little known; its distance from
the centre of population and a market render the copper mines valueless for the
present. The Pacific railroad now in course of construction is expected to pass
through this neighborhood, when the ores may be transported to market. The
Kinsley may then become a valuable mining district.

YREKA DISTRICT.-Yreka district, Lander county, is about 75 miles northeast
of Austin. Reports of silver-bearing veins have been made j but it is almost
entirely undeveloped, and its value is unknown. It is surrounded by a good
agricultural and grazing country.

BATTLE MOUNTAIN DISTRICT.-Battle Mountain is a copper-bearing hill,
situated about 70 miles north of Austin and is probably in Humboldt county. ± «/ *

In 1866 it was formed into a mining district bearing that name. It is an igneous
formation, and through the eruptive rocks are veins of quartz associated with red "
oxide of copper. The ore is brilliantly red and very beautiful. The district
borders upon the valley of the Humboldt river, which will soon be traversed by
the creat Pacific railroad, when its ores will find a market. o /

The district derives its name from the range of hills or mountains containing
the cupriferous veins. In these hills a battle was fought in the summer of 1857
between some Indians and a government expedition under the superintendence
of John Kirk, enjjaijcd in the survey of a road bearing the name of the FortO O t* O

Kearney wagon road, Pacific division. It is a low range of hills of about 12
miles in length by five in breadth, fronting on Reese River valley on the east,
and terminating in the valley of the Humboldt on the north. At the southern^ t 

end is Copper canon, where the Troy and other copper veins are found; and at
the northern end is Long canon, where the Trojan, President, Mayflower, Blue
Bell, Capitol, Henrietta, Fanny, Morning Star, and others lie.

There are but few companies formed for operating in Battle Mountain district.
The principal are the Emerson and the Austin companies. These are unincor-
porated.

The Emerson Company.-The Emerson Company is composed of General
W. S. Rosecrans, G. W. Emerson, William Plumhof, and others. The company
owns the Morning Star, Henrietta, Surprise, Fanny, President, Trojan and Cap-
itol ledges, and extensions on some others. Upon those named, the location
upon each is from 1,400 to 1,600 feet, and the veins are from 10 to 30 feet in
width. All are developed to the extent of a cut of from 5 to 10 feet in depth
crossing the vein from side to side. By this means the width of each vein has
been ascertained, and the character of the ore shown. The gangue is quartz and
spar intermixed with nodules and numerous veins of red oxide of copper. These
veins are of various thicknesses, from a narrow filament to several inches through,
and run irregularly through the mass of the vein. They contain native copper;
also considerable silver. The mass of the rock will require crushing and con-
centrating for profitable mining and exportation. This set of mines is at the
northern end of Battle mountain, in the neighborhood of Long canon. The
surveyed route of the Pacific railroad passes about two and a half miles north
from the locations, and as this great road is expected to be completed to this point
before the close of another year it enhances the prospective value of the property.

The Austin Company.-The Austin Company owns the Troy, Mayflower,
Blue Bell, and other veins in the district, some of which are at Copper canon
and others at Long canon. The developments on the Troy consist of an exca-
vation some 12 feet in width and about 15 feet in depth, showing the size and
character of the vein. It is estimated that one-fourth of the vein is composed of
red oxide of copper having 40 per cent, of metal.
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Upon other claims some work has "been done, the general aim being merel
hold possession of the pro :he railroad

DISTRICT.-liavenswood, Lander county, situated but 15 miles
£ ** /

northwest from Austin, was one of the earliest districts organized in the Reese
River country, having been formed in the first year of the discoverv of silver here.m f O - " * * * ' 4
It is in the same range as Battle mountain, though the latter is almost separated
by a low depression, yet it is the northern terminus of the Shoshone mountains.
The veins of liavenswood, which were located for silver, bein<r found rich onlv
in copper, disappointed the locators, and as a consequence the district has been
abandoned. It contains veins which assay as high as 40 to 50 per cent, of copper,
and contains silver and ffold. The district is well situated for economical work-

- < %^ -*- jt * .*. ^_ bordering on the valley of the Reese river, and is tolerably well supplied 1
h timber. Like many others it awaits the coining of the railroad, cheap tra

"nation and subsistence.

BIG CHEEK DISTEICT.-The Big Creek district, Lander county, was 1
"ganized in the Toiyabee mountains, and it seemed likely at one time to

ipse everything else. A village was built, with post, express and telegraph
ces connecting with Austin, with schools, courts, stores and mills, and its o / / / /

prosperity and stability seemed beyond a doubt. Veins were found appearing
full of metal, but upon further trial their value consisted in copper, which wa:
not profitable to work, and interest in the district died away. Now no attentior
is paid to the mines. It is situated on the western slope of the Toiyabee moun
tains, twelve miles south of Austin. The creek is a small mountain stream
affording sites for water or steam-power mills. It flows through a deep c 7

h are some good farms and gardens. If the district has not proved
m ", it has furnished pleasant homes for the husbandman.
WASHIXGTOX DISTRICT.-South of Austin 28 miles, in Nye county, and

the western slope of the Toiyabee, is Washington district, organized in 1863, th
"I the subsequent year the scene of busy operations. The mineral -

tiferons galena, abundant in quantity. None who have examined the mines with
decide that they possess value. The veins are fr

1 regular in their formation. Attemuts have been made

luce the ores, but owing to want of skill on the part of the operators they
have not been successful. A great number of veins were located, a pretty vil
was built, and hopes of prosperity were entertained, but the district following the
usual course has become almost deserted. Its mineral resources, however, ma\
yet be advantageously developed.

MAIIYSVILLE DISTRICT.-South of Washington about 15 miles, in Xye county,
is Marysvilte district, organized in the same year and possessing many simila]1 * . " -*-r * O » JO*

characteristics. r\ umerous claims were here located, and great expectations were
once entertained. It is now entirely deserted except by a few fanners who
tivate the soil of the valleys, irrigating it by the streams which run down from
the mountain. The district is well watered and timbered, and offers advantages
to the settler.

THE TOYABEE MOUNTAINS.-On the eastern slope of the Toiyabee, and
south of Austin, were organized dining the summer of 1863 a number of districts,
covering that side of the mountain almost continuously for a distance of 75 miles.1
Throughout its southern extent the mountain rises from the valley of Reese river^"^ i

on the west and Smoky valley on the east, and attains an altitude of 2,000 to
/ feet above them. From valley to valley throuh the base of '

he distance is from 7 to 10 miles. From its hih peaks and through its d
hasmed sides run many streams of water affording good sites for mills.

SMOKY VALLEY DISTEICT. - Of the numerous districts oranized on the (-astern

slope of the mountain that of Smoky Valley was among the iirst. It is in Lander
county, 12 miles south of Austin, and includes what were once the busy little
hamlets of Geneva and Clinton. Throuh it run in deep canons Birch and
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Willow creeks and several smaller rivulets, all of which are lost in the vallev.*j'

There have been many locations of mines made in the district, but they have
been generally neglected until the present year. Latterly labor has been prose-
cuted upon the Smoky Valley ledge, which has developed, at the depth of 200V "
feet, a lode or series of veins 50 feet in thickness, of which about 20 feet contain/

pay streaks of ore. Average specimens assay $60 to $150 per ton. The upper
part of the lode has proved quite barren, but the results obtained from below
o o o "/ o / p-ive encouragement to the miners. In this district the lodes are generally lar^e,
and exhibit themselves in some instances for miles in length upon the surface.
They are situated conveniently for mining, and the district possesses advan-
tages of wood, water, and arable land for cany ing on cheaply extensive opera-
tions.

SANTA FE .DISTRICT.-South of Smoky Valley district, in the same county,
is that of Santa Fe, IS miles from Austin. It is composed of high peaks, pre-
cipitous ridges, and deep, rocky canons. The bare rocks of the ridges and canons
expose to view the white ledges of quartz in great numbers. A feature in the
mineralogy of the district is the presence of gold in considerable quantities in
some of the veins. Notwithstanding the undoubted value of the veins, however,
in both £old and silver, no successful mining has vet been carried on. ^ / O */

UXKER HILL AND SUMMIT DISTRICTS.-Bunker Hill and Summit districts,
Lander county, occupy both sides of Big Smoky creek, and are 20 miles south
of Austin. Ore paying from fifty to some hundreds of dollars per ton has been
mined; but the veins have been found broken and irregular, and but little success
has attended mining operations. This is generally attributed to improper man-
agement, ana lack of scientific knowledge of the business of mining and the
reduction of ores. The stream is one of the largest flowing out of this moun- O O

tain range, and affords wrater-power sufficient for a number of extensive mills.
Some failures have retarded progress in what appears a superior district. This
cannot long continue, for where nature has done so much by offering' valuable
minerals, building material, and inexpensive power, a pleasant climate and a rich
soil, man will sooner or later take advantage of it and reap the reward.

BLUE SPRINGS DISTRICT.-Blue Springs district, in Nye county, 30 miles
south of Austin, is so named from a number of deep springs or ponds which lie
in the valley at the foot of the mountains. It contains veins of quartz of large
size, reputed to be rich in silver, but developments upon them are so slight that
their value is not really known.

SMOKY VALLEY SALT FIELD.-Near Blue Springs, in the great Smoky valley,
is an extensive field of 2,000 acres of salt lands, from which is obtained most
of the salt used in Eastern Nevada both for domestic purposes and the reduction
of ores. Upon this salt field, as upon some others with which the State abounds,
the salt rises as an efflorescence, half an inch or more in thickness, upon the
surface of the ground, from which it is p-atheredi A slight rain drives the salt O .' o O

beneath the surface, but under the influence of the sun it soon reappears. Hun-
dreds of tons are obtained from this field annually, and the supply coming from
deep springs seems to be inexhaustible. It is furnished for the use of the mills
at from $30 to $50 per ton. When it is knowrn that salt in large quantities is
essential to the reduction of silver ores, the beneficence of a Divine Providence.
in furnishing it in such vast deposits and at convenient localities throughout the
country can be appreciated. i " -i

NORTH TWIN RIVER DISTRICT.-Forty miles south of Austin, in Nye county,
is the North Twin River district. Although this region was examined and many
claims located early in the settlement of the country, it was not considered of t/ «/ 7

importance until recently, when work upon some of the veins has proved them
to be of large size and great value. Deep canons, with running streams, open
to the plain, offering access to the mines and sites for reduction mills.-L , / O " % _

Tlie La Plata Mining Company, owning mines in this district, is organized
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nnder the laws of Pennsylvania, Its chief stockholders are residents of Heading.
This company owns the Twin Ophirs, the William Bigler, and other veins sit-
uated in Park canon. Some of the veins are large, and have shown bodies of
good pay ore. Work upon one of the Twin Ophirs has developed a chimney or
mass of ore of a very singular character, being chiefly iron and resembling steel,
but containing from -^70 to 8150 per ton in silver. A mill is in cour.-e of con-O " Jl "

truction, which, in a few months, will probably add something to the stream of
bullion alreadv beinnnin^ to flow from the districts bordering the Smokv vallev."r - O *- *
It is mainly built of stone, with furnaces and chimney stack of brick. TheseW * «/ ^
materials are conveniently obtained in the neighborhood, it will contain 10 «. CJ

stamps of about 700 pounds each, crashing the rock dry and in a condition for
roasting. The property of the company is managed by G. B. Montgomery.

The Buckeye Mining Company is a New York company, and, under the super-
intendence of Mr. Stephen Kidd, is developing the Buckeye mine, situated in
Summit canon. The vein was discovered and located in 1865. The claim

consists of 1,400 feet of the lode running north from the canon. The vein is
encased in limestone, and, although it sometimes narrows down to a mere clay i
seam in the rock, it appears to be a true fissure vein. Its general width is five
feet, occasionally reaching to seven. It has been developed by an incline fol-
lowing the dip of the ledge, which is westerly 65°, to the depth of 100 feet, and
"by different levels several hundred feet north and south. From these excava-
tions a quantity of ore has been taken which has yielded, at the Austin mills,
$106 per ton. The company has located, under the laws of Nevada, 800 acres
of woodland, mill-sites, &c. Neither lands nor mines are entered under any law
of Congress, nor are any lands or mines throughout this region. The lands are
Tinsurveyed, and there is no land office in eastern Nevada. The laws of the
United States give permission to occupy the mines subject to the local rules of
miners. Survey and purchase appears to them a useless expense, serviceable
only to the surveyors and land officers.

In Summit canon are other claims, as the Scottish Chief, which is an extension
of the Buckeye south of the canon. This has been but slightly developed,«/ ^ O v IT 7

having a shaft 40 feet in depth " its real worth is therefore known only from the
greater explorations on the Buckeye. A short distance to the southwest is the
Canada vein. This appears on the surface to be about nine feet in width, but
the explorations upon it are not sufficient, it being encased in limestone, to
determine its extent and character. From the surface several tons of ore have
been taken, which give promise of worth. / O J

RIVER DISTRICT.-The Twin River district. Nve countv, is 50 miles /*/*.*

south of Austin, on the eastern slope of the Toiyabee range, and is at present
regarded as one of the most important districts south of Austin. It receives its
name from two pretty streams on the southern border, which, flowing through
deep and rugged canons, enter the valley near each other, and continuing parallel
for some miles sink in the pjain. The characteristics of the district are its rug-
gedness, high and precipitous mountains, deep canons, and its geological forma-
tion being granite and slate, while the districts north of it are of limestone. The
principal mines are situated in Ophir canon. These were discovered in 1863 by
S. Boulerond and a party of Frenchmen, who located several veins, but did not
publish to the world their discovery nor do much towards developing their prop-
erty. The year following the canon was entered by George II. Willard and
others, ledges located, a district formed, and laws made. From that date the
district has been somewhat noted. In entering the canon from Smokv vallev, 7* t *" /
one feels almost forbidden to advance, so towering and precipitous are the rocks
on either side, which appear to close the narrow pass ; but winding along at the
base of the cliffs is now a well-constructed road. Following this a mile or more
the narrow gorge of granite is passed and a canon of more gently sloping sides, a
slate formation, is reached. The granite is generally barren of soil, but upgn
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the summits of the ridges a few low and dwarfed piiion trees are found, which are
out for fuel and with great labor brought to the brink of the precipice and
tumbled into the canon below, whence it is hauled to its place of consumption.
Fuel is difficult to obtain, and costs about $10 per cord. At the present date a
mill is in operation, and a village called Toivabee, of 300 inhabitants, has been "i- / O *. / 7
bunt. .

The Ophir.-The first vein noticed in passing up the canon is the Ophir.
This was discovered and claimed by S. Boulerond and Company in 1863, and
is still owned by the same parties. It is a large vein, showing chiefly white
quartz, but deposks of good ore have been found in it. The claim consists of
2,400 feet along the ledge. A shaft has been sunk to the depth of 60 feet, from
which a small quantity of ore was obtained, worth at the rate of $500 per ton.
The developments upon the mine are very slight.

The Orphee, Central Favorite, and numerous other claims have been slightly
developed., but have not yet been productive.

The Murpliy is the only developed and productive mine in this neighborhood,
and its success has given celebrity to the district. It wras located by G. IT.
Willard, John Murphy, Jo. Patty, and others, in 1864, and is 1,000 feet in length.
Its course is north and south, dipping to the east at an angle of 46°, and the
lode is about 20 feet in thickness. It has been developed by an incline 130 feet
in depth, from which levels have been run and ore extracted, worth about $130
per ton. It appears from the working that the ore is not continuous throughout
the vein, but exists in chimneys of one to seven feet in thickness, and from 100
to 150 feet broad, with nearly a.corresponding interval of barren rock. These
chimneys are inclined, having a dip to the north of about 30°. Although much t/ / O A O

valuable ore has been extracted, a map of the mine, showing its whole size and
the excavations made, indicate that but a small portion is touched. There are
41 men employed in the mine, working eight hours each, at $4 per day, and
keeping up the labor without intermission. The miners are usually natives of
Cornwall, England. The hoisting of water and ore is done by steam power.

TJie Murphy Mill, belonging to the Twin River Mining Company, is a
substantial structure of stone, having 20 stamps and corresponding machinery,
driven by an etaffine of 95 horse-power. The ore is brought from the mine, aV O X O IT
few hundred feet distant, in cars. The first process is to pass it through a
Blake's rock breaker, which will in a few hours break sufficient rock into frag-
ments of less than a cubic inch in size to supply the stamps for 24 hours. This
effects a saving of $2 per ton in the cost of crushing the ore. From the breake
the ore is placed upon a largo pan or dryer, which is heated by the gases passing
from the roasting furnaces to the smoke-stack, and is thoroughly dried. It is
then ready for the stamps. Of these there are 20, weighing 850 pounds each,
and the}7 crush 16 tons per day fine enough to pass through a No. 60 screen, or
a screen with 3,600 holes to the square inch. Flailing from the screens into a
tight bin, it is removed into cars standing on a track passing over the tops of the
roasting furnaces, and is thus transported to the furnaces, of which there are
eight, capable of roasting 16 tons in 24 hours. Seven to nine hundred pounds
of ore mixed with a certain .quantity of salt, according to the composition of
the ore, varying from eight to fifteen per cent., constitutes a charge, and this is
roasted from five to seven hours, being constantly stirred. It is then taken to
the amalgamating room, in which are six pans taking one ton of the roasted
pulp, now mixed with water, at a charge. Here the silver, which in the furnaces
was changed from its native condition to a chloride, is again changed to metallic7 O ^ O "

silver, and is amalgamated with quicksilver. The pulp is agitated and ground
by revolving iron mullers for about six hours, when it is drawn off into settlers,
of which there are six, where more water is added, and, after several hours'
Ugitation, the quicksilver bearing the silver is drawn off, the pulp allowed to run
to waste, and the silver taken out. This, after being strained and pressed in
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leather bags, xhansting the quicksilver as far as possible, is placed
retort, and the remaining quicks pelled by heat. T tie b
remaining is then taken to the sn 1 m d ru:' Ited
ingots, readv for the assaver and f< mm The estab s ver\

1 1 The officers of th "J
char_ :1 carrying on the -works, are Ii. B. Canfield, general a<rent; II. M
Grant, bookkeeper; II. Richards, mining suj: 1 Charles V si
a } an o Jlonroe, engineer. In working the mill at full cap

d. Besides those in the mine and mill are blac-*-

1 wood pp -m^r -^ ^^f ^^" " -^ ^^~- d in h/

tons of ore were milled, p cng 36,865. T f tl
8100 per toi t the pres he mill is working to its full capacity, and
better results than former! v 'btained

The McD The Murphy and McDonald are loc i b
lod he first extend ig from the canon northwardly and latter soutl

f It is anticipated that the} f eq .1 ,1 t IcDonald i
>lop \. Prepara .king, he superintendence of John II

o for Xew York y orations lop
mine.

Tkese mines constitute the basis of support to a busy and prosperous little
village, called Toiyabee City, of about 300 inhabitants. This place is connected
with Austin by a tri-weekly stage, carrying the United States mail once a week.
The distance is 55 miles, and the time of passage about nine hours. From the'
valley to the town is about two and a half miles aloncr the canon, and through"f O f O

this distance a road has been constructed at a cost of about 86,000. The work
has been very heavy, and tinder the circumstances a good road is constructed,
although its grade at some places is as great as 10°. The road continues
through this canon over the summit of the Toiyabee mountain, and forms a con-
venient avenue for summer travel, but the passage is generally impeded by snow
during the winter.*

The books of the county assessor, according to the Silver Bend Reporter, give the fol-
lowing returns of bullion and yield per ton of the mines of ilye county for the quarter ending
September 30, made under oath. The amounts are for coin:

Amount

Murohv Mine 
Belmont Company 
Transylvania, 1 
Belraont Comoanv 
Transylvania, 2 

Name. " ^"- p . ̂ ^^^^^^ ^^f ^f Tons. ^^^* ^"^ ^^^^ ^*r ^f Gross. ^^"^r * ̂^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ per ton. t

Twin River Cornnanv.......... * i « » i^ » * X* » ̂ ^ ^f 1 * 4 \J \Jr »-* 9 * " ̂  " w " " * " > 800 r* f\ t*\ $107,544 00 *H /"V "** ff i A f*\S^ $j . i , " f^ 143 43
> 736 f*, m~-* f^t 28, 800 88 f^s* \ r^ ̂ y* r*\ ̂\ 39 33 r^f** r±f*±

> 21 f*\ ~+ 837 06 t~\ r\*+* f\ f% 39 86 f** s\ **^ j^

IH
Following are the returns of small lots of ore from this county, worked at mills in the

vicinity of Austin, and forwarded by the assessor of Lander county. "We merely give the
number of pounds of ore worked and the gross product:

Gross yield.
Indian Jim, Hot Creek district 
Old Dominion do , 
Gazelle ....do 

Desert Queen, Reveille district 
\VildRose do 
North America do 

Pounds. 
1,915 $90 80
3,630 206 24

11,314 753 30
3,083 474
2,277 149 69
1 17" i, n~ 68 75

Manhattan do 2,639 292 01
Lord Byron do 
Button do 

Regan do 

106
8 84

2,792 30 6?
Lexington do 2,764 235 00
Peta, Union district 1,971 68 46
Holman, Union district 2, 031 295 )54

Th<* books of the county assessor show the following annual product of two of the leading
m ines of Nye county; From October 1 to December 31, 18GG, the Jiuel mill (now the Bel-

27

riv
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SOUTH TWIN RIVER, HOT SPRINGS, EL DORADO, AND PEA VINE DISTRICTS.
The districts of South Twin River, Hot Springs, El Dorado, and Peavine, all
in Nye county, continue in the order in which they are named to near where the
mountain, which we have traced for 150 miles, falls away into the plain. Although
but slightly explored, the opinion is expressed that the mines in the southern
part of the Toiyabee range will equal those of other parts, and that this exten-
sive country offers an inviting field to the explorer and the capitalist.

SMOKY VALLEY.-The great Smoky valley, traversed by Fremont in 1845,
who mapped Big Smoky creek and Twin rivers, is worthy of special mention.
In the centre of it are found remarkable springs of boiling water, throwing a

' large and constant stream, in which meat and vegetables are readily cooked,
and tea and coffee quickly prepared for use. The basin of the spring is from 20
to 30 feet in diameter, and the fountain of boiling water rises in the centre, a
constant column ascending by its subterranean force several feet above the sur-

"

face. There arc several smaller springs in the neighborhood, one of which
furnishes cold water. The soil about them is fertile, and the climate pleasant
and healthy.

The fields of salt in the northern part of the valley have already been men-
tioned. Throughout it are found good agricultural lands. The climate is more
agreeable than g-enerallv prevails in Nevada, without extremes of heat or cold.o o «/ i *

Snow seldom falls and frosts are never severe, although there are localities where
frosts have occurred as early as September, sufficient to blight certain species of
vegetation. The valley continues, although slight elevations divide it into dif-
ferent basins, into the desert upon the southern borders of the State. In it are
other vast fields of salt, and beds of sulphur, alum, and soda, and bordering
upon it are the mountains of San Antonio and Silver Peak. These are isolated
and singular in their formation, and appear as if thrown into position by some
violent convulsion of nature. The mining districts of this region are among
the most important of the State.

SAN ANTONIO DISTRICT, comprising the mountain of that name, is situated
about 20 miles southeast of the southern terminus of the Toiyabee mountains,
and about 90 miles from Austin. Several companies are engaged in mining
here with some success, and ore is extracted which returns from reduction an
average of $200 per ton.O -L

The Liberty mine, owned by George Seitz, has been continuously worked ___ 
-

during the present year. It is, so far, the most extensively worked mine in the
$

eng an averae p - <H_ -*-* r*~f ̂-4 W Jl XV .A-* VJ%
March. 186 $33,041 39, or $59 64 per ton;

_ $6,903 02, $54 93per ton; and 676torn,
& ' $26,439 77, or $39 08 per ton. The amounts added to the

production of the quarter ending on the 30th of September, of 736 tons, yielding $28,856 88A\- -^ y*\ *~v f^ -" -m ^ " vrt* *~^k _-* & " *-* ^~» M. »~fc f~± s~\ f~* i t . "» ^^L ^^^f * ̂^* ^f m f f
33 per ton, and 21 tons, yielding $837 06-$39 86 per ton, swells the total product of

The aggregate number of tons of ore
worked is a fraction over 3,917-averaging very nearly $60 per ton. It was reduced in a *-/ *-' »r v M.
10- stamp mill, at best but an inferior one, by the wet crushing process, by which it is not
claimed that more than about 65 per imed that more than about 65 per cent, of the silver is saved. In connection with the fact
that the mine from which the ore was obtained is practically inexhaustible, and can be made
to furnish almost any amount of ore, the above figures will furnish a basis upon which to
estimate its great value. " » * ^f~~^ m * ̂  " * . . _ _ A ** . _ _ _ _ - -_ ^ Murohv mine, of the Twin River
Com. >r, has yielded as
follows : first quarter-6264 tons, averaging $ se^ond quarter
1,161-J- tons, averaging $84 18 per ton, $97,775 08 f third quarter-804^ tons, averaging

94 per ton, $74,863 17; fourth quarter-800 tons, averaging $134 43 per ton, $
uivmJUfi. $363,190 21 in coin in a twelvemonth. The aggregate quantity of ore
worked is 3,393^ tons, and the average yield per ton a fraction over $107. W «<
that the Murphy mine is now in a condition to supply ore for another mill of equal capacity
as the one in use, a number of levels having already 
feet in length along the vein, and for a depth of near 200 feet a compact mass of solid ore 

Iready been run which disclose hundreds of

eoine 10 or 12 feet thick.
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district, and bids fair to be remunerative. A depth of 200 feet has been reached
and no water obtained. The mountain is dry, barren, and broken. A few miles
to the northwest are the Indian springs, where two small quartz mills have been
constructed. As more vigorous work is now prosecuted upon the mines of this
district than formerly; they will probably soon take the rank in public esteem
to which their value entitles them.

SILVER PEAK, RED MOUNTAIN, PALMETTO, LIDA, AND EDMONTON DIS-
TRICTS.-The districts of Silver Peak, Red Mountain, Palmetto, Lida, and * *

Edmonton comprise the southwestern part of the territory which has been pros-
pected by people who have made Austin their base of operations.

Silver Peak and Red Mountain are contiguous, lying about 150 miles south
by west from Austin. Silver Peak is a small, precipitous mountain, through
which, lying at a low angle, cuts the Vanderbilt vein, cropping on all sides.
The value of this vein has been very highly estimated. Other good veins exist
in the district.

In the valley skirting the eastern base of the mountain is an extensive salt
field, covering an area of 30 square miles, and capable of furnishing an unlimited
supply of salt,

The Red Mountain district, a few miles east of Silver Peak, is distinguished
for its production of gold.

Great Salt Basin Company.-The mines of these two districts are chiefly
owned by a single company, the Great Salt Basin G. & S. M. Company, organ-
ized b S. 13. Martin and John AY. Harker. The have alread a mill of 10

stamps, which has produced considerable bullion. The company is about to
erect two other mills of greatly increased capacity. Mining is to be earned on
systematically. The superintendent is Mr. J. E. Clayton, a competent mining
engineer, and the nominal capital 83,000,000. The company owns many mines
in these districts, the principal of which are the Vanderbilt, Pocatillo, and Sisson.
The bullion obtained at the mill from the Vanderbilt ore is worth $2 per ounce,
while that of Red Mountain is chiefly gold.

The developments in Palmetto district have proved several of the veins to be
large and valuable. Gold-bearing quartz is also found, which indicates an abun-
dance of that metal. The district derives its name from a species of date tree,
which was mistaken by the discoverers for the palmetto.

COLUMBUS, VOLCANO, CLARENDON, PARADISE, PILOT, MAMMOTH, UNION,
AND NORTH UNION DISTRICTS.-These districts are generally classed as
belonging to eastern Nevada or Reese river, although they are in the western
half of the State. Each has peculiarities, which to describe in detail would be
beyond the limits of this report.

Clarendon district contains silver-bearing veins, the character of the ore
being the same as that of Silver Bend, southeast of Austin. It has a pleasant
village of about 80 inhabitants, with families, a school, and church society,
indications of the respectability and good order of the community.

Volcano district is peculiar in its formation, and is supposed to possess quick-
silver and coal mines, as well as gold, copper, and silver, but is most familiarly
known from its i<>>sils, which are rare and beautiful.

Paradise district receives its name from its pleasant location, and its abundant
wood, water, and vegetation.

Tin e are situated from 90 to 150 miles southwest of Austin.
Mammoth district is situ; «."<! 65 miles southwest of Austin, and its condi-

tion is promising. The Mount Vernon Company are prosecuting an extensive
of works, which will develop the mines and prove the value of the dis-

trict. The Hamilton Gold and Silver Mining Company have several excellent^

mines in this distrit . but they are not yet developed to any considerable extent.
Union district lies on the western slope of the Shoshone mountains, the tirst

range west of Reese river, and is about 55 miles southwesterly from Austin.
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It contains ledges of undoubted value and facilities for the reduction of ore, such
as an abundance of wood and water. The district was early brought into notice,
yet its progress has been slow and its production of bullion slight. It is inter-
esting from the beauty and abundance of geodes, valuable to the jeweller and
lapidary, found in it. Chalcedory, agate, jasper, and other precious stones also
abound. . "

North Union district is almost entirely undeveloped, but is favorably regarded
by those who are acquainted with its mines and resources.

NEW PASS DISTEICT lies almost directly west of Austin, 25 miles distant. It
has been organized two years and is yet undeveloped. Mineralogists and engineers
have given it a partial examination and have pronounced favorable opinions
respecting its resources. The predominant metal is gold. The veins are numer-
ous and well situated for rainins'.

We may now turn to that portion of Nevada southeast from Austin. This -�
until within the past year was to the general public a terra incognita, and believed
to be, as it was represented upon the maps, an inhospitable desert, treeless and
verdureless, and barely subsisting the few miserable Indians who wandered over
its barren plains. But the prospector at last ventured upon its exploration, and
the results have been unexpectedly important. A country of vast extent has
been unveiled to the world; the rocks seamed with veins of silver, and the valleys
abounding in valuable grasses. Not repelling the explorer, it invited him on,
until at last the chorography of the country has been made known. The west-
ern slope of the mountain bordering Smoky valley on the east had been slightly
explored, and the districts of Jefferson, Manhattan and Santa Clara formed.

Under the general belief prevailing that silver-bearing ledges found elsewhere
than in the Toiyabee were exceptional, little attention was paid to the discoveries
reported to have been made in these districts until subsequent to the discovery
of the ledges of Silver Bend. Since then more attention has been paid to them,
and they are now found to be of some importance. Little, however, has been
done towards the development of any mine in them.

SILVER BEXD.-A section of country southeast of Austin bears the general
name of Silver Bend. It was first entered by prospectors at an early day in the
settlement of eastern Nevada, but no discoveries of mineral were made until
October, 1865, when ledges cropping out in massive proportions and showing sil-
ver-bearing ore were found. But little work was done, or attention paid to these,
until May, 1866,-when Dr. William Geller, now general agent of the Combi-
nation S. M. Company of New York, was attracted by the statement, and paid
the locality a visit. He was at once convinced of its worth, and purchased the
interest of the locators of the Highbridge ledge, being 3,000 feet in length, for
the sum of $24,000 in currency. Soon afterwards work was commenced under
the superintendence of L. B. Moore, who is now carrying on the company's
operations. Mr. D. E. Buel and others subsequently visited the district, and
reports of its wealth were published in the Reese River Reveille, with descrip-
tions of the mines and surrounding country. From that time it began to attract
attention from all parts of the State. People gathered in the vicinity; the terra
incognita of the southeast was explored and many districts organized. The town
of Belmont was built, which is now a flourishing village and the shire town of
Nve county. The following particulars of the mines have been obtained chiefly
from Mr. J. E. Moloney of Belmont. He says of the

PHILADELPHIA DISTRICT.-This district, erroneously called " Silver Bend/'
is situated about 85 miles south by east from Austin, on the eastern slope of the
Smoky range of mountains, in the county of Nye. The principal mines, as yet
developed, are situated down towards the eastern base of the mountain, near
Monitor valley. It was organized in 1865 with laws similar to those of Reese River
district. The facilities for building are good, the preferred material being stone,
but brick of a fine quality is made in the neighborhood. Fire-wood exists in such
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abundance that mills are furnished with fuel at the rate of $4 50 per cord. Tim-
ber suitable for purposes of building exists in the surrounding hills, and several
saw-mills find profitable employment and a good market for their products. The
better quality of lumber, however, is brought from the Sierra Nevada, near y.50
miles distant. A more convenient source of supply would be the White Pine
range of mountains, lying about 75 miles to the east. There a species of fir treei ^

grows from which an excellent quality of lumber could be obtained. Elsewhere
throughout the State, with slight exceptions, the forests are of pifion, cedar or juni-
per, mountain mahogany and cottonwood, with a few other varieties, all of a
dwarfish character, and although excellent for fuel, make very poor lumber. It,
however, answers many purposes, and in the district and neighborhood are five
saw-mills engaged in its manufacture. Water is found in quantities sufficient
to supply the demand, through the medium of natural springs, some of which
furnish considerable streams of water. Already water has been obtained in mines
and wells, and there can be no doubt that deep mining will supply an abund-
ance of the element for a large population and an unlimited amount of steam
machinery.

The geological formation is of slate, with a stratification running north and
south and dipping to the east at a high angle, and the veins follow the stratifi-
cation. A large number of veins have been discovered and located, the principal
of which are the Transylvania, Highbridge, El Dorado, and Achilles.

In the district is the village of Belmont, the shire town of Nve county. It is / V V
situated in or about the centre of the mineral belt, on a flat through which flows / o

a stream of water. At this point a spur of mountains branches off from the
Smoky range and trends to the southeast, dividing the valley into two part
that on the north called Monitor, and that on the south called Ralston valley.
In this spur, and east of the town, are the principal mines of the district. The
site opens out southward into Ralston valley, presenting a fine view of the
country south, and the range of mountains in which are the districts of Manhat-
tan, Argentoro and others. Though this place is scarcely a year old, it presents
the appearance of a well-established centre of trade, having substantial stone
and brick fire-proof buildings, and many good frame ones. A weekly mail route
is established from Austin to this place, and is extended on to Pahranagat.
Between Belmont and Austin the mail is carried in a four-horse stage, which
runs bi-weekly, and carries Wells, Fargo & Company's express ever}' trip. The
express, therefore, does the chief letter-carrying, its superior convenience entirely
eclipsing the weekly mail. A weekly newspaper, the " Silver Bend Reporter/7
is published, and is evidence of the enlightened state of society peopling this
distant frontier. Banks, assay offices, schools, &c., are established, with other
institutions and business that go to make up a flourishing town.

The Combination Gold and Silver Mining Company, already spoken of, is a
New York organization, owning mines and other property in different parts of
«-astern Nevada. In Philadelphia district it has a claim of 3,000 feet upon
the Transylvania ledge, which is so developed as to leave no doubt of its
worth. This is the most northerly portion of the vein yet developed. An
incline has-been sunk on the ledge to a depth of 170 feet, where it shows a width
of 22 feet inside of casings, with a large body of ore. It is estimated that the
vein will average by the wet proofs of working, $150 per ton. This seems a
very high estimate and needs the corrobi.ration of thorough trial. The vein i
pierced by two tunnels at a depth of 1^0 feet, and separated by a distance of 700
feet, from the termini of which levels have been run north and south, in all al>out
800 feet, thus to some extent proving the ledge and preparing it for mining.

The company have in course of construction a mill of 40-staini) capacity. tamp capacity. It
is rapidly approaching completion, and will soon be in operation. 1'. >r the better
working of the mine a perpendicular shaft is sunk, which will pierce the ledge
at a depth of GOO feet. The sinking is now in progress.
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Bclmont Silver Mining Company is composed of Messrs. J. A. McDonald.
J. W. Gashwiler and 8. M. Buck. The mining property lies south of the Com-

^_ ^^^_ -- _ ^_^^_ Hii^bL ^H__^^.^^ ^^_^_ '

bination Company's and joins it, being on the same ledge. It was formerly
known as Buel's Highbridge, having been owned and developed by Mr. D. E.
Buel. This gentleman, when attention was first drawn to the district, purchased
the location, 300 feet, for the sum of $9,000. This was in June, 1866, and he
immediately commenced the erection of a 10-stamp mill, putting it into operation
on the 1st of September following. The mill was prepared only for wet crush-
ing, or working ores without roasting, and was expected to save only 60 per cent.
of the silver contained in the ore. It was very incomplete, having for some
months only the machinery standing, without roof or enclosing building; yet in
about seven months it turned out upwards of $100,000 in bullion. The oresA /

worked were chiefly from or near the surface. Since it has gone into the posses-
sion of its present owners, extensive developments have been undertaken under
the direction of S. M. Buck, civil and mining engineer. The results are said to
be satisfactory. At the present time the company is constructing a 20-stamp
mill which they hope to have in operation before the close of the year. The
same parties are also owners of a claim of 400 feet, known as the Wood & Buel
mine, on the Transylvania No. 1, a parallel vein to the Transylvania No. 2, or
Highbridge, and 100 feet from it. There is some difference of opinion respect-
ing these veins-whether they are really two distinct veins, or one a break from
the other. Their parallel course and great similarity of gangue and ore impress
many with the .belief that explorations will prove them to be but one lode. Upon
the claim last mentioned some work has been done, and a depth of 75 feet
attained on it, where it is found to be from six to ten feet in width. The ore
taken out has been reduced at the mill, and is said to have produced from $70
to $100 per ton. A less return is given in the report published by the assessor.

The McAleer Company is a company formed in Frederick City, Maryland,
and has been previously mentioned as^ the Continental, owning property in the
Cortez district. Its mining property was the location of Moore and Martin, and
comprises 153 feet on the great Transylvania vein, next south of the Wood and

uel location. Since it has been the property of the McAleer Company it has
been under the management of D. T. Elmore, who has prosecuted work on the
mine to the depth of 140 feet, at which depth the vein is from 6 to 10 feet in
width, nearly the entire body being ore estimated to be worth from $60 to $130
per ton. Developments are still going on in preparation for a mill of 20 stamp
capacity, now in course of construction, and which it is expected will be in ope-
ration this year. The mine, though less in length of vein than the others, is none
the less valuable in proportion, and like the others is well situated for working.

The Silver Bend Company owns the next location south on the vein, and is
locally known as the Childs and Canfield. The claim extends 2,000 feet along
the vein, and the developments show it to be similar in size and quality of ore
to the others previously mentioned. An incline shaft has been sunk to the depth
of 115 feet, and a level run 150 feet along the vein, proving it permanent and
valuable throughout. At a point 800 feet south of the incline mentioned another
was sunk to the depth of 105 feet, and levels run north and south, from which
100 tons of ore worked at the Belmont mill (wet process) yielded $91 per ton.

These mines are all on one ledge, and produce good ores.
Most writers stop when the mines of the Transylvania are described, not

thinking that others are worthy of note, but an examination reveals the fact that
others of a promising character exist.

The El Dorado lies about 1,000 feet west of the Transylvania, and parallel
to it. This vein was discovered in the early settlement of the place. It is now
owned by Leon, Mullen, Singleterry, and Brown. An incline shaft has been
sunk upon it to a depth of 70 feet, developing a vein 8 to 10 feet in width, from
which pay ore is obtained.
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The Independence and Arizona he El Dorado, and are supposed
to be on the same vein. They a: h developed, b El
Dorado vein are esteemed valuabl

North c Imont one mile is the Silver Champion, which has produced g
>od ore. It has lately been purchased by T. F. White for an eastern comp \
d work will probably be commenced up
Adjoining this is the Silver Queen, upon which developments are progressing. V
North of Bel is :1 Sil Cord, Magnolia, and other veins,

lieast, near the Silver enc o pany s mine, is lie Acl These 1
ked to some extent and give evid f val

." est of Belmont is what is d the "Spanish Belt/7 wh >re numerous
ledges are found There are other veins and cl s han those mentioned whichO

P :e of value, and hich doubtl Reserve th f_ w

OFFICIAL R The official returns of Xye county have been published
he quarter ending June 30, 1867. The following list contains the nani
[nines, the amount worked, and th

Average per

Liberty, (San Antonio) 
Tentonia, (Milk Springs) 
Westtield, (Reveille) 
J.Ritter, (Reveille) 
Adriatic, (Reveille) 
Cornucopia, (Reveille) 
Wild Irishman, (Union) 
Canada, (North Twin river) 

Tons. Name of mine Lbs. ton.

Murphy, (Twin river) 
Transylvania, (Silver Bend Company).. 

805 1,000 $92 94
100 632 66 20

Transylvania No. I, (B'-lmont Company) C76 1,110 39 03
Transylvania No. 3, (Belmont Company) 125 1,330 54 93

100 208 00
1 46 56 23

1,679 408 00
1,320 101 73

940 102 32
1 1,620 611 37
2 296 26-2 89

1,748 367 76

During the quarter a considerable amount of ore from Nye county was reduced
at the mills of Austin, and not mentioned in the above returns. The mills
working were the Murphy, at Twin river, 20 stamps j the Belmont, at Belmont, ; j the Belmont, at I
10 stamps; the Rigby, at San Antonio, four stamps; and the Rutland, at Rev-
eille, five stamps. The last reduced very little ore.

NORTHUMBERLAND DISTRICT.-Sixty miles southeast of Austin is the dis-
trict of Northumberland, which from recent developments shows evidences of
value, and is attracting some attention. It lies on the eastern slope of the Smok
range, arid on both sides of the pass through which goes the road leading from
Austin to Belmont. The district was organized in June, 1866, and a number
of ledges located, few of which were tested. Those now most developed are
the Northumberland and Laclv Cummings. From these 20 or more tons of ore»

have been taken and reduced at the mills of Austin, and from 870 to -^150 per^^ ^f ^^*

ton have been obtained. Ore of this quality is reported to be abundant.
DANVILLE DISTRICT lies on the eastern slope of the Monitor range, being

the next east of the Smoky range. etween the two lies Monitor valley, similar
in its appearance and general characteristics to the Smoky valley and othei "s
in the eastern part of the State. The district lies directly east of Northumber-
land, and 80 miles distant from Austin. It was organized, in the summer of -»- - *~r - - .M- -«, ^_-m »_" w " -^^ * -f. 1J ¥ T *-* **-f *^' *- ̂̂ k. ^-^ -»"*"-* *-* V- % fc -» " ̂  *. * -" ̂-^ ̂^- » » " *" ^^J

1866, and many ledges located. Of these the Vanderbilt and Silveropolis ha\
on-s which, a>suying largely, have given some notoriety to the district.

From first-class ores of the Vanderbiit assas have been obtained ranging from
to $1,700 per ton, and from the Silveropolis as high as ̂ 300 and WO j <T

ton. The a»aver remarks that the ores are unusually free from base metals.*** V^ - ̂  - J - ---- - _ __ _ _ _ _ -- - _______ . ____ - ---- " ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^"""*l ^^^^^^^^^«

It must be observed that these assays afford no reliable indication of the value of a \vin.
Generally, the ores are selected. There is ore in every district and almost evny mine from
which high a- ys can be obtained; -but $],000 or $10,000 ore may exist in a worthless
mine. - J. 11. 13.
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The veins at the outcrop are from 20 inches to 12 feet in width. The develop-
ments are slight, and none appear to be in progress at the present time. The
district is represented to be well supplied with wood and water.

HERCULES' GATE DISTRICT is situated east of and about 150 miles distant

from Austin, in the Egan range of mountains. It receives its name from a deep
chasm cutting the mountain in two, and through which Major Simpson passed
with his exploring expedition in 1859. Silver-bearing veins of good character ,
are reported as existing, but the mineral resources of the district are little known.
Bordering on the great Steptoe valley, with numerous streams furnishing power
for mills and manufacturing and water for irrigation, it presents features of attrac-
tion and value aside from its mines. Copper ore is found in small irregular veins
running through the lime-rock or marble in some portions of the district.

HOT CREEK.-The district of Hot Creek is situated about 100 miles south-

east from Austin, in Nye county. It W7as organized in February, 1866, and is of
the usual dimensions, 20 miles square. It receives its name from a great natural
curiosity, being a stream of hot water of several hundred inches in measurement,
and running for several miles in a deep chasm through the mountains. The
stream rises from the ground in a large boiling spring at the western base of the
Hot Creek range of mountains, and runs eastward through a narrow pass and
sinks in a tule marsh in the valley east of the mountain. For several hundred
yards the water retains a high degree of heat, but being supplied by numerous
cold springs its temperature is reduced. The water is pure, and is used for culi-
nary purposes. The heat furnished by nature is highly appreciated by those
dwelling on its' banks. There is in the valleys flanking the mountains a con-
siderable amount of agricultural land, and experiments in cultivation have been
made with some success. The chasm, which in places is but a few rods wide,
offers facilities for a road through the mountain. A town has been laid out in o

the district, and is occupied by about 100 people. The geological formation is
of limestone, slate, and porphyry, all containing silver-bearing quartz. The
limestone appears chiefly on the surface. The mountain rises about 1,500 feet
above the level of the valleys, and being very precipitous, offers good opportuni-
ties for opening mines by tunnelling. The mining claims of chief notoriety
located in the district are the Indian Jim, 1,500 feet; Merrimac, 1,500 feet; Old
Dominion, 1,400 feet; Gazelle, 1,200 feet; and the Old Joe, Keystone, Hot
Creek, and Silver Glance.f

Old Dominion Company.-Upon the Indian Jim and Merrimac some devel-
opments have been made. These and the Old Dominion are the property of
the Old Dominion Company, formed under the laws of Pennsylvania. The
company is prosecuting work on their mines, and constructing a mill of 20 stamp
capacity. Upon the Merrimac a shaft has been sunk to a depth of 40 feet, and
from this a drift is run which, on the 1st of August, had penetrated the vein a
distance of six feet, showing a body of ore estimated to be worth from $100 to
$300 per ton. From cuts through the vein at the surface, it is found to be 40
feet in thickness.* It runs north and south, crossing the Hot Creek canon; that part
north of the canon being the Indian Jim location, and that south the Merrimac.
The shaft proves that the limestone, covering the surface has only a depth of 30
feet, and is underlaid by slate and porphyry.

The Consolidation Company is a New York organization, and owns veins
throughout various parts of eastern Nevada, but the scenes of its principal oper-
ations are in Hot Creek district. Here it owns a number of veins of some prom-
ise, though they have not been remunerative. The company has built a 10-stamp
mill, called the Manchester. Each stamp is but 250 pounds weight. The mill
has not been run successfully and is now idle. The chief mine of the companym " i. - ,.- i ̂  . " " . - L-r_.rr -

It should be understood that veins of this width do not contain pay ore all the way through.
Generally, the ore runs in streaks or is found in pockets. The thickness of a vein, therefore,
cannot of itself be regarded as infallable evidence of value,-J. R. B.

V
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is the Keystone. Upon the vein a shaft was sunk 33 feet in depth, when, after
passing a body of pay ore, the walls came together and the ledge was lost. But
slight excavations have been made to recover it, and all work of the company
has ceased for the present. There are several other veins in the district belong-
ing to the same company, upon which work has been done, but while the pros-
pects were encouraging, there were no profitable results.

The district has advantages of wood, which can be procure d at $5 per cord;
fine water, a pleasant climate, and is surrounded by good agricultural land.
These, with the silver-bearing veins, will probably, at no distant day, bring it
into notice.

REVEILLE DISTRICT.-During the summer of 1866 explorations through the
southeastern part of the State were earned on extensively, and many discoveries of
im portance were made. This region of country had previously been regarded as an
inhospitable desert, and was entered with great caution. The impression of its ster-
ility was found to be erroneous, and it is now ascertained that north of the 38th paral-
lel, that part of Nevada, at least, contains but little country that can with propriety
be called a desert. In August, 1866, a party composed of M. D. Fairchild, A.
Monroe, and W. O. Arnold, discovered an extraordinary outcrop of silver-bear-
ing veins upon the eastern slope of a range next east of the Hot Creek moun-
tains, and about 135 miles southeast of Austin. They immediately proceeded
to organize a mining district to which they gave the name of Reveille, in com-
pliment to the Reveille newspaper, Austin. They adopted the mining law
of the State, and under it claims were recorded and held. The most promising
claims located are the Crescent, August, Mediterranean, Atlantic, National,
Antartic, Fisherman, and Adriatic. Many others are located. The last two / «*

named are situated on the western slope of the mountain, while the others are
on the eastern side. The rock formation is chiefly limestone, and the metal-
bearing quartz appears in veins or vast beds in the crust and extending
above the surface. These appear of various widths from 20 to upwards of 100
feet. The excavations upon them have not determined their depth, nor whether
they are true fissure veins or detached beds. Being in limestone, and appearing
in such masses at the surface, has given rise to questions as to their true charac-
ter. From the August, Crescent, Fisherman, Adriatic, and others, some ore has
been taken and reduced at the mills at Austin, producing $150 and upwards to
the ton. The outcropping masses of this district are distinguished for the amount
of silver tliev contain. There is but little water in the neighborhood of the mines, «/ Zj 7
but to the west, from seven to ten miles, upon the opposite side of the valley
separating the Reveille from the Hot Creek range, are streams affording water
for reduction mills should deep mining fail to obtain water for the purpose close
at hand. Upon one of these streams the Rutland mill of five stamps has been
erected, but as it was prepared only for wet crushing, or from want of efficient
management and metallurgical skill, it has not been successful.

^ EMPIRE DISTRICT.-Joining Hot Creek district on the south, and about
eight miles distant from that singular stream, is Empire district. This was organ-
ized in 1866, shortly after that of Hot Creek. It is represented as containing
valuable ledges. Ore from them reduced at Austin has yielded as high as $400
per ton. Specimens of great richness are often exhibited, showing chloride,
sulphuret, and native silver. The true character and real worth of the district
has not been demon si rated.

MILK SPIJIXGS DISTRICT is in the Hot Creek range of mountains, and south
of Empire. It receives its name from the peculiar appearance of the water
arising from a large spring, which, although to the taste pure, is of a milky
olor. Numerous vein* Lave been located, and some "ood ore lias been obtained. ^^^^^fc

But little work has been done in the district, and its true character rannoi be
stated. Some of the veins are regarded as of value by persons qualified to judge.

MOREY DISTRICT. - The mineral veins of Morey district were noticed hi 1865, by
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T. J. Barnes, who penetrated the southeastern country. This gentleman made 
_

extensive explorations, and with others organized several districts. Accounts of
these were reported at the time in the Reese River Reveille, but they led to no
general occupation of the country, nor to the development of any mines. The year
following Morey district was reorganized, and labor upon some of the veins is now
progressing with fair prospects. It is situated about 100 miles east and a little
south of Austin, on a spur of mountain running east from the Hot Creek range.
It is as yet but little known.

PAHRANAGAT DISTICT lies in the southeastern part of Nevada, near the 38th
parallel of latitude, and about 115° west from Greenwich. Its distance from
Austin is estimated at 180 miles. The mines were first discovered in March,
1865, by T. 0. W. Sayles, John H. Ely, David Sanderson, Samuel S. Strut,
William McClusky, and Ira Hatch, Indian interpreter. These parties were from
Utah, and were guided to the locality by an Indian. A district was formed
and many ledges located.* The name given it was the name borne by the
Indians living in an extensive valley lying at the foot of the mountain bearing
the mineral; the word " pah" meaning water, and " ranagat" any vegetable, as
melon, squash, or pumpkin, growing on vines. It is indicative of the agricul-
tural value of the section. The mountain bearing the mineral was named Mount
Irish, in honor of Mr. Irish, the United States Indian agent for the Territory of
Utah. The place where the discoverers encamped, being at a spring of water
in the valley, was called by the Indians Hiko, meaning white man, and the
village now at ,that place, and county seat of Lincoln county, bears that name.
The chief physical features of the district are, Mount Irish, a lofty peak attaining

"U-M Xi.VA^/1 MVJ ii Cti-IV-C JLlfUM rUJJtVlj UlWtfll IA1 4i 10 tUJUUAU£ V/J-LC^ ll_lt^. Of Messrs. Adelberg and Raymond, metallurgists and mining engineers, of New York, in
a report on the character of certain silver ores from the Pahranagat district, say: The silver
ores from Pahranagat district, the value of which, as determined by 22 assays made for
F. Prentice, esq., of New York, will be found in our certificates, present, with but one excep-
tion, a single typical class of argentiferous rock, viz: polybasite, of great richness. This
mineral contains a somewhat variable proportion of silver, although it has a distinct habitus
and chemical character. It is a sulphuret of arsenic (or antimony) and silver, with the for-
mula 9 Ag S -f- As S3; but a portion of the silver may be represented by copper, and the
arsenic by antimony, so that the general formula may be given thus: 9 (Cu S. Ag S) -f- (S
C S3 As S3.) The percentage of silver, according to careful analyses made in Europe, varies
from 64 to 72 per cent., and even more.

Pahranagat district, aside from its well-known veins of argentiferous galena, one of which
is represented in the specimens submitted to us, seems to carry in its silver lodes principally
polybasite. This mineral must be looked upon, therefore, as the characteristic ore of the
district, and the principal basis of that silver production, which is rapidly springing up ia
that rich locality. This mineralogical feature distinguishes Pahranagat from other centres
of silver production, such as the Washoe and Reese River districts ; and will determine for
it a peculiar metallurgical process for the treatment of its ores. We cannot undertake, with-
out a more extended examination, to describe in detail such a process; and content ourselves
on this occasion with the following brief opinion :

1. In the case of ores of such quality as the samples .marked ITampden, Saturn, Mars,
Williams, Moscow, Comanche, Vesuvius, Leonidas, London, Pittsburg, Cliff, Hamburg,
Judson, Steuben, Inca, and Mazeppa, we do not see any objection to the use of the well-
known process of chloritic roasting and subsequent amalgamation, as carried on in and around
Austin; although it is obvious, that only a careful roasting of long duration will convert
these ores into a form of chlorides for amalgamation.

2. On the other hand, such exceedingly rich ores as those marked Braganza, Exenica,
Gibraltar, and Manchester, would best be beneficiated by the smelting process, the choice of
which is indicated by their very character, and the use of which is especially feasible in Pah-
ranagat, inasmuch as the galena veins of that district furnish the very material upon which
that process is founded. Another most favorable circumstance is the existence of coal beds
in the neighborhood. Although these coal beds, like others of the western coast, belong, no
doubt, to the tertiary formation, they will still be of great value to the mining industry of the
country, especially as they occur within four miles of the lod

3. In conclusion we desire to say, that most of the specimens submitted to us are obviously
from near the surface; and, judging from the analogy between the mineralogical character-
istics of the poorer and the richer ores, we regard it as most probable that future develop-
ments in depth will prove all these lodes to carry rich polybasite, which could unquestionably
be more thoroughly and easily treated by smelting than by amalgamation.
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an elevation of 11.000 feet al»ove the sea, with other hills and peaks constituting-
a range of mountains ; the Pahranagat valley, of some 30 miles in length and
about 12 in width, a portion of which is agricultural land ; and its large and
singular springs. The mountain, as described by Mr. R. H. Stretch, State min-
eralogist of Nevada, '" is a mass of white porphyritic rock, the minks consisting
of a blackish limestone (abounding in fragments of crinoids and corals) overlying
slates and capped with a heavy body of quartzite. On Silver hill and Sanderson
mountain, the outcroppings of the lodes are in limestone. On the western slope
of the range, crystalline eruptive rocks are abundant."* The trend of the moun-
tain range is north and south, and the strike of the veins is generally northeast
and southwest, with a slight dip to the southeast, or stand nearly vertical. . There

have been upwards of 1,000 locations made, the principal of which are the Illi-
nois, List, Crescent, Bay State, New Hampshire, Eclipse, Utah, Ulric Dahlgren,
and Victoria. Many others are worthy of mention, but their developments are
slight, and the catalogue would be usele ss.£^ / f^

The valley of Pahranagat lies at an elevation estimated at from 6,000 to 7,000 _
feet above the sea. but, for so great an altitude the climate is comparatively warm
and pleasant. This is accounted for by its being in a measure open to the valley
of the Colorado and the warm region of the south. Very slight snow-storms are
experienced in winter, and frosts are not severe. Springs and streams afford
water for irrigating a large area, which, with the good soil and mild climate, willO O O / ' Q ^ m
enable it to furnish such products of the farm, garden, and field as a mining
population may require. The springs, of which there are three, Hiko, Logan,
and Ash, are natural curiosities, from the amounts of water they pour forth,
being from 1,000 to 2,000 inches, and the peculiarity of their high temperature,
which is from 65° to 75° Fahrenheit. In the neihborhood of each of these are

fanning settlements, and at Hiko and Logan are small villages. The totalo * *-3 o
number of inhabitants in the district is now about 300. There are several families
residing in the vallev, but no schools are vet established. This section having * / * O

been first occupied by people from Utah and the east, where United States legal-
tender notes is the currency, this currency is adopted here, and in that differs
from other portions of the State. Early in the present year a mill of five-stamp
capacity was erected by W. H. Raymond, and put in operation ; but either from
inexperience or bad management it proved a failure, and is not operating now.
Another mill of five stamps, to work the ores of the List lode, has been con-
structed and is more successful, although very incomplete. A 10-stamp mill is

*The Mining and Scientific Press, of San Francisco, California, of December, 1865, makes
the following allusion to the Pahranagat mines:

We have had placed upon our table some very fine specimens of silver ore from an entirely
new mining district, lately discovered about luo miles easterly of Mono lake, and at least 75
miles distant from any already existing district. It has been named the Pahranagat Lake
district, the Indian name of the lake and valley near which the mines are located. The
discovery was made in March last, by Messrs. J. Ely, W. McClosky, S. S. Shutt, and three
others. The location, as ascertained by running out a line from a known point is in lati-
tude 37- 34' north, and 115C 29' west, which places it in the southeast-corner of the State of
Nevada.

The ore from this newly discovered region is mainly silver-bearing, and judging from
samples of the croppings before us, the mines must prove rich in depth.

Assay have been made by Mr. G. Kiistel from five different samples of ore, taken from as
many different lodes, three of which present marked peculiarities, and duplicates of ail of
which are before us. We append the assays, with a description of each sample: \

No. 1. Principally carbonate of lead and antimony, yielded at the rate of £?o7 10, in silver,
to the ton of ore.

No. 2. Carbonate of lead, copper, and antimony. .-2 25 in silver.
No. 3. Carbonate of lead and copper, with argentiferous gray copper ore and copper silver

glance, $1,036 7f> in silver.
No. 4. A specimen presenting same characteristics as No. 3 yielded at the rate of $263 'K>

to the ton.

No. 5. Another specimen similar to No. 3 yielded at the rate of $337 30 to the ton. The
two last each presented traces of gold.
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now in course of construction upon the plan of the best mills at Austin. Its
architect and builder is Benjamin Evans, whose experience gives hopes of suc-
cess. Several attempts have been made to smelt the ores, some of which bear
considerable quantities of galena, but so far they have proved failures. It is proba-
ble these failures are the consequence of want of knowledge of the composition and
inexperience in the reduction of the ores. They have retarded the development of
1 he district, and depleted the pockets of the miners.

A remarkable mountain of salt exists about 70 miles south of the mines.* It

is reported to be about five miles in length and 600 feet in height. The body
of salt is of unknown depth. It is chemically pure and crystalline, and does
not deliquesce on exposure to the atmosphere. Like rock, it requires blasting
from the mine, whence it is taken in large blocks as transparent as glass. This
would afford an abundant supply to the world could it be cheaply mined and
transported, but it now stands in the wilderness, an object for the admiration of "
the curious, and the inspection of the scientific. The salt to be used in bene-
ciating the ores, or for domestic purposes, is more easily obtained from the
fields in White Pine valley, where it is gathered ready for the table or the mill.
This salt field is about 60 miles north of the mines on Mount Irish, and from
it salt can be delivered at the mills at Pahranagat at a cost of $40 in coin per
ton. The district receives its machinery and most of its supplies from San
Francisco. The different routes from that city are by sea around Cape St.
Lucas and up the Gulf of California, thence in small steamers up the Colorado
river about 600 miles to Callville,t thence by land about 175 miles 5 or by
sea to San Pedro, thence by land via Los Angeles 475 miles ; or by Sacra-
mento, the Central Pacific railroad, and Austin. The total distance bv the / / «/

latter route is 650 miles, and freight is taken through at the rate of $200 in coin
per ton. The preference is now given to the land route via the railroad.

The Illinois Mine.-The Illinois lode is situated high up on the eastern"

Dr. O. H. Conger, assayer and metallurgist, says in a report on the resources of this dis-
trict :

44 Timber is very abundant in the mountains of this region, particularly in those in which the
mines are situated. The water-power is also almost unlimited along the valley streams.
Coupled with these great natural advantages, which are indispensable, are immense deposits
of salt and the silicate of alumina, and the latter is in the immediate vicinity of the mines. ^^_ ^ ^^_ 

^^*^^~ ^^*r ^^ ^^^" . ^^_

The outcroppings of it over a very large extent of country, which are apparent, prove it abso-
lutely inexhaustible. Its capability of withstanding any degree of heat, to the state of incan-
descence, is most remarkable. It possesses the pioperty also of hardening by heating, so
that in a very short period it becomes almost adamantine. Another very desirable property,
as a furnace material, is in its scarcely perceptible expansion and contraction under the most
intense degree of heat or cold. Its constituents appear to be, from a hasty test made, silica,
alumina, magnesia, and asbestus, the two first minerals greatly predominating, and some
strata indicating silica and alumina only. In appearance it resembles chalk, and is as easily
carved into any desirable shape. The strata vary in thickness from four inches to six feet.

44 These varying thicknesses enable blocks of it to be obtained of any desired size, so that ^^_ _ 
- ̂  ^^^~ ^k -tm ^ ^^_ J^k ^^ ^^fei ^_

the floors or hearths of reverbaratory and cupelling furnaces, as also pieces entire for the
arches can be obtained whole. This will greatly lessen the expense in the construction of
the furnaces in this district, which are required for the proper working of the ores, and also
they can be much more strongly and perfectly built than with the usual fire brick. Already
it is being carried to different parts of the country for refractory purposes. Mountains of
limpid salt boldly project through the floor of the valley, and in many places from 100 to 200
feet in height arid thickness, so that blocks of a ton in weight or more are easily obtained.
One remarkable feature about it is, that it is perfectly pure, containing not a trace of any-
thing but the two elements chlorine and sodium. I believe there is but one other place on
the globe where it exists in such a state of purity in workable quantities, and that i.s Cracow,
Poland. This is but another evidence of the state of purity in which the force of nature has
left her mineral deposits in this interesting portion of the continent. Native silver is common
in many of the lodes of this district on the outcropping ore.

4fc Copper ore, of the sub-oxide and gray varielies, 80 per cent, metal, and also iron ore of
equrrl richness, are abund

t Caliville has been reached with great difficulty by one small steamer; but the naviga-
tion of the Colorado to that point can scarcely be considered practicable for commercial pur-
poses, in its present condition.-J. R. B.
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slope of the mountain, and is cut through by a deep canon, giving an opportu-
nity to examine the vein, and to open it by tunnels at a great depth. It crops
out boldly, showing an apparent width of from 15 to 20 feet, The vein has been
opened at several places, and found to be valuable. The Illinois, Indiana,
ster, and other veins of good repute, are the property of W. H. Raymond & Co.,
of New York.

The Indiana, on Peters's mountain, has been tapped by a tunnel of 125 feet,
at a depth of 150 feet below the croppings, showing a pay streak of 6 feet in a
vein of 10 feet between the walls.

The Webster, on Raymond mountain, has been struck by a vertical shaft 100
feet below the croppings, with a pay streak of about 10 feet.

The Alameda Company. - This is a New York organization, and owns the List
and other mines. The List is a location of 400 feet in length upon a vein which
extends through several similar locations. In the claim of the Alameda Com-o

pany it is most developed, and shows a width of from 5 to 10 feet, bearing two
strata of ore, respectively 6 and 18 inches in width. Several tons of this ore
have been taken to Austin for reduction, and produced at the rate of $100 per
ton, and a number of tons worked at the Crescent mill, near the vein, yielded
$80 per ton. The developments consist in an incline 23 feet, and a shaft 50
feet in depth, from the bottom of which a tunnel has been run, but it has not as
yet penetrated the vein. Win. Fleming is the superintendent. The wages paid
for first-class miners in this district are $6 per day in currency. Mr. Islin, Cap-
tain Dahlgren, and others, are about to commence operations on mines of which
they are owners or agents. The district bids fair, with its mineral-bearing ledges
and agricultural resources, to become one of importance. It is connected with
Austin by a weekly mail, and the road between the two places is naturally good,
and has been well improved, so it is easily, safely, and pleasantly passed by
heavy freight wagons and travellers. It lies on a practicable route for a railroad
from the Central Pacific, at several points on the Humboldt river, to the Colo-
rado at the head of navigation, or to the crossing of the Atlantic and Pacific rail- o * o
road, should such a road be constructed.

COLORADO DISTRICT. - A recent act of Congress annexed a portion of Arizona
to Nevada, and in the section transferred is Colorado district, or the mining region
of El Dorado canon. This is on the banks of the Colorado river and as vet

has had but little intercourse with the original Nevada. It may not be regarded
as within the limits of this report to give a description of this district, but as a
step-child of Nevada, it is proper to recognize its existence. It was organized
in 1861, and a large number of claims located bearing gold, silver, and copper.

Northern Klines. - In July of the present year, a party composed of Messrs.
McCan, Beard, Heath, and others left Austin on an exploring tour to the ranges
of mountains north of the Humboldt river. There had been rumors of discoveries

of gold-bearing veins and placers in those ranges, and also in the Goose Creek
mountains, dividing the waters of the Humboldt and Owyhee from Salt Lake.
This part of the country was infested with hostile Indians, and it was regarded as
dangerous to penetrate it. For that reason it had remained unexplored, yet its
very dangers were inviting to the venturesome prospector, whose imagination
gave the wild country wealth in proportion to the hardships and dangers attend-
ing its occupation. This party of explorers, consisting of eight men, passed the
Humboldt river, and going north on about the 117th meridian, crossed a range
of mountains, made up chiefly of detached hills or buttes running easterly and
westerly, and when upon the northern slope, about 60 miles from the river,
discover- I gold in placers and in situ.

TUSCAIIORA DISTRICT.-Upon making the discoveries of gold, the prospectors
organized a mining district, to which they gave the name of Tusruroru. A small
stream running through it northwardly was named McCan. Along this stream for
about three miles gold in small quantities was i'< >und to exi&t. It appears very much
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diffused through the soil from the surface to the depth reached, which did not exceed
five feet. Several ledges, or what are supposed to be ledges, were found, showing
goh]. The party returning to Austin with specimens reported their discoveries,
and as is usual upon such occasions an excitement was created, and 100 or more
men, well armed for defence against the Indians, and prepared for prospecting,
immediately proceeded to the new mining region. A large area of country has
already been explored, and mines found in various localities. At the present
time the real value of the discoveries is unknown, as but little labor has been
expended upon either the gold-bearing veins or in washing the soil. The creek
does not furnish water in sufficient quantities for extensive and rapid washing,
and therefore unless very rich deposits are found, it is not probable any large
fortunes will be realized. It is estimated, however, from the prospects obtained
that from $10 to $20 per diem may be made per man, for a score or more of
men. Should the specimens of gold-bearing quartz found be any criterion of
the value of the veins at great depths, they are rich indeed. The geography of
the region is but little known, and it cannot be stated at present whether the
waters drain to the Owyhee sink in a basin of their own, or flow to some branch
of the Humboldt. A short period will determine all such doubts. The country
is described as well adapted for grazing, producing an abundance of grass of a
very nutricious character. There are many valleys of large size capable of cul-
tivation, and which, when the treacherous savage is exterminated or subdued,
and the miners fill the hills, will furnish pleasant homes to settlers.

About 40 miles east of Tuscarora, and on the southern slope of the range,
ledges bearing both silver and gold have been discovered. These discoveries
were lately made. No district has yet been formed. The locality is about 50¬/ *J ^^ «/

miles north of Gravelly Ford, on the Hurnboldt river. T. J. Tennant and party,
the discoverers, brought specimens of the ore to Austin, where they were assayed,
and showed value. The rock is granite, the veins of quartz running north and
south. This is represented as a good fanning and grazing country, with grass
covering the hills like a meadow. Game, as deer, antelope, hare, and several
varieties of grouse, the chief of which is the sage hen, abounds in great plenty.

This new region, which has so long been closed against the pioneer, promises
to become an important and wealthy portion of the State.

The following classification of the minerals which characterize the veins of
Eastern Nevada is prepared by Charles A. Stetefeldt, esq., assayer and metal-
lurgist, of Austin.

CATALOGUE OF MINERALS.

KEESE RIVER DISTRICT.*-Eastern part of Lander Hill and Central Hill.
Pyrargyrie, proustite, polybasite, and stephanitepredominant,- tetrahedrite seldom;
few sulphurets of base metals.

Central part of Lander Hill and Union Hill.-Tetrahedrite predominant; pyrites
of iron and copper, galena and blende; few polybasite and stephanite.

Western part of Lander Hill and Union Hill.-Argentiferous galena, pyrites

^MINERALS OF REE^E RIVER DISTRICT, ARRANGED ACCORDING TO
DANA'S SYSTEM. BY EUGENE N. RIOTTE, M. E.

I. NATIVE ELEMENTS :

Native gold, native silver, native copper.

II. SUIPHURETS ARSENURETS, ETC :^

I. Binary compounds.
1. Stibnite, antirnooglance.
. Silverglanze; erubescite, variegated copper ore; galena, blende, copper glance, stro-

rneierite, pyrites, lucopgrites, rnolyadenite.

II. Double binary compounds.
Chalcopyrite, pyrargyrite, proustite, fetrahedrite, polybasite, stephanite, fireblende.
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f iron and copper, blende predominant: few tetrahed b
level, horn silver predominant.

TWIN RIVER DISTRICT.-Ophir Canon.-Species of tetrahedrite containing
gold and silver predominant; native silver; blende, pjTites of iron and copp

Summit Ca~ton.-Argentiferous galena predominant; native silver, silver gl
blende, p

NORTH Twix RIVER DISTRICT.-Park Canon.-Mixture of pyrites of
pyrites of copper, blende, argentiferous galena, spathic iron, native silver, pv
girite, and q

DISTRICT.-Argentiferous sulphuret of copper predominant; sil
glance, sulphuret of antimony. Croppings contain much horn sil

ILADELPHIA AXD COLUMBUS DISTRICTS. - Stetefeldtite (new mineral)
dominant; galena; pyrites of copper. Cropp l

EUREKA DISTRICT.-Argentiferous galena predominant; Stetefeldtite.
EMPIRE DISTRICT.-Stetefeldtite predominant.
Uxiox DISTRICT.-Stromeyerite predominant; native gold and silver; silver

glance; horn silver.
WASHINGTON DISTRICT.-Argentiferous galena predominant; native silver;

pyrite of iron and copper, blend
SUMMIT AXD BIG CREEK DISTRICT.-Argentiferous galena pred

pyrites of iron and copper, blende, sulphuret of antimony
VALLEY DISTRICT.-Argentiferous sulphuret of copper, argentifi

galena, blende, pyrites of iron and copper.
HILL DISTRICT.-Native gold and silver, argentiferous sulp]

f copper, pyrites of iron and copper, galena.
SANTA FE DISTRICT.-Native gold; pyrites of iron, copper glance.
Lone Mountain.-Native gold; pyrites of iron and
NEW PASS DISTRICT.-Native gold; argentiferous galena, pyrites of copp

nd copper glance.
BULLION PRODUCT.-The actual amount of silver bullion shipped from Austin
Virginia and San Francisco for the 12 months ending August 1, 1867, is

81,455,273 60, the greater portion being in the last five mouths of the present
year. This is ascertained from the way-bills of the express and stage compani

SECTION III.

THE OVERLAND TELEGRAPH.

The subject of trans-continental telegraphic communication has attracted gei
.1 attention during the past few years, and almost every intelligent person 1:

d gome knowledge respecting it. I am induced to believe, however, tl
much may still be learned from the practical experiences of operators along th
route. The magnitude of the enterprise, the benefits resulting from it both t
III. FLOURIDS, CHLORIDS, BROMIDS, TODIDS :

I. Binary compounds.

Common salt, kerargyrite, bromyrite, todyrite.(?)
IV. OXYGEN COMPOUNDS:

I. Oxydt binary compounds.
Red copper, magnetic iron ore, hematite, housnanite, pyrolusite, isilomelan, wad, quarz,

opal.
II. Salts double binary compounds :

as~^r i ^-f i ^. r ^tf ̂-'

and orthocl. , tourinalie, chrysocolla : hubnerite, tungstate of mangran "-" : barytes, <rypsum*fm. - -*. ^-. H. ̂ <-* .* ̂_ ^_ * % _ r* \ *
carbOBute ot man

spathic iron ore, cerusite, tronu, malachite, asurito, titauito, tungstate of lead.
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the commercial world and the mining community, and the difficulties encountered
in carrying it into effect are not yet fully appreciated.

The first practical movement toward the construction of the overland telegrapl i
was made by California.* The Placerville and Humboldt Telegraph Company
was organized in 1858, and the first pole of the line from Placerville across the
Sierra Nevada mountains was erected on the 4th of July of that year. During
the autumn of the same year the line hatl reached Genoa-then in Utah Terri-
tory, now in the State of Nevada-and by the spring of 1859 it had reached
Carson, from which point a branch was extended to Virginia City soon after the
discovery of the silver mines.

This much of the line was constructed entirely by private enterprise. Neither
State nor general government afforded any assistance, though repeated applica-
tion was made to both. Disagreements between Messrs. Brodeiick and Gwin,
senators of the United States from California, prevented the passage through
Congress of a bill introduced by the former in May, 1858, for the construction
of a trans-continental line between the Atlantic and Pacific States.

In April, 1859, the legislature passed an act pledging the State to give $6,000
a year to the telegraph line that should make the first connection with an eastern
line, and 84,000 a year to the next.

Two companies were encouraged to enter the list-one via Salt Lake city and
the other via Los Angeles and the Butterfield stage route through Arizona and 

- ^L ^^^_ - ^^^r

Texas. ' ..

The dissensions already referred to in Congress retarded the adoption of any of
the measures proposed on the Atlantic side, until the 16th of June, 1860,-when an
act was passed directing the Secretary of the Treasury to advertise for sealed
proposals to be received for 60 days after the passage of said act for the use by
the government of a line or lines of telegraph to be constructed within two years
from July 31, 1860, from some point on the west line of Missouri, by any route the
contractor might select, to San Francisco, for a period of 10 years, and to award
the contract to the lowest bidder, provided he did not require more than $40,000
a year. " "7

Permission was granted to the successful bidder to use for ten years such public
lands of the United States as might be necessary for the right of way and for
the purpose of establishing stations for repairs, not exceeding at any one station
one quarter-section, and not to exceed one in 15 miles on the whole average of^^^"^"^P

the distance. No pre-emption right to the land was granted. The contract was
not to be made until the line was in actual operation.

Certain reservations were also made establishing for the government a priority
of use of the line, free from charge until at the ordinary charges for private mes-
sages the sum of $40,000 was reached, after which the excess was to be certified
to Cone-ress'bv the Secretary of the Treasury.^ O v "/ «/ - -

Four bids were made in accordance with the proposals advertised by the Sec-
retary of the Treasury, ranging from $40,000 to $25,000, three of winch were
subsequently withdrawn. The highest bid was that made by Mr. Hiram Sibley,
which was accepted.

The parties represented by Mr. Sibley met at Rochester, New York, and con-
cluded upon a series of propositions, which they submitted to the Pacific com-
panies through the agency of Mr. J. II. Wade and Major Bee.

The consolidation was effected in March, 1861, between all the companies on
tlie Pacific coast, by the purchase by the California State Telegraph Company
of all the lines belonging to other companies.

The California State Telegraph Company was the oldest telegraph company
on the Pacific coast, with a capital of $1,250,000, of which Mr. Horace W. Carpen-
tier, of California, was president, and Mr. J. Mora Moss vice-president.

*From data published a few years since in the San Francisco Evening Bulletin
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The Overland Telegraph Company was then incorporated promptly by the
owners of the California State Telegraph Company, also with a capital of
SI,250,000, and under the same board of officers.

On the 1st of January, 1862, the California State Telegraph and the Over-
land Telegraph Company consolidated under the name of the California State
Telegraph Company, with a capital of 62,500,000.

Thus Jill the lines in California and the overland line to Salt Lake City came
into the possession and under the direction of this company.

The eastern end from Salt Lake City to Omaha belonged to the Pacific Tele- ^^^^^^

graph Company.
Mr. Edward Creighton, a gentleman of great energy and experience, was the

constructor of the line from Omaha to Salt Lake City. He performed the duties
of his position with perfect success under obstacles of a most formidable char-
a c t er.

The California division of the line was reconstructed from Placerville to Fort

Churchill, and thence continued to Salt Lake City under the general supervision
of Mr. Carpentier, who personally visited all parts of the route and gave the
enterprise his earnest attention.

Mr. James Gamble, superintendent of the State Telegraph Company, a gen-
tleman thoroughly familiar with the details of the telegraph system, who had
the advantage of experience in the construction of every line built in California*^ * *

by the State Telegraph Company, had the special supervision of the whole work,
and much is due to his experience, energy, and skill.

Mr. James Street superintended that part of the work between Ruby valley
and Salt Lake City, one of the most difficult sections on the route.

Mr. J. M. Hub bard superintended the construction of the section from Carsoii
to II ubv vallev.^ * *

On the 27th of May, 1861, Mr. Gamble, as general superintendent of the line,
started a train of 30 wagons from Sacramento, loaded with wire, insulators, pro-
visions, &c., with three or four hundred head of oxen, horses, and mules; and,
although it was considered late in the season, there was no stoppage on account
of storms or bad roads. The snows had begun to melt in the Sierra Nevadas;
the mountain streams were swollen into fearful torrents; the roads were cut up
into ruts and mudholes, many of which were almost impassable; and forage was
exceedingly scarce and dear. Some of the wagons were upset, many of the ani-» V_ * +f
mals foundered in the mud, but the train went on regardless of every obstacle. ^ *

On the 24th of June the first pole was set on the line from Fort Churchill to
Salt Lake, and ou the 24th day of October the connection with the city of the
saints was completed.

History presents no record of such a stupendous work accomplished in so short
a time. Five hundred and seventy miles of telegraph line, built through a dreary
desert where wood and water were the exceptions, within the brief space of four
tmonths! Surely if the Americans are boastful in their speech, their acts are
remarkable. Men who build telegraphs across continents, regardless of seasons,
deserts, or savage races, have a right to speak well of themselves.

The number of poles to the mite is from 25 to 30, depending upon the char-
acter of the country; the average length is about 22 feet; and the kinds of tim- * C. /

ber chiefly used redwood, pine, cedar, and tamarack. It is customary to sink
the poles from three to four feet in the ground, according to the nature of the
.poil. In soft or marshy ground they require to be braced. Ordinarily they last
about two or three years, much depending On the climate and durability of the
wood. The best woods used on the California section are said to be the redwood
and cedar.

Nearly one-third of the poles had to be hauled from the Sierra Nevada moun-
tains to Austin and beyond, extending to a distance of more than 300 miles, at
a GO^I of four to six cents a pound for freight. But this was the least of the-i A O

28
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difficulties encountered. Water is exceedingly scarce in these sa<rc deserts, and«/ O

it often happened that both men and animals suffered fearfully from thirst. It
was a constant battle almost every step of the way against the most formidable
natural obstacles-alkali deserts, scarcity of water, lack of timber for poles and
feed for the animals, ragged mountains and difficult passes. In some places the
sand was so soft and shifting as to afford scarcely a foothold for the poles; in others
the ground was so hard and rockv that foundations had to be drilled out or built»

around them with stones. During the progress of the work despatches continued
to be regularly transmitted from California to the outer end of the line, where
they were copied and forwarded by pony express to the approaching end of
the eastern division, and vice versa, so that scarcely a day was lost in the use
of the telegraph on either side.

Constant communication was also kept up between the operators at the various
stations along the line and the office of the company at San Francisco, who were
daily advised of the progress of the work.

Poles of sufficient size and strength were very difficult to obtain on other por-4 O v JL
tions of the route.

The cost of transportation was the most expensive item. In the vicinity of
Salt lake this difficulty was in part obviated by the adroit management of Mr.
Street, who had special charge of that section. It was very generally supposed
that Brigham Young, the president of the Mormons, was hostile to the building
of the line through the Mormon settlements. Mr. Street was well aware that
without his co-operation the difficulties incident to the undertaking would, at
least, be greatly augmented. He adopted the policy, therefore, of conciliating
the great leader of the latter-day saints-whether by pleasant words or by more
substantial tokens of esteem is still a mooted question. His interviews with
Brigham on the subject were highly amicable, and I have heard them graphi-
cally described. Among: other things, it is reported that Brigfaam expressed sur-I/ <J ^_ / d?

prise at being regarded as an enemy of this important and beneficial enterprise.
tl Why should we be opposed to a telegraph line!" said he ; 

" we have nothing
to fear from it, and everything to gain. It is to our interest, as well as yours, to
have the means of communicating with the outer world. Our religion cannot
suffer from it, and it will certainly be advantageous to our industrial interests.'7
Whether this be true or not, it is certain he gave his hearty co-operation to
the enterprise, ordered out men and teams, and cordially assisted in the construc-
tion of the line from Salt Lake City to Deep creek, a distance* of 174 miles.

The first through message transmitted over the line, from Salt lake to San
Francisco, is interesting in the above connection: / O

GREAT SALT LAKE CITY,
October 24-7 p. ra.

To Hon. H. W. CARPENTIER, President of the Overland Telegraph :
DKAR SIR : I am very much obliged to you for your kindness, manifested through Mr.

Street, in giving me the privilege of first message to California. May success ever attend.
the enterprise. The success of Mr. Street in completing his end of the line, under many
unfavorable circumstances, in so short a time, is beyond our most sanguine anticipations.
Join your wire with the Russian empire and we will converse with Europe.

Your friend,
BRIGHAM YOUNG.

This was in answer to a despatch from Mr. Carpentier, as follows :
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA,

October 24, 1861.
To Hon. BRIGHAM YOUNG, Great Salt Lake City :

That which was so long a hope is now a reality. The trans-continental telegraph is now
completed. May it prove a bond of perpetual union and friendship between the people of

and the people of California.
H
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This was the first through message from San Francisco to Salt Lake City.O *w? *
The first through message from the Atlantic States contained the following*-* ^>

melancholy announcement:
GREAT SALT LAKE CITY,

October 24-7 p. m.
To II. W. CARPKXTIER :

Colonel Baker was killed in the battle of the 2Jst, while in the act of cheering on his com-
ir.tind. Intense excitement and mourning in Philadelphia over his death.

STREET.
*

The lino was started from St. Joseph, west, under the supervision of Mr.
Creighton, in the summer of I860. It was built as far as Fort Kearney, via
Omaha, that fall, following the north fork of the Platte river. The contrac.
however, was not made until [March. 1861. During the summer and fall the 7 7 O
w»rk wa-s vifforoiisly poshed forward T>v Mr. Creiffhton and his subordinates. It ft 1 ^ C^

reached Salt Lake City on the 19th of October, 1861, just five days prior to the
completion of the California branch.

Thus, in the language of Mr. Carpentier, " that which was so long a hope
became a reality f thus were the people of the Atlantic united to their friends
and fellow-countrymen of the Pacific by an electric bond that annihilated time
and space.

Congratulations followed from every State of the Union and from every civi-
lized nation of the world. It was the eat achievement of the 19th centurv.

Within a few days after the completion of the line, the secessionists in Mis-
e >uri tore it down in several places, and for a while messages were sent east via
Hannibal. Missouri, connecting with Qnincy, Illinois. Subsequently a change
was made by which a connnection was formed between Omaha and Chicago,
throuh Iowa.o

From San Francisco to Chicago the distance is about 2,700 miles by the route
taken ; to New York little short of 4.000 miles.

This is the longest circuit on the American continent, perhaps in the world.
For practical purposes it is necessary to repeat at Salt Lake City, Omaha, and
Chicago.

Me--ages either way are rewritten and repeated at Salt Lake City, where an
accurate account is kept between the Atlantic and California offices.

Direct communication between San Francisco and New York has frequcntly
taken place, but this can only be done under very favorable circumstances, when
there is little or no electrical disturbance. New York and San Francisco held
direct communication with each other for the first time on Thursday, November
G, 1802. On that memorable day the Atlantic and Pacific oceans were united in
the iron bond of matrimony, from which it is to be hoped they will never be
divorced.

The distance is so creat, however, and the line subject to so many electrical- 0 / iJ *"
disturbances that no battery can be made sufficiently powerful to overcome all*_lt «/ " "/ A

the ol acles m the way of direct communication. For practical purposes mes-
sages have to be repeated at the stations designated for that purpose. ^ "- *- » " f '_ ̂ - *" *.» w -* X^ ^ ̂ ̂^ ̂ » ̂f **f " ̂ ^^ "» ^ fc. fc V VX ^ fc ^^

The batu-ry force required for the working of the overland telegraph i small
compared with that required in the Atlantic States. This is in part owing to the
rariiication of the atmosphere, and the prevailing absence of moisture and atmos-
pheric electricity ; al.->, in part, to the absence of trees, which in timbered coun- 

I » -- -- �_ -» 11 j*. -.. A. _A ^ * T < T*1* *T

tric,- are apt tu come in contact with the line and affect the insulation.
At >;i\r Lake City 50 cups of main battery are used for two wires, one extending

east to the repeating station at Fort Laramie, 500 miles, and the other west to
Carson, 000 miles./

Experienced operators inform me that it requires double that amount of bat-
tery to v\ ork the Mime length of line on any other part of the American continent.

For every space of 30 to 50 miles between Omaha and San Francisco there
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is an office or repair station, where men are kept for the purpose of protecting
and repairing the line. These men are provided with wires, implements, pro-
visions, &c., and hold themselves in readiness to start out at a moment's notice
to any point within their range. The expedition with which poles are reset and
breaks in the wire repaired is almost incredible. An ordinary break seldom detains
despatches more than a few hours.

So skilled do some of the operators become in the art of telegraphing that
they are enabled to read by the mere sense of touch or sight applied to the wire or
the instrument. Mr. Shaffner relates instances in which operators have read mes-
sages by applying to their tongue a small wire attached to the main line. Still
more remarkable is the fact that a person near by can discover what is passing
by watching the vibrations or electric throbs on the tongue of another. The
communication is imperfect, however, and would scarcely be reliable beyond the
simplest monosyllables.

Breaks in the line are sometimes very difficult to find. An example is given
by Mr. Shaffner where there was a break between two stations. The line was
carefully examined all the way through. Apparently it was perfect, yet there
was no communication. By testing from each station it was discovered that the
break was within a space of a few hundred yards. The wire was then carefully
examined, when it was found that a silk cord had been substituted by some
designing person so closely resembling the wire that to the eye it presented no
perceptible difference.

As an illustration of the wonderful delicacy of the ear acquired by the ope-
rators. I must not omit to mention one or two facts connected with, the working / O
of the instruments.

In large offices where many instruments are at work, an ordinary visitor almost
imagines himself in some extensive clock establishment. There is a perfect
medley of ticks, as unintelligible to him as would be a ba«; of shot rained down "7 - 7 o O

over the floor. Yet an operator who has left his seat to say a word to a friend
in some other part of the room suddenly starts back, saying " I am called."
Among a thousand ticks his particular tick has struck upon the tympanum of
his ear. One cannot but think of the final call which, sooner or later, will be
s sent down from heaven to eacli one of us among millions of busy souls, and yet
be intelligible as this earthly call is to the operator in a telegraph office.

It should also be mentioned, as a characteristic illustration, that operators have
an individuality of style or manner as distinctly marked as the differences in
chirography. For example, a message is being received at the office in San
Francisco from the office in Carson. The superintendent standing by, asks " Who
is that at the instrument at Carson T The operator replies, ** Jones is at it now.
Thompson was at it a few minutes ago.77 Presently he adds, " Smith has it now."
How does he know all this ? Neither Jones, nor Smith, nor Thompson has men-
tioned his name or said a word on his own account, and yet the fact of each
change is perfectly clear to the operator at San Francisco. Ho knows the stylo of
each man. One makes long dashes and quick dots j another runs a race between
dots and dashes ; the third is sharp, clear, and methodical. Each has his indi-
vidual characteristics, which have become as familiar as the tones or modulations
of his voice to the ear, or his handwriting or face to the eye. The language of
sounds is even considered less liable to error in many offices than that of written
signs, and has been of late veiy generally adopted.

East of the Rocky mountains, the poles are often "burnt for miles by prairie
fires. The Indians on their hunting expeditions are in the habit of firing the
.dry grass for the purpose of driving their game. Once started, the flames sweep
over the country for hundreds of miles. Emigrant parties camping by the road-
side leave then- fires burning with little regard to consequences, and many a mile
of line has been destroyed through the thoughtlessness of travellers, who, after %? -

lighting their pipes, throw the burning match into a bunch of dry grass, if possible, ^ta^" ^^m^f ^" ^"
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since it presents a peculiar attraction. The passion for destruction is inherent in
man j and it may be laid down as an axiom, applicable to all races of the earth,
that where there is a chance of doing mischief free from the restraining influ-
ences of law, by the burning of a prairie or a forest, human nature is not proof
against the temptation. The Indians differ from the whites only in this, that
being an ignorant race, they usually have some object to gain in thus destroying
the vegetation.<^_ 

During the summer months, the region of country bordering on the Platte
river is subject to terrific thunder-storms, which sweep over the plains with irre-

^^^"^^^^ ^^^b _ ^& .

sistible force. The earth becomes saturated with heavy rains, and the poles
being loosened in their foundations, arc blown down for miles. Scarcely a«day
pusses, in the early part of summer, without a severe storm on some part of the
line between the Rocky mountains and the borders of Missouri. The instru-
ments are '" burned " by lightning, <3r the poles swept to the earth, and the insu-
lation destroyed or obstructed. It is extremely difficult to work through the* t

entire length of the line daring the prevalence of these storms-many times
impracticable for several days. This source of annoyance cannot be overcomel t

by any means known under the present system of telegraphing.
In the dry deserts of the Great Basin, both east and west of Salt Lake, theV

wire has been known to work for miles without interruption, while partially A / JL t.
imbedded in the sand. The heat of the sun absorbs all moisture from the sand
and renders it a non-conductor.

We thus find a very peculiar combination of obstacles-especially on the eastern
division. In the month of June, for example, the weather at Salt Lake may be clear
and warm, while the Waschita mountains, lying to the east, are covered with snow.
It mav be raining lieavilv at Fort Bridger, snowing at South Pass, clear at Fort* *>- * ^ / ^ . /

Laramie, storming and raining along the Platte, and so on to Chicago. But it <^ o o / c*
is worthy of note that when the lihtnin is so terrific at one station as to*J O

cause the operators to leave their instruments in alarm, the operators on either
<ide are frequently able to continue their communications, the electric current"

passing entirely through the storm without any material interruption. Salt
Lake communicated with stations far east of the Rocky mountains, when at_ ^f

South Pass the operators were effectually cut off.
In the vicinity of South Pass the operators are sometimes u snowed in " for

months at a time. All communication with the outer world, save by telegraph,
is completely cut off. A more isolated life than these poor fellows lead can
scarcely be conceived. Around them as far as the eye can reach the mountains
and plains are covered with snow. All traces of human life are obliterated.
The station-houses are covered up, high over the roofs, and it is only by cutting
a way out and keeeping it clear that the occupants save themselves from being
"L, " i v buried alive.

One of these stations is situated within a short distance of a point to which
travellers in future ages will probably make pilgrimages, as the Mahometans
now do to Mecca. It is the heart of the North American continent, from which
flow the great arteries of commerce. Within a distance of 200 yards lie the
sources of the Missouri ajtul the Colorado. Here is the true line of division
between the Atlantic and the Pacific slopes. On the one side an insignificant
spring bursts from ̂the earth. Gathering contributions from every canon and
ravine as it flows, it forms in time the Sweetwater river, which, after a long
and turbulent career, empties into the Platte, the great river of the plains. From
the Platte the Missouri takes up the current and rolls it onward till it swells
into the majestic torrent of the Mississippi. The Gulf of Mexico receives the
tribute. Up north, into the Arctic regions flows the Gulf Stream, which in turn
pays tribute to the shores of Norway and Iceland. Who knows but the Indian
deity of the Rocky mountains holds converse with the old Scandinavian god
Thor; sending him letters of bunch-grasts and drift-wood, while in return he
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receives from the winds, or through the flood-gates of heaven ashes from the
Jokuls of Iceland ? The idea is not altogether without foundation, but cannot
in our present state of knowledge bo turned to any useful telegraphic purpose.

On the other side, 200 yards distant, rise the Pacific springs, which form the
source of the Green river. From Green river swells the great Colorado, the Red
river of the desert; which, after a long and thirsty career through burning sands _ , f Cj «/ O O

and cheerless wastes, cutting in twain the grim mountains of the Black canon,
receives in its bosom the Gila, or Swiftwaters of Arizona. Freighted with the
red and golden sands of a great interior wilderness, where the Apache and the
Navajo and kindred tribes of wild men still roam, it sweeps onward till lost in
the seething waters of the Gulf of California. "

What a magnificent point of observation for the prophetic eye of a poet.
Looking to the east or to the west the new world, with its various races of inhabi-
tants, its scenery, its commerce, its future, li^s before him. Starting at this little
group of springs, he could write a thousand volumes and leave " ample room and
verge enough" for a thousand more, on the great future of this vast continent,
where "no pent up Utica contracts our powers."

ut the operators are generally practical men. In seasons of great severity
they sometimes run short of food, and then they have a hard time. It becomes
a simple question of life or death; starvation staring them in the face, and noth-
ing around them but cheerless wastes of snow. To such perfection, however,
have the company reached their system of operations at the present day, that
instances of prolonged suffering rarely occur. The stations are supplied with
abundant provisions for the winter, and with all the apparatus necessary for
repairing the line. It is only in cases of Indian depredations or some casualty
against which no human ingenuity can provide, that the employes can suffer for
the means of subsistence. As a rule they are comfortably lodged in stockades '
or block-houses, well armed with rifles and revolvers, provided with horses for
travelling to and fro along the line; and a wagon at each repair station to carry
poles, wire, and implements, so that they arc not so badly off as might be sup-
posed. Isolation from the society of their fellow-beings is the most unpleasant
feature in their calling; but even that has its advantages. They have abundant
time for study and reflection, and can save a good part of their wages.

On the approach to the summit of the Sierra Nevada, it becomes necessary
to increase the number of stations in consequence of the frequent interruptions to
which the line is subject from falling timber,' snow-storms and other causes.
During the winter and spring months the storms are often so violent as to brealO A O

down the poles for miles; and when the snows melt, floods and freshets arc a
prolific source of trouble. Even the diy season gives battle in the shape of
extensive fires which sometimes rage through the forest, for weeks at a time,
consuming all before them. In addition to these natural obstacles, which are
formidable enough in themselves, the cupidity of' man is too often cast in the
balance against legitimate enterprise. Many apparent accidents to the line have
been ingeniously contrived by speculators in Washoe stocks, for the purpose of
gaining some dishonest advantage. Fortunately the sagacity and energy of ^ ^ O *' <^'«/

the Telegraph Company have nearly precluded the possibility of cutting off
communication for a sufficient length of time to afford facilities of this kind. It
is their interest as well as their duty to preserve uninterrupted communication
for the benefit of the public at large. With this view, stations are established
at intervals of 8 or 10 miles all across the Sierras. One or two men are placed
at each of these stations, with horses ready to go out at any time on either side
In winter, during severe snow-storms, these horses are saddled ready for use, so
that the employes whose duty it is to repair the line can proceed to the break
without delay. When the difficulty is too great to be immediately remedied by
connection of the wires, the despatches are carried to the first station beyond, and
there repeated for transmission to their point of destination. It sometimes hap-
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pens, during seasons of extraordinary severity, that the line is broken clown 20 or
30 times in ?� single day and at as many different points. This is a busy time
for the operators. Tliev must be constantly on the alert, availing themselves of V *" * / O

every possible resource that ingenuity can devise. It is not merely a mechani-
cal office, as many suppose. Not only must the operator be skilled in the Ordi-
nary details of his profession, but he must have Hie head to devise, and the handc- "!

to execute in the various unforeseen difficulties which are constantly occurring.
He must be able to act as well as direct-to repair by extraordinary where ordi-
nary means are not at hand. With such men feats are performed almost every day
durino- the winter of which the public have but little conception. A citizen of
San Francisco telegraphs to his correspondent in Virginia City. In six hours,
let us say, he receives a response. "How is this/' he exclaims, "allowing full
time each way for transmission, delivery, and probable delay, I should have had
this answer at least four hours ago T' He is dissatisfied with the tardiness of
electricity, or the operators, or both. He does not know, and probably would
not believe it if told, that his message passed through ten or a dozen breaks on the i O A O

line: that it was earned over several e'aps on horseback, through raging floods, ? OJL / O O O '
or blinding snow-storms; that dangers were encountered and hardships experi-
enced in its transmission from which most men would shrink, unless they found
their compensation in something beyond a monthly salary.

The falling: of trees across the line is a source of reat inconvenience in densely^

wooded countries. Although the wire is not always broken, the insulation is apt
to be destroyed or affected, and thus communication cut off or rendered imper-
fect. "Where the poles are far apart and the wires slack, several trees may lie
across the line within a distance of eight or ten miles and still not break the wire.
In these cases it becomes as tense as a piano string and gives forth a musical
answer to the slightest vibration. The repairer usually exercises his discretion
in adopting one of the two alternatives left, either to cut the wire or the tree.
Mr. Sbanner mentions the case of an employe-an Irishman, it is presumed
who stood over the wire while he cut a tree that lay across it. Relieved of the
pressure that bore it down, the wire suddenly righted itself, tossing the man
about 10 feet in the air. His astonishment may be imagined, but scarcely
described.

The construction of the overland telegraph, under difficulties so numerous
and so formidable, was one of the great triumphs of the present age. When
we consider the vast extent of desert countrv traversed, the scarcitv of material, %t / *

the vicissitudes of the climate, and the hostile character of the Indian tribes
inhabiting the wild regions through which it was necessary to pass, the consum-
mation of this enterprise is an event of which the American people may be
justly proud. No achievement of ancient or modem times surpasses it in the
magnitude of the interests involved both to commerce and to civilization. It
was the first grand practicable demonstration of the feasibility of a system by
which the remotest parts of the earth may be brought into direct and instanta-
neous communication, and thus the bonds of sympathy and interest strengthened
between the various races of mankind.

In anticipation of the difficulties likely to arise between the Company and^_ ^F ^L 9f

the public without an explicit understanding of the relations existing between
them, Mr. Carpentier, while acting as president, devoted special attention to the
formation of a code of laws and regulations by which the}* should be mutually
governed and the interests of each protected. Among the laws devised by him
and passed by the legislature of California, the most important, and that which
most intimately concerns the public, is the act of April IS, 1S62. This act
introduces anew feature in the business of telegraphing, a feature not only«-

novel in its conception and application, but of incalculable importance to the
civilized world-the legalization of messages transmitted by telegraph in their
relation to instruments and acts of law.
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ppropriatc provision is made to secure the public against dishonesty and
fraud on the part of the operators and other employes. Penal
for divulging the contents of messages, changing the sense or meaning, k

"ly sending false or forged messages, appropriating information to private
.ses, wilfully neglecting to send messages, or postponing or sending them out
f order. Also, against fraud by any j
messages addressed to any other person, read despatches by means of any macL

, bribe telegraph operators to divulge the contents of
damage the line, or otherwise attempt to cut off communication. But the great
feature of the law k that contracts by telegraph are deemed to be contracts in
writing, and the signatures thereto arc valid in law. Notice by telegraph is

1 notice. Power of attorney or other instrument in writing, duly acknow- *"" CD / v

lodged and certified so as to be entitled to record, may, together with certifi
of acknowledgment, be sent by telegraph, and the telegraphic copy or duplica
has prima facie the same effect in all respects as the original. Checks, due bill
promissory notes, bills of exchange, and all orders and agreements for payme;

delivery of money or other thing of value may be made or drawn bv tel
graph, with full force and effect as if written. Persons indicted on oath for, or

', any public offence, may be arrested and imprisoned upon warrant
d by anv competent officer, properly indorsed and directed to such

3 may be legally authorized to make the arrest. Writs or orders in civil suits
r proceedings may also be transmitted in the same way. All these provisions
re carefully guarded so as to avoid any infringement upon individual rights,
hile they tend materially to promote the public convenience and welfare.
A novel feature in this law is that the marriage ceremony may be performc

gard to d
Upon the passage of this important act by the California legislature, Mr. Car-

pentier proceeded to secure the passage of similar acts in the neighboring States
and Territories. On the 17th of October, 1862, the legislature of Oregon passed
an act embracing substantially the provisions of the law of California; this was
followed by a similar act of the territorial assembly of Utah, passed January V r " V
1863. As the State of California, always in the lead, wras the first to mak
practicable m f the Pacific railroad

d mail route, and the overland telegraph, so it has been the first to introd
this imporant feature in the laws governing the telegraph system. None of
Atlantic States, I believe, have yet adopted it, but they will doubtless com
it in time.

A very general misapprehension prevails in the Atlantic States in reference
frequent errors and interruptions which have attended th 

^^^M

rland telegraph since it went into operation. The inconvenience to wh
public have been subjected has been patiently borne, until patience hi

ceased to be a virtue. The facts of the case are that east of Salt lake, within
t-be past four years, Indian disturbances have been a prolific source of trouble.
The stations have been attacked, the line broken down, the operators murdered,
and all communication cut off, day after day, week after week, yet California is

mpelled to bear a share of the blame. Without attempting to cast any
sure upon the eastern division, which doubtless has done all in its power to pre-
vent these interruptions, it has been the good fortune of the California divison,
svith the exception of a single outbreak at Ruby valley in 1864, to have had no
ilitriculty with the Indians.

A marked difference exists between the character of the Indian tribes east

1 west of Salt lake. The Arrapahoes, Navajos, Apaches, and Sioux ar
powerful, mischievous, and warlike j the Shoshones, Bannocks, Pi-Utes, and

her western tribes are poor and less able to cope with the wdiites. I refer to
;he fact as showing a prolific cause of failure on the eastern side to
western division is not subj
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In reference to the operations of the division between Salt Lake City and
San Francisco, there is not, I believe, a line of equal length in any part of the
world upon which so few errors or interruptions have occurred. The system of
checks adopted is so rigid that it is scarcely possible for an error to pass through
the office at San Francisco. When there is doubt in regard to a word the oper-
ator causes it to be repeated from the Salt Lake office ; if still the same and
evidently an error, he causes it to be repeated back from the office in the Atlan-
tic States where it oriinated. In the vast number of messaes transmitted

between Salt lake and San Francisco nearly every error that occurred has been
traced back to the other side.

The greatest trouble hitherto in the working of the California division has
been experienced in the Sierra Nevada mountains. This is now almost entirely
obviated. The company have constructed four separate and distinct lines from
Sacramento to Carson : one by the Dutch Flat route and three via Placcrville,
each of which is in fall operation. It i s s carcely possible for any combination
of circumstances to result in the interruption of communication upon all these
lines at the same time.

A new and substantial line has been built between San Francisco and Omaha," ""

following the travelled stage route, making the second line across the continent.
This was commenced as an opposition line by the United States Telegraph
Company, but after completion between San Francisco and Salt lake, was pur-
chased and finished from Salt lake to Omaha by the Western Union Telegraph
Company.

The Western Union Telegraph Company, having purchased a controlling
interest in the California OverJaud Telegraph Company lines, in June last took
a lease of the lines of that company, and all are now worked under the name
of the former company as their Pacific division. The lines of this division con-
stitute all the wires west of Salt lake, from Los Angeles to a point in British
Columbia 750 miles north of New Westminster, on Frazer river. This extends
to near the boundary line of our Russian possessions.

A new line has been constructed by the Western Union Company from Salt
Lake to Helena, in Montana, via Virginia City, Montana, between 500 and 600
miles in length.

riirham Young has built a line some 400 miles in length, connecting the
northern and southern settlements of the Mormons in Utah.

Telegraphic Connections-Talk of distances.
Miles. Miles.

San Francisco to San Mateo 20 Marysville to Oriville 28
San Mateo to Redwood Oriville to Chico 26
Redwood to Santa Clara Chico to Tehama ; 26
Santa Clara to San Jos6 3
San Jose to Centreville 16 

Tehama to Red Bluffs 
Red Bluffs to Shasta 40

Centre ville to San Leandro 18 Shasta to Trinity Centre 45
San Leandro to Oakland 8 Trinity Centre to Callahans 2J
Oakland to Martinez 24 Cullahans to Rough and Re ady 11
Martinez to Benicia 4 Rough and Ready to Fort Jones 11
Benicia to Suisun 

Sacramento to Xicolaus 

Nicolaus to Marysville 

North San Juan to Camptonville 
Camptonville to Forest City 
Forest City to Downieville 

8 

22 Fort Jones to Yreka 18
Suisun to Sacramento 45 Yreka to Mountain Houso ..*.. 40

.... 26
... 16

Marysville to Timbuctoo 17
Tiuibuctoo to Grass Valley 19
Grass Valley to Nevada 4 

Mountain House to Jacksonville 
Jacksonville to Grave Creek 
Grave Creek to Cafiouville 

Canonville to Roseburg 
Roseburp: to Oakland, O 18 

k>0

34
34

Nevada to North San Juan 
8 

Oakland to Eugene City .............. 53
Eugene City to Corvallis . . ........... 40

26 Corvallis to Albany .................. 10
8 Albany to Salem ..................... 24
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Table of distances-Continued.

Miles.
Salem to Oregon City 38
Oregon City to Portland 
Portland to Vancouvers 
Vancouvers to Montieello 40 

13
7 

Nevada to Dutch Flat 
Dutch Flat to Donnor Lake 

Donnor Lake to Steamboat Springs... 
Steamboat to Virginia 

Mil es. 
. 16
. 40
. 46
. 1

Monticello to Drews 

Drews to Olympia 

Steilacoom to Seattle 
Seattle to Pt. Elliot 

Pt, Elliot toTutilalup 
Tualalup to Swinotnish 
Swinomish to Sebomo 
Seboine to Semiubnoa 

Yank's Station to Fridays 

30
52 Petaluma to Santa Rosa 17

Olympia to Steilacoom 22 Santa Rosa to Healdsburg 15
60 f

35 Benicia to Vallejo 7
17 Vallejo to Napa 16
35 Napa toCaJistoga 26
37
28

Semialmoa to New Westminster 25

Sacramento to Folsom ................ 22
Folsom to Latrobe ................... 37

Latrobe to Shingle Springs ............ 8
Shingle Springs to El Dorado ......... 5
El Dorado to Placerville .............. 6

Placerville to Sportsman's Hall ........ 12
Sportsman's to Sugar Loaf ............ 22 

Sacramento.to Auburn 
Auburn to Coloma 
Colorna to Placerville 

Coloma to Georgetown .' 
Georgetown to Todd's Valley 
Todd's Valley to Forest Hill 
Forest Hill to Yankee Jim's 

Iowa Hill to Dutch Flat 

36
14

9

9
8
3
3

Yankee Jim's to Iowa Hill ............ 10
10

Sugar Loaf to Strawberry ...... . ..... 12 '
Strawberry to Yanks ................. 13

12

Fridays to Genoa ..... ............... 12
Genoa to Carsou ..................... 16

Carson to Dayton
Dayton to Silver City 5

Virginia to Williamsburg 131
Williamsburg to Unionville 14
Unionville to Star City 12*^

Yank's Station to Glenbrook 17
Glenbrook to Carson 14

Carson to Ophir 13
Ophir to Washoe 3
Washoe to Virginia 12

Genoa to Wellington's 
Wellington's to Aurora i 

40
50 

San Andreas to Copperopolis 

Folsom to Latrobe 

Latrobe to Drytown 
Dry town to Suiter's Creek 
Slitter's Creek to Jackson 
Jackson to Mokolumne Hill 
Mokolumne Hill to San Andreas 

San Andreas to Murphy's 
Murphy's to Columbia 
Columbia to Sonora 

OVERLAND. 

15

14
14
5
3
5
9

lli

7

San Jose to Gilroy 30
Gilroy to San Juan, S 12
San Juan, S., to Kingston 130
Kingston to Visalia 
Visalia to Fort Tejon 1 
Fort Tejon to Los Angeles 

San Juan, south, to Watsonville 
Watsonville to Santa Cruz 

Saiita Cruz to Monterey 

25 
125
110

Genoa to Markleeville. 
Markleeville to Monitor 
Monitor to Silver Mountain 

San Francisco to Fort Point ......... 

24
7
7

San Jos6 to Warm Springs 14
"Warm Springs to Stockton 56
Stockton to Sacramento 45 

Carson to, Dayton 
Dayton to Fort Churchill 
Fort Churchill to West Gate 69 

13
22

West Gate to Austin 69
Fort Point to San Rafael ............ 21 Austin to Grubb's Wells 51

San Rafael to Petaluuia ............. 24 Grubb's Wells to Ruby Valley 62
Petaluma to Sonoma ................ 12 Ruby Valley to Egan 42
Sonoma to Napa .................... 12 Egan to Deep Creek 74
Nap a 'to Suisun .................... 20 Deep Creek to Fish Springs 52

Fish Springs to Fort Crittenden - 99
Sacramento to Newcastle ............ 0"
Newcastle to Auburn ................ 4
Auburn to Coif ax ................. .. 19 15

Colfax to Grass Valley 11 12
Grass Valley to Nevada 4 

Swinomish to Fidalgo island 
Fidalgo island to San Juan island 
San Juan island to Victoria, V. I 

o ̂

20
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ARIZONA

SECTION I.

GENERAL FEATURES OF THE COUNTRY.

To be understood and appreciated, Arizona must be taken as a whole. Those
who know it only as "the Gadsden purchase/' those who have no knowledge of
more than the Colorado river district, or who are only familiar with the central
and northern regions, cannot form a correct idea of its resources and capabilities.

The general lines of the Territory are thus defined in the organic act approved
February 24, 1863 :.,... :

All th ut part of the present Territory of New Mexico situate west of a line running due
south from the p "oin the point where the southwest corner of the Territory of Colorado ioins the
northern boundary of the Territory of New Mexico to the southern boundary line of said
Territory of New Mexico.

In other words, all of New Mexico, as formerly existing, between the 109th
degree of longitude and the California line, embracing 120,912 square miles, or
77,383,680 acres, a district three times as larjre as the State of New York./ / / o

The mountain ranges are a prolongation of those which, southward in Sonora,
Chihuahua, and Durango, have yielded large quantities of the precious ore, and
which, northward in Nevada, are attracting the attention of the world with their
wealth. The general direction of the mountains and quartz veins is northwest
and southeast, and there are numerous parallel ranges which form long valleys
in the same direction.

The Territory is divided into many mining districts, but as these are liable to
be changed at any time, the mineral regions will be defined under three grand
natural divisions, viz^J' Southern Arizona/'' " The Colorado Iliver," and " Cen-
tral Arizona," referring VitMn these districts to the various streams upon which,
or near to which, the placers or lodes are located, as affording the most definite
description for permanent reference that can be given.

SECTIOX II.

SOUTHERN ARIZONA

This part of Arizona, known as the Gadsden purchase, was the earlier
occupied bv the Americans, and is still the best known. Until the bcsrinnin:-n * *T!5
of the war it was the favorite overland mail route to the Pacific, and it is stil f "

considered the easiest stas;e route across the continent. Its mountains are nearl^ <

all mineral-bearing, and silver lodes near to the Sonora lino have been to soni
extent worked.

The principal towns of southern Arizona are Tucson, on the line of the ovei
land mail route, and Tubac, 52 miles south. Both have lono- been in existence

and are situated upon the Santa Cruz river, which, rising in Sonora, runs neai
directly north until it reaches the Gila river, near the Maricopa wells. The d

. tances from Tubac, which may be considered in the heart of the mineral regi
V «.f southern Arizona, arc, by the usually travelled roads, as follows: San Fr.i

cisco, 1,074 miles j San Diego, 510 miles; Fort Yuma, 330 miles; El Pas
389 miles: St. Louis, 1,770 miles. Towns in Sonora. Mexico-Santaf r

38 j Magdulena, 51 miles,- Altar, 95 miles ; Hermossillo, capital of Sonora,
les; Guaynms, port of entry of Sonora, 329 miles: Libertad, on the Gulf

f California. ISO mil
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The ores of silver found in southern Arizona are argentiferous galena, native
silver, auriferous sulphuret of silver, black .sulplmret of silver, sulphate of silver,
sulphate of iron combined. The gangue is usually quartz or feldspar. The
ores of copper are usually the sulphurets, principally gray.

Nearly all the silver and copper lodes show traces of gold, and placers have
been found at many points, but have not proved sufficiently extensive to attract
much attention.

"While, owing to Indian disturbances and the consequent high prices, and other
serious impediments to mining operations, most of the lodes in southern Arizona
arc now temporarily abandoned, no one familiar with them doubts that some of
them are valuable, and must eventually be worked with profit.

THE COLORADO MINE.-This mine, otherwise known as the Heintzelman,
(in honor of General Heintzelman, United States army, who was among" the firstV / «/ / O

of the American owners,) is situated on the south side of the Ccrro Colorado
mountain, about 22 miles west of Tubac by way of Sopori, and eight miles
north of Arivaca. The lode runs nearly north and south, and may average 22
inches in thickness. It is about 2,000 feet in length, and is distinct and separate
from the porphyry rock on both sides. Mr. Sam. F. Butterworth, who, on behalf
of the owners in New York, examined the mine in the winter of 1863-'64,
reported as follows:ft *" *

The principal ore in the depth is silver-copper glance-containing an average of six per
-cent, of silver; this is accompanied by argentiferous gray copper ore, which averages two
per cent, of silver. These minerals are very unequally distributed through the quartz; their
presence in greater or less quantity determines the value of the ore; at the present level they
constitute about seven per cent, of the ore fit for reduction, making its value about $120 per
ton ; at a higher level the ore contained fully 30 per cent, of these minerals.

Guido Kiistel, who reported upon tlic property at the same time, says:
The main shaft, 6 feet by 12, well timbered, and furnished with substantial ladders, is placed

on the east side of the lode, which pitching east, changes the inclination in the deph, so that th
shaft, which was calculated to strike the lode at 160 feet below the surface, may not reach it
before 400 or 500 feet depth. The distance from the shaft to the vein, below the present work,
is less than 30 feet.

There are other shafts, and some tunnelling and drifting, and the depth of actual
working is about 120 feet. Mr. Kiistel further says:

The characteristic feature of this mine is the rich ore which shows everywhere. The prin-
cipal ore in the depth is silver-copper glance, containing from 2 to 10 per cent, of silver,
accompanied by argentiferous gray-copper ore, with from one to three per cent, of silver. On
the more or less abundant appearance of these two minerals in the quartz, the richness of the
ore chiefly depends. The distribution in the quartz is very unequal, sometimes in small par-
ticles, and sometimes more massive. This last, representing the first class, when selected
was formerly obtained ; about 30 per cent, of the whole mass of ore is fit for redaction; but
at the present level only five to eight per cent., so that over the average of the ore cannot bo
estimated much over $100 per ton. This estimation refers to the vicinity of the main shaft
for about 200 feet in length. North and south of this part, the quartz prevails, making th
ore poorer.

Near the Cerro Colorado mine, and upon the same property, are other promising
lodes. Mr. Kiistel refers to one of them:- *

In Arivaca, a few hundred yards east from the lead mine, a quartz lode, " Mina Blanca,"
is found, (discovered long ago,) in which rich silver ore occurs. This vein was opened only
about nine feet deep, and never further prospected. Mr. Riggings is informed of this mine.
It is very probable that more good veins will be discovered yet in the neighborhood of the
Colorado mine, such as do not crop out. Till now not much attention has been paid to this
kind of prospecting. The best mines in Santa Rita are those lately discovered, of which
no outcropping was to be seen. This was also the case with the Heintzelman lode.

Regarding wood, water, and the process for working the ores, he says :
For about 20 miles round Cerro Colorado there is very little wood, but sufficient to supply

a limited steam engine for hoisting the ore. Water is also scarce. The shaft at 100 feet
depth gave as much water as was required for about 100 men and animals.
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If the same quality of ore be found deeper in the Colorado mine, and this doubtless will bo
thfe case, the amalgamation in pans by way of roasting cannot be recommended on account
of the copper "which would enter the amalgam to from 600 to 800 per cent. The smelting- of
the first-class ore cannot be introduced for want of lead ores. The richest ore was melted

formerly with from 200 to 300 per cent, of lead ore. It was procured from the lead mine in
Arivaca. This mine, however, did not yield as much ore as required. Some lead ore was
obtained from the Patagonia mine, under conditions that 85 per cent, of the silver contained
in the lead ore had to be returned to the Patagonia mine free of cost.

In regard to the scarcity of wood or fuel generally, whatever location may bo selected, it
appears that for the Colorado ores and circumstances, two methods of reduction should be
adopted: First, amalgamation in barrels; and second, amalgamation by patio.

The following is a report made to the Sonora Exploring and Mining Company
regarding: the Cerro Colorado mine in 1861, bv Colonel Talcott:O O r if \

Report showing the quantity and value of silver ore yielded ~by the Hcintzclman
mine, liow disposed of, and where that on liand is situated on the 1st of July,
1SGO.

Sold and taken by purchasers to Sonora 
Sent by the company to San Francisco 
Sent by the company to Cincinnati 
Smelted by the company 
Reduced by amalgamation at the Arivaca works of the company 

Total sold and reduced 

Remaining at Cerrp Colorado 
On hand at Arivaca 

Pounds. 

3,880
44,037

1,400
18,991

586,700

655,003

1-29,500
443,700

Total ore on hand 

Total product of the mine 

573,200 

], 2-28,208

The 655,003 pounds sold and reduced yielded the company $45,010 28
Allow for pre on hand $90 per ton 

Value of ore raised � 

25,794 00 

70,804 23

General Heintzelman stated in a letter from the mine, dated 1858, that all the
ore smelted to that date yielded $920 per ton. Herman Ehrenberg, civil and
mining engineer, wrote from Tubac in 1859 that 75 tons smelted or reduced in -/
various \vavs yielded $41,180 in silver, or an average of $549 per ton.«/ */ * / O -I

1 he Arivaca ranch, upon which the Cerro Colorado mine is gitnatedy com-
prises 17,000 acres, and was famous in the days of the Jesuit missions* It is
thus described in the report of the engineer who first surveyed it:

The Arivaca has much beautiful meadow land, fine pasture on the low surrounding hills
for thousands of cattle ; live oak grows in the gulches, mcsquite on the hills, and on the
lower ends of the streams it is thickly lined for live or six miles with groves of cottomvood,
ash, walnut, and other useful woods for fanning and mining purposes, in sufficient quantities
to answer all demands.

"

On and near the ranch a number of silver lodes have been taken up. Upon
the Euriquetta some expensive machinery was erected several years since, but
like that upon the Heintzelman mine it is now idle. The lodes- are probably 

^^^ ^^^H - " ^^^

too small to be profitably worked until mining can be conducted at less expense-.
SANTA RITA MIXES.-These mines are located in the Santa Ilita mountains,V

some 10 miles east of Tubac, and 50 miles south of Tucson. Mr. Wrightson^
agent of the company owning most of them, thus referred to their characteristics
in a report made in 1859 *

The ores of the -Santa Rita mines are suited to both smelting and amalgamation. The smelting
ores are those in which there is a large admixture of lead or very rich sulphuret of silver aud
copper. The amalgamation ores are those where the salts of silver and copper predominate.
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*

The Crystal and the Encarnacion mines yield smelting ores. The Bustillo, the Cazador, the
Ojcro, and the Fuller mines yield ores which by assortment can be treated by both processes.
The Salero yields amalgamation ore.* "

Raphael Pumpelly, mining engineer, made an elaborate report in 1861, from
which the following extracts are 'taken :

The veins of the southern spur of the Santa Rita occur in a feldspathic porphyry, charac-
terized by the absence of quartz, and presence of hornblende. They are not isolated occur-
rences, but, as is usual with true fissure veins, appear in groups. Indeed, the entire range
of hills, from the point of the Salero mountain to the Santa Rita peak, is an extensive net-
work of lodes* They differ but little in the character of their outcrops, usually more or less
porous quartz, blackened with oxide of manganese, or reddened with that of iron. Frequently
green, blue, and yellow colorings betray the decomposition products of our argentiferous
iahl ores. There is no reason for doubting that the great mass of these are silver leads, while
at the same time there is the weighty argument of analogy in favor of such a supposition.

The different leads present a remarkable uniformity of character. Having nearly all the
same general direction, they also possess the same combination of minerals. Many of them
Lave been prospected by small shafts, but there are hundreds apparently equally good that
remain intact.

GILA OR OJERA VETX.-Direction north 69° east, south71° west; inclination 81°. More
work has been accomplished on this than on any other belonging to the company. The old
Ojero and the Gila shafts, two frontons at the latter, and a small prospecting shaft, have been
opened on it. In the beginning of I860 good ore was discovered in the outcrop, and on exca-

^^"^ ^^k J ̂A ̂ ^fc ^ ̂mm _ ~|_ ^^^h ^^^ ^h

vating, a rich deposit of galena and fahl ore was found.
THE SALERO has a different direction from any known vein of the district. Its course being

about north 35° east, its continuation northeast must intersect that of the Gila. It is well

defined, and presents every indication of a good vein. It possesses a shaft 69 feet deep,
admirably equipped, and timbered in a very substantial manner.

THE CRYSTAL lias a direction of north 85° east, and is one of the best defined leads that , /
have been opened upon. A shaft 34 feet deep and VA feet of fronton have been accomplished.
The ore is abundant, and being almost massive sulphuret of lead, will be of great value in
smelting. It is associated with copper pyrites and zinc blende. Although the last named
mineral is an unwished for ingredient, occasioning much trouble in the furnaces, still this C^ vJ '
difficulty can be to a great extent overcome by a careful separation.

The low yield of silver in the crystal undoubtedly arises from the absence of argentiferous
fahl ores, but I do not doubt that these will make their appearance, and with them an increase
in the amount of silver. Should the ore continue as abundant as it is at present, or should
there be an increase in the lead ores of other mines, it is probable that the reduction works
wrould yield an excess of lead and litharge over the amount needed for their own use.

THE BLTENAVENTURA is one of the most interesting leads belonging to the company. A
remarkable characteristic of this lead is the great facility with which the silver in its minerals
can be extracted. Of this the following experiments will give an idea. A trial was mad
in the patio, and from what I can learn, from about 400 pounds of average ore, 20 ounces of
silver were obtained. From another made on good ore, (10 pounds,) 1.5 ounce was the
result, being at the rate of 336 ounces to the ton.

The ores of the Santa Rita mines fall into two classes, lead ores and fahl ores, considering
them miueralogically; or into three, when classified according to the metallurgical process
best suited to them iu this country.

1. Smelting ores; galena and such fahl ores as are too rich in silver to be subjected to
other processes.

2. Refractory amalgamation ores, containing a certain percentage of lead, and requiring
to be roasted before reduction, whether this be accomplished in the patio, the barrel, or the
salt process.

3. Ores containing rich fahl ore, native silver, sulphuret of silver, and other simple or com-
plex salts of this metal, with little or no lead, needing no roasting for the pado, and no magis-
tral, or but very little.

Under the first two heads come the products of all the mines excepting those of the Buena-
ventura and Mascasa, which fall almost entirely into the last division.

Nearly all of the ores will require a mechanical preparation before they can be submitted
to the different processes. The more massive lead and fahl ores, with a small percentage of
quartz, need simply a separation by hand. The amalgamation ores require crushing and
grinding, and the majority of the smelting ores demand both crushing and washing to free
them from useless gangue.

The old ranch of Tomacacori, two and a half miles south of Tubac, is claimed
by the company owning most of the Santa Rita mines. It was the seat of a
Jesuit mission, and the ruins of a splendid church edifice are still to be seen upon
it. Water for working the mines is found at this ranch on the Santa Cruz, and
at one or two points on the Sonoita.
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SOPOKL - The ran cli of Sopori, a noted property, lies south of the mission of
Xavicr del Bac, nine miles H»uth of fi' *

nearl a hundred years since and remarkable for its architectural

me try and beauty. The Sopori ranch, through winch the Santa Cruz river runs,
lias been thus described : .

Resides the bottom lands on the estate, which are partially wooded, a large portion is cov-
ered with a dense forest, chiefly mesquit or locust, (Algarobia grandulosa,) while along the
margin of the river are found cottomvood, sycamore, ash, and walnut trees ; biit the rnesquit " " "- " » " ̂^^ " f-^m ^- " '" " * f ̂ - * * ^- » » W * ̂ ** '-H' » » "" ̂ *^ ̂-* ^-^ » *-- ̂- " * ~ ̂-

La the timber par excellence, on account of the many uses to which it may be applied.
In the mountains, on the extreme eastern portion ot the estate, is pine timber. Between

the timber lands and the mountains are large tracts of grazing lands, unsurpassed in the Ter-
ritory for their excellence. The arable portions, before referred to, though limited, are adapted
to the cultivation of wheat, corn, barley, and other cereals ; and to the fruits and vegetables
of the southern States. On the grazing1 lands innumerable herds of horned cattle, horses,
mules, and sheep were formerly raised, when the great haciendas and missions were in a
flourishing state.

THE SOPOM SILVER MIXE, upon the ranch named, has been somewhat
developed by a Xew England company. In 1859, Frederick Brunekow, geolo-
gist and mining engineer, made the annexed replv to a letter of inquiry :O O Q J -l»f i "r -

In answer to your inquiries about the mine and ranch of Sopori, in the Territory of Arizona,
I have to say, that I am familiar with said mine and ranch, from a three years1 residence
in the vicinity as chief engineer "of the Sonora Exploring and Mining Company, at Cerro
Colorado.

I have made several assays of the ore from the Sopori mine and found them to yield from
10 to 15 marcs per cargo. The ore can be treated successfully by amalgamation, with the
barrel process. The mine is well located, being near wood, water, and grass, the three
necessary elements to its successful development.

There is a small quantity of agricultural laud in the vicinity, and an immense range of ^ V %. - w
excellent pasturage. On the Santa Cruz river, near by, great forests of mesquit timber pre-
vail. The roads are the best natural roads in the world.

There may be other mines in the vicinity of Sopori. I have examined some outcrops in the
vicinity, which proved to be argentiferous galena. Gold has been washed in this vicinity
during the rainy season, and is to be found in the Teuajas mountains.

Pine timber for building purposes can be obtained from the Santa Rita mountains, on the ,
east of the Santa Cruz valley.

Sopori is one of the best locations in Arizona for mining, trading, farming, and stock
raising.

MOTTET MIXES. - This well-known mining property has perhaps been more
continnouslv and successfully worked than any upon the Sonora border. Some ** «/ */ i

8200,000 is said to have been expended in the purchase of the property, the erec-
tion of reduction works, houses for laborers, and everything necessarv for an / / -v . O *

extensive and permanent establishment, including steam engine and mill. Th % . e

district is finely timbered and watered, and proverbially healthful. Twcnty-fiv o
tons of the ore were sent to Europe in 1862. The result, (says Mr. Mowry,) was an
offer of dGoO sterling per ton for the ore as it ran, properly cleaned. Some bars
of lead and silver from the reduction works sold in England at 8200 per ton,
and many have been reduced at the mines, in an English cupel furnace, to sup-
ply silver for the payment of current expenses.*

F. Biertu, metallurgist and mining engineer, wrote a report upon these mines
in February, 1861, from which the following extracts arc taken :

Instead of finding, as I expected, barren mountains, as at Washoe and Mono, I gazed on
beautiful landscapes and a country covered with trees of different kinds, with fertile lands
perfectly wutrrt-d. True- it is that the nearest neighbors, the Apaches, arc far from hein nrn
even equal to the Patagoniaus; but this, it seemed to me, could not be a reason for giving
to such a beautiful spot, which in spring must be covered with flowers, so savage a name.

* * * * * * * *

The property, containing about 500 acres of land, is situated 10 miles from parallel 32° 20'

t exasperated. I

visited it in JtKJ tje of ores ranged at §:io to $40 per ton. The
lode averages about four feet ia thickness. The mine has never paid expenses, but might bo* >- fc *m * * "* - _ . ^^^^^^

cal management,-J. li.
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north latitude, which forms the limit between Arizona and Mexico, 20 miles from Fort
uchanan, 14 from the town of Santa Cruz, in Sonora, and at an elevation of 6,160 feet from

the level of the sea; and a good road, 280 miles in length, and which, with a little repair,
might be made excellent, places it in direct communication with Guaymaa. By this route
freight from San Francisco to the mine does not go beyond five cents per pound. The mine
is situated on the last hills forming the eastern slope of the Sierra de Santa Cruz, and is bounded
on the northeast by extensive plains covered by the mesquit and oak trees, which reach the
line of Sonora, whose elevated mountains rise in the horizon. Between these plains and the
mine is to be seen the Sierra Espuela, called also Wachuka mountains.

The road leading to the mine from Fort Buchanan crosses a range of hills and mountains
completely covered with oak, pine, sycamore, poplar, willow, and hazlcmit. The land and
the hills around the mine are covered with green oak, cedar, pine, and manzanitas. The
whole country abounds with rabbits, quails, and wild turkeys. It is not a rare occurrence
to meet droves of deer and antelope, numbering from 25 to 30.

The principal lode of the Patagonia mine is composed principally of argentiferous galena,
and runs south 85° east. Its thickness, which increases as it dips in the earth-now 83 feet
in depth-is of about three feet. Three small veins, excessively rich, cross each other in the
main vein, all running in different directions. The size of these small veins varies from 10
to 19 inches. Other veins, whose outcroppings are visible on the top of the hill, and which
run in a parallel direction at a great distance, will, according to all probabilities, be met with
as tho working of the mine proceeds. The galena of the principal vein contains a small
quantity of copper and arsenic. It seemed to me that I detected appearances of zinc, but I
had no means to ascertain the fact. An assay of the different ores has given results varying

';o $706 in silver per ton, and up to 62 per cent, of lead. Their reduction is of the
utmost facility.

Guido Kiistel sent the following condensed report upon the Mowry mine from
San Francisco to New York by telegraph, in April, 1864 :

The lode, which is over 14 feet wide, runs east and west, between limestone and granite-
like porphyry. It consists of sulphurets and carbonates of lead in manganese, often pure,
containing iron, frequently in large chambers. Its great advantage is the presence of iron,
manganese, lime, and lead, so that the necessary fluxes are in the ore in abundance. The
greatest depth worked is 180 feet. There are four galleries.

The present style of furnaces and system of purification are more like waste than rational
workin _ *. _l_ _ "_ __ r*l_ ^B_ -"" _r Mmp___ * ** _-- V

The present expense of working six tons per day is $15 per ton. There are many thou-
sand tons of rock out in front of the main shaft, half of which is fit for melting after veiy
simple concentration.

food is abundant. Live oak costs Si 75 a cord.
With furnaces four feet square and ten feet high, and with proper treatment, more silver at

less expense could be extracted. Tho best ore produces $350, the poorest $50 per ton. But,
even reckoning mining and reduction at $20 per ton, facts and calculations show that the
net profits of one day's work of 20 tons will be $1,280.

A statement from Mr. Mowry, later in 1864, says the lode lias*i
Much increased in width and richness at the great depth of over 200 feet. The vein often

spreads out into chambers of pure ore of great size, no gangue appearing between the side
walls. Two peons have taken out 10 tous of rich ore in one day's work.,

OLIVE MINE.-Half a mile west of the Mowry mines is the Olive lode, of
argentiferous galena. Three shafts of 30 feet each have been sunk in it, and
the lode shows a width of 14 inches. The ore worked to this time has given
from $50 to $100 per ton.

SAX ANTONIO MINE.-This mine is distant about six miles southwest of the

Howry mines. It was discovered in 1862, and has been worked to some extent
Its ores are described as carbonates and sulphides of lead, tho latter occurring
in segregations.

The veins in winch these ores are found is composed of decomposed garnet, followed
along some portions of its line of strike by limestone, bounded by a country formation of
feldspathic and granetic porphyry. This vein varies on the surface from a few feet to 12 or
14 feet in width.

The Empire, the Eagle, the French, and the La Esperanza silver lodes, in
the same vicinity, have been sufficiently opened to demonstrate the existence of
argentiferous galena in quantities and of a grade that may eventually pay.
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THE GUALOTA lode, four miles west of the Mo wry mines, is a lode varying
from one to six feet in width on the surface. At the bottom of a shaft of 60

feet there is a vein of metal three feet wide. The ore is chiefly sulphurets of
silver, and there are traces of gold.

THE FRESXAL lodes are about 60 miles west of Tubac, in the Baboquivori
range. The country is very rough and broken. At places wood, water, and
grass may be had, though generally scarce. The ores are sulphurets of silver,
and argentiferous galena, black and brownish ores. The chief lode, called the
Prieta or Ajax, has bold croppings, and is at places 10 feet in width. The
lode has been traced for six miles. Twenty tons of the surface ore, reduced by 4.
the Patio process, gave $30 to the ton the poorest, and $45 the best. The
size of this vein, (although it is not so rich as others already discovered,) with
some facilities for working, will probably make it valuable. Three other veins
have been worked in the Fresnal district, (so called from an old town now
abandoned,) viz: the Colorado, and two not definitely named. Ore from the
Colorado yielded $75 to the ton. "

THE CABABI MIXES are in a district some 75 miles northwest of Tubac, in
the Cababi mountaims. The veins are not large, but are moderately rich.
The ores are of silver in sulphurets, (amalgamating,) and have thus far been
reduced by the Patio process only. The Picacho mine, sometimes called the
Padreas mine, has a vein about three feet in width. It has been worked for
many years, and the average yield of the ores has been about 380. It is esti-
mated that the present owner lias extracted $50,000. Mexican labor only has
beeen used. The Tajo, the Providencia, the Tiger, the Cobriza, the Cokespa,
and the Bahia mines, in the immediate vicinity of the Picacho, are well spoken
of. Some 50 tons of the Cobriza ore, (selected,) sent to Europe via Guaymas,
and reduced by the best process, brought $550 per ton in silver and copper.
Ei<rbt tons of selected ore from the Picacho, sent at the same time, yielded_ / *

$1,200 to the ton. Mr. Pumpelly says of the Cababi lodes: . . . .

The veins which I observed occur in a quartziferous porphyry and in an amygdaloid rock.
This latter has a brown compact base, containing numerous acicular crystals of triclinic
feldspar, and calcareous spar in impregnations and small threads. Cavities, some filled with
quartz and others with delessite, are frequent.

A great number of veins of quartz and barytes occur in these two formations, the latter
seeming to prefer the amygdaloid rock. One vein of barytes, containing a "bonanza" of
sulphuret of silver, was found and worked by the Mexicans, and several specimens of heavy
spar associated with silver glance from various localities were shown me.

The Fresnal and Cababi mines are in the country of the Papago Indians, a
branch of the Pimas, who have alwavs been friendly to the whites. Hence * «/

operations upon the mines have not necessarily been interrupted. Mexican and
Indian labor may be had at from $15 to $30 per month, and provisions may be
brought from Sonora at low rates, flour seldom costing over four cents per pound.
While water is scarce, there is sufficient for mining, and in the shafts of the
Picacho lode there is now so much that pumps are needed.

At Quijota, west of Cababi, are gold placers (dry washings) long worked by
the Papagoes, and now worked by them and at times by Mexicans, with consider-
able profit. Large pieces of fine gold have been extracted, and the gold gen-
eral 1 v is coarse.* 

SIERBITI MIXES.-These mines are in the Sierriti mountains, abont 30 miles
northwest of Tubac. They are of argentiferous galena. Work has been done
upon the Benton, Belcher, and other lodes. There is an old gold placer at the
west end of the mountains, long worked by Mexicans. In the vicinity is an
abundance of water and oak timber, and some gold placers worked before the
discovery of gold in California. o

AJO MIXES.-These copper mines, sometimes called the Arizona mines, are
Mtuati 'I northwest of the Cababi mines about 60 miles, and 40 miles south of
the Gila river. The ores are principally of red oxide, malachite of copper, and"

29
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gray sulplmrets. A number of veins have been opened, and the mines were
steadily worked for three years. The ore was carried to Fort Yuma and thence A J -

shipped to San Francisco, to Swansea, and to Boston. A shipment of 30 tons
of the red oxide ore sent to Swansea sold for $360 per ton, and is said to have
been the richest copper ore of the class ever received there. Work was sus-
pended upon these mines chiefly because of the lack of water on the desert road
to Fort Yuma.

SAKTA ROSA MINES. - About 50 miles west of Tucson, near the road from
Cababi to Marioopa Wells, are some copper lodes, with indications similar to
those of the Ajo mines.

APACHE PASS. - South of this well-known pass, on the overland mail route
to New Mexico, a number of lodes have been located by soldiers and others,
but little work has been done.

MINES NEAK TUCSON. - In the vicinity of Tucson lodes are not so numerous
as about Tubac and the Sonora line, but a number have been taken up.

LEE'S MINE, 12 miles due west from the town, shows a vein two and a half feet
wide, of silver sulpliurets and galena. Some of the ore worked in an arrastra
has given a return of $150 per ton, and considerable work has been done upon
the mine. Five hundred pounds of ore lately smelted yielded 90 ounces of
silver.

LA PAE MINE, near Lee's mine,, is of a similar character and has a shaft of
about 100 feet. About 25 tons of the ore have been smelted.

SPANGLEK MINE, some six or eight miles southwest of Tucson, is a copper
lode upon which some work has been done..

VICTORIA LODE is about 16 miles southwest from Tucson. Ten tons of the

ore (copper) were lately taken out, and a part of the same has been shipped to
San Francisco via Guaymas for a working test. The vein is some 10 feet in
width. Four tests of the ore in small quantities have returned a yield of 45,

^, 72J, and 74J per cent.
SAN PEDRO LODES. - The district of the San Pedro river is chiefly noted for

its fine agricultural lands, but several promising lodes have been found in it. It
lies east from Tucson some 25 miles. Mr. Pumpelly describes the ores as tetra-
hedite and massive copper glance, containing copper pyrites, with quartz and
barytes for gangue from the San Pedro vein, and galena with iron pyrites from
the St. Paul vein. The San Pedro river furnishes an abundance of water for

all purposes.
At the CaTion d'Oro, on one of the roads from Tucson to the San Pedro, are

gold placers which are occasionally worked, and seldom without affording fair
wages. There are evidences of work done upon them in years p l,^- ̂̂  |^T * "_ A. I X-- J. \^/ W * *+S V^ T ̂- ^-» X^ A* ^-* V-/ *^ ̂ f '*- f F *-' -*" -*--*- % V ^-J ^.^ ^-' "*-* V-* JLJL V AA -^J " m. " -^s ^ * m p^f ^j v * p^/ V VO "* «/ i

MARICOPA LODE.-This lode, sometimes called Gray's mine, situated ab
70 miles north of Tucson and f< Gila river, is considered*

me of tlie best copper deposits in southern Arizona. Mr. Gray thus described
lie vein in a general report, made in 1860:

The formation of the district is primitive, chiefly granite and sienite, with metamorpbic
and sedimentary rocks, and injected dikes of trap and quartz.

The lode was traced and measured 1,600 feet, having a width of from 8 to 12 feet plainly
marked by its walls and out-cropping ore. The veinstone is quartz, with seams of argen-
tiferous copper ore, at the surface a few inches wide, but which at six feet down appear nearly
solid, covering the greater part of the lode.

The copper glance and gray ore predominate, though at top the carbonates and silicates
were intermixed. A branch vein shows itself near the place of greatest development. Here
it traverses an elongated hill, intersecting it lengthwise, and protruding above the surface
from one end of the hill to the other, a distance of 700 feet. The hill is 60 to 125 feet higher
than the valleys and ravines surrounding it, and slopes for half a mile in the direction of the
lode to the west, when the ground descends northward towards the Gila at a rate of 250 feet
to the mile.

The course of the lode is very regular, north 84A° east, or 5^° north of true east, and Si- o
south of true west. The dip is to the north, and ubout 75° from the horizon, very nearly
vertical as far as could be observed
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he cjlevat:or. of the Maricopa mine, determined by me with a fine cistern barometer, is
3,;>7^ feet above the level of the sea, and 1.497 feet higher than our camp established on the
Gila river six miles off, selected as a good site for smelting works.

. R. Hopkins, civil engineer, in connection with the same report, speaks as
follows :

We have traced the copper lode by distinct pieces of heavy ore for 1,600
feet, about east and west; also, three other veins. The lode appears to be from 8 to lii feet
wide on the surface.

Ihe shaft we have commenced is on the main lode, and on a hill that rises from CO to 100
feel above the surrounding galleys. It is now peven feet square and six feet deep. The ore
is increasing in richness, and tbe veins widening. The vein containing the copper glance,
specimens of which y< u will receive, is now 20 inches wide, and occupies the south side of
the lode. Next to this comes gray and green ores and the red oxide of copper. The lode is
now occupied with the ore, so that nearly all that is thrown out goes into the pile to be
smelted.

The dip of the lode is now slightly to the north, and we suppose that it will run into another
lode *^5 feet north of it, and form a wider bed of ore than we now find.

We would express to you our confidence in the extreme richness of the mine, both from our
own observation and the opinion of experienced miners throughout this section of country.

We find the water-power on the river abundant. Mesquit is in sufficient quantities to
furnish charcoal, which is of the best quality.

Frederick Bnuickow, assaycr and mining engineer, made a report in January,
I860, upon some selected specimens from this mine, from which this extract is
taken :

The specimens consisted of the outcrop ore of a powerful vein, and bear the unmistakable
fcigns of a true vein. * * As commonly by all outcrop ore, so here carbonates
and silicates make their appearance, while the main body of the vein, to some extent below
the surface probably, will consist in general of gray sulphuret of copper and other ores which
aheady in large quantities appear upon the surface- * * I divided the ores into
different classes, and assayed them accordingly.

1. Fahl ore, (Tennantit,) mixed with carbonate, contained to the ton 50 per cent, copper
and 104 ounces silver.

2. Gray sulphuret containing to the ton GO per cent, copper and 93 ounces of silver.
3. Silicate of copper containing 20 to 25 per cent, copper, and 20 to 25 ounces of silver to

the ton.

4. Carbonate of copper containing 25 to 50 per cent, copper and only a trace of silver; as
carbonates and silicates are secondary formation, alarjre yield of silver could not be expected.

The ore of this vein would be the cheapest and quickest way to reduce in a blast furnace,
and run into copper ingots, which could be shipped, and afterwards be stri ~>ped of their silver.
Iron crushers for breaking the ore, as well as the neces.-ary blast, could be driven by water-
power, of which there is at the Rio Gilo any abundance.

GENERAL EEMAEKS ox SOUTHERN ARIZONA. - The foregoing1 reference to

tlie principal mining localities in southern Arizona will show that the country is
pre-eminently mineral bearing. In most places there is a tolerable supply of
raesquit timber, but water is scarce. The grazing is generally excellent. A
great need of southern Arizona is a port upon the Gnlf of California, and it has
long been the ardent hope of the people that cither Guaymas or Libertad would
be secured. "\Vhile the roads arc for the most part good, the distance from Fort
Yum a, the nearest American port at present, is so great as to involve large
expense in the transportation of machinery and such supplies as are not pro-
duced in the country.i

Enough has been done to show that some of the lodes, if not remarkably
rich, are sufficiently so to pay well when they can be worked at a reasonable out-
lay, and as the Apaches are overcome, and the agricultural lands are safely cul-
tivated, mining operations will probably be renewed.

It is a well-authenticated fact that until the uprising of the Apaches, (about
1780,) many of the silver mines of that part of northern Sonora, now c<insti-
tuting southern Arizona, were worked with remunerative results.

Should a railroad from the Rio Grande, or from the Gulf of California, be
extended over any one of the easy routes to southern Arizona, the country would
be made an attractive mineral region, and would soon be well populated. The
principal streams are the Santa Cruz, the Sonoita, the San Pedro, and the Gila.
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SECTION III.

COLORADO RIVER.

The valley of this great river, " the Mississippi of the Pacific," may justly be
considered one of the natural divisions of Arizona. Ascending the river from its_ C_J

mouth it is a distance of 150 miles to Fort Yum a, where the mineral district may
be said to begin. Opposite to the fort, on the Arizona side, is the town of Ari-
zona City. The Gila road to Tucson, and across the Territory to New Mexico,
begins at this place, and the -supplies for the military of southern Arizona are
forwarded from here, coming from San Francisco via the Gulf of California.

Up the Gila, some 20 miles from the Colorado, gold placers were discovered
in 1858, and caused some excitement. A traveller passing at that time says he
saw $20 washed out of eight shovelsfull of dirt, and this in the rudest manner
by an unpracticed hand. The diggings are in the sand-hills half a mile or more
from the river, too far to cany water by hand, and as by dry washing but $1 or
2 a day can be made, they are now for the most part abandoned. Occasionally

a strike is made by Indians or Mexicans, and $20 to $30 secured in a day. Old
residents of the Colorado and Gila mining districts give it as their opinion that
with water conducted to the placers they would pay well. A company organized
in I860 for this purpose sent some machinery to Gila City, but subsequently gave
up the enterprise.

The first mining district of note on the Colorado is some 40 miles above Ari-
zona City by the river, and known as the Eureka district. The ores are chiefh T
argentiferous galena, containing from 20 to 30 per cent, of silver. There is also
a show of gold. The lodes are in the mountain ranges, and situated at from i
to 20 miles east from the river banks. They may be reached by trails. Generally r<L

travel is difficult in that region, owing to the rugged nature of the country. But
few of the lodes taken up in the first excitement (1862) have been developed.
Of those upon which work has been performed the Buena Vista promises well.
The width of the lode in the main shaft (which is 60 feet deep) is about five feet.
Some of the ore submitted to a working test gave a yield of $60 in silver to the
ton. The Bronze, the Margarita, and the Vernon lodes yield ore of the same
class and value. The country rock is granite and slate j the silver veins are in
pink and white quartz. Copper indications are numerous, and it is supposed that
deposits of that ore exist here as well as further up the river.

SILVER DISTRICT, on the Colorado, north of the Eureka, has some well-
defined veins capped with what the miners call " dry bone," containing consider-
able zinc. The district has been but little prospected. Most of the lodes located
are from three to four miles from the river. Upon one a shaft was sunk to the
depth of 25 feet before reaching metal, when a good quality of silver and lead
ore was discovered. . ,

CASTLE DOME, 50 miles above Arizona City, is a well-known mining district,
so called from an isolated mountain bearing a close resemblance to a dome. The
lodes are in a ran«-e of mountains from 15 to 30 miles back of the river, but. aso / /

in the Eureka district, they are not very easy of access, and water is exceedingly
scarce. A number of lodes have been claimed, and several companies organ-
ized in San Francisco for their development. Those opened are from a foot to
five feet in width, and well defined.

Professor Blake states that the ores of Castle Dome are argentiferous galena,
in a vein-stone of fluor spar, and that they contain 30 to 40 ounces of silver to
the ton.

Mr. Sage, one of the principal owners in this district, furnishes an estimate of
what he believes the true value of the ores to be in San Francisco, and what the
expense will be provided the mines can be made to produce regularly a large
quantity of ore:
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Price of 60 per cent, ores per ton - 
Castle Dome ores are 75 ounces of lead 

Add 75 ounces of silver per ton 

Giving for value of ton of ore in silver and lead 
Deduct freight to San Francisco 
Deduct carting to the river 
Deduct mining and sacking 

15 00 

Leaving a profit per ton of 

50 00 
12 50»"* **
/D 00

137 50

10 00
10 00

35 00

102 50

Mr. Gird, another owner, values the ores at 60 per cent, worth 840 in silver to
the ton; making
The value of a ton of ore 

He allows for mining and sacking §12 00 
690 00

Carting to the Colorado river 15 00
Freight thence to San Francisco 18 00

45 00

Leaving a profit per ton of 45 00

T bottom 1 ravines f ;1 d, mesquit, and iron wood, b
in sufficient q y fuel for reduction works upon a large scale, and
1 f the Colorado river ores are sucl q king p

li probably be found most profitable to ship them to San F
price has been offered that y for lead ores fror he Eureka and Castle
orae districts which is ffi heir shij: even at the present

rates of transportation.
In the WEAVER Dis .b lie Castle Dome d he silver"

lodes are much c same character. Tli f P
Of ?se tlie Colorado has a f; ation. It is thus described by Mr. II
Eh .berg, a good authority:

This mine is located on the east bank of the Colorado river, in the Territory of Arizona,
nine miles south of La Paz, and about eight miles east from the river. The outcroppings
are very heavy, emd may be traced for a mile by bands or isolated outbreaks of quartz mat-
ter stained with carbonates, intermixed with copper-glance. The Colorado appears more like
a mighty interstratified deposit of gneiss and metamorphic slates in which it occurs, forced
to the surface by an eruptive mass of rock that breaks forth west of the croppings. Future
developments may prove this appearance to be deceptive, and that at a greater depth the vein
will have a greater dip, becoming more vertical, and, in place of following the stratification, M_ t f_ £ \__J
lit lil 1*1 *» " "¥""« " 1 1 T " 1 1 C* break through them like a true fissure vein. It is immaterial, however, to which class of K -M. A *. ̂H_ 4^. V ^^ ̂L. "_ b _" A ̂k. ^K " _ J I " J M _ ."_ " ̂L - ". .". «_ _!-"_ A_ ^k H .1 .^H I m -m _^^_ __ m& _ L ̂H ^B ^B. K A J. ̂*- M- ^ - " T _ ^ ̂^m _ -m " _ ^_ _ _ I ^%. .m_
mineral deposits the Colorado belongs. If an interstratified deposit, or nearly horizontal vein,
its great extent and width on the surface and the rich ores it contains speak extremely favor-
able for its becoming a lasting and extremely valuable mineral deposit. Many a great copper
deposit, like those of Talhua and Mansfield, which have been worked for centuries, with " "
immense success, are of a similar description, differing, perhaps, in the formation which
encloses them being younger and less disturbed by eruptive forces. The ore already taken
out may be divided into three qualities-the first should yield from '40 to 70 per cent, in cop-
per, carrying with it a large quantity of silver; the next grade will give from 30 to 50 per" %.«**" «m ^"^** .-*. ^, .JL A *^_F a ^ %, P i.
cent, in copper alone; the third grade contains free gold ranging from $30 to $100 per ton.

A si f the Colorado ore was mad Richardson &C Wiinscfi.

Their return, dated J y 1?, 1867, gives a yield of 30J per cent, in copp
with 6 l ton. Thej "y y are ready to pay <£50 ster-
ling p T ton i'( such

The next d h 1. li f La Paz. and bears the same nam

It was firs "lored in the Colorado gold excitem LS :1. indeed, 1
was knowi f the mineral f the Col "V until r.
A. McKey, m iber of the territorial Icirisluture from La Paz, has furnished

d t of the discovery of the placers which caused the uplmildin<
L place of considerable importance, and a favorite shipping p
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for goods for Central Arizona; Prescott, the capital of the Territory, being at a
distance of less than 200 miles in the interior, and Wickenburg at a distance of
but a little more than 100, over remarkably good roads:

Captain Pauline Weaver, and others, in the month of January, 1863, were trapping'on
the Colorado river, and at times would stray off into the mountains for the purpose of pros-
pecting- for gold. They had discovered what was then named and is still called " El Arollo
de la Tenaja," which is about two miles north from El Campo Ferrd, and about seven
miles east from La Paz, In this gulch they had discovered gold in small quantities, and
had taken two or three dollars' worth out, which Captain Weaver kept in a goose-quill.

Soon after this discover? iscovery Weaver visited Fort Yuma and exhibited what £old he h ad
This evidence of the existence of a commodity so much sought for in this country convinced
others that gold might be found in quantities by hunting for it. Don Jos6 M. Eedondo
Laving heard of the discovery, at once set out to visit the newly found "El Dorado " in com-
pany with several others. He arrived a few days afterward at the camp of Captain Weaver,
who pointed out to him and his party the particular gulch from which he had taken the gold.
After a short examination of this place the party set out in different directions to discover, if
possible, something which would pay to work, aud the extent of the placers. Within less
than a mile from Weaver's camp, south, Eedondo took a pan of dirt to prospect, and when
he had dry-washed it, to the astonishment of himself and the party with him, he found that
he had one "chispa'' which weighed two ounces and one dollar, besides other small pieces.
Others of his party found good prospects, but none of the company had come for anything1
more than to ascertain the truth or falsity of the reported glad tidings, and therefore were
not prepared to remain and work for want of the necessary provisions and tools, but were
compelled to return to La Laguna, a settlement some twenty miles above Fort Yuma, on
the Arizona side of the Colorado. After their arrival at La Laguna, and report of what
they had discovered, a party of 40 persons prepared to visit the new mines. After their
arrival in the placers, about the middle of February, 1862, discoveries were made almost
daily, until it was known that every gulch and ravine for twenty miles east and south was
rich with gold. Ferra Camp, Campo en Medio, American Camp, Los Chollos, La Plomosa,
and many other smaller places, all had their rich diggings, but the discovery made by Juan
Ferra, of the Ferrd gulch, was, without doubt, the most valuable of any. Very soon the
knowledge of these discoveries spread to Sonora and California, and people began to pour in
from all points, and continued to come until they probably numbered fifteen hundred. Tin
population was maintained to a greater or less extent until the spring of 1864, when the
apparent exhaustion of the placers and the extreme high prices for provisions caused large
numbers to leave. The discovery of the Weaver and Walker's diggings, in the year 1863,
drew away many of the miners from these placers.

Of the yield of these placers, anything like an approximation to the average daily amount
of what was taken out per man would only be guess-work. Hundreds of dollars per day to
the man was common, and now and again a thousand or more per day. Don Juan Ferra
took one nugget from his claim which weighed 47 ounces and six dollars. Another party found
a "chispa" weighing 27 ounces, and another one of 26 ounces. Many others found pieces
of from one or two ounces up to 20, and yet it is contended that the greater proportion of the
larger nuggets were never shown for fear of some evil spirits, who infested the mines at the
time. It is the opinion of those most conversant with the first working of these placers that
much the greater proportion of the gold taken out was in nuggets weighing from one dollar
up to the size of the '* chispas " above named. I have often heard it said of those days that
44 not even a Papago Indian would work for less than $iO per day."

As has been seen from the above, the gold was large, and generally clear of foreign sub-
stances. The largest piece (above mentioned) did not contain an apparent atom of quartz
or any other base matter. The gold from the different camps varied a trifle in its worth at
the mint in San Francisco, and brought from $17 50 to $19 50 per ounce. But all that
was sold or taken here went for from $16 to $17 per ounce. Since the year 1864 until
the present, there have been at various times many men at work in these placers, number-
ing in the winter months hundreds, but in the summer months not exceeding 75 or 100;
and all seem to do sufficiently well not to be willing to work for the wages of the country,
which are and have been foi some time from $30 to $65 per month and found, No inconsid-
erable amount of gold comes in from these placers now weekly, and only a few days ago I
saw, myself, a nugget which weighed $40, clear and pufe from any foreign substance.

Some parties have lately come into these diggings with what is called concentrators or dry
washers, which they have been working for a lew weeks, and in conversation with Mr. "i-ii i T " r* i i* * * 

i it jf"

Finkler (an owner of one of these machines) he told me that he could make $20 per day where
he was at work, and pay three dollars per day for his hands, and that he only required four
to work the machine. Should these machines prove a success these placers will soon be
peopled again with industrious, prosperous miners. Of the total amount of gold taken from
these mines, I am as much at a loss to say what it has been as I was to name the tfirerage ^
daily wages of the first years, and as I might greatly differ from those who were among the

-st in these mines, I do not feel justified in setting up an opinion as against them; I shall,
therefore, give the substance of the several opinions which I have obtained from those who
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\verc the pioneers of these placers. J have failed to find any one of them whose opinion is
that less thau £l,000,000 were taken from these diggings withiu the first year, and in all
probability as much was taken out within the following years.

As might be supposed, the richness of these placers suggested the existence of -*- ̂L. f^J **-*.* ^^ JL *, V

valuable quartz lodes in the vicinity, and prospecting began in 1863. The
result was the location of a number of gold, silver and copper veins within an
area of 30 miles about La Paz. Of these several have been opened, and the
ores well tested.

CONSTANTIA MINE.-A gold mine 12 miles east of La Paz has a shaft of
75 feet, and some 20 tons of the ore worked by arrastras yielded $30 to $50 per
ton. The vein is five feet wide in a granite formation and regular. The Las
Posas is a similar vein.

CONQUEST MINE.-This is a gold mine, otherwise known as the Ravena mine.
It is situated east of La Paz, some six miles, and has been well prospected. A
number of shafts and tunnels have been opened, and the vein is found to be well
defined and promising. The width is from 3 to 20 feet. Some silver is found
in the ore which is free from sulphurets. Gangs of men are now employed, as
they have been for several years, in preparing this mine for working upon a large
scale, and its owner, Mr. Ravena, is confident that he has a valuable property.
He has already, it is said, been offered $100,000.

Cure MINE.-This lode is also of gold-bearing quartz, with a mixture of
galena in the ore. A shaft 50 feet deep has been sunk.

PICACHO MINE.-At a point some 30 miles east from La Paz, on the road to
Wickenburg, a number of silver-bearing lodes were opened in 1S63 and 1864.
Much work was done upon the Picacho, and about 300 tons of ore were extracted
from the shafts and tunnels, which amounted to some 600 feet in extent. For
some cause or other the ore was not worked. The ore is of argentiferous galena,
and the vein shows a width of about three feet five inches.

PEACH BLOOM MIXE. - A shaft of 80 feet has been sunk upon the lode which
adjoins the Picacho, and is of a similar class.

The HUGHES, the AMERICAN PIONEER, the SCOTTT, and the SALAZAX silver
lodes in the same vicinity are generally of the same class, but for various reasons
have not yet been much worked. Good pay ore in carbonates and chlorides has
been taken from the latter, but no permanent vein yet found.

The APACHE CHIEF copper lode, near the foregoing, is one of the most remarka-
ble in Arizona, and at onetime attracted considerable attention in San Francisco.
The ore is found in deposits rather than in a regular vein, but the location is
too far from navigation to make mining profitable at present. The country
about La Paz is barren of wood saving mesquit and ironwood in the gulches
and ravines, and water is not abundant, although it might possiblv be had at2 ^^ *

any point between La Paz and Wickenburg by sinking artesian wells. A com-
pany holding a charter for a toll road to Wickenburg and Prescott have proposed
to sink several such, but have as yet taken no action.

Ascending the Colorado towards Williams Fork, the mountains, nearly all
show signs of metal-bearing. Perhaps the most striking and extensive group of
copper veins yet discovered is in the Harcuvar chain of mountains, at a distance
of 35 miles east of the river, and 55 miles northeast of La Paz, and a little north
of the La Paz and Wickenburg road, before referred to.

Herman Ehrenberg, who was among the first to examine the lodes upon the
Colorado, as he was those in southern Arizona, and who was noted for his
cautious language, made a lengthy report upon the Harcuvar district, of which
tbe annexed is a synopsis:

The group embraces 18 lodes, making an aggregate of 51,200 lineal feet.
Shafts have been sunk which demonstrate that they arc not only large but per-
manent veins. The rocks of the country are- granite gnei -, fractuiv-i at right
angles to the plain or arrangement of stratification. The fissureo are nearly per-
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The containing rock is of trapean character, and geologically speaking, comparatively
recent, probably belonging to the early tertiary or eocene era. These copper veins are, from
the present state of knowledge and observat.on, supposed to be composed entirely of fissure
veins, or infiltrated deposits from the general impregnation of the containing rock, their
materials Vaving made their way by plutonic forces through the trapean rocks, and their
accompanying formations. The theory of the formation of this district is against a synclinal
plutonic base, unlike the California middle copper belt, because the whole of the containing
rock is the same. Its geognostic position, however, is, us far as authoritative geology is
concerned, sufficiently true of a real vein formation. But one of the best evidences of the
value of the copper deposits of that district is that they are massive, solid, and regular, so
far as developed, whilst in the deposits the least infiltration is impregnated with carbouates.
The outside gossan is usually of specular or magnetic iron, which is invariably found adjacent
on the surface. Such is the character of the richest copper mines the world over.

The Planet Company was organized in California in 1864: company owns
ve claims as foil Phinet, 2,700 feet; Ashley, 2,100 feet: Wash, 2,100 f

Sentinel. 2,100 f< i Chief, 1,800 1' T
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claim is the wash separating the Ashley and Planet claims. The Planet claim
has been worked since the spring of 1865, and about 800 tons of ore have been
taken out. The ore is of gray and red oxide, average assay 40 per cent. It
has been sold in San Francisco at an average of $100 per ton.

The mines are located 12 miles from the Colorado, and within a quarter of a
mile of Williams Fork. The cost of transporting ore to San Francisco was at
first $60 per ton. It is now $28 per ton, and will probably soon be but SI8 or
20. If the company could erect a warehouse at the mouth of the Colorado,

and store the ore there until a cargo for a large vessel accumulated, it could be
shipped from the mines to Boston or Swansea, at a total cost of not more than
25 per ton. Then 30 per cent, ore, of which there is a quantity in both the

Ashley and Planet claims, could be profitably worked. Several other companies
are engaged in working copper lodes at "Williams Fork. Mr. Thompson, a
practical and enterprising miner, superintendent of the Great Central Company,
las erected furnaces for smelting the ore taken from the Eliza mine, and although

he has had many obstacles to contend with, his experiment has not proved
altogether unsuccessful. The Eliza is but 1,000 feet distant from the Planet
It is thought by some to be upon the same vein, but this has not yet been demon-"
strated. According to a late report the company have two small furnaces run-
ning, turning out copper from 91 to 96 per cent, fine, which is being shipped to
San Francisco. A large lot of this copper has been sold for 15 cents per pound,
$300 per ton. The cost of delivering such copper is but a little over $100 per
ton.

The ores of this mine are oxides and carbonates, very little or no iron or sulphur
being present; hence the company is able to turn out at one smelting a very
good article of copper. Some of this copper has been used by the brass foundries
of San Francisco, who have pronounced it a very fair article for many commer-
cial purposes, just as it comes from the furnace. Within less than two months
they will have a larger furnace in operation, which they think will be able to
turn out from three to five tons of copper per day.

The company own two parallel ledges of 3,000 feet each. Only one ledge
has as yet been developed to any considerable extent. Upon this an incline has
been sunk to the depth of 100 feet, at which point there are some indications of
sulphurets coming in. At the depth of about 50 feet drifts have been run each
way from the shaft about 100 feet, all the way in ^ood ore: vein varying from five* / ^ <- »> ^

to seven feet thick. The shaft is also connected with the surface by a tunnel,
through which the ore will be taken out. The outcrop of the vein has been
stripped quite a distance, developing good ore all the way. The superintendent
estimates that he has 5,000 tons of ore opened to sight, which will average
a yield of 25 per cent. He has lately taken out some ore yielding 74 per cent.

MIXEKA.L HILL, a locality near the Planet mine, has several of these so-called 7 */ /

lodes, supposed to be valuable. The Springfield Company are now taking ore
from the Orion; a furnace has been erected by Mr. Knowles. At Empire Flat,
10 miles south of Williams Fork, and three miles from the steamboat landing en
the Colorado, the Challenge mine has been worked for more than a year, and
about 500 tons of fair shipping mineral secured. The Kangaroo, the Bridal,
and other copper veins promise well, and ore lately worked by an arrastra from
a gold lode in this vicinity gave a return of $85 to the ton.

From Williams Fork to Fort Mohave, by the Colorado, is a distance of about
70 miles. Jusr about the foil, which was established long prior to the organiza-
tion of the Territory, there are no lodes, but in the mountain ranges east, and
north and east of Hanlyville, a town nine miles higher up the river, are some
districts already noted I'm1 their gold and silver mines.

THE SAN FRAN Cisco DISTRICT is situated some 12 miles from Hardy ville,
in a northeasterly direction. A stream called Silver creek runs through the dis-
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trict from north to south. The features of the district, which is some 20 miles
long and 10 miles wide, arc thus given by a recent writer:

The bold outcrop of quartz lodes stretching from east to west may be seen for a long dis-
tance. Conspicuous among these ledges is the Moss locle on the north, the Skinner and Par-
sons on the south. The aspect of these ledges is singularly wild and rugged, deviating
seldom more than 4° or 5° from the east and west magnetic equators. There is another set
of lodes much less numerous than the first, whose general direction is northwest and south-
east, or more exactly north 20° west. These lodes, if prolonged, must obviously intersect
some of the east and west lodes. They differ not only in their course and direction, but in
their niineralogical construction. The first class, the east and west, are quartz lodes, charac-
terized by the presence of feldspar and flour spar as the associate minerals. The second set of
lodes may be called calcareous, being composed to a great extent of magnesian carbonate of
lime, or dolomite. In some instances these have quartz linings and polished walls. The
Virginia, Olive Oatman, and Buffalo are conspicuous examples of the calcareous lodes. A
third class of lodes is observed in the San Francisco district, whose direction is northeast
and southwest. This class is very small, not including more than three or four, named
the Pride of Mexico, Trimuverate, Wright, and Morning Star. In general the lodes in the Sau
Francisco district are remarkably vertical, rarely deviating more than 30° from the perpen-
dicular, and their outcroppings are commonly very strong and well marked, forming in case
of the upper locles conspicuous features in the topography of the country.

The rocks of this district are exclusively porphyritic or volcanic. The porphyry consists
for the most part of the feldspathic variety. The crystals of feldspar are implanted in a
violet-colored mass, yielding, like most of the porphyries at Virginia City, at Esmeralda,

odie, and in the Mojave desert, to atmospheric influences, crumbling into incoherent masses,
or breaking away into acute and fantastic clifts. The gigantic quartz lodes, known as the
Moss and the Skinner, contain imbedded in their mass, especially at their surface, fragments
of scoriaceous la\:as, arid present in general a burned and roasted appearance. On the
Organ cafion of the Mojave there are extinct cones of volcanoes, whose streams of lava may
be traced for eight or ten miles, standing with vertical basaltic walls 100 or 200 feet above
the plain, capped with scoria, whose surface still speaks of the sluggish nature of the once
molten mass.

The attention of the mineralogical observer is arrested by the similarity of the lodes in this
region as compared with those of other districts, by the general absence of metallic sul-
phurets, and the carious or porous character so common in the outcroppings of quartz in
most auriferous regions, and not unlike those seen in some portions of Nevada. This char-
cter of outcroppings of the quartz lodes in the San Francisco district is common to most

outcroppings in the porphyrilic or plutonic rocks of other mining districts in Arizona, as in
the districts of El Dorado canon and the Wauba Yuma.

Of the contents of the lodes the same writer has the following:
The Moss, Skinner, and in general the larger lodes of the district, are characterized by the

presence of an abundance of white feldspar, forming sometimes the mass of the vein ; the
quartz existing then as a subordinate vein in the feldsparic and porphyritic gangue. The
mineral most characteristic of the east and west lodes in the San Francisco district, next to
the quartz and feldspar, which form the great mass of the lodes, is flourspar, a mineral fre-
quently seen elsewhere in the world as an associate in silver-bearing lodes-as, for example,
in Frieburg* in Saxony-but which is of rare occurrence in this country in a similar asso-
ciation.

This mineral is found abundantly in the Skinner lode, the Dayton, the Knickerbocker,
and the Quackenbush, and has been observed in the Moss and several others. It is asso-
ciated in them with free gold, horn silver sometimes in dodecahedra crystals and iron gossary.
The outcroppings of the Moss lode form a most conspicuous feature in the landscape, seen
standing up in bold crests from a long distance. This lode stretches in a continuous line for
more than a mile, and is claimed for double that distance. It is distant north of Silver creek
about two miles ; its course is about west 5° north, nearly at right angles from the liver,
from which it is distant about five miles. On the surface the outcrop shows a width of
about 50 feet, rising to the height of from 50 to 100 feet above the arroya, sinking at intervals
to the surface; its height above the Colorado river is about L500 feet. It has a southerly
dip of 14° to 120° away from the vertical. The vein material is composed of whitish compact
feldspar and quartz porphyry, intersected by veins of dense red, otten marbled quartz, rich
in free gold. Included in this vast mass are numerous sets of feldspar, hornstone, and
quartz veins, also masses of gray porphyry, tufaceous and vesicular lava.

The hanging wall of the Moss lode is an ash-gray, feldspathic porphyry, often intersected
by thread-veins of quartz and hornstone, barren of metallic sulphurets, showing at the sur
face no clay wall, or fluccan, separating it from the vein. The absence of this character of
permanent and well-defined lodes at the surface of the Moss ledge is in analogy with the
character of many veins in Nevada, which, however, at a moderate depth acquire this
feature, as the Allen shaft shows to be the fact for the south or hanging wall of the Moss
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lode. The entire outcrop of this lode has a burnt-up, dried and hardened aspect> but is
proven to be quite superficial by very moderate explorations.

The bullion obtained from this vein contains silver enough to give it a pale, yellow color;
the gold appears in beautiful polished scales, the flat surface often embossed Avith crystalline. » - --_ -^ I -m. ^K. m^S*. _d f* ̂ U ~m *~* A " *-<" ^^fcj^ f* ̂k ~^ I V f+ f-9 f*± »-^^ J~± 4 V I fc ^ J~~* ft 1 " "^ "^ " "^ f± f 4\ J" 1 f~\ ft 1 "V^ J fc ̂ "fc ^ » * ̂ * » »^ *^» ^ ft ̂t *»<*-, ,""1 V *-* <-fc " ̂  ̂^ KA " ̂  ̂ » '" V *-» *« » »- ^^ "»"" ^> rf** rf"* **^ » V ̂ t f-<^

-*^ --I- ^^^v "* ̂~ ^^-^ ^P^K ^~-~^ ^ ̂»^^ -^ -^ ̂  ̂ ^
nous ^ v * points. These phy
features bear great resemblance to that portion of the Comstock vein, which is still seen at
Gold Hill, south of Virginia City, where similar rich deposits of low-grade gold *-- - rm ^» ^ m . 4 """>"! . V «" * "\vere formed

in the quartz outcrop, giving name to the town which has since sprung into sue h wonderful^m *: ^^"^ 4 ^*^^

Moss, show bold outline of outcrop. This lode shows dru<y quartz, both compact and
cellular, and ferruginous with numerous cavities, out of which tiourspar has been decom-
posed. Small traces of sulphide are seen at the surface, which is stained by black oxide of
maganese, making portions of the outcrop quite black. This vein varies from 50 to 150 feet
in thickness. Its walls are ash-colored, feldspathic porphyry, in places beautifully polished A « *> v " wr m
on the line of dip 70° north. The vein appears to " be without a lining of clay, but like that^B

us
of" * A

2,000 pounds. The Parsons, Hurst, and Lelaud are other giga
Skinner. The smaller lodes of this district seem to promise quicker returns for a less expendi-
ture of money, such as the Caledonia and Dayton, a few hundred feet south of the Moss
lode, and the Quackenbush and Knickerbocker, some distance south of the Skinner and
Parsons. These veins are from three to ten feet in thickness, well defined, and showing at
the surface all the characters of true metalliferous veins. Samples from these outcrops
yielded iii a mill from $40 to 6^50 per toil. 

m ̂ ^ s^ "

Mr. A. E. Davis, of Harclyville, has furnished some notes descriptive of the
Moss, Parsons, and several other lodes in the San Francisco district, which are
given \vith a slight condensation :

The Moss Lode was among the first discovered in this district, and is perhaps
the best known. The vein is well defined for a distance of two miles. The
rock is dark colored and iron stained, the country rock is porphyry, the hanging
wall smooth and hard. Some remarkable specimens of gold ore have been
taken from this lode. In blasting, in some instances, pieces have been torn out
yellow with gold, and the face of the lode has shown streaks of the precious
metal. It is not surprising that the owners have held their claims as high as

300 per foot. The gold is of a blight color, and usually found in layers as
thin as paper, which makes it more showy than abundant ; the lode, however,
promises well. There are several shafts, and recently a tunnel 300 feet in length
has pierced the vein at a depth of 150 feet, where the vein is wide, and consid-
erable gold was found, but fine and scattered. The tunnel enters the vein at
right angles, and after reaching it follows it west for 300 feet, where a shaft
descends from the surface. All the rock taken out bears gold, and the vein,
from a width of five feet at the surface, increases at the greatest depth reached.

A 10-stamp mill was erected at Hardyville a few months since, and about 2-jO
tons of the ore have been worked, but the result is not announced. The cost
of miniii^- is -^-3 per ton ; of hauling to the mill the same.

The Pawns Lode. - This lode runs east and west, and can be traced by neat» ^^

wall of croppings for a distance of two and a half miles. The vein rock is
chiefly a gray quartz, accompanied by ilourspar. The country rock is blue and
birds-eye porphyry. The lode is from 5 to 12 feet in width. There are several
claims upon ir, those \n>t known being the Southern Cross and Queen of the
Pacific. Upon the latter a tunnel of 210 feet in lenth, along the lode, has
been cut.

Crossing, or rather running into, the Parsons lode at nearly right angles is a
lode known as the Michigan. The vein is about three feet thick, and a few tons
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of the surface ore worked in an arrastra gave a yield of $70 to the ton in gold ;
the tailings since worked yielded $80 to the ton in silver. O »'

What is now known as the Southern Cross, or Hardy mine, is a location of
1,800 feet on the Parsons lode and of ] ,600 feet on the Michigan lode. The Par-
sons is probably the mother lode of the vicinity. Beginning at the eastern
terminus of the Hardy location, at a large wash, the lode takes its course west
over an eminence, say 400 feet higher than at the starting point, and this in a,
distance of about 1,000 feet. The lode is favorably situated for tunnelling, and
several tunnels are already well advanced. A shaft between the two principal
tunnels is now. down some 80 feet, following the vein ; it will need to be 200
feet deep in order to reach the depth of the tunnels. The shaft is five and a
half feet wide, but it does not occupy the whole vein. One hundred tons of the
ore taken during the past summer from this shaft and from other cuts, and
worked in the Moss mill, gave a return of $18 to the ton, while the assays of the
pulp from the battery gave about $35 to the ton. This experiment is not con-
sidered, owing to a want of proper facilities in the mill, an accurate test of
what the ore will produce under proper working. The owner of the claim, Mr.
Hardy, is pushing the tunnels and shafts forward, and is confident that he lias a
good mine. He has already expended $40,000 in opening it, and will soon
erect a mill at Hardvville.

The Lcland Lode, in this district, runs east and west, and is about five feet in
width. The rock bears gold and silver, the former predominating. The gold
is fine and evenly diffused through the rock. A tunnel 150 feet in length strikes
the lode at the depth of 50 feet, where the quartz is as good as at the surface.

The Mitchell Lode runs east and west, with a slight dip to the north ; has good
walls, and the vein is from three to six feet in width, of quartz and flourspar.
A vein of quartz of a bluish color, varying in width from one to two and a half
feet, runs the whole traceable length of the lode, and prospects well in gold.
For my own satisfaction (says Mr. Davis) I took from this vein 10 pounds of
quartz, a fair sample, and pulverized it in a hand mortar, when, washing it in a
pan, it yielded at the rate of $150 per ton in gold. But little work has been
performed upon the lode, owing to a want of means and to Indian troubles.

THE SACRAMEXTO DISTRICT. - Next to the San Francisco, the Sacramento
is the best known of the districts adjacent to Fort Mohave and Hardyville. It
is some 30 miles northeast of the latter plaae, and abounds in veins, several
of which have been opened. This district is tolerably well watered, having
three or four small running streams and a number of springs. The water is,
with the exception of two or three springs, of an excellent character. Pine and
cedar timber are abundant, and the whole district is rich in nutritious grasses, and
arable lands are near at hand. The mines are chiefly of argentiferous galena,
and show well in gold and silver. There are also some copper veins showing
free gold. A correspondent has furnished the following list :

Neptune Lode. - This lode shows a vein seven feet wide, with walls of slate
and granite. A shaft has been sunk to the depth of 150 feet. The ore shows
both gold and silver.

Silver Hill Lode, argentiferous galena 5 a shaft 100 feet deep; vein four feet
wide.

Alcrarfs Lode, gold and silver ; shaft 65 feet deep ; vein three feet wide.
Mohave Chief Lode, gold and silver ; shaft 45 feet ; vein six feet wide.
Antictam Lode, copper ; shaft 40 feet ; vein three feet wide, two feet of which

is ore yielding from 40 to 80 per cent. There are also rich traces of gold and
silver.

Blue J3ell Lode, gold and silver ; shaft 24 feet ; vein two feet wide.
Darby Lode, gold and silver shaft 26 feet j vein two feet wide.
Daniel Webster Lode, gold and silver; two shafts 20 feet each; vein three feet

wide.
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Atlanta Lode, argentiferous galena; shaft 22 feet; vein three feet wide.
Union Lode, argentiferous galena; shaft 13 feet; vein eight feet wide, show-

ing a mass of mineral.
THE WAUBA YUMA DISTRICT is upon the road to Prescott, and some 50

miles from the Colorado.
H

formation ; the porphyritic and volcanic rocks giving a place to.metamorphic schists, gneiss,
and granitic rocks abounding with numerous veins of quartz, and is accompanied by a cor-
responding change in the character and direction of the mineral veins. Near the western

artrin of the Wauba Yuma district occurs a considerable vein of aurife"^* rous quartz, accom-
panied by ores of copper and sulphurets of iron. It is located in a high granitic mountain ;
it i-i called the " Pride of the Pines," and appears to be about 10 feet in width, possessing
promising characteristics common to the auriferous lodes of the Sierra Nevada, and has the
same northwest and southeast direction. Enormous dikes or roofs of quartz, and of course
quartz ore, feldspathic granite, cut through the reddish gneissoid granite which forms the base-
ment rock over a, large part of the Wauba Yuma district. Upon these gigantic quartz ledges
no exploration has been made, nor is there evidence of much metallic value in them.

There is some timber in this district, chiefly pine, oak, and walnut, and it is
11 supplied with water and gi
The Pride of the Pines lode has a shaft 36 feet in depth, and shows a vein

three feet wide, in which there is considerable free gold and some traces of silver.
Tlie Ben Franklin lode has a shaft 22 feet deep, and shows a vein four feet

gold and silver.
The El Bonito, McAnneny, Florence, McCkllan, Mountain Lily, Rubicon,

and William 31. Lent lodes in this district are well spoken of, and a comparj
has been formed in Xew York to develop them.

El Dorado cation, upon the west bank of the Colorad 40 miles north
f Hardville is the centre of a ber of lodes 1

located and several of them worked. Two mills were erected several
since.

The TcJmtticup lode is seven feet wide, well defined, and yields good ore. Four
hundred tons crushed averaged 870 to the ton.

The Queen City, Indian Queen, and other lodes have a good reputation.
This part of Arizona has, by a vote of Congress, been set off to the State

of Nevada, but its inhabitants protest against the change, and the legislature of
Arizona has unanimously memorialized Congress to reconsider its vote.

GENERAL REMARKS ox THE COLORADO RIVER COUNTRY. - Although not
well known until long after southern Arizona had been explored, and not yet
fully prospected, the valley of the great Colorado is entitled to some considera-
tion as a mining region. The temperature is much like that of southern Arizona,
and the region is about as well wooded and watered. The timber is chiefly
mesquite and iron wood, and found in the ravines and gulches. There is, also,
considerable cottonwood along the Colorado and its tributaries, and for minim?O / C*

use and fuel the drift-wood annually swept down the Colorado furnishes an
acceptable supply.

The agricultural lands of the Colorado region are less 'extensive than those of
southern Arizona, but where they are found they are mellow and fertile. The
Yuma, Mohave, and Chimahueva Indians, friendly tribes, cultivate them with
success, and gardens laid out near La Paz, Arizona City, Mohavc, and Ilardy-
ville by the white settlers have produced abundantly. The broad plains lying
between La Paz and Weaver and AYickenbur onl need water to be made pro-
ductive, and this it is thought can be supplied by artesian wells.

There are various opinions regarding the navigation of the Colorado. Small
steamers have for some years delivered freight at La Paz and Hardyville, and
many persons consider the latter place the practical head of navigation, but of
late several trips have been made to Callville, and it is asserted that the river is
navigable to that point. The difficulties and delays are serious obstacle?-, but it
is thought they may be overcome. Callville is some 600 miles from the mouth
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of tlie Colorado, and the roads to Salt Lake City, a distance of about 400 miles,
are easy and safe. It is believed that the river may be improved so as to renier
navigation to Caliville practicable in a commercial point of view, especially
when boats such as are used upon the upper Missouri, and upon the Tennessee
and Cumberland rivers, are introduced. In the event of success, trade will be
made one of large profit, not only securing the transportation of great quanti-
ties of silver and copper.ores, but of supplies for all of Arizona north of the
Gila, for Utah, and for parts of Montana. The merchants of San Francisco,
conceding the importance of the river as a channel of trade, have lately held
several meetings to encourage navigation, and to call general attention to the O o O 7 o

practicability of the same.
At a meeting of the merchants of San Francisco held September 27, 1867,

G. "W. Gilmorc, esq., submitted the following report of observations upon the
Colorado river, chiefly made during the trip of the steamer Esnienilda, Captain
Rogers, in November, 1866 : " / /

PORT ISABEL TO FORT YUMA.-For the whole of this distance the river runs through an
open country, presenting on either side wide stretches of bottom lands, covered with vegeta-
tion and abundantly supplied with timber, mostly cottomvood, willow and mesquite. The
Indians who live along the river cultivate the land to some extent, producing good crops of
Indian corn, squashes, melons, beans, tomatoes, and other vegetables. Occasionally a little
barley arid wheat are planted, which always appear to yield well.

About 60 miles above Port Isabel, tule lands commence, extending along the river on either
side for a distance of 20 or 25 miles, and back from the river to a great width-on the west
shore said to be in places 20 or 30 miles in width. These tule lauds are dry enough for cul-
tivation, and hold out promise of great fertility. Above the tules the land is again higher,
like that below, covered with vegetation and trees, and more or less cultivated by the Indiana
up to Fort Yum a.

For the whole of these 175 miles the river has a very crooked and winding course, aver-
aging in width probably half a mile; and this average width, it may be here remarked, it
retains for the entire distance up to Caliville, varied from time to time by bars and bends,
or by its passage through niountain canons and rocky obstructions.

The tide ebbs and flows for 30 or 35 miles above Port Isabel in ordinary stages of the river,
and for this distance on the flood tide salt water is found.

At the rise of water the river will perhaps, on the average between Fort Yuma and tho
mouth, be five to six feet above low water level-the rise lessening towards Port Isabel.

The channel, sometimes on one shore, sometimes on the other, has a width varying from
one-eighth to one-third of a mile, and a depth of from four and a half to eight feet. The
only obstructions of note in the entire distance to Fort Yuma are two sand-bars, which at
times have not over two feet of water upon them, and are frequently, in low stages of water,
consequently troublesome. It often happens that theso bars are washed away and changed
suddenly by the current. In one instance, during a single night, a bar with but two feet of
water upon it disappeared, and 10 feet of water were found next day in its place.

FORT YUMA TO LA PAZ.-The river continues very crooked, having about the same aver-
age width and depth of channel. There are perhaps three bars which may be called bad iu
low water, though these are frequently cut away by the current so as to have plenty of water
upon them.

At high stages of water great changes take place in the channel. The banks are of light-
colored adobe soil; they were in some places during last season's unusually high water cut
away for a mile directly into the land, changing the course of the river to that extent, but
leaving a new channel quite equal to the old. This cutting occurs at bends of the river in
the bottom lands, which, as below Fort Yuma. are covered with vegetation and timber; the
trees of the varieties already named are suitable for fuel, and are of very rapid growth. It
is found that upon new lands funned by the cuttings of the river cottonwood, willow, and
mesquite trees will be produced in three years large enough to cut for fuel.

Fertile bottom lands extend with little interruption along the banks of the river from Fort
Yuma to the Barriers-the first rapids on the river, situated about half-way to La Paz. Here
a range of broken mountains approaches the river on either side, and its channel passes
between high rocks, which contract it and give it a current more rapid and difficult to make
head against than any other rapid on the river excepting the Roaring rapids. At the Bar-
riers there are two channels. The one used at low water is about 100 feet wide at that stage,
the current flowing through smooth, deep, and very rapid. The rapids are short, probably
500 yards, more or less. The other channel, used when the river is up, is wider and easier.

After passing the Barriers, the mesa, an elevated gravelly plateau, generally barren, nearly
up to the river in many places, breaking the bottom lands, and forming the banks for spaces
sometimes of half a mile, at others ot two or three miles along its course. Occasionally the mesa
will form one shore of the river for a mile or two, while on the other will be a fine open bot-
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torn.* This mesa, whore it strikes the river, is usually 20 to 30 feet above the water. Tt is
never overflowed, and during the mosquito season the Indians live upon it to avoid those
insects, which are exceedingly troublesome upon the lower lands. All the way from Fort
Yuma to La Paz the mesa can be seen from the river in the distance, bordering the bottom
lands, though at times it seems to be 15 or 20 miles distant. The bottora lauds prevail
throughout the distance of ]?."> miles, probably covering two-thirds of the way. Thev are */ "/ "
similar to those below Fort Yuma, as before mentioned, and are to some extent inhabited
and cultivated by the Indians, whose villages are occasionally seen along the river shore.
Trees are quite abundant for most of the distance, and plenty of fuel to be had. Fuel cut
by the Indians is not very good, as they usually take only dead trees or driftwood, instead
of cutting live trees and piling the wood to dry. Driftwood upon the lower river is mostly
of the lighter woods that grow there ; while upon the upper waters it is of wood having good
substance for fuel.

Above the Barriers is the well-known rancho of William Rhodes, extending 16 miles along
the east bank of the river. The land is cultivated to a small extent, and sustains large num-
bers of cattle which thrive remarkably well.

LA PAZ TO MOHAVE CANON.-The character of the river is a little changed in these 100
miles. It has a width of from one-eighth to one-third of a mile, and a depth ranging from
four and a half to eight feet, with occasional bars having, say, 30 inches of water upon
them. It is much less crooked than below. There is generally a good wide channel with
a pretty rapid current, and occasionally a short bend which, at high water, will cause
powerful eddy, a little dangerous for a steamboat of insufficient power. There is, however,
no broken water, and no dangerous rocks are to be found.

The valley described in the last section extends, with little change of character, up to
Mohave canon. About 30 miles above La Paz the Ohimahueva mountains approach to
within a couple of miles of the shores of the river, with a fine open country lying about
their base. In these mountains are copper mines which promise to become very productive
whenever work upon them, now suspended, shall be resumed. After passing Williams Fork,
situated about 80 miles above La Paz, there is a distance of 18 or 20 miles to Mohave canon,
through which the river passes, cutting its way for eight or nine miles through a high range
of mountains ; flowing partly between immense precipices»of rock, rising nearly perpendic-
ular from its sides, and partly between masses of broken rocks and mountains. The chan-
nel, however, is of good width and depth, free from dangerous rocks, and with deep water
close up to the rocky shores, against which a steamboat's guards will touch while the hull is
in clear water, free from projecting points of rock. This feature is constantly to be observed
upon the Colorado in places where it passes between shores of rock, and is a most favorable
circumstance for steamboat navigation.

MOHAVE CANON TO HARDYVILLE.-Above the canon the valley again presents itself,
differing little in character until reaching Fort Mohave, about 30 miles above. For this dis-
tance the bottom lands prevail, bordered in the distance by the mesa, which occasionally
comes up and skirts the river for short distances and then again recedes, leaving long, wide
stretches of low lands covered with vegetation, and producing the same timber as that found
lower down the river. Upon the east side of the river a few Mohave Indians are scattered ;
on the west, a small number of the Chiinahueva tribe. There is a great deal of fine farming
land lying between the canon and the fort, some of which is already occupied by Americans.
liere was located the Philadelphia rancho, occupying several miles along the east side of the
river. Of this nincho a large part has been washed away and lost by the cutting out of the
river during the past two seasons.

After passing Fort Mohave the shores change. Low mesas, producing a little vegetation,
form the banks upon both sides of the river, except when occasionally broken by small bot-
toms of good land, some o( them occupied by a few Indians. Scarcely any timber is seen
upon the river from the fort up to Cottonwood island. What little formerly grew upon this
part of the river has beeii mostly cut off.

For the 60 miles from Mohave canon to Hardyville there is nothing serious to impede
navigation. The river is much straighter than in the lower parts, and has no sharp bends
and no bad bars. In some places a strong current is encountered, but there is nothing to
gtop a steamboat. The avevage width of the river continues about half a mile. The ci u-
nel in width and depth is about the same as that described in the lower part of the river.

HARDYVILLE TO COTTONWOOD ISLAND,- The shores continue of low mesas on each

side. There is very little timber to be seen. Here and there is a small opening of arable
land, breaking the line of the mesa. A few Indians of the Mohave and Chimahueva tribes
are found upuii the banks. The country generally presents a poor and barren aspect, but
in a few places upon the small bottoms farms might be cultivated. A trifling amount of
firewood can yet be had upon this portion of the river.

For this distance the river may be said to be quite straight. Its bends are long and easy,
and it offers every facility for navigation. The few bars found have uflicient water upon
them even at low stages. Some places are to be passed where there is a quick current, but
there is no obstruction to navigation until the head of Cottonwood island is reached. At
this place there is a sand-bar upon which the depth of water frequently changes, and which
is said might sometimes in low water prove troublesome. When the Eameralda crossed it
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there were five feet of water upon it, and that at a low stage of the river. The rivd* con- ," ^^. _
tinues about half a mile in average width, and the channel about the same in depth and 

* " . 1 m * f " t « ^ % »

width as in the lower river-ranging say from four and one-half to eight feet deep in most
places.

Cottonwood island, about 10 miles long by an average of about three miles wide, is a fine,
level island, fertile and covered with grass, and having considerable timber. Claims are
said to have been located upon the land, but it is yet unoccupied. On the main land on
both sides of the river opposite Cottonwood island are fine bottom lands, with good grass.

A large quantity of driftwood of superior kiud far fuel, composed mainly of pitch-pine and
cedar, every year lodges at the head and along the sides of the island-sufficient, perhaps,
alone, if taken care of, to furnish the fuel for years to steamboats passing on the Callville
route. An immense quantity of this wood was upon the island, estimated at several thou-
sand cords. The entire head of the island seemed to be formed of trunks of trees and sand
washed in between them. The driftwood consists of trees, much broken up, of various
sizes, not usually exceeding 14 inches in diameter.

COTTONWOOD ISLAND TO CALLVILLE.-In these 60 miles are found the following: pointsr* A A. ' ° r
ot interest:

Round island, four miles above Cottonwood island.
El Dorado canon, five or six miles above Round island 10 miles.
The cave, five miles from El Dorado canon 15 "

Black canon, 20 miles above Roaring rapids 

18 Roaring rapids, two or three miles above the cave 
[Explorers7 rock is six miles above Roaring1 rapids.]

Callville, 20 or 22 miles above Black canon 
38 «" 
60 "

From Cottonwood island to Round island, (four miles,) there is nothing serious to impede
navigation. The channel is good, though occasionally somo " strong water" is met with.

At the point where El Dorado canon empties into the Colorado, (five miles above Round
island,) mountains and high broken lands commence, and continue to border the river until
the Black canon is passed, a distance of probably 28 or 30 miles.

From Round island to El Dorado canon, (five or six miles,) the channel continues
and without obstruction, except occasional " swift places" of no great moment.

After passing El Dorado canon, and until Roaring rapids are reached, (a distance of about
eight miles,) the channel continues good, with smooth water, but a quicker curient. No
impediment is found here that could be at all serious in any stage of the water until arrival
at the famous Roaring rapids.

These rapids are caused by bars, composed of rock, gravel, and boulders, which make out
obliquely from each side of the river toward the centre. The current striking these bars is
deflected with a strong swell or roll from each bank towards the middle of the channel. These
swells cause the water to break where they meet, and the water has then a straight rapid
shoot down the contracted channel in the middle of the river. With the lead no bottom could

be found in the rapids. The water appeared very deep, probably as much as 30 feet. The
rapid water may bo altogether 500 yards in extent, but of this the great obstruction is found
in only 200 to 3UO feet; there the straight rapid shoot above described is located. In these
200 to 300 feet the descent of the water is plainly perceptible to the eye. By the use of a
water-level it was found to fall in the neighborhood of four feet in the distance named. There
is a rock here standing about five feet out of water, which is probably covered when the river
is high, but is easily avoided, and in fact it would be difficult to run upon it, as the swell and
the course of the current would set a boat away from it.

To pass the 200 to 300 feet of rapid broken water described, the Esmeralda placed a ring-
bolt in the rocks above, (the only ring-bolt used on the trip,) and ran a line 800 feet in length
to it. This line was taken to the steam capstan on the single purchase, and the steamboat
was run up the 800 feet to the ring-bolt in seven minutes easily, and without apparent strain.
For perhaps three-fourths of the 800 feet the steamboat slowly backed her wheel to keep her
head right. "

After running the Esmeralda up, the line was taken to the loaded barge, which was hauled
up in about 30 minutes, using the three-fold purchase upon the capstan. At this time the
river was at a low stage, probably nearly as low as'it usually gets.

From Roaring rapids to Black canon, (about 20 miles,) there are a number of rapids. Of
these only three arc of any consequence, and in them the water scarcely breaks at all. At
the rapids the shores were always rocky, but there was ample width in the channel to clear all
rocks, which were generally above water. Explorers' rock, situated in this portion of the
river, is near mid-channel, and is seldom or never seen above water. Its position, however,
is well known, and there is little danger from it, as there is about JOO feot of clear channel-
way on either side of it, and the river runs Avith a still slow current.

Black canon, from its entrance to its termination, is from 8 to 10 miles in length. In th
caiion the river has an average width of perhaps 200 feet. It is here a still deep stream,
flowing smoothly, but not very rapidly, between bold rocks, which, for a large part of the
Avay, rise in precipitous walls to an immense height above the water. The channel is free
from rocks from shore to shore, and has no sudden or short turns. The Esmeralda towed
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the barge through the canon, not running" a line more than once or twice* and that only to
save fuel.

Leaving Black canon, the country again becomes open, with occasional bottom lands and
grass on either side, up to Vegas Wash, six or eight miles distant. The river resumes its
average width of about half a mile; it runs with smooth water, but a strong current, to make
head against which the Esmeralda constantly run lines. The lines were, however, only used
to economize fuel, which must have been freely used to propel the boat against the quick
current. Only the single capstan was used. No bars or rapids were found between Black
canon and Vegas Wash. The channel was in width and depth about equal to that of the
lower river. A small tribe of Indians live along the banks of the river.

From Vegas Wash to Callville, (12 to J5 miles,) the Colorado has a smooth slack current,
and plenty of water. The country along the river is mostly mesa and sand, but with con-
siderable land that seemed fit for cultivation. A few Indians are living upon this section.
There is scarcely any timber growing from Black canon to Callville, (what was seen was wil-
low and mesquite,) but a little drift-wood lodges along the banks for the whole distance.
Besides what the Esmeralda used, she left about enough of this drift-wood for cue more
trip up.

Nothing was seen of the Colorado above Callville. Information obtained showed that a steam-
boat might possibly be taken up, with difficulty, to a point 30 miles higher, but that there,
owing to the crooks in the river, she would be but eight miles distant in a straight line by land
from Callville. Mr. Smith, the Mormon agent, stated that thre^ men, at different times, and
each ignorant of the other's proceedings, had been sent by Bvigham Young from Salt Lake,
to examine the river and adjacent country ; and that each bad separately reported that Call-
ville must be the head of navigation.

THE CAVE. - Two or three miles below Roaring rapids, and in sight of them, the river at
a bend strikes the face of a steep rocky mountain. The action of the water has here scooped
or hollowed out a very remarkable cave, about 70 feet in width at its entrance, extending
directly into the rock for about 200 feet, and having a height of perhaps 50 or GO feet. The
current setting into and out of this cave carries in and deposits sufficient drift-wood to keep
it full to extreme high -water mark. When the Esmeralda stopped here for wood it was found

iled in to the height of "JO feet above the then stage of water, filling the cave to about that
eight for nearly the whole extent. It is supposed that if the cave were cleared out every

year, it would be filled afresh by the season's drift. If this be so, it will ber readily under-
stood how valuable the cave may become to a steamboat line to Callville. There are hiirh* c
grounds near by upon which the wood, when taken out, could be safely piled.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS UPON THE RIVER, &c. - The average current of the Colorado at
ordinary low stages, where no contraction or special obstruction exists, may be about three
and a half miles per hour. At high water it is of course more rapid. Against such a current
the Esmeralda, when under way, towing a loaded barge, would make about 40 miles per day
from poiut to point, running only during daylight. When regular navigation is established
boats will undoubtedly run day and night, except that when reaching any difficult place at
night it may be necessary to wait for daylight, to pass. At least this will be the case for the
greater part of the passage to Callville, say from Port Isabel to Ei Dorado canon, distance
about ;if>0 miles. Whenevc1* steamboats get to running frequently and regularly, the con-
stant stirring of the sand upon the bars will, it is believed, keep them washing away, so that
a good depth of water may always be found upon them. A steamboat for the Callville trade
should have an 18-inch cylinder, draw not over 20 inches, and be not over 140 feet in length,
with a large stern wheel. A boat like this would go from Point Isabel to Callville, with a
barge in tow carrying 200 tons of goods, in 14 day*, running only by daylight, at almost any
stage of the river. When boats of this description are placed upon the river, the trips will be
made with the same regularity and certainty as on the rivers of California. Up to this time
there has never been a suitable boat on the Colorado. All are deficient in power and size,
and some draw too much water. The Indians living along the whole length of the river are
friendly and peaceable.

Rough estimate of distances. **
Port Isabel to Fort Yuma 

Fort Yuma to La Paz, 175 miles 
175 miles. 
35(1 "

La Paz to Williams Fork, 80 miles 430
\Villiams Fork to Molmve canon, 18 miles 
Mohave canon to Hardyville, 60 miles 
Hardyville to Cottomvood island, 30 miles __ _ i. ^-^. 

4;'0
510
540 "

00 GOO

OTHER STATEMENTS.-At the same public meeting, R. G. Sneuth,esq., of San Francisco,
said he believed that freight could be put clown at Callville fur four cents per pound, and
that a chance was now offen^l to supply Ixjr>,d00 to I'/.iUjUO peupu- with the necessaries of
life, ami they ought to take advantage of it. In answer to question put by the chairman, he
said that he believed that it would take from ',50 to 60 davs to run a cargo through to Call-
ville.

transfer it again to a powerful boat below the rapids.
30
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Captain Rogers said, as far as his knowledge went, there was no particular trouble in navi
gating the river. There was a scarcity of wood for 50 miles below Callville, but the Mor-
mons told him that there was a mountain at the back of that place where there was plenty
of wood, which could be obtained at reasonable rates, say about $7 per cord. Wood could be
procured the whole length of the river for from $3 to $>4 per cord, and by cutting it them-
selves, for us. He thought that when proper arrangements were perfected the trip could be
made inside of 15 days. The expense of running a steamer was less there than here; it did
not cost nearly so much on the Colorado as on the Sacramento river. Labor and wood were
cheaper there. . They pay $50 per month to men on the Sacramento, and on the Colorado
only $25; they pay $6 per cord for wood on the former river, and only $3 on the latter.

Captain Rogers, in answer to questions, said that the currents were stronger and not so
regular, on the Colorado, than on the Sacramento, but there was deeper water on the former.
There were no sand-bars to speak of above Fort Mohave, and the river was not practically
more difficult to navigate than the waters of the upper Missouri. > He had no doubt in the
world that it would prove the best paying institution on the coast; it would certainly pay
better than the Sacramento river.*1

SECTION IV.

CENTRAL ARIZONA.

It was not until 1862 and 1863 that an attempt was made thoroughly to
lore Central Arizona. Whipple and Beale had crossed by the 35th parallel

Aubry and Lerovix had seen something' of the Salt and Verde rivers, the chief
northern tributaries of the Gila j but no one had attempted more than a hurried
passage through the country, although all believed it to be rich in the precious
ores. Late in 1862, or early in 18637 Powel or Pauline Weaver, a noted moun-
tain man, who had crossed Arizona by the Gila as early as 1832, was attracted / *' * 7

by the placers at La Paz to look for others in the interior of the country, and
1 with a party of men for exploration. He found what have since b

own as the Weaver di<nrin«:s, near Antelope Hill and the town of W C K c. /

some sixty miles south of the present town of Prescott. About the same time
Joseph Walker, another well-known and veteran pioneer, arrived at Pirna Vil-
lages with a party of gold hunters, and determined to s^o north to see wh
unexplored country, from which the Indians had often brought fabulous reports,
really contained in the way of precious metals. This party discovered and
ascended the Hassyampa, one of the main streams of Central Arizona, which
has its rise about ten miles southeast of the town of Prescott, and runs nearly
south until it sinks in the desert some twelve miles below the town of Wicken-

tmrg. Part of the Walker party went to the Weaver diggings, where on the
> of Antelope Hill, in a most remarkable position, Mr. Bnelling discovered a

* Although th« description given of the Colorado river in The above report is substantially correct so far as
relates to its general features, the difficulties of its navigation are considerably underrated. It should be
borne in mind that these representations are made by parties interested in getting up a.scheme to secure the
Utah trade. So far from the depth of water being greater on the Colorado than on the Sacramento, my own
experience from Fort Mojave to Fort Yuma, and all the testimony I have been enabled to gather on the sub-
ject, furnish direct proof to the contrary. The depth at the ordinary low stage on the Colorado is not more
than two and a halt feet on the bars. In January, 1865, the Cocopah, under command of Captain Robinson,
one of the most experienced pilots on the river, was nearly two months making the trip from Fort Yurna to
Fort Mnjuve, and the draught of this boat was not over 24 inches. She was compelled to transfer all her freight
to barge a after passing La Paz. On the return trip from Fort Mojave to Fort Yuina, without any freight
whatever, she took nine days to make a distance of less than 300 miles down stream. The great difficulty
arises from the constant shifting of the channels, caused by the caving of banks, deposits of sand in new
places, and consequent changes in the direction of the current. It is a peculiarity of the river that any
improvement made in the way of darns, wings, or weirs must, from its very nature, be of temporary benefit.
The natural laws which govern this stream are constantly in operation. New caves in the alluvial banks
throw the current out of the existing channels; and even where this cannot occur, there are always new
deposits of sand made ut their lower extremity, thus creating new obstacles. The Roaring Rapids form an
almost insuperable barrier to navigation beyond that point, but it would be less difficult to make a permanent
improvement there, where the banks are rocky, than in the long stretches of the river below, where the banks
are composed of sand. It certainly requires something more than the unsupported statement of an interested
party, however reliable, to justify the assertion that the Colorado is superior to the Sacramento as a navigable
stream, or that it can ever compete with the latter river in the extent or value of its trade. There is neither
the population nor the natural facilities' to justify such a conclusion. Small steamers may possibly bo con-
structed to navigate the Colorado to greater advantage than those now in use, but I am clearly of opinion that
no extensive trade will euer be carried on with Salt Lake City by ihe way of Callville.-J. B. B.
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large quantity of gold, much of it in pieces of unusual size. One nugget weigl
pound f the mineral ��.. V_

mon jack-knives, and one man is said to have taken out 84,000 in a single day.
It is the common impression that if water could be bad at the top of the moun-
tain much of the soil would pay very richly. A large amount of work has been
done, and a great deal of money taken out along the creek at the foot of the
mountain, where the mining town of Weaver is located.

The Walker parry gradually ascended to Hassyampa, finding gold at nearly
every point, and in the winter of 1863 and 1864 taking possession of the Lynx
or Walker Creek dio'o-mq-s, (ten miles east of Prescott,) from which it is esfi- ~O O 7 \ /
mated that little, if any, less than a half million of dollars have been taken.

They also gathered much gold on Big Bug creek, four miles east of L
As the placers were pretty well worked the miners began to look for q
veins, and found no lack of them. All along the Hassyampa, upon the Agua
Frio, a parallel stream of considerable size, upon Lynx creek, Big Bug, Turkey

k, and indeed upon nearly all the streams of Central Arizona lodes of gold,
ver, and copper were found. In the excitement a great many were named
d recorded which have no value.
GENERAL VIEW OF THE PRESCOTT REGION OF COTJ^TKY.*-There are three

elevated ranges of mountains preserving an approximate parallelism and trend-
ing in general north and south. Between them are wide meridional depressions,
occupied by grass plains.

The eastern range is called the Tonto Plateau, and is composed of horizontal
strata of lime and sandstone, resting upon the surface of a broken granite sys- * O - I O J
tern. The surface or summit of the chain is quite evenly level, a plateau of fif-
teen miles wide and over a hundred long covered with pines. West of this and
separated from it by the Tonto or Prescott plains, lies the Sierra Prieta; a con-
tinuous elevated ridge of about 60 miles in length.

Westward again is the Skull mountain chain, a less important formation.
These will be described separately.
The broad valleys between the two first ranges open northward and connect

with the great Val de China, which lies beyond, bounded on the northeast by
escarped mural edge of the great Plateau or Colorado Mesa, and on the west by
the mass of the Aztec mountains. This extended valley or plain system is all
connected, and the entire drainage empties around the northern end of the Tonto
mountains into the west branch of the Rio Verde.

The vallev Ivinir west of the Sierra Prieta drains the Williams fork.

THE TONTO PLATEAU. - This singular table range is unlike most chains in
Arizona. It is, in fact, a part of the grand Mesa; its summit being on the exact
level of the plateau, and only separated from it on the east by the deeply crowded
canon of the Ivio Verde. This stream has cut down a vallev of about, 3,000 feet9* ' /

dee}), and thus isolated the Tonto range, leaving it as an outlying strip of
plateau, having the aspect from the country on either side of a true range. The
excavation of vast vallevs on its western side have left a hiffh escarpment of its * o Jr
strata on that flank.

Along its bas<-, where the erosim has cut deepest, granite cones of the under-
lying system are laid bare, curiously varying the general aspect.

The exact limit of this table in its southern extension is not vet known, but__ *

like the Sierra Prieta it must finally sink under the low plains of the Rio Salado
and Gila.

Its summit is about 8,000 feet high, risin at the northern end to nearly 9,000
above sea level. Forests of pinus Fremontiana and 2^ntt$ pondcrosa grow in
considerable extent over its more elevated portions, and a most luxuriant growth

Report of Clarence King, esq., of the State geological survey of California, to Colonel
R. S. "Williamson on the geological features of Northern Arizona.
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of bunch and gramma grasses is everywhere found. Water is rare except in the
two rainy seasons.

THE SIERRA PRIETA.-By referring to the map, the geographical position
and extent of this important claim will be easily seen. I shall confine myself
to a few notes on its structure, and the distribution of waters and timber.

From our elevated position upon one of its culminating peaks, we could look
down the line of the range and overlook a large portion of the wide-spread foot-
hill system. In this description I shall use all the notes afterwards made from
other points of view, both from the valley of Kirkland creek and the summits of
the Aztec chain.

GRANITE MOUNTAIN, THE NORTHERN TERMINUS OF SIERRA PRIETA. j\n
immense pile of granite rears out of the plains and low foot-hills which stretch
eastward and south from the Aztec mountains. To the eastward it presents a very
rugged front, deep scored by ravines and ribbed by cragged, precipitous spurs. It
is an elongated mass, ending northward in barren rock cones of 700 or 800 feet in O 7 C?

height, and on the south extending into the summit ridge of the chain. Within
a radius of four or five miles of the base the whole distance is occupied by low
ridge-like masses of granite, which are covered with immense detached boulders
poised one upon another in strange positions. Among these are many egg-shaped
masses weighing 80 to 100 tons, balanced on the small end.

GENERAL STRUCTURE or THE RANGE. - The granitic ride terminatin in O O

the peak just mentioned extends southward for about 65 miles, maintaining an
average elevation of nearly 8,000 feet, rising in three conspicuous places to about
9,000 feet each. These are Granite mountain, the northern terminus, Mount
IJnion, about the middle of the range, and Bradshaw's mountain, its southern end.
Its average extention latterally is 25 miles. The topography is comparatively
simple, consisting of the central ridge, which is usually straight, and from which,
at right angles on either side, project long rocky spurs descending at easy grades
to the plains on both sides.

Tabular masses of nearly horizontal, sedimentary rocks rest unconformably on
the spurs in the Big Bug district, south of Prescott, varying the rolling character
of the surface. These isolated fragments of mesas are, without doubt, relics of
the same beds which form the Tonto and Colorado plateau,'and which have been
accidentally left in the great period of erosim, when the main mass of overlying
rock was worn away and earned off from the granitic flanks of the Sierra.
Accompanying the granite is a system of highly inclined (and even vertical)
rocks, which strike with the range, skirting its eastern base, and forming the
material of the lower foot-hills. Southward of Prescott this series of rocks widen,
and finally occupy more than half of the eastern slope.

They are of great importance geologically, as being the chief auriferous rock
of the region, and enclosing, parallel with their stratification, the main^ quartz . I - T T * 1 1 1 *" I 1 J 1 * 

J l " f* I " ll » i

lodes of the Prescott and Bi ug districts. Metamorphic slates, mica sheets
and quartzites are the principal rocks^ but there is interbedded a fine seam of
micaceous oxyd of iron, a hematite of apparently great purity. This zone seems
to be about 15 feet thick, and I have traced its indications for about 17 miles.
West of Mint valley it is conspicuous in a sharp purple outcrop, which may be
followed north and south for several miles, dipping about 85° to the east.

The detrital matter, sand, gravel and clay, which has been brought down from / 7 O *' / O

the slopes of the chain and deposited by former torrents in valleys among the
lowest foot-hills, and even out upon the plains, has, in crossing the auriferous
zone, become mixed with its peculiar rocks, and contains the gold resulting from
their disintegration and decomposition. These gravel deposits and stream sands,
although never (so far as known) so rich as the placer washings of Califcrnia,
are yet sufficiently charged with the precious dust to pay for washing, especially
where water enough for extended operations is present. It is curious to observe
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along the placer grounds of this region numerous obscure traces of the former
inhabitants.

Circular mounds of stones occupy many of the little knolls and heights along
the streams, and everywhere they exist numberless fragments of earthenware 7 * "/

and glazed pottery are thickly strewn over the surface. That these ruins are of
considerable age is proved by large cedar trees whose roots penetrate and embrace
the confused rock piles, and which, by examination of the rings of growth, are
found to be, in some cases, not less than 200 years old. It is firmly believed
by many placer miners that the gold ground has formerly been washed over.
This idea, is based on the disturbed position of the boulders and gravel in the
earth, and a frequent absence of that regular bedded structure which materials
deposited by water generally have, and which the digging over and washing by
miners must obliterate. It will not be long before this must be established or
disproven, for it is impossible to suppose that no implements would be lost (and
embedded in the gravel) by these ancient miners. It will be an interesting piece
of history if the proof is finally found, that the former inhabitants, whose origin
and life and disappearance is so wrapped in mystery, were, like the present settlers,
in quest of gold. Of the metalic contents of the Sierra Prieta little is yet known.
Gold is known to exist in considerable amount, how richly and how widely dis-
tributed time only can tell; rich surface specimens and the exaggerated ideas
of prospectors are, of course, no more than an indication, not even amounting to
a probability. That the rocks are remarkably rich in large quartz veins is true,
but their characteristics are utterly unknown, and the rich surface distribution
may not be continuous in depth.

Iron I have before mentioned as existing in a bed of hematite, but unfortu-
nately the want of coal forbids the extraction of this most precious metal. It i
quite possible, however, that the plateau strata lying east of the Rio Verde, and
which are yet wholly unexplored, may be found to yield coal. Silver is present
in certain galena veins in workable percentage. I examined, chemically, at Gen-
eral Mason's laboratory, one specimen which contained over 8400 to the ton. The
copper indications are frequent, but as yet no deposit has been sufficiently pros-
pected to throw light on its occurrence. The soil of the mountain valleys along
the chain is often rich in elements of fertility, but from the great elevation and
great nocturnal radiation in the clear summer months, it is found that few crops
can bear the rigorous climate, frosts occurring in every month of the year.i^ 7 C3 * +f

TIMBER OF THE SIERRA PRIETA.-Everywhere above 5.000 feet the range is
heavily Avooded with coniferous trees, chiefly t\\G pinus pondcrosay which ranges
from the elevation mentioned quite to the summit. It has about the same habit of
growth as on the flanks of the Sierra Nevada, but averages considerably less in
height; its average is hardly over 150 feet. The timber of this species is decidedly
better than in California, where, from the long-continued dry season, or some
other powerful climatic cause, the wood is so brittle that a tree in falling will
often break in five or six sections.

All along the more elevated parts of the range are scattered groves of a fir,
(alics Douglassiij) and thepifion, (pinus cdidlsj also a slender balsam fir, (pro-
bably plcca grandis.) The timber of all these is very good for all the ordinary
architectural purposes.

A. poplar, (p. frcmaloifrsj a tree having a very white bark and ragged, T\ide
branching habit, is found on the upper waters of all the streams, even about
springs at the summit. Its timber is too soft for most uses.

Another of the poplar family (a cottonwood) skirts the stream banks and beds
in their levels, antl continues downward into the extreme foot-hills to the sinking
grounds.

Near the lower limits of the yellow pine timber are live oaks of two species,
generally too small to be of value, and a large wide-spreading juniper, (j. paclnjp-
tilcea.) These last are dotted over the foot-hills in open groves, and together
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with a walnut, which generally keeps the immediate vicinity of streams, stray
quite out into the plains. For 50 miles in length, by from 16 to 20 broad, the
"ange is well timbered with the above species, and is decidedly the most favored
region in this respect within a great distance. Very many years of settlement
and enterprise would be required to make a serious inroad on this valuable wood-
land, and unless the mines should prove extraordinarily rich it will always supply
a larffe demand.O

WATER SYSTEM: or SIERRA PRIETA.-Climatic causes, which everywhere
govern the distribution of waters, are somewhat peculiar in their action in this
region. We have not yet sufficient knowledge of the atmospheric changes to
thoroughly understand the deportment of streams.

In general, during the winter months, there is an immense precipitation of
vapor over the whole plateau, which is deposited in the form of snow in heavy
banks upon all the mountain chains and more elevated rolls of mesa. This
period is not one of continuous cold, but is frequently broken "by a few 'days, or
even weeks, of mild weather, when the power of the sun rapidly melts great
quantities of snow, and all the brooks of the Sierra Prieta are brimfull. The
clear nights during winter produce an intense cold, the thermometer, even at Pres-
cott, several times indicating as low as 11°, Fahrenheit; the melting of snow is
suspended and much of the surface water frozen up, so that in the morning the
stream is very low, while by 3 o'clock p. m. of the same clay it is a torrent.

The period of winter is followed by a warm spring, when the air, instead of
showing a difference of only 3° or 5° between wet and dry bulbs; indicates 28
and 30° of difference.

The mountain snows are rapidly melted, and by May are nearly disappeared;
then the streams gradually fall, the volume of water becomes less arid less.
Finally they shrink back into the mountains, having an intermittent flow, chiefl *J */ / V

hidden underneath the rivers of sand' which fill their beds. Constant and rapid
evaporation, caused by the thirsty condition of the heated air, renders the remain-
ing waters alkaline. This season of droughts and shrunken streams gives way in
July and August to a second wet season, one of copious summer showers. The
conditions and geographical extent of this rain-fall are not known.

Vast masses of cloud are almost daily condensed over the crest line of the
Sierra Prieta, and toward the middle of the afternoon drift eastward. Similar
storms o-ather alone: the Aztec mountains and around the isolated volcanic cones o o

of the upper mesa. This discharge of rain is represented to be very rapid and
great, and as accompanied by a brilliant display of lightning.

The course of these storms seems to be, according to general testimony, from
the Sierra Prieta eastward, and from San Francisco mountains southward and
eastward, over the Megollon mesa. This phenomenon, of almost daily occurrence
during July, August, and early September, at the very season when over the
greater part of Arizona plants are dying of thirst, has a powerful influence on
vegetation, redeeming the land within its ran^e from the condition of a desert.O / O Q

The influence of this season on the streams is not so great as would be expected,
from which I am inclined to think that the discharge is chiefly over plains, where
its irrigating effect is seen in a fine crop of grass.

Water for steam purposes in the mining region is plenty, if used economically,
throughout the whole Sierra Prieta, but all placer works, except single rockers,
must be suspended during about half the year.

GRASS PLAINS NEAR PRESCOTT. - The streams which rise among the volcanic ^**^f

group on the Colorado mesa join those from the Aztec range, and have excavated
out of the mesa formations broad valleys, whose general elevation is from 5,000
feet to 5,600 feet above the sea. Of these the largest is known as the Val de/ \__j' __ _

China. Williamson's valley, lying north of the Sierra Prieta, is also connected
as an arm to the Val de China, and in the same drainage system are the con-
nected plains between the Tonto and Prieta ranges. Taken together they form
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an area of not less than 500,000 acres; add to this about 300,000 acres of thinly
wooded foot-hills surrounding the plains, and, like them, well supplied with grass,
and we have a region of grass land of nearly a million acres.

In the coldest winters snow, although on rare occasions quite covering tins
area, never lies more than a few days.

At present, owing to the Apaches, stock-raising is not possible, but if the mines
should half come up to the wealthy yield which is confidently predicted by the
mine speculators, both civil and military, this vast stock range will be a most
valuable accessory to the mining settlements.

The grasses are all of the kinds known as bunch grasses, never forming turf.o o / o

How these would last if eaten down yearly and cropped closely, it is impossible
to say.

Water is not abundant over these plains, but the immense amount of drainage
which flows beneath their surface and unite to form the west fork of the Verde,
could doubtless be reached by wells not far below the surface.

We remained aloft on the Granite mountain two days, February 21 and 22,
studying carefully all the topographical features within the range of view. The
night was comfortless, with a wind that cut through our limited supply of
blankets, but the mild temperature we found on regaining our camp in the
valley soon thawed us out. On the morning of the 2-lth we started for Skull
valley. Our road curved around the northern base of Granite mountain, through
a succession of low spurs and intermediate valleys, the former covered with scrub
oaks and chapparal plants, and the latter with a scattered carpeting of dry grass
and the dead stems of herbaceous plants. Continuing on the curve till our
direction was southward, we entered the upper end of a long belt of level grass
land lying under the western flank of the Sierra Prieta, and called Skull valley
from the number of crania the Apaches have thrown there.

The following day (the 25th) was devoted to a fruitless search after a lost
member of our party. The 26th (Sunday) was likewise spent in trailing the
missing man, and by nightfall we determined that he must have gone to Skull
Valley settlement. Four of us rode down there at midnight and ftrind that
Brinley was safe and had started back to look for our camp.

A little after sunrise next morning we met the wanderer and took him back
to camp. Monday Mr. Gardner and I, with one soldier, climbed a bold granite
cone north of our camp, from the summit of which we had a fine topographical
view.

Near us, and bordering the Skull mountains, lay a rolling belt of foot-hills,
chapparal-covered and roughened by outcrops of granite.

SKULL VALLEY.-This level valley is approximately 20 miles long, with
bottom land of varying width, from one-fourth to a mile, and winds between the
foot-hills of the Sierra Prieta on the one side and a range of granite and sedi-
mentary rocks on tho other. It is intersected about midway by a cross ridge of "
granite, which has acted as a retaining wall to the accumulating detritus washing*"1 , i O "* O O

down from the mountain sides above it, damming it back and elevating the
northern portion of the valley about 150 feet higher than the other. The mate-
rial of the northern section is mostly of disintegrated granite, and the vegetation
of a poor character, except two species of live oak, which flourish finely and
seem always to like a granitic soil. South of the granite ridge there is a decided
improvement in the soil, owing to the presence of metamorphic (malpais] rocks
Iving west of the bottom. v O

Here are the farming settlements, founded on a deep black mould of great fer-
tility ; with a climate never very cold nor ever intensely hot, they .nay hope to
accomplish considerable agricultural development. The waters of this valley
flow southward through a gap in the metamorpliic hills, and empty into Kirk-
land creek, a tributary of the Santa Maria.

In the granite hills which project from the western range into the head of
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Skull valley, is a living spring that contains sufficient water for a large camp,
even in dry seasons; good bunch grass under th e live oaks and scattered among
the chapparal on all the hills, and a plenty of fire-wood, make this an attractive
camp

The chain of granitic hills lying west of Skull valley are at their southern end
depressed, and finally buried beneath sedimentary beds. These are physically
of little importance, except as being the divide or water shed between Kirkland
creek and the Santa Maria. From the granite cone spoken of above we obtained
our first near view of the great and interesting basin of the Santa Maria.

It seemed to us at first like a confused labyrinth of rock ridges piled up one
aboAre the other without system or order, but a further study from several other
points, overlooking it more completely, and several tramps into its depths, gave
us a good knowledge of its structure. Before describing this singular place, I
will anticipate our work a little, and give the results we arrived at in the road
reconnoissance up to the Skull valley settlements.

A road from Prescott, either to the settlement at Wickenburg, to La Paz, or
to the mouth of Bill Williams Fork, must either follow the present road to Mint
valley and around the northern base of Granite mountain, and down to Skull
valley, making a long horseshoe curve, and returning in a distance of 38 miles
to within 1 6 of the starting point, or cross the high range directly. We explored
two passes over the mountains, one directly west of Prescott, which, from the
great accumulation of winter snow, would be quite impassable during five months,
and another called the Indian pass, which offers great facility for the construc-
tion of a road.- The Apaches rarely fail to decide wisely on all matters of trail;
a wTell-beaten path through the pass attests their sagacity. This depression
can hardly be over 1,000 feet above Prescott, and from its open, exposed nature
it can hardly have more snow than the valley at Fort Whipple. Approached
from the Prescott side, the pass is reached by a gentle ascent through rolling
wooded country, and without any of the difficulties of ordinary mountain roads.
A good covering of soil and generally even surface leaves little to be done beside
occasionally digging out stumps or picking away a few stones. The descent
into Skull valley, although not so gentle as on the eastern slope, still presents
no obstacles, either of grade or rocky surface, which cannot be overcome by a
small expendiure. A road through here would be always passable, and would
reach the Skull valley settlements in about 17 miles, saving 18 or 19 miles, and
reaching the valley in one day less than by the present road.

Having reached Skull valley, a road from Prescott to Bill Williams Fork must
either follow the present line to Date creek, or else cross the Skull mountains
below Tonto spring and keep the high mesas of the Santa Maria. This latter
is the shortest way, and we explored it to determine its practicability.

February 28 we crossed the divide about a quarter of a mile from camp No.
4, and descended gradually among rolling chapparal-covered hills, following the
dry tributary of the Santa Maria. After marching about four miles we found
ourselves on the brink of a deep impassable canon, with rugged vertical walls of
black cellular rocks. In the bottom were chaotic piles of angular debris, for-
bidding a passage clown the canon, even had we found a place to descend. To
go around the head of the canon would only lead into a maze of deeper ones.
Our only way was to keep the high mesa and work westward parallel to the
canon, crossing the lateral gorges which were made by its tributary streams.
Into one of these we were forced to descend to a depth of fully 1,000 feet, and
at an angle so great as to forbid the approach of a wagon road, except by zigzag
to and fro at great expense. Having regained the opposite summit of the mesa,
we continued southwest, following an old Indian trail skirting the borders of
the canon. The surface of this plateau is thickly strewn with blocks and frag-
ments of all sizes of a dark brown cellular rock, half buried in the earth; their
sharp edges cut our mules' hoofs, and rendered footing exceedingly insecure
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The soil formed by the decomposition of this mal jmis rock forms, when
thoroughly soaked in the wet season, a remarkably tenacious miry cluv. which4 / 4* %f d f 4

a^>ne, even if there were no difficult canons, would at times make a road quite
impassable.

The mules struo-o-led on over this rouijh table-land, and about the middle of * *- '

the afternoon brought us to a singular depression, where we found water and
camped.

A granite cone rose out of the mal paiSj and all around its base the strata have
been worn awav, leaving a round basin, in the middle of which is the cone of* " " "*

1,500 or 1,800 feet height. Here is permanent water in tanks, and a good camp
ground ; grass, in great quantities and of excellent kinds, abounds all over the
neighboring hills and mesas, and wood enough for all camp purposes may be
collected from the shrubby cedars. Mr. Gardner climbed the cone on the following
day, while I explored the canons arid tables for a road line.

From this camp we made a number of pedestrian excursions, getting at last a
complete knowledge of the surrounding topography. The difficulties which lie
in the way of a road are all of them of a nature that can be overcome, but only
with a very great expenditure. Compared with the very small gain in distance
over the Date Creek road, it is much more than compensated by the accidental
character of the ground.

In moving our camp we descended into a canon which winds through a laby-
rinth of confused piles of granite, the trail doubling and twining to avoid impa ss-
able crags, and finally emerging on the edge of a mesa, from which a steep
declivity of about a thousand feet leads to the rol]ing country bordering the
valley of Kirkland creek.*.

Thompson's valley is a circular expansion of the main Kirkland valley, and
is of topographical interest, as its present water system is divided by a low, flat
spur, a half draining down one side of a high granitic ridge and half down the
other, uniting about four miles below, and flowing as one stream into the Santa
Maria.

We followed the dry canon of the northern branch, keeping the narrow, sandy
bed as it wound back and forth between the interlocking spurs which jutted from
high granitic ridges on either side. Tall, monumental plants of the Ceriits
Giyonticus stood erect among the debris and rock ruins ; their shafts of fluted
green, leafless, and trimmed with thorns, heighten the savage aspect of the defile.

The pa-s opens, after four miles of winding, into an open valley lying along
the Santa Maria. This level area of about 2,000 acres of sandv soil is bordered / *

on the west by granitic mountains, through which the river in its westward
course has cut a deep gateway. Upon the east is a high boundary wall, formed
of the escarped edge of the mesa. Here we camped for about 10 days.

After exploring in all directions as far as we could on foot, Mr. Gardner, Mr.
inley, and myself, with three soldiers, made a little trip northwestward, climbing

two high steps of the mesa system, and reaching, after two hard days' tramp, a
culminating point of the Aztec range. This we climbed and spent two days on
its summit.

Our first day was half in clouds, half in sunshine. Bitter snow-storms, which
almost hourly swept over, accompanied by thunder, completely shut out all view.
These' alternate periods of cloud shadows and sudden bursts of dazzling sun-
light were of wonderful picturesqueness, but they rendered our work very unsat-
isfactory. The second day, however, was of that peculiar clearness which so
often succeeds a storm in mountain countries. The immediately surrounding
region, from the Mojave road, at Fort Rock springs, down to Date creek,
excluding the remarkable basin of the Santa Maria, was in plain sight and in
position t<> be easily studied out. The great plateau is not broken off here in
one high bluff, as in the Val de China and Yampai valley, but descends in long
slopes and broken steps, which are everywhere cut by remarkably broken, abrupt
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canons. Tlie Santa Maria basin was itself excavated by aquaceous action from
one of these steps, a«nd then in a subsequent period of much greater erosive
action was deeply gashed down by narrow, converging canon«, with tabular
ridges, mere tongues of land, left between them, so that the former surface of the
basin is now 2,000 and 3,000 feet above the present stream beds, and only -"
remains in the form of mesa peninsulas. Among these, here and there rise bold
granite peaks, of generally angular outline and rugged surface, suggesting the
architecture of mighty pyramids from the solid strata which have long over-
whelmed and hidden them. A more difficult region to travel over cannot be
imagined, nor one which presents less inducement for settlements.

The mesa plains are indeed well clothed with grass, but the}7 are hard to
reach and far from any tillable land j besides, the dry climate and scarcity of
water must always keep them in their present desolate condition.

The great streams have long ago shrunken away. The torrents which excavated
these remarkable cartons are generally now a mere river of sand, only flowing
during the rapid melting of snows on the neighboring hills, or rarely in summer,
when a dense storm-clou.d bursts over the gulf walls and pours down its deluge.

There is evidence that even now these occasional floods sometimes occur.

"With their exception the streams are mere brooklets, saturated with bitter alka-
line salts, and for the greater part of their course trickling and filtering along
the bed rock under a covering of hot sand.

The water-loving cottonwoods, by deeply rooting themselves on the margin
of these river beds, where they can drink up the subterranean moisture, manage
to live, their fresh, vivid green contrasting strongly with the red-brown rocks
and dusky olive vegetation of artemesia and larrea.

From our station we could trace each canon, and here and there a widening
of the walls would open to view the lower depths, where a line of rich green 

"

willows and cottonwoods fringed the sandy stream bed.
Northward and northwest the long level table lines are broken by Cygnus

and Gemini, two lofty snow-clad mountains, the former an irregular pile, capped
by a rough-hewn dome, the latter a symmetrical cone of black volcanic material.
Between them and encircling their bases is a slope of mesa, furrowed by canons,
which deepen as they continue westward till they break through among the
mesa steps and granitic hills of the aquareous range, uniting under its western
base to form the main canon of Bill Williams Fork.

This can" on drains the whole of a long meridianal valle}r, excavated out of hori-
zontal strata of rock between the twTo parallel ranges, the Hualapais and Aquarius.

The whole view is one of desolation, relieved, it is true, here and there by
vegetation-cedars on the higher mesas, grasses and chapparal plants dotted
over the rough hill slopes-yet the solid rock foundation constantly outcrops in
sombre red and black masses, shattered into collosal fragments and cut down
by a labyrinth of canons. It produces a picture of savage nature, quite in
keeping with the fiendlike Apaches who make their dens in its fastnesses.

Beyond, to the southwest, lies stretched a low desert plain, sloping in almost
imperceptible graduation toward the two rivers Colorado and Gila. Detached
mountain groups rise here and there, scored down by deep dry gorges. Every-
where a great volume of sand and gravel descends from their mouths, giving
evidence of a former torrent.

The vegetation is sparse, and only of desert-loving shrubs, whose ill-favored
leaves, together with the cactus thorns, seem typical of the whole region.

LYNX CKEEK.-Writing from Prescott in 1866, Mr. Ehrenberg used the fol-
lowing language:

We may safely say there is a continuous range of gold-bearing rock from near Wicken-
berg to 10 miles north of Prescott, and from the Lower Hassyampa to the Agua Frio, which
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would embrace an area of at least 1,000 square miles. The containing rock is nearly the
same in this entire section. It does not follow that other sections east and southeast are not

metalliferous, nor does it augur for the non-existence of other metals here; on the contrary,
lead and copper ores abound, and silver has been found to some extent; but gold predomi-
nates, at least as far as known at present.

The first lode upon which machinery was erected was the Accidental, upon
Lynx creek, a gold vein yielding some showy and beautiful specimens of free
gold-specimens which attracted great attention in San Francisco. The ore
crushed by the small mill and prior and subsequently by arrastras averaged about
3100 per ton. The vein is small, varying from 12 to 20 inches in width.

Near the head of Lynx creek, which has been worked for placers throughoutW m f -1 O

its length, say 12 miles, is a hill crowded with quartz lodes. This is known as
Eureka Hill, and Mr. Ehrenberg, writing (in 1866) of the lodes in it says:

I find them to be of the same decomposed character as those on the hill below the Big Bug
mine, only showing snlphurets in abundance, which those in Big Bug do not as yet. I can-
not come to any conclusion as to their real character. More and judicious work is required
to do this. There are a great many veins here of this character-more, indeed, than I like
to see; still, if this class of veins and ores will pay, by all I can see and what I can hear I
can only come to the conclusion that these mountains contain an extent of productive quartz
not equalled in any part of the United States.

THE EUREKA LODE is the most prominent in the hill. It is a large vein, and
near the suriace showed free gold, which, worked in arrastras, yielded 860 per
ton. but at the bottom of a shaft of 80 feet in depth sulphurets predominate, and
it is the belief that the same will be found in most if not all of the L}
lodes.

THE DEAD WOOD, THE TITLE. THE MOUNT VERNON, THE Poix:

OSTOX, THE PIXE MOUNTAIN, and other lodes, the ore from which has b
worked in arrastras, has returned from $20 to 880 per ton. Sixty tons of th
Dead Wood ore, worked by arrastras, yielded $27 50 per ton in gold.

At the head of Lynx creek the Senator lode is a lar^e silver vein, which ha V O^7
worked $60 to the ton in that metal.

THE MOUNTAINEER, BRANDON, LTON. Box ELDER, MONITOR, and othc

veins show gold, and have been developed to a sufficient extent to indicate value.
The quartz on the surface is decomposed, and the gold often visible. At a depth,
as a rule, the ore abounds in sulphurets. Arrastras have been erected, and are now
testing the ore from some of these veins. The headwaters of the Hassya
are near those of Lynx creek, and the quartz lode upon the Hassyampa are gene-
rallv held in <rood esteem." ^

THE CHA SE LODE is a gold vein prospecting well, and believed to be valuabl
THE BENEDICT SILVER LODE has a shaft upon it nearly a hundred feet dec
Good silver has been taken from the McDougal.
STERLING MINE.-This mine, five miles nearly south from Prescott, and near
the Hassyampa, is somewhat noted. Two five-stamp mills have been erected

The ore is of gold sulphurets, and presents the appearance of brc
It was found impossible to work it profitably by any ordinary process, and

been idle much of the time. Latelv a San Francisco gentle man tried
proee.-s upon the ore which promises to be a success, and it is believed the m

prove valuable. The vein is as yet irregular and uncertain; but com
tively little shafting or tunnelling has been done.

THE MONTGOMERY, OFTEN, AND Gu AD ALOTJPE MIXES, further down theHas-
syampu, have been worked to some extent, and yielded some free gold. They are
difficult of access ai present, bur, roads might be made to them without great expense.

THE LEIHY COPPER VEINS, between Prescott and Skull valley, show that
Central Arizona, no le.-s than Southern Arizona and the Colorado river country,
is rich in copper, but it is not likely that attention will be given to working this
ore at present. There are some fifty veins in close proximity in the property
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named, and in other parts of Central Arizona numerous copper lodes have been
located. The ores are oxides and sulphurets.

UG. "East from Lynx creek some four miles, and from Prcscott some 15
miles, is the Big Bug creek, and a well-known mining district bearing that name.
Every hill in this rough region is mineral bearing. The placers worked upon
the creek for many miles paid well, and continue to pay good wages.

Mr. Ehrenber spent some days, in the spring and summer of 1866, in an
examination of this district, and thus described it in a letter written in May to the
Alta Califomian, of San Francisco:

The veins, in part of the district at least, are large, distinct, and well defined ; in the other
parts this is not the case, and I have not yet come to any conclusion as to what they are, as
110 work whatever has been done on them, and the containing1 rock is so decomposed and
stained with oxide of iron in certain parallel zones and masses that it is even doubtful'whether
they are veins at all; they have some regularity, nevertheless ; and, should this iron stain
be caused by the decomposition of pyrites (or sulphates) of iron, then there is hope of numer-
ous extensive and lasting veins, as most all the croppings show gold. It is, however, possi-
ble that this rusty stain is caused by the decomposition of the hornblende in the sicnite, (or
diorite,) which is the rock in which all these veins occur. In this case, not much is to be
hoped from this second series of veins. I expect, however, that a few of these also will prove
good and permanent.

First, the Galena lode, belonging to the first series. It is a fissure, and fine-looking, large
vein, prospecting and opening well. Eight men are at work here in two shafts, from which
about 70 tons of ore have been taken up to date, (shafts about 15 feet deep only,) The
Galena is situated on the mountains about two miles north of the mi

Second, the Big Bug, situated about one-half a niile from the mill, also on the mountains,
and on the boundary separating the two classes of veins. Some beautiful ores of a singular
character are taken from this'mine, which make me almost believe that much of this iron
stain is occasioned by the decomposition of the hornblende rock, and not by iron pyrites
at least not always. The shaft is some fifty feet deep, but has considerable water in it, which
prevented my examining it below at present. They are extracting ore from two small levels
some three feet down. The lower wall is very firm, but the upper consists of a crumbling,
heterogenous mass of the same material and segregated masses of crystallized hornblende.
The fissure in which the ore occurs varies in width from two to four feet, and the ores lie in

the same in nests of various sizes, showing by their relative position, however, the probability
that at one time they have formed a continuous sheet.

The condition of the hanging wall, and the whole combination or character of the gang-no
or vein mass make me think very favorably of this vein. The vein mass consists, first, of
the ores referred to, segregated masses of recrystallized hornblende, decomposed country rock,
with large and small fragments, at times, of the latter, and quartz enveloped and blended with
the former in a very peculiar mixture. It is my opinion that considerable friction has been
excited at some time on the walls, by which the upper has been shattered and broken, and
that in course of time the whole mass has been reconsolidated, and the intervals refilled by
recrystallization of hornblende, iron pyrites, &c. Even the ore is of this character, gold
generally occurring in the vicinity of brown crystals of iron in the admixture of hornblende
and felspar, and in a deposit of carbonate and even sulphate of copper in small quantities.
The vein can be traced for a mile iu a straight line, showing principally those flush walls of
hornblende, with ore in some places. As the shaft was sunk in a ravine it is questionable
whether the whole vein has been so much shattered, or whether this was confined to the ravines
solely.

Third, the Eugenia, not worked now, and water in the drift, which was commenced toe
low or too near the creek. This is a vein, consisting of iron pyrites, occurring in a gangue

calcareous spar, (or talc,) with some quartz. Near the surface the iron is oxydized, and
the gold can be extracted in the common way. The iron pyrites will require concentration
and roasting. I can say nothing of this vein now, further than that it seemed to be of enor-
mous size, and th&t it is, or can be, worked with great facility, being only one-half mile from
the mill, and on nearly the same level. Only the surface ores will be available now, of which
there are a great abundance. If these will pay but $15 per ton the mill can be kept running.

At tliis writing about 1,000 tons of the Galena ore are in sight. Five hundred
tons have been worked by the quartz mill erected for the purpose, and although
the machinery is incomplete the yield has averaged $25 to the ton in free gold.
There are several shafts and tunnels on the lode. The cost of shafting has been
from $8 to $40 per foot. Ordinary wages $75 per month and Aboard. Wood
costs delivered $5 per ton. The Big Bug mine is of a similar character; 60
tons averaged $30 per ton. The ore from both these mines contains from 10
to 20 per cent, of sulphurets. The Eugenia is at places 10 feet in width/
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Several tons worked in arrastras gave $25 per ton ; some as high as $40. At
such a return as this the Eugenia, from its location near the mine and its size,'

must, if continuously inch, pay well.
The TICONDEROGA, the CHAPPAREL. and the DIVIDEND MIXES, in the Big

Bug district, have a fair reputation. Thirty tons of the Chapparel ore worked
at the Big Bug mill gave S22 per ton in free gold. Sixty tons from the Divi-
dend gave >20 per ton. A mill has been erected upon the Ticonderoga, a lode
reputed to be valuable, but little work has yet been done.

TURKEY CREEK, 30 miles southeast from Prescott, is more noted for its silvei
than for its e'old mines. A mill has been erected to work the ore of the Bully

ueno lode, but owing to financial embarrassment it has not yet been put in
operation. Shafts and tunnels show the lode to good advantage. The ore is
of a curious character, that upon the surface being gold in hornblende. The
Yahoo mine in this vicinity promises well. The Goodwin is a silver lode, show-
ing some choice ore. Specimens taken to California in 1SG5 were highly praised.
A ton or two worked yielded $300. The Gross gold lode in this district has
yielded some specimens of free gold of rare beauty. The Capital silver lode
resembles the Goodwin, and the Richmond is of the same cla ss.

THE BRADSHAW DISTRICT is upon the upper Aqna Frio, at what is known " -* .*. *

as Black Canon, a distance of from 50 to 60 miles southeast from Prescott.w

Here the Mexicans for several seasons worked the placers with considerable suc-
cess, and in 1864 numerous quartz claims were* taken up. Some of the ore
reduced in arrastras gave a return of $100 to the ton. The Great Eastern, the
White Swan, the Uno, Forks, and other lodes present good surface indications.
A company has been formed in Philadelphia for working them. The Nopal and

allenciana lodes have been worked by arrastras, and some showy specimens
have been extracted. " ^^^^

JSTear Given mountain, at the south side of the Bradshaw mountain, (from
which the foregoing district is named,) some silver lodes have been located, but
not vet worked. The Mammoth has an average width of L-5 feet, and has been mf O /
traced for two and one-half miles.

PIXE FLAT, at the west end of the Bradshaw mountain, has several gold
lodes. The Clinton and Minnehaha have been opened to the depth of perhaps
30 feet, and the district is accounted promising.

W.YLXUT GROVE, one of the best farming districts in central Arizona, is upon
the Hassyampa, 30 miles south of Prescott, and 15 miles west of the mining
districts just referred to. In its vicinity are some good lodes. The most noted
are the Big Rebel, a lode of considerable size, and the Josephine, ore from^fc ^B " ^^

which, worked by arrastras, has paid 8200 to the ton.
At the Placentas, between Walnut grove and People's ranch, about the time

of the Weaver gold excitement, some gold wTas extracted, and the diggings are
still worked by Mexicans.

VULTURE MINE.-A German, named Henry Wickenburg, with several com-
panions, while prospecting upon the Hassyampa late in 1863, discovered a
1'iitte or small isolated mountain of quartz, at a point some 60 miles north of the
Gila, and near the Hassyampa. After examining it closely they found traces
of gold but attached no great value to the ore, and all but Mr. Wickenberg were
reluctant to go to even the slight trouble of posting notices claiming the lode,
if such it could be called. It was, however, taken up, and is now the best
known and iu">t profitable mining property in central Arizona, if not in the entire
Territory. Upon the discovery claim is'a chimney 500 feet long and 400 feet
wide, which rises 100 feet above the surface of the surrounding country. So fariZ^J *

as tested nearly all the rock of this chimney contains gold. The vein proper
is 39 feet wide, and continues the same at the depth of 100 feet from the surface,
or say 200 feet from the top of the chimney, the depth to which shafts have been
sunk. The vein runs northwest and southeast. The hanging wall is of por-
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pliyry rock ; the foot wrall of talcose slate. The vein has a pitch of 45° to the
northwest. The main lode is all of quartz, and there are various strata on et
side, varying from one to six feet in width./ * ^-^

A 20-stamp mill has been erected upon the Hassyampa, within a mile of
town of Wickenburg, where the ore was first worked in arrastras by Mr. Wi

"g and others. This is for working the ore f; h
Vulture, which is now the property of a New York company. Mr. Cuseiibarj

perintendent, has kindly furnished the following report of the amount o
ore worked b}' this mill to September 1, 1867 :

rom November 1, 1866, to September 1, 1867, the mill crushed 4,834 tons,
h produced $145,633, an average of about $30 per ton.
he gold has thus far been found free, and occasionally some showy specimens

are obtained. The absence of water near the lode now renders it necessary to
work the ore at Wickenburg, a distance of 14 miles. Thus the cost of trans-
portation alone is $10 per ton. Wood is not abundant in any part of central
Arizona south of Prescott. At Wickenburg it costs delivered about $8 per

THE VULTURE is, however, considered rich enough to pay with these
backs, and arrangements are now making for the working of other claims, and/ v-' ^-f **-^

it is thought that all will pay, although some have heretofore considered the
chimney or discovery claim the only desirable part of the lode. Two thousand
feet are claimed upon the Vulture vein, and several other lodes of

ter, although much smaller in size, have been taken up in the vicinit

REMARKS ON CENTRAL ARIZONA.-Central Arizona is an elevated

country. The town of Prescott, the present capital of the Territory
altitude of some 6,000 feet above the level of the sea. At this height
ter temperature is of course severe, but at other seasons the climate i "liar
the most agreeable in Arizona. Above Weaver the country is well wooded and
watered. The valleys are for the most part small and disconnected, but the soil
is rich, and at most points, although there are early frosts, fine crops are produce
It is estimated that 2,000 tons of corn will be produced this season within a
circle of 50 miles of Prescott. Vegetables of nearly every kind grow luxu-
riantly. At a reasonable outlay good roads may be made through the most for-
midable mountain ranges, and the country offers many facilities for mining. The
want of success to this time is not to be attributed to any deficiency in the mines,
but to the Indian troubles and the refractory cl aracter of the ores of most
the lodes thus far opened. The mills erected having been intended only for the
working of free gold have not been suited to sulphurets and rebellious ores.
When proper machinery is provided the lodes of .central Arizona, or a numbei
f them, will probably repay development. It is estimated that ordinary

be worked at a cost not exceeding $7 per ton. Only American 1
to be had, which is more costly than most of that employed in southern A
d upon the Colorado, but at the same time more effective.
REMARKS ox THE TERRITORY.-In southern Arizona and upon the Col

A >*_/ y suspend
In central Ar Idom oppressive. T
thermometer has been known to stand at 110° on the Colorad /

to but 65° in and about Prescott. The nights in the mountains througl
Territory are cool at all seasons. Snow falls in central Arizona, but excep
j A i i> j. J, \^r AAI <^r i_ j, \_y *- " i j \s LAJ-A wvao lly remains but a few hours. Of the four winters
since the whites occu] has been severe.

Arizona is far richer in agricultural lands than is generally supposed. To
;hosc who have traversed the desert regions only, it would be an absurdity
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to talk of fine farms and gardens, but with those who have seen the products of
the fertile vallevs, no argument is necessarv to prove their value. Indeed, it4 *S

may be boldly asserted that no one of the mineral-bearing Territories of the
Pacific is richer in mineral lands than Arizona, while its climate is acknowledgedf

by all who have tested it to be unsurpassed upon the western continent. The
pastoral resources of the Territory deserve mention. Grasses of every nutritious
rariety abound, and cattle and sheep may, whenever the hostile Indians are over-
come, be raised with comparatively no outlay. Southern Arizona is especially
rich in irrazin<r lands, and were its mines to prove worthless, which is hardly53 C3 * m * ' *

possible, it must eventually become important as a pastoral country, and support
a lanre population, famishing cattle not for the Territory, but for California and
Xew Mexico.

Below Prescott and upon the Colorado adobe is used for building, and is per-
haps better suited to the climate than any other material. At Prescott and in
the surrounding mining districts timber is used, and lately brick of an excellent
character have been made in Prescott.

The pine of central Arizona grows to a medium size, and much of it is resinous.
The oak and black walnut do not obtain a erreat size. Pine lumber cut bv a
steam mill in Prescott is furnished at $30, $60, and ̂ 100 per 1,000, according »
to the quality. The mesquite and cottonwood of southern Arizona and the Colorado
furnish good rafters for the adobe structures, and the mesquite is famed as a
superb firewood. About Tucson and Tubac; and many of the mining districts,
it is abundant.

The Territory offers two natural and inviting routes for continental railroads.t-

That by the 32d parallel, over which the Butterfield or southern overland stage
service was so satisfactorily performed prior to the rebellion, is too well known
to require comment. That by the 35th parallel, explored by Beal and Whipple,
is scarcely less practicable, and is for much of the distance well supplied with
timber and coal, and through a promising agricultural and mining region. Both
these routes possess advantages over those farther north, and it is the judgment
of those who have passed over them with care and observation that they must
both soon be traversed bv the iron horse.^

Upon the adoption of the code of the Territory, (1SG4.) a chapter was incorpo-
rated providing for " the registry and government of mines and mineral deposits/'
and it at first met general favor, both in and out of the Territory, but practice
proved it to be cumbersome and annovinir. and in 1866 it was repealed, and a*" 9 < * O / JL /

simple act passed, leaving the regulation of the size of the claims, the amount
of work to be performed, and all details connected with the taking up and hold-
ing of claims, to the district organizations. But few, however, of the district
enforce rules, and it is not likely that much attention will be given the marter
until the congressional mining law is enforced here. The land officers who are
to see to its execution have, it is reported, been appointed, and will soon open
their offices. The eongr< - ional act, so far as understood, is much liked, and
considered liberal even by the large class who have always opposed any legis-
lation by Congress regarding the mineral lands.

A simple segregation act, of which the following is a copy, was adopted by the
last legislature:

AX ACT to provide for the segregation of mining claims.
., yfthe Territory of Arizona, That whenever any one

or more joint owners or tenants in common of gold, silver, copper, or mineral-bearing ledge-
or claims may desire to work or develop such ledge or claim, and any other owner or owners
thereof shall fail or refuse to join in said work, alter due notice of at least 30 days, given by
publication in one newspaper, printed in the county in which said ledges or claims are
located, and if none be printed in said county, then in any newspaper printed in the Territory,
said notice to have publication in four successive weeks of said paper, said other owner or
owners may, upon application to the district court of the district wherein the ledge or claim
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is situated, cause the interests cf said parties so refusing to be set off or segregated as here-
inafter set forth.

m. _" »
district wherein the ledge or claim may be situated, for a partition or segregation of the int ^^^^^ -
rest or interests of the party or parties so failing or refusing to join., H. *_ .-. """" « »r-. ^ *»" m*^^ *-^ ^k *-^ .*"* *- A 1 -L .-» _ _ « - J_ _fc _ .-.

SEC. 3. The party or parties so applying shall set forth the fact that the said parties have
been duly notified in accordance with section one of this act, and that said party or parties have
failed or refused to join in said work, all of which shall be sustained by the oath or affirmation
of one or more of the parties applying ; and upon such application being made the clerk of
said court shall post a notice at the office of the county recorder, and in two other conspicuous
places within the district, stating athe application, and notifying the parties interested, that
unless they appear within 60 days, and show good cause why the prayer of the petitioner
should not be granted, that the same will be granted if good cause can be shown.

SEC. 4. At the expiration of said 60 days, if the party or parties notified do not appear and
show good cause why the prayer of the petitioner should not be granted, the court shall
appoint two commissioners to go upon the ground and segregate the claims of the parties so
refusing to join; and in case they do not agree, they to choose a third party; and said com-
missioners shall make a report in writing to said court, who shall issue a decree in con-
formity with said report, which shall be final, except appeal be taken to the Supreme Court
within 30 days after issuance thereof.

SEC. 5. The provisions of this act shall not apply to the county of Yavapai.
SEC. 6. All acts and parts of acts in conflict with the provisions of this act are hereby

repealed.
SEC. 7. This act to take effect and be in force from and after its passage.

The present report indicates the discovery and location of lodes in all parts
of the Territory rather than their development. The reader may wonder why
lodes offering such rich surface indications^ and so generally promising, have not
been extensively worked. In explanation, the comparative inaccessibility of the
Territory, being oft' the grand overland lines of travel, and without seap

be first offered. $ext the fiendish Apache, the most difficult Indian up
the continent to overcome, and next the limited extent of the placer digging
or the lack of ater for their rkin. It ill be remembered that it was th

placers that brought the large population to California, Idaho, and Montana.
Had those countries been without such inducements, their growth would probably
have been as slow as that of Arizona.

After some years residence here the writer is more than ever confirmed in
the belief that while there is much to contend with in Arizona, there is much to
contend for, and that despite all the drawbacks and discouragements the Terri-
tory will 3'et command a large and prosperous population, and abundantly repay

overnmcnt for the outlay required to reserve it from the savage.
sides the minerals already referred to, there are indications of the existence

f manv others in different parts of the Territory. Iron in carbonates and oxides
is abundant. Traces of nickel have been found near the Bi<? Bu^ creek. Plati- o o

num (metallic) is shown in the placers of the Black canon or Bradshaw district,
on the Agua Frio. Traces of tin exist at several points. The geologist of Lieu-
tenant Parks's United States exploring expedition reports the discovery of large
beds of gypsum upon the San Pedro. A lode of cinnabar was located several% / V *. " 

years since 10 miles southeast of La Paz, and named the Eugenia; copper, sil
and quicksilver are found together in a rare combination, but the lode is not large.
Rich cinnabar float has been found upon the Mohave and Prescott road, about 50
miles from the Colorado. Lime of a superior quality exists in large quantities
near Prescott and Tucson, and is found at other points. It is now extensively
used in building. Lirnc coral exists in the Adelphi mine, Mineral hill, Williams
Fork. It is found in immediate connection with the richest carbonates and oxides
of coDoer. The Salt mountains near Callvillc, and a few miles east of the Col-

do, are among the most remarkable formations in Arizona. The
parent, and beautifully crystallized salt are very extensive, and

perior for table or general use. In the vicinity traces of coal have b
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covered, and parties engaged in exploration are quite confident that large quan-
tities will be found. There is a report of the discovery of coal upon the San
Pedro.

The folly of intrusting mining operations to inexperienced and impru-
dent men has been well illustrated in Arizona. In the southern country and
upon the Colorado hundreds of thousands of dollars have been thrown away in
foolish and extravagant expenditures. In one instance, after the outlay of
"SI, 000,000, the company abandoned work without enough having been done to
ascertain whether there was or was not a true vein. In manv cases the wholei

capital of the owners has been frittered away in unnecessary buildings, improper
machinery, and large remuneration to unworthy agents, men who, next to the
Apache, have by their recklessness obstructed the progress of the country, and
prejudiced capitalists against farther investment in it.

Thus far it may be truthfully asserted that there have been more failures in
superintendents than in mines in Arizona ; indeed it is a common remark that
no lode properly opened and economically and systematically worked has failed
to pay. This is true in the main.

In southern Arizona, and upon the Colorado river bottoms, irrigation is neces-
sary. In central Arizona the seasons are denned, and at many points good crops
have been raised without irriation the rains furnishin sufficient moisture. Thes eo

occur mainly in the months of July and August, but there are frequent showers
in April and May, as well as in the winter months.

The friendh' Indians, Pimas, Maricopas, and Papagoes, below the Gila, raise
large quantities of excellent wheat, and the whites engaged in farming upon the
Gila, the Santa Cruz, the San Pedro, and the Sonoita, raise corn, barley, and
wheat. Some six flouring mills are now in operation in the Territory.

31
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UTAH TERRITORY.

SECTION I.

GENERAL FEATURES.

The boundaries of this Territory have been changed a number of times until
its form approaches a rectangle. Its length from north to south is about 345
miles, and its breadth about 320 miles, with an area of about 110,000 square miles.
Its population is variously estimated at from 80,000 to 100,000, and is rapidly
increasing.

The Wasatch range of mountains divides the Territory diagonally northeast
and southwest into two parts, the northwestern being much larger than that lying
to the southward. The Wasatch range is high and merged. Its loftv summits,OOOO c'

covered with perpetual snow, probably have an altitude of 11,000 or 12,000 feet
above the level of the sea. In a broad and elevated range surrounded by
countries rich in gold and silver we should expect to find those metals. But so
far as is known no range of mountains on the western coast has been found rich
in precious metals that has a trend to the northeast and southwest, and it may
be considered problematical whether any mines of those metals will be found of
great richness in the Wasatch mountains. On the western side of the Territory
arc a number of small ranges, on the Goshoat and a number of others, that con-
tain mines of gold and silver.

The largest river is the Colorado, one of the longest in the United States.
Of its capabilities for navigation comparatively little is known, though so far as
explored the reports are unfavorable. Its principal branches are the Green,
Grand, San Juan, and Virgin rivers. These drain the southeastern portion of
the Territory. On the north, Goose and Holmes's creeks run into Snake river,
but all the interior streams empty into lakes that have no outlet to the sea.

ear river and the Jordan empty into Salt lake, besides many large creeks and
numerous smaller ones.

Salt lake is about 120 miles long, north and south, and 40 miles wide, and
contains several islands of considerable size, some of which are partially covered
with timber. A steamer is now being built for the purpose of shipping the tim-
ber from these islands, for the use of Salt Lake

The lake is subject to sudden storms, and boat navigation is sometimes danger-
ous. Until the present time, no serious effort has been made to test its capabili-
ties for navigation, but there is no doubt that the trade on this lake will, at some
future period, be of considerable magnitude. The water is extremely salt. An
analysis shows that it contains over 22 per cent, of solid matter, an indication
that it has had no outlet to the sea for a great length of time, arid that compared
with other regions the fall of rain in this part of the country is less, and the
evaporation greater, than elsewhere. The ocean represents the average saline
impregnation of the world produced by rainfall and evaporation. By comparison
with this standard solution we can judge which is in greatest excess, rainfall or
evaporation. On the hills which sifrround Salt lake are marks of an ancient
beach about 300 feet above its present level. From the depth to which these
shore-marks have worn into the rocky sides of the hills, and the large amounts
of debris brought down by streams and deposited at that elevation, it is evident that

. this level of the lake must have remained for a long period. It is probable
the lake once had an outlet to the ocean 5 and from the fresh-water tertiary fos-
sils found at Bear river, and at other points, it is almost certain that it then con-
tained fresh water. Then, also, it doubtless contained many varieties of fish? but
as the water grew salt, they gradually perished j and, so far as has been observed,
it has no animal life in it at present.
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The cause of the extreme aridity of this country lies in the fact that it is sur-
rounded by high mountains. The Sierra Nevada on the west, the Wasatch range
on the south and east, and the Rocky mountains on the north, completely encircle
it. The wind coming from any quarter has its moisture absorbed in passing over
the mountains.* The absence of vegetation, the effect of this extreme aridity,
also aggravates the droughts. The cultivation of these valleys by covering^ v v «*J

them with crops and trees, may cause some change in the amount of rain-fall, and
it is not unlikely that in the course of years the water in Salt lake will be per-
manently higher than it is now. As the small rain-fall at present is due to the
environment of mountains, the inference is that in former times they did not exist,
and that this lake is older than the mountains; this conclusion appears to be war-
ranted by our present knowledge of the facts.

The course of the wind in past ages was mainl}- from the west, as it is now.
This is shown by the deeper shore-marks found on the eastern side of the lake
a fact general in Utah and Nevada and the southeastern portion of California.

Utah lake, the source of the Jordan, is almost the shape of a right-angled
triangle, about 30 miles long and 20 wide. The water is fresh.

There are several other lakes, as Little Salt lake, Sevier lake, and Goshoat.
The first settlement in this Territory was in 1846, at Salt Lake City, by a band

of Mormons. Owing to the fertility of the soil and other natural advantages,
the growth of this community has been very rapid for a population devoted to
agriculture. The discovery of gold in California and the large emigration which
it induced, passing through this place, greatly stimulated trade and made a mar-
ket for the surplus produce of the inhabitants. The advent of the United States
troops under Colonel Johnson, and the discovery of silver in Nevada, and of gold
in Idaho and Montana, produced similar results.

These markets are now nearly or quite closed, and trade in the Territory is more
depressed than since 1850. This may cause the people to turn their attention
to mining, a pursuit hitherto neglected owing to the greater profits derived from
agriculture. The favorable notice taken of the recent discoveries of mines on
the east side of Green river is evidence in point. The most potent cause of the
increase of the population is the encouragement extended to emigration from
foreign countries. Nearly nine-tenths of the adult population are of foreign
birth. Salt Lake City has a population of about 19,000 inhabitants. It is a
beautifully laid-out town., The streets are wide, with streams of clear water
running on each side. The carriage-ways are separated from the sidewalks by
rows of trees, which present a refreshing appearance in summer to the way-worn
traveller who has crossed the deserts. The private houses, built chiefly of wood,
are perishable, but the public edifices are constructed of stone and wood, and are
durable and highly creditable to the skill and enterprise of the inhabitants. The
tabernacle, the principal place of worship, is capable of seating 10,000 people.
The width of the streets, the umbrageous rows of trees, the great number of

* Lorin Blodget, in his Report on the Climatology of the United States, says: "The
Basin region as a whole can hardly be said to be one of periodical rains north of the 35th
parallel, however deficient the quantity is, and however abortive-as it may be said-the
rains are, as regards vegetation and practical climatology. The rain of summer, from the
middle of June forward, is practically valueless in cultivation for the vicinity of Gr<?at Salt
Lake, and the flourishing settlements there are sustained by irrigation. Cultivation would
clearly require this aid everywhere, and as the winters are not available in bringing crops
forward as in California, irrigation may not be dispensed with as it may be there. It is unim-
portant to many of the best crops of California, wheat among them, that there is no rain
whatever in summer,a since they are so far advanced in the mild winter that the summer is
only requisite to ripen them. But in no part of the Basin is this adaptation practicable, so
far as known. The extent of summer required is similar to that of like latitudes in the
Atlantic States, and the deficiency of rain therefore is destructive, if irrigation is impracti-
cable."

oExcept on the seacoast north of Mendocino City; from which point occasional summer raina prevail,
increasing in frequency towards the north.-J. R. B.
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orchards and gardens in the heart of the city, and the incombustible nature of
the houses, give a country appearance to the city, and render fires almost unknown.
The small size of the farms is favorable to high cultivation. As a consequence,
the greater part of Salt Lake valley is under better cultivation than any region
west of the Rocky mountains, except, perhaps, around the bay of San Francisco.

The system of irriation is excellent and extensive. Fanners in the easterni

States might learn much here that would be valuable to them. From a report of the
Deseret Agricultural Society of January 11, 1866, it appears that ^ there have
been constructed 277 main canals, in length amounting to 1,043 miles, 102 rods, 7 / * *
at a mean width of 5 feet 6 inches, and a mean depth of 2 feet 2 inches, which
water 153,949 acres of land, at a cost of $1,766',939, and that there is in course
of construction canals at an estimated cost of $900,000."

Ogclen is a flourishing town on the east side of the lake, and ranks next to
Salt Lake City in population and importance.

SECTION II.

MINES AND MINING.

In the spur of the Wasatch, on the east side of Salt lake, gold has been found^^"^^ 

. _ in very minute quantities. Some of the quartz assayed about $2 per ton. The
mountains at this point trend west of north and east of south. The country rocl
is granite, and quartz is abundant.

The thermal springs in this vicinity show the presence of sulphate of iron,
and possibly mines of value may be found in this spur of the mountain.

MINEBSVILLE.-The western part of the territory, adjoining Nevada, so far as
known, is the richest in metals. At Minersville are mines of lead and copper, which
contain some gold and silver. One of the mines has been worked to a depth of 90
feet. At this point the copper predominated, and the working of the mine for lead
was suspended. The lead was smelted to supply the territory. While lead pre-
vailed working of the mine was remunerative. No effort was made to recover o

the silver, although in many countries this would have been profitable. By open-
ing the mine at other points, no doubt lead ore of the same quality as that worked
could be obtained. The percentage of silver contained in the lead and copper
ores of this district is sufficient to justify the conclusion that the working of these
mines will be a source of profit at some future day.

RUSH VALLEY,-This district abounds in veins containing argentiferous
galena and copper. In 1865 there was considerable excitement about these
mines. Companies were organized by officers of the army at Salt Lake City,
and some developments were made. Smelting works were erected at the mines,
but the smelting failed to extract the metal in a satisfactory manner, and the
expenses incident to enterprises of this kind, in a new country, rendered opera-
tions very costly. Silver occurs in galena in the same irregular manner as in
quartz,, Many suppose that if a vein of galena assays well in one part it will
do the same in all; an erroneous rdea, as miners frequently find to their cost.
When transportation is cheaper, fuel more abundant, and labor cheaper, these
mines will doubtless be valuable. At present no profit is likely to be derived
from working them.

COAL.-The eastern part of the territory contains large seams of coal. As it
lias been found as far south as Pahranagat and at San Pete, it is not improbable
it abounds in many parts of the Green River valley. That said to be from San
Pete is a firm bituminous coal, considered by many superior to any found west
of the Rocky mountains, but its quality must be thoroughly proved in large
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amounts before it can be pronounced equal to the bituminous coal of Pennsyl-
vania.

The coal from Pahranagat is found about 300 miles southwest from Salt Lake
Citv: that from San Pete 120 miles south. About 80 miles east from the citv^U1 f *

coal is found very abundantly. These discoveries tend to justify the conclusion
that coal exists in large quantities in the Territory. As soon as a market is opened,
the demand can be supplied from these coal fields. Owing to the scarcity of fuel
in the mining regions of the eastern part of Nevada and the western part of
Utah, where most of the silver, copper, and lead ores must be smelted, coal will
in time be in great demand.

Anthracite, - The most interestin discover in this connection is anthracite
coal. Scientific men have long been seeking in vain to find anthracite west of the i*_ "S^ %J . 1O^^ X-/ A^A^i ^^

Ivocky mountains. It has recently been found on Green river. An old iron-worker
from the anthracite regions of Pennsylvania says the deposit is identically the
same. The coal is heavy, and will not burn with a flame. When used in a
blacksmith's forge it gives an intense heat. This article has been tried ando o

found to answer all the purposes required of it.
PACIFIC RAILROAD.-The advantages to be derived from the construction

of the Pacific railroad will be beyond computation. Branch railroads will fol-
low, and these coal fields will eventually be opened up. The number of coal
seams visible along the canons in eastern Utah is remarkable. Manv of themw
are of large size: some are said to be 15 feet thick. Occasionally they can beO 7 * *'

traced four or five miles. They are so numerous and easily found that the inhab-
itants do not locate them. It would be difficult to imagine such an abundance
of valuable coal deposits in Nevada or California as to preclude location. Utah
appears to be nearly in its normal condition. The recent elevations and depres-
sions are slight j consequently in mining for coal it is probable few faults will
be found. The great number of veins near the surface will furnish that article
for years to come without deep mining or the use of expensive machinery for hoist-
ing or pumping. If the coal fields on Green river should prove as extensive and
of as good quality as there is reason to expect, it will be a great advantage to
the miners on the Colorado and at Pahranagat, as well as useful in the naviga-
tion of the Colorado river. A thorough exploration of the coal fields of Utah, J»
Dakota, Colorado, and Montana is much needed. It would probably establish
the fact that western coal fields, though inferior in quality, rival in extent the
vast deposits east of the Mississippi river.

IBOX. - Iron ore is abundant in Utah. Attempts have been made to smelt it,
but so far without success. There is nothing refractory in this ore to render
smelting difficult with skill and the proper appliances. The demand for iron
will always be large in Utah, and the cost of freight from any other point of
production renders it an important resource for development. With a large
agricultural population, labor will be cheap. In every point of view Utah
appears to have better facilities for the production of iron than any of the adjoin-
ing States or Territories. The profit on agricultural pursuits will become less
every year, for many years to come. All the adjacent mining States and Terri-
tories will soon raise their own stock and grain. With the exception of Xew
Mexico and Ari/ona they are now doing' it to a great extent, so that there will
be only a home market for the produce of Utah. This will have a tendency to
turn the attention of the inhabitants to mining and manufactures. In the latter
branch of indnstrv they are already actively engaged. '1 *" * V ^

SALT. - Salt can lie produced in unlimited quantities, both for home consump-
tion and export. When the railroad is completed it will probably pay to trans-
port this article to the markets of the Atlantic. In the State of Nevada salt is
go cheap and abundant that it will not pay to send it west from Utah.

SODA exists in vast bed* in many parts of the Territory. When labor and
freight are cheaper this will probably be an article of export.
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COTTONWOOD CANON is about 27 miles southeast from Salt Lake City, in the
Wasatch mountains. It contains several silver mines. A Mr. Hirst is running
two furnaces there at present. They are not on an extensive scale, but the results
are satisfactory. Hirst thinks his ore will yield $200 to the ton. He has a
German to manage his works, who is reputed to be skilful. The veins occur
in limestone, and ore exists at the surface in abundance. This is a valuable
lead-mining district. The ore is remarkably free from antimony.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS.-The Territory of Utah will undoubtedly become
in time an important and prosperous State. It possesses a great variety of
resources. Whatever may be the opinions entertained as to the peculiar institu-
tions existing there at present, none can deny that its population is industrious
and enterprising. A people who have redeemed the deserts by a vast system
of irrigation, built cities, inaugurated an excellent school system, established
manufactures of nearly all the articles necessary for the use of man, opened up
roads in every direction, and supplied the miners of the adjacent Territories for
several years with their products, cannot fail to achieve a condition of high
prosperity in the future. Contact with their neighbors, who entertain views
antagonistic to their social institutions, will remedy the evils under which they
now labor. As they become more intelligent the impolicy of isolating them-
selves from the moral sympathies of the world will become apparent, and their
patience, industry; and self-reliance will be turned to good account,
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MONTANA.

SECTIOX I.

ABEA AND POPULATION-MOUNTAINS AND VALLEYS-GEOLOGICAL FEA-
TURES-VEGETABLE PRODUCTIONS AND AGRICULTURAL LANDS-TIM-
BER CLIMATE, AND NAVIGABLE WATERS.

Montana, the most recently organized of the Territories of the United States,
is second only to California in the production of gold. Embracing within its
limits the range of the Rocky Mountains and the heads of two of the greatest
rivers that wind their Ions and devious courses throusrh the lower countries to thei^

Pacific and Atlantic oceans, this Territory may justly claim the appellation of
the " Golden Summit." Extending from the 45th to the 49th parallel of north
latitude, and from the 27th to the 39th meridian west from Washington, it con- 7 O /

tains an area, according to the report of the Commissioner of the General Land
Office, of 143,776 square miles, (92,016,640 acres,) bounded by meridians and
parallels of latitude, except a portion of the southwestern corner, where for the
distance of nearly 400 miles the boundary follows the crest of the Bitter Root
mountains. The population is about 32,000.*

MOUNTAINS. - In this Territory the most striking geographical feature i
great range of the Rocky mountains, extending 350 miles from its southern to
its northern boundary, and in width over 200 miles. This range, with its spurs,
occupies fully half the Territory. The main chain of mountains is split up into
a number of different ranges, as the Bitter Root, which is the highest and the- ^^ ^_ ^^_ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^_ -- - -- - -- ^^m - - ̂m - ^ - ̂  - ^ - ^ - - - -- - " -- ^^m - " - ^ - " - -^ - -- - - - - - - - - . - ^^ . ^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ - " - - - ^^.^^_^^_^^^^^^^^ ^^^^_ ^_

Langley, in his Pacifip Coast Directory, a publication generally accurate, estimate* the
population as follows :

Table exhibiting the principal cities and towns of Montana Territory, the county in which each
is located* the estimated population in September, I8t)6, and the distance from Virginia City,
the territorial capital.

No. of miles from Estimated
Town. County. Virginia City. ulation.

Bannack City,... ... * Beaver Head 70* W. 80C
Benton City ...... 400 N. W. 1 50C
Blackfoot City... 

Choteau 
Deer Lodge. 200 N. W. 2,000

Deer L< dge City.. 80 N. W. 1,500
"Reynolds City ____ 180 N.W. 2,000
Silver Bow ....... 100 W. 1,250
Helena. .......... 125 N. 8,000
Bozeman ......... 60 E. 200

155 N. E. 1.500
GallatinCity 100 N. E. 500
Pricklv P«.-ar 90 N. 250
Nevada City 
Stirling City 
Summit City 
Virginia City - 

2 N.W. 2.000
30 E. 500
-8 S. 1 000

4.000
Diamond City .. 

...do 

... do 

...do 
Edgarton 
Gallatin 
...do.. 
...do 
Jeffersou 
Madioon 
...do 
...do 
...do 
Meagher 165 N. E. 2,00:)

Misaoula Mills... Missoula 150 W. 500

Total.. 29,500

The surveyor general of the Territory, in his report of 1867, makes the following estimate:
441 may be safe in estimating the entire population at 40,000, and it is confidently believed" f^. *** f* * **V. _ *-* -fc -*. *" * ' *

that it will reach 60,000 in J868 should there be no Indian troubles along the overland
routes. * * * The class of citizens who are coming into the Territory are generally
those who intend making it their homes. Hence many families are coming and settling up
the different valleys. The farming population is fast increasing, and a great number of
miners find it p rotitable to devote their time to agriculture."

The reports of the county assessors for 1*65 and 1866 do not warrant the belief that the
increase has been so rapid. My opinion is the population at this time does not exceed
32,000.-J. R. B.
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most westerly, and the Rocky, Wind River, Big Horn, and Belt ranges. All
of these have a trend northwest and southeast, and all contain mines of gold^^^ ^_ _ - ^b ^^_ ^^_ ^-^ ^^^_ ^^^^m^^f

and silver. Their height has not been determined, but it is probably from
10,000 to 14,000 feet, the highest peak being covered with perpetual snow.
This great extent of mountain ranges causes the condensation of 'a large amount
of moisture from the atmosphere, which falls principally in the form of snow.
Gradually melting during the warm season, it thoroughly saturates the earth,
inducing a fine growth of grass and timber throughout the mountain regions.*

The Territory is divided by these ranges into a number of basins, and their
spurs subdivide each basin into a number of A^alleys, which contain nearly all
the towns and settlements, and the greater part of its agricultural as well as
nearly all its mineral resources. The mountains are greatly abraded by the
agencies of rains, frosts, and glacial action, leaving them smooth and much less
rocky and precipitous than the Cascade range in Oregon, or the Sierra Nevada
in California. The Bitter Hoot is the most rugged and continuous in its height.
The other ranges are full of low passes, with none of those lofty peaks that are
found farther south in Colorado.

All the mountains appear to be old and weather-worn, and almost at the very
summits of the highest ranges beds of gravel containing placer gold have been
formed from the disintegration of the neighboring peaks. Thus placer mines
are found on the mountain top, differing in this respect from the Sierra Nevadas,
where placer gold is almost invariably found in the foot-hills. In the northern
part of the Territory the mountain regions have been prospected only sufficiently
to prove the existence of gold. The hostility of the Indians has prevented a
thorough exploration, or any permanent working of the mineral deposits.t

The following from Lewis and Clarke's Narrative describes the country westward from
the main ridge of the Bitter Root mountains. It is applicable to a large area of Montana:

" The country along the Rocky mountains for several hundred miles in length, and about
50 wide, is a high level plain, in all its parts extremely fertile, and in many places covered
with a growth of tall, long-leaved pine. This plain is chiefly interrupted near the streams
of water, where the hills are steep and lofty, but the soil is good, being unincumbered by
much stone, and possesses more timber than the level country. Under shelter of these hills
the bottom lands skirt the margin of the rivers, and though narrow and confined, are still
fertile and rarely inundated. Nearly the whole of this wide-spread tract is covered with a
profusion of grass and plants which are at this time as high as the knees. Among these are
a variety of esculent roots, acquired without much difficulty, and yielding not only a nutri-
tious but a very agreeable food. The air is pure and dry, the climate quite as mild if not
milder than the same parallel of latitude in the Atlantic States, and must be equally healthy,
for all the disorders which we have witnessed may fairly be imputed more to the nature of
the diet than to any intemperance of climate."

t Professor G. C. Swallow, formerly State geologist of Missouri, says, in a late letter to
Governor Smith:

44 Veins of gold, silver, copper, and lead have been found in great numbers in nearly all the
explored mountainous portions of the Territory; and placer gold is as widely distributed.
Many of the gulches have proved vastly rich, and some of them very extensive. So far as
discovered, these veins come to the surface on the foot-hills, and on the sides of the valleys and
canons, and some of them cut the mountains to their very tops. A large portion of the lodes
are true veins, cutting through granite, syenite porphyry, trap, gneiss, mica slate, hornblende
slate, talcose slate, argillaceous slate, sandstone, and limestone. These lodes vary in thick-
ness from a mere line to 50 and 60 feet- The gangue or vein rock, called quartz by the miner,
is very variable in character. In the gold-bearing lodes it is usually whitish quartz, more or
less ferruginous, often nearly all iron. In some veins it resembles a stratified quartzite; in
a few it is syenitic, pyrites, hornblende, calc spar, arsenic, antimony, copper. Tellurium
and micaceous iron are found in these veins. In the silver lodes the iron, so abundant in
the gold veins, is often replaced by the oxide of manganese. This mineral is sometimes so
abundant as to constitute a large portion of the gangue.

" The gangue, in many of the copper veins, is made up of quartz, heavy spar, calc spar,
brown spar, and oxides of iron. Many thousand lodes of gold, silver, and copper have been
alread}' discovered and recorded, and many of them more or less developed. It is true here,
as well as in all other mining districts, that a large part of the lodes discovered cannot be
profitably worked by the methods usually adopted in new mining regions ; but many of those
which cannot now be worked with profitable results will become valuable when experience
has proved the best methods, and when labor and materials can be had at ordinary prices."
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The geology of Montana is almost entirely unknown. The Rocky mou
are chiefly composed of granite, gneiss, ami synite, and may be pretty cer
assigned to the Arzoic. Captain John Mullan gives the following g
description of the mountain ranges and their geological formation:

Looking back upon our route, we saw we had followed Bitter Root river to its head,
which we found from its mouth to be 95 miles long, flowing through a wide and beautiful
ralley, whose soil is fertile and productive, well timbered with the pine and cottonwood, but
whose cMef characteristic and capability is that of grazing large herds of cattle, and afford-
ing excellent mill sites along the numerous streams flowing from the mountains. The country
thence is watered by tributaries to the Missouri and its fork, to the range of mountains sepa-
rating these waters from those of the Snake river, or the south branch of Lewis' fork of the
Columbia, and is also fertile, but its characteristic feature is the great scarcity of timber for
any purpose, the willow and wild sage being used for fuel along the whole route. The geo-
logical formation of this section belongs to the tertiary period. The capability of this broad
area, however, for grazing is excellent. * * * The whole country is formed of
a series of beds of mountainous ranges or ridges, with their intervening valleys, all of which
are well defined and marked, the decomposition and washings of the rocks of the mountains
giving character to the soil of the valleys, which may be termed, as a general thins:, fertile.
The geological formations along the Jefferson fork and its principal tributaries are limestone
and conglomerate rock. From the range called the Snake river divide, the whole character
of the country is completely changed. Here the geological formation is basaltic and volcanic
principally. None of the numerous streams and rivulets flowing from the mountains along
the route we travelled emptied into the Snake river, but either sunk into the ground or formed
small lakes in the broad valley of Snake river. The ground in most places is formed prin-
cipally of sand, and where large beds of basalt are not found, the ground is of a dry, absorb-
ing nature, through which the water sinks, at times bursting out again. It was somewhat sin-
gular that, for 00 miles above Fort Hall, along the main stream of Snake river, we did not
cross but one tributary, and that coming in from the south, while none came in from the north;
all of the streams, as before mentioned, either forming lakes or sinking into the ground.
This section is also noted for the great scarcity of timber, and the immense plains of wild
sage, which is so abundant that it merits the name of the sage desert of the mountain. It »_ " » ^^ " " 1 4 V. "- T» » »^ + -J *^f ̂ ̂ ~-*r ^-^ * » _m »*» *. " * * ".» v<-* ^ * *-" * * * ̂  ' ^j ^s* *» ̂> »v ta^ ^** -^*m ^mf ~^f *v * »" "^ » s. " " *^f f " " ̂ __* «_«.""" % \ K 4 4 j « M. *k.o o
extends for many miles in length and breadth, forming an immense ocean of prairie, whose
^aaoeness is only broken by the "Three Buttes " of the valley, which rise like islands in the
sea iii this broad and barren area. (Report on the construction of a military road from Fort
Walla-Walla to Fort Benton.)

VEGETABLE PRODUCTS.-In the fertile soil of the valleys wheat, barley, and
oats grow well, and good crops are produced. Rye and buckwheat would also
flourish, but Indian corn would probably fail.* Potatoes grow in the greatest

There are, however, a very large number of large and rich lodes which will yield large prolits
even at the present prices of labor and materials. Some of the lodes of both gold and silver
will rank among the largest and richest in the annals of mining. In regard to the want of
success in some of the mining operations in the Territory, it may be said that snch partial
failures are incident to all mining regions, particularly in the early operations of new regions.
Montana is particularly exposed to delays of success from its remoteness from machine shops,
where the machinery used may be altered and repaired to suit the exigencies constantly arising.

ut all these hindrances to immediate and full success in quartz mining operations will soon
be removed. They are obvious to all acquainted with the business, and are such as will natu-_ .Mm -I ^^^^^
rally pa<s away. Better mills are being put up, better lodes are bought in larger quantities,
better management is secured, and the owners of quartz property are offering better facilities
to those who wish to work their mines; capital is seeking this source of wealth, and good
financiers are operating in Montana mining property. The placer mines are not yielding so much
as at some former periods. Many new localities have been discovered, and large sums have
been expended in conducting water to favored localities, and there is every reason to believe
that the placers will, the coming year, yield many more millions to the hardy toilers who
have labored vSO faithfully and successfully in securing this " golden harvest " The quartz
mining operations are now in a better condition to secure success than ever before, and the
mt-n who have discovered and partially developed the silver, gold, and copper lodes, have been
long inured to disappointments and hardships, and will not yield to any ordinary obstacles;
and we may safely believe that 10,000 of such earnest, skilful, hardy men will achieve mag-
nificent results in such a field as the mines of Montana present.

*Professor Swallow says: ''The results already obtained from herding and the culti-
vation of our own rich valleys are such as to remove every reasonable doubt of the entire
success of agricultural pursuits in the Territory. It certainly is one of the finest stock coun-
tri.'S on the continent. All the more important domestic animals and fowls do remark-
ably well. Horses and mules and neat cattle are more hardy and kept in better condition
on the native giass< -, hay and grain. As a general rule they winter w*.-ll in the valleys and
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perfection, and their flavor if not superior is equal to that of any in America.
The residents of Montana believe that their potatoes are superior in dryness and
mealiness to any in the world, Ireland and California not excepted. Beets, peas,
onions, cabbages, cucumbers, radishes, parsnips and turnips grow finely, while in ^^r- ^^K ^^^wl -^^^^f

the wannest valleys melons and tomatoes come to maturity. Bitter-root, a small
plant flowering in June-the root three inches long, one-fourth inch *in diame-
ter, and very often forked-grows in many of the Rocky mountain valleys, and
is very abundant in Bitter Eoot valley. It is a favorite article of food for the
Flathead Indians, who dig it in May, and dry it so that it will keep for years.
Very nutritious, but extremely bitter.

Camus, as an article of food for the Indians, is probably the most important
of the wild plants. It is abundant in all the northern parts of the Pacific coast.
It is a bulbous root, about an inch and a half in diameter, and grows in low,
swampy lands, having a sweet gummy taste, and is very nutritious. Besides
using it largely when fresh, the Indians boil it and afterwards dry it, so as to
preserve it for years. If cultivated it might become a valuable culinary vegeta-
ble.

Qullah is another singular article of food used by the Indians. It is the root
of a plant about the size of a man's finger, of a deep yellow color, growing in
the moist land along the banks of the streams. When raw it is poisonous, but
when cooked in a kiln, a process occupying several days, it turns to a black color
and resembles tobacco in taste and smell, and is equally offensive to people not
accustomed to it.*

\ _^ ^ ^ __^

on the surrounding foot-hills without hay or grain. The valleys furnish a large area of natu-
ral meadows, whose products are equal in quantity and quality to those of the cultivated
meadows of the middle States. Beef, fattened on the native pastures, is certainly not infe-
rior to the best produced in the country. The small grains, wheat, rye, barley and oats,
produce as large an average yield as in the most favored grain-producing States. Of the
native fruits, we have choke cherries, service berries, currants, gooseberries, blueberries,
raspberries, and strawberries can be cultivated as successfully as in the New England States,

"All the more important root crops, such as potatoes, turnips, rutabagas, beets, carrots,
parsnips, radishes, and onions, and the most valuable garden vegetables, are cultivated with
great success. Timber is abundant on the mountain slopes and in some of the valleys. Five
species of pine, two of fir, one of spruce, and two of cedar, grow on the mountains, and in
the mountain valleys and canons ; balsam, poplars, aspens, alders, and willows, on the streams
and in the moist valleys.

44 The pines, firs, spruces, and cedars furnish an abundance of good timber for building,
mining, and farming purposes. The purest waters flow everywhere in cool springs, moun-
tain streams, meadow brooks, and clear rapid rivers. Hot and mineral springs also occur in
various parts of the Territory. Beautiful lakes and magnificent falls and cascades are
numerous in the mountains-" "

Professor A. K. Eaton, in a recent report to Governor Green Clay Smith, says of the
agricultural resources and climate of Montana:

"In a Territory so far removed from the great grain-producing States, the most vital ques-
tion bearing upon our future welfare is that as to our ability to become self-sustaining in all
things pertaining to the necessaries of life. If our success thus far is not a sufficient guar-
antee of our ability to raise all the cereals, root crops, &c., requisite to support a large
number of inhabitants, a consideration of the geological and topographical formation of the
country and its climatic characteristics would of itself demonstrate that the soil cannot
fail to furnish all that is essential to the subsistence of an unlimited population.

** Our valleys are very broad, ranging from five to fifteen miles in width, and made up of
rich bottom lands and level or gently undulating plateaus. The mountain ranges on either
side generally differ in their geological character. On one side, granite and its allied primi-
tive rocks, by the disintegration of which valleys have been supplied with the alumina and
alkaline silicates so necessary to an inexhaustible soil ;" on the other, ranges of secondary
limestone, sandstone, &c., that have furnished the additional constituents of a soil of
unequalled richness. The want of rain to irrigate the lands is the only apparent difficulty,
and nature has provided for this in the conformation of the country. Lying, as these
plateaus do, nearly level, the mountain streams, which are frequent and never-failing, ar
readily turned from their courses and made to wind along the base of the foot-hills, upou the
outer limits of the table lands, and thence distributed over almost every foot of arable land.
This mode of irrigation has its decided advantages over that of the natural rain storms of
regions nearer the coast, from the fact that it is wholly under the control of the farmer. lu
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TIMBER.-Pine is by far the most abundant timber. The next is fir. The
cottonwood, which grows on the banks of the streams, is the only other tree, and
it is used only for firewood, and occasionally for log houses. Mountain mahogany
is the only hard wood that grows in the Territory, and this is only a shrub. None
of the valuable'hard woods, as hickory, maple, or ash, grow in Montana.

CLIMATE.-The climate of Montana in the mountainous parts is as cold as
that of ttye New England States. It retards, or entirely prevents, placer mining
for about half the year; a-nd until quartz mines are opened, so that the miners
can be employed during the long winters, they must remain idle much of their
time. There are, however, exceptional years. The winter of 1S62-7G3 was so
mild that placer mining was continued with scarcely an interruption the entire
year. Snow generally falls to a great depth, so that communication in the
higher districts is somewhat irregular and uncertain during the winter. In theo o o

valleys, where the altitude is less, the climate is milder. In Deer Lodge and the
Gallatin and Madison valleys stock continues in good condition, throughout the
year, without hay or grain, the grass being abundant nearly all the time. Mon-
tana is a remarkably healthy country. There seems to be no peculiar diseases
incident to the climate. In the towns the great majority of deaths are either
accidental or tlie result of violence.*

a Territory nearly four times as large as the State of New York, we have hundreds of thou-
sands of acres of laud of this description, available whenever the growth of the country may
demand its cultivation.

44 No disquisition, however, is necessary upon the character of the soil or its origin. Facts
demonstrate beyond question the self-sustaining character of the Territory in an agricultural

oint of view. Flour to-day is almost as cheap as in the great grain-producing regions of
east, and this has been brought about by the cultivation of limited patches, here and

there, of these broad lands. Our table-lauds and the slopes of our foot-hills, without irriga-
tion, ̂ furnish the most abundant pasturage; the species of grass flourishing spontaneously
being of the most nutritious character, and in some respects superior to the cultivated grasses
of the east.

44The peculiarities of our climate demand a passing remark. The great wind currents
that start from the distant sea-coast regions laden with moisture, deposit it in beneficent
showers on their way, and reach our inland mountain regions with scarcely a drop to moisten
our thirsty soil; still this deprivation proves a blessing in disguise. It gives us an atmo-
sphere comparatively free from moisture, and makes our severe winters more endurable than
even those of lower latitudes.. Our lowlands are often almost free from snow during the
whole season, and cattle graze and grow fat on the grasses of our valleys during our long
winters.

"The climate is indeed the most pleasant and salubrious of any that I have personally
ever known ; and this in a country where the altitude of the valleys is about one mile above
the level of the sea, and lying between 45° and 49° north latitude."

* Captain Mullan says in his report:
"The temperature of Walla-Walla, in 46°, is similar to that of Washington city, in 38°

latitude; that of Clark's Fork, in 48°, to that of St. Joseph, Missouri, in latitude 41° ; that
of the Bitter Root valley, in 46°, is similar to that of Philadelphia, in latitude 40°, with
about the same amount of snow, and, with the exception of a few days of intense cold,
about the same average temperature. This condition of facts is not accidental, but arises
from the truths of meteorological laws, that are as unvarying as they are wonderful and
useful- As early as the winter of 1853, which I spent in these mountains, my attention was
called to the miid open region lying between the Deer Lodge valley and Fort Laramie,
where the buffalo roamed in millions through the winter, and which, during that season,
constituted the great hunting grounds of the Crows, Blackfeet, and other mountain tribes.
Upon investigating the peculiarities of the country, I learned from the Indians, and after-
wards confirmed by my own explorations, the fact of the existence of an infinite number
of hot springs at the headwaters of the Missouri, Columbia, and Yellowstone rivers, and that
hot geysers, similar to those of California, existed at the head of the Yellowstone; that this
line of hot springs was traced to the Big Horn, where a coal-oil spring, similar iu all
respects to those worked iu western Pennsylvania and Ohio, exists, and where I am sanguine
iu believing that the whole country is underlaid with immense coal fields. Here, then, was
a feature sufficient to create great modifications of climate, not local iu its effect, but which
even extends for several hundred miles from the Red Buttes, on the Platte, to the plains of
the Columbia.
** *

"A comparison of the altitude of the South pass, with the country on its every side, with
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NAVIGABLE WATERS.-Although Montana is abundantly supplied with
carrying large bodies of water, the great altitude of the Territory induces such
rapid currents as to prove serious obstacles to navigation. On the western slor**" ^B ^^

ble for anything except rafts, small boats, and canoes,
their courses being continually interrupted by shoals, rapids, and falls. On the
eastern slope, the Missouri has a light-draught steamboat navigation c
miles to Fort Benton, and steamboats have ascended nearly to the Great Fal
situated about 50 miles above. Fort Benton is the* depot of supplies for the
whole Territory, and even to this point navigation is very uncertain. In dry
seasons the water is scant on the shoals, and, as the banks are unsettled, tl
boats have to be supplied with fuel by cutting wood. In many places wood is
verv scarce, and has to be carried on the backs of men for a mile or more.

>iis delays are the result. Every year the wood is getting scarcer an
fficult to procure. The hostility of the Indians also renders naviation

1
Coal is found some distance below Fort Benton. When mining for this article

is carried on extensively it will probably supply the steamers with a sufficiency
f fuel. It is a brown or lignite, probably in the cretaceous formation, and

found in veins of large size, traceable in the banks of the streams for long
distances.*

Mullan's pass, further to the north, may be useful in this connection. The South pass has
an altitude of 7,489 feet above the level of the sea. The Wind River chain, to its north*
rises till it attains, at Fremont's peak, an elevation of 13,570 feet, while to the north the
mountains increase in altitude till they attain, at .Long's peak, an elevation of 15,000 feet;
while the plains to the east have an elevation of 6,000 feet, and the mountains to the west,
forming the east rim of the great basin, have an elevation of 8,234 feet, and the country
between it and the South pass an elevation of 6,234 feet above the level of the sea. The
highest point on the road in the Summit line at Mullaii's pass has an elevation of 6,000 feet,
which is lower by 1,489 feet than the South pass."_ I* i« #" #

" The high range of the Wind River chain stands as a curvilinear wall to deflect and direct^-- ^ «« "-* v
the currents of the atmosphere as they sweep across the continent. (By-tbe-by, whence
arises the name of the Wind River chain?) All their slopes are well located to reflect back
tbe direct rays of the heat of the sun to the valleys that lay at their bases. These valleys,
already warm by virtue of the hot springs existing among them, receive this accumulative
heat, which, driven by the new currents of cold air from the plains, rises and moves onward
in the form of a river towards the valleys of the Rocky mountains, where it joins the milder
current from the Pacific and diffuses over the whole region a mild, healthy, invigorating,
and useful climate." (Mullan's Report, pp. 53, 54.)

Thermometrical data furnished by J. L. Corbett, civil engineer, Virginia City, Montana.
1865.-Mean reading during the mouth of December 5°.22 above zero.
1866.-Mean reading during the month of January 27° "
1866.-Mean reading during the month of February 22° "

Mean during the three months, 18° above zero.
18G6.-Mean during December 31° "
3867.-Mean during January " - 23°.73
1867.-M T ^H ̂^r -l-

March, 1867, is unknown, as only the coldest days were registered, which'CJ
M

12°; at 10 p. in., 18°, or below zero. March 12, at 7 a. m., 18°; at 10 a. m., 12°; at 5 p. m.,
6°; at 6 p. m., 16° ; at 9.15 p. in., 22°. March 13, at 7 a. m., 24° ;^ at 1 p. m., 10°, or above
zero; at 10 p. m., 3°, or above zero. W& ^ 

grees below zero is the greatest cold experienced during the past three
winters at this place. Mean during the winter months for the past two winters. 22° above"» *"* .- ^h , " _" i ^^ f^ f^ ̂ ^
zero. Mean of barometer reading, 2,440 inches; altitude, 5
Fahrenheit; latitude, 45° 27' 35"; longitude, about 111° 17'.

* Thft snrvnvor general of Montana, in his renort for 1867,

ituminous coal has been found on the Biff Hole river, about 60 miles from Bannock
City; in Jackass gulch, on the east side of the Madison ; and at Summit district, near Vir-
ginia City, the veins being from three to four feet in width. Coal also exists at the head of
the Yellowstone river. Brown coal, or lignite, is found in great quantities on the banks of
the Missouri and Yellowstone, valuable as common fuel, but of no great value for manufac-
turing purposes. It has also been found on the headwaters of the Teton and Marias."
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The Yellowstone lias not been sufficiently explored to determine its capabil
for navigation; but those best qualified to judge think that, with suitabl

boats, it may be navigable far higher than boats have yet reached. Indian h
till ties and want of population have prevented a more tl
The rates of freight charged on the steamers from St. Louis to Fort Benton are

high that if a boat makes one trip it sometimes pays all expenses and
1 invested in the boat itself. Competition will probably redui

charges, unless their trade should be closed altogether by the Ind
The portion of Montana on the western slope forms a basin about 250 miles

lon«- and 75 miles wide.* It is drained bv the Missoula, Hell"" ^ _, * / Q -
and Flat Head rivers, which onitiner, form Clark's Fork of the Colnml

The extreme northern part is drained by Tobacco river, which empties into Lak
Bratham, in Idaho Territory. Flat Head is the only lake of any considerabl

in Montana. It is a beautiful sheet of clear water about 35 miles long and I
id, surrounded by a fine farming and grazing country. This basin contain

the best timber, and probably as good grazing and farming lands as are in th
Territory. The valley of the Madison and Gallatin only are equal to it in th
latter respect. The warm moist winds from the Pacific induce a more vigorou
development of vegetable life than in other parts of the Territory, where th
wall of the Rockv mountains prevents hese winds from exercising their influence.
In this mild and temperate climate the missionaries established missions for the
reliious advancement of the Indians. The sites of several of their missions still

jimiin, and are admirably situated in the midst of a fertile country.
From Flat Head lake south, towards the mission of Pen d'Oreille, along the

x>t of the Rocky mountains, the country is well supplied with timber, water
and grass, and is an excellent agricultural district. South of the mission is the
Jocko valley, containing the Pen d'Oreille Indian reservation. This is a small
rich agricultural valley, which, if properly cultivated, would be very productive.

Hell Gate valley is southeast from the reservation. It is about 25 miles lou
and six or seven broad, possessing excellent agricultural resources. Still south
is the Bitter Root valley, about 60 miles long and eight wide. In this is Owen's
trading post, called Fort Owen, around which is a flourishing settlement.

The Hell Gate and Bitter Root at their junction form the Missoula, which
retains that name until it forms a junction with the Flat Head forming1 CV ^

Fork of the Columbia. Hell Gate and Bitter Root valleys contain a number of
settlers, and in time will contain a large agricultural population. At this point
the Bitter Root mountains present an almost impassable barrier, with but f
passes, and can only be traversed in the wannest part of the year; at otl
seasons they are completely blockaded by the snow.

V - _ _ " *"" ' - - "»" I ̂^^»- ' I " "" f ~ - . 1 _ -_- - _ - - -_.-_"--_ _ - --!..- -- " ~ . _ -

The surveyor general says: "The soil of the valleys and table lands is of good quality,
and it is believed that fully one-third of the Territory is susceptible of profitable cultiva-
tion. The more important valleys requiring immediate survey are the Bitter Root, Deer
Lodge, Hell Gate, Rondet Big Hole, Beaver Head, Stinking "Water, Jefferson, Madison,
Gallatin, Boulder, Prickly Pear, (including the town of Helena,) and'the Missouri from the
Three Forks to Canon Ferry, east of Helena. The arable lands in these valleys amount,
by careful estimate, to 9,000 square miles, and contracts for their surveys will be let as soon
as po>sible. A ready home market is found for the product of the ranches and dairies, and
the supply of the different kinds of grain raised is no doubt sufficient for the wants of the
population until another crop is produced. The yield of potatoes has been so great during
the past season that it is believed that fully 1,000,000 bushels could be exported, and still
have enough for home consumption. The wheat raised in Gallatin valley is closely estimated
at 8,000 acres, and the other small grains, such as oats, barley, rye, &c.f are placed at
acres- The yield will be at least 30 bushels to the acre, giving us, as a low estimate of all
the grain crop in that valley for this year, at 420,000 bushels. The list of the territorial
auditor shows 165,140 acres of land under cultivation in the Territory, and the total valuation
of the property assessed is $5,703,118. The flouring mills are particularly mentioned. The
grazing lands are among the finest in the world, their nutricious grasses serving to keep
cattle and stock in good condition during the entire winter. The number of cattle grazing
on these lands is estimated at 40 000,"
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Big Blackfoot comes into Hell Gate river in the canon of that name, and for
15 miles runs through another canon. Above, it passes through a large and
beautiful valley similar to that of Hell Gate. On the head of this river are some
good placer mines. Some say the canon received this name of''Hell Gate"
from the gloomy character of its scenery; others, that it was so named from the
fact that the Indians, when on the \var path, intent on deeds of blood and rapine,
always issued out from it. Either cause would be sufficient.

FLINT CREEK.-Forty miles above the mouth of the Big Blackfoot, from the
south, comes in Flint creek through a fine large valley with plenty of grass,
water and timber. Recently near the head of this stream rich silver mines have
been found, and a town of 400 or 500 inhabitants has sprang up in a few weeks.
On one of the branches of Flint some good placer mines have been discovered
which paid well this summer. Twenty miles above this creek the Little Black-
foot comes in from the northeast. For some distance above its mouth is a good
grazing country, not suitable for agricultural purposes, but well timbered. The
ravines and gulches at the head of this stream contain some good placer mines,
and several mining towns have sprung up, such as Blackfoot City and Car-
pentier's Bar. Quartz veins containing gold have been found in this vicinity,
but they have not been sufficiently worked to prove their value.

DEER LODGE VALLEY.-To the southward lies the Deer Lodge valley, one of
the most picturesque and beautiful, as well as one of the richest mineral and agricul-
tural districts in Montana. It is about 35 miles long and 10 broad, surrounded
by low rolling hills, which afford excellent pasturage. This favored region, called
by the Indians Ttsookeencame, or, translated, "the Deer's Lodge," takes its name
from a singular mound in the upper end of the valley composed of silicious and
ferruginous depositions, formed by a thermal spring.

This mound is a truncated cone 30 feet in height, 100 feet in diameter at the
base and 30 feet at the summit. Brightly colored with white and reddish-brown
spots, it forms a notable landmark. In the winter, when the steam rises like
smoke from a spring at the top, it bears a striking resemblance to a large Indian
lodge. This spring is three feet in diameter and of a considerable depth. The
water, which does not overflow at present, is nearly at the boiling point, while
at the base of the mound several springs exist the temperature of which varies
from near boiling point to icy coldness. A marsh elevated a few feet above the
surrounding plains is formed by the springs at the base of the mound. Very few
such formations, caused by thermal springs, are found in the Pacific Territories.
Hence it must be different from the ordinary methods of deposition. From the
fact that the spring in the centre of the cone does not overflow, it is evident that
in former times it must have been more active than at present, and that the forces
that once gave it activity are failing; also, that unless there is a recurrence of
its ancient eruptive power the mound will never rise any higher. Probably it is
lower than formerly. Ordinary thermal springs throw quite a volume of water,
which, gradually cooling, continues to deposit its sediment for a Considerable
distance, depositions not being materially greater at the mouth of the springs
than 100 or 200 yards distant.

Quite a large number of farms are under enclosure in this valley. Stock
raising also employs some of the inhabitants. Until recently there was but little
mining in this vicinity. Last spring and summer some very good placer mines
were discovered in the hills on the east side of the valley. On Silver Bar, a 

- ̂ ^ ^^H ^m r^K __ ^^M ^^^h I ^-m ^ " ̂ ^b ^^^^^^M~~ -

stream falling into the head of the valley, placer and quartz mines containing
gold, silver and copper, especially the latter metal, have been worked for over
two years, resulting in the mining towns of Silver Bar and Butte City.

TOWN OF COTTONWOOD.-Cottonwood, the county-seat of Deer Lodge county,
is situated on the north side of Cottonwood creek, near its junction with Deer
Lodge creek. It has a good location for a town. The streets are wide and well
laid out. The advantage of wide streets in mining towns is so evident, in view
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the dangers from fire, that it is singular so few new towns are laid
manner. The houses are usually built of wood. Fire engines are m

animent of a more advanced progress. When a fire once gets fully under way
in these mining towns it seldom stops until it meets an open sp

Cottonwood is a pleasant little town; with that dreamy appearance of rep
iidicative of an agricultural district. Timber is scarce in the valley, but is
bundant in the adjacent hills and mountains. Pine and fir constitute the sole
up ply.

The scenery here is wonderfully picturesque. Spurs and broken chains of
lofty summits regularly dispersed, rise above and beyond one

another, giving an idea of interminable distance. The rarity of the atmosphere
consequent on the altitude causes the rays of light to be less strongly refracted
than when the atmosphere is denser giving a strane and unnatural reflection O ^

to even- object. The light is peculiar in many respects. While it does not
apparently impair vision, it seems to blend in all colors a portion of black. Thus,
as the eve follows one mountain peak after another, the color becomes darker*/ A / ^^
and darker, till the most distant are almost entirely black. The color of the
snow, varied by increasing distance, goes through the same changes, and at 1

pears of a dark ^ray. There are none of those wondrous changes of tints and
hadows which are so charming in the lower latitudes as Mount Hood, whose 
" t " * -« "

snows from a hundred different points of observation never appear twice of the
same color. Here every tint is sombre and rigid, and notwithstanding the beauty
of the scenery the mind is chilled with a feeling of awe. This is heightened by
the appearance of the low hills, which are covered with grass, and have the aspect
of fields once cultivated, but now permitted to return to a state of nature.

*per part of the valley, near the hot springs, the snow seldom lies on
he ground, and there is an abundance of good pasturage the \

A curious and interesting fact connected with this locality is worthy of
From the head of this valley into Big Hole, or the valley of D
branch of Big Hole, is the lowest pass through the Rocky mountains. In f;
it is simply a continuation of one valley into another. At Butte Cit\
brought from the head of Boulder creek, which is a tributary of the Missouri,^ S**
through a low pass into Silver Bar, a branch of Deer Lodtre creek, thus

he water from, the Atlantic and givin it to the Pacifi
The streams and small lakes which abound in the hills around this valley

well supplied with trout. All the streams on the Pacific slope contain trout j t
pt in the Yellowstone and its tributaries they are very scarce on the Atl

ilop
A. short distance below Deer Lodge, a small creek empties into Hell G

from the west, called Gold creek. It is remarkable as the first pi
gold was discovered in Montana. The discovery was made on the banks of«/
stream whose waters finally flow into the Pacific ocean.

During the present year the mines on the western slope have been much
productive than formerly, while on the eastern slope the production this year
will be less than that of last year.
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SECTION II.

MINES AND SYSTEMS OF MINING

Gold was discovered in Montana by a French half-breed, named Francois Finlay
about the year 1852, on Gold creek, a branch of the Hell Gate river. He was 

j^-^. , -A ^BV -i^v -a -_ _-^ "-

merely prospecting, and did not find the gold in sufficient quantities to induce
i to work the mines.* "

" .!"""- "" * ' ' - " ' " '"- ' " -^-^- . ._ .. _ ^ |_|- -u

Mr. Albert D. Richardson quotes from a book published in Cincinnati 50 years ago, as
follows:

44 These mountains are supposed to contain minerals, precious stones, and gold and silver
ore. It is but late that they have taken the name Rocky mountains ; by all old travellers
they are called the Shining mountains, from an infinite number of crystal stones of an
amazing size with which they are covered, and which, when the sun shines full upon them,
sparkle so as to be seen at a great distance. The same early travellers gave it as their opinion
that in future these mountains would be found to contain more riches than those of Indostan
and Malabar, or the golden coast of Guinea, or the mines of Peru."

Mr. Richardson remarks:

44 These surmises excited little notice, for the early travellers believed every mountain an
El Dorado, and every stream a Pactolus. The first statement which appeared worthy of
serious attention was made by Colonel William Gilpin of the United States army. This
gentleman, a zealous student of the natural sciences, crossed the continent with a party of
Oregon explorers, and again with his command during the Mexican war.

" In 1849, in an address at Independence, Missouri, as the result of all his observations,
he asserted the abundant existence of gold, silver, and precious stones throughout the Rocky
mountains."s (Beyond the Mississippi, pp. 135-6.)

Professor A. K. Eaton, in his report to Governor Green Clay Smith, gives the following
general summary of the mineral resources of Montana :

44 Of the common minerals of value in the arts and manufactures, there seems to be every
indication of abundance, although little has been done towards the development of them;
fire clay, gypsum and coal are indicated strongly in the tertiary deposits that underlie
the table-lands of the valleys and elsewhere; but they lie mostly undisturbed and undis-
covered, except where some wandering prospector has accidentally come upon their out-
crop. The pursuit of the precious metals has made the people oblivious to all minor con-
siderations; but if we consider, for a moment, the immense advantage that would accrue
to the Territory by the opening of reliable coal beds, it would be an incentive to the greatest
effort; fuel for our furnaces and manufactures, to say nothing of our ordinary needs, will
soon become scarce and dear. I believe that a small appropriation of money for the purpose
would insure the discovery and development of coal deposits in a very short time.

44 Discoveries of new minerals and ores are occurring frequently in the Territory. 
bar, which is of the first importance in a gold and silver-producing region, has been found, 

Cinna-

though not in place. Specimens of water-worn fragments of this mineral, found in the gulch
workings of an almost unoccupied district of the Territory, were recently brought to me,
which proved to be of the first quality. This is especially gratifying, since deposits of ores
resembling cinnabar have been frequently found, and much useless labor expended in their
development. I have also recently, and for the first time, examined true tin ore found within
our territorial limits. This also was from gulch working.

44 Lead ores occur in profusion, both as galenas and as carbonate of lead, in nearly all
districts of the Territory. These will not be worked at present, except when accompanied
by silver. All the galenas are so accompanied, and generally in paying quantities of the ^f
latter metal. -^^"~

" Copper lodes are abundant, showing at the surface ores ranging from 15 to 60 per cent.
of metallic copper. These when located near the Missouri river may be immediately made
profitable. Copper ores in the eastern market probably command to-day about $5 for every
per cent, of copper contained ; 15 per cent, ore would be worth $75 per ton, and 60 per cent. 

/* " T -4^ 111 . 1 H-K.^.- T *-v
*fcj -^^ -^^ " -^"- "-"" -m^r ^" -^^f ^^r ^^^^r^ -^"- ^

ore $300, Thus, long before we shall be extensively engaged in smelting these ores, our 
U " " " * % ffe * « * " m -^ ^^

copper lodes may prove largely remunerative.
i4The silver lodes of the Territory which at present attract much attention, are, in part,

silver-bearing galenas. These range by practicable working from $20 to $300 per ton. The
present cost of labor and fuel precludes the working of the poorer of these ores, but eventu-
ally all will be worked profitably. The cost of smelting this class of ores cannot at present
be put lower than $35 per ton,' and in some localities would exceed this estimate; still " i r

there is an abundance of argentiferous galena that can be worked with great profi . -* *T * ̂ * 1 . -^ « * ^ t at the

present prices of material and labor. Another class of silver lodes is found in the rf country
which carry no lead or other base metal to interfere with the successful working ot the ores
by amalgamation. It is from this class of ores probably that the first remunerative results
will be obtained, owing to the simplicity of the machinery required. Mills are now being
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In 1856 other prospectors found gold at the same mines, but did not work
them. In the fall of I860 the Brothers Stuart & Co. prospected near the same
place, and in 1861 and 1862 commenced working in earnest with sluices. This
was the first regular placer mining in the Territory. In 1861 they wrote to some
erected for working ores of this character. The great abundance of veins of this nature of
the most promising appearance justifies the expectation that a short time will show large
returns of bullion from this source.

44The placer mines of the Territory which have thus far been successfully worked, are
those only which from their favorable location with reference to water, &c., could be easily
worked without the previous expenditure of capital by single workmen or by small parties.
Gulches already worked out by this-wasteful method will be reworked perhaps as remune-
ratively as at first, by the aid of capital. Ditches for the further supply of water, bed-rock
flumes, and hydraulic apparatus are essential to the successful working of the majority of our
gulch deposits, and when capital flows in that direction, many thousand acres can be worked
most profitably, which, to-day, individual effort cannot touch successfully.

44That which has proven one of the most serious obstacles to successful mining in the
Territory has been the profusion of gold-bearing veins, showing temptingly at the surface;
Nature is never so lavish as she in this case appears, and in the light of general mining
experience, we have no right to expect more tkan a small percentage of true, strong and
uniformly rich veins from this great surface display. Thus it is that several failures may
precede one great success in the development of mines. There can be no doubt in the mind
of any one, making the country a careful study, of the boundless wealth that is hidden in its
bosom. Indefatigable energy and untiring perseverance will alone reveal its full magnitude,

" A large number of mills for the working of gold ores have been erected in the Territory.
and few of them with more than partial success. The reason is obvious, and in their partial
failure, mining history only reflects itself. Some of them are of that untried character of
which it may be said that whilst they show in construction some new features and some
good ones, unfortunately the new things are not good, and the good points are not new.
Novel inventions, even if capable of success elsewhere, are inevitably destined to failure in a
new country. The principal difficulty, however, has been the imperfect management of these
different enterprises, arising sometimes from the incapacity of agents, but more frequently
from the impossibility of anticipating in a country new and undeveloped the exact require-
ments of the case. One great error has been made by almost all. It has arisen from the
over-sanguine belief that quartz could be mined in quantity without preliminary expense in
development. The mills are erected, the money and patience of the proprietors exhausted,
and with untold wealth the machinery is left to rust and rot for want of ore. To-day nearly
every mill in the Territory could be worked most profitably by the expenditure of a few
thousand dollars in the thorough opening of the mines belonging to them. Excuse me, sir.
for referring to the embarrassments under which we are laboring. If, is only by looking our
errors in the face that we can find the way to success. It is the fourth year of my residence
in the Territory, and I can assure you that my confidence in its great mineral wealth is
stronger than ever, and notwithstanding the discouragements that we have been compelled
to meet, we may *<ay with pride that no new Territory has made such rapid advances in so
short a time as this. The working of many thousands of tons of gold ore in different parts
of the Territory, varying from $15 to $75 per ton by active working, is a sufficient indication
of the probable average of our gold-bearing rock. The lowest of these limits pays a profit
even at the present price of labor in a mill of any considerable capacity. The expense of
the importation of machinery has diminished to almost half since the first mills were erected
here. The Union Pacific railroad is every day bringing us near to the sources from which
we draw machinery and capital. Foundries and machine shops are springing up in our
midst, and we are in all directions fast becoming self-sustaining. With agricultural resources
unexcelled, with a climate most inviting, with mineral wealth inexhaustible, we may, with
reason, feel assured that Montana will take the highest rank among the gold and silver -^^ -K.-4 *^- *.J W A. VV * I i » I " " 4 * N_^ A 1 ̂^ I. *_A -\^f ̂-,
producing States."

The surveyor general in his report for 18G7, says:
" When provisions and labor become cheaper, many gulches will be worked which are at

present untouched. Larjre amounts of money have been expended this season in the con-
struction of ditches, and in preparations for gulch ruining next year. The result of these
preparations will be that, during 1868, fully 50 per cent, more gold will be taken out than
there has been this season. The production of gold for this season has been estimated at
$20,000,000, and still not a tenth part of the Territory has yet been prospected.

" Iron has been found on Jackass creek.

44 Copper abounds principally in the vicinity of the Muscleshell river. The -width of the
veins is from three to four feet. Placer copper has been found on Beaver creek, near Jetfer-
son City, which shows some splendid specimens.

44The leads of Montana arc generally better defined than in any other mining country r
the world, and the singmhir freaks sometimes taken by them in other regions are legs frequen
u i> here."
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of their friends in Colorado in reference to their prospects and hopes, and induced
quite a number of adventurers to come to Montana in the spring of 1862. -

The mines on Gold creek not promising as rich as was expected, the Stuarts
and others began to prospect the country extensively, an'd that summer found
some mines on a gulch at the head of the Big Hole, which, however, wrere not
very productive. Early in the same summer the mines at Bannock on Grasshopper
creek were discovered. These were so rich and extensive that the other mines

were abandoned, and by the fall of 1862 nearly all the miners in the Territory,
numbering about 1,000, had congregated at this place.

AXXOCK PLACEES.-The Placer mines of Bannock are found on the banks

and in the bed of Grasshopper creek, and extend from the town down the creek
for a distance of seven or eight miles. They paid well at first; as the creek
had an abundance of water, they could be worked by miners with great facility.

The banks appear to be nearly exhausted now; but the bed of the creek, if
flumed and wrorked in a proper manner, would still yield largely. A few miles
south from Bannock, near Horn Prairie, are extensive flats and gulches, which
prospect fairly. When supplied with water, which will be brought in this fall,
they will give employment to a large number of miners.

There are 200 or 300 miners in this vicinity, working at various points in the
creek and its banks, probably making something over wages, viz: $5 a day in
gold.

In working in the bed of the creek there does not seem to be any concert of
action, so as to enable one individual or company to take advantage of the
works of another. Each operation is earned on by itself. After one company
has put a dam in the creek, and turned the water into a flume, the next company
below can take the water at the end of the flume much more easily than the first
obtained it. When one claim is drained so as to be workable, the next below
will be drier and more easily worked than if nothing had been done above.

BAIOTOCK: QUARTZ.-The first quartz veins worked in .the Territory were in
annock.

Grasshopper creek heads at the foot of a large smooth mountain, called Bald
mountain, which abounds in veins containing gold, silver, and copper. The creek
then runs eastwardly through a basin, when its branches, concentrating, pass out
through a limestone canon. At the head of this canon are quartz veins containing
free gold, These veins are the source from which the placer mines on the creek
wrere supplied. No gold is found above the veins. The croppings being promi-
nent arid conspicuous, were soon discovered and quartz claims located.

In the winter of 1862-'63, two men, named Allen and Arnold, put up the first
quartz mill. It was entirely of home manufacture; the irons were obtained
from old wagons and fashioned in a blacksmith's shop; all the lumber used,
except pine, fir, and cottonwood, came from the same source. The mill had six
stamps of 400 pounds each, and was driven by water. The men who built it
ran it. In a financial point of view it was a success. The ores were from the
discovery claim of the Dakota, and No. 6 of the same lode.

A number of mines in this vicinity were sold to parties in the eastern States,
who have expended considerable sums of money and erected several large and
costly mills.

In the fall of 1864 the first steam stamp mills commenced working at Ban-A **J 

nock. They were only moderately successful in extracting the gold. The men
who had charge were practically unacquainted with the business, and generally,
as soon as they had learned to manage with more skill, they were superseded by
others without experience and the same process repeated.^^ ^ * _ B

One furnace was erected which only ran a short time. It is now being rebuilt.
The probability is it will only continue in operation as long as the ores are sus-
ceptible of reduction more cheaply by smelting than by roasting and amalga-
matng;. o
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The mines of Bannock have produced a large amount of ore. With proper
management they would continue to pay well. A captain ignorant of his busi
ness, with a crew of landsmen, can manage a ship as well as a superintendent
unacquainted with mining can manage a mine or mill with men unaccustomed to
either.

Sulphuret ores have been reached in some of the mines, which the mills will
not be able to reduce without additional and proper machinery.

THE DAKOTA.-The Dakota was the first lode discovered and has been worked

most extensively, probably more than all other veins in the district. It is a
large, irregular vein, distinctlv traced on the surface for over a mile in length,£^ 7 ^7 " ^ /» ^^

and opened at six different points to a depth of 100 feet, and in one place to the
depth of 320 feet. There is no doubt of its depth and permanency. It varies
in thickness from three to eight feet; clips to the northeast; strike, northwest
and southeast; the general dip and strike of the veins in this locality. It car-
ries the oxidized ores to a great depth, containing free gold, easy of extraction.

The Dakota was located under the old law, which only allowed 100 feet t
a claim. Nearly every claim was held separately, which materially interfered
with the proper opening and working of the mines. One tunnel has been driven
in 800 feet in a thorough and workmanlike manner. Some of the shafts are

well constructed, but much of the work is poorly done and on a bad system,
rendered necessary in part by the small size of the claims. Each company
should own at least 1,000 feet, which would justify opening in a proper manner.

The country rock enclosing the lodes is limestone, of a late geological epoch,
and rests unconfonnably upon syenites. No veins have been found in the sye-
nites, and probably if they pass from the limestone into the syenites they will be
found to be impoverished.

ARGENTA.--Argeuta mining district lies north from Bannock on the northo o

bank of the Rattlesnake creek. This district, although not large, contains a
great number of veins. In no part of Montana yet explored have as many
veins been found in so small a compass. On the creek a few small spots have
been worked for plater gold.

The quartz veins are in limestone and greatly resemble those at Bannock,
only they contain more lead and iron.

The hill «n the north side of the creek and opposite the town is a perfet net-
work of veins, which are very irregular, and many of them when followed down
are found broken and the continuation lost.

A shaft sunk on this hill is almost sure to strike a blind ledge or a portion of
some ledge that crops to the surface in some other location.

The proper way to work these mines is by vertical shafts. A large amount
of ground should be owned by one company. The great number of claim-holders
in a small space, with the irregular and uncertain nature of the veins, will cause
many conflicts of opinion, it' nothing more, should an attempt be made to worl
them separately under each location. The whole hill appears to be full of bunches
or pockets of ore, irregularly dispersed. To extract them will require a com-
plicated system of mining operations.

Further west the veins are larger, better defined, and not so numerous. Some
of them contain much richer ore.

The LEGAL TKXDER has been opened to a greater extent than any other in
this district. It is irregular in size and rather small, but the ore is rich and con-
tains a large amount of lead, which renders it excellent for smelting.

The STAPLETON i> a good vein and will yield a considerable amount of ore.
It contains but little lead. The ore is well calculated for amalgamation.

The TUSCAROKA i.- situated in a small hill or knoll. At the surface it dis-
plays a vast amount of carbonate and oxide of lead. The ore is not very rich
in silver, but as a lead mine it may prove valuable.

The smelting works erected by the St. Louis and Montana Company, for a
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pioneer enterp d, and in a metallurgical point of view
their present operations are eminently successful. Whether tlie financialV

flattering is unknown. The company wisely conduct their own 1
In this country where all articles are so dear, and skilled lab

had, the cost of smelting is very great. Unless the ore is very rich no profit
will accrue.

The ore from a few mines in this district must be smelted, as it contains a
large amount of lead, but probably nine-tenths of the ore can be reduced more
profitably by amalgamation. Much of it would pay well if worked judiciously.

The limestone appears to be of the same age as that at Bannock, but here it
rests unconformably on granite. Here the granite contains no rich veins, and
when they pass from the limestone into it they are much smaller and g
barren.

Argents, a small mining town, is situated on the south bank of Rattlesnake
It is pleasantly located on a small tongue of the Beaver Head valley,

surrounded by hills except where it opens out. Eastward it gives a splendid
view of the Beaver Head valley, and of the Virginia mountains in the distance.%f C

The mines are silver-bearing quartz veins, situated on the north side of the
creek, and are not much worked at present. The only smelting works now in
operation in the Territory are located at this place. On Horse prairie there are
some good placers, but they are not available at present, owing to a scarcity of
water. This will soon be remedied by a ditch from the creek, now in course of
construction?. On Rattlesnake creek, above Argent a, are very distinct marks
of glacial action. The polish on the rocks is very fine, and the strike marked
with o-reat distinctness, showing a movement to the southeast. i_ JL V> VV V ̂ ***^^*.*J1V> i^1 J-JL V^K-'P^; p^-Li V' Tf -I "--» l_

Red Rock creek comes in from the south, and is probably the ultimate head of
the Missouri river. From this creek to Dry creek, in the Snake River valley,
there is an easy pass from the Atlantic to the Pacific slope.

SUMMIT DISTRICT.-The quartz veins in this district were the undoubted
source of the e'old in Alder ffulch. Several of them were discovered and locatedO O

soon after the location of the placer mines in the gulch below.
The first mill here, like the first at Bannock, was of Montana manufacture.

A wagon supplied the iron; the choice lumber and the natural products of the
district, with the labor of the builders, furnished all else. It was" a financial
success, but as the ore was carefully selected the yield was higher than has been
obtained since. The mill was propelled by water; its capacity was three and
one-half tons per week.

Since then many veins have been sold in ths eastern States and a number of
steam stamp mills erected, a few of which' have been moderately successful.
They only employ battery amalgamation, and pass the pulp over copper plates,
which will not save as much gold as when iron pans or arrastras are used.

One mill has a great collection of costly mechanical curiosities, many novel
and some obsolete. After a year's experience the operators still indulge in the
anticipation of gratifying results. The method employed in these mills will not
extract the gold from sulphuret ore. The mines contain a large amount of oxi-
dized ore, which will eventually be exhausted, and the sulphuret ores will alone
remain. Sulplmrets constitute the main reliance for the future j and the working
of any mill that cannot extract the gold from them will not be permanently profit-
able.

The mills in operation in this district crush about a ton to the stamp in 24
hours. The cost of working in two mills was $6 50 to $7 per ton, respectively,
while in another it was estimated at $3 25 per ton ; these were stamp mills. .In
another, the cost was $25 per ton. The cost of the stamp mills was from 820,000
to 830,000 each, according to their capacity, which varied from 15 to 24 tons per
day. The cost of one mill was $120,000, with a capacity of about 12 tons per
day.
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"Wood varies from S-3 to $6 50 per cord; wages are from 86 to 89 per day.
About 20 mines have been located and opened to some extent in the Summit

district. Among the most celebrated are the Kearsarge, Oro, Cash, and Lucas.
The Kcarsarae vein is about two feet thick on an average, though in places it-

is six and a half feet. Strike, northeast and southwest; dip 45° to the north-
west j opened to a depth of 120 feet; sulphuret ore at the bottom of the shaft
pays in a mill -S18 per ton.

Lucas vein, average thickness three feet ; strike north and south; shaft 140
feet; ore sulphuret: yields $16 per ton. ^*- "

Oro Cash rein, average thickness four feet; selected ore pays 880 per ton;
opened 100 feet deep ; ore sulphuret. The first lot of a few tons from this mine
worked 8216 to the ton.

There are many veins in this locality that will pay well when judiciously opened
and worked.

HOT SPRINGS DISTRICT.-A large amount of money has been expended in
opening mines and building mills in this district. The mills cost from 830,000
to 8200,000, as estimated by men who have had good opportunities of obtaining
correct information. The estimates may be too high,but it is certain the expendi-
tures have been extravagant, compared with the capacity of the mills.

There are three mills in the district, two of which are running, the other nearly
completed. The largest has 40 stamps, 20 of which are running. Its capacity
is 20 tons per day. The capacity of the others is less.

The mill companies in many instances do not wish their results made public,
as it might affect the price of their stock. In some cases, owing to the short time
during which the}7 have been running, no accurate estimates of the yield cafc V-e
made. "Within a year or two greater experience in working will result in some-
thing like a general average of profit to each mill.

In the Cape mill ore was worked from 18 different veins, in amounts aver-
aging from 3 to 50 tons. The average yield from all the veins was 820 perO O C3 "/ i

ton. It is claimed that the Posey mine pays 8100 per ton, and has been opened
to a depth of 200 feet. The vein is very irregular.

The George Atkins is opened 50 feet deep j thickness of vein one to throe
feet; strike northeast and southwest; dip 45° to the northwest; works from 840
to 850 per ton. The country rock is granite.

Bevin's gulch, Granite creek and YYilliarns's creek empty into Alder gulcl i
from the southwest, and have some gold and silver-bearing quartz veins. They
prospect well. Being now worked, their value will soon be known.

There are many gulches near Virginia, as the Norwegian, which, is on the" 1 A i * " O ' O /

east side of the range and empties into the Madison, like Meadow creek and Flat
Springs creek ; the California, Brandon, Ram's Horn gulches and Mill creek;
all contain veins that prospect well in gold at the surface, and many of them in
silver and copper. When opened no doubt some of them will become valuably
mining localities.

HELENA.-The Helena mines were discovered in September, 1S64, at Drv 1 / . i

gulch. Soon after, gold was found in Last Chance gulch, and as the latter
gulch contained water and prospected richer, it became the centre of niinin
operations. After Alder gulch, this is the richest that has been worked in thi
Territory, and is yielding largely this season.

The depth of these diggings ranges generally from 10 to 20 feet. In some
claims it is over 40 li>et from the surface to the bed-rock. Work has been almost
exclusively confined to the bed of the gulch. On the western side of the Triekly
Pear vallev, at and below the mouth of Drv creek, and on both sides of La* m

Chance gulch, there are hundreds of acres of shallow placers that will pay when
water i* introduced.

Owing to a scarcity of water, Dry gulch lias not been very extensively worked.
A supply has just been brought in by means of ditdies from Ten-mile creek,
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and the prospect is now more encouraging. Last Chance gulch is formed by
the junction of Grizzly and Oro Fino gulches, about half a mile above the town
< )f Helena. Grizzly comes in from the south and Oro Fino from the north. Both
have been worked extensively and profitably.

The country rock near Helena is limestone and metamorphic slate j further np
in the mountains granite prevails. A large number of gold-bearing quartz veins
are found in it, from which it is evident the gulches below received their gold.

Nelson's gulch, which heads in these granite mountains and runs into Ten-
mile creek, has been nearly as rich as Oro Fino or Grizzly gulches. South from
these heads are a number of gulches running into Prickly Pear, which have paid
well. The greatest obstacle that the miners encounter is the want of fall in the
feeds of the gulches. They are too flat; but the same method of fluming with
steam machinerv for removing; the tailings from the flume, recommended for Alder
gulch, will be equally as efficacious here.

The mines around Helena are supplied with water by a number of ditches,
the actual cost of none exceeding $100,000. Small ditches usuallv are profit-O / «/ JL

able ; large ones seldom pay the cost of construction.
THE PAEK mining district is about five miles from Helena, at the head of

Grizzly, Oro Fino. and Nelson's gulches. It is situated in a range of low roll-
ing hills, at the foot of a high range of mountains. These hills are elevated to
a considerable height above Helena, and are covered with pines and fir. Water
is abundant and roads are of easy construction.

The mineral range is in granite, and about three-fourths of a mile wide and
five or six miles long. The general strike of the veins is east-southeast and
west-northwest, with a dip to the northward. The average thickness of the prin-
cipal veins is three to four feet. On the northeast this district is bounded by a
range of limestone ; the greater number of veins is found in the granite near its
junction with the limestone.

The greatest depth yet attained is 250 feet, following the dip of the vein. At
that depth the ores are still oxidized. Sulphuret ores will soon be reached. In
some of the veins sulplmrets are found near the surface. This is not usual.

A number of mills have been erected in this district. Generally they have
been successful in saving the gold. They are nearly all supplied with battery
amalgamators, copper plates and arrastras.

THE WHITLATCH UNION VEIN has been more fullv opened than anv other in ms X **

Montana. Its strike is east-southeast and west-northwest ; dip 40° to the north-
ward 5 thickness of vein from a seam to 15 feet; average 4 feet; opened to the
depth of 250 feet, and in a number of points inclines have been sunk to depths
from 100 to 200 feet. It has been traced for a long distance on the surface, and
several different companies are at work on it.

The ore is worked with the greatest facility. Its average yield has been about
$40 to the ton. One lot of 1,000 tons yielded $60,000, or '$60 per ton. The
gross yield, so far, has been $250,000, as near as is known by the working of
the different mills.

On Ten-mile creek some veins have been located in limestone, which con-

tain gold, silver, copper, lead, &c., but they have not been sufficiently developed
to prove their depth or promise.

It is a general rule in Montana that where placer mines are found gold-bear-
g quartz veins will be found in the same vicinity.
On some of the bars of the Missouri river preparations are being made for

mining.
At El Dorado bar a ditch is nearly completed to bring the water from New

York gulch. When this is done the bar can be worked by hydraulics, and will
probably pay. Recently it was supposed that diamonds had been found on the
bar, but on examination the supposed diamonds proved to be sapphires. Some
of them were fine, thouitfi small. / o
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... t side of the Missouri are a number of gulches that have paid well.
Clark, Oregon, and Cave have been profitably worked this season. 1 »

MONTANA 13 AK.-This bar is just below the mouth of Montana gulch, and
near 300 yards above Diamond Cirv. It is about one-fourth of a mile* * *-*
and 300 yards wide. It is estimated that tli\3 best claims. <>L r^OO feet in length,* *Z^J *

extending across this bar, paid as much as $180,000 to the claim. The earth
was shallow and the bed-rock slate. Between the 9th of May and the loth of

Auo-ust the whole bar was worked out. The ffola was rather coarse and rough,O ^ ^ m*
showing1 that it had been washed but a short distance. The ground was slate,£D »*^
of the same character as the bed-rock.

The position of this bar is considered anomalous by the* miners ; nearly all
say that it is a u slide,v a term o-cncrallv used in mining, like ** electricity" in< \* mi

physics, to explain by words what is not conceivable in thought. No doubt the
bar was formed by the action of water, in precisely the same manner as other
bars are formed in small mountain streams. As it is lower than several other
bars in this stream it must be of more recent formation. Aloner the sides of the

gulch the ascent is very abrupt, the mountains on the east side being from 1,000
to 2;000 feet above the bed of the stream. On each side of the bar is a bed of
c / / * ground from 200 to 250 feet above this bottom level, and a slide, to find its way^^ ^

to the centre of the gulch, must have passed over one or the other of these
bars-an impossibility.

The travel in the other bars is oranite, with heavy boulders, evidently fromC_ t_ «/ tr

the granite mountains on the east, while the gravel in Montana bar is slate.
Very little quartz is found in this gravel, showing that the veins whence the gold
came were soft and friable.

DIAMOXD BAR.-Diamond bar contains the same crave! and the same qualitvo i */

of gold, and is really a continuation of Montana bar; above and below on this
gulch nothing like it is found. The combined length of the two bars is not
more than three-fourths of a mile.

At the head of Montana bar are a number of soft decomposed quartz veins,
which probably supplied it with gold. If the veins were thoroughly explored,
they would be very likely to prove rich in gold. Montana bar was entirely
exhausted last year. Diamond bar is being very efficiently worked by hydrau-
lics this vear, and by the end of this season will probably be exhausted.«. * *

GOLD HILL, on the west side, will be supplied with water by a costly ditch
and siphon, sometime during1 the autumn. This will be more enduring: than theA. <__ ^_
bars in the bottom of the c'ulch. The bed and kill difffidnffs to the southwest^ ; ̂  <_

will be profitable mines for years. Some gold-bearing quartz veins have been
found in the hills on the west side, bnt they have not been opened to prove their
value, to any great extent.

YOUK GULCH has been worked for gold-bearing quartz. It has three
mills, one of which is running. This district is somewhat out of repute at present j
it is said the veins do not pay as well when followed down as at the surface.
But this is probably the effects of overestimating the yield at the surface; and
us greater depth is attained, finding the ore more refractory, it will not yield its
gold to the simple working of tin? mill

HIGHLAND DISTRICT, about GO miles south from Helena, is remarkable;us pro-
ducing a very line gold. It contains both placer and quartz mines, bur is not
as much worked as former!v. It is the most elevated mining district in Montana,* tj *
and probably in the United States.

The Montana Post of August 31, 1867, says: "In Highland district the larger
proportion of the lodes are gold-bearing, but >peciruens from someoi these lately
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discovered and subjected to the acti f fi fl
ing are the names of leads in High d

Width ofNo. Names of leads. Depth ofshaft. crevice.

55
2 

Ballarat 
Forrest Queen 

45
15 51 *

3 A. P. Nevirrs.. 43 6
4 Gold Excel. .. 16 3
5 Only Chance.. 50 3
6 30
7 4
8 7
9 

Park 
Talcoe 
Bijou 
East Wheel Rose.. 

20
17
13
24 15

10 6
11 7
12 6
13 4
14 47
15 G
16 33
17 6
18 6
19 

Oro Pietra 
Wilbur 
Voleuy 
Gallus Widow 
Belfast 
South America 
Reward 
Roanoke 
Corydon 
Hvland V 

Crevice found.
44
12
10
16
18

Crevice found.
10

Crevice found.
do 7

20 8
21 5
22 10 6
23 10 7
24 11 6
2T> Crevice found. 3
26
27 

Coleman 
Camp 
I. N. Meyers 
Bendigo 
Red Mountain 
Waterbury 
Iron Rod -. .1 
Highland Summit. 

do
23

do 
10 

8
5

28 11 5
29 

Golconda 
General Warren .. Crevice found. 12

During the last summer the mining current has set to the north, along the
Bio1 Blackfbot. A number of mulches have been extensively worked, and have O

produced largely, as Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln, California, and McClellan
gulches.

In the heads of these gulches gold-bearing quartz has been found. The
placers only have been worked, and they have paid well. The hostility of the
Indians this year has prevented explorations further north. It is probable that
when explored, gold will be found on both slopes of the Rocky mountains north
to the British possessions.

The mines on the Little Blackfoot have paid well this season, particularly at
Carpentier's bar, and on Ophir gulch, near Blackfoot City. Many other gulches
in this vicinity have also been productive, and the yield of Deer Lodge county
will be greater this year than ever before.

At Silver bar and Butte City the mines have done well. Placers only have
been worked; but in every gulch where good placer mines are found, gold-bear-
ing quartz veins are found also, many of which contain silver, copper, antimony,
arsenic, and manganese, and are rich but very refractory.

At Butte City some copper mines have been discovered, and a furnace erected
for smeltin. Owing to a defect in the blast it was not successful. The ore, O * f

which is quite abundant, is composed of oxides and carbonates in a concentrated
form . It contains gold and silver, and with a well regulated furnace there
would be no difficulty in smelting it.

These veins are found crossing a belt about one mile wide and four or five
long, and show evidence of being deep and permanent.

Along the eastern side of Deer Lodge valley, north from Butte City, are a
number of gulches which have been prospected lately, and promise to pay well.
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STOCK.-At Butte City resides Henry Comstock, famous as the discoverer
of the Comstock lode,* of Nevada, the discovery of which inaugurated the era of
silver mining in the United States. Although a man of the strictest temperance,
using no stimulant stronger than tea or coffee, and not even tobacco, years and
the hardships and excitement incident to a frontier life are telling painfully on
his faculties. In a conversation with him he referred to his past career-espe-
cially his connection with the lode that bears his name. His intellect appears to
wander, although his hand still retains its cunning. He is a skilful prospector,
but. his fading recollections carry cloudy images to his darkened understanding.
He imagines he owns the whole Comstock lode, and the cities of Gold Hill and
Virginia; but as he has no immediate use for them, lie allows others to live in
his houses j the people are poor, and it would be hard to turn them out, especially
in the winter. This feeling of benevolence in the old man is genuine, and one
that he habitually practices. He has a small claim that pays little more than
wages. If a poor miner comes along without means, he gives him an opportu-
nity to work in the claim until the suffering stranger has the means to go on his
journey.

Recently an emigrant came along who was sick and could work but little.
Comstock and he \torked together in the claim; the old man doing the most
laborious part until the emigrant concluded to leave. Comstock then divided
what was taken out, and seeing it was too small for a man to travel on, said:/ O /

"Now, we will divide my half again; you will need it."
He says that at times he thinks if the government of the United States knew

how he is situated, it would not let him suffer.
FLINT CREEK.-On Flint creek several silver-bearing veins have been found O

recently, which show large amounts of rich ore at the surface. They have not
been opened so as to prove their depth or continuity. The country rock is lime-
stone.

HOT SPRINGS.-At the head of Hot Springs creek, a mine called the Atlantic
Cable has recently been found containing an oxide of iron, rich in ""old. It is* / <*-

to be a slide. The ore is wonderfully rich and easilv worked.

THE JEFFEESOX BASIX.-This basin is drained by the Jefferson Fork of the
Missouri river and its tributaries, to wit: the Big Hole, Beaver Head, and the
Stinking Water. It is about 150 miles long, and 100 wide. In this basin the" ^

first extensive mining operations were conducted, and the first town of any
importance was built. It still contains a number of important mining localities.

The Big Hole is so called from a small round valley near its head, surrounded O * /

by a range of high mountains. Here the snow falls to a great depth in winter.
As it melts in the spring and summer, it swells the Big Hole to a large and 1 O O ^^H

rapid stream, from 50 to 75 yards wide in the lowest stages, and much wider in
the highest. The bars and bottoms along this stream are subject to overflow,
and are generally rocky and barren. Big Hole basin affords good pasturage in
the summer, but it is too cold for agricultural purposes.

In 1805 Lewis and Clark attempted to ascend this river, but found the current
so rapid, and the number of islands and other obstructions so great, that they
turned back and ascended the Beaver Head river.

Gold has been found in small quantities in some of the tributaries of this river,
but not in sufficient abundance to pay for washing. Coal is said to have been
found in the basin, but the deposits have not been explored sufficiently to deter-
mine their value.

"The firstdi-rovciy of silver was made in Gold canon, near Silver City, by E. A. ai and H.
B. Grosch, ill 1 -.">?. The tirst quartz claim was located in the Ingrim district, in 1-Vbr uary,
l-f>8. bv James Finney. In June. 1859. Peter O'R^illv ami Patrick McLauirhlin ma- , by James Fiuney. In June, 1851), Peter O'Reilly and Patrick McLftnghlio made the
tirst discovery of rich silver deposits on what is now the ground of the Ophir Company.

, Comstock is not jastly entitled to the credit generally awarded him for this discoveiy. (Seo
preliminary report on Mineral Resources of the West, printed by Congress, January 3, 18G7,
pp. "27 and 85.)
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ame, such as buffalo, moose, elk, deer, beaver, and mountain sheep, are
.bundant.,

The Beaver Head is longer and drains a larger area than the Big Hole, and
lav fairly claim to be the head of the Missouri.
BANNOCK CITY.-Bannock City is built on the north side of Grasshopj

11 flat or bar of just sufficient size to hold the town, and
the entrance of Grasshopper canon. It is an irregular wrooden town with one
principal street running parallel to the creek, containing but a few hundred
inhabitants at present. In 1862-63 it wras a good mining camp, and business
was brisk. Its main dependence for the future is the gold-bearing quartz lodes
in the canon below.

Bannock was the first mining town built in Montana, and the first district in
winch gold mines were worked extensively and profitably.

The winter of 1862-63 was remarkably mild, so that supplies could be hauled
from Salt lake during the coldest months. Had that season been as severe as
the winters have since been, the whole population might have perished from
starvation. Coal is reported to have been found in the valley of Grasshopper
creek, about four miles above Bannock, but its value has not been ascertained.

STINKING WATER.-The next stream which contributes to form the Jefferson is

the Stinking Water. Its Indian name is Passamarine, one of the most musical o /

in the Indian language. It is not improved by its rendition into English. On
this stream and its branches many rich mines are found.

In the rariges of mountains between the Stinking Water and the Madison O o
fork of the Missouri, sent down into the former, are a large number of creeks and/ / O

gulches, nearly all of which have proved to be rich hi gold, and some of them
in silver. The principal are Wixansen, Ram's Horn, Bevins, Harris, California,
and Alder gulches, and Mill creek.

ALDER GULCH.-Alder gulch rises in a spur of the Rocky mountains, and
runs north. It is from 15 to 17 miles in length, and empties into the Stinking
Water, a branch of the Jefferson fork of the Missouri river. It has many side
gulches or tributaries, but none of them except Spring and Bowers gulches, W7hich
are near its head, have any gold, or at least not sufficient to pay. The hills on
each side are rounded oft' and covered with soil, presenting the soft outline of an
agricultural country. The denuding effects of time have doubtless been of long
continuance.

A careful examination of the gulch will convince any one that the gold in it
came from near the head, at its junction with Bald mountain. The gold at that
point is coarse and rough, with portions of quartz adhering to it; further down
the stream it becomes finer and brighter, showing unmistakable evidence of
having been worn by the action of water. Near the mouth it is excessively
fine, and cannot be collected in a satisfactory manner except by the use of quick-
silver.

The gravel is very coarse and heavy high up the gulch, containing many
boulders of a large size j further down it becomes worn away to small particles,
and at the month only sand and very fine gravel are found. The country rock
at or near the head is gneiss, and the same rock holds for a considerable dis-
tance ; below it is replaced by micaceous slate. Near the head the rocks rise on
each side in a very precipitous manner, forcing the gulch into a narrow cut or
fissure, but below, at the distance of three or four miles, it widens out. The
paying portions correspond in width to the bed of the stream, and are richest
where the bed is narrowest.

This gulch is a vast natural quartz mill and mine. Frost and atmospheric
action loosen the quartz containing the gold, and throw it down, when the attri-
tion caused by the current of water pulverizes and washes away the gangue,
leaving the gold behind. This action, though very slow, extending back through
countless ages, produces stupendous results.
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The number of quartz veins found at the head of Alder gulch, known to con-
tain gold in sufficient amounts to add materially to its products, is not more than
20, of which the average width is about two feet, and the average assay value
about ̂10 per ton, estimating all the vein stuff between the walls.

Alder «-nlch has produced more ffold than all the others, and probably more*H_ **""** _ ^ _
within the last three years than ever was taken in the same time from any gulch
of the same extent. It is the opinion of those best qualified to judge that within
three years from the commencement of mining operations on this gulch
-30,000,000 were taken from it. This estimate may be exaggerated, but the

amount taken out was certainly beyond precedent in Montana.
The mines were discovered in the spring of 1863, and in 18 months a popula-

tion of 10,000 had gathered together on the banks of the stream, building up
four considerable cities, to wit: Nevada, Central. Virginia, and Summit Citv.±- i

Virginia was built first, and, occupying a central position, always maintained
its supremacy. It is pleasantly located on the east bank of Alder gulch, and
contains a number of tine stone buildings, consisting of banks, stores, markets,
dwellings, &c. It supports two newspapers, and is one of the chief mining and
commercial centres in Montana. Helena is its only rival. Although the first« d?

excitement incident to the discovery of a new and rich mining district has passed
awav, and the mines most easily worked have already been worked over once, c/ V * /

still the annual production is large. By proper working, as will be explained
hereafter, the future production may be made equal to the past.

It is the opinion of the best judges, as already stated, that -S30,000,000 have
been taken out of this gulch by the miners.* This cannot be considered more

Such a product from one gulch is beyond all precedent, and must appear a great exag-
geration. But if well-authenticated facts are examined the amount appears more reasona-
ble. For a considerable time the population was 10,000 or upwards ; probably 3,500 work-
men in the mines. Ten dollars per day for 220 days in the year would give S'26,950,000 for
three years and a half. "\Vages were from $10 to £14 per dav. Nearly all of the mines were ±r ^ %/ \
worked by hired labor and the mines almost universally paid a profit above wages. The
whole number of claims was between 1,000 and 1,100; ut 1,000 each claim must give a
gross yield of $30,000.

Montana is the most difficult mining region in the United States in which to estimate the
yield of the mines. Occupation has a great effect in the formation of opinions on this sub-
ject. Bankers and expressmen always underestimate; merchants and* successful miners
generally overestimate; unsuccessful miners underestimate, while ranchmen and farmers
have no opinions based upon any reliable data on the subject. After the gold is taken from
the mines it passes through a number of different channels, some of which enable us to esti-
mate tke amount produced with tolerable accuracy, whilst in other cases no accurate con-
clusion can be formed. A portion is sent by express to the mint for coinage. Remittances
by merchants are generally known to comprise the amount that miners expend for current
expenses; also, what they send to their families or friends in other places. A small quan-
tity is used for a circulating medium ; this also comes from the miners as current expenses.
A considerable amount is buried in the earth by the miners, but no accurate estimate can be
formed on this point. Of the amounts earned out of the Territory a portion is taken by the
miners themselves; of this no account appears. If a miner goes to California he takes his
dust with him, and it is carried to the credit of California or Oregon'or JSysvadu, as the case
may be. Some is carried to foreign countries, as the British possessions, which join Montana
on the north ; lastly, a portion is kept in the form of specimens or for jewellers' uses. Thus
we see it is difficult to arrive at more than an approximation.

An account of the amount of the goods brought to the Territory furnishes a criterion for
Borne fttatisticians, who, assuming that the goods were all paid for, acid the amount to what
gold is supposed to be in the country and what was sent out for other purposes, and make
the sum total the gross production of the Territory. This is a very loose way of getting at
results. Others take the cost of board per week, say $4 to $8 when wa-rs are from $5 to £

day, and state it thus : as 6 to 42, so is the amount expended for provisions to the gros
yi( Id of the mines. Manifestly incorrect, as many are non-producers. Probably the best
criterion is the price of labor. A mine owner will not long employ men unless he derivt > a
profit, and miners will not work for the saim* amount that they are sure of making by them-
.-elves, for they think thry may "strike it rich " on their own account. Alder gulch is an
" xception, for here is a limited number of claims, and those who have no claim cannot make
wages by prospecting.

i
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than one-fourth of the amount that has come from the veins at the head of the

gulch. Probably one-tenth would be nearer the amount, especially when we
consider the extremely divisible nature of that metal and the facility with which
minute particles are transported by water, a large portion of them being so small
that it is impossible to collect them by any gold-saving process yet devised.
Rating the amount already extracted at one-fourth, this would give $120,000,000
as the actual mineral value of the gulch. At $10 per ton this would require
12,000,000 tons of quartz to be reduced, provided all the gold in the rock is
extracted. At 13 feet to the ton a result of 156,000,000 cubic feet of quartz
must be reduced to produce that amount of gold; equal to the product of 20
veins two feet thick, each a mile long and nearly 1,000 feet deep.*

The general appearance of the country warrants the belief that the denuda-
tion is full}'- equal to 2,000 feet. Bald mountain, which stands at the head of
the gulch, rises to the height of between 2,000 and 3,000 feet above the quartz
veins at the head of mining operations. A great length of time must have
elapsed since this denuding operation commenced, and it is still in action and
will continue until either man forestalls nature in extracting the gold from the
veins, or some great upheaval changes the face of the country and causes the
formation of a new set of watercourses.

The country rock contains a large amount of mica. After a gentle showTer
the whole face of the earth is colored a fine bronze.

The first mining district found on the gulch was Fairweather, called after one
of the discoverers. Above this were Highland, Pine Grove, and Summit, and
below, Nevada and Junction, their locations extending from Fairweather district
in the order in which they are named. Each had a code of laws almost identi-
cal with that of Fairweather. These laws have been subject to trifling changes,
and generally have been very satisfactory in their operations.

In the lower districts claims only come to the centre of the gulcli, thus giving
double the number that were held above 5 the same on the banks. Not far from
1,000 claims are located in this manner, and it is remarkable that nearly every / «7 **'

claim paid for working when wages were from $10 to $14 per day in gold. From
many of the best claims $150,000, and from some as much as $200,000, have
been taken out.

The usual method of working was to sink a shaft 14 or 15 feet to the bed
rock and extract the rich gravel, which was from one to three feet thick, by
drifting. In this way a considerable amount of ground was left as pillars to
support the ground above. The bed rock cannot be worked with the care neces-
sary to extract all the gold. When gold is very abundant the miners become
careless and do not work closely. This gulch was worked to a great extent by
hired men, who are not as careful as the owners of the mine. In some of the
deepest claims water retarded the working or prevented it entirely. Owing to
these causes it is probable only about half the gold has been taken out that can
be obtained by careful and thorough working. The object of each miner was
to get as much'gold as possible in the shortest time and depart for his home,
expending only sufficient to defray current expenses.

The water in the gulch nearly sufficed the wants of the early miners. Up to
this time only two small and inexpensive ditches have been constructed. It is
proposed to bring water from the Jefferson or the Stinking Water rivers. From
the Jefferson a large amount could be brought in at the head of the gulch, but the
cost would be ffreat. From the Stinking Water the cost would be less, but the o o /

water could not reach the head of the gulch by two or three miles, and the sup-
ply would be insufficient.

Near the upper part of the gulch small flumes are in course of construction.
.

This, however, is a very unreliable mode of calculation.-J. K. B
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They are disconnected and too short to be efficient. To work in the most eco-
nomical and thorough manner requires a large ine from the mouth of the gulch
up to the head, with a large amount of water.

The greatest obstacle to placer mining in Montana is the want of fall orO

descent, and this is particularly the case in Alder gulch. To overcome this dif-
ficulty and keep the works in running order it will be necessary to have the- flume
double at certain points, with a reservoir in each, so that when one reservoir is
lilled with sand and gravel, the water can be turned into the other flume while the
first reservoir is emptied. This can be done by a steam paddy or other machin-
erv. T having places for the sand to settle and be removed at two or three
points along the flume, it can be kept in running order.

Bv such a flume system and the use of hydraulics the gulch can be thoroughly i * v t *

worked, and its future production made at least equal to its past. This method
of mining requires capital. The miners generally are employed by an individ-
ual or company and the profits divided amongst few. The last working usually
occupies about twice the length of time occupied by the first.

SUMMIT CITY.-Summit City is substantially built of logs, but in building
this town the streets appear to have been forgotten at first and put in afterwards.
In case of fire the whole town would burn with as much facility as a single
house. It seems strange, after so many mining towns have been utterly destroyed
bv fire, that in laving out a new one, where the ground costs nothing, the streets* * <,

should not be left sufficiently wide to form a barrier to the progress of fire, as
well as a means of communication. With a sufficient width, afire could be con-
fined to one square.

The rich and extensive quartz veins in this vicinity will probably render Sum-
mit City permanently prosperous.

NEVADA.-After Virginia, Nevada was the largest town on Alder gulch. At
present it shows signs of decay. In the winter the people of the inhabited parts
of the town make use of the uninhabited houses for firewood. If a bed-rock

flume is put in the gulch, Nevada will probably regain in some degree its former
life and activity.ft

JUNCTION CITY and CENTRAL CITY were also at one time lively little towns.
Now they are more remarkable for quietness than for the commotion of business.

Most of the other gulches in this vicinity have small collections of houses,
hardly sufficient to justify the name of towns.

The range of mountains called Virginia is not r.s as the mountains around
~-^ * " %-- **-^ X % *rJ -M- ̂^^-_F- ,f | ^^^, ^^fc_ -^_r f^ -^j- _ Ti_f """ ^~- * -^ ̂  ̂  ̂* ̂̂  ^- *" ̂» *^' ̂  " * m ^» ^B-^fc X^ ^ ̂ ^ ̂ Jfc *_" ^ - * " ̂  ̂ *i » *^ *_-^ *"- "»-"* *» *^"^B " "" ^" ̂ -w " ̂ fc ^-m,f V I ^- ^ ̂*- %_, ̂ ̂ _rf ^bP^P 1 ' ̂ »- ^*«- Hole; still they are sufficiently high to retain snow the reaterc- «. ml

part of the year. This range abounds in springs and streams of running water,
and forests of pine and fir in the ravines and canons.

VALLEY OF THE STINKING WATER.-The valley of the Stinking Water is
15 or 20 miles long and 5 or 6 broad, with some good farming and grazing land,O / O O C^ /

but generally it is not very fertile. At the confluence of the Big Ili»h- and the
Beaver Head is a large valley very similar to the valley of the Stinking \V;iter. t 1, *,'

By a proper system of irrigation both of these valleys could be rendered avail-i
able for agricultural purposes. Want of timber is one of the most serious incon-
venience^

Among the old mountaineers this fork of the Missouri was known as the Beave
Head, and took its name from a point of rocks on its north bank, about 15 miles
above the mouth of the Big Hole, called by the Indians Beaver'.- Head, which
it closely resembles when viewed from a point near the mouth of the Slinking
Water.

GALLATIX VALLEY.-The section of country drained by the Madison, Gulla-
tin, and the Mis.-mri down to its junction with the Dearborn river, is about 175
miles Lmg and SO miles wide. In this district of country lies the valley of Three
Forks and (rallatin, about 40 milt long and 12 wide, which may be considered 9 *
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the garden of Montana. The season is from four to six weeks earlier than in
the valley of the Big Hole, and the climate is as good as that of Utah, while in
fertility the soil is unsurpassed. Here farming is on a large scale, and in the
course of a year or two the valley will supply the Territory with wheat and
barley, as it now does with potatoes and vegetables.

OTHER VALLEYS AXD PLACERS.-North and south, Boulder and Wallace
creeks empty into the Missouri from the west, and have some good but not very
rich placer mines ; also some quartz veins, containing gold, silver, lead, and cop-
per; but they are not attracting much attention at present.

Further down comes in the Prickly Pear. On this stream and its branches are
some excellent mines. The towns of Montana, Jefferson and Beaver cities are
situated on this stream. Placer and quartz mines exist here, but are doing but
little at present.

The most productive gulch in this part of Montana is Last Chance, which is
formed by the junction of Oro Fino, Grizzly, and Dry gulches, and empties into
the Prickly Pear not far above its mouth. These gulches have been very rich;
also Nelson's gulch, which empties into Ten-mile creek. On this creek are
numerous quartz veins, containing gold, silver, copper, &c., not now much worked.

HELENA.-Helena, the largest town in the Territory, is situated on both sides
of Last Chance gulch, principally on the south side, and extends over an elevated
bar to Dry gulch, a distance of three-quarters of a mile. It is well and regu-
larly laid out for a mining town, containing a number of fire-proof stone build-
ings. Many of the wooden buildings have fire-proof safes attached to them, or
an outside cellar with fire-proof walls and door, and are covered with heavy dirt
roofs. Their construction is not costly, and in combustible mining towns they
do good service in preserving valuable goods from fire.

Helena contains an active population of miners, merchants, physicians, law-
vers, bankers, and that miscellaneous crowd always found in the best class of*/ / / V

mining towns. Residents claim that its population numbers from 7,000 to 8,000;
this is probably an exaggeration. As a commercial centre it has stage lines
connecting it with Virginia, Diamond City, New York Bar, Fort Benton, and
Blackfoot City. Nearly all supplies for the south pass through it on their way
from Fort Benton.

The most productive gold-bearing quartz veins in Montana, as well as silver
and copper mines, (the latter unworked,) are in this vicinity. The placers are
extensive, and well supplied with water by a system of large and costly ditches.
On the heads of Grizzly and Oro Fino gulches the mountains are covered with
pines and fir, and along the Prickly Pear cottonwood is abundant.

The valley of the Prickly Pear and Ten-mile creek contains a considerable
amount ef good farming land and a number of farms under cultivation, and the
surrounding hills afford good pasturage. This valley is nearly circular in form
and 15 miles in diameter.

Helena is located on the western side, close under the foot of the mountains.
A more picturesque or beautiful situation for a town can scarcely be imagined.
A broad vista stretches away to the east, beyond the Missouri river.

BAR MIXING.-From the mouth of the Stinking Water down to the Great
Falls all the bars on the Missouri river contain gold. These bars will probably
be among the most lasting placers in the Territory. Up to the present time
they have remained unworked, except El Dorado bar, upon which operations
have already been commenced, and it is reported with favorable results. Aloi «g
the Missouri there is some good farming and grazing land, and generally the
hills in the vicinity contain timber.

Confederate, New York, and a number of other gold-producing gulches come
in from the east, iust above the mouth of Prickly Pear. 7 \J *"

CONFEDERATE GULCH.-Of these, Confederate is the richest; after Alder and
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probably the richest in M It has produced lar^eh
1865, though its product lias not been so great this year as f i d
City sprung up on this gulch, but has been nearly abandoned by the wasl
f: he hydraulics in the rear of the town.

The mountains around the head of Confed gulcl high, and
I :1 b also numerous streams. Some very exj ensive dit
in course of construction for supplying the mines with

Estimated yield of Montana
§500,000

8,000,000
1864 13, 000,000
1865 14,500,000
1866 16,500, 000
1867 12,000,000

64,500,000
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SECTION I.

AREA AND POPULATION-MOUNTAINS, RIVERS, LAKES, WATERFALLS,
AND BOILING SPRINGS-VEGETATION-GEOLOGICAL FEATURES-TOWNS
AND MINING CAMPS.

AIIEA POPULATION. In form, this Territory is almost a right-angled
triangle. Its base, about 350 miles long on the south, rests on Nevada and
Utah, with a perpendicular of about 420 miles, separating it from Oregon and
Washington Territory on the west. Its northern point touches the British pos-
sessions, and its hypothenuse on the northeast divides it from the Territories of
Montana and Dakota. Its area is about 90,000 square miles,* but inasmuch as
its northeastern boundary, on the crests of the Bitter Root and Rocky mountains,
has never been meandered, this estimate is only an approximation. Its popula-
tion is about 20,000 at this time. As estimated by the territorial assessor it was
somewhat larger in 1866, viz :

7 le showing i c cities and toivns Idaho T( i coun in
which each is located, the cs\ £ otcmber.'. d the d
if each from Boise City, tl

to cS CD
O "o

CX 00 MO

Counties. Name of town. a*0..4 Counties. Name of town o .t;

OS"-
SO

Ada 
Alturas 
Boise 

DC.... 

Boise City 
Rocky Bar 
Centerville 
Idaho Gitj and 

2,050 Nez Perc6 Elk City .... 450 350 N.
675 100 N. E. Do... Lewistou ____ 650 350 N.

1, 100 45 N. Oneida -.. Bear Lake... 300 450 E.
5,860 36 N. E. Do... Malade City . 425 348 E.

Buena Vista Bar. Do... Soda Springs 75 450 E.
Do 
Do 

Idaho 
Do 
Do 
Do 

Nez Perce.. 

Pioneer City 
Placerville 
Plorence 
Mjller's Camp 
Slate Creek 
Warren's Diggings. 

1,700 55 N. E. Owyhee.. Boon v 11} e ____ 40D 72 S.
1,000 40 N. Do.., Ruby City... 1,000 70S.

600 250 N. Do... Silver City .. 3,175 70S.
150 230 N. Shoshoue. Oro 350 450 N.
75 260 N. Do... Pierce City 300 450 N.

1,100 230 N. - . i i^ ̂
Cieurwater Station . 290 330 N. Total 21, 725

MOUNTAINS. - The principal mountains are the Rocky, Bitter Root, and Bear
mountains on the east. The upheaval of these ranges has tilted the whole Terri-
tory to the west at a greater angle than that of any other State or Territory of the
Pacific slope. In the south, the Owyhee is the principal range, though properly
it is an isolated spur rather than a range. This region of country contains one
of the principal mining districts in the Territory. The Bear and Rocky moun-
tains are different branches of the same range, and have the same general char-
acter. The name ''Rocky mountains" is a misnomer. Instead of being rough
and rocky, they appear to be old, with their highest peaks abraded, worn down,
covered with soil, supporting timber and grass, full of low passes, suitable for
waon or railroads, and embracing many fine agricultural valleys. The Bitter
Root is a broad, lofty range, continuous and unbroken, with a few elevated
passes, which are closed in winter. It abounds in rugged spurs, deep gorges,
and tremendous canons, where the Salmon river runs in a continuous torrent.

* The Commissioner of the General Land Office estimates the area at 90,932 ; number of
acres, 369,5#J,t>00.
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The Boise range is a SDur or lateral offshoot of the Bitter Root. They are wel
d with pine and fir, with good pasturage in the foot-hills and farming lands

in the small valleys. The height of this range is 8,000 or 10,000 feet, with
some peaks that attain an altitude of near 12,000 f<

RIVERS.-The Snake river and its branches drain the whole Territory, excep
a portion of about 1^0 miles long and 45 wide in the extreme northern p

h is drained by Clark's fork of the Columbia and its branches, and an irreg-
ularly-shaped portion in the southeastern corner, which is drained by Green and
Bear rivers. Bear river falls into Salt lake, and Green river empties into the
Colorado. This portion of the Territory has some fanning and a large amount
of good grazing lands, and is very scantily supplied with wood. No mines have
been discovered in it. The Mormon settlements on Bear river extend for a short

distance into Idaho along the stage route, but othenvise this portion of the Ter-
ritory is uninhabited. The principal branches of the Snake river in Idaho are
the Clearwater, Salmon, Payette, Boise, and man}' small rivers and creek
which uniting form a large river, with many falls and rapids and a current c
great swiftness, which, when high, carries away bridges and boats and renders
crossing it dangerous. It is navigable to Lewiston. A steamer has been o *. o

ly built near Fort Boise, but is not running at present, the swiftness of tl
dering navigation always difficult and sometimes danerous. Amo«" o o * o

falls on this river, one of the most noted is the American, about 25 mil
below Fort Hall, which has a perpendicular descent of 60 or 70 feet, but is not

"kable for the grandeur of the surrounding scenery.
SHOSHOXE FALLS.-The Shoshone falls are situated about seven miles from

Desert station, on the sta^e road from Salt Lake Citv to Boise Citv. The riverV V

% / i * y miles, both above and below, passes through a volcanic valley. It
has cut a perpendicular canon through the layers of lava to the depth of about
1,000 feet. The canon is generally about half a mile wide. At the point where
the falls are located it is nearly a mile wide. Viewed from below it appears cir-
cular, like a vast amphitheatre, with the falls in the centre. The different layers
of lava resemble seats in tiers ranged one above another to a height of 700 feetC7 O

above the head of the falls. In the narrowest part the water is 200 or 300 yards
wide. About 400 yards above the main falls are five islands, at nearly equal

Is across the river, dividing the stream into six parts. As the water p * - i *
between the islands it is precipitated 25 or 30 feet. The falls differ essentiall
from each other in form, affording great varietv. Below the islands th

and passes in an unbroken sheet over the great fall j the descent is ab
feet. The semicircle at the head of the falls is apparently perfect, and

leap as clear as that of Niagara. Enormous clouds of mist and spray arise, vari-
egated with rainbows. At the foot are mshiag showers of spray, from under
which the water, beaten into foam, dashes furiously away. Occasionally can be* * *"

seen through the %ing mists the immense sheet of water standinsT'out in bold
relief from the rocks, showing that with proper appliances it is practicable to g
behind, as at Niagara. A few hundred yards further down the water swings

ly around in a huge whirlpool and then disappears in the black canon bel
The delicate prismatic colors of the rainbow7 and the graceful evanescent forms ^

of the mist contrast strangely with the iron-black surface, hard outlines, and
awful forms of the overhanging basalt. The sound of the rushing waters resem-
bles that of an orchestra, the small falls giving the high notes and the great falls
the bass, producing a combination not possible to obtain from a single undivided
current. At Rock Creek station, 20 miles distant, it can be heard distinctly
not continuously, but at intervals, like the surf. When the notes strike in uniso
thev can be heard at a greater distance. In the winter this mist rises like tht |

smoke from a volcano. A few diminutive pines grow among the rocky decliv
ties of the canon. The plain produces only sage brush. The hostility of th

33
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Indiana renders a visit to this interesting region somewhat hazardous, unless with
a party of six or eight men, well armed and on the alert.

SALMON FALLS.-The Salmon falls, about 45 miles below the Shoshone, are
some 20 feet in height, and are remarkable as forming an impassable barrier to
the progress of the salmon. Here is a famous Indian fishery.

VALLEY OF THE SXAKE.-The valley of the Snake is a huge crescent-shaped
basin, about 500 miles long and 250 at its greatest breadth. The whole interior
is a bed of volcanic rocks, in which the rivers have cut deep canons. The sur-
rounding foot-hills are generally covered with bunch grass, affording excellent
pasturage. Along the streams are many valleys, containing tracts of land wrell
adapted to agriculture. Frequently these valleys extend through the basin to
the Snake river, as the Boise, which is well cultivated, and contains many farms / / / *

in a state of improvement that would do credit to older countries. But the greater
portion of the basin is a desert waste of sand, producing nothing but sage brush
and a vcrv limited amount of bunch grass, even in the most favored localities. v O /

The Indian name for the river is "Pohogwa,," or " Sage Brash river," the most
appropriate that could be imagined.

SAGE BRUSH.-This shrub in general appearance resembles the cultivated
sage, having the same form and color, flower, leaf, and branch; its aroma being
similar but stronger and not so agreeable. Its average height is about three
feet; sometimes it attains the height of five feet, with a diameter of four or five
inches. The sage is strictly the shrub of the desert. From the eastern foot-
hills of the v Rocky mountains to the Pacific ocean, and from Mexico to the

ritish possessions, it occupies nearly all lands too poor and dry to support any
other vegetation. It burns even when green, with a quick bright flame, and in
many extensive districts is the sole fuel of emigrants, miners and prospectors.
In the Slate Range district, in the southern part of California, it was used suc-
cessfully as fuel in generating steam for a quartz-mill. The cost of gathering
and using it is about the same as that of wood in a moderately wooded district.
Where Indian labor is available it is much cheaper. A smaller variety called
the white sage is valuable for grazing in the winter. Cattle thrive on it, but it
imparts a peculiar though not a disagreeable flavor to beef.

BOISK BASIN.-In some parts of the Boise basin the sand is loose, and the wind
drifting it over the plains obliterates all traces of vegetation. Whirl winds often
raise it to great height, and when one of these dust storms passes a train of men
and animals, the air is darkened, and breathing is rendered difficult until the
storm is over. In the northeastern part of the basin, on the south side of Clark's
Fork, are three lone mountains called the Three Tetons; they rise ragged and
sharp in their outlines, and form a notable landmark for travellers. North of Fort
Hall are three similar peaks called the Three Buttes, visible for a great distance.
The highest, called Cedar Butte, is near where Lewis's Fork empties into the
Snake. It^s scantily covered with scrub cedars, and, like the others, is undoubt-
edly of vocanic brigin. When the whole country is densely populated the Snake
river will be turned out of its bed, and'nsed to irrigate this basin. In that way
it can be rendered productive. If this river and its tributaries should thus be
directed, navigation would sustain but little loss, while agriculture would be/ ^J */ *J

greatly benefited. All the streams emptying into the Snake some distance
below the Shoshone falls sink before they reach the river, and passing under the
strata of lava, come out on the sides of the Snake canon. Several of them shoot
out at such a height as to form beautiful cascades; some at perpendicular leaps,
others in a succession of small falls; some combine falls and rapids, and assume
the most beautiful forms of falling water imaginable. The white spray and^^^^^^H

foam strikingly contrast writh the black precipitous wralls down which the rushing
torrent plunges into the river below. In one case a river ran over the surface
until it had worn into the rock a canon about a half mile lonff. A beautiful basin

\
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or small lake still remains where the water formerly passed over. In process
of time it farmed an underground channel, arid now comes out at the foot of the
rock where the falls once existed. It is perfectly clear, and although the depth
is great, the trout with which it is crowded can be distinctly seen at the bottom.
Along the stream on each side of the canon is a narrow belt of fine grass and
willows, entirely hidden from view, until the spectator stands on its banks. The
contrast between the beautiful verdure here and the awful desolation of the

surrounding plain is very striking. All over the vast volcanic wastes of the
plain are upheaved masses of lava, with clefts or fissures in them, caused by the
cooling of the liquid rock. These elevations are generally of an oval shape,
with a cleft in the centre extending longitudinally from the summit to the base.
Others have two lines of fractures nearly at right angles. They sometimes form " C-J *

ridges exceedingly tortuous in their course, occasionally twisted into a circle.
Their usual height is from 6 to 12 feet. These masses of rock appear almost
to defy the elements. In many places the corrugations formed on the surface,
when the lava was cooling, appear as distinctly as if they were formed yesterday.
Along the edges of the deposit the lava in some places overlies granite, in others
slate and limestone. The action of the elements has worn these strata awav, «/ 7
leaving the lava apparently undecomposed, and elevated above the rocks that
onc- held it in bounds. A great difference is found in the power of different
rocks to resit the action of the elements. Thus, slate when soft and splinty is
less capable of resistance than limestone, and this rock is less enduring than the
coarsest forms of granite. The hard compact granite resists much longer than
the softer varieties; but all much less than the basaltic lava in this valley. The
same is observed in almost all canons where there has been a lava flow, as in
Port Noeaf and in Moor's creek. These facts afford material for a time ratio.

If the resisting power of basalt is represented by 100, and hard granite 90, soft
granite 75, limestone 50, soft slate 40, gravel 5, and ordinary soil 1, or if we adopt
any other ratio of a similar kind found to be in accordance with observation.*

we have a basis by which a calculation can be made with approximate accuracy.
Around the base of the Boise mountains there are indications of upheaval to

a certain extent since the bed of lava was formed. The strata are all tilted from

the mountains, both on the eastern and western sides, but it is most noticeable 011
the eastern side. At the base of the Owyhee mountains the proofs of upheaval
are clear. Since the lava was formed, many beds of regular columnar basalt/ «/ o
are displaced, and the columns stand at different angles, showing unmistakablyo <~/ *.
the effects of more recent convulsion. On Clover creek, a small tributary of / 4

Snake river, about 40 miles below the mouth of the Malade,are three volcanic
bridges within a third of a mile of each other. The stage road passes over them
in the wet seasons. One of these natural bridges is over a dry ravine, whic.h
runs into the creek. There is an island at the point where the stream is bridged..^b^__ "_ * *-P'

e first bridge is from the shore to the island, the next from the island to the
other side, and the third over the dry ravine. Their height varies from three to
seven f<M-t; the arch< "> span from 10 to 50 feet, with lengths from 100 to 200 feet.
It is probable the craters or source whence this vast bed of lava flowed must be
near the upper end of the valley, as it has a regular descent to the westward.
B~* 

^"-"^ 

ut this is not certain, for the inclination may be the effect of the upheaval of
the Rocky mountains, which may still be going on. It is highly probable these
mountains had nearly their present altitude before this vast eruption of lava took
place; after that their upward movement may have continued, which would account
for the singularity of its declination to the'west. About 10 miles west from the
bridges over the Malade on the st;ige route from Salt lake to Boise City, there
is a circular depression in the plain about three-fourths of a mile in diameter.
In the winter this is filled with waier,forming a shallow lake. The lava around
this depression is remarkably well preserved, and all the wrinkles or corruga-
tions caused by the moving and cooling of the surface are as distinct as though
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they were very recently formed. By observing these foldings the direction in
which the lava flowed can be determined. It is apparent in this case that the
flow was in every direction from the depression, proving that this was one of the
craters which once poured its fiery flood over the plain. When the supply from
below was exhausted the mouth of the crater sank back, leaving the depression
now nearly filled with alluvial deposits. A close examination of the plain would
undoubtedly lead to the discovery of many gimilar openings, and by a careful obser-
vation of the relative elevations on the eastern and western sides of these craters,
it could be demonstrated whether the level of the country has been affected by
upheavals since the lava bed was formed. At the crater examined, the lava on the
eastern side appeared to have run up hill, while on the west the declination _"- .M- _".

seemed unchanged. The Snake river has cut a vast canon through this plain,
varying in depth from 100 to 1,000 feet. The different strata of the rock can
be distinctly observed in this canon. The length of time required by the river
to wear away such an enormous fissure must have been great, although the
descent of the water is rapid. The Shoshone Falls probably cut out the canon
below it to the Salmon Falls, a distance of over 40 miles. No observations
have been made to determine the rate at which the rock is worn away ; but from
its indestructible nature it must be slow. The Boise basin divides the mining:O

portions of the Territory into two parts; one south and one north. The southern
or Owyhee mines are in the Owyhee mountains, and do not cover near the extent
of the northern portion, which embraces the Boise, Lemhi, Salmon river, and
Oro Fino mines.

TOWNS.-Boise City is situated on the east side of the Boise river, at the headV /

of the fertile valley of the same name. It has a beautiful location, is well laid
out, and contains many fine buildings. Nearly all the passengers and supplies
for Boise Basin have to pass through it; hence it is a great staging centre.
Situated between the Owyhee and Boise mines, it will long be the commercial
centre of the southern part of the Territory. The climate is milder than in the
mines, and resembles that of Utah. Boise Basin is about 30 miles northeast
from Boise City. Its length is from 15 to 18 miles, and breadth from 6 to 8.
It contains a number of towns and many mining districts, and is the most popu-
lous part of the Territory. The present population is estimated to be about
10,000. Idaho City, the largest town, was recently burnt; but has been partially
rebuilt. It contains probably 4,000 inhabitants. Central City, Placerville, and
Pioneer are well-built mining towns, containing about 1,000 inhabitants each.
Salmon river has been the scene of two wild mining excitements. One in 1862,
at Florence, on Meadow creek, where 8,000 or 9,000 miners collected-to leave
in as short time as they assembled. The town contains at present about 200
persons. The other excitement was at Lemhi this summer, where 7,000 to 8,000
miners collected-to scatter as suddenly, except some 800 or 900 who had claims,
or who could not get away. The valley of the Clearwater is a lafrge and fertile
agricultural valley, the home of the Nez Perces Indians. Lewistown, Oro
Fino, and Elk City were once flourishing places; but now contain only a small
population. Lewiston, from its situation at the confluence of the Clearwater
and Snake rivers, the head of navigation, must in time become a place of import-
ance. Warren's Diggings have a considerable mining population.

The portion of the Territory drained by Clark's Fork of the Columbia has a
milder climate than is found farther south, and corresponds to the Yocko and
Bitter Boot valleys in Montana.

There are three lakes of considerable size in Idaho, the Coeur d; Aline, about
24 miles long, and 2 or 3 wide, very irregular iu form; the Pen d'Oreille,a cres-
cent-shaped lake, about 30 miles long, and 5 broad; and the Boatman about the
same length, and 6 miles wide. The Pen d'Oreillo and Clark's Fork ato practi-
cable for steamers for 80 miles.

The discovery of the Owyhee mines led to the building of Boonville, Ruby,
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and Silver cities. Boonville was built firsthand depended on placer mines j it i
now nearly deserted. Ruby City was both a placer and vein mining town ; at
present it 'is supported by a few placer and quartz mills, neither increasing nor
diminishing perceptibly in population. Silver City is the largest town in Owyhee.
It is a picturesque village, neatly packed sway among the mountains, in Jordan's
canon, with mines, quartz mills, hotels, stores, dwellings, school-houses, which
serve for churches on Sundays, and an active mining population, and will long
be a mining town of importance.

SECTION II.

MINES.-DISTRICTS AND SYSTEMS OF MINING.

The mines of Idaho occur in isolated groups separated by long tracts appar-
ently barren in the precious metals. They may be divided into four dis-
tricts. On the north Oro Fino and Elk Citv: then east and west, the Salmon%' /

river, the Boise basin, and Rocky bar, and in the south the Owyhee mines. Gold
was discovered in this Territory on the banks of the Pen d'Oreille river, in 1852,
by a French Canadian, bnt not in paying quantities. In 1860, a company of
prospectors discovered the Oro Fino mines, and during that winter 25 men
remained there. The mines at Elk City were soon after discovered. In the
spring of 1861 1,500 or 2,000 men came to work them. Oro Fino creek has
paid in spots for a distance of 20 miles; Rhodes creek and Canal gulch also
proved to be good localities, and although no remarkably rich placers were found
in 1861-'62 the mines paid very fairly. Since then the discovery of Boise basin,
Owyhee, and Montana have drawn the miners from this district. Except at
Wussen's diggings, very little is done in this part of the country at present.
When wages become cheaper, miners may rework these mines to advantage.*

^Governor D. \V. Ballard, in his annual message to the territorial legislature of 1866-'67,
says:

" For the first two years after the settlement of our Territory, Idaho was looked upon only
as a theatre for speculation and as a place for a temporary residence, where, by enduring* the
necessary toil aud privations, rapid fortunes might be acquired. The Territory was first
peopled by those whose object was the acquirement of a speedy fortune, and this being done
to return either to the Pacific or Atlantic States ; but this feeling is rapidly subsiding, and the
abundant success attending both mining and agricultural pursuits during the past year is fast
removing the prejudices that have formerly existed against Idaho as a location for permanent

idence.

" The most reliable information on the subject establishes the fact that the yield of precious
metals, in the aggregate, for the past year exceeds that of any preceding year. This, in con-
nection with the fact that operations in gold and silver quartz, our principal source of mine-
ral wealth, are as yet only in embryo, is a source of gratification to every one concerned in
the future prosperity of the Territory. The ledges already opened and worked uniformly
present indications of increasing richness ; in not a single instance have there beeu indica-
tions of depreciation in the deposits of mineral wealth. Only a small' proportion of the gold
and silver bearing quartz ledges already discovered and known to be rich, some of them
almost fabulously so, are 95 yet being worked. From observations made during the past
summer by intelligent and scientific gentlemen, the conclusion is drawn that these ledges,
which have yielded so abundantly during the present year, will next yearprodu ce still greater
profits, while many more will be successfully opened, and their yield be found equally abuu-
dant.

"Agricultural .1 pursuits, for two years almost totally neglected, have been pros ecuted during
the past year with the most gratifying results. Many hundreds of acres iu the Boise valley >ith the most gratifying: results. Many hundreds of acres hi th
and other localities have been brought under cultivation, and it is cheering to learn that the
yield per acre, uf both cereals and vegetables, will compare favorably wit "-"---- '"'"-" " ' ..... ~ "- h the. yield of any
other locality oil the Pacific coast. The day is not far distant when but li ty ou the Fad tic coast. The day is not far distant when but little, if any, of the
productions raised ou the Pacific coast will be brought over the Blue mountains for the sup-
port of the people of Idaho Territory. Arrangements fur more extended operations in both
mining and agricultural pursuits are already in progress for the ensuing year. The amount
of land cultivated this year will doubtb » be moi. than doubled i xt, and it is safe to esti-
mate that equal siicci \s will attend the mining interests of the country. In coimtciion with
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SALMON RIVER.-In the fall of 1861 some prospectors discovered the mines
at Florence, at the head of Meadow creek, a small northern trilwitary of Salmon
river. The situation was remarkable. The deposits of gold were in a marsh
on the top of a mountain, in the centre of a basin called Meadow creek. This
singular depression is nearly circular, about 12 miles in diameter, and surrounded
by high mountains, except an opening to the south. The mountain on which the
mines are situated is granite, nearly circular at its base, rising from 500 to 1,000
feet, and about four miles across. From its top a number of flat, marshy ravines
ramify in every direction. They are from 20 to 150 yards wide, and filled with
peat and muck to depths of 2 to 20 feet. Under this was a stratum of rough
unwashed gravel, which had evidently never been much moved. This contained
the gold and was very rich, the best parts yielding a dollar to a panful of gravel.
Very little black sand was visible. A careful search failed to result in the dis-
covery of any quartz or other vein at the head of the richest ravines. About
1,000 claims were located on this mountain, and paid largely for a short time.
Suddenly, however, they gave out, and no more gold was found. On Meadow
creek the placers were more enduring. On some of the bars of Salmon river fair
wages were made by the miners, at the lowest stages of water for several years,
but, unless some discoveries should be made hereafter, mining will probably never
pay permanently in this part of the Territory.

A variety of pine grows in this region from six to eight inches in diameter at
the ground, witk a height of 60 to 70 feet. So dense is the growth that it is diffi-
cult for a horse to pass between the trees, which are nearly of the same height, and
present the appearance of a field of grain. ' They are remarkably straight and
excellent for building houses or timbering mines. The winter of 1861 was very
severe in Florence. For several months all supplies were brought from the
Mountain House, a distance of 11 miles, on the backs of men who travelled on
snowshoes.

LEMHI.-Last fall some mines were found on branches of Salmon river, not far /

from Fort Lemhi. Exaggerated reports of their richness caused quite an excite-
ment. The probability is the reports were circulated for the purpose of selling
claims. It is said one claim offered for sale prospected well in the snow above the
earth. Accounts are conflicting as to the value of these discoveries, but al 1 agree that
there are some half-dozen claims on each of four or five gulches which will pay
well. Some assert that these are all; others maintain that Lemhi abounds in
extensive placers which will yield $5 per clay to the hand, though it is generally
conceded that they will not justify working at present, except in a few of the
gulches.

BOISE BASIN is a very rich placer district, well timbered with forests of pine,
and well supplied with water. Mining is in a prosperous condition here; the
flumes are substantially built, and the hydraulics of the most approved construc-
tion. These mines were discovered in August, 1862, by a party from Walla-
Walla, under the direction of a man named Grimes, on a branch of Moore's creek.* w

the agricultural interests of the Territory, it is not uninteresting to know that an enterprising
farmer of Boise valley, during the past summer, cultivated sorghum with the most success-
ful results.

" While the two principal pursuits of our Territory, mining and agriculture, have thus been
prosecuted with efficient energy and success, all other industrial pursuits consequent upon
them have been correspondingly i-emunerative, and it is believed that there are more settled
families, more competent business men, more active and worthy working men, such as con-
stitute the bone and sinew of every country, now in our midst who look upon Idaho as their
future home than there ever have been at any previous period.

" The idea of extravagant speculation is giving way to patient toil and well-regulated econ-
omy, and, judging the future by the past, this healthier sentiment on the part of the people
will gradually increase until Idaho will abound in all the fixtures and elements of a well-
established and properly organized community. As the resources of the country are more
and more developed, other branches of industry, hitherto dormant, will doubtless be thrown
open for the active and energetic labor of the country. All things considered, the future of
Idaho may now be looked upon with more confidence than at any former period of her history."
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not far from Centreville.* In a few days after the discovery Grimes was kitted
bv the Indians; his party retreated to Walla-Walla, where they procured re-en- "* / JL «. *

foreements, and, returning, bnilt a fort about four miles above Centreville. There
they remained through the winter. Soon gold was discovered on Granite creek,
Elk creek, and Moore's creek, the outlet to the water of the basin. The mines
proving extensive and the gold evenly distributed, a great number of claims were
speedily located, and they paid well. For the first year or two the miners did a
good business. Timber and water being abundant, they were enabled to work
their claims to the greatest advantage. The country rock is granite, and the
gravel containing the gold has but little quartz, sand or boulders in it. Gen-
erally the quartz veins in the basin are soft; when detached and washed down
a short distance in the stream, the quartz is finely pulverized and the gold liber-
ated. In mills these ores are crushed with great facility. A large portion of
the soil is stained red by oxide of iron, and contains a small amount of srold.* / <-^

The beds of the creeks and gulches have yielded well, and have, in some instances,
been worked over as many as four times. Many of the streams have ancient
bods of gravel, doubtless rich, below the present beds. On the sides and tops
of the adjacent hills are masses of clav and gravel that yield handsomely. In*J V C V "

some instances, as at Placerville, the miners come to a bed of clay, which has

The following particulars relative to the discovery of the Boise and other rich mines in
Idaho Territory are derived from an article in the Idaho Times :

" But little was known of the existing wealth of southern Idaho until midsummer of 1862.
Even Tim. Goodell, the old pioneer trapper of Snake river and its tributaries, who has, per-
haps, travelled every trail in what is now known as Boise, Alturas, and Owyhee counties, was
entirely ignorant of the existence of our miu'eral wealth until 186*2, when the first prospecting
party of six found their way up the canons of Moore's and Grimes's creeks. When prospecting
at a point about six miles above the place now known as Pioneer City, they were attacked by
Indians, and one of their number (Grimes) instantly killed. After hastily burying his remains
they left the country, and reached Walla-Walla in the month of August. No time was lost in
forming a company of 52 men to return with them and more thoroughly prospect the country.
Many of those early pioneers are still with us; among them we might mention the names of
J. M Moore, John Christie, George J. Gilbert, Mr, Fogus, James Koache, Green and Benja-
min White, R. C. Combs, F. Giberson, William Arts, J. B. Pierce, and J. F. Guiseburry.
The party arrived at the forks of Grimes's creek, on the site now known as Pioneer City,
about the JOth of October, and as soon as a substantial fort and corral for their horses could
be built, a portion of the company returned to the Columbia river for winter's supplies, and
the remainder built cabins and prospected during their absence unmolested by Indians.
Another company arrived on this creek about the 15th of November, and located mines near
the site of Centreville. Messrs. Muibrd, gtandifer, Call away, and Thatcher were with this
party. The latter two gentlemen still reside in that place. A great deal of fault was found
with the action of the first party in the number and size of the claims located, hence tbe origi-
nation of the name of Hog 'em for that camp. One very bright morning about the last of
October several of the Hog 'em boys took a stroll over the divide between Grimes's and Elk
creeks, and found good prospects on the bar on which Idaho City now stands. Returning
to their camps in great haste, and not wishing to divulge the secret, they reported having
beat a hasty retreat from some huge bears. On the next day they returned, with several others
of their party who appreciated the bear story, and insisted on the naming of the gulch at
the upper end of Main street Bear run, by which name it is still known. The mines on Granite
creek were discovered about the 1st of December by the Centreville party, who also located
the 8ite of Placemlle, which contained about six cabins partly completed on the 14th day of
that month.

" In the month of June, 1863, several mkiers found their way unto the north fork of Boi
river, now known us Rocky Bar, in Al turns county. The first ledges discovered in this camp
were the Ada Elmore, Idaho, and New York, which class among the best ledges in that cainp.

14 Owyhee was discovered in the following fall. But little could be said to the public respect-
ing this cauip,as its history is spread wide and far, and its exports of bullion amount to hundreds
of thousands of dollars monthly. The mining camps of Yuba and Banner districts contain a
great number of good ledges. Capital to develop the mines and mills to crush the ore is all that
is required to class them among the first of our numerous mining camps.

44 The mines of southern Idaho were more speedily populated and developed than perhaps
any other mining country ever discovered on the Pacific coast. One year from the time the
first party arrived, o,5UU votes were polled within the limits of Idaho. Since that time it
has increased and decreased as is usually the case, on account of the fluctuation of our j pa-
lation."
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been mistaken for the bed-rock. On sinking a shaft through it a rich stratum
of gravel is found. Ditches from a mile to seven miles in length have been con-
structed in the basin; their capacity varying from 300 to 3,000 inches, costing
from $10,000 to $30,000. Like the small ditches in California, they have paid
the cost of their construction and a profit to their owrners. Large ditches gen-
erally entail a loss to their projectors. Where a large amount of water is brought
into a mining district, the mines, unless very extensive, are soon exhausted.
Sixty to SO cents an inch arc the rates charged here for the use of water for 24 hours.
In some of the hydraulic claims work is continued day and night, as few or no
companies have reservoirs. Where lumber is so abundant the creeks and gulches
ought generally to pay to flume. Want of fall is probably the reason why many, ^» w

of them have not been numed. By the use of similar machinery to that recom-
mended for Alder gulch, in Montana, iluming could be rendered profitable in
some cases where it is not now used. Except in the construction of flumes,
placer operations in Boise Basin are conducted with considerable skill. Quartz
mining has been conducted with different degrees of skill, and with varied success.
One company called the Elk Horn is composed of four miners, who all work in
the mill and mines, giving constant personal supervision to both, and although
their ore is not richer than that of other mines, and their mill nowise superior to
the ordinary mills of the country, their enterprise has been uniformly successful.
The Elk Horn is a small vein a foot to eighteen inches in thickness j the mill
in the same ratio, having only five stamps. This correspondence of the mill to
the actual resources of the mines is doubtless a prominent cause of success. The
best yield which has been obtained by the company from large amounts of ore
is $40 per ton, which, with their economical management, affords a good profit.
On Granite creek are a number of veins with quartz so soft that two-thirds of
the vein stuff can be washed in a common rocker without any previous crashing.

The Pioneer mine, on this creek, is a large vein of soft quartz, containing sul-
phurets. An extensive mill is nearly completed to work them. If it should
prove capable of extracting the gold it will be a very important success, as all
gold-bearing veins in the Territory will ultimately produce this ore. The Juniata,
about eight miles northeast from Idaho City, has been opened to the depth of
229 feet. This is probably the deepest opening in the basin.

About 25 miles northeast from Idaho City is a district which contains many veins
said to be rich in silver. Specimens from there are very prolific in horn and
ruby silver, with occasional particles of native silver. There are also specimens
containing polybasite and argentiferous galena. All the ores contain gold.
These veins are represented as being large, and the ores well diffused through
them. They are situated in a dense forest, and are accessible only by a pack train.
When wagon roads are built and the mines proved, it will probably be a val-
uable mining district.

ROCKY BAK.-Rocky Bar, on the Boise river, about 60 miles from Idaho City,
is a small, compact district, with many veins in a limited compass. It has been
the scene of several enterprises on the part of capitalists from the eastern States,
who purchased mines in this locality. The purchasers assert that when opened
the mines did not prove good; the parties wrho sold them maintain that if the
affairs of the companies had been well managed the mines would have been
successful. Neither of these opinions can be verified by practical examples at
present, although many mills have been built and large sums of money expended.

ATLANTA AND YUBA DISTRICT.-No district in the Territory is more favored
in respect to the supply of wood and water than the Middle Boise, or as it is
now known, the Atlanta and Yuba, situated in Alturas county, 16 miles north-
east of Rocky Bar, the county seat, on the Middle Boise river, at the junction of
the Yuba.. This district embraces the country lying in the forks of the two
streams and adjacent. These streams afford magnificent water power for the
propulsion of machinery. The new town of Atlanta is here situated on a gentle
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slope in the valley near the Middle Boise river. Along the base of a lofty moun-
tain called Mount Forsyth, burst forth innumerable hot and boiling springs,
throwin out lare volumes of water, which, failing into the river, prevent it from
freezing or closing with ice during the most rigorous winter. In this district is
the Atlanta Ledge, already traced for miles in length, and from 15 to 25 feet in
width. Selected o*es from this lode assay as high as 811,000 per ton in silver.
In some places it is equally rich in gold. The Greenback Mining Company's
mill, located at Atlanta, is run by water power, and is now workino- rOck from7 / */ A / O

this lode, although imperfectly, from want of proper appliances and skill. The
result, however, is very satisl'actory. In the immediate vicinity, and running
parallel with the Atlanta, are other lodes which are thought by some to be quite
equal, both in extent and richness; such, for instance as the John Bascom and
Jessie Benton, the Lusa, the Optimus, the Lenora and Silver Moon, the Tahoma
and Greenback on the Atlanta or northwest side of the mountain. On the soutl i

or Yuba side are the North Star and Hard Times, continuations of the Atlanta,
and the Sophia Tracy. For working the three last named there is an excellent
20-stamp mill, with modern improvements, now being put up on the ground by
J. H. O'Neal and associates. Here also are the Minerva, Olive Branch and
Confidence lodes, all of which give promise of value. In some of them gold
predominates, in others silver. There are other claims which may, when further
developed, prove valuable; but as little work has yet been done upon them no
reliable opinion of them can be given. Mr. Graham, in co-operation with an Eng-
lish company, has a 20-stamp mill on the way up from SaH Francisco, intended
to operate in this district. The field for working in quartz, and for exploration
and development is extensive. The valley through which runs the Middle Boise
river is four miles in length and three in width, and surrounded on nearly all
sides by lofty, rough and craggy mountains, some of which are covered with
perpetual snow. With the exception of this little valley, and another of lesser
size on the Yuba side of Quartz mountain, the whole face of the surrounding
country is rough and mountainous, so that the building of roads is a serious under-
taking, and the want of them a great drawback to the development of the dis-
trict. It is only within the past year that a wagon road has been opened. Here-
tofore, all freight had to be transported upon pack animals. From this cause,
less has been done in this camp, and it has attracted less attention than any
other of equal value in the Territory. But now that it has become partially
accessible, and demonstrated its richness by the working of its ores, it must soon
become an important district. The lower hills in the vicinity and surrounding
country afford fine grazing for cattle, horses and sheep until the snows of winter,
which generally commence in December and last till April. About 20 miles
southeast runs the South Boise river, bordering on which are large bodies of
bottom and table lauds, level and rich, well suited for purposes of agriculture.
Oats, wheat and barley in sufficient abundance for the consumption of a consid-
erable population can be produced in this region. It is now covered with a
luxuriant growth of grass, from which thousands of tons of hay may be cut. The
depredations of Indians in neighboring districts, the mismanagement, the want
of skill and proper knowledge of the business, and the incompetency of agents
and superintendents, with the misapplication of capital, have done much to retard
the development of the Atlanta mines. The regions north and west oiler induce-
ments for exploration. *

- - --..-_-.. - . - - - - - ~~-

*The climate is not rigorous even to the COth parallel of north latitude, Lorin Blodget says:
" To the region bordering on the northern Pacific the finest maritime positions belong through-
out its entire extent, and no part of the west of Europe exceeds it in the advantages of
equable climate, fertile soil, and commercial accessibility of the coast. The western slope
of the Kooky Mountain system may be included as a ] of this maritime region, embracing
an immense area from the 4.~>th to the (iUth parallel, and five degrees of longitude in width.
The cultivable .surface of this district cannot be much less than 300,000 square iniies/'
(Climatology of tho United States, p.
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OWTHEE. - Gold was discovered in 1863 by a party under the leadership of a
man named Jordan. They first found it about six miles below Ruby City. As
the mines were rich, and wood and water abundant, a large number of miners
soon collected, and built Boonville, Ruby and Silver cities. The placers paid
well for about two years j after that they were almost entirely superseded by
vein mining. Most of the mines produce both silver and gold, though these
metals vary greatly in their relative proportion in different mines. I In the Oro
Fino gold predominates j in the Poorman, silver. The placer gold is s o alloyed
with silver as to be worth but $10 per ounce. West and northwest from Silver
City is a vein of porphyry, which forms a mountain about a mile and a half long,
half a mile wide, and 1;000 feet high, which is said to assay $3 per ton. All
the gulches that head in this mountain have been rich in gold ; in some, horn-
silver has been found. In Owyhee are two systems of veins. One has a strike
nearly north and south, with a dip almost vertical. To this system belong the
Poorman and Whiskey veins, with silver predominating. They are probably
older than the veins of the other system, but it has not been conclusively proved.
The gold-bearing s3Tstem of veins has a strike northwest and southeast, and a
dip to the northeast. To this belongs the Oro Fino, and many others in which
gold predominates.

ORO Fixo. - The Oro Fino is one of the most productive mines in Idaho.
The vein is large and well defined, and the gold generally diffused through the
vein-stone. It was discovered in following up a placer deposit to the vein, on
each side of the ridges in which it is situated. The first work done upon it as a
quartz mine was by Moore and Fogus, who took a large amount of ore from near
the surface, which paid handsomely. Becoming involved in other enterprises,
they failed, under a heavy indebtedness to their workmen. By an arrangement / "/ *' C

with other creditors the workmen took the mine, agreeing to pay a certain pro-
portion of the proceeds. Moore & Fogus left it in bad condition for working,
and the men who undertook to work it had but limited means. By perseverance,
however, they paid off the debt ; then opened the mine deeper than it had been
opened before, and found a great increase in its richness. The company is known
as the " Oro Fino and Mof ning Star." A recent crushing of SO tons yielded
$160 to the ton; and it is probably now paying the owners a good profit. At
a meeting of the stockholders held on the 17th of September last, an elaborate
report of the mine was presented, from which the following is extracted .

Work was commenced in the mine April 28th ; since which time two shafts have been
sunk of 92 and 67 feet respectively ; 1,J34 tons of ore have been taken out, and up to the v « f ". * ^ - 

* . ft v ^ ^ A . "
i % ' ^

35th instant £,050 tons had been crushed, which yielded $54,193. The total amount of
expenditures in working- the mine, including repairs, incidental expenses, &c., amounted to
1.45,508, besides other liabilities amounting1 to $12,476, from which must be deducted about
$8,000, value of supplies on hand necessary for supplying1 the mill, such as fuel, quicksil-
ver, oils, acids, &c,, including 7,000 pounds of shoes and dies. The company by-laws were
revised and amended; one amendment allows the trustees to expend, for the benefit of the
company, any sum under but not exceeding $100,000, instead of $15,000 as heretofore.
Altogether, the affairs of the company are in a very healthy state. Ihey are now ready to
slope out and work a new level of 70 feet, and consequently they will take out much larger
quantities of ore than before. A elean-up from 70 tons of ore last Saturday yielded $10,3^7,
and to-morrow they wHl probably clean up nearly as much, which, added to the amount
above reported, will make an aggregate yield of above $75,000 since the 28th day of April,

,000 in the treasury, with everything in good condition for future working.

It is singular that so few mines are owned and worked by companies of
operative miners, especially when we see how successful such companies usually
are. Nearly all placer mines are worked by such companies, but when a miner
works a quartz vein he considers himself relieved from manual labor. The popu-
lar belief that "a mill is required to work a mine77 has had much to do in pre-
venting companies of miners from working quartz mines. In all extensive mining
districts where mills are numerous, miners can sell their ore for all it is worth.
Men who make milling their business can manage it better than those who
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are both miners and mill-men. "We see the beginning of this svstem in Cali- w C? % »

fornia, where the concentrated sulphurets are sold.
POORMAX.-As this mine is, in its location, adverse titles, legal difficulties,

and local characteristics, peculiar, it will be described somewhat at length. The
Poormnn, or Hays & Ray mine, was discovered in the summer of 1865, at or
near what is now called the Discovery shaft, about 900 or 1,000 feet south from
the rich chimney. The ore at this point was good, though not rich, and the vein
somewhat small. While the discoverers were developing their viens, a pros-
pector named Peck found some very rich float-rock about 1,000 feet south of
their shaft, and out of sight from its entrance. By a small amount of digging i
he reached the vein, which he carefullv covered over with earth. Gathering up 7 * O 4
and secreting every rich piece of float lie could find, he went where the discov-
erers of the Hays & Ray were at work, and after '* talking round," asked them
where their claim was located, and how far it extended in each direction. Tliev/ V

showed him their boundaries, and walked directly over the s»>ot where Peck had
buried the vein, and such a distance beyond that he was convinced their claim
embraced the rich ground. Peck continued to prospect in that vicinity, and
cautiously commenced negotiations for the purchase of the mine. Not beinq- sat- * O A O

isfied with their figures, and there being few or no prospectors in the neighbor-
hood, he left for a few da vs. thinking his absence would cause the owners to/ » t-

come down in their price. Before he returned, another company of prospectors
found the same spot discovered by Peck, called it the Poorman, and took out silver
ore of great richness. Hays & Ray claimed the ground, but as their vein was
not uncovered or traced to the new opening, the Poorman company refused to
leave, and as the Hays & Ray party had no money to pay for provisions or tools
while they were tracing the vein, they gave Peck a share in it for tracing it from
their opening into the Poorman. The Poorman party, seeing that the}7 would
become involved in litigation, associated their company with some capitalists con-
nected with the Oregon Steam Navigation Company, and about the same time
'or shortly before erected a fort at their mine, called " Fort Baker," built of logs,
with portholes and other means of defence usual in such cases. The Hays &
Ray party had their work so nearly completed that they could commence suit,
but could not give the necessary bonds. Acting by the advice of Peck, they
gave a portion of their interest to the New York and Owyhee Company, the lat-
ter guaranteeing to cany the suit to a decision. Before trial a compromise was
effected, the New York and Owyhee party getting the larger share. The Poor-
man, at the start, had the great advantage of possession of the paying part of
the mine. The strike of the vein is nearly due north and south j the dip at the
surface was to the west, but at the depth of about 150 feet it changed to the east,
which is probably the permanent dip. The Silver Cord which is supposed to be
on the same vein, at a depth of near 1,000 feet below the Poorman, has also the
same dip. A change takes place in the character of the ore, as is usual when
the dip changes. A large amount of unnecessary work has' been done on this
mine; one shaft sunk near the office would have been all that was necessary;
but when claims are in litigation much useless work must be done to prove iden-^ _". ^ ^""^^*^ ^

tity of vein. The vein-stall is soft; a great portion being a silicious clay that
will dissolve in water. Ordinarily a mill will crush two tons to the stamp in 24
hours. It shows considerable free gold. The sulphuret ores are decomposed
except where found in large masses. At the depth of near 250 feet the greater
part of the silver is in the form of a chloride. About 100 feet from the surface
a body of ore showing partially the planes and angles of a crystal of ruby silver
was found, which weighed over 500 pounds. Upon being fractured it showed
through the mass a uniform crystalline stratum. There is probably no secon
example of a similar mass of crystalline light-red ruby silver ore being taken
from an}' mine. A piece of thib boulder was sent to the Paris Exposition this year
and received a premium of a gold medal. Chloride of silver, or horn-silver, is
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foancl in pure mapscs, with crystals of remarkable size and beauty. It is said
f this ore were found more than a foot square and the sixteenth of an inch T I*T rT O 1 "I " 

i 1 f» «

hickness, some weighing many pounds. Black sulplmrets of silver, or silver
glance, is common in the mine ; also palybasite. The above enumerates the ores
of the mine, but it contains also small amounts of the various silver-bearing
minerals usually found in rich silver mines. . These are generally more interest-
ing to the mineralogist than useful to the metallurgist, bv reason of their smallo

uantities.

It is impossible to estimate with accuracy the amount of bullion obtained
from the earliest workings of the mine. For a period of three months, from
July 23, 1866, to October 23, we have a full account of its operations. The
previous work on the mines, pending the litigation, had exposed large bodies c
ore, but the working parties were enjoined from removing them. The following
statement from the official report of Mr. W. D. Walbridge, the special agent c

a any, gives a clear idea of the operations of the company and the resul
obtained

Our first arrangement of working the ore produced was with the New York and Oro Fino
mill and our own mill, at the agreed price of $40 per ton for each mill. Subsequently we
found that we were producing from our north shaft considerable ore of a poorer quality,
which we did not require at the two mills above named, as they were fully employed upon
the richer silver ore. We therefore made an arrangement with the Jackson mill to work
what we might require of that third-class ore for $30 per ton. Subsequently to this, having
more second-class ore than the first-named two mills could work; and to secure the use of a
hoisting engine to work our north shaft, we made an arrangement with the Ainsworth Mill
Company to use their engine, by agreeing1 to give their mill all our surplus ore to work upon
the same terms as was paid the others. We were enabled to produce ore enough to supply
all the mills named, and, by the several arrangements made, were enabled to produce a
much larger amount of bullion than we could have otherwise done, the great majority of
our ores being too rich for any of the mills to work properly, and keep nearly up to their
respective stamping capacity.

We continued to work the mine until October 23, being a period of three months from the
time it was opened. During this time we mined about ]5 tons of first-class selected ore,
which we determined to box up and ship to New York, with the view of its being reduced
by the smelting process to increase its yield, we calculating that the cost of transporting the
ore would not be any more, if as much, as it was costing us to realize upon our bullion pro-
duced in Owyhee. The result has proved that we have lost nothing on the transportation,
and have clearly gained, by getting a much larger product in Newark by the smelting pro-
cess than we could have got in our mills ; the cost of smelting at Newark, by Messrs. Bal-
bach, Dieffenbach & Company, being $100 per ton in gold ; and, as near as we can estimate,
the product in bullion will be about $4,000 per ton in gold ; this is upon the ground and dried
ore. Aside from that, and from which the foregoing 15 tons of rich ore was selected, we
mined 2,382£ tons second and third-class ore, which was crushed and worked at the four
mills named

Producing, in refined bullion §546,691 59
Deduct total cost of mining, hauling, milling, melting, assaying, and refining,

with revenue tax, as per statement marked A, annexed hereto.-. 156, 440 39

Making net proceeds -. 390,251 2

To which will be added avails of rich ore now being reduced at Newark.
This amount has been appropriated as follows:

Reimbursed our company for expenditure on Hays and Ray ledge $30, 000 00
Reimbursed our company for cost of interest in Hays and Ray ledge 31, 000 00
Paid our company from second proceeds of mine 
Paid P. F. Bradford, per agreement 

100,000 00 

130,000 00

Total payments on account of compromise 291,000 00

Leaving for distribution, pro ruta, $99,251 20.
The late date at which the settlement with Mr. Bradford was effected, with the seeming

necessity of working the mine sharply and vigorously to secure as large a result as possible
before the time agreed upon to close the mine, November 1, placed us at much disadvantage
as regards costs of working and expenses, so that the expenses last fall should not be con-
sidered as any criterion for the future,

At the company's mill we crushed 880 tons of Foorman ore in a period of 78 week days,
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averaging about 1 !£ tons for each working day. This was all we could amalgamate in our
pans, due partly to a want of quicksilver, and partly to the very long time required to work
such very rich silver ore. The want of quicksilver can be easily and cheaply remedied
another year; but even then our pans can hardly more than amalgamate in 24 hours what 10
of our stamps can crush in 12 to 14 hours, which is barely more than one-fourth our stamp-
in^ capacity. Therefore the mill needs more amalgamating pans, by which much more rock
can be worked, and more of the stamping force kept employed. We received for crushing
the 880 tons of ore, as per statement A, $'35,200, which somewhat more than paid the cost;
but if we had had ten more pans we could have worked nearly or quite three times the
quantity at very little more aggregate expense. In other words, while it cost us nearly $35
per ton to crush, in the given time, 880 tons of ore, with sufficient amalgamating capacity
arid quicksilver, our mill could work 2,200 to 2,400 tons of ore, at a cost of $18 to $£0 per
ton, and perhaps less. I would, therefore, recommend you to provide the mill another
season with plenty of quicksilver, and about 10 more approved pans, with the necessary
separators, to properly and cheaply work the Poorman ore. Quicksilver is always wanted,
because it is always wasting by use. The pans, with necessary machinery put up, will cost
about $20, 000 in gold.

Foreseeing, in July last, the necessity and importance of saving the tailings from almost
any gold and silver ore, and especially from the Poorman ore, I ordered a substantial stone
wall built around our tailing yard, sufficient to hold securely against flood about 1,500 tons.
The cost was about $4,000, and it now contains the tailings from the 880 tons of ore worked
in our mill, which assay about $30 per ton. The tailings produced at the Aiiisworth and
Oro Fino mills belonging to us are safely cared for, and assay about the same. Those from
the Jackson mill were lost, being of but little value.

Believing additional settlers in our mill would enable us to save more sulphurets, and
catch some quicksilver and amalgam, and, as our amalgamating floor was very small, I
determined to build on the north side of the mill a one-story addition, to give us more floor
room, room for three settlers and one Knox pan for cleaning amalgam, a store-room for
chemicals, and a small room for assaying. This cost about $6,000, answers every purpose
it was built for very well, and, I believe, will pay its cost in saving, besides being a very
great convenience.

As I looked upon the question of fuel as one which would in the future enter largely into
the cost of working ores, I aimed to buy all I could during the fall, at low prices, and left
orders with Mr. Feck to contract for cutting upon our laud, and land near the mill, at low
rates. We had, therefore, on hand, at and near the mill, on January !il, 1,118 cords of
wood, which had cost $7,360 62. About 600 cords of this is piled up near the mill, con-
venient for use; the balance is at different points within one mile; all of it is so scattered
as to be in little danger from fire. To be forehanded in our supply will, I believe, enable us
to avail ourselves of opportunities to get all we may need cheaply for some years.

Not knowing that working Poorman ore would require so large an amount of quicksilver
as was proved to be the case, we found ourselves with a very short supply, though for ordi-
nary use we had sufficient. I was therefore compelled to send to Portland, Oregon, and San
Francisco for over 1UO flasks to come up by stages, at a cost of $1 15 per pound delivered at
our mill. I also purchased wherever I could in town, some of which cost us $1 40 per
pound ; but with all I could get we had barely enough for effective use on the ore we
worked. The need of a full supply was partly the cause of the small quantity of rock
manipulated in our own mill. We now have on hand 137^ flasks of quicksilver, say 10,
pounds, valued at 80 cents per pound, or $8,788 SO. I would recommend the purchase this
spring of as much more, to go out by slow freight, which will cost from 72 to 75 cents,
delivered at our mill.

We had but one retort, which unfortunately gave way within two wreeks after we com-
menced working Pooraiau ore, so we had to rent and use those of our neighbors, requiring
us to carry our amalgam a distance averaging nearly one mile, and our bullion the same,
and to keep a double force to retort the amalgam, working night and day, being the only
way we could keep our small supply of quicksilver at all in haud. 'I at once ordered two
new retorts from San Francisco, but they were so large and unwieldy that they had to come
by slow freight via Portland, Oregon, and did not reach us until too late to be of service. I
calculate the loss to the company from the breaking of that retort, and having to replace it,
at iully $4,000. The cost of new ones delivered at our mill would not exceed >50 each ; I
would therefore recommend that you provide against the recurrence of such a loss.

* * * *°* * *

Prior to the adjustment of the Poorman controversy, I secured 1,000 feet by location, and
2C6 feet by purchase, of a newly-discovered ledgo lying upon Florida mountain, opposite
our mill, at a cost of **J, 103 50. The 1,000 feet is so much undivided iu a claim of £l,4iK),
the balance is undivided in the adjoining claim.

In addition to the property enumerated in statement marked B is the company' s mill prop-
erty ty, which consists of one 2C-stamp mill, with 10 Wheeler's patent pans; five separators;
three settlers; one Kuox pan; one office; one boarding-houso; one burn; one blacksmith
shop; one retort house; one temporary carpenter's shop, all very good for the several pur-
poses used, the office affording sleeping room for two, and an addition to the baru affordiu
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storage room for iron and tools. The boarding-house having heretofore been the only accom-
modation of that kind, as well for officers and millmen, and such guests as we found it to
the company's interest to lodge, (which, for several reasons, is in my opinion inconvenient,)
I would recommend the building of a moderate house of sufficient capacity to accommodate
a few persons, independent of the general boarding-house.

The Poorman mine forms at present the chief value of the company's investment. The
' New York and Owyhee Company now owns 1,142£ feet undivided in 1,600 of this mine.

Summary of accounts from mine looks, February 1; 1867; (in gold.)
EXPENDITURES

Construction account-cost of mill $147,621 63
Legal expenses 
Mining cost 
Expense account 
Labor account 
Interest account 

Woodlands and ledges. 

22,116 00
7,324 41
6,347 10

$267,029 51

Noonday ledge 
Eureka ledge 
Stamper ledge 
Woodland and mill site 

Houses and lots 

Supplies account 
Wood account 

Bullion account-amount sent to New York '. 

Drafts on Cosmos and Oro Fino Companies 

Due the company 
Cash in agent's hands 

ills and debts receivable 

44,575 0(5 
39,045 31

5,897 61
2,974 59
2,103 50
1,625 00

12,600 70
2,44J 75

16,308 21
7, 360 62

26,110 53
1 33, 942 28

5,704 69
139,646 97

2,318 06
7,496 06

9,814 12

455,201 88

Drafts on treasurer 
Poornian mine 

Bills and debts payable 

RECEIPTS. 

.... $278,760 85

.... 166,888 33

Due by the company
Q 70»7, / U

455,201 88

Trial balance of looks qf the Neiv York and Owyliec Gold and Silver Mining
Company 1867.

EXPENDITURES.

Real estate-cost of mine

Mining account 78,760 85
Exchange account J27,223 61
Expense account 
Interest account 
Insurance on mill 

s and Ray ledge account 

Cash in treasurer's hands... 

26,063 45
20,832 62

1,425 00
454,305 53
87,362 56

Debts receivable 

Due the company 
7,236 61

20, 053 33
27,289 94

1,618,958 03
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RECEIPTS

Stock account, proceeds of sale of 2,500 shares 
$1,249,500 00 Capital stock, amount paid in "* j* T /* P~ r\s\ 1

100,000 00
Bullion account, realized in gold 

Premium on ditto 
§133,942 28 

64,703 J9
198,645 47

W. D. Walbridge, agent, realized in gold from ore in part 4,992 62^"^ ^r~^ * " 1 T /* " '^/-\x-\ j-w

Bonds 

Debts payable 
Outstanding draft 

1,888 10 Premium in gold from ore in part 

Due by the company 
6,880 72

50,000 00
13,781 84

150 00

63,931 84

],618S958 03

A.-Result of Poor man mine from July 19 to November 1, 1866.

AverageTons Crude bul- Refined bul- Value of
Name of milL of bullion Remarkscrushed. lion. lion. bullion.

per ton.

Ounces. Ounces.
Jackson Mill 
Ainsworth Mill 
N. Y. & Oro Fino Mill 

369} 7. 860 00 7, 323 29 $25.2GO 48 25 Mostly 3d class gold rock,
34, 592 53 33,178 52 62,220 81 171 88 87i t'ns 3d cl'a, 274$ t'ns2d.

I* 129, 542 51 116, 753 91 3, 586 71 264 05 40 a 50 3d el's, bal. 3d cl'a.
N.Y.& Owyhee Mill. 156, 394 25 147, 960 17 55, 683 59 301 91 All 2d class rock.

Total value ... 546, 691 59

Whole amount of rock produced and sent to mills.

New York and Oro Fino Gold and Silver Mining Company-accounted for 
New York and Oro Fiuo Gold and Silver Mining Company-not accounted for 
Ainsworth Milling Company, as above 
Jackson Mill Company, as above .- 
New York and Owyhee Gold and Silver Mining Company, as above 

Total tons 

50| 

362*

880

Cost of hauling 1,133£ tons to Sinker creek, at $3 $9,068 00 ^^"^^^
Cost of hauling 1,249$ tons to Jordan creek, at §6 50 8,120 12

Total cost of hauling.. 17,188 12

Cost of milling 362£ tons at Ainsworth mill 
Cost of milling ?5Uf tons at New York and Oro Fino mill 
Cost of milling 3l>9j 

§13,170 47
30,030 00
11,082 07

Cost of milling 880 tons at New York and Owyhee Gold and Silver Milling Co. 35,200 00
Cost of milling20$ tons at New York and Oro Fino mill (balance) .* 00

j

Total cost of milling 90,302 54

Total expenses ;it mine for labor, supplies, lumber, timber, &c., less profit on

Cost of refining and a»aying bullion 
Internal revenue tax, in sold 

,707 74 money, 99
7,250 ill

Net proceeds of 2,382$ tons of rock crushed 
Value of bullion per ounce, refined-Jackson mill 
Value of bullion per ounce, refined-Ainsworth mill 
Value of bullion per ounce, refined-New York and Oro Fino mill ... 

$390,251 20
s:i 44. U

1 87.53
1 74.38

Value of bullion p<-r ounce, refined-New York and Owyhee mill 
Average yield of all rock crushed.. 

, 1 72.81
229 41

Net yield of all rock crashed per ton 
All charges for mining, milling, &c., per ton 

34 
00 07
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The net yield of the ores from this mine is wonderful, and is due mainly to
their richness. A large amount is left in the tailings. The managers are per-
fectly aware of this, for at the company's mill, by a well arranged system of
reservoirs, all the tailings are saved, so that when the water leaves the last reser-
voir it is clear and can be used over again. This mill is well constructed and
conveniently arranged. The ore is crushed wet and is amalgamated in pans.
This collects the free gold, the silver from the chloride of silver, and a portion 
- ^^- ^^- ^^k ^^^£ -^ _ ^^^*^^ ^^^^^

^ ^"^ -*1

from the silver glance j but the gold from the sulphurets, and nearly all the silver
in combination with sulphur, remain in the tailings. It would probably be
unwise to remove the present mill, but in case of building a new one it would
be advisable to have it as near the mine as practicable. Last year the cost
of hauling from the mine to the mill was $6 50 per ton, a very heavy and
unnecessary expense. The Poorman vein shows but few marks of movement on
its wralls, as might be inferred from its nearly vertical position. It is probable
that no faults of great extent wrill be'met in working it. The vein in the widest
parts is three feet or more, but its average thickness, from the shaft of Hays and
llay, (as shown in the lower tunnel,) for a distance of 1,100 feet north, is not
over a foot. Near the southern end of this tunnel is evidence of another chim-

ney, not so rich, however, as that in the Poorman shaft. Doubtless many more
may be found. These, however, are the only chimneys yet developed. The
great richness of this vein has caused its examination by many speculative men
who never saw a mine before, and who considered that each vein exhibited
something miraculous. But nature operates by unchanging laws, and if these
gentlemen had examined other mines they would have found the same forces
producing the same effects, and have saved themselves the trouble of inventing
useless and ridiculous theories.

FLINT DISTRICT.-Flint district is situated about nine miles south from Silver

City. It has a number of very promising silver-bearing veins, all containing
nearly the same varieties of ore. Polybasite, antimonial silver, and xanthacone
are the principal varieties. All these require roasting before they can be reduced
bv amalgamation. A mill with two small furnaces has been recently erected.* *

The yield of the ore has been very satisfactory. The Hi sing Star has been well
developed. It is a regular vein about 10 feet thick, and contains a large amount
of antimonial silver and some gold. This is a very busy mining camp, thickly
peopled with miners and all at work. The Iowa and Idaho mill, with a capa-
city of 15 tons per da<7, is nearly completed. This mill is intended to work by
roasting and amalgamation. In theory the plan is correct. The mechanical
arrangements, either as they are or with some modifications, will probably be
successful. The altitude of Flint district is 1,000 or 1,500 feet less than that of
Silver City, and the climate is milder. Owyhee, being the most southern mining
region in Idaho, will receive more directly the benefits arising from the con-
struction of the Central Pacific railroad, which, it is claimed, will be only 90
miles in a direct line from Silver City. Placer and vein tinstone have been found
near Silver City. The placer tin was in small quantities. Only three veins
containing this metal have been found. Whether the mines when opened will
prove valuable is uncertain, but their appearance encourages a trial.

CLIMATE.-The climate of Idaho is greatly diversified by the altitude. In
the mines, which are generally high up in the mountains, the temperature is of
course much colder than in the valleys. The following memoranda by M. M.
Chipman, of Idaho, were kindly furnished by the observer. Full thermonietri-
cal tables by the same observer were destroyed by fire:

Copy of weather memoranda.
IDAHO CITY, July, 1867

On the morning of the 12th December, 1865, the mercury of Fahrenheit's thermometer
stood at 5° below zero. December 19th, ut half past 1 o'clock a. m., at 18° below zero;
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but the temperature grew milder immediately afterwards, and the mercury stood at 6C below
zero at 7 o'clock a, m,

February 14, 1867.-The mercury stood at 5° below zero at 7 o'clock a. m., and at 2°
below at 10 p. m.

February 15, 1867.-5° below zero at 7 o'clock a. m.
February 16, 1867.-3° below zero at 7 o'clock a. m.
The foregoing memorandum shows the coldest periods of the winters of 1865-'66 at this

place. During the month of January I do not think the mercury fell below zero. The
greatest depth of snow during that winter occurred about the 1st of January, at which time
it was three feet deep around this city, but much deeper on the surrounding heights.

April 20, 1867.-I have had a fire in my room this spring throughout every day to this
date, with the exception of one which was so warm as to render H unnecessary.

The winter of 1866-'67 was milder than any experienced since the settlement of this
se) basin until March, which was a colder month than either of the three preceding, and f . ^* %*»

colder than any preceding March known by the present population.
March 12, 1867.-The mercury stood at 13° below zero at 7 o'clock a. m.
March 13, 1867.-J7° below aero at 7 o'clock a. m.
The days mentioned were by several degrees the coldest during the winter, although there

were a few other days at about the same time during which, in the latter part of the night and
the early part of the morning, the mercury ranged at from 1° to 6° below zero. During the
three winter months proper the mercury rarely fell as low as zero. M. M. CHIPMAN.

QUARTZ MILLS.-The following table of quartz mills and water ditches in
Idaho, omitting names of owners on account of the frequent changes of owner-
ship, is from Langley's Pacific Coast- Directory. The increase in number during
the past year (1867) has been comparatively small. Notices of the new mills,
constructed or in progress, and of the ditches, are given in the descriptions of
the districts:

Table of quartz mills, icith their location, name, cost, date of erection, number of stamps,

Name of mill. Location. Cost

Idaho . 
Waddingham G. & S. M. Co 
WaddinghamG. &S. M.Co.... 

Steam G.<fe S
10 .do.. Do.
40 .do.. Do.

Pitwburg & Idaho G. & S. M. Co 30 3 Do.
Harris & Benson 
New York & Idaho G. M.Co 
Victor Gold &, Silver Mining Co.. 
Defrees 
Bledaoe 

Alturas county. 

Shoenbar 
Va*s &Monse 
Ainsworth 
Grenzeback 
Webfoot 

Bear Creek 
do..... 

Clifden 
Elk Creek 
Red Warrior Creek 

do 
do 

Volcano 
Tuba District 

1865 12

10 Do.
10 Steam Do.
20 ..do.. Do.
10 Do.
10 Do.

Boise county.

Raymonds 
Summit Flat 
Elkhoru 
Bibb, Jackson & Humason . 

Centerville 
Divide 
Elk Creek 
G« fc . f**m 1 

Do.
8 Do.
5 Water Do.

rimes s Creek . 8 I ..do.. Do.
Combs & Co 
Middletou 
Collins & Holliday. 
Cobden Mining Co 
Gates-... 
Van Wyck 
Langdou'B 

Lincoln 
Cogmos 
Martin & Co 

ne ar 
Morning Star 
New York & Oro Fino. 

Idaho City 
do 

Ice House Gulch 

10 Steam Do.
10 ..do.. Do.
12 . ..do .. Do.

Moore's Creek.. 
do 

10 

25 I .. do .. Do.
..do.. Do.

5 ..do .. Do.
Do.

Owyhce county.

Golden Creek. 20 Steam Do.
Jordan Creek. ID .. do .. Do.

New York &Owyhee.. 

do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 

Sinker Creek. 

20 ,. do .. Do.

do 

$40,000 5 ..do .. Do,
75,000 8 .do.. Do.

10 .do.. Do.
120,000 20 ..do.. Do.
100,000 1Q .U.do.. Do.
10,000 4 ..do .. Do.

10 Do.
10 Do.
5 Do,

34
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Water ditches, with the location, source of water, length, fyc., of each.

Placerville 
Upper Creek 
Wright's 

Miles in Name of ditch. Source of water.
length.

Boise county.
Aiderson 1 Alderson Cre<ek 3

annack . I Baunack Bar
ig Ditch 

Buena Vista | Buena Vista tsar 
6
3

Centerville 
Chrigta 
Deer Creek Ditck Company's I Deer Creek 

8

Goldatrup & Company's !. 9
Grimes Creek Grimes' Creek 13
More & Wilson's 1 More'a Creek . 7
Pine Creek j Pine Creek ... 5

9

PROSPECTING FOR MIKES.-All miners are prospectors to a certain extent, but
in- all mining communities on the Pacific slope there is a class whose solo busi-
ness is to prospect for new mines. y long experience these men acquire a
degree of skill that appears like instinct. As far as they can see a mountain they
can determine with great accuracy the probabilities of its containing metals of
value. If the hills are smooth and |he points are rounded off, placer gold may
be found, but not where the hills are bare rock with sharp angular projections.
If there is granite, slate, porphyry, or limestone, metalliferous veins may be found,
but if the rocks are volcanic it is useless to look for anything valuable where it
prevails exclusively. The color of the earth is also an important consideration;
over a metalliferous vein there is usually a strip of the earth, about the width
of the vein, different in color from the surrounding earth.

The outfit for either quartz or placer prospecting is the same, except a differ-
ence in tools. Sometimes a sin e man goes, but usually from 2 to 12 men go
in a company; the latter number only in a hostile Indian country.

Each man has a saddlehorse, and every two or three men a packhorse for tho
purpose of carrying their provisions, cooking utensils, mining tools, and blankets.
In very stormy weather a tout is sometimes added to tho outfit.

Cooking utensils consist of a camp kettle, coffee pot, frying p'an, tin cups, and
knives. The food is bacon, beans, self-rising flour, sugar, and coffee. These,
with a Colt's revolver, Henry rifle, or a double-barrelled shot-gun, constitute tho
armament.

A properly organized party will subsist for months at a time, and traverse a
country hundreds of miles in extent without fresh supplies.

For placer prospecting the tools are a pick, pan, shovel, and axe. For quartz
or vein prospecting, a palepick, (a pick at one end and a hammer at the other,)
shovel, horn spoon, iron mortar, magnet and eyeglass, a few vials of acids,
ammonia and solution of salt, and some mattrasses arid test tubes. When the
prospector can use the blowpipe he always carries it, with a few reagents. The
use of the pick and shovel is too well known to require description. Tho mor-
tar is used to reduce the rock or ore to a fine powder, which is worked in th
horn spoon to test it for gold. Very minute particles of gold can bo detected in
this manner, especially where a magnifying glass is used. Tho eyeglass is also
useful to examine pieces of rock.

If the rock is suspected to contain silver, it is heated in a fire to as high a
degree as the means in a wild country will admit, and if very rich the silver
melts and forms globules, which adhere to the rock when cold. This test
not very certain, as lead and antimony behave in tho same manner and are gen-
erally associated with silver, so that the presence of one is a strong indication
of the others. Another method is to pulverize a portion of the roek, boil it in
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a mattrass with nitric acid, and allow it to settle. To a portion of the clear
liquor in a test tube an equal portion of a strong solution of common salt is
added. If the rock contains silver not in the form of a chloride, a white precipi-
tate is thrown down, which an exposure to the light for a few hours changes to a
purple, and in process of time turns black. Other metals, as lead, antimony,
and zinc, form a white precipitate, but it does not change its color by exposure
to light. If the rock contains copper, a portion of the solution with twice the
amount of ammonia added turns a deep blue. By these means the presence of
gold, silver, copper, and lead can be determined, which, with tin and quicksil-
ver, constitute the list of valuable metals on the Pacific slope. The blowpipe,
with a delicate pair of scales and the requisite reagent, will determine any known
mineral, so that with some little experience any compound of the valuable metals
can be easily identified.

After a party in search of placer mines arrives in a district reported to be rich
and where the appearances are favorable, they select a camping ground near some
spring or stream of water where then* horses can get grass, and proceed to explore
the country. Smooth, well-rounded hills and beds of gravel, either near a stream
or on the side or top of a hill, are good indications; also quartz veins and boul-
ders. The dirt from the top of the earth is tried by washing in a pan. If. it
prospects well the discovery is made, but if it shows nothing, or too small an
amount to pay, a pit is sunk down until a change is observed in the color or
consistency of the gravel, or until the bed rock is reached. On the bars of
streams the sand and gravel near the surface are finer and lighter than further down,
the gold corresponding; the greatest deposit being on and in the bed rock near 

" "

its surface. In hill diggings sometimes for the depth of 70 feet the gold is found
about equally distributed the whole distance. If gold is found in sufficient
quantities a district is organized and a town springs up. But if after the sink-
ing of pits no satisfactory prospect is found, the party move on.

Prospectors often move too soon. When gold is found even in small amounts,
the pits ought to be sunk to the bed rock before it is abandoned. Frequently
a body of hard clay or cement is taken for the bed rock, not only in prospecting
but in working, as at Carpeutier's bar in Montana. Some skill is- required to
select the best place to sink a pit. In most gulches a skilful prospector can
select points in which if no gold is found it is almost certain that there is none
in it. The best points are where a ridge of rock extends across the channel of
the stream and where the gravel is shallow. If a place can be found where the
gravel and soil are not more than two feet deep and the bed rock is rough, and
on a thorough prospect entirely across the channel no gold is discovered, it is
exceedingly probable that none exists in that gulch, or at least near that portion
of it. In prospecting for bar claims the most favorable points are where the
stream now makes a bend where it formerly ran across. What are called " hrll«/
diggings" are beds of gravel deposited bv ancient streams when the generalC f *

level of the country was higher than at present. They are often found under
solidified streams of lava as under Table mountain in California.

Perseverance is a cardinal virtue in a prospector. Many mines are said to be
discovered by accident, as in Alder creek, where the prospectors sank a pit, but
the prospects appearing too small the party concluded to abandon it except one,
who said he would try ''one panful of dirt more." The result was the discov-

of the richest mines in Montana. At Florence, in Idaho, a man left in
ciimp while the rest of the party were away prospecting, saw some gravel on 

, _ _ *

the root of a tree in a swamp. Trying a panful he discovered what is known
as the Salmon Kiv«-r mines.

Skill and experience are absolutely essential in this branch of mining. Any
mountain not volcanic is liable to contain valuable metalliferous veins. They
aYe found in rough and high mountain cliffs, but apparently not as abundantly
as in those with smooth outlines. Quartz prospectors follow the foot of a moun-
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tain range and examine the sand and gravel in the beds of streams. These
beds are generally dry in summer, which renders examination comparatively
easy. If the gravel consists of granite, or slate with quartz pebbles, they fol-
low up the stream, breaking open every piece of quartz to see if it contains any-
thing valuable. As they ascend the quartz is more abundant and the pieces
become larger until reaching a certain point, where no more is found in the bed
of the stream. This shows that the vein is not above but in the sides of the
stream, which are now carefully examined.&* ""* ^* -v " 

The vein generally crops to the surface and is easily found. But when it is
covered with soil, trenches are run through it down to the bed rock, at right
angles to the supposed course of the vein. This is not done unless the quartz
fragments, called " float quartz," are rich in some valuable metal.

Often, though maiw veins are found in one locality, each sending down large
quantities of float quartz, perhaps only one of them has rich float. Here judg-
ment is required to distinguish between the different varieties of float quartz and
veins with quartz almost exactly alike. The skill of some prospectors is won-
derful in determining the existence and locality of small veins covered deep
under the soil, whose float quartz is nearly identical with that from a larger vein
close above it.

In California nearly all the gold-bearing veins are quartz, and the prospectors
hardly ever prospect for anything else; but gold is found in paying quantities in
slate, as at the Harpending mines, near Fulsom, and the Oro mine, in Bear val-
ley. In Colorado it is found in feldspar, as at the Gregory, Bates, and Bobtail j
and in Idaho in porphyry, as in the mountains west from Silver City.

GENERAL REMARKS ON PROVING AND WORKING MINES. - Vein mining for
the precious metals will be the principal source from which they will be obtained
in the future. The product of placer mines will grow less and finally cease,
but the product from vein mining will increase for an indefinite period. If the
miners on the Pacific slope could have the benefit of each other's experience,
how many millions it would save annually ! This not being possible without
the aid of a national school of mines, as recommended elsewhere in this report,
a few suggestions derived from experience concerning the opening and working
of mines may not be inappropriate in view of the undeveloped wealth of Idaho
and Montana. Rules of extensive application must be very general in their
character, and as the conditions under which each mine is worked necessaril
vary, no general rule will exactly apply to every particular case. General rules
guard against loss in mining, while particular rules increase the profits.* The
first quartz mining in California was by Mexicans in 1S49-?50. They intro-
duced the arrastra, and by carefully assorting the ores containing fine gold from
the surface, obtained by this slow method very satisfactory results. The Amer-
icans, seeing these results, put up large mills capable of crushing vast quanti-
ties, expecting to get profits in the ratio of the amount crushed. Not being
properly assorted, much of the rock which they crushed was nearly barren, and
their machinery, though very costly, failed to extract the gold which the ore
contained. Nearly all these enterprises resulted in a loss to the projectors, and
for a number of years quartz mining was in great disfavor in California. A few
miners continued to work and experiment until they were successful, and quartz
mining gradually increased in productiveness until it has become one of the
most important interests in the State.

An acquaintance with the general results collected and classified by geology must be our
first guide in the investigation of mines. This enables the observer to judge whether any
particular district should, from the nature and arrangement of its rocks, be susceptible of
including within its bosom beds of workable ores. It indicates, also, to a certain degree, ^^t.^^' * ^
what substances may probably be met within a given series of rocks, and what locality these k_ J *
substances will preferably affect. For want of a knowledge of these facts many persons 

" 1 V * * -^ v -

have gone blindly into-researches equally absurd and ruinous. (Ure's Dictionary.)
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The same changes were observed in the silver-bearing veins in Nevada. First,
a season of discovery and excitement, followed by wild speculation and extrav-
agant expenditure,- next a time of disappointment and distrust, and this by a
general season of prosperity and profit to all well-conducted enterprises. The
same changes are taking place in Colorado, Montana, and Idaho, with scarcely
any variations, except such as are induced by local causes. It is desirable to
know the causes that act injuriously in one locality, so that the}' can be avoided
in another. The conditions under which mines are worked are nearly similar
on the whole Pacific slope, and a mode of working that is very defective in one
locality must be objectionable in all others which it closely resembles, and a
mode of working that experience has proved to be best in a given district, with
slight modifications, will be adapted to other districts containing similar condi-
tions. These principles underlie all business transactions, and cannot be violated
with impunity. One of the fundamental errors in mining is to make a false esti-
mate of the value of the mine, the amount and richness of the ores, and the cost
of extracting them. The richest mining districts contain many veins that will
not pay to work, and great care is required to know whether a vein will pay for " *-t
working or not. Localitv is verv important: if a vein be situated in a
mining community where labor and materials are cheap and abundant, the cost 

* "» ^

of working will be greatly less than in new and unsettled districts, where the
pioneers must take all supplies with them, or where freights are high or wood
and water very scarce as in a sterile region. . In old and extensive mining districts
the cost of opening a mine, extracting the ore and reducing it, can be quite accu-
rately determined, and its value known by such extensive workings as admit of
no serious mistake, especially when it is known what varieties of ore can be profit-
ably reduced by the methods of reduction practised in the district. In new
districts, unless freights are very low, mines of gold and silver only will pay to
work, and they must be so rich and large that there is no question of the quantity
and quality of their ores. If a vein produces rich ore, the next point to ascertain is
its size, and what quantity of ore it will yield. First, thickness; if a vein is not
four inches or more in thickness its value is very doubtful, unless remarkably
rich. Very rarely a vein is discovered like the Oro, in Bear valley, Mariposa
county, California, which was not more than two inches thick, but paid wonder-
fully for a short time, and then gave out. No confidence can be placed in the
extent of such small veins, for the extent of a vein is usually in the ratio of its/ *

thickness. In working a vein the mirier must make an opening three feet wide
to allow room for working, and this space must be excavated whether it contains
ore or not. Veins are nearly always softer than their wall?, and can be exca-
vated for much less cost than the same amount of wall rock. In the three-feet

vein nothing but ore is taken out, but in a four-inch vein only one-ninth is ore,
and in the most favorable circumstances the ore from the small veins costs nine

times as much for mining as the larger, and owing to the hardness of the wall
rock, it may be 20 times more. A two-foet vein sometimes requires heavy tim-
bering1, but may be worked nearly as cheap as a three-feet one, for the worthless
rock that must be broken can be used to secure the mine instead of timber. This

is done in larger veins, as all contain barren portions which are used to support
the mine, and nothing requires more skill in mining than to leave the barren por-
tion, and excavate that which will pay. The shafts and drifts in a small vein must

mine, in Calaveras county, ('nlifornia. Here the workmen offered, after the mine
was opened, to deliver the ore at the mouth of the vein for 50 cents per ton.
This vein is fromi 70 to 80 feet thick, and well opened. The thickness of a vein
cannot be known until it has been opened to a considerable depth, and traced
on the Burface for the length of the claim, or as far as it can be followed.
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Tracing on the surface Is more cheaply done than sinking, and more likely to
intersect any "chimne}^s" of ore that may exist in the veins. Extent at the
surface is commonly in ratio of depth. Where veins come to an end they usually
split into a number of small seams, which disappear as they are followed, but
when only one seam is found the vein generally continues. It is important to
know the character of the vein, whether it is regular or irregular in size and / o o

richness, whether it is full of "horns" or afflicted with "faults." Generally the
greater portion of the ore is found in what are called ''chimneys7' or "chutes,"
as in the Comstock, which is rich for some hundreds of feet in length, and then
for as great or greater distance is barren. Chimneys seldom descend at right

to the strike of the vein, but dip lengthwise in it, and sometimes leave / 1 ~ /

one claim and extend into another. In estimating the amount of vein stuff in a
vein, it is safe to allow 14 cubic feet to the ton, as it is found in the vein; this
is more than the formula in the books allows, but it works well in practice. Thus,
if a vein is traced for 1.000 feet, and shows an average thickness of one foot, / 9 <J /
1,000 feet deep will give 70,000 tons of vein stuff. Few veins of this size pay
to follow so deep, and one-half of this amount of vein-stuff or 35,000 tons is all
that can be relied on. These calculations in veins that are opened are of great
value in estimating the available ore on hand, but in unopened mines they only

a vas;ue idea of what miffht be in them under the most favorable circum- O *!->

stances. In former times, 2,000 feet was about the working depth of the best
mines; but in the future, owing to improved methods of working, the same class
of mines will be worked to a greater depth. Some veins get thicker as they
are followed down; others get thinner and finally disappear. Generally they
are more liable to decrease than to increase in value. The improvements of the
present time in mining machinery render the working of a mine much more rapid
than formerly, and as much ore can be taken from a mine in 20 years as in 300 "/ / *

when the ore was carried on the backs of men up rude ladders out of the mine.
By this rapid method mines can be worked at much less cost than when the
work is done very slowly; thus a mine that contains 400,000 tons of ore, at 100
tons per day, will be exhausted in about 15 years, but at 8 or 10 tons per day it
will require 150 years, and the cost of keeping the water out and repairing the
timbering in the shafts and drifts would give a good profit on any moderate sized
mining enterprise. Neither could the ancient miners extract such vast masses of
ore as are taken out of the Comstock, without leaving a large portion in the form
of pillars to support the walls. Probably no mine was ever worked under the
same difficulties as rapidly and efficiently as the Comstock. The great loss has
been in the treatment of the ores. If a vein is in a favorable locality for work-
ing, has ore of sufficient richness to pay when worked in quantity, has the proper
thickness, and is traced on the surface the requisite distance, is opened in depth
so as to show a body of ore, and has the same strike, dip, and general appear-
ance of other good veins in that immediate vicinity, and is in range of a good
mine, there can be little doubt of its value.

PRODUCT OF IDAHO.-One of the difficulties attending the collection of relia-
ble statistics on subjects connected with the value and yield of mines, is the
proneness of interested parties to furnish exaggerated data for speculative pur-
poses. With the most earnest desire to do justice to individuals and companies
whose labor and capital are invested in mining enterprises, it is extremely diffi-
cult to avoid doing injustice to the public. No government agent can determine
with certainty how far the figures furnished by the superintendents and subordi-
nate officers are to be relied upon; and it is impossible to verify statements
involving detailed operations and results which have taken place beyond the
limits of personal knowledge. Thus, the report of the New York and Owyhee
Company for March, 1867, shows a very favorable condition of things at the
Poorman. A letter from New York, dated in October and published in a late
number of the, Oregonian, says: " New York and Owyhee Companies' stock,
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which, soon nftefthe purchase from Bradford last spring of the confl
ests in the P v rated SO dol 7

has f< he past three weeks been g I 1
d to-day \ve have h eard ft'ered t 10 cents. How longo

P v afford to pay 835,000 per annum in salaries to a f< d emi)l
at this rate ? Or are some few of the large stockholders and knowing ones trv -

freezing-ont process ? These are samples of the general condition of Idaho rn
in h \v disce The correspond ie Ores'

f thing Yuba and Atlanta di
It is quite possib" prejudice or personal interest in tl
Various causes already referred > have retarded the deve f the Yul
and Atlanta mim d ter credit should be attached to tl
of an anonymous 1* f parties known to b
ested. The ricln f the Poorman mine has been well established; w: h

judiciously managed, the stockholder:
determine for hemsel These c< in"1 statements are referred to fi h

purpose of si ilifficult it is to avoid error. Probably the b
f the yield f the Idaho mines in the a<r2fre<rate is to be four mnd hV__y C^ *- ,J

ments furnished by the agent of Wells, Fargo & Co. at Portland, a h ffioe
at San Francisco. From this source it appears that the shipments to San Fra
eisco of gold and silver bullion received fr >m Idaho, and inclusive of the receij
from the John Dav, P der river, and Washington Territory placers borderi; C7

on the Columbia, were as follows during he past f< years, viz:

1864. 1865. 1866. 1867.

Shipments 
Add 10 per cent., the amount estimated to be shipped by 

$5,814,000 $5, 443, 000 $4,842, 036

other parties, and 10 per cent., the probable amount 
carried by private hands 

$6JK>3,000 

1,086 600 968,406

7, 467, 600 6,976, 800 6. 529, 600 5,810,442
Deduct for Oregon and Washington, one-fifth 1,493, 5-20 1,395, 360 1, 305, 920 1,16-2, 088

ff^f^ff ^^fc^^^^^- ^^^^">-v

5, 974, 080. 5,581,440 5,223, 680 4, 64S, 354
Add for amounts probably taken out of Idaho by express 

through Nevada and by private hands 

Total 

1, 244, 600 1,162,800

500, 000 1, 000,000 2, 800, 000 1,352, 000

6, 474, C80 6, 581, 440 8, 023, 680 6, COO, 354

It is not pretended that these statements and estimates are entirely reliable,
but they are certainly worthy of greater credence than unsupported individual
assertions. The allowances made for shipments by way of the Hill Beachy
route through Nevada are deemed aml sufficient, taking into view that very
little treasure was shipped out of Idaho, except by the way of Portland, until
the past year, owing to Indian depredations. Many believe that the miners cam-- _ _ f ̂ _ _ ^« ^f ^f

out or the 1 emtory more of the precious metal*2 than is taken by the express
compamc !. If this be the case what becomes of the treasure ? The same belief
is entertained in reference to the product of Montana, Where does the alleged * ^_ j
840,000,000 produced by Idaho and Montana go to'? The report of the Director
«if the Mint shows that the total deposits of gold and silver of domestic produc-
tion from all sources during the iiscal year ending June 30, 1867, were as fol-
lows : gold,$30,805,748 54 j silver, 81,056,680 39 ; total, 831,862,429 93. The
amount of bullion exported from San Francisco to foreign ports during the year
ending December 31,1867, was $18,320,818 71; to New York, $23,355,903 45;
foreign and domestic, 841,676,722 16 ; add estimated home shipments by United
States assistant treasurer, *r>,000,000 ; total, $47,676,722 16. The total amount
of bullion upon which the internal revenue tax was collected, as stated by the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, during the calendar year ending December 
^^^^_ J_l d^^^^H_l ^^^-^^^-

31, 1867, was $58,175,047.
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If we allow the product of Idaho and Montana to be, as claimed by many,
$20,000,000 each, what becomes of the $25,000,000 of gold produced by Cali-
fornia and the $20,000,000 of gold and silver produced by Nevada, for nea
all of which we have the direct returns of the express companies ?

I am inclined to the opinion that the product of Idaho for 1867 is but little
if at all over the amount stated in the table above given; but to guard against
injustice a small percentage is added, making the total product $6,500,000. The
yield of Montana for 1867 is estimated to be $12,000,000, and it is confidently
believed this is not below the actual amount produced. If we once open the " " ^-

way to conjecture by accepting the statement that the miners carry away more
treasure in their pockets than the express companies cany in their boxes, by
what means are we to arrive at the amount, or at what point is the limit to be
fixed f In the absence of proof to the contrary it is reasonable to suppose that
the danger of robbery is too great to justify the practice among miners, as a
general rule, of incurring such extraordinary risks to evade the payment of ordi-
nary express charges which secure their earnings from the chances of loss. Small
amounts doubtless are earned out in the pockets of individual miners j but none
of the leading companies working on any considerable scale are apt to incur such
risks. It is more than probable that the amount supposed to swell the aggre-
gate production in this way is greatly exaggerated. On the other hand it is the
interest of the express agents to magnify the dangers of robbery, and encourage
the belief that prudential considerations are hi their favor, and all legitimate
business is earned through their hands. Between the efforts of the company to
monopolize the carrying business, and the. indisposition of the miners to incur
expense when it can be avoided, it is difficult to arrive at an equitable conclu-
sion. The estimates, therefore, may be far from the truth, but we must rely
upon the only available data in preference to mere conjecture. When it comes
to a test of the proportion derived from each mine, the statistician is utterly
without data, except such as he can obtain from the officers of the company.
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WASHINGTON TERRITORY.

SECTION I.

GEOGRAPHICAL MEMOIR.m

Until tlie recent valuable and important acquisition of Russian America, Wash-
ington Territory was the extreme northwestern division of the United States.^

The Columbia river, to its intersection by the 46th parallel north, and that paral-
lel continued eastward to its intersection of the Snake river, mark the southern
boundary and separate it from the State of Oregon. The Snake river to its
confluence with the Clearwater, (Kooskooskie.) and a line due north from the
mouth of the latter river to the 49th parallel, bound it on tlie east and sepa-
rate it from Idaho. The north and northwest boundaries are defined bv the

Treaty of Limits between the United States and Great Britain, (June 15, 18-46,)
and are " westward alon the said 49th parallel of north latitude to the middle
of the channel * which separates the continent from Vancouver Island, and thence
southerly through the middle of the said channel and of Fuca's straits to the9f O

Pacific ocean.77 On its west is the Pacific. Its area closely approximates to
70,000 square miles.

The special natural features of the Territory, common to it as a whole, are the L »/ 7 7

Cascade range of mountains, and the great river of the West, the Columbia,
which, first traversing its whole breadth and setting off nearly a third of its area,
forms a southern boundary and drains the remaining two-thirds of the Territory.

THE CASCADE MOUNTAINS. - The continuous range of mountains known as
the Sierra Nevada in California, bears the name of Cascade range through
Oregon, Washington, and British Columbia. The name originates from the
numerous beautiful cascades which pour from every crevice, at every height, and
sometimes even from the top of the steep bluff sides of the gorge in these moun-
tains through which the mighty Columbia forces its way to pour its volume of
water into the Pacific ocean. With the exception of the lofty snow-peaks,
Ilanier, St. Helen's, Baker, and Adams, but few points in this Territory attain
an elevation above the snow-line, about 5,000 feet. Estimates have been made
of the altitude of several of these peaks, but they have either diminished in
height or else were over measured. The humiliation of the loftv Mount Hoodm

by barometric measurement to two-thirds of its former accredited proud altitude,
discourages the assertion of claim for the majestic Ranier, and estimated alti-
tudes are omitted.

The range as it passes through this Territory bears slightly northwest and
southeast. Several rivers passing through or taking their rise in these moun-
tains afford eligible passes for the construction of roads. Amon^ these mav bet " O *

named the Skagit River pass, Cudy's pass, or that following the Skywamish, the
northern confluent of the Snohomiah river; the Snoqualmie pass, or that follow-
ing the river of that name; Cedar River, or Yakima pass, long improperly called
Snoqualmie pass ; the Xachess puss, the Nisqually, and the Cowlitz passes. The
exploration of several of these passes is now in progress, (fall, 1867,) under the

*Two channels, the Canal de Ilaro and Rosario straits, between which are the islands of
San Juan and the Archipelago de Ilaro, separate the continent from Vancouver island. The
former is the boldest and most direct, and secures what the treaty evidently intended: instead
of running the 4!Jth parallel west to the ocean, which would have given the south end of
Vancouver island to the United States, the latter yielded the whole islaau to Great Britain,
with the free navigation of the straits and channel. The sovereignty of San Juan and the
islands of the Archipelago are in dispute; the boundary and area of Washington Territory
are ia doubt. San Juan island is garrisoned by troops of both nations, their police jurisdic-
tion extending midway between the two camps. The laws of the Territory for the time being
are suspended in the islands west of Kusario straits.
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auspices of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company. The work has 1
d to the efficient management of General James Tilton, civil �._ �d3 / ^7

formerly surveyor general of the Territory* and a report of the results will 1
ibmitted to C 8.) Asaceu

mental m « factory demonstration of the eligibility of
these passes as lines of communication, it is useless to anticipate authentic rep
by approximate estimates. It is proper, however, to add that in 1854 a con-
gressional appropriation of $20,000 was expended on a road from Wai
Fort Steilacoom via the Nachess pass, and that quite an em
that fall, with wagons. The Indian war commencing the fall of the subseqi
ear, the road was but little used. Much fallen timber is now an obstructio

its travel, and the freshets of some of the mountain streams have seriously d
the portions of road on the banks of

Quite an appropriation would be required to make this a feasible road. The alti
e of the Snoqualmic pass is 3,130 feet. The ascent upon the western slop

gradual to within three miles of the summit, when the rise is sudden and
it being nearly 900 feet in the last three miles. It is pronounced an admirable
pass for a wagon road, but for railroad purposes tunnelling would be necessary.

f King county, with commendable enterprise, have opened a wagon
road from Seattle to the Yakima valley. A small appropriation by Congress,
judiciously expended, would make this road a great and practicable thoroughfare
connecting Puget sound with the upper Columbia basin, Idaho and Montana
Territories. Parties who have explored Cady's pass and the Cowlitz pass* pro-
nounce them entirely free from any great difficulty, and requiring but little

pense and labor, comparatively to secure good mountain roads. In all of
passes the approaches arc reported as of gradual ascent, and the altitudes of th
summits much lower than the surrounding hills. o

THE COLUMBIA EIVER, which forms so largre a portion of the south bound

he Territory, and then traverses its whole breadth from south to north, form
main artery for travel and transportation from the coast to the great interior,

n the present undeveloped state of roads via the Cascade mountains, aff<
the channel of communication » habitants separated by that moun-

in chain. It rises in the rle 50° 20; north, flows
"ly as high as 52° 10', receiving Canoe river, which has its source jus

. .lie 53d degree. The Columbia then deflects sharply to the southward
pan ding in 51° north into a chain of small lakes, receiving th

Kootenai in 49° 30'. Just under the 49th parallel the Pen d'Oreille, the g
hfork,(Clarl e's,) pours its waters into it; then flowing southward, the Spol

river empties into it, and it turns almost due west, the Okinakane fl
from the north. Still bending slightly south of west, several tributaries from
he Cascade mountains, the principal of which are the Methow, Chelan, Enteatl

d Weriachee, contribute their waters, when it turns southeastward!};
lie Yakima, and then joins with its great southern (Lewis) fork, now called
Snake river. Flowing then almost due south a short d
the Walla- Walla river, it turns abruptl to the west and with a enerall

.y course flows into Pacific ocean, its volume still increasing f:
from the south, and some on the Washington side. The southernmost tributary
of its most important confluent, the Snake river, has its rise as low as latitude

* Since the preparation of the above, the party engaged in the exploration of the Cowlitz,
or Nisqually pass, have returned. This pass lies between and connects the headwaters of
the Nisqually and Nachess rivers, which flow in opposite directions from the immediate
south base of Mount Ranier. The altitude of the summit will slightly exceed 3,000 feet.
By a line of levels run by said party this pass can be surmounted by a grade of 05 feet per
mile, ascending from the west, and a descending grade of 45 feet on the eastern slope. From
the character of the country, the western ascent can be so distributed that in 56 miles of road

grade not to exceed 50 feet per mile can be secured. The direct line to the summit, after^^^^^ _"_ ^^
leaving the headwaters of the Cowlitz river, is but 16 or 18 miles.
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41° north. The easternmost sources of the two main forks are in close proximity
to the headwaters of the Missouri, as far east as longitude 111° west of Green-
wich. Its mouth is in 124° west longitude. Thus it will be seen that this vast
river and its tributaries water and permeate a region embracing 12 degrees of
latitude by 13 degrees of longitude. Its great importance must be conceded,
when the statement is made that a land portage of only 450 miles is required to
connect the navigable waters of the Missouri and Columbia rivers. O

NAVIGABILITY OF THE COLUMBIA.-From the mouth of the river to the lower

Cascades, 160 miles, no obstructions occur to navigation. Sea steamers of heavyf r ^ ^^

draught constantly go to Vancouver, 115 miles from the mouth. By a portage at
the Cascades (the railroad is six miles in length) navigation is open to the Dalles,
(205 miles from ocean.) Several miles of portage are here required to avoid
rapids and falls,* when good navigation is again secured to Priest's rapids, (335
miles from ocean.) Three miles of portage avoids the difficulties at Priest's
rapids, when a stretch of good navigable water is secured to Buckland's rapids,
(451 miles from ocean.) At the mouth of Methow another interruption occurs,
after which the navigation is practicable-to Kettle falls, a distance from the
mouth of 725 miles. At high stages of water, say between May 10 and July
15, steamboats can ascend from the portage above the Dalles to Kettle falls.
The big bend in the Columbia, however, extends the distance so greatly, that
White Bluffs, or a point even east of that, must be practically regarded as the
head of navigation. A road from such point nearly due north "would again strikeO f i v O

the river near the 49(h parallel, and the river again could be navigated for a
distance of over 150 miles, into the very heart of the richest mining regions of
British Columbia". Again, connecting by road the mouth of the Walla-Wall
river with the mouth of the Powder river, (a tributary of the Snake,) a reach of
over 100 miles in Snake river is navigable for steamers.

NATURAL DIVISIONS OF WASHINGTON TERRITORY.-The Cascade moun-

tains, varying but little from a north and south course, traverse the Territory at ' «/ O / *f

an average distance from the Pacific coast of little over two degrees of longi-O O O

tude, separating the Puget Sound basin and the region watered by the lower
Columbia and its northern tributaries from the basin of the Columbia river. The

portion east of the Cascades is not very unequally divided by the Columbia river.
Three natural divisions are thus constituted. Western Washington finds its
svnonvm in the Pumjt sound country. Central Washington has attained the "/ */ O y O

rmine of the Yakima Valley. Eastern Washington is variously termed the Upper
Country, sometimes the Walla-Walla Valley, and Spokane Plains j frequently
"Colville" is made to embrace a large section of country.f

WESTERN WASHINGTON includes the Puget Sound basin, the valley of the *-. «/

Chehalis, the basin of Shoal water bay, and the country drained by the lower
Columbia and its northern tributaries, the principal of which is the Cowlitz.
Ridges, spurs of the Cascade and Coast ranges of mountains, clearly demarcate
these several sub-divisions, and a diversity of soil, products, and geological con-
formation ascribe distinctive features to each.

And first of the great inland sea, Puget sound, which, though properly the
smallest sub-division of these waters, has become the general cognomen of that
vast ramification of waters to which have been given, by illustrious navigators,
the names of Strait of Juan de Fuca, Admiralty inlet, Hood's canal, and Puget
sound, together with the almost innumerable* bays, harbors, and inlets, each
enjoying a separate name, and many of which would afford commodious and
adequate harbor for the combined navies of the world. Admiral Charles Wilkis,

-

* The Oregon Steam Navigation Company have in su ccessful operation a railroad from
Dal illes to Celilo, 15 miles in length, avoiding the rapids an g the rapids and falls, though a much less porta 

* i

if broken, was requisite.

t See Navigable Rivers of Oregon.
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(then lieutenant United States navy,) in 1841, in the valuable narrative of the
United States Exploring Expedition, of which he was commander, after a minute
description of these waters, thus sums up:

Nothing can exceed the beauty of these waters and their safety. Not a shoal exists within
the Straits of Juan de Fuca, Admiralty inlet, or Hood's canal, that can in any way interrupt
their navigation by a 74-gun ship. I venture nothing in saying there is no country in the

that possesses waters equal to these. They cover an area of about 2,000 square miles.
The shores of all these inlets and bays are remark ably bold ; so much so that in many places
a ship's side would strike the shore before the keel would touch the ground. The country
by which these waters are surrounded is remarkably salubrious, and offers every advantage
for the accommodation of a vast commercial and military marine, with convenience for docks,
and a great many sites for towns and cities ; at all times well supplied with water, and
capable of being provided with everything by the surrounding country, which is well adapted
for agriculture.

The Straits of Juan de Fuca are 95 miles in length, and have an average width of 11
miles. At the entrance (eight miles in width) no danger exists, and it may be safely navi-

ated throughout. No part of the world affords finer inland sounds, or a greater number of
arbors, than are found within the Straits of Juan de Fuca, capable of receiving the largest

class of vessels, and without a danger in them which is not visible. From the rise and fall
of the tides (18 feet) every facility is offered for the erection of works for a great maritim
nation. The country also affords as many sites for water-power as any other.

To furnish a better idea of these waters, and their extent, we append a tabular
statement of the shore line, prepared by James S. Lawson, esq.? the efficient
assistant of the United States Coast Survey, now employed in making a survey
thereof:

Shore-line of the S f Juan de Fuca, Admiral l Puget sound, Hoo
l, 4 Washing y

I. STRAITS OF JUAN DE FUCA. III. ADMIRALTY INLET.

From Cape Flattery to Pt. Partridge, 
Pt. Wilson 

Miles. 

161

II. ROSARIO STRAITS, CANAL DE HARO;
GULF OF GEORGIA, ETC. 

Pt. Defiance to Possession sound 

Possession sound to Pt. Partridge 
~ lake island 

W ^^* ^-» ^k_^t^B ^B^B-M ^l^f- *^ I V4h

son to Puget sound.)
Miles.
67.5
34.5

4 0

Gig Harbor to Foul weather Bluff.... 102.0
East side of Whidby's island 79. 0 ainbridge island 31.0West side of Whidby's island, Pt. Par- Port Ludlow to Pt. Wilson 48. 0

tridge to Deception Pass 14.0 Vashon island 47. 0
McDonough's island 41.0 ^^f
Main shore, Pt. Gardner to 49th parallel ] 28. 5 ^^^^* A 334.0
Fidalgo island 56.0
Allan's and Barrow's islands 7.5
Gueme's island 16.5 IV. PUGET SOUND.

islands 
Vendovia & Jack's 

26.0 (Commencing at line joining Pt. Defiance and
Lummi and Eliza islands 25. 0 Gig Harbor-embracing all south.)
Lopez island 
Decatur island 
James1 island 

lakely island 
Frost island 
San Juan island 

34.5 M -^^-^r «" ^^^^^^ f^^ ^^^^» ^ar- " ^^» ̂ ^» """ -» "-^^ ^^ i " ̂^ ^"-^ "
11.0
4.5 M 

Olympia 
ain shore, west sic

9.5 Olyrnpia 

49.0

1.5
40.0

Shaw's island 13. 0
Obstruction island 2.7
Orcas island 57. 0
Jones' island 3.8

Henry island 5.8
Speeden island - 5.7
John's island 4.0
Stuart's island 6. 0 

Hope island 

Herron island 
Stretch 
Anderson 

cNeil 
Kitson 
Fox island 
Allshouse island 

168.0 

Day's island 1.3
1.3

10.5
3.0
4.0

15.5
10.4
3.0

11.5
2.5

Waldron island 8. 5
Various small islands 26. 0 '280. 0

627.0
V. HOOD'S CANAL . . .. 192.0
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RECAPITULATION.

I. Straits of Juan de Fuca 161.0
II. Rosario straits, Canal de Haro, Gulf of Georgia, &c 627.0

III. Admiralty inlet 
"280. 0 

, 334.0

IV. Puget sound 
V. Hood'scanal , 192.0

Total shore line 1,594.0

AYS A:NT> HARBORS.-Neah bay is just inside of Cape Flattery, a harbor
affording partial shelter for vessels. The anchorage is good, but there is no pro-
tection from northwest winds. It is a mere indentation of the coast, and was

called by the early fur traders Poverty Cove. It is now universally called by
its original Indian name. About 25 miles east of Cape Flatter}* is Callam bay,
where a California company is now engaged in taking out coal. Port Angeles,
farther east, was the site for a while of the custom-house of this district; an admi-
rable harbor after a vessel got into it, and difficult to leave without wind, tide,
and other favorable circumstances. It lies immediately opposite to Victoria, and
not very distant from the entrance of the strait-two circumstances supposed to
control the location of custom-houses, regardless entirely of the interests of ship-
ping. A small town grew up there, but it has not improved much since the cus-
tom-honse was retransferred to its former location at Port Townsend. "

Port Discovery. Port Townsend, Port Ludlow. Port Madison, Port Gamble,y / / / /

Port Blakely, I) \vamish or Elliott's bay, Bellingham bay, and many others,
each worthy of distinct notice, having become the sites of flourishing towns, exten-
sive milling or mining operations, and as such, so many centres of population,
must be referred to hereafter in the recital of the material resources of the Ter-

ritory, and the chronicle of the progress of settlement-a progress enhanced in
many instances by natural advantages. * * o

The Straits of Juan de Fuca terminate at Point Wilson and Point Partridge.o

Admiralty inlet lies between the strait and Puget sound, and is separated from
the latter bv the narrows, a mile in width and about four and a half miles long,* ^

on both sides of which are high perpendicular bluffs, the northeast terminus of
which is called Point Defiance, which has been reserved for fortifications. In
the narrows the tide runs with great velocity, and a reference to the map exhib-
iting this narrow channel or dalles through which this vast body of water flows
and renows twice eveiy 24 hours, will readily account for that fact. -I /I "

RIVERS EMPTYING IXTO PUGET SOUND.-Adopting the vernacular of the
country, and ascribing the name Puget sound to this Mediterranean of the north *" / t <_

Pacific, we will commence on the east shore, at the northern boundary, and follow
round.

The Lummi river rises in the Cascade range, northeast of Mount Baker, and
flowing in a southwest direction receives the Nook-sack from the southeast, and
empties into Bellingham bay. It is a large, deep and rapid river. Much excel-j 

" * T^ 1 T " 1 -i T " 1 -i ^ »-%" ^ * i 1

lent agricultural and grazing lands border both of these streams, and settlements
to a very limited extent have been commenced. On these streams the color can
be obtained anywhere, but at the head waters of the Nook-sack coarse gold has
been found, some specimens being nearly as large as a pea. The dense under-
growth in the river bottoms, but more probably the disgust following the Frazer
river excitement, has created that aath amon the citizens of Whatcom which
has heretofore prevented a thorough prospect from being made.

The small river or creek, Whatcom, gives name to the town through which it
passes. It affords excellent water power, and at its mouth is located the saw-mill
of Mr. Henry Reeder, now a member of the legislative assembly from that county.

Next south is the Swmamish, rising in the Cascades and emptying into Belling-L _ * *^^J ^F 
__

ham bay. The Swinamish is more properly a pass connecting two parts of the
channel. Next south is the Skasnt river, rising in the Cascade range, north ofvJ / £5 ^ '
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he 49th parallel, and emptying into Port Susan by several mouths. For som
six miles its navigation is obstructed by large drifts of logs, the collection of

ars, above which it can be navigated some 50 miles. The valley of the Skagit /
Iready b I rich agricultural lands. A few
rs have already taken claims. The timber consists of cedar, spruce, fir,

&c., upon the uplands, and alder, maple, and cottonwood in the bottoms. With
.ittle expense the drifts at its mouth could be removed, and a fine valley extend-
ing some 60 miles into the interior, affording excellent farms for many
be opened to settlement.

The Stit-a-quarnish also empties into Port Susan. The timber which skirt
banks is very valuable. Traces indicate the presence of extensive coal bed

bout 20 miles from its mouth. No attempt, however, has vet been mad
to develop them. The mouth of this river is obstructed with timber drif

h removed, navigation for scows, rafts, or boats of light draught could b
red for 25 miles. One or two inconsiderable streams flow southeast into th

sound, when we come to the Snohornish, which empties abreast the south end
of Whidby's island. About 18 miles from its mouth it divides into two confluent
streams, the north being called the Sky-wamish, and the south fork the Sno-
qualinie. At the mouth of the Snohomish are extensive cranberry marsl
Like most of the rivers emptying into the sound, tide flats stretch for considerable
distance across the mouth of the stream, permeated by numerous channels. A
high water there is no difficulty of entrance, but when the tide is out the ch
must be strictly followed. After entering the river the banks become higher.** -^ m-m-*
During the annual freshet its highest banks, are subject to overflow. The aver-
age width of this stream is about 90 yards, with tolerable deep water. O

d both of its confluents there is a large quantity of first-rate agri
land. An intellig

There are in some places large tracts of land, with scarcely a stick of timber standing,
possess ing a soil as rich as any farmer could desire, while the rich bottom lands, covered
with a light growth of vine maple aud alder, appear to say, <4come and till me, and you
shall be well rewarded.'1 In fact, I have no hesitation in saying that the country watered
by the Snohomish and Snoqualmie will at no distant day be thickly settled by those who
will reap a rich reward for their labor.

The Snohomish and Snoqualmie are navigable for steamers of light draught
at all stages of water to within a few miles of the falls on the latter river. The
falls of Snoqualmie are about 35 miles from the confluence of that river with
the Snohomish. At the lowest stage of water the width of the falls will hardly
exceed 10 yards, but when the river is full it amplifies to about 75 yards. By
recent measurement of General Tilton, chief engineer Pacific division Northern
Pacific railroad, the perpendicular descent is 270 feet. Beyond the falls are
several rich prairies of considerable extent. Following the headwaters of this
interesting river, we approach the Snoqualmie pass. Following the north con-
fluent of the Snohomish, (the Skywamish,) we find Cady's pass, pronounced by
several explorers equal in all respects to its neighbor, the Snoqualmie pass.

The next river of note is the Dwamish, entering the bay of that name,
(sometimes called Elliott's bay,) on which the flourishing town of Seattle is
located. The Dwamish has two principal confluents, White and Green rivers,
both of which have historic importance from being the headquarters of the hos-
tile bands of Indians in the war of 1855-756. The flourishing settlement upon
the former was for a time wiped out after the horrible massacre of October 28,
1855, in which 11 unoffending white settlers, men, women, and children, were
surprised at early dawn, murdered, and their bodies shockingly mutilated. The
savages carried off such property as was valuable, and then wantonly burned
the remainder, together with the dwellings. Some of the bodies were burned,
and others were thrown into the wells.

Lake Dwamish, or Lake Washington, lies back of the town of Seattle. Its
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outlet, about four and a half miles long, called Black river, empties into the
Dwamish river. Black river, about half a mile from the lake, receives the
waters of Cedar river, which takes its rise in the Cascade mountains, a short
distance south of the headwaters of the Snoqualmie. The Cedar River pass, now
called the Yakiina pass, was long confounded with the Sno.qualmie pass, (from
which it-is between five and seven miles distant,) from the fact that it was tra-
versed by Snoqualmie Indians. Following the north tributaries of the While
river to their source, a short distance brings us to the headwaters of the Na-
chess, a tributary of the Yakima. The valleys of these two streams are the
depression to which the name of Xachess pass has been given, over which the
military road was constructed by Lieutenant Richard Arnold, United States
army, from Fort Walla-Walla to Fort Steilacoom. An extensive and rich agri-
cultural region is found in the valleys of all these rivers, and is fast filling with
settlers. Inland navigation to the extent of 30 miles is afforded by the Dwam-
ish and White rivers, the tide extending up the former some 14 miles. On the
Black river a vein of coal was opened and worked by the late Dr. Bigelow, and
a cargo shipped to San Francisco as early as 1854.

The Puyallup river rises north of Mount Ranier, runs northeasterly, and
empties into Commencement, bav. It is a fine stream, and bv the removal offt/ %I

two or three drifts would be rendered navigable for vessels of light draught to the
mouth of the Stuck, which empties into it. At its mouth (Commencement bay)
there is an excellent harbor, where shipping can load with hay, produce, or lum-
ber. The valleys of the Puyallup and Stuck afford a large quantity of good
agricultural land. The soil in the river bottoms is generally very good, much
of it first rate. There is considerable prairie in the vicinity, but mostly occupied
by settlers. The bottoms are thinly timbered with maple, ash, balm, willow,

., and easily cleared. These lands yield heavy crops of wheat, barley, oats,
and even corn has succeeded well. Vegetables attain an enormous size. The
highlands are generally rolling and well adapted to cultivation. The several
tributaries of the Puyallup supply a considerable amount of excellent water-
power. Although this valley is covered by the claim of the Pnget Sound Agri-
cultural Company, that circumstance has not deterred American settlers from
occupying and improving it.

The Nigqually river rises south of Mount Ranier, and at its mouth is the site*

of Fort Nisqually, a post of the Hudson Bay Company. That company, under
the treaty-recognized alias of Puget Sound Agricultural Company, claim along
the shores of I3uget sound from Nisqually river to Puyallup river, back to the
Cascade mountains, amounting to 261 square miles, or 167,040 acres. The
prairies in the vicinity are called the Nisqually plains, supposed by many to be
valuable for pasturage. The best portions have been taken as claims by Amer-
ican settlers, who have no very high opinion of a corporation without a charter,
or a claim to land based upon neither occupancy, purchase, nor possession, except
in the few spots dotted here and there formerly occupied by their herdsmen or
farmers, where but little improvement or cultivation has been attempted. In
fact, but a trifling portion was ever used, even as a range for cattle, horses, and
sheep. It is well worthy of remark that just before the treaty of June 15, iS46,
Oregon then being jointly occupied, under the treaty of 1827, by American set-
tlers and the numerous establishments of the Hudson's Bay Company, the offi-
cers of the latter consented to co-operate with the former iii the support of the
provisional government of Oregon, provided the company could be secured in
their occupancy of lands at their several posts. To effect this, a section called
the ̂ partnership section" was incorporated into the land law and made a part
of the n impact or constitution. This compact was ratified by the residents of
Oregon (British and American) July 5,1845. Under its provisions the company
recorded their claim at Nisqually as containing 17 sections, or 10,880 acres.
And yet under the treaty, ratified within a few months of the time at which they
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themselves designated the extent of that tract, they now assert a claim to having
occupied 167,040 acres.

Next is the Des Chutes river, which empties into Budd's inlet, the extreme
head of Puget sound, about two miles from Olympia, the capital of the Terri-
tory. Its mouth, named Tumwater, is not only notable for its extensive and
valuable water-power, but also from the fact that here Colonel M. T. Simmons,
the pioneer American settler north of the Columbia river, located his claim in the
fall of 1845.

Several small streams empty into the west side of the sound, but the first
river to be mentioned is the Skokomish, which empties into the elbow of Hood's
canal, 28 miles northwest of Olympia. This river is formed by twTo confluents
called the North and South forks, taking their rise in the Coast range of moun-
tains and coming together about 10 miles from the mouth of the main river.
Upon removing the customary obstruction of collected driftwood, the main stream
is navigable its entire length. The Skokomish valley varies from one to three
miles in width, with a soil equal to the best bottom land in the western States,
The growth in the bottoms consists of alder and vine maple. Union City has been
started near the mouth, and several claims have been taken. A great quantity
of very desirable land is still vacant. Information derived from surveying par-
ties justifies the statement that the land upon the forks is similar to that upon
the river. The average yield to the acre in this valley is as follows: Potatoes,
600 bushels ; wheat, 40 bushels j peas, 60 bushels5 timothy hay, five tons,- oats,
70 bushels. ,

Into Hood's canal, at different points, from 5 to 30 miles below the mouth of
the Skokomish, several streams empty, the valleys of which are marked by the
same general features as that of the Skokomish. The good lands are not, how-
ever, in such extensive bodies as to invite large settlement.

Along the southern shore of the strait of Fuca several streams empty, which
take their rise in the Coast range of mountains. The principal of these are the *"-' * "
Dunffeness and Elwha, the vallevs of both of which are fine agricultural lands, o / * o

The former is fully settled, and several farms have been taken upon the latter.
RIVEKS AND BAYS ON THE PACIFIC COAST.-Passing clown the coast from

Cape Flattery, at the distance of 28 miles is the mouth of the Quillehute river.
It varies in width from 50 to 200 yards, and in depth from 8 to 12 feet. Rapids
occur at the distance of three or four miles from its mouth, but canoes ascend for
many miles. Four or five miles back from the river is the Gammas prairie, five
miles long and about three-fourths of a mile wide. The country is well adapted
to grazing and cultivation, and there is but one sharp hill to interfere with open-
ing a good road from the valley of this river to the straits of Fuca. At the
mouth of this river the Pacific Mail Steamship Company's steamer Southerner
(the old Isthmus) was wrecked December 24, 1854. During the present sum-
mer D. F. Brownfield and several others, cutting out a trail from the river to
the straits, while following one of the small tributary streams of the Quille-
hute, discovered a ledge of rock indicating the presence of silver. Specimens
of the rock, in an imperfect assay made by Dr. Albert Eggers, of Olympia,
showed gold and iron, the former amounting to $9 per ton. In other specimens,
tested by Dr. O'Brien, of Port Townsend, traces of silver- were apparent. Mr.
Brownfield, who went through from the straits to the mouth of the river, describes
the region west of the Olympic range as generally level, extremely fertile, and
interspersed with prairies containing from 500 to 2,500 acres. The bottom lands
of the Quillehute are not only extensive but well adapted to agriculture.

Queimilt river, a small stream which heads in a lake at the foot of the Coast
range, empties into the ocean about four miles north of Point Grenville. In its
vicinity are the Indians whose tribal name is ascribed to it, noted in the early
history of this coast for hostility to the whites. Such names as Destruction
Island and Ponta de Martires, designating localities in this vicinity, are the tes-
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timonials of tlieir perfidious cruelty, the evidence of their original character.
Tins river erives name to a variety of salmon, as vet not found in anv other^^ t t. *-

locality. They are short, thick, and very fat, and are the most delicious variety
of the numerous family of salmonidce which abound in all the waters of thismf

Territory.
There are several other small streams rising in the Coast range, and generally

flowing southwest, empty into this portion of the coast. But nothing is reliably
known of this section of the country after leaving the coast.

GRAY'S HARBOR A.\D THE VALLEY WATERED BY THE CHEHALIS AXD ITS

TBIBTJTABIBS.-Gray's harbor, discovered by Captain Robert Gray, of Boston,
in the ship Columbia, May 7, 1792, and by him named Bulfinch harbor, isatri-
angular-shaped bay with base toward the ocean, and the apex receiving the Che- 

^^^b ^^_

lialis river. Its south point of entrance is called Chehalis Point j Point Brown, VI** -"-* r 1 " i A i » ITT y^l t 1 * TT\ * 
i T~% * i T^

the'north cape, received that name from Lieutenant W hid by, of the Vancouver
expedition. A bank extends across the entrance, with a passage about three-
fourths, of a mile wide, carrying from 5 to 11 fathoms of water. Outside the
bank is another narrow bar, with some three fathoms of water. From tins poin*
the depth increases toward the east, the deepest water being between the points
of entrance. The bay is surrounded by mud flats, bare at low water. The mouthi i

of the Chehalis nearly due east of the entrance is distant about 12 miles from
Point Brown. The greatest width of the bay north and south is 15 miles, and
its area is about 150 square miles. Competent judges have pronounced tins har-
bor equal in every respect to Boston harbor. The Um-tulup, Hokium, and other
small streams empty directly into the bay. The main river, however, is the
Chehaiis, which rises in the Cascade mountains, not far north of the Columbia
river, and south of the sources of several of the tributaries of the latter, flows
northerly a considerable distance, when it takes almost a due westerly course,
receiving a branch from the Boisfort hills, and finds its way into Gray's harbor.
Its principal tributaries are the Satsap, AYynoochee, Westican, John's, Black,
Skookum-chuck, and Xewaukum. This valley is the richest and most extensive
bodv of agricultural land west of the Cascade mountains. Indeed, Chehalis and " o /

Lewis counties, and the portion of Thurston drained by these streams, may be
pronounced the garden spot of Washington Territory. The valley varies in
breadth from 15 to 50 miles. From the mouth of the Satsop through to Hood's
canal, closed in by the Black Hills and the Coast range, there is a beautiful open
vallev some 14 or 15 miles wide. In fact, the whole country from the Chehalis* 7 */

to the head of the sound and the head of Hood's canal is well adapted to farm-
ing purposes. Prairie land to the extent of 50,000 acres suited for grazing lies
in the vicinity of Gray's harbor, and the rich bottoms skirting all these streams, * */ O

covered with an undergrowth of alder, maple, &c., so easily cleared, would fur-
nish first -class farms for a vast number of settlers.

The travel from Olympia to Chehalis Point has heretofore been by a road to
the " block-house " on the Chehalis river, GO miles east of the point, and thence
down the river in canoes, the total distance being about 90 miles. From the
mouth of the Satsop, (40 miles from Chehalis Point,) a road of 30 miles in length
has ju^t been opened, securing direct communication with Olympia, at the head
of the sound. The Clri-halis is navigable at all tides, for vessels of light draught
or small river steamers, as far as the mouth of the Wynooche, and at high tide
to the mouth of the Sat**»p, where there is a tidal rise and fall of 18 inches. At
the lowest water, for two and three months in the year, shoal places might obstruct
navigation; but for eight months no difficulty nml prevent ascending as far as 

" j ? T_ i /* * 1 ,1 ll T " rv* 1 , -" . T " f*__

Clatjiiato, where the territorial road between Olympia and Monticello erodes
the Chehalis river. The Messrs. Goff', of Claqnato, have just put on this river a
good 1 ight-draught stern-wheel boat, and they express the assurance that they can
make trips most of the year to Boisfort prairie, some miles, above Claqnato. All
the streams abound with salmon, trout, and many varieties of edible fish. Elk

35
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and other game, large and small, are plentiful. Coal lias been discovered on
the north side of the river, and also upon several of the tributary streams.

SHOALWATER BAY AND THE WILLOPAH VALLEY.-From Chehalis Point,
the site of the embryo Chehalis Citv, a splendid beach at every sta^e of the tide*" *- -L » *_

affords the best of roads to Toke Point, the northern cape of the entrance to
Shoalwater bay 5 distance about 16 miles. Along this road a continuous tide
prairie appears, constituted almost entirely of sand, yet yielding the most excel-
lent grass. Shoalwater bay, which is one of the best harbors between San
Francisco and the Straits of 'Fuca, is in the southwest portion of the Territory,
separated from the Columbia river by a narrow strip of land. Toke Point lies
about 28 miles north of Cape Disappointment. It is about live miles from Toke
Point to the southern cape, (Leadbetter's Point.) Two channels with middle
sands lying between afford good entrances, the north one being a good beating
channel. The bay is full of shoals and flats, and at low tide about half its area
is bare j good but narrow channels run throughout its extent, worn by the several
streams which empty into it. These flats are covered with oysters, which con-
stitute the chief article of export. Codfish, halibut, and sturgeon are abundant.
Several varieties of salmon are also found, and in spring large shoals of small
herring enter the bay. The annual shipments of oysters to San Francisco is
about 35,000 baskets; about 5,000 baskets more are sent to Portland, Oregon,
and other points on the Columbia river. Mr. George Davidson, in his valuable
" Directory of the Pacific Coast," thus states the extent of this bay :

The arm stretching southward towards Baker's bay is 15 miles long from Leadbetter's
Point, with an average width of not less than three arid a half, while the upper portion stretches
to the northeast for nine miles to the mouth of the Willopah river, reckoning from the middle
of the line joining Cape Shoalwater (Toke Point) and Leadbetter Poiri-t.

The same authority, speaking of the peninsula terminating in Leadbetter Point,
thus describes it:

The peninsula is a long, flat, marshy, and sandy plain, elevated but a few feet above the
level of the sea, and covered, like the entire surface of the country, with a dense growth of
gigantic forest trees, principally spruce, fir, and cedar, with a few specimens of maple, ash,
and black alder. The spruce frequently attains a diameter of eight feet.

Several rivers empty into this bay, among1 which are the Palux, Nasal, and1 «,' «/ 7 C "

Willopah. The principal one is the Willopah, in the valley of which is a numerous
and one of the oldest settlements in the Territory. This river enters the bay
at its northeast corner. The lower river is bordered with tide lands which are

subject to overflow; the uplands are well adapted to grazing. It is a mile wide
at its mouth. The tides extend to the rapids, 17 miles from the mouth. A con-
siderable number of prairies skirt the river at intervals, and the bottom is a rich
deep soil of a clayey character. The bottoms are covered with vine maple and
alder, and extend above the rapids to a distance of about 20 miles, and are about
10 miles in width.

THE WASHINGTON TRIBUTARIES TO THE LOWER COLUMBIA.-The mouth
of the Columbia is now reached. An extended no-Lice of this river has already
been made, and the reference to settlements along its shores will necessarily
exhibit further features of the country bordering upon it. The same may be said
of the streams flowing into it from the north, a particular description of several
of which will be omitted. The Cowlitz river being a part of the line of travel
from Columbia river to Puget sound, deserves particular mention. This river
having its source in the Cascade mountains, between Mounts Banier and St.
Helens, runs west, then south, and empties into the Columbia about 50 miles
from its mouth. It runs the whole length of Cowlitz county, and nearly the C_3 *" '

whole breadth of Lewis, through good agricultural land, both prairie and bottom.
The Cowlitz farms, the Cowlitz prairie, and the Cowlitz landing are familiar as
household words, and date their origin long antecedent to the commencement of
American settlement. The first name alludes to the claim of the prairie by the
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Puget Sound Agricultural Company, and the area for which the United States
is requested to pay, under the treaty of Julyl, 1863, with Great Britain, is 3,572
acres, or nearly six square miles. The Americans, however, have squatted on
this claim; until the occupancy of the company has been reduced to lo acres.
On this prairie the Catholics established a missionary station, where recently a
town has been laid out in acre lots. Here, too, was the site of the old lied river
settlement of Canadian French, introduced in 1842 under the auspices of the
Hudson's Bay Company. The landing was the point- where the portage com-
menced, on the old route from Fort Vancouver to the northern establishments.
To that point, about 30 miles from the mouth of the river, they navigated it with
batteaux and canoes, which were cordelled up the stream. Along the eastern
shore were two trails, one used at low and the other at high stages of the water.
The Cowlitz river is still a link in the chain of direct communication between

the Columbia river and Puget sound. It is a large rapid stream, at high stages
of water navigable for steamers of light draught above the old landing, and for ^ ^..^

most of the year to " Pumphrey's," about 24 miles from its mouth, where steamers
frequently run. A boat is now being built, and will be placed on the river this
fall, to run from Monticello to the old landing, connecting with the steamere to
Portland, Oregon.* O

In Clarke county there are several tributaries of the Columbia, the principal
of which are Cath-la-poole and Washougal. The former, made by two forks
respectively rising north and south of Mount St. Helens, flows nearlv west and JT * O / */

enters the Columbia about SO miles from its mouth. It is a bold, rapid stream,
running about 30 yards in its bed. The bottom lands at the lower portion of
the river are wide, but narrow as they approach the foot hills of the Cascade
mountains. The country is well timbered, occasionally interspersed with small
prairies well adapted to grazing. The Washougal empties into the Columbia
about 12 miles above Vancouver. A large settlement, to which it gives name,
is located in its valley.

THE OLYMPIC OK COAST RAXGE OF MOUNTAINS.-Among the natural

features of this portion of the Territoiy, the Coast range of mountains must not
be omitted. They are located in the northwest peninsula, between Hood's canal
and the Pacific ocean. Mount Olympus, with an altitude of 8,138 feet as esti-
mated by Wilkes, is a snow-capped peak, and may be seen far out to sea, It
gives identity to the chain, and the name Olympic is now generally applied to
this range. This sierra, for it consists of several peaks, was first seen by Perez,
in 1774, who nominated it La Sierra Santa Rosalia. Mearessaw it in 17SS, and
df scribes it under the name which he gave it, of Mount Olympus. Around and
from the base of this main sierra, the numerous mountains descend to hills and
spurs, and abruptly terminate on the sandy beach of the ocean in low perpendic-
ular bluffs. It was long supposed that the Black Hills near Olympia were spurs
of the Coast ranged This, however, is a mistake. Parties have gone throughT ^ / / ^J \J
and report that there is an open valley of at least 15 miles in width, separating
these two ranges.O

CLIMATE OF WESTERN1 WASHINGTOH.-The climate of western Washington
is essentially different from that of the portion east of the Cascade mountains.
The fact that there is comparatively no winter in so high a latitude may be a
matter of surprise. Properly speaking, however, there are but two seasons, the
dry and the rainy. The grades of temperature and the accompaniments which
in other countries of the same latitude ascribe the features and title to the four
seasons, spring, summer, autumn, and winter, are here in great measure obliterated,
or at least so dimly marked that the seasons imperceptibly run into each other,
and IOM- their distinctive line of division. It is not unusual for the three winter

months to be mild, without snow or ice, tho grass growing meanwhile. In Feb-
ruary, the weather may occur mild and genial as May, to be succeeded in March
or April with our coldest weather. In July and August days in some portions
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of which the maximum temperature will reach 90° or 100°, are sometimes fol-
lowed by cold nights, occasionally accompanied by heavy frost. The ram y
season proper begins late in October or early in November, and may be said to
continue till the ensuing April. It frequently happens after the first rains
that weeks of weather similar to Indian summer occur, and it is seldom that one
or other of the months of January, February, or March does not prove continu-
ously mild and clear. Tke summers of this Territory are unsurpassed in the
world. While msmj days are exceedingly warm, the nights are always cool and
refreshing, as if specially intended for wholesome sleeping. In the winter months,
six in number, rains prevail. No disappointment shoulcf be felt if falling weather
occurred some part of each 24 hours, and yet many bright sunshiny days relieve
the long-continued rainy season of Washington Territory. Of the 16 winters
passed in this Territory, the writer has known but three so severe as to render it
essential to house and feed stock. The Indians do not pretend to such acts of
providence, and they lose but little of their small wealth from exposure or cold.
ixose bushes generally have proved» ^ an evergreen, and during the winter of
1860-61, the hermosa continued to bloom in the garden of the writer till the/ t^

25tfh of January. Such weather is by no means axiomatic, and an improvident
farmer may lose his stock if means of shelter and food be not attainable. Those
who have followed stock-raising most successfully provide from two to three
months' feed as a general rule. While it may not be essential, surely " it is a
good thing to have on hand." An average of from 7 to 10 days of freezing
weather may be looked for with moderate certainty, when ice may be formed
sufficiently thick to bear a man's weight. Under most favoring circumstances,
a small pond entirely protected from the wind, or the action of the sun, may be
frozen tight enough to permit a day or two of skating to a limited number of per-
sons. Parties fond of sleighing consider themselves especially favored if they
are afforded a season of from three days to a week's duration.

From a series of meteorological observations taken at Fort Steilacoom, the fol-
lowing will demonstrate the above statements. The reason for adopting this
year is simply because it will be found that the mean temperature of the three
winter months comports with the register furnished at the Smithsonian Institute,
and used by the Hon. Charles Sumner in his recent exhaustive speech in favor
of the purchase of Russian America. In the register used by him, the mean of
the winter months for a series of years amounted to 39° 3S7. In the year adopted
the mean temperature is 30° 70'. »

Mean temperature at Fort Steilacoom^ Washington Territoryp, (latitude 4
for the six months regarded as the rainy season, or winter', together with the
amount of rain and snow, and tlie number of frosts in each month.

Mean temperature.

Rain Remarks.<DCO
.-c a a a "a af-t

03* VP. p. o"-

1853. o o Inches
October.. 45.25 55.58 62.32 51.19 53.32 6.93 Hoar frost, three times. Frost, once,
November 40.02 46. 07 50.43 43. 73 44.63 18.41 Hoar frost, twice. One strong frost.
December 38.74 44. 30 51 44.45 44. 94 4.42 inch snow, 23d, morning. Hoar frost, three;

frost, one; hard frost, four times.
1854.

January 24.64 29.96 37.80 30. 03 31.38 8.69 inches snow. Ico, 1£ inch, (4th.) Snow latter
part of 10th; 2$ inches sunrise llth, and at intervals
that day. Snow showers on 12th. Six days without
frost.

February 34.17 39. 82 48.17 3G. 42 43 7.57 1st, i inch snow. Showers of snow on 10th. J inch
on llth. Snow on 14th. Hard frost, four times.
Hoar frost, twice.

March 35.58 43.58 54.22 40.09 46.08 2.89 Light showers of snow on 10th. Showers of hail and
enow on 29ik. Two hoar frosts and one hard frost
in month.
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Mean temperature at Fort Steikoom, by months, for four years.
Mean of four years: January. 38°. 1; February, 40°. 7; March, 41°. 8; April, 48°. 6; May, 56°. 6; June, 61°. 1;

July, 64°. 9; August. G-P. 0; September, 56°. 9; October, 52°. 6; November, 46°. 2: December, 38°. 3; for
year, 50°. H; three winter mouths, 393.0.

On page 159 of Davidson's "Directory of the Pacific Coast" will be found a
series of meteorological observations ontliePuget sound, for the years 1855 6-7
of the summer months. Those of 1857 present the following results:

f 1 "¬9 C5
2 S 

= "

**5 j *3
^- *^*^ 5:s s JL oig -

"S | ~C P Remarks.Time. 1 1 || '«d - "** 5S **£ minima. (Appended below said register.)
<~ % IMo o -*3 o ^!§ 'ox « 0> DC ^^J -cS - B to5 «s ^rt- ca a o cti 1 a» be 3

a a3 o a =u K

1857. 0 0 0 0 o o '" Inches Inches
May (3 71. 7 48. 4 101.5 46.9 38.5 18.1 4«.0 0.5-2 0.79 Greatest range of temperature

during the above period, 63C'.
June. 78.2 50.7 90.1 29.2 43.0 13.1 36.9 . 62 1.19
July . 74. 9 51. 6 89.2 26.5 46.9 9.3 33.1 . 44 0. 01 Greatest range of barometer

from May 12 to October
13,. (P. 79 inch.

August 
September 

October (2 w'ks.) 

73. 8 51. 1 88.0 28.0 47.1 9.7 37.8 . 46 0. 08 f
65. 5 49. 8 76.4 23.3 45.2 8.5 30.8 .73 0.70 A dry season, and marked by

a week of remarkably hot
weather at the close of May
and the begining of June.

60. 1 48. 9 68.7 16.3 j 43.4 7.8 25.1 .65 0.74

Mr. Davidson tlu "k .. T lia generally g nt the
"Innate is too cold i' maize. During-the inter a rat amount of rain fal *_ t \^ V^ .*- ̂ V1 ^_ A V' V * V XX Jfc- i I *" A -" *-O

as mi 60 indies: and licavv prevails principally from the b
ward. It is never cold enough to form thick, clear, solid

I 1 winter 186G the United S - C S R. II

F auntleroy was ordered to remain here during the winter with the idea of testingC

hether winter work was practicable, and to be on the station at the earliest
of the season. To test the propriety of such order, a meteorological

register was kept to show the number of (lavs when work could not be done.
Mr. J. S. Lawson. in chai 1 1 kindh 1 b

It shows that not much may be effected by keeping a full crew on duty, but
proves still more the mildness of a Puget sound winter, and how exempt tl s
climate is from fo^s. O

Abstract of meteorological register United States surveying ~brig R.II. Fauntleroy,
November, 1866, to April, 1S67, inclusive.

(Most of these observations \vere takeu at Olyuipia.')

Stormy days.

Clear AmountMonth.
days. of rain.Fog orRain. mist.

Inches.
Novenilicr 2 2.-, 3 ".i, 89-J
1 1. " " mbcr 3 3 8,
January*. 7 2 7. ,'OU
I I 2 -J4 2 5.

0-) 8 1 ( -0
April 8 '" 2, 371

Snow on four days.
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That admirable document, the speech of Senator Smriner, on Russian America,
explains the phenomenon, why Washington Territory is gifted with a climate
so much milder in winter than places of much lower latitude in Europe or the
Atlantic States. His remarks were applied to Sitka, in latitude 57° 03'. With
how much more force may they be applied to western Washington, with the
Cascade mountains as a natural wall effectually barring out the cold bleak winds t/ O
from the frozen northeast, and confining the more Denial warm currents of air -* m » " "" *~ -" *-* "*" v " *"«"" »'* f^-*f x* % » *' .*-ii »_ *- x_x v' * " ̂  " " » " fc i ̂^^ v_ ji_ ^ ̂ ^/ ̂  ̂ f. V-F * v_' ̂ ^^ ̂wX ^- ^ -^ ^ »» ^ w r **^ -^ ̂ "* -^ ̂ -* *.-» ^ ̂  ̂ _ ^ ̂  ̂ _ p^^f ^' -^"/ O £_? / O O

and ocean which the distinguished senator so beautifully describes in the following
extract: *

All this is now explained by certain known forces in nature. Of these the most important
is a thermal current in the Pacific, corresponding to the Gulf Stream in the Atlantic. The
latter having its origin in the heated wraters of the Gulf of Mexico, flows as a river through
the ocean northward, encircling England, bathing Norway, and wanning all within its
influence. A similar stream in the Pacific, sometimes called the Japanese current, having
its origin under the equator near the Philippines and the Malaccas, amid no common heats,
after washing the ancient empire of Japan, sweeps northward until forming two branches:
one moves onward to Behring's straits, and the other bends eastward along the Aleutian
islands, and then southward along the c;oast of Sitka, Oregon, and California. Geographers
have described this Cheater," which in the lower latitude is as high as 81° of Fahrenheit,
and even far to the north it is as high as 50°. A chart now Before me in Findlay's Pacific
Ocean Directory portrays its course, as it warms so many islands and such an extent of
coast. An officer of the United States navy, Lieutenant Bent, in a paper before the Geo-
graphical Society of New York, while exhibiting the influence of this current in mitigating
the climate of the northwest coast, mentions that vessels on the Asiatic side, becoming
unwieldy with accumulations of ice on the hull and rigging, run over to the higher latitude
on the American side and "thaw out." But the tepid waters which melt the ice on a
vessel must change the atmosphere wherever they.flow.

I hope you will not regard the illustration as too familiar, if I remind you that in the
economy of a household pipes of hot water are sometimes employed in tempering the atmo-
sphere by heat carried from below to rooms above. In the economy of nature these thermal
currents ai*e only pipes of hot water, modifying the climate of continents by carrying heat
from the warm cisterns of the south into the most distant places of the north. So also there
are sometimes pipes of hot air, having a similar purpose, and these, too, are found in this
region. Every ocean wind, from every quarter, as it traverses the stream of heat, takes up
tlje warmth and carries it to the coast, so that the oceanic current is re-enforced by an aerial
current of constant influence.

But these forces are aided essentially by the configuration of the northwest coast, with a
lofty nnd impenetrable barricade of mountains, by which its islands and harbors are pro-
tected from the cold of the north. Occupying the Aleutain islands, traversing the peninsula
of Alaska, and running along the margin of the ocean to the latitude of 54° 40', this moun-
tain ridge is a climatic division, or, according to a German geographer, a " climatic shed/'
such as perhaps exists nowhere else in the world. Here are Alps, some of them volcanic,
with Mount St. Elias higher than Mount Blanc, standing on guard against the Arctic Circle.
So it seems even without the aid of science. Here is a dike between the icy waters of
Behring sea and the milder southern ocean. Here is a partition between the treeless northern
coast and the wooded const of the Kenanians and Koloschians. Here is a fence which sepa-
rates the animal kingdom of this region, leaving on one side the walrus and ice fox from the
Frozen ocean, and on the other side the humming bird from the tropics. I simply repeat
the statements of geography. And now^you will not fail to observe how by this configura-
tion the thermal currents of ocean and air are left to exercise all their climatic power. (Vide,
p. 29.)

George Davidson, wLo has already been referred to, and whose works have
been consulted in preparing the foregoing memoir, thus briefly but comprehen-
sively gives his view of the coast division of Washington Territory:

Washington Territory has a climate excelled only by that of California, We know not
where to point to such a ramification of inland navigation, save in the British possessions to-_- ^ *
the northward. For depth of water, boldness of approaches, freedom from hidden dangers,
and the immeasurable sea of gigantic timber coming down to the very shores, these waters
are unsurpassed, unapproachable.

II. CENTEAL WASHINGTON. T d nat d f Washing
Territory lies between the Cascad d the Columbia river, b
which have already been noticed. The following extract from the geographical
memoir embodied in the "narrati re and linal r P plorations f
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for a Pacific railroad, near the 47tl» and 49th parallels of north latitude from St.
Paul to Puget sound," by the late Governor Stevens, clmrum et venerable nonien,

give the best idea of the remaining geographic features of this interesting
regon:

Coming now to the country lying1 between the main Columbia and the Cascade mountains,
it may be necessary to describe with some particularity the various streams and their several
tributaries flowing into the main Columbia. A glance at the map shows that the general 

^^* ^f ^^

course of these streams is very much to the south, and between them are generally to be
found high mountain spurs which run to the Columbia itself, overhanging it many hundred
feet. The most considerable rivers are the Yakima, with its Pisko, its Atahnam, its Xachess,
its \Vt-nass, and other tributaries.

The Pisquouse or Weuachee river, Lake Chelan and the Chelan river, the Motbow river
and the Okinakane river may be described as follows : The Yakima rises in the vicinity of
the passes of the Cascade range, latitude 47° 15', from several large and beautiful lakes, and
taking a general course to the southeast, runs for 160 miles to its confluence with the Colum-
bia, in latitude 43° 05'. For *J5 miles down the stream its valley is only from half a mile to a
mile wide; it then widens out in Ketelas plain, which is 10 or 15 miles wide, the river there
being 90 feet wide, and about three in depth, but very rapid. Below this plain the river
curves gradually to the south, until it receives the waters of the Pisko; then turns again
eastward to its mouth. Between the Kerelas and Atahnam, for 30 mifes the hills ajrain
encroach on the valley, but below that it again widens out to 6 or 10 miles, with numerous
branchings among the hills. On the west side, opposite Ketelas plain, three stiearns, the
Pteh-num, Emptenum, and Wenass, rise among the hills separating the main Yakima from
its principal branch, theNaehess. These streams are from 15 to 20 miles long, and run through
small and fertile valleys. The Nachess rises in the vicinity of the Nacliess Pass, and run-
ning nearly parallel to the Yakmia at a distance of from J5 to *20 miles, joins it after flowing
about 50 miles. It has a valley from half a mile to four miles in width. The Atahnam rises
about 30 miles south of it, and runs in a more easterly course, emptying about JO miles below ;
its valley is smaller than that of the Nadiess, but fertile. The Pisko rises among the hills
east of Mount Adams, and in size and character resembles the Atahnam. Only two small
branches join the Yakima from the north and east, one running through the middle of Ket^las
plain from the hills northward, the other running almost directly contrary to the upper
Yakima from the hills east of its southerly bend. The Pisquouse and Enteathwa. which
enter the Columbia near latitude 47° 30', are at their mouths rapid streams, with high falls as
they descend from the hills at the foot of the Cascade range into the deep valley of the Colum
bia. They are supposed to head in the mountains about 30 milt-s northwest of it. The
Chelau rises in a lake, which is reported by the Indians to run for 30 miles back among the
mountains, and approaches to within two miles of the Columbia, iuto which its outlet falls,
by a series of cascades, 350 feet in this short distance, in about latitude 4?c 45'.

The Methow rises by several sources in the mountains northwest of Fort Okin-
agan, and, running southeasterly, empties near latitude 48°. On its upper part
there is a fine wide valley; but this narrows to a mile for 10 miles above its
mouth. The Okinakane, rising in a long series of lakes north of the 49th par-
allel, runs nearly south for seventy miles within the Territory, joining the
Columbia onlv eiflfht miles above the Methow. It expands into several small* " " "
marshy lakes in its course, and is generally slow and deep, but in one place,
about 33 miles above its mouth, there is a tall of five feet. Its valley is line
and the hills around well grassed, wooded, and arable. " It receives a branch
from the northwest, near the falls, which runs through a rough, hilly country,
and has some high falls near its mouth.

The Xe-hoi-at-pu-quu is a stream which enters the Columbia opposite Fort
Colville. It has a winding course of about 70 miles, and has numerous beauti-
ful prairies in its valley, though the hills around, partially wooded, are also to a
gmu «-xtent arable. None of these rivers west of the Columbia are navigable,
<ncept, perhaps, the Yakima for a part of its course at high water. Lake Che- X_* *-" V. » ̂ ̂> ^^ * V «-l ' ̂_^ 4

Ian is doubtless navigable for many miles, but is cut off Ir-^ ̂B ^^ ^^*---- ^^ orn the Columbia by
the fall of its outlet. Between these rivers are spurs throw purs thrown out from the main
chain of the Cascades, and extending towards, and in some cases reaching, t

of the Columbia. Those between Iho Klikitat and Pisko tributary of
the Yakima and between the main Yakima and the AYenachee or Pisquouse
rivers are considerable mountains; thus, on the trail pursued by Lieutenant
3IcCl*'l!an, the rise from the Klikitat valley to the divide is 2,364 feet, and the
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descent to the Pisko 2,114 feet, the elevation of the divide being 3,633 feet
above the sea. The rise from the main Yakima to the divide separating it from
the Wenachee is 4,048 feet, and the descent to the latter stream 4,264 feet; the
summit level is 5,750 feet. Here the spur comes upon the river, making the
trail difficult. The country north of the great Avestern bend of the Columbia,
from the mouth of the Spokane to the mouth of the Okinakane, is much more
gentle and less elevated. Great injustice has been done this country by a want
of patience and consideration on the part of the gentlemen who have gone over
it rapidly in the summer, and who have been over it but once. It is impossible
to speak understandingly of a country unless one has had experience and oppor-
tunities of observation in countries somewhat similar. Now the most intelligent" 

~

voyagers and best practical farmers in that country agree in opinion that there
is a large quantity of arable land throughout this country, and very superior
grazing. This is the opinion of intelligent Indian chiefs, who have themselves
made some progress in raising crops, arid who are already great stock raisers.

South of the Yakima is a low divide separating its waters from the waters
flowing into the main Columbia, in that portion of the river where, after leaving^- *-^- ' ^

Fort Walla-Walla, it proceeds westward. This divide has a general parallel
course to the Columbia, is nearly east and west some 30 miles from the main
river, and between it and the .Columbia is a large body of arable land, nearly
every acre of it adapted to cereals. This country has not. come under the obser-
vation of a scientific party with instruments in hand, but has been much trav-
elled over by intelligent officers of the Indian service and by the practical agri-
culturists of the country. Little streams flowing from the southern side of this
divide, which is well wooded all through, pass down to the main Columbia,
watering the country and furnishing the means of supplying the farm and animals
with water. -i

On the several tributaries of the Yakima, particularly towards its upper waters,
the land is rich, and adapted to most of the crops; and so in the valley of the
Yakima itself. This valley has been denominated by some a desert and sage
plain; sage does occur in spots and small quantities, but much of the coun-
try is cultivable and productive. It may be observed that in regard to the whole
of this central portion of the Territory it will be necessary to exercise care as to
seed time, and farmers will have a disadvantage over those west of the Cascades
in their seed time being very much shorter; but with ordinary care as to the put-
ting in seed no danger need be apprehended from droughts. This portion of
the country is wooded about half way up from the divide of the Cascade moun-
tains to the Columbia itself, but you pass up the main Yakima 70 miles before
you reach the building pine, although cotton wood is found on its banks sufficient
for camping purposes; but when you reach the Pisquouse or Wenachee you
come to a wooded region which extends to the main Columbia. The forest
growth of the upper waters of the Clearwater, and of the main Columbia from
above the mouth of the Wenachee, furnishes inexhaustible supplies, which, after

o- rafted down the streams-that is, the Snake and Columbia rivers-willO ' , *

furnish settlements in the vicinity of those rivers with firewood and lumber at
moderate rates. So great are the facilities for rafting that it almost amounts to
a continuous forest along the streams. The Blue mountains, which border the
Walla-Walla valley on the south, have a general course westward, south of the
main Columbia, until they unite with the Cascade mountains, from which flow
many streams to the Columbia, to the Umatilla, Willow creek, Butter creek,� - ^ J-NJ r - f

John Day's river, and the Des Chutes river.
When this interior becomes settled there will be a chain of agricultural settle-

ments all the way from Walla-Walla,to the Dalles, south of the Columbia, along
the streams just mentioned and north of the Columbia, on the beautiful table
land which has been described to border it from the Walla-Walla westward.

The Dalles is a narrow place in the Columbia river where the channel has been
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worn out of the rocks, below which, about 10 miles, is the mouth of the Kliki-
tat river, whose ircnenil valley furnishes the route of communication with the
main Yakinia and the several intermediate streams, the trails pursuing a gener-
ally northerly direction. In this Klikitat valley is much good fanning land.
It is also worthy of observation that gold was found to exist, in the explorations
of 1853, throughout the whole region between the Cascades and the main Colum-fc. ^J ^- ' "
bia, to the north of the boundary, and paying localities have since been found *" i V O

at several points, particularly on the southern tributary of the AVenachee. The
gold quartz also is found on the Nachess river. The gold-bearing crossing the
Columbia and stretching along Clark7* fork and the Kutanie river unquestion-
ablv extends to the Rockv mountains." *

CLIMATE OF CENTRAL WASHINGTON. - The meteorological data at points of
known altitude within this region precludes a satisfactory notice of the climate.
In the absence of registered observations facts may be stated from which infer-
ences may be drawn.

A. TVr. Tinkham, a distinguished civil engineer connected with the Northern * o o

Pacific railroad survey, left Fort Walla- Walla (now Wallula) January 7, 1854,
followed the* Columbia river to the mouth of the Yakima, and ascended that
river to its sources in the Cascade mountains. To Kle-aluin-lake (with an alti-
tude of 3,000 feet, which he reached January 17) he found no difficulty in trav-
elling with horses. At this point the snow was about two feet deep; "30 miles
lower down on the river the snow was- very licrht, not over three or four inches«/ O /

deep; the grass was good and exposed, and the Indian horses were in good con-
dition. Extending still further down and reaching Walla-Walla, the horses are
ranging in thousands throughout the borders of the valley, with abundant grass,
and rarely with any trouble from the snow." From this camp to the 20th of
January the snow nowhere exceeded two and a half feet in depth. From lake
Kitchelus to the summit (Yakima pass) the snow attained the depth of six feet.
Mr. Tinkham remarks :

_
Descending, the snow rapidly decreases on both sides of the mountain, on the eastern

side, about 35 miles from the summit, amounting' to but from one and a half to two 'feet iu
depth, and on the western side falling away until, in the short distance of 14 miles, it is
only eight inches deep,

It is proper to add that the winter of 1853-747 when the recomioi stance was
made, was an unusually severe winter..

Colonel Thorp, of Yakima county, and one of the earliest settlers in this
vallev, having lost considerable stock in the very severe winter of 1861-?2, at"* » c? %r /

the next harvest stacked a large quantity of hay. Wifch no accessible market
for the article, the stacks still stand. The grass keeping green all winter in his
locality, (on the Yakima, about a mile above the mouth of the Atahnam,) his
1_ * arge herd of cattle having had no occasion to be fed, the six or seven great
hay stacks stand there undiminished in their original volume; they serve as a
reminder of that unusually cold winter. They equally attest the mild tempera-
ture of the valleys of Central Washington, and while one cannot fail to com-
mend the prudence of the stock raiser, yet, for the sake of his labor and that so
much good hay should not be wasted, would almost wish that real winter would
come oftener. Sylvester Mowrv, then a lieutenant in the United States armv. C/ / * /

who had charge of the meteorological observations of the western division of the
Northern. Pacific railroad, 1853, gives a series of means of observations \\\ each
camp bet\vc<-u Fort Vancouver and Fort Colville, in the months from July to
October, inclusive, to appreciate which the altitudes of the camps should be
included. There was no rain in July, three days on which rain fell in August,
se\en days on which rain fell in Septe> b«rj in October, live days on which rail'
fell, and snow on the niirht of :j:j<l and morning of 24th. He nonces the great
disproportion between the temperature at sunrise and mid-day, and says:

I have no reeoUcctioa of a single day ou which a fire was uncomfortable during the pre-
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ceding and succeeding suijrise. The heat was not generally oppressive, except in the sun,
throughout the march. O

Governor Stevens, who so thoroughly investigated all these subjects, in sol vino-
the great desideratum of these times, interoceanic railway communications, thus
arrives at the character of the climate in this vicinity, which is quoted with the
more satisfaction from the fact that his deductions are substantiated by residents
of the Yakima valley. He thus argues :

Walla-Walla, lattude 46° 03;t longitude 118° 25'; altitude, 1,396 feet; H year-spring,
fi]°.9; summer, 73° J ; autumn, 53°.6 ; winter, 34°.l ; year, 53C.2. Dalles, latitude 45° 36',
longitude J20° 55'; altitude, 300feet; 3-J years-spring, 53° ; summer 70°.4 ; autumn, 52°.2 ;
winter, 35°.6 ; year, 52°.8. Lapwai, Clearwater valley, latitude 46° k27', longitude 117°,
altitude, 1,000 feet, 24- years observations for temperature give-spring, 51° ; summer, 70°.3;
autumn, 51°.2 ; winter, 36°.9 ; year, 52°.4. Of these, the mean may represent the climate
of the great plains and of the valleys connected with it up to latitude 49°, which are about
of the same or a lower elevation, giving us, for spring, 51°.9; summer, 71°.2; autumn,
53°; winter, 35°.6; year, 52°.7.

With respect to moisture, no record exists for Lapwai; Walla-Walla and the Dalles, how-
ever, are drier in climate, as shown by the records. Fort Walla-Walla, 1^ years observa-
tions-spring, 6.40; summer, 2.85 ; autumn, 4.54; winter, 7.10; year, 20.89 inches. Dalles, 3£
years-spring, 2.63; summer, 042; autumn, 4.16; winter, 7.11; year, *4-32 inches.
Mean-spring, 4.51 ; summer, 1.63; autumn, 4,35; winter, 7.11 ; year, 17.60 inches.*

All the crops of the middle States, including eorn, can be cultivated success-
fully in the Yakima valley. This statement is based upon reliable information
from settlers who have resided there and farmed for several years past.

III. EASTERN WASHINGTON.-The Columbia river, which bounds this sec-
tion of the Territory on the west, has already been a matter of extended notice.
To present the idea of the vastness of regions drained by it and its tributaries,
it was essential to allude to its two main confluents, the Snake (Lewis's Fork}

Pen d'Oreille, (Clarke's Fork.) as also the area of country through
which they flowed. These twro rivers have their respective sources far to the
south and east of the Territory of Washington, but they cross the whole width
of the region under consideration, and in it are their mouths, several of their

est proportion of their navigable channels.
If the Spokane and Walla W pective branches and

confluents, be excepted, the remaining rivers of eastern Washington generally
flow into one or other of the two great forks of the Columbia. This section
may therefore be considered as the aggregation of the Walla-Walla valley; the
>asin of the Lower Snake river; the Great Plain east of the Columbia,, circum-

scribed by the big bend of that river and divided by the Grand Coulee j the
Spokane river, valley and plains; and the valley of the Pen d'Oreille, under
the general term of " Colville."

The Walla-Walla river and its several tributaries, the Touchet, Mill creek,
Dry creek, and several small streams which permeate the valley like the
brane of a f Blue mountains, flow westerly

main stream, which enters the Columbia j
boundary of Oregon. At the mouth of the river was located the Hudson's Bay
Company's fort, Nez Perce, or Walla-Walla. It was built in 1820 by an officer
of the Northwest Company, and consisted of a stockade, 200 feet square, 18
feet high, with a broad walk on top, with two bastions at the northeast and
southwest angles. The timber used in its construction was drift-wood from the
upper Columbia, in the immediate vicinity of the fort are plains of drifting
sand, extending back of the river several miles, the only vegetation being wild
sage. This fort was a stopping place and depot for the brigade, as the trading
parties of the company were termed. In later years it was the supply post and
entrepot of Forts Hall and Boise and the trapping parties of the interior. Sup-

ies from Fort Vancouver intended for these establishments were forwarded by
land from this point, while such as were designed for the upper Col

ported via the river. This fort was burned in 1842, and rebuilt with
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adobes. In November, 1855, shortly after the outbreak of Indian hostilities, it
was taken by the Indians and plundered, since which time it has never been
occupied by the company. In its vicinity Colonel Kelley, of the Oregon vol-
unteers, had a two days' battle with the Indians who had robbed the fort, gaining
a decisive victory over them. In this action the notorious Pu-pu-mox-mox, head
chief of the hostiles, was slain.

The town of Wallula now occupies the site of this old, abandoned fort. Being
the eastern terminus of the regular established trips of the steamboats of the
Oregon Steam Navigation Company, an extensive forwarding business is done
here. It may also be considered the port of the city of Walla- Walla, distant
some 30 miles east, as also a great distributing point for the rich mining regions
of Idaho and Montana.

Whitman's missionary station (Waulatpu) was located on the banks of the
Walla- Walla, about seven miles west of the site of the present city of Walla-
Walla. It was established by Dr. Marcus Whitman in the fall of 1836, under
the auspices of the American Board of Foreign Missions, and broken up Novem-
ber, 1847, by. the atrocious murder of its pious and devoted founder, his lovel\~
wife, and nine other American inmates, by a band of perfidous Cayuse Indians.

There is a striking peculiarity about the innumerable streams wir.ch flow into
the Walla- Walla river. They spread themselves in almost every direction, not
only in channels, but over and on top the surface, constituting a most admirable
sv.-tem of self-distributing natural irritants. To this feature this rich t_^ " m *. v u v« * * *,^ jh i ̂_,

tural valley owes very much for its remarkable fertility and producing power.
The main streams are skirted by alder, cottonwood, and willow, the onl
approach to timber in the valley. Distant a f£w miles, however, the Blue moun-
tains are covered with heavy timber, adequate for all purposes, though it is ren-
dered expensive by the cost of transportation.

3Iill creek is worthy of notice, not only because upon its banks is located the
city of Walla-Walla, the largest town in the Territory, but also from the remark-
able fact that it divides itself into many distinct channels or creeks, Spreading
out laterally and watering quite an extensive surface, then gradually converging
and concentrating into one channel, through which their waters are emptied into
the Walla-Walla river. We know of no other such system of irrigation as this
provided by bounteous nature for this beautiful region. The valleys of all these
rivers and their numerous branches afford abundance of excellent fanning lands,
yielding heavy crops. The table-lands and surrounding hills are possessed of
soil of like character. In consequence of the absence of water, or difficulty of
irrigation, which was deemed a sine qua non to their successful cultivation, until
verv recently no attempts were made to convert these lands into farms; but as t V 1

settlement increases, they are being occupied and very successfully cultivated.
For grazing, these tables and side hills cannot be excelled. They are covered
with a luxuriant growth of native bunch-grass of most nutritious quality.
During the rains of spring it seems to attain its growth, and through the dry
>eason which follows it stands to be cured into the best of hay, preserving its
strength and esculent properties all winter. Stock abandon the green grass of
the bottom lands to feed upon it, and on it they keep fat all winter. Another
noticeable feature in this region is the "Teat number of cold springs bursting out n> o L o o

upon the surface, some of which are sufficiently large for water-powers. On the
hottest days they retain their coolness, and are many degrees colder than the
water in the neighboring streams, to which they are found in close proximity.

But the term Walla-Walla valley, in common parlance, is by no means
restricted to the valley of the river of that name. Governor Stevens, in his
valuable Geographic Memoir, thus alludes to its boundaries :

The Snake, river forms a great re-entering from the Cleanvater to its junction with tho mr
Columbia, which re-entering, being bounded on the south bj the Blue mountains, has been
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Walla-W

It may lie proper to add tliat the settlers on the Tukannon, Al-pah-wah and
P l tributaries of Snake river, would deem themsel
lawed if denied their residence in Walla- Walla valley. In lansfuaffe apC? *- A

___ Territory, this valley., in its most restricted ld find its
Walla- Walla count.

The Snake river, having formed the east boundary of the erritory from the
46th parallel to the mouth of the Clearwater, crosses the entire width of eastern
Washington and empties into the Columbia about nine miles north of the mouth^.-^ *"

of the Walla- Walla. Some 200 miles of its length courses in and around this
section. Its main northern tributary within Washinton Territory is the Pelouse,

d by one rising nearly north in the pl
Columbia, the other in the Bitter Root mountains. The latter, after running1/ / O

,, joins the north fork about 12 miles from the mouth of Pelouse.
The'Falls of the Pelouse, about nine miles from its mouth, are well wo
remark. The following description is from the pen of J. M. Stanley, esq., artist
of the Northern Pacific Railroad Exploring Expedition, (1853 :)

The Pelouse river flows over three steppes, each of which is estimated to have an ascent
of 1,000 feet. The falls descend from the middle of the lower of these steppes. There is no
timber along the course of this stream, and but few willows or other bushes; yet the soil is
fertile, and the grass nutritious and abundant even iu winter. The fall of water, which is
about 30 feet wide, cannot be seen from any distant point; for, flowing through a fissure iu
the basaltic rock, portions of which tower above in jagged pinnacles, it suddenly descends
some 125 feet into a narrow basin, and thence .flows rapidly away through a deep canon.
The distance from the falls to Snake river is about nine miles The valley widens consider-
ably for about half a mile from the moubh of the Pelouse. The home of the Pelouse Indians
is near this junction, where they devote much of their time to salmon fishing. The salmon
ascend to the falls; but these Indians have a legend which tells of the wickedness of the
Indians higher up the country, and how the Great Spirit, in his displeasure, placed the falls
as a barrier to the further ascent of the salmon.

Of the great plain lying east of the Columbia, Governor Stevens thus E
That portion of the great plain lying east of the main Columbia, and which may be regarded

as bounded on the north by the Spokane, and on the east by the foot-hills of the Bitter Root
mountains, is, for the most part, well watered and well grassed. The eastern half of this
portion is exceedingly well adapted to agricultural purposes. The various streams-the
Pelouse, the Kamas Prairie creek of the Coeur d'Alene, the Spokane, and Coeur d'Aleue
rivers-are well timbered with pine, and numerous rivulets and springs are found through
that portion of the country, facilitating the progress of settlements, and rendering the whole
at once available for agriculturists."

The Grand Coulee, wliieli is the peculiar specialty of this region, commences
on the east side of the Columbia, immediately north of the chain of hills which
skirt the river in its bend from White Bluffs westward j after running in the
same general direction as these hills eastward some 30 miles, it turns sharply to
the north, and continues in that direction till it opens again upon the Columbia,
some GO miles below the mouth of the Spokane. The information as to this
south arm and mouth of the Grand Coulee is derived from A. J. Treadway, esq.,

i several townships in its vicinity during the p
der contract with the surveyor general of this Territory. He thus describes it:

The south or southwest end of the Grand Coulee is on the east side of the Columbia, in
township 10 N., R, 23 E., at about centre of the range and south side of the township. It
extends through ranges 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 east,and then turns nearly to the north. Near the
southern bouudary of the township is a range of high hills from 1,000 to 1,500 feet high,
running nearly east and west, parallel with the township line. In the * oulee are numerous
broken or detached ledges of rocks from 10 to 75or 100 feet high, and f» nn 100 feet to one or
two miles in length, running generally in the same direction with the Coulee. Scattered
through the valley are numerous mounds of broken rocks seldom more than 10 or 20 feet in
height.

Lieutenant Richard Arnold, United States army, of Stevens's Expl
1853,) describes the north end as starting from the Columbia 60 miles b
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the mouth of the Spokane, and moving in a general direction south-southwest.
He says:

The Grand Coulee is about 10 miles wide where it opens on the river at its northern end,
which is 100 feet above the water, and gradually widens towards the south; its walls, 800* " -x. m -r t »
feet hisrh, are formed
rose to ^^» ^^- "" ̂ fc*- -^ ̂̂ - " w -^f^r vw ^v^p ^^ ^m-^^ ^kr1 "^^r- -^*-^ - mm f

eral ravines and canons were seen, running in various directions, some of them containing
lakes without outlet, and streams 10 feet wide and two deep.

The portion west of the Grand Coulee bounded by the Columbia is of basaltic
formation, sparsely grassed and scantily supplied with water. A large propor-
tion of country east and south of the Grand Coulee is well adapted to grazing
and tillage.

The Spokane river empties into the Columbia just below the 4Sth parallel,
and near the point where the Columbia, deflecting sharply from its southerly
course, forms the north limb of the big bend of that river to the westward. A
few miles within the eastern boundary of the Temtory it receives its main con-
fluent, the Coeur d'Alene, the outlet of Coeur d'Alene lake, which is located in
that narrow strip of Idaho Territory situate between eastern Washington andi ^

Montana. It is to be hoped that the effort now being made to re-annex this strip
to Washington will meet with success. It is a useless appendage to Idaho, and
if county organization became necessary, the isolation from the body of the Ter-
ritory and the capital would prove a source of inconvenience to the residents.
The reannexation would divest Idaho of incongruous shape, avoid parallels of
latitude and imaginary lines as boundaries, substituting therefor mountain chains,
and it would render intact a region of country with community of natural feature
and resources, and if inhabited at all, its population would depend upon simi-
larity of pursuit.

The Coeur d'Alene river has several tributaries, the principal of which are the
St. Joseph's and South Fork. The valleys of the Spokane and Coeur d'Alene
are well adapted to settlement, abundantly supplied with timber and water, and
affording a large proportion of arable land. This region im\y be regarded us
bounded on the north by Clarke's fork, or the Pen d'Oreille river, which, after
leaving Pen d'Oreille lak«e, (east of this Temtory.) runs northwest and enters
the Columbia under the 49th parallel. From the Spokane river to the northern
boundary the country is heavily wooded, interspersed with valleys, many of * f ft/ JL i *-

which are now occupied by settlers. The extensive prairie, or plain of the
Spokane, must not be overlooked ; through it passes the wagon road from Walla-
Walla to Pen d'Oreille lake. This vicinity is memorable for the short but bril-
liant and decisive campaign of the late distinguished General George Wright,
(then colonel 9th United States infantry,) in the summer and fall of 1858, against
a hostile combination of the Spokane, Pen d'Oreille, Pelouse, and Coeur d'Alene
tribes of Indians, a large number of whom, on the 16th May previous, had sur-
prised and defeated Colonel Steptoe, of the same regiment, on Snake river.
Colonel Wright was sent by General N. S. Clarke to chastise them. On the
1st September he thoroughly whipped them at "Four Lakes," (latitude 47° 32',
longitude 117° 39'.) without the loss on his part of a single man. On the 6th
he repeated the lesson at " Spokane plains," (latitude 47° 40', longitude 117° 19'.)
in a right continuing over seven hours, in which the Indians were driven some 14
mih-s. two of their chiefs killed, and numbers of lesser note. The prompt and
etricic7it conduct of Colonel Wright forced the Indians to sue for peace. He
marched as far as the Coeur d'Alene mWion, curtailing their ability for further
depredation, and established quiet in that region, which till this time remains.
He also gloriously wiped out the humiliation of Steptoe's disaster.

West of the Spokane prairie a range of hills divides the waters of the Spokane ^^_ _^_ _ _^F^ _ 
'

and lower Pea d'Oreille. Between these hills and the Columbia are the Col-
viile and Chemakane valleys, separated by a low divide. In the latter was
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located the missionary station of Rev. Messrs. Eels and Walker, established in
1838, under the auspices of the American Board of Foreign Missions, and suc-
cessfully conducted till the winter of 1847, when, after the " Whitman massacre,"
it was abandoned. This vallev affords a lare-e quantity of excellent agricultural¬* C_J -1- ^ ^J

land, and is capable of supporting a considerable settlement.
The Colville valley derives its name from the Hudson's Bay Company fort

of that name, situated near the bank of the Columbia, in latitude 48° 37'. Thi s
post was established in 1825, and during the period when the company were in
active operation was second only in importance to Fort Vancouver. It was
erected upon a terrace about a mile back from the river, and about two miles
from Kettle falls, a vicinity formerly noted for the abundance of salmon. The
establishment consisted of a dwelling-house, three or four warehouses, a black- O / 7

smith shop, and several one-story log houses. In primitive days these were
enclosed \vithin a stockade some 70 yards square, with bastions at two of the
angles. Nine miles from the fort was the Cattle Ranch ; a grist-mill situate on
the Stauntehus river, (now Mill creek,) three miles from the fort, where quite an
extensive farm was cultivated. This mill supplied the adjacent country and the
northern posts with flour, made from the wheat raised in this vicinity by its few
settlers, mostly in the company's service, and Indians living within a circuit of
70 miles, who had been instructed in agriculture by the Protestant missionaries,
also supplied considerable. This fact alone speaks largely as to the capacity of
Colville valley as a wheat-producing region. The batteaux used by the com-
pany in the navigation of the Columbia were built at this fort. It was in factJL «/ ^ G

a recruiting station and rendezvous for the company's brigades " the point wfoere
the results of trade were consolidated to be transmitted across the Rocky moun-

tains to headquarters in the Hudson's Bay territory, from whence shipments were
made to England.O

In the immediate vicinity of the fort the soil is sandy, but a short distance f/ %f /

back it produces abundant crops. We have no recent meteorological data suffi-
ciently full to make an exhibit of climate ; but the assertion is fully warranted
that the winters are many degrees milder than in the same latitudes east of the
Rocky mountains. Captain Mullan, United States army, who has been tho-
roughly acquainted with this whole region since 1853, compares the climate of
this region with that of St. Joseph's, Missouri, in latitude 41°. The summer is
apt to be het and dry; but little rain falls except in spring and fall. Corn suc-
ceeds well, though later in maturing than in the middle States. Wheat, barley, / O O / * 7
oats, patatoes. melons, &c., yield abundantly.

Colville valley proper is about 50 miles long and three wide, and large quan-
tities of very rich land arc unoccupied and open to settlement. Hon. J. E.
Wyche, a judge of the supreme court, Washington Territory, but recently
returned from holding court at Pinckney , thus refers to it :

On the rich lands now unoccupied in the valley and on Mud lake and along1 on different
points on the Columbia river there are now the finest opportunities for settlement and happy
and prosperous homes of any part of this upper coast. From 100 to 300 families may find
as rich land as the sun shines on, with no timber to be cleared, and with splendid timber just
at hand, and the finest streams, and needing only the touch of the husbandman's hand to
yield abundant harvests.

Pinckney City ner led Colville, has recently been esl .blished, and
already has a population of ear it are the United S
post (Fort Colville) and the I

This vicinity has attracted much attention as a gold mining reg
deed the name of " Colville " has attached to the whole mining rep-ion of theO

r Columbia and its tributarie f parallel. Gold is found
1 the streams and bars from 1 he Spoka the northern b * f

an ui) the Pen d'Oreille to the C lolic M The ricl fiel s f British

Columbia have attracted thither white m but a large number of C
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have found successful employment on tliese various bars for the past several
vears.* -

On the 18th November, 1865, the steamer Forty-nine was launched at the old
Hawkins barracks, the former winter quarters of the Northwest Boundary Com-
mission. She is 114 feet long, 20 feet 4 inches wide, and 5 feet deep, with two 

" 1

engines, 1^-J-incli bore, 4 feet stroke-SO-horse power. She was built by Cap-
tain Lemuel White, the pioneer steam navigator of the upper Columbia. She
runs from Little Dalles, just south of the 49th parallel, to La Porte or Death
rapids, distance, by course of river. 270 miles, and within 15 miles of Big Bend,
British Columbia.

Little Dalles is an embryo town established on the Columbia, some 30 miles 
_

from Pinckney City, with which it is connected by an excellent wagon road.
The collector of customs, district of'Paget Sound, has located at this point a
United States deputy collector. A large quantity of merchandise passes through
this place, as is proxrcn by the following exhibit, very kindly furnished by Major
J. J. H. Van Bokkelin, who acted in the capacity of deputy collector from March
1, 1866, to December 1, 1866, inclusive:

"

Value of goods imported by Hudson's Bay Company on which duties were paid at Port Angelas.

Amount of invoices §4,032 00
Duties paid on same ..... - ............ 2,9:28 21

Statement of goods in transitufrom Vi&icouver** s island and British Columbia via Little Dalles.

47 saddle horses, 183 pack animals, merchandise; value $34,175
From Kootenais, British Columbia, to Vancouver's island and British Columbia: ^» ~ « v -^m "*. * -*"- . ^^F* -^ ^B -K -r^. .
_ ^^^^ A * ^ ̂  68 saddle horses, 225 pack animals, 42 packages furs; value 18,560
To Fort Shephard, British Columbia, from Vancouver's island and British Colum-V * "" A 1 ^ - 

_ v .->"_ ^h "- - ^h ̂ ^P-^- .

bia: 34 saddle horses, 167 pack animals; value of merchandise 42,781
From Fort Shephard to British Columbia and Vancouver's island: 38 saddle horses,

195 pack animals, 35 packages of furs; value 18,500
t

Statement of merchandise shipped from Little Dalles to British Columbia.
/

From Hudson's Bay Company, Fort Colville: 18 riding horses, 167 pack horses,

2,7f>4 head of sheep 
2,265 head of beef cattle 

head of horses 
head of mules 

1,132 head of pack animals 

$16,700 28 pack ages of furs ; value 
From Oregon and Washington Territory, via Yakima valley and Soogoos lake:

22,032
14d,550
33,810

4,300
113,200

264 head of saddle horses - 26, 400

From Little Dalles to Big Bend, British Columbia, via Columbia river - canoes and boats
Vessels cleared at custom house, 19 canoes, 35 boats, 15 trips of steamer Forty-nine ; mer
chandise cleared at custom bouse, $142,487 25.

RECAPITULATION.
X

Valuation of merchandise imported into Colville district .................... $7,560 21
Valuation of merchandise passed in transitu ................................ ]14,OI6 00
Valuation of animals 83,400 00
Valuation of merchandise, &c., exported .................................. 507,479 25

CLIMATE OF KASTERX WASHINGTON. - As the central division may be
i "egarded as the west half of the groat plain of the Columbia, the general remarks
upon its climate measurably apply to the eastern portion of said plain. Meteor-
ological data from continued observations at known points are not accessible
within the time allowed in the preparation of this memoir, and we are forced to
content ourselves with a single citation, the mean result of one and a half years'
observations: Fort 'Walla-Walla, latitude 46° 3', longitude 118° 25', altitude
,396-spring, 47° ; summer, 73°.l j fall, 53°.6 j winter, 34°. 1; mean for year,
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Captain Mullan, late of United States army, long on duty in this section, in
his Military Road report, thus refers to the climate:

The meteorological statistics collected during a great numher of years have enabled us to
trace an isochimenal line across the continent from St. Joseph's, Missouri, to the Pacific;
and the direction taken by this line is wonderful, and worthy the most important attention
in all future legislation that looks towards the travel and settlement of this country. This
line, which leaves St. Joseph's in latitude 40°, follows the general line of the Platte to Fort
Laramie, where, from newl~ --A~ J--1 *j A -J " " 31~- l " "* *""" ""
River chain and the

47°-showing that m me interval irom »t. josepns it naci gained six aeg
Tracing it still further westward, it goes as high as 48°, and develops itself in a fan-like
shape in the plains of the Columbia.

It may certainly be said of the upper Columbia basin, considering its altitud
and high latitude, its climate is remarkable for mildness. On the open prairi
the snow, never deep, seldom covers the ground a week at a time j in the heav
timber and in sheltered places it remains much longer on the surface. It is set
:lom essential to house or feed stock, though occasional severe winters serve as

"nings to provide food and shelter. One or two months' feed is the exten
ich necessity ever requires in the heaviest winters. The Indians, who ow]
ensive bands of horses, take no precaution, sometimes shifting their camp

r better grass, and they seldom lose stock by occasion of severity of wintei
A noticeable concomitant of the winter of the upper Columbia is the Chenook
wind ; it is a warm current, more properly a gale, occasionally, during the winter
months, blowing up through the channel of the Columbia from the southwest.' \ O * ( O

A few hours' continuance will remove every vestige of snow from the earth over i/ O

which it sweeps.
There is no hazard in the statement that, for health and salubritj7, there is

no climate in the world which surpasses that of Washington Territory in the
P f the C

THE COUNTIES OF WASHINGTON TERRITORY.-The Territory is divided
into 21 counties, viz: Chehalis, Clallain, Clarke, Cowlitz, Island, Jefferson,
King, Kit-sap, Klikitat, Lewis, Mason, Pacific, Pierce, Skamania, Snohoinish,
Stevens, Thurston, Wahkiakum, Walla-Walla, Wbatcom, and Yakima.

CHEHALIS.-Population, 300: assessed value of property, $100,199 94;
area, 1,600 square miles. . The geographical position of this comity is b
defined by referring to its special feature, Gray's harbor, and the valley of 1
river which confers its name. It lies upon the Pacific, and its north bound*
is about midway between Capes Disappointment and Flattery. It was org;

>y act of the Washington Territory legislature, April 14, 1854. Com
Montesano: r>ost offices or towns, Cedarville, Chehalis Citv, Cosmopo

Elma, and Satsop. It contains a large quantity of rich bottom lands and prai
d is one of the best agricultural sections of the T/ O *'

Hoods.-Till recently the travel between these settlements, all located
Gray's harbor or the Chehalis river, was by water. The road from Olymp
on Puget sound, terminated at Cedarville, where canoes were taken for the
remaining journey to Gray's harbor, although there were trails along the banks
of the river, and one crossing to the Willopah settlement in Pacific county. A
road has just been completed from Satsop to Olympia, very materially shorten-
ing1 the distance between the lower Chehalis settlements and the sound. A
beach road from Chehalis City to the northern cape of Shoalwafcer bay con-
nected these settlements with Pacific county and Astoria, Oregon.

CLALLAM.-Population, 305 ; assessed value of property, $97,395 31; area,
1,720 square miles; number of acres of land on which taxes are paid, 9,300.
This county was established by act of Washington Territory legislature, April
26, 1854. *Its full northern length is washed by the Straits of Fuca, and its
western boundary, about 40 miles in length, borders on the Pacifi
County seat. New Dungeness; post offices and towns, Port Angelos and Nec-ah
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Bay. Skirting the straits from the east boundary to near Port Angelos there
is a wide belt of excellent land, which is very generally occupied by settlers.
The river bottoms are very rich, and the opening of the roads from the straits
to the Quillehuyte river has developed the existence of a rich section of land
heretofore unknown. Most of the travel from place to place is by the straits.
A road has been opened from the eastern settlements to Port Angelos, and short
roads connect the former settlements with Port Discovery and Port Townsend.

CLARKE.-Population, 2.089; assessed value of property, $611,657; area.
1,400 square miles; number of acres of land on which taxes are paid, 94,731.
Acres planted in wheat, 932 j in oats, 1,805 ; in rye, 52; in barley, 78; in peas,
120 ; in potatoes, 215. Lumber mills, 12 j flouring mills, 3 ; schools, 26 ;
churches, 9; stores, 31. One steam vessel. Horses, 1,039 ; mules, 87 j cattle,
3,980; sheep, 4,463; hogs, 1,469.
" This is the oldest county in the Territory. The provisional government of
Oregon, June 27, 1844, established the district of Vancouver, embracing all of
the then Oregon Territory north of the Columbia river. Bv act under sameO *f *f

government, December 22, 1845, the word "county" was substituted for "dis-
trict." Under the Oregon territorial government the name of "Clarke"waso o

adopted in place of "Vancouver." County seat, city of Vancouver, one of the
most thriving settlements in the Territory,, Here was established the head-
quarters of the Hudson's Bay Company W7est of the Rocky mountains. The
early Catholic missionaries, in 1838, first commenced their labors at this point.
Early after the treaty of 1846 United States troops arrived in the Territory,
since which time it has been occupied as a military post, long the headquarters
of a military division or department.

Towns and Post Offices.-Lake River, Lincoln, Pekin, Union Ridge, and
Washougal. The county borders the Columbia river, and is about equidistant
from the Pacific ocean and the summit of the Cascade mountains. The settle-
ments are connected bv roads, but the main territorial road from Fort Vancouverm

to Fort Steilacoom, passing along the Columbia river to the Cowlitz, at certain / A O O /

seasons is inundated; from this fact and the facility of travelling on the Colum-
bia this road has only a nominal existence.

COWLITZ.-Population, 480; assessed value of property, $186,079; area, 460
square miles ; number of acres on which tax is paid, 20.918.

This county lies immediately west of Clarke, with about 20 miles of shore
line on the Columbia river, with 25 miles of length of the Cowlitz river trav-/ C^

ersing it north and south. Its southeast corner is about 35 miles east of the
mouth of the Columbia river. Besides the valley of the Cowlitz several tribu-
taries of that river afford a large quantity of rich bottom land. Nearly one-third

the county is included in these valleys. A short distance back of the rivers
large tracts of unoccupied lands afford great inducement for settlement. No
portion of the county is further removed from either the Cowlitz or Columbia
than 15 miles, hence access to market is insured. The whole county is good
soil. Fifty bushels of wheat to the acre is not an unusual yield in these bottom
lands. This county was set off from Lewis county by the legislature of this
Territory, April 21, 1854. Monticello is the county seat. This is the point of
departure for travel from the Columbia river to Puget sound. Castle Rock and
Oak Point arc the remaining post offices. At the latter point is located Aber-
nethy's saw-mills, at which about 4,000,000 feet of lumber are annually manu-
factured. There is also a small saw-mill on the Cowlitz river about 12 miles
atmvc Monticello.

If'.tads.-This county is so located that roads from the Columbia river to
Puget sound must either cummence in or pass through it. Here commences
or terminates the land travel between the river and the northern settlements.
The military road from Steilacoom and the territorial road from Olympia end here,
and the transit to Portland or Vancouver is completed by steamboats via the

36
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river. The portion of road between Monticello and Vancouver is located; but
scarcely used. The old Hudson's Bay trail, which comes down the Columbia river,
may be travelled at certain seasons of the year, and was much used for driving
stock, but even they are now most generally transported in barges to Monticello,
towed by the steamers. On the east side of Oowlitz river a road is opened con-
necting all the settlements. From Monticello to Oak Point, and from Oak
Point to Boisfort prairie in Lewis county, roads have been opened, the latter
connecting with a territorial road from Boisfort to Olympia.

ISLAND.-Population 409; assessed value of property $261,731; area 250
square miles. The following surplus produce remained on hand May, 1867, at
time of annual assessment, which indicates the producing character of this set-
tlement: 1,416 tons of hav; 2,687 bushels wheat: 15.815 bushels barley: / ¬/ / / "/ /
9,382 bushels of oats 5 5,925 bushels of potatoes 5 fruit trees, 9,868 j horses,
268; cattle, 964; sheep, 1,234; hogs, 1,156.

The county was established by the Oregon territorial legislature, January
6, 1853. It consists of the two islands of Whidby and Camano. The county
seat is Coupeville. Towns and post offices-Coveland, Crescent Harbor, Oak
Harbor, and Utsalada, the latter of which places is the site of the extensive
saw-mill of Messrs. G-reman and Craney, on Camano island. While isolated
from the remainder of the Territory the settlements on Whidby's island are con-
nected by good roads.

JEFFERSON.-Population, 650; assessed value of property, $301,584 27 ;
area, 1,670 square miles. Established by the Oregon territorial legislature
December 22, 1852.

This county has an extensive shore line upon the straits of Juan de Fuca and
Admiralty inlet, embracing ports Discovery, Townsend, and Ludlow. It then
extends south of Clallam county to the Pacific ocean. On ports Discovery and

- Ludlow extensive steam saw-mills are located, giving employment to numerous
hands and constituting centres of population. Port Townsend, on the bay of
that name, is the county seat. It is the site of the custom-house of the district
of Puget sound ; the marine hospital is Ipcated here, and at the head of the bay
is the military post, (Fort Townsend.) The bay is six miles long, four wide,
and an excellent harbor. Towns and post offices-Chemican, Port Discovery,
and Port Ludlow. Water transportation is relied upon, as most of the settle-
ments are in the vicinity of the sound. Hoads connect Port Townsend with
Port Discovery, and with the prairie settlements back.

KING.-Population, 725; assessed value of property, $414,043; area, 1,800
square miles ; acres under cultivation, 3,650. Organized by the Oregon territo-
rial legislature December 22, 1852.

In this county are embraced the rich agricultural valleys of the Dwamish,
White, and Green rivers, and the extensive coal fields back of Lake Washing-
ton on the Squak, Black, Dwarnish, and Green rivers. Seattle is the county 

" T n -i T^fc T T nnv * i "I r^t * * * /"^ , , *i " - . i .

seat; a thriving town, in which is located the university of the Territory. Towns
and post offices-Cedar river and Freeport.

Roads.-Seattle is connected with Steilacoom by a good wagon road, and dur-
ing the past season a wagon road has been constructed across the Snoqualmie
pass of the Cascade mountains into the Yakima valley.

KITSAP.-Population 610; assessed value of property, $551,266; area, 400
square miles.

This county was organized by act of the legislative assembly of this Territory,
passed January 16, 1857, under the name of Slaughter county, in honor of the
gallant Lieutenant W. A. Slaughter, United States army, who was killed in
the Indian war of 1855-V>6. By a provision in the bill the people of the county
were authorized to vote for a name at the next general election, (1857.) At such
election the name Kitsap was adopted after the Indian chief whose tribe occu-
pied considerable portion of the county, one of the most prominent and able
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of the leaders of the hostile Indians. The county may be described as the
peninsula between Hood's canal and Admiralty inlet, including Bainbridge and
Blake's islands, with 50 miles of shore line upon Hood's canal and 80 upon
Admiralty inlet. No portion of the county lies further from navigable water
than four miles. Tin's county is noted for its extensive lumbering mills. Port» ^

Madison is the county seat, on the excellent harbor of that name. Towns and
post offices-Tcckalet, Seabee, Port Orchard, and Port Blakely.

Roads,-Between Port Madison and Teekalet the portage is made by a road . ^^B -^^ -^- ̂  fe ^
nine miles in length. Port Orchard to Seabec, a distance of four miles, is
made over a well-defined trail. Water transportation is the prevalent method
of communication between the settlers themselves, as also with other portions of
the Territory.

KLIKITAT.-Population, 300; assessed value of property, $125,342; area-,
1,850 square mSes; number of acres of land on which taxes are paid, 6,778;
established by legislative assembly of this Territory December 20, 1859 ;
county seat, Rockland. The Dalles in Oregon is the post office for this whole
region, includinsj1 even the county seat. The Yakima Indian reservation and O 7 ~ "-

the Simcoe agency are located in this county. The Indian industrial school,
under management of Rev. J. H. "Wilbur, at this agency, has been a decided
success.

LEWIS.-Population, 550 ; assessed value of property, $268,095 ; area, 1,580
square miles. Established by the Oregon provisional government December
21, 1845; county seat, Claquato; towns and post offices-Boisfort, Cowlitz,
Highland, Newankum, Saunders, and Skookum Chuck.

This county is one of the best agricultural sections wrest of the Cascade monn-*' ^

tains. Thoroughly watered by the Chehalis and Cowlitz rivers and several of
their tributaries, its prairies and rich bottoms offer great inducement to settlement.

Roads.-The territorial road and .mail route from Olympia to Monticello runs
through the whole breadth of this county. A second territorial road, crossing
the Skookum Chuck and Newankum and avoiding the Chehalis river,terminates
at the old Cowlitz landing. Boisfort is connected with Claquato by a good
wagon road, and also by a road with Mopah, in Pacific county.

MASON.-Population, 219 ; assessed value of property, $44,480; area, 1,600
square miles. Organized under the name of Sawamish county by the Washing-
ton Territory legislature, March 13, 1854. Name changed to Mason, January v v_ O / *F
8, 1864, in honor of the memory of Mr. Charles II. Mason, deceased, first sec-V

retary of the Territory in order of time as well as by efficiency of service, and
long and ably its acting governor. County seat, Oakland. Towns and post
offices-Arkada, Kamilchie, Skokomish, Sherwood's mills, and Union city. A
road has been opened from Oakland, near the head of Skookum bay, to Olynrpia,
which is used for driving stock. Water communication, by the sound and its
several bays, is, however, the usual method, and in the present location of settle-
ments the most available.

PACIFIC.-Population, 375; assessed value of property, $135,568; area, 1,140.
Established by Oregon territorial legislature February 4, 1857. This is the
southwestern county of the Territory, bordering on the Columbia river and the
Pacific ocean, its great specialty the basin of Shoalwater bay. It is noted
for its oysters and fisheries. An extensive establishment for the manufacture of
water cement has just been completed by Mr. J. B. Knapp, on the Columbia
river, about two miles east of Chcnook. The supply of rock is inexhaustible.
Preparations are made to supply at least 150 tons per month. About .v 20,000
have been expended in the buildings and machinery.

The county seat of Pacific county is Oysterville. Other post offices and towns
AVillopah, Bruce-port, Chcnook, and Pacific City.

PIERCE.-Population, 860; assessed value of property, 8508,806 50; area,
2,000 square miles. Organized by act of the legislative assembly of
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Territory, December 22, 1852. In this county is located the mammoth claim
of the Puget Sound Agricultural Company for lands appurtenant to Fort Nis-
qually, called the Nisqually claim. About a mile east of the city of Steilacoom
the United States fort of that name is located. From tins point commences the
military road to Wallula (the old fort Walla-Walla) via the Nachess pass of
the Cascade mountains, opened by the people of Thurston and Pierce counties
in the summer of 1853, and an appropriation by Congress of $20,000 expended
uon it in 1854 b Lieutenant Richard Arnold, United States arm. A eneral gene
idea of the line of this road will be obtained by consulting the table of distances

! measured by odometer at the time of construction. The points designated gen-
l erally indicate camps Where the best water and the greatest amount of wood and
c. ^ * O si-razing may bo obtained. The first column of figures indicate the distance
from point to point, and the second the distance from Steilacoom:

Miles,
To Puyallup river 
First crossing of White river 9-Jr 31 f o **
Last prairie on White river 6£ 38
Second crossing of White river ]14 4^l c? * *j
Sixth crossing of White river 
Le-Tete 3-i 59± 

First crossing of Green river 
Bare Prairie 

Last crossing Green river at western base of mountain 

5$

First prairie on summit of mountain 
Last prairie on summit of mountain 
First crossing: of Nachess river , 5-J 84£
Crossing of Papattsally 
Mouth of Bumping " 
Last crossing of Nachess river ^ 

104-

11
Wenass - 10

Where road leaves Wenass valley 
First crossing of Yakima river 

16 
4

First water alter leaving Yakima river ]&f
Second water after leaving Yakima river 7£ 167
Brackish Spring , 16
Great Bend of the Yakima , 202
Near mouth of Yakima 

Terminus of route, opposite Wallula 17£ 234^

The road from Fort Vancouver passes through this county, continuing to Fort
Bellingham at the extreme north of the Territory, though not travelled beyond
Seattle. From Steilacoom to this latter point the mails are carried tri-weeldy
on this road. The settlements scattered through the county are connected with
each other by good roads permeating the county, and communicating also with the
farming1 settlements of Thurston and Kincr counties.O v _^_^

The county seat is Steilacoom. Post offices-Franklin, Nisqually, and Span-
away 5 the former named being the post office of the flourishing agricultural
settlement in the valley of the Puyallup. Here, also, is an Indian reservation,
at which are concentrated most of the tribes of the head of Pugct sound.

SKAMANIA.-Population, 270 " assessed value of property, $260,365; area,
1,800 square miles j organized by act of legislative assembly, Territory of Wash-
ington, March 9, 1854. This is a mountainous section, there being but little
available land within its great area immediately bordering on the Columbia
river. The width of the county embraces the summit of the Cascade range; in
it are the great cascades of the Columbia, the great gorge made by the vast
aggregation of the waters of the upper Columbia and its innumerable confluents
and tributaries forcing an exit through this great mountain" chain. Through this
pass, around these rapids and falls, the first railroad west of the Rocky moun-
tains was constructed to avoid these obstructions to steamboat navigation.

Another matter worthy of remembrance connected with this county was the
passage by the legislative assembly of this Territory of an act (January 14, 1S65)
dismembering this county and dividing its territory between Clarke and Klikitat
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counties. Congress having in tlie organic act reserved the privilege to disprove
territorial legislation, annulled said law of the assembly of the Territory, (June
29, 1866,) and reinstated Skamania county; the only instance in territorial legis-
lation in which Congress has intervened.

County seat is Cascades. By this is meant Lower Cascades; the Upper Cas-
cades is the only other town. Both are the termini of the Cascade railroad ; both
are points of departure for the steamboats of the Oregon Steam Navigation Com-
pany plying up or down the Columbia river.

The narrow strip of land over which the railroad passes affords but little room
for any other road. There is, however, a military road from Fort Vancouver
(called in the act of Congress making the appropriation for its construction,
Columbia City barracks) to Fort Dalles. This road affords land communication
between the Cascades and the settlements of Clarke county, but travel by the
river almost the universal mode of communication.

SXOHOMISH.-Population, 285; assessed value of property, $69,022 86; area, _i * ^h ^-
1,500 square miles; acres under cultivation, 1,200; organized by act of Wash-
hmrton Territory legislature, January 14, 1861. This county is noted for the
pine timber which skirts its numerous streams, which are resorted to by
camps. These camps are transitory and made up entirely of males, and hence
the great preponderance of male population. This also accounts for the fact
that at different periods such discrepancies arise in attempted estimates of popu-
lation.

The county seat is Sftohomish City; Muckelteo and Tulalip (the latter the
site of the Indian reservation) are the other post offices in this county.

STEVEXS.-Population, 550;. assessed value of property, §200,579; area.
28,000 square miles; acres under cultivation, 2,500. This county embraces
over one-third of the area of the Territory, lying upon both sides of the Columbia
and between the Cascade mountains and the eastern boundary of the Territory.
On the 29th January, 185S, the present county of Stevens and the territory
included within the county of Yakima were erected into a county by the legis-
lature of this Territorv. No organization bein^ effected under said act the leo */ o o o

lature passed a similar law January 27, 1862, constituting the before described
territory into Spokane county. On the 20th January, 1863, the territory east
of the Columbia was set off and erected into a separate county, and named
Stevens county in honor of the late General Isaac I. Stevens, Washington's
first and most distinguished governor. January 19, 1864, Stevens and Spokane
counties were' consolidated and the name of Stevens ascribed to the united terri-

tory. To attempt a description of this large and interesting region, would be
to renew the notice of the great plain of the Columbia, the Spokane plains, the
Grand Coulee, the Colville valley, all of which have l>een extendedlv noticed
in the preceding geographic memoir, which is referred to as largely applicable " 1 I " 

*'

to this county.
The coVmtv seat is Pincknev Citv. There are other settlements and towns< "

at various points, but it alone is a post office.
Itoads. - Wagon roads from Walla-Walla to Colville; from White Bluffs to

Lake Pen d'Oreille, the Mullan road ; a road from the Dalles through the Yakima
valley, and on the west side of the Columbia, to Colville, and roads connecting
with the passes of the Cascade mountains traverse this region, and are much P . -

travelled by miners and parties driving stock into British Columbia and to the
Pen d'Oreille and other mining regions.

THURSTON.-Population, 2,045; a>>essed value of property, $776,622 75;
area, 672 square miles; number of acres on which taxes are paid, 82,522 ; cattle,
2,691; sheep, 7,877; hogs, 696. Established by act of Oregon territorial gov-
ernment, January 12, 1852. Comity seat, Olym'pia, the seat of government of
the Territorv. At Turnwater, in this countv, the first American settlement north* ^
of the Columbia was made in the fall of 1845.
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Post Offices and Towns. - Beaver, Chamber's Prairie, Coal Bank, Miami, Grand
Mound, and Turnwater.

Roads. - Olympia being the head of Puget sound, water communication from
the northern settlements, Victoria and British Columbia, and the land travel
from the Columbia river northward, terminates at this point. Here, then, may
be said to start the great thoroughfare of communication between the sound and
Columbia river, terminating at Monticello, where steamboat navigation is resumed. ' O 7 O
There are no less than three routes within this county southward to Skookum*/

Chuck, two thence to the Cowlitz river - one (the military road) continuing down "
the Cowlitz to Monticello ; an excellent wagon road connects with Steilacooui
and thence to Seattle. This county is admirably adapted for roads, and the
settlements are all accessible by well defined and good roads.

WAHKIAKUM. - Population, 63 ; assessed value of property, $9,653 33 ; area,
225 square miles. Established by act of Washington legislature, April 25, 1854.
Cathlamette is the county seat, and post office for the whole county. This county
borders on the Columbia river just east of Pacific county. The greatest portion
is rough and mountainous, confining settlements to the river front. The timber
is of an excellent quality and most abundant, but agricultural tracts are few and
not extensive. "

WALLA- WALLA. - Population, 3,500 ; assessed value of property, $1,762,816 ;
area, 8,000 square miles; acres of land on which taxes are paid, 21,152; acres
in corn, 2,307; acres in wheat, 7,729; acres in oats, 4,045; acres in barley, 1,125;
acres in timothy, 568. In 1 866 the yield was as follows : Wheat, 500,000 bushels ;
oats, 250,000 bushels; barley, 200,000 bushels; corn, 150,000 bushels; beans,
170,000 pounds. Six flouring mills, six saw-mills, two planing mills, two dis-
tilleries, one foundry, 52 threshing, heading and reaping machines.

The act of assembly of this Territory creating this county passed April 25,
1854. It then included all the territory between the Cascade mountains and
the Rocky mountains and the 46th and 49th parallels, excepting thereout a
fraction of Skamania and the county of Klikitat. Settlers were scattered through
this vast region, but so widely apart that no organization was at the time
attempted. The Indian war of 1855-'56 caused many to abandon the region.
At its close, Colonel Steptoe issued, to say the least, a most remarkable order,
dated August 20, 1856, that " no emigrant or other white person, except the
Hudson's Bay Company, or persons having ceded rights from the Indians, will
be permitted to settle or remain in the county." This emanated from Major
General Wool, then commander of the Pacific military department. This decree
of expatriation and forbidding of settlement continued till the spring of 1859,
when Major Grier, United States dragoons, consented that the rich valley of the
Walla- Walla might be occupied by American settlers. Its growth and progress
dates from that period, and it is now the most populous and wealthy county in
the Territor.

The county seat is the city of Walla- Walla, the largest town in Washington
Territory. Post offices - Coppei, Mullan's Bridge, Touchet, Wallula, all centres
of thriving settlements.

Eoads. - Wallula (the old Fort Walla- Walla) was the point where the great
emigrant route coming into Oregon struck the Columbia river. It is now the
eastern terminus of usual steam navigation on the Columbia, thouh occasional O /

trips at favorable stages of water are continued as far as White Bluffs. In
primeval days the emigrants continued down the river in boats or on a road along
the river to the Dalles. In 1853, a road was constructed from this point, or
rather from the opposite side of the river, via Yakima valley and Nachess Pass,
to Fort Steilacooin, on Puget sound. A good wagon road, travelled daily by
coaches, connects it with Walla-Wall a City, 30 miles east. During the past
year a road (Wastnckna wagon road) connects it with the forks of Mullan's road
and the wagon road from Walla-Walla to Colville, insuring direct communica-
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tion from Wallula to Colville or Fort Benton. This road is in length 58 mil
The distance via Walla-Walla, from Wallula to same point, was 100 miles.

Walla-Walla is a centre from which roads diverge in all directions, conne
inof the settlements of the county with each other, and affording routes to Fort5 w f <-

Benton, on the Missouri, (by Mullan's military road,) to Fort Colville,
and Boise, to Lake Pen d'Oreille, and to the rich milliner regions of Montana.

WHATCOM.-Population, 244 j assessed value of property, $42,522 50; area,
4,300 square miles; organized by act of Washington legislature, March 9, 1854.
This is the northernmost of the Puget Sound counties. Within is Bellmgham
bav. the shores of which are so noted for their extensive and valuable coal mines,

hich are fully noticed in an article upon the coal fields of the Territory.
County seat, Whatcom ; post offices, San Juan, on the disputed island of tha

ame, and Swinamish.
YAKIMA. - Population, 125 ; assessed value of property, $68,676 28 j area,

quare mes; organzed under act of assembly of Washington legislature,
y 21, 1865. It embraces the Yakima valley proper lying between the

Wenachee river and the northern boundary of Klikitat county. This and the
neighboring valleys, passing under the general cognomen of the Yakima country,
are the best stock raising region in the Territory ; fine soil, excellent grass, and
mild winters, with occasional very short feeding seasons, never exceeding between
one and two months. Several extensive stock ranches are alread^

of cattle are owned in this vallev. The county seat is on Colonel*f "/

Thorp's claim on the Yakima, near the mouth of the Atalmam, and not far from
the old Catholic mission. Thirty-five miles above, at the foot-hills of the Cas- * /

cade mountains, is the Kitatash valley, 40 miles in length and 15 in width, well
watered b the Yakima and its tributaris, abundantl thouh not heavil tirn-

bered, and of excellent soil. The new road opened the past season from Seattle
Snoqualmie Pass runs through this valley, joins the Nachess mili-

y road at Thorp's, and as one road they continue to Wallula. The road from
the Dalles, Oregon, to the Wenachee, Pen d'Oreille, and mines of the up
Columbia, crosses the Yakima river about 25 miles below7 Thorp's, and pas
through the whole breadth of this county^^^^ -"-

The post office for the county is the Dalles, Oregon, from which it is separated
by the Columbia river, the width of Klikitat county, the Simcoe mountains, and
the Yakima river. A county containing 200 inhabitants, with more induce-

s for immediate settlement than almost any portion of the Territory
Lience of mineral resources, rich agricultural tracts, and salubrious climate,
ht to have one post office and one post route.

SECTION II.

MINERAL RESOURCES.

On the north side of the Columbia river from the Dalles the countr is brok
d hilly to the Klikitat river, which empties into the Columbia' above the

Dalles. In the Klikitat valley there is considerable fanning, and a l
amount of grazing land, with small patches of pines and fir. The Cascad

ge of mountains is well supplied f pine and fir, except the h
peaks, as Mount Adams, St. Helens, and R with

l snow, and consequently are entirely b
Along the foot of the mountains from the Dalles to the Xaclie?>. the whol-

ountry is volcanic, with no minerals of value. On the head of the South For
f Yakima river a conglomerate is found, composed of pebbles and boulders of
andstone and granite, with small masses of quartz. When this has been disiu-
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tegrated a trace of gold has been found. To the north of the Nachess quartz
veins exist, but they are generally small and barren. Gold is rarely, though*"* *-* * w 7 J^*

occasionally found in them. Further north, near lake Chelan, some diggings have
been discovered, which, however, did not pay wages.

On the Columbia river, above Priest rapids, a number of the bars paid fair
wages for a short time. The gold was very fine, and had evidently been moved
a long distance by the action of the water. The eastern slope of the Cascade
range in this Territory has been pretty thoroughly prospected for gold. Except
in the instances before mentioned, none has been found. There is a large amount
of good grazing and farming lands, but no mining. In the northeastern portions
of the Territory, about Fort Colville, mines have been worked, though not
profitably. In the regions adjacent to the Rocky mountains, doubtless good mines
will yet be found.

COAL.-The appearance of veins and outcroppii^gs of coal in almost every
section of the Territory west of the Cascade mountains indicates its very general
distribution and inexhaustive supply. It is found on the Columbia, as also upon
streams emptying directly into the Pacific; it appears at Clallam bay, just within
the Straits of Fuca; following round our inland sea, we find it im exliaustless-
fields back of Seattle, then upon the Sto-liiTaua-mah, and at Bellingham bay, in
the extreme north. Its presence at intermediate sections within an area bounded by
the above designated points upon the Cowlitz and Skookum Chuck, the Chehalis7
and on the Dwamish, Black, and Green rivers attests its thorough and univer-
sal diffusing;' the continuity of the strata through this whole region.

George Gibbs, favorably known to the scientific world, and highly regarded by
his fellow-citizens of his adopted Territory, thus alludes to the universality of
coal indications:

The whole of this formation has been considered by geologists as tertiary, and the coal
as not belonging to the true coal. Be this as it may, its value for economical purpose is
unquestionable. Even that on the Cowlitz and Skookum Chuck, though inferior to the pro-
duct of the Dwamish and Bellingham bay mines, was abandoned only from its not being
accessible to tide-water.

A singular circumstance in connection with this subject has been noticed at the southern
end of Whidby's island. A crevice in the earth exists there, from which smoke constantly
ascends, rising undoubtedly from the burning of a bed of coal or lignite beneath. The clay
around its edge is said to be baked of a brick red. It has been burning since the settlement
of the country, and is popularly called a volcano.

No scientific exploration whatever has been made of this region, nor even such an exami-
nation of particular beds as to justify any opinion respecting their value. Such experiments
as have been tried indicate that for steaming purposes the quality of the coal is very good,
but to what extent the beds can be worked is not settled. They appear 011 the edge of the
water, most of them not above the high tides of winter, and it would seem that they dip
slightly in shore, as well as in a direction parallel to it. From the appearance of upturned
edges of sandstone between high and low-water mark, it is conjectured that the coal extends
beneath the surface of the bay, and that to the north of it it will be perhaps found in place
and in the natural position of the strata. The formation commences at the Columbia river,
where lignite or brown coal is found in thin seams, and extends continuously northward to a
great distance, the quality of the coal improving in that direction.

"
BELLIXGHAM BAT MINES.-These mines are located in the extreme norl

the Territory, and have already acquired a wide-spread reputation, not only f
their extent, but also for the oualitv of the coal. In the fall of 1852, Capta

William Pattle, then engaged upon a contract to furnish the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany with timber from Lopez island, crossed over to the shore of Bellingham
bay in search of suitable trees for his purpose ; while walking along the beach,
he observed several seams of coal. Himself and two parties working with him
(Messrs. Morrison and Thomas) each immediately located adjoining cl

pon the bay, under the provisions of the donation law> then
in force in this Territory. The northernmost one was taken by Pattle; it 13
next south of the claim on which the present town of Sehom
other claims were taken in the order named.
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Messrs. Pattle, Morrison & Thomas leased these claims to a San Francisco
company, who sent Captain William A. Howard (now of the United States
revenue service on duty at Sitka) to the bay as superintendent. A vein was
opened on the " Morrison claim," called the " Ma-moosie mine,77 from which a cargo
of 150 tons was taken out, when the enterprise was abandoned George Gibbs,
esq., the geologist of the western branch of the Northern Pacific Railroad Explo-
ration, thus speaks of it, March 1, 1854 :

The seam which had been most worked, that known as the Ma-moosie mine, was altogether
eight feet through, but divided by three feet of clay and slate, leaving only an equal amount
of workable coal. A drift had been carried in about 175 feet, the quality improving somewhat.
About 150 tons only had beeu got out, which was mostly oo. board a vessel bound to Sau
Francisco.

The "Pattle claim" has upon it a vein 11 feet thick. No attempts, however,
have been made to develop it, except that Captain Pattle himself took out by
hand a small quantity of coal. The claim now belongs to Reuben L. Doyle, esq.,
of Whidby's island. The tl Thomas claim77 is settled upon by Daniel W. Han-is,
who has occupied it since its abandonment by Thomas. In it are two seams
visible from the beach. No real attempt at work has ever been done upon this
claim.

In 1860, Morrison sold his claim to Charles E. Richards,, esq., (to whom as
assignee the United States government issued patent in 1866.) In 1860, Mr.
Richards associated with him several gentlemen under the name of the Union
Coal Company. They opened a vein and sunk a shaft about 100 feet. The
vein worked was but two feet in thickness, although there was another of
eight or nine feet upon the claim. That company took out and shipped to San
Francisco an aggregate of about 2,500 tons. This claim has lately been trans-
ferred to a company in XewT York, who propose the present fall to commence a
thorough svstem of operations."/ L 

The mine of the Bellingham Bay Company is the mine upon which the repu-
tation of this whole region has heretofore depended. It is situate between the
towns of Sehome and AYhatcom, on the shore of the bay, about two miles north
and east of Pattle's discovers. The vein had been laid bare bv the blowing
down of a large tree. Claims were at once taken by the discoverers, Messrs. i -t "
Brown and Hewitt, in the fall of 1853. Late that fall several gentlemen of
San Francisco formed the Bellingham Bay Company, and sent Captain "W. H.
Fauntleroy and Calhoun Benham, esq., to examine the mines. They purchased
the two claims for $18,000. Colonel E. C. Fitzhughr afterwards judge of the
supreme court of this Territory, was for several years the superintendent, and up
to I860 the shipment of coal to San Francisco averaged about 500 tons per year.
In 1860 the old Bellingham Bay Company leased these mines to Moody and
Sinclair, granting to the lessees the privilege of taking out 1,000 tons per month.
But the yield exceeded that quantity; their exportation the first year amounted
to not less than 15,000 tonsr which gradually increased each subsequent year.
In 1866 the present management commenced, with Colonel A. Hay ward, the
modem Croasus, holding the controliug interest. R. E. Myers, esq., is resident
superintendent. The delays in the fall of 1866, incident to the change of man-
agers, caused a suspension of active mining operations. By the time matters
were satisfactorily adjusted the mine took fixe, the extinguishment of which pro- 

r ̂ ^m ^^M ^^~~^^~ ^^^

vented the resumption of mining till June, 1867. Indeed, now (September 1)
the lower gallery is not yet completely pumped out. This company own about
3,000 acres of land in compact form^. and have expended in improvements not

than -100,000. The shaft is about 500 feet deep, the slope at an angle of
45°, decreasing as you descend j the first gallery 300 feet down, and the one
DOW bein<-- worked extends some 600 vards. The lower ffallerv, which is still* I

being pumped out, (though in it operations will soon be, if they are not already,
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d has b to th d f 600 yard I mpl
fall e slope to admit a doubl ng the mul

f cars into and from the m ne. About 100 tons per day are
being taken out, but arrang progress by which the daily yield
b The present cost per ton to p on shipboard

bout $ Practical m h f im was worke
f beh ld b l ld be clearer and

the pense per ton c ld b lly uced by leaning p bein
d ed unnecessary
Mr. John H well own on the Pacifi as a l g h
alyzed this c l in Octob The followin is his rep

Carbon 

Hydrogen 

1.309 Specific gravity 
Water (hygroscopic) 
Dry coal 

The dry coal consists of- 

5.60 per cent
94.40

74.41
4.63

Oxygen, nitrogen, and sulphur 17.61
Ashes (red) 3.35

Amount of coke procured 
100. 00 

62.60 per cent.
Subjoined is a copy of the analysis of various samples of Welsh, Newcastle, and Scotch

coals, with which it will be seen the analysis of the sample from Bellingham bay compares
very favorably:

ex

Locality or name of coal to
G to ga
o 2 0)-Q CJ (Jlfi0 3C3 00

W O PH

WELCH.

Aberdare Co's Methyr 1.31 88.28 4.24 4 oo T. *.** 3.16 85, 83
Nixon's Methyr 

NEWCASTLE COALS. 

1.31 90.27 4.12 4.36 1.25 79.11

I

Newcastle Hartley 
Healey's Hartley 

ates' West Hartley .. 

1.29 81.81 5. 50 5.55 7.14 64.61
1.31 80.26 5.28 5.34 9.12 72.31
1.25 80.61 5.26 9.88 4.25

West Hartley Main 1.25 81.85 5.29 10.35 2.51
Buddies' West Hartley 1.23 80.75 5.04 10. 36 3.85
Hastings' Hartley 

SCOTCH 

1.25 82.24 5.42 9.40 2.94 55. 60

Wallsend Elgin Vein 
Dalkeith Coronation Vein 

1.20 76.09 7.99 10.70 58.45
1.31 76.94 5.20 14.75 3.10 53.05

Dalkeith Jewel Vein 

ELUNGHAM BAY 

1.28 74.55 5.H 15.94 4.37 49.80

1.31 74.41 4.63 17.61 3.35 62.66
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The test for the calorific value of this sample of coal shows it to compare very favorably
with the same coals, as will be seen by reference to the following1 table:

Pounds of water Pounds of water
which 1 pound which 1 pound

Name and locality of coal of coal is capa- of coal irf capa-
ble of elevating ble of evapor-
from 38° to 212° ating from 2112
Fahrenheit. Fahrenheit.

WELCH.

Abcrdare Co's Methyr 77.11 14.37

NEWCASTLE COALS

Newcastle Hartley .. 72.00 13. 42
Carr's Hartley 
Healy'8 Hartley 
Steamboat Wallsend 

69. 83 13. (>1
C8.61 1-3. 78
65.08 12.13

SCOTCH.

TVellwood . 64.13 11.94
Eglintou... 54.96 10.24

BELLINGHAM BAY..., 59.90 11.17

STO-LU-AFA-MAH COAL. - This exists in workable seams, but at present
seems inaccessible to market. A specimen was sent by Commodore C. TT.
Skinner, United State s navy, to Professor Walter R. Johnson for analsis.
That distinguished chemist thus speaks of it :

It seems to be one of the finest American coals which I have yet seen. It has a specif*
gravity of 1.315, and will weigh, in the merchantable state, from 51 to 55 pounds per cubic
foot, according to size of lumps, and will require on board a steamer about 42J feet of space
to stow one gross ton. It is of brilliant lustre, wholly free from liability to soil. It is coin-
posed of-
Volatile matter .- 
Fixed carbon 

Earthy matter 

.... 40.36 

.... 56.84

.... 2.80

100.00

After the luminous flame ceases the coke burns with a bright glow, and leaves a light
brick red, or salmon-colored ash.

In coking, the coal scarcely increases in bulk, has no tendency to agglutinate, and conse-
quen uently preserves an open tire, burning freely, and does not cover itself with ashes to such a
degree as materially to obstruct the comb 

" 11 1 V V i V * *
ec

taken from near the outcrop of the bed. If so, we may reasonably expect that, when pur-
sued under greater covering, the amount of illuminating gas given out will be greater than
was shown by this specimen. The coal seems to be nearly free from sulphur. The ratio of
its fixed to its volatile combustible matter is 1.4 to 1, and, under a well-constructed boiler,
ought to produce from seven and a half to eight and a half pounds of steam from 212° to
one pound of coal burned.

THE SKOOKUM: CHUCK COAL FIELDS,-The late Dr. R. II. Biarelow, who
was thoroughly conversant with coal, and afterwards opened a mine in th
vicinity of Seattle, made an examination of these veins. He thus describes the
geological position of the coal:

Resting upon argillaceous and sandstone shale, overlaid by new rod sandstone, averaging
(sandstone and earth) 80 to 50 feet thick, interspersed with ochre, red chalk, and a grayish-
brown clay-such as is used in Europe for making fire-brick-the average thickness of the
coal strata being from four to nine feet. The coal, when ignited, retains a flame of the
greatest fervency, leaves no cinder, and is perfectly free from all foreign substances.

c 15 I :l the Tliormlike mine, after its d
C J. K. Thorndike, formerly of P Ludlow, Washington T

"y, is situated on the Straits of Fuca, about midway between Pillar bay and
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Clallam bay, 23 miles east of Cape Flattery. Captain Thorndike thus describes-
his discovery:

The height of the mountain is from 1,000 to 3,200 feet; the formation is sandstone. Six
leads of coal, ranging in thickness from one to three feet, dip 10 degrees, distance between
coal leads ranging from 12 to JOO feet. From high-water mark, 30 feet; to> low-water mark,
150 feet. From coal leads to five fathoms" water, about 600 feet.

An officer on the United States steamer Massachusetts- thus speaks of the
character of this coal:

I find it superior to any coal I have seen on this coast, with one exception-that is its
rapidity of combustion. It leaves about five per cent, of clinker, which, with proper tools,
can easily be removed from the grates. The weight is 47 pounds per cubic foot, and deposits,
including clinker, about 30 per cent, by measure. It compares with Cumberland coal for
weight against equal bulk as 8 to 10 ; evaporative efficiency, 6 to 10.

An analysis of a specimen of this coal by Professors J. H. Alexander and
Campbell Morfitt exhibits the following result:
Specific gravity, at 62C Fahrenheit 1.316
Carbon, volatile and fixed." 
Hydrogen 
Sulphur, volatile 

0.69272
(X06778
0.03402

Oxygen, nitrogen 0.12043
Ash. 0.085UO

1.00000

This mine is now being worked under the auspices of a California company,.
and but recently a cargo of 450 tons was shipped to San Francisco. The great
drawback here is the absence of any harbor or good anchorage.*

SEATTLE MINE.-The extensive coal fields in the immediate vicinity of the
flourishino- town of Seattle are now commanding great attention. The earliest O *-

attempted development was in 1854, upon what is known as the Bigelow mine,
on Black river, about 10 miles from Seattle in a direct line. This mine is
accessible by light-draught steamers to within several hundred feet. It was ^_^ ' " V ^» » *_»».-»^fc

recently purchased by S. 13. Hinds and Company, an enterprising firm at Seattle,
who have commenced active operations towards its development. All work upon
it had been suspended for years before the death of its original owners, Dr. R.
H. Bielow.. A shaft is being sunk, which will reach the coal at the depth of
0 feet, from the mouth of which, by a chute, the coal can be directly laden into

scows or barges. The vein at the croppings is 23 feet thick, mostly clean, pure
coal, mixed with dirt on the sides, but to all appearances free from slate or sul-
phur. No analysis has been made, but smiths who have used it pronounce it
superior, for their purposes, to any coal obtainable on this coast, though inferior
to the Cumberland. It burns up very clean, leaving nothing but a clear white
ash, wkh no clinkers.

LAKE WASHINGTON COAL FIELDS. - These mines, which are now attracting^_ ^y

so mucli interest, are situated from two to three miles east of Lake Washington, / O 7
and are distant from Seattle in a direct southeast line eight or nine miles. Coal
of the same character is also found in the Squak valley, some three or four miles
southeast of Lake Washington ; in fact, through this whole region, for some miles
distant. By some these seams are regarded as continuous. But the country lying
between is rugged and mountainous, and it mav be found that the basins are ~^ *

separate, though without doubt they were originally the same deposit. The
_|__L " f_ " ' "!" ~^^^~^~^^~ " " *" "-^^^- I ... . | . ^ | ... P- i *- 

* George Davidson, esq,, in his Directory of the Pacific Coast, thus describes this bay:
" The shore-line is nearly straight, bluff, and bordered by rocks, with an occasional stretch
of sandy beach. The bay is at the western termination of a high, bold, wooded ridge, run-
ning parallel to the shore, with an almost perpendicular water-face, and falling away rapidly
inshore. This easily recognized ridge is about 1,000 feet high and seven miles long. The
water along the face of this ridge is very deep, and the bottom rocky and irregular. * * *
Off the mine, at the distance of a cable's length, a depth of 35 fathoms is found, with a
swell upon the rocks sufficient to destroy any boat loading there."
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Rev. Georsrc F, Whitwortli, a gentleman of scientific culture, whose judgment is
entitled to great respect, thus speaks of these mines:

The coal is found in what I take to be the tertiary formation. It is not as solid as the
Cumberland coal, nor is it of the same specific gravity; but it should be borne in mind that
fill the coal as yet taken out is little better than mere outcroppings. Some of the very first
coal taken out* upon being tested, was found of the specific gravity of 1,178, while similar
samples from the Nanaino at the time of its opening were ].04. The later coal, from the
deep of the seam where it is now worked, is 1.25. A similar increase may be expected as » j
this coal is more deeply worked. It is remarkably clean, is a jet black, and as we advance -M- . 1 1 "* 1 * * * * * -" -m«- m « ^j

the seam is becoming much harder. Some of it seems to be nearly as hard as anthra-
AW m m * /*** "* " * "* ~

cite.0 It burns with a clear flame, does not emit the black smoke so common to other coals
as it is pronounced superior for purposes of steam. Its heating

power seems to be very great. It burns up thoroughly, making no clinker, and leaving a
very small proportion of ashes.

Competent engineers, employed in the navigation of these waters and in found-
ries connected with our large mills, speak of this coal as "kindling quickly,
burning freely and clean, emitting a strong heat, making little or no clinkers,
and leaving about 10 per cent, in ashes." One of them, an old engineer, says:
" For steaming I prefer it to any coal I have as yet tried on tire Pacific coast."

Two companies have been incorporated for the purpose of working these mines.
The first, called the " Coal Creek Road Company," derive their act of incorpo-
ration from the legislative assembly, with ricrht of wav to build a rail or tram-e * / i_ ft/

road from their mine upon Coal creek along its bank to where it empties into
Lake Washington, (distance three miles.) The capital stock, in shares of $200
each, may be increased from $5,000 to $-500,000. The mine of this company is
on a quarter section of land, distant in- a direct line from Seattle about eight miles.
The Lake Washington Coal Company, incorporated under the general incorpo-
ration law of the Territory, own three quarter sections, adjoining the claim of
the Coal Creek Company. Capital stock $500,000, divided into shares of $100
each.

Mr. "Whit worth's description of the mines of the latter company will give a
general idea of all these mines. He says:

We have four seams of coal, but have only opened two of them at a point where they crop
out on the creek, and have only penetrated them on a level from 30 to 50 feet from the
entrance. So far as wo havo gone there is very little lying above where we have worked,
hence no great amount of pressure, but with every seam we have a good floor, and covering1
of sandstone. They all dip at the same angle 3S° toward the north, and their general direc-
tion is from east to west. The seams we are working would be counted as the second and
fourth in the series, the latter being the furthest down the creek, but is the highest in the
strata, and consequently the latest in formation. This seam is about seven feet thick, but
has from one to two feet of slate or fire-clay, which separates quite freely from the ceal in the
process of mining, leaving about ifive feet of pure coal. Seam No. 2 is about 10 feet thick,
nd has only one or two thin streaks of clay of about half an inch thick, which also sepa-

rates from the coal in mining, giving over nine feet of pure coal to the seam. T he coal in
each scam is very similar, but that in No. 2 is deemed the better. The other seam s have not
been worked, but judging from the outcrop are similar both in size and quality to the other
two. I am, however, of the opinion that when we get to work at seam No. 1, which is geo-
logically 500 feet below the others, it will be found really superior to any of them.

The attempt has been made to exhibit tlie character of coal as it is found in
several localities remote from each other. That there is good coal universally
diffused, in quantities inexhaustible and generally accessible for transportation,
cannot be doubted. Capital and energy are all that are requisite to develop
these boundless sources of wealth. Nature has made the Territory the "Penn-"

sylvania" of the Pacific. Possessed of such a resource, there can bo no cause
for discouragement as to the future prominence, wealth, and importance of the
Territory of Washington. .

at Olvm-*^P- ^f ̂ f ̂  v ̂ ^ - *s^ -n f*^ -*« -^f -'m A -". " ^h -M ^^ * ^A ^«. __ ^_ __ SHIP-BUILDING. - Mr. Joseph Cushman, receiver of public moneys
P ia, has kindly furnished the following data in reference to the resources of Puget
sound:

The time is not far distant when nearly all the ship-building on the Pacific
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coast will be done on the shores of Puget sound. No other place has the same
natural advantages for building either sail or steam vessels. From the Cascade
range to the Pacific, comprising about one-half of Washington Territory, the
surface is denselv covered with the finest forest growth in the world ; some of * O 7

the trees, straight as an arrow, are 400 feet in height, and 14 feet in diameter
near the ground. Varieties of the fir predominate, interspersed with spruce,
hemlock, tamarack, white cedar, maple, ash, white oak, and on some of the moun-
tain slopes white pine.

The yellow fir (abicr Doiiglasii) is a tree peculiar to the north Pacific coast
from the 42d parallel to Alaska, and is only found east of the Cascade range
north of the boundary of 49°. This is principally the timber used at the saw-mills
on the sound, and is both strong and durable; in fact, it is the strongest timber
on the coast, both in perpendicular pressure and horizontal strain.* It is dura-
ble for ship frames, decks, outside plank, and spars, and will hold fostering bet-
ter and longer than the common acidulous oak. The abundance of timber, coal,
water-power, and iron ore in the vicinity of navigable waters, together with fine
harbors, large saw-mills, temperate climate, and natural facilitfes for manufac- ^^^^^^ ̂m

turing cordage, all clearly indicate that the Puget sound country will soon occupy
a prominent position in ship-building. British Columbia and Vancouver's island
can be the only possible rivals on this coast, and their vessels can only freight
coastwise in British ports. Their facilities for ship-building may be a good argu-
ment for annexation, but not proper to discourse here. On the waters south of
Port Townsend, what is generally called Puget sound, probably about 50 sea-
going vessels have thus far been built. Some of them are fine steamers. Several
schooners are now on the stocks, to be launched this autumn. Some 10 or 12 ves-
sels will be built the next year, including two or three barks for the San Francisco
lumber trade. Four or five hundred schooners, avera^in2; 100 tons burden each. 7 O O 7

will be wanted for the northern cod fisheries; say 30 or 40 ships for the northern
whaling fleet, and 30 or 40 more ships for the coal and lumber trade from the
sound. Nowhere can these vessels be built so cheaply as where the timber costs
a mere nothing, and where all other natural facilities exist. Capital only is
wanted, and that will naturally seek its own best interests; skilled labor also
will seek its own reward ; so that it is hazarding little to predict that ship-build-
inff will be one of the ffreat interests of Washington Territory. O O O v

PTTGBT Sorxn AXD THE NORTHERN FISHERIES,-Prominent amonir the

resources of the Puget sound country is the building of fishing schooners and
using them in the northern cod fisheries.

The cod and halibut banks in the north Pacific, both on the Asiatic and Ameri-
can coasts, and also around the intervening islands, are known to be numerous,
and fish abundant.

The market for cured fish will increase with the supply. Five hundred
schooners, averaging 100 tons burden each, and employing 5,000 men, engaged
in the fishing business, with more than ordinary fisherman's luck, would not O / v /

over supply the Pacific market. San Francisco would, of course, be the whole-
sale centre of trade and supply for California and other mining countries, the
Pacific islands and fleet, Hongkong and other Asiatic ports, and all ports south
to Valparaiso. Decayed codfish via the Horn will no longer be a marketable
article in San Francisco. The Atlantic c»d fleet, American, English, and French,
number some 3,000 vessels, manned with about 30,000 men; yet the price of

* Experiments made by the French authorities in the imperial dock-yard at Toulon (see
Forbes' s Vancouver's Island, p. 62, and appendix to same, p. 14) show that masts from
Vancouver's island are superior to the best class of Riga spars. The report of the French
engineers, which is equally applicable to the masts and spars of Puget sound, says: "The
principal quality of these woods is a flexibility and tenacity of fibre rarely met with in trees so
aged ; they may be bent and twisted several times in contrary directions without breaking,"
and possess other rare qualities, such as "exceptional dimensions, strength, lightness, absence
of knots, &c."
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dry and pickled fish has been gradually rising for the last 15 years, and this, too,
under the bounty act of Congress and the reciprocity treaty with Great Britain.

The main eastern cod-fishing fleet lies at anchor in the eternal fogs of the
Grand banks, in the track of nearly all vessels running between the eastern States
and Europe. Owing to collisions and stormy seas on a rock-bound coast, and
various other causes, the eastern fishing business is far more perilous to life than
either the whaling or merchant service. It is not so on the waters of the north
Pacific. Storms there are unfrequent during the fishing season, from April to
September, and the climate is more mild and equable than on the eastern coast
10 degrees further south.

Puget sound has unrivalled advantages for prosecuting the cod and halibut
fisheries at the north. No other locality except Vancouver's island has similar
advantages, and their fish would be subject to heavy duties in American ports.

With no rivalry from the east or elsewhere ; with abundance of fish, unfrequent
storms during the fishing season, the best climate to cure fish, safe harbors, salt
by the cargo at a comparatively low price, and all the requisite provisions for an
outfit, it is scarcely possible to overrate the advantages of this region as the
centre of the creat fishery of the north Pacific. The sound waters are full ofV

clams and small fish for bait. Good ship timber can be had near the shores for
the mere cost of cuttin.

Situated only a few days' sail from the best fishing grounds, the sound must
become the main depot of business. Fish cannot be properly dried and cured
either in Russian America or California; the climate of the fowner being change-
able and too damp, and the latter too hot and dry. There is a large population
of Fish Indians* both on the sound and in Russian America, or Alaska, who will
make p-ood sailors and fishermen.

Finally, the market is extensive and highly remunerative. "What more could
be desired for the successful prosecution of the businessJ? Fishermen make good
sailors; the cabin of the fishing smack is the school-house of the ocean. The
full development of this important branch of industry will be a great benefit to
the sound country, to the whole coast, to the shipping interest, and to the gov-
ernment as a great means of offence and defence during1 a war with anv mari-. . ° ° *
time nation.

* What Mr. Forbes says in reference to the fisheries of Vancouver's island is generally-
applicable 011 this coast. The business of fishing forms "an exceptional case tts regards
Indian labor, for in such an occupation as this the natives will work freely and better than a
white man. Salmon, cod, halibut, sturgeon, herring, enlachon, & V>R cano-ht. in M tfl -^» ^ -» m^ -r ̂̂ ^_ -H_^r- ^ .^ w ̂̂ 

great quantities and prepared for export." (Vancouver's Islan rces, &c., by
Charles Forbes, esq., M. D., M. E. C. S.f p. 6:2.
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OREGON.

SECTION I.

BOUNDARIES, SUBDIVISIONS, NAVIGABLE RIVERS, AND TOWNS.

In describing the boundary lines of tliis State, we cannot do better than quote
from the recent report of the Commissioner of the General Land Office:

Oregon has California on the south and Washington Territory on the north, extending
from the Pacific ocean to Snake river, the latter constituting a part of its eastern boundary.
It is 350 miles long from «east to west, and 275 wide from north to south, containing 95,274
square miles, or 60,975,360 acres, being about half as large as the State of California,

The Coast mountains and the Sierra Nevada, traversing California, continue northward
through Oregon; the latter, after leaving California, are named the Cascades. Near the 

__l ^^A _^^& ^^*m. ^^^^^^

southern boundary the chain throws off a branch called the Blue mountains, which extends
northeastwardly through the State, passing into Washington and Idaho.

The course of the Cascades through the State is generally parallel with the shore of the
Pacific, and distant therefrom ah average of 110 miles. In California the direction of the
Coast mountains and coast valleys is that of general parallelism with the sea-shore; the moun-
tains sometimes approaching close to the shore and then receding miles from it, leaving belts
of arable land between them and the ocean. In Oregon the Coast range cgnsists of a series
of high lauds running at right angles with the shore, with valleys and rivers between the
numerous spurs having the same general direction as the highlands.

In reference to climate and agricultural capacities, Oregon maybe divided into two distinct
parts, the eastern and western, lying respectively on the east and west sides of the Cascades.

Western Oregon, the portion of the State first settled, and containing the great prepon-
derance of its present population, is 275 miles in length, with an average width of 110, being
nearly one-third of the whole State, and contains about 31,000 square miles, or nearly
20,000,000 acres, all of which is valuable for agriculture, for grazing, or for timber-growing,
excepting the crests of some of the highest mountains. It is more than four times as large
as Massachusetts, nearly three times as large as Maryland, and is greater in extent than the
United areas of Maryland, New Jersey, Massachusetts, and Rhode Island.

SUBDIVISIONS. Oregon is divided into 22 counties. The general character-
istics, boundary lines, population, &c,, of each county, are thus given in McCor-
rnick's Directory:

AKER COUNTY is situated east of the Cascade mountains, embracing within its bounda-
ries large tracts of excellentagricultural land, together with numerous valuable mining claims
which are annually being developed. County seat, Auburn.

BENTON COUNTY contains an area of about 1,556 square miles, and is bounded on the
north by Polk county, on the south by Lane, on the east by the Willamette river, and on
the west by the Pacific ocean. Number of legal voters, 950. County seat, Corvallis.

COLUMBIA COUNTY is bounded on the north and east by the Columbia river, on the south
by Washington and Multnomah counties, and on the west by Clatsop county. According
to the late census, it contains a population of 449, viz : males, 297 ; females, 152. Number
of vtters, 173. Acres of land under cultivation, 745. The total value of assessable property
in the county is $169,970, County seat, St. Helens. -

CLACKAMAS COUNTY is bounded on the north by Multnomah, on the east by the Cascade
mountains, on the south by Marion and on the west by Washington and Multnomah. Popu-
lation, 4,144. County seat, Oregon City.

The establishment of a woollen factory and a paper mill at Oregon City has proved bene-
ficial to its progress. Number of legal voters in the county, 1,242. Number of males, 2,448 ;
females, 1,696. Acres of land under cultivation, 6,092. Value of assessable property,
$1,605,594,

CLATSOP COUNTY contains a population of 689, viz : males, 388; females, 301. Voters,
179. Acres of land under cultivation, 760. Value of assessable property, $280,000. County
seat, Astoria.

CURKY COUNTY is situated in the extreme southwestern portion of the State, and contains
a population of 389, viz: males, 224; females, 365. Number of voters, 105. Number of
acres of land under cultivation, 400. Value of assessable property, $100,600. Large quan-
tities of good land, suitable for cultivation, remain unoccupied in this county. A new mining
district has recently been opened near the mouth of Kogueriver^ where hundreds of men can
find employment during eight months of the year. County seat, Ellensburg.

Coas COUNTY is situate in the southern portion of the State, on the coast, between Douglas
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and Curry counties. The population, according to the late census, is 1,024, viz : males, 637 ;
'females, 387. Number of voters, 313. Acres of land under cultivation, 950. Value of
assessable property in the county, $'200,000. County seat, Empire City.

DOUGLAS COUNTY contains a population of about 4,000, viz : males, 2,250 ; females, 1,750.
Number of voters, 1,139. Number of acres of land under cultivation, 21,404. Value of
assessable property, $1,331,208. County seat, Roseburg,

GRANT COUNTY contains a population of 2,250, viz: males, 2,000 ; females, 250. Num-
ber of voters, J,300. Acres of land under cultivation, 5,000. Value of assessable property,
$295,000. County seat, Canyon City.

JACKSON COUNTY is situate in the southern portion of the State, and contains within its
b oundaries rich gold mines, which give employment to a large number of its citizens. The
population of the county is 2,955, viz: males, 1,755; females, 1,200. Number of voters,
1,253. Acres of land under cultivation, 13,901. Value of assessable property, §1,298,465.
County seat, Jacksonville.

JOSEPHINE COUNTY is situate in the southern portion of Oregon, between Jackson and
Curry counties, and contains a population of about 2,000. The assessable property in the __& 

^^^^^ - ^- ^^^^^

county is estimated at $300,000. County seat, Kerbyville.
LANE COUNTY is situate in the central portion of the State, extending from the Pacific

ocean to the Cascade range. The population of this county is 5,527, viz: males, 3,077 ;
females, 2,450. Number of legal voters, 1,318. Acres of land under cultivation, 30,683.
Value of assessable property, $3,000,000, County seat, Eugene City.

LINN COUNTY is situate north of Lane, and contains a population of 7,709, being an increase
of 93T since 1866. In 1850 the population of this county was only 994. Linn county con-
tains an area of 877 square miles, or 561,200 acres. Number of males in the county, 4,235;
females, 3,474. Voters, 2,250. Acres of land under cultivation, 49,405. Value of assessa-
ble property, $2,500,000. During 1865 a splendid brick court-house was erected at Albany,
the county seat, at a cost of $31,000. The post offices in this county are Albany, Peoria,
Lebanon, Scio, Brownsville, Pine, and Harrisburg.

MARION COUNTY contains a population of about 9,000. County seat, Salem.
MULTNOMAH COUNTY is situate on the banks of the Willamette river, in the northern

portion of the State, and is the wealthiest county in Oregon. It contains a population of
7,000, viz: males, 4,020; females, 2,980. Number of voters, 1,723. Males under 21, 1,540.
Acres of land under cultivation, 4,051. The total value of assessable property is $4,517/291.
Since 1865 the population has increased 1,086. Portland, the county seat, is the principal
city in the State. During the past year a new court-house has been erected at a cost of

100,000. Numerous brick buildingp and dwelling-houses have also been constructed, and
the city wears an aspect of general prosperity.

POLK COUNTY contains a popiilation of 4,993, viz : males, 2,788; females, 2,205. Number
of voters, 1,125. Acres of land under cultivation, 90,127. Value of assessable property in
the county, $1,033,179. County seat, Dallas.

TILIAMOOK COUNTY contains a population of about 300.
UNION COUNTY is situate east of the Cascade range of mountains, and contains a popu-

lation of about 2,000. Number of voters, 705. County seat, Le Grande.
UMATILLA COUNTY contains a population of 1,805, viz: males, 1,049: females, 756.

Number of voters, 797. Acres of land under cultivation, 5,770. Value of assessable prop-
erty, $887,148.

WASCO COUNTY contains a population of 1,898, viz: males, 1,092: females, 806. Num-
ber of voters, 604. Value of assessable property, $1,771,420. County seat, Dalles.

WASHINGTON COUNTY contains a population of 3,491, viz : males, 1,903; females, 1,578.
Number of voters, 824, being an increase of 120 since 1865. Acres of land under cultiva-
tion, 14,224. County seat, Hillsboro*.

YAMHILL COUNTY contains a population of 4,018, viz: males, 2,200; females, 1,818.
Number of voters, 1,082. Acres of land under cultivation, 26,343. .Value of assessable
property, $1,000,000. County seat, Lafayette.

37
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Census of Oregon in 1865

00 --"" -^ -,'CD 0 os,O!!-
O 00 ̂30

Counties o,a ro ^
co 00 -^^" ^^^j= ww 3 =3

MC** u 1 0)
Benton 739 744 682 599 525 270 533 3, 353
IBaker 413 419 60 105 126 37 110 857
Clackamas 903 898 507 701 719 360 617 3,
Columbia.. 132 136 55 65 78 46 48 423
Clataop 197 218 7L 99 143 57 101 689
Curry 114 117 20 58 45 20 46 306
Coos 197 28 85 97 30 86 551
Douglas. .. 939 94 7 419 719 614 329 68 L 3, 7C6
Grant 1 402 1 592 101 137 202 54 107 2,193
Jackson 976 979 261 515 512 196 492 2, 955
Josephine , 328 349 44 118 127 35 119 792
Linu 1 867 1,885 900 1,450 1,370 741 1 363 7,7C9
Lane 1 318 1 , 322 1 645 1,110 899 489 1 062 5, K 7
Marion o 004 2,040 932 1, 536 1, 612 791 1 460 8,371
Multnomuh 1,723 1,866 453 1,087 1,464 497 1,019 ,6,386
Polk 944 957 490 841 731 397 677 4,093
Tiliamook- . 64 64 18 36 37 22 34 211
Vrnatilla ... 660 749 158 142 3:>6 99 331 1,805
Union ...... 791 841 205 350 336 240 362 2,334
Wasco ..... 604 613 135 344 369 109 328 1,898
Washington 704 735 350 613 588 307 513 3,106
Yamhill .... 978 998 442 706 778 323 771 4,018

' ̂ ~^^^f-^-f ,^ .
Total. 17,997 18, 694 6,976 11,416 11, C95 5,449 10, 860 *65, 090

^Estimated population January, 1868, 78,000,

NAVIGABLE EIVEES.*-The Columbia, Willamette, Snake river, and Pen
(TOreille or Clark's Pork are the four principal navigable rivers, to wliicli may
be added the names of rivers navigated for short distances during the season of
high water, as follows: Cowlitz river, emptying into the Columbia j Yamhill,
Tualitin, and Santiam, emptying into the Willamette; and Clearwater, emptying
into the Snake river. All these rivers have been, and are now being, success-
fully navigated by steamers.

The Columbia is the principal river, and is obstructed at different points by
falls and rapids of such a character as to prevent its continued navigation. This
great river is divided into four navigable sections. The first is from its mouth
to the Cascades, a distance of 160 miles. As far up as the mouth of the Willa-
mette it is a broad, deep river, navigable at all seasons by the largest vessels
that cross the bar at its mouth. The obstruction to navigation at the Cascades
is of such a character as to make a portage of six miles necessary. This portage
is now made by means of a railroad stocked, with excellent locomotives and
cars. The second section of the Columbia is from Cascades to Dalles, a dis-
tance of 50 miles, through the Cascade range of mountains. Here is another/ O O

obstruction to navigation, known as the Great Dalles of the Columbia. This
makes a second portage necessary, and is at present accomplished by means of
14 miles of railway, equal in character to the road at the Cascades. The third
section of the Columbia reaches from the Dalles (or Celilo) to Priest's rapids, a
distance of 185 miles. From Priest's rapids to Fort Colville, a distance of
about 100 miles, the river is so frequently obstructed with rapids that the navi-
gation has never been attempted. Beyond Fort Colville, for a distance of 250
miles into British Columbia, this great river is navigable, and is now being
navigated by an American steamer of about 100 tons capacity.

Snake river empties into the Columbia about 12 miles north of old Fort Walla-
Mr. J. C. Ainsworth, president of the Oregon Steam Navigation Com-

pany, for the data furnished on this subject. It was prepared by Mr. Ainsworth in answer
to questions in writing submitted by me during a visit to Portland in August, 1867.-J. K. B.
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Walla, and is navigable as high up as Lewiston, in Idaho, a distance of 160
miles. From this point, in ascending Snake river, you go almost due south, and
for an additional distance of 150 miles little or nothing is known of the river,
except that it passes through a chain of high mountains, and is so obstructed
with rapids and falls as to make navigation impossible; but from above this
chain of mountains, continuing in a southerly direction, the river is navigable a
distance of 150 miles. A fine steamer of 200 tons capacity is now on this sec-
tion of the liver, and has succeeded in reaching a point within 30 miles of the
Great Salmon Falls. By the use of this boat and the navigation of Salt Lake
(which is said to be practicable) the land travel from Great Salt Lake City to
Portland in Oregon would be reduced to about 400 miles.

Pen d'Oreille river, or Clark's Fork of the Columbia, is navigable from foot
of Pen d'Oreille lake to mouth of Jako, a distance of about 225 miles. Three
fine steamers are now running from foot of the lake to Thompson's Falls, a dis-
tance of about 150 miles. Two short portages, of less than seven miles in all,
are made to connect these boats. One more boat, above Thompson's Falls, will
enable the traveller to reach a point within 125 miles of Fort Benton, on the A /
Missouri.

The distance from the main Columbia to Pen d'Oreille lake is 160 miles,
over a good wagon road. Thus the navigable waters of the Columbia and
Missouri rivers are only separated by 360 miles of land travel, which can be
reduced, by adding a fourth boat on Clark's Fork, to 285 miles.

The Willamette river is navigable from its mouth to Eugene city, a distance
of about 200 miles. The only obstruction to the navigation of this river is a
forty-foot fall at Oregon City. making a portage of one mile necessary.c O * 7 O , 1 O %/

There are, in all, some 30 river steamers navigating the "waters above named,
with an average carrying capacity of about 125 tons each, and employed as fol-
lows, to wit: semi-weekly from Portland to Astoria ; tri- weekly from Portland
to Monticello; daily from Portland to Dalles; tri- weekly from Dalles to Wal-
lulaj semi- weekly from "Wallula to Lewiston; once a week from Fort Colville
to La Porte, in British Columbia ; daily from foot of Pen d'Oreille lake to Cabi-
nett, on Clark's Fork; once a week from Cabinett to Thompson's Falls; daily
from Portland to Fort Vancouver ; daily from Portland to Oregon City; semi-
weeklv from Oregon City to Corvallis; once a week from Oregon City to Eugene; "* tlJ * * O
tri- weekly from Oregon City to Yamhill river. In addition to these regular
routes there are several small steamers and propellers that run as business oifers.

The amount of freight and number of passengers carried on the different
routes named is very difficult to ascertain, but from the secretary of the Oregon
Steam Navigation Company I have obtained a statement of freight and passen-
gers transported on the Columbia river from 1861 to 1864, inclusive:

No. of passengers. Tons of freight.
1861 30,500 6,2'JO
1862 21,500 14,550

22,000 17,646
1864 36,000 23,834

The freight thus shipped was all up freight, and intended as supplies for mili-
tary posts east of the Cascades and the different mining camps of Idaho, Wash-
ington, and eastern Oregon. As late as I860 the principal business on the
Columbia river was the transportation of troops and supplies for the then Indian
country east of the Cascades.

The mineral developments made at a subsequent date in that vast section of
country, extending from latitude 42° to 56° north, and from the Cascade range 

^m- ^^^^ A

to the Bitter Root and Rocky mountains, have been the means of inducing per-
-M ^^^^H__^K ^k ^^^^^^_ ^_ ^^^ ̂̂ ^^^ ^_ ' __^ ^K

manent settlements in several of the rich agricultural districts that lie in differ-
ent parts of this country; the result of which is that the military are now sup-
plied with grain, Hour, bacon, &e.7 at a less cost, than was formerly paid for
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transportation alone, and the miner is supplied at rates that encourage him to
prospect the country and thus develop its treasures.

During the last two. years the down freight on the Columbia has largely
increased. During the month of June of the present year Walla-Walla valley
alone shipped over 500 tons of flour for San Francisco and New York markets,
retaining a surplus estimated at 20,000 barrels. To this must be added the
new crop now being harvested, and variously estimated at from 200/)00 too
*-S 00,000 bushels. Grande Ronde valley, situated at the foot of the Blue moun-
tains on the east, has a large surplus-perhaps as much as Walla-Walla. Pow-
der river and Boise valleys are producing large supplies. There are many other
valleys in this section, rich in agricultural wealth, that only await the enterpris-
ing emigrant, to offer him a luxuriant and happy home.

The banks of the Columbia river, from its mouth as far up as the Dalles, are
thickly wooded, principally with fir, oak, cottonwood, and pine, and maple and
ash are not uncommon and can be had in limited quantities. From JDalles to
Priest's rapids, and from the mouth of Snake river to Lewiston, the banks and
adjacent country are entirely destitute of timber. The vast and sparsely popu-
lated country through which these rivers flow, east of the Cascade range, is cov-
ered with a luxuriant "bunch grass." Stock raisers are appropriating a portion
of this immense pasture, and are yearly accumulating fortunes by raising cattle
and sheep, for which they find a ready and profitable market in the different
mining camps of Idaho, Montana, Washington, eastern Oregon, and British
Columbia.

From the 1st of March to the 15th of July, of this year, there were shipped
on steamboats from Portland to Dalles 12,191 head of cattle and horses, 6,283' / /

head of sheep, and 1,594 head of hogs. There has doubtless been an equal
number driven across the Cascade mountains during the months of Julv andC* *,

August, all intended for feeding, accumulating, and marketing as indicated.
The whole country may be said to be mineral. Gold in paying quantities is

annually taken from the banks of the Columbia river as low down as Umatilla.
On Snake river the banks for miles below Lewiston are profitably worked by
Chinamen. This extensive mineral section, embraced within the limits before-
named, though adding considerable amounts annually to the treasure of the/ o o *

world, has scarcely been prospected. The work done to develop the mineral
wealth amounts to little more than surface explorations.

The Pen d'Oreille river runs through a magnificent grazing, agricultural, and
timbered country, almost entirely uninhabited.

The Willamette river drains the beautiful valley of that name. This valley
is about 200 miles long and from 20 to 30 miles wide, and sustains a population
of about 60,000, with ample room and resources for a million. It is rich in
grain-growing and grazing lands, and contain^ extensive deposits of iron ore. *

Coal and copper are also found, but as yet little developed.
PORTLAND.-The principal town on the Willamette river is Portland, situate

on the west bank about 12 miles from its mouth. The location is excellent,
and the city presents an appearance of thrift and prosperity indicative of the
steady progress of the State. Many of the public buildings would be credita-
ble to the best cities of the east of equal population. The new court-house,
completed in 1866, the buildings of the Oregon Steam Navigation Company,
and other public and private edifices, are among the neatest and most substantial
specimens of architecture on the Pacific slope.

Population.-Another evidence of the prosperity of Portland, says Mr. McCor-
mick in his valuable directory, may be found in the annually increasing popula-
tion of the city, which has increased in a ratio almost equal to any city in the
Union. In 1863 the population of Portland was 4,057. In 1864 it amounted

* See article on miscellaneous minerals of Pacific coast.
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to ;".819; in 1865 it was estimated at 6,OG8. In 1866 it increased to 6,508,
accordina* to a census taken especially hv canvassers for this work. The follow-4^"* -i < *

ing table shows the population according to the several classifications:
Males 21 years and npwards - 2,017
Males under 21 years 1,104
Females 21 years and upwards 1,33»»
Females under 21 years J, 103^fr JH^ j -^
Colored, males 82
Colored, females... 43
Chinese, males 
Chinese, females 
Floating population, estimated from hotel registers, &CM &c 500 

208
116

Total 6,508

Being an increase of 440 inhabitants during the year just closed. These
figures do not exhibit a very rapid growth, but they denote a steady progress,
which must prove not only interesting but even satisfactory to the well-wishers
of Portland.

The present population of Portland is estimated at 8?000, and a rapid increase
is expected during1 the ensuing rear, owing to the reduced rates of passage from 1 O O * / w -IO

the east, and the recent gratifying progress in the development of the iron, coal,
and agricultural interests of the State.

Assessable property.-Mr. McCormick says :
The assessable property hi Portland is valued at $4,200,000. Taxes levied and collected

during 1866, 6400,000. Of this amount £iM,000 was collected for State, county, school, and
road purposes; AlfiO,000 was collected by the officers of the United States for federal pur-
poses, and $159,000 (including licenses and fines) was collected by the city of Portland. Of
this amount §75,000 was expended for street improvements, and 8-S4,000 for srenenil and

of the city attorney, $1,000. Expense of the recorder's court and city police, $6,000- The
amount expended in the improvement of the Willamette river last year exceeded §30,000.
Of this amount s*JO,000 was raised by loan, and §10,862 obtained by special tax. The/" 1 * 1 i " t ". * 1_ /**.** T P /* " 1 " " T

$ d
n-^"- ^^ -^"-"^^~- ^^» -^"- i "- -*r- -^^r ^^ »»*" ^^ ^" ̂̂ *^v^ ^» ^^ -^»^"- ^p_^ " -^-^»^^» ^"- "- - ̂ B^~ ^"- ^^^^^ ^^^ ""» ^ ̂r ^^» -^ i- - -f -^^ -^^^ ^^ ^^r -^" ^^» ^"-^» -^^ -^^ ^^^ -^ ̂f ̂  ^r ^^~- ^ -^f -^^»^^ ^^

the foregoincr figures a crude idea may be gathered of the approximate expenses of the sev-
eral departments of the municipal government of Portland.

Summary of produce shipped from Portland during 18G6

Pork, 72 barrels, at §20 per barrel . 
Apples, 68,860 boxes, at >'[ per box 
Eggs, ] ,763 packages, at - 10 per package 
Bacon, 4,376 gunnies, at £16 per gunny 
Hides, 4,674, at $1 50 per hide 
Onions, I,3*J5 sacks, at *4 per sack 
Sirup, It5 barrels, at $8 per barrel 
Wool, 1,071 bales, at s4o per bale 
r>;f^v. oo-> rioirroic «t js(5 per barrel 

81,440 

17,630
70,016

7,011
5,30"
l,46n

66,^40
f ^ "

Varnish, I"24 packages, at slu per package 
Dried apph-s,'>,t;u3 packages,at §10 per package ..... 

1/24
2ti,030

Elour,^y,^!5 barrels, at §5 per barrel 
Salmon,'2,564 packages, at *3 50 per package 
Staves and headings, 5f^,'2M;;, tiverage 9 J ' f-\ »»»-- - - 

i-iu,«i?:>
.... 21,71)4

J5,(JUO
Shuoks, 14,97'^, at 4U cenrs per shook ],96'J

Value of specified merchandise, produce, &c 455,4»?
Value of gold dust, bars, &C 8, OTt'Jii

Tl le foregoing tables, although necessarily very incomplete, exhibit the gratifying fact tha t
the e xport trade of Portland is greatly on the increase, the above amount being -1,1'JU,;">:!:
iu excess of

The next place of interest, ascending the Willamette, is 0^v<.'i:«>? eight mil
from Portland. Here is located the iir&t iron furnace on the Pad lie coas-
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Four miles above this place is Oregon City, situated on the east bank, just below
the Great falls. This is a thriving little place of 1,200 inhabitants. Woollen
and paper factories are the chief features of the place. Salem is about 65 miles
by water from Oregon City, and is the capital of the State. It contains a popu-
lation estimated at 4,000. Thirty-five miles further up is Albany, a prosperous
town and known as the granary of Oregon; estimated population, 2,500. The
next place of importance is Corvallis, a flourishing little city of about 3,000
inhabitants, distant from Albany 15 miles. Eugene City, 71 miles from Cor-
vallis, is the next place of importance, and is located at the head of navigation
on the Willamette river; population estimated at 2,000. There are many small
towns and neighborhood landings situated at different points between the places
named, all or most of which present evidences of thrift.

The principal towns on the Columbia river are, first, Astoria, about 18 miles
from the bar; population estimated at 1,000. Next is Cathlamette, 30 miles;
then Oak Point, 12 miles,- then Rainier, 15 miles; then St. Helens, 20 miles;
then Vancouver, 24 miles; then Cascades, 45 miles. All of these places, except
Astoria and Vancouver, are small villages or landings. At Cascades is the first
portage on the Columbia. On the north side of the river, as before stated, is an
iron railroad six miles long; on the south side is a wooden train way of six miles,
over which passed all the freight of the upper Columbia prior to April, 1863, at
which time the iron road was completed. The next town of any importance is
the Dalles, 50 miles further up. This is a busy little place, containing a popu-
ulation of about 2,500. Here another iron railroad of 14 miles connects with
the upper boats at Celilo. Eighty-five miles further up is tlniatilla, the great
landing-place for Idaho and eastern Oregon; its population is about 1,500,
Thirty-live miles further up is Wallula, or old Fort Walla-Walla. This is the
landing for Walla-Walla and Grande Ronde valleys, and during the season of
low water is the landing for goods shipped to Montana via Pen d'Oreille lake,
and for Fort Colville and British Columbia. This place, though one of the
oldest, has only a population of about 200. The next and only place of any
note above Wallula is Lewiston, in Idaho, distant about 160 miles. This place
has a population of about 1,000, is the head of navigation on Snake river west
of the mountains, and was formerly the seat of government of Idaho Territory.

SECTION II.

AGRICULTURAL AND MISCELLANEOUS RESOURCES.
^

Oregon is peculiarly an agricultural and fruit-growing State, though by no
means deficient in valuable mineral resources. Possessing a climate of unrivalled ^

salubrity, abounding in vast tracts of rich arable lands, heavily timbered through-
out its mountain ranges, watered by innumerable springs and streams, and sub-
ject to none of the drawbacks arising from the chilling winds and seasons c
aridity which prevail further south, it is justly considered the most favored regie
on the Pacific slone as a home for an agricultural, frait-erowinff. and manufa<

taring population. As yet it is but thinly settled, a fact owing in part to the
injudicious system pursued under the donation act of 1852, by which large tracts
of land (320 acres to single settlers, 640 to married couples) were hel
sons who were unable to cultivate them; and in part to the insufficiency of com
munication with the markets of the world. These drawbacks, however, wil
soon be remedied by the establishment of railroads, the increase of stc
gation, and the consequent accession of population. The wonderful ri<
the valleys, the extraordinary inducements to settlement by families, the beauty
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of the scenery and healtlifulness of the climate, must soon attract large immi-
gration. The writer has traversed this State from the Columbia river to the
southern boundary, and can safely assert that there is no equal extent of coun-
try on the Pacific slope abounding in such a variety of attractions to.those who
seek pleasant homes. The Willamette, the Umpqua, Rogue River, and many
others, are regions unrivalled for farming and stock-raising.

The following extracts from a premium essay written by Mr. W. Lair Hill for
the State Agricultural Society give a correct idea of the general resources and
productions of Oregon. The descriptions of the country and facts stated are
entirely reliable:

Oregon is peculiar in climate, especially that portion lying west of the Cascade moun-
tains, which is affected greatly by its proximity to the ocean. This portion has a climate in
many respects closely resembling that of England. Although in a high latitude, it is mild
neither very hot in summer nor extremely cold in winter ; is clamp and somewhat disagree-
able during what is termed the rainy season, corresponding with the winter of the east; but
delightful through the summer and autumn.

The climate in the eastern portion of the State has some resemblance to that of the older
northwestern States, excepting the frequent rains which fall in those States during the late
summer months.

As a whole, the State of Oregon presents so great a variety of climate that it cannot be
accurately exhibited under any general description, and which will more fully appear from
special descriptions and tables hereafter presented. It is a matter to be regretted that the
compass of a brief essay does not permit the presentation of minute and extensive details of
observations on this, as well as many other subjects connected with this infant State, so far
as the same are obtainable; but it is much more to be regretted that no record has been kept
from which statistical information might be collected, showing the industrial and commercial
capabilities of the State, except to a very limited extent.

Oregon was admitted into the Union in February, 1859, and in 1861 began to give addi-
tional promise of future prosperity by the discovery of rich and extensive gold mines on its
northeastern border and the contiguous districts of Washington Territory.

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY, &c.-All the country in North America lying west of the Mis-
sissippi river has a common axis of elevation, which is the great chain of the Rocky moun-
tains, and their southern continuation, the Cordilleras of Mexico. The Sierra Nevada range,
with its northern extension, the Cascade mountains of Oregon and Washington Territory,
constitutes a secondary axis which materially affects the entire country of the Pacific coast,
both in soil and climate. To the volcanic forces of these two great central Hues of subter-
raneous commotion is originally due the physical geography of Oregon.

It is generally known that the Eocky mountain range is chiefly of igneous composition.
Some portions of this range are of plutouic character, while some bear unmistakable evi-
dences that their upheaval was prior to the process of consolidation. Sandstone abounds in
many places in these mountains, and very considerable Silurian deposits are also found.
Gold-bearing rocks occur in various localities. Where sedimentary rocks are found they are
frequently regular in their stratification; generally, indeed, distorted from their original
position, but nevertheless retaining perfectly their stratified character. These rocks are
usually interlaid with micaceous slate, and rest on masses of granite and gneiss. Mica is so
abundant in some places that it may be found in extremely thin flakes in all the water of'the
mountain streams.

Of the same general character is the geological structure of the Cascade range, except that
there is less of stratified rocks, and stronger indications of recent volcanic action are observed.
Basaltic and granitic rocks constitute the geological basis of the country. Slate and other
argillaceous rocks, and a sort of ineducable limestone, also characterize the western slope
of the continent. Metamorphic features become more marked the nearer we approach the
Pacific coast, until, arriving at the Cascade range, this characteristic is seen in its most c clear
and unmistakable aspects.

Certain differences between the soil and vegetation on the east and those on the west side
of this second volcanioaxis of the country may, it is thought, be satisfactorily explained by
atmospheric or meteorological peculiarities; so that the upheaval of this ridge, notwith-
standing those differences, was probably contemporaneous with that of the Rocky moun-
tains, or at least at no earlier period. Whether this be so or not, it is certain that the Cas-
cade range has undergone much more recent convulsions; and, indeed, of the numerous
vents standing along the summit line, some might be properly classed, at present, as active
volcanoes.

Between the Cascade and Rocky mountain chains, the country is composed of immense
plateaux, interspersed with numerous unconnected mountain ridges, of recent volcanic origin.
Some of these are covered with immense forests, while others are merely sterile masses of
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trappean rocks, piled together in rugged heaps by the elevatory force of internal fires. By
some of these less noted elevations and by spurs projecting from the two main ranges, the
broad table lands above mentioned are divided into three distinct valleys, or rather basins ;
namely:

The Utah basin, centring at Great Salt lake, but having many undulations forming
minor geographical centres, to which its rivers flow and disappear in the sandy plains, or
discharge their currents into inland lakes. This basin has no outlet to the sea.

The Klamath basin, lying to the northwest of the Utah, and drained by the Klamath
river, running to the Pacific ocean, and the river Des Chutes, emptying into the Columbia.

The Columbia River basin extends over a vast area of country, including all that portion
of Oregon lying east of the Cascade mountains, and known as eastern Oregon, except the
small surface occupied by the Klamath, a part of which is in California, and an almost
equally small portion of the Utah basin, which lies principally in Utah Territory.

Eastern Oregon, besides containing several large lakes, is traversed by numerous rivers,
but none are navigable except the Columbia and the Snake or. Lewis river; which two
streams, however, afford facilities for steamboat travel from the ocean, across the whole
extent of the State in its greater dimension, from west to east.

That portion of the State lying west of the Cascade mountains is divided into three prin-
cipal valleys, the Willamette, the Umpqua, and Rogue river, drained by the rivers bearing
these respective names. This country is quite different from eastern Oregon in respect to its
physical geography, geology, and climate.

Although the general character of this region is indicative of its having had formerly a
volcanic origin, still there is found here a large proportion of sedimentary recks, especially
sandstone and a sort of conglomerate of highly silicious composition, which often contains
shells and other indications of its sedimentary formation. In the Willamette valley this
feature is chiefly observed on the western side of the river ? and in the Umpqua and Rogue
River valleys it becomes more marked on approaching the sea-coast. Shales and a sort of
argillaceous limestone, irreducable by the ordinary process of heating and slaking, also
abound in many places. The country here is of a much less mineral character than that
east of the Cascade mountains, or even than those mountains themselves. Notwithstanding; * c^
the evidences of volcanic origin common to all the western coast of America, and of which
this region presents many, the rocks here, and esp-ecially on the Coast mountains, are often
found regularly stratified, and in some instances their parallelism remains undisturbed for
considerable distances.

The geological basis of the Coast mountains is sandstone. Scoriaceous and trappean
masses occur in the more volcanic localities. At the intersection of these mountains by the
Umpqua river, sandstone prevails, and the strata remain uninterrupted, except at long
intervals. i

Numerous bays and estuaries of different magnitudes intersect the shore along the western
border of the State, and several streams having " their sources in the Coast mountains flow
into the ocean through small valleys of great fertility and beauty.

CLIMATE.-Eastern Oregon possesses a climate much resembling that of the Upper Mis-
sissippi valley, but not so cold. It is dry and open; usually somewhat bleak, owing to the
large proportion of prairie land, but seldom bitter cold, the mercury rarely falling below
zero in the extreme of winter. Last winter, however, it was exceedingly cold in this region;
but that was a winter unexampled in severity everywhere in the Pacific States.

Spring in eastern Oregon is fine, early, and open. Summer is hot and generally dry,
with cool nights. Variations of temperature, corresponding with differences of altitude, are
observed, sometimes amounting to several degrees at places only a few leagues apart.
Autumn frosts begin some time in October, but it does not become wintry till very late. Lit-
tle rain or snow falls except in the mountains. Eastern Oregon is exposed to an almost con-
tinuous breeze which sometimes swells into quite a gale, but storms never occur. The wind
in summer is from the southwest.

Western Oregon has a moist, mild, and peculiarly uniform climate. Except in rare cases
the winter is not cold nor the summer hot more than two or three days in succession, and
extreme heat or cold never occurs.

It is rarely necessary to feed stock for more than a fortnight, and frequently not at all
during the whole year.

The amount of rain which falls in this part of the State during the rainy season has been
greatly exaggerated, as will be seen by reference to the annexed tables, which exhibit more
specifically the ciimatical peculiarities of the State*

Observations taken in several other States are inserted in some of the tables for the purpose
of making comparisons. The first table is compiled chiefly from the Smithsonian report;
tho rest are from various reliable sources.
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TABLE I.-Showing comparative mean temperatures.
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Snriner temperature ............. 
Summer temperature ....... 
Autumn temperature 
Winter temperature 
Whole time temperature 
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The only point in eastern Oregon whose temperature is exhibited in this (able is the Dalles,
which, situated as it is, immediately at the base of the Cascade mountains, does not fairly
represent the temperature of the extensive valleys further east, which constitute the agmnil-
tural region of that country. The summer, iu most of those valleys as well as on the table
lands, is much warmer than at the Dalles. The wiuter temperature, it will be observed, is
much higher than that of other States in the same latitude, while that of the spring is nearly
the same, and the summer not quite so high.

*

TABLE II.-Showing the. number of rainy days during the icinter, at Astoria, Oregon, Willa-
mette valley, Oregon, and Pcoria, Illinois, respectively.

Willam'tte

November 
December 
January 
February. 

Total 

Astoria, Oregon. Peoria, 111.valley, Or.
Month.

1857-8 1858-9 1859-60 18f6-7 1856-7 1857-S

21 16 19 9 9 16
25 14 15 13 10 7
17 19 19 15 4 6
9 20 17 6 10 8

72 69 70 43 33 ^7

This table includes all rainy days, without reference to whether it rained all day or only a
part. It also includes snowy days, very few of which are seen in Oregon in an ordinary
winter.

In 1646-M7, Hu^h Burns, esq., of the Willamette valley, kept a diary from which it
appears there were four days of continuous rain in November, three in December, three in
January, and two in *^K ^ ^^ ~^Hru 12 in the four months of the rainy season.. ** ^ r v * 
During the same time there were 66 entirely clear days, viz : ]2 in November, 1? in Decem-
ber, 16 in January, and 21 in February. From the first of November, 3845, to the first of
March, 1^46, there were 20 rainy and 4U clear days ; the rest were variable.
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TABLE III.-Shotcing the amount in inches, at Astoria, Oregon, and Peoria, HI., respectively

Astoria, Oregon. Peoria, 111"

i 1858 1859 1860 1857 1858

January .. 8.58 10.82 13. 30 .37 1.48
February . 4.80 12. 02 6.69 5.32 1.95
March .... 6.83 21.52 5.58 3.84 3.15
April 
May 
June 
July 
August ... 

3.52 2,85 5.69 1.39 6.25
2.49 3.17 5.04 2.80 10.64
1.38 2.10 1.40 2.77 5.95

.44 .48 1.35 1.40 5.85
3.40 1.42 .24 5.61 3.24

September 3.91 9.18 2.54 2.16 2. M
October... 4.88 5.46 6.96 2.10 3.24
November. 8.06 7.77 12-44 1.62 4.85
December. 

Total 

onth. 

12.44 6.16 1.50

60.73 82.95 61.23 30.88 49.56

From this table it would appear that the amount of rain at Astoria is a little less than dou-
ble that at Peoria ; the one in a country where the only winter known is a rainy season, and
the other in a country distinguished for its cold and dry winters.

SOIL AND EXTENT OF AGRICULTURAL LANDS.-The two natural divisions of Oregon dif-
fer in respect to the quality of their soil as well as in climate. The plateaux of eastern
Oregon have a moderately rich soil whose chief component is silicia, and containing but a
small amount of vegetable matter. Little effort has been made to test ;ts capabilities for
agricultural purpose until very recently. The experiment, so far as tried, has proved exceed-
ingly gratifying, and many persons maintain that these uplands are destined to be the first
grain lands in the State. But the natural adaptation of these immense tracts is to grazing,
cattle herding, and bucalic pursuits. Rolling prairies and level plains of almost illimitable
extent stretch out from the foot of the Cascade mountains almost to the eastern border of the

State, and are covered with luxuriant bunch grass, (fcstuca,) affording an inexhaustible pas-
ture for any amount of stock. This grows in large tufts not joined together by their fibrous
roots, as is the case with most other grasses. It grows to different heights, from six to 18
inches, according to the quality of the soil. In nutritive properties it is not excelled by any
grass known. Attaining its full growth about the time the dry season commences, it cures
into a fine, flavorous hay, which, owing to the absence of dew in this region in the summer,
remains excellent until the autumn rains come, when the whole country is again covered
with green grass.

Mountain streams, having their sources in the mountain chains, intersect these table lands
flowing through valleys and rondes of various dimensions and amazing fertility. The val-
leys of the Des Chutes and its tributaries are all that have been extensively tested with cereals,
and they have yielded very large crops. Vegetables of nearly all varieties yield almost fab-
ulous crops. Indian corn does as well in eastern Oregon as in any State in the Union, and VV CfJLl A 1-1 CCHJLV.1 J-ft \-fl\J fL\J*-L CA/CJ AA-1. t*4a K^ Ul^ UW A-*-*. UiAW VJ J-l J \S £~l j M»**Vt
will soon become a staple product ion. Fruit promises finely. This is thought to be as good
a fruit country as that west of the le Cascade mountains, so justly denominated the " fruit
garden of America."

Its hot summers admirably adapt eastern Oregon to the culture of sorghum or Chinese
sugar-cane; and sufficient trial has been made to warrant the assertion that this plant can be
produced here as successfully as in any of the northwestern States. Judge Laughlin, of
Wasco county, who has paid some attention to the cultivation of this plant, in a published
letter of his dated January 12,1861, says : " I have cultivated some (sorghum) the past two
years, and find it grows remarkably well. * * It will produce double as much food as
anything (else) I can raise on the same amount of land. * - * Mr. Phelps, of this county,
has made some very nice sirup, and intends cultivating a crop for that purpose next season."

The cost of making this sirup will not exceed 50 cents per gallon. Its market value can-
not be less than one dollar per gallon throughout the country, and two or three times as great
in the mines. Planted in April the sugar-cane matures well, and yields a large per cent, of
saccharine juice. A farmer, who would give his entire attention to cultivating sorghum and
manufacturing sirup in eastern Oregon, could not fail of amassing a large amount of money
in a very short space of time. The extent of these valley lands is not definitely known, as
no official survey has ever been made of the region in which they lie, excepting compara-
tively small bodies in the vicinity of the Des Chutes, This stream, the largest affluent of the
Columbia in Oregon east of the Cascade mountains, flows through a valley large enough to
maintain a population of many thousand persons. It has already some considerable settle-
ments, mostly composed of stock raisers.

John Day river waters a valley much larger than that of the Des Chutes, and of equal fer-
tility. It is unsettled, and offers great inducements to farmers desiring homes near the mines,
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where market will always be ready, and produce will command high prices. It is about 30
miles east of the Des Chutes and has the same general trend, both running north into the
Columbia.

Powder river runs through the largest valley in eastern Oregon, and probably equal to
any other in the excellent quality of its soil. Emigrants from the east are fast settling up
this valley, and the prospect is that it will soon contain a large population. No settlements
were made on Powder river previous to the discovery of the gold mines on its head waters
but it is stated that a large number of the emigrants of this season have already selected their
future homes there, and expect soon to be surrounded by an industrious and thriving com-
munity, and enjoying all the amenities of civilization.

Burnt river has its course through a broken region, very fertile, but better adapted to graz-
ing than to agriculture. This stream is southeast from Powder river, and having the same
general direction, flows northeast into Snake river.

East of Burnt river the country is exceedingly uninviting. What valleys there are are
small and frequently unproductive. The land, impregnated with alkalies, has scarcely any
vegetation growing upon it except artemesia, or sage. Grass is scarce and of poor quality,
even along the streams. Of his entering the Burnt river country from this inhospitable
waste, in his official explorations, General Fremont says he now came into " a mountainous

region where the soil is good, and iu which the face of the country is covered with nutritive
grasses and dense forests ; land embracing many varieties of trees peculiar to the country,
and on which the timber exhibits a luxuriance of growth unknown to the eastern part of the
continent and to Europe. This mountainous region," he continues, " connects itself in the
southward and westward with the elevated country belonging to the Cascade or California
range, and forms the eastern limit of the fertile and timbered lauds along the desert and
mountainous region included within the great (Utah) basin."

The Grande Ronde, lying a few leagues north of the Powder River valley, is a beautiful
circular valley some 20 or 30 miles in diameter, watered by a stream bearing the same namB.
Surrounded by hi^h hills or spurs of the Blue mountains, its amphitheatrical form, relieving1
its smooth, grassy surface, intersected by a bold stream fringed on either margin with small
trees, renders it sufficiently charming, to say nothing of the fertility of its soil, which is ^^^f ^^^ ^^ ^^r ^^^F
unsurpassed. Settlements are being made in this valley, also, by the emigrants who have
come over the plains, but it will not all be occupied this season.

The following analysis of the soil in Powder River and Grande Ronde valleys is reported
by Fremont:

POWDER RIVER GRANDE ROXDE

Silica 
Alumina 
Carbonate of lime 

Carbonate of magnesia 
Oxide of iron 

Organic matter 
Water and loss» 

72.30 Silica 70.81
6.25 Alumina 10.97

6.86 Lime and magnesia 
Oxide of iron 

Phospate of lime 1,38 

1.38
4.62 , 2.21

1.20 Organic matter 8.16
4.50
4.27 Water and loss 5.46

] 00. 00 100.00

The Klamath basin, it is said, contains a large tract of good agricultural lands, but this
may be questionable, as no experiments have yet been made to test its qualities for far n
purposes. It is a fine grazing district; even in the midst of December it has been found
covered with fresh and luxuriant grass. The Klamath is a magnificent lake, possessing
one feature in particular, which lakes do not ordinarily have, viz: it has no icatcr in it. It
is a fact, though not generally known, that this lake is nothing more than a broad savannah,
sometimes covered in places with a thin sheet of water for a brief period, but never entirely
inundated, and capable of being easily drained and reduced to cultivation.

Goose lake, Lake Abert, and some others of considerable size, lie in the northern part of rho
Utah basin, and are said to be surrounded by large tracts of as fine agricultural land as can
be found in the State, That there is some good country around these lakes, is certainly
true; but enough is not known of this region to warrant a positive statement that they are
very extensive.

Rogue River valley, occupying the extreme southern portion of western Oregon, and
extending into California is a broken country, or series of valleys, scpai *ed by rolling
highlands, covered in some places with dense forests of fir and cedar, and in others thialy
timbered with oak, and finely set with grass. It is a very good country lor farming, find a
superior one for stock raising. Rogue river is not navigable on account of its nuuierou
cascades. Like all the western portion of the State, this valley is well watered by numerous
mountain streams, which are sufficiently large to attord motive power for running any amount
of machinery. It is thinly populated, and would furnish homes for an indefinite number of
immigrants, Jacksonville, its principal town, is a place of some importance as a miuin cro
town.
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The Umpqua valley is a beautiful country, drained by the Umpqua river, a stream of some
magnitude, and navigable 25 miles from its mouth for ocean vessels. This fertile valley
contains 1,000,000 of acres. It is principally rolling* or hilly land, the face of the country
in many places forcibly reminding one of the rugged districts of Vermont, or the charming
stories he read when but a child of the mountain home of the Swiss.

Numerous tributaries of the Umpqua, some of them quite large, flow through the valley,
affording excellent water privileges. Perhaps no country is more conveniently provided with
good soil, good timber, and good water than the Umpqua valley. Its population is about
4,500, leaving-ample room for 20,000 more, allowing 160 acres to each family of four persons.
Eoseburg and Winchester, the'most important places in this valley, are pleasant villages.

But the most important agricultural district in western Oregon, and probably in the whole
State, is the Willamette valley. It is separated from the Umpqua by the Calapooya moun-
tains, a densely timbered belt, having an altitude of about 5,000 feet, and extending from the
Cascade to the Coast range. This valley is drained by the Willamette river, flowing north into
the Columbia, and which is navigable to the distance of 130 miles from its mouth, direct
measure, with only a single obstruction, the falls at Oregon City.

No person can survey the Willamette valley with its alternations of rich meadow-like
prairies, undulations, and beautiful streams, without feeling that he beholds the most delight-
ful spot in America. The agricultural country lying along the banks of the Willamette,
includes an area nearly equal to that of the entire State of Connecticut, with a combination
of advantages inferior to no other section of the United States. Mr. William H. Knight
describes this valley as " possessing a soil of unsurpassed fertility, a mild and genial climate,
an abundant growth of timber, large natural pastures, where stock may range unsheltered
the year round, an excellent commercial position, superior facilities for transportation, and a
rapidly increasing population." This is stating the case in rather too strong a light, and
requires some qualification in two of its particulars. The population of the Willamette
valley has not increased very rapidly for some years past, owing to causes which will become
manifest when the subject of commerce is discussed. And the other modification proposed
is, that we sometimes have a "cold snap" of two or three weeks duration in the winter, and
the last winter still longer, so that stock may not " range unsheltered the year round " every
year, and should not be forced to do so any year, as the continuous rains of the winter
months arc very injurious to all kinds of domestic animals. Aside from this slight inaccu-
racy, Mr. Knight's description is certainly a very correct one, and the impulse given to the
State by the recent discovery of extensive gold fields on the eastern border of the State, cannot
fail to make it become speedily true in .respect to the increase of population.

This valley is mostly smooth prairie land, large bodies of it undulating, but not hilly,
interspersed at intervals, never greater than a few miles, often much less, with streams of
various sizes, flowing in across the valley from the mountains on either side. Ranges of 
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low hills, covered with oak timber, are common throughout the valley.
Some of the largest affluents of the Willamette, as the Santiam, Yamhill, and Tualatin, are

navigable to considerable distances into the interior; while there is scarcely one which does
not afford an ample volume of water to drive any desired amount of machinery for milling
and manufacturing purposes.

The Willamette, in common with all this region of the Pacific coast, belongs to the tertiary
period. Shells and ligneous petrifactions are numerous, and mammal fossils have been
found in various places, indicating a very recent formation.

The soil of western Oregon may be divided into four general classes, viz:
1st. A brown clay loam, of good quality, thinly timbered with oak, producing good grass,

and affording fine stock range. It is found chiefly along the spurs of mountains or extended
ranges of hills, never in the level prairie.

2d. A dark or black porous soil formed by the admixture of vegetable mold with the
clay loam just described. This soil occurs only in the valleys close by or between the moun-
tains, and is unrivalled in productive power. Both of these classes are thirsty, and suffer
whenever the summer drought is of very long duration.

3d. A grayish calcareous sandy loam of exceedingly fine quality, covered with a thick
turf of grass, and admirally adapted to the cultivation of cereals, especially wheat, oats, and
barley. This class embraces five-sixths of the entire valley, including most of the prairie,
and much of the oak-timbered land. It is little affected by drought, and though not naturally
porous, is pulverized with great facility, and is exceedingly mellow.

4th. A strictly alluvial soil, lying along the immediate banks of the river, and composed
of sand, vegetable matter, and various decomposed earths, washed by the current from above.
Most of this class of soil is overflowed in extraordinary freshets, which, however, never occur
in the growing season of the year, and it is unexcelled in fertility.

Many small and very rich valleys lie along the seacoast, and will doubtless yet become
valuable. Among them are the Tillamook, situated on a bay of the same name, the Celets,
the Yaquina on Yaquina bay and river, the Coquille on Coquille river. The Coquille and
Tillamook already contain settlements of some magnitude.

HARBORS.-There are already opened four ports of entry in this State, The most import-
ant harbor is that of the Columbia river, but it is not the only one likely ever to assume
much importance. Umpqua river, Port Orford, and the Coquille want nothing but the set-
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tlement of the rich districts surrounding them to bring them into consideration as commercial
points, while vessels have entered several others and found good harbors. Yaquina bay,
first brought to notice only a year ago, is said to be an excellent harbor, extending 30
into the coast, and easy of access from the heart of the Willamette valley.

HEALTII. - It would seem inviduous to discriminate in favor of any portion of the State
of Oregon in respect to its salubrity. Everything that nature could do to render a country
perfectly healthful has been done for this State. The mountain air, not less than the moun-
tain water, has a vivifying influence ; and the gentle breezes of summer, coming fresh from
the sea, are a pleasant and effectual preventive against all the violent disease* ordinarily to
be feared in dry and sultry regions.

The climate of Oregon is thought to be unfavorable to the health of persons who are pre-
disposed to pulmonary affections. This is probably true. Notwithstanding this general
opinion, however, it is found that fewer persons die here of consumption, in proportion to
the population, than in any one of the New England States. And it is certainly beyond
question, that in every other respect, there is no other State in the Union worthy to be com-
pared with this lor salubrity of climate,

Persons are frequently met with here who had been unable to perform any labor for years
before leaving the east, on account of ill health, but have become rugged and strong in this
country, and are DOW regularly engaged in their callings without any physical inconvenience
whatever.

MISCELLANEOUS. - Some peculiarities and special adaptation of this State deserve to be
more particularly noticed, though space will not allow this to be done at length.

SHEEP. - A very intelligent writer of New England calls Oregon a " mammoth sheep pas-
ture." From what has been exhibited of its soil, climate, and mines, it will be perceived
that, with equal propriety and no greater allowance of hyperbole, it might be denominated,
also, a mammoth grain field and vegetable garden, and a mammoth gold placer. In a country
eminently fitted by nature for so many branches of business as Oregon, discrimination in
favor of any one particularly will seem unwarranted, not to say unjust. But certainly if
Oregon has a speciality, it is her pro-eminence as a wool-growing country Until very
recently, little attention has been paid to the matter of sheep raising, but it is now becoming
one of the staple interests of the State. Sheep thrive better here than in any other State.
Disease among them is exceedingly rare. They increase here faster than in the east, and
the wool is of excellent quality. Only one manufactory of woollen goods is yet in active
operation. This is located at Salem. Another is in course of construction in Linn county.
The wool clip of the State, in 1861, amounted to 444,000 pounds. That in ]^t>4 (estimated
by Mr. L. E. Pratt, of the Willamette Woollen Manufacturing Company) is 344,000 pounds.
The difference of amount is owing chiefly to the losses of last winter. The average price of
wool, in 1 )I, was 18 cents a pound; in l^i'2 it is 20 cents. In respect to the quality of
Oregon wool, Mr. Pratt says "there is no inferior wool grown in the State." When the
eastern papers quote the price of " Oregon burr wool/* they mislead dealers to the prejudice
of this State, as there are no burrs in the country ; they probably refer to wool grown in Cali-
fornia, and are imposed upon by dealers of that State.

The Willamette Woollan Manufacturing Company turn out annually 4, 000 pairs of blankets,
10,000 yards flannels, 60,000 yards cloths and tweeds, and 4,000 pounds stocking yam. The
cloths are worth, on an average, 81 14£ per yard ; the blankets, §8.

The expenses of the factory are 656,000.
LUMBER. - Everything has been done which nature could do to make Oregon to the Pacific

what Maine is to the Atlantic coast. The best of timber, with unexampled water privileges
convenient of access for sea-going vessels, leaves nothing to be desired in this respect but
enterprising men who will engage in the business of supplying foreign markets.

FISHERIES. - All along the sea-coast oyster and salmon fisheries might be made highly
profitable. The salmon on this coast are not only more abundant, but acknowledged to be
of much better quality than those of the Atlantic, Clara and cod fisheries might also be
established alon the coast.

"The introduction of bees into Oregon is of very recent date. They prosper well,
and produce a large amount of honey. Three years sinc£ a hive was worth £150; now it is
worth >45.

FRUIT.-Reference has already been made to this, but something a little more specific is
required. For apples and pears Oregon is unrivalled. Cherries thrive passably well.
Peaches do not generally succeed well, except some verv hardy varieties. Plums are in great
abundance, and fairly flavored. Quinces and apricots nourish. Grapes are good, especially
early varieties. >brub fruits generally produce exceedingly well. All in all, Oregon is the'
fruit garden of America, if not of the world.

PULSE of all kinds, like cereals, yield largely.
COMMERCE.-From the geographical position and internal resources already shown, it does

not require that much should be said of its commerce. Certain circumstances, however,
have prevented the development of the strength of the State in this respect, the principal of
which i- the law under which the land of Oregon is held. At an early period ot the settle-
ment of the country, a law was parsed by Congress donating 640 acres of land to each man
having a wife-or rather 340 acres eash to the man and wife-and 340 acres each to single
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men settling in the Territory. The result of this large donation has been to render the popu-
lation of the State so sparse that all interests of the body social, all the nerves of civilization
and progress have been completely paralyzed. This effect has been visible more in connec-
tion with the commercial than witk any other branch of the social economy of the State,
unless it be the educational. It is hoped, however, that these detrimental consequences of
the nation's liberality will not longer continue to operate as they have done hitherto ; since
the largeness of the gift has reduced a great majority of the donees to such a condition as
compels them to divide their large tracts of land. When this is done, and not before, Oregon
will begin to exhibit that degree of prosperity for which God has given her such ample capa-
}"! * 

L " 
>mtie&

SCHOOLS.-Oregon, though a new country, is not without its school system, and the people
of the State manifest an interest in the subject of education which cannot fail of raising th
intelligence and refinement of the country to a high standard as soon as the population is
sufficient. Common schools are kept in almost every neighborhood, and grade schools and
academies are located in several places. Limits of space forbid more specific statements.

CHURCHES.-Also the religions statistics of the State will evidence that the immigrant to
Oregon need not fcar that he is coming to a barbarous or half-civilized land. While the popu-
lation of the State is only about 60,000, it contains

Methodist 

Baptist 
Congregationalist 
Moravian 

Churches. Members. Denomination.

2, 083
29 1,073
10
00 00

Reformers, (number large, but not accurately known.)
Catholic 8 10 000

THE QUESTION.-It may now be asked where and on what terms can land be obtained in
.Oregon. In the western portion of the State, that is in the Rogue river, Unipqua, and VViU
'lamette valleys, the best land is occupied. Farms can be had, however, in these valleys for
from $5 to$10 per acre, according to location. There is ample room, and settlement is invited.
As good agricultural laud as there is iu the world can be bought for $8 per acre in any of
these districts.*

The land in eastern Oregon is, for the most part, vacant. Homes may be obtained by
simply occupying them under the provisions of the homestead law, which will take effect on
the 1st day of January, 1863, or by the provisions of the pre-emption law. These lands are
not yet surveyed, but no difficulty need he apprehended on this account. The immigrant
has nothing- to do but to comply with the conditions under which he takes, and his title will be
secure to a home for his family which even the rapacity of pitiless creditors cannot wrest from
them, and which in return for moderate industry will enable him always to have enough and
to spare of the good things of this world.

SECTION III.

MINERAL RESOURCES.

'The mineral resources of Oregon, though not so thoroughly prospected as
those of adjacent States and Territories, are both extensive and valuable, and
will no doubt at some future time form a prominent source of wealth.

Placer mining has been carried on extensively and profitably in the southern
counties since 1852, and the mines of John Bay and Powder river have yielded
several millions of dollars since their discovery in I860. The annual product
of these mines, until within the last two years, has been from $1,500,000 to
>2,000,000. In common with the surface deposits of elsewhere, there is a gradual

diminution as the placers became exhausted. JL New discoveries, however, are
being continually made,

WILLOW CREEK MINES.-A writer in the Oregonian thus describes the mines
in the Willow creek country, a region which has attracted considerable attention
of late:

Willow creek is a branch of the Malheur, having- its source near the head of John Day's
river, and, flowing near 100 miles in an easterly direction, discharges its waters into the

Iheur about 15 miles above its junction with Snake river. Although a long1 stream,
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a low mountain or bill country, destitute of timber, receives but few tributaries, and those
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few of small size. It is but a small stream in proportion to its length, and its snrrotmdmgs
are gloomy enough and differ but little from those of the Malheur, Ovvyhee, and other tri 
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utaries, on the south side of Snake river, between Farewell Bend and old Fort Hall. 
^^^^ ^H_ 4 ^k ^r ^^^^f ~^^^fc - - -

The mines on the tributaries of Willow creek were, I believe, first discovered in 1862, at
what is known as Mormon or Humboldt basin, nearly at the same time, by one party from
Salt lake and another from the Humboldt mining region in Nevada- This 5s a small but
rich camp, and only lacks plenty of water to render it one of the richest in the upper coun-
try. But water it can never have from any outside source, as the basin is higher than the
source of any of the streams around it, so that the miners in that locality will have to bs
content with the scanty supply they now have for three or four months in the year.

But what are known as the Willow creek mines are situated on the south slope of the
divide, between the waters of Willow creek and Burnt river, and are now divided into
Shasta, Easton, and Willow Creek districts.

Shasta district comprises Shasta creek, Rich creek, Cottonwood creek, Quartz gulch, and
many others. Mining has been carried on to some extent on Shasta creek for several years,,
but it was not until last summer that the district was prospected to any extent, or assumed
any importance as a mining camp, or became known as such outside of its immediate
vicinity. Since then greatly exaggerated reports have gained circulation in Idaho, Oregon,
California, &c.» as to the richness and extent of the mines. In most of the creeks and
gulches in Shasta district good prospects have been obtained of rather coarse gold, mostly
on the bed rock, which is usually of slate, and generally from 10 to 25 feet below the surface.
Shasta, like most of mining districts, contains an embryo town which rejoices in the name
of El Dorado City, indifferently supplied with everything but whiskey.

Easton district was organized last summer, and is situate east of and joining Bhasta dis-
trict. It contains a large number of gulches, some of which were worked during last sum-
mer, paying very well. Good prospects have been obtained in many others, and if water
were plenty it would be a lively camp next season, and continue so for two or three years.
In these districts the gold is tiner than in Shasta district, and the bed rock (if rock it can be
called) is a kind of cement of clay and gravel.

Willow Creek district has recently organized, and comprises the lower part of Morm
Basin creek and a number of gulches east of it, but gold in paying quantities has only beea
found in one of them. This district is immediately east of Easton district, and the mines
are of the same character. These districts are all on the north side of Willow creek, and
are comprised in a space of about 12 miles in length and bnt little over one in width.

Water is very scarce in all the mines in this vicinity. During the spring the melting
snow furnishes a good many gulches with water for two or three months. After that i
gone, all the natural water in Shasta district would not amount to more than one sluice head
in Easton district, including the water in Mormon basin creek, about two, in Willow Creek
district about one. And in speaking of creeks in those districts the reader must bear in
mind that all the gulches in which water flows during summer (no matter how small the
quantity) is called a creek. Most of the gulches are dry during the fall and winter, and a
prospector frequently has to carry dirt one-half mile or more to find water to wash it,
Another great inconvenience here is the scarcity of timber, it being on the mountains and
in canons remote trom the mines. Lumber for mining and building purposes has to be
hauled from 8 to 16 miles, and fire*wood from two to live miles, the former costing about $
per 1,000 feet, and the latter from $12 to $14 per cord.

The climate here is similar to that of the Grande Ronde and Powder Eiver valleys, the
amount of SDO\V falling being much less than in the mining regions of Idaho. Yet the
winters are very cold. The past two weeks have been about as cold as any weather I ever
saw during several years' residence in the mountains. The snow is now about 10 inches
deep in the mines, and perhaps two feet deep on the divide between Willow creek and Burnt
river.

There is much good agricultural land along Willow creek, Burnt river, and other streams
in this vicinity, upon which abundant supplies could be raised for all this part of Oregon,
unless the crickets, which seem to be one of the natural productions of the country, should
claim too lurge a percentage of the crop.

Several different ditches have been talked of for bringing water from Willow creek and
Burnt river for mining purposes, which would supply Shasta district and subsequently dis-
tricts east of that, only one of which has been prosecuted to any extent; that being the
ditch of Carter, Packwood & Company, which Is one of large extent, and will, when com-
pleted, supply a large extent of mining ground with water and give employment to many
men. But unfortunately there is little probability of its completion in time to do any good
next summer ; so that many owning claims will have to wait another year before they cau
work them to any extent, as the mines are of such a nature that they can only be workod
by the hydraulic or ground sluice, which requires a large amount of water.

There is a large extent of unprospected country in this part of Oregon, in much of which
it is probable gold may be found. Were the facilities better for working the mines, this
would soon be a populous portion of the State, but much of the country is destitute of timber
and water*

There is but little to induce men to come here at present, but if any do come from Oregou
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and California, they had best not come before the first of May, as before that time the weather
will be stormy and unsettled, and they will find it rough camping out in a country where
even sage brush for fuel is not very plenty.

There are a few stores in the country, at Clark's creek, Mormon Basin, and other camps,
but they are poorly furnished with mining tools, clothing, groceries, and in fact everything
but whiskey, and other beverages of like nature, which are supposed to be necessary in a
country where water is not very plenty. Our nearest post office is at Express, nearly 20
niiles. We get our mail matter from there or from Auburn, which is upwards of 35 miles
distant, A mail route which would accommodate Clark's Creek, Mormon Basin, and the
Willow mines is very necessary, and should receive the attention of our postal authorities.

QUARTZ LODES.-[Numerous gold-bearing quartz lodes have been discovered
in various parts of the State, but none of them have been developed to any
great extent. East of Eugene City, near the McKenzie river, (north branch
of the Willamette,) some excellent lodes have been prospected, one of which
extends north to Santiam and south across the head branches of the middle fork

of the Willamette, Coast Fork, North and South tlmpqua, &c. The Blue
mountains, in the vicinity of Gallon City, John Day's river, abound in quartz
which the miners think will pay, but as there are placer mines in the vicinity,
and a lack of capital to erect the necessary mills, they have not yet been worked
to any considerable extent. A writer in one of the Oregon papers says':

The discoveries made in Auburn district, near the western line of Baker county, are
known to be rich, but, as is usual, the discoverers are poor and unable to purchase and erect
suitable mills for reducing1 their rock, and, therefore, must be content with simply working
out the assessments required by law to hold them. In fact, in no less than five districts in the
county, quart/ is known to exist in paying quantities, but will not be worked, perhaps, for
years to come-until labor is cheaper and the cost of machinery is correspondingly cheaper,
and the placer mines are more thoroughly worked. The fact is that wherever placer mines
will daily exhibit to the laborer the fruits of his toil, at but little outlay, he is hard to be
persuaded to invest time and labor and capital in the business of quartz crushing.

Outside of our county, too, there are known to be rich quartz mines, occupying about the
same practical position that ours does. The quartz of Elk creek, Granite creek, and Canon
City, in Grant county, together with tnose of Eagle creek, m Union county, are destined to
attract'attention before long.

THE IRON INTEREST,-By far the most important mineral resource yet dis-
covered in Oregon is the vast deposit of iron known to exist between the Willa-
mette river above Portland and the Columbia, at St. Helen. Of the entirer

extent of this valuable deposit there is as yet but little knowledge, but it has
been traced for a distance of at least 25 miles, and is bevond doubt inexhaustible. / V

A description of the geological formation in which this iron is found, with some
observations on the character of the ore, cost of manufacture, &c., and of iron
ores generally on the Pacific coast, will be found in the article on miscellaneous
mineral resources.* The following' detailed description of the iron works at
Oswego is from the Oregonian, a newspaper published at Portland :

It is cause for sincere rejoicing that the efforts of the enterprising company which has under-
taken the development of this most important resource of our State are now almost sure to
be rewarded with complete success. It would be difficult to name an interest on this coast 

^^^v ^^^^* fc ^^^^

which may affect the general prosperity more directly and permanently than the successful ^^* ^^_ _^_ ^^_
working of our iron mines. It is not so much that the proprietors may make money out of
them, but it is that some of the chief courses of trade and manufactures will be turned in
entirely new channels. These works, if present prospects are hereafter realized, will be able
to supply the greater part of the demand of the whole coast for raw iron. This alone is a
vast interest; but when we take into consideration that iron-rolling mills and manufacturing
establishments of various kinds will surely follow the success of this pioneer effort, the interest
which the whole country has in it is immense-entirely beyond the possibility of present
conception. In view of this, we shall certainly not be censured if we devote to the various
matters connected with these works the greater part of our column to-day.

ORGANIZATION OF THE COMPANY,-The "Oregon Iron Company" was incorporated by
signing and filing articles in the offices of the county clerk of this county, and of the secre-
tary of State, on the 24th day of February, 1865. The incorporators were H. D. Green, W.
S.Ladd, and John Green. The capital stock was fixed at $500,000. The stock was soon
taken, the number of stockholders being 20, including many of our most sagacious and

* Notes on the coal and other miscellaneous mineral productions of Oregon will be found
in the same article.
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energetic business men. On the 13th of May following, the stockholders held their first
meeting, and organized under the provisions of the statute by electing a board of directors,
consisting of W. S. Ladd, H. C. Leonard, John Green, T. A. Davis, P. C. Schuyler, H. D.
Green, and Henry Failing. At a subsequent meeting of the directors, W. S. Ladd was
chosen president; H. C.Leonard, vice-president, and H. D. Green, secretary. Mr. P. C. 
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Schuyler is at present acting secretary.
COST OF THE WORKS.-Thus far the sum of all the assessments levied on the stock is

only 27 per cent., all of which has been paid in with the exception of $11,000, delinquent
by three of the stockholders. The expenditures for building, opening the mines, construct-
ing machinery, and stocking with material, was, up to the 1st of August, between §124,000
and $125,000. Since that date there ha\v been, of course, some further expenditures, which
can, at present, only be estimated; but the total amount is probably within §I26,!000.

MAGNITUDE OF THE WORKS,-The company having prospected the mine, which is about
two and half miles from the present village of Oswego, and having had the ore thoroughly
tested, began excavating for the walls of the furnace and tower, on the 21st of May, 1865. Since
then the work of building and opening the mine has been carried on without more than tempo-
rary suspensions till the present day. The works are run by water, taken from Oswego lake.
The darn across the creek, just below the foot of-the lake, is 148 feet in length, and 22 feet in
height, and is a structure of great strength. The flume by which water is conveyed to the
works is 900 feet long and 3 feet square. The machinery in the blast-house is driven by
one of Leffel's double-turbine water-wheels, which also works a force pump for supplying
the tanks with water. The blast-house (where the wind is made) is £8 feet square and
20 feet high. The casting-house is 136 feet long, 58 feet wide, and is a J2-feet story. The
stack frame is 34 feet square, and 32 feet high. The top-house is 34 feet square, and 20 feet
high. The stack and chimney together are 65 feet in height. The bridge-house is a 12-foet
story, 129 feet long, and 25 feet wide; one end resting* on the ground on the hili-side, the
other supported on heavy truss-work, and connecting with the stack. The first coal-house
connecting with the brirlge-house is a 1*2-feet story, 148 feet long, and 38 feet wide. The
second coal-house, standing a little apart from the other, is a 24-feet story, 100 feet long, and
40 feet wide. The water tank is 12 feet square, and 8 feet deep. These are the buildings
which constitute the works proper; but the company has one or two other buildings in the
village, one of which is a storehouse, 50 by 37 feet, and a story and a half high. The stack
within, which is the furnace, is a massive pile of masonry, 32 feet square at the base, and 34
feet high. There is probably not a finer or stronger piece of masonry on this coast than this
stack, The capacity of the furnace is about 800 bushels. The buildings are supplied or to
be supplied everywhere with water-pipes, to be used both in the ordinary daily operations
and in case of fire. Everything about the entire works is constructed for strength and dura-
tion. In this respect the company has wisely thought that the additional cost of heavy,
strong, and finished work, above that of mere make-shift, cannot fail to be returned in the
duration of the works. The machinery in the blast-house is massive, and finely finished.
The blast of air is obtained by the use of two large air pumps, whose pistons attach to the
ends of a huge walking-beam. The air is forced through a regulator, which serves to keep
the current constant. In the regulator, as the machinery was driven yesterday, the pressure
of air was five-eighths of a pound to the square inch. From the regulator the air is forced
through a long pipe to the top of the stack, when it goes through several large cast tubes, so
placed as to be all the time red-hot. This is for the purpose of heating the air before it strikes
the fire and mass of ore at the bottom of the furnace. From these heating tubes the air then
goes through large tubes, concealed in the masonry, to the bottom of the iurnace, where it is dis-
charged with great force into the interior of the furnace. The effect upon the burning mass
of coal, ore, and lime is something too fierce for description. To prevent the end of the air-
pipe from being: consumed by the intense heat, it is inserted in a massive piece of casting,
called a tuier, and which is subjected to a constant stream of cold water.

MAKING IRON.-The first casting of iron into pigs was made on Saturday, August 24. The
manner of doing it is something as follows: Of course the furnace has had fire in it for some time,
and was hot when the work began. The workmen first put in at the top 26 bushels of coal, then
800 pounds of ore, adding to this mass about 20 per cent, of limestone. This proportion is
observed till the furnace is full. The limestone and ore are broken under the hammer, before
being put in the furnace. The use of the lime is to amalgamate with itself all the dross and^"^^ ^^ ^»
imparities of the ore, released in the process of smelting. This dross is constantly drawn off 

^

from the furnace at the hearth, and when cooled is thrown away. The company propose to
use it for grading their roads and grounds. When the reservoir at the bottom gets full, the
hearth is tapped, the molten iron runs off in a sparkling white stream, down a channel to
the pit, where it falls, first, into a gutter called the sow, and from this into smaller and shorter
gutters, where the iron is shaped into pigs. Yesterday the hearth was tapped twice, the
result being about six tons of pig iron. It is expected that wheu the furnace gets formed
and thoroughly heated, the company will be able to cast three times at least in 24 hours,
making between threv- and four tons at each casting. The ore now used yields about 55 per
cent, of iron, which would be considered anywhere in the world very rich. The coal costs 

^^^* - ^^_ ̂ _ ^^ _ ^^ -^- ^ ^M ^^k ^B_ ^&

about six cents per bushel. Lime costs $(> per ton. The ore is estimated to cost about §1 75 
^^_^^_ ^^^ ^^f

per ton. The company is now employing £0 men as miners, coal burners and heavers,
38
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teamsters and artisans, at the works. The coal-houses now have in them about 80,000
bushels of coal, and it is coming in at the rate of about 2,500 bushels per day. The iron thus
far cast is pronounced by Mr. Harris, the superintendent of tbe works, and by other corn-
Detent judges, to be equal in quality to any made in the United States. It is very soft and very

ne in grain, and it is said, might be worked into castings for machinery as run off from the g
iurnace.

To conclude this article we will mention that of the first casting, Mr. J. C. Trullinger, the
proprietor of the town site, has secured two pigs, which he will have engraved with his own
initials, the date of casting and the trade stamp of the company, and then planted as street
monuments at the corners of blocks Nos. 1 and 2, at the junctions of Furnace, Ladd and^ . "" " *^
Durham streets.

Tab if dist
FROM PORTLAND TO DALLES CITY.

Miles.
Vancouver (by steamer) 18
Lower Cascades 45 63 

Station 
La Grande 

Miles. 

eacham's or Lee's Encampment 14 64
13 77
12 85

Upper Cascades (by railroad) 6 69
Dalles City (by steamer) 45 114

FROM DALLES CITY TO LEWISTON.

Celilo (by railroad) ^ 15
Columbus (by steamer) 6
John Day's river 10 

Carter's 

Valley House 

16 101 Union 

Pyles 
Kentucky House... 

5 100

H 107*
Stark's 
Austin 
Mountain View Hoi 

5
4

2 118J

Willow Creek 
Castle Rock 

Canoe Encampment 
Foot of Long Island 
Head of'Long Island 
Grande Ronde Lauding 
Umatilla City 

21 6

31 1 125£
Indian Rapids 
Squally Hook 
Rock Creek...: 

3 34
3 37 

Ward's, or Slough House 
Henkler's Ranc 

129

3i
4 41

Chapman's wood-yard 8 49
Big Bend 6 55

. 9 64 

Baldock's 

Mud Springs 
Illinois Ranch 

Straw Ranch, or H. Huffman's.. 4 154 

6

6 144£
150

. 8 72 New York House 4 158
California Ranch 

Express Ranch 
Central 
Wilson's 
Hawkins 

Head of Umatilla Rapids 6 103 Scott's... 

. 2 74

. 4 78
, 7 85

5 9X)
, 7 97 4 173

5 178
Wind Mill Rock 3 106 6 184
Wallula 15 121 1 185
Mouth of Snake river 11 132 

W hiteside's 
Miller's 
Marshall's 

162 
2 164
5 169

5 190

First Rapids, Snake river 6 138 Old's Ferry, or Snake River 1 191
Fish Hook Rapid. 10 148 Snake River Bend.... 8 199
Lower End of Canon 2 150 W 8 207

Upper End of Canon 2 152 Jasper Beard's Station 4 211
Jim Fort Island 6 158 Snake River Slough 2 213
Pine Tree Rapids 7 165 I! Forty-Nine Ranch 10 223
Palouse Crossing .. 30 195 Fayette River and Bluff Station.. 4 227
Fort Taylor, at Tukannou 5 200 II Junction House 
Taksas Rapids 6 206 

3 230

Thompson's... 4 234
Pa-na-wa Creek and-Indian Farm. 25 231 Payette Ranch 8 242

Lewiston 

.... 14 245 Almota 
Indian Wood Yard 

El-pa-wa Creek 
Jackson & Buckley Ferry.. 

,. .. 21 266
5 271 

lock House 

Payette Junction 
Bernal's 

5 

II 260
3 274 Horse Shoe Bend 8 268
7 281 Shafer's 

FROM DALLES CITY TO UMATILLA CITY. 

4 272
4 276

10 286

Celilo (by railroad) 15 2 288
Des Chutes (by land) 
Spanish Hollow 
John Day's 
Willow Creek 

........ 1 

1 16 5 293
9 25 

Allen's 
Placerville 
Centreville 

Idaho City 

247 
2 249

Herzog & Company..

8 301
5 40

........ 23 FROM UMATILLA CITY TO INDEPENDENCE.63

Well Spring ......... 14 77 Franklin House 12
Ewing's .................. 18 95 Alkali Hollow 12
Umatilla City ............. 16 111 Forks of Birch Creek 10 34

FROM UMATILLA TO IDAHO CITY 
Beard's Saw Mill 

Dealy Ranch 
Horse Ranch 12Franklin House 

Swift's 

Willow Springs 

... 12 
:.. 26 38
... 12 50 Independence 

24 

... 12 46
.... 18 64

76

Day's Flat on Granite Creek 22 98
6 104
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Table of distances-Continued.

FROM INDEPENDENCE TO CANON CITY (BY Miles.
TRAIL.)

57
Miles. 

Syrup Creek..- 
Little Camas Prairie 
Franklin 

.. 11 41

.. 16

.. 3 60

Little Salmon 20 Volcano 10 *»*t 0

Vincent's Gulch 18 38

Canon City 22 60 FROM BOISE CITY TO ROCKY BAR.

FROM INDEPENDENCE TO AUBURN. Little Camas Prairie 57
Wood Creek 8 65

Head of Powder River 20 Lime Creek 2 67
Bear Gulch 
Auburn 

5 25 Warm Springs 10 77
15 40 Cowhide Ranch 5 82

FROM WALLA-WALLA TO IDAHO CITY. 
Toll Gate 
Milk Ranch 

Rocky Bar 

U 
4 85

14

Walla-Walla Hirer 13
Liukton'sMill 9 FROM BOISE CITY TO RED BLUFF, VIA BOON-
Mountain House 

Phillips' 
12 34 VILLE, GIBB'S CREEK, AND SUSAN VILLE,
13 47 IN HONEY LAKE.

Willow Creek 11 58
Hendershott's 
Union 

16 74 Seventeen-mile Station 17
6 80

Idaho City 200 280 
Slough 
Snake River 

15 32
1 33

Carson's Ranch 15 48

FROM IDAHO CITY TO BOISE CITY. Honey Lake Smith's 6 f)4
Boonviile 8 62

Warm Springs 2 Jordan's Ranch.. 18 80
Minnehaha Ranch 10 12 Muskrat Lakes 16 96

Fourteen-mile House 2 14 Child'sFerry .................. 17 113
Sampson's, or Twelve-mile House. 8 22 Gibb's Creek, or forks of road - 8 121
Boise City 12 34 Head of Gibb's Creek ........... 14 135

Mountain Creek ................ 16 151
FROM UMATILLA CITY TO BOISE CITY. TroutCreek ................... 17

Puebla Mountain ............... 10 177

Payette Junction 249 Hot Springs ................... 6 184
BoiseCity t 30 279 Alder Creek 8 192

Summit Lake .................. 12 104
FROM WALLA-WALLA TO BOISE CITY. Three Lakes 12 216

Canon Creek 9

(As measured with a roadometer) 265 Surprise Vallev 13 238
FurCreek 14 252

FROM IDAHO CITY TO ROCKY BAR (BY
TRAIL.) 

Swift Creek 

Rapid Creek 
15 267
4 271

Susanville, in Honey Lake 6 277
Meadow Creek Ranch 14 Red Bluff 99 376

North Boise Bridge and Toll House 4 18 Susauville to Chico 95 372
Middle Boise Ranch 

Brady's Ranch 
Rocky Bar , 

.... 6 24

.... II 35 BOISE CITY TO STARR CITY, VIA BOONVILLE
13 48

Seventeen-mile Station 17

FROM BOISE CITY TO RUBY AND SILVER Slough 15 32
CITIES. Snake River 1 33

Carson's Ranch 15 48
Seven teen-mile Station 17

Honey Lake Smith's 6 54Slough 

Carson's Ranch 15 

15 32 Boouville.. 8
Snake River 1 33 Jordan's Ranch 18 80

48 Muskrat Lakes 16 96
Honey Lake Smith's 6 54 Child'sFerry 17 113
Boonviile 8 62 Gibb's Creek 8 121
Kuby City 2 64 WellSpring 12 133Silver City 

FROM BOISE CITY TO VOLCANO. 

64| Mouth of Canon ... in 143
Summit Spring 
East Fork of Queen's River 8 171 

20 163

oise River 
Fifteen-mile House 

Squaw Creek 

.... 7 Paradise Valley 60 231

.... 8 15

.... 15 30 
Cherokee 

Starr City 
12 243 
26 269
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Table of distances-Continued.
FROM WALLA-WALLA TO FISHEIIVILLE,

KOOFANIE COUNTRY, BRITISH COLUM- Burk's 

Miles. 

16 105

BIA. Dealy's Ranch 12 117
Grande Ronde river, or forks of road 4 121

Miles. Powder river 20 141

Touchet 15 Grande Rond river (road to left) to
Spring 11 26 LaGrande 20 161
Palouse, on Snake river 20 46
Forks of the Palouse 15 61 FROM DALLES CITY TO CANON CITY, VIA
Cow Creek 12 73 NIXON'S BRIDGE.

Camp 12 85
Cottonwood Springs 
Dragoon Encampment 
Pine Timber 

8 93 Nixon's bridge ... 16
18 111 Hay Stack 27 43

8 119 Cross Hollows, or forks of road.. 25 68
Rock Creek 12 131 79

Lake to the right of road 13 144 
Cold Camp 
Current Creek.... 

11 
10 89

Hangman Creek 
Antoine Plant Ferry, or Crossing of 

10 154 || Muddy Creek 
Cherry Creek 

4 93
6 99

Spokane River 12 166 BridgeCreek 9 108
Dutchman's 17 383 Alkali Flat.... 10 118

Slough 
Pen d'Oreille Lake 
Head of Pen d'Oreille Lake 

o 18 Ar 01
9 210 Mountain House 6 133

30 240
PackRiver 9 249^
Stampede Lake, to the left of the 

road -- 

Kootanie Ferry ^ 
Spring 

Foot of the mountain 9 127 

Camp Watson (military post) 
Rock Creek 
Cottonwood 

146 
15 161

18 267 SouthFork 6 167

18 285 Hagen's Ranch 
10 295 Veatch's Ranch 

15 182
8 190

Eighteen Mile Creek 8 303 || Canon City.. 10 200
Commission Creek, one mile to left

of road 9 312 FROM DALLES CITY TO CANON CITY, VIA
Round Prairie 10 322 GILL AM'S.

Boundary line 7 329
Gillam's 

Third Crossing of Moya River 10 346 Mcltee 
12 Moya River 7 336
17 29

Log House 
Miner's Creek 

.....12 358 Bake Oven 19 48

18 376 Cross Hollows, or forks'of road.. 10 58
Peavine Prairie 12 388 Cold Camp 11 69
St. Joseph's Prairie 12 400 Current Creek 
Central Ferry 
Fisherville 

10 410 Muddy Creek.... 
10 79
4 83

7 417 Cherry Creek 
BridgeCreek - 
Alkali Flat 10 108 

6 '89
9 98

FROM NEW FERRY TO ROCK CREEK.

Canon City 82 190
Springs 
Kentuck's, on the first Mullan's road 9 

15
24 FROM WALLA-WALLA TO LEWISTON.

Six-mile Camp 6 30
Springs 9 39 Tusha Crossing... 20
Creek 10 49 Tukannou 22 42

Timber Camp 9 58
Rock Creek 12 70 

Pataha.l 

Alpowa 
Lewiston 

12 54
12 66
17 83

FROM WALLA-WALLA TO ROCK CREEK.

FROM LEWISTON TO ELK CITY, FLORENCE,
y trail, via New Ferry 121 AND IDAHO CITY. _

Tukanuon to Rock Creek 72

Lewiston to Elk City 142
FROM JOHN DAY'S TO POWDER RIVER AND Lewiston to Florence 120

LA GRANDE. Lewiston to Idaho City , 190

Scott's 9 From White Bluff to Colville 150
Harrison's on Willow creek 14 23

Forks of Willow creek 6 29 From Wallula via Union to Idaho City,
Forks of Butter creek 16 45 about i 300
Ay ers 7 52
Birch creek 20 72 From Dalles City to Franklin House on
McWillis . 17 89 the Idaho and Umatilla road 102
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ALASKA.

Nearly all the information we possess touching the mineral resources of Alaska
is comprised in the correspondence accompanying the President's me.-sage, Feb-
ruary 17, 1868, (Ex. Doc. No. 177, 40th Congress, 2d session,) and in the speech
of the Hon. Charles Sumner on the cession of Russian America to the United

States (published in the same document, pp. 124-189.) These valuable and inter-
esting papers contain th<? researches of the most reliable authorities, and demon-
strate beyond question that the newly-acquired territory abounds in the precious
metals and useful minerals, though it must be admitted that our knowledge of / C/ *J

the country and its resources is, as yet, chiefly confined to the sea-coast and the
>hores of the Aleutian islands. Of the vast continental interior we know compar-
atively nothing; in the"language of Mr. Sumner, "perhaps no region of equal
extent on the globe, unless we except the interior of Africa, or possibly Green-
land, is as little known. Here," says Mr. Sumner, " I do not speak for myself
alone ; a learned German, whom I have already quoted, after saying that explo-
rations have been limited to the coast, testifies that 'the interior, not onlv of thef *

continent, but even of the island of Sitka, is to-day unexplored, and is in every
respect terra incognita / the same has been repeated of the islands also." With-
out data beyond what has already become familiar to the public, it would be use-
less, therefore, to encumber this report with any speculations or conjectures
respecting the mineral resources of a comparatively unexplored region. It i-
sufficient to say that Alaska is known to abound in gold, silver, copper, iron,
and coal, and that it possesses many other valuable resources, chief among which
are its fisheries and forests.

In this enlightened age it seems singular that an acquisition of such inesti-
mable importance, in its political and commercial aspect, to the future of our
country-especially to that portion of it lying on the Pacific slope-should meet
with opposition on the part of any intelligent American. If the Territory of
Alaska possessed no other element of value than its vast forests of pine, spruce,
fir, hemlock, and other trees useful for lumber and ship-building, it would be
worth more than ten times the sum stipulated to be paid for it under the treaty.
A moment's consideration will show how important a question the supply of
timber must become to the States and Territories of the Pacific within a compar-
atively short time. The States of California, Nevada, and Oregon, and the
Territories of Arizona, Utah, Montana, Idaho, and Washington, have a united
area of 903,019 square miles, with an estimated population of 780,000, or le ss
than one inhabitant to the square mile. The area of timbered land within this
vast range of country is almost confined to a narrow strip along the coast north
of San Francisco, and to a belt extending along the crests and slopes of the
Sierra Nevada and Cascades, varvinsr in width, and at scattered intervals, from»i -v / "/ Q / /

15 to 40 or 50 miles. Reference to the maps will show that this timbered area
is less than a twentieth part of the entire surface of the country, and is diminish-
ing perceptibly year after year. The consumption of lumber in California and
Nevada, to say nothing of the exports, is without parallel in the history of new
countries. Immense quantities of lumber, timber, and firewood are used in the
building and supply of towns; in mills, mines, flumes, and fences, and for all the
requirements of a miscellaneous and progressive population. It is not to lie
supposed that, with increased facilities for immigration, the vast tracts of mineral
and agricultural land, now sustaining L-s than one inhabitant to the square mile,
will long remain so sparsely settled. Within the next 10 years the population
of our Pacific States and Territories will, in all probability, exceed 2,000,000.
New towns will spring up at frequent intervals throughout this immense domain.
Our scanty timber lauds, already suffering from fires and from reckless waste on
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the part of settlers, will be forced to pay tribute to the increasing population.
Estimating the consumption from the rate at which the forests of California have
disappeared since 1849, it would not take many years, with a largely enhanced
population, to denude all the available timber districts, increase the price of lum-
ber so as to retard the development of many lucrative branches of industry, and
probably destroy the export trade in that article, which is now becoming so
important an element in the growth of our intercourse with China.

The completion of the Central Pacific railroad will inaugurate a new era for
the States and Territories west of the Rocky mountains. With population new
sources of wealth will be opened, and railroads will be established north and
south, with branches penetrating the mountain passes and valleys in every direc-
tion, to supply the wants of many growing and prosperous communities.

If Mr. Secretary Seward had accomplished nothing more in the course of his
official career than the acquisition of Alaska, he would for that act alone be
entitled not only to the thanks of every citizen of the Pacific coast, already
awarded him, but to the gratitude of millions yet unborn, by whom the bound-
less domain of the west is destined to be peopled.

For the convenience of those who may desire to consult the principal authori-
ties on the resources of Russian America, I have caused to be prepared a chrono-
logical summary, or bibliography in brief, of the publications on that region,
from A. D. 1600 to 1867. The author, Dr. Alexander S. Taylor, of Santa Bar- / «/ 7 S. Taylor,
bara, California, is a gentleman of great learning and research, whose labors fo 3search, wl
the preservation of all the known records of discovery and adventure on the
Pacific coast cannot be too highly commended.

Bibliography of Alaska. *

1600.-Hakluyt RicWd. Voyages, discoveries, navigations, &c., of the English nation.
In two volumes, small folios ; London, 1599-1600. Also another volume by the same author
of voyages not included in the first work, and not published until 1811, at London, in one
volume,, quarto; contains the earliest notices of the far northern voyages on the Pacific and
Atlantic. .

1600.-Original Documents on the Voyages and Services of Frida Andres de Urdanetta,
pilot .of Legaspis Manila expedition in 1565, collected by Martin Fernandez de Navarette,
president ot the Royal Spanish Academy of History; in one volume, 8vo, in the set of five
volumes; Madrid, about 1816. It was Urdanetta who first discovered the currents and
winds above 40°, with which he sailnd his ships from Manila till he made the north shores
of California, and thence down the coasts to Mexico.

1625.- The Pilgrims of Samuel Purchase, in three volumes, quarto ; London, 1625. Con-
tains the voyage of Juan de Fuca, the Greek pilot, in 1592, for original documents pertain-
ing to which, obtained from the island of Cephalonia, see the author's notes on de Fuca in
Hutchings's California Magazine for 1859, also Greenhow's History. a

1640.-Histoire die Novcau Monde, by Jean de Laet. Folio ; Ley den, 1640.
1682.- The Geography of the World, by Jean Bleu. Folio; Amsterdam, 1662.
1699.-De Originibus Americanis, by George Home. Folio; Antwerp, 1699.T

1712.-Historical Researches respecting the New World, by Henric Scherer, professor in the
University of Ingoldstadt, Bavaria." In German, about 1712.

1715. - Recueil dn Voyages auNord, in nine volumes, 12mo; Amsterdam, 1715.i

1704-1750.-Voyage Collections : Churchill's Collection of Voyages, 6 vols., folio, 1704-
1712; Harris's Collection of Voyages. 2 vols., folio, 1715-1720; Hawkesworth's Collection
of Voyages, 5 vols., folio, 1735-1740 ; Osborne's Collection of Voyages, 2 vols., folio, 1746-
1750 ; account of De Pontes apocryphal voyage through the Northwest Passage in 1640 in
the London Monthly Miscellany of 1708; Voyages of Francisco Coreal, 1666-1697, from
the Spanish, in 2 vols., 12mo, Paris, 1722.

1722.-Potheries Historie Amerique Septentrionelle, in 4 vols., 12mo ; Paris, 1722.
1729.-Origin de los Indios de el Nuevo Mundo y Indies Occidentals, by Friar Gregorio

Garcia; folio, Madrid, 1729. "

1753-Nouvelles Cartes de V Amiral Fonte et Autres Navigatcurs Espagnoles, Anglais,
8fc., dans le rner Septentrional, by G. de Lisle ; quarto; Paris, 1753."

1757.-History of California, by the Jesuit Father Miguel Vanegas, 3 vols., 12mo ; Mad-
rid, 1757, and published shortly after in French, English, and German. Contains notations
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up to 1752 on the far northwest coast and connections with China, with valuable maps of the
north coasts, &c.

1757. - Researches on the Voyages of the Chinese and Japanese to the -American Coasts, by
M. De Guines ; vide Journal Academy of Inscriptions and Belles Lettres ; Paris, 1757.

1757. - Letres Edijlantcs ct Curieuses, &c., &fc.9 of the Jesuit missionaries in all parts of
the world, from 1600 to 1760, published in French, with translations in English, Spanish,
German, Italian, &c., in some 30 vols., 12mo. Some of the volumes contain exceedingly
interesting accounts of the first travels in the far northern parallels of Asia and America,
and discoveries of the proximities of the old and the new continents to the north of California
and of China. Jesuit writers lay claim to the first mention of this connection to the world
of letters and science, and one of the volumes of the Letres Ediji antes contains the celebrated
narration of Father Greelon, who wfis transferred to China before 1660, and travelled exten-
sively as a missionary among the Manchoo and Mongolian populations of that empire. In
one of his journeys in Chinese Tartary he fell in with an Indian woman of the Huron tribes,
whom he had known when serving in the far west of Canada, and who confessed her sins to
him as a priest of the Catholic church at this immense distance from her native country.
This woman informed Greelon that she had been taken prisoner in an Indian fight, and had
afterwards been transferred as a slave from tribe to tribe, until she had crossed in boats over
a piece of water, which was salt, and again sold from one person to another until conveyed
to the plains of Tartary. This fact is said by some to have first stimulated the attention of
the Russian authorities, which resulted in the discovery of Behring Straits and Alaska.
It was the redoubtable old sailor, Peter the Great, and after him his wife, the Empress
Catherine, who set afloat the great discovery voyages of Vitus Behring and Alexander
Tschirikoff in 17*23-'29 and to 1741, which sailed from Kamschatka, and discovered the
straits which separated Asia from America, and fully confirmed the speculations of the old
Jesuit missionaries of Canada, California, and China. (See the curious map of the Pacific
in the Spanish edition of Venega's California. See also on this curious subject of Asiatic
and American ethnographic connections the celebrated work '* Melanges Asiatiques" of A.
Kemusat, and the notes of Kurz in the Noutelle Journal Asiatique on Chinese history.)

1774. - Discoveries of the Russians on the Northwest Coasts of America, &c., by Yon Mul-
ler; quarto, London, 1774. Contains the earliest Russian voyages to Pacific America.

1774. - Account of the Northern Archipelago to the east of Kamtschatka, &fc. Sfc., by J.
Von Staehlin. 1 vol., 8vo, London, 1774.

1778. - American Atlas, or description of the whole continent of America, in grand folio,
by Thos. Jeffreys ; London, 1778.

1780. - Discoveries of the Russians in the North Pacific, by Rev. Dr. Wm. Cox; quarto,
London, 1780. Contains the accounts of Behring's voyage of 1741, and other valuable
histories.

1780. - Journal and Proceedings of the Imperial Academy of St. Petersburg, from 1780 to
present time ; many volumes.

1781. - Historical and Geographical Miscellanies, by Hon. Daenis Barrington, 1 or 2 vols.,
8vo; LDndon, 1781. Contains papers on extreme North Pacific coasts.

1788. - The Apocryphnl Voyage of Francisco Maldonada through the Northicest Passage,
published in Madrid about 1795 by the Royal Academy of History, from MSS. discovered
in the Ambrosian library of Milan. Also, Cevallo's Voyages of Maldonada, De Fuca, and
Fonte, 1 -vol., 8vo, Madrid, 1798.

1789. - Voyage of Captains Portlock and Dixon to the Northwest Coasts of America, Sfc.t
c.j in the King George and Queen Charlotte, in 1783-'89; quarto, London, 1789.
1780. - rissertation Geographico de J\oro California, Sfc., by J. A. Hart man ; quarto,

Marburg, 1789.
1789. - Relation of a recent Spanish voyage to the nortlnrest coasts of America, ante 1789,

by J. F. Bourgoing. 3 vols., 8vo, (French) 3d edition, Paris, 1803.
1790. - Cook's Voyages. The three voyages of Captain James Cook between 1766 and

1776, to the Pacific and northwest coasts. The only reliable editions, which are in several
volumes, are those published under the directions of the Lords Commissioners of the Admi-
ralty of England, printed at Loi*don at separate periods before 1792.

1790.- The Voyages of Captain Billings to Behring Straits, Xamstchatka, S?c., Sfc., 1785-
1790, in the Russian service, by Martin Saner; quarto, London, 17(J6.

1790, - Voyages made in 1788-'89 between China and Xorthicest America, by Captain John
Mearres, R. N.; quarto, London, 179U. Captain Dixon's reply to the same/J vol., quarto,
London, 1790.

1791. - Journal of the Voyage of the Spanish Exploring Ships Atrctida and Discubierta,
under Captain Alexander Malaspina, in 1791 ; preserved in M&S. in the viceroy's library in
Mexico and in the Spanish hydrography at Madrid Malaspinn's elmris were published in
a quarto volume by the Spanish government about 1802, and credited to the voyage of the
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Sutil and Mejicana, and afterwards became the established authorities in the Spanish marines
for the north Pacific coast down to 1830.

/ 1792.- The Viceroy's Archives of Mexican History, collected and arranged under orders
from Viceroy Revilla Gigedo by Father Francisco Garcia Figueroa, and arranged in 32 or
more folio volumes, and now in the old viceroy's library in Mexico City. Perfect copies of
this valuable collection are stated to have been also sent to Madrid before 1800. It contains
invaluable material, collated by Cassasola and Bonilla, on the Spanish discovery voyages to
that portion of ancient Alta California between the latitudes 55° and 61°, as claimed by
Spain, which afterwards became the domain of Russian America, and DOW forms a portion
or the United States Territory of Alaska. See also contribution of Secretary Seward, in
1865, on Spanish northwest voyages, contained in the Bibliografa Californica of the author.

1793 ifi
fess . or o vois., quarto, rans, r/ey-y.3. mere are aiso j^ngusn edi-
tions of the works of Pallas, who was a celebrated German professor in Russia under the
patronage of the Empress Catharine II. This appears to be the same work edited or com-
pleted by Theodor K. de Mirievoy, and which contains such valuable material on the philol-
ogy of Europe and Asia. Pallas also wrote extensively on the natural history of Russian
America in German. Pallas was one of the greatest naturalists of his day, and his writings
covered a multitude of subjects. His Dotations on tho locust and grasshopper ravages iu
the Crimea, noticed by the learned " Russian entomologist, Motschulsky, and also by the
author of this bibliography in the Srni ithsonian report for 18o9, are of great value in science.

1793.-Voyages and Travels to the Coppermine River and the Countries west of Canada in
1789-'93, by Alexander Mackenzie; in 8vo and quarto, London, 1801 and 1802. The work
of Samuel Hearne, describing his voyage of 1770-1772 in some of the countries visited by

zie, and for the discovery of copper mines, was published iu Lond
1795.

1799.- Voyage round the World, by Captain Jean Francois G. de La Perouse ; edited by
M . Millet Muriau. Government edition in French, 4 vols., quarto, 1797, maps and illustra-
tions ; also English and German editions.

" r V
4 vols., quarto, Paris, 1799.

1801. - Voyae of Discover and Exloration on the Northwest Coasts of
to 1795 <S'c., Sf
government in 5 or vols., quarto, onon, 1801 ieutenant rougton, an ocer o one
of Vancouver's vessels, also published an account of the voyage in quarto form at London,
in 1804.

1802. - Voyage of the Sutil and Mcxicana, exploring vessels, under Captains Dionisio Gal-
iano and Cayatano Valdez, of the Spanish navy, in 1792, to the northwest coasts ; published
by order of the King- of Spain, in 1 vol., 8vo, in J802, with map. The Memorias sobre las
Observaciones Astronomicas que han servido de fundamentos a las Cartas de la Costa Nor-
weste de America, written about 1810 by Admiral Espinosa, of the Spanish navy, and pub-
lished by the Hydrographic office of Madrid, is spoken of by Humboldt as a work of value.

1805. - Catalogo de las lenguas Conocidas, y numeration, division y clases de estas, segun la
diversidad de sus idiomas ydialectos, by Father Lorenzo Hervas, soc. Jesuits, in six vols.,
quarto, of nearly 400 pages each. Published at Madrid 1800 to 1805 ; also in octavo.

1806. - The " Mithradates oder Allgmeine Sprachinkimde mit dem Vatcr als Sprachbone,"
&c.,a famous authority in the philosophy of languages, was commenced by John Christo-
pher Adelung, of Berlin, in 1806, and concluded by John Severan Vater, in 1817, in five^" ^^"^ -". .^^ 
vols.,8vo, at Berlin. Another work was published by Frederick Adelung, in 1815, at St.
Petersburg, in quarto, entitled "Catherinas der Grossen Verdieaste," &CM &c. The Mith-
radates contains valuable matter on the Indian languages of the far north Pacific coasts.

1811.- Works of Alexander Humboldt. A critical examination of the history, navigation,
and geography ot the New World and the progress of nautical astronomy in the 15th and
16th centuries; in French, 5 vols., 8vo, Paris, l836-'39. Also, Researches concerning the
Institutions and Monuments of the Ancient Inhabitants of North America, with descriptions
and scenes iu the Cordilleras, plates, maps, and plans; in *2 vols., folio, Paris, 1810; Lon-
don edition, 2 vols., 8vo, 18J4. Also, Essay on the Kingdom of New Spain, in 2 vols.,
folio, Paris, 1808-1811, plates, maps, and plans ; London edition in 4 vols., 8vo, 1811; also
a New York edition in 2 vols., 8vo, 1811. All these works contain valuable notations on the
Alaskan countries.

1812.-Puteschestwil W. America, by Chvostov I. Davidoff. 2 vols., 8vo, St. Petersburg,
1812.

1814. Neva and Nadedsda, in 1803-1806,"* JITJ i
commanded by Adam John Von Kruesenstern, (afterwards admiral in the imperial navy.)
English edition, in quarto, London, 1814, with maps, plates, &c. Also, Berlin edition. The
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other works published on t his voyage by Kruesenstern's officers are Dr. Langsdorff ?s work,
in 2 vols., quarto, London , 1816, and Captain Wrey Lisiansky's, in 1 vol., quarto, London,
1814. They were also all published in different forms in the Russian language and in 

_,-^_^h _. ^^^

French. Admiral Kruesenstern also wrote a work of 78 pages on the Indian languages of
Alaska, for the St. Petersburg Academy, in 1813. He was also the most thoroughly instructed
seaman in the world on the hydrography of the Pacific, and compiled those charts of the
great ocean which are the models of all others, all of which, with his nautical notes and
memoirs accompanying these, have made him celebrated among the savans of America and
Europe. Before his death, about 1850, he had filled many posts of the highest honor in the
imperial service, and was a man of the most estimable personal character.

1817.- Collection of Voyages in the South Seas and the North Pacific, from 1527 to 1800.
By Admiral James Burney, R. N. In 6 vols., quarto, London, J814-1317; with plates,
charts, &c. This valuable work contains very little on voyages after 1770,

1817.- The American Coast Pilot^ $?c. By Edmund Blunt, of New York. The editions
of this well-known work subsequent to 1650 contain valuable notices of the hydrography
of Russian America and the northwest coasts. The same may be said of "The American
Navigator," by N. A. Bowdltch; but the editions of both works prior to 1850 are very
measrre on the coasts mentioned.

1818-34.- Voyage to California and the North Pacific Coasts, in the French trading ship
ordelvis. By Captain Camile Rocquefeul. 2 vols., 8vo, Paris, 1823. Voyage Round the

World in the French trading ship Htros, in 1826-1629. By Captain Duhaut Cilley. In 2
vols.t 8vo, Paris, 1834. Both these works relate to California and the coasts further north,
and contain much interesting matter on the fur trade of the epoch ante 1830.

1823.- Voyage of Discovery to the Pacific Ocean and Behring's Straits, California, $?c., in
tlte Russianship Ruric, in 1815-1818. By Captain Otto Von Kotzebue, (afterwards admiral
in the imperial navy.) In 3 vols., 8vo, London, 1823. Editions also in German and French.
Chamisso was the surgeon and naturalist of the Ruric, and for many years after made val-
uable contributions to the learned societies of Russia, Germany, and France, on the fauna
and flora of the countries visited, particularly of Alaska. Kotzebue also made another voyage
to Russian America, the central Pacific islands, and California, in 1823 to 1^26, in the Rus-
sian ship Enterprise, or Predpriate, an account of which was published in English at London
in 1830, in 2 vols., 8vo. In this voyage Eschscholz went as naturalist, and after his arrival
in Russia contributed valuable material on the fauna and flora of Alaska, California, &c.,
in different German, Russian, and French journals of learning and science, which are highly
esteemed. Choris, the artist of Kotzebue's voyage, who was afterwards killed in Mexico,
also published an illustrated work on the voyage, entitled ""Voyage Pittoresque." These
two voyages of Kotzebue are often confounded as one, and the names of Chamisso and
Eschscholz, which Kotzebue attached to certain localities in Alaska, are sometimes mistaken
for Indian or Spanish terms, and both as members of one expedition. Admiral Kotzebue
served in the Crimean war, and was highly esteemed by his government, and a hydro-
graphic author of eminence. He died, we believe, in 1858.

1824. - Voyage to Russian America &fc., by M. Chromtschenko ; vide St. Petersburg
Archives of History, &c., &CM for ]fe24; also in German in the periodical Hertha, for 1*24.
Chromtschenko and Etoline made surveys of the Alaskan coasts, which were reduced to
charts and maps.

1831. - Voyage of the ship Blossom to the North Pacific and Behring's Siraits in 1S25 to
1828, to co-operate with (he Arctic Expeditions from the Atlantic. By Captain F. W. Beechey,
K. N., (afterwards admiral.) Published under orders of the British Admiralty. In 1 vol.
quarto, also in 2 vols., 8vo, London, 1831 : both with plates, maps, &c. A quarto volume
on the natural history of the voyage was also published at London in 1839. The botanical
collections were edited by Sir William J. Hooker and others, in the separate volumes included
in the Flora Boreala Americana, published in 2 vols., quarto, about 1840, and Hooker's Plantae
Iconii, of J844. A large amount of valuable material relating to Alaska is to be found in
all these volumes. Admiral Beechey, we believe, died in London in 1859.*

l83S.-Voyage to the North Pacific in the Russian ship Seniavite, in 1826-'29, by Captain
Frederick Lutke, (now admiral in the Imperial navy ,, , , -- o -
Paris, ]835-'36, This is one of the most valuable we orks on Russian America and the north
Pacific. The author served in the Crimean war of 1656.

1839.-Boer, Von K. E. Statistics and Ethnography of the Russian American Countries.
This author, it is said, was with Admiral Von Wrangel when governor of Sitka, and made
valuable contributions on the above subjects and on natural history to the scientific journals
of St. Petersburg and Berlin, between 1837 and 1845,

1839.- The Physical History of Man. In 2 vols., 8vo, plates ; 1839. The Natural His-
tory of Man. In 2 vols., 8vo, plates; 1855. Both by Dr. J. Pritchard, of London, and
esteemed as high authorities in ethnology. They contain valuable matter on the Alaska
Indians. The volumes of transactions of the ethnological societies of New York, London,^^ - *
and Paris also contain accounts of the tribes of the Territory to be found in no other public*-
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tions. In this category are also the learned ethnological works of Dr. S. G. Morton, of
Philadelphia, from 1840 to 1850.

]839.-Beitrnge zitr Kcntniss des Russian Reichs, und der angranzanden Lander Asies,
by K. E. Von Bar and G. Von Helmersen, in several volumes, from 1839 et sig.

1840. - Notes on the Islands of the district of Unalaska, fyc., in 3 vols. 8vo, 1840. Also
notes on the Koloschon and other Russian American Indian tribes and their languages, in
1 vol., 8vo, 1846, by the Greek Priest Jvan Veniaminov, (in Russian,) both published in St.
Petersburg. W. Schott also published some philological papers on the Koloschon language,
in Erman's archives, Berlin, 3d vol., 1843A

1843.- Voyage of the Sulphur to the North Pacific, 8f
Belcher, R. N., (now admiral.) In ^vols., 8vo, 1840. The zoology of the expedition, in
quarto, was published in 1843-45. These accounts relate largely to Russian America. They
are government works.

1844. - Explorations, 8fc., in the two California 8, 8?c., 8fc., in 1840-43. By Duflot de
Mofras. In 3 vols., 8vo, with volume of atlas and plates* Paris, 1844. Government work.
Contains notices of Alaska and its trade, Indians, &c.

1844. - Anales de la Philosophie Chretiene. Vol. 15 and others. Contains papers of M.
Prevaney on the ethnological connections of Alaska and Mexico by the Mongolian races.

1845. - Overland Journey Round the World, Sfc. By Sir George Simpson, governor of the
Hudson Bay territories in 1841-42. In 2 vols., 8vo, London, 1845. Also in New York.

1845. - Exploring Expedition Round the World, in the Vincennes and other government
vessels of the United States, in 1838-42, under Lieutenant Charles Wilkes, (now admiral
U. S. N.) In 5 vols., imperial octavo. Government work, 1845. Plates, maps, charts, and
plans. Some 40 volumes altogether were published on the results of this expedition, many
of which contain more or less valuable of scientific matter on Alaska. A number of the

officers of the expedition afterwards served in California from 1846 to 1867.
1846. - U Oregon et les Cotes du Norde Pacifique, 8fc. By M. Felix. With map; 1 vol.,

8vo. Paris, 1846.

1846.-Ethnology and Philology of Wilkes's Exploring Expedition. By Horatio Hale. 1
vol., quarto. Philadelphia, 1846.

1847.-History of Oregon, California, and the North Pacific Coasts. By Robert W. Green-
how. 1 vol., 8vo, 4th ed., Boston, 1847,. Mr. Green how was United States attorney for
the California Land Commission of ]852, and died in San Francisco in 1856. His work
contains valuable notations on Alaskan history.

1847. - Studies on the Primitive History and Antiquities of the Races of America and Ocean-
tea, by Gustave D'Eitcthal, 2 vols., 8vo. Fragments on the History, Geography, &c., of
America, by C. F. Jornard ; 1 vol., 8vo. Both these works were published (in French) at
Paris in 1847.

1848. - Volume of Charts and Maps on Russian America, 8fc., printed by the lithographic
press at Sitka in 1848.

1849, - The Collections of Lieutenant Zvgoskin, of the Imperial navy, on the Indian Tribes
and Languages of Alaska^ are printed in the Memoirs of the St. Petersburg Geographical
Society for 1847-'48-'49, et seq., and also in his work of travels, in 2 vols., 8vo. ; St. Peters-
burg, 1847-1848.

1850-'60. - Orography, 8fc., of the North Pacific Countries, by Professor Grewingk, pub-
lished in Transactions of the Mineralogical Society of St. Petersburg, and also in Germany.
This is stated by Mr. Sumner to be a very valuable work, particularly on the mineral devel-
opments of Alaska.

1850. - National History of the Varieties of Man, by Dr. R. G. Latham. 8vo, London,
1850.

185J. - Sir John Richardson's Arctic Expedition. 2 vols., 8vo, London, 1851.
]851. - .£ Nautical and Historical Directory of the Pacific Coasts and Islands, 8fc., ffc., by

Alexander G. Findlay ; 2 vols., royal 8vo, London, 1851. This is a work of great merit,
and one of the best compiled on oceanic hydrography, and has been of great utility. The
author is well known in England, and an eminent collaborator in the proceedings of the
Royal Geographical Society. His notations on the Alaskan coasts are from the best author-
ities of Russia and other nations.

]Hf>2. - lroytt"K of the. ship Herald, under Captain Hy. Kellet, in 1845 to 1S51, being three
cruises to the Behring's straits countries and a voyage round the world ; by Dr. B. Seeman;
2 vols., 8vo, 1853. Other volumes on the natural history of the voyage were published by
Prof. Edward Forbes, 1 vol., quarto, J853. A separate volume was written by Dr. Seeman
on the botany of the voyage, in quarto. All of them are in high esteem in the learned
world. See also the volumes of Sir Leopold McClintock on iiis voyage to Behring's straits
and the Arctic, of 1852 to 1854 ; also, the volumes of the London Nautical Magazine. The
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work of Seemau contains the model of an exploring voyage, and is the most convenient
thing of the kind we have ever seen.

1855.-Admiral Von ifaangd. This gentleman, who several times visited California, was
governor of Russian America before 1848, and wrote largely in the Russian and German
'ournals on the status and natural history of Alaska. His works are considered of first-class
merit.

1855.-Notices of the Crustacea and other Invertebrate Marine Animals of the North Pacific
Countries, by Professor William Simpson, surgeon, &c., of the United States North Pacific
^xpedition of 1854-'56. These notices were published in the transactions of several learned
ocieties of Philadelphia, New York, and Boston, from ]8p5 to J8G3, and would now make
12mo. of some 300 pages, and have become standard authorities in natural science. The

author is well known in California, has contributed valuable services to the Smithsonian
Institute, and is now in charge of the Chicago Museum of the Natural Sciences. His nota-
tions on the invertebrate animals of the Alaskan coasts are extremely interesting and curious.

1855.- Transactions of the California Academy of Natural Sciences, in 4 vols., 8vo, from
1855 to ]866; contains several valuable papers on the natural history, &c., of Alaska, by
writers of the Pacific domain, *

1855.-The Birds of Texas, California, Oregon, Sfc., by John Cassin, in 2 vols. quarto;
Philadelphia, 1855; with plates. Also the volumes of John J. Audubon on the Biography
of North American Birds, and his great work cf accompanying plates, all published before
1855. The Quadrupeds of North American is a celebrated work; also written by Audubon
and Dr. John Bachman, 1840-'43. All these volumes are splendidly illustrated, and relate
largely to the natural history of Alaska.

1857.-John C. E. Buschmann, Librarian of the Royal Library of Berlin. The philolog-
ical treatises of this eminent savan on the Indian languages of Russian America, and show- o
ing their relations to the Athabascan families west of the Rocky mountains, and compari-
sons with the northern tribes of Mexico, are contained in the volumes of Transactions of the
Royal Academy of Berlin since 1850.

1857.-The North Pacific Exploring and Surveying Expedition, by Lieutenant A. W. Hab-
ersham, U. S. Navy; 1 vol., 8vo, 1857.

1857.- Three Years in Washington Territory^ with notices of the northwest coasts, by Jas.
G. Swan; 1 vol., l'2mo, New York, 1857.

1857.-Mission to the Government of Japan, by Commodore M. C. Perry, U. S. Navy; in
3 vols., quarto, 1857, copiously illustrated. Contains highly valuable notices on the hydro-
graphy of the north Pacific, its great sea currents, &c.t &c.; government work.

^57. - The Pacific Railroad Survey volumes^ from 1853 to 1858, in 12 vols., quarto, copiously
illustrated. The first volume and the 8th, 9th, and 10th contain valuable notations on the
Indians, birds, fishes, and animals, &c., of the Pacific domains and of Alaska. In the eighth
and ninth volumes may be found Spencer F. Baird's Bibliographies of American Natural His-
tory, where all the authorities on Alaskan zoology are set forth.

1858.-Reports of the United States Coast Surrey Office, in quartos, since 1853. That of
1858 contains the excellent directory of George Davidson of the coasts of California and to
the far north, and incidentally of Alaska.

l"v>8.-Literature of the Aboriginal Languages of America, by H. E. Ludewig; with
additions by W. W. Turner and N. Truebner. 1 vol., Svo., London, 1858.

1860.-Chinese Repository. An English magazine published at Canton since 1838, and
making now over 30 volumes. It contains an immense amount of matter on Asiatic litera-
ture, and has papers on Alaska and Kamstchatka. It was first edited by an American mis-
sionary from Massachusetts.

I860.-Geographical Dictionary of all the Countries of the World, by J. B. McCulloch;
in 2 vols., royal 8vo, London, 1855, and recent editions.

I860.-The Forest Trees of North America, by Dr. J. G. Cooper, of California ; in Patent
Office Report for 1860. This is an addendum to the great work of Michaux and Nuttall.

I860.- The Flora of North America, by Dr. John Torrey and Dr. Asa Gray ; in royal Svo
volumes. Also, their continuations in the volumes of the Railroad Surveys.

I860.-Smithsonian Institution. The volumes of annual reports of this Institution, and
those entitled "Contributions to Knowledge," contain several valuable notations on the
Indians and natural history of Alaska. Major Robert Kenuicott, of Chicago, one of their
most famous assistants, and who explored the eastern sections of Alaska in lSf>2-'64, died
at Michaelowski, in that Territory in May, 1866, while engaged in explorations connected
with Bulckley's Telegraph Survey. The manuscripts of his travels are said to be in posses-
sion of his friends in Chicago and the Smithsonian Institution.

1860. - The Indianalogy of California, including notes on the Indian tribes of Alaska and
other portions of the Pacific dumaiu ; published in the California Farmer newspaper in four
series of 150 numbers, from ]-»iu to 16i>4, by Alex. S. Taylor; perfect set in the mercantile
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library of San Francisco, and the library of the Smithsonian Institution. The valuable papers
of the late Albert Gallatin on the northwest Indian nations are to be found in the volumes
of the New York Ethnological society, after 1845.

I860.- The Geography of the Baa, by Lieutenant M. F. Maury, 8th edition, New York,
1861; also his Wind and Current Charts of the Pacific ocean. This author was Superiu-
te ndent of the National Observatory at Washington, and afterwards became an admiral in
th e rebel service of the southern confederacy. The work contains valuable notations on the
winds and currents of the North Pacific.

1861.-The Vegetation of the Coasts and Islands of the Pacific, from the collections on the
voyage of the Russian ship Seniavive, under Captain Lutke, 1826-1829, by P. H. Von
Kitlitz, in quarto, published in Germany, in 1861.

1861.-History of the Discovery of the Earth, by Carl Von Ritter; London, 1861.
1861.-History of Eastern Asia, Mongolia, China. Manchuria, the Amoor, Kamtschatka,

Sfc., Sfc., 8fc., by Professor Frederick C. Neuman, of Munich and Berlin; London, 1861.
1862.-Discoveries in northern Pacific from Mongolian Asia, before the times of the Ice-

landers, (A. D. 500.) These are said to be written by Mr. C. G. Leland, and published in
the Knickerbocker and Continental magazines of 1848 and 1862, and are mostly, as is under-
stood, from the work of Professor F. C. Neuman, of Munich and Berlin.

18(?2.-History of the Discovery and Chartography of the Pacific and Atlantic coasts of
North America, by Dr. John G. Kohl. 1 vol., 8vo, London, 1862.

1863.-Report to the Imperial Government on the Resources of Russian America, &fc., with
notices of British Columbia, California and the north coast countries, in 186(M31,by Cap-
tain P. N. Golownin; St. Petersburg, 1863. Also published in some periodical in numbers,
and, as is said, in English.

1863.-Les Peoples de la Russie. This we judge, from Sumner's remarks, is a very
voluminous and valuable work on the populations of the Russian empire, published about
1863. (See also the Almanach de Gotha for 1867, on the same subject.)

1864.- Travels in the countries of the river Amoor, with Notices of Russian America and *f ' ^
North Pacific Commerce, by Major Perry D. McCollins ; 1 vol., 8vo; New York, 1864. This
was written in furtherance of the great enterprise of the telegraph connecting North Amer-
ica and Asia.

1865.-Atlas for the Histnry of the Discovery of America, compiled under directiopof the
Royal Academy of Munich. This collection is made by photographing old and scarce maps
on the Americas to the number 13, and 100 copies of the work were published in 1865, at
Munich, at the price of $18. Some of these, relating to the northwest coasts before 1571, are
taken from a scarce and celebrated chartographical collection of the Portuguese scholar Vaz
Douracla. (See notes of Professor F. C. Neuman, in the San Francisco Evening Bulletin.)

1867.-Speech of Senator Sumner, of Massachusetts, in the United States Senate, May,^^ ^^^ ^tml_^"_
1867, on the purchase of Alaska, and the resources, Sfc., of the Territory. Pamphlet, 8vo, of
48 pages and large map of the Territory and vicinities. The discussions on the transfer of
Alaska in the United States Congress will be found preserved in the volumes of the Con-
gressional Globe, written down by the official reporters, in 1867.

1867,- The official correspondence between Secretary Seward, of the State Department, and
the Russian diplomats, on the purchase and transfer of Alaska, will be found at large in the
volumes accompanying the President's message for 1867-1868, from April to December, 1867.
(See also the San Francisco newspapers.)

1867.-New Map of Alaska. A new and extended map of Russian America was pre-
pared in May, 1867, by the officers of the coast survey in California, which is stated to be
detailed from the most recent authorities, and the best to date.

1867.-liulcklcy's Telegraph Survey. The officers of this expedition are stated to be engaged
in the preparation of a work on the Explorations of British Columbia and Alaska, connected
with this great enterprise.

1867.-Sea Charts. Some excellent navigating charts of the North Pacific coasts have
been within the last 18 months issued from the admiralty office of London. These contain
the most recent and reliable notations prior to the Coast Survey map mentioned in the fore-
going.

1868.-Letters to the New York Tribune and Boston Advertiser.

1868,-Letters and speech of Senator Cole^ of California, in favor of the acquisition of
Alaska. ' '
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GENERAL OBSERVATIONS OX THE PACIFIC SLOPE.
PROGRESS OF SETTLEMENT- IMMIGRATION AND LABOR.

SECTION I.

IXTLUEXCE OF MIXING ox OTHER INTERESTS. - Within the brief space of
nineteen years our people have opened up to settlement a larger area of territory,
valuable as a source of supply for nearly all the necessities of man, than has
ever before in the world's history been brought within the limits of civilization"f ^*^-

in so short a time. Nineteen years ago California. Arizona, Colorado, Montana._ *' *J /

Idaho, Washington Territory, Oregon, Utah, and Nevada, occupying more than
one-third of the entire area of the United States, were regions chiefly known
to trappers and traders; traversed and occupied for the most part by barbarous
hordes of Indians. That this extraordinary advance, with all its concomitant* /

results to the trade and commerce of the world, has been achieved by the discov-
ery and development of our mineral resources, no reasonable man pretends to
dispute. Every day's progress in our history speaks for itself, and the facts
are patent to all.

It seems a little sinular, considerin the millions of treasure thus added to

our national wealth, the vast range of industry opened to our people, the won-
derful impulse given to agriculture, commerce, and manufactures, that of all our
great national interests, the business of mining has had the hardest straggle to
enlist the favorable consideration of our government. Of late years, through O * 7 O
the irresistible logic of results, something has been achieved in the way of more
intelligent federal leislation.

The mineral lanl law, of July 28, 1866, granting titles in fee to the miners,
is an advance in the right direction. The appropriation for the collection of
mining statistics is another.

There are in the Atlantic States many who will speak of mining as an inter-
est inimical to the welfare of a people, owing to its fluctuating and hazardous
character, and to the contempt it is supposed to beget for the more gradual
methods of acquiring wealth. There is much truth in this view when it is con-
fined to the early style of mining, which despised restraint and debauched the
morals as it impaired the constitutions of those who followed it in a spirit of
wild adventure. But the objection does not lie against mining as a regular, sys-
tematic pursuit, directed by skill and capital, and relying upon the steady con-
tinuance of moderate profits. This kind of mining, by common consent, is des-
tined to be one of the most permanent and healthful sources of prosperity. The
pplication of American ingenuity and enterprise to the development of the

deposits of precious metals found west of the Rocky mountains, is certain ulti-
mately to make mining for gold and silver as legitimate and safe a business as
mining for coal and iron, and as great a promoter of diversified industry.

If we take mining only in its past condition and its present transition state,
we must admit that with all its evil effects upon individuals, it has caused most
important general benefits, especially in anticipating by generations the peopling
of the immense Territories of the west, and thus widening the field for the dis-" -» ^

play of national energies, broadening the spirit and firmly bracing the national
credit. But for the mining furor of the last 19 years, California would proba-
blv have remained a vast cattle range to this dav, and all the great Territories"* V 7

that adjoin it, now peopling with civilized communities, and nearly traversed by
a railroad uniting both shore > of the continent, would still be savage wastes, v-* / d?
held and controlled by the barbarians who are fast retiring before the forces of
modem progress.

The direct effect of mining upon agriculture and commerce is strikingly shown
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in California. How much wheat would now be exported from San Francisco
but for the mines and the population attracted by them1? How many interior
towns would have been built; how far would the Pacific railroad have been
constructed j where would have been the overland mail and telegraph, and the
China steamship line, but for the necessities created by the development of our
mineral wealth? The mines have not only led to these things, but they have
built up a great manufacturing interest, which already, in San Francisco alone,
estimates its annual product by a figure nearly as high as that of the gold fields.

The truth is, agriculture, commerce, manufactures, and mining, are essentially
homogeneous pursuits. The only antagonism is one of wrong methods, ana
these are sure to be rectified in time. In some quarters of the globe it is com-
merce that leads, in others agriculture, in others mining. The last has been
especially conspicuous as a motor of emigration and industrial development in
the Paciiic States, and has caused the others to flourish where nothing1 else could/ o

have attracted them for a long time later. The rich silver mines of Nevada
have peopled that State with an industrious and thriving population. Farms
are seen where sage-brush deserts existed a few years ago j the rugged declivi-
ties of the mountains abound in gardens. On the western slope of the Sierra
Nevada we have luxuriant orchards and vineyards, in the place of endless for-
ests of pine. Baron Humboldt, the most learned of travellers and most acute
of observers, tells us that the best cultivated fields of Mexico are those which
surround the richest mines j and he bears testimony to the fact that " wherever
metallic veins have been discovered, in the most uncultivated parts of the Cor-
dilleras, on the isolated and desert table-lands, the working of mines, far from
impeding the cultivation of the soil, as it is generally imagined, has been singu-
larly favorable to it." And the reasons he gives are conclusive :

Want soon awakens industry. The soil begins to be cultivated in the ravines and decliv-
ities of the neighboring mountains, wherever the rock is covered with earth. Farms are
established in the neighborhood of the mines. The high price of provisions, from the com-
petition of purchasers, indemnifies the cultivator for the privations to which he is exposed
from the hard life of the mountains.

The truth of these observations is strikine-lv illustrated bv th

California. But mining in that State has a still more direct influence upon the
development of our agricultural resources than the direct demand it creates in

e mining districts for agricultural products. The vast net-work of ditches in
e central counties has inaugurated a system of irrigation which may some day

be a ble to the farms, orchards, and vineyards of the drv^"*

uplands as to the placer diggings. No purely agricultural interest could b
the expense of constructing these immense ditches, some of which range fr
50 to 60 miles in length, and cost singly several hundred thousand dolL
Most of these ditches will be available for purposes of irrigation and
ture, long after the original occasion for them shall have passed awa

That the agricultural and raanufacturino' will be far in advance of th^ __�_o ^ o
interests of California within a lew vears, none who have studied the market

1 shipping lists for the past year or two can doubt j nor can it be denied tlia
this is a matter of congratulation, for while mining is so efficient as a stimuL.nu^5
and co-operating industry, it is not the most solid or genuinely productive and
lucrative industry, and all human experience shows that a people never attain
the highest prosperity and the best culture who are largely devoted^to a singl
jursuit. Humboldt says "the influence of the mines on the p
vation of the country is more durable than they are themselves." While it
must be admitted, therefore, that " the produce of the earth derived from
culture is the sole basis of permanent opulence/7 it is but just to say, so f
least as the Paciii king of mines has tended
more than all other causes to the development of that pre-eminent b

d
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Although the business of mining has not advanced in any remarkable degree
during the past year, the average yield is fair, and greater confidence exists than
ever before in the profits to be derived from this pursuit when conducted upon
legitimate principles. The depression in mining stocks, so far from affording
evidence of any actual decline in the value of the mines, is a healthy indication.
It proves that the era of reckless speculation which has resulted so disastrously
to thousands of our citizens is drawing to a close. It presents conclusive evi-
dence that a system of mining based upon the fluctuations of a stock market
can never be permanently prosperous. Wherever the mines are carefully worked
by individuals or by companies we find the average of success quite as great as
in other branches of industry.

It is manifest, however, that quartz-mining, apart from the hazards naturally
incident to it, labors under disadvantages which do not pertain, in so great a
degree, to any other pursuit. It requires a greater amount of capital and the
employment of a larger number of men than any other productive branch of
industry, excepting, probably, manufactures, which are not subject to the same risks.
Taking the aggregate of losses and profits on all the investments made in quartz-
mining, there is no business, so far, on the Pacific slope which has proved less
remunerative to capitalists.*

COST OF LABOR AND EXPENSES OF LIVING.-A serious obstacle to the pros-
perity of the mining interest on the Pacific slope is the high cost of labor. It is
impossible that any mine, however productive, can long continue to bear the drain
upon its resources necessary, at the present rate of wages, to defray the expenses
of working it. There are innumerable mines in every State and Territory west
of the Rocky mountains now idle, which could be worked at a profit if the
expenses of labor were not so disproportionate to the cost of living. Wages are
still in many instances more than double what they are in the Atlantic States,
and tenfold more than the wages paid in Europe. The question arises, why
should this be the case, when the cost of living is now but little greater in
many of the mining districts than in the Atlantic States, and certainly bears
no proportion between the wages paid and the cost of living in Europe.

In California the rate of wages for unskilled labor in the mines is ^2'50 to
$3 per day; cost of board and lodging, ->-3 to $7 per week. In Nevada, wages
X4 per day; living, 87 to $10 per week. In Montana, wages $6 per day j living,
810 to $14 per week. In Idaho, wages $5 to $6; living, $9 to $12 per week.
In Oregon and Washington, SI 50 to $2 50 per day; living, S4 to 86 per week.
Skilled labor varies greatly, according to the demand and supply. The follow-
ing rates paid in Virginia, Nevada, for the various grades of labor, may be taken
as a medium illustration :

Gold.4

Ordinary miners, per shift of eight hours 
Carpenters and millwrights, per day " 5 00 

-34 00

Stone and brick-masons, per day - -
Engineers, second class, per day $5 00 to 6 00 
Engineers, first ela«>s 

6 00 

6 00 to 8 00

MILL HANDS, TWO SHIFTS IN 24 HOUIIS.

Amalgamators and feeders 
Rock-breakers and ordinary workmen 

3 00 to 3 50

2 50 to 3 00

At the mills, when the men are boarded, the foremen wi $55 to $60, the latter
45 to N-50, per month.
In section 18, pai^e 384, a table is given of tlic market prices of provisions

and various other nec«i>Miry articles where miners board and lodge themselves f

* Some of these observations originally appeared in newspapers to which they were fur-
nished by the undersigned.-J. K- B.

t The prices in San Francisco are from 25 to 30 per cent. less.f
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Many of the better class build small cabins in the vicinity of the mines, where
they can obtain ground free of cost, and live comfortably and economically.
This is especially the case where they have families to superintend their domestic
affairs. Some of them have thrifty little gardens, and raise all the vegetables
they require.

Contrast this with the wages paid at Freiburg, in Saxony, where the miners
have as much as they can do to procure the necessary means of subsistence, leav-
ing nothing for the future. Ordinary miners receive per shift of eight hours Sf
silver groschen, (about 22 cents,) equal to $1 32 per week. Many boys are
employed about the reduction works ; they cam 1 J to 5 silver groschen for eight
hours' labor, equal to 3j to 11 J cents per shift, or 21 cents to 69 cents per week.
The prices of labor in the Harz and in Hungary and Bohemia are nearly the
same. It would be difficult to make a comparison of the cost of living in those
countries as compared with expenses in the States and Territories of the Pacific
slope. If similar articles of subsistence had to be purchased in Europe, the
miners there could not earn enough to pay for their food alone. .They do not
live in the same expensive way, and consequently it costs them a much smaller
amount; but the miner in Nevada who receives $4 per day, or $24 per week.
and pays $10 per week board, has $14 left, while the Saxon or Harz miner, if^ ^F

it cost him nothing at all to live, would have but $1 32 as the gross result of
his labor. The difference in other necessary expenses, such as clothing, &c.7
bears about the same relation to wages in Nevada, contrasted with wTages in
Europe, as expenses of living.

I am indebted to Mr. R. W. Raymond, editor of the American Journal of
of Mining, for the following particulars in reference to wages paid to miners in
Great Britain. At the date of his letter Mr. Raymond was in Boston, and not
within reach of all the sources of information familiar to him. It is proper,
therefore, that the data herewith submitted should be accompanied by his expla-
nation. He writes under date of October 30, 1867 :

Cut off from my private library, and prevented by circumstances from making thorough
research in any of the public libraries of Boston, I cannot give you as full data as I would
like concerning the wages paid in England at the present time to miners and mining engi-
neers ; but I jot down a few statistics, hastily arranged, on Avhich you may depend as both
modern and accurate. If you would pursue your inquiries further, consult " Mineral Statis-
tics of the United Kingdom," Robert Hunt, F. R. S., 1865; reports of the committee of the
House of Commons on mines and of the commissioners on mines (parliamentary blue-books,
both 1866;) London Mining Journal and Colliery Guardian, 1865,1866,1867. The
und-huttenmauische Zeitung for 1865, 1866, and 1867 contains a series of admirable accounts
of coal-mining in England, with some particulars as to wages. This I have used, but the
others are at present not at hand; and I have only a few notes from Levi's " Wages of the
Working Classes,"London, 1867 ; his authorities are Hunt and the parliamentary reports.
Miners are not uncommonly paid (as, for instance, the tributors of Cornwall) according to
the amount and quality of ore extracted and its market price at the time; so that they some-
times make large profits and sometimes none at all. In the following table I have arranged
the wages per week as well as I could:

Locality. Mines. Class. Shifts. Wages perweek.

Hours. £ s. d.
Cornwall 

Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 

North of England 

Metal 
....do 
-...do 
Dressing works 

Tributors 8 0 20 0
Tut-workmen 8 0 18 0
Surface 12 0 14 0
Women 12 0 6 0

....do 
Iron 
Dressing works 

Children 12 0 2 6
Miners 8 0 22 0

Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 

Wales 
Newcastle....... 

Separators 12 0 18 0
Smelters 24 0 20 0
Roasters 24 0 17 6
Miners 8 0 16 6

8 0 15 0
Consulting engineer for ten 8-10 00 0

or twelve mines.
Do. 

Furnaces 
....do 
Metal 

do 
Coal 

.do First manager of each mine. 3 00 0
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Table of wages, $fc.-Continued.

Newcastle 
Do 

. Do 
Do.... 
Do : 
Do.... 
Do 
Do 

South Yorkshire 
Scotland 

Do 
Do 
Do - 

Average of England 
Do 
Do 
Do 

Average England and Wales 
Do 
Do 
Do 

United Kingdom 

Mines. Locality. Class. Shifts. Wages perweek.

s. d.

....do 
do 

....do 

Second manager each mine. Coal 2 8 0
...do 0 35 0
...do 

Overmen each mine 
Deputy over-men each mine. 0 28 0

do 7 0 4') 0
do 8 0 35 0
do 0 0
do 8 0 16 0
do 12 0 8 0
do 8 0 24 0
do 8 0 24 0

...do 0 16 0

...do 0 28 0

...do 0 25 0
do 0 22 0

...do 0 7 0
Jletal 0 22 0
Coal 0 6 0
Metallurgical work- 

Miners 
Tunnellers 
Engine-drivers 
Horse-keepers ." 
Boys 
Miners 
... do 
Surface day laborers 
superintendent 
Second superintendent 

'ii over ao years 
oys under 20 years 

Men over 20 years 
oys under 20 years 

Men 
ova... 

0 25 0
do 
do 

....do 
Iron furnaces, roll-

0 10 0
Women 0 8 0
Girls... 0 5 0
Men..., e-9 0 20 -40 0

ing mills, &c. 0
Do. Boys ... 0 12 0
Do. Women 0 10 0
Do. Girls ... 0 6 o.

N. B. - The averages given, especially in the case of metallurgical works, are made up o
widely differing wages, according to rank and skill of workmen. The foregoing table, how-
ever, gives a good notion of the condition of the miners and smelters as a class. It will be
seen that coal-miners (under contract) often earn more than the salaries of over-men, deputy
managers, &c. This is paralleled in Pennsylvania.

The following1 valuable information in reference to the cost of living in theo
principal iron districts of England is furnished to the Chicago Tribune bv its<- 4

London correspondent, under date of May 15, 1867. After a detailed statement
of the rates of wages, the writer says :

Referring to the social condition of the workmen earning the wages indicated in the fore-
going quotations, I proceed to give the prices of the common articles of consumption,
because man's position must be estimated by a comparison between his earnings and the
amount which he must of necessity expend in order to support himself and family. The
cost of living is not quite uniform throughout the country, but in no district is it higher than
in the one selected for illustration.

RETAIL PRICES.- Flour, 2s. $d. per 14 pounds, or £1 12s. 4d. per barrel; butter, Is. to
Is. 2d. per pound; cheese, &d. to lOrf. per pound; bacon, 7d, to 9d. per pound; beef, Id.
to \)d, per pound; mutton, 6|</. to 8£rf. per pound; pork, Gd.tofd. per pound; sugar,
to 5rf. per pound ; tea, 2s. Grf. to 3s. per pound; coffee, Is. 2rf. to Is. 4rf. per pound; milk,
Sd. to Is per gallon ; ale, Is. to 2s. per gallon ; whiskey, I5s. per gallon; brandy, 13s. to 20s.
per gallon; gin, 10s. to 12s, per gallon: gray cotton cloth, 3d. to G^d. per yard; white cot-
ton cloth, 4irf. to 8-irf. per yard; loom Dowlas, 7$d. to W^d. per yard;' white flannel, Is. to
Is. Gd. per yard ; blue flannel, Is. to 6s. per yard; colored flannel, Is. to 2s. per yard ; prints,

to *ir/. per yard; French merino, Is. Gd. to 3s. per yard; Coburgs, G^d. to Is. per
yard; Windsey, 6Ja, to Js. 94. per yard; Linsey, &±d. to 

^r ̂t t ~ 9 f & * 9 _ ̂ ^^"^
per yard; pilot cloth, 4s.

Gd. to 8s. Gd, per yard ; doeskins, 2s. Gd. to 5s. per yard ; moleskin, Is. Gd. to 3s. per yard:

%Js. to each.

Hi: \DV-MADE CLOTHING.- Men'* black cloth coats, 17s. Gd. to 30s. ; men's biack cloth
vests, 4s. 6rf. to 9s. fcrf. ; men's doeskin trowsers, 10s. to 18s. 6</. ; men's coats, mix' 1 goods,
15s, to 25s. ; num's trowsers, mixed goods, 7s. 6rf. to IGs. Gd. ; men's cord and mok-skiu trow-
sers, <»>*. Gd. to 8s. (W. ; men's white duck trowsers, 2s. 6^/. to 4s. 6<7, ; men's corduroy and
moleskin vests, 4s. to 4s. tid. ; men's corduroy and moleskin jacket-. 8s, Gd.i iron's blue
pilot-cloth jn< kets, 9s. to 14s. ; m*»n's heavy fiymel jackets, 5s. to 8s. Gd. ; men's wjiite duck
jackets, 2s. 4rf. to 3s. ; boots, 12>\ to 14s. per pair; tobacco, 4s. per pound,

39
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House rent varies from 2s. 6d. to 4s. 6d. per week. Coals of ordinary quality range from
105. to 12s. per ton. Rates and taxes will be from 105. to 15s. per year. lu many cases the
houses have small gardens attached, and the occupiers keep a pig. School fees are generally
not more than 2d. or 3d. per head per week. A few pence per week secures the benefit of
relief in sickness and medical attendance.

The iron trade is particularly an industry which is conducted on the piece-work and con-
tract system. The masters let the different classes of work to contractors, who employ the
requisite number of hands under them, and, as a matter of course, get the labor done as
cheaply as possible, in order that the margin of profit may be the greater for themselves.
Hence, although the prices paid by any two masters may be nearly identical throughout the
mills and forges, it by no means follows that the net earnings of the contractors under each
firm will be identical. Boys are employed in the lighter kinds of work, such as door draw-
ing and dragging out iron from rolls, but there are very few employed under 12 years of age.

The same writer adds:
"

It has been said that the English manufacturers live by pauper laborers, which implies
that the operatives are paid starvation prices-barely enough, under the most favorable con-
ditions, to enable them to live, and that when a depression in trade occurs the workmen are
thrown upon the union. This is a gross misrepresentation. Any one who would take the
trouble to make a close acquaintance with the social condition and habits of the workmen irx
any of the principal seats of English manufacture-iron, cotton, woollen, or earthenware

greater number have very
respectable and well-furnished hortses. Unfortunately, high wages too frequently begets
extreme indulgence and improvidence, and there are many dark spots in the social life of any
district; but this is the fault of the individuals themselves, and were they willing they might
speedily improve their circumstances.

WAGES GENERALLY AND DEMAND FOE LABOR.-The following is a copy
of an address from the Mechanics' State Council of California to tlie mechanics

of the United States and Europe :
A copy of a circular is in our possession, which we are informed is being distributed

throughout the Atlantic States and Europe by the authority of the Pacific Mail Steamship
Company, which bears upon one side of a half sheet the advertisement of that company's
California line, and on the other what purports to be a correct list of the wages paid for the
various classes of labor in this city and State. This list is accredited to the Alta Californian,
the organ of the capitalists and monopolists of this coast, and which has ever been the enemy
of labor and labor interests. It was published for the purpose of inducing an undue immi-
gration to this State, especially of mechanics, expecting by that means to break doAvn the
trade associations in existence here, particularly those which have adopted the eight-hour
system. This, too, is one of the objects of the Pacific, Mail Steamship Company in repub-
lishing it in the manner they have. They have threatened to bring large numbers of
mechanics here, let it cost what it may.

They have already brought from 40 to 60 here under contracts to work out their passage
after their arrival. The conditions of those contracts are all in favor of the company, they
not having bound themselves to give the men work except at pleasure. Some of those who
came here under these contracts are now out of employment, and have demanded that they
be employed or that a return ticket be furnished them, both of which demands were refused.
A breach of the peace was the consequence, in which the agents of the company were the
victors. It is a fact well known to the agents of the various steamship lines having vessels
running to and from this port, that there is already an excess of workmen in all the ship-work-
ing trades here, and has been for years. They know, too, that in consequence of this excess
the workmen are idle nearly, if not quite, one-half of their time. They know, too, that the
sum of $9 per day, quoted as the wages paid to caulkers, is not, nor has it ever been, the
current wages here for ten years past; and that $lf> per day for Sunday's work was never
paid but in a single instance. Both these prices were paid by a steamship company to obtain
men to prepare a ship for sea, on one occasion, two years ago-the men working extra hours
to get her ready to sail as advertised. The shipwrights, ship-joiners, caulkers, bricklayers,
stonecutters, and some one or two other trade associations, regulate wages and have uniform
rates. In other branches each journeyman contracts for himself. " The Mechanics' State
"Council," a central organization, composed of delegates from the various trade associations,
have appointed a committee to ascertain and report to them, among other things, the rate
of wages paid to journeymen iu all branches, with the average amount of time employed
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dnring the year. This committee have not yet completed their reports, but they have fur-
nished us the following statistics concerning some of the principal trades :

Trades. Highest wages Averaffe> Trades. Average.
per day. per day.

Shipwrights 
Ship-joiners 
Caulkers 
House carpenters 

$4 00 $2 81 Plumber* s:3 00 to 4 00 $3 75
4 50 to 6 00 2 7 Ga-s- litters 3 OC to 4 OJ 2 7.-,
3 00 2 5) 2 50 to 4 00 2 75
2 50 to 4 00 o Wood-turners . 3 00 to 4 00 3 00

Painters 
Bricklayers 
Plasterers 
Stone-cutters .... 

3 00 to 4 00 2 25 Scroll-sawyers 3 50 to 4 00 2 50
5 00 -.' 75 Stevedores ---- 5 OJ 2 53
4 00 to 5 00 2 50 4 00 2 50
4 00 to 5 00 3 00 3 00 2 03

Blacksmiths 
Boiler-makers ... 

3 00 to 4 00 3 25 *o 
Lather "( 
Pattom-iaakersJ 3 50 to 4 00 2 50

3 50 to 4 00 2 5 i "-, i I Moulders 

Highest wages 

4 00 2 50

These figures were obtained by consulting the members of the various trades, and can be
relied upon as correct. We are led to believe that an organization consisting of 30 or 40 of
our citizens, and known as the "Immigrant Aid Association,'7 is aiding in the dissemination

*r _r. Therefore we say to all, receive
any statements relating to the rate of wages, the chance and prospects for obtaining good
arable lands near the market, or to there being a demand fur skilled labor here, with many
grains of allowance. They are but an ignis fatints* intended to allure you here to accom-
plish some private purpose of individuals or monopolies. Times are dull here in many
trades, and they cannot be expected to improve while the rainy season lasts. In some trades
the approach of wet weather tends to improve business; among these are the metal roofers,
asphalrum workers, and shoemakers. For the first time in the history of this city, relief
committees to provide for the necessities of the members of several of the tra< > have
been formed, and hundreds of dollars have been collected and disbursed for this purpost.__ ._. __.._ _ - _ _ *"» i .-^ - "- .. ,-*. " 1 v. ̂̂ * m -» ^ f * f~± ^fc-» "» S~* *- -"* w » fc -" " --* *"v *« ^~ m >b v "-» »-» r+~ j«_ 1 ̂ * - _. ^-- .-_ _. _

"iJ^ ^ "» f^f f+r **r* ^

working classes, we will extend you the right hand of fellowship and welcome you as
b s. But do not come here, as some have already done, in the interest of capital, to
a- ti crushing the labor interest of this coast Any information regarding any trade can
be obtained by addressing the "Mechanics1 State Council,7' box No. J493, San Francisco, or
to either of the undersigned at the same post-office.

By order of the Mechanics1 State Council of California, Sau Francisco.
Ĥ  -"- -^v - 1 -^- "- V 1- -^^ ^^- -" ̂H- ^

A. M. GREY,
-CHAS. C. PEREILL,

Corresponding Committee.
SAN FRANCISCO, November 25, 1867.

Commenting upon the address above quoted, the Alta California says:*
The document is a very singular one, and seems to have excited a good deal of surprise at

the east, where it did more to open the eyes of workingmen to the gross folly and injustice
of Trades Unions seeking to monopolize employments in a few hands at high wages than
almost any argument could have done. There are thousands of industrious workinginen at
the east and in Europe, who at this time are unable to obtain work at all. Those who can
get employment receive *1 50 to *:3 in greenbacks-say si to £J 50 (and average for the
year £1 for ten hours' work) in gold. Flour is §10 gold per barrel, and other provisions and
expenses of living in proportion. Those people struggling for life have put into their hands
ihe address to which we called attention.

That address informs them, on the authority of the State council, that wages in 20 mechan-
ical branches, which it enumerates, average $*2 55 in gold throughout the year for eight hour>
woi k. They know that flour and provisions here are cheaper than there, since they are
sent hence at a profit. They know while the price of fuel there has risen, as the thermometer
falls to zero, to rates Inch absorb their whole earnings, that this climate nearly dispense^
with that expense. They know that the amount of labor to be done here in developing th " '
natural wealth of the coast is limitless, and that the more there is done the more capital
will increa.se to employ still more. They know also that passages are so low now that th* e
transit ma be made for the waes of two weeks' labor here. Three weeks will transport
them from cold and idleness and hunger to warmth, abundance, and high wages. Huviurr
it lively 9*0* >" of these truths impressed upon them by the circumstances of distress which
surrounds them, they reflect upon the true import of pa -iges like the following in ft'the
address:" ^"^r

" It (rates of wages) was published for the purpose of inducing an undue immigration to
this State, especially of mechanics, expecting by that means to bi *k down the trade asso-
ciations in existence here, particularly those which have adopted the eight-hour system.1'
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u Tho shipwrights, ship-joiners, caulkers, bricklayers, stone-cutters, and some one or two
other trade associations, regulate wages, and have uniform rates. In other branches each
journeymen contracts for himself.1'

"Let no one come here without the means of support, in case they fail in getting employ-
ment. To mechanics of all trades, we say, if you come here with good feeling toward your
fellows, with the intention of working hand in hand with us in support of the interests of
the working classes, we will extend you the right hand of fellowship, and welcome you
as brothers. But do not come here, as some have already done, in the interest of capital, to
assist in crushing the labor interest of this coast." -

These contain the whole programme. The rates of wages are so high here that very
little work can be done locally, none that can be possibly avoided. This is seen in the fact
that imports of goods made elsewhere increase enormously. The evidence of this is in the
returns of duties, which for the first two months of this year were $1,419,089, against
$1,181,427 last year, an increase of 25 per cent. This increase of importations has taken
place since the eight-hour law was insisted upon, and as a conseque ence the address states:

4'Times are dull here in many trades. * * * * For the firs st time in the history of
this city, relief committees to provide for the necessities of the members of several of the trades
have been formed, and hundreds of dollars have been collected and disbursed for this pur-
pose 

"

The stranger may ask, if, as the address asserts, wages are $2 50, gold, per day, how is it that
so many persons are to be relieved ? Why will they not take less rather than turn paupers ? The
paragraphs cited give the reply- The trades unions " regulate wages," and suffer no wor kto
be done but at their prices. If those are so high that employers are compelled to import the goods
instead of making them, and discharge the hands, those still in employ are assessed to give
charity to those discharged. So arrogant are these unions, that not long since many scores of
men in one shop struck work because a boy had used a hammer for a short time upon some work.
What is called "undue immigration/' is the arrival of any person not a member of the union,
who seeks work for any employer who will pay him. The right of a man in possession of
capital to employ a man to do some work for him, without asking permission of the union, is
utterly denied. Also, the right of a man to work for wages without the sanction of "the
council" is sought to be abolished. Hence the address says, if they come here to obey the
council, "come," and get work if you can, but not.otherwise. The covert threat contained
in the advice not to come "in the interests of capital" may be taken for what it is worth.
This sort of "dictatorship" in a country where slavery was supposed to be abolished is a
marvel. The extent to which this system may be pushed is made painfully manifest in the
horrors brought to light in England through investigation into operations of trades unions.
Happily, here we may rely-on the good sense of the people at large, who understand that
the true interests of this coast can be served only by carrying out the principles of our insti-
tutions, which guarantee freedom to every man in the " pursuit of happiness."

When the eastern mechanics see that a close monopoly of unions here enjoying $2 50,
gold, per man, for 10 hours' work, not being satisfied with that, reduced the hours to eight,
thus increasing the actual wages paid by employers to $3 10, gold, and then coolly notify
" the mechanics of the United States an,d Europe " not to come here and disturb their " good
thing," it is possible they may consider their equal rights under the law as good as those of
" the council," and conclude that if capital enable them to earn even $2 per day, gold, here
instead of $J at home, then the "interests of capital" are worth considering.

An analysis of tlic data contained in the preceding pages of this report will
show the following results :

1. That the area of territory west of the Rocky mountains, abounding in the
precious metals, and in the useful minerals, is limited only by the geographical
boundaries of our possessions. A

2. That of the 'vast number of valuable mineral-bearing lodes known to existA ^ O

in our Pacific States and Territories, but an infintesimal proportion is in actual
process of development.

3. That the area of lands suitable for cultivation is sufficient to support a
population greater than the total present population of the United States.

4. That with a climate so salubrious, and resources so varied, this region
offers inducements to immigration unsurpassed by any other part of the world.

The following table shows the area and population of each State and Terri-
tory, the number of miners actually at work in the mines, and the product of«*" * JL

bullion for 1867. In estimating the population engaged in mining, it is difficult
to fix upon an exact limit. Mechanics who make the machinery, or put it up in
the mines ; teamsters who haul the ores or the supplies ; assayers, metalurgists,
and other incidental experts and employes, are to a certain extent engaged in
the business of mining. Many thousands who never see a mine derive their
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support from this interest. If we go beyond the superintendents, experts ajul
operatives directly engaged in working the mines, the field is unlimited, for it
may be said the whole population on the Pacific coast is interested directly or
indirectly in this pursuit :

Area, population, and product.

*
No. of men ac- Product of gold

States and territories west of the Area- square and silver forAcres. Esthnatedpop-Rocky mountains. miles.* ulation inT67. tually work-* " * the year end-ing in rumes. *f j ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^~^ ^^^ ^^^f w 
mg Dec. 31, 67 * T"X *"1 1 */"»^*

California 
Nevada 
Arizona 
Utah 
Montana. 
Idaho 
Washington Territory 

188,981 120, 947, 840 488, 000 25,000 $25, 000, 000
113,090 71 "-OA* r** j * 1, ^.57, 441 36, 000 10, 000 20, 000, 000
113,916 7-2, 906, 304 3,000 500 500, 000 ^r
88, 056 v ! 56, 355. 635 ^^^"^ ^"^ V "^ ^^^"^ ^f ̂ ^V^ ^^^^ ^^"^ 110, 000 ^^ " ^^^ ^^~^ ^^r 200 r^f ""* ^f

143, 776 92; 016, 640 32,000 8,000 12, 000, 000
90, 932 58, 1 96, 480 20, 000 6,000 6, 500, 000
69, 994 44, 796, 160 13,000 1, 30(1 J, 000, 000

Oregon 

Total... 

95, 274 60, 975, 360 78,000 1,000 2, 000, 000

903, 019 577, 932, ICO 780, 000 52, 000 67, 000, 000

Add for total product of the United States

New Mexico 
Colorado 
All other sources 

$500,000
2, 500, OOU
5, 000, 000

8, 000, 000

Total 75, 000, 000

* According to report of Commissioner of the General Land office.

The above table shows that with an area of 903,019 square miles we have a
population of only 780,000, less than one to the square mile. According to the
eighth census (I860) the New England States have 49.55; the middle States
69.83 ; the southern coast States 15.25; the western central States 20.93 " the
northwestern States 22.14 5 Texas 2.55. Mr. De Bow, in his compendium of
the seventh census, gives the density of population in Europe and other foreign
countries as follows: Eussia in Europe 28.44; Austria 141.88; France 172.74;
England 332.00; Great ritain and Ireland 225.19; Prussia 151.32; Spain
78.03 ; Turkey in Europe 73.60 ; Sweden and Norway 15.83 ; Belgium 388.60 ;
Portugal 95.14; Holland 259.31; Denmark 101.92; Switzerland 160.05;
Greece 55.70; Mexico 7.37; Central America 10.07, &c.

It will be seen that while the population in the Pacific States and Ter-
ritories is less than one to the square mile, some of the countries of Europe
exceed 300, as, for example, England 332.00; Belgium 388.60. This simple
statement shows conclusively the great desideratum of the Pacific coast. AVe
have climate and natural resources equal to those of the Atlantic States and
superior to any in Europe ; we have land enough for the support of millions of "\mff- -^j " x * » - "*_* * ̂̂» "*-" *-*

laborers where we now have only thousands. We want population. Cheap
labor will develop the dormant wealth of the country. To insure this we need
the speedy completion of the Central Pacific railroad, and the prompt construc-
tion of the two additional lines projected across our continent, one north and tin-
other south. It is absurd to say, with such a variety of undeveloped resources
as we possess, that employment is difficult to obtain, and no demand exists
for labor. If we require no labor, there can be no demand for population ; and
if we need no increase of population, then all progress must be considered pre-
judicial to the interests of the country. 'The Commercial Herald and Market
Review, of San Francisco, judiciously remarks :

The recent numerous arrivals of immigrants from the east and from Australia foreshadow
the great rush whict will undoubtedly be made in this direction during the current year, and
it is eminently proper that these strangers should be instructed by competent parties how to
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employ themselves with profit. An army of consumers, who are non-producers, cannot
exist in that condition without means, and in this case our visitors are not overburdened
with cash. They cannot all find occupation in farming ; nor are our manufactories suffi-
ciently extensive to accommodate any large number of them; but our placer mines are far
from being exhausted, and still offer a lucrative field for the operations of industrious and *-* &
obcr men. The cost of living- has been reduced three or four hundred per cent, since 1852,

and, although the placer mines do not yield so richly as at that period and before, they are
still capable of returning better wages to the industrious miner than he can obtain in any
other State of the Union. Formerly five dollars, or even seven dollars, a day would not pay
a man for his time and labor, because the rates of living were too high; and many field's
were abandoned which are still capable of yielding those daily returns. Now, a sober,
economical, and industrious miner can support himself handsomely and save money on $2
per day.

The heavy floods of last winter have probably unearthed much wealth in our gulches and
other placer diggings. The copious rains of 1861-'62 certainly had that effect, and new dis-
coveries of a rich character were made at that period- Opportunities for reaching the mines
are now plentiful where none formerly existed. Mining tools are abundant and cheap iu
comparison with the prices ruling 10 or 12 years ago. It is then our earnest advice to
those newly arrived immigrants to furnish themselves with picks, hoes, and shovels, without
delay ; take the earliest opportunity to leave the city and seek the placer diggings ; go to
work with will and determination ; stick to it with resolution, and but few years will elapse
before they will than! x us for the advice, and congratulate themselves for having ac ted upon
it. The longer they ^^B- " ^^- V V ^B- ^^f ^^|^^L -^ -^ -^- -^- * -^- ̂  -^^ " ^ ̂ ^ - I ̂^ T ̂̂  ^« - I remain u waiting for something to turn up/' the deeper will t hey sink
into the slough of despondency, and the less heart will they have for resolute and determined " -m < "" m + *m * \ t v » i
action. Our placer mines still offer a remunerative field forindustry. They are not "worked
out," nor impoverished to an extent that will not pay wages to the miner. Many of them
will yield from $2 to $4 a day to the hand. Of this there is no doubt, and if newly arrived
immigrants With limited means will only accept the offers held out by these mines, they will
do wisely.

On the same suhiect the San Francisco Evening Bulletin makes the following
ly and sensible remark p

68.-The pioneer immigrants of 20 years ago endured hard- A * J W
ships of which the immigrants of this year will know very little. The six months' voyage
around Cape Horn in crowded ships, badly provisioned, or the bungalow passage up the
Chagres river, and the mule ride into Panama, with the long waiting on the Isthmus, or the
still longer overland journby-these are experiences of which the modern immigrant will
know little or nothing. The men of '49 found nothing which could be called homes. A
sand spit, with a few board and cloth houses, gave little promise of the future city. Every
article of food or clothing was enormously high- It cost nearly as much to reach the mines
from this place as the immigrant is now charged for a passage from Southampton to this
port The Senator, a year later, transported passengers from this city to Sacramento at rates
varying from $30 to $35 each, and on reaching the latter place the rough and costly journey
was but just begun. If the miner was successful, his gains would secure very few com-
forts, for they were not in the country. If he fell sick, the misfortune was aggravated by 1 V "-' ̂-* *
exposure and the absence of all the comforts and appliances which increased the chances of ^f ^m v % M "*
recovery. There were both suffering and heroism, and as brave struggles with an adverse fate
as was ever known in the history of any country.

The immigrants of 1868 will assume no stlch risks as did these pioneers. They will come
to a country already dotted over with homes, even more attractive than those of earlier days.
There are cities, towns, schools, churches, highways,,vineyards, orchards, and farms, while
the cost of living has been reduced below the prevailing rates in many of the Atlantic States.
And with all these advantages the chances of success in any industrial calling have hardly
been reduced at all. Wages are not so high, but the cost of living has been cheapened
more than the cost of labor. The advantages of permanent prosperity, upon the whole,
appear to be upon the side of the immigrant of 1868. It is a more auspicious time to begiii
the struggle for a foothold and for a competence than it was 20 years ago. The few great Jl CJ ^
opportunities for sudden fortunes may not be so apparent, neither are the risks of failure so
great.

No doubt, immigrants who land here during the present year without money will suffer
many hardships and privations. Some will belong to the great army of incapables, others
will suffer from diseases incident to changes of country and climate. Many will come with
more hope than resources, either of capital or muscle. But the immigrants of the present
year are not likely to incur greater risks of privation than will those who land at New York.
Of the 50,000, more or less, who may come*to the State during the present year, probably
one-half will come from the States east of the mountains. A large number of them have t. _i _
friends here, by whose advice or through whose information they exchange an old home for
a new one. This element of incoming population will need very little help. Very few of
them will -want charity soups or free lodgings. With a little margin of ready cash they will
strike out for themselves and help to make their own opportunities. The immigration from
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European countries will be more likely to need aid? The country will be new and strange
to them, and there will not always be that- ready adaptation to the exigencies of new posi-
tions. Taking the most favorable view of this incoming population, it will still be true that
a good work can be done in alleviating incidental cases of distress and in preventing others,
by furnishing to the immigrant without cost such information as will insure his employment
with the least possible delay.

The Sacramento Union, in an article advocating the organization of a proposed
" labor exchange," makes the following judicious suggestions :

Ho\v TO AID IMMIGRANTS. - A preliminary meeting was held at the Merchants' Exchange
in San Francisco, on Tuesday evening, to organize a '* labor exchange, " or a society to
devise means for securing employment and present subsistence for needy immigrants arriv-
ing in that city. The idea is an excellent one and well timed. The society should be organ-
ized without delay, and we hope to see it embrace a large number of the best men and most
practical minds in the State. *******

Many will arrive penniless. Nearly all will be landed at San Francisco. Without some
means they cannot leave there for any part of the State where the market for labor c
them. It will be necessary that the city shall take present care of the needy. Alms-houses
are not to be thought of in this connection* The desideratum can only be reached through
a society having the hearty patronage of every business department and the use of large
sums of money to feed the immigrants and forward them to employment in the interior.
Such a society ought to embrace members of the large corporations of the State - railway
companies, steam navigation company, the chamber of commerce, the supervisors, and the
mayor of San Francisco. It could, with such a make-up, very soon enlist the good offices
of the press, and the accord of the people of the interior. These immigrants are coming-
here because we have repeatedly given out that they are greatly needed, and that we have
an abundance of work for them. These inducements were held out in good faith. We do
need them, we have work for them. But it is sure to happen here, as everywhere else, that
any extraordinary influx of population will occasion some distress. How to get along with
the least distress is the problem to be solved. We would suggest that the San Francisco
" labor exchange" organize at once, and enlist in its ranks as many of the practical busi-
ness men of that city as possible. Let them then put the society in communication with the
leading business men of the interior, who are posted as to the probable demand for fresh
laborers in their respective districts. The several railway superintendents could tell them
within a score or two how many they can employ each month, and how many to forward.
The immigrants might be forwarded at the expense of the society, who could arrange in a
business way to be repaid by the interior employers from the first month's wages earned. The
great grain shippers of San Francisco have their purchasing and forwarding agents in every
grain region of the State. These are, no doubt, well posted as to the increased number of
hands the present crop will require in harvesting. Let the society put itself in direct com-
munication with these agents, and here will be an opening for hardly loss than 10,000 men at
from $50 to $60 per mouth for not less than two or three months. By the same general
system other thousands might be employed in the timber and lumber regions, and in the
considerable improvements that will be made this season in all the towns and cities of the
agricultural districts. It is not probable that more than a third of the new-comers will
require any other aid than such valuable information as a society so organized might be able
to give as to the best means of reaching this, that, or another point in the interior, the qual-
ity of its soil, climate, price of land, advantages of cultivating and means of marketing pro-
duce. Doubtless many who come will have the ready means to go to work for themselves
and become employers of others who are destitute. Of the 50,000 who may be expected,
10,000 to 15,000 are likely to need more substantial aid to start them oft' in a way to earn a
subsistence. There is room for all and more than these on the railways in course of con-
struction and in gathering a harvest nearly twice as great in area as any ever before planted
in the State.

SECTION II.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS OX THE PRECIOUS METALS.

WHY GOLD AND SILVER ARE USED FOR MONEY.-Gold and silver were
adopted as standards of value lon^ before the be<rinnin«>- of the historical era;^ ^^ ^5 ^3
and their Iitness for money was evident even to barbarians. They are hard and
not subject to oxidation, and therefore they can be kept and handled with com-
paratively little lo^s. They have a brilliant lustre suitable for articles of orna-
ment; and the peculiarity of the lustre, color, and high specific gravity render
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them easily distinguishable from tfther substances, and makes imitations diffi-
cult. They are fusible and malleable, so that they can be made into any form
or stamped with any impression, and the hardness will protect the form or impres-
sion from wearing out. Both metals are found pure, so that savages would
become accustomed to their use before learning to smelt the ores of iron, copper,
and lead. Both metals are rare, and thus a small quantity has served to repre-
sent a large value of other articles; and wealth in the form of gold and silver
could readily be concealed, or transported from one country to another. There
are other hard, rare, and lustrous metals, but they cannot readily be refined, or
their lustre is not peculiar, or the supply is not regular, or they have no recog- 

'

nized value in the arts; and thus gold and silver are to-day, as they were 5,000
years ago, the best of all metals for the purposes of money.

THE QUANTITY OF THE PRECIOUS METALS IN GREECE AND ROME.-The
quantity of precious metals was small when Athens began to throw the bril-
liancy of her intelligence and genius over the ancient world. About the year
600, B. C., nine bushels of wheat could be bought for an ounce of silver in
Greece; or, in other words, a bushel of wheat cost 15 cents of our money.
The advance of civilization was accompanied by an increased production of gold
and silver. There were mines of both metals in Egypt, Thrace, Armenia, Spain,
and the dominions of Attica. Spain had the richest mines, and the placers in
the Asturias produced $4,000,000 annually for a time, and a silver mine at Guadal-
canal yielded, 300 pounds of metal daily. The spoils of Persia added greatly
to the stock of the precious metals in Greece, and after the death of Alexander
an ounce of silver would buy only three bushels of wheat, or only one-third as
much as three centuries earlier.

In Italy, previous to the first Punic war, gold and silver were still very scarce
and high in price, but when " the senate and people of Rome" became masters
of the world, wealth poured in upon them from all the borders of the Mediterra-
nean, and the bushel of wheat which cost the twentieth of an ounce of silver
350 B. C. cost an ounce and a third in the middle of the first century.

The annual revenue of the empire in the time of Augustus was $200,000,000,
and that emperor received $150,000,000 in legacies from his friends.

Cicero received $800,000 in fees, a sum which has probably never been paid
to any modem lawyer.

C. C. Isidorus, besides large estates and 4,000 slaves, had $15,000,000 coin
at the time of his death, calculating the value of the money according to weight.
Jacobs estimates the total stock of coin in the Roman empire in 40 A. D. at

1,^50,000,000.
THE PRINCIPAL EPOCHS IN THE MODERN PRODUCTION OF THE PRECIOUS

METALS.-As civilization declined, the quantity of the precious metals decreased,
and Alaric consented to spare Rome for $1,500,000, and 40 years later the Eter-
nal City had some difficulty in raising $1,200,000 to buy off Attila. The annual
average wear of coin is estimated at about one part in 360; and when this con-
tinues for centuries with no new supply it makes a great reduction. According
to the estimate of Jacobs there were in 1492 only $170,000,000 of the precious
metals in Christendom. Previous to the conquest of Mexico the new world
yielded only about a quarter of a million dollars annually to Spain, the govern-
ment of which lost considerably by the discovery, until Cortes succeeded in
overthrowing the- empire of the Montezumas.

The Aztecs washed gold from the placers and smelted silver from the ore*7
and had a considerable stock of precious metals on hand when Cortes came. He
of course took all he could get, and he and his associates soon commenced the
working of the lodes known to his subjects. Among1 these were Tasco. Zulte-^5 _^_ **

pec, Tlalpujahua, and Pachuca, all in the vicinity of the capital. The annual
shipment to Spain from 1519 to 1545 was $3,150,000. In the latter year the
mines of Potosi were discovered, and their yield was so great for that age that
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a wonderful impulse was given to mining industry throughout the new world.
In 1548 Zacatecas began to produce its treasures; Soinbrerete in 1555, and
Guanajuato in 1558. In 1557 a miner named Bartolome de Medina, working
Pachuca, made a discovery that was more important to silver mining than even
the opening of Potosi. He found that silver could be extracted from the com-
mon ores by mixing the pulverized mineral with water, salt, and copper pyrites,
and it was a process that required very little water, no fuel, little machinery, no
mechanical skill, and few buildings. It was a method of reduction peculiarly
adapted to the treeless and waterless mountains, and to the ignorant mining popu-
lation of Mexico and Peru. Previously all the silver had been obtained by
smelting, in a very expensive and wasteful manner, the furnaces being small and
very numerous; so that it was impossible to prevent great loss, both by incom-
petency and by dishonesty.

Some years elapsed before the amalgamation process was extensively adopted,
but within 10 years it had been introduced into all the mining districts of Span-
ish America; and the workmen became expert, and as the mine-owners found
the separation of the metal on a large scale could be supervised by one or two
men, and that thus waste and thieving could be prevented to a much greater
extent than before, they made renewed exertions to extend their works. The 7 J

production of Potosi was six times as great in 1585 as it had been 12 years
before, owing partly to the general use of amalgamation, which was first intro-
duced there in 1570, and was not generally accepted until some years later. The
copper-pan or cazo amalgamation was discovered in 1590, at Potosi, by Alonzo
Barba, but its use was confined to a few districts. It was during the last decen-
nium of the 16th cent my that Potosi was in its most prosperous condition, pro-
ducing $7,500,000 per annum.

In 1630 the mines of Cerro Pasco were discovered.

In the years 1726 and 1727 the Vizcaina and Jacal mines of Zacatecas yielded
64,500,000.

The great bonanza of Real del Monte was opened in 1762, yielding 815,000,000
in 22 years.

The great wealth of the Veta Madre was demonstrated in 1768, and Guana-
juato rose almost to the leading position among the argentiferous districts.

The production of silver in Mexico increased very rapidly from 1770 until the
beginning of the revolution ; and the increase was owing to various causes,
including the reduction of the royal tax from 20 to 10 per cent, on the gross
yield, the reduction in the price of quicksilver, the opening of commerce to Spain,
merchant vessels from numerous ports instead of confining the trade to vessel s
from only two ports, the reduction of the price of blasting powder from 75 to 50
cents per pound, the abolition of the alcabala, an article needed at the mines, (an
odious and oppressive tax on internal trade,) and the purchase of bars by the
provincial treasury. The fact that the country could produce 810,000,000 annu-
ally from 1760 to 1770, as it did, in spite of all these restrictions, furnishes con-
clusive proof of the wonderful wealth of the mines, and also of the industry of
the people. A tax of 20 per cent, on the gross yield would paralyze every
branch of British and American mining, and would entirely stop the production
of the precious metals in many districts of California and Australia. Quicksil-
ver, of which more than a pound was lost for every pound of silver extracted,
cost 80 cents per pound in 1750, and was reduced in 1767 to 62 cents, and in
777 to 41 cents. The purchase of bars by the provincial treasuries was of irrcn

benefit to the miners, who previously* had to sell their bullion at a los* of 20, 30,^ LI ̂  m /

or in remote districts even 40 per cent. There were few merchants, and those
ie\v cxoccicd to make great profits from their transactions.

Tin- mines of Jiualiravo in Peru wore found in 1771, and three vears laterC7 «/ / ' * *

the placers of the Ural, which were known in the time of Herodotus, were redis-
covered.
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It was estimated in 1777 that two-fifths of the silver of Mexico was obtained
by smelting, but this was probably an exaggeration, and when Humboldt was
in the country only one-seventh was taken out by means of fire.

The mines of Catorce were opened in 1778, and proved to be very rich, the
mine of Padre Flores yielding $1,600,000 the first year.

The mines of Guarisamey, near Durango, became productive in 17S3.
For two centuries the pulp in the yard amalgamation process, made with pul-

verized ore, quicksilver, «alt, pyrites, and water, was mixed by the treading of
men, who. notwithstanding the cold, moisture, and mercurv, were generally1O / * / *_ fe
healthy.«/ ' '

Singular as it may seem, it wras not till 1783 that mules and horses were intro-
duced to this work ; and, although the change saved 75 per cent, of the expense
on that branch of the working, still it would probably not have been adopted when
it was, but for the greatly increased production of silver in Mexico, and the
difficulty of getting Indian repasadorcs in some districts.
. The great bonanza of Ramos, that yielded $18,000,000 in nine years, was

opened in 1798.
The mines of Mexico continued to increase in productiveness nntil the revolu-

tion, winch was a war of races, the Mexicans against the Spaniards, the latter
being in a small minority, but possessing most of the wealth, mining and com-
mercial knowledge and enterprise in the country. They were driven out, and
with them went three-fourths of the men who had the monev and brains to con-

duct large mining operations. The production fell from $22,000,000 to less than
one-third that amount, but it soon began to increase again, and from 1850 to / o o /

1860 it was as large as from 1795 to 1805.
When the independence of Mexico was recognized and peace was restored, it

was expected that the production would soon rise far beyond its former figure.
The most brilliant hopes were excited in England, and they were based on
many plausible considerations, but they were destined to bitter disappointment.

Many of the best mines were offered for sale for about the amount which they
produced annually. They had been well opened ; their value had been proved;
they had been abandoned while in full production, with large bodies of rich ore
in sight; some of them had not suffered much by standing idle; their produc-
tion had been increased at the average rate of three per cent, annually for 40
years before the revolution, and the workmen familiar with all the processes
of mining and reduction were still numerous. And if such production and
increase occurred under the oppressive policy of the Spanish government, and
under the ignorant management of the Spanish mine owners, what might not
be expected under a liberal republic and English engineering"? The mines
would no longer be burdened with the payment of one-tenth of the gross yield,
over and above all the costs of refining and coining. The ore would no longer
be carried up to the surface from depths of 1,500 or 2,000 feet on the backs of
Indians, nor would it be packed 6, 10, or 20 miles on mules to the reduction
works, nor would the water be hoisted up in raw-hide buckets lay horse whims,
nor would mules and horses drive the arrastras and stamps. Steam would pump
the water, hoist the ore, and drive the pulverizing machinery. Wagons would
do the transportation. Skilful engineers would direct the cutting of adits, shafts,
and working levels, and educated metallurgists would have charge of the amal-
gamation. The production should rise to $50,000,000 or $100,000,000 a year,
and those companies which could get possession of the best mines should make
princely fortunes for all their shareholders. Great care should be exercised in
the purchase of the property; only those mines should be bought which had been
visited by Humboldt in 1803, and were mentioned in his book, and were known

. to have continued productive up to the revolution. On these principles, it was
supposed that failure would be impossible. But failure was possible, and it came.
England during the silver fever spent $50,000,000, for which she got little return
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save d P Indeuendence did not Drove a great bl«-s>iiig to cxico.
Peace never came, and without p 1 Iver m
abov U her pursuits demands \ Forced loans were levied by the
ernm productive mines, and the silver 1 while > tl

ken by highway root T Id not be taken
to the mine 11 had been road 1 wagons imported li r I
immense sums; when the engines were in place native engineers could not be
found, and foreign engineers were murdered ; English superintendents and Mexi-
can miners could not sret aloncr too-other: the mines were found in a much worse

d han that in which f e presented to b
fe\v years the mines of Mexico were, with a few exceptions, aband "

h

The most notable mining districts opened in the 19th century have b
placer d Francisco in S 1803; the Melkowka p
Siberia, in 1816 ; the silver d f F 1 the silver ff w

Chafiarcillo, Chili, in 1832; h Iver district of Guadalupe y Cal
he silver d Guadalcanal, in Spain, about 1830 ; the pi 1' the Al

S h f lie Sacramento 1

the acers of Australia, in 1851; the p of New Zealand 1857: tl
I1 ;ers of British Columbia, in 18t s of Colorado, ii

district of Washoe, in 1859; t e Nevada iron p a 1x^-*

h silver and gold of Idaho, in 1£ >1; the placers c ontana, in 1862.
STOCK OF P M The stock of coin in Christendom in 1492,
cl at various s since, m ti b thus estimated:

Stock of gold and silver coin in Europe in 1492 
Production of 108 years, less loss by wear 

8170,000 000
£690,000, 000

Used in arts 
Sent to Asia 
Deductions 
Xet sain from 1492 to 1600 

§140,000,000 
70,000,000

210,000,000
480,000,000

Stock at end of 1COO .' 
Production of the XVIIth century 
Sent to Asia 
Used iu the arts 
Abrasion and loss 

Deductions for the XVIIth century 
Net gain of the XVIIth century 

Stuck at end of 1700 

Production of the XVIIIth century 
Sent to Asia 
Used in the arts 
Wear and loss 

Total deductions for XVIIIth century 
Net gain of XVIIIth century 

. 1,687,000,000 
650,000,000

105,000,000
00,000, OW
55,000, 000

850,000, 000
K)7, 000, 000
^-^--. »-"*^^_--^""i^-^i^taH*

1,487,000,000
.... 4,000,000,000

400,0'0,000
- 00,000,000
600,01)0, 000

1,800,000,000

Wear and loss 

2,200,000,000 

Stock at end of 1800 

Production of 1st quarter XlXth century. 
3,687,000,000

50,000,000
175,000,000

Used in the arts .......................... 200,000,000
Sent to Asia ............................. 125, 000, 000
Deductions for 1st quarter XlXth century.. . - 500,000, 000
Net gain of 1 st quarter XlXth century .................... 250. 000, 000

Stock at end of 1825 .................................... 3,937,000,000
Production ~M quarter XlXth century ........ 1,200,000,000

and loss 200,000,000
Used in the arts .......................... :'.5(1,0(10,0011
Sent to Asiu ............................. 175,OOU, 000
Deductions 2d quarter XlXth century ...... *" 25,000,000
Net gain 2d quarter XlXth century ........... 475,000,000
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Stock at end of 1850 

Production from 1851 to 1866, inclusive $2,500,000,000 
,412, 000, 000

Wear and loss 

Used in ,the arts 
Sent to Asia 

Total deductions for 16 years 
Net gain from 1851 to 1866 

'0,000,000 
500,000,000
800,000, 000

1,750,000,000
750,000, 000

Stock at end of 1866 - 5,162,000,000

* '

The following is Jacobs's estimate, as given in Vol. II, pp. 70, 131, 214,
and 322:

Stock on hand in 1492 

Production 1493-1599 over loss and wear £ 138,000,000 
£34,000, 000

Used in the arts 

Productions of XVIIth century 

£28,000, 000 ^
Sent to Asia 
Total deductions 1493-1599 

Net gain 1493-1599. 

Stock on hand at the end of 1599 " 

14,000,000
42,000, 000

96, 000,000

130, 000,000
337,500, 000

Sent to Asia 32,250,000
Used in the arts * 60,250, 000
Wear and loss 

Total deduction for XVIIth century 
Net gain of XVIIth century 

Stock on hand at the end of 1699 
Production of 1700 to 1809 

Sent to Asia 352,000,000 

77,000,000
170,500, 000

167,000,000

297,000,000
880,000,000

Used in the arts 
Wear and loss 
Total deductions 1700 to 1809 

Net gain from 1700 to 1809 
797,000,000 

352,000,000
93,000, 000

83,000, COO

Stock on hand at end of 1809 , 380,000, 000
Production from 1810 to 1829 
Sent to Asia _ 

103,736,000

Used in the arts 
Wear and loss 
Total deductions from 1810 to 1829 - 
Decrease from J810 to 1829 : 

40, 000,000 
112,252,220

18,095,220
170,343,440

66,611,440

Stock on hand at end of 1829 " 313,388,560

It has "been customary to make estimates of the amount of precious metals in
Christendom at various times by deducting the quantity shipped to China arid
Hindostan, and the quantity used for plate ; but there is a constant change from
coin to plate and from plate to coin, and the wide line which once separated China
and Hindostan from European trade has now disappeared, and those Asiatic
countries are within the pale of civilized commerce, and are almost as near to
London and New York as California and Victoria.

Whitney, in his Metallic Wealth of the United States, says that in 1853 the Rus-
sian empire produced 64,000 pounds Troy of gold; Austria, 5,700; the remainder
of Europe, 100; Southern Asia, 25,000; Africa, 4,000; South America, 34,000;
and the United States, (exclusive of California,) 2,200.

The gold production of Chili in 1845 (the statistics for later years not being
obtainable at the time) was 2,850 pounds Troy; of Bolivia, 1,200; of Peru,
1,900 ; of New Grenada, 13,300 ; of Brazil, 5,100; and of Mexico, 9,900.

The yield of silver in 1850 is thus stated :
Russian Empire, 60,000 pounds Troy ; Scandinavia, 20,400 ; Great Britain,

48,500; Harz Silver District, 31,500; Prussia, 21,200; Saxony, 63,600; other
German states, 2,500; Austria, 87,000; Spain, 125,000; France, 5,000 j Aus-
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tralia, 10,000 ; Chili, 238,500; Bolivia, 130,000; Peru, 303,150; New Grenada,
13,000; Brazil, 675; Mexico, 1,650,000; California, 17,400; total, 2,817,425
pounds Troy.

THE DIIAIX OF SILVER TO ASIA.-It is admitted by all eminent authors
who have written about the present supply of the precious metal that it far
exceeds the demands of Christendom, and that the inevitable fall in value is

i retarded only by exceptional and temporary circumstances, the chief of which is
the remarkable stream of silver pouring into Asia. The Hindoos and Chinese
and Japanese are industrious and very populous nations, which have to import
nearly all their gold and silver from abroad, and their capacity to absorb those
metals increases as value declines, and as their stock becomes greater their wages
rise, and they obtain the means to purchase more foreign goods, and after a time
they will have as much coin proportionately to their productive powers as the
Christian nations; and then their imports of merchandise will nearly equal their
exports, and the importation of the precious metals will not be one-tenth of the
pr< -ent figure.

Asia was called "the sink of silver" by Pliny, and it has deserved that name
ever since, and will continue to deserve it for an uncertain period in the future.

So long as we continue to consume so much tea, silk, sugar, rice, and other
Asiatic products, and so long as they consume so few of our products, so long we
must settle the difference by payment of the precious metals, and the precious
metals will probably not decline much in value. But let the vessel of Asiatic
trade, now half empty of silver, be once filled, as it will be in 5, 10, or 15 years,
and then we shall begin to feel the influence of the over-supply of the precious
metals, and their market value will fall rapidly.

Christendom and Asia may be compared to two tubs standing side by side,
and- connected by a large open tube half \vay from the ground, and the supply
of the precious metals to a stream of water falling into the tub representing
Christendom. Before the water reached the tube, or before the tube was well
opened, the level rose very rapidly in the first tub; but now the stream pours so
swiftly into the second that the level can scarcely rise at all in the first. When
the liquid gets up to the same level in both tubs, then it will rise with equal
pace in both.

The quantity of silver annually exported from England and the Mediterranean
to Asia Las been as follows:

England. Mediterranean. Total.

1851. $8, 362, 500 "vAr^v " ̂ -f '-' f^f % * * ̂ ^ ^f 8,362,500
1852. ^" r^f m ̂k ^^ *^ * r^f » ̂ f 12, 116,210 12,116,210
1853. 23, 550, 000 $4, 240, 666 27, 790,000
lfcT>4 - 15, 555, 000 7, 255, GOO 22, 6-21, COO
1855 - 32, 075, 000 7, 620, 000 39. 695, 000
1856- 60, 590, 000 9, 950, 000 70, 540. 000
1857. 86, 477, 170 10,180,291 96,657,461
1858 - 25, 444, 2-50 16, 150, 000 31,594,250
1859. 33, 298, 120 7, 340, 280 40, 638, 400
1860. 40,620, 1-} 8, 1 2U, 204 48.740,386
1861. 36, 399, 175 7, 980, 000 44, 37!), 175
1862. 53, 551, 045 9, 1 :>0, 000 61.701, 145
1863. 38,23(5 191 29,281,000 67,517,191

37, 079, 1 1)6 41,255,942 78, 335. 139

Total in fourteen years 503, 365, 035 147, 520. 718 ->0, 885,

The figures from 185J to 1SG-J, inclusive, in the above table are copied from Hunt's Mer-
chants' Magazine for August, 18i;:i, and those for LV'3 and l>iU from newspaper reports.

[ichel Chevalier says that in 1857 6620,14-3,9:21 were sent to Asia, or about
$100,000,000.*

Michel Chevjilier on Gold, p. 65.
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The Westminster Review for January,, 1864, says:
In spite of our trouble in India, and a state of chronic warfare in China, the increase of

our trade with the east during the last 10 years has been enormous. This, too, may be looked
upon as only the beginning of a commerce that must grow to proportions which cannot be
estimated. The most important feature, too, of eastern trade is the manner in which it
absorbs the precious metals. This is a peculiarity so intimately bound up with the social
condition of the east that it is likely to last as long as their ignorance and mutual mistrust.
Until a system of credit can grow up among them like that which in Europe dispenses with
the use of gold and silver for almost all things but retail transactions and the payment of
labor, the east must ever remain a perfect sink for the precious metals. What amount of
money would be sufficient to saturate the hoarding propensities of these hundreds of millions
of men who believe in nothing but the little store they know of under some hearthstone or
other favorite hiding place ? There is no practical limit to the demand of the east for the
precious metals except the industry they can develop in its acquisition, and that industry is
susceptible of indefinite development. -

This passage is written in the supposition that a nation possessing an immen
quantity of the precious metals in proportion to population could be a nation of
hoarders. This idea, however, is entirely erroneous. There never was, nor is
it probable that there ever will be a wealthy nation of hoarders. With the
exception of a few miserly individuals, hoarding is caused only by the lack of
opportunities to invest profitably; the insecurity of titles to real estate, and the
clangers of famine and war. . Hoarding is far more frequent relatively in semi-
barbarous than in civilized communities; more frequent in the country than in
cities. As wealth increases, as education extends, as wars become rare, and as
the titles to property become secure, the motives for hoarding cease. Hoarding
is no doubt common now in Hindostan and China; but the main demand there
for the precious metals is not for hoarding, it is for currency. We ship treasure
to Asia because, on account of the greater scarcity of the precious metals, labor
» cheaper, and because for that reason tea, cotton, rice, silk, and many other
articles can be produced cheaper there than here, and we find it more profitable
to import than to produce at home- But the Hindoos and Chinese having far
less trade and manufactures relatively than Europeans, do not need so much
coin relatively, and the increase of the precious metals is ten-fold faster among
them than the increase of business: so wages must rise, and their products must* Cy * ^

become dearer, and our ffold and silver will have less relative value to them, / o /
and other of our productions will have more relative value. Then our interna-
tional trade will be more of exchange than now, and less of sale. Asia will
always be a sink *of the precious metals in so far as immense quantities must be
lost, worn away and used in the arts amidst such vast multitudes of people, and
as the consumption is great and the yield nothing, there must be a steady
stream pouring in; but this stream after the level of industry has once been
reached will be much smaller relatively than now.

The countries where labor is dearest must export treasure to those where it is
cheaper, and the quantity of treasure that a nation will swallow up is propor-
tioned to its industry and poverty.

Another late writer savs:*

Kegarding the amount of gold and silver afloat as currency in the various countries of the
civilized world there are very conflicting opinions, but estimating the amount of gold and
silver circulating as coin in Great Britain, the country in which perhaps the greatest economy
of the precious metals consistent with the maintenance of the proper safeguards is observed,
at £80,000.000, and the population at 30,000,000, and estimating the currency of India in
1857 at an equal amount, an estimate I venture to think high, and the population at *
180,000,000, it requires but very little calculation to show that India is capable of yet absorb-
ing silver to the amount of $400,000,000 in addition to this amount for the purposes of cur-
rency alone. Nor must it be forgotten that India is able to support a population many
millions more numerous than she at present possesses; nor on the other hand that England has
many means of economizing the use of coin, which in consequence of her immense extent of
area will be denied to India, if not forever, for many years to come. If, then, it be admitted
that there is even a shadow of truth in these estimates, it may not be unreasonable to conclude
that there ̂  * nn««ihilif;v_ /lixbnit it rmi.v hn. vpt still ft nossihilitv. of the r^miiromeuts ot -e is a possibility, distant it may be, yet still a possibility, of the requirements o
India fo " currency purposes approaching the enormous sum of $500,000,000 in silver coin._ -_. - - -... _ . - . - - - " i- .mm

*The Draiu of Silver to the East and the Currency of India, by W. Nassau Lees : London, 1864.
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It is useless to attempt to say how much currency «i nation may use. The
amount depends greatly upon its relative value. In an age Avhcn a day's work
is worth 10 cents, only one-tenth as many dollars will be needed for currency,
other things being equal, as in an age when a day's work is worth a dollar.

n India will nor remain at their present low rate, and their rise will, in
itself, make a demand for money. We may presume that an addition of
82,000,000,000 to the currency of Hindostan would raise wages there to tin*
level in Europe, and after that importation of silver would be only sufficient to
compensate for the wear and tear. However, long before that amount could
lie added to the currency of India, the Hindoos would demand more European

. goods than now, and these would pay to a certain extent for the goods exported
from India, and the transfer of the precious metals would gradually decline. The
larger the stock of money relatively, the higher the wages, and we may expect
that when the sum of $4.000,000.000 is added to the currency of Asia, the wa^es / */ / *_
then will be as high there as they now are in Europe; but before that time the
wages may have doubled in Europe.

A GREAT INCREASE or PRODUCTION PROBABLE.-A great increase in the
production of both gold and silver is probable. In California, Australia, and
Siberia, gold mining is now conducted under many disadvantages. In the two
former wages and interest are exceptionally high, and in all there is a lack of
that thorough knowledge, and of those economical imj'.kis of working, which canO O / O /

only be adopted by a generation educated to the business, and devoted to it as
a life-long occupation.* In Spain and Brazil, which were once very rich in
gold, and would probably pay for hydraulic washing, there must be numerous
quartz veins that are now untouched.

These will be made productive. The Andes and the Altai will be explored
with care, and hundreds of veins, as rich and larsce as those of Potosi and Guana-
juato, will be found. Machinery will be improved, so that tunnels or adits large »
enough for wagons can be bored 20, 30, or 40 miles lone: through hi«jli moun-O CJ / / C7 O O

tains, so as to pay for purposes of travel, and at the same time any lodes that
may exist in the chain will be opened to a depth far below any thing now known
i:i mining. The great lodes of the future will not be discovered by such acci-
dents as those which revealed Potosi, Cerro Pasco, Sombrerete, Chanarcillo and
the best mines of Catorce. If veins like those could be found by chance, what
will not the well-directed explorations of the future find? It is scarcely to be
doubted that a large tunnel commenced 1,500 feet above the sea level on the
western slope of the Sierra Nevadas at any point between latitude 30° and 40°
would, in the course of 10 miles, run through a multitude of rich lodes. We / / o

have reason to believe that when the great mountains were formed, numerous
large fissures running in some places for hundreds of miles were filled with
auriferous and argentiferous quartz, and we fail to find them, not because they
arc not there, but because they are covered with earth, and because the clamber-
ing hunter, the benighted wanderer, or the charcoal burner docs'not pull up the bush
or does not light the fire at the right spot. A tunnel running through the Andes
commencing near Lima or Santiago would reveal wonders, and the progress
of mechanical industry is so marvellous that we are justified in hoping, if not in
expecting, to see immense tunnels 20 or 30 miles long cut through fciffh mountain
ranires.

RELATIVE VALUE OF GOLD AXD SILVER.-It is impossible to ascertain now
when «>r how the difference arose between the market values of the two metals.f

*

The bill introduced by Mr. Stewart, of Nevada, providing for the * establishment rf n
national school of mines, is designed to remedy the present wasteful system of mining.

Cong., p. 1071) ou the relative value of gold and silver, says, under date of JDei-embtT ;JJ>
*J :

" The relative value of gold and silver bullion differs from that of gold and silver coics,
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It may be said that tliey are almost equally suitable for the purposes of money.
Gold has a higher specific gravity and is susceptible of a higher polish, but the
difference in these respects is not great enough to cause a difference of 50 per
cent, in value between them. There is reason to doubt whether the relative
values were ever proportional to the relative supplies. We have no precise
information about supplies before the beginning of the 16th century. At that
time an ounce of gold was worth 11.4 ounces of silver. In the course of three
centuries previous to 1800 the stock of the precious metals in Christendom had
increased $5,800,000,000, of which two-thirds in value and 96 per cent, in weight
was silver; so that if the value of the two metals had been proportionate to the
supply, one ounce of gold ought to have been worth 30 of silver in 1800. Not-
withstanding the immense production of silver in the 18th century, the relative
value of the two metals was precisely the same in 1816 as in 1717; and not-
withstanding the vastly greater relative production of gold since 1849, the rela-
tive values have scarcely changed. We observe, too, that although gold is very
scarce in India and Asia, it does not bear so high a price as in Europe. The
mere fact that gold is worth 15 times as much per pound as silver makes a demand
for it, because it is so much more convenient for use.

Although the values have not been regulated strictly by the supplies, it is cer-
tain that they have been affected by them. In consequence of a great increase
in the supply of gold daring the life of Julius Caesar, an ounce from being worth
17 ounces of silver fell to be worth only nine;* and in the last 300 years gold
has risen, relative^, more than 30 per cent, in value.t

Mr. E. B. Elliott, of Washington city, has kindly furnished the following data
on this interesting subject. The annexed tabular statement has been prepared
by him with great care, and differs in some respects from that of the Merchants'
Magazine "' o

Ratios of the market values of gold to silver, in London, for the 70 years from 1760 to 1829,
inclusive, and the 26 years from 1841 to 1866, inclusive - in all, 96 years.

1760 to 1789 (30 years) ....14.50to
1790 to 1809 (20 years) ....14. 90 to 1
1810 to 1819 (10 years) ---- 15.50 to 1 (Prior to the opening of the gold mines of California
1820 to 1829 (10 years) ....15,80 to 1 and Australia.
J 830 to 1840 (1 1 years) .............
1841 to 1848 (8 years) ..... 15.83 to I

and is liable to greater fluctuations. Independent of these, there are two reasons which
make gold bullion more valuable in relation to silver bullion than gold in relation to silver
coins. It is more' expensive to coin ten silver dollars than one gold eagle, which, if the
charge for coining is the same for both, makes, in proportion, the silver coin more valuable,
and the unavoidable difference between the legal and the actual standard of the most faithful
coins, as well as the similar original difference of weight and the diminution arising from
wear, are more sensible and greater in value in gold than in silver coins, so that the loss in
melting the current gold coins of any country may be fairly estimated at one-half per cent."

* Chevalier, page 118.
t Hunt's Merchants' Magazine for August, 1863, contains the following table, showing the

relative value of silver to gold at various periods from 1344 to 1863, as shown by the prices
paid by the mint in London:
1344 
1349 
1356 
1401 
1421 
1464 
1465 
1470 

1 to 12. 475 1547 ....1 to 11. 400
1 to 11.141 1549 1 to 11.250
1 to 11.286 1552 1 to 11.186
1 to 11.350 1553 1 to 11.198
1 to 10.527
1 to 10.331
1 to 11.9K5
1 to 11.446

1482 ....................... ,..1 to 11. 429 

1560 
1600 
1604 
1626. 
1666 

1 to 11.315 
1 to 11.100
1 to 12. 109
1 to 13.43J
1 to 14.485

1509 .......................... 1 to 11.400 1717 1 to 15.209
1527 .......................... 1 to 11.455
1543 .......................... 1 to 12.000
1545 
1546 

1 to 10.714 
1 to 10. 000 

1816 
1849 
185.2..., 
1863 

1 to 15.209 
1 to 15.632
1 to 15.371
1 to 15. 069
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Discovery of gold fields in California, 1848.
1849 to 1852 (4 years) 15.60 to 1-Transition period.
1853 to 1858 (6 years) 15.34 to 1

59 to 1862 (4 years) 15. 34 to I I Since the opening of California and Australian gold
1863 to 1864 (2 years) 15. 37 to 1 f fields, average 15.38 to 1.
1865 to 1866 (2 years) 15.46 to 1J

Simplest, and probably most convenient, mint ratio of gold to silver. 15 to 1; present
United States mint ratio of gold to fractional silver, 14.88 to 1 ; United States mint ratio

age, 14.38 to 1.

The ratios since 1859 were deduced from the semi-monthly quotations of the
price per ounce of silver bars in London, published from time to time in the
journal of the Statistical Society of London. From 1841 to 1848 the values
adopted were computed from data famished by Mr. "Wm. Xewmarch in a valuable
paper read by him before the London Statistical Society and published in the
f w ^^ __ " * journal of that society. From 1760 to 1829, inclusive, the values were taken
from the Funding System of Mr. Jonathan Elliott, which forms part of the Exec- 
^^^^ ^ ̂̂ ^_ ^m- ^^B_ _^b ^^^ ̂ ^M ̂ ^^^__ l^_^_

utive Documents of the second session of the 28th Confine ss. For the 11 years.V

1830 to 1840, inclusive, there is a lapse in the information furnished; but it is
deemed safe to assume the ratio for this period as 15.8, the ratio of the periods
just prior and subsequent to the interval.

It will be observed that with the discovery and working1 of the California and
Australian gold fields the relative value of srold to silver fell from an average*^

of 15J for the eight years 1841-8, just prior to this event, to an average of 15f.
for the 14 years 1853-'66, which followed the transition period of four years
lS49-'52.

The ratios adopted for the purposes of coinage by the mints of the United
States, Great Britain, and France, respectively, are herewith given. Comparison
of the data indicates that the simplest ratio which could safely be adopted for
the purposes of coinage at the mint is 15 to 1, a rate sensibly lower than the
market ratio for at least GO years, and destined, it would seem from the present
upward tendency of the value of gold as compared with the market value of
silver, to remain so for years to come. The silver coins are thus, by the adop-
tion of tkis simple ratio, overvalued, which is now the settled policy of the civ-
ilized world, and if made legal tender only in payment of small sums, as is at
present the case in the United States, in England, in France, or in many other
countries, would circulate freely with our present standard gold coin-the latter,
of course, being made legal tender in all amounts.

The importation of silver from the silver-producing countries into Great Brit-
ain, and the price per ounce for bar silver in London at various times since 1848,
are shown in the following table:

~~^^^^-~^^_*^_ta-^^^_-*^^^w^-

Shillings Shillings
Year. Ounces. per Ib. per 

"

troy. tro

17,337,2*26
1-19 20, 486, 600 9,017,458 if
1850 14,715,247 60

16,304,403 61 16,624,61)6
1Dt«T> 852 ................ 18,848,521 60f 19,954,001
1853 .............. .. 17,421,714 20, 823, 538

lfi,797,442 6H
14, , 935 

1857 
1358 
1859 
1860 
1861 
1862 
1863 
1866 

Ounces. Year.

16,798,163

Mk
62

1.-56 17,041,761 Glf

Or, which is the same thing pence per ounce troy.
40
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It was expected about 1853, when the permanence of the California!! and
Australian gold mines was no longer a matter of doubt, that the relative value
of gold would soon fall as much as it had risen in the sixteenth century, but this
expectation has not been realized. It is impossible now to foresee or to form
any confident opinion whether gold will fall in value, as compared with silver, if
the present relative production is maintained. Chevalier contended, in 1857,
that if it were not for the fact that France, since 1850, had been changing her
currency from silver, to gold, the latter metal would have fallen greatly in value;
and he called France the parachute of gold.* From 1850 to 1857 the French
mint coined $540,000,000 in gold, or an annual average of nearly $80,000,000,
while for 45 years previous to 1848 the annual coinage of gold'had been only
$4,450,000. His argument would seem to be that so soon as a gold currency
had been substituted in France, gold would fall, but since 1857 enough of that
metal has been poured into Europe to supply nearly all the nations with gold,
and still there is no noteworthy change in relative value.

There is such an immense demand for ornaments and table-ware made of the
precious metals, that a long time must elapse before it can be supplied. We
must expect, too, that at no distant time Asia will use gold extensively for cur-
rency, and in fact it has already commenced to do so. We consider it entirely
useless to endeavor to predict the relative value of gold and silver in the future.
The financial and commercial history of the world during the last ten years
does not establish Chevalier's idea that gold as related to silver will soon com-
mence to fall in proportion to the excess of its production. According to his
theory the fall should have commenced already. In 10 years that have elapsed
since he wrote $1,200,000,000 have been added to the possessions of Christen-
dom, more than enough, if his estimates were correct, to overstock the market.
But the market is not overstocked, as we know from the fact that the price is not
materially changed. It is undeniable, however, that the market would soon be
overstocked in Christendom if there were no outlet. Gold, except for purposes of
small change, in sums less than two dollars and a half, is far more convenient
than silver, and is preferred for most of the purposes of coin ; and that preference
will extend to Hindostan and China so soon as we have no more silver to spare.
We have now an excess of silver or we would not ship so much away, and so
soon as we have no logger an excess, the European and American merchants in
Asia will tell their customers that they must take gold in payment. The more
intelligent Chinese see the great advantages of a currency of gold coin over a
bartering for silver bars, so the more precious metal has already come into con-
siderable use, and those Asiatics who have done business in California and Aus-
tralia will help to make the change. If it could be proved that all the gold
must be confined to Europe and America while Asia should continue her demand
for silver, then a great fall in the relative price of gold within a brief period^"^^ *^^

would have to be admitted; but that proof cannot be furnished. Some fluctua-
tions have taken place in the relative value of the two precious metals within
the last ten years, but they are too slight to furnish a basis for conclusions of
any importance.

The coinage of all the nations fixes the comparative prices in such a manner
that no change can occur without overcoming obstacles which did not exist 200
years ago. Throughout Christendom the governments and the merchants say
that one ounce of gold shall be worth 15 of silver j and to prevent any question
about the precise relation, coins of both metals are in universal use with a con-
ventional value. The value is conventional to a great degree; we know that
it does not bear any precise proportion to the supply. If the value is now con-
ventional why should not the conventionality stand ? A change in such a mat-
ter necessarily implies loss and inconvenience. The present relative prices of

Chevalier, pp. 59, 73.
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the two metals are very well suited to the wants of commerce. We oan pay
large sums in gold without overloading a man; we can pay small sums in sil-
ver with coin not too small to be handled or carried in the pocket. It would be
very inconvenient to have all our coin of equal value per pound, for then large
sums would be burdens, or small coin would be too small for our fingers. In
fact two metals are hardly enough and so copper and brass have been used for
coinage by most civilized nations, in addition to the precious metals. Chevajjer *
says, ''Nobody can say that some day silver may not also undergo a great fall,
brought about by a production which should be distinguished by the two fol-
lowing characteristics: Of being much greater in comparison with the employ-
ments to which it had hitherto been applied, and of being produced under more
favorable circumstances, that is at less cost per kilogramme for the metal
obtained. There are strong reasons for thinking that if the United States
annexed Mexico and penetrated further into the regions of Central America.
This event would not be of tardy accomplishment under the auspices of a race
so industrious and so enterprising as the Anglo-Saxons."

How INDIVIDUALS ARE ENRICHED BY MINING.-The first effect of the pro-
duction of the precious metals in rich mines is that it enriches the individual
engaged in mining, or at least gives him an opportunity to enrich himself. A
large proportion of mankind are so stupid, so imprudent, so wasteful, or so
indifferent to the value of money, that they cannot make money when they
have the best of chances, or keep it after they get it. The wages of miners are
higher than those of other laborers, and when the mines are very rich the pro-
prietors become possessed of immense sums. In the mining districts nearly
every man when he goes out walking over the hills keeps a lookout for "indica-
tions," in hope of finding some vein that may make him a millionaire.

The poorest white laborer in California working by the month gets a dollar a
day besides board, and as the French or German laborer in Europe receives less
than 50 cents a day, the California!! can, with his earnings, hire two Europeans
to work for him, or he can purchase as much as two can produce, or he can
afford to consume as much as two European laborers do. He wants their mer-
chandise and they want his gold ; so he exchanges one of his days' work for
two of theirs. In this wav he may live rich, even if on account of his extra.v-*J I

agant habits he does not die rich. But the disproportion between wages in Cal-
ifornia and Europe is still greater in other occupations. The average pay of
laborers and the average profits of business men in California are from three to
rive as great as in continental Europe for labor or business of the Kime kind,
and the difference represents a ten-fold profit. If it costs 75 cents per day to
live, the man who gets one dollar per day can lay by capital twice as fast as
the man who makes only 87j cents. If the laborer of California had lived
during the last 17 years with as little unnecessary expenditure a> the laborer of
Germany, there would scarcely be a man among the old residents without hi-
thousands.

How NATIONS AEE ENRICHED BY MINING. - The second effect of the pro-
duction of the precious metals is to enrich the nation which possesses the mines,
or to give it an opportunity to enrich itself. Nearly all mining district's are
poor, although they consume luxuries which can elsewhere be afforded only by
i he wealthiest. The finest silks and the most costly wines went to Virginia
City during the great bonanza in 1862, and similar extravagance had been wit-
n< - cd before at Potosi, ( rro Psi^-o, Guanajuato, and Zacatecas. The owner

n rich mine cannot dig out ihe pure, precious metal with a shovel unassisted ;
h<- must employ a great number of laborers, and his money runs all through the
community and stimulates every branch of industrv. The whole naii«»u t'eels
rich, and it purchases tor one day's work the productions on which other nations

Page 142. Sec also Chevalier's Political Economy, section III, chapter I and II.
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have spent two day's. The gold and silver are sent abroad to purchase th
things which can be made cheaper abroad where labor has not felt the stimulus.

How THE PRECIOUS METALS FALL IN VALUE.-The third effect of the

production of the precious metals in large quantities is that the prices of other
articles generally are effected. We want gold and silver for coin and for use in
the arts, and the smaller the supply relatively to the demand the higher the
value. The experience of ancient as well as of modern times has proved this
principle. After Alexander conquered Persia, and enriched Greece with the
spoils of Asia, three times as much silver was required to pay for a day's work as
before; and now it requires in average years six ounces of silver to purchase
as much wheat in Europe as could be bought in 1490 for one ounce.* The cause
of the change is the great relative increase in the supply of silver while there is
no relative increase in the supply of wheat. The result of the great yield of the
silver mines of Peru and Mexico in the 16th century was that between 1550 and
1600 wheat trebled in price. The production of the 16th century was about
$690,000,000, whereas, the production of $4,000,000,000 in the 18th century
added only 50 per cent, to the price which wheat bore in 1600, but more than
200 per cent, of the price wlmli it bore in 1500.

When we compare ancient with modern times we see that the rise in prices
was very much greater relatively in Rome after she became mistress of the world
than it has been in modern Europe since the mines of America, Australia and
Russia have yielded their treasures. The difference is owing partly to the fact
that a large portion of the laborers in the Roman Empire were slaves, and the
number of those who used money and could possess plate was comparatively
small, and civilization was confined within narrow limits.

The decrease of prices was less in proportion to the production of the precious
metals in the 17th than in the 16th. and less in the 18th than in the 17th cen-/

tury, because business has increased with much greater rapidity in late times
than before. Commerce, manufactures, a>nd intelligent agriculture have grown
wonderfully. Many branches of trade conducted mainly by barter several cen-
turies ago are now managed exclusively with money. The laborers are all free,
and each needs a stock of coin with which to make purchases in case of necessity.
The use of silver table'ware and of gold ornaments is very extensive, and large
quantities of both gold and silver are used in various kinds of manufacture. The
introduction of steam in mills, boats and cars has doubled the productive capacity
of mankind, and far more than doubled the demand for money. The speed and
cheap communication between all countries has added vastly to the general
wealth, and has increased the demand for the representatives of wealth. The
remotest parts of the world are now brought to our doors, and China and Hin-
dostan open their laps to receive our gold and silver and prevent it from falling
in value by becoming too abundant in our hands. One of the best indications
"of the increase of trade and the spread of civilization is the relative value of the
precious metals, and we pee that a net increase of $500,000,000, or an addition
of 250 per cent, to the stock in the 16th century, trebled prices in half a cen-
tury, while a net increase of $5,300,000,000, or 900 per cent., since the year
1600, has not trebled prices in the last 250 years.

INFLUENCE or INCREASED PRODUCTIONS ON NATIONAL DEBTS.-But what-

ever may be the relative position of the two metals, it is very certain that the
time is not far distant when the price of the two as compared with other products
of human labor must fall. They are now increasing far more rapidly than is
the demand for them, and at the present rate of increase they would soon have
to begin to fall perceptibly. But the production will become much greater than
it is. The vast improvements that have been made both in gold and silver
mining within the last 20 years are applied to only a few mines; and the reward

*Clievalier, p. 18. Jacobs, Vol. II., pp. 71, 113, 216.
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for those who introduce them into other parts of the world are so large and so
certain that the introduction cannot be delayed to any remote period. If all the
aro-entiferous lodes of Mexico, Peru and Bolivia, known to be rich, were workedJ^5 / ' /
with the machinery used at Washoe, their yield would reallv flood the world. fc. / ** «.

The placers of Brazil, exhausted for the slow processes known a century a^o, willV 1 «" ** W /

yield treasure greater than they ever produced before. The hydraulic process
is needed in Siberia, and in Africa, and in many placers as worked out.

It may do very well in European monarchies, where it is considered a wise, t

policy, to preserve wealth in those families which have it now ; but in the United
States om* customs and our laws favor the individual rather than the family. "We
have no nobility, no princely salaries for officials, no hereditary titles, no social
reverence for blood, no primogeniture, no law of entail, no hampering of the
sale of real estate, no restrictions of education to the wealthy, no exclusive gov-
ernmental favor for the rich. We are accustomed to see the rich become poor,
and the poor become rich ; and we are proud of our country because here the
career is open to talent, while in Europe it is, comparatively speaking, open only
to hereditary wealth. Most of the rich men of Europe are the sons and grand-
sons of rich men ; in the United States the rich men are mostly the sons and
almost invariably the grand-sons of poor men. We are then not frightened to
think that those families which hold large sums in government and other bonds
should be poorer in half a century than they now are or were thousands of years
ago. New deposits of silver will be -found, and the innumerable rich lodes in
the Pacific slope of the United States, not yet opened, will be worked with pro tit.
The mining processes are now being studied by numerous learned and -able men,
and improvement after improvement will be made in the modes of reduction.

The inevitable fall in the value of the precious metals will be a benefit to
mankind generally. It will reduce the wealth of the rich, and the debts of
nations. The dollar of debt which represents the day's work of a common
laborer, will, before the end of the century, represent only four-fifths, perhaps
only two-thirds of a day's work. Thus, national debts now existing will be
reduced 20 or 33 per cent. - the interest as well as the principal. The decrease,
however, will be so slow that it will scarcely be felt by any one person ; so the
general public will be benefitted while individuals will lose little.

Chevalier thinks that government should do all in its power to keep the
relative value of a dollar at the present standard ; but it would be hard to find
any good reason for such a policy.

The amount of bonds outstanding to be paid by the United States for national,
State, county, city, and railroad debts is not less than 85,000,000,000, and a
reduction of 50 per cent. i» that debt by a fall of 50 per cent, in the value of
gold and silver, will be a vast benefit to the nation. Chevalier assumes that
gold will fall, and he urges France to make silver the only legal tender, so that
loss to the bondholders and the gain to the government may be as little as
possible. He says, " if both metals remain legal tender, as they then were in
France, debtors will pay in whichever proves to be the least in value." While
a change from the pre-dit policy in this country and in England, France an«l
many other countries would seem to be of very doubtful expediency, it might
be worthy of consideration, under certain contingencies, whether our government,
looking at the mutter from a different stand point, should not make both metals
legal tender, so that the government should have the benefit of any change in
relative value.
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FOREIGN STATES AND TERRITORIES I
LOWER CALIFORNIA.*

GEOGRAPHICAL AND PHYSICAL FEATURES.-The peninsula of Lower California extends
from the ^3d to near the 32d degree of north latitude, about 775 miles in a direct line, and
varies in width from about 35 miles in its narrowest part to more than twice that where it is
widest. Bounded on one side by the Gulf of California and the Colorado river, and on the
other by the Pacific ocean, it has a coast line greater in proportion than almost any tract of
s imilar area in the world. Nor is this all; owing to its extremely irregular outline, this
coast is almost a succession of bays, harbors, and roadsteads, furnishing convenient depots
for the numerous whalers who resort here,

The general impression seems to have been that the whole peninsula was amass of rugged
ountains, dry, barren, and desolate. This is by no means the case ; there are mountains,

and a large part of the country is dry and desolate enough; but it has many redeeming
features, and wherever water exists its fertility is astonishing. That portion lying south of
La Paz is by far the roughest, bas the highest and most rugged mountains, the deepest val-
leys, and is in all respects the most picturesque. The San Lazaro chain starts as low hills
near Cape San Lucas, and running north and northeast, culminating in the peak of San
Lazaro, perhaps 5,000 feet high, falls near Triunfo to not much more than 1,000 feet, and
continuing northeast again, rises in the high and frowning masses of the Cacachilas, making
a most imposing background to the beautiful town of La Paz, as seen from the bay. Small
spurs run out from the San Lazaro chain down to the west coast, while eastward spurs and
nearly parallel chains fill in the whole area to the eastern coast. Beautiful valleys nestle
among these mountains. The valley of San Jose del Cabo runs northward, east of the high
mountains, about 20 miles in length, much of it in a high state of cultivation, and with
much more that could be easily rendered arable at trifling expense. Other valleys, smaller V C7 li V
in size but similar in most respects, occur, scattered here and there, and even on the summit
of the high spur known as the Sierra de la Victoria is said to be a long chain of little val-
leys with the richest soil, finest of grass, a superabundance of clear, sweet mountain, water,
and bordered by groves and forests of oaks and pines. North of this granite mass, and
extending with some trifling breaks to Sta. Gertrudi's or San Borja, lies a belt of table moun-
tains of sandstones. These almost every where commence on the west coast as broad plains,
rising towards the northeast so gradually that, were it not for their being cut by innumerable
canons which show their steadily increasing height, one might still believe himself to be but
a few feet above the ocean.

The regular elevation of the tables continues to within a few miles of the gulf, where a
sudden descent cuts them off with a face so precipitous that, except in a very few places, it
is impossible to find a pass by which to reach the coast. Seen from the west side, the moun-
tains look like a sea of Hat tables, barren and covered with loose stones; whije from the
eastern face they are steep, rugged, and so serrated as to lose entirely their tabular form. On' i

.* EXPLORATION OF LOWER CALIFORNIA.- An important and interesting1 scientific reconnoissance of the
peninsula of Lower California was made last year, under the direction of Mr. J. Ross Browne, who organ-
ized a party in San Francisco, consisting of Mr. Win. M. Gabb, of the State Geological Survey; Dr. F.
Von Lohr, of the School of Mines of Freiberg, and a corps of assistants. The results of the expedition
have not yet been published. Mr. Browne and his party landed at Cape St. Lucas, from which point they
proceeded by the coast trail to San Jos6 del Cabo ; thence through the valley of the same name to the
mining- district of Triunfo, near the town of Sun Antonio. Here they spent several days examining tho
pines ; after which they visited La Paz and Pichiluigiie, on the Gulf of California. At La Puz they had an
interview with Governor Pedrin on the subject of the proposed colonization of the Territoi'y by Americans.
The general feeling of the people on that subject seemed to be favorable,- but no encouragement was given
to the project by the officers of the Mexican government then in power. Judge Galvan, who has since
become governor of Lower California, is not considered inimical to American occupation; and the proba-
bility is. lie will use his influence to promote the settlement and development of the Territory, should he bo
permitted to remain in power, which is questionable. On returning to Triunfo, Mr. Browne and his party
procured un outfit of pack-mules and saddle-animals, and crossed the peninsula to thcjmy of Todos Santos.
From that point they made a dreary journey up the coast to the bay of . Magdalena. Water is scarce alon
the trail, and the country presents but few attractions, having- an almost uninterrupted desert of sand an
roc-iy masses, sparsely covered with cactus and thorny shrubs. At Salado, an isolated water-hole, seven
miles from Magufilena, the party encamped to recruit their animals. Several days were spent in visiting
the neighboring shores of Mag'dalena, but no water was found nearer than Salado, and the whole country
seemed to be without resources. Two whale-ships lay at anchor, from which Mr. Browne procured a boat
and crew to make an exploration of the bay. Dividing his party, he started the main branch of the expe-
dition across to Loretp, and thence, as experience and the object of the reconnoissance might surest, north-
ward through the peninnula'to San Diego. Having made a careful examination of the bay of Magdalena

ia

,
ernment steamer Suawnee to San Francisco. His forthcoming official report on the mineral resources of the
States and Territories West of the Rocky Mountains contains a very interesting and valuable contribution
on the geology of the country, from the pen of Mr. Gabb, who, with his party, crossed the peninsula ten
times, making the entire trip from Cape St. Lucas to San Diego on mule-back. As this is the first and only
scientific reconnoissance ever made ol the peninsula of Lower California, the account from ̂ Ir. Gabb will be
found of great interest and value. (American Journal of Mining,)
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this side, and adjoining the coast, are some good little valleys; south of Loreto, for per
haps 20 miles, is a tract of level laud bordering the coast, and often a couple of miles wide,
most of it covered with a fertile soil. Further north, at San Bruno, at San Juan, and again
^^ ^m*- «- p ^^ ^» " ** ̂p* ^^ south of Moleje, are broad valleys forming bays in the hills, from three to ten square leagues
in area, and all excellent land, only requiring water to be brought to the surface to render
them valuable. On the west side, adjoining the Pacific, is a plain from near Toctos Santos to
the mouth of the arroyo of Purissima, about 150 to 200 miles in length, and with an average
width of perhaps 10 miles, more than half of which is covered with good fertile soil, but
without water. In the various canons which cut the mesa lands, embouching on this plain,
are little valleys of from a few acres to several square miles in extent, usually wrell watered,
and some of them in a high state of cultivation. Further norVh, between the bays of Balle-

and San Sebastian, the plains exist again, merging into mesas on the east, but separated
from the sea by a range of granite mountains parallel with the coast, knowij as the Sta.
Clara range. Still further north, these plains continue with occasional interruptions to Rosa-
rita, where they are cut off by the rolling mountain masses reaching the west coast. These
northern plains are, however, for the most part deserts, though a portion could perhaps be
reclaimed.

Near Moleje the eastern side of the range undergoes a change. The abrupt eastern face
falls to some extent and retreats from the coast, the intervening space being tilled with roll-
ing hills or barren transverse ridges almost to Sta, Gertrudi's. In this space is the high vol-
canic mass of Las Virgines, nearly 4,000-feet high, and ranning westward from it to near
San Ignacio is a succession of irregular peaks and ridges of volcanic origin.

By the time the traveller has gone a day's journey north of Sta. Gertrudi's ho. will observe
a change coming in the form of the mountains. The heavy sandstone beds that formed the
mesas begin to thin out, only cropping some of the higher hills, the others being peaks,
ridges, and spurs of granite with the irregularity of outline which usually characterizes that
rock. This transitionary state continues lor the next hundred miles, to San Borja, beyond
which the range on the east side splits, sending off a branch of low hills to the northwest,
the main chain continuing along the ea^t coast. This latter chain continues, high, rough,
and forbidding-, to Santa Maria, beyond which it extends as a low range of lava-capped
granite hills of constantly diminishing altitude, until it is lost in the desert of the north-
east. In the mean time, the spur which started from San Borja as a chain of partially isolated
hiils becomes more marked near the coast, and after passing San Andres it assumes very
respectable proportions, growing larger and higher, entirely occupying half the width of tho
peninsula and connecting with the coast ranges of Upper California. East of this, and north
of Santa Maria, the country is represented to be mostly a sandy desert, with a few fertile
spots. Scattered through the western foot-hills, and along the flanks of the range bordering
the Pacific, are many beautiful and fertile valleys, which will be mentioned more in detail
further on.

The water-courses of the country are hardly worthy of a separate mention. Of rivers,
properly speaking, there are none. The largest streams are but a lew feet in width, except
some few hi the extreme northern portion, adjoining Upper California. In the valley of Sun
Jose del C'abo is a little rivulet, fed by the springs in the granite ranges, and furnishing an
abundant and steady supply of water for irrigating purposes. A smaller but equally steady
stream is found at Todos Santos, and is the means of keeping up the prosperity of the
place. Similar permanent streams exist at Comondo, Purissima, San Ignacio, and else-
where, and by supplying moisture to the soil, enable these places to support a comparatively
3ense population. These streams invariably sink on reaching the plains, and are lost to the
surface, though the water could be regained by shallow wells or carried on the surface by
ditches, thereby much increasing their usefulness. This latter plan was successfully fol-
lowed by the missionaries in several instances, the most valuable of which is at the deserted
mission of Guadaiupe, where the water of San Jose creek was secured above the sink and
carried several miles in a ditch or canal, the dilapidated ruins of which still exist. At Kosario,
San Ramon, Guadaiupe, aim Fia Juana are streams, one or two of which would be called
rivers in Upper California ; that at San Ramon and the Rio Fia Juana carrying as much water
as Los Angeles river, if not more. Besides the above there are many smaller streams, flow-
ing perennially in the canons, along a pait or the whole of the courses, which I have not
deemed worthy of special mention.

Adjoining or lying a little distance from the coast are numerous islands, seveivil of which
are from 20 to 50 miles in length. In the gulf the largest is that of the Angel do la Guarda,
or'the Guardian Angel, said to be rich in minerals, but very rocky and desolate. Further
south, below Loreto, is the long, narrow island, noted for its salt, called Cannin island.
Still further .south, n» r La Paz, are tho three islands known as San Josef, Espiritu Santo,
and ( rnilbo. On the west coast we have, among many others, the large island of Margarita,
forming one >ide of M rdaleuu bay ; and lying off the coast, opposite the bay of Sun Sebas-
tian, is the large island of Cerros, or Cedros, claimed to be rich in copper, and famed for its
wild goat-, M , of tlie^- islands are very rough and inhospitable, a ad entirely unsuited
for either farming or gra/ing purpo

As before mentioned, the whole coast line might be said to be nearly a succession of har-
bors. Most of these are, of course, small, shallow, partially exposed, or have some other
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cks, but several will compare well with any other ports on the west coast. Perhaps
tae linest is the bay of Magdalena. This bay, in the neighborhood of 100 miles from Capo

I OctlJ. AJUCtlO \Ji-L LUC JL CH_-1A1^ OIVAti, US <*U\JUt UV ILlIiCO iUL H3JLIg LI_I UUVI, 1J1 plttl^C^, nCVClOil U1Z1CS Witt!. San Lucas on the Pacific side, is about 50 miles in length and, in places, several miles wic e.
It communicates with the ocean by two entrances, one at each end of Margarita island, and
is well protected to the seaward by the same island. Its importance as a naval station for
our vessels cannot be overrated, and if our government does not secure it for this purpose,

/ some European nation will be very apt to make an effort to obtain it so soon as its value
stall become known. Should any colony of foreigners ever settle in Lower California, it
will probably be placed on the plains bordering the long northern arm of the bay, where the
soil is extremely fertile, and an abundance of water can be obtained from shallow wells.
Nearly opposite to Magdalena bay is the harbor of La Paz, a fine bay, well protected from
all winds, except the fearful hurricanes or "temporales" \vhich blow in the months of Sep-
tember and October, and come from such a quarter as to blow directly up the bay. Eight or
nine miles down the bay from the town is a sheltered nook, called Pichilingue, used by the
United States war vessel on this station as a coaling station. Here vessels are safely protected ^ V ̂ L
on all sides. Half way up the west coast are two large bays-Ballenas, opening towards the
southwest, and San Sebastian Viscaino, opening towards the northwest. Into the icrmer emp-
ties the San Ignacio lagoon, and into the latter Scanimon's lagoon. These lagoons are two
land-locked bays, with comparatively narrow entrances, and much frequented by whalers.
'They are said to have many shoals, though the channels are sufficiently deep for large ves-
sels. It would be useless, in the present connection, to mention in detail the numberless
other ports on the two coasts. Suffice it to say that there are many used by the regular
coasting trade, such as the Puerto Escondido, the harbors of Loreto, Moeje, Sta. Maria, Sta*
Domingo, andmany others.

There is still another item perhaps worthy of notice under this head. Several railroad
routes across northern Mexico have been canvassed. Most of these have been spoken of as
having their western terminus from Mazatlan northward. Should such an enterprise ever be
carried to a successful termination, a short cut across the peninsula would be of value to
shorten the distance around the cape. Several possible routes exist, all of which, with one
exception, would be required to pass through Purissima or San Ignacio. From the port of
San Bruno, or the neighboring one of San Juan, it is claimed that there is a low pass to the
head of the Purissima arroyo. I did not visit this ; but if a road could be led into the head
of the Purissima arroyo it could then reach the west coast at, say the port of San Juanico,
without further engineering difficulties. From the port of Santa Inez or Sun Marcos, above
Moleje, an easy route exists up the arroyo of Sta. Aguida to the base of the main chain.
Here a mountain, about 600 feet above the valley, has to be surmounted or tunnelled to reach
thfc arroyo of San Ignacio. Another way to reach San Ignacio is perhaps easier, how aver.

From the port of Sta. Maria, north of the volcano of the Virgins, there is no obstruction,
following the arroyo of Sta. Maria until we reach the pass of the Inferno. Here a tunnel of
about a mile in length would carry the road to the mesa above San Ignacio, having a gentle
grade to the San Ignacio lagoon. The easiest route, however, is from the port of San Luis
by way of the arroyo of Calaumjuit, past the old mission of that name, to the mesa of Sta.
Ana, along this mesa to the valley of San Andres, and clown this valley and the arroyo of
San Andres to the coast. Along the whole line there will be no tunnelling required ; nature
has already made the deep cuts, and there is not a stream to cross. An almost continuous
plain extends from coast to coast, without a greater rise anywhere than 30 feet

GKOLOGY,-The three geographical divisions into which I have separated the peninsula
are dependent for their peculiar features on their geological structure. The rough mountains
of the south are almost wholly granitic, the table lauds of the middle are made up of nearly
horizontal sandstones and volcanic rocks, while the more northern portions combine the
ragged and irregularly-disposed ridges of the south with occasional flat-topped mountains,
capped by rooks of sedimentary or eruptive origin.

All of the higher ridges of the southern extremity of the Territory are made up of granites
and sienites, and formed, during the deposition of the heavy bedded mesa sandstones, an
island of considerable height and very irregular outline. The structure of these mountains
is so simple that a further description is unnecessary. It is nofc until within half a mile
south of the mining town of San Antonio that any change in the geology occurs. Here
mica slate is encountered for the first time, and forms a belt several miles wide, and running
from Todos Santos, on the southwest, past San Antonio and Triunfo, northeast. It prob-
ably extends into the Cacachilas range, and forms there, as at the other mining districts,
the country rock of the metalliferous veins. Beyond the mica slate again, on the road
between Triunfo and La Paz, granite is encountered, making the face of the range and
extending to near the latter town.

In all of the valleys scattered through these mountains, and in some of the lone hills on
the east side of the peninsula, are sedimentary formations of a comparatively late geological
age. At Santiago I was informed that three miles northeast of that place is a locality where
large fossil oysters occur hi great abundance, and that they are collected and burnt for lime,
I had no opportunity of visiting the locality, a circumstance which I have regretted ever
since. A short distance further northeast, near the coast, at a rancho called Los Martyres,
is a high hill of sandstones, without fossils, dipping to the westward at an angle of about
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15°. From its general appearance it is, in all probability, of the same age as the sandstones
which make up the mesas above La Paz. In none of these sandstones have I ever succeeded
in linding fossils by which to obtain a clue to their geological age. They probably, however,
belong to the same group as the Miocene sandstones of Upper California. Tl y have in
many respects the same Hthological characters, and bear the same relations to the granites
that those rocks hold where we have had an opportunity of proving their age. Besides this
very doubtful testimony, there is still another item 0f evidence which, in the alienee of any
better, should have some weight. Mr. John Xantus, an able collector, sent from Cape San*h V* ̂B^ V. " L » "* V " ^4 f^ -

V** \X *-* V -*-* \^V»* tj * fc-J » C *^-^*-*^_ *^.
to the specimens remembered*

With so little evidence of their age, therefore, I have hesitated about pronouncing a decided
opinion, preferring to leave it an open question, trusting that some future explorer will be
more lucky than myself, and discover fossils from which these rocks can be assigned to their

la consequence of the difficulty I have adopted thev _* V f*

CO

_pinent along me gun siae oeiow i^a raz, mere is an extensive deposit of horizontal gravels
filling or bordering all of the valleys, sometimes making, in part or in whole, the division
between them, and lying unconformably on the upturned sandstones, as at the Martyres.
This gravel formation is evidently the most modem deposit in the country, perhaps newer
than the recognized post pliocene beds, which will be described further on It is usually
made ap of debris of the underlying granite, but in some places contains boulders of a por-
phyry closely resembling some which we encountered several hundred miles further north,
overlying post pliocene strata. This porphyry is most abundant in the vicinity of the Mar*
tyres, and from there northward. In a few places the gravel is replaced by a fine grairia
sandstone, and is occasionally, though rarely, disturbed, as at the Cuevas, where it tilted
three or four degrees. Almost everywhere this formation takes on the form of level terraces,
though often very much cut up by dry gulleys. At Sta. Anita and at Santiago, where they
are best developed, these terraces are about 60 feet high and well defined. They also exist
at Todos Santos, and northward alopg the coast for many miles. AtTodos Santos the main
terrace is about 60 feet in height, but there is also another in the arroyo of about half the
height. The 1 atter is limited in extent and seems to be very local. Going northward the
elevation diminishes until at last the tabular character is entirely lost. On the northern bor-
der of the mountains, approaching La Paz from the south, are encountered for the first time
volcanic rocks in place. These form hills of from 500 to 700 feet high, of volcanic ash over-
laid by beds of compact porphyries and trachytes. The rocks are pretty regularly stratified
and mostly dip to the west and northwest, though northeast of La Paz the disturbance is
general, and the dip in every direction. The ash is to some extent quarried for building
purposes, and the new church or cathedral now in process of construction is being built of
this material.

After leaving the granitic ranges south of La Paz the whole appearance of the country
changes, and with it the geological structure. The granite itself has disappeared, only to
show itself as one or two insignificant outliers, and in its place come enormous deposits of
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of the west. Pretty regul arly bordering the west coast and occurring occasionally along
the gulf are deposits of pos st pliocene age, iu places filled with and almost umde up of the
casts or shells of mollusca, still living iu the adjoining waters. Penetrating both these form-r 
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ations, and often capping one or the other or both indiscriminately, are deposits of volcanic
igin. These volcanic rocks usually occur as dikes or broad superficial sheets which have

been spread over th»? top of the mesa'subsequent to the deposition of the post pliocene, anil
are by no means uniform either in thickness or in the manner of their distribution. Vtkry
few volcanic cones exist. Almost the only ones are the volcano of the Virgines, north of

' je, and a ries of cones and ridges extending westward te near JSan Ignaeio. Else- WB ^'r f^f ^*-^" "*' "<-"" ^ ̂ bM
where the eruptions appear to have taken place in the form of long fissures, forming dikes,
which, having spread their surplus over the surrounding plains, have closed, never again to
reopen. In this manner immense areas have been covered with caps of eruptive rocks often
loo feet thick, the source of which is now entirely hidden, an occasional hint only existing
in the denuded section of some bluff where the
running water.

The pliocene rocks usually lie on the lower margins of the mesa in such a manner as
to show that they were deposited during the period of elevation of this portion of the penin-
sula. The older mesa sandstones are u>ually so-little disturbed that the two formations seem
conformable, though sufficient evidence exists to prove that the elevating force had
acting for a long time before the oldest beds of the newer formation were deposited. This
later series consh of tine grained argillaceous sandstones and shul-, some coarser light
gray sandstone, and lastly a thin bed, liighly fossiiiicrous, as are also some of the earlier
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strata, but the latter highly calcareous. Where the series remains unbroken, this last stratum
is always the highest, and it is nearly made up of the casts of living species of shells, Ostrca
Curnmingii being almost the only one retaining its structure. At Purissima, on the west
slope, the mesa sandstones have been folded in a series of long and graceful undulations,
the tops denuded to a nearly straight line, and the post pliocene lies unconformably capping
the surface. On the opposite side of the mountains bordering the gulf there are still more
marked instances of unconformability, which will be described in their proper place.

The mesa sandstones are easily distinguished from the overlying rocks by their coarser
grain, greater compactness, and above all by their being highly metamorphosed along the
greater part of their eastern margins. Another marked feature is the presence of large quan-
tities of boulders and pebbles of volcanic rot'ks imbedded in them, sometimes to such an
extent as to form even a preponderance of the bulk of some strata. These boulders are
uniformly small and very much rounded near the west coast wherever the rock is encoun-
tered, and increase in size towards the vicinity of Loreto, or rather towards that part of the
coast a little below Loreto, in such a manner as to point unmistakably to this region for their
origin. Not only does the size increase, but in the same ratio is the increase in number and
the decrease in the amount of attrition to which they have been subjected. The lithological
characters vary markedly from those of any eruptive rocks encountered in place on the penin-
sula; no similar rocks have been discovered between the mesa sandstones and the under-
lying granite, and the only reasonable conclusion which can be arrived at is that they must
have been derived from a body of land which formerly lay in that region now occupied by
the gulf, and somewhere in the vicinity of, or a little south of, Carrain island.

Another striking feature of this region is the peculiar manner of the elevation of the mesa.
It has not been lifted by an evenly distributed force; not, like most mountain chains, by a
folding along a given axis. The eastern side seems to have felt this force almost alone, the
elevation of that portion lying to the west seeming to be due almost as much to the rigidity
of the rocks a§ to the extension westward of the uptilting power. More properly speaking,
the great force was exerted very nearly parallel with what is now the coast line of the gulf,
and from there towards the Pacific this agency diminished so gradually as to produce no
breaks or even foldings worthy of mention. We thus have the whole width of this portion
of the peninsula tilted up by its edge from coast to coast, so that travelling eastward one
can hardlv realize the rise until, within 15 or 20 miles of the east coast, he finds himself on '
the verge of a precipitous descent of from 2,000 to 3,000 feet in height. This eastern escarp-
ment extends from near La Puz to near Moleje, with but few interruptions, and exhibits
nearly everywhere the projecting edges of nearly horizontal beds of sandstofie, sometimes
unaltered, but usually metamorphosed. During the imperfect examinations which our lim-
ited time permitted us to make 1 was unable to determine whether this sudden cutting off of
the otherwise undisturbed beds was due to a gigantic fault, or whether the eastern slope of
an anticlinal axis had been carried away by denuding agencies. From what little we saw,
strong arguments could be deduced in support of either Hypothesis, but I prefer leaving the
question an open one, content with having called the attention of future students to its solu-
tion. It is certain, however, that a well-marked axis, if noUseveral, exists further north;
and even* at the Sauce, near Loreto, the presence of a mass of granite at the base of the
Sierra Gigantea, evidently exposed by denudation, seems to point to this agency as the means
of solving the difficulty.

On the west side the post pliocene strata form a strip extending from below Magdalena
bay to near San Telmo, with but very few interruptions. The eastern margin of this belt is
pretty clearly defined by the elevation of the mesa, rarely reaching but a few hundred feet
above the level of the sea. It extends to the coast except along that portion lying between
the bays of Ballenas and San Sebastian, where the granite range of Sta. Clara cuts it off.
On the east side, near Loreto, it occurs as hills several hundred feet in height, uptilted at
un angle, as high in parts as 55°, and dipping to the northeast. This disturbance appears
to be due in a very great measure to the intrusion of a large mass of volcanic rocks, which
;eparate the more modern formation from the mesa sandstones. The belt continues with
slight interruptions to near the Sauce, where the post pliocene sandstones, very full of fossils,
lie horizontally, abutting against the face of uptilted mesa sandstones, which are here highly
metamorphic.

Proceeding westward a mile or two, the older sandstones become horizontal, assuming this
position by a gentle curve, their edges abutting against a mass of granite. Still further west,
this granite mass is seen to underlie the undisturbed horizontal beds of the same sandstones,
which make the great mass of the mountain. Dykes of trachytes and porphyries cut alike
the granite and sandstone, and in a beautifully exposed section on the face of the Gigantea,
can be seen running entirely to the surface of the mountain, over whose flat top they have
spread a rocky mantle, which extends almost to the plains of the Pacific.

Space forbids me to describe in detail all of the minuter features of the geology of the
country. Suffice it here to say that except the retreating of the summit from the const above
Moleje, and the presence of the belt of volcanic cones from San Iguacio to the volcano of
Las Virgines, there are no matters of special interest, until we reach Sta. Gertrudis, over
70 miles above San Ignacio, and just west of the summit of the range. Here a mass of
granite appears in the bottom of an arroyo, very similar in character to that at the Sauce.
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The overlying sandstones are not disturbed by it, but lie horizontally over it, or abut agains t
the irregularities of its surface. Northward from Sta. Gertrudis the mesa sandstones almost
disappear, except in the higher mountains to the east. In this region they seem to retain
their former thickness, but little abated to near the bay of San Luis, where very much
metamorphosed, disturbed and uptilted, they gradually run out in a series of low ridges.
Very soon after leaving Sta. Gertrudis, on the road to San Borja, these rocks thin out, cap-
ping only a portion of the higher mountains, the great mass of the country being granite.
The other stratified rocks, both post pliocene and volcanic, at times occupy similar posi-
tions, and sometimes the whole three are found in their regular sequence on the summit of
the same hill. The volcanic, however, has been all of this time gaining ground, while the
others are losing, and eventually at the Paraiso, and over the adjoining mesa, it is the only
rock found capping the granite. At Trinidad and near Rosarito, below San Borja, a feu-
outliers of post pliocene form hills 200 and 300 feet high, resting on granite, and usually
capped by volcanic rocks. Again, at San Andres forming low, flat hills, underlying the
ralley of iSan Andres, and forming the broad plains of Sta. Ana, we have the post pliocene
extremely developed and extending to and abutting against the highly uptilted mesa sand-"" -I * -11 " * i 1 T » 1 1 , "! t T
stones at Calaumjuit Bordering the northern edge of the mesa of Sta, Ana, and north
of the bay of San Luis, extending almost from coast to coast is a mass of granite, which
rises at Sta. Maria to a height of about 3.000 feet, and is here capped by thin beds of the
same sandstones, which form the plain of Sta. Ana. In most cases this sandstone on the
summit of the mountains is capped with a thin deposit of volcanic rocks. The same structure
appears to continue northward, as well as we could determine at a distance, as far as the
range could be seen. Going westward towards San Fernando the valleys were at first all
scooped out in granite, the higher hills being formed at Sta. Maria; but by their steadily
diminishing height, the post pliocene first, and eventually the volcanic rocks reached the
plains, and the granite disappeared. Crossing the plains of Buena Vista, the road enters 
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the mountains of the west side, near San Fernando, aud we found the structure somewhat
different from anything we had encountered further south. The structure is essentially that
of a broad granite core, flanked by stratified volcanic rocks, with many beds of ash, and not
unfrequentfy uptilted at high angles. This is the case on both sides of the chain, and con-
tinues to beyond San Diego. AYestward, beyond the volcanic rocks, and adjoining the coast,
is a broad belt of horizontal post pliocene beds, which, with occasional interruptions, extends
to and even beyond San Diego, being cut off several times where the crystalline rocks reach
the coast. \Ve had no opportunity of examining the geology of the eastern side of the range,
north of San Fernando, but I have no reason to suppose that any changes of importance
take place in that region. From Rosario, where the road reaches the west coast, after passing
through San Fernando, our route lay along the western flank of the mountain, sometimes
on the beach, sometimes across the late tertiary tables, and occasionally through the rocky
foot-hills of the range. There was no important variation from the structure described
above along the route, except at the salt ponds of San Quentiu, where there is an isolated
group of low hills, composed of a dark gray, cellular trachyte, much of it filled with rests
of oliveiic, and some parts having an obscure basahiform tendency. These hills have
no obvious connection with the main range, and the rocks of which they are composed are
entirely different from any rocks of t similar origin encountered elsewhere.

VAHIOI- RESOURCES OF THE TERRITORY-MINING.-"Prospecting" has been carried
on over the whole length aud breadth of the country, but, on the whole, without very marked
success. In the mica slate racge of the south, valuable silver mines have been found, and
in the frontiers a single mine of copper has been opened, which promises well.

Of gold mines there have been many, but at tke present time not one is being worked. In
the granite hills near Cape San Lucas gold has been undoubtedly found, but it seems that
the quantity was very small, and the locality is now forgotten. Further north, about San
Antonio tbere has been some placer mining on a small scale. Women have washed the
gravel of the urroyo in bateas or wooden bowls, obtaining a pittance per day, and the custom
has been kept up during the rainy seasons from time immemorial. Some foreigners who
de>ired to build a dam and v/ash out the arroyo at once, were refused permission by the
authorities, on the ground that it would deprive the women of their time-honored privileges.
In the granite mountains from Sta. Gertrudis to San Borja, and even in the metamorphic
sandstones, almost as far south as San Ignacio, there are innumerable tunnels, shafts, und
"coyote holes," where attempts have been made to find paying quartz mines. They are
now, without exception, abandoned. In most cases the veins were found to be unreliable.
mere pockets or strings, and even in these the quantity of gold was not sufficient to pay for
working.

Similar attempts have been made to discover or develop silver mines. These are reported
as existing about San Borja, on the island of the Guardian Angel, on the main land opposite
thi.s island, on the island of Margarita, and in numberless other places, none of which have
ever yielded anything nor probably ever will.

About 45 miles below La Paz is the mining district of Triunfo and San Antonio. Here
there are --veral veins known, only one or two of which have been sufficiently developed to
form a positive opinion us to their value. Mining has been carried on on all of the veins
since the time of the missionaries, but only for the purpose of obtaining the decomposed
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surface ores, which could be amalgamated without roasting. The result of this kind of work
has been to expose the veins along the greater part of their course by series of shallow pits
honey-combing the surface and rendering travelling across the hills rather perilous to a
stranger. These ores (called '' azoque," or quicksilver metal,) were worked in arrastras and
amalgamated without difficulty, the silver existing in its metallic state, freed by decomposi-
tion of the sulphurets. As soon as the excavations reached the unaltered ores of the deeper
part of the vein, known as <c fire-metal," they were abandoned and new openings made.
About 9 or 10 years ago, however, systematic work was undertaken, by a company from
Mazatlan, on a couple of mines called the San Pedros and San Nicholas. They have a body
of good ore varying from Ib inches to three feet, mostly of excellent quality, and have been,
for a number of years past, in the habit of shipping their first-class ore to Germany. The
material shipped averages over $100 per ton of silver, and the expenses of mining, freight,
and everything, up to the time of deliveiy in Freiberg, amounts to about $70, This is too
much; the ore could be worked on the spot at a greatly diminished expense, and if the com-

" pany had their own mill they could work inferior ores, too poor for shipment, and which are
now thrown away. The manner in which the mines are worked is execrable, the person in
charge having hardly an idea of the first principles of mining engineering.

On the same vein, three or four miles south, are the mines of the Triunfo Company. They
possess four mines on this vein and three on another adjoining to and parallel with the first.
Of these two have been well opened and are yielding the ore now being worked at the mill.
The two are the Mendocena and Molinena. The former is on the summit of a ridge, and
was first opened by an inclined shaft or slope on the vein. The slope, rarely higher than
20°, was, at the time of our visit, about 550 feet deep, with five levels running each way
from 50 to 300 feet. The vein is from 8 to J5 feet wide, and throughout carries a body of
ore averaging about, if not over, four feet. The lower 50 feet of the vein had a body nearer
five than four feet. The ore does not lie in chimneys, but in a continuous sheet, extremely
uniform both in thickness and quality. It is a compound of various sulphurets, in which
antimony and lead predominate. From a series of carefully made assays, Mr Lohr reports
that the average ores, such as are being worked at the mill, contain from $90 to $124 per
ton, while picked specimens assayed as high as $225, In the Mendocena mine alone we
computed that there was ore enough exposed on the various levels to keep the present 24-
stamp mill running for over five years, working 20 tons per day. Over 900 tons of ore were
stacked at the mill waiting for reduction, and on entering the mine we could hardly tell
whence it had been taken. Most of it had really been obtained while doing what is usually
counted " dead work" in the mine-sinking the slope and running the galleries. The Moli-
nena is on the same vein and adjoining the Mendocena, taking in the side of the hill. A
tunnel was being run on the vein here, intended to strike the base of the slope of the Men-
docena and form its seventh level. By this means a large amount of hoisting will be avoided
and all necessity for pumping obviated. The other mines of the company are being opened
slowly. One on the adjoining vein has already yielded considerable ore, of a character differ-
ent from the other vein. In it zinc predominates, and the ore is said to be much less refrac-
tory than that from the Mendocena. This company started with a 10-stamp mill, and having
ascertained the proper method of working their ores, replaced it by one of 24 stamps, which
was receiving the finishing touches as we started on our way northward. Since then the
news has been perfectly satisfactory. The last two steamers have brought to Sau Francisco
bullion to the value of upwards of $30,000, as the result of about six weeks' actual working
of the ores. The company, in justice to itself, should at least double its mill capacity imme-
diately.

Besides these mines, which I have described somewhat in detail, because they are the only
ones on which work was being actively prosecuted, there are many more on the same veins
which have been partially developed, and show every evidence of value. Among these
might be mentioned more particularly the Sta. Maria, the Soledad, and the Fortuna. In
each of these are good bodies ot ore, identical in character with the Mendocena or the Mexi-
can mines. I cannot here give a catalogue of all the mines which are known or supposed to
be valuable; suffice it to say that many others have been opened, and the time will doubtless
come when they will be all thoroughly proven. Labor, wood, salt, and, in fact, all the acces-
sories for the mining and reduction of silver ores, are cheaper hews than in upper California
or Nevada, and .as soon as Lower California shall have fulfilled her manifest destiny a new
era of life and activity must spring up here, and make this one of the most productive silver
districts on the coast.

Copper, like gold, is reported from nearly every part of the Territory; numberless mines
have been opened and invariably abandoned. The Delphina mine is the only one that seems
at all promising. This mine is in the northwestern part, between San Telmo and Sta.
Tomas. The principal work is a shaft about 150 feet deep, which we did not examine, fear-
ing the presence of gas at its bottom. There being nobody present who knew the mine, we
did not feel inclined to run any risks. On the surface, however, there has also been consid-
erable work, and the vein appears in a cut, over 50 feet deep, to be very well detiued, with
distinct walls and from five to seven feet wide. The ores, (of course surface ores,) oxides,
:and carbonates are usually rich and abundant. Between 300 and 400 sacks are stacked at
/the mine ready for shipment, and I have been informed that several hundred sacks more of
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the same character are at San Isidro, the shipping point, awaiting a rise in the market price
of copper, so that the proprietors caii sell without sacrifice. Of course it is impossible to
prophesy the future of a copper mine on the character of Its surface ores, but it is claimed
<hat, so far as the work has gone, the vein has not changed materially in character.

Baser metals exist, also, in the Territory, but there has never been any active search mad
for them, and many a year must elapse before they can become valuable. Coal has been

places where it does not exist. ] "t * 
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reported in a tew It is said to be found near the Ojo de Lio-
bre; it may beth at some *: brea " or asphaltum is fou nd there and the two minerals confounded,
a mistake that has often occurred in Upper California.

Salt occurs iu almost innumerable localities, but there are three spots which are noted both
for the quantity and quality of the mineral there obtained. These are San Quentin, Ojo de
Liebre, and Carmin island, in the Gulf. We did not visit either of the latter places, but,
contented ourselves with examining the ponds of San Qnentin. These ponds or little lakes,
half a dozen in number, vary in area from one to five acres. They are situated near the
coast among a number of sand hills, and separated from the beach only by low ridges of
sand. They are quite shallow, and the salt crystallizes on the mud flats on their margins in
flakes of half an inch or more in thickness. By a dexterous motion this salt is lifted, unsoiled
from its soft bed, thrown into heaps, whence it is carried to the vessel. At present the place
is abandoned. The royalty required by the Mexican government, the cost of collecting,
hauling, and shipping, and the high United States tariff on imported salt, in the aggregate
amount to so nearly the price of the material in San Francisco as to completely eat up all
profits, and thus effectually close the only market to which this salt can be taken.

Sulphur is found in moderate quantities near Moleje, and is said to be very abundant in
the vicinity of the volcano of the Virgines.

Gypsum, generally in its crystallized form of selenite, occurs in many places in the post-
liocene rocks, or weathered out from them and scattered over the soil. It also occurs near
ioleje, but not in the enormous quantities which have been reported by interested parties.
AGRICULTURE,-The climate of Lower California is so mild that all the usually cultivated

plants of both tropical and temperate countries grow side by side in the open fields. The
lowest temperature we encountered in four of the coldest months of the year was 57° Fahren-
heit, and the winter averages from 65° to 70°, so far as our own experience went. Sev-
eral species of palms are native, and the date grows wild, thoroughly acclimatized. Plan-
tains and bananas, figs, oranges, olives, lemons, limes, pomegranates, peaches, and, in the
northern parts, even apples grow and flourish, requiring but little care when first set out and
none afterwards. Vineyards exist everywhere, and the native wine is infinitely superior in
quality to that of Upper California. Fields of sugar-cane are too common to excite remark,
and the manufacture of sugar is one of the most important interests of the southern part of
the peninsula. Tobacco and cotton are cultivated iu various places, especially in the valleys
south of La Paz, and over more than half the Territory wild cotton is as common a weed as
is the Jamestown weed (stramonium) at home. The castor bean grows wild, a perennial
tree with a woody trunk, and melons are so abundant that during their season they make
the greater part of the food of the people in some districts.

The principal agricultural regions are as follows : The vicinity of San Jos6 del Cabo and
along nearly the whole of the valley and its branches. Here wine, sugar, dried fruits, cot-
ton, and tobacco are the principal products. The cane fields extend as far as the eye cam
reach from San Jose, and there is still plenty of unoccupied land, only requivin g the digging
of ditches to render it available. This is necessary, as everywhere else in J y, as everywhere else iu Lower and in
many parts ot Upper California. On account of the rains being confined to the wet season,
the dry season being literally so, vegetation requires artificial assistance, ! Santa Anita, 12
miles up the valley from San Jos6, is a lovely spot, connected -with San Jos by au almost
continuous line of gardens, and beyond it are ranches scattered along on every piece of bot-
tom land, to tiie head of the valley. Santiago is a little group of houses surrounded by
similar farms and gardens, a sugar-mill or two being engaged at the time of our visit in fin-
ishing the work begun by the farmer. Miraflores, Las Palmas, Los Martyres, San Bnrtolo,
and numberless other spots prove that wherever an acre or twa of level land, or even hillside,
can be irrigated, the yield is such as to make a farmer from the Atlantic States open his eyes
in amazement. We Califoraians are so accustomed to large crops aud to seeing nature on an. u^l._.J.*.^-nA^,l_Ai» \ . ? i * - 1 T ' ̂  T /* * * . 1"! j
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^os Santo has a valley of one or two square miles, most of which is planted in canes,
vineyards, and orchards, and every year yields a line revenue to the owners.

Many little valleys and nooks exist among the granite m* ountains of the south, still uuoc-
cupied, and which will on«* day be brought into cultivation.

Ou the west const, bordering the northern part of the Bay of Magdalemu aud the long
arm which extends northward, are extensive plains, nearly level, rising insensibly to the
east, and, in pn-.it part, covered with a rich soil. These plains, almost thumglunit, d< ute
of the scattered stones on the surface which render so much land on the penin>uia valueless,
are covered with u druse vegetation, of which tho larger species of the cactus make H great
part. There is no water on the surface, and this fact alone has prevented their seti lenient by
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a native population. As soon, however, as land shall become valuable this "monte" or "brash"
will be cleared off, wells dug, and nearly the whole tract will be cultivated. Water of good
quality and unlimited in quantity can be obtained by shallow wells ; the sea breezes will
supply the lifting power, and a population greater than can now be found from San Dioa 
^" x V ^ 4fc ^^m

to the cape can here find comfortable homes and an abundant subsistence. South of Lore to 
^* ̂* ^-» » ~

is a similar but much smaller tract, which also, like the former, has an excellent harbor of its
own. Among the table mountains are San Luis, Comondu, Purissima, San Ignacio, and a
dozen smaller spots, some of which are in a high state of cultivation, while others are capable
of it were there life enough in the people to urge them to it. Purissima alone ships a thou-
sand cargoes of dried fruits annually, not to mention large quantities of wine and sugar.

Comondu has several sugar-mills occupied the whole season, and the thousands of date
and fig trees of San Ignacio fairly force their treasures into the hands of an indolent and
worthless set of proprietors. The ima-ppreciative and ignorant laziness of these miserable
people is enough to keep a live man, passing through their country, in a healthy and almost
chronic state ot indignation. But one result can follow the American acquisition of Lower
California-the indolent mongrel race forming its population must give way before the
enlightened energy and restlessness of our own people, as it has clone in Upper California and
Texas ; and Anglo-American enterprise will, within a decade, render this Territory more val-
uable than would Mexican laziness in a century.

North of San Ignacio there is but little of value in an agricultural point of view until, hav-
ing passed Santa Gertrudis and San Borja, we arrive at the broad and uninhabited valley 
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of San Andres. This valley, with the adjoining plains of Santa Ana, should, perhaps, be
rather classed with the gra/ing than the agricultural lands. The only water existing1 nat-
urally on the surface is at the mouth of the valley, where there is a lake of brackish water
more than half a mile long even in the dryest seasons. Animals drink it freely, and the grass
in the valley seemed unlimited. From the position of the rocks it is certain that water could
be obtained by wells, arid usually, in localities like this, the well water is good even when
that of the ponds is undrinkable. With wells and windmills several square miles of excellent
land could be here brought under cultivation, while an almost unlimited quantity of stock
could find pasture on the adjoining plains, or in the unoccupied portions of the valley. Fur-
ther north are the plains of Buena Vista, in which there is no known water, but the remarks
on San Andres will, with slight modification, be applicable here also. In the mountains
adjoining these plains is the deserted mission of San Fernando. The traces of former culti-
vation still exist, and a few hundred dollars would be sufficient to repair the irrigating appa-
ratus, so as to bring over 100 acres of good land into condition for planting.

From San Fernando ttf the boundary most of the arable land is in the possession of private
individuals, though some tracts still exist as public property, subject to denouncement, which
are by no means to be despised.

After passing St. Tomas we saw cereals growing without irrigations and with promise
of excellent crops. Wheat, barley, and oats were noticed, the former with full, large heads
and short stalks. Potatoes and apples, adjoining a grain field, on the Guadalupe ranch,
reminded us of home, but looked incongruous, associated with olives and figs and overshad-
owed by one or two tall and graceful fan palms.

GRAZING. - Lower California, as a whole, can never be very promising as a stock country.
Except in the extreme northern portions, the thorny nature of the undergrowth must pre-
vent the successful raising of sheep for wool purposes, though mutton sheep would succeed
admirably were there a market for them. Horses, cattle and mules thrive. The common
forage plant is the well-known "bunch grass" so common over the whole Pacific slope. It'
is not until after leaving San Borja that the alfalfa burr and other clovers, altilerillo and other
Upper California plants, acquire any importance. In the south, where severe droughts arefv

k not uncommon, and where, at times, the grass disappears entirely, stock does not suffer.
Here tall atiimals tare the best. Several trees of the acacia family, which never suffer from
drought, which grow everywhere, and on which animals feed with avidity, these take the
place of the ordinary pasture. The principal of these are the mesquite and lipna. We camped
repeatedly where there was hardly a blade of grass in sight, and yet our mules had all the
feed they wanted.

The high .mesa lands about the summit of the Gigantea, and agaiia between Sta. Gertradi's
and San iJoija, are said to be never affected by drought. The constant fogs keep the grass
green nearly the entire year, and cattle flourish here no matter how dry the season may be
elsewhere. Still further north, between Rosario and San Diego, the country is so nearly
like Upper California, and is subject to so nearly the same climatic laws, that it properly
belongs with the Southern Coast Range section of the State. It is a series of valleys scattered
through the mountains, pretty well watered, and sharing the fortunes of California, good and
bad seasons.

FISHERIES. - Along the coasts, especially on the Pacific sides, the whale fishery is an
important interest. Most of the large bays, more particularly Magdalena, and Scammon's
and San Ignacio lagoons, are visited by vessels year after year in search -of whales, which
frequent these waters, probably for breeding. Theje are, perhaps, as many as from 12 to
vessels engaged annually in this branch of enterprise. Seal fishing has also attracted some
little attention, though not as much as it merits. Myriads of seals and sea-lions line the
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shores and fall an easy prey to the hunter. On the gulf side the pearl fisheries have been
among the most famous in the world for more than a century. Ever since its commence-
ment, the annual yield has averaged about ̂5,000 per year, and it is still carried on, but with
diminished activity.

CONCLUSION.-'By reading the foregoing imperfect sketch it will be seen that while Lower,* i i "."i* 1*1* i *
Californ ia is by no means the faultless country it might be; while by far the greater portion
ean neve 2r be made available fcr either mining, agricultural, grazing or any other purposes;
while its mines are few, its agricultural lands'limited, and its supply of water small, still its ^^^* _& ^^& ^
position, its harbors, its climate, and its resources are sufficient to give it a real intrinsic
value. From its position with relation to Upper California, it is much more an appendage
to this State than to Mexico, out of sight across the "Sea of Cortez." It commands the
mouth of the Colorado, and thus affects the trade of the great interior basin east of the Sierra
Nevada. Its harbors are neither few nor small, and they have a direct value with reference
to our trade and navy in the Central Pacific, Its agricultural products can be increased in
quantity; its fisheries are, as yet, in their infancy, and its mines alone would be sufficient
reason for its acquisition by the United States. Further, everywhere outside of the moral
influence of La Paz, the seat of government, the people are earnestly in favor of annexation,
and I am by no means certain that a popular vote ou the question would not result in a
decided majority in favor of such a measure.

MEXICO.

MINING IN MEXICO.-Mexico is peculiarly a mining country, and indeed it has no industry
worthy of note save mining. The exportation of agricultural products and manufactured
articles does not average 75 cents annually to the inhabitant, while in highly civilized states
the average is from siu to $50.

All the past and present importance of Mexico in the commercial world is due to its silver,
which attracted the Spaniards to the country and fixed there and determined the location of
their towns. With the exception of the capital, to which, of course, the wealthy men
resorted to spend their money, Puebla and Guadalajara, manufacturing towns, and Vera
Cruz and Mazntlan, seaports, all the largest towns were built in the immediate vicinity of
the mines, or in the agricultural districts nearest the mines. Guanajuato was a place of
minor note till its great mineral wealth was discovered in the middle ot* the last century, and
then it suddenly rose to be the second city of the country, and the adjacent plains of Bajio
at the same time grew rich by agriculture; and in the same way the mining town of Zaca-
tecas and the agricultural district of Aguas Calientes grew up side by side. Durango,
Chihuahua, San Luis Potosi, Alamos, and hundreds of others of less note are strictly mining
towns.

The total registered yield of the mines of Mexico from 1521 to 1803 is reported by Hum-
boldt at §1,767,952,000, and he thinks that an allowance of oue-sevenih should be made for
the unregistered yield, giving a total of $2,027,952,000, Ward estimates the quantity pro-
duced from 1810 to 1.^5 at 8159,255,840. According to Whitney the yield of Mexico, pre-
vious to 1845, was $2,700,000,000; and if we allow an average of $20,000,000 for each of the
22 succeeding y«'<irs, we have a total yield of $3,140,000,000 from LYJ1 to the end of 
f^m^ *^^^ ^^m^

The average annual yield of the mines of Mexico was as follows, at various periods:
About 1700 "1,400,000 j About 1810 $19,000,000

1740 9,000,000 | 1815 7,000,00"
J77U 32,000,000 t!820.o 10,000,000
1790 19,500,000 18,000,0'

22,000,000

The amount coined in 1-25 was $8,000,000; in 1835, §11,000,000 ; in 1345, $15,000,000;
in 1856, $$19,000,000; and from 1^21 to 18.~6, 52,15*36,745,951.

The opening of all the ports of the country to commerce, the great reduction in the price
of quicksilver caused by the large production of the New Almaden mines in California, and
the gradual increase of educated engineers and of mining machinery, have brought up the
production of the ^Qn try to a higher figure than that reached at the beginning of the centurj
that is, in years of comparative peace and or"
1650 to I-OU.

If Mexico had a government as good as that of Chili, and had railroad communication
from Vera Cruz and Mazatlan to all the principal mining: districts, and were protected against* 11-1* *-»**- *

M
northwest, 3f>M miles i

for its southern point.
000 feet above the sea. The^ ^f ̂ ^ ̂f ^ ̂ f ̂ r

reat elevation conn racts the torrid influence of the latitude, and many of the mining towns
ave very cool climates.^^^^^^^^^^j^^^^- ^^^^^^«^^^^^^^^^"^^^fc-^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^-^fc^-^- ^-^- " ̂ ^^^^B^-^-^"^-^- ^~^-^« " i "

*Duport, p. 193. tlb.: 194. ;ib.7 p. 190. . § Lempriere, p. 214.
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In most of the districts porphyry is found with micaceous schists, and the conjunctions of
those two rocks with quartz veins is considered an indication of silver.

The mode of mining generally is very rude. No mine is accessible by railroad, and few
have wagon roads. Usually the reduction works are at a distance from the mines, and the
ore is packed on mules. The ore is brought to the surface on the backs of men, up steep
inclines, or even up perpendicular shafts, the carriers climbing up on notched poles. In
some mines the ore is carried by men to the shaft and there hoisted by whim. There is no
mention in Humboldt or Ward of tramways and cars to bring the ore from remote parts of
the drift to the shaft. Water is hoisted in the same manner as the ore.

Steam was not used previous to the revolution, but it has been coming into use gradually,
and now much of the hoisting, pumping, and pulverizing is done by it.

The general practice in Mexico as to pulverization has been to mash the ore to a coarse
sand under the stamps, and then grind it fine in arrastras. The degree of fineness varies
much in the different districts, partly because of differences in the ores and modes of reduc-

noV " ' »l At Guanajuato the ore is ground to an
impalpable powder; at Zacatecas, Catorce, and Fresnillo, in a coarse flour. In 1842, 82 per
cent, of the silver yield of Mexico was obtained by the yard amalgamation; --,-- o * 8 per cent, by
the Cazo or copper-pan amalgamation, and 10 per cent, by smelting.* In 1800 one-seventh i T j»-* i ** >-x "* "" _*" -w- t
was smelted.t

The proportion of smelted silver has been decreasing gradually, and will no doubt con-
tinue to decrease. A hundred years ago it was two-fifths of the total yield. ^^r - ̂^m - ̂ f ̂^r »- ^^^^^^b -^^f -n^ ^f m-^^r ̂ ^^ ^^- m-^- - -m ^f ̂^-f ^m ^L ^"-^"-^H ^^^f -^- - T ̂ ̂Br BBBI BBr ^ " BBBi ^l« ^

Since the opening of the Washoe mines and the successful introduction of the iron-pan
amalgamation there, a number of mines have been purchased in :ia]carnation there, a number of mines have been mirchased in Sonora. Sinaloa. Chihuahua.
Durango, and Lower California, by Americans, who have intrc oduced machinery and Amen-
can modes of working, and they would probf"" ably have obtained some splendid results, at
least in a few instances, before this time, if tl the civil wrar had not thrown everything into
confusion. &

The average loss of mercury in the yard amalgamation is a pound and a half to one pound
of silver extracted. * »i . t ^ ,

0 __ Mexico agree that the country has great wealth as yet unde-
veloped, and that a time must come when the production of the precious metals will far sur-
pass anything of the past. Humboldt said he was "tempted to believe Europea

World.v O JL "/
Europe would be inundated with the precious metals if the deposits of ore at Bolanos, Bato-
*-t- \ f\ n W r^-w\ l-\i»r\^*.r\ lr\ ^ s\ ci n t+1 r\ J^i/*l^«T^*_r* ft *^***r\+rL *7 -n I ̂ j-v-v-k _r\ _r^ i^ Iil-vt-irtVfc^-l^» r\*^/-J r*/^ m /> 1O TT S\ 4- I A r\\+ V\ C% f*f\C* ther places

me with all

C UA^KftU.0 \TiJC31C-V.J UJ UilC JLHJiZC^llUlJL VU VVJJiV^U L11C till t VI tJJC H1111V31 JL1O.O nVWCVUJTClJU
The opinion of Ward is given in the following passages: " That the great mineral treas-

ures of Mexico commence exactly at the point where Humboldt rightly states the labors of
the Spaniards to have terminated, (above latitude 24°,) is a fact now universally admitted
by the native miners, although heretofore but little knownin Europe. The states of Durango,
Sonera, Chihuahua, and Sinaloa contain an infinity of mines hitherto but little known, but
holding out, wherever they hare been tried, a promise of riches superior to anything that
M * * * * In common I believe-~- r -^ m -^ ^"- -^"-

with all those who have had cin opportunity of inquiring into the resources of New Spain, I
do regard it so well ascertained a fact that her mineral riches are almost unexplored, that I
am willing to rest upon it rny whole calculation with regard to her future importance as a
country." (Ward, vol. 1, pp. 127-160.) s" -^

Duport expresses himself thus: ^^"- " " -^ -^^ " " " ̂ ^ *^^- *-^r r -^ -^- -^- - ̂ ^^ -^ - ^- -"- -" " " ^^" ^^^F» ^» ^ ̂^- ^ ^^» "- ^^-^"- " ^^Bk -^r ^ Monte, and
Guanajuato, Humboldt said 40 years ago that there was enough silrer in the Mexican mines
to flood the world ; what would he not hav§ said if he had pushed his researches further
north? More strongly convinced than he could possibly be of the abundance of the argen-
tiferous veins, I am not so confident about the brevity of the time within which the progress
of science in Europe, and the free intercourse of all nations with Mexico, can exert any con-
siderable influence on the amount of the production of the precious metals, "t

And again he says: "The want of capital, of political quiet, of population, and of edu-
cation in the northwest of the republic, and of wide-spread scientP ific knowledge, and finally
the high price of mercury, are the obstacles which oppose the increase of the production of
the precious inetal in Mexico. These causes will exercise their fatal influence for some
years yet, and will prevent the yield from passing the figure which it reached at the begin-
ning of this century. But these obstacles are not permanent in their character; they are
only temporary, and will after a time be neutralized, and then overcome, by the abundance v
of t he ore and the progress of science, which gives a wider dominion every year to the power
of man. The time will come, a century sooner or a century later, when the production of
silve r will have no limit save that imposed by the steady decrease of its value."§

NORTHERN STATES OF MEXICO.-The late M * V
an irreparable loss to science, made a tour of exploration through the northwestern States
of Mexico during the years 1863, 1864, and 1865, in the course of which he carefully exam-

Duport, p. 3G9. t Humboldt, p. 141. t Duport, p. 380. § Duport, p. 426.
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submitted to tne Academy or jwararai sciences an interesting- report rrom Mr. nemonu.
The following1 extracts convey a clear idea of the geological formation and general charac-
teristics of northern Mexico. The tables accompanying: the report show ompanymg the report show the extent, cliarac-
ter, and condition of the mines :

"The name of the fc Sierra Madre1 is usually applied to the main range of mountains of
this country, or the western border of the plateau which stretches north through the territo-
ries of the United States, forming what may he called the great orographical feature of the
continent. In northwestern Mexico this crumpled border of the great plateau comprises an
extensive mountainous region, by no means forming a continuous single chain, but rather
several central ranges, with associated groups of parallel ridges, all having the same general
course, which is approximately north-northwest and south-southeast. As the breadth of the
chain widens as we go towards the north, so, too, that of the valleys increases in that direc-
tion, the whole system of mountains and valleys spreading out in something like a fan shape.

"Going north, the chain appears to sink gradually, although determinations of altitude in
northern Mexico are extremely few in number. It is certain that there is, in about latitude
32°, a depression of the mountain ranges \vhich extends entirely across the continent, and
which would enable the traveller to cross from the Atlantic to the Pacific, without necessa-
rily surmounting any elevation greater than 4,000 feet.t The southeastern range is the
highest, and the culminating point is said to be the Cerro de Cuiteco, 60 leagues northeast
of Jesus Maria, on the western borders of Chihuahua. The approximate altitude of the
Cumbre do Basascachic is 7,4^1) feet, ami that of Guadalupe y Calvo 7,825 feet. To the
north, the ranges east of Sahuaripa are also very high ; but they have never been measured.
No peaks or ridges, however, in this portion of Mexico attain anything like the elevation of
the higher portion of the Sierra Nevada, few if any points exceeding 10,000 feet in altitude.

44 The direction of the sierra is nearly that of a line connecting some of the best mining
districts in Mexico, which are situated on or very near the summit of the mountains. These
districts are the following, enumerating them in their geographical order from the south
towards the north : in Durango, San Antonio de las Ventanas, Guarisimey, and San Dimas,
remarkable for their auriferous silver ores, and 62 Mexican leagues northeast of Mazatlau;
in Chihuahua, Gnadalupe y Calvo and San Pedro de Batopilas, yielding fine specimens of
native silver; also, Jesus Maria, in the same State, and the Real del la Cienegoita, Sonora,
with silver and gold mines.

" GENERAL GEOLOGY.-The geological structure of the occidental slope of the Sierra
Madre, as well as that of other parts of this great chain, is exceedingly interesting, and, a
yet but very little known, notwithstanding the valuable investigations of Humboldt and
other eminent men ; for, up to the present time, the age of the different formations has never
been fixed with any degree of accuracy, from want of materials and of sufficient observa-
tions. In 1863, ]6(i4, and 1^65, however, I explored quite a number of localities in north-
western Mexico, and was thus enabled to obtain a pretty good general idea of the geology
of that region; and, in Sonora, to which my attention was especially devoted, I succeeded
in findiiig fossils in sufficient quantity to allow of the determination of the age of the prin-
cipal formations of the northern Sierra Madre. By tracing the connection of these rocks 

^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^_ ^_ ^^k ̂k_

with those of Central Mexico, additional light will be thrown on those districts of which, at
present, but little is definitely known,

"The igneous rocks, which occur more abundantly on the Pacific slope, are granites,
either tine or very coarse-grained ; porphyries, more or less feldspathic; and greenstones, aH
of which are cut by numerous dikes of extremely varied character. The granites, how-
ever, are very poor in veins of the precious metals, while the porphyries are highly metallifer-
ous. In Sinaloa (Candelero) and Durango (San Dimas) we see that the granites underlie
the.metalliferous porphyries, and that the greenstones, in Sonora, (near Heiniosillo and'hi
the vicinity of La Haciendita,) penetrate through them,

44 The oldest sedimentary rocks which I have observed belong to the carboniferous series ;
this is represented in the eastern part of Sonora by heavy masses of limestone, forming very
high and rugged ridges, running a little west of north. The upturned strata are seen in
many plan to rest on granite. Argentiferous veins occur throughout this formation.

"The next group of sedimentary rocks in order is the triassic; this forms isolated moun-
tain groups in Sonora, and offers an interesting field for investigation. Instead of lin.v-
stones, it is made up of heavy beds of quartzites and conglomerates, with coal-bearing clay
shales ; all ot these are disturbed and elevated, and rest on greenstones, feldspathic porphy-
ries, or granite. AYherever metamorphosed, the triable rocks are auriferous and contain
veins of sihvr ores. The metamorphic slates and limestones of the Altar and Maplaleua
districts, which include the richest gold placers of Sonora, may possibly be of triassiivage;
but the fossils collected are too imperfect to admit of this being determined. There are
some reasons for believing those rocks to be rather of Jurassic than of triassic age, as tin-
differ in lithol _;ical characters from both the triassic and carboniferous ot northern Mexico,

Proceedings Cai Acad. Nat. Sciences, vol. Ill, pp. 245-:258
e Emory, in Mexican Boundary Report, vol. 1, p. 41.

41
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resembling ratlier the Jurassic gold-bearing slates of the Sierra Nevada, in California;
besides, they lie outside and to the west of the Sierra Madre. It may also be noticed that
the gold which they furnish does not resemble that obtained from the triassic strata.

" The cretaceous period is also represented at the foot of the Sierra Madre, at Arivechi, in
Sonora. The strata belonging to this series are chiefly argillaceous shales, and they rest
upon porphyries and carboniferous limestone. They have been disturbed and elevated since
their deposition. The fossils, which they contain in great number and in a fine state of pre-
servation, will be noticed further on.

"All the above-mentioned formations were already in existence before the first eruption of
the volcanic rocks took place. These latter are found scattered along the whole Pacific coast,
and extend from the Gulf of California up to the very summit of the Sierra, It is very inter-
esting to see the volcanic formations spread over so extensive a region, especially as there
are no active volcanoes known in northern Mexico, and not even any indications of ancient
craters or vents.

44 MINES.-The richest and widest veins are those northeast of Mazatlan, near San Dimas,
Guarisamey, &c., in Dnrango. These veins cut all the rocks older than the cretaceous,
whether igneous or sedimentary. The mines of Sinaloa are richer than those of Sonora.
In the former state the ore-bearing portion of the veins is from a few feet to several yards in
width ; in the latter, generally from one to two feet. In Durango and Sinaloa, gold, native
silver, and sulphuret of silver occur, associated with galena, yellow blende, and iron pyrites.
In Sonora the principal ores are argentiferous gray copper, with galena, black blende, cop-
per pyrites, arsenical pyrites, carbonate of lead, ruby silver, arsenical silver, and gold. Each
mining district is characterized by a peculiar system of veins ; in all as many as 20 different
systems have been observed. The most abundant vein stones are quartz, either chalcedonic,
crystalline, or massive; brown spar; heavy spar; oxide of iron. The veins occurring in
the metamorphic triassic rocks are usually parallel with the stratification, so that they lie
nearly horizontal where the formation has been but little disturbed. As to the yield of the */ V
silver ores, it varies extremely, and it would be necessary to enter into a full description of
all the different districts to give an idea of it. It may be noticed, however, that the arsenical
pyrites, which is auriferous in the Sierra Nevada, becomes argentiferous in the Sierra Madre.
The veins vary in their direction from a little east to a little west of north; the richest ores
near San Dimas run northeast and southwest. There are but few rich mines in Sonora, a
state of which the mineral wealth has been much exaggerated. There are, however, some
deposits of variegated copper, and veins of magnetic and specular iron.

44 The annexed tabular statement will give the principal facts obtained with regard to the
mines examined in northern Mexico:.
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Mr. Cummings Cherry, geologist and mining engineer, lias written an interesting report
on the mineral resources of Sonora, published by the Cincinnati and Sonora Mining Associa-
tion. It contains a great variety of valuable information, and shows conclusively the neces-
sity of railroad communication to develop the rich mineral resources of that country,

t4 At present," says Mr. Cherry, ''the roads are principally the simple pack-trails of the
country. From Guaymas, the port of entry, a good wagon road passes by way of Hermosillo
to Ures, and thence up the Sonora river to Arispe." Another wagon road from Guaymas
asses through San Marcial and Matape. Nearly the whole country, however, is traversed
y pack-trails.
Referring to the miscellaneous resources of Sonora, as connected with the business of

mining, Mr. Cherry gives the following data:
"TIMBER.-A valuable element in mining enterprises, and one which the western and

southern districts of Souora are veiy deficient in, rs timber of such quantity and quality as
may be desired for building purposes and fuel. The timber and lumber used in the erection
of the beneficiating and other mining works of most of the American enterprises in Sonora
and southern Arizona have been necessarily brought from San Francisco, and conveyed to
the mines at heavy expense."

In some parts of the country the smaller kinds of timber abound in considerable quantities.
At one place visited by Mr. Cherry:

"On the river margins, cottonwood, ash, willow, walnut, and sycamore of good size and
quality abound. On the bottom lands, the lands formerly cultivated, is a dense forest of
mesquite, so thickly matted that we were in places obliged to cut paths through it. I was
surprised to find many of these trees three feet in diameter, as in other localities they seldom
attain a diameter of more than six or eight inches, and with one exception this was the
most extensive forest of these trees I had seen. In the tributary canons and on the hill-
sides they also occur in numbers, but smaller. This mesquite timber cannot be too highly
appreciated as a fuel; it burns long and fiercely, and gives an intense heat. It is particu-
larly valuable for charcoal, which I pronounce a superior article. On the hills are several
varieties of oak, and on the higher mountain peaks, two or three leagues distant, are heavy
forests of pine.

" ARABLE LANDS AND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS.-Two crops are raised from the same
land in the year, and the yield is so abundant as to occasion astonishment to those who are
unacquainted with the productive nature of these soils. The rainy season sets in early in
June, and continues to October, though occasional showers fall until March. Corn and
other products which require rains to bring them to maturity are planted in June, and in the
latter part of November, or in December, wheat and other hardy products follow, though
where, as on these lands, irrigation may be resorted to, the crops, however planted, are ever
sure. The wheat of Sonora is very superior in quality; its yield is ]00 to 200 bushels to one
bushel sown, and it is not uncommon to get 250 to one. Corn yields large crops: the native
variety is a white flint, and may be advantageously replaced with our American yellow, and other
varieties. Peas ever produce three abundant crops in the year. Beans are the favorite food
of the people, and as they grace alike the table of rich and poor, surprising quantities are
consumed. I saw neither rice nor barley, though both may be successfully cultivated. These
lands are eminently adapted to the cultivation of sugar cane, cotton, and tobacco, which are
raised in the nearest settlements with excellent results. From the sugar-cane a coarse kind
of sugar called panache is made by the natives ; it is a favorite article of consumption, and
finds ready sale at $25 to $40 the cargo of 300 pounds, which leaves a handsome profit to the
cultivator. Cotton is one of the most profitable products of the soil, and is becoming exten-
sively cultivated. The staple is shorter than our cottons, though of good quality; it is
manufactured by the native women into articles of wearing apparel. Tobacco also yields
well; it is a profitable crop, and is becoming extensively cultivated. Besides these, Chile
pepper-a capsicum of great pungency, and one of the necessaries of life with the natives ^^^^H ^^^^ 

- ^^_ _ .^_^ ^K ^-

onions, garlic, melons, and sweet potatoes are produced, and our common potato and vege-
tables may be successfully introduced. Fruits of excellent quality could be grown, espe-
cially sweet and sour oranges, figs, quinces, and peaches; and the grape could not fail to be

decided success. Besides the valley lands on the river are those of the Henrigo valley,
comprised in the timber tract already spoken of; they are exceedingly fertile, and may be
irrigated from the creek which courses through them. Back from the river are several pla-
teaus of rich soils, containing in all, perhaps, 500 acres, which, while they are too elevated
to admit of irrigation, would produce abundant crops of corn in the rainy season.

4i The only farming implements of the country are a pointed stick, serving for a plough,
a hoe, and a sickle, and where such grand results are attained with these, what would not be
the results of the introduction of our improved agricultural implements, and the application
of farming knowledge?

u PASTURE LANDS.-The higher lands, unfit for agricultural uses, but covered with a
growth of nutritious grasses, are adapted to cattle and sheep ranges. There are three varie-
ties of grasses upon the lands, the mesquite grass, confined to the ranges of the mesquite timber;
the sacatom, a coarse species found on the higher ranges, and trhe gr£ma (crondosium,)
occupying the plateaus and less elevated hills. The latter variety has much the appearance
of dry, curled whittlings of pine wood, is very nutritious, and was greedily eaten by our
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animals. Throughout the entire year the cattle graze upon the bills, there being no need to
preserve the grasses. Northern Sonora is, without dispute, pre-eminent as a stock-raising
country.

" RIVERS.-The Yaqui is the largest stream in Sonora, and perhaps the only one which
may be deservedly termed a river. It takes its rise in the mountains near the Arizona
boundary, and flows in a southerly course.

14 HARBOR OF GIAYMAS.-Our short stay at Guaymas was sufficiently protracted to impress
us with the important part it must play in the future of Sonora. The town is situated on
the Gulf of California, in latitude 27° 42' north. Its harbor is eminently the best on the western
coast of Mexico, being much superior to either San Bias or Mazatlan, and because of the
trade winds, particularly desirable as a port for the trades of the East Indies and China.
The bay consists of an inner and outer one, in all four to five miles in length, .almost com-
pletely sheltered from the winds by the bold heights of Pajaros on the east, and the islands
of Terra Finua, San Vicente, and Petayas on the west, leaving the channel narrow and
deep between them. Another entrance, Boca Chica, occurs between Pajaros on the south
and Cochin on the north. The tides are irregular, being governed by the winds of the Gulf,
seldom rising and falling more than four or live feet. The depth of water is two fathoms at
the mole, which is a very superior one, to eight fathoms in the channel. The town is sur-
rounded by the irregular hills of the Coast range, through which there is but one entrance
from the land side. These hills, devoid of vegetation, give the town a dreary aspect; it is
small, and of modern origin, containing one spacious street, and several cross thoroughfares.
In Jd20 to 1825, when a free port, a considerable business was transacted with foreign ports,
and it was not uncommon to find 20 or more vessels loading and unloading at one time.
This activity was prematurely checked by the internal strifes of fhe following five years,
during which it lost over two-thirds of its population. During the years 1860 to 1864 it
received an impetus from the American mining and othei enterprises; considerable capital
was invested in town lots, and many improvements of a permanent character were inaugu-
rated, giving to the town a population of over 5,OUO, and the appearance and live-awake air
of a California mining town. The present unfortunate strife and the despotic incubus of a
French garrison shackled this new-born energy, and at the present writing Guaymas is in
as fossilized a condition as need be. Were it not for the continual clanging of large and
small bells with hoarse throats and shrieking voices, the daily occurrence of a procession of
saints, images, and wax candles, the snarling of curs, the rioting of marines from some
foreign war vessel, and the' occasional view of a native propping up a house, or picking
vermin, we would have no out-door indications from which to conclude the place was settled.
With the native inhabitants, life seems to be a dolce far niente, or more truly, wretchedness,
filch and inanity. There are a number of fiue structures of the architecture peculiar to this
country, and a few of American pattern. The exports are the common products of the
country-wheat, corn, flour, cotton, tobacco, unrefined susrar, aguadiente, beef, hides, gold,
silver, and copper; for which it imports the products of the more southern States, and East
Indian and European manufacturers Its exports of products and bullion for 1865 could
not have fallen short of $1,000,000, though for the present year it will hardly exceed half of
this sum. The climate is pleasant from November to April; the heat in the summer months,
June to September, is excessive, the mercury reaching 105° to 11U°, and very seldom tailing
below 97° or 98°, and when the hot winds visit the town, as they often do during the summer
months, it frequently reaches 135°. There is but little sickness, and what occurs is of a
light character; the water which supplies the town is procured from wells sunk at the limits
of the town, and is slightly brackish, though wholesome. With a harbor capable of giving
good anchorage to 200 vessels, safe navigation in the Gulf, and a section of country requiring
only peace, enterprise, capital, and the energy of American settlers to till the lands, and
work the mines which Mexican indolence has permitted to fall into ruin, with the indomita-
ble spirit of American advancement to make of an old country a new California, Guaymas
is destined at no distant day to take her place as the grand commercial depot of wes tern
Mexico, and I would venture to predict, of our own extreme southwestern Tevritoiy'es."

General Rufus Ingalls, in his inspection report, (Ex. Doc. Ill, 39th Cong., 2d sess., p. 9,)
says:

44 A harbor on the Gulf is wanted, such, for example, as Guaymas, which is nearer to the
heart of Arizona than any point on the Colorado river. From Port Liber tad to Tucson is
only some 225 miles ; from Fort Yuma it i.s 300. Had we possession of Port Libertad, or
better, Guaymas, pur posts in Arizona could be much easier and more cheaply supplied, and
a great number of inin^s could then be worked with profit that lie idle now. This matter I
ain aware has received the attention of our authorities, who will probably cause a change in
our boundary in proper time. I know that Generals Halieck and McDowell have both
appreciated its necessity, and General Waller, who lu.s been in Arizona, has written me a
letter on the subject, which I enclose."

SIXAI.OA.

Sinaloa is comparatively poor as a mining State. The lodes are neither large nor numerous.
There are, however, several dozen mines that have paid well, and four or live that havo
yielded handsome fortunes to their proprietors. The Guadalupe mine at Cosala, if Ward's
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account of it is to be accepted, was, 40 years ago, one of tie best mines in Mexico. It was
very rich in gold, and the owner could obtain a thousand pounds of that metal from it every
week, but he was a crotchety, miserly bigot, who refused to work his mine, refused to sell
it, refused to let anybody else work it, and bred his children m ignorance and dirt.*

Such an account about a mine of which we find no information in other books should be

looked upon with some suspicion, especially since Ward did not visit Cosala; but his state-
ment that $1,000,000 had been offered for the mine by an association of foreigners is prob-
ably correct, for he was in a position to be familiar with all the sales of valuable mines in
the country.

One of the most noted mines of Sinaloa is the Tajo at Rosario, which was discovered by
accident about the beginning of the last century. A pious ranchero lost his rosary, and his
search for it kept him out in the mountains all night. He made a fire to protect himself
against the cold, and in the morning he discovered that the stones on which he had rested
his wood were sparkling with silver. He claimed a mine, and called the place by the Spanish
name of Rosary. It yielded large quantities of silver, uncl tradition says that the Rosario
church, which cost $80,000, was built by a tax of one-quarter of a real on each marc (about .
one per cent.)of the silver extracted from the mine. This would imply that the total j'ield had
been $8,000,000 previous to 1805, in which year the church was finished. In 1820 100 men
were drowned in it, and most of the time since then it has been lying idle.

CHIHUAHUA.

Most of the mines of Chihuahua are in a basin which has no outlet to the sea. The eleva-

tion is high, the climate dry, the earth rocky and bare, and the few streams are lost in lakes
or swamps which have no outlets. Some of the mines, however, are on the western slope of
the Sierra Madre, and others in the basin of the Rio Grande, The principal mining districts
are those of Parral, Santa Eulaha, Morelos, Jesus Maria, Guadalupe, Calvo,and Batapolis.

Parral is in the southeastern corner of the State, and its ores are abundant but poor. The
lodes huve rocky crests which project considerably above the low hills of the region. Water
is scarce at the surface, and the mines are in a bad condition, having been long abandoned
and allowed to fall in.

Batapolis has a multitude of very rich lodes. The Carmen yielded a lump of native silver
weighing 4*25 pounds. There was so much native silver in the ores of the Pastrana mine
that the drill-bars of the miners were provided with sharp chisels at one end for the purpose
of cutting the metal.

Buen Suceso was another mine in which pure silver was found in large quantities. It was
discovered by an Indian, who swam across the river (the Fuerte) and found the clear metal
on the bank, where it had been laid bare by the water. He denounced the mine, and took

t out much silver, but after getting down three yards the >vater became so troublesome that
(' he could go no further, and the mine was not worked while Ward was in Mexico, nor do we

find any mention of it in later books.
The mines of Morelos were discovered in 1826, and yielded $270,000 in two months. Jesus

Maria, on the western boundary of the State and nearly east of Guaymas, was discovered in
, and yielded extremely rich ore-so rich that it was packed to Parral, nearly 400 miles

distant, to be reduced. Refugio was discovered shortly before the outbreak of the revolution;
yielded about half a million annually for four or five years.

About 15 miles southeast of the city of Chihuahua is the district of Santa Eulalia, which
produced about $100,000,000 in the course o f the last century. From 1705 to 1737 the
average annual yield was $1,748,742. In 17C 9J there were in the district 6,000 inhabitants,
73 amalgamating establishments, and 180 smelting furnaces. About 1795 the district was
abandoned in consequence of the incursions of the Apaches and Comanches, and the mines
remained in their abandoned condition, although there is no reason to doubt that they might
be worked with great profit, if the laborers and property could be protected against the sav-
ages. Just before the district was abandoned a rich deposit found in one of the mines had
been worked out, having lasted nine years, in which time it yielded so much that a tax of
one real per marc (about one and a half per cent.) sufficed to build the cathedral of Chi-
huahua and establish for it a reserve fund of $10,000. We cannot estimate the total yield
of the bonanza at less than $4,000,000.

DURANGO.

Durango is very rich in silver, but its wealth was not known until just before the revolu-
tion, and there has been comparatively little exploration since. This State, like Sonora and
Chihuahua, has suffered severely from Apache incursions.

The city of Durango, 11)5 miles northwest of Zacatecas, had only 8,000 inhabitants in 1783,
but in that year Zambrano, the great miner of that region, discovered the mines of Guarisa-
mey, and Durango soon trebled in population. In 24 years he extracted $30,000,000 from
his claims, and a multitude of other mines were opened, so that the average yield of the
State was estimated to be $5,000,000.^^^^^--rrm-m-

Ward, volume II, page 324.
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The principal mining districts are Gavilanes, Guarisamey, San Demas, Tarausula, Canelas,
and Sianori, on the western slope of the Sierra Madre, and Cuencame, Guanaseir, and
Mapiaii on the eastern. These eastern districts are marked by the abundance of lead ; the
western by the abundance of gold. The lode at Gavilanes is 40 feet thick and the ore quite
rich, but it is stubborn both for amalgamation and for smelting. The richest district is Guari-
samey, and the most productive mines are there-Arana, Cinco, Senores, Bolanos, Piramide,
Candelania, Dolores, and Tapia. The Arana mine was remarkable for having a vault (like
that in Zavala mine at Catorce) filled with a tine dust, a large part of which was native gold
and silver.

Ward says of Durango: " The State is rich in mineral deposits, none of which, excepting
uarisamey and San Demas, have been at all extensively worked. There is hardly a single

mine exceeding 100 varas in depth; for, in general, the use of even the simplest machinery
was unknown in the north, and a malicati, primitive as the invention is, would have excited
almost as much astonishment as a steam engine itself. The mines were worked as long as
the water could be raised, without inconvenience, by two or three tenatoris (carriers) with
leather buckets, and abandoned when the discharge of this duty became too laborious. Most
of the principal districts may, consequently, be regarded as virgin ground, and there are
few in which the old shafts might not be again brought into activity with a comparatively
small outlay." (Ward, II, page 293.)

SOUTH AMERICA.

PERU.
"

The silver of Peru in the present day comes chiefly from Cerro Pasco, Hualgayoc, Guama-
chuco, Couchuco, and Huantaya-all except the last iu districts near the summit of the
Andes. In the beginning of the century Cerro Pasco yielded $2,000,000 annually, Hual-
gayoc §560,000! Guamachuco and Couchuco each $40,000, and Huantaya si 175,000. Since
then the production of all these districts has decreased. The fame of Peru for mineral
wealth was due mainly, for a long period, to the Potosi mines, which were transferred to
Buenos Ayres in J778, and have belonged to Bolivia since Spanish America became independ-
ent. Huantaya is in the desert of Atacama, and is remarkable for the production of immense
masses of native silver, one of which, found in J758, weighed 800 pounds.

BOLIVIA.

The town of Potosi is situated 33,200 feet above the level of the sea, 100 miles from the
Pacific, and 50 miles east of the main divide of the Andes. The summit of the Potosi moun-
tains is 15,961 feet high, and is five miles from the town. The peak is conical, with sides
that rise at an angle of 45- to the horizon, reddish brown in color, and bare of vegetation.
It was on the side of this mountain that a poor Indian, named Diego Hualca, while clam-
bering after a wild goat in the autumn of 1545, caught hold of a shrub to assist him up, and
it pulled out, exposing pure silver to view. A brief examination proved the existence of
rich mine, and soon Potosi obtained almost as much celebrity throughout the civilized world
as did California 300 years later. That barren and bleak mountain contained the largest
deposit of rich silver ore ever found in the world, and it has produce d more silver than any
other district. The total production from 1545 to IbOU is given bv Huml production irom iu4oto isu.us given by Humboldt* at$l, 150,000,000.

The following table, showing the yield in various years, indicates the gradual changes in
production:

1540 §1,549,000 1720 $1,300,000
1550 2,000,000 1745 1,850,000
1590 7,500,000 1785 3,600,000
1630 5,000,000 1830 tG25,000
1680 3,000,000

During the first five years large masses of ore were found yielding $ JO, 000 per ton; in
1574 the first-class ore was worth $1,400 per ton; in 1607 the yield was about $35 per ton;
and in 1700 they got very little ore that produced more than §10 to the ton. The last quarter
of the XVIth century was the most prosperous period in the history of Potosi, which had
then a population of 130,000 souls. The men were nearly all Indians, who were compelled
to work as slaves in the mines, and probably three-fourths of the 8/J-r>,OOOt red men who
died in the mines were sacrificed to get out the treasures that astonished the world during
two crntuvies after the discovery made by Diego Hualca. This imposing city, the largest
that has ever existed so high above the soa, needed great supplies, wh 
obtained at v t expense. Fur the purpose of getting water 39 artificial lakes were made by
building dams across ravi ines and valleys in the mountain side. The silver was carried by
ox-carts, by way of Tucumau, to Jiui-nos Ayres, and not unfrequently 10U of these cart

* Chapter XI, volume III, p. :M9. The amount* collected for the kiug's fifth, year by year, from 1556 to
765, are given, there.

t Tempi*, Tolume I, p. 309. ; Temple, volume I, p. 320.
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heavily laden, were seen in a train. It was probably from this stream of silver that the river
having its outlet at the same place was called the Plata, that word being the Spanish name
for silver.

For 30 years after the discovery of Potosi the silver was obtained exclusively by smelting
in portable furnaces made of clay, in the form of hollow cylinders, with a number of holes
for the admission of air. Silver ore, galena, and charcoal were put in in alternate layers,
and the fierce winds which blow on the mountain side furnished a sufficient blast, and some-
times even too strong, so that it was necessary to carry the furnaces to a sheltered place.
The mixed lead and silver were afterwards melted again with a blast made by a dozen Indians
blowing with their mouths through copper tubes two yards long; and thus the baser metal
was burned off. At one time (5,000 of these furnaces could be seen burning on the mountain
side. The galena was found in the Little Potosi mountain. At the end of the XVIth century
15,000 slaves and as many llamas, and as many more rnules, were employed in the labors of
the mines and reduction works.

CHILI.

Chanarcello, the richost mining1 district of Chili, and at present the most prosperous and
promising* of all in South America, is situated in latitude 27° 30', 50 miles southeastward
from Copiapo. It is 50 miles from the ocean and 3,000 feet above the level of the sea to the
lowest mines. The most productive deposit of silver has been found within an area a mil
and a half long and a mile wide, in a cream-colored hill, all the adjacent hills being dark.
It is situated on the edge of the desert of Atacama, and there is very little vegetation, and
sometimes no rain for a year* The nearest water-at least the most convenient of access-
is 10 miles off, and it is sold at the mines at 16 gallons for $1, but it is fit only for brutes,
and the water for the men is brought further, and paid for at a higher price.

The first mine of Chaiiarcello was discovered on the J8th of May, 1832, by a muleteer
named Juan Godoi, who, while out hunting, got tired of chasing a guanaco arid sat down
on a stone to rest. Happening to examine the rock, he saw that it was very rich silver ore,
and he managed to break off enough to load his two donkeys, with which he went to Copi-
apo, where he asked the assistance and counsel of Juan Callejas, his friend and an old miner.
They obtained a title to the mine, and Callejas, in recognition of many favors, transferred
his share (one-third) to Don Miguel Gallo, who became one of the wealthiest men of Chili.
The mine proved very productive, and Godoi, who had been a very reputable muleteer,
became a low debauchee. He spent all his immense wealth, and was reduced to beggary.
He had not even a donkey. Gallo took pity on him and gave him a little mine, which he
sold for $14,000, and on that sum th ;he discoverer of Chaiiarcello lived in moderation and quiet.

A mine called Bolados was richer than the pioneer claim, to which it was very near. It
yielded $3,000,000 to four owners, and, though all were married and had children, not one
of them left a cent to his heirs. All had wasted their money in riotous living. The largest
piece of native silver on record was found in this mine ; it weighed t>,000 pounds, and was
worth $150,000. One lump of it cut out with chisels-for it could not be drilled for blasting
weighed a ton and a half.

In 1850 there were 1,750 miners in the Chanarcello district, two-thirds of them Chilenos,
and the remainder foreigners, mostly from other Spanish American States. The barreteros
or miners who break down the ore, received $25 per month and 20 ounces of bread, a pound
of boiled beans, six ounces of wheat, and 524 iigs daily, the food being supposed to be
enough for an average family. The apires, or men who carry the ore upon their backs to
the surface, the usual load being from 250 to 375 pounds, receive $12 per month and the
same rations.

At the mouth of the mine the ore is broken with hammers into pieces of half a cubic inch
and assorted. Everything that will not yield at the'rate of $50 per ton was thrown to one
side us not rich enough to pay for working, and of this rejected material there were piles at
Chanarcello, in 1850, estimated to contain $20,000,000 of silver.

The pulverization is effected in arrastras, and the amalgamation in wooden tubs with iron
bottoms. The stirring is done by four crooked iron arms fastened to a vertical shaft which
revolves in the centre of the tub. There is no muller or grinding of the ore in the tub.
The process requires six or eight hours.

In 1850 there were in the province of Atacama 75 productive silver mines, 198 unpro-
ductive, and 2,914 persons employed. The amount of ore extracted was 15,398,996 pounds,
of which 10,4^0,000 were credited to Chanarceilo and 3,000,000 to Tres Funtas.

At Chanarcello there were 18 productive mines and 97 that had been opened and had not
paid expenses. The total yield of the 10,480,000 pounds of ore obtained itt Chaiiarcello was
$2,700,000, of which $2,100,000 was net profit.*

It would appear from this statement that the ores extracted yield on average more than
$5,000 per ton. The total yield of the Chanarcello district from 18 \2 to Mil) is estimated at
$80,000,000. The value of the silver exported from Chili was $50,931 in 1830 ; $76J,406 in
1835 ; $1,381,030 in 1845 ; $3,555,045 in 1850.

The Tres Puntas mines were discovered in 1849, and are 7,000 feet above the sea. Water

U, S. Naval Astronomical Expedition, vol. 1, p. 262.
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costs there six cents per gallon, and the country is still more desolate than about Chanar-
cello.

The hill of Chsaarcello is composed of regular strata, nearly horizontal, of rocks partly
calcareous, and partly argillaceous. In the deepest workings toere are porphyries and some
dolomites. The ores are chiefly chlorides and bromides either separate or mixed.

Cerro Bla ^^p^ """_-' ^ ̂f *f^ ̂̂ »^^~ ^ ̂ r -* ^^"-" -^H- -"- -^w -"- -v - nco. 30 miles east-southeast of Churinrcello, has a number of lodes which were
rich in silver near the surface, but in the lower depths they yield little save copper, of which
the ore has a large percentage.

Carriso, in latitude 28^ 45', has some rich silver lodes and one of gold. Eight miles south-
east of Carriso isAgua Amarga, a hill resembling Bolaco, at Chaiiarcello, with as many
argentiferous lodes, but not so rich. Most of them are now abandoned. A mile from Agua
Amarga are the mines of Tunas, which yielded - 100,000 of native and ruby silver near the
surface.

BRAZIL.

The placers of Brazil, the richest known to modern times previous to the beginning of
this century, are found over an area 300 miles wide, from north to south between parallels
17 and 22 of south latitude, in the mountains which separate the valleys of the Amazon
and the La Plata, and 800 miles long, extending from the western boundary of Brazil nearly
to the Atlantic. The rocks are granite in the higher peaks, with micaceous schists and slates
lower down, intersected by numerous veins of quartz. Itacolumite is found extensively, and
diamonds, which are seldom found near it, are abundant in Brazil, which has furnished more
of those precious stones than all the other diamond mines in modern times. These are,
indeed, the only diamond mines of any note in Christendom. Very'little^ is done in them
now. The gold was discovered at Minas Geraes in 1599, and soon attracted a considerable
population. The gold deposits of Jacoabina and of Rio do Carmo were opened in J700, and
those of Mato Grosso in 1734. From 1752 to 1701 the production was largest, and there
were then 80,000 miners employed. It is said that in one year the production was
20,000,000. It is a matter of record that the 20 per cent, tax on the gross product, or the

king's fifth as it was called, for the district of Minas Geraes was $2,000,000 for 1753. In
1725, when the yield was considerably less than it became a quarter of a century later,
there were 100,000 slaves at work, and it was estimated that they took out an eighth of an
ounce each per day, as we learn from Southey; * but as this would give a total yield of
$60,000,000 annually, we must infer that many of the slaves were employed in other pur-
suits, and that many of the slave miners did not make their eighth of an ounce per day.
The largest Brazilian nugget of which we find any mention, weighed 13 pounds and sold for
about $2,600. After 1775 the yield declined rapidly. In 1812 the production was about
84,000,000, and in 1822 §700,000, and now it probably does not exceed 8500,000. The total
yield of the Brazilian gold mines from the time of their discovery till 1803 was estimated by
Humboldt at -55,500,000, and we may estimate the production since 1803 at $70,000,000,
making the total contribution of gold by Brazil $1)25,500,000 in a period of 203 years : less
than California has furnished in 20 years. So far Brazil has only two quartz mines, the St.
John and the Gongo Soco. The latter yielded 33,000 pounds of gold from 18i(i to J84i).t

Of the St. John, Whitneyt says : "The mine ot St. John del Rey is the most remarkable
gold quartz mine in the world, having been worked for a longer time aud having produced
more gold than any other. The working was commenced about 1725, and after nearly a
hundred years of success was abandoned, and in 1834 the working was resumed, and from
1838 to 1852 the mine paid a profit of §1,500,000. The amount of rock reduced was 34,000
tons in 1846, and 82,000 in 1852, the increase being gradual. The profit varied from $2 to
per ton. The rock contained about .004 per cent, of metal. The crushing was done with 118
stamps. The mine is owned by a company which had 1,000 slaves and employed 80 Euro-
pean overseers, mechanics, &c. One of the mines was 1,200 feet deep."

EITISH POSSESSIONS.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

The gold mines of British Columbia are in the basins of the Fraser and Columbia rivers.
The chief mining district is Cariboo, on the north side of the north fork of Quesnelle

river, 100 miles above the mouth of that stream, in latitude 53°, and 100 miles from the
ocean, from which it is separated by a range of mountains 8,000 or 10,000 feet high. Th
winters are very severe, and they last from October to June, during which period the country
is covered with a deep snow. In July and August the streams are at flood height. Th
gold is found at a depth varying from 12 to 100 feet from the surface in the beds and banks
of creeks, some of which run through swamps. The auriferous deposit is very rich, and if it »-^ ^ - -r^^f ^v - ̂ mf ^f ̂ ^f ^^^

were in a genial dim*- and favorably situated, the yii-kl p er day would rival if not surpass
anything ever found in California, but the great cost of a great cost of "all supplies, the necessity of lying
idle a large part of the year, aud the difficulty of finding good claims, prevent it from being*

Ili-tory of Brazil, chapter XXXVI. t Calvert, p. 231. ; Metallic Wealth, p. 111.
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an attractive place for miners. Claims that have been well opened have, in many instances
$500 per day to the man. One claim 25 by 80 feet yielded

$10 The gold on Antler creek is 830 fine ; on Lowhee creek 920. The metal is found
in coarse rough lumps, which look as though they had not moved far from their rocky source.
Some auriferous quartz lodes have been discovered, but little has been done in quartz mining.

The gold in the basin of the Columbia is found in the beds, bars, and banks of creeks,
between parallels 49° and 51'. The diggings are mostly shallow, and not rich, although, as
they cover a considerable extent of country, they may in the course of a few years produce
more gold than Cariboo.

The following table shows the amount of gold shipped from Victoria to San Francisco :

Year. Am't shipped. Year. Am't shipped.

1858 $337, 765 $2, 935,172
3851) 1, 211, 304 2, 784, 226
1860 1,652,621 2, 067, 661
1861 1, 942, 629 1, 625,311
1862 2,167,183 

1863 
1864 
1865 
1866 
1867, (9 months) 1,100, 588

AUSTRALIA.

The colony of Victoria in Australia did not begin to produce gold until 1851, but the next
year it had already risen nearly to a level with California, and since then the two States
have kept nearly an equal pace. The following table shows the number of ounces exported
annually from Melbourne, and the value as estimated in pounds sterling:

Year. Ounces. Value. Year, Ounces. Value.

1851 145, 147 £580, 587 1859 2,280, 676 £9,122, 702
1 852 2, 724. 933 10, 899, 733 1860 2,156, 661 8, 626, 642
1853 3, ] 50, 021 12, 600, 083 1861 1, 967, 420 7, 869, 758
1854 iv j Ot/4vf 065 9, 568, 262 1862 1, 658, 285 6, 685,102
1855 2, 793, 065 11,172, 261 1863 1, 627, 066 6, 507, 488

2, 985, 696 11,942, 783 1864 1, 544, 694 6,178, 776
1857 2, 761, 528 11, 046, 113 1865 1, 543, 801 6,175, 204
1^58 2, 528, 188 10, 112, 752 1866 1,480, 597 5, 928, 948

We have no plain description of the character of the quartz lodes and placers of Victoria,
but they, especially the latter, differ from those of California. Water is far Jess abundant;
ditches are fewer, smaller, and less costly; hydraulic claims, tunnel claims, and sluices are
rarer; shaft claims are far more numerous; the character of the leads appear to be less dis-
tract; the gold k * t 1 1 * 11 * " 1 /> " 1 * - "1 j I 111 " is generally coarser in size and finer in quality, and the gold-bearing strata
seem to be richer. There are few placer claims in uaniorma mat wouia pay lor noisting r. There are few placer claims in California that would pav for hoisting
dirt 100 feet through shafts, and washing in puddling boxes, as is done in many Australian
claims. We see no mention in Victoria books or newspapers of ancient rivers, which occupy
a very prominent place in the placer mining of California,

Some of the peculiarities of placer mining in Victoria are suggested in the following extract
from Westgarth:

Alluvial mining, however, differs from quartz mining in not being mainly dependent on steam machinery.
Much of it is still conducted by mese manual labor, but under appliances either new or much improved during
the last 10 years. Horse-power has also been largely introduced, and it is the great motive force of the puddling
machine, that grand institution of the alluvial mining world. This machine rapidly supplanted the original
cradle and tub; in fact, it represents both upon a giant scale. The miner could readily apprehend that if
an ordinary washing tub of three or four feet in diameter could be made to yield an ounce of gold per day,
one of as many yards must, if equally well worked, yield proportionately more. The cradle arrangement was
adapted to the gravel; while the tub was suited to the puddling of the finer debris, such as pipe clay or dirt
beds, which were much more frequent to the miner than pure gravel. Puddling- by wholesale was therefore
a subject of early attention.

STATIONS OF VICTORIA.
"

At the end of 1866, there were 70,804 men engaged in mining, a decrease of nearly 10,000
within a year, of 27,000 since 1862, and of 54,000 since 1859; the average weekly earnings
of miners were £1 1 Js., or about $7 75 each, and in 1852 they were $22 40.

The machinery employed in quartz mining consisted of 522 steam engines, with an aggre-
gate of 0,079 horse-power; 62 water and horse-power crushing ina chines ; 55 water wheels;
210 whims and pulleys; 6 derricks, and 74 whips.

The rruachinery employed in alluvial mining consisted of 451 steam engines, with an aggre-
gate of 9,338 horse-power; 2,799 horse-puddling machines; 400 whims and pulleys; 110
whips; 621 sluices and toms; 159 water wheels; 30 hydraulic boxes; 179 pumps; 5,835
sluice boxes, and 3 boring machines. * 

m V A
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The total estimated value of the machinery employed in mining was 89,500,000, and the
claims themselves #43,000,000.

The length of the mining mces, or as we call them "ditches, "at the end of 1864 was 1,747 ^* " " *^ » » " " ̂ ^f i, ̂b^ ^^ ̂  ̂ ^r ^- ̂- " _ ' ^ff
miles, ana the approximate cost #941,655, or $539 per mile. In the Stanley sub-district, the
races cost more 5 than $2,000 per mile, the high average bel ing caused partly by 14,383 yards
of tunnelling,

The poorest gold was 742 fine, and sold for £3 3s. per ounce, and the richest was 960
fine, an d sold for £4 2$. per ounce. The mean fineness was 854.

About one-third of the gold comes from quartz, and one-third from alluvial mines. ^^^^p ^^^h ^ ^^^
The total number of distinct quartz lodes proved to be auriferous is 1,700, and the area of^^f

auriferous alluvial and quartz ground worked upon is 892 square miles.
In 1S64, 843,515 tons of quartz yielded 433,981 ounces, or £9 54 per ton of 2,240 pounds. ^^ ^^-~ 

* v. i-*. "»

This is the only quartz of which returns were obtained, though it is known that more was
crushed; how much more is not shown in the reports.

The population at the end of 16G5 was 410,000, the number of sheep 11,000,000, neat cattle
2,000,000; the deposits in savings and other banks £6,668,060.

The exports of wool in 1865 were 30,000,000 pounds, the number of acres cultivated 378,000 ;
the yield of wheat nine bushels per acre on the average, an average yield of 33 bushels of maize
per acre; the production of coal 585,000 tons, and the importation of wheat and flour above
exports £585,000 in value. The number of miners' licenses issued in that year were 15,458,
and assuming that this figure represents the number of miners, the average yield of the mines
per man for the year was £75.* The wages of bricklayers, mason?, and carpenters vary
from §1 75 to $2 50 per day in Melbourne.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

The following table shows the exportation in ounces of the colony of Xevv South Wales,
year by year, since 1657:

ExportaYear. Exporta- | Year Exporta- Year. Exporta- Year.tion. tion. tion. tiou.

Ounces. O liners. Ounces. Ounces.
1851. 161,880 1855 107, 250 1859..-. 21-K3,574 1803.... 422 702

19f 500 185i3 134. 9;rO I860.... 355, 3-: 8 1864.... 351
1853... 173,960 1857 145 126 1861.... 403, i: 18h5... 279, I -,' 1
1854... 148,900 1 255,535 1663.... 5S4,219 1866 235, 693

The gold yield in this colony decreased for three years after 3852, and then increased
rapidly for seven years, and again began to decline. The decrease since 1862 is attributed by
one of the Sydney newspapers to the exclusion of Chinamen from the mines, Mid that policy
Las no doubt had a very injurious eftect on the production.

NEW ZEALAND.

The mines of Xew Zealand were opened in 1858, and produced but little for three years,
and then rose rapidly in importance. The manifested exported was 187,t>95 ounces in 1801,
and £39,722 ounces in 1862. The amount of New Zealand shipped to England by way of
Melbourne was 284,118 ounces in 1863; 311,767 ounces in 1*34 ; 216,046 ounces in 1865,
and 407,394 ounces in 1866. The total exportation of 1865 was reported to be £2,226,474,
equivalent to about $11,000,000.

WESTGARTH'S ESTIMATES.- Westgarth makes the following estimates of the total pro-
duction of the Australarian gold fields, from 1851 to the end of 1863 :

New SouthYear. Victoria. New ZealandWales.

1851.. *3. 000, 000
1852 . . 6, 000, 000
1853 . . 5, 500, 000
1S54 . . 2, 500, OCO
1855 - . 2, 500, 000
1856.. 3, 000, 000
1857 . . 3, 500, 000
1858.. 5, 500, 000 $500,000
1859 . . 6, 000, 000 500, 000
I860.. 7 000,000 5 0,000

000 8, 000, 000 4,ooo,o;K)
1862. 

Total 

$3, 000, 000
54 . 500, 000
63, 000, 000
48, 0011, 000
57, 000, 000
59, 500, 000
55.000, 000
50, 500, 000
45. 500, ft 50
43, 000, 000
39, 500,

, son. ooo 12. 000, 000 8,01-0, WO
32, 000, 000 8, 500,000 14, 500,000

584, 000, 000 73,000, 000 _8, 000, 000

esn-

m (Westgarth p. 345. Pounds (£) calculat 1 at -5

* Melbourne Age, January 4, 1867.
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RUSSIAN POSSESSIONS-

Siberia, ranks third among gold-producing countries, and for a quarter of a century before
the discovery of the Californian mines, ranked first. The gold mining of the Russian empire
began in placers at Jekaterinburg in 1742; in 1753 quartz mines were opened at Berezov ;
in 1829 the placers on the western part of the Altai were opened, and in 1833 those of eastern
Siberia. The production was small for a long time, averaging only about $23,000 annually
of placer gold from 1814 to 1820; but after the latter year it increased with great rapidity, 

_^^ ^^ ̂̂ ^ta j-^ _^^& ^^^^ ̂m^r ^^^, ^^f

averaging $1,668,900 in the next decennium, and $3,860,000 in the 10 years from 1830 to
1840, and $12,200,000 for the next decenniuin. This is exclusive of the quartz gold, which
from 1752 to 1850, amounted to $28,000,000. The yield in 1853 was estimated by Whitney
at 64,000 pounds troy, or about $14,500,000, In 1862 the production was reported to be
about |103000,000.

As a gold-producing country, Russia ranks next to the United States, and the colony of
Victoria, the present annual yield being about $15,000,000. The mines are all in Siberia,
in the eastern slope of the Ural, and on the northern slope of the Altai mountains. The
former chain runs with the meridian from latitude 45° to 67°, and is auriferous for most of
its length, but its chief wealth is on the Siberian side.

The Altai chain runs nearly parallel with the equator, about latitude 50°, and the auri-
ferous river beds and hilis extend as far as 60°, or even further. The Altai reminds us of
the Sierra Nevada ; both chains separate high and desert table lands from districts with rich
soil and abundant streams; and the side which has the streams abounds in gold, while silver
is found on the other side.*

The climate of Siberia is very severe, and in most of the placer districts the ground is con-
stantly frozen at a depth of three and a half feet, the cold of winter penetrating much deeper,
and the thawing influence of summer only reaching to that depth. Washing is only possible
between May and September, so that half the year is lost for mining purposes. The mines
are owned by the government or by wealthy proprietors, and the laborers are ignorant and
oor men, who bring neither intelligence nor zeal to their aid. Each laborer receives from
is employer a certain ration of meal, and his money wages amount to about half an ounce

of gold for a year, or something like half an ounce of silver per month-50 or 60 cents a
month.!

The methods of placer working are not described fully in any of the authors whose
books are accessible in this country; but it seems evident that the amount of earth washed
is considerably less, in proportion to the number of laborers, than in the Anglo-Saxon
mines. It is said that Californian modes of washing have been introduced to a limited
extent in a few of the districts ; but we have no account of large ditches, of deep hydraulic
claims, of ancient river beds, or of various other interesting facts which mark mining in
California. And yet the number of miners in Siberia is reported to be only 40,000, and if
they can obtain $15,000,000 in six months they make a very fair average production, much
larger than would be presumed from the cash wages of $10 or $12 per year. According
to Atkinson! the pay dirt at Tagilsk contains one ounce of goldin 60,000 of each, or $3
in a ton. Duport§ says the richness in 182(J was two ounces in 100,000. In California
$1 to the ton of earth in a hydraulic claim is considered rich, and many mines that do not
contain more than 50 cents to the ton are worked with large profit. It is difficult, however,
to make comparisons between California and Siberia in the absence of precise information
in regard to the mines of the latter country. There are many places in California in which
the pay dirt has yielded more than $50 to the ton of pay dirt, and in some claims where the
auriferous deposit was very shallow, or where it could only be reached by deep shafts or
long tunnels, or where water was very scarce, it could not be worked profitably for less than

25. One very serious drawback to mining in Siberia is the fact that the government
levies a tax of 15 per cent, on the gross yield of all mines, and from 30 to 35 per cent, on all
which yield more than $400,000 annually.j|

As to the modes of quartz mining, Erman says :
The ore collected is poured into long troughs where water is added and it is beaten with cast-iron

stampers. The current of water which continually flows on it through pipes, carries off the fine powder
over the washing benches which are laid like slightly inclined terraces under the troughs, while many of
the heavier grains of gold fall into the interstices of the double iron bottom of the stamping trough and arc
collected from time to time. As is usual with poor sand, it is often raked upwards on the benches with a
wooden rako. Ores which, as here yield ore about one port in 64,000 of their weight of metal, give not
more than one part in 1,000,000 to the first straining. The richest part of the product which rest upon the
upper benches is well washed again in larger receptacles, as the weight prevents its being earned off, but
the poorer and finer part is again exposed to the atmosphere and a second time washed on little tables to
which the water is led through pipes that can be directed upon any point. The iron, some of which is
from the wear of the stampers, is removed from the fine deposit by a'magnet. Though the separation of
the gold has been attempted by amalgamation, experience hus proved that careful washing is quite as effcc-

ulatious of

t Atkinson, p. 173. j Page 208. § Page 305. || Chevalier, p. 83.
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*
tual. Special arrangements are made for continuing this operation through the winter; the windows ar
carefully caulked, stoves heated by homontal shafts running; below them are prepared for thawing* the fro-
zen mud and sand, and the materials pa*s^d in to the apartment through a narrow trap in the wall o
the opening of a door would sometimes lower the temperature to the freezing point in a few minutes. (Vol.
1, p. 207.)

The £old mines of Kussia were opened at lekaterinburg, on the Ural chain, in 1743,T * « .V V «- * * J-» *

Placer gold from 1814 to 1820 1,085 pounds troy.
Placer gold from 1820 to 1830 73,200 "^L - ^^-^ ^^^- ^^^ ^^^^m ^^^- ^^^_
Placer gold from 1830 to 1840 .................................... 175,460
Placer gold from 1840 to 1850 
Quartz gold from 1752 to 1850 

...... ..

128,570 »

Approximate statement of the value of the total annual production of gold and silver in the
principal countries of the world, during the year 1867.

[This table is extracted by permission from the unpublished report of Prof. Win. P. Blake,
upcn the "Production of the Precious Metals," from data obtained at the Paris Universal
Exposition. It is the result of extended investigation of the most recent statistics from all
parts of the world, and although not yet complete, presents approximately, in round num-
bers, the value of the gold and silver production of the world.]

Country. Country Value

United States 
, (estimated for 1867). 

$72, 000, 000
3, 000, 000 

Russia 
France, Austria,Saxony, Spain,Italy. 

$15,200, 000

Mexico, (estimate*) 
Central and South America, (estimated 

10,000,000 Great Britain,Norway and Sweden 10, 600, 000
Borneo and the East Indies, China,

in part*) 
Australia,includingNew South Wales, 

Victoria, and Queensland- 
New Zealand, (ebtimated for 1867*) 

Value. 

10, 000, 000 Japan, and Cent'l Asia, (estimated!) 10, 000, 000

33,200, 000
6, 000, 000 

Africa, (estimated) 

Total 

lf OCO, OQ0

171,000,000

* Whitney, p. 89, t Subject to revision.
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APPENDIX.

INSTRUCTIONS FROM THE COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE
TO THE REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS.«

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
General Land Office, January 14, 1867.

GENTLEMEN : Herewith will be fotraa the act of Congress, approved 26th July, 1866, " granting the right
of way to ditch and canal owners over the public lands, and for other purposes."

By the first section of this act all the mineral lands of the United States, surveyed and unsurveyed, are
laid open to " all citizens of the United States, and to those who have declared their intention to become
such, subject to statutory regulations," and also "to the local customs or rules of miners in the several
mining districts not in conflict with the laws of the United States/'

It therefore becomes your duty, in limine, to acquaint yourselves with the local mining customs and
usages in the district in which you may be called upon to do those official acts which fire required by law,
whether the same are reduced to authentic written form, or are to be ascertained by the testimony ot intel-
ligent miners, which you are to obtain as occasion may require and justify, in acting upon individual claims,
a perfect record whereof is to be carefully taken and preserved by the register and receiver, and to be
accompanied by a diagram or plat fixing the out boundaries of tlio district iu which such customs and
usages exist.

The second section of the act declares that "whenever any person or association of persons claim a vein
or lode of quartz or other rock in place, bearing gold, silver, cinnabar, or copper, having previously occu-
pied and improved the same according to the local customs or rules of miners in the district where the
same is situated, and having expended in actual labor and improvements thereon an amount of not less
than one thousand dollars, and in regard to whose possession there is no controversy or opposing claim, it
shall and may be lawful for said claimant, or association of claimants, to file in the* local land office a dia-
gram of the same, so extended laterally or otherwise, as to conform to the local laws, customs, and rules of
miners, and to enter such tract and receive a patent therefor, granting such mine, together with the right
to follow such vein or lode with its dips, angles, and variations, to any depth, although it may enter the
land adjoining, which land adjoining shall be sold subject to this condition.

Mining claims may be entered at any district land office in the United States under this law by any per-
son, or association of persons, corporate or incorporate. In making the entry, however, such a description
of the tract must be filed as will indicate the vein or lode, or part or portion thereof claimed, together with
a diagram representing, by reference to some natural or artificial monument, the position and location of
the claim and the boundaries thereof, so far as such boundaries can be ascertained.

First. In all cases the number of feet in length claimed on the vein or lode shall be stated in the applica-
tion filed as aforesaid, and the lines limiting the length of the claim shall, also, in all cases be exhibited on
the diagram, and the course or direction of such end lines, when not fixed by agreement with the adjoining
claimants, nor by the local customs or rules of the miners of the district, shall be drawn at right angles to
the ascertained or apparent general course of the vein or lode,

Second. Where, by the local laws, customs, or rules of miners of the district, no surface ground is per-
mitted to be occupied for mining purposes except the surface of the vein or lode, and the walls of such vein
or lode are unascertained and the lateral extent of such vein or lode unknown, it shall be sufficient, after

iving the description and diagram aforesaid, to state the fact that the extent of such vein or lode cannot
e ascertained by actual measurement, but that the said vein or lode is bounded on each side by the walls of

the same, and to estimate the amount of ground contained between the given end lines and the unascer-
tained walls of the vein or lode; and in such case the patent will issue for all the land contained between
such end lines and side walls, with the right to follow such vein or lode, with all its dips, angles, and varih-
tions, to any depth, although it may enter the land adjoining: Provided, The estimated quantity shall bo
equal to a horizontal plane, bounded by the given end lines, and the walls on the sides of such vein or lode*

T/mt?. Where, by the local laws, customs or rules of minors of the district, no surface ground is per-
mitted to be occupied for mining purposes, except the surface of the vein or lode, and the walls of such vein
or lode are ascertained and well known, such wall shall be named in the description, and marked on the
diagram, in connection with the end lines of such claims.

Fourth. Where, by the laws, customs, or rules of miners of the district, a given quantity of surface
ground is fixed for the purpose of mining or milling the ore, the aforesaid diagram and description in the
entry shall correspond with and include so much of the surface as shall be allowed by such laws, customs,
or rules for the purpose aforesaid.

Fifth. In the absence of uniform rules in any mining district limiting the amount of surface to be used
for mining purposes, actual and peaceable use and occupation for mining and milling purposes, shall be
regarded as evidence of a custom of miners authorizing the same, and the ground so occupied and used in
connection with the vein or lode, and being adjacent thereto, may be included within the entry aforesaid,
and the diagram shall embrace the same as appurtenant to the mine.

Where the claimant or claimants desire to include within their entry and diagram any surface ground
beyond the surface of the vein, it shall be necessary, upon filing the application, to famish the register of
the land office with proof of the usage, law, or custom under which he or they claim such surface ground,
and such evidence may consist either of the written rules of the miners of the district, or the testimony or
two credible witnesses to the uniform custom or the actual use and occupation as aforesaid, which testimony
shall be reduced to writing by the register and receiver, and filed in the register's office, with the appli-
cation, a record thereof to DC made as contemplated under the first head in the foregoing.

By the third section of the act, it is required that upon the filing of the diagram, as provided in the second
section, and posting the same in a conspicuous place on the claim, with notice of intention to apply for a
patent, the register shall publish a notice of the same in a newspaper nearest the location of said claim,
which notice shall state name of the claimant, name of mine, names of adjoining claimants on each end ot
the claim, the district and country in which the mine is situated, informing the public that application has
been made for a patent for same;*the register also to post such notice in his office for ninety days.

Thereafter, should no adverse claim have been filed, and satisfactory proof should be produced that the
diagram and notice have been posted in the manner and for the period stipulated in the statute, it will
become the duty of the surveyor general, upon application of the party, to survey the premises, and make
plat thereof, indorsed with his approval, designating the number aiad description of the locution, the
value of the labor and improvements, and the character of the vein exposed. As preliminary to the survey,
however, the surveyor general must estimate the expense of surveying, platting, and ascertain from the
register the cost of the publication of notice, the amount of all of which must be deposited by the applicant for
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survey with any assistant Un
treasurer, to be passed to the
public lands." Duplicate certificates of such deposits must be filed with the surveyor general lor trans-
mission to this office, as in the case of deposits for surveys of public lands under the 10th section of tho
act of Congress approved May 30, 18M2, and joint resolution of July 1, 1864.

After the survey thus paid ibr shall have bee a duly executed, and the plat thereof approved by tho sur-
veyor general, designating the number and the description of the location, accompanied by his official
certificate of the value of tho labor and improvements, and character of the rein exposed, with the testi-
mony of two or more reliable persons, cognizant of the tacts on which his certificate may be founded, as to
the value of the labor and improvements, the party claiming shall file the same with the register and receiver,
and thereupon pay to the said receiver $5 per acre for the premises embraced in tho survey, and shall file
with those officers a triplicate certificate of deposit, showing the payment of the cost of survey, plat, and
notice, with satisfactory evidence, which shall be the testimony of at least two credible witnesses, that the
diagram and notice were posted on the claim for a period of ninety days, as required by law, and as con-
temfplared in the foregoing. Thereupon it shall be tho duty of the register to transmit to the General Land
Office said plat, survey and description, with the proof indorsed as satisfactory by the register and receiver,
so that a patcut may issue if the proceedings arc found regular, but neither the plat, surrey description, nor
patent shall issue for more than one vein or lode.

The unity of the surveying system is to be maintained by extending over the mining districts the rectan-
gular method, at least so far as* township liaes are concerned.

The contemplated surveys of the mineral lands will be made bv the district deputies, under contracts.
according to the mode adopted in the survey of the public lands ana private land claims, embracing in them
all such veius or lodes as will be called for by claimants entitled to have them surveyed.

In consideration of tho very limited scope of surveying involved in each mining claim, the per mileage
allowed by law may not be adequate to secure the services of scientific surveyors, and heuce the necessity
of resorting to a per diem principle, it being the most equitable under the circumstances.

The surveyor general is therefore hereby authorized to commission resident mineral surveyors for differ-
ent districts, where isolated from each other, and absolutely inconvenient for one surveyor promptly to
attend to the several calls for surveying in such localities, the compensation not to exceed 810 per diem,
including all expeuses incident thereto. Such surveyors shall enter into bonds of §10,000 for the faithful
performance of their duties in the survey of such claims as the surveyor general may bo required to execute
in pursuance of the aforesaid law and these instructions.

The fourth section contemplates the location and entry of a mine upon unsurveyed lands, stipulating for
the surveys of public lands to be adjusted to the lines of the claims, according to tlic location and possession
and plat thereof. In surveying such claims, tho survcvor general is authorized to vary from the rectangular
form to suit the circumstances of the country, locuf rules, laws, customs of miners. The extent of the
locations made from and after the passage of the act shall, however, not exceed 200 foet in length along the
vein for each locator, with an additional claim for discovery to the discoverer of the lode, with the right to
follow such vein to any depth, with all its dips, variations and angles, together with a reasonable quantity
of surface for tho convenient working of the same as fixed by local rules: Provided, no person may make
more than one location on the same lode, and no more than 3,000 feet shall be taken in any oue claim by any
association of persons

The deputy survey era should be scientific men, capable of examining and reporting fully on every lode
thev will survey, and to bring in duplicate specimens of the ore, one ot which you will send to this office,
ami the other the surveyor general will keep, to be ultimately turned over with the surveying archives to
the State authorities.

The surveyors of mineral claims, whether on surveyed or v.nsurrcyed lands, must designate those claims
by a progressive series of numbers, beginning with No. 37, so as to avoid interference in that respect with
the regular sectional scries of numbers in each township; and shall designate the four corners of each claim,
where the side lines of the same are known, so that such corners can be given by either trees, if any are
found standing in place, or any corner rocks exist in place, or posts may be set diagonally and deeply
imbedded, with four sides facing adjoining claims, sufficiently flattened to admit of inscriptions thereof;
but where the corners are unknown, it will be sufficient to place a well-built solid mound at each end of the
claim. The beginning corner of the claim nearest to any corners of the public surveys is to be connected
by course and distance, so as to ascertain the relative position of each claim in reference to township and
range when the same have been surveyed: but in those parts of the surveying district where no such lines
have as yet been extended, it will be the duty of surveyors general to have the same surveyed and marked,
at least so far as standard and township lines are concerned, at the per mileage allowed, so as to embrace
the mineral region, and to connect the nearest corners of the mineral claims with the corners of the public
surveys.

Should it, however, be found impracticable to establish independent base and meridian lines, or to extend
township lines over tho region containing mineral claims required to be surveyed under the law, then, and
in thai t e. you will cause to be surveyed in the first instance such a claim, the initial point of which will
start either from a confluence of waters, or such natural and permanent objects as will unmistakably identify
the point of the beginning of the survey of the claim upon which other surveys will depend.

Sect ion 3 provides that in cases where the laws of Congress are silent upon the subject of rules for working-
miue<. respecting easements, drainage, and other necessary means to the complete development of the same,
the local legislature of any State or Territory may provide them, and in order to embody such enactments
into patents you are directed to communicate any rach laws to this office.

Section (\ Should adverse claimants to any mine appear before the approval of the survey, all further
proceedings shall be stayed until a final settlement and adjudication are had in the courts of the right of
Doesession to such claim, except where the parties agree to settlement, or a portion of the premises is not in
dispute, when a patent may issue us in other cases. �

Section 7 provides for such additional land districts as may be necessary.
Section 8, for the right of way.

. * *^hts to the nse of water for mining, agricultural, manufacturing, or other
purposes ; for the right of way
such work (after tin* i>;i i»v ol

Baas may, prior to tne passage ot this net, by citizens ot the United States, or persons
who have declared their intention to become citixons, but on which lands no valuable mines of irold. silver,
cinnabar, or copper have \\w\\ discovered, are prot<v; I, so that settlers or owners of such homesteads shall
have a right of pre-emption thereto, in quantity not to exceed 1GO acres, at £1 25 per acre, or to avail them-
selve> of the homestead act and acts amendatory thereof.

Seet."n 11 stipulates that upon the survey of the lands in question the Secretary of tho Interior may
apart sueh portions as are, dearly agricultural, and thereafter subjects such agricultural tracts to pre-emption
and sale, as other public lauds.

In order to enable the department properly to give effect to this section of the law, you will cause your
deputy surveyors to describe in their field notes ot surveys, in addition to the data required to be noted in

42 ^^* ^^f
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the printed Manual of Surveying Instructions, on pages 17 and 18, the agricultural lands, and represent the
same OH township plats by the designation of " agricultural lands."

It is to be understood that there is nothing obligatory on claimants to proceed under this statute, and that
where they fail to do so, there being no adverse interest, they hold the same relations to the premises they
may be working which they did before the passage of this act, with the additional guarantee that they
possess the right of occupancy under the statute.

The foregoing presents such views as have occurred to this office in considering the prominent points of
the statute, and will be followed by further instructions as the rulings in actual cases and experience in the
administration of the statute may from time to time suggest. -

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JOS. S. WILSON, Commissioner.

U. S. REGISTERS AXD RECEIVERS AM> SURVEYORS GENERAL.

SUPPLEMENTARY INSTRUCTIONS.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE, June 25,1867.

GENTLEMEN.- In the preparation of forms adapted to the purchase of mineral interests under the act of July
26, lS(jtf, it is found necessary, in connection with circular of January 14,1807, to dire ect your attention to the
following;

1st. Where the rules of miners do not permit ground to be occupied, except the surface of the vein or
lode, the claims presented may contain less tlian an acre of ground. In such cases, as we do not, in regard
to rates, deal with a fraction, "the price of 85 is to be paid for the same; if the area exceeds that quantity,
§10 ; if more than two acres, $15, and so on.

2d, In applications for mineral claims it will be necessary, where a claim contains less than one acre, th-^i
the agreement expressed should be to pay $5 for the claim.

3d. Should a party appear as an *f adverse claimant," as contemplated by the Gth section of the act, you
will require such person to fchow by proof the claim or interest he may hare in the mine ; and should the same
be satisfactory to you, all further proceedings will be stayed until a final settlement and adjudication shall be
had iu the courts. But iu case the adverse claimant, after proceedings have been stayed, shall fail to insti-
tute action in the courts, either pending or at their nest ensuing session, with a view to the filial adjustment
of the claims, you will proceed with the case as if no objections had been filed.

4th. You will enter all claims under the act in separate f ract-books from those used for agricultural lands,
dividing the books into townships and ranges, allowing about eight pages to each township.

For the present you will use the blank form of Abstracts of Land Sold and Register of Receipts in report-
ing returns, making such slight alterations in the headings as the cases may demand. Should it be found
advisable iu the future to have special abstracts, forms will be prepared and printed and a supply duly trans-
mitted to you.

You will commence a new series of numbers with the certificates - beginning with No. 1 - and continue
tho same in regular order. As no special fee is provided for in the statute, you will be allowed one per cent.
each on amount of purchase-money, as in cash sales. The moneys received for these claims will be accounted
for in the receiver's returns as ca*sh received for sale of mineral claims.

Forms of applications, certificates, and receipts are being printed, and a supply "will be sent as soon as
possible.

I also append an abstract of duties prescribed in instructions of 14th January, 1867.
Very respectfully,

JOS. S. WILSON, Commissioner.
REGISTER AND RECEIVER.

ABSTRACT OP DUTIES.-The following is an abstract of the duties prescribed in mineral
instructions of January 14, 18t>7:

CLAIMANT.-To post a notice on the claim giving information of his intention to apply for a patent; to file
a diagram with the register, together with the evidence of the rules of mind's in support of the claim and
its extent. After the diagram and notice have been posted 90 days, and no adverse claim filed, the claimant
to apply to surveyor general for survey of the claim, deposit the amount estimated by the surveyor general
to cover the expenses of the survey, platting, and notice with any assistant United States treasurer or
designated depository in favor of the United States Treasurer, to be passed to the credit of the fund created
by "Individual Depositors for the Surveys of the Public Lands,'1 taking duplicate certificate of deposit-
filing one with surveyor general, to be sent to the General Land Oftice, and retaining the other; and when
the survey is approved and diagram thereof, together with the surveyor general's certificate as to improve-
ments an<i character of the vein exposed, the claimant to pay to the receiver the price of the claim.
" REGISTER AND RECEIVER.-To examine testimony filed »y claimant showing the applicability of miners'

rules in reference to the extent of the claim, which testimony is to be reduced to writing and filed with the
claimant's application iu the register's office; also to examine the returns of survey approved by the
surveyor general and filed by the claimant.

RECEIVER.-To receive from the claimant the price of the claim on his filing with the register and receiver
the approved plat and certificate of the surveyor general as to the value of the improvements and character
of veiu exposed, based on testimony by two reliable witnesses.

REGISTER'S diagram of the claim being filed by the claimant, the register shall publish a notice in a news-
1 " * " . l * * * * * 1* "*"" T »_JL'_*_ inform in

for patent.
SURVEYOR GENERAL'S duty when no adverse claim is filed, proof furnished that the diagram and notice

UUV V>jX I 1\_, IIOV Wi f -LAW fcJ Wl. » *J '*1A L 1-LJ.^ps ^ i_ri-.iw^ *-m.vv AA V A-A **W WW *- "*-"-*. ^" * ' "* 1 1
claimant, he shall order the survey to be made, and transmit the certificate of deposit to the General Land
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Office. TVTien the returns of survey are made to the surveyor general's office he will approve the same,
hand the nece--ary evidence thereof to the claimant, to IMS filed by him in the register and receiver's office
for examination and final preparation of patent-certificate by the register for transmission to Jhc Commis-
sioner of the General Land Office. The surveyor general will also transmit returns of the survey to the
Commissioner, with the account of the surveyor and that of the publishers of the notice, for direct payment
from United States treasury to parties Entitled, as in the case of payments made out of the funds deposited
under the 10th section of the act of Congress approved May 30, I8o;2, and joint resolution of June 1, 186"4.

LEGISLATION IN REGARD TO THE MINERAL INTERESTS.-The Commissioner of the Gen-

eral Land Office, in his annual report for 1836, gives the following condensed summary of
the legislation by Congress in regard to the mineral interests:w

The mineral interests in the public lands have boon the subject of legislation during a period of 81 years.
The ordinance of 20th of ifuy, 1785, reserved one-third part of all gold, silver, lead, and copper mines; the
act of 3d of March. 1807, dealt with lead mines; the enactment of :U of March, 1809, authorized their sale
in Missouri; the pre-emption act of 4th of September, 1841, excluded from its provisions known salines or
mines; the act of Julv 1. 18i>4, requires coal lands which, as mines, are excluded from the pre-emption of
1841, to be offered at #00 minimum, making them pre-emptible at that rate.

In the case of the United States vs. Gear, 3 Howard, 1845, it was held that it was not intended to subject
lead mines to ordinary sale or pre-emption in certain districts created by act of 26th of June, 1834.

In Attorney General's opinion, dated April 18. 184(5, respecting mineral lands on Isle Royal, in Lake Supe-
rior, it was stated that " salines, gold, silver, lead, and copper mines " were reserved for " future disposal of
Congress.11

The act of July 11, 1846, required the lead mines in Illinois. Arkansas, Missouri, and Iowa to be offered,
interdicting pre-emption until after offering and then at a minimum of $2 50 per acre, but if not taken at
private entry within a year of the public sale, to be subject to sale as other lands.

The act of 1st of March, 1847, in creating the Laic Superior district and directing geological survey,
authorizes the sale of lands containing "copper, lead, or other valuable ores/' with £3 per acre minimum.

The act of 3d of March, 1847, for organizing the Chippewa district, Wisconsin, and also authorizing
geological survey, awards the privilege of purchase, at *"> per acre, to occupants at the date of the law, the
supervision of mines, by act or 3d of March, 1849, having been transferred to the Secretary of the Interior.

In opinion of 28th of August, 1850, the Attorney General held that lands containing "iron ore merely'1
arc not the " mineral lands'1 referred to in the 2d section of said act of 1st of March, 1847.

By the law of 26th of September, 1850, mineral tracts in Lake Superior and Chippewa districts were to be
disposed of as other public lands.

The act of September 27, IN~-O. creating the office of surveyor general of Oregon and making donations,
excludes "mineral lands'1 or reserved salines. By the treaty of 1851 with Peru, Peruvians aro allowed to
work for gold in California; the third section of act March 3, 1853, for the surveys in that State allowing
only " township " lines to be extended over lands mineral or unfit for cultivation; the sixth section excepting
mineral tracts from pre-emption.

The act of July 22, 1854, establishing the offices of surveyors general of Xow Mexico, Kansas, and
Nebraska, excludes from the privileges it concedes to individuals "mineral or school lands, salines, military
or other reservations."

The Attorney General's opinion of February 14, 1860, states that Congress had not then made any pro-
vision concerning mineral lands in California, "except reserving from pre-emption and donation.

The act of July 1. 18t>4, for the disposal of coal land and town property, allows coal lands not liable under
past legislation to ordinary private entry to be taken or pre-empted at $10 minimum per acre.

The act of July 4. 1866,'giving authority for varying surveys in Xevada from i% rectangular form to suit
the circumstances of the country/* reserves from sale, "in all cases, lands valuable for mines of gold, silver,
quicksilver, or copper."

The last and most important expression of the public \rill in these respects is found in the act of Congress
approved July 26, 1866, chapter CCLXII, which declares that " the mineral lands of the public dnmarn, both
surveyed and, unsurveyed," are ''to be free and open to exploration and occupation by all citizens of the
United States, and those declaring their intention to become citizens, subject to such regulations as may be
prescribed by lair," and "subject, also, to the local customs or rules of miners in the several mining districts,
so far as the^ame may not be in conflict with the laws of the United States.'*

IMPORTANCE OF A NATIONAL SCHOOL OF MIXES.
,

At no period in our history has there existed a greater necessity for an increase in the pro-
duction of bullion than at present. The ablest intellects of the country have been for some
time past directed to the subject of our financial condition. Already numerous schemes have
been presented to Congress for the maintenance of our credit at home and abroad, and vari-
ous projects having in view a reduction of the burden of taxation will doubtless be discussed
during the present session.' Considering the great importance of the mining interest in this
connection, it seems singular that the annual decrease in our product of bullion for the last
few years has attracted so little attention. According* to a statement in the President's mes-"
sage, " the production of precious metals in the United States from 1849 to 1837, inclusive,
amount to |579,000,000; frwn 1853 to I860, inclusive, to $137,500,000; and from J8GI

$457,5^0,000-making the grand aggregate of products since 1849,
certainly does not exceed the amount actually produced.

Bat the returns of the principal mining States and Territories will show that for several years
-r there has been a gradual decline.
Thus California produced in 1853 as high as $57,330,030, as shown by the manifest of

bullion export from San Francisco. The actual production for that year probably exceeded
160,000,000. In 1865 the yield was :<J,9d<>,530; in I860, §'20,500,000; and in Iwi7, as esti-
mated, ^25,000,000. Nevada, a silver-producing State, has increased somewhat during the
past three years, but all the other mining States and Territories have fallen off. The best

*Tht- special commissioner, in his letter to the Secretary of the Treasury, (p. 6,) estimates the total produc t
at $1,255,000,000,
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authorities estimate the yield of Montana as follows: 1862, $500,000; 1863, $8,000,000; 1864,
$13,000,000; 1865,114,500,000; 18C6, $16,500,000; 1867,12,000,000. The maximum esti-
mate for Colorado in 1863 was $9,000,000; 5n 1864, $6,000,000; in 1865, $4,500,000; in
1866f less than $3,000,000; and the probable yield for 1867 will not exceed $2,500,000. The
product of Idaho for 1866 is estimated by good authorities at $8,000,000. This year (1867)
it scarcely exceeds $6,000,000. Arizona now produces comparatively nothing. Notwith-
standing these discouraging facts, so far from any diminution in the source of supply, recent
explorations have developed the fact that our great mineral belts extend over a much larger
area than was ever before supposed. The supply, in short, is inexhaustible. As yet it has
scarcely been tapped. Why, then, should our annual product be on the decline? Because,
in the first place the surface diggings very soon yield their maximum, and can never be
relied upon as a permanent source of supply; and in the next, vein or quartz mining is of slow
development, and requires capital and skill.

Assuming our total yield for 1867 to be, in round numbers, $75,000,000, and the average
loss arising from imperfect systems of reduction to be 25 per cent., we have a total loss on
gold and silver combined of $£5,000,000. By the judicious application of science to the busi-
ness of mining, and especially to the treatment of the ores, at least $15,000,000 of this amount
might be saved. But this statement of loss is confined to ores actually taken out of the
ground and worked. No account is taken of the vast quantity of ore cast aside as too poor
to justify the expense of working under the present costly methods, or of the innumerable
mineral lodes now practically valueless, which, in any country possessing first-class mining
schools, would be inexhaustible sources of wealth. Nor does the estimate embrace the
immense losses to which miners are subject from the erection of unsuitable machinery and
from ignorance of the chemical composition of the ores and the process of reduction applica-
ble to each class. The same ores are worked by different systems in mills located within a
stone's throw of each other, and yet no record is kept of the depth from which they are taken,
what the yield is by one system as compared with another, or under what combination of
circumstances the best results are obtained. On the Comstock lode 500 tons of ore, it is said,
are worked daily with the aid of blue vitriol and salt, at an expense for these two articles » "
alone of $118,800 per annum. Some mills use double as much on the same kind and quantity
of ores as others. Who can tell the result? Both cannot be right, and yet the mine and
mill owners have a direct pecuniary interest in knowing why and to what end these things
are done.

With all the experience gained in the treatment of silver ores since the discovery of the
Comstock lode, there are still many important questions to be solved. This can only be done
by experiments systematically conducted, and by repeated and careful comparisons of prac-
tical results. Among the subjects for investigation, and the questions which either cannot
be or have not been determined by private enterprise, are the following, submitted by the
distinguished metallurgist, Mr. Guido Kiistel:

1. Whether the use of blue vitriol in iron pans, for the purpose of decomposing silver ores, is necessary;
and, if so, in what proportion, and with reference to what silver combinations? Gould & Curry mill alone
speut $17,588 for blue vitriol, in 18(56, on 36,000 tons of ore. The same mine expended $35,000 for quicksilver.
A great part of the loss in quicksilver is due to the use of blue vitriol. The question is, whether this loss
was justified by the gain in silver, and to what extent that gain resulted from the chemical action of the
vitriol oil sulplmrets ? There are no figures to solve this problem. Taking the low estimate of 500 tons of
Comstock ore worked daily with the use of blue vitriol and salt, and comparing the consumption of these
chemicals in the Gould & Curry mills with tlio total consumption upon that basis, for a year's manipulation
of 300 days, it would be equal to 150,000 tons, worked at an expense of over $118,800 for the vitriol a«d salt
alone. Now, it is more than probable that-a careful investigation of the subject would result in the saving
of two-thirds of this expense. Some mills use twice as much vitriol and salt as others on the same kind of
ore, taken from the same depths and sometimes from the same mines. Both cannot be right. Tho product
alone does not determine the question. Expense must be considered; but at present there is no comparison
of results, nor is there any way of arriving at the facts from tlio books of the mills.

2. Whether the addition of salt for the same purpose is required ? Gould £ Curry expended for this article
alone, iu 1866, $10,943. Contradictory views are entertained on this subject, but there is no exact data upou
which to determine the question satisfactorily.

3. Whether the iron pan decomposes silver ores for itself, without quicksilver; and, if it does, what land
of silver ores?

4. Which process of amalgamation for silver ore is. for the length of time and expense, most economical
barrel or pan amalgamation ? and what is the loss of quicksilver in both cases, and the comparative loss iu
each?

5. To determine which of the various methods of extracting gold from its ores now or heretofore prac-
ticed in the United States is the best, and whether better methods exist in Europe, South America, Mexico,
or elsewhere.

6. What method of concentration is most proper and economical with*reference to different ores; what
machines are best; what is the comparative efficiency of different machines and inventions? What is the
motive power required, and the wood and water consumption of each? In Austria, under authority aud
at the expense of the government, special attention is given to the solution of all wuch questions as these;
also, to some extent, iii Saxony. The best and only work on concentration was published in Vienna; another
is in courso of preparation at Freiberg1. No independent work of this kind, devoted specially to this sub-
ject, exists in the English language.*

The Hale & Norcross mine, one of the best managed on the Comstock lode, had a lot of
15,639 tons of ore worked at 14 different mills during a portion of the past and present year,
the assay value of which, according to their books, was $465,190 in gold; $822,942, silver;

*Mr. Kiistel has since published at San Francisco a very able and elaborate work on Concentration.
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t otal, $l,2ff8,lft>; amount produced, $397,157, gold; $419,919, silver; t total, omitting1 frac-
t ions, $816,975; loss, $471,155. [See section XVII, table No. 2, p. 376. ] This is a favor-
able example of the work done on the Comstock lode. Not more than Co per cent, is saved
on an average of all the ores worked. The returns indicate a yield this year of at least
$17,000,000. A loss of 35 per cent, would be $9,353,846. This is remarkable on a single
lode. No nation on earth can furnish such an example of extravagance. The percentage
of loss on gold throughout the Pacific States and Territories is not so great as on silver, but
it is quite sufficient to merit the most serious consideration. * " 

" * /V^ " i l " i i 1 _ J_^_ --* _ - -^ ̂ . -. . - __ ! ^_. __* ^ A '

The experts engaged in our mines are nearly all foreigners; we send our young men to the
schools of Freiberg, Berlin, Paris, Scbemnitz, and elsewhere in Europe, to learn that which
they could much better learn at home, if we had institutions equally thorough and corapre
heusive. And why should we not have such institutions ? Our mineral resources are of far
greater magnitude and value than those of any other country. Are we, a progressive people
in all other respects, to lack in this? Whilst we are losing 33 percent, of the product of our
richest mineral lode by inefficient systems of working, the entire loss in ama]gamation, accord-
ing to Inspector Winkler, in the treatment of the Freiberg ores-which are far poorer and
more rebellious than those of the Comstock-ranges from five to nine per cent. Allowing
for the difference in the cost of labor and material, and for the higher rates of interest on
capital in our country, this shows a remarkable contrast between the results of misdirected
energy and the judicious application of science to the practical details of mining and metal-
lurgy.

Mr. Eossiter W. Raymond,* editor of the American Journal of Mining, says:
Statesmen recognize the fact that many things must be clone by the government which Tronic! otherwise not

be done at all; that the interests of education, industry, and commerce in every part of a nation arc of vital
importance to the whole people, and that a wise discretion in such matters is better than blind adherence to any
political rule. Of course, it is difficult to draw the line between judicious and injudicious legislation in these
directions. It is always easier to be consistent than to be wise. There is no general standard which can. be
applied; every case must be judged upon its own merits, and full and thorough discussion must give the answer
to two all-important questions: first, is the proposed end one which concerns the whole nation, or only u part
of it ? and second, can the benefit desired be obtained as well, or at all, by local legislation or individual enter-
prise ?

Mining and agriculture are the two productive industries upon which the wealth of the world is based.
Strictly speaking agriculture is the most important, since without it men could not exist; yet mining is almost
as essential, since without it there could be no civilization, and men would only exist as savages. There is
this difference between the two, that the products of mining arc, in general, far more imperishable, and, in
proportion to their first cost, of greater, because of more prolonged, use to mankind. At't er centuries of till-
ing the soil, men have no more to eat than at first, and bad crops bring famine and distn ress. The benefit
of mining, on the other hand, are cumulative and perpetual. Who can estimate the blessings diffused by a
ton of iron, mined, smelted, cast or wrought into forms of beauty and usefulness, serving for generations
the needs of men, and repeatedly reformed," and reappearing, as by a material metempsychosis to enter upon
new periods of beneficence? More difficult still is it to measure the importance of gold and silver, the pro-
duction of which, aside from their intrinsic value and their Application in the arts, is so subtly connected
with the protbundest problems of commerce aud political economy. Philosophers tell us that if*we produce
and manufacture largely, it is no matter whether we have plenty of money or not; money is nothing but a
medium of exchange, and, when it is scarce, prices will bo nominally low, while an Increase or money
nominally raises them, without altering the real relations of labor and wealth. But history and daily expe-
rience tell a different story. They show us that the world's accepted medium of exchange must bear a cer-
tain relation to the world's amount of business; and that, in spite of all contrivances of credit, barter, and
paper money, the supply of the precious metals is of vital importance to all commercial nations. This con-
viction is the source of the universal principle of law that the mineral resources of a country, especially its
mines of gold and silver, are the property of the whole country-represented iu some states by the crown,
and iu others by the general government. We have no fault to find with the American doctrine on that sub-
ject, which throws open to individual enterprise these sources of national wealth, but it is a question whether
individuals should be allowed to ruin, by ignorant and wasteful frinnagcineut, the endowment which nature
has established for succeeding ages as well as the present, and of which, in a certain sense, we arc the trustees
for posterity. It is by no means indifferent to us all, whether the mines of the West are skilfully aud eco-
nomically worked or not, whether $SU)UO,OOU of silver a year arc lost, never to be recovered, by the method>
of treating the oivs of the Comstock lode, whether live'dollars arc wasted for every dollar extracted from
the sulplmrc'is of Colorado. These losses are so ranch robbery of our children; and it is eminently within
the province of the government to preserve the mineral resources of tho country, just as it will be impera-
tively called upon, before many years have passed, to prevent the destruction of its timber. Statistics show
that, lor several years, our y-rouuciion of gold and silver has been declining. There is no great cause for
alarm in this fact alone. The years of greatest production were those in which superficial deposits were
worked by nide methods, and since that time tho business of mining has jrrown more difficult and expen-
sive, while the number of miners has crown smaller. It is not the diminished production, but the increu>od
waste, which is alarming. All the indications are that individual mine owners will not, or cannot, reform
this evil. Tlu-y lack the ncc< ury knowledge, and the means of obtaining it In vain our young men crowd
the excellent -ehpols of Paris, Fmberir. and Uerlin. They need years of instruction hew to make their
European education available; for those branches of metallurgy which are most widely practiced in this
country ;m> tin* ones most scantily known and taiurht in Europe.

Information is the least debt which the ffoveniruent owes to its citizens encased in this work. And there
is a special reason why this information should be nationally given. The difficulties and interests of mines
are universal. The man who is crushing quartz in Vermont and the man who is crushing quart/ in * *nli-

f their
cultural

^ ^r " - ̂f "-- ̂^ -" "»-^ ^-- pt one.
Au efficient Bureau of Mining is an irapo bility. In the first pi/ice, its location at Washington would
defeat its objee-t; and its location uway Iron Washington would deprive it of the distinctive character and
dependence of a bureau, aud k-ave it without any individuality or viiror at all. In the second place, a

*K ently appointed special commi>M<mer for the collection of mining statistics, vice J. Iiu>s Browne,
appointed minister to China.
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bureau is not a progressive institution. The best savant in the \rorld. put into a bureau, is liable to crys-
tallixe just where he is, and never proxv any more. The only way to secure vitality and progress in such an
establishment is to make it a school. Only a school can be iu constant communication with practical men.
People will not spontaneously write to a mere bureau, but the graduates of a school keep up relations with
their former comrades and teachers as long- as they live.

If, then, the government is to spread among the people that necessary information on the subject of
mining and metallurgy, the slow acquisition "of which is costing us so many millions every year, and
wasting our resources for the years to come, there is no better way than to establish such a school as Sen-
ator Stewart proposes, and make it, as it ought to be, the foremost in the world.

The Secretary of the Treasury deems the establishment of a national mining school a
matter of sufficient importance to give it favorable notice in his recent report. After detailed
reference to the labors of the special commissioner he says:

Under the most favorable circumstances, such a drain upon our resources as that to which attention is
now called would appear to demand the serious consideration of government. The special commissioner
recommends, as the only possible remedy, the establishment at some central point west of the Rocky moun-
tains of a national mining school, organized upon comprehensive principles, analogous in its general design
and scope to the prcat mining schools of Europe. By the concentration of scientific experience upou
the processes of mining and metallurgy, and the analytical and working tests that could be applied to
the different oros, where individual enterprise has so long and so signally failed, it is believed the results
would be bcnclicial. "Without assuming to suggest by what means this object could be best accomplished,
the Secretary deems it due to the enterprising pioneers of the west, who have opened up a vast empire to
settlement and civilization, that their wishes, as represented by the commissioner, should meet with the
most favorable consideration. "Whatever can be done to promote their welfare will be u national benefit.
and none will question that the tendency of scientific institutions is to strengthen the bonds of interest and
sympathy between a people separated by a diversity of pursuits and the circumstances of their geographical
position.

Differences of opinion may exist as to the means proposed, but it cannot be denied that
the Secretary's views on the subject are just and liberal, and merit the favorable considera-
tion of Congress.

A policy is presented, in the bill recently introduced by Mr. Stewart of Nevada, which
it is estimated will increase the annual bullion product to more than $200,000,000
within a few years. Now is the time for intelligent action on the subject. The Pacific
railroad is opening up direct and easy communication with the great interior of the conti-
nent. Our mineral resources are practically without limit. More than nine-tenths of the
mines discovered and proved to be valuable are now lying dormant. The question is, will
government lend its aid to their development, or be content to ignore this great interest?
So far, individual energy has failed to accomplish the objects contemplated in Mr. Stewart's
bill. Possibly the miners may be more successful hereafter than they have been for the past
two or three years ; but the history of mining in other countries does not sustain that hope
with reference to a more profitable treatment of the ores, or to the development of mineral
lodes now unproductive, or, indeed, to any of the objects designed to be accomplished by
the establishment of a national school of mines. It is clear, then, that unless some action ^f
taken on the subject by our government, past experience does not warrant us in expecting
an increase of the bullion product in the future.

Mr. Louis A. Garnett, formerly melter and refiner in the United States branch mint, and
at present manager of the San Francisco Assaying and Refining Works, says, in a printed
letter to the Secretary of the Treasury, that it costs in labor alono $1 80 for every dollar pro-
duced from our mines. He bases this estimate upon a population of 100,000 men engaged
directly in mining, at the minimum wages of $3 per day for 300 days, and upon a product
of $50,000,000. A mining population of 50,000, engaged in actual labor in the mines at $4
per clay for 250 days, would probably be nearer the facts. This would give a result of
$50,000,000 as the cost for labor alone. Add for current expenses of management, wear and
tear of machinery, material, &CM $25,000,000, and you have a total cost, without calculating
interest on capital, of $75,000,000 to produce $75,000,000, the maximum estimate for this
year ; in other words, it costs a dollar to produce a dollar. " Upon what principle of politi-
cal economy," says Mr. Garnett, 44a tax upon the mining interest can be justified I confess
I am unable to discover. It practically amounts to taxing a man for the privilege of work-
ing at his own expense for the public benefit." If the miners are taxed at all, it would be
good policy to apply the tax in such a way as to increase the product of bullion; still better,
to take the tax off altogether, and make a direct and liberal appropriation to carry out the
object of Mr. Stewart's bill.

While many attach great value to a national school of mines, there are some who cannot
see why government might not as well establish a school of agriculture, or a school of com-
merce, or a school of commercial navigation. In answer to this it may be said that there is
a bureau in the Treasury Department specially designed to promote the interests of com-
merce and navigation. The Coast Survey, the Light-house Board, the Consular System,
the Board of Steam Boiler Inspectors, are all carried on at government expense for the ben-
efit of commerce and navigation. The Bureau of Statistics is an important aid to commerce
and navigation. Surely these great interests have no cause to complain. What has gov- » ^_^
ernment done, on any scale commensurate with these expensive branches of the public
service, to promote the interest of mining? Congress has already established a Department
of Agriculture, and provided by donations of land for " schools of griculture and the
mechanic arts." But no mining school has been established by any o by any of the States or Terri-
tories under the act of 1862. California is about to establish a State university, in which
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there will probably be a department for instruction in mining1, as in some of the colleges of
the east, with which this donation has been consolidated. Something, of course, will be
gained by such elementary instruction, but these miscellaneous institutions can never prove
a substitute for a great central mining school, devoted exclusively to mining* As for com-
merce, it will take care of itself, with all other schools for the promotion of industry and the
products of the earth to sustain it.

Senator Stewart, in his able and elaborate speech of January 16, 1863, says:
Our mines arc the heritage of the whole nation, bought and retained at the expense of common blood and

treasure. The nation is interested in making them available for great and beneficial purposes. A debt of
gratitude is due to the pioneer who has discovered the hidden wealth of that recently unknown i-egion of
the Rocky and Sierra Nevada mountains. It is but just that the mines should be free to him. lie must be
rewarded for his risks and sacrifices or others will cease to explore, and discoveries of the precious metals
will terminate. But it is vandalism to require men to learn the art of mining, not only at the sacrifice of
their own labor and time, but at the expense of millions of dollars in waste of the richest ores, while the
experience of mankind is of record and could be made available to all by means of a common centre of
mining- intelligence and instruction. ******

There is another important argument in favor of the development of our mines. The region of country
in which they arc situated is far removed from market, and the agricultural resources of themselves arc
insufficient to induce settlements and the development of the fertile valleys and arable lands which we find
interspersed among the mountains and deserts. The mines furnish a readv market, enhance the value of
the lands, build up agricultural communities, induce the construction of railroads and other internal
improvements, cause the erection of manufactories, school-houses, and churches, and attract all the advan-
tages of civilized society. It is highly important that these mountain valleys should be inhabited. They
are more healthful and invigorating for the habitations of men than anv other portions of the United States.
There civilization and free institutions will prosper. We want the Pacific and the Atlantic iinited by a
continuous line of population as well as by railroads and other artificial channels of communication.

It is unsafe for the Pacific slope, with its genial climate, unbounded resources, and vast commercial
advantages, soon to be inhabited by many millions of men, to be separated from the Atlantic by hundreds
of miles of uninhabited country, ihe prosperity of the mining interests is the only means that will induce
settlement of the intervening space and secure its development.

The following extracts from various eminent authorities are cited in support of the pro-
posed national school of mines :.

It is with indescribable regret that I have seen the youth of the United States migrating to foreign coun-
tries, in order to acquire the higher branches of erudition, and to obtain a knowledge of the sciences.
Although it would be injustice to pronounce the certainty of their military maxims not congenial with
republicanism, it must nevertheless be admitted that a serious danger is encountered bv sending about
among other political systems those who have not well learned the value of their own. (President Wash-
ington to Ilobert Brooke, esq.)

This species of establishment contributes doubly to the increase of improvement by stimulating to enter-
prise and experiment, and bv drawing to a common centre the results everywhere of individual skill and
observation, and spreading them thence over the whole nation. Experience accordingly has shown that
they are very cheap instruments of immense national benefit. (President Washington's speech to both
hoiises of Congress, December 7, 1796.)

It is a consolation to observe that under every zone the cultivation of science and art establishes a certain
equality among men. and obliterates, for a time at least, all those petty passions of which the effect* arc
prejudicial to social happiness. (Baron Hmnboldt.)

Settled by the hard lalxjr of human hands, they [the regions of the West] arc now to be settled by the
labor-saying arts, by machinery, by the steam engine, and bv internal improvements. Hitherto the work to
be done was that which nothing "but the tough sinews of the arm of man could accomplish. (Edward
Everett's Orations and Speeches, vol. 1.)

Industrial entei-prise is everywhere stimulated ; the paths of adventure are opened; the boundless west
prevents the older settlements* from being overstocked, and gives scope for an unlimited development of
energy. Education is wanted to enlighten and direct these active, moving powers. Without itT much wild
rigor will be exerted in vaiu. Energy alone is not enough; it must be turned to feasible objects, and work
by sound principles. (Edward Everett's Orations, vol. 2.)

The history of the progress of the human mind shows us that, for want of a diffusion of scientific know-
ledge among practical men, great evils have resulted, both to science and practice. (Edward Everett, vol. 1.)

If to the ingenuity of the New World, the thoroughness, the patience, and the science of the Old could
be added, far greater results might be expected than those we now attain. (Xorth American Review.)

Private establishments are defective in their constitution, limited in their operation, and incapable, from
their very nature, of developing and directing and rewarding the indigenous talent of the country. They
are under no obligation to do the scientific work of the State, or to promote any of those national objects
which are intrusted to the organized institutions of other lauds. (Sir David -Brewster, address before the
British Association, July 31, 1850.)

It is only experience, aided bv science, that is rapid in development and certain in action. (Lvon Plav-
fair. C. B., F. R. S.)

Mining schools have long existed in France, Russia, Prussia, Saxony. Austria, Spain, Sweden, and other
coun entries even less connected with mining; and their practical value is recognized by the fact that the
respective governments of these states have found it necessary to develop still further the rducu'.onal
resources ot uch institutions. The want of similar establishments in this country has long been --It in
mining districts, and has been expressed both in Parliament and in memorials addressed to the government.
In the rri>ort. of the committee of the House of Lords, (1849, ̂  the committee observed that "among " -^^ -^^ -^^ " -^- -^» ^ ̂^ ^ ̂ r ^^» ^f ̂ ^^- " " ̂ *t^ -^^r ^m w -^*f -^r^m ~ ̂̂ ^^ """ ^ ̂v those
best qualified to speak upon this point, a want appears to be felt of facilities for acquiring raining education,
such as provided by the mining schools and colleges established in the principal mining districts of tin1 con-
tinent, apparently with the most beneficial effect." (Prospectus Government school of mines, London,

Looking at the class of men who, in this kingdom, are intrusted with tlio direction of collieries and mines,
we tind tli'-m, in general, characterized by a remarkable degree of e«ergy and intelligence; and yet it can-
not be denied that independently of the losses entailed by the uncertainty of mineral veins, large ̂ ums arc
yearly squandered on ill-judged, and sometimes even absurd speculations, which a greater amount of expe-" " " " f V * * " * V "» * - ̂ - * -^ - » ̂^* " ' ~*r
rience on the part of the proposer would have taught him to modify or abu abandon. (Wrightinan, Geological
Survev, Great Britain.) " « « _ v_ L fim. _r " "_ ft - m A 

" " * * ̂ L j m L v

It is conceded to agriculture that the fruits of the earth, reproduced annually, can be stimulated by an
application of acquired knowledge, connected with practical training, upon a farm conducted upon the
principles taught, where theory and practice are combined. But it is denied to mining a pursuit iu which
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nature /rives but one crop, with the production of \rhich man lias not assisted, and where all the knowledge
demanded is to secure the production at hand by the most expeditious, economical, ami safe means which
experience and science furnish, (Gregory Yale' Titles to Mining Claims.)

The arts of mining and geology mutually support and illustrate each other. As the geologist is indebted
to the labors and observations of the miner for many important facts relative to the formation of the crust
of the earth, so the miner must possess some degree of geological knowledge if he desires to ascertain the
presence of useful minerals in^liis district, such as ores, precious stones, rock salt, <fcc. He who abandons
the simple and correct way pointed out by geological experience, runs the risk of groping in conjecture and
doubt, and this is of particular importance in mining, for it is rtn enterprise brilliant and full of promise,
and at the same time expensive, and often illusory. (Professor R. C. Von Leonhard, University of Heidel-
berg*)

Of the importance of an increased product of the precious metals there can be no question.
The ablest political economists of Europe and America are unanimous upon that point.

Mr. Seward, in the course of a debate in the Senate shortly after the admission of Cali-
fornia into the Union, said:

V
The objects of the United States in regard to the gold mines in California should be, in the first place, to

bring to the general public use of the people of the United States the largest possible acquisition of national
wealth from their newly-discovered fountains ; and secondly, to render the mining operations conducive to
the best and speediest possible settlement of our vast countries on the Pacific coast, which are so soon to
exercise boundless commercial, social, and political influences over the eastern world.

Mr. Benton was " decidedly of the opinion that the United States ought not to undertake
to make a revenue out of the mines; that the United States ought to content herself with
getting the wealth out of the bowels of the earth itself."

Sir Archibald Allison, referring to the wonderful effects of the gold discoveries in Califor-
nia and Australia, makes use of this emphatic language:

That which for five and twenty years had been wanting-a currency commensurate to the increased num-
bers and transactions of the civilized world-was now supplied by the beneficent baud of nature. The era
of a contracted currency, and consequent low prices and general misery, interrupted by passing gleams of
rosperity, was at nn end. Prices rapidly rose; wages advanced iuv a similar proportion; exports and

orts enormously increased, while crime and misery as rapidly diminished."

Mr. Conness, always earnest in his advocacy of great measures for the development of the
material resources of the Pacific slope, said, in the course of the debate on the mineral land
bill:

I will not undertake to extend this debate or the consideration of this question by entering into an esti-
mate of what the production of gold costs. It would be mere guessing at best; but I undertake to say that
there is no commodity which the enterprise and commerce of our country and of the world require so much
ns the addition to our circulation of the precious metals. I need not waste a word in stating how it incites
the trade and commerce of the country, and of the whole world.

Mr. Nye said, in the course of the same debate:
I beg the Senate to bear in mind the fact that every additional dollar of gold and silver that we produce

lays the foundation of our financial structure on a more stable foundation. Let it be known that we can
produce gold and silver to make our credit always secure and sure, that the interest will be paid in the pre-
cious metals, and our credit will stand as high if not higher than that of any other nation of the earth.

The importance of such an increase to the United States has been forcibly presented by
the Committee on Public Lands of the House. Mr. Julian, the intelligent chairman of that
committee, who very ably supported the policy of granting absolute titles in fee to the
miners, though opposed to the form of the bill reported by the Senate committee, says, in a
report on the mineral lands, dated June 5, 1866:

In the judgment of the committee there is very great need of an increase in the quantity of precious
metals. The disproportion of gold and silver to other values, and to pur commercial wants, is Very remark-
able. If practicable, it should be reduced. The property of the United States, within the last fen years,
has increased about ̂ 00,000,000 per year; and this increase is estimated to be more than two hundred'times
greater than the increase of coin during the same period. It is believed that some policy which will secure
to the government a fresh and liberal supply of the precious metals will be found absolutely necessary.

Mr. Robert J. Walker, the distinguished statesman and financier, says, in a recent able
letter:

All the benefits of skill and experience derived from years of devotion to business pursuits, are lost
through fluctuations in the currency, which no sapicity or skill can anticipate. When we reflect that each
nation is but a part of the great community of states, united by ties of commerce, business, and inter-
changes, and find the rest of the world sustained by a specie currency, which is of uniform, universal inter-
national value, how can we who are dealing- with "depreciated paper oxpect to compete successfully with
those countries whose money is gold, or its actual equivalent? No nation has ever tried this experiment
without vast sacrifices and great failures. So long as the cuircncy of the world is gold, any nation departing
from this standard impairs its own power of successful competition, and gradually drives its products from
the markets of the world. It is true, that it may, to a certain extent, so far as smuggling does not open the
safety-valve, keep out foreign imports for a time, thereby annihilating its exports; but prices soon rise at
home in a ratio corresponding with the augmented duties, and, the check becoming ineffectual, is souirht to
be remedied by augmented tariffs. It is totally impossible for a nation like the United States to withdraw
from the business operations of the world, and it is equally impracticable to carry on successful international
exchanges when the money of the country is depreciated*paper.

December 2, 1867, Mr. Stewart, United States senator from Nevada, asked, and by unani-
mous consent obtained, leave to bring in the following bill, which was read twice and
ordered to be printed; December 3, 1867, referred to the Committee on Mines and Mining;
February 20, 1868, reported by Mr. Stewart, with amendments.
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A BILL to establish a national school of mines.

imng
[SEC, 2. And be it further enacted, That each State and Territory located in whole or in part west of tlio

eastern base of the Eocky mountains may appoint one member of a board of directors, a majority of whom
shall constitute a quorum; and in case of failure on the pan of any State or Territory so to appoint, the
President shall appoint such member by and with the advice and consent of the Senate"; but no port of the
fund herein pi*oviacd for shall be expended in salaries, travelling or other personal expenses of the said
board of directors.]

SEC. 2. And be it further enacted, That the management of the institution shall be under the control of
ci^ht directors, a majority of whom shall constitute a quorum. The directors shall be selected from the
mining- States and Territories, and appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate, and shall hold their office for four years, and until their successors arc appointed and qualilicd: Pro-
ridcd, That the following named persons shall constitute the board of directors from the iirst day of July,
anno Domini eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, until the first of July, eighteen hundred and seventy,
namely: Sherman Day and William Ashlmrner, of California; F. A. Tritle and D. "W. TTclty. of Nevada;
A. C. 'Gibbs, of Oregon; , of Idaho; A. J. Simmons, of Montana ; and John Pierce, of Colorado.
In case of failure of any of the above-named persons to serve, or should a vacancy occur from any other
cause, the same shall be" filled as hereinbefore provided. The directors shall receive no compensation for
their services, but their actual travelling and other expenses incurred while attending to the business of the
institution shall be paid,

SEC. 3. And be it further enacted, That the said board of directors shall have power to make rales and
regulations for the organization and government of the school; shall appoint its professors, teachers, and
officers, and exercise supervision and control over the fund herein appropriated.

SEC. 4. And be it further enacted, That no professor or teacher [or other officer! of this institution shall
be removed except iipon charges and specifications duly investigated by the board of directors, and the
decision of the Secretary of the Treasury, to whom the "faets and"the evidence shall be reported, shall bo
conclusive.

SEC. 5. And be it further enacted, That tuition in this institution shall be free to any citizen of the United
States who may present proper evidences of qualification, to be determined by the faculty; and it shall also
be free to students from other countries, duly recommended by the authorities of the schools iu which they
shall have become qualified; but all expenses for books and stationery, and all personal expenses for lodging,
subsistence, and travelling, shall be borne by the students themselves.

Si-;c. 6. And be it further enacted, That the primary object of the school being an increase of the bullion
product of the country, by the practical application ot science to mining, and the diffusion of correct
knowledge among miners as to the best methods of treating the ores, no charge shall bo made for assays,
tests, metallurgical or other experiments, except to cover the actual cost of material used.

SEC. 7. And be it further enacted, That the Secretary of the Treasury, on and after the first day of July,
eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, shall set apart the fund hereby appropriated for the purpose named in this
act; and he shall, after receiving a report from the board of directors, locate the school and furnish plans
and specifications for all necessary buildings and improvements, which shall be plaia and substantial, and
upon the most economical plan consistent with the purposes of the institution.

SEC. 8. And be it further enacted. That in order that the board of directors may be placed iu possession
of the most approved systems of education, the Secretary of the Treasury shall cause an examination to be
made of the principal mining schools of Europe, and a report to be prepared upon the same, the expense of
such service to be paid out of the {unexpended balance of the appropriation heretofore made for the collec-
tion of mining statistics] funds of the institution.

SEC. 9. And be it further enacted, That the duties now performed by the special commissioner appointed
by the Secretary of the Treasury to collect mining statistics in the States and Territories west of the Rocky
mountains, shall, upon the organization and completion of the school of mines created by this act, be per-
formed under a permanent system by the faculty of said institution, and their report shall be transmitted to
the Secretary of the Treasury, to be by him laiu before 'Congress.

SEC. 10. And be it further'enactcd, That the professors and teachers, under the direction of the president
of the institution, shall make [annual] visits to the principal mining districts, accompanied by their respective
classes, for the purpose of examining the mines, mills, and modes of working, and instructing the pupils in
the practical operations of mining and metallurgy ; and the said professors and teachers shall also, as far as
4*^1-*i M, � _"__ *--. .. i ,F? ........ , . ... , metallurgy, and mining

egular course of instruc-

SEC. 11. And be it further enacted, That the Secretary of the Treasury shall require from the directors
and from the disbursing officer or officers appointed by the board of directors such bonds and vouchers as
he may deem necessary for the security and proper disbursement of the fund. '

SEC. 12. And be it further enacted. That from and after the expiration of the fiscal year commencing July
first, eighteen hundred arid sixty-eight, not exceeding one-half of the fund arising from the tax levied upon
gold and silver bullion shall be expended by QJ- ou behalf of the institution, the [remaining half to] remain-
der shall be set apart by the Secretary of the Treasury and invested in government securities, which shall
remain, both principal and interest, a permanent fond for the support and maintenance of the institution;
and no part of the moneys so reserved, [half] either principal or interest, shall bo drawn so long as the gov-
ernment shall continue to impose a tax upon gold and silver bullion, but after such tax shall have ceased the
interest ou the reserved fund ehall be used for the purposes hereinbefore mentioned.
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